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Norman Myers first became in-

terested in conservation in his na-

tive England, where he graduated

with a master's degree from Ox-
ford University in 1957. After

two years as a district officer with

the Kenya administration and four

Norman Myers

as a teacher in Nairobi, he be-

came a free-lance writer and pho-
tographer in the field of wildlife

conservation. Myers, who received

a doctorate in conservation ecol-

ogy from the University of Call-

k

fornia at Berkeley in 1971, is

now a consultant on the wildlife

and human ecology of Africa. His

book, The Long African Day, has

just been published by The Mac-
millan Companv, New York.

After living and studying with

Vinoba Bhave in India for six

months in 1968, Curtis P. Hart-

man decided to reject the fields

of political science and social an-

thropology "to starve as a writer."

He has taught in both public and

private schools, but is presently

studying for his doctorate in

English literature at Boston Uni-

versity. His future plans call for a

trip to Japan this summer to study

chronic displacement in devel-

oping cultures. Gary S. Wolinsky
is a free-lance photo-journalist. A
graduate of Boston University, he

worked for the Boston Globe for

Curtis P. Hartman

2

Cary S. Wolinsky

four years, and has been pub-

lished frequently in newspapers

and magazines. Wolinsky, who has

traveled and worked in Ireland

and India, is the author of Marsh-
mallow Worlds, a book of photo-

graphs published in 1972.

Albert C. Jensen, regional su-

pervisor of marine and coastal re-

sources for the New York State

Department of Environmental
Conservation at Stonv Brook, New
York, holds a master of science

degree in fisheries management
from the State University of New
York at Syracuse. From 1954 to

1966 he participated in six ocean-

ographic cruises; in addition to

writing a nature column for six

years, Jensen has published nu-

merous articles on marine subjects

Albert C. Jensen

in scientific journals and popular

magazines. He is also author of

The Cod, a book on "the uncom-

mon history of a common fish and

its impact on American life from

Viking times to the present."
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your own home.
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For the past twelve years Rob-
ert B. Brander has studied the

fisher—porcupine relationship in

Robert B. Brander

northern Michigan with an eye to

re-establishing a state of equilib-

rium between these predator—prey

populations. Brander, with a doc-

torate in wildlife management
from the University of Minnesota,

is the principal wildlife biologist

and project leader for wildlife re-

search in the lake states for the

United States Forest Service. Co-

David J. Books

author of the fisher article David

J. Books, a doctoral student in

the College of Forestry at the

University of Minnesota, is also a

free-lance writer and photogra-

pher. His work has appeared in

various conservation and camping

publications.

Frank J. Anderson considers

his frequent childhood visits to

The American Museum of Natural

History and the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art "the most valuable

and lasting part of my education,

a kind of off-the-sidewalk univer-

sity." Anderson, a graduate of the

Pratt Institute School of Fine and

Frank J. Anderson

Applied Arts, is assistant to the li-

brarian at the New York Bo-

tanical Garden and editor of its

newsletter. He is presently en-

gaged in a historical survey of

herbal literature and a study of

the relationships between art and
natural history.

For almost thirty years George
Swinton has studied the Eskimo
and his art; particularly, the im-

pact of modern technology on

primitive art forms. Swinton, a

professor at the University of

Manitoba School of Art, as well

as an adjunct professor of anthro-

pology, is the author of Eskimo
Sculpture, published by the New
York Graphic Society, Ltd. He
has written 82 programs for CBC-
TV's ''Art in Action" series and
is consultant for the exhibition

"Sculpture of the Inuit -Master-

works of the Canadian Arctic,"

which opens in Philadelphia on

January 2.3.

A graduate of Cornell Univer-

sity Medical College, Edwin D.
Kilbourne is professor and chair-

man of the Department of Micro-

biology, Mount Sinai School of

George Swinton

Edwin D. Kilbourne

Medicine of the City University of

New York, where he continues his

22-year study of the influenza

virus. Kilbourne is the author of

more than ninety medical articles

for technical journals and is coau-

thor of two textbooks: Preventive

Medicine and Public Health and

Human Ecology and Public
Health. Pascal James Imperato,

director of the Bureau of Infec-

tious Disease Control and princi-

pal epidemiologist of the City of

New York Department of Health

received a master's degree in pub-

lic health and tropical medicine

from Tulane University and has

done extensive field work in Af-

rica (see "Nomads of the Niger,"

Natural History, December,
1972).
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Letters
In<lia.n Authors

I am very happy that ISatural

History has the good sense to in-

clude analyses of the Native
American experience in its pages

("The Cheyenne Experience," No-

vember, 1972), but I'm not at all

sure that what Mr. Deloria has to

say about the literature covering

this subject increases our under-

standing.

My objections come in two
areas: first, his lauding of Stan

Steiner's The New Indians and

second, his implication that Seven

Arrows marks something new in

the literature of Native Ameri-

cans.

I find a book such as Steiner's

anything but a ''real break-

through." In fact, I find it to be a

book that could do more to push

interracial relations back into the

nineteenth century than anything

since Mohawk Trail tourist shops

opened in northwestern Massachu-

setts. As I see it, understanding is

brought about by a mutual ex-

change, highlighted by respect, in-

terest, fairness, and an ability to

rise above former differences.

For Steiner to quote an Indian

spokesman as saying that "in the

American system nothing is done

legally, honestly, and truthfully"

does very little to create an atmo-

sphere conducive to dialogue, par-

ticularly since he offers no sup-

porting evidence to back this up
or even an opinion on the other

side. Certainly the American sys-

tem has been grossly unjust to

Native Americans; to simply reit-

erate the outrage does nothing to

correct it.

Unwarranted and unsubstan-

tiated value judgments hurt the

book from the beginning: "Going
down the rough dirt road, from

the earthy and easy-going tribal

life on the rural reservations to

the middle-class oneupsmanship of

university life in the cities. . .
."

Or "It was uniquely Indian: the

respect for the elders by the

youth; the recognition of the

youth by the elders. . .
."

Orgies of racial self-denigration

are the lifeblood of the book,

rather than the overwhelming
amount of positive material that

could have been used when de-

scribing the Indians themselves:

"The militant, Nazi-like Game and
Fisheries Departments" or "Vaca-

tioning from the manufacture of

nuclear death that was his job at

the plant of the Atomic Energy
Commission. . .

."

One particularly disturbing pas-

sage, which Steiner does nothing

to analyze, concerned Clyde War-
rior and his apparent contempt for

the American "system." "If
American society is so goddamn
great, then how come it creates

social movements like this?" ques-

tioned Warrior. A minimal ac-

quaintance with American history

would reveal a simple answer to

this: America, as every other

country, has had many social

movements "like this" and has

survived precisely because the

government is highly receptive to

change.

What is more constructive in

my eyes, and what Mr. Deloria

seems to have missed, are the

many books already written by In-

dians in the manner of Seven Ar-

rows. What of Geronimo's autobi-

ography (published in 1906) or

Sun Chief (the autobiography of a

Hopi, published in 1942), or The

Son of Old Man Hat (the autobi-

ography of a Navaho, published in

1938), or Black Hawk's autobiog-

raphy (published in 1833)?
These are but a few examples

of exciting, immensely informative

indigenous literature, which De-

loria ignores when he opts for fur-

ther misunderstanding and the

perpetuation of myths as destruc-

tive as those his and my fifth-grade

American history textbooks told.

Jeffrey A. Sheehan
History Department, Dublin School

Dublin, New Hampshire

Ttie Author Replies
First, I am appalled at the mis-

reading of my review. I com-
mented on The New Indians as

the real breakthrough because up
until that time, no contemporary

Indian had been able to write a

book and have it taken seriously.

I tried to write a book in 1964,

and Clyde Warrior tried in 1965.

Stan Steiner contacted publishers

on our behalf. We were told that:

(1) Indians can't write books; (2)

any book written by an Indian

would be biased in favor of In-

dians; and (3) no single Indian

could represent all Indians and
only impartial whites who had
"studied" the question could write

books on Indians.

The New Indians proved to a

great many publishing houses that

there were some live, articulate

Indians who could conceivably

write books, and so some of us

were offered contracts. I wrote a

book and Hank Adams has writ-

ten a book. Had Stan Steiner not

written his book, none of us

would have ever been given a

chance to write anything. I would
call it a real breakthrough in

terms of contemporary Indians to

have the right to write our own
books, saying what we wanted to

say, regardless of what that mes-

sage was.

I am horrified at the choice of

books Sheehan quotes to show
that I overlooked "Indian litera-

ture." He chose four autobiog-

raphies, the oldest of which dates

from 1833 and the youngest from

1942. Certainly the world has

changed considerably since 1833
and at least a minimum amount
since 1942. All of these alleged

autobiographies involved whites

who did the actual writing with

the Indians "telling their story" to a

sympathetic ear. Seven Arrows is a

book that attempts to make a reli-

gious statement in this time period.

It is written without the traditional

anthropological viewpoint and re-

lates a totally new effort by Indians

to make statements about today and

not about what whites discovered in

1833.

With respect to Steiner's choice

of words, I am not entirely happy.

However, the quotations cited are

certainly, in my opinion, accurate

with respect to the game wardens

of Washington State. Nazilike be-

havior is not unique to Germany
of 1933-45 and if you had ever

been involved in the fishing rights

situation, you would see almost

immediately the startling parallels.

To criticize that description with-
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vacation adventures of a lifetime.

African travel tips.

When is the best time to go? The interesting fact

about East Africa is that the climate is comfortable all year

'round. The best months are from June to December when

the parks and lodges have fewer tourists. In January to

iVlarch you get away from Northern winter weather. April and

May tend to be rainy. But the weather is always mild.

Sabena's Africa
We've been flying there since 1923.

out knowing the actual situation

would appear to me to be fool-

hardy.
I find nothing wrong with Stei-

ner's quotations of Clyde Warrior.

Steiner was simply reporting
throughout the book on what was

then happening in Indian country.

The recent blow-up at the Bureau

of Indian Affairs would seem to

indicate that Steiner early caught

at least some of the mood of how
people were beginning to feel

with respect to their situation. I

cannot see how you can be an ac-

curate reporter on events and re-

port only the pleasant things and

hide what is really happening.

I have been keenly aware that

things were building to a destruc-

tive edge in the Bureau of Indian

Affairs for some time. I have done
everything I could to prevent dis-

order, but many people attacked

me for trying to stop their alleged

"revolution." I am very sorry

about the recent events in Wash-
ington. However, I could see this

desperate "Ghost Dance" feeling

coming several years ago as In-

dian militants began to get inter-

ested in Indian religions. I wrote

the review the way I did to try

and get Sheehan and millions who
think like him to recognize that

we are real people, that there are

real and pressing problems caus-

ing great dissatisfaction, and that

with the publication of Seven Ar-

rows I would hope that younger

Indians would recognize the

strengths of their religion and cool

it. I had hoped that people such

as Sheehan would take seriously

the problems of today and stop

mooning over Geronimo, Sun
Chief, and Chief Red Fox, and rec-

ognize us as contemporary people

with many pressing problems.

When Sheehan demands that

we all keep silent while everyone

reads old autobiographies, he only

helps to discredit those of us who
are moderates and to fulfill pre-

dictions of militants that whites

won't and can't listen.

In conclusion, I can only say

that I am greatly depressed when
I think that people such as Shee-

han are teaching hundreds of

young people American history. I

believe that it is such teachers

who are perpetuating stereotypes

and not myself and Stan Steiner.

Vine Deloria, Jr.



If the children are going to
save the vrorid, ¥fon't you

please help save the children?

Francisco Orjuella,



A Naturalist at Large by Norman Myers

The People Cr-unch Comes
to East Africa
A rising tide of humanity is placing the

national parks under a state of siege

Africa, exotic homeland of the

primitive mvstique, is joining the

world travel community with a

rush. As air transportation makes

the continent more accessible to

tourists from the Western world,

travel agents from Oslo to Omaha
are offering trips to Africa as part of

standard itineraries. Tourists are

beginning to think of Nairobi as a

logical extension of the Copen-

hagen-Paris-Rome-Athens air high-

way.

For tourists with raised envi-

ronmental consciousness, Africa's

principal attractions are its pan-

oramic open spaces and the vari-

eties of animals that still inhabit

them. Africa is the refuge of the

last great array of mammals from

the Pleistocene, but their declin-

ing numbers have added a sense

of urgency to the African trip.

National parks, established in vari-

ous areas of the continent to pro-

tect this faunal heritage, now har-

bor remnants of the once huge

herds, as well as pocket popula-

tions of several threatened species.

Much of the wildlife is found in

East Africa, which has more parks

and reserves than the rest of the

continent put together.

Africa, however, is no longer

the last great empty continent,

and East Africa is fast becoming

one of its most populated areas.

Here, the poacher is no longer the

main problem. It is the poacher's

three or four surviving siblings,

each with six to eight children,

who are exerting the most intense

pressure on the parklands and the

animals inside.

Kenya, occupying some of the

best of the East African wildlife

country, typifies the oncoming,

disastrous collision between people

and animals. The annual birthrate,

alreadv high at more than .50 per

1.000 population, continues to

rise, while deaths, now at 18 per

1,000, are falling at a rate of 2.0

percent per vear. About half of

the present population is under

16. Even if Kenya—the first coun-

try in black Africa to institute a

national family planning pro-

gram—were to do better than any

other country has ever done and

could reduce family size from an

average of 7.3 children to two

within the next twentv years, the

population would continue to soar

until the middle of the next cen-

tury. The net growth rate is al-

ready approaching 3.5 percent a

year, almost the highest in the

world. And Kenya, along with

Uganda and Tanzania, its neighbor-

ing East African nations, stands a

good chance of reaching a growth

rate of 4 percent annually. At this

rate, its population would double in

17.5 years. The rate of the coming

population expansion will be greater

than Asia's and is sure to engulf

much of the continent. Kenya could

well feature the most extreme

growth in human numbers and suf-

fer some of the most deleterious con-

sequences.

The monumental problems of

Kenya's increasing population will

be compounded by the lack of

suitable land for agriculture; only

one-sixth of the country's 225,000
square miles is presently arable,

with an average annual rainfall of

30 or more inches. This limited

area is where 90 percent of the

population presently lives. But in

the last few years a spillover of

land-hungry Africans into the

drier, game-supporting savanna
lands has begun. Such is the

mounting land pressure that some
farmers are trying to grow maize

in areas where they are lucky to

get 20 inches of rain. Twentv-five

years ago, when Kenya's first na-

tional parks were being set up,

there were 4.6 cultivable acres for

each Kenyan. Now there are two,

far less than the worldwide aver-

age. Without any drop in the

birthrate, there will be onlv 0.7

acre bv the turn of the centun.

Even if Kenya brings its fertility

rate down by a stupendous 60
percent between 1975 and 2000,

unless new lands are brought un-

der cultivation, there will still be

less than one acre per person.

The 15,000 square miles of Ki-

kuyuland—home of the Kikuyu, the

nation's most numerous tribe

—

are already bursting at the seams,

and one male out of four is trying

to make a living elsewhere.

Within sight of the tourist hotels

of downtown Nairobi, people are

living at a density of 1,800 a

square mile. Farming on land al-

most as densely settled as the gar-

den mcU^ket areas of Holland, con-

sidered to be the most heavily

occupied arable areas on eeu-th,

some of these people are sub-

sisting through a form of un-

planned horticulture. Residents of

the Nairobi suburbs live at den-

sities reaching as high as 1,000

an acre. And these people are not

living in high-rise buildings, but

rather in single-story huts (try to

visualize 1,000 people lying down
to sleep in a single acre). By the

year 2000, Nairobi will be five

times as big as today's tourist sees

it, housing about three million

lO
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DID YOU KNOW...
• Africans spoke more than a

thousand tongues, and had almost

as many systems of behavior and
behef.

• Africans practiced a kind of

social welfare 1,000 years ago

which provided for widows and
orphans.

• From evidence of fossil skulls

and bone fragments, it appears that

Africa may have been the birth-

place of mankind, almost 2

years ago.

• Three insect villains were largely,

responsible for keeping Africa a

dark unknown continent for many
years: the anopheles mosquito, the

tsetse fly, and locust. Actual size: 8^A" x 10%". 192 pages
Nearly 200 illustrations, 64 in full color.

^
I

Let us take you on a thousand=year safari

through the lost civilizations of ancient Africa

TIMBUKTU. The name lingers haunt-
ingly, like some half-remembered

adventure story from childhood. But Tim-
buktu was not a fiction. It was a fabu-

lous African reality—the dazzling center

of the sixteenth century empire of Song-
hai, intellectual capital of the Western
Sudan. In a well-endowed university,

scholars taught history, religion, law and
philosophy. And Timbuktu's thriving

book trade was more profitable than any
other kind of commerce.
Timbuktu is only a part of the story of

African Kingdoms. Nearly two centuries

ago, the city of Kumasi in the Ashanti
kingdom boasted broad boulevards, a

modern army, a complex trading bureau-
cracy, indoor plumbing. In lalibela, thir-

teenth century capital of Ethiopia,
devoted believers carved ten churches
from solid rock. On the Tassili plateau
in the Sahara, the dry climate preserved
fifteen thousand rock paintings—the
world's greatest gallery of prehistoric
art. The glittering ports of Kilwa, Mom-
basa, Malindi and Zanzibar awed early
European explorers with their great tem-
ples, mosques and fortresses.

More noble than savage, more spiri-

tual than pagan, Africans expressed their

feelings and beliefs with stunning virtu-

osity in their art—a necessity of their

daily lives. Their sculpture influenced the

work of Picasso, Modigliani and other

modern masters.

African Kingdoms is brought to you
by the Great Ages of Man... a series of

history books that "make learning a joy"

as one enthusiastic reader put it. The
text is by Basil Davidson, the distin-

guished author of many books on
Africa... and famed photographer Eliot

Elisofon captures the incomparable Afri-

can carvings in a dramatic photo-essay.

By simply mailing the handy order
form you can take advantage of our 10-

day free trial offer, as described in the

form. You risk nothing—so
why not send :

Kingdoms toda

Other
volumes
from
GREAT AGES
OF MAN

Time-Life Books, Oept. 1004
Time & Life BIdg., Chicago, Illinois 60611

Yes, I would like to examine African Kingdoms.
Please send it to me for 10 days' free examina-

tion and enter my subscription to Great Ages
of Man. If I decide to keep African Kingdoms, I

will pay $4.95 ($5.25 in Canada) plus shipping

and handling. I then will receive future volumes

in the Great Ages of Man series, shipped a volume

at a time approximately every other month. Each

is $4.95 ($5.25 in Canada) plus shipping and han-

dling and comes on a 10-day free examination

basis. There is no minimum number of books that

I must buy, and I may cancel my subscription at

any time simply by notifying you.

If I do not choose to keep African Kingdoms, I

will return it within 10 days, my subscription for

future volumes will be canceled, and I will not be

under any further obligation.

Schools and Libraries: Order Library Style Bind-

ings from Silver Burdett Co., Morristown, New
Jersey 07960. Eligible for Titles I, II funds.



You can spend more
for a camera, but you
can't buy more camera
than a Konica. Because

in every price category,

Konica offers more mean
ingful features.

Features like truly

automatic exposures, set

perfectly for you everytime.

Plus one no other camera
can offer: the Hexanon lens;

the scalpel-sharp reason why
Konica can claim "the lens

alone is worth the price."

Immodest? Ask the man who
owns a Konica. You'll choose

one, too.

KONICA*
Makers of world-famous Sakura Color Films

!- I
DivisioNor

I
KoDJca Camera Corp.,

L%^ Berkey Woodside, New York 1137

people, many of them in slumlike

settlements where it will be diffi-

cult to tell city community from

overcrowded countryside.

The next generation will have

to look for some patch of ground

on which to scratch a living, and

most of them will end up in areas

not suitable for growing crops be-

cause of insufficient rainfall. One
area sure to bear the brunt of the

coming land search is the western

part of Kenya's Masailand. This

land unit, traditional grazing

ground of the nomadic Masai

tribe, encompasses 40,000 square

miles along the Kenya-Tanzania

border. Much of the area is arid

savanna, moderately suitable for

raising cattle in limited numbers

but of little use for cultivation.

The Masai rely on cattle for sur-

Huts of Kikuyu tribesmen

sprawl over the arable

foothills of Mount Kenya.

Coffee and maize are the

common crops in this area.

In Canada: Garlick Films Ltd., Toronto



vi\al in tlic harsh cm iroiimt'iil.

and to insure an adciiualc Itxnl

supply, each Janiilv needs up ti)

100 head. The land requirements

of the Masai and their cattle mean
that much of Masailand becomes

overpopulated at a mere six or

eio;ht people per square mile.

In the western sector of Masai-

land, however, wide areas with

enough rain for crops are being

used largely as pasture for live-

stock. It is hard to see the Masai

resisting the expanding pressure of

millions of landless people, even if

the lush plains are put to the

plow by the Masai themselves.

Some of the best-watered sections

of this high-potential agricultural

land border the Mara Game Re-

serve, where some of the finest

black-maned lions in Africa re-

side, and where 1,500,000 wilde-

beest, zebra, and gazelles from

Tanzania's Serengeti Park to the

south come on their seasonal mi-

grations. Far from extending the

game reserve, as would be the

goal in the best of all possible

worlds, it is difficult to see how it

Johannesburg • Kruger Park- Hluhluwe Game Reserve • Lions • Cape Vine-
yards • Giraffes • Natal's Fortress Caves • Swaziland • White Rhinos • Zulu
Villages • Zebras • Durban • Capetown • Port Elizabeth • Oudtshorn
Ostrich Farms • Mozambique • Botswana • Diamond Mines • Sudwala
Caves • Transvaal • Aardvarks • Elephants • Leopards • etc., etc., etc.

We give you o lol oF

Sourh AFficQ for Ihe money.

BOAC's"ln"Roadsto
Adventure tours of Africa are an

incredible value for your money.

For $1169, you get BOAC
round trip on a 747 from Nev\/

Yorkto Johannesburgvia London.

Plus an Avis car for 2 weeks
with the first 500 miles free.

Plus hotels for 14 nights with bath or shower—you choose

fromour list throughout South Africa.

Plus road maps, suggested safari routings and insurance.

Plus membership in local Automobile Association.

Plus the freedom to go where you like, when you like,

how you like.

Now you can add optional extensions thatwill really make
your mouth water.

Like $125 per week for extended stays in South Africa,

up to a total of five weeks in all, and givingyou theuseof the

car, 200 extra free miles per week, hotels etc.

Or $125 per week for a stay in Britain, either going or

coming, givingyou a carwith unlimited mileageand

accommodations at fine, selected inns.

And more. For thefull exciting story seealravel Agent

or return the coupon to us for a detailed brochure.

Price includes 14/45 day Economy Class excursion air

fare (subject to peak season and surcharge) and is based

ontwo persons travelling together and sharing twin-bedded

rooms and one car.

/
I To: British Overseas Airways Corporation

Box VCIO, Dept. 151-444. New Yorl<, N.Y. 10011

Tel. (212) 687-1600

Please send me your brochure on
BOAC's "In" Roads to Adventure Fly and
Drive Tours of South Africa.

Name

City

\ IVIy Travel Agent is

\

BOAC lokes good core of you.



Elegant simplicity for the home or office^

a perfect gift idea.

Hardy, Beauti-

futl Imported

from Japan.BE1N5AI
A living miniature tree.

Twenty-years old
complete in its own
stoneware planter,

with instructions on

care. These amazing *

values come to you
from Heirob Bonsai

Nursery, America's

largest importer of

Bonsai trees.

12" Japanese Pine, 12" Japanese Cedar, 8"

Japanese Elm, 12" Chinese Juniper or 8" Blue

Moss Cypress $34.50 each/$62.50 for two/$150

for all five, defrvery included.

HEIROB BONSAI NURSERY
Willowemoc Rd., Livingston Manor, N.Y. 1275S
(914) 439-5706

n Japanese Pine Q 8" Japanese Elm
8" Blue Moss Cypress

D 12" Chinese Juniper D 12" Japanese Cedar

D 1 Tree @ $34.50 D 2 Trees @ $62.50

D All 5 for $150.00 D Complete Catalogue

Enclosed is my check or money order for $
including sales tax, if any.

Bill my credit card account
for the full amount of $
Plus sales tax, if any.

nnn nnn nnn n nan
Expiration Date

Name

State-

City_

Observe
an eclipse.

Examine
an ecosystem.

Excavate
an ancient city.

Join top scientists trom the Smitti-

sonian institution and major univer-

sities on tield research expeditions

around the world. No special qualifi-

cations necessary. Learn on location.

Ecology in Nepal. Anthropology in

Kenya. Land-based and underwater

archaeology, marine biology, ornithol-

ogy, geology, astronomy. 2 to 8-week

expeditions from $550 (plus airfare).

Participation limited. Early registra-

tion essential.

®eei
Educational Expeditions International

68 Leonard Street NH-1

Belmont, Massachusetts 021 78

Phone:(617)489-3030

can survive with its present fe-

cundity and spectacle in the face

of all those people over the

boundarv. The problem will still

remain even if the boundarv be-

comes a fence, as it perhaps must

if wildlife is to live next to man's

growing estate. The conflict will

be especially troublesome if man's

estate becomes a maize plot. The
farmer, watching helplesslv as his

harvest disappears over a game re-

serve boundarv inside an elephant,

is likelv to think again about cries

that Africa's wildlife does not be-

long to Africa alone.

Similar pressures are being

mounted right now against some

of the parks in Kenva. Nairobi

National Pai'k, literally on the

outskirts of the rapidlv expanding

capital, contains remnants of the

splendid herbivore herds that once

roamed much of central Kenya.

Animals do not remain within

the confines of parks. During

the wet season, many from,

Tarangire National Park migrate

through an area ten times the

size of the park, while in

drought years, the Serengeti

eco-unit extends to Lake Eyasi.

As agricultural activities

usurp these unprotected areas,

only a reduced number of

park animals udl sun it e

Modern-style Masai ranchers are

now starting to fence off the mi-

gration routes of the animals onto

the Athi Plains of Masailand.

Resident herds of semidomestic

animals could soon be the inevi-

table result as the park is trans-

formed into a large outdoor zoo.

Tsavo National Park, in the

southeast section of the country,

is one of the largest in the world,

but still too small at 8,000 square

miles (twice the size of Yellow-

stone National Park) to absorb the

numbers of elephants crowded
into the sanctuarv of the park by

the expansion of nearbv tribes.

Since World War II, human popu-

lation densities in the environs

have increased bv up to 100 per-

cent. In the Taita Hills over-

looking the park, the local com-

munitv has doubled and the

amount of land under cultivation

has trebled; not only are people's

numbers rising but their ex-

pectations as well, and a man may
not be content with the amount of

land his father subsisted on.

This also means that some steep

slopes are being dug up, and ero-

sion is rapidly accelerating. The

Voi River, which used to bring

relief to Tsavo's parched elephant

ranges during the drv season, now
dries up soon after the rains peter

out. Other lai-ge rivers of Kenya,

such as the Galana, now carry so

much topsoil from overworked

arable regions hundreds of miles

Main Migratory Routes

. Average Extent of the

Serengeti Eco-unit

i
0-25 people per square mile

i
25-1000 people per square n
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INITHIII^giNIC!!

Was malaria
the Fall of

the Roman Empire?
Want to

feed a snake?

Fly

through the night
with the owls.

All the worlds oF man and nature await you in the

INIATy^AIL $CDiINICE iOOBC
It's high, wide, wild adventure all the way as a member of the Natural Science

Book Club. Wonderful reading. Amazing savings. A stamp is all it takes to see

your first three books. Why not send it and come adventuring with us!

Take any 3 books $4490° for only 99^each
if you will agree to accept only 3 more selections (at discount prices) in the next 12 months

(retail prices shown)

48400. THE FASCINATION OF REPTILES. Maurjce
Richardson. A colorful and handsomely illustrated
appreciation of these scientifically neglected and
often maligned animals. Includes information on
the care and feeding of reptiles- SID. 00

37411. CHALLENGING BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS.
Edited by John Behnlte. In this 25th anniversary
volume of the American Institute of Biological
Sciences, a group of the nation's foremost geneti-
cists, ecologists, zoologists and botanists ofer
solutions to some of the most pressing problems
of modern biology. $10.95

50610. GREAT CITIES OF THE ANCIENT WORLD.
L. Sprague de Camp. Gives a bird's-eye panorama
of fourteen cities of the ancient world including
Jerusalem, Rome. Constantinople Crammed with
fascinating facts and little-known details. S12.9S

64670. THE NIGHTWATCHERS. Angus Cameron
and Peter Parnall. Big attractive volume detail-
ing much of the folklore of the owl. Olfers vivid
descriptions and anecdotes about owls of the
United States and Canada, including the Screech
Owl. the Barn Owl. the Snowy Owl, and many
more. SB. 95

32290. THE ADVENTURE OF SAIL 1520-1914.
Captain Donald Macjntyre This sumptuous, over-
size (12" X 10") book is a dramatic portrait of
the glorious age of the great sailing ships. Full-
size, full-color plates, old maps, etchings, and
photographs strikingly complement the stirring
tale of sailing's 400 most thrilling years. Counts
as 2 ot your 3 bool<s. $25.00

42340. DISEASE AND HISTORY. Fredericl< F. Cart-
wright, M.D. in collaboration with Michael D.
Biddiss. Did scarlet fever cause the downfall of
Athens? Did the Roman Empire succumb, not to
luxury and decay, but malaria'' Did Napoleon
lose at Waterloo because of hemorrhoids? The
role that illness and disease have played in the
long course of history. S6.95

52050. A GUIDE TO KENYA AND NORTHERN
TANZANIA. David f. Horrobin. A vicarious, thrill-
ing armchair trip to East Africa. Comprehensive
and up-to-date guidebook that contains more than
300 pages with 48 handsome photgraphs in full

color. $12.50

57280. KINGDOM OF THE SEASHELL. R. Tucker
Abbott. Beautiful book, profusely illustrated in

color, that details the basis for a fascinating
hobby, and can turn you into a reasonably com-
petent expert, even if you never own a single

shell. $14.95

88120. YELLOWSTONE: A Century of the Wilder-
ness. Ann and Myron Sutton. Traces the history,

explores the future of the national park idea —
perhaps the most successful of the U.S. exports.

Ivlagnificent photos. Counts as 2 ot your 3 books.
$25.00

88010. WYMANS GARDENING ENCYCLOPEDIA.
Donald Wyman. 1,264 pages ... an alphabetical

listing of 9500 plants . . . this invaluable refer-

ence combines the simplicity of a beginner's
manual and the specificity of a horticultural treat-

ise. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $17.50

63930. NATURE'S PARADISE. 360 oversize pages
profusely illustrated in color and black and white

on the mighty continent of Africa. Counts as 2 ot

your 3 books. $19.95

87410. WORDS FOR BIRDS. Edward S. Gruson.
An engaging study of the origins of the scientific

and common names of 800 birds of North Amer-
ica. Information-packed, fun to read. $8.95

34620. ASTRONOMY: Fundamentals and Frontiers.

Robert Jastrow and Malcolm Thompson. The di-

rector of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies
and an associate have written a stimulating new
book with a refreshingly new approach to a sub-

ject which is enjoying an amazing upsurge of

interest. $12.50

43210. EARTH MEDICINE - EARTH FOODS.
Michael Weiner. An exciting rediscovery of the

plant remedies, drugs, and natural foods of the

North American Indians. $8.95

50220. GEOLOGY ILLUSTRATED. John S. Shellon.

Superb and comprehensive new presentation of

geology with nearly 400 magnificent original pho-
tographs. $10.50

36190. THE BIG THICKET. A. Y. Gunter. The grip-

ping account of the still unfinished fight to save
the Big Thicket area of East Texas from the rapa-

cious hands oi oil drillers, pulp and paper com-
panies, and real estate developers. Many photo-
graphs. $12.50

34630. ASIMOVS GUIDE TO SCIENCE. Isaac
Asimov. The incomparable Isaac Asimov has
done it again with this exciting general account
of modern science — an encyclopedic work of
945 pages that is meant to be read and enjoyed.

$15.00

48090. THE FACE OF THE DEEP. Bruce C. Heezen
and Charles D. Hollisler. Superb, scientific ac-

count of the strange and fascinating portion of

the world's surface that is deeply covered by the

sea Beautifully illustrated. Counts as 2 ot your

3 books. $25.00

48791. FOSSILS FOR AMATEURS: A Handbook
(or Collectors. Russell P. MacFall and Jay C.

Wollin. Comprehensive guide to the collection,

preparation, and exhibition of invertebrate fossils.

Profusely illustrated, this new book tells you all

you need to know to get started in this rewarding

hobby. $10.95

37070. BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS. Edited by
Norman Riley. Exquisite. Two hundred of the

world's most beautiful moths and butterflies are

shown along with an authoritative, data-filled text.

$14.95

74010. THE RESTLESS EARTH: A Report on the

New Geology. Nigel Calder. A penetrating and

dramatic report on the change in geological

thinking, based on interviews with 200 earth

scientists in a dozen countries, and their trail-

blazing work, l^agnificently illustrated. $10.00

I- — — MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION — — --^

Natural Science Book Club 4-26W
Riverside. New Jersey 08075
Upon acceptance of this order, please enroll me
as a member and send the 3 books I have indi-
cated Bill me only 99c each, plus postage and
handling. If not delighted. I will return all

books within ten days and this memt>ership
will be cancelled.

As a member, I need accept only three more
selections during the next 12 months at reduced
member prices, plus postage and handling. Sav-
ings range up to 30^ and occasionally even
more. I understand that I w.'ill receive free

advance Reviews which fully describe each
month's Main Selection and Alternates. If I

wish the Main Selection, I need do nothing
and it will be sent automatically. If I prefer
an Alternate—or no book at all—I need only
return the convenient reply card you send me
by the date specified. Send no money. Members

billed when books :

3 Books for 99c each: CWrite 1 numbers)

Some expensive books cotint as 2 selections.
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU LOOK

YOU SEE MORE
WITH A QU ESTA R

With Questar Field Model's new Fast

Focus the photographer gets those spur-of-

the-moment shots—from the eye of a fly to

the craters of the moon . . . instantly!

GROUND SQUIRREL PICTURES ARE FROM QUESTARS
NEW BOOKLET CONTAINING 150 NEW PHOTO-

GRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS; $1 TO COVER
HANDLING-MAILING COSTS ON THIS CONTINENT.

AIR TO S.A., $2.50; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA,

$3; ELSEWHERE, $3.50.

BOX Q60. NEW HOPE. PENNSYLVANIA 18938

25 people per square mile

25-1000 people per square mile

Elephants are being

increasingly restricted to

areas like Murchison Falls

National Park, where they are

trapped in what is, in effect,

a large outdoor zoo.

inland that the new marine parks

on the coast, where the Galana

River debouches into the Indian

Ocean, are threatened with suffo-

cation by silt.

The situation in neighboring Tan-

zania is not yet as bad. The 14
million residents occupy a land

of 363,000 square miles, an area

the size of Texas. Approximately a

third of the country is nearly un-

inhabitable because of heavy infes-

tation by the tsetse. Also, much of

central Tanzania is too arid for

cultivation, and the cost of irriga-

tion would be prohibitively high.

There is already heavy population

pressure in several areas. Under
the country's present level of

technology and market mecha-

nisms, almost one-quarter of the

land area can be considered over-

populated, and another one-third

at saturation level. Every district

around the great chain of parks

and wildlife areas in the north, in-

cluding Serengeti, Ngorongoro
Crater, Lake Manyara, and Tar-

angire, falls into either of these

two categories.

Tanzania's infant mortality rate

is still at the appalling level of

165 per 1,000, a rate that pro-

vides plenty of scope for cutting

down on human loss and for

pushing up population growth
higher than the present 2.8—3.0

percent. President Julius Nyerere

has emphasized that this flood of

people could well hold up the

type of development he wants to

see for the country, but little offi-

cial has been done in the way of

family planning, and abortion is

widely condemned.

The area to the west and north-

west of the Serengeti National

Park is among the most densely

occupied in the whole country.

Grass huts and maize plantations

line much of the park's bound-

ciries and clog the strategic migra-

tion routes of the wildebeest and

zebra. In fact, the park, as it is

now constituted, is only a half or

a third the size of its eco-unit.

The size required by the migrating

animals shifts from season to sea-

son according to the annual rain-

fall: in 1970, the wildebeest

strayed twice as far outside the

park as they had two years before.

During the 1960s, park officials

managed, through strenuous ef-

forts, to get extra bits of territory

added to the sanctuary. But those

days are over. In early 1972, a

60-square-mile sector of parkland

was occupied by local people with

the blessing of their adminis-

Continued on page 79
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The answers to some
questions frequently asked
by our sponsors

If you are considering sponsoring a cliild

through the Christian Children's Fund,

certain questions may occur to you. Perhaps

you will find them answered here.

Q. What does it cost to sponsor a child? A. Only $12 per month.
(Your gifts are tax deductible.)

Q. May I choose the child I wish to help ? A. You may indicate

your preference of boy or girl, age, and country. Many sponsors
allow us to select a child from our emergency list.

Q. Will I receive a photograph of my child ? A. Yes, and with

the photograph will come a case history plus a description of the

Home or Project where your child receives help.

Q. How long does it take before I learn about the child assigned

to me? A. You will receive your personal sponsor folder in

about two weeks, giving you complete information about the

child you will be helping.

Q. May I write to my child ? A. Yes. In fact, your child will

write to you a few weeks after you become a sponsor. Your
letters are translated by one of our workers overseas. You re-

ceive your child's original letter, plus an English translation,

direct from the Home or Project overseas.

Q. What type of Projects does CCF support overseas ? A. Be-

sides the orphanages and Family Helper Projects CCF has
homes for the blind, abandoned babies homes, day care nur-

series, health homes, vocational training centers, and many
other types of Projects.

Q. Who supervises the work overseas ? A. Regional offices are

staffed with both Americans and nationals. Caseworkers, or-

phanage superintendents, housemothers, and other personnel
must meet high professional standards—plus have a deep love

for children.

Q. Is CCF independent or church operated? A. Independent.
CCF is incorporated as a nonprofit organization. We work
closely with missionaries of 41 denominations. No child is

refused entrance to a Home because of creed or race.

Q. When was CCF started, and how large is it now? A. 1938was
the beginning, with one orphanage in China. Today, over
1 50,000 children are being assisted in 55 countries. However, we
are not interested in being "big." Rather, our job is to be a

bridge between the American sponsor, and the child being
helped overseas.

Q. May I visit my child ? A. Yes. Our Homes and Projects

around the world are delighted to have sponsors visit them.
Please inform the superintendent in advance of your scheduled
arrival.

Q. May groups sponsor a child ? A. Yes, church classes, office

workers, civic clubs, schools and other groups. We ask that one
person serve as correspondent for a group.

Q. Are all the children orphans ? A. No. Although many of our
children are orphans, youngsters are helped primarily on the
basis of need. Some have one living parent unable to care for

the child properly. Others come to us because of abandonment,
broken homes, parents unwilling to assume responsibility,

serious illness of one or both parents, or parents just too poor
to care for their children.

Q. How can I be sure that the money I give actually reaches the

child ? A. CCF keeps close check on all children through field

offices, supervisors and caseworkers. Homes and Projects are

inspected by our staff. Each Home is required to submit an
annual audited statement.

Q. Is CCF registered with any government agency ? A. Yes,

CCF is registered with the U.S. State Department's Advisory
Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, holding Registration
No. 080.

Margaret was found in a back lane of Calcutta, lying in her
doorway, unconscious from hunger. Inside,her mother had just
died in childbirth.

You can see from the expression on Margaret's face that she
doesn't understand why her mother can't get up, or why her
father doesn't come home, or why the dull throb in her stomach
won't go away.
What you can't see is that Margaret is dying of malnutrition.

She has periods of fainting, her eyes are strangely glazed. Next
will come a bloated stomach, falling hair, parched skin. And
finally, death from malnutrition, a killer that claims 10,000 lives

every day.

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66 pounds of food a day per
person, then throw away enough to feed a family of six in India.

If you were to suddenly join the ranks of I Vi billion people
who are forever hungry, your next meal might be a bowl of rice,

day after tomorrow a piece of fish the size of a silver dollar,

later in the week more rice—maybe.
Hard-pressed by the natural disasters and phenomenal birth

rate, the Indian government is valiantly trying to curb what
Mahatma Gandhi called "The Eternal Compulsory Fast."

But Margaret's story can have a happy ending, because she

has a CCF sponsor now. And for only $ 1 2 a month you can also

sponsor a child like Margaret and help provide food, clothing,

shelter—and love.

You will receive the child's picture, personal history, and the

opportunity to exchange letters, Christmas cards—and price-

less friendship.

Since 1938, American sponsors have found this to be an

intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their blessings with

youngsters around the world.

So won't you help? Today?
Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in: India,

Brazil, Taiwan (Formosa), Mexico and Philippines. (Or let us

select a child for you from our emergency list.)

Write todav: Verent J. Mills ^^^ 26511

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc. Richmond, va 23283

wish to sponsor a boy D g'r' in (Country).

Choose a child who needs me most. I will pay $12 a month.
I enclose first payment of $ Send me child's name,
story, address and picture.

I cannot sponsor a child but want to give $

Please send me more information.

Name
Address

City

State Zip_
Registered (VFA-080) with the U.S. Government's Advisory Committee on
Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible. Canadians: Write 1407
^onge, Toronto 7. NH 6910 ^



The Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

What Goes Up,
May Stay Up

A 300-year-old cycle of ups and downs

in Western women's fashions

has been shattered—despite the designers

I have been watching the

amount of leg exposed by the ups

and downs of women's dress fash-

ions since 1949. That was the year I

took a course given by the great an-

thropologist Alfred Kroeber entitled

"The Nature of Culture." Kroeber

was then the leading advocate of the

theory that cultural patterns have a

life of their own, independent of the

actions and plans of prominent indi-

viduals.

Because it had shock effect,

women's dress was Kroeber's fa-

vorite example for proving this

theory. Fashion experts thought

that women's fashions were "set"

by a small number of Parisian de-

signers and their wealthy custom-

ers. They subscribed to the still

popular view that of all cultural

phenomena, dress styles are the

most fickle. Virtuoso designers are

supposedly free to do as thev

please, raising or lowering hem-

lines, shrinking or expanding

waists, covering or exposing the

bosom, according to the happy

fancy of inspired genius.

At the time that Kroeber pub-

lished his first study of dress

styles in 1919, Chanel was the

reigning designer. Before her it

had been Poiret, father of the

"hobble skirt." So charismatic

were these geniuses of fashion

that during World War I, the

leading Paris houses continued to

dictate style not only in London

and New York but in Berlin and

Vienna cis well.

Kroeber was primarily inter-

ested in debunking the role of the

virtuoso designers. He saw them,

not as "style setters," but as

agents of cyclical trends over

which they had little real control.

According to Kroeber, dress styles

were obedient to a basic pattern that

perdured independently of the

conscious whims and schemes of

the designers.
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Audition
importantnewrecordings

months before
they are available to

thegeneral public.
Begin today! Preview first recording ever of

Bachs BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS
as Bach originallycomposed them!

Yours for Half Price ifyou decide to keep it!

Try it

for ten days
FREE
No
obligation

to keep it.

Bach's six Brandenburg Concertos, greatest orchestral mas-
terpieces of the Baroque Era, have just been recorded, for

the first time in their history, exactly as Bach composed them!
This Philips album will not be available to

the American public for many
months, but you may preview

it now for ten days, without

charge and without obligation.

Furthermore, should you de-

cide to keep it, you may do so

for only half the suggested list

price at which it will eventually

be sold in stores!

The Carnegie Hall Selection

Committee's report which accompanies the album
points out why this performance was singled out

for their recommendation: the profound differ-

ences—like a French horn clarifying the texture

of the 2nd Concerto as never before—between
these Brandenburgs and any others you've heard,

based on leading musicologist Thurston Dart's brilliant re

search . . . inspired music-making by Neville Marriner
and the famous Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields,

superbly recorded. The two stereo discs them
selves are superior, silent-surfaced European
pressings, manufactured by Philips to highest quality

control standards, and come with full text, notes and
exclusive Committee report.

Our preview offer of the Brandenburg Concertos is limited ! So
please mail the coupon on this page today. Listen for ten days.

Then either return the album and pay nothing, or keep it for

only $6.98 plus small postage/handling charge (and sales tax

where required). This is a 50% saving off the suggested retail

price when the regular edition is finally released.

How you can be first to enjoy the greatest new recordings!

By replying now, you assure yourself of the privilege of receiv-

ing, for future ten-day free previews, special advance editions of

major new albums . . . chosen exclusively for the International

Preview Society by the Carnegie Hall Selection Committee.
Since the Society is not a record "club", you will never be re-

quired to buy any album, nor will you receive a "record-of-the-

month" like clockwork. Only when the Committee discovers a

new album of the most extraordinary musical interest, artistic ex-

cellence and technical quality will it be sent

for your free audition, so that there will often

be months when no album at all is offered by
the International Preview Society.

In every case, you will preview these records

long before they reach the stores . . . with the

option of purchasing any album you wish, in

a superb imported pressing, including exclu-

sive Committee report . . . never at a higher

price than the ordinary edition will retail for

months later, and frequently at big savings!

You may cancel this arrangement at any time.

If you truly love great music, please mail the

coupon today for your exciting Brandenburg

Concertos preview.

"Another beautifully executed series of

performances by the celebrated Academy

of St. Martin-in-the-Fields . . ranks with

the world's great ensembles of its kind."

Julius Bloom
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR/CARNEGIE HALL

•- Fill out and mail this coupon today---------------

FREE AUDITION AND HALF-PRICE PRIVIl^GE NB-7
THE INTERNATIONAL PREVIEW SOCIETY
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send, for my free preview, the two-record special advance edition of

Bach's Brandenburg Concertos by Neville Marriner. I may return It after ten

days and owe nothing, or keep it and pay only $6.98 plus small postage/handling
charge (sales tax extra, where required). This is 50% off the suggested list price

of the regular edition, when it becomes available months from now. I will also

receive, at intervals of one or more months, free ten-day previews of albums
chosen by the Carnegie Hall Selection Committee, far in advance of general

release. I may keep any album for no more, and often for far less, than suggested
list price. / am not obligated to buy any minimum number of albums and I may
cancel litis arrangement at any time.

NAME



Own your own land in the

great Pacific Northwest

for as little as $1550.

Stan buying your own recreation land

now In the primitive areas of Montana,
Idatio or Washington. Every tract with
growing timber In the heart of country
rich In wild life. Mountain, stream, view
sites available In 5 to 40 acre tracts. Low
down payment; terms less than bank rates.

Guaranteed road access, warranty deed,
title insurance. Enjoy America's vanish-

ing wilderness now . . . keep it for retire-

ment or Investment. Come In person or

write for free lists of sites, maps and
complete information.

Over 82,000 acres bought by satis-

fied purchasers in the past 10 years

from this pioneer land company.

Jrein 'd ^



long skirt, ample at bottom; an

expanse of bare breast and shoul-

ders, as deep and wide as possible

{subject onlv to "meebanicar" lim-

itations); as slender a waist as

possible; and a middle, or natural,

waistline position.

Although Kroeber and Rich-

ardson emphasized that they were

analvzin"; e\enino; or i'ormal wear,

tiieir conclusions were applicable

to daytime attire worn by women
who were wealthy enough to fol-

low the fashion. So the pattern

described above can be considered

to apply equally to day and eve-

ning wear at least until 1900. For

the years since 1900, annual day-

wear modes are easily substituted

for Kioeber's evening wear mea-

surements.

I want to devote the remainder

of this essay to the proposition

that the basic pattern of Western

women's dress—day and evening—

iiad actually begun to break up in

1913 before Kroeber wrote his

first article. Today, we are deep

into a transitional period in which

further pattern-shattering changes

can be expected. I base my opin-

ion on the unprecedented behayior

of skirt length during the present

centurv.

Prior to 1913, skirl length was

the least variable of the six basic

dimensions investigated by Kroe-

ber and Richardson. The basic

pattern was not simply a "long

skirt,"' but a skirt that remained

at the ankle or the ground contin-

uously throughout its entire his-

tory-. The only exceptions were

the years 1813 and 1834 when
skirts rose briefly and erratically

to a point between the ankle and

calf. Starting in 1913, however,

daytime skirts rose to the ankle

and have never returned below it,

in spite of repeated attempts by

designers to get them back into

their timeworn groove between

the ankle and the floor. Between

1913 and the present, all ups and
downs have taken place above the

ankle. According to the measure-

ments of fashion author Helen L.

Brockman, skirts reached the calf

in 1918, fell to the ankle by
1922. rose to the knee in 1927,
fell to the ankle in 1929, hovered

between calf and ankle from 1930
to 1938, and rose to the top of

the calf by 1940. During World
War II they held steady at the top

THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

Lars-Eric Lindblad says @
about the WING SAFARI
'There is no better way
to see East Africa!'

You will enioy our VIP treatment aboard

the newly installed Trislander' Ttiis is

a comfortable, spacious plane witti

oversized windows ttiat afford untiin-

dered views of vast migrating fierds

and exciting game life below Because
of ttie Wing Safari s increasing popu-

larity, we tiave scheduled departures

every other day

We have the Value Safari for those who
prefer to travel by land Also, our newly
created, exciting wing' safari in

Botswana, an area which until recently

has been visited by a relatively few.

Write for our Wing. Value or Botswana
Safari brochures

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

There is music on your reoords

you hove probobly never heard

The average listener spends
over twice as much on records

as he does on his entire

music system. And then

never gets to hear many of the

sounds on his records.

In most systems, the speakers
limit the sounds to be heard.

What goes In just doesn't all

come out. Listen to a cymbal;
or a complex vocal harmony;
or a drum solo; or an organ.

How real does it sound?
Listen to it again on a BOSE

DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker
System. Bring your most demand
records to your BOSE dealer.

Ask him to play them. You'll

most likely hear music you've

never heard before.

Covered by patent rights, issued and pending.

For copies of the reviews and other literature,

write Bose Corp., Dept. W. Natick, Ma. 01760.
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.oukEAST
AFRICA

is more than elephants and lions

Leisurely three-week tours

with authoritative leadership.

twelve national parks and game reserves
...elephants, hippos, rhinos. The hoofed
beasts: zebra, giraffe, impala, wildebeeste.
buffalo and others. The predators: lion,
leopard, cheetah plus smaller hunters.
The whole magnificent land from the

snows of Mt. Kenya and Kilimanjaro to the
beaches of the Indian Ocean ... tribesmen
as natural and exotic as the wildlife...
white settlers . . . Asians in turbans or saris
. . . veiled Moslem women . . . the ethnic
struggle . . . tribalism vs. nationalism . . .

agriculture vs. conservation . . . progress
vs. prehistoric folkways.

Our Physical Services

Match The Richness Of The Experience
the best accommodations . . . uncrowded
cars . .

. everybody has body room and a
window seat. Leisurely pace ... two nights
in the same place more often than not.
Generously inclusive price fincluding tips)
with round trip air from New Vork.

J^J 675
June, July,

August, add $52
For brochure, see your travel agent or write to

f National Parks and Conservation Assoc. 1

Tour Section: 18 East41 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017 j

(212) 532-7075
J

Please send your East Africa brochure to !

Name '

Address I

City State Zip I

1 am interested in departures in (month) |

Quality inflatables from $nL95

Portable fun in a bag!
Whitewater rivers, ocean surf, remote streams

and lakes—our fine inflatable canoes and
dinghies are ideal for fishermen, backpockers,

outdoorsmen, river-runners and family fun!

Canoes from $34.95, dinghies from $19.95!

Send for free color brochure!

Leisure Imparts, Inc., Dept. NH1-73
St. James, New York 1 1 780

of the calf only to drop back to

the ankle in 1947. In 1950 they

started up again, regaining and

holding the World War II top-of-

catf levels from 1958 to 1960.

In the early 1960s confusion

reigned as skirts started to rise

above the knee. Some designers

pinned their future on the con-

tinued upward advance, v^fhile oth-

ers held steady below the knee. In

1960 Vogue magazine said "no"
to skirts three or four inches

above the knees, implying that

one or two inches above was not

unthinkable. In 1963 Vogue s edi-

tor-in-chief capitulated to the up-

ward movement and advised

women to settle for "the shortest

possible skirts." By 1967-68, this

meant miniskirts, four or five

inches above the knee.

Simultaneously, midi- and maxi-

skirts were launched by designers

who were, in effect, betting that

Richardson and Kroeber's basic

pattern still existed and that theie

must inevitably be a return to the

ankle and below. The climactic

shattering occurred in 1968-1969
when Vogue, noting the existence

of long and demi-long as well as

minilengths, declared, "We are

past being hung up on hemlines."

An editorial on September 15,

1969, wrapped it all up: "Every

woman should choose her skirt

length or lengths. No need to

stick to one. Don't worry about

length at all. No length is more

correct than any other. Be com-

fortable, be happy. Paris is filled

with uncomplications."
- Kroeber and his coauthor had

made no provision for skirts above

the knee. During the midilength

1930s it appeared to them that

"the upper limit of possibility,

and probably our less definable

limits of decency" had already

been reached in 1927 at the knee.

They were right in one sense: by

surging over the knee the basic

pattern had oscillated itself right

out of existence. While there may
yet be a return to maxilength for

evening wear, other lengths will

remain as alternatives. For day-

wear, dresses and pants ranging

from mini and short-short to maxi

and long trousers will probably be

found in the same wardrobe for a

long time to come.

I predict that Occidental wom-
en will never again tolerate a

fashion that rec^ires them to wear

ankle- to floor-length skirts except

as entirely optional alternatives to

pants or short skirts. The demise

of the floor-length skirt is the Oc-

cidental equivalent of the end of

foot binding in China or of veil

wearing in the Middle East. It is a sig-

nificant victory in the strug-

gle for women's liberation.

Although Ki-oeber thoroughly

11



mt woni n o/ / iNnm ai i in/wn

misunderstood tlio signififaiuc oC

tlif skirt-lt'ii-illi hijihs of U)I8 and

1927, Ills main [xiinl about tin"

causes of style cliatifies seems to

be more vabd iban ever. Lari:;e-

scale eultural forces, ratber tban

tlie designers, are in control of

I'asbion cbanges. Unless you be-

lieve tbat women's liberation is a

movement primarily based in tbe

Frencb bouses of fashion, vou will

The well-dressed woman of

1868 was more tortured

than liberated.

This Currier and Ives

cartoon poked fun
at the bustle.

AThousand Miles UpThe Nile.

Lars-Eric Lindblad offers a lourney of

great classic beauty into Egypt's an-
cient past-Tfiis IS a unique and exciting

country withi unrivaled arcfieological

sites. You will see tfie superb scenery of

tfie Nile River valley largely unchanged
since tfie days of Tutankfiamen You will

marvel at the immensity of tfie Temple of

Karnak at Luxor, the largest religious

building in the world. A high point of the

tour will be a visit to the great temple of

Abu Simbel, carved into rocks only to

be resited several hundred feel above its

original position because of the recent

construction of the high dam at Aswan
You will cruise in leisurely comfort on a

modern luxury steamer Truly A Thou-
sand Miles Up The Nile is a trip you will

long remember Write for our informa-
tive brochure,

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

Leave civiLizArioN In sTylE.

The IVI.S.Aquarius. Discover the unspoiled
places. The new M.S. Aquarius takes you where tropical birds

and waterfalls are what you wake up to. Where a canoe is trans-

portation, where voodoo is religion, where volcanoes still rumble.

And where the only danger you'll face is spilling your martini.

The Aquarius is a ship of intimate design. And even though

she can carry many more passengers, we limit the number to 265.

The reason is obvious. We want all our passengers to enjoy space

and air-conditioned comfort.

Come with us to San Bias, Cozumel, San Andres, Cayenne.

Surinam, Cap Haitien, Dominica, Saba, Colon, St. Kitts, Nevis

...a Caribbean few people see. We leave for our next Discovery

Cruise of the winter on January 4th. And the Aquarius goes on

three othercruises after that, departing from Port Everglades every

time. Call your travel agent or French Line, Inc. for itineraries,

rates and complete details.

ThE IVI.S. AquarIus isowNcd ANd opERATcd by

HeLIenIc IVlEdiTERRANEAN LlNES.

Represented in North America by French Line, Inc.

555 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10017 212-883-7096/97
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the finest, strongest

lightweight, aluminum

camera equipment

cases in the world!

HAlliHuvn^ON
ALUMINUM CAMERA CASES
Made by the people who
created the post-recovery

Apollo moon rock con-

tainers — these world-
famed aluminum cases
provide life-time protec-

tion for your valuable
equipment. See these pres-

tigious, ultra-rugged cases

at your photo dealer or

write for literature.

KLING PHOTO COMPANY ||K| g^r ' I

\ P.O. Box 1060, Woodside, N.Y. 11377L51^^MJ I

T^ound The 'World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$2,700 First Class

• Beautifully appointed, all-air-conditioned 210- to

350-passenger cargo liners to Acapuico, Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio de Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown, Durban, Lourenco
Marques, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Kee-

lung, Kobe, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Monthly sailings.

• Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengthy

shore excursions.

• AM accommodations are first class with private

bath or shower.

• Swimming pool, spacious lounges. Continental and

Chinese cuisine, full range of shipboard activities.

• No Age Limit. Doctor and nurse on board.

' The M.V. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Carnaval are registered in Liberia. The M.V. Orien-

tal Rio is registered in Taiwan.

See your trivei agent or contact

Okient Ovei^eas Line
THE LEISURE LINE

General Passenger Agents:

Orient Overseas Services, Inc.

311 California St, San Francisco, California 94104

Address

_

City

The Empire dress of 1818
was high waisted, slim

skirted, sweet simplicity

(in Josephine's time

the neckline swooped

considerably lower).

Just 40 years later

hoops became the rage.
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have to concede that the bright

voung designers of 1962 who took

the skirt above the knee wore re-

spt)nding to an opporlunitv lliey

had done httle to create.

If my analysis is correct and

the basic pattern of Western

women's dress has indeed been

shattered, certain additional con-

sequences logically follow. I will

be surprised if some of the other

lime-honored limitations on Occi-

dental female attire are not also

superseded in the near future. For

example, the traditional pattern of

decolletage is already under at-

tack. Kroeber and Richardson

wrote about the mechanical limita-

tions that prevented the simulta-

neous achievement of maximum
depth and breadth in the exposure

of the upper torso, but see-

through fabrics provide an easy,

technical solution to this problem.

An informant tells me that exten-

sive "transparencies" will also

shortly be in the fashion news. To
the extent that a double standard

has prevailed by which women
can be arrested for exposing their

breasts in public, while men
suffer no such restrictions, topless-

ness is a liberationist issue.

Hence, I do not expect the taboo

on female breast exposure to be

maintained much longer.

The breaking of these centuries-

old patterns will not lead, as some

hope and others fear, to an era in

which "anything goes." New pat-

terns will simply take the place of

the old, and styles will resume

their meandering within culturally

defined channels. Even in so-

cieties that have stripped down to

penis sheaths and G strings, strict

limits of exposure continue to

exist. Culturally established prefer-

ences, mainly unconscious, will

continue to channel our own post-

liberation choice of clothing and

adornment. I do not, for example,

expect men to begin wearing

skirts this year. Neither sex will

cover up with lip plugs, nasal sep-

tum feathers, facial tatoos, or

body cicatrices. A runner from

Seventh Avenue has just reached

me with the news I know you've

been waiting for: tooth avulsion

and tooth blackening are defi-

nitely "out" in 1973.

Columnist Marvin Harris teaches an-

thropology at Columbia University.

THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

A rousing journey of adventure
and discovery in the South Pacific.

Lars-Eric Lindblad offers an expedi-

tion into the strange and exotic moun-
tain regions of New Guinea. For those

who chensh adventure into a strange

and unl<nown land where Stone Age
Man lives on the very doorstep of the

twentieth century, this safari presents

a rare opportunity. You will witness

weird ceremonies performed by

naked natives completely covered

with mud. You will be fascinated by

dense jungles and deep gorges. The
highlight of the expedition will be a

houseboat cruise on the Sepik River,

which takes you 10,000 years into the

mysterious past. Each safari is limited

to 19 persons and you will be accom-
panied by one of our experienced

hosts. Please write for our informative

New Guinea brochure.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

Because they're birds and
they're free! So you have

to change your photo habits.

One ingenious solution Is a

zoom lens. It gives you a fast

change of focal lengths

without moving the camera
from your eye.

The Vivitar Automatic Zoom
lens goes from 85 to 205mm,
opens up to an impressive

f 3.8 and isn't any larger than

most standard 200mm lenses.

The highly sophisticated

optical design has 13 elements

In 9 groups. The Vivitar

Automatic Zoom will fit the

automatic mounts of the

Nikon F, Pentax, Nikkormat,

Mamiya/Sekor, Minolta and

Canon cameras. It is sur-

prisingly priced under $210.

See a demo at your photo

dealer or write for test reports

by leading photo magazines.

Vivitar Zoom lenses

Marketed in the U.S.A. by

Ponder&Bast, Inc.,

11201 West Pico Boulevard,

LosAngeles, California 90064.

In Canada: Precision

Cameras of Canada, Ltd

Whydont birds
stayAvhcrc theyarc >vhilc

youchange lenses?
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Bios by Arthur W. Ga^lston

Tlxe Language of the Leaves
To learn how and why plants move their leaves, ask a plant

For those who would divine

some of the inner secrets of

plants, the leaves speak a lan-

guage of their own. Learning to

read and speak this language is a

challenge worthy of the most
highly developed skills of the ex-

perimental biologist; learning to

frame critical questions and ask

them of the plant in such a way
as to elicit a clear answer is ex-

hilarating. I speak from experi-

ence, for some colleagues and I

have been engaged in this kind of

dialogue for about five years now,

and the answers we receive from

the plant keep us busy devising

ways to ask still more questions.

Let us start with the observa-

tion that many leaves have obvi-

ous sleep movements: during the

day, the leaves are so oriented

that the lamina, or blade, is

roughly perpendicular to the in-

cident sunlight, and is thus said

to be in an upright, or "awake,"

condition. By contrast, at night

the leaves frequently fold so that

their blades face either other leaf

blades or the stem of the plant.

{See "The Rhythm of the Flow-

ers," by John D. Palmer, Natural

History, August-September, 1971.)

It is easy to understand why
leaves should be oriented with

their blades perpendicular to the

incident light during the daytime:

the leaves are, above all, pho-

tosynthetic organs and the hori-

zontal orientation optimizes light

absorption for this important nu-

tritional process. But why should

a leaf fold at night? Why go
through the trouble of a cycle of

closing and opening when it

would be less complicated simply

to stay open and be ready to re-

ceive the next morning's sunlight?

Most people believe that all

characteristics of living organisms

must have some survival or selec-

tive value, or else they would
have been eliminated in the long

course of the evolution of those

organisms. In fact, Charles Dar-

win, who was fascinated by plant

movements in general, and espe-

cially by leaf movements, hypothe-

sized that the inward folding of

leaves at night prevented excessive

radiative heat loss to the open

sky. Since, on a clear night, the

open sky is a "black-body" ab-

sorber with an effective tempera-

ture of absolute zero, and since

heat loss by radiation is propor-

tional to the fourth power of the

absolute temperature difference be-

tween sending and receiving body,

such heat loss could cool the plant

down drastically. For tropical

plants, whose metabolic processes

are geared to work best at high

temperatures, this could be a seri-

ous impediment to growth. Thus,

folding of the leaves at night, ac-

cording to Darwin, is simply a de-

vice employed by the plant to

protect itself against excessive

radiative heat loss.

For about 80 years this was the

only theory that seemed at all rea-

sonable, and it was accepted sim-

ply for lack of an alternate ex-

planation. Recently, however,

another plausible theory has been

advanced by the distinguished

German plant physiologist Erwin

Biinning. Biinning and his col-

league Moser noted that a neces-

sary stimulus to flower formation

in many plants with pronounced

leaf movements is the so-called

short-day treatment. In reality, the

leaves of such "short-day" plants

need an uninterrupted long night

of a certain minimum duration be-

fore they start to synthesize and

export the flower-forming hormone
that transforms their buds from

vegetative to reproductive struc-

tures. The plant is so sensitive to

light during this mandatory dark

period that even the intensity of

bright moonlight could inhibit

production of the hormone.

How, then, can such photo-

periodically sensitive plants time

their flowering efficiently when
the erratic effects of moonlight

might disturb them? The answer,

said Biinning and Moser, is that

the leaf-folding process causes the

plant to present the narrow edge

of their blades to the impinging

moonlight; this minimizes light ab-

sorption to the point that the

chemical processes requiring dark-

ness can proceed without inter-

ruption. In long-day plants, which

require short nights for flower for-

mation, the same mechanism
would prevent premature repro-

duction.

Which theory is more nearly

correct, Darwin's or Biinning's? It

is hard to say, although Biinning's

has an appeal in that it bases the

plant's movements on a more
qualitatively important decision.

To make a flower or not seems to

be a more important question

than whether to cool down mark-

edly or not. For some tropical

plants the latter decision may be

crucial, but even many temperate

plants have pronounced nyctinas-

tic (sleep) movements. At the mo-

ment, it seems most appropriate

to concede that both theories have

a certain validity.

What is the mechanism that

causes the leaves to move? Cer-

tainly not muscles, which do not

exist in plants, although con-

tractile proteins do exist within

plant cells. This question is most

conveniently studied in certain le-

guminous plants whose leaves are

attached to the stem by a special

organ called a pulvinus. This

swollen knob of tissue contains

special motor cells on its upper

and lower surfaces; such cells are

capable of shrinking and swelling

dramatically in response to loss

and gain of water. This, in turn,

is governed through regulation of

the salt concentration of the stor-
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1972 ECLIPSE PHOTO FROM AN EKTACHROME SLIDE TAKEN BY ROBERT LITTLE AND MARTIN SCOTT ON BOARD ECLIPSE 72 'VOYAGE TO DARKNESS" CRUISE.
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The spectacular success achieved in observing and photographing

_ .'" ~=:^~ :i the July 10, 1972, eclipse by over 800 passengers aboord a luxury

\
'

'p.'s,^"^'^"-^'^^'^"^!^^*- cruise ship prompts a sequel for the widely heralded 1973 African
\ , ,

:

••" "•-~-^*=Vsa»'=5'^^s='»»='^=j,
eclipse.

On June 23 the P&O luxury liner Canberra will depart from New York

for a 15 day "Science at Sea" voyage. One of the highlights of the

ECLIPSE 73 adventure will come on June 30 when the liner will maneuverto the optimum rendezvous point just off the
coast of Mauritania, West Africa to observe and photograph one of the longest solar eclipses of our lifetime.

The 45,000-ton, 14-story tall, Canberra offers a safe, luxurious and economical way to be an eyewitness to

nature's greatest spectacle. Included in the itinerary is a stop in the Canary Islands, as well as one at Dakar, Senegal.

The ECLIPSE 73 cruise is priced from $570 to $1575 per person '

(based on double occupancy]. Suites available at higher prices.

The cruise includes the following: maneuverability of vessel -satellite

weather forecasting -2 'acres' of open deck space -eclipse viewing
devices - no extra equipment weight charges - 15 courses taught by
leading professionals, including: astronomy astrophotography
birding, celestial observation, environment, history of science, marine
biology meteorology modern exploration, navigation, oceanography,
photography science for young people, art, drama, music, African -

culture -university credit (optional] -eclipse photography instructions-

briefings on scientific experiments aboard Eclipse 73 - science films

door prizes - "Culture at Sea" program -first-run films -professional

entertainment-sailing with passengers of common interest-air-

conditioned staterooms -three swimming pools -dancing -special
activities for children - duty free shopping - exquisite cuisine

The Canberra is of British Registry. Cuncrd Line serves as Generai Agent for the Canberra in the United States.

ECLIPSE 73 is a co-operative venture between Eclipse Cruises, Inc. and Cunard Line,

For complete details write:

ECLIPSE 73
CUNARD LINE

555 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

NAME-

STREET.

CITY_ -STATE. -ZIP_

TELEPHONE NO..



"As child, wife, mother and

grandmother, as scholar and

writer, and as an individual

within a certain time and

culture—Margaret Mead
scrutinizes herself

meticulously and
vigorously."*

The whole intimate,

candid story, up to World War II,

of the world's most famous anthropologist. The

personal story of a woman who was liberated from

convention more than 50 years ago. "Margaret Mead at her

hest." -Publishers Weekly

60 photos. A Literary Guild alternate selection.

$8.95
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*Kirkus Reviews

The Novoflex Lens.

It lets you put

the squeeze on your bird.

Don't fumble while your bird is

flying away.
Instead, use a Novoflex fol low-

focus lens system to put your bird

where you want him. On film.

Novoflex gives you quick one-

hand focusing. Just squeeze the

pistol grip and, no matter where he

flies, you're right on target. No
turning or twisting a cumbersome
lens barrel. And what you

famed for color correction, superb

definition and resolving power.

Any of three Novoflex lenses

(280, 400 and 640mm) can be

used with a single pistol grip. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera
brands, including interchangeable

lens 35's, 2V4" square reflexes, 8

and 16mm movie cameras. Ask
your dealer or write for complete

details, Burleigh Brookslens parrel. Ana wnat you ^p^^^^^^T^^r
get will be sharp because^^Y^/T l/Tf^W Inc., 44 Burlews Court,

Novoflex lenses are world- ^*^**^'^**^'-'="^Hackensack, N.J. 07601

age compartments, or vacuoles, oi'

these cells. When the salt concen-

tration of these cells is increased,

their osmotic concentration be-

comes sufficiently high that water

tends to diffiise into the cell,

thereby increasing its internal tur-

gor pressure and making it bulge

and swell. When salt is lost from

such motor cells, the osmotic con-

centration declines and water

tends to diffiise out, the internal

pressure declines and the cell be-

comes flaccid and shrinks.

Thus, when the upper cells are

turgid and the lower cells flaccid,

the leaves are pushed down and

out from the stem to the horizon-

tal, or "awake," position. When,

on the contrary, the lower cells

are more turgid than the upper

cells, the leaf is pivoted at the

pulvinus and pushed upward and

toward the stem, assuming the

closed, or "asleep," attitude.

Thus, leaf movements are accom-

plished by differential salt accu-

mulation patterns, which in turn

control the diffiision of water into

and out of key motor cells in the

pulvinus.

What controls salt movement

into and out of the motor cells?

One obvious answer is the alterna-

tion of light and dark. In fact,

one can easily show that many

darkened, asleep leaves will open

promptly upon illumination; the

opening is accompanied by a

marked increase in the salt con-

centration of the upper motor

cells. Conversely, many illumi-

nated, awake plant leaves will

close promptly upon transfer to

darkness, and this is accompanied

by a loss of salts from the upper

motor cells and a gain of salts in

the lower motor cells.

In the plant we have studied

most intensively, the leguminous

silk tree, Albizzia, the mobile ele-

ment is potassium, probably mov-

ing across the membrane as the

salt of an organic acid, such as

malic acid (so named because of

its abundance in the apple.

Malm). Both the uptake and se-

cretion of potassium salts from up-

per motor cells of the pulvinus in-

volve the expenditure of energy,

indicating the operation of a meta-

bolically powered potassium

"pump" located in the membrane.

Thus, in the upper motor cells the

inwardly directed pumps pre-
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Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia is the New WoHd Standard

Enjoy Tliis Fascinating, ColoHul 60Q-Page

Volume on IVIammals for 14 Days— FREE
I Big Bonus Features
at NO Extra Cost!

1. Fiun-I.angiiagc, Cross-indexed
Lexicon in e\er\ volume! Gives name
of every animal in English, French,
Russian, German.

2. Full bibliography, specially

compiled for animal lovers, sliidenls,

scientists.

3. Most complete, up-to-the-minute
classification and morphology found
anywhere!

4. Conversion tables and charts from
present U.S. system to metric. (You'll
use them more and more as the U.S.
switches to metric measurements
in the next decade.)

In an age deeply and justifiably concerned about the preservation of

nature and natural resources, Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia
is one of the most important reference works any family can own.
This comprehensive 13-volume encyclopedia is the first ever to cover
the entire animal kingdom from single-celled organisms to man
from the viewpoint of animal behavior, ecology, and conservation.

Edited by the world's foremost expert on the subject, Dr, Bernhard
Grzimek, it includes first-hand reports on the experiences and
discoveries of nearly 200 internationally-recognized authorities in

the fields of zoology, animal psychology, anthropology, physiology,

and ecology. Nothing to match its scope and substance has been
attempted before in this century.

Praised by Leading
Scientists and Educators

"The most comprehensive, modern
and informative natural history in the

world today."

— R. Marlin Perkins,

Director Emeritus,
St. Louis Zoological Park

"A masterly work . . . comprehensive,
giving details of each animal's
anatomy, distribution, ecological
preferences and behavior, besides
much historical information. The
color plates are excellent and the

provision of distribution maps very
helpful."

—Sir Julian Huxley

"Covering the gamut of the animal
kingdom ... a unique collection of

original accounts by outstanding
authorities on the earth's faunal

inhabitants."

—Dr. Durward Allen, Professor of

Wildlife Ecology, Purdue Univ.

An Editor of

World-Wide Distinction

Dr. Bernhard Grzimek is Director of the
world-famous Frankfurt Zoo, and Trustee
of the National Parks
of Tanzania, East
Africa. He is the only
man to win the cov- —^»^»^t-
eted Gold IVIedals of ^HS^^S^ nr^-^ '

both the World Wild-
life Fund and the
New York Zoological
Society.

Share On-the-Spot Experiences
of the Naturalists Themselves . .

.

Here are moving, first-hand

accounts of experiences in the field

by men who have studied wild

beasts in jungles, deserts, snowy
wastes . . . observed groups of
chimpanzees doing their "rain

dance" in the Tanganyika forests

. . . eavesdropped on the family life

of lions.

• You'll understand—possibly for

the first time— why scientists no
longer believe that man is at the

top of the evolutionary ladder, in

terms of physical development.

Grzimek's

ANIMAL LIFE

ENCYCLOPEDIA
Is "A Masterly Work"

-Sir Julian Huxley

13 Adventure-Filled Volumes

Not since Button, Brehm, and Lydekker—
a hundred years ago—has the world seen
an encyclopedia that even approaches the

breadth of coverage offered by Grzimek's.
It's divided into 13 volumes according to

the different groups of animals. There are
four volumes on mammals, three on birds,

two on fishes and amphibians, one on
reptiles, one on insects, one on mollusks
and echinoderms (starfishes, sea urchins,
and related animals), and one on lower
animals.

Written in Dow/n-to-Earth Language
Each volume is written in crystal-clear,

highly readable English and is lavishly

illustrated with approximately 100 pages
of full color showing the animals in their

natural environments. Each book contains
600 pages of text, along with 500
informative line drawings.

Save $65 by Ordering Now
Six volumes are being published in 1972—
three on mammals and three on birds.

Three volumes will be published in 1973
and four in 1974. Volumes already
published will be shipped to subscribers
immediately after acceptance of the
initial volume; others will be sent upon
publication. Use the coupon below now
to get the big 600-page first volume on
mammals, for 14 days' FREE enjoyment—
and a guaranteed $65 saving on the set!

Save $65 by Sending this No-Obligation Reservation NOW.

Grzimek's Is Superior in

Quality and Quantity of Coverage
Just one \olume of Grzimek's Animal
Life Encyclopedia contains more accurate
information—and as ntany or nwrc color
plaics—than up to //i r volumes of other
works on animals!

Comparcl

Total Pages: Color Plates:

Grzimek's: 7.200 Grzimek's: 8,000
Set A 2,688 Set A 2,500
Set B 3,000 Set B 2,400
SetC 2,500 SetC 1,800

VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD CO.
450 W. 33rd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001

Van Nostrand Reinhold Con
450 West 33rd Street.

New York, N.Y. 10001

I want to examine the first volume of Grzimek's Animal Llle Encyclopedia and save money
by ordering my set now. I understand I may examine the first volume for two weeks and, if

I am not completely delighted, return it to you and owe nothing. If I decide to keep the book,

you will send me the remaining volumes as they appear. I pay nothing now. I prefer .the

following subscription plan (check one):

Plan A: I will remit $25 per volume,
plus small handling cost, within 30 days
of receipt as each volume is shipped to

me upon publication. (Total payment for

all 13 volumes will be $325 plus postage
and handling—a guaranteed saving to

subscribers of at least $65 under the
non-subscription price of the set.)

n Plan B: After examining the first vol-

ume and deciding to complete my set,

f will take an additional savings and
remit $295 prepayment in full for all

13 volumes, to be shipped to me im-
mediately as each volume is published.
Van Nostrand Reinhold will pay all post-
age and handling costs.
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Street Address-
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SPECIALIZED TOURS
Small Groups—Scientific Leaders

Natural History and Anthropology

1. HIMALAYAN TRIBAL STATES

Hunza, Gilgit, Chitral, Baltistan,
Swat. Also Bamiyan, Kashmir or
•Kangra Valley. From New York

—

June 30th and July 28th.—30 days.

2. OCEANIA

A week in the Marquees and a week
on Easter Island, both by air from
Tahiti. Between: a week in the Society
Islands. Internationally promoted ex-
pedition on South Pacific Anthro-
pology and Archaeology.—24 days.
From Los Angeles, July 1st and July
29th.

3. SOUTHERN AFRICA-THE NEW LOOK

Namibia, S.A. Republic, Botswana,
Zambia. Etosha Reserve and Pan,
Kalahari Gemsbock Reserve, Oka-
vango Delta, Moreni Reserve, Chobe
Ntl. Park, Victoria Falls, Kafue Ntl.
Park. 35 days.—From New York July
3rd and July 24th.

Ask for tour booklefs and Cafalogue of
Specialized Tours with all tours for 1973
and 1974.

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC LIAISON

—QUALITY TOURS INC.

1255 Phillips Square,

Montreal 111, Canada.

In these microscopic cross

sections, above, changes in the

cells of Albizzia leaflets show
clearly. In the open leaflets at

left, the cells on the topsides

are swollen and those on the

undersides are shrunken. In

the closed leaflets at right, the

opposite is true. The

macroscopic drawings show
the leaflets in the

corresponding positions.

dominate in the light: the outwardly

directed pumps, in the dark.

But this is far from the whole

story. If a leaf is artificially main-

tained in continuous light for an

unusually long period, the leaf

closes, even in bright light. Con-

versely, if a closed leaf is main-

tained in an extraordinarily long

dark period, it will open spontan-

eously. The closing and opening

movements of leaves maintained

under constant conditions will oc-

cur at roughly twelve-hour inter-

vals, so that the complete cycle

takes about 24 hours, or one day.

Such rhythmically repeated events,

with an oscillatory frequency of

about one day, are said to be cir-

cadian. When the circadian
rhythm persists under constant en-

vironmental conditions, it is said

to be endogenous. Thus, the leaf

movements of many plants show
control both bv light and by some
as yet uncharacterized endoge-

nous, circadian process.

Is the rhythmic movement the

same as the light-controlled move-
ment? We have found that en-

dogenous closure of leaves main-

tained in the light differs from

nvctinastic closure caused by
transfer of leaves from light to

dark. While the latter process in-

volves, as mentioned above, the

operation of an energy-requiring,

active pump, endogenous closure

in light can occur even in the

presence of substances that pre-

vent such active processes from

occurring. Rhythmic closure there-

fore seems to involve a passive

leakage outward of the potassium

salts that were previously energet-

ically accumulated in the upper

motor cells. This fact led us to

hypothesize that the rhythm in-

volves an alternation between two

states of the differentially per-

meable membranes of the motor

cells, a state of "integrity" and a

state of "leakiness." During the

leaky phase, salts leave the cell no

matter how rapidly the inwardly

directed active pump is working:

when the membranes regain their

integrity, salt accumulation again

predominates.

We have no definite proof that

this hypothesis is correct, nor do

we have any reaisonable mecha-

nism to propose for the rhythmi-

cally changed states of the mem-
brane. But because the interplay

of light and rhythms is important

in the control of a myriad of

plant processes, including flower-

ing, we are pressing our investiga-

tions further. How can light affect

membrane permeability? Can
chemical substances control these

movements? How can changes in

leaf cell permeability affect behav-

ior of plant parts at a distance?

These and related questions will

be treated in articles to follow.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston teaches

biology at Yale University.
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STOP SAYING . . .

"I CAN'T AFFORD TO TRAVEL'

8 BOOKS THAT GIVE YOU
THE FACTS ON HOW YOU
CAN TRAVEL TODAY WITH-

OUT BEING RICH

AROUND THE WORLD
BY FREIGHTER

Where and how fo travel by freighter— the lower cost way to travel

FOR no more than you'd spend at a resort,

you can take a never-to-be-forgotten cruise

to Rio or Buenos Aires. Or through the Canal
or to the West Indies or to England, France,
the Mediterranean, etc.

And what accommodations you get — large

rooms with beds (not bunks), probably a pri-

vate bath, lots of good food, and plenty of
relaxation as you speed from port to port.

Travel Routes Around the World names the
freighter lines (700 of them, with saiUngs from
practically every port in the world) tells where
they go, what they charge, briefly describes ac-

commodations plus life on your freighter,

clothes to take, etc.

To stop saying that tra\el is expensive, get

your copy now. Price, $1.50.

BARGAIN PARADISES

OF THE WORLD
West Indies, Mexico, Californias Abroad

This is a book on how to double what your
money can buy. For that is what spending a
few weeks or months, or even retiring, in the
world's Bargain Paradises amounts to.

Throughout this big book you learn where to

spend a while in the West Indies, South Amer-
ica, the healthful islands of the South Seas,
and the marvelous Balearic Islands where two
can Uve like kings for S50 a week.
You read about cities and towns where it's al-

ways spring, about "Californias Abroad," about
"Four Modem Shangri-Las," about mountain
hideaways, tropical islands as colorful as Tahiti
but nearer home, about modern cities where
you can live for less, about quiet country lanes
and surf-washed coastal resorts.

If you've ever wanted to travel but wondered
how you could afford it; if you have a little

income but wonder how you'd ever be able to
retire on that; if you want a life of luxuries on
what you'd get only necessities back home, then
you want this book. $2.50.

HOW TO TRAVEL

WITHOUT BEING RICH

Do YOU know it costs only $179 to travel
all the way to Argentina through colorful

Mexico, the Andes. Peru, etc., by bus and rail?

Or that there are a dozen round the world
routings for under $1500?

If you know the seldom-advertised ways of
reaching foreign countries, you don't need fan-
tastic sums of money in order to travel. This
book shows you the lower cost, comfortable
ways to practically any part of the world. Here
are the ship, rail, bus, airplane, and other rout-
ings that save you money and open the world
to you.

This is the guide that helps you explore the
West Indies like an old time resident who
knows all the tricks of how to make one dollar
do the work of two. Roam around Mexico,
South America, Europe, elsewhere? This is the
guide that tells you where and how to go at
prices you can really afford. $2.50.

OFF-THE-BEATEN PATH

— these are America's own Bargain

Paradises

Where to retire or vacation at what
look like prewar prices and no one
ever heard of nerves or worries.

Off-the-Beaten Path names the really low cost
Florida retirement and vacationing towns, the
topnotch values in Texas, the Southwest, Cali-
fornia, the South and East, Canada, and a
dozen other areas which the crowds have not
yet discovered:

—Fabulous places like that tmdiscovered re-
gion where winters are as warm and sunny as
Miami Beach's, yet costs can be ^ards less. Or
that island that looks like Hawaii yet is 2000
miles nearer. Or France's only remaining out-
post in this part of the world ... or a village
more Scottish than Scotland ... or resort vil-

lages without crowds or high prices ... or
island paradises aplenty in the U.S. or Canada
... or areas with almost a perfect climate.
And for good measure you also read about low
cost paradises in Hawaii, the Virgin Islands,
and Puerto Rico.

A big book, with about 100,000 words. Yet
it costs only $2.50.

SPECIAL OFFER: All 4 books above— Travel Routes Around the World, Bargain
Paradises of the World, How to Travel Without Being Rich, and Off-the-Beaten
Path — ($9.00 value) for only $5.95.

FABULOUS MEXICO—WHERE
EVERYTHING COSTS LESS

THE land of retirement and vacation bar-
gains, where you can build a modem home

for $7500 and an American retirement income
looks hke a fortune, and your vacation money
can buy double or more what it might back
home. Norman Ford shows you vacation and
retirement values where you can hve like a
prince on what you might just get along on in
the U.S.A. He pinpoints areas that look like

the South Seas, others where it's like June all

year round, towns where many other Americans
have retired; shows where to find modem,
flower-bedecked hotels and inns that charge
hardly half of what you'd expect to spend in
even such a land of vacation and retirement
bargains as Mexico. Plus a big section on where
to start your money earning so much more
than in the U.S.A, $2.50.

AMERICA BY CAR

THIS big book is your insurance of seeing all

the 4-star sights in whatever corner of the
U. S., Canada, or Mexico you drive to. Whether
you're visiting New England or California, Flor-
ida or the National Parks, the Great Lakes, the
Mississippi, the East, the South, the Southwest,
the Indian country, etc., it tells you day by day
and road by road the scenic way to go and it

always directs you to the important sights along
the way and in the cities. In Niagara or Los
Angeles, Washington or New Orleans, the Black
Hills or Montreal, it takes the guesswork out
of travel.

America is so big you can easily overlook or
forget important sights or make many a wrong
turn. So get America by Car, the book that
makes sure you'll see everything of consequence
and always travel right. Only $3.50 for this

170,000 word book (as big as 3 ordinary-sized
novels).

A Good Trip Begins with a Harian Book
Publishers since 1935

WHERE WILL YOU GO
IN FLORIDA?

Florida needn't be expensive — not if you
know just where to go for whatever you seek
in Florida. And if there's any man who can
give you the facts you want, it's Norman Ford,
founder of the world-famous Globe Trotters
Club.

His big book, Norman Ford's Florida, tells

you, first of all, road by road, mile by mile,

everything you'll find in Florida, whether you're
on vacation or looking over job, business, real

estate, or retirement prospects.

Always, he names the hotels, motels, and
restaurants where you can stop for the best
accommodations and meals at the price you
want to pay. For that longer vacation, if you
let Norman Ford guide you, you'll find a real

"paradise"—just the spot which has everything
you want.

Of course, there's much more to this big
book. If you want a home in Florida, he tells

you just where to bead. If you've ever wanted
to run a tourist court or own an orange grove,

he tells you today's inside story of these popu-
lar investments.

If you want to retire on a small income,
Norman Ford tells you exactly where you can
retire now on the money you've got, whether
it's a httle or a lot. Because he always tells

you where life in Florida is pleasantest on a
small income, he can help you to take life easy

Whatever you seek in Florida, Norman Ford's
Florida gives vou the facts you need to find

exactly what you want. Well over 100,000
words, but i* costs only $3.00—only a fraction

of the money you'd spend needlessly if you
went to Florida blind.

WHERE TO RETIRE

ON A SMALL INCOME

This book selects out of the thousands of

communities in the U. S. only those places
where the climate is right, living costs are less,

the surroundings pleasant, and nature and the

community get together to guarantee a good
ne from fishing, boating, 'gardening, concerts,

the like.

It covers cities, towns, spas, resorts, etc.,

hroughout America—from New England soutli

o Florida, west to CaUfomia and north to the

Pacific Northwest. It includes both Hawaii and
he American Virgin Islands.

Some people spend hundreds of dollars trying

o get information like this by traveling around
he coimtry. Frequently they fail—there is just

,00 much of America to explore. This book
saves you from that danger. Yet it costs only
$2.50.

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS,
172 Walnut Drive

GREENLAWN, (Long Island), N. Y. 11740

I have enclosed $ (cash, check,

or money order). Please send me the books
I checked below. YOU WILL REFUND
MY MONEY IF I AM NOT SATISFIED.

Q Travel Routes Around the World (travel

by freighter). $1.50.

n Bargain Paradises of the World. $2.50.

n How to Travel Without Being Rich. $2.50.

n Off-the-Beaten Path. $2.50.

D SPECIAL OFFER #1: AU 4 books
above for $5.95.

n America by Car. $3.50.

n Norman Ford's Florida. $3.00.

G Where to Retire on a Small Income.
$2.50.

n Fabulous Mexico — Where Everything
Costs Less. $2.50.

n SPECIAL OFFER #2: Save over $8—
all 8 books above—$20.50 value for only
$11.95.

Print Name

Street Address

City

State Zip Code
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Land
Sharing
in^

Flnral In^dia

Inspired by a holy man, some farmers
are pooling their resources

to combat drought and hunger

by Curtis P. Hartman
photographs
t)y Cary S. Wolinsliy

This winter the seventy-three people of Nazri-

chawk, a village in the Indian state of Bihar, are

faced with famine. The monsoon rains came too late

last summer, and crops across the state withered.

Fifty percent of the maize died, and because of in-

sufficient water in the paddies, only 30 percent of

the annual rice crop, the area's staple food, could

be planted. Crops in the lowlands, which caught wa-

ter running down from rocky hills common in many
areas of the state, grew well, but for each produc-

tive field, four went unplanted.

After the last drought, in 1967, government and

private agencies constructed a concrete irrigation

project—complete with diesel pump—capable of lift-

ing enough water from a nearby river to flood ten

acres of rice paddy a day. A local government de-

velopment worker hailed the construction as "end-

ing forever the threat of drought in Nazrichawk."

Now the inch of brackish water in the irrigation

Runofffrom nearby hills barely

provided enough water for transplanting

rice in this Bihar paddy last year.
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ditch is a breeding ground for frogs. The diesel

pump, unused and unmaintained, is encrusted with

rust. Tlie paddies surrounding the project, which

should be shimmering and emerald, are brown and

fallow.

For $100, a large but not impossible sum for a

small village to raise, the community could have re-

paired and operated the pump when it was finally

needed. Unfortunately, leaders of Nazrichawk's dif-

ferent caste groups could not agree on a pattern for

water distribution and a loan was never taken.

The situation in Nazrichawk illustrates the com-

plex of problems that frustrates rural development

throughout Bihar. Schemes to raise crop productiv-

ity by means of irrigation systems, new strains of

rice, and various planting techniques have been

tried over the years. All have failed.

Weather is a major problem. Only five times in

the last twenty years has Bihar received the right

amount of rain at the right time. During the other

fifteen years, agonizing labor with hand-crafted im-

plements produced only a subsistence crop for the

few who could afford seed. Irrigation waters less

than 3 percent of the tillable land in Bihar; the

men who farm the balance of the land remain tied

to the erratic monsoon rain.

Yet the soil is rich. If erosion could be halted

and the acreage under irrigation increased, the agri-

cultural productivity of Bihar could be increased

more than 200 percent. The problem is that the

necessary work projects would require a group ef-

fort: to develop schemes any more sophisticated

than a bullock-drawn waterwheel demands consensus

on such issues as water distribution, financing, and

labor.

Such common needs, however, rarely unify a

community divided by religion, caste, and politics.

Moslem-Hindu rancor, which caused India's parti-

tion in 1947, still simmers in many rural areas, and
while the national government is scrupulously secu-

lar, the widespread rioting that exploded this past

June in the state of Uttar Pradesh indicates how
little of this spirit reaches beyond the capital of

New Delhi.

JLn numerous villages, caste divisions are an even

greater hindrance than religious differences to the

consensus necessary for rural development. While

most of the traditionally supportive aspects of the

caste system disappeared after 200 years of British

rule and 25 years of independence, a strong residual

system of social stratification persists. Incidents in
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Top left: The village council, or gram

sabha, of Kiriah, in session. Above, Vinoba

Bhave meets with followers at his ashram.

The empty irrigation ditch of Nazrichawk,

left, runs through a field of drought-

stunted maize. In preparation for

transplanting rice, far left, a man works the

paddy field with a bullock-drawn plow.

which low-caste individuals are stoned for drawing

water from a high-caste well are frequent, and even

such simple acts as intercaste dining remain taboo

in many villages. A multitude of small, caste-ori-

ented political parties are active throughout the

state, and their activities further fragmentize the vil-

lages. Instead of being a community, a village often

disintegrates into hostile factions splintered along re-

ligious, political, and caste lines.

There is also the problem of obtaining financing

for development projects. Few lending institutions

in either the public or the private sector are wiUing

to grant credit to a small community, and most

farmers in need of cash are forced to sell their land

and become migrant or tenant laborers. Rarely is

there any local industry that is capable of either ere-
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At an Independence Day celebration

organized by gram-dan workers, young boys

participate in a rice-transplanting contest.

Judging is based on speed and neatness,

hut after the fun, it is the women

of the village who will do this tedious work.

Youngsters, below, play kopatty, a

traditional Indian game that combines

elements of wrestling and tag.

cniplifies austere renunciation coupled with service

to others. Vinoba took a vow of celibacy at the age

ol ten; at seventeen, a vow of poverty; and at

twentv-four. a vow of service to others. To the villa-

gers who flock to garland him with flowers he is a

saint—a perfect, selfless man.

In 1952 Vinoba was invited to address a confer-

ence of Gandhian workers in the state of Telengana,

some 350 miles from the ashram, or retreat, where
he had been in meditation for the four years since

Gandhi's death. Hoping to re-establish contact with

India's rural population, Vinoba walked the entire

distance. In most of the villages along the way, he

was received as a great teacher; individual villagers

sought his assistance, and entire communities at-

tended his nonsectarian prayer meetings.

In one village, Pochampalli, he was approached

by a representative of a group of twenty-two land-

less families of the untouchable caste—the lowest

stratum of Indian society. Without land, the man
said, the families would star\'e. During that night's

praver meeting, Vinoba spoke of the obligation of

each villager to aid his neighbors. "These people

are your brothers." he said. "Are thev to have no

land?'' One wealthy landowner at the back of the

gathering stood up. If Vinoba wished, he an-

nounced, he would give them 100 acres.

This was the beginning of the bhoo-dan move-

ment; over the past twenty years, walking thousands

of miles from village to village, Vinoba has collected

more than diVi million acres of land gifts to be dis-

tributed to India's landless. His success, in a coun-

try where land is the primary commodity of value,

was due only to his reputation as a saintly teacher

unmotivated bv personal concerns. As he walked, he

gathered disciples: primarily youths from urban and

semiurban high schools and colleges. They would re-

main behind in the villages through which he

passed to implement the pledges and redistribute

the land. In one community in 1956 all of the land-

owning villagers decided to give their properties to

Vinoba. He returned the gift; all of the land, he de-

clared, should be held by the village as a whole.

This was the first gram-dan, or "village gift."

While Vinoba avoided creating any external struc-

ture for bhoo-dan and gram-dan, an organization of

his disciples, the Sarva Seva Sangh, developed as

the number of gifts and the number of disciples

grew. Once again in meditation, Vinoba is no

longer walking, but the disciples have become orga-

nized and independent workers. More than 5,000
gram-dan workers are laboring full time throughout

rural India.

A small number still walk from village to village,

spreading Vinoba's doctrine of sharing, brotherhood,

and self-sufficiency. The majority of them, however,

have set up base operations at self-sufficient ashrams

on bhoo-dan land in heavily populated village areas.

Most ashrams function as part-time local schools and

as central meeting places for villagers throughout

the area. While the workers continue to spread the

gram-dan doctrine, most of them are more con-

cerned with the lengthy process of pledge imple-

mentation aqd with rural development in general in

the surrounding villages: digging wells, arbitrating

community disputes, and introducing new seed and

planting techniques occupy most of their time.

Thhe actual operation of the gram-dan process is

relatively simple. Each landowner agrees to turn le-

gal title to his property over to the village as a

whole. Twenty percent of this land is leased, rent

free and in perpetuity, to all landless members of

the village. The remaining 80 percent of the land is

leased back, on the same terms, to the original do-

nor. Each villager then agrees to give one-thirtieth

of his yearly income (the equivalent of one day a

month's intake) in cash, produce, or labor to a cen-

tral fund. All villagers become members of a coun-

cil, which by near-unanimous consent makes all

community decisions.

As soon as implementation begins, the problem of

landlessness disappears; with the distribution of 20
percent of all lands, each family is assured of at

least a small plot. And large landholders rarely feel

threatened. If a man owns ten acres before gram-
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To supplement a meager income, a gram-

dan villager separates long strands

of cotton preparatory to weaving khadi,

the traditional Indian cloth. Another

villager, without land to farm, has

foraged these sticks to sell as firewood.

dan, for example, he will still retain the use of

eight acres after the conversion. Although he cannot

sell the land without the approval of the village

council, the all-important farming rights remain with

the original owner and his heirs. The stipulation

against sale insures that legal title, as well as farm-

ing rights, stays in the village rather than going to

an urban monevlender. In most cases the existence

of the central fund makes the sale of any land un-

necessary. The collection of one-thirtieth of each vil-

lager's yearly income or produce guarantees that a

community will have a capital base.

The village council, or gram sabha, is a means of

emphasizing the commonality of needs by forcing

hostile groups to meet and talk together. Insistence

on near-unanimity minimizes the possibihty of domi-

nance by any single faction. Furthermore, as a

stable body backed by the local economic power of

the central village fund, the council is able to ap-

proach regional or national lending institutions for

capital.

The task of the gram-dan workers becomes easier

as the effects of central village funds become known
within an area. The village of Kutka, for example,

has 1,200 rupees (about $180) in their fund; so far

they have used the money only for federal and state

land taxes. There has been much earnest discussion,

however, widely commented on throughout the area,

about buying a tractor. About one-quarter of the vil-

lagers in Bhoodapuri were in debt when that village

pledged itself to gram-dan; now only two families

remain in debt, and the gram sabha hopes to repay

their loans within the next year. Another village in-

vested about 600 rupees ($90) on irrigation wells

and on a new bull to improve theu- stock.

Other communities, like Talasari, have used the

money to develop a local handicraft industry. Six

looms to spin khadi, the handspun cotton cloth that

was Gandhi's symbol, were built with fund monies.

Such local industry provides both employment and a

cash product from a low capital investment. Al-

though khadi manufacture is considered "archaic"

by more sophisticated planners, about 60 percent of

all gram-dan villages produce such cloth. A farmer

with only a small plot of land may earn the extra

cash he needs to support his family by sitting be-

hind the large wooden looms of the community and
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A miniature variety of banana is grown

in many areas of Bihar. Here, the

women of a gram-dan village carry away
the vegetative debris from a banana field

previously thinned out by the men.

weaving the popular material when there is no de-

mand for agricultural labor from large landowners.

The gram sabha is also a tool for social devel-

opment. In many ways the assembly, like the Sun-

day evening gatherings in the community of Kiriah,

resembles a New England town meeting. Everyone

is allowed to speak. Wliile this slows the decision-

making process, it forces different caste and reli-

gious groups to discuss their differences. Parlia-

mentarianism is new to Kiriah, and the meeting be-

gins with agonizingly slow politeness. The elected

chairman of the council sits uncomfortably in the

middle of the group, balancing the books of the vil-

lage fund on his knees. A family of four who left

Kiriah six years ago, before it became a gram-dan

village, has returned to the community, and the vil-

lage must decide how to provide for them. The fa-

ther of the family wants some of his old land back.

His only source of income now is from foraging for

sticks, which he wraps into long bundles and carries

on his shoulders to sell door to door for firewood.

o,ne bare-chested man argues forcibly that the

village has no responsibility—the family left during

a drought and must take the consequences. They

should not come back now, when times are good.

An opponent, his legs still caked with mud from the

fields, argues just as loudly that the family is still a

member of the community. No one seems to pay

much attention to him, though; the head of the re-

turning family is his brother. The argument cascades

as each man airs his point of view.

One old man, sitting peacefully in the corner,

breaks the crescendo of debate. "If your son left,"

he asks the bare-chested man, "would you not wel-

come him back? Vinoba has said that the village

must be like a family. We must welcome these four

and provide them with land." Two hours later a

course is decided: money will be used from the vil-

lage fund to buy a small plot for the new family. It

was the name of Vinoba that quelled the debate.

The close connection between gram-dan and Vi-

noba Bhave is one of the movement's prime assets.

When difficulties arise, villagers turn naturally to

the teachings of the man thev consider to be a liv-

ing saint. Paradoxically, this identification between

the movement and the saint is also gram-dan's

greatest weakness. Educated Indians, judging the

surface rather than the substance of Vinoba's mes-

sage, decry gram-dan as outmoded. While they re-

vere Vinoba, they see little connection between the

teachings of an aging holy man and the needs of

modern India.

Furthermore, gram-dan is not spectacular. Huge
dams are more impressive than a new well for the

people of Tliatheri, and the 1,200 rupees in Kutkas
village fund wouldn't keep government planners in

paper clips. The concept behind gram-dan has been

consistently ignored by government planners and re-

mains virtually unknown outside of the subcon-

tinent. This ignorance would be less sui-prising if it

were a splinter movement, but more than 150,000
villages have pledged themselves to the ideal of an

integrated and self-sufficient village.

In August, Nazrichawk became a gram-dan vil-

lage. It had become clear that neither government

planners nor political parties could solve the com-

munity's problems, so the villagers asked the local

gram-dan worker for help. Late one evening, four

men sat in earnest debate on the concrete irrigation

ditch that runs through the fields of Nazrichawk.

Three of them were leaders of the different caste

groups in the village; the fourth, a gram-dan
worker. In June the community had been split into

hostile factions led by these three men; now a dia-

logue was beginning. Although planting time had

passed and it was too late to avoid widespread fam-

ine, the village council agreed to take a loan and to

repair the pump before the next planting season.

No one can foresee the future of gram-dan. It re-

quires sacrifices from some of those who accept it,

and it can be difficult to get an agrarian people to

relinquish the concept of private property. Only

when the situation becomes desperate, as in a

drought year like 1972, do large numbers of vil-

lages turn to the idea of pooling their resources for

the benefit of all.

It is even possible that gram-dan will die with

Vinoba. It is the image of the saint that attracts

gram-dan workers, and it is his message that village

people find so compelling. After the death of Vi-

noba perhaps it will be possible to evaluate the im-

pact of gram-dan on rural development generally.

But in such villages as Nazrichawk, gram-dan is

now offering seventy-three people a chance to de-

velop through their own inherent strength.
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The Cod:
A Case of Supervised INeglect

Nearly a third of the world's population depends on the North Atlantic cod

as an important food resource—future generations may have to look elsewhere

by Albert C. Jensen

"Be content, the sea hath fish

enough." Thus did the British

man of letters Dr. Tliomas Fuller

sum up the prevailing attitude

about marine resources in 1732.

He reasoned that if the herring

fishery failed, fishermen could fish

for cod. And if the cod should

leave, they could sail a few
leagues farther to find them in

abundance. Even in the mid-nine-

teenth century, Dr. Thomas Hux-

ley, the British biologist, wrote,

"I believe that the cod fishery

. . . and probablv all the great

sea fisheries are inexhaustible: that

is to say, that nothing we do seri-

ously affects the number of fish."

Today, the evidence that all is

not well with the cod is presented

in statistics issued by the National

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
of the U. S. Department of Com-
merce. Their report states that in

1880, a record 294 million

pounds of cod were landed by

New England fishermen, who still

catch the bulk of the cod in the

United States. Today, NMFS re-

ports that the catch has declined

to 39 million pounds. Because of

this, the United States delegation

This scene of ice-packed

North Adantic cod at

New York City's Fulton

Fish Market may someday

be just a memory.

to the 1972 International Commis-

sion for the Northwest Atlantic

Fisheries (ICNAF) annual meet-

ings in Washington requested con-

sideration of "catch quotas or

. . . other supplementary regu-

latory measures such as closed

seasons and /or areas that can ef-

fectively be applied to cod stocks

so as to avoid depletion of the re-

source."

The resource is a valuable and

much-needed one. Many people in

the world, from Iceland to Africa,

depend on cod as an important

part of their diet. To satisfy this

demand, fishermen in the North

Atlantic annually land more than

7 billion pounds of Atlantic cod.

There are several reasons why cod

became important as a food fish

and thus the object of intensive

fisheries: a mild-flavored fish of

relatively large size, cod were
abundant on many coastal banks

in the North Atlantic and could

be stored as salt fish or frozen.

Cod range on both sides of the

Atlantic Ocean, from the northern

Barents Sea south to the Bay of

Biscay, as well as around Iceland

and the southern half of Green-

land. Along the North American

coast, cod are found from the

southern tip of Baffin Island to

North Carolina, but they are most

abundant in the Gulf of St. Law-

rence, off Newfoundland. In the

spring, a trawler may take as

much as 35 tons of cod in a two-

hour tow. The Georges Bank cod

fishery off Massachusetts is less

productive: Boston vessels catch

cod at an average rate of 1.5 tons

a day. Although they are consid-

ered groundfish, cod occasionally

rise off the bottom, presumably in

search of food. They have been

caught in waters of all depths, from

as shallow as one fathom to as deep

as 250 fathoms.

Cod often grow to large sizes.

A cod caught on a line trawl off

the coast of northern Massachu-

setts in 1895 weighed 211.5
pounds and was more than 6 feet

long. In the commercial fishery to-

day, many thousands of cod 30 to

40 inches long and weighing 10

to 25 pounds are caught each

year.

The peak of the spawning sea-

son is in December. The female is

a prolific egg producer and may
shed 3 to 9 miUion eggs, but only

a few of these become adult fish.

The adults feed mostly on shell

animals (clams, mussels, crabs),

squid, and small fish.

Long before Fuller and Huxley

made their sweeping—and erron-

eous—pronouncements, some
thought had already been given to

the matter of conservation of sea

fishes. In sixteenth-century England,

fishermen complained about mesh

sizes in the crude trawl nets used by

other fishermen in the Thames es-

tuary. The trawls, they argued,

were capturing and killing many

small, unmarketable fish (a com-

plaint repeated in fisheries even

now). So it was that in 1558 Queen

Elizabeth I published a royal decree

setting a minimum limit of two and

a half inches on the size of the mesh

in trawl nets.

Trawl nets have always been
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viewed as a mixed blessing. Wliile

thev are extremely efficient at

catching large quantities of fish

rapidly, they catch fish of all sizes

and the fishermen throw the

small, unmarketable ones back

into the sea. Since most of these

discarded fish are either dead or

dying by the time they are re-

turnee! to the water, they are

wasted for man^s use.

The waste at sea, the specter of

overfishing, and the fear of what

it would do to the resources were

the concern of a few far-thinking

men a century ago. In 1860 the

Norwegians began to keep careful

records of the catches of cod

landed at their northern fishing

villages in the Lofoten Islands. By
keeping track of the catches and

of the number of fishing boats

needed to make them, they ob-

tained an index of abundance-
catch per vessel—that is still used

in scientific fishery management.

Up to then, there had been no

way of knowing if changes in the

landings of cod actually reflected

real changes in the number of cod

in the sea.

In the 1930s, Norwegian re-

search on the cod provided addi-

tional background information on

the life history of the species.

Starting with studies of cod eggs

and environmental influences on

them, the Norwegians moved on

to studies of the artificial propaga-

tion of cod. This approach was

based on the idea that if nature

failed to provide adequate spawn-

ing, man could intercede to sup-

plement natural production with

young fish from hatcheries. Al-

though hatcheries have been suc-

cessful with freshwater fishes, es-

pecially black bass and trout, they

have failed dismally with most

marine fishes. It is not surprising,

then, that the Norwegians dis-

carded the idea of hatcheries and

turned to research on the age and

growth of the cod in Norwegian
waters. Age and growth data pro-

vide the foundation for fishery

conservation regulations by help-

ing fishery managers determine

the optimum age at which fish-

ermen can begin harvesting a spe-

cies; such regulations insure that

the fish are allowed to mature and

spawn at least once. These data

also help the gear specialists to

design the mesh size or hook size

that will "select" the mature fish.

And, together with data from tag-

ging experiments, physical charac-

teristics of the same species from
different fishing grounds, blood-

type studies, and surveys of fish

populations, age and growth data

help tietermine the need for sepa-

rate conservation regulations for

different geographic areas.

At about the same time that

the Norwegians were first taking a

serious look at the state of their

fisheries, the British began to in-

vestigate their own fishing indus-

try. In about 1885 a royal com-

mission on trawling started
collecting statistics on catches and

number of boats. These data were

analyzed and published in 1900 in

a report entitled "The Impover-

ishment of the Sea . . . Alleged

Depletion of the Trawling
Grounds." The commission had

looked at the conditions of the

British fishing industry during a

ten-year period when the steam

trawler boom was at its height. It

found that the total catch of all

the vessels had increased by
nearly one-third from 1889 to

1898. But during the same period

the number of vessels had in-

creased by two and a half times,

while the actual catch per vessel

had declined to about a half. In

addition, the average size of the

fish in the catch had decreased. If

the trend were allowed to con-

tinue, the fleets would soon be

harvesting many of the young fish

before they had an opportunity to

spawn. This would ultimately re-

sult in a real impoverishment of

the sea.

The ideas, speculations, and re-

search of the Norwegians and the

British fell largely on deaf ears. It

took the cataclysm of World War
I to demonstrate that the con-

servationists were right and that

Huxley and Fuller were wrong.

Prior to World War I the scien-

tists who advocated protection of

fishes in the sea were speaking

largely on the basis of theory and

conjecture. They could present no

proof that the fish stocks were in

a state of decline as a result of

fishing efforts, at least no proof

that the average fisherman would

accept. Thus, in the opinion of

the industry, there was no need to

regulate the fishing effort to con-

serve the fish stocks. However,
during the period 1913-18, severe

restrictions on fishing—the result

of wartime shortages of fishermen,

gear, and supplies—plus the men-
ace of submarines prowling on the

fishing grounds provided the proof

the scientists needed: in 1919 the

average daily catch per vessel

from the North Sea was 3,060
pounds, compared with 1,430
pounds in 1913. It was clear that

the fishing hiatus during the war
had allowed the fish to grow big-

ger and heavier. It was not that

there were twice as many fish as

before, but rather that the fish on

the grounds had been able to

grow and increase in weight.

In the United States few people

seemed worried about the con-

tinued supply of cod off the north-

east coast of the American conti-

nent. Perhaps it was too difficult

to even imagine that the great

populations on Georges Bank or

on the Newfoundland Grand Bank
could be affected by man's

efforts. But as early as the latter

part of the nineteenth century,

there were discouraging changes

in the abundance of cod, and a

few perceptive observers suggested

that something was wrong.

In 1871, President Ulysses S.

Grant signed into law a resolution

"for the protection and preserva-

tion of the food fishes of the

coasts of the United States." He
also appointed Spencer F. Baird

as commissioner of the newly

created U. S. Fish Commission

and set up a laboratory in Woods
Hole, Massachusetts.

Baird made a study of the situ-

ation and presented his findings in

a report, "Conclusions as to De-

crease of Cod Fisheries on the

New England Coast." The Fish

Commission soon embarked on an

ambitious program to increase the

number of cod in the sea by
building hatcheries at Boothbay

Harbor, Maine, and at Gloucester

and Woods Hole in Massachusetts.

John J. Brice, a later commis-

sioner of Fish and Fisheries, re-
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The stern trawler.

Albatross IV, is a United

States fishery research

vessel operating out of

Woods Hole. Massachusetts.

Large-mesh nets allow small

fish to escape and grow

until they reach marketable

size in years to come.

ported in 1898 that the "cod is

propagated artificially on a more
extensive scale than any other ma-

rine fish." Up to the season of

1896-97, a total of nearly 450
million cod fry had been liberated

from the hatcheries. During the

1896-97 season 98 million fry-

were liberated. Brice proclaimed

the hatchery operations a success,

saying, "The unmistakable eco-

nomic results which have attended

these efforts warrant all the time

and money devoted to them and

justify the greatest possible expan-

sion of the work."

To insure a steady supply of

eggs and sperm, healthy, lively

cod—from 1,600 to as many as

9,000 each season—were caught

in fish traps or by vessels fishing

in the inshore waters and taken to

the Woods Hole hatchery to serve

as brood -fish. There, they were

kept in floating live cars in a

large outdoor pool. The fish were

removed periodically and exam-

ined to determine their stage of

ripeness. When they were ripe,

the eggs and sperm were stripped

from the fish into containers filled

with seawater and the contents

stirred to obtain maximum fertil-

ization. The fertilized eggs were

then transferred to hatching trays

for subsequent development.

Newly hatched fry were taken

from the trays and released in

nearby waters: the harbor at

Gloucester and Eel Pond at

Woods Hole. It was at this stage

that the entire hatchery scheme

failed in its intended purpose.

Because cod are difficult to rear

to a large size—supplying food of

the right size and kind is perhaps



the biggest obstacle—the frv' were

released at a verv early stage of

development. Under natural condi-

tions, however, the death rate

among voung fish is astronomical,

and most die in the early stages,

perhaps in the first three months.

Thus, the hatcherv fish were being

released when they would be sub-

ject to the greatest mortality. De-

spite the great faith that Brice

and others had in the work of the

hatcheries, the milUons of fish

that were stocked really added
little, if at all, to the populations

in the sea.

The hatchen,' at Woods Hole

continued to function until the

buildings were taken o\"er bv the

U. S. Na\7 in World War II.

Hatchery operations had ended
somewhat earlier at Gloucester

and Boothbay Harbor, and today

there are no cod hatcheries in the

United States.

Nor can declining stocks be re-

plenished bv migrating fish. The
results of manv tagging experi-

ments in European and North
American waters sho\\' that there

is no interchange bet^veen the cod

of the northeast Atlantic and
those of the northwest. There are

several separate ecological groups

of fish. Grand Bank fish, for ex-

ample, are separate from Nova
Scotian fish; Georges Bank fish

are separate from the southern

New England fish, and so on.

Similarly separate groups exist in

European waters.

With a host of nations fishing

for the cod throughout its range—
seventeen countries in the eastern

Atlantic and fifteen in the west-

ern—multilateral arrangements
were made to examine the cod re-

source with an eye to managing
it. International commissions have

been established in many parts of

the world for the management and

conservation of a variety of

aquatic resources. Most of them
have had mediocre success, partic-

ularly with regard to fisheries, and

have served primarily as forums

for discussion and debate. This is

certainly true of the Atlantic com-

missions. Their principal success

has been in conducting research

and gathering data for the scien-

tific advisors to present to the

commissioners. But in too many
cases the commissioners, because

of their nationalistic and political

leanings, choose to ignore the rec-

ommendations of their advisors.

The International Commission for

Hatched areas show the

major North Atlantic

cod-fishing grounds from

Georges Bank, off Cape

Cod, to the Barents Sea.

the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries,

(ICNAF), which held its first

meeting in 1951, was establishes!

for the "investigation, protection

and conservation of the fisheries

of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean,

in order to make possible the

maintenance of a maximum sus-

tained catch from those fisheries."

The area covered bv the conven-

tion includes the entire northwest

Atlantic from the west coast of

Greenland, and the offing of Lab-

rador, Newfoundland, and Nova
Scotia, to New England as far

south as Rhode Island. Twelve na-

tions, including the United States

and Canada, signed the conven-

tion. Most of them were con-

cerned with the rich cod fisheries

on the Grand Banks, in the Gulf

of St. Lawrence, and on the Sco-

tian Shelf.

Along with its northeast Atlan-
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tic counterparts, ICNAF was early

concerned with savings-gear ex-

periments to reduce the destruc-

tion of young fish in otter trawls.

They also examined the possible

destruction of small fish caught by

gill nets, traps, and hooks, but

found that none of these was as

destructive as the otter trawl.

Their experiments uncovered dif-

ferences between species in their

capacity to escape through the

trawl meshes. For example, more
cod of all sizes escape than had-

dock, an indication that regulating

mesh size as a conservation mea-

sure is not nearly as simple as

many biologists would like to be-

lieve. Nevertheless, in 1953 the

United States passed legislation

that established four and a half

inches as the minimum mesh size

for the cod and haddock fishery

on the New England banks, re-

placing the former two and a

quarter inches. The rest of ICNAF
followed suit, and today minimum
mesh sizes are five and one-eighth

inches for west Greenland waters

and four and a half inches in the

remainder of the convention area.

Recently, however, some ex-

perts in the dynamics of fish pop-

ulations have contended that mesh
regulation for such species as cod

and haddock is just as ineffective

as artificial propagation, and for

much the same reasons: natural

phenomena, as well as man's
other fishing activities, are too

powerful as depleting factors. At

the 1972 ICNAF meeting, the

United States delegation reported,

"The scientists have emphasized

that the existing mesh regulations

are not sufficient in themselves to

prevent depletion of these [cod]

resources. . .
."

Because of the great number of

vessels involved, overfishing has

reduced the cod population on

many grounds. Further, as the

abundance of other species has de-

clined, fishing for cod has in-

creased to satisfy consumer de-

mand, as is happening today in

the New England fishery.

We need only look to other

grounds to see how precarious lo-

cal cod populations are and how
easily they can be affected by

seemingly minor changes in their

environment. Forty years ago

there were no cod present off

Greenland; but a rise of only 1.5

degrees (Celsius) in the average

annual sea temperature has made
these waters habitable for cod

populations. In Norwegian waters,

poor spawning in 1965 and 1966
resulted in poor fishing for small

cod in 1969 and 1970, and Nor-

wegian scientists predict poor fish-

ing for large cod in 1973 and

1974. In the Barents Sea, low

abundance of capelin, a smeltlike

fish that is a favorite cod food, re-

sulted in low abundance and small

catches of cod. In Danish waters,

large numbers of dead cod were seen

among other dead and dying fish,

birds, and marine invertebrates fol-

lowing an outbreak in October,

1968, of a red tide. Natural disasters

such as these easily diminish the ef-

fect of mesh regulations and other

conservation measures.

There is little we can do about

natural mortality, and mesh regu-

lation alone is like patching up
one hole in a sieve. What is

needed is a comprehensive con-

servation program. An approach

to the solution of the overfishing

problem, at least for the Barents

Sea, was voiced by Hallstein Ras-

mussen, deputy director of the

Norwegian Fisheries Directorate,

at a meeting of the Northeast At-

lantic Fisheries Convention
(NEAFC) in 1969:

Rapidly diminishing resources

of fish, particularly cod and re-

lated species, is one big prob-

lem for which a solution has

yet to be found. . . . Con-

servation and replenishment of

Northeast Atlantic fish re-

sources depend on much more
comprehensive measures than

those considered up till now.

. . . Nations fishing in the Ba-

rents Sea should reduce their

total catch from its current

level of 400,000 metric tons

annually to 250,000 tons. . . .

The best solution is to put a

complete ban on trawling, at

least in areas which are known
as feeding grounds for fish be-

fore they reach maturity.

It is becoming increasingly evi-

dent that stern measures such as

The author, here beginning

a dive, almost lost his life

riding the working nets of

the trawler as he tried to see

how young fish escaped.

these will have to be taken to

conserve the stocks of cod. Tlie

report of the NEAFC annual
meeting in 1968 noted that "con-

trol of mesh sizes and minimum
fish size had not been sufficient to

obtain maximum sustainable yield,

and therefore it seemed that effort

control was necessary." The ques-

tion of which nations shall fish—

with how many vessels, and for

how long a time—is still being de-

bated.

There is a danger, however,

that we may study and debate the

problem of overfishing the cod to

the near extinction of the species.

We have seen this happen with

the Georges Bank haddock, which

has been intensively studied for

nearly forty years. Today it is in

dangerously low abundance and

tightly controlled catch quotas for

haddock are enforced on the fish-

ing grounds. Once the quota has

been reached, the grounds are

closed for the vear to further fish-

ing for the species. The closure of

the New England grounds for

1972 was announced effective Oc-

tober 27. With the haddock fish-

ery denied to them, however. New
England fishermen will fish more

intensively for the cod, and under

existing conditions, overfishing and

depletion of the cod resource is al-

most a certainty.

We can no longer be com-

placent about our diminishing ma-

rine resources. What is needed

now is a total management plan,

not merely such stopgap measures

as mesh regulations and catch

quotas. The fishery scientists have

shown the way. Now it is up to

commissioners, administrators, pol-

iticians, and diplomats to forego

their nationalistic prejudices and

implement the management pro-

posals that have been presented to

them. •
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lieturn of ttie Fislier
A taste for porcupine

is helping a sleek

and elegant predator

stage a comeback

t>y Robert B. Brander
.and David J. Books

One of the most proficient North

American predators is a fast, sleek,

and obscure member of the muste-

lid family, the fisher. A close rela-

tive of the marten, wolverine, wea-

sel, and mink, the fisher, a native of

the northern forest, is known to few

other than trappers, woodsmen, nat-

uralists, and wildlife biologists. Its

low profile is due primarily to its

densely wooded habitat, restricted

range, and low population densities.

Of all its common names—pe-
kan, wejack, black cat, and Pen-

nant's marten—the name fisher is

least suitable, since the fisher does

not fish. The name may have

stemmed from its habit of robbing

traps baited with fish, or perhaps

from its being confused with the

otter, an expert fish catcher. Just

as likely, however, is the possi-

bility that the term originated

with early immigrants who noted

the fisher's similarity to the Euro-

pean polecat, a large, dark-colored

weasel. Trevor Poole, a Welsh

zoologist, notes that other names
for the polecat include fitchet,

fitche, or fitchew.
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The fisher is larger than its

nearest North American relative,

the pine marten, but considerably

smaller than the wolverine. An
adult male normally weighs 8 to

12 pounds and measures 36 to 48
inches in length, including its

long tail. The female weighs only

about half as much and measures

30 to 36 inches in length.

Dark brown to nearly black in

color, fishers have slender, muscu-

lar bodies, short legs, black feet,

and bushy, black-tipped tails. Be-

cause their long guai'd hairs have

a white band near the tip, they

often appear to be "frosted," or

grizzled. Sometimes, a small white

patch is discernible on the throat

or chest. Their low, rounded ears,

piercing black eyes, and pointed

nose give them an elfin look. But

playful they are not, as their

curved, needle-sharp claws, pow-
erful jaws, and businesslike teeth

attest. Adult fishers have no

known natural enemies, but they

can be fierce adversaries when
forced to defend themselves, as

for example, against hunter's dogs.

The fisher's anal sacs emit a foul-

smelling musk that can also be

used to discourage would-be at-

tackers.

When the white man began his

advance across the continent, how-

ever, the fisher's defenses were of

no use against this new threat.

The heart of its original range was

coincident with the northern con-

iferous forest from coast to coast,

and as far south as the coniferous

zones of the southern Great Lakes

states and the mountains of Vir-

ginia and Tennessee. Because they

are apparently dependent on the

presence of a forest canopy, fish-

ers retreated rapidly northward

before the ax and plow. By the

turn of the century, fisher popu-

lations in the remaining forests

had declined drastically, mainly as

a result of overharvesting by the

fur industry. The fisher, because

of its inqiiisitive nature and strong

response to strange scents, is a

fairly easy animal to trap, and it

was ruthlessly exploited because of

the high value placed on its

dense, lustrous fur.

Tlie demands of the fur trade

reached frenzied proportions be-

tween 1919 and 1924 At fur

auctions in 1920, the peak year,

fisher pelts averaged $85 in Can-

ada, and prime pelts brought as

much as $300. To trappers, log-

gers, and homesteaders eking out

a meager living in the woods, a

single fisher pelt could have

meant more than a month's
wages. Most fishers were taken by

trap, but they were also hunted.

On spotting a fisher track in the

snow, a woodsman would pack
some food, strap on snowshoes,

and pursue the fisher—perhaps for

days—until it was cornered and

killed.

By the 1930s the fisher had all

but disappeared in the United
States, except for small popu-

lations in Maine, the White and

Adirondack mountains, northeast-

ern Minnesota, and California.

Fur-trade records from Wisconsin

reveal how quickly the decline oc-

curred. In the trapping season of

1917-18, 559 fishers were taken

in Wisconsin; in 1920-21, the

last legal season in that state, only

three were taken. California like-

wise saw the legal take of fishers

decline precipitously from 102 in

1920 to two in 1931. By 1940
the once-abundant fisher was ex-

tinct in the province of Nova
Scotia and dwindling in other Ca-

nadian provinces.

Fortunately, several factors in-

tervened to save the fisher from

extinction. First, the warnings of

some wildlife biologists and other

concerned parties resulted in

closed trapping seasons in manv
states. Wisconsin was among the

first, closing the fisher season in

1922, Minnesota followed suit in

1929, New Hampshire in 1935,

New York and Wyoming in 1936,

Maine and Oregon in 1937, and

California in 1946. While seasons

were seldom closed in Canada,

laws requiring registration of trap

lines succeeded in reducing the

fisher harvest. Second, women's

fashions, which had created the

high demand for fisher in the first

place, turned away from long furs

to the spotted cats. By the 1950s,

the price of a fisher pelt was

down to a low of $10 or $15.

And third, much of the fisher's

habitat has improved steadily

since the 1920s, when our north-

ern forests were at a low ebb

from overcutting and subsequent

overburning.

In the last 30 years there has

been a sharp rise in the fisher

populations of areas still possess-
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ing breeding stock. New York
noted a fisher increase by 1940,

Maine by the mid-1940s, and New
Hampshire by the early 1950s.

Limited trapping seasons were re-

opened in these states in 1949,

1950. and 1961, respectively.

Minnesota, the only refuge re-

maining in the Midwest three

decades ago, has also seen its

fisher population increase. While

the trapping season on fisher has

been closed continuously since

1933, Minnesota has encouraged

trappers to turn in fishers caught

in traps set for other species by

paying them half the pelt's auc-

tion price. The average accidental

take increased from 22 per year

between 1934 and 1938 to 114
per year between 1959 and 1963.

We believe this reflects a real in-

crease in fisher numbers, not just

a fluctuation in fur value.

Protection programs were not

sufficient to re-establish the fisher

in all parts of its original habitat,

however, and reintroduction of

breeding stock will be required in

many states. Given the still preva-

lent attitude toward predators in

general, any proposal to release

such animals is likely to raise a

hue and cry from certain influen-

tial segments of the public: hunt-

ers anticipating a decline in game
animals, farmers fearing depreda-

tion of livestock and poultry, and

those animal lovers who object to

the death of any prey species

might all be expected to oppose a

restocking program involving a

predator. One can imagine the re-

action that would greet an attempt

to reintroduce wolves on their

former range. The fisher, however,

has a potential degree of public and

governmental acceptance not en-

joyed by other predators because it

is the only animal that effectively

preys upon porcupines.

In recent years, the porcupine

population has increased in many
areas of the United States, with

densities reaching as high as 60 ani-

mals per square mile. Chewing the

cambium and bark of trees during

winter and feeding on tender buds,

leaves, and twigs during spring,

these rodents can kill valuable tim-

ber and ornamental trees. Tliey are

also pests near camps and summer
homes, gnawing at anything that

contains salt, such as canoe pad-

dles, ax handles, and saddles that

have become salted from human
perspiration. These habits have not

endeared the porcupine to people

whose property has been damaged

by the rodent.

Fishers and porcupines share

much of the same habitat—heavily

wooded areas of conifers, junipers,

and poplars—and it had long been

thought that the fisher was the

primary natural control on the

number of porcupines in an area.

Our study of a recent fisher re-

stocking program in northern

Michigan substantiates this theory.

As a hunter, the fisher is

largely an opportunist. It does not

lie in wait like a bobcat or pursue

prey for long distances like a tim-

ber wolf. Rather, its hunting pat-

tern is a random investigation of

brushy areas, windfalls, hollow

trees, and other places where
hares and smaller mammals are

likely to be found. Fishers are re-

nowned for their speed and agility

in trees, and many early accounts

would have us believe that their

hunting activity was primarily ar-

boreal. However, we saw little

evidence of tree climbing, and a

study in Maine also showed that

most of the fisher's activity is ter-

restrial, although certain individ-

uals do climb trees readily and of-

ten.

Throughout much of the fisher's

range, the snowshoe hare is the

staple of its diet; other foods in-

clude squirrels, mice, shrews,

birds, carrion, fruits, and nuts.

Deer remains commonly turn up
in the digestive tracts of fishers. It

is highly unlikely, however, that a

fisher could kill any but the weak-

est deer, considering the disparity

in size. This has been supported

by studies of deer yards in Maine

where fishers were present but did

not hunt the snowbound and win-

ter-weakened deer. The deer re-

mains found in the stomach con-

Fislier Distrilmtlon
in Michigan—1970

Number of Fishers Released:

1961-31
1962-16
1963-14
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tents of fishers can be explained

by their tendency to feed on car-

rion; they will often remain near

the carcass of a deer or other

large animal for seyeral days.

Ruffed grouse remains are

sometimes found in fisher stom-

achs, but the fisher does not con-

stitute a threat to grouse popu-

lations. The claim by some
sportsmen that fishers stalk and

kill grouse roosting under the

snow is unsubstantiated by our ex-

perience with the two species in

northern Michigan.

Porcupines are a highly pre-

ferred prey, and if fresh sign is in

evidence, a fisher wiU become
more deliberate in its hunting

habits, often spending several days

in the same area. Porcupines, pro-

tected by their defensive arma-

ment, move through the woods
without making any noticeable ef-

fort to avoid an encounter with a

predator—possibly because thev

have none except for the fisher.

Rare eyewitness accounts indicate

that when the two meet, the fisher

rushes in, leaping and circling

rapidly to confuse its prey. Re-

peated attacks to the face and

head soon kill or cripple the por-

cupine and enable the fisher to

rip open the rodent's soft, unpro-

tected beUy. The popular litera-

ture has erroneously reported that

fishers kill porcupines by first flip-

ping them on their backs, then at-

tacking the belly, or by attacking

from underneath when both ani-

mals are in a tree. Malcolm Coul-

ter of the University of Maine has

studied fisher behavior in the wild

and he also reports that fishers

kill porcupines by attacks to the

face and head. Wounds are in-

flicted by both the teeth and

claws, and feeding begins either at

the belly or the head. Little is left

of the porcupine when the fisher

is finished except for a few pieces

of skin and some scattered quills.

Even most of the bones are

cracked and eaten.

The fisher frequently receives a

number of quills during its attack,

but these do little harm. Dead
fishers examined by biologists of-

ten have soft, partially dissolved

quills lodged harmlessly under the

skin, in the stomach and in-

In trees, porcupines are

less vulnerable to predation

than on the ground, ivhere

fishers can more easily

attack their heads and faces.

testines, and in muscle tissue;

rarely is there any sign of inflam-

mation or infection. The reason

for this immunity to any ill

effects from quill penetration is

not known, but it is certainly im-

portant in the fisher's success

against the porcupine. Other pred-

ators have been found suffering

from quills in their bodies, and fatal-

ities may occur as the injured ani-

mals gradually succumb to infection

or to the inability to hunt for other

prey. Most predators simply give the

porcupine a wide berth.

Since the great decline of the

fisher population in the early part

of this century, the porcupine

population has shown a steady,

and in many cases, a dramatic in-

crease. This was particularly true
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in Ottawa National Forest, in the

western half of the Upper Penin-

sula of Michigan. Porcupine dam-

age to timber trees had reached

serious proportions, and despite

various control measures, the pop-

ulation densities of the rodent re-

mained a very high 30 to 60 per

square mile. Anxious to avert any

more economic loss and recogniz-

ing that the absence of any natu-

ral predators had resulted in a se-

rious imbalance in the forest

ecosystem, the United States For-

est Service undertook a restocking

program. Between 1961 and
1963, the Forest Service live-

trapped 61 adult fishers in Minne-

sota and released them in the for-

est. We immediatelv began monitor-

ing the establishment of these

fishers as part of a long-term

study of porcupine food habits

and population dynamics in the

area.

A few vears after the rein-

troduction, sightings and sign of

fishers were being reported over a

large area surrounding the release

points. More than 15 percent of

these sightings have now been made
more than 30 miles from a release

point, suggesting a significant ex-

pansion of the fisher in ten years.

Over this same period, the

number of porcupines in the re-

lease areas has declined. We ob-

tained direct evidence for this

through censuses of porcupine

populations in two fisher release

areas during the winter of 1962

and each winter since 1970. By

1970 porcupine numbers in one

area decreased from 36 to 9 per

square mile during the ten years

following the first release of fish-

ers; in the other, porcupine num-

bers declined from 27 to 21 per

square mile. Area residents em-

phatically state that there are con-

siderably fewer porcupines now
than in the 1950s and early

1960s. Foresters who used to

shoot porcupines to control de-

struction of valuable timber now
report that they rarely see the

lumbering animals. Handguns,
which were once standard equip-

ment in woods work, are seldom

carried now. The number of por-

cupines killed by Forest Service

personnel in the heart of the es-
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tablished fisher range also illus-

trates the decline. The kill fell

from 360 in 1960 to fewer than

50 in 1969.

We can onlv speculate on the

numbers necessary for porcupine-

fisher populations to reach a state

of equilibrium. Our observations

indicate that while fishers obtain

most of their energy from snow-

shoe hares, they will attack any por-

cupine they encounter. Chances of

finding a vulnerable porcupine are

high when the population is high,

and are reduced as the population

declines. Eventually, the kill-rate

will come into balance with the por-

cupine birthrate. We see some evi-

dence that such a balance is being

struck in the populations we are

monitoring.

This system could become un-

balanced again if the number of

porcupine dens secure from fisher

intmsion came into short supply,

and we have some indications that

this is also happening. In 1962,

before fishers were established in

significant numbers, nearly 50

percent of all porcupine dens

were in hollow logs; in 1970,

however, only 10 percent were in

logs. We think this reflects the

relative ease with which a fisher

can harass a porcupine out of a

log. A secure den is usuallv in a

live, hollow tree. Because of the

small entrance hole, a threatened

porcupine can climb up into its

wooden fortress and readily de-

fend itself. We have observations,

based on tracks in the snow, of

fishers approaching porcupine den

trees and sitting for long periods

in front of the entrance, but not

entering. Den trees may be occu-

pied by a succession of porcupines

for many years, as evidenced by

the large accumulations of drop-

pings at their entrances. Some of

the den trees that we have had

Fishers frequently travel

through the trees in

search of such prey as

squirrels, but most of their

hunting is terrestrial.

under observation have been occu-

pied continuously since, and even

prior to, our first records in 1961,

further suggesting the security

they offer the occupant.

Den trees in our study area are

of four species: yellow birch, elm,

sugar maple, and basswood. They
become potential dens only when
they reach a mature size, usually

more than 20 inches in diameter.

But in recent years these species

have become highly valuable for

timber; consequently, few are

being allowed to grow to the re-

quired size for dens. If this trend

continues, there will eventually be



a shortage of secure dens—perhaps
in 50 years when most of tlie

existing laige, hollow trees will

have died and fallen.

The fisher's economic and

ecologic value can be clearly ap-

praised. From an economic view-

point, the place of the fisher in

the North American fur trade

has never been exceedinglv
high-about $215,000 of the

$34,000,000 market of 1968-69.

In Ontai-io the fisher currently

ranks tenth in importance among
fifteen furbearers. However, in

places where the total volume of

furs ti'apped is lower, the fisher

may assume a greater relative im-

portance. In New Hampshire, for

instance, 942 out of 17,951 furs

trapped in 1969 were fisher, mak-
ing it fourth out of ten in terms

of number of pelts taken and sec-

ond in monetary return.

Ecologically, the fisher is valu-

able because it preys on medium-
sized herbivores such as squirrels,

snowshoe hares, and porcupines,

thus helping to check their poten-

tially rampant fertility. If the

fisher's niche were vacated, other

carnivores would attempt to fill it.

Birds of prey, the cats, the coyote

and the fox, and other members

of the weasel family could com-

pensate for the loss of the fisher

in some respects. Only the fisher,

however, preys effectively on the

porcupine, thereby cutting down
on substantial timber losses in

areas where the rodent has multi-

plied unchecked. The ecological

argument, then, also becomes an

economic one.

As people begin to better un-

derstand the predator-prey rela-

tionship between the fisher and

porcupine, the fisher's return to

its former territory will be wel-

comed for the benefits it will

brine.
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Medieval Beasties

If you ivant to unravel

medieval legends and

myths, be prepared to run,

jump, and stand still all

at the same time

by Frank J.
Anderson

In the center panel of the

Garden of Earthly Delights,

Hieronymus Bosch

positioned the fierce

merknight Zytiron, a

symbol of anger and lust,

confronting a mermaid
in the right foreground of
the main pool. A slightly

different version of Zytiron,

mounted on a fish,

appears in the upper right

corner of the panel.

Having persisted through a

long, hard night of disbelief,

mvthology is once again gaining

credit in a few respectable circles.

Archeologv and psychiatry, two of

its newfound friends, are now
busy removing the tarnish from its

reputation. This process began
when Heinrich Schliemann redis-

covered Troy by placing his con-

fidence in ancient, worn-out tales.

The modern Israelis, following tiie

same method, have also uncovered

sites thought to be merely legen-

dary. And psychiatry, through the

voice of one of its major prophets,

Carl Jung, has even suggested a

science of mythology.

The natural sciences, too, have

supplied a few samples as evi-

dence in favor of the reliability of

myth. Most of these have risen

out of exaggerated or mis-

interpreted reports that were
based on poor observation. Exam-
ples that immediately come to

mind are the manatees and du-

gongs, which wishful sailors trans-

formed into mermaids, and the

common oranges that became the

golden apples of the Hesperides.

Almost all myths are constructed

after the same fashion: a hard ker-

nel of fact is overlaid with layers

of decoration and padding, much
like a slightly larcenous expense

account.

One of the great myth-making
periods ran from postclassic times

to the sixteenth century, but at

the time of their creation, few of

the legends were regarded as fic-

titious by either their creators or

their perpetuators. Most of these

fables were based on hearsay in-

formation, which when circulated

in manuscript form lent them-

selves to further misinterpretation.

A busy scribe, with little time to

check over what he had set down,

was often guilty of errors of both

sight and hearing; some works

were copied by dictating to an en-

tire battery of scribes, and one er-

ror could beget another as easily

as amoebas can establish a familv.

As a consequence, medieval manu-
scripts abound in puzzlements and

oddities. Creatures were fathered

out of a combination of ignorance

and illegibility, assisted by an in-

exhaustible passion for the mira-

culous.

Three such garbled progeny
seem to be more endowed than

others with their creators' passion

for the miraculous. The first of

the trio is called Zytiron, the

Fish-tailed Knight, monstrous ter-

ror of the seas. Helmeted in steel

and encased in armor, he looked

the very figure of the noble

knight, complete with shield and
gauntlet. But below his waistline a

curious change occurred, for his

lower half was that of a fish.

For some unaccountable reason,

this odd being enjoyed a wave of

popular appeal in Flanders and

Germany during the final decades

of the fifteenth century. He is

found gracing the border of a

Flemish Book of Hours from the

Ghent-Bruges area and is also the

subject of a carving on the choir

stalls at Saint Sulpice in Diest.

Hieronymus Bosch depicts Zytiron

confronting a mermaid in the cen-

tral panel of the fantastic Garden

of Earthly Delights, and he is de-

scribed and pictured in the many
editions of the famous medieval

herbal Hortus Sanitatis, or Gar-

den of Health. He was, in short,

the kind of fellow who got

around.

But for all his fame, Zytiron's

antecedents are a little hazv, a

condition that was not altogether

uncommon during the Middle
Ages. The firmest birth date that

can presently be assigned to him
is 1491, the year in which he ap-

peared in the first edition of the
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Hortus. The text in that massive

Latin work speaks of him as

being armored like a knight of

old and calls him "great and out

of measure strong." He is said to

wear a helmet, while pendent

from his neck is a shield bound to

his bodv bv manv sinews. Upon
his hand he wears a gauntlet, di-

vided onlv at the thumb, and with

this "he stryketh ryght sore."

Yet when this verbal disguise,

woven out of simile and meta-

phor, is finally penetrated, our ar-

mored monster of the sea loses his

knighthood and dwindles down to

nothing more awesome than that

gourmet's delight, the lobster. The
shield hanging from his neck and

fastened to his body is simplv a

carapace, while the singly divided

gauntlet is just as plainly a claw—
with which he can strike verv

sore indeed.

But matters don't end with

mere identification, for the lobster

possesses certain characteristics

that make it of interest to an ico-

nographer. In the Old Testament

the lobster is placed in the cate-

gory of the unclean, a defiler of

all who so much as touch it. Hier-

onymus Bosch, penetrating Zyti-

ron's disguise in the Hortus Sani-

tatis, seized on his transfigured

form as a fresh symbol of sinful-

ness, one that combined anger

and lust. Anger was a way of life

with the lobster, which was re-

flected in the warlike pose of the

merknight. Lust could be attrib-

uted to almost any creature that

was loathsome and unclean, and

since this was the verdict of the

Scripture itself on the crustacean,

its place in iconology was fixed.

The second member of our

mythical threesome is a citizen of

two worlds, the animal and the

vegetable. Variously known as the

Tartarian. Scythian, or Vegetable,

Lamb, it is also called bv the Tar-

tar name of Barometz, and is a

considerablv more innocent crea-

ture than the lobster-knight.

Although its ancestry goes back

to ancient Hebrew writings in the

Talmud of Jerusalem, the Lamb
did not enter European literature

until the Middle Ages. Friar

Odoric of Pordenone first made
mention of it in 1330 while he

was describing his travels to the

Orient, and some thirty years later

Sir John Mandeville recounted

much the same tale.

Zytiron, as he appeared in

the second edition of the

Hortus Sanitatis, published

in Strasbourg by Johann

Priiss in 1498. The text

described him as being

"great and out of measure

strong. " His gauntlet was

divided only at the thumb,

and with it he could

"stryketh ryght sore. " The

firmest birth date that can be

assigned to Zytiron is 1491.
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Tliis jjccLiliai' plant-animal was

described as being; a full-sized

lamb, fixed at its navel to a stalk

that rose out of the around. It fed

bv bending and stretching to

reach the grass that grew around

it, and when the supply failed, it

died—unless, of course, the wolves

got to it sooner. Barometz was,

therefore, a perfect model of

meekness, living out its life with-

out harm to any other creature.

For this reason, many medieval

churchmen saw it as a pre-

figuration of the true Christian, an

archetype of the Mystic Lamb,

and argued that it was to be

found growing in Paradise. It did,

in fact, turn up in the very center

of Paradise on one occasion, but

that was only in the frontispiece

to Parkinson's Paradise in Sole,

Paradisus Terrestris. He also

wrote of it in another of his

works, the Theatrum Botanicum

of 1640. but few others believed

in it by that time. Still, Erasmus

Darwin, writing about a century

later, gave it a place in his Loves

of the Plants, although he

changed both its location and

color. After Darwin, all is either

silence or derision, for the legendary

plant-animal was never discovered.

The reason, of course, lies in

the misleading description of an

Asiatic plant as a "wool-bearing

tree," one that bore as its fruit

"fleeces surpassing those of sheep

in beauty and excellence." These

snowy fleeces were nothing but

the opened bolls of the cotton

plant, for that was the true Tarta-

rian Lamb, a purely vegetable

product with no taint of the ani-

mal about it. Growing in India, it

was woven there and reached mar-

kets to the west by way of Tar-

tary. There, it was often sold side

by side with the Tartars' own
woolen goods and lambskins,
therebv setting the stage for myth
making. Tlius, there arose an un-

derstandable, charming, and color-

ful error that puzzled minv Euro-

peans for centuries.

And it was scarcely anv the

less puzzling to the Tartars them-

selves. Thev were constantly being

asked the whereabouts of the

Barometz, which in their language

meant a plain, ordinary four-

legged sheep. But these inquiring

strangers wanted a different Baro-

metz, one that grew on a stalk or

a shrub. And what could be done

The Vegetable Lamb
illustrates a chapter in

Voiage and Travayle of Sir

John Mandeville, Knight,

published in London in

1568. This plant-animal was

also described by Parkinson in

the Theatrum Botanicum,

in 1640, and about a century

later, Erasmus Darwin

mentioned it in

his Loves of the Plants.
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with people who insisted that

something of that sort was to be

found in the neighborhood when
every sensible person knew better?

The only logical thing, of course,

was to send them on to the source

of all good legends—some place

farther down the road.

The last of the fabulous crea-

tures on our list enjoyed the most

mixed ancestry of all. It began on

a tree, passed through a marine

stage as a barnacle, and then

ended up as a fowl. This mag-

nificently impossible being, known
as the barnacle goose, was once a

common article of sale in the me-

dieval Lenten markets, for the

bird was real even if its pedigree

was not.

Giraldus Cambrensis, writing

the history of Ireland in 1186,

was the first to chronicle this leg-

end, which had circulated for

some time among Irish and Scot-

tish fisherfolk. He described the

bird's manner of generation in

rotted timbers floating on the sea,

and related how it hung by its

beak within a heart-shaped shell

until it was mature enough to fly

or swim away. If Giraldus had

stopped there, the legend might

have remained no more than a lo-

cal myth, but he went on to state

that some of the Irish clergy made
"no scruple of eating these birds

on fasting days, as not being

flesh, because they are not born

of flesh." This news delighted ordi-

nary men who found the rigors of

Lenten fasting just a bit too demand-

ing, and churchmen suddenly found

themselves with a rather thorny

problem on their hands.

Concurrent with the quandary

that beset the Christian commu-
nity, rabbis also found themselves

faced with an unusual puzzle. If

these geese originated as shellfish,

they were obviously unclean, but

if the shellfish had been engen-

dered from wood, what then? And
if that question was answered so

as to satisfy dietary laws, an even

nastier one lurked beyond. How,
exactly, were these geese to be

killed so as to render them rit-

ually clean? Nowhere in the die-

tary laws was there a ruling on

the case, and nobody wanted the

responsibility of declaring one. In

the meantime, the goose graced as

many tables among the Jewish

brethren as it did among the

Christian.

The legend was still alive in

the early part of the seventeenth

century. John Gerard wrote about

these fowl in his Herball of 1597,

and even showed the veritable

goose-tree, together with the geese

being born of barnacles. Ulisse

Aldrovandi, an Italian naturalist

Another version of the

Vegetable Lamb, known as

Barometz, was described and

illustrated by Claude Duret in

Histoire admirable des

plantes et herbes, Paris, 1605.

The book speaks of

Barometz as having "fleeces

surpassing those of sheep in

beauty and excellence.
"
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writing at liic same time, also

took the story seriously. Bill

doubt was growing on every side.

Anotiier Italian naluralisl. Fahio
Colonna, firmly stated that I he

goose-barnaele did not have ils

origin on land, that geese did not

rise from it, and that it was en-

tirely a marine specimen and re-

mained so all its life. He was
right in line with Aeneas Silvius,

who a century earlier had been
skeptical of these birds. Seeking
their place of origin while he was
on a diplomatic mission to Scot-

land, Silvius was forever referred

to yet another place, and con-

cluded that "miracles will always
flee farther and farther awav."

Nevertheless, the fishermen did

have a certain amount of reason

on their side. For one thing, these

birds always flew in from the

northern seas, and nobody ever

saw them breed in any corner of

Europe. What were Irish and
Scottish observers to think when
ignorant of the fact that the barn-

acle goose, Brania Iciu-opsis, ac-

Inally bred in ihe Arctic barrens

out of the sighl of man? Tbev
vv(>re also aware thai a small.

whil(\ goose-shaped form coulii lie

found inside opened barnacle
shells and ihat a kind of fealherv

appendage often |)rotru(li'd from
the shelFs mouth. To them this

was clear evidence tiial. if its

feathers were to be found sticking

out, the goose was most certainly

being formed within. Unaware
that this was the means bv whicii

the barnacle swept food from I he

waters, they added two and two
together and got infinity as an an-

swer, something not entirely un-

known in human history.

So the next time you encounter
a description of a seemingly im-

possible beastie, don't dismiss it

altogether. Hidden beneath the

camouflage there is very likely to

be something real or something
odd, but always something to tell

us a little more about the work-

ings of the human mind.

This illustration of the

barnacle goose in Gerard's

Herbal], second edition,

London, 1633, showed the

bird's development through

the embryonic stages of
its life. First chronicled in

Ireland in 1186, the

bird's origin was of interest

to Jewish communities

as well as to the Christian

clergy, particularly during

the Lenten season.
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Arctic
Renaissance

The process of

acculturation has given

the Eskimo a new medium

of expression; and the

world a new art

l3v George S^vinton

Contemporary Eskimo art is a

new art form of the new Eskimo.

Although the Eskimo himself has

changed, his art is intrinsically

and uniquely Eskimoan. Essen-

tially, contemporary Eskimo ai't is

a 'product of indigenous and ac-

culturated techniques and the in-

troduction of new materials.

To the purists, all new materi-

als used by "formerly prehterate"

cultures are evil aspects of their

cultural degradation. To the Es-

kimo, however, new materials

have been a source of stimulation

and enrichment. One of the most

exciting facets of all Eskimoan

cultures is their fertile ingenuity

in exploring and exploiting materi-

als and in extending their uses.

The traditional materials for art

objects were many: ivory and

bone, antler and wood, stone and

leather. Stone was perhaps the

least used because of its weight

and fragility; but however little it

was used for art, stone played a

major role in utility carving. The

entire earlier economy depended

on the use of stone cooking pots

and stone lamps. Yet it was pri-

marily carving in stone, and stone

inlaid with ivory, that caught the

initial attention of the non-Eskimo

world. Now stone has become so

much used that many artists and

collectors think of stone carving

as the most legitimate form of Es-

kimo art. Carving in stone cer-

tainly is typical of the past twenty

years; however, other materials

and techniques, such as drawing

and printmaking and, to a lesser

extent, watercolors and oils, as

well as ceramics, are being rapidly

absorbed into the Eskimo art ethic

and transformed into new ex-

pressions.

Drawing and printmaking cer-

tainly are not Eskimoan art tech-

niques, nor are paints and crayons

indigenous materials, yet the

drawings and prints of some Es-
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Left

Artist: Kiawak

Cape Dorset

Baffin Island, 1956

Stone; 6 inches high

Right

Artist: Unidentified

Port Harrison, Quebec, 1949
Stone with inlaid materials

5V2 inches long

Below

Artist: Emikotialuk

Belcher Islands, Quebec, 1970

Stone; 7% inches high

kimo are so thoroughly Eskimoan
that the formerlv foreign materials

and techniques are now part of

the new traditions, just as is syl-

labic writing, which was intro-

duced by an Anglican missionary

only some seventy years ago.

Soapstone carving, or more cor-

rectly, carving in stone, is part of

the contemporary Eskimo culture

even though its forms and its

widespread uses as art material

and technique are of only recent

vintage.

In earlier times, carving efforts

seem to have been directed

toward achieving more favorable

conditions with adverse forces in

the universe or, perhaps, toward

ensuring that such forces would

not operate. In contemporary peri-

ods, carving became a pre-

dominantly casual activity, produc-

ing functional, decorative objects

as well as toys and "whittles"

made for self-entertainment. In

fact, many of the earlier amulet

carvings of animals and birds, or

characteristic details of them, such

as caribou hoofs, bear heads, sea

mammal skulls or parts, and bird

beaks, were replaced by the actual

animal's parts, natural or real ob-

jects, rather than carved effigies.

And instead of magical objects

needed for one's spiritual survival,

more objects for secular gratifica-

tions came into use.

The secularization of all aspects

of life came about because hunt-

ing, on which all Eskimo life de-

pended, had lost a great deal of

its sacred content. Hunting once
was an inseparable part of the

spiritual existence in which every

Eskimo participated in personal

and communal ways. But more
than that, because of the hunter's

mystical and sacred relationships

with the animal world, animals

and their soul-spirits and spirit-

bodies were integral components
of Eskimo life, kinlike and
directly affiliated with one's exis-

tence. These relationships are evi-

dent in almost every aspect of Es-

kimo mythology and legends.

With the coming of the whalers

and traders eager to exploit the

rich fur resources of the North,

the Eskimo began to hunt and

trap fur-beai'ing animals for bar-

ter. This commercialization broke

the sacred bonds between animal

and man and led to the seculariza-

tion not only of the hunt but of

Eskimo life itself.

xm.t the same time, the Eskimo

discovered the potential of making

likenesses for barter. Contact with

whites engendered the secularization

of art as well as the hunt.

Today's art reflects the changed

conditions of Eskimo life; but in-

stead of the mere negative aspects
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Left

Artist: Elisapee Kanagna
Arctic Bay

Baffin Island, 1960-61
Whalebone; 3% inches high

Right

Artist: Oshooweetook "B'

Cape Dorset,

Baffin Island, 1968
Stone; 19V4 inches high

Below

Stone narwhal

with ivory tusk

of acculturation, there has
emerged a defiant spirit of self-af-

firmation that is no longer merely

immanent, as in the 1950s and

early 1960s, but that is also dem-

onstrated in such social action as

cooperatives, settlement councils,

and participation in governmental

and national associations.

Since the emergence of contem-

porary Eskimo art forms in about

1948, a major criticism leveled

against them has been that they

are based on Western (Euro-Cana-

dian) and not Eskimo values. The
reason for the criticism was that

most art that appeared on the

southern markets seemed to bear

no resemblance to Eskimo life

other than anecdotal content of

Eskimo activities or quaint illus-

trations of arctic fauna. Such
carvings were part of the preced-

ing nineteenth-century trade-art

tradition, but many critics of the

contemporary art looked for art

objects that had meaning in the

daily lives of the "true" Eskimo.

Art produced for the white man
only—regardless of esthetic val-

ues—was therefore considered un-

Eskimoan and white-polluted.

The most conspicuously misun-

derstood example of "pollution"

concerns size and its relations to

traditions old and new. In pre-

historic art, small size was not

only a visual characteristic but

also a cultural necessity for no-

madic hunters. Today, within the

cultural environment of trade art

and permanent settlements, the

traditional size limitation is mean-

ingless. From the financial point

of view alone, large-size carvings

are obviously preferable because

of the higher monetary returns

they yield. But quite apart from

this advantage, there comes into

play the liberation of the Eskimo

fondness for extremes. The Es-

kimo delights in the impressively

large as well as in the surprisingly

small—in the very special and un-

usual as well as in the expected—

as long as they ai'e well done.

Todav, the Eskimo's admiration

for the very small is associated

with those objects that are charm-
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Artist: Johnnie Inukpuk

Port Harrison. Quebec. 1962
Stone; 19 inches high

ing rather than magically pow-

erful, whereas the appeal of the

large resides in the impressiveness

and the physical power of the

carvings.

Eskimo artists and perhaps art-

ists of other non-Western cultures

differ from Western artists with

regard to yerbalizations about

their art. It is not part of the Es-

kimo ethic to put forth unequivo-

cal views, and ven often, out of

sheer politeness, when Eskimo
people talk to vou they will not

reveal their thoughts and opinions

unless \.he\ know vou verv' well.

The questions about art become
further complicated when one re-

alizes that there is no Eskimo
word for art and that accordingly

the criteria for judgment are

based less on esthetics than on a

kind of functional effectiveness

that relates to both message and

medium. The Eskimo concept of

art is process- and meaning-ori-

ented rather than directed toward

the product or toward a concept

of beautv.

This point needs much empha-
sis because it leads to an under-

standing of the basis of contempo-

rary Eskimo art, which is

essentially the achievement of

making" likenesses—real or

imagined—that have their own
reality rather than beautv. A work
of art to the Eskimo is an object

that is well made rather than

beautiful. An essential criterion

for judgment is the success of the

artist in having worked the stone

well, in having reacted sensitively

and intelligently to the material

from which the carving is made,

and in capturing the likeness it

was intended to be. Still further

complications in understanding
the Eskimo art concept become
manifest in a closer examination

of the Eskimos's multifaceted in-

teractions between styles, materi-

als, and techniques.

There are many polarities that

coexist as style characteristics in

contemporary Eskimo carving.

They too derive from the Eskimo
penchant for well-expressed ex-

tremes. Among them are sym-
metry and asymmetry, flatness and
roundness, balance by weight and
balance by gravitational forces,

roughness and smoothness, styliza-

tion and naturalism, observation

and invention, expression and ab-

straction. All these are equally

typical of contemporary carving

and to the Eskimo an artist's

carvings must be a physical, sen-

suous, tactile, and intuitive re-

sponse to the material.

jL m.s to techniques, an artist

simply chooses the tools he likes.

However, as we introduce me-

chanical implements to the North

and educate many young people

to become mechanics, the eventual

adoption of power tools in art

processes is inevitable. The "dam-
age" done by electric tools is due,

not to the implements' mechanical

characteristics, but to the lack of

sensitivity and restraint on the

part of those who use them.

Incidentally, the rapid accultu-

ration processes in today's North

do not only include the obvious

aspects of urbanization, such as

the abandonment of camp life in

favor of centralized, prefabricated

settlements and the shift from
subsistence economy to the money
economy of laborers and wage-

earners; from dog teams to snow-

mobiles; from hunters to office

workers and dump-truck oper-

ators. The acculturation processes

also generate new institutions

such as government administration

(with ever-changing civil serv-ants)

schools (with ever-changing teach

ers), cooperatives, and occasion

ally some small enterprises. Yet

intrinsically and insidiously, north

ern acculturation implies the grad

ual replacement of the Eskimo
language and the juggernautlike

incursion of values as expressed in

the mass media and in the visual

environments imported to the

North by white institutions, resi-

dents, and transients.

Where does this leave Eskimo
art in relation to other art forms
of today? In kind, it does relate to

many of the art expressions in

many of the developing countries.

The Africans are acculturating, so

are the Australian Aborigines, the

West Indians, and many other

peoples of the world who gained

new freedoms after the Second
Worid War. They, like the Es-

kimo, had old and complex tradi-

tions. Some continue with their

rituals but many do not. They,

like the Eskimo, have Western-

culture-oriented education. Only
recently have many been taking

cognizance of their past culture

and traditions within their educa-

tion processes. And so now do the

Eskimo.

Art to the Eskimo is an asser-

tion, an affirmation, an act of

faith. As such it always changes

and, as long as it is able to

change, it lives. Today its greatest

danger comes from a com-
mercialism that resists change or

corrupts the artist into reproduc-

ing a proved product. Com-
mercialism is a state of mind that

exists as much in the producer as

in the distributor. It is a sickness

of our century, and it pervades

most of our activities, our mo-
tives, and our institutions. Since it

promises pleasant rewards, great

strength and conviction are re-

quired to resist it. With the

growth of commercialism in the

North much of the current art

productivity will disappear. But

for the time being the visual arts

are still powerful and lively be-

cause of the Eskimo tradition of

flexibility and adaptation. If the

Eskimo could not change, thev

would no longer be.
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Man's Adaptable Predator*

With a little help from
barnyard animals, the

ever changing influenza

virus assures its

survival by outwitting

human chemistry-

E>. Kilbourne

Influenza is an ancient disease

that even now continues its peri-

odic ravages of mankind virtually

unchecked. At a time when such

other viral diseases as vellow fe-

ver, smallpox, poliomvelitis, and

measles are being effectivelv con-

trolled bv vaccination, influenza

remains the last great plague of

man—the onlv infectious disease

still capable of spreading and in-

fecting most of the world's popu-

lation—men, women, and children

almost equallv—within a brief pe-

riod of time.

All other contagious diseases

commonlv occur during childhood,

at which time one acquires immu-
nitv that remains protective

throughout adult life. Further-

more, these diseases occur in cv-

cles, returning to a communitv
when a critical number of suscep-

tible individuals has been built up

in the population bv birth or im-

migration. But the patterns of

these infections are for the most

part regular and predictable and

the severitv of epidemics relativelv

constant. Not so with influenza.

Influenza appears in three

guises: in pandemic, or global epi-

demic, form every ten to thu-tv

years; in circumscribed regional

epidemics every two to three

years: and in endemic form, af-

fecting only a few persons, each

winter. \^Tiat then is influenza? In

the words of the TV quiz show:

"Will the real influenza please

stand up."

Influenza is an acute, conta-

gious disease caused by influenza

A, B, or C \iruses. The most im-

portant of these viruses and the

only one that causes pandemics is

influenza A virus. Although the

term influenza is used loosely bv

physician and lavman alike, it is

not to be confused with the com-

mon cold or any of the milder in-

fections of the respiratory tract. In

its t^'pical form, influenza is a

brief but severe and incapacitating

illness, which strikes with devas-

tating suddenness and is com-

monlv attended bv fever, cough,

and generalized aching. The out-

come is usually benign and un-

complicated, and the patient is

well again in three to seven davs.

The lethal impact of influenza,

due to bacterial pneumonia occur-

ring during or shortly after the at-

tack, is usually seen in the very

young and in the elderly. Modern
antibiotics have reduced the toll

from secondary infections, but

have no effect on influenza itself.

Tlie terrible toll of the 1918 pan-

demic, which killed twenty mil-

lion people, would have been

greatly reduced bv modern drugs.

The lesser mortality rates of the

1957 Asian and 1968 Hong Kong
pandemics reflect, in part, the

availability of antibiotics for the

control of secondaiT pneumonia.

Although influenza virus alone can

kill without the intercession of

bacterial invaders, lethal influenza

virus pneumonia is rare and prin-

cipally restricted to those with

chronic diseases of the heart or

lungs.

In view of the continued pres-

ence of influenza in our midst and

its awesome potential for human
devastation, it is a paradox that

an influenza vaccine was proved

to be effective thirty years ago,

long before the development of

vaccines for poliomyelitis and

measles.

This sketchy introduction to a

seemingly simple but actually very

complicated disease is only to set

the stage for a searching look at

the villain in the piece, the influ-

enza virus itself, which preys on

man in such mysterious and capri-

cious fashion. Although it lacks

the palpability of the lion on the

Serengeti Plains, being small to

the point of invisibility and more

changeable than a varying hare,

the virus does leave its "foot-

prints"—and even its "fossils"—so

that with the help of the arche-

ological, as well as the zoological,

approach, its evolution can be

traced. To use a simplistic anal-

ogy, the virus is the predator

(lion) and man is at once the prey

and the environment (the Seren-

geti). Interaction of all three com-

ponents results in influenza, the

disease, which cannot be under-

stood without understanding the

virus. Is the disease changeable

Six hours after infection, .

influenza virus particles

emerge from a ctiicken embryo

cell. Upon entering a cell a

virus particle's spikes and

membranes are destroyed,

freeing the ribonucleic acid

(RNA) strands to direct the

making of as many as 2,000

new particles. After leaving

the cell, new particles

infect other cells, resulting

in further infection until

limited by the body's

defense mechanisms.
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because the virus is changeable?

Like all viruses, and unlike the

free-living microbes, the influenza

virus is completely dependent
upon living cells for its existence

and propagation. Some viruses can

range widely through the animal

kingdom, finding cells in which to

reproduce themselves, but the hu-

man influenza viruses are ordinar-

ilv more demanding and require

human cells in which to multiply.

Thus, thev are obligate human
parasites that cannot survive with-

out continued access to cells in

the respiratory tracts of suscep-

tible human beings. Many other

human viruses are not so demand-

ing and can survive between epi-

demics by various strategems. Po-

liovirus can persist in the
environment in sewage, yellow fe-

ver virus can be harbored in non-

human species, and chickenpox

virus can persist for years in the

humans it infects. These viruses

are therefore not dependent upon

being continuously transmitted

from person to person.

The influenza virus, however,

has no place to hide; it must live

in continuing coexistence with

man. To do this it must be an ef-

ficient predator. It must fell its

prey—certain cells of the human
respiratory tract—without at the

same time destroying the Seren-

geti Plain that harbors the prey-
man himself. If the virus destroys

its source of food and shelter, the

living cells of a human, before it

can migrate to a new source, then

it cannot survive more than a few

hours and will die without descen-

dants.

If, on the other hand, the virus

is insufficiently virulent and in-

fects without provoking disease,

then it also will not be trans-

mitted to a new environment by a

cough or a sneeze. Like all living

things, the virus is thus subject to

environmental forces upon its

genes that shape its evolution to a

form best equipped to survive in

Emerging Virus Particle

Mutations in influenza A virus

particles are a result of

alterations in the proteins

of the hemagglutinin and

neuraminidase spikes that

enclose each particle. These

alterations are directed by

the viral RNA strands, shown

in the center of this

schematic representation of

an influenza A particle

emerging from a cell.

Hemagglutinin
Spikes

RNA Strands Membrane

that environment. It must be an

able, but not overzealous, predator

or it will quickly die out.

Influenza virus is admirably

equipped for survival in respira-

tory tract tissue. It is a medium-
size virus, about .0000004 inches

in diameter, and its genetic mate-

rial (RNA) is packaged within lay-

ers of protein and lipid, studded

with spikelike projections that

function in binding and releasing

the virus to and from the cells it

must infect. Once within the cell,

the protein coat disintegrates and

the RNA then directs the infected

cell to make new virus particles,

or virions.

The respiratory tract cells of

the throat and bronchi on which

the virus preys are part of its

larger environment, which con-

tains mucus and antibodies. A hu-

man being who has not previously

been infected with the virus will

not have specific antibodies

against it, and infection and sub-

sequent spread of virus will pro-

ceed. However, this favorable en-

vironment can and does change.

After cells have been infected

with the virus once, specific anti-

bodies develop that can neutralize

the virus when it next attacks and

prevent it from infecting or

preying further upon the cells it

requires for its propagation.

The human being containing

such specific influenzal antibodies

is wholly or partially immune and

can successfully resist the attack

of the virus. The longer the virus

persists in the community, the

more individuals develop specific

anti-influenzal antibodies and the

more difficult will be its survival

in this changed and hostile envi-

ronment. Unlike Kipling's leop-

ard, the virus must then almost

literally "change its spots" to sur-

vive. By some process of natural

selection, a virus must emerge

that can hurdle the ring of neu-

tralizing antibodies surrounding its

prey.

In 1972, as in the past, there

appeared new mutant viruses of

the earlier Hong Kong virus, the

prevalent subtype of the present

decade. These mutants, the pro-

totype of which is a virus called

A/England/42/72, can still be

classed within the Hong Kong
subtype, so they are not poten-

tially pandemic strains. Changes

in the present vaccine, however,

will be required to provide opti-

mal protection against them.

"The virus," of course, is not a

single genetic entity but in a

single infection comprises billions

of particles, including mutants

that arise continually but that do

not become predominant or even

detectable unless some change fa-

vors their propagation. Such mu-

tants are less affected by anti-

bodies against the prevalent virus,

and thus have a survival advan-

tage. In the new, antibody-con-
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How Infection Takes Place

In the individual who has not

previously developed antibodies

through infection or vaccination,

virus particles, in this case

of virus A, attach to cell membrane,

easily infecting respiratory tract

cells and spreading to other cells.

How Infection Is Prevented

The immune individual is one who has acquired

antibodies to virus A. These antibodies,

effective only against virus A particles,

bind themselves to virus spikes,

preventing attachment to cell and further

infection. In order to survive, therefore,

the particles must mutate.

Respiratory Tract Cell \^oC/w 'MV"

Because virus A antibodies cannot recognize

viral mutant A' particles, they will be able to

infect cell, thus assuring survival of the virus.

taining environment they will take

the place of earlier virus strains

within a short period of time. In

the same way, bacteria, through

graded, stepwise genetic changes,

may become resistant to antibiot-

ics and survive in the face of

modern drug therapy.

But this mechanism does not

explain the sudden appearance of

the very different pandemic strains

of virus that periodically (approxi-

mately every decade) supplant the

antecedent virus to which the pop-

ulation has become immune. Such

pandemic viruses, which are not

neutralized at all by antibodies to

earlier viruses, can be shown to

have very different proteins in

their spikes and therefore to have

changed suddenly in many differ-

ent genes. Where do such viruses

come from? Probably not from an-

tecedent human viruses.

Influenza also occurs in certain

domestic animals, caused by vi-

ruses distinctly different from, but

related to, human influenza vi-

ruses. Animals, like man, have

their own equivalents of polio-

virus, pox virus and even com-

mon-cold-like viruses, but there

appears to be a peculiar distribu-

tion of influenza A viruses in ani-

mal species. These viruses are not

found in all species examined, and

no animal has been found to have

viruses that are related to the hu-

man influenza B and C vinjses.

It is striking that animals that

do suffer from influenza are prin-

cipally domestic animals living in

close proximity to man and hav-

ing a manlike living pattern char-

acterized by crowding and even

indoor habitation. These species

include the horse, swine, turkey,

chicken, and duck.

Can it be that these so-called

animal strains of influenza virus

are not indigenous in domestic

animals but are rather human in-

fluenza viruses that somehow
leaped the species barrier in the

past, thereafter to survive in do-

mestic animals long after they

were supplanted in man by new
mutants? But if so, whence came

the "new" mutant? I postulate

that these very different pandemic

viruses may represent a return to

man of these so-called animal vi-

ruses when the current human
virus is crowded out by antibodies

and cannot survive even by grad-

ual mutation.

There is little question that hu-

man influenza viruses can infect

lower animals. Furthermore, there

is strong evidence that a virus

very similar to the virus of the

1918 pandemic persists to this

day in swine in the United States.

The human Hong Kong influenza

virus, which appeared suddenly in

Southeast Asia in 1968, has in-

- California 10/68

New York 12/6
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Hypothetical Scheme for the Development of Pandemic Influenza Strains

Period of Y Strain Prevalence Period of X Strain Prevalence Period of Ylike Strain Prevalence

Y Infects Domestic Animal or Foo X Infects Domestic An imal or FowlVparryi ng Y

The prevalent virus strain, Y,

will be transmitted in man until

anti-Y antibody levels become too

high. While infecting man, virus

Y may, in rare cases, infect some
domestic animal or fowl species.

When this occurs, the virus,

through genetic alterations, will

lose its ability to infect man.

Virus Y will be transmitted

from animal to animal or

from fowl to fowl. A "new"
strain, virus X, will replace

Y in man. Virus X may then,

also as a rare event, infect

a domestic animal or fowl

already carrying Y.

Y-like Virus Infects Man

In the animal simultaneously

infected with Y and X, genetic

interchange may occur to produce

Y-like and X-like viruses, both

of which are potentially capable

of infecting man. The prevalence

of anti-X antibodies, however,

will prevent infection by the

X-like virus. With the passage

of time, anti-Y antibodies will

have dwindled in the human
population, thus permitting

infection by the Y-like virus.

Southeast China 7/68
Point of origin

Hong Kong 7/68

It is not known why
Japan was infected at such

a late date as compared
to other Asian countries

Thailand 9/68

Belem 12/68

Natal 11/68

Accra 3/69

Tanzania 2/69i

South Africa 3/69

Saigon 8/68

Singapore 8/65

Buenos Aires 10/68

New Zealand 10/68

Like all influenza pandemics, the first outbreak of the

1968-69 pandemic appeared in the Orient, in this case in

southeast China. Starting in July, 1968, by April, 1969, it

had progressed throughout the world. England, the hardest

hit country, was affected for a period of eight months,

having been caught by both the eastward and westward spread.
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fected swine in many parts of the

world. The Hong Kong strain, in-

cidentally, has a certain chemical

resemblance to an equine influ-

enza virus first isolated in 1963.

Some influenza viruses of domestic

fowl are chemically related to cer-

tain human strains. Thus, the

links between human and animal

viruses are real, not merely hypo-

thetical.

But how does the animal influ-

enza virus jump the species bar-

rier to return to man in pandemic

form? Infection of man by animal

influenza viruses has rarely been

demonstrated. Thus, animal influ-

enza viruses, possibly once human
influenza viruses, appear to be

adapted to their hosts and de-

adapted to man.

The answer may be found in

another unusual characteristic of

influenza viruses: their ability,

seen in laboratory experiments, to

recombine or hybridize with one

another by exchanging or reas-

sorting their genes—pieces of

RNA—within the cells they infect.

This process results in progeny

virus that, like human offspring,

differs from both parents, having

genes from both. This genetic

mechanism provides the evolving

predator with the capability—not

possessed by the predators of the

Serengeti—of adapting instantly to

a new and unfavorable environ-

ment, human cells, instead of tak-

ing millennia to do so.

Influenza virus may thus be

unique in having what could be

termed an extended gene pool

upon which it can call as neces-

sity demands, that is, after it has

changed its own environment by

infecting man and raising an anti-

body. If human influenza virus

should, however minimally, infect

an appropriate domestic animal,

then there may well be genetic in-

Follo>ving the Footprints of Influenza in ]Ne^»v York City

New York City is an ideal envi-

ronment for the survival of a spe-

cific influenza strain, especially

during the winter months. Once
introduced into the city, the virus

finds the highly dense population

easy prey. Through a sneeze or a

cough—in crowded schools, office

buildings, stores, buses, and sub-

ways, the virus' hunting grounds-
particles are able to jump from res-

piratory tract to respiratory tract.

The virus jJmost cannot help but

survive until antibodies appear in

the population. Even after forma-

tion of antibodies, mutations of the

prevalent strain will have a good

chance of surviving in the dense

population, thus assuring that a cer-

tain influenza strain will always be

present.

Public health officials are always

greatly concerned about the possi-

bility of an influenza epidemic. But

how, in a teeming, mobile popu-

lation of a large metropolitan re-

gion, do you determine when an

outbreak of the disease has become
so serious that the public should be

warned?

The effects of influenza, having

been felt and observed year after

year, are well known to most indi-

viduals: several days of aches,

coughs, and fever, which, al-

though they cause a great amount
of occupational absenteeism, in

most cases are not serious enough
for medical treatment. For this

reason, tracking down the extent

of influenza infection in the city
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over a specific time is difficult. In

New York City, however, the Bu-

reau of Infectious Disease Control

of the city's Department of Health

employs several methods to detect

both the number of cases and the

type of inffuenza strain.

The bureau has become an in-

fluenza detective agency, using a

surveillance system involving

seven distinct activities: hospital

surveillance; monitoring of indus-

trial, public services, and school

absenteeism; tabulating pneumonia
mortality; and performing viral

isolation and serologic studies.

The watch on hospitals and ab-

senteeism is carried out from No-

vember through February, the

months corresponding to the peak

influenza season, while the other

monitoring takes place throughout

the year. The combined parts of

this surveillance system provide

data reflecting the amount of in-

fluenza in the city.

When influenza enters a com-

munity, one of the first changes

noted is an appreciable rise in the

number of patients seen in out-

patient clinics and emergency
rooms. To monitor such rises, fif-

teen hospitals in the city, three in

each borough, are contacted by

telephone on a weekly basis and

the total number of outpatient and

emergency room visits are ob-

tained. Through this surveUlance

method, weekly changes can be

observed for the city as a whole.

Num
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teraotion of that virus with
anachronistic, or "dinosaur," hu-

man viruses carried in that ani-

mal. The progeny of this inter-

action might then contain genes

from the animal viiois, to provide

il with a brand new coat not

"recognized" by a prevalent hu-

man antibody, and genes from the

human virus, to endow it with hu-

man virulence. Voila, the new
pandemic strain.

The probability of interaction

between human and animal vi-

ruses is increased in proportion to

the frequency of human-animal
contact. Such contact occurs in

places like rural areas of South-

east Asia, where man lives in

close proximity to domestic ani-

mals. In this connection, it is no-

table that most pandemics of in-

fluenza appear to have originated

in Southeast Asia, perhaps in

China.

Thus, influenza virus, the evolv-

ing predator, will continue to

evolve, only to be temporarily de-

feated once jigain by its own ex-

cesses as the human population

forms antibodies against its on-

slaught, and so on, ad infinitum.

But man has never been help-

less against predation and cer-

tainly he will eventually contain

lh(; predations of influenza viruses.

Advantage has already been taken

of the genetic plasticity of influ-

enza virus in making new vac-

cines to artificially stimulate im-

munity against the virus. One
such vaccine contains a man-made
recombinant virus that grows
abundantly, resulting in high pro-

duction yield and great economic
saving. Another, live-virus-mutant

vaccine produces infection and
immunity without disease. Perhaps
the very tricks used by the virus

for its survival can be used by

man for its eventUcJ conquest.

by Pascal James Imperato

as well as for specific parts of it.

Weekly contact is also main-

tained with New York City's ten

largest corporations, which to-

gether employ 150,000 people. The
number of persons absent per week,

as well as the number of man-days of

work missed, are obtained from each

of these corporations.

To supplement these figures,

the two largest public service or-

ganizations in the city, which
jointly employ 50,000 persons,

are also monitored each week.

The data obtained from them re-

flect absenteeism among civil ser-

vice workers as opposed to those

working in private industr\'.

Although influenza affects all

age groups at the onset of an epi-

demic, the infection rate is high-

est among primary and secondary

school children. Thus, this popu-

lation serves as a good index of

influenza activity. Twenty-five

schools, five in each borough, par-

ticipate in the weekly influenza

surveillance activity, providing ab-

senteeism data on approximately

20,000 children. Five of these

schools, one in each borough, are

contacted on a daily basis.

Another clear measure of the

amount of influenza activity is the

increase in the number of deaths

from pneumonia. Death certifi-

cates are filed with the Depart-

ment of Health, and the number
of deaths due to pneumonia are

tabulated on a weekly basis

throughout the year. The normal

curve of this mortality statistic for

the city is one in which there is a

graducJ rise starting in October
and reaching a peak during the

third week of January. Because
pneumonia is often a complication

of influenza and cliniccJly causes

death about two weeks after the

onset of the original influenza ill-

ness, an increase in the expected

number of pneumonia deaths at a

given point in time usually re-

flects the influenza situation of

two weeks before. An exception

to this occurred this past summer
during the last week in July,

when the actual number of pneu-

monia deaths rose to 108 from

the expected number of 55 to 70.

This unexpected rise, which oc-

curred two weeks after a pro-

longed and severe heat wave in

the city, was due to deaths among
individuals suffering from pulmo-

nary disease.

During the entire year, nasal

and pharyngeal secretions, as well

as other materials, are submitted

by private physicians and in-

stitutions to the virology labora-

tory of the New York City Health

Department. Influenza virus can

be grown from such materials in

either tissue culture or embryo-

nated hens' eggs during the early

febrile stage of the disease,

thereby permitting further labora-

tory studies to accurately identify

type, subtype, and streiin.

Also throughout the year, thou-

sands of blood specimens are sub-

mitted to the department's labora-

tories for a variety of studies. On a

monthly basis, samples of sera from
these specimens are tested for the

presence of hemagglutination-inhi-

bition antibodies to influenza virus.

Early this winter, 48 percent of all

sera tested possessed demonstrable

antibodies, reflecting a high level of

immunity in the city to current in-

fluen2a virus strains. A year ago,

however, only 28 percent of the

sera tested possessed antibodies;

this increase in the rate of immu-
nity is the result of local influenza

outbreaks dmdng the winter of

1971-72.

Although not entirely accurate,

surveillance methods are the most

effective means of determining the

severity and longevity of an influ-

enza outbreak. When absenteeism

decreases and the pneumonia
death rate returns to normal, it is

evident that the population has

formed antibodies to prevent fur-

ther infection. The virus strain

can no longer survive in the pop-

ulation. But when absenteeism

and pneumonia deaths again in-

crease, it is a sign that the virus

has successfully evolved a differ-

ent strain or a mutation, for

which present antibodies are not

effective.

Without high-powered micro-

scopes, we cannot see the influ-

enza virus, but we can quickly

learn of its presence in New York
Gty by watching the shadow of

suffering and death that it Ccists.
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COLLECTING AMAZONITE AND AQUAMARINE AT THE
PRECAMBRIAN NCONDI PEGMATITE MINE IN KENYA

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

ANNOUNCES AN

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGICAL SAFARI

For 21 Days

August 16 to September 5, 1973

in cooperation with the Mines and Geological Department

of Kenya.

Areas visited include the mines in Tanzania with the only

known deposit of the newly-disc'overed gem zoisite, the

""^ brilliant, sapphire-blue tanzanite, and those near Embu in

Kenya, quarrying the emerald- and aquamarine-bearing peg-

matites; opportunities to collect and purchase minerals and

gemstones.

Field studies include the geology and paleoarchaeology of

Olduvai Gorge, site of the "Zinjanthropus" find by the late

Dr. Louis S. B. Leakey and his wife, Mary; the Crater Highlands,

including full-day field excursions into the remote areas of

Mts. Kenya and Kilimanjaro; the Eastern Rift Valley; and

others.

On safari we will encounter the Masai and Kikuyu peoples.

And so, too, in the great game reserves — Serengeti, Ngoron-

' "^-^ 8oro, Tsavo, Masai Mara and Amboseli — lions, elephants,

and rhinoceros; vast herds of zebra, giraffe, and gazelle;

remnant Pleistocene and pre-Pleistocene populations known

from no other continent today.

But there is so much more; deluxe accommodations; safe and

dependable land transportation. For further information write,

or telephone:

Department of Education

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024

Telephone: (212) 873-7507



The People Crunch Comes to East Africa
Continued from page 16

trators. It looks now as if most of

the excision will be returned to

the park, and "alien" use will be

limited to grazing, which is not

nearly as antipathetic to park pur-

poses as cultivation. But the local

people cleailv do not see the park

meeting their daily needs, partic-

ularly when the proceeds from the

60,000 annual visitors go off to the

national exchequer in Dar es Sa-

laam. Unless Tanzanians can be per-

suaded to \iew their park as some-

thing integral to their individual

hves, as well as to the national im-

age, this recent incursion into park

territory must be seen as a not-so-

thin edge of a very powerful wedge.

The high cost of irrigation

throughout East Africa

prevents sizable increases

in the amount of arable

land. As the trend

toward feiver acres per

capita accelerates, the

national parks become

increasingly vulnerable to

exploitation schemes.

Projected Population
Growth for Kenya

40 r

Notes: A—no change in present

number of children per

family (7.6)

B—fertility rate of four

children per family

C— fertility rate of three

children per family

Similar problems face Ngor-
ongoro Crater. While nobody is

planning to plant the place to

wheat in the foreseeable future,

and the few Masai in the crater

live amicably enough with the

wildlife, the crater's water bal-

ances are critically dependent on

watershed territor\' twenty miles

away. If the forests of that, catch-

ment area were chopped down,
the timber would produce good
revenue and the land would sup-

port fine crops for some time. It would

be hard to persuade someone bent

on such an exploitation scheme to

drop it for the sake of animals

that . do. not apparently provide

him with much direct income.

As nearby Lake Manyara Na-

tional Park, zebra and wildebeest

have virtually disappeared since

their grazing grounds along the

lakeshore disappeared under floods

ten years ago. Although the wa-

ters have receded somewhat, there

has been no chance to build up

the remnant herds because the

animal migration routes into the

park have been blocked by recent

human encroachment. Elephants

have become effectively trapped in

Arable Land Per Capita



In the highlands ot Florida ...

.

Looking out at a lovely lake . .

.

Your "lawn"a superb golf course . .

.

TheHURWAYS
at Silver Springs Sliores

offers you your own

Garden Condominium from $19,950
(maintenance from $32 a montli)

In the orange country of central

Florida where the high lands are, among
whose dips and rises nestle hundreds of

unspoiled lakes, where lofty live oaks dry

and cool the clean, clean air—there we
have created the acclaimed SILVER
SPRINGS SHORES. There it is now,
planted and growing, so to speak, testi-

mony to man's planning and technique.

And to his affection. To his love, even.

But back when our plans first took

form it was still only a project, still only

a dream of grand design. The quintessen-

tial community. Paradise in the sub-tropics.

Someday, maybe. . .

.

We searched many, many months for

the dream place in which to set our dream
...and at length we found it. Unmistakably,

this was the land—land green with health,

rich in lakes, bordering the vast natural

beauty of Ocala National Forest, edged by

the lazily-flowing Oklawaha River. A gen-
tle land where birds gather and deer live,

where the sensual colors of hibiscus, ole-

ander and bougainvillea splash th"e scape.

A haven to run away to, yet not that far

away as to close one's self off from the

conveniences of modern living. For set off

though we are, the entrance to our prop-

erty is just four miles from Silver Springs

itself, Florida's claim to a world wonder.
And three miles away is downtown Ocala,

one of the state's fastest growing towns.

Nature having preceded us, we moved
quickly. We lifted our dream from the

drawing-boards and put it into life on the

ground. We spent money—a great deal of

money—for talent, for materials, and espe-
cially on the land itself. We won awards-
commendations which say that we, more
than all others, had joined with nature in a

harmonious partnership, bringing forth a

(ADVERTISEMENT),

community in which we could rightfully

take pride and you, joy.

Very sketchily, in the short space we
have, and before we talk about the con-

dominium that this advertisement is about,

let us list part of what we've already done
here. The land is beautiful and we've de-

signed everything built on it to preserve,

even enhance, that beauty. We're phobic

about chopping down trees; our thing is to

plant, not cut, and our landscape nursery

is worth a visit in itself. Our paved roads

are expensively curvilinear. The magnifi-

cent 18 hole, 7151 yard championship golf

course is wrapped around 6 lakes and ia

considered the masterpiece of world-
famous golf architect Desmond Muirhead.

We have a Beach Club at Lake Smith and
a Yacht Club at Lake Weir (fishing here is

truly incomparable). Altogether, there are

19 glistening lakes of which 14 are totally



within the perimeters of our property. We
built a 100 room hotel, community club-

house (fully staffed), civic and shopping
centers. We've provided sw/imming pool as

well as lake facilities. The substantial firms

who have come into our industrial park

not only offer bright opportunities for em-
ployment (thereby establishing a wide
range of ages running from young mar-
rieds to retirees) but have designed their

operations to conform strictly to our non-

pollutant requirements.

There's a good deal more to tell of

this master-planned community, into which
has been put more than 10 million dollars

in improvements alone, and of N. Y. Stock

Exchange listed AMREP Corp. whose ex-

perience and reputation for integrity are

backed by assets of 170 million dollars.

Much more to tell... but it's that condo-
minium you want to hear about and we'd
better get on to it. . .

.

In your mind's eye, stand with us here

on the flower-framed terrace that leads

from the living-room of your condominium
apartment. Let's watch together as darting

bass burst the bright surface of the lake.

Step down and walk with us the few yards

that bring you to the edge of a manicured
fairway of what leading professionals have
described as "one of the world's finest golf

courses. . .
." You think how lovely it is,

how tranquil. How it all fits: the natural

scene and this condominium home of

yours; their grace, so deceptively simple;

their setting, the fabric of those two mar-
velous collaborators, nature and man.

And you wonder, as you surely must,

how it became possible for you to have
your own home in this luxurious landscape
for so little money. Those apartments we're

describing are typical; a one- or two-bed-
room carpeted and air-conditioned con-
dominium with large living-room, fully

equipped kitchen, 1 or 2 baths and a wide
terrace allowing a close-up view of lakes

and golf course. No use attempting here

to list in full all of the superior equipment
that gives these apartments such palpable

quality. You'll find that information in full

detail in the tree portfolio that we're asking

you to write for. It will show you in color-
in photographs and renderings—what we're
doing here at THE FAIRWAYS AT SILVER
SPRINGS SHORES and why we're so
proud of it. You will get floor plans of all

of our models and actual photos of our

sites, permitting you, therefore, to choose
where you want to reserve your home.
There will be maps, fact sheets. But
whether or not you'll purchase, we wish
most to have you understand very clearly

what manner of home we are offering you
and why, in this era of soaring price tags,

our prices have been brought down to a
level which should be in the range of your
means.

So we say to you in candor that when
this splendid golf course was designed to

thread its way through and around those
six lakes, our original plan was to sell at

expensive prices a limited listing of prime
lots that hugged shores and fairways. We
laid out these sites to attract a relatively

small number of affluent purchasers who
would have the means to afford them,
each of whom would be required to build

his home on them within a specified and
early time. Did we say these lots were ex-

pensive? You may believe it—up to $30,000

for a single homesite, but that seemed to

be no deterrent. Buyers came, but (re-

member; we promised to be candid) we
found that while purchasers for lots were
plentiful, guarantees to immediately build
dwellings were not. And even though some
fine homes have indeed gone up, it be-
came clear—to put it in plain words—that
most shrewd purchasers were attracted to

these lovely sites because of their obvious
speculative value. High-priced though they
were, these lots were still very much a
bargain, difficult to be matched elsewhere
except at fearful cost. Of course, we knew
how valuable they were, and if it was just

selling land that concerned us we could
have moved them quickly. But merely sell-

ing lots was not our intention; it wasn't
speculators we wanted to attract. We
wanted residents here, not empty spaces
to be held out for resale profit alone.

Homes, people living in them. We wanted
people to play on our golf course, swim
in our pools, fish and sail in our lakes,

come together as friends in our Country
Club and community centers. It is as
builders of communities of outstanding
ambience, not as peddlers of parcels, that

our company has become what it is.

Abruptly, we changed our thinking. To
condominiums. . . .

Simply stated, what you can buy in

these condominiums on THE FAIRWAYS
AT SILVER SPRINGS SHORES is a home
on the very same site that originally had
been planned for sale to a wealthy man.
That which he would have acquired can
instead be in part yours: the loveliest set-

ting and most valuable real estate worth
that SILVER SPRINGS SHORES can offer.

And we are assuring the continuing super-
lative quality of this area by insisting that

our architects and builders produce struc-

tures that stress esthetics and value, not

profit. The buildings will be one- and two-
story, not high-rise. Two-thirds of each
area is preserved for lawns and gardens
and for recreation and play. Our swimming
pools won't be just bodies of water; their

design will give you pleasure. In a word,
we're putting into these condominiums
more than you might have dreamed your
money could buy.

Please consider then; we're inform-

ing you that you may own an elegant con-
dominium apartment whose style is

instantly seen to be of the highest and
most tasteful worth. And then we go on to

tell you that such a one-bedroom home
will cost you only $19,950; a two-bedroom,
two-bath apartment is as low as $22,950.
The monthly maintenance quoted in the

headline, as low as $32 -no higher than
$64-leaves you virtually no responsibility

except for the inside of your place. Main-

tenance takes care of the outside. Finan-
cing is available up to 80% mortgages to

qualified purchasers.

As has been said of condominiums:
turn your key and come or go as you wish.
It may be your permanent home or simply
yours to come to when and for how long
you choose—knowing all the time that it is

being carefully attended to. We are in a
region whose real estate investment char-
acter is regarded as among the most
attractive in Florida. The opening of Dis-
ney World—some 65 miles from our prop-
erty—has brought new growth to central
Florida's land values. We don't loosely
promise that you can rent your apartment
whenever you wish but it is nothing less

than the truth that rentals in the region
are in high demand. And THE FAIRWAYS
AT SILVER SPRINGS SHORES has more
than the ordinary going for it. The great
golf course is a major focus for the dis-

criminating golfer. He wants to come for a
stay, pay greens fees and play this mag-
nificent lay-out. He is permitted to do so
as a guest by renting a member condo-
minium owner's apartment. Your member-
ship? Your condominium? Shall we help
you arrange it?

With all we've said here, there is so
very much more you'll want to know. Your
mailman can help. He can deliver to you
a portfolio we've prepared, deep with in-

formation, plans, maps, photographs. This
is free for your asking and, of course, com-
mits you to nothing. In fact, you'll never be
committed to anything until you sign a
contract and have been provided with full

information relative to our condominium
project as required by the statutes of the
State of Florida. Our literature will tell you
how to go about reserving your condo-
minium by mail through a small, refunda-
ble-at-will, deposit. It will show you how
you may reserve an apartment of your
choice and it will guarantee that you will

have four full months to come to the prop-
erty to exercise that reservation. We don't

limit our guarantee to money refunds; we
tell you also that the reservation you make
by mail guarantees the reserved price, re-

gardless of later increases that rising con-
struction costs could bring about.

And finally, at the risk of arousing
your skepticism (you've heard this before,

of course) we do tell you that we have
planned only a limited number of prime
condominiums, and that they are buys so
patently outstanding that they will go very
quickly. Thus, we urgently advise you to

fill out the coupon and mail it right away.
Our information first, your visit to SILVER
SPRINGS SHORES later-these will permit
you to judge for yourself the strict truth of

what we've said.

The Fairways At Silver Springs Shores Dept. M7A
3500 E. Silver Springs Boulevard
Ocala, Florida 32670

Please send me without
obligation your free port-

folio describing the condo-
miniums adjoining the
Silver Springs Shores Golf

& Country Club.
I

' © Copyrlglit 1973, AMREP Corporation "This offer is not made in any state where prohibited by law"

?
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Share the Thrills

of Exploring f
ouier Space*
Ml DYNASCOPES, IncluDlne this

supert RV-E, c-lnch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4

" Starting ot $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95,- and

your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINA'nNG GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion MannfaetiB'Ing Co.

331 Church St. Hartford. Conn. 06101
• TM Reelstered U.S. Pat. Office

I
CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-34 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101
Pleau send tout fr« Telucopa Guide.

Name

Address.

City

]S[atural History

binders

Made especially for

Natural History, lliis sturdy binder

contains 10 removable blades to

hold an entire year's subscription,

and is bound in maroon leatherette

with gold lettering.

$4.00 postpaid (including member's dis-

count). Please add local taxes wfiere ap-
plicable. Please send your check or
money order to

the park also, and the patches of

Acacia tortHis forest are not

likelv to sur\dve another ten vears

under their foraging pressures.

The kev to safeguarding these

d%\ indhng game lands is to get them
to provide a greater return for a

larger number of people through

wildlife protection than through al-

ternative forms of land use.

But as people in East -\frica

become more hungry" for food and

land, thev will look askance at

anv further schemes for keeping

chunks of the landscape locked up
for the delight of foreigners.

Lganda has . denied itself the hv-

droelectric power of Murchison

Falls for the benefit of tourist

spectators who will not arrive in

large numbers for a few years vet.

Should Kenva. bv the same token,

deprive a hundred Masai families

of their rights in the hinterland of

Nairobi National Park against the

promise of better times for all of

the Masai's fello-sv countrvmen?

Should Tanzania have to continue

subsidizing some of the worlds

foremost (vildlife spectacles when
it is about the least able of the

worlds countries to afford it?

Kenva is trving to do some-

thing about its population prob-

lems. It has instituted an official

familv planning program, and

while this is far from the same as

population planning, it is still an

advance of the first order. But

Kenva has onlv been able to allo-

cate the equivalent of five cents

per capita to familv planning, or

0.25 percent of its health budget

and 0.02 percent of the national

budget. The compelling reason be-

hind such paltrv funding is that

there is onlv one doctor for ever>'

11,000 people and the medical

profession's priorities are to keep

people ali\"e until the ripe age of

fortv-five. and to keep at least

three out of four children alive

until puberty. The task of pre-

venting children being born in the

first place has been subordinated

to immediate health needs. Tliis is

why the familv planning program

reaches onlv one. or at the most two.

out of every. 100 women of child-

bearing age as compared with In-

dia's ten. Studies done bv the Popu-

lation Council ofNew York indicate

that further programs must be

greatly increased before fertility can

be stopped from rising.

Advice from outsiders, however,

is going to be suspect, especially

when that advice, tied to a philos-

ophy that focuses on the intrinsic

beauty of a rhinoceros, apparently

undercuts the basis of their pre-

carious subsistence. Until East. Af-

ricans can believe that con-

servation is to be undertaken for

local people, not despite them, re-

actions to proposals made bv for-

eigners could become increasingly

hostile. Appeals for population

controls may be met with uneasy

thoughts of genocide, and all wild-

life viewed simply as attainable,

protein.

Continuing to rely on the faulty

assumption that the increasing in-

flux of tourist dollars and con-

servation donations will assure the

survival of the waterbuck and
cheetah is inviting their ex-

tinction. Not onlv do the people

most directly affected bv wildlife

conservation programs receive the

least direct benefit from them, but

the increasing impact of thousands

of tourists and their landscape-al-

tering vehicles may create more
havoc in some local environments

than any poacher ever did. Ra-

tional efforts at conser\-ation,

based on the premise that only

governments that can satisfv the

basic needs of their citizens can

afford the liucirry of conserving

wild animals, are desperately

needed. To this end, nations like

the United States should at least

restore their recent foreign aid

cuts, considering the funds as. in

part, the rest of the worlds share

of the costs of protecting the

worlds wildlife.

Aid aimed at agricultural and in-

dustrial development could also

help, in that the recipient nation

wtU be eventually better able to

provide for its citizens. It is possible

that the new United Nations envi-

ronmental agency based in Nairobi

could effectively set up multilateral

programs aimed at achieving cer-

tain forms of economic devel-

opment and population control in

a relatively short period of time.

But action is needed soon: after

millennia of evolution, the animals

may become extinct during the next

twenty critical years, because the

growing, land-hungry popula-

tion will be forced to settle the

last open areas of a once vast

continent. *
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Isn't it abouttime therewasa
science magazine forpe(^eMiio
are neithergeniuses nordummies?

Discoveriesabout genetics that could
affect your children, their children, and
all children.

But no one to tellyou the facts

about them.

Discoveries about matter
and time thatcould change your whole
philosophical outlook.

But no one to explain them
clearly to you.

Discoveries about pollution

that could getyou angry (orhopeful)

enough to go out in the street and start

passing around circulars.

But no one to point out their

significance to you.

Discoveries in everjfthing

from psychology to cybernetics that could

change theway you live, think, learn,

even make love.

Aid so many are hidden from

you in technical magazines you don't have

the background to imderstand.

Or in oversimplified magazines

you wouldn't waste your time with.

It's wrong. Today, science is

far too important, £md too fascinating, to

leave so many people out.

That's why we created the new
SATURDAY REVIEW/SCIENCE

As soon as you open up your first issue,

youll wish there'd been a science maga-
zine like it years ago.

You'll find crystal-clear

articles, written with style and wit, that

explain the latest discoveries in every field

where something is happening. With no
duU technical jargon and no baby talk.

You'U find articles that explain

what the discoveries are likely to mean.
Where they're likely to lead.

You'll find articles that tell

you whatyou can dowhen you'redisturbed

about something that scientists are

planning for you.

And, as far as the graphics go,

youll find a science magazine that uses the

top designers and illustrators of our day. A
science magazine lavish with color.

Here is just a sample of recent
and upcoming articles:

• What are the Russians learning about

ESP?
• Can you or your teenager become
a drug addict in one day?

• Chemical sex: more fun than a
willing partner?

• When the self-reproducing computers
arrive—where will that leave us?

• Whatscientists are learning about
riots—andhow to defuse them.

• Cloning: what wiU happen when
scientists can take one of your body
cells and produce one, two—or even
hundreds—of exact duplicates of you?

Special half-price Charter Rate

A magazine that keeps you up-to-date on
some of the most fascinating discoveries of

our time.

That offers a forum where
the great scientific controversies of our
day can be explored and debated.

Isn't this the kind of magazine
you and your family will really use and
enjoy?

Then try SATURDAY
REVIEW/SCIENCE. Right now you can
get an Introductory half-price

Charter Rate: $6.00 for one year
(regularly $12.00).
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Sky Reporter

Black Holes a^nd Galaxies

One of the problems with big bang cosmology

has been to explain how the galaxies accreted from

radiation and matter streaming out evenly in all di-

rections from the initial blast. Present theories post-

ulate small inhomogeneities in this outward stream,

in which slightlv denser portions of the stream be-

gan to exert gravitational pull on nearbv matter.

But it is hard to show how verv small differences

could account for the accretion of matter equal to

100 milhon suns in our galaxy, for example, in the

10 billion vears or so we believe have elapsed since

the big bang.

But if black holes existed very early in the his-

tory of this universe, perhaps since the explosion it-

self, thev could more than account for the grav-

itational attraction necessarv to form large galaxies.

Michael P. Rvan, Jr., of the Universitv of Texas has

computed that a black hole of one to nine million

solar masses could account for the accretion of our

galaxy. Writing in Astrophysical Journal Letters, he

goes on to suggest that every galaxy with a mass of

10 million suns or more may have a black hole at

its center. Smaller galaxies could have accreted in

the last 10 billion years without the help of a black

hole. There is some physical evidence pointing to a

large black hole at the center of our galaxy. The

gravitational waves detected by Joseph Weber at the

University of Maryland appear to be coming from

the center of oiu- galaxy, and a number of astrophy-

sicists have ascribed them to a black hole.

A Joto for Amateurs Serious meteor ob-

servers are invited to join a new International

Centre for Meteor Observations being established by

the British Astronomical Association. Amateurs are

needed to take over some of the jobs professionals

have been forced to abandon.

At a meteor conference held by the International

Astronomical Union in Albany in 1971, the profes-

sionals pointed out that some of the sophisticated

photographic and radar programs started since

World War II have been curtailed. They added that

amateurs, if properly coordinated, could provide a

worldwide patrol to keep a routine watch on meteor

activity. During periods when unusual and inter-

esting activity was expected, an almost continuous

24-hour watch could be maintained.

Keith B. Hindley, director of the BAA Meteor

Section, emphasizes that the new center is not de-

signed to replace existing meteor organizations, but

to complement their work and lead to better inter-

national cooperation. Members will receive informa-

tion through the section Bulletin, the magazine Me-
teor Neivs, edited bv Karl Simmons and published

in Jacksonville, Florida, and through the lAU Circu-

lars.

The ideal of worldwide coverage is limited by the

location of the world's land masses. Even so, some
places are better covered than others: England and

eastern North America are well covered; most of

Asia is not. There are essentially no observers near

the Equator, although the highest rate of meteor ac-

tivity can be expected in that region. Because mete-

ors, unlike celestial objects, cannot be seen more
than a few tens of miles away from where they en-

ter the universe, more observers are needed almost

ever\Tvhere on the globe.

Meteor observers, whether organized in groups or

acting as individuals, are invited to contact the in-

ternational center through Dr. Keith B. Hindley,

Department of Organic Chemistry, The University of

Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, England. There is no charge

for membership. Each member will receive the BAA
meteor Bulletin, report forms, notes on observing

methods, and advice on meteor work in general.

The center will be run as an experiment for three

years; if it succeeds, it will enable amateurs to

make astronomical observations of scientific value.

Southern Exposure Like their counter-

parts in the United States and in Europe, Canadian

astronomers want a better look at the still largely

untapped riches in the southern sky. A group from

the University of Toronto, working at Las Campanas

in Chile, has made a couple of discoveries in recent

months with a 24-inch reflector, a quite modest tele-

scope by professional standards, and they want

more.

Robert F. Garrison, recording the spectra of lu-

minous young stars in the southern sky as a part of

a program to map the spiral arms of our galaxy, has

found a very rare tvpe of star composed almost en-

tirely of helium. Most new stars are composed pri-

marily of hydrogen; thermonuclear reactions in the

center of the star convert this to helium. When the

hydrogen is exhausted, the core contracts, heating

up in the process until it is hot enough for ther-

monuclear reactions involving helium to take place.

As such a star heats up again, it expands, with

the outer surface remaining fairly cool. At this stage

it is known as a red giant. The star found by Garri-

son, however, is not giving the cool, red light of



l3v John P. Wilev, Jr

I isual observers record meteors from l/u;

Springhill Observatory about 25
miles south of Ottawa. Their results

are combined with radar and
spectrographic data by the National

Research Council of Canada.

such a giant, but a very blue, hot light more com-

monlv associated with a white dwarf. Garrison feels

this star could represent a missing link in our un-

derstanding of stellar evolution.

Report of the helium star is the second time the

Toronto group has made the news from Chile this

year. Last spring they photographed one of the

brightest supernovae seen in this century ("Sky Re-

porter," November, 1972). Neither object could be

studied from the latitude of Toronto.

Donald A. MacRae, chairman of the University of

Toronto's astronomy department, commented that

the southern sky has a great deal of excitement to

offer. "Canada's astronomers," he said, "are hoping

that thev will some dav have a larger eye in the

southern hemisphere so that they will not have to

leave to others the foUow-up work on their own dis-

coveries."

Outer Limits Ever since the British journal

Nature split into three publications, the general Fri-

day edition has carried teasers for the highly techni-

cal physical science edition published on Mondays
and the biological science edition published on

Wednesdays. It is in these teasers, which always

precede publication of the full paper, that an idea

of the thinking at the outer limits of astrophysics

can be acquired.

In early November, for example, there was a

teaser for a paper on the background radiation that

seems to fill the universe. This microwave radiation

is commonly explained as the remnant of the big

bang from which our present universe emerged. But

there may be another, gaudier explanation. Suppose,

as many do, that the universe is oscillating: there is

a big bang, expansion of the universe, a gradual

slowing down, and then a collapse in on itself as

gravity overcomes the outward expansion, until the

entire universe compresses into one glowing mass,

which then explodes in another big bang. No one is

sure that the physical laws we know will remain

constant in each succeeding universe. Perhaps elec-

trons will have a positive, instead of negative,

charge the next time around.

The paper summarized in the Friday Nature sug-

gested that in each successive universe, the direction

of the arrow of time may be reversed. In the next

universe after this one, time may have flowed in the

opposite direction. Thus, the radiation we see today

is the starlight of a universe that has yet to be,

scrambled and made isotropic by having passed

through a big bang.

Such a theory explains the current coincidence

that the background radiation we see matches the

energy density of the starlight from this universe.

And, as the editors of Nature comment, the theory

"has the merit, not shared by many cosmologies, of

being tied directly to a measurable physicd property

of the universe."

In another teaser later that month, I was disap-

pointed to learn that it is not practical to extract

energy from black holes by lowering things into

them on ropes. It was a fascinating idea, because

theoretically it was possible to exert energy of up to

nuP' on the operator's end of the rope. But the pa-

per to be published the following Monday was to

show conclusively that even an idealized rope—one

that would not be affected by the peculiar properties

of space-time around a black hole—would break be-

fore the lowered object reached the zone where its

weight would become infinite. For a practical rope

(the author considered piano wire), breakage occurs

much sooner. Back to the old drawing board.
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Celestial Events
l>v Thomas D. Nicholson

The Moon At mid-January, you will find the waxing gibbous

moon well up in the southeastern sky in the early evening. By the

18th, it becomes full, rising well to the north of east at sunset, re-

maining all night long, and setting to the north of west at sunrise.

Thereafter, the waning gibbous moon rises after sunset, becoming

the last-quarter moon on January 26. In the morning sky as a cres-

cent in late January and early February, the moon becomes new on

February 3. By the 6th of February, you will see the early crescent

in the western sky at sunset, appearing higher nightly. First-quarter

moon is on February 10, and the waxing gibbous phase remains in

the evening skv through midmonth.

Stars and Planets The bright winter stars are in full

display now, filling the eastern half of the sky during the early eve-

ning, Vising up into the south by midnight, and moving into the

west as dawn approaches. The stars of the autumn, dominated by the

Square of Pegasus, are in the west after sundown, but have just

about gone below the horizon by midnight. If winter is beginning to

tire you by now, a ghmpse at the morning sky may be heartening.

Just before dawn, you will find the brightest of the summer stars—

Ahair (close to the horizon), Vega, and Deneb—bright and high,

forming their great triangle just to the left of east.

Saturn, now the only planet to look for in the evening sky, is

well up in the southeast among the stars of Taurus after sundown.

Mercury is also an evening star after January 28, but not in position

for viewing. In the morning, Saturn will still be visible low in the

west until just before dawn. Mars rising in the southeast with

Scorpius as the sky brightens. Jupiter and Venus, both morning

stars, rise too late in the dawn to be seen, although by mid-February

you may be able to see Jupiter rising about an hour after Mars.

January 15: After sundown tonight, look for Saturn below and to

the right of the waxing gibbous moon. You will clearly see the moon

separating to the left from Saturn during the night.

January 16: The moon is at perigee, the point in its orbit where

it comes closest to the earth.

January 18: A penumbral eclipse occurs at full moon today, but

produces only a slight dimming of the moon's brightness.

January 28: The moon is now at apogee, where it is most distant

from the earth. Mercury is at superior conjunction and enters the

evening sky.

January 30: Mars will be above the rising crescent moon in the

sky this morning.

February 1: Jupiter and the moon are in conjunction, and the

moon occults the planet over the North Pacific and northwestern

North America. But Jupiter rises too late to be visible.

February 11-12: You will see Saturn near the gibbous moon on

both evenings, below and to the left of the moon on the 11th;

above, to the right of the moon, and more distant on the 12th.

February 13: The moon is at perigee, nearest to the earth. Saturn

has been approaching the star Aldebaran, in Taurus, as it moves

westward in retrograde motion. Today, the planet becomes stationary

in Right Ascension, resumes its direct (easterly) motion, and begins

to move away from Aldebaran.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the hori-

zon. The map is for 10:15 p.m. on January 15; 9:15 p.m. on January 31; and 8:15

P.M. on February 15; but it can be used for an hour before and after those times.
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Books in Revie^v by Luther P. Gei'lacli

The Prophet Speaks

Where the Wasteland Ends, by

Theodore Roszak. Doubleday &
Co., $10.00; 492 pp.

Let us boil down the history of

the United States since the

early 1960s to a few key aspects.

First, there was the time of con-

tentment; the United States

seemed to bestride the world

mightily and confidently. Some
American leaders, including Presi-

dent Kennedy, felt compelled to

urge Americans to cast off their

complacency and help change the

world into the American image.

Then, in the mid-sixties,

spurred by the Vietnam war and

by the rise of Black Power, Amer-
icans in the established order be-

gan to question and even to reject

this order. Some dropped out

from it, others organized against it

and assaulted it. Increasingly,

Americans found monstrous de-

fects that laid the established or-

der open to assault: racism, the

military-industrial complex,
counterinsurgency and intelligence

operations, the dreadful war in In-

dochina, and environmental rape

and pollution.

Across the country, people par-

ticipated in myriad groups to pro-

test these and other defects in the

conventional culture. It was a ris-

ing movement of national soul-

searching and contravention of

convention. Perceptively, Theo-

dore Roszak called this movement
"the counter culture" in his 1969
book. The Making of a Counter

Culture. He summarized many of

its main features, dislikes, and de-

sires. He indicated empathy for it,

but also suggested that he was

himself more interpreter than par-

ticipant.

Almost before counterculture

became a household word, a new
element had been added to the

forces changing the United States.

Americans moved forward from

merely countering the established

American system. They began to

suggest myriad alternative lifeway

patterns and to experiment in the

implementation of some of these.

Across the country, people ex-

plored new modes of marriage,

family, and community; new role

behavior and different patterns of

interpersonal relationship; new
forms of education; new means of

producing and distributing food;

new political forms; new means of

achieving religious experience;

new technologies, such as those

that will help conserve energy and

resources; and new ways of relat-

ing humankind to biophysical en-

vironment.

Some sensed— or at least

hoped—that this was part of a dy-

namic of change that would trans-

form the Western world and bring

it to a new era. But what kind of

an era? On the heels of the alter-

natives movement came the new
"futurists." Unlike traditional fu-

turologists, they do not wish to

limit their projects to lineal extrap-

olations from the past. They are

willing to imagine many different

types of social-cultural systems,

considerably different from those

the United States has experienced.

But these new futurists seem

unwilling just to let the myriad al-

ternatives and experiments spin

off in all directions. Instead, they

seek to find the gestalt, or general

principle, that already integrates

or can integrate these diverse ele-

ments. They have visions of a new
Utopia or, at least, a better order

of things. They project from these

multiple social mutations and
variations an immanent configura-

tion. Some of these futurists,

scrapping scholarly detachment,

militantly crusade for the imple-

mentation of their special image

of what the United States—and

the world—should be, must be!

Roszak presumably shares the

view that the United States, if not

the entire Western world, is ex-

periencing a time of transforma-

tion. He presumably hopes that

his most recent book. Where the

Wasteland Ends, will not only ex-

plain and exorcise the evils of the

traditional American system, but

will also set people on the right

course to discover the way to the

promised land. Now, however, he

is no longer simply the sympa-

thetic interpreter of segments of

the counterculture. He has three

new roles: (1) evangelist, who por-

trays vividly the evils of the

present and the desperate need for

change to avert doomsday; (2)

prophet, who foresees great new
experience and special knowledge

if change occurs and ruin if it

does not; and (3) a cautious and

humble, but visionary, leader, who
suggests how the movement will

make change and what form the

future will assume.

Let us examine these roles and

their meaning: first and foremost,

Roszak is the prophet who ex-

plains to people the true and aw-

ful significance of the established

"technocratic" and "urban-indus-

trial" order to which they are

sadly "addicted." He warns them
that this order keeps finding new
ways to trap them in spirit-de-

stroying affluence and to trick

them into forsaking experience in

the real and natural environment

in order to wallow in the phony
pleasures of the "artificial environ-

ment." He explains that worship

of this man-made environment is

the true and awful idolatry. He
finds use of the objective scien-

tific method to be the most sinful

activity of this technocratic order,

for it imposes upon those who fol-

low it a "single vision" that prevents

them from seeing and experi-

encing the world in other, more en-

riching and enlightening ways.

Most of the book is devoted to



What's happening to theWORLD?
An open letter to

readers of Natural History.

People have been asking ques-

tions about WORLD Magazine-
the magazine about ideas and the

arts in a world setting.

They want to know whether we
have been able to achieve our stated

purpose; namely, to finance our
magazine primarily not through

outside investors but through our

readers. We hoped we could find

enough readers who would be will-

ing to take a chance on us by sub-

scribing in advance at full-rate and

for long-term.

What happened?
We have now published over ten

issues. (We appear every other week.)

We began publication on Inde-

pendence Day with more than

100,000 paid circulation. More than

half of our subscriptions were for

three years.

Every one of WORLD'S readers

has subscribed at full rate.

( So far as we know, this is the

first time that any magazine has

been launched without a single in -

troductory offer or cut-rate sub-

scription .)

What about the magazine itself?

The central editorial idea behind

WORLD is that the biggest change
of our time has happened inside the

human mind. People think of them-

selves not just as Americans or

Russians or Chinese or Japanese,

but as members of a human race

now dependent on the same earth

life-support system. They have an

instinctive sense that their national

governments are no longer able to

perform their historic function,

which is to protect their lives, their

values, their property, and even

their culture.

And they know, therefore, that

new world institutions have to be
created to perform these functions.

They know that war in an atomic

age is suicidal holocaust. But they

also know it is meaningless to decry

the horrors of war without dealing

with the basic causes of war.

Similarly, people know that no
nation by itself can protect the en-

vironment.

And they have a sense that the

biggest issue of all in the years just

ahead is not just the squandering of

physical resources but the squander-

ing of human resources.

WORLD Magazine is concerned

with such issues.

But WORLD is not solemn. A
large part of the magazine is de-

voted to the enjoyment of living and

to the life of the mind. The editors

report on important books—
whether they are published in New
York or London or Rome or New
Delhi or Buenos Aires or Manila.

They also report on music, art, the

motion pictures, drama, travel and
photography.

Humor fits easily into the pages

of WORLD. Our magazine provides

hospitality and a forum for the na-

tions leading cartoonists. Goodman
Ace and Cleveland Amory have

regular departments which are fea-

tured in every issue.

In the field of personal commen-
tary, WORLD is proud to publish

the regular columns of John Ciardi

and Leo Rosten.

Buckminster Fuller, the archi-

tect, philosopher and futurist, writes

a regular department called Geo-
view. U Thant, former Secretary-

General of the United Nations,

writes on peace and politics.

We publish editorials on the

human condition.

Who areWORLDS editors?

Mollis Alperl is Managing Editor.

Horace Sutton is Iiditorial Director

and also presides over the travel de-

partment. Roland Gelatt is Inter-

national Editor based in London.
Richard L. Tobin is Executive Editor

and also writes the Communica-
tions Section. Midge Decter, for-

merly Executive Editor of Harper's,

is our Literary Editor. Hallowell

Bowser and Roger M. Williams are

senior editors. Katharine Kuh pro-

vides regular coverage of the Fine

Arts. Robert Craft, Stravinsky's long-

time associate, writes on music.

Margaret Weiss writes about pho-

tography. Most of us have worked
together before with genuine affec-

tion and respect.

As I said earlier, we hope to at-

tract a substantial number of new
readers during this next year. We
hope we can find new subscribers

who feel WORLD is worth the ask-

ing price— $12.00 for one year,

$20.00 for two years and $25.00 for

three years.

We emphasize the three-year

subscription because of the prodi-

gious savings in processing and re-

newal costs. The savings belong to

the readers.

We hope you will feel WORLD is

a magazine you will read, enjoy,

and respect.

Sincerely,

WORLD:A Review of Ideas, the Creative Arts, and the Human Condition

PO. Box 1226

Flushing, New York 1052

Please enter my subscription for D 1 yr. @ $12.00 D Bill me later

n 2 yrs. @ $20.00 n Check enclosed

D 3 yrs. @ $25.00
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City_ _ State. _Zip_

L-
911011

ENTER G IFT SUBSCRIPTIONS HERE

D One gift subscription® $12.00

D Two gift subscriptions @ S22.00

D Three gift subscriptions @ $32.00

D Four gift subscriptions® $41.00

D Five gift subscriptions ® 530.00

Over 5 subscriptions SI 0.00 each

n Payment enclosed D Bill me

Send gift subscriptions to name(s) and
address(es) listed on separate sheet.

Include your name and address.

Note: Rates for U.S. and Canada only.
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Scammon's Lagoon,

Baja California
February 3-10

Aboard ship vi^ifh scientists and pliotogra-

phers, to the breeding grounds of the
California gray whale.

The Amazon
July 26-August 11

By boat and dugout canoe. Studies directed
by faculty specializing in plants, birds, rep-

tiles, fish, insects, human inhabitants.

Galapagos
August 14-24

A study cruise to explore the origin and
evolution of the Enchanted Isles; unique
adaptations of plants and animals.

East Africa
July 2-22

Studies of the complex relationships among
the flora and fauna of this ancient region.

Faculty of resident biological specialists.
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2223 Fulton Street, Berkeley CA 94720
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^Discover
Galapagos
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this assault upon convention, this

identification of our sins and of

the demons that hold us in bond-

age. And it is well done. Roszak
knows his history of science, and
he knows how to select from this

history that which will advance
his cause. He understands that the

scientific method is at the driving

core of Western culture and that

it has given Western peoples great

power. He identifies the root of

this power as flowing from "a
simple willingness to break faith,

to harden the heait and abandon
the fellowship of feelings." Science

gives "you" an "ethic of alien-

ation," by which you can "break
faith with the environment, estab-

lish between yourself and it an

alienative dichotomy called objec-

tivity," and treat people and envi-

ronment as "mere things on which

we exercise power." Strong stuff,

this, with so much truth in it that it

is bound to raise cries of anguish

from those scientists who feel that

they temper their objectivity with

"humanism."
Roszak is at his biting best

when he goes after those who place

their faith in measurement and

methodology, and who promise

their students that method, not

other "indefinable attributes," such

as "gifts of insight, of vision, of er-

ratic imagination," is the guarantor

of truth. Noting that both Des-

cartes and Bacon stated that stu-

dents can aiTive at truth simply by

using the correct method, he says

that "what we have here ... is

surely the highest and most unwar-

ranted tribute that genius has ever

paid to mediocrity."

He displays his own gifted in-

sight when he explains that the

next major task of the scientific-

technical order will be to master

the "artificial environment,"

which it created, just as its first

major task was to master the

"natural environment," which it

has ruined. It is probably mis-

leading to distinguish between
"artificial" and "natural" environ-

ment in this simple-minded way,

but the basic thought is use-

ful.

Since Roszak is so hostile to

the technocratic order, however,

he feels that this next level of

evolutionary control will simply

perpetuate evil. The technocrats,

having ruined the "natural world"

and transformed it into a polluted

and plastic environment, are up to

their old tricks and now want li-

cense to clean up the pollution

and rehabilitate the land they
ruined. Roszak warns us not to be
fooled by this, although he admits

that most people will continue to

be beguiled by the impressive re-

wards that the established order

can dish out. We can interpret

Roszak as warning us that "tech-

nology and science are the opiate

of the masses."

It is not surprising, then, that .

Roszak proclaims "religious" ex-

perience to be the liberator of the

human spirit. Indeed, the second
role that Roszak assumes is that

of prophet and advocate. He seeks

not only to turn people from the

old but also to tell them of the

great new universe of thought and
action awaiting them if they but

leap out on faith and seek this

liberating, religiouslike inspiration

and experience. He implies that

through this people will experi-

ence real reality, not the counter-

feit world created by technocracy.

Somehow in this new life, humans
will live in harmony with nature

and with their fellows.

Roszak suggests that humans
did live in such harmony in the

primitive and preindustrial so-

cieties of the world. He explains

that in the new Utopia to come,

humans will be free in their

minds to dream great dreams,

imagine great things, spin out cre-

atively. Again, he indicates that

humans once did do this, but that

the Western scientific paradigm de-

stroyed the capacity. He feels that

this capacity will again be un-

leashed if we can return to the "old

gnosis," or religious insight and ex-

perience.

Roszak's proposition requires

careful consideration. Certainly it

is true that the Western scientific

paradigm does "close out" certain

avenues of thought and action. All

cultural systems narrow possi-

bilities in some dimensions, even

as they expand possibilities in oth-

ers. Certainly, small-minded men
can find support for their narrow

vision in the characteristic use of

formal methodology, or they can

hide their ignorance in the dictum

that "if you can't count it, it

doesn't exist."

But Roszak might just as well
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I^L reasons why you should read

INTELLECTUAL DIGEST
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

A report on the most implausible war corre-

spondent in history—the pacifist George Ber-

nard Shaw in Belgium during World War I.

(Journey To Heartbreak)

The discovery by a geologist that the South
Pole was once in the Sahara Desert. (Natural

History)

An English scholar disposes of the "real"

Christ and says that the Church created Him
and "has invented ever new Christs for every
new age." (Spectator)

A first-hand report from Joseph Heller on the

long-awaited successor to Catch-22, in

ID'S unique feature "Work In Progress."

A lawyer-penologist talks about what will

have to replace our disastrous prison system.
(After Conviction: A New Review of the Ameri-
can Correction System)

Robert Craft's moving journal of the death of

his friend and master, Igor Stravinsky. (NY.
Review of Books)

Why is Frantz Fanon, a black prophet who
died 10 years ago, a key to the Black Power
movement in the U.S.? (Saturday Review)
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9.
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12.
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best example of the theory and practice of
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Gore Vidal attacks the fallacy of the male im-
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How to tackle a disease with all the weapons
of science, and find that success may bring
a whole new set of problems. (Smithsonian)

Arnold Toynbee looks at man's development
for an answer to today's question: Is Religion
Superfluous? (Surviving the Future)

Was Ho Chi Minh a bad poet? Read the argu-
ments, pro and con, and decide for yourself
as Intellectual Digest presents the Chinese
original and two clashing translations.
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Live and let live

The Living Year
An Almanac for

My Survivors

by Mary Q. Steele

One woman, armed with a deep

sensitivity to the wonders of na-

ture, offers her guide to everyday

flora and fauna. From humble
"weeds" to a captive ailanthus

tree, from the proud golden eagle

to the lowly tiger-beetle larva, from
spring to spring, this is a joyful

paean to everything worth preserv-

ing in nature. "A warm-hearted,
perceptive piece of work."—Hal Borland
$6.50

THE VIKING PRESS
625 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

praise the humanitarian aspects of

the scientific method in that it

permits such ordinary persons a

considerable measure of success

and confidence. To be sure, their

success could be at the expense of

the more insightful persons who
would otherwise easily gallop to

startling new ideas (some of which

would advance the very tech-

nocracy Roszak dislikes).

But the "scientific community"

is not the monolithic thing Roszak

makes it out to be. It has within

it many a free spirit and certainly

much debate over the issue of

methodology and experiential un-

derstanding. Just as some "scien-

tists" pursue what appears to be a

more rigorous, quantitative ap-

proach, others will spin off more

impressionistically, intuitively. And
in some cases, both types of individ-

uals will find ways to work together

creatively in the "teams" that Ros-

zak apparently dislikes. Probably

most creative persons will break

free froin the constraints their less

imaginative colleagues seek to im-

pose.

Roszak also seems to have a

rather romantic concept about the

nature of "non-Western" and

"preindustrial" societies. Can he

not imagine how such societies

also in many ways narrowed the

vision and capabilities of their

members, even as they opened

them in yet other fashion? Belief

in spirit forces may indeed give

people a vast supernatural domain

in which to meander, but these

same beliefs may tell those who

share them not to explore the

nighttime sky or the dark forest

or the deadly ocean. Such beliefs

may give them a wonderfully ex-

citing explanation of what they

see in the world about them, but

may make impossible yet other

explanations—including those that

have the potential of opening up

even broader horizons.

Equipped with the concepts of

biology, look at what a questing

child can learn and see as he ex-

plores the environment about

him—even the "man-made" envi-

ronment. Or consider what won-

drous worlds open to those who

explore with microscope or other

tools of our technology. And, al-

though some social science con-

cepts narrow vision, others

broaden it and help people under-

The world's most

spectacular /

animals...
^

in a magnificent

gift book for out-

doorsmen, conservationists,

and photographers. Exciting

commentary, an-

ecdotes, and over

1200 dazzling, full-
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^garne animals in
"

thfiir natural sur-

roundings throughout the five

continents. An Outdoor Life Book.
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By Erwin A. Bauer

De luxe 81/2 x 10 format; $12.50
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[^Harper &)Row ^
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new book
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than 2000 spe-

cies found in the United States
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and western species; illus-
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one-volume survey of
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stand the lifewavs of their fellow

humans. Even tourism, which
Roszak maligns, can provide en-

riching cross-cultural and cross-en-

vironmental experience and under-

standing, especiallv if the traveler

is guided bv some of the tools

and concepts of science.

Roszak, like Lvnn White,
whom he quotes, persists in the

belief that non-Western and pre-

industrial peoples characteristically

have an ethic of environmental

preservation. Both suggest that the

West could be much improved if

it onlv had a similar ethic. If they

based their bit of wishful thinking

on cross-cultural study, thev might

find many examples in which non-

Western people also treated the

environment as something to con-

quer, but were simply limited in

their ability to conquer by their

technology or their numbers. Con-

sider, for example, how the classi-

cal Chinese reworked their envi-

ronment. If a Chinese emperor
could not mobilize humanpower to

build dams and keep the floods

back, his people felt that he was
losing his "mandate of heaven"
and hence his authority.

Accurate or not, Roszak is very

persuasive in his evangelical and
prophetic roles. Tellingly, he
warns people that their lifeway is

bad, that they sin by persisting in

it. Then he suggests that wonders
of new experience will open up to

those who follow in the new path,

while those who do not will labor

along not knowing what they are

missing. It might be logical to

conclude that the third role he

will assume will be that of archi-

tect of the new order, and that he

will prescribe as well as describe

its form, its function, and the

strategies that will bring it to life.

And in part this is what he does.

But he does it so cautiously that

other reviewers have complained
that he really leaves the reader

hanging up in the air, unsure
about how the new and better

lifeway can be achieved.

Roszak might like to be more
definite, but one of the ideological

underpinnings of the counter-

culture and alternatives movement
is that the future should be
achieved through the multiple and
unfettered strivings of many people,

not handed down by one leader.

Furthermore, it appears that the

Her fathergave her away
when shewas three years old.

I
I

He had to. Her mother is dead. He is incurably ill

and can no longer give Angelina food and shelter.

For Si2 a month, you can help us save such a child.
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provide a child with medical attention, adequate food,

education, warm clothes. And hope.
But please hurry. Write direct to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke
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Richmond, Va. 23220.
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D Or, I will pledge S per month.
D Please send me further information.
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Singing cockles and mussels..

Photographs by Andreas Feininger

Text by WiUiam K. Emerson

Specially photographed from two
famous collections, the shells in this

volume were chosen by famed photog-

rapher Andreas Feininger not for their

scientific interest but for the sheer

beauty of their design. They represent

an impressive cross-section of the

most interesting and beautiful shells

in the world, and Dr. William Emer-
son, Curator of Mollusks at the

Museum of Natural History in New
York, describes the nature and charac-

teristics of each type. A Studio Book
208 black-and-white and 32 color

illustrations $27.50

At your bookstore, or from

:

THE VIKING PRESS
625 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
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reality of change approximates this

premise. Countless social mutations

burst into life throughout the

United States and, through the

pressures of selective adaptation,

move toward a new model. Roszak

sees this and mentions that "we
can see the postindustrial alterna-

tive emerging in a thousand frag-

ile experiments throughout Amer-
ica and Western Europe. ..."
The new society is "piecing itself

inventively together within the in-

terstices of the old." He wants

the postindustrial order to be
changed in this way, not by some
centralized and master-planned

revolutionary arm or invading

force.

All well and good, and one is

apt to look at his critics and say

that they should not expect him
to lay it all out for them. But

then, just at the end, almost as an

afterthought, he summarizes the

character of all of these "fragile '

experiments" in a way that is

grossly oversimplified. He declares

that nearly all "blend into the tra-

dition of anarchist socialism." He
prejudges their character by put-

ting a label on them—one that

represents a pre-existing social-cul-

tural model and that implies

boundaries to their behavior and

potential that others might find all

too limiting. But then, he is an

evangelist, whose powerful mes-

sage, so wonderfully woven and

elegantly written, will be widely
^^

read and debated both by foes

and followers.

Luther P. Gerlach is professor of an-

thropology at the University of Minne-

sota. His most recent book, Lifeway

Leap: The Dynamics of Change in Amer-

ica, will be released in February.

The Big Thicket, by A.Y. Gun-
ter. Jenkins Publishing Co. and
The Chatham Press, $12.50; 172

pp., illus.

It has often been said that indi-

vidual initiative—thoughtless,

prompted by profit motive, and

channeled into unbridled corpo-

rate enterprise—is what is wreck-

ing our country today. True. But

it is equally true, more so now
than ever, that if what remains

decent and humane in us is to be

rallied for the common cause, we
will need to rely increasingly on

the efforts of individuals who can

set the pace and lead the way as

they act alone. Worthy causes,

more often than not, are defined

and initially fostered by individ-

uals, not institutions.

Dr. A.Y. Gunter is such an in-

dividual. An articulate, knowl-

edgeable, and dispassionate au-

thor, he is precisely the kind of

spokesman that the conservation

movement needs. His cause: the

Big Thicket area of Texas, a

sprawling wilderness north of

Beaumont and Houston, which is

being ruthlessly depredated by

lumbering industries and is in des-

perate need of preservation. Gun-

ter's book is the best chronicle

ever set forth about this fascinat-

ing region.

Once encompassing an area of

3.5 million acres (roughly the size

of Connecticut), the thicket has

been reduced to a series of partly

disjointed enclaves totaling less

than a tenth of the original ex-

panse. Owned almost entirely by a

few lumbering companies—Inter-

national Paper, Owens-Illinois,

Champion, Santa Fe, and Eastex

are some of the names—this mag-

nificent pine-hardwood forest,

truly extraordinary in its floral

and faunal diversity, is being sys-

tematically chopped down. Clear-

cutting is the method of the day,

and the techniques are efficient.

"Soil shredders," for example, are

now in use "to destroy not only

all stumps, vines, grasses and

flowers above the ground but all

root networks from three to four

feet below the surface."

And for what? Tree farms. Pine

after pine, in row after Germanic

row, so that we may have more of

the graceless stands of monocul-

ture that already figure as ersatz

in most of our once splendorous

southeastern forests. "Reforesta-

tion" is what the editors of Life

magazine hypocritically called this

sort of planting in a footnote to

an article they recently published

on the thicket, in which mention

is made of the Eastex Company, a

lumbering subsidiary of Time,
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HAVAHART, 1SB Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562
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BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Regular $109.50 Postpaid $69.50
This is an example of the deep discount prices on
high quality optics that is found in our FREE catalog.
This catalog lists and illustrates on outstanding se-
lection of microscopes, camera lens, telephoto lens,
telescopes, binoculars etc., plus valuable information
on how to properly select them. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SO., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

Where will you be
when "the lights" go out?

You could be viewing the June 30th

7 MINUTE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE

from o new oceon liner off the African coast.

Fly to Morocco, cruise to Madeira, Canary
Islands, coast of Mauritania. 9 days, June
24-July 3. N.Y.-N.Y. $570-$l,125. For Free

brochure call 617-536-0980 or write:

ARNOLD TOURS, INC.

(Established 1932)

79 Newbury St., Boston) Mass. 02116

Inc., with holdings of more than

100,000 acres in the Big Thiclcet.

Aside from the established fact

that long-range reliance on mono-

culture is ecological folly (Gunter

makes this point nicely), it seems

downright absurd that the fate of

one of America's last remaining

biological wonders should rest in

the hands of a few corporation ex-

ecutives who are neither biologi-

cally enlightened nor concerned,

and who direct their operations

from New York, Chicago, Toledo,

and seemingly anywhere but the

thicket. Interestingly, the one

lumbering company that appears

to have shown some consistent

ecological respect in its cutting

practices is Temple Industries, a

firm based in Texas.

But there appears to be some

hope for the thicket these days.

Thanks largely to the political ef-

forts of former Senator Yarbor-

ough and of Congressman Eckhart

of Texas, a national park may be

in the making that, hopefully, will

save a significant chunk of the

thicket. Congressional hearings

were held in Beaumont this past

June, and it is now generally con-

ceded by lumbermen, politicians,

and conservationists alike that

there will be a Big Thicket Park.

But whether it will encompass suf-

ficient acreage of what is ecolog-

ically most valuable in the area,

or merely what little the lumber-

men are willing to do without, is

the big question.

It is essentially to this question

and to the prospects for a favor-

able solution that the book directs

itself. By describing the biology,

history, and politics of the region,

and the conflicts, paist and

present, between the lumbermen
in power and those less powerful

who confront them, Gunter brings

us to a closer appreciation of a

complex issue that is, as the sub-

title of the book properly under-

scores, "a challenge for con-

servation." A fair amount has

been written about the thicket

over the years, all of it interesting

and much of it good. But Gunter's

account, aside from its appropriate

timing, is clearly the most com-

pelling and literate. One can only

hope it will have the political im-

pact so urgently needed if the

thicket is to be saved.

Nature lovers concerned about

"I can't believe
I read the

whole thing!"*

"But I did and read it almost
non-stop because it is a fasci-

nating collection of anecdotes,

history, .scientific data and leg-

ends all related to the cod . . .

Suspenseful as a novel . . . Try
it, you'll like it."

— Falmouth (Mass.) Enterprise'

"A rhapsody on the cod."—Boston Globe

"For everyone with even a

glimmer of interest in . . . the
sea, I recommend this book."—Smithsonian Magazine
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Illustrated
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man's niindloss encroachment upon

nature will like the book and will

be enliu;htened (and depressed) bv

it. Rov Hannics black-and-white

photographs are beautiful and add a

mournful touch to an already iiaunt-

ing and moving narrative. The

book, unfortunatelv, is too ex-

pensive to be bought and kept. I

suggest that vou buy it and read it,

then pass it on to vour local library

for conspicuous display. And do ask

vour senators and congressmen to

back a Big Thicket park of appro-

priate size. The consensus among
scientists who recently petitioned

the government—almost 1,000 of

them, including some of the mosl

prominent biologists in the coun-

try—is that at least 200,000 acres

will have to be set aside if the pre-

serve is to survive in the long nan.

Lumbermen speak of possibly relin-

quishing 35,000 acres, and legisla-

tors appeal" willing to compromise

at 100,000 acres or even less. This

is the last chance for the Big

Thicket. Unless it is saved now,

there will be nothing left worth sav-

ing-

Thomas Eisner

Cornell University

The Foxfire Book, edited by

Eliot Wigginton. Doubleday &
Company. $8.95 ($3.95 paper);

385 pp., illus.

This book's elaborate subtitle.

Hog Dressing, Log Cabin

Building, Mountain Crafts and
Foods, Planting by the Signs,

Snake Lore, Hunting Tales, Faith

Healing, Moonshining, and Other

Affairs of Plain Living, outlines

its content and hints at its drift,

but it is neither the book's topic

nor its tone that makes it unique

or brings our attention to it.

The book is made up mostly of

light, disconnected accounts of the

way living is carried through by

the aged and poor at the southern

tail of the Appalachian region.

These accounts are generally

framed in how-to-do-it fashion, in-

terrupted by constant assurances

that doing it is not difficult. In

this respect the book brings to

mind much of the copy that filled

the fine little magazine Mountain

Life and Work for years before

Foxfire^s editor was born.

It comes, then, as a handy
guide for the person who would

like to play—like Versailles' little

queen played at being a milk-

maid—at being a mountaineer.

But the person following the di-

rections for constructing a log

cabin or butchering a hog would

finish with a built-up cabin or a

chopped-up hog only hazily remi-

niscent of the product that would

be achieved by a carrier of the

Blue Ridge culture.

A decade cigo our reader, more
interested in music than in handi-

crafts, would have bought Pete

Seeger's banjo book. After absorb-

ing it and endlessly repeating the

right-hand patterns, he would have

taken himself to Washington
Square to bang out melodies in a

manner far removed from that of

the gentle old men who taught

Pete; men in modest cement-block

and linoleum homes along the Ap-

palachian rivers who still send

skylarks in silver off the necks of

their instruments.

By assuring us that we can do

it too, Mr. Wigginton undermines

his philosophic intent: saying that

mountain ways are simple sets

them crudely on an evolutionary

plane below our own. It is, in

fact, no easier to be a mountain-

eer than it is to be an astronaut

or a college professor, and it

would take a book twice the bulk

of The Foxfire Book to explain

adequately any of the traditions

that have been isolated here for

presentation. As we are constantly

and convincingly reminded by
linguists and anthropologists, a

culture's logic is wonderfully com-

plicated, too variegated and inter-

twined to treat in descriptive snip-

pets.

The complexity of the mountain

people's transactions with natural

givens is shadowed throughout the

volume in reports of recorded tra-

ditions. In these strings of infor-

mation—lists of superstitions,

sketches of craft processes—it is

occasionally difficult to sort out

sources, to determine whether the

spokesman is the editor, his stu-

dents, his "contacts," the authors

of uncited books, or park rangers

ART ASIA INC.
lOea MADISON AVE..
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10028

(212) 249-7250

f-^J ARCHAEOLOGICAL
^AND PRIMITIVE ARTS

f^ If you enjoy interesting

iv4™ art objects, including

;il||]|
^n Annerican Indian,

'•I ™^$:^v». we suggest that

/-C% -=^°"^'
'^

TjTjA, . MICHAEL RIPINSKY
^ '^'

• 415 East 53rd Street

NewYork, N.Y. 10022

^^ hone: (212) 486-0941

THE ANTIQUES CENTER OF AMERICA

^BOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient) Inquire,

please. Write; Dept. 64.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087
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Man:
the human animal,

-the human being.
This book is concerned with

how man has come to know

himself as an animal and as

a human being. It concen-

trates on how science has

provided an understanding

of man. The author ties to-

gether the findings of biol-

ogy, astronomy, physics,

geology, and anthropology

to orient man in place and

time. The book is basically

for the non-science student.

The Natural

History Of Man
CARL P. SWANSON, The
University of Massachusetts

1973 app. 416 pp. $9.95

(013-610022-8)

for further information:

Robert Jordan, Dept. J-524

PRENTICE-HALL,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

biographic dimensions of two

incredible roads chronicled in

these first two in the new

GREAT HIGHWAYS series

'5r%««"

THE ARCTIC HIGHWAY]
by John F, J. Douglas

From Malmo, Sweden to Kirkenes,

Norway— a spectacular 1000-mile
journey on a roadway ranking near the

top as a modern engineering and con-

struction miracle. More than just a

travelogue and building history, it con-

centrates on the people, their back-

ground and settlements, way of life,

geography, landscape, S8.95

THE EGIMATIAIM WAY
by Firman O'Sullivan

This is among the more famous of

Rome-built transport routes connecting

the once great empire. Linking the

Adriatic and Aegean It provided a vital

link between East and West for Rome's
legions and trade. More than 2000
years of history— an endless story of

its building; maintenance; place in war-

fare, politics, literature, the spread of

Christianity. $8.95

Unique, chair-borne experienci

with other places and times

Cameron and Kelker Streets, Harrisburg, Pa 17105

notorious for whimsy. Although

the lists are regularly animated by

apostrophe-wracked transcriptions

of dialect, there is none of the

over-all design we have come to

request humbly of ethnographers

and other professional writers of

travel literature.

When it is not instructing us

how to carry on like mountain-

eers, the book is exactly like the

works that were flung out during

the early years of folklore as a

discipline or like any of the many
books written about the old ways

of mountain folk during the past

century and a quarter.

The third of the book's modes
is the character sketch, built

mainly out of quotation and
straightforward description. In

these, there is an unknowing revi-

val of the genre of reportage that

characterized the WPA writers

projects, although the intensity

and latent political thrust of the

thirties is absent.

The book, rich in photographs,

looks different from some that

have preceded it, but it is neither

better nor worse than the others

in a long shelf of books on south-

ern Appalachian existence. Those

who pleasure in cataloging folk

beliefs and stories will find many
here to work on. Those who enjoy

reading friendly descriptions of

mountain folk life will like it too,

but it is unfortunate that there is

no bibliography to lead such a

reader to the many similar works.

What, then, does the book
show? That another generation has

stumbled over the insight that

struck Rousseau, that progress is

not all good, and that an alterna-

tive to its destructive energies

may be found in the wisdom of

poor people who, by choice or

fortune, have been left behind in

the rush to improvement and

doom. Indians provide the usual

model for the contemporary roman-

tic, but a decade ago it was the self-

sufficient, musical mountaineer,

and he may be in for a revival.

It is not the work's none-too-

deep ethnography or its unformu-

lated romanticism that makes it

special; its own history is what

sets it apart. Its editor's collegiate

sensibilities led, not to a beard

and a commune, but to a Victo-

rian elitist's dedication. This mod-

est American Ruskin went up to

the mountains to teach and came
down with a homegrown publica-

tion. He guided his students back

to their grandparents and on to

the production of a rich and en-

joyable magazine. Foxfire.

For decades, students in Eu-

rope and America—especially in

the Upland South—have been uti-

lized as collectors of folklore, but

this is the first time they have

been given so much rein. They
have leai-ned to write clear, short

pieces; but more important, by

far, for a small group of teen-

agers Mr. Wigginton has helped

to diminish the special brand of

alienation currently called the

generation gap. I would hope that

the work of his students will ma-

ture past affection into the kind of

seriousness with which James
Agee went into Alabama or

Claude Levi-Strauss came away
from the Amazon. The future, per-

haps, will find the students see-

ing the old people not merely

as sources of information or

as warm and lovable personalities,

but as human beings with complex

intellects whose very existence artic-

ulates a harsh critique of the pattern

into which the students themselves

are snuggling.

It is the pedagogic actuality of

The Foxfire Book and the social

potential it suggests that demand
that we give it our close attention.

Henry Glassie

Folklore Institute, Indiana University

The American Museum is open to the

public every day during the year, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membership

and contributions helps malce this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.
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Enter my subscription, which includes an Associate
Membership in The American Museum of Natural
History, and bill me.

D 1 year $8 D 2 years $15* D 3 years $21*
D Payment enclosed

MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES
10 issues of NATURAL HISTORY, America's brightest
magazine; 1 spring and 1 fall bonus book (special members'
editions); Free admission to the Museum; use of Members'
Reception Room; and 10 to 15% gift discount in the
Museum Shop.
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A God Within, in which the famous scientist discusses the beauty of

the human spirit and the relationship of man to nature.
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It's true that sky- viewing conditions are

not ideal in New York City every night

i of the year. Or even many nights of

the year. But when it happens!

Some Sunday night when New
Jersey's factories have been -~

turned off for two days. And
a storm front moves down i

from Canada, with rains

washing out the air, rinsing

off the trees and build-
,

ings...even hosing down
the sidewalks and gutters.

^And behind it comes the
|

crisp, fresh air of a polar "^ i

high. And the sun goes ^ • V .
•

down over the Hudson. -^
And you're walking along

'" \
Riverside Drive, or down A
Fifth Avenue beside Central

'

Park and you look up and there '-

they are...a heavenful of stars

and planets hanging out, ready

to grab. But will you be ready for them,

New Yorker? If you subscribe to Natural

History you will. Just flip to the back of the

book, open up the two-page sky map of the

month, hold it above you with the top pointed north

(that's uptown), and you've honed in on an airway
map of the stars. If you live elsewhere in the

'

Northern Hemisphere, the same directions apply.

But be careful. A lady from Georgia stepped
out of her backdoor with our magazine and a
flashlight and tried to find Mars. Instead, she
fell off the porch and broke her leg. In the

hospital she read the other fascinating

articles that appear about wildlife,

the sciences, and man—with beautiful color

pictures -in Natural History each month.

NATURAL HISTORY 6NA3
P.O. Box 2927, Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please enter a subscription to NATURAL HISTORY, which in-
cludes an Associate Membership in The American Museum of
Natural History. Benefits include: Free admission to the Museum
and use of Members' Reception Room. 2 free bonus books a
year; Discounts at the Museum shop.

1 year $8 Q 2 years-$15* Q 3 years $21* Q
'SPECIAL BONUS: Two-year and three-year subscribers receive,
at no additional cost, a soft-cover copy of Rene Dubos' latest
book, A God Within, in which the famous scientist discusses the
beauty of the human spirit and the relationship of man to nature.

Payment enclosed n Please bill me D
Mr/Ms

Address

2ity State Zip
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(when you send 10< for mailing)

40 RED CHINA
STAMPS

Be among the first to get these

valuahle Red China postage

stamps - banned to American

collectors from the very be-

ginning by the U.S. Gov't! Now at last you can

legally ovun them - but supplies are strictly hmited

so act fast. We'll also include 1 10 aMlinnal Stamps
from Britain's Lost Empire (alone worth over S3 at

standard catalog prices!) plus an Illustrated Album
and other unusual stamps from our Approval Serv-

ice for Free Examination. You can keep the Album
and 110 British Empire Stamps as an ADDED
BONUS should you buy SI worth from our

approval selection! Or return Album and 110

Stamps with selection and pay nothing. Cancel

service anytime. But in either case, the 40 scarce

Red China Stamps are yours to keep FREE - as

an introduction to the World's Most Rewarding

Hobby. Send 10c for mailing today!

KENMQRE CO., Milforrl RC 309, l\l. Hamp. 03055

I Send 2^v' for Preston's new 144 page

J li Authoritative

Catalog of

SHIP
MODELS
6 Decorative

Nautical Ideas

for the Home
OUR ^
g2ND \ Fully Illustrated; Historic

_ YEAR y Ship Models and Kits; Ships'

Striking Clocks; Figureheads;
Full Color Reproductions of famous
Marine Paintings; Scrimshaw; Ship's

Wheels; Copper Ships' Lights; Hundreds
of Decorative Nautical Items.

for Catalog to' PRtSTON S
7-D Main St. Wharf, Greenport, N. Y. 11944

I

%.% Beech Cliff
"on the lake by the sea"

Mount Desert Is., Maine (nr. Bar Harbor)

Boys 9-16 PIONEER CAMPING in setting of great
natural beauty. EXCEPTIONAL TRIP PROGRAM.
Each camper elects: w/ilderness canoe trips.

Ocean Sailing Windjammer, Back-Packing.

In Camp
NATURAL SCIENCE, marine bio., ecology, tennis
water skiing, swimming, sailing, sports.
(ALSO, Oceanographic Institute. Fla. Keys at
Univ. Miami Bio. Station—Boys 12-17)

A C A accredited

C. A. Pulis, 6 Old Marlboro Rd. Concord, Mass
Phone (617) 369-4095) Est. 1954 01742
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RECEIVE AN INTERESTING AND
DIFFERENT MINERAL SPECIMEN

EACH MONTH!

Write today for Free Details and

I

"''' -''''-'!
small sample Mineral Specimen!
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BOX 487-HC, YUCAIPA, CALIF. 92399
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Additional Reading
THE PEOPLE CRUNCH
COMES TO EAST AFRICA
Kenya. J.C. Likiman. Country Pro-

files, The Population Council, New
York, May, 1971.

The Long African Day. N. Myers.

The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1972.

Population, Migration and Urbaniza-

tion IN Africa. W.A. Hance. Co-

lumbia University Press, New
York, 1970.

LAND SHARING
IN RURAL INDIA
Behind Mud Walls. W. and C.

Wiser. University of California

Press, Berkeley, 1966.

India As a Secular State. D.E.

Smith. Princeton University Press,

Princeton, 1963.

The Continent of Circe. N.C. Chaud-

huri. Oxford University Press, New
York, 1966.

ARCTIC RENAISSANCE
Artists of the Tundra and the Sea.

D.J. Ray. University of Wasliington

Press, Seattle, 1961.

Eskimo Sculpture. J. Meldgaard.

Metheun, London, 1960.

A Retrospective Glance at Cajnadian

Eskimo Carving. C.A. Martijn. The

Beaver, Autumn, 1967.

RETURN OF THE FISHER
The Fisher. A chapter in Lives of

Game Animals, Vol. II, Pt. II. E.T.

Seton. Doubleday, Doran & Com-
pany, Inc., New York, 1929.

The World of the Porcupine. D.

CosteUo. J. B. Lippincott Company,

Philadelphia, 1966.

MEDIEVAL BEASTIES
Herbals, Their Origin and Evolu-

tion. A. Arber. Hafner Publishing

Company, Inc., New York, 1970.

Folklore and Symbolism of Flowers,

Plants, and Trees. E. and J. Leh-

ner. Tudor Publishing Company,

New York, 1960.

HiERONYMus Bosch. L. von Baldass.

Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York,

1960.

THE COD: A CASE
OF SUPERVISED NEGLECT
The Sea Against Hunger. C.P. Idyll.

Thomas Y. CroweU Company, New
York, 1970.

Conserving American Resources.

R.L. Parson. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Englewood Cliffs, 1972.

Our Changing Fisheries. S. Shapiro,

ed. U.S. National Marine Fisheries

Service, Washington, 1971.

MAN'S ADAPTABLE PREDATOR
The Evolution and Eradication of

Infectious Diseases. A.T. Cock-

burn. The Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Press, Baltimore, 1963.

The Great Epidemic. A.A. Hoehling.

Litde, Brown and Company, Bos-

ton, 1961.

Design and Function at the
Threshold of Life. H. Fraenkel-

Conrat. Academic Press, Inc., New
York, 1962.
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UVE IN THE WORLD OF TOWORROW . . .TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

I
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TERRIBLE LIZARDS-/I
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UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN,STUDYOR PROFIT

storlc world of dinosaurs
-uu, 000.000 years ago. iNew
kit contains 24 authentic
scale models (12 dinosaurs—12 mammals) accurately
detailed In sturdy plastic.
Inel.

:

Giant Brontosa
Tyr Res.

mmoth—range In

ize from ti" to 6". Also instr.

lo liuilil Mnf o\\]\ ,;;!!, '-.mr Liiul and Wonder Book.
Stock No. 70.817E $6.00 Ppd.

130 EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICS...
and photography I Optix<it)

Experiments Kit Is a com-
plete optical & photography
lab for 130 exciting experi-
ments. Lets you recreate the

periscope, telescope, micro-
scope, kaleldoscopel Build a
35n] I refle: ,ith i

terchangeable lens sys
Make, develop photographic
film. Enjoy the fun and fas-

cination of having your own optics lab. Fully illustr 112-pg
manual. S^xll", clearly explains usage of this stimulating
bit's 114 precision engineered components.
Stock No. 7I,646E $21.00 Ppd.

.-ourself

book of paper airplanes
from SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CA>;'S "Ist International
Competition". Includes
plans of all winning entries,

time-aloft records, photos,
technical data, commen-
taries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages
for easy
believe how

flyl Amusing, entertaining. 12S pages. 9" s 11%"
Stock No. 939IE $2.95 Ppd.

of the:

LOW COST GEM TUMBLER
-^ 1 Become a rockhoundl Fasci-

nating hobby . . . loads of
fun inexpensive, easy, ilake
je«elry of all kinds—decora-
tiie book-ends, table tops,
etc Simply tumble-finish
readily available gemstones

. then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beau-
tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb.
cap tumbler w/cont. duty
motor. Full Instr.

Stock No. 70.874E $11.25 Ppd.
No. 70,868E ....6-lb ASSORTMENT. . . . $9.00 Ppd.

STEREO MICROSCOPE AT V3 PRICE
Mfr.'s surplusl Paired lOX
Kellner eyepieces w/rubber
eyeguards & paired 3X color
corrected objectives for SOX
overall. Left side focuses in-
dependently. Good definition:
collimated; coated optics;

^^^'' l^^^^H 1^11^ working distance (var.'^^^^^ l%-4") ; interpupillary adj:
55-SOmm; extends 9-13"

, ., ^ overall. Removable diffusing
Plastic stage; helical rack & pinion for smooth focusing;
lockable head swings 360°. Lustre-coated metal, sturdy
vibrationless base. 3^ lbs. Imported. Hurry!
Stock No. 71.621 E $59.50 Ppd.

UMQUE INSTANT "GROWING" KIT
Grow brilliant colored rocks
1 to 3" tall in 30 mins.l
Grow huge marigoldsl Bring
Sea Monkeys to life from
suspended animation to
unique pets Ch^ to %,") that
live a year or longer! Fas-
cinating animal-vegetable-
mineral kit makes great con-
versation pea.. Inspired scl-

, , c. ,r . ^ ^'^^^ f^'^" projects. Includes
complete Sea Monkey Kit (eggs. food. etc.). pkg of appro^
500 irradiated marigold seeds, magic rocks. 5X magnifier
small thermometer. Instrs. All for one low price
Stock No. 4I.859E ^

jl.OO Ppd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
See moon shots, orbits-
stars, phases of Venus,
planets close up. 60 to 180
power. New Improved, alu-

mirror, ventilated
Equatorial mount with locks
on both axes. Equipped with
60x eyepiece and mounted
Barlow lens. 3x finder tele-

^'"^'Xtt-"!^;!"'""' ^"f^"'"" ^"*^' FREE: "STAR CHART";HO^ TO V^E TOUR TELESCOPE- book.
Stock No. 85.050E $32 95 Pod
Stock No. 80.162E DELUXE 3"..".... $6r'.50 Ppd'
Stock No. 85,I05E 4'A" $99.50 FOB
Stock No. 85,086E 6' $239.50 FOB

GROW
Terrarlums ar
making plants thrive
protected environment. \Va

favorites grow

MINI-GARDEN INDOORS

shelves In cle

discolor

tab!
acrylic that

Beautifully ma
tive terrarlums
conversation pieces. Also
ideal for blologi' proj

als. flsh & it

STOCK NO.
7I.708E
80. 1 78E
85.2I5E

great

behavior; ecologv. c

DIA. APPROX. HT.
7" 6-1/16"

PRICE
$5.75 Ppd.

$11.70 Ppd.
$24.65 Fob

STARTS SEEDS IN 3 TO S DAYS!
New thermostatically

ft. planting ;

29" X 15" X 4" box holds
bushel of growing me-

dium. Germinates tomato
seeds In 3-5 days: asters, dahlias, petunias, wk. or less.
Incl. 3 s 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pkgs. of
veg. & fiower seeds. Uses reg. home current
Stock No. 80.I53E $12.95 Ppd.

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids,
traffic stoppers for btorei).

terrific for amateur
rologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great back-
yard fun. Exciting beach
attraction. Amate
rologists use tc

cloud heights, wind speed,
and temp. Alade of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate wuh

hehum for high
$2.50 Ppd.
$7.00 Ppd.

BUILD CREATIVELY WITH 3-D KIT
Create crazy animals, basic
structures, complex mole-
cules with Superstruc-
tures. (R> Fascinating for
adults down to age 4. Based
on Nature's molecular struc-
ture. Patented connector
(node) has 26 spokes—tri-
angular, square, rectangular.
Corresponding hollow plastic
branches combine for huge

tructujral frameworks. "Polypanels" en-
5^". Shapes color

No?7( 782|' (MED.— 128 PCS.) $10.75 Ppd.
No- 7I,783E .^....(LGE.—300 PCS.) $20.95 Ppd.

AUTHENTIC ACUPUNCTURE MODEL
Learn first-hand about Asi-
atic needle probing from
exact duplicate of models
used in Red China. 10%"
free-standing model clearly
shows 12 all-Important me-
ridian lines and appros 500
specific points an acupunc-
turist must learn to pierce.
Precise enough to serve as
teaching aid for doctors,
teachers & medical students. Fully Illustr
page bklt. See why this 5000 yr. old healing & pain
moval method has had such impact on Amer. medicine.
Polyethylene (rubberized).
Stock No. 7I,778E $10.00 Ppd.

LEARN SECRETS OF HEREDITY!
Explore fascinating world
of genetics w/famous Dro-
sophlla Melanogaster (fruit-
fly) Study Kit. Cross breed
them. Create mutations &
pure strains. You control
heredity—see results. See
larva change to beautiful
complex flies. Isolate
virgins. Make chromosome

salivary glands.

fresh cultures. For ages 11

7'-724E $t7.50 Ppd.

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAU"
balloon

-- -, .'ivp F
Fhen the

num. which makes a bal-
loon perky and adventurous
Now here's 20 times the fun

|—20 balloons of 4, 5 or
6" diam. With them, a
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. in.)
can containing 20 liters of '

helium to inflate all 20. He-
lium is a safe non-toxic inert gas.
Stock No. 71.289E $3.00 Ppd.

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KITBuild your own 8ee-throu«h
motorized model of revolu-

'

tionary pistonlesa type en-
fiine . . . only engine experts
tliink economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Replaces piston,
cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
removed for firing cham-

Smaller; fewer parts
i h,p. Switch. Reg. 2— 1.5V. batt. (not-incl

li'.f'^C?.^.''''?!'^ „,-„.; $.6.75 Ppd!

bers )

,

greater rel., lef

No. 7 1.424 E
519 Pg. "Wanker- Book No". 9439E ..'.'.

"$T5.'2'5 Ppd*
GROW FANTASTIC "KILLER" PLANTS

World
terestlng plants! Each
nivorous plant lures &
insectvictlms In own unlqi
way. Glistening red Sundew
attracs prey w/odor, holds
w/gluellke substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures in.sect3 w/color-
ing. sweetness; traps S'
drowns them. Tapered hoi

Incl 1

ilirectini

Stock No. 60.922E S4 50 PnriVENUS F LY TRAP 3-PACK (Jt60859E)* '.'
.'

$2 00 Ppd
NEW ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR-$99.50

Terrific American-made val-
ue w/big machine capabil-
ities. Add. subtract, mul-
tiply, divide do mixed
calculations—silent answers
in milli-seconds, 8 digit
entry & readout w/16-digIt
cap. Auto, precise to the
decimal. Also features fixed
decimal, constant key un-
derflow, zero suppression,
minus signal for true credit balan
keyboard roll over memory. SoU'l sta
only 3-Ih, Year guarantee (normal use).
No. 78.000E .. (6'/2 X9xy' Hi) $99.50_Ppd.

FEATHERWEIGHT TREASURE FINDER
Best, easiest to use solid
state, metal detector at Its
price. U.S. madel Only 3
lbs! 6" search ' ' '

dollar at 8". bag of
IS". Easily works thru dirt,
sand, wood, water (30" deep)
and rock with no power loss.
Detects your "find" sharply
with "sound off" loud-
speaker. Comes ready to go. Oi
sistor; adjus. stem; perfect balance. Incls 9\
TREASURE GUIDE To 101 Treasure Sites.
Stock No. 80.I75E $39.95 Ppd.

"FISH" WITH A MAGNET
Go treasure hunting on the
bottom! Fascinating fun &
sometimes profltablel Tie
line to our 5-lb. Magnet-
drop it overboard in bay,

haul can be outboard
motors, anchors, etc. 5-lb.
Magnet Is war surplus

—

.Mniro-Y Type—Gov't cost

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!
164 PAGES • MORE THAN

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new catalog. 164 pages packed with
nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting new
categories. Many new items. lOO's of charts,
illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique

parts etc.. for hobbyists,
ops.

EDMUND SCrENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building. Barrtngton, N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

EDMUND
SCIEIMTIFIC CO.

300 EDSCQRP BLDG.
BARRIIVIGTOIM, IMEW JERSEY 08007



1073 Chevrolet Suburban.
Forthe family that needs

more than a wagon.

If a wagon just isn't quite enough, ask
for more: Chevrolet's Suburban Estate for
'73. More room. You can order seats for as
many as nine. More cargo-carrying capacity.
Massive Girder Beam front suspension and
rear leaf springs. Two-wheel drive standard;
4-wheel drive available. More convenience.
With four side doors. More performance.
Specify up to a 454-cubic-inch V8. More warm-
weather comfort, too, when you order double-
unit air conditioning. Like trailering? Sub-
urban, with its rugged truck chassis, can
move up to 14,000 lbs. of trailer, cargo, people
and Suburban. What more could you ask?

The luxury of a passenger car with the toughness of a truck. Deep foam
cushioning, rich upholstery fabrics and vinyls. Extensive sound insulation.
Wagon-type tailgate available with or without power window. Plenty of
storage space behind the rear seat.

^^y Buildinga betterwayto see the U.SA
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INTRODUCING
SQUIRB

GOLDENBOUNTY
%m/i,

»-J\ -^

Vitamin E I —^*"'^

Now there's a whole Une of natural-

source vitamins on your druggist's shelf

from Squibb: Golden Bounty*
And the "Squibb" part is important.

What's in a name?
When you buy vitamins, you're buy-

ing the company name that's on the bot-

tle too. You're making an investment in

confidence.

When it comes to vitamins, you
deserve that kind of confidence.

If you want natural-source vitamins

you should be able to buy them from a

source you can trust. From a company
that knows vitamins. Squibb has mar-

keted vitamin products since 1875.

What's in the Hne?
Golden Bounty'" products contain

natural-source ingredients* and are made
for Squibb to our exacting specifications.

You'll find vitamin A, vitamin E, wheat

germ oil, rose hips with C, cod liver oil,

brewer's yeast, protein tablets, B complex

with vitamin C, and protein powder— in

assorted strengths and sizes.

And we have a booklet for you that

tells more about Golden Bounty, with

specific strengths, sizes and sources. Get

OiDlden HDunty

one in drugstores that show the colorful

Golden Bounty decal in the window.

A special offer.

Buy Golden Bounty now and get

handsome nature books at discount

prices. For every book ordered, a dona-

tion will be made to a charitable founda-

tion with an active pro-

gram of preserving land

for recreation and park

use. Your drugstore has

, details.

Vitamins containing natural-source ingredients.

From SQUIBB, a source you can trust. SQUIBB
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Authors

Ten years ago, Bernard L.

Strehler was pessimistic about the

possibility of substantially extend-

ing the healthy middle years of

Bernard L. Strehler

people's lives. Today he feels that

"this is indeed a possibility"; that

"indefinite life—that is, immortal-

ity—is not beyond the edge of the

possible." Strehler, who received

his Ph.D. in cellular biology from

Johns Hopkins University, is pro-

fessor of biology at the University

of Southern California and author

of Time, Cells and Aging, Aca-

demic Press, 1962.

Free-lance conservationist Ian J.

Strange made his first visit to the

Falkland Islands fourteen years ago

and has since studied, photo-

graphed, and painted much of the

wildlife on that small cluster of is-

lands in the South Atlantic. Born in

Peterborough, England, Strange

holds a British qualification certifi-

cate in agriculture, botany, and hor-

ticulture, and is a wildlife and con-

servation adviser to the Falkland

Islands government. He has written

many conservation articles for vari-

tained an M.A. degree in 1966. She

is currently at work on a book that

will project a new theory for the un-

solved mystery of the Roman poet

Ian J. Strange

ous British publications and has

just completed a book. The
Falkland Islands, Stackpole

Books, Harrisburg, 1972.

Dena Justin's "avid interest" in

archeology and prehistory com-

plements her teaching and research

as assistant professor of classics at

lona College in New Rochelle, New
York. Born in Nikolaev, Russia,

she has studied literature and clas-

sics at New York University and at

Columbia University, where she ob-

Dena Justin

Ovid's exile to Tomis, on the Black

Sea, by the Emperor Augustus in

A.D. 8.

Harvey A. Ardman has long

been a collector of historical memo-
rabilia and ephemera, especially

items made between the years 1850

and 1930. He first became inter-

ested in Jumbo after seeing the

Book of Jumbo, which P^ T.

Barnum issued in 1882 to publicize

the huge elephant—a major attrac-

tion of the recently merged Barnum

and Bailey circus. Ardman, who

holds a master of science degree

from Columbia University's School

of Journalism, was formerly Science

and Technology Editor for the Re-

search Institute of America and is



McGraw-Hill

Color Slide Program
of the Great Masters

invites you to enjoy this entirely new

Color SUde
Art Lecture

in your own home for

1

View 20 masterpiecel
by Leonardo da Vinci|

Read fascinating 1

commentary about I

the artist and eacli

painting.
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McGraw-Hill Color Slide Program
of the Great Masters, Dept. AY-125

1221 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020

PLEASE enter my trial subscription to this

completely new Color Slide Pjogram and
send me the Leonardo da Vinci Album (includ-
ing 20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lec-

ture). Bill me only $1, plus a few cents shipping.
If I am not delighted with this introductory
package, I may return everything within 10 days,
cancel my subscription, and owe nothing.

If I do continue, you will send me a new
Color Shde Album approximately every six

weeks (for 10 days trial examination) and bill

me at the subscribers' low price of $6.95, plus
shipping. I may take as few or as many Albums
as I like, and may stop whenever I wish. After
my fourth shipment I will be given a choice of
receiving all remaining albums in one conveni-
ent shipment, or continuing with single-album
shipments.

Name

Address

City

State Zip No

Check here if you wish the Kodak Carousel 600
Projector Included and remit $48.95. plus tax.

with this card in envelope addressed to McGraw-Hill
Color Slide Program of the Great Masters. If not de-
hghted, return projector within 10 days for full refund.

This otter avvlies to U.S. and Canada only. A

Imagine thethruiof
viewing the famous "Mona Lisa" in the true colors of the
artist's palette and the same size as the original in the
Louvre! This work is just one of the priceless paintings

by Leonardo da Vinci you and your family will enjoy
when you receive your introductory Color Slide Album.

MAIL ATTACHED CARD TODAY
SEND NO MONEY-NO POSTAGE REQUIRED J



ENJOY THIS SPECTACULAR NEW

Color Slide Art Lecture
IN YOUR HOME FOR $1

You will view 20 famous

masterpieces by the great

LEONARDO DA VINCI

each one projected on your wall in

THE FULL GLORY OF THE ORIGINALS

You will receive fascinating commentary

on each painting and its place in the

life of the artist. You will discover a new

way to increase your enjoyment and

understanding of the world's great art.

A special demonstration offer from the new Color Slide Program of the Great Masters

THERE IS NO EXPERIENCE in the world of
art more thrilling than to stand before a

magnificent painting—and to learn about it

from someone who knows the work well.

Suddenly everything you see takes on new
meaning, as you begin to understand fully

what the artist is communicating through
his particular choice of color, form, brush
stroke, and theme.

Now, your family can share this exciting

experience—and important cultural advan-
tage—at home, through the entirely new
Color Slide Program of the Great Masters.
You view world-famous works of art pro-
jected on your own wall in the full glory of
the original canvases—w\i\\t a noted author-
ity points out the significant aspects of each
painting, and gives you fascinating back-
ground on the man behind the masterpiece.

This method of art education—the color
slide art lecture—is widely used by leading
museums and universities. It has never be-
fore been made available to families at home.
A new way to deepen your appreciation of art and artists

As a subscriber, you are offered a series of un-
usual albums, each containing 20 color slides of
priceless paintings by a celebrated master. These
superb 35mm slides were created by specialists
in art photography working in leading museums
and collections throughout Europe and Amer-
ica. The authentic colors of the original paint-
ings, every subtle line and detail, are brilliantly
revealed on these slides. They can be shown on

any standard home slide projector. (If you do
not own a projector, you may obtain one at low
cost with your trial Album. See the special offer

at the right.)

The color slides, however, are only one part
of the Album. Bound into the center of each
Album is an illustrated 40-page guided lecture
which discusses the artist's life as well as each
of the 20 paintings presented; its place in the de-
velopment of the artist, its importance in the
history of art. its reflection of the tastes and atti-

tudes of the period.

As you view the paintings projected on your
wall and read the absorbing commentary, you
and your family will discover a whole new di-

mension in the enjoyment of art. If you have
been disappointed by the inadequacies of small
prints and art reproductions, you will be de-
lighted with the thrilling visual experience of-

fered by the Color Slide Program of the Great
Masters. It is very much like taking your own
"private tour" with an art expert guiding you
through the world's finest collections.

The Program is flexible—tlie cost is low

Approximately every six weeks, you are of-

fered a complete new Color Slide Album of 20
distinctive slides and an illustrated lecture. Forth-
coming Albums will be devoted to the lives and
works of such great masters as Michelangelo,
Rembrandt, Goya, Gauguin, and Picasso, as

well as Rubens, Van Gogh, Lautrec, Chagall,

and other outstanding artists from every major
period.

If the slides were available from museums,
you would expect to pay as much as $15 a set.

Yet, as a member of this new Program, you pay

only $6.95 for each complete Album—including
20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lecture.
You may take as few or as many as you like,

and may stop whenever you wish.

Accept this $1 demonstration offer

To introduce you to the Color Slide Program of
the Great Masters, we wiU send you the Color
Slide Album, Leonardo da Vinci (described
above), for 10 days trial. If you are delighted
with the demonstration, send only $1, plus a
few cents for shipping. Thereafter, you will be
offered a new Album approximately every six

weeks at the low price of only $6.95. You will

also be given the opportunity to elect to receive
remaining volumes. If not thrilled, however,
simply return everything within 10 days, and
you will be under no further obligation. Mail
the attached card today.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A PROJECTOR, heres an unusual op-
portunity. We can offer you the sensational Kodak Car-
ousel 600 Projector supplied with a 500-watt lamp, and
3-lnch //3.5 Ektanar lens. This top-rated projector shows
all regular 2"x2" 35mm slides.

It has dependable gravity feed
and you have instant access to

any slide at any time. List price
$64.95 — subscribers' price only
$48.95. plus tax. Remittance '

must accompany trial subscrip-
tion form. If you are not com-
pletely delighted with the pro-
jector, you may return in 10
days for a full refund.

If Reply Card has been removed, write Color

Slide Program of the Great Masters, Dept. AY-125

1221 Ave. of the Americas. New York, N.Y. 10020.



SMALL . .

.

perhaps a bit backward . .

.

BUT TRULY EXTRA ORDINARY
After almost 100 years of doing it,

we're still processing meats up here in

the BERKSHIRES just as wt did long

before pumps and needles and artificial

flavorings were invented. When meat

processing was an art, not a race.

And in our own slow way, we've man-

aged to develop a rather full and, if you

ask us, exciting line of MEAT products,

each with its own full-bodied flavor.

BANGERS (the distinctively different

British Sausage ) . . . smokedMUTTON . .

.

old-time smoked HAMS . . . CROWN
ROASTS of smoked PORK LOIN . .

.

smoked CAPONS, TURKEYS and

GAME HENS... smoked TROUT,
and more.

McArthurs SmokeKouse
Box7II-Millerton,N.Y. 12546

We're very proud of our wares (and of

our brisk and lively service ) and

offer you our sampler . . . half of a

FULLY-BAKED HAM (5 to 6 lbs.),

a pound of lusty BACON, all liberally

seasoned with nostalgia, (or $16.50 de-

livered anywhere in the continental U.S.,

generally by United Parcel Service, with

your unbridled delight always uncondition-

ally guaranteed by us.

If you've never experienced BANGERS,
we'll ship you a pound free with your

first order, just for your edification.

Or at least ask for our CATALOGUE
. . . such as it IS.

ORDERAVOLVO FROM EUROPE NOWAND
WE'LL HELPYOU SAVEYOUR SAVINGS.
When you visit Europe and buy a

new car, you save.

But the savings you expect can get

badly dented by customs duty and port

charges.

Unless you pick a Volvo and order

it through a U.S. dealer Then we pay

those items for you.

How much you save depends on

which Volvo you pick and where you

pick it up.

Our least expensive model, shipped

direct to the U.S. from our factory,

can cost you 9.6% less than the U.S.

list price.

If you drive your Volvo in Europe,

you 11 save somewhat less. But you

won 1 have to pay a bundle for renting

a car.

We can most likely deliver your

Volvo to any country you're visiting

in Western Europe (except Greece

or Spam).

Clip the coupon now, though, and

give us all the notice you can.

Volvos aren t flung together at the

last minute.

TO: Tourist Delivery Sales Dept. NAS 1
j

Volvo of America Corporation I

Rockleigh, N.J. 07647

Please send me full details of your European I

Delivery Plan.

1 plan to be in Europe on or about ,

(date)

[H Please have my nearest Vblvo dealer I

Harvey A. Ardman

presently working on a number of

film scripts, including one based on

the lite of Jumbo.

Keith S. Thomson is associate

professor of biology at Yale Univer-

sity and associate curator at the

Peabody Museum of Natural His-

tory in New Haven, Connecticut.

Born in Derbyshire, England,

Thomson completed his doctorate

in biology at Harvard University in

1963. In studying the evolutionary

transition between fish and tetra-

pod, Tliomson has collected fossil

vertebrates in northern Kenya and

Australia. In 1969 he participated

in the Royal Society's experimental

deep-slope fishing expeditioii in the

Indian Ocean. Thomson, who orga-

nized the American contribution in

^
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the 1972 three-nation coelacanth

expedition (United States, France,

and the United Kingdom) is now in-

vestigating the possibihty of a deep-

subraersible survey and study of

coelacanths in the Comoros.

John A.L. Cooke

Author of more than fifty papers

on spiders, and coauthor of the Ox-

ford Book ofInvertebrates, John A.

L. Cooke holds a doctorate in

zoology from Oxford. Cooke, an as-

sociate curator in the Department

of Entomology of The American

Museum of Natiu-al History, has

been on arachnological expeditions

to Turkish Kurdistan, Tanzania,

North Africa, Jamaica, Mexico, and

Trinidad. He is now studying the

roles of the defensive urticating

hairs of tarantulas.

4 Deluxe Orient Holidays
from the airline that

was born in the Orient.

See the Orient through

the eyes of Orientals.

On JAL's Deluxe

HappI Holidays, the

quoted price includes

your round-trip fare

on JAL from the West

Coast, deluxe hotels, a

la carte dining,services

'h't'} l^vl.' '^*i I * ^1 of an experienced tour
"

' director, luxury sight-

seeing, transfers, tips.

(Prices based on dou-

ble occupancy in hotels

and G.I.T. Economy
basic season air fare.

Add$54,July-October,

for peak season.)

Select the tours below which appeal to you most and we'll send you complete

information, plus our 1973 "World Festival of Tours" booklet.

'sender^u^ou^oTder^u^u^his reply form along the dotted line, ^l
THEN FOLD AND SEAL AS INDICATED. J

Please send me information about the tours I have checked below:

n#3102. Grand Japan. Tokyo, Nikko,

Hiroshima, Osaka—and more. 4 days in

historic Kyoto, an Inland Sea cruise, Jap-
anese ryokan living for 2 days in Beppu.

Membership limited to 18-24 guests.

20 days $2199.

n #0114. World Carousel. From colorful

Tokyo with its shrines and tea houses to

"Shangri La"—Nepal. From Taiwan to

Hong Kong, the Philippines, Bali, Singa-

pore, Bangkok and Burma. And more:

India, Pakistan, the Middle East, Greece.

The ultimate. 48 days $3794.

n #4105. Around the World. Classic first

stop, Japan, followed by Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Thailand, Bali, Singapore. Then
on to Nepal, India, the Netherlands, New
York. 26 days $2859.50.

D #3106. Grand Orient. Unhurried days

in deluxe hotels (Tokyo's Imperial, the

Bali Beach Inter-Continental, Hong
Kong's world-famous Peninsula). Your
itinerary: Japan, Taiwan, the Philippines,

Bali, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
Hong Kong. 44 days $4285.

Name

Address_

City _State_ _Zip_

Please have a travel consultant call me at_

My travel agent is _NH 0273 JAPAN AIR LINES
FOLD BACK AND DOWN HERE.

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT NO. 6712

New York, N.Y.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No postage necessary if mailed in the United States

Postage Will Be Paid By

JAPAN AIR LINES
P.O. Box 618

NewYork, N.Y. 10011

I SEAL ENTIRE EDGE. DO NOT STAPLE.



Letters

T>vo China Opinions
Re: "Peking Man (and Woman)

Today" in your November issue.

Between that and the previous in-

stallment, all I can say is that Dr.

Galston apparently left his critical

faculties at home when he made
that trip.

Charles H. Chandler

GaithersbuTg, Maryland

I am most pleased to have read

the articles by Arthur W. Galston

on his experiences in China. I cer-

tainly hope that he will continue to

contribute to Natural History so

those of us less fortunate and un-

able to personally experience life in

China can vicariously experience

through his words and descriptions.

He writes beautifully and vividly

projects and describes his trials,

tribulations, and experiences with

human beings representing a cul-

ture quite different from ours. A
most worthy paper; thanks for

presenting him.

Leon J. Pinsker, D.D.S.

Mill Valley, California

Quebec's Wolves
In your "Letters" of December,

1972, there appeared a most unjust

and unfair opinion signed by Kath-

erine Raynor. In her letter she tells

your readers that "the Government

of Quebec has launched a new ex-

termination program for wolves,

which includes hunting, traps, and

poison bait." For her guidance and

that of your readers, here is the offi-

cial answer of the Government of

Quebec to the public statements re-

cently made on this subject:

"Following a recent wave of pro-

tests coming from various con-

servation groups in North America,

the Quebec Fish and Game Depart-

ment wishes to clarify its policy on

predator control. ... A very lim-

ited trapping program has been

planned to reduce the wolf popu-

lation in ten or fifteen white-tailed

deer yards within a larger area of

about 5,000 squaie miles. Deer

have been suffering severe prisdator

damage in these specific areas last

year and the previous year. Special

efforts are now being made to help

this deer population to recover, not

only by local predator control, but

also by curtailing the hunting sea-

son and manipulating the winter

habitat.

"The use of poison is not being

considered. The control areas are

determined by trained biologists

and the trapping performed by ex-

perienced game wardens. The wolf

range covers more than 500,000

square miles in Quebec, which

means that the present control ap-

plies to much less than 1 percent of

this area. This is far from an exter-

mination program.

"When compared with most of

the Canadian provinces and Ameri-

can states, Quebec has a very pro-

gressive predator control policy; it

has no bounty on predators, it does

not plan to use chemical toxicants,

and it controls its predators on a lo-

cal and temporary basis where the

need has been certified by trained

biologists. Endangered species are

completely protected by law but the

timber wolf or coyote cannot seri-

ously be considered as endangered

in Canada."

Guy Poliquin

Delegate General of Quebec

New York, New York

Double-Edged
Hatchet

I feel I must take exception to

the "hatchet job" done on author

Peter Matthiessen and photogra-

pher Eliot Porter by Eliot Elisofon

in "Books in Review," December.

Mr. Elisofon appears to lack the

sensitivity necessary to appreciate

Matthiessen's "well-tempered"

prose. This leads to such blunders

as asking, "Wliat does that mean?"
when presented with the author's

description of the mbira as an in-

strument "that produces soft swift

wistful rhythms of time passing."

As has been pointed out by e.e.

cummings and others, "Art doesn't

have to mean."

Elisofon 's irritating tendency to

criticize for what people didn't do

reaches its peak in his harping on

subjects that he feels are worthy of

Mr. Porter's attention. This gives

him a chance to rhapsodize about

what a fine fellow he is and how he

would shoot thus and so. Frankly, if

he were all that good, chances are

Porter would be reviewing a book

by Elisofon!

J. M. Dyer
York College

York, Pennsylvania

IVacirema Decoded
I read with considerable tseretni

about "The Mysterious Fall of Naci-

rema" [December, 1972]. I was

able to rehpiced all but one of the

lausunu terms because these were

spelled drawkcab.

The only unusual word I couldn't

decipher was "mcnahulesque,"

which appeared in the tenth line on

page 81. Spelled backward, it

would read "euqseluhancm," which

is quite wen to me, so apparently a

different yek is indicated. Would
you please etalsnart this one word

for me into hsilgne?

J. E. WORDEN
Washington, D.C.

Rotide's note: The translation is

"McLuhanesque.

"



Life mask taken 60 days before Lincoln's death. The hand was cast in 1860. From the collection of Clarence Hay

The pain and exaltation .. . . the wit and

wisdom ... the doubts and the

monumental courage— every important

word he ever wrote or uttered ...
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A INew Age
for Aging

After 30, everyone begins a steady, predictable

decline toward death. Now we are on the brink of an alternative

by Bernai-d 1^. Strehler-

Growing old is a process thai few

people care to ponder; indeed, most

people skirt the issue b\ spending a

surprising amount of time and ef-

fort tr\ing to remain youthful. We
greet long-lost friends with com-

ments about how well they look

(meaning: vou haven't aged much),

^e automaticaUv categorize people

according to whether they are

vounger or older than we are

(meaning: I envy your youthful

vigor and appearance or you ha\e

deteriorated more than I have). Bil-

lions of dollars are spent every yeaj

on cosmetics (meaning: we want to

look voung). Men dutifully jog

around their suburban neighbor-

hoods before leaving for the office

(meaning: mavbe this wUl slow

down the deterioration of mv cir-

culatory system). We adulate vouth

and respect age (meaning: I would

like to be voung again: but there

must be something good to look for-

waid to—wisdom, perhaps). We ad-

vise friends to stop smoking (mean-

ing: vou may be shortening your

life). The point is tlial every human
being, whether he admits it or nol,

is at least vaguely apprehensive

about the slow deterioration of his

structure and functions that eventu-

ally ends in death.

Concern about aging and death is

an important component of our sub-

conscious life and n]a\ contiibule

more than is (jbsious to the in-

<Teased mental disease among the

middle-aged and elderly. Anxiety

about the changed role in life that

follows the female menopause or

vague fears about potency in aging

males are stresses that nearly every-

one endures in silence despite the

reassuring witticism of gerontolo-

gist Alex Comfort: "People give up

sex tor the same reasons tiiey give

up bicycling—it looks sillv. arthritis

makes it painful, or one has no bi-

cycle!"

With all of the deep and hidden

concerns about the processes that

cause this sense of impermanence,
it seems surprising that society has

not invested more in trying to un-

derstand, control, arrest, or even re-

verse the underlying causes of ag-

ing. On the face of it, nothing

would seem more appealing as a

goal for the average person than an

extension of the healthful years of

life. Ceitainly most men are more
carious about the reasons behind

theii" own ephemeral existence on

this globe than about the constitu-

tion of the rocks on the moon or

whether life is present on Mais. But

to date, less has been spent on the

entire spectrum of research efforts

in biological aging than on a single

moon shot.

Tlic reason, of course, is that

men have become so accustomed to

believing that their individual lives

are hnite, and that death is the in-

evitable price we pay for living,

that they have refused to consider a

biological alternative to individual

extinction. After all, if death is in-

evitable—and unpleasant as well-

why waste time, thought, and re-

sources on a hopeless and depress-

ing pursuit? Maybe if we don't

think about it, it will go away.

Ironically, the same generation

that learned to split and hainess the

atom, cracked the genetic code, and

sent men to the moon may be the

very one that will not bejiefil from

the eventual amelioralion of the ag-

ijig process - a possibility that C(juld

become a piactJcal reality before

the end of this century. The t ontrol

of the atom was the product of the

urgencies of war; the understanding

of how we are specified in long

strings of genetic "beads," which

each of our i:eUs contains, was the

culmination of a century of effort to

understand the modes and mechan-

ics of inheritance and gene ex-

pression: the conquest of space was

prompted bv the preceding suc-

cesses of om- competitors' Sputniks.

But until now, the conquest of time

itself has not been a social objec-

tive, and the President's recent



pocket veto of a bill to establish a

National Institute for Research on

Aging may postpone effective pur-

suit of this goal for another decade.

Implicit in the drive for federal

support of reseai'ch in this area is

the possibility that men will be able

to control—and perhaps reverse-

part or all of the aging process. But

the only way we can accurately pre-

dict what the chances are is to un-

derstand the nature of the events

that lead to human aging. The

transformation of life from a young

state to an old one encompasses

more than the mere passage of time,

but the biological processes in-

volved are not generallv understood

by the public. Perhaps if the basic

principles and the rapidly growing

body of new data were more openly

discussed, there would be gi^eater

public support for the needed in-

vestment in fundamental research.

Only such research, now or in the

very near future, may make greatly

extended lifetimes available for

present generations of humans.

There are two generalizations to

keep in mind about the events that

occur as we age. The first is that

many, although not all, bodily func-

tions decrease gradually as aging

takes place. This will not be news

to anyone: all schoolboys know they

can outrun their giandfathers and

that the aged are less active, usually

less alert, and more subject to dis-

ease than young adults. But this

knowledge had not been put on a

quantitative basis. During the last

thirtv years, however, Nathan
Shock, the father of American ge-

rontology, and his associates have

described the exact rate at which

different kinds of bodily functions

fail. The essence of these findings is

that most functions decrease gradu-

ally, at a rate of about 1 percent of

the original capacity per year after

age thirty. This means that the re-

serve ability to do all kinds of work
will run out at about age 120. It is

not surprising, therefore, that about

118 years is the greatest age at-

tained by any human for whom
good records of birth and death are

available. There are occasional

claims that individuals in certain

parts of the Caucasus Mountains of

the Soviet Union attain ages twenty

or more vears greater than this, but

in the absence of records most such

claims can probably be dismissed as

30 40 50 ^ 75^ 70 80 90 Age

Based on distance a nerve impulse travels in one second.

folk fables. Once one attains great

age, there is a great temptation to

exaggerate it.

The second generalization is that

the chance of dying does not in-

crease in proportion to the amount
of function lost. This was discov-

ered and formulated into a simple

mathematical law in about 1832 by

an English insurance actuary, Ben-

jamin Gompertz. The Gompertz law

states that the chance of dying dou-

bles about every eight years, irres-

pective of the environment in which

one lives. This means that the

chance of dying is about 1,000

times greater for a man of 100 than

for a man of 25. If we did not age-
that is, if we kept the physiology of

a 15-year-old indefinitely—the aver-

age human life-span would be in ex-

cess of 20,000 years. This would

mean that the oldest members
among us could tell stories about

the last Ice Age and give personal

accounts of the entire span of re-

corded human history.

The basic question, of course, is

not do we age, but what is the un-

derlying mechanism. This can be

summarized as follows: we age pri-

mai'ily because the cells in our bod-

ies that cannot replace themselves

either die or lose a small part of

theii" function every year. This law

applies to most of the tissues of the

body, although some cells and tis-

sues seem immune to the effects of

the passage of time. These nonaging

tissues include those covering the

surfaces of the body (the skin and

the lining of the digestive system)

and the circulating cells in our

blood. The skin forms a new layer

of cells every four days or so, the

lining of the gut is replenished ev-

ery day or two, and the red blood

cells are replaced on a regular

schedule everv four months.

Other body cells, such as those of

the liver, replace themselves more
slowly, although the liver (of ex-

perimental animals) can regrow to

its original size within a week or so

if part of it is removed surgically.

Parts of the kidneys and the con-

nective tissues are able to replace

themselves more or less on demand.

Key organs and tissues in which

cell replacement is either absent or

inadequate are the muscles, heart,

brain, and certain endocrine and

immunity-conferring tissues. The

nonreplenishing, or postmitotic,

cells involved exhibit two major dif-

lO
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ruly.wouldntlp

.ovelierorniore

peaceful than

Costa Rica...

sphere areiio beaches

^ more superb than

Pacific Coast and

^s unspoiled...

I? Here toyour own homesite at

BEilGIIES ol NOSARA
Truly, wouldn't you like to run away here to this garden of

ours? Doesn't your bruised spirit need the soft touch of loving

people, your tense body the pure spray of clean, clean air fil-

tered by sunshine? Don't you long for a place where every day is

gentle summer, where tree-wrapped mountains stretch 12,500

feet to the sky, where tumbling streams and waterfalls and wave-

lapped t>eaches beg to heal you?

In all truth, isn't it a sort of self-destruction to accept with-

out demur (as maybe you do) the dank cheerless clutch of winter

cold—the wintry faces of cheerless people?

So we ask you again: wouldn't you like to run away here to a

place of your own in this nature-blessed country, inhabited by a

people who deserve every bit of the beauty they've been given?

For the astonishing fact is that the Costa Rican people-

perhaps like none other on earth— live in peace. All of them, each

with the other, live and work in PEACE!
Consider them, the 1% million of them: handsome, gentle,

literate, industrious and (phenomenon of our times!) kindly—

a

European-sprung people who are constantly embracing, shaking

hands, even with strangers, a people to whom law and order is

symbolized by a smiling policeman armed with nothing more

menacing than a whistle, directing traffic with a murmured "por

favor." The phrase "law and order" doesn't have an ominous

meaning here. It's incredible for a foreigner to learn that there

is no army in Costa Rica (without an army, Costa Ricans say,

there is no danger of a military take-over). The only military

uniforms worn are by police and there are more schools in Costa

Rica than there are uniforms. Not alone more school-children or

more school-teachers but actually more schools than military

uniforms! Amazing? No wonder that Gov. Nelson Rockefeller,

having undergone a rather stormy Latin American tour in 1968,

exclaimed happily when he finally got to simpatico Costa Rica:

"This perfect jewel of a country!" The NEW YORK TIMES in an

editorial on February 5th, 1970 headed "Costa Rica's Example"

praises the solid democracy of this tiny country and says in part:

"Doing what comes natura//y, a half-million voters have brought

off (Costa Rica's fifth successive) peaceful presidential election

in twenty years."

Yet, it isn't only each other whom Costa Ricans like. There is

no xenophobia here at all: foreigners are warmly welcomed and
North Americans, especially, are cherished. Nearly 15,000 of us

from the U.S. live and prosper in Costa Rica. English is widely

spoken, and the word has been gradually slipping out that in

this "jewel of a country" lies the fulfillment of the wistful dream
of so many harassed Americans: the mind picture of that perfect

retreat where climate and man are in gentle harmony with each

other.

It's rather astonishing that this spectaculariy beautiful coun-

try, really not that distant from the States, is much less familiar

to Americans than the islands of the Caribbean. Almost every-

one knows, and many have visited, the grouping of tropical Edens

called the West Indies—their fabled greenness, the sparkling

waters in which they are set. Yet Costa Rica's climate has all the

balm of its island neighbors and is more exhilaratingly varied.

The sea that stretches along the east coast of this slender strip

of Central America is the Caribbean. Go west less than 150 miles

and there is the Pacific: nowhere does this greatest of oceans

wash more beautiful shores than Costa Rica's, incongruously,

some travel writers have called this country "The Switzerland of

Central America"; still it is true that Costa Rica's mountains are

as glorious in their tropical setting as the Alps in their ambience.

And it is further a fact that these mountains aid in making the

climate the delight it is. San Jose, the capital, is in the central

plateau, 3500 feet above sea level, and about midway between

the Caribbean and the Pacific. The city's climate is simply noth-

ing less than perpetual Spring with the mean temperature steady

at 70° every month of the year. But even at Pacific coast sea

level — at our BEACHES OF NOSARA, for example - even here,

the mean annual temperature is only 78 degrees accompanied

by humidity so low that it can't be matched by the Caribbean

islands. And not to put down the exotic West Indies, there's a

good deal more of Costa Rica that the islands can't match. Nature

thrives on an immense scale here. Naturalists have identified

762 species of birds (in all of the United States, 130 times

Costa Rica's size, there are 725 varieties). And such birds!

Partridge, parrots, cuckoos, toucans along with the wrens.

(Advertisement)
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thrushes, orioles, finches. We have deer, raccoon, monkies. Costa
Rica's soil is so fertile that Texas cattle ranchers are incredulous
that what would be prized crop acreage in their state is used
casually as cattle-raising land here. (It has been reported by the
WALL STREET JOURNAL that Lyndon Johnson bought a ranch
on the Pacific side of Costa Rica.) And what lush growth springs
from the soil! Great forests of majestic trees; lignum vitae can
be so huge that a single tree's branches may shelter an entire

herd of cattle. There are groves whose boughs bend under the
weight of fruit—citrus, mangoes, bananas, coconuts. Costa Rican
coffee is unparalleled. Hundreds of varieties of orchids grow wild.

We produce vegetables of a size and flavor such as few North
American housewives have seen (our portfolio, if you'll send
for it, has photos taken in a market and you'll find hard to believe

those giant radishes and scallions).

Costa Rica has a record of steady economic progress and
every foreigner who has come here is instantly aware that this

progress is mounting toward affluence. Clearly, a country of

such natural richness and with so extraordinary a people, puts

fresh meaning into the overworked word opportunity. Oh. oppor-

tunity is here, all right. And for none better than for North Amer-
icans. There are no restrictions against private investment and
the list of American businesses, small and large, is long. For you
who simply want to retire, there are special privileges if you are

not a Costa Rican, all you have to prove is a guaranteed income
of $325 monthly for you and your wife and you are exempt from
paying taxes. San Jose has everything—for the soul as well as

the stomach. Opera, symphony, splendid movie houses, theater

(its National Theater, marbled and mirrored, is a graceful replica

of L'Opera in Paris). Many doctors and surgeons are from U.S.

medical schools; the hospitals are excellent. You can buy any-

thing in the handsome shops and the cost of living is joyfully

low. T-bone steak, eggs, vegetables, fruits are far below U.S.

prices. An elegant Spanish architectural 3 bedroom house can

presently be constructed for less than $10,000, and a live-in-

maid and a gardener will service it at a combined monthly wage
of $80 for both.

Education is a positive obsession in Costa Rica. There are

2,379 elementary schools with 350,000 children attending, and
112 high schools, art academies, business schools, etc. The
beautiful complex of the University of Costa Rica has an enroll-

ment of 12,000 students. And the academic standing of the

English language private schools is very high. The most prestig-

ious of these accommodates North American children at a tuition

of $38 a month. And that includes busing to and from school!

San Jose has a fine airport, one of the largest, most con-

venient and modern in Central America, and the jet flight from

Miami via LACSA or TACA takes about iVi hours and presently

costs $182 round trip. For the autoist the drive from the States

along the Pan American Highway is a memorable one; south of

Cartago In Costa Rica, the famous road climbs to its highest

elevation— 10,931 feet.

So it had to happen: Here we were, a group of Americans-
land developers. We'd heard of Costa Rica and we came here,

instantly to be entranced by its beauty and won by its people. We
knew quite soon—almost like the original Spanish discoverers

who gave it the name "rich coast"—that this was the country

we'd been looking for. All that remained now was to find the

quintessential tract of land that had everything— natural loveli-

ness, serenity, climate, beaches. We found it. We found it in the

peninsula of Nicoya directly on the Pacific. And we named this

tranquil place . . . BEACHES OF NOSARA
We've employed many superlatives in this ad—maybe, you'll

suspect, even extravagances. Yet at the risk of once more stretch-

ing your bounds of credibility, we say this: that nowhere in the

world will you find more glorious beaches than the two miles

of beautiful white sand and unimaginably clean, clear sea that

front our property. There is one section that is modestly com-
pared to the best surfing Hawaii has to offer; and, wonderfully

for the less adventurous, there is a long piece where the sea is

quiet and where even infants can play in the water as it rolls

gently onto the sand. If you're a shell collector you'll find, day
after day, specimens you've never before seen. And out from
shore are the boating and the skin diving, the fishing. A world

of fish, a treasure-house for you, if that's your passion: tuna,

dolphin, wahoo, grouper, snapper—the whole catalog, believe it.

How rare to discover that today— a pure sea teeming with healthy

fish. Yes, as much as anything it was the ocean and the beaches
that caused us to choose NOSARA.

But then one turns his back on the Pacific and looks out at the

land and isn't that something to see—this rich soiled, lushly-

covered sculpture of hills and valleys! It is big—3300 acres— but
we intend to convert only a part of it to homesites. We've brought

in ecologists and other scientists to help us preserve the natural

beauty of this place. We have laid about 35 miles of horseriding

trails, all within the boundaries of our property. If a precious tree

stands in the way of a bulldozer the tree stays; we bend the road

around it. If it's to be a match-up between "progress" and nature

we'll ride with the trees and the birds.

But of course we've brought in the machines and used them.
Every site in BEACHES OF NOSARA fronts a road. Every home is

guaranteed electricity and pure delicious water. We hope to build

a superb golf course with 9 holes to be completed next year in

1973. and we expect to build the first of our tennis courts shortly.

We've built a charming hotel with club facilities and an airtield

to bring you here quickly from San Jose.

We're not new to this profession. We've been developers in

the West Indies and we do appreciate those magical islands.

But this is the simple truth: no island in the Caribbean can claim

what we have in this ad. And when one realizes that some im-

proved sites in the West Indies have now soared to fantastic

prices—that one dollar a square foot, $10,000 for a quarter-acre

is now becoming the rule, then BEACHES OF NOSARA becomes
almost too good to be true. For the price of our homesites is only
400 a square foot, $4000 for a quarter-acre, 4% down and 2% a

month, with no interest charges! And that includes roads, elec-

tricity, water, one year free golf membership and the unlimited

use of the natural paradise that we've inherited and are pre-

serving for you.

We're running out of space and there's so much more to tell

you. Some of you may visit us after reading this message. Most
cannot. For those we have prepared a thick portfolio. It includes

a large color brochure, maps, house plans, and a 96 page con-

densation of Prof. Donald Lundberg's authoritative book "COSTA
R(CA." All this is FREE.

Our portfolio also tells you how to go about reserving a home-
site in BEACHES OF NOSARA and spells out our money-back
guarantees: an unconditional 60 day deposit refund warranty;

and a full year after signing contract to visit the property and
see for yourself whether it delights you. If not, every penny
you'd have paid in is refunded without a word.

We're quite certain that we have something very special In

BEACHES OF NOSARA and we already know that the response to

our advertising is going to be quite lively. We sincerely urge you
—if you wish to be in time for the choice lots—to fill out and
mail the coupon right away. Our portfolio is free and you are

under no obligation at all. Indeed, no one will ever phone you
or call on you. .It's only the mailman you'll see*

BEACHES OF NOSARA
Dept. M-8A, 1199 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please send me without obligation your complete port-

folio Including color brochure, maps, and Prof. Lundberg's

book "COSTA f?/CA."

I

I Name.

I

City. .Zip.

ng. A copy nf the offering state

a offering statement has been filed with the Dept. o( Slate of the Slate of N.Y. The. filint does not constitute approval of the sale

ale or lease by the Dept. of Slate or any officer thereof or that the Depl. of Slate has in any way passed upon the merits of such offer-

lilable, upon request, from the subdivider."NYA #1042-1
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Share me Thrills

oiExpiorinof

outer Spaced

superb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy termsl

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs.who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES'^ 4" Storting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford. Conn. 06101
• TM Reelstered U.S. Pat. Office

I
CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.

I
Dept. NH-35 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

I PleasB send tout frM Telncope Guldo.

the finest, strongest,

lightweight aluminum

camera equipment

cases in the world!

HAlLil>LRTON
ALUMINUM CAMERA CASES

Made by the people who
created the post-recovery

Apollo moon rock con-

tainers - these world-
famed aluminum cases
provide life-time protec-

tion for your valuable
equipment. See these pres-

tigious, ultra-rugged cases

at your photo dealer or

write for literature.

KLING PHOTO COMPANY Ifal^^
V P.O. Box 1060, W(oodside, N.Y. 11377|»J— '° -' I J

ferences from those in other parts

of the body: many of the cells that

remain in the tissues of an old ani-

mal are either larger or smaller than

usual and the resultant irregular ap-

pearance of many old tissues is one

of disorder; the second, obvious

change is the accumulation of yel-

low-brown colorations known as

cige pigments. These materials accu-

mulate slowly with age, and in the

very old they may occupy nearly

the entire cell body. They are be-

lieved to be produced by the reac-

tion of oxygen with unsaturated fats

in the membranes within cells. This

reaction is similar to the one that

causes varnish to harden and turn

yellow as it dries and ages.

The rate at which it occurs can

be reduced, in the test tube at least,

by adding substances called antioxi-

dants to the mixture. In this process

the antioxidants trap intermediate

molecules, called free radicals, and

prevent such reactions from becom-

ing self-perpetuating. Vitamin E is

one antioxidant that occurs in na-

ture, and BHT, a synthetic com-

pound used to prevent various food

products from turning rancid, has

similar effects. One group of studies

by Denham Harmon of the Univer-

sity of Nebraska indicates that it is

possible to extend the lives of ex-

perimental animals by adding an-

tioxidants to their diets. Whether
the increased longevity is due to the

suppression of antioxidative reac-

tions within cells and tissues is not

yet certain.

Recent studies also indicate that

cells cultured artificially eventually

lose their ability to divide or renew

themselves. In his careful and imag-

inative work in this area, Leonard

Hayflick of Stanford University has

shown that human cells such as em-

bryonic fibroblasts can only un-

dergo about fifty divisions under ar-

tificial conditions. Whether such

limitations occur in the body itself

is not yet clearly settled. It seems

likely that skin and gut cells, for ex-

ample, are able to divide hundreds

or thousands of times during the

lifetime of a human. Some recent

research suggests that all cells man-

ufacture and accumulate materials

that tend to prevent their division

when the concentration of these

substances is large enough. One
class of such substances, called cha-

lones, only inhibits the growth of

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 Age
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the tissue Iroin which it is e\-

traeled.

Lack of inateiiais that iiihil)il cell

iii\ision mav contribute to the dc-

velopnient of cancer— a disease that

primarily affects the elderly. One
reason that cancer develops could

be that the natural inhibitors, per-

haps "chalonelike" substances, are

either not produced in adequate

amounts or no longer have a

growth-stopping effect on cells that

have become malignant. This is an

oversimplification of the origin of

cancer, but several lines of evidence

indicate that it is at least a part of

the picture.

The key to understanding aging

is to be found in the mechanisms

that control and prevent the divi-

sion of cells. Much information may
fall out of the understanding of can-

cer, but it seems unlikely that all of

the needed facts will result from the

pursuit of studies directed toward

other goals. What is needed is to

focus an adequate research effort

specifically on those processes that

cause cells to lose vitality with age.

A law of nature states that all

systems tend to become more dis-

organized as time passes unless en-

ergy is expended to generate order.

Stars burn themselves out; un-

tended gardens go to weed; social

institutions become more unman-

ageable as they age. This also ap-

plies to the cells and molecules that

make up the individual human
being; unless molecules are stored

at absolute zero and shielded from

all kinds of radiation, they will

gradually revert to less ordered ar-

rangements of their atoms.

In one sense, living systems are

an exception to this rule, for plants

and animals do create order out of

chaos. These living organisms are

special kinds of machines, which
harness the matter and energy

about them in order to make more
of their kind.

The basic reason that living

things are mortal is that this must
have favored their evolutionary suc-

cess. One explanation for this para-

dox—the death of individuals favor-

ing the perpetuation of the
species—was suggested by Peter

Medawar, a Nobel laureate in medi-

cine and physiology, who pointed

out that some kinds of successful

adaptations carry with them side ef-

fects that indirectly lead to aging

and death. For humans, three such

SABENA
belgickn world airlines

Sabena Belgian World Airlines

P.O. Box 445, New York, N.Y. 10011

Please send me information on the wide variety4
of tours available in Sabena 's Africa.

NM I

EastAfrican
tent safaris.

23 days of roughing it in luxury.

Imagine a crisp, cool African dawn. You open your tent

flap and are greeted by the morning sunlight leaping down

the snowy flanks of Mt. Kilimanjaro.

Such is the essence of the tent safari ; a true experience

of Africa.

Yet tenting is entirely civilized. Hot baths,- refrigerators

and spring beds go with you across Kenya and Tanzania.

You'll camp at five locations and experience an

itinerary that includes Lake Naivasha, the Masai Mara game
preserve, Serengeti, Ngorongoro, Lake Manyara, Amboseli,

Tsavo.

Prices start at $2,405. Other Sabena safaris range

from $1,338.
African travel tips.

If you are a photographer, be sure to bring plenty of

film (although it is available locally). Highly desirable is a

telephotolens from 135mm to 300mm. Anything bigger is

not practical, since there are few opportunities to set up a

tripod. Also recommended: an ultra violet filter

Photographer or not, bring along a good pair of binoculars.

There's plenty to see!

Sabena's Africa
We've been flying there since 1923.



The Celestron 5 . , a complete astrono,,,,^„,

telescope weighing only 12 pounds that tits Into an
8x12x18" carrying case. Its Schmidt-Cassegrain optics
give you sharper images over a wider flat field than
any other telescope currently available. At $595. a

best buy for the telescope novice who wants the

finest terrestrial telescope for nature studies or tele-

photography.

The larger Celestron 8 shown above is the serious
amateur astronomer's dream Instrument. Light grasp
is 500 times that of the unaided eye and magnifica-
tion range is 50 to 500X, resolution I/, sec. weight
23#, price $895.

The Celestron 14 ... a permanent observatory
telescope for the college installation or the most ad-
vanced amateur astronomer that Is so compact that

an Individual can, in five minutes, demount this 85#
Instrument and load it into his car for a remote star

party outing . . . $3600. — financing.

^ , , n ! 2430 Amsler Box 3578
iCelestron Pacific Torrance. Calif. 90505

Elegant simplicity for the home or ofHce, or as

a perfect gift Idea.

A living miniature tree,

Twenty-years old

complete in its own
stoneware planter,

with instructions on i"
core. These amazing
values come to you

from Heirob Bonsai

Nursery, America's

largest importer of

Bonsai trees.

12" Japanese Pine, 12" Japanese Cedar, 8"

Japanese Elm, 12" Chinese Juniper or 8" Blue

Moss Cypress $34.50 each/$62.50 for two/$150

for all five, delivery included.

We Ship to Canada

HEIROB BONSAI NURSERY
Willowemoc Rd., Livingston Manor, N.Y. 12758

(914) 439-5706 Phone Orders Accepted

O Japanese Pine D 8" Japanese Elm

n 8" Blue Moss Cypress

n 12" Chinese Juniper D 12" Japanese Redwood

n 1 Tree @ $34.50 D 2 Trees @ $62.50

n All 5 for $150.00 D Complete Catalogue

Enclosed is my check or money order for $
including sales tax, if any.

Bill my credit card account

for the full amount of $ .

Plus sales tax, if any.

DDD DDn DDD D DDD
Expiration Date

State-

City—

adaptations are particularly impor-

tant: man is best able to function if

he has a particular size; man's brain

serves as an information storage de-

vice, as well as in other ways; our

ancestors evolved in competitive

environments, which placed a pre-

mium on the efficient use of raw

materials. What unites these adap-

tations is that they all involve the

"switching off' of certain inherited

abilities at specific times in the life-

cycle, and it is this process that ulti-

mately causes the system to fail.

The limitation of the human
body to a certain optimum size is

achieved by the turning off of the

genes that would lead to continued

growth. The stabilization of

memory elements in the brain is

achieved, in part, by suppressing

the ability of nerve cells in the

brain to divide (nerve cell division

is a great rarity after birth). Econ-

omy in the use of raw materials re-

quires that only those parts that de-

teriorate rapidly—the skin, gut

lining cells, blood cells—are regu-

larly replaced. Tendons, muscles,

heart, and brain cells stop replacing

themselves as maturity is ap-

proached.

Tlie consequence of this switch-

ing off of genes is to remove the af-

fected cells from the 'living sys-

tem" category, as defined earlier,

with aging and death eventually fol-

lowing. Yet all cells, whether in a

functioning or switched-off state,

contain the necessary genetic in-

structions to replenish themselves.

When we discover how to unlock

the information hidden in the DNA
of each nonreplenishing cell, man
may indeed possess the knowledge

necessary to convert himself into an

immortal.

Before the present revolution in

biological thinking—the result of

understanding how DNA stores the

instructions to put the body's parts

together—we had exceedingly cum-

bersome ideas about the regulation

of gene expression. It had been

thought that each specific event in

each kind of cell was controlled by

a huge set of genetic instructions. It

seemed inconceivable that man
could devise nondestructive means
for interfering with the enormous

complexity of the regulating sys-

tems involved.

But it has now been demon-

strated that the genetic code is

50 60 70 80 90 Age

Based on bloodpumped by the heartper square meter of body surface.
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You can help save Eriinda Cosay
for $15 a month.

Or you can turn the page.

An Apache Indian

A family of six in a tin

two-room house. ^

No water. No heat. No electncl

In the center of this desolation Ji

Eriinda Cosay. A child of five.

A child who hasn't seen her father

since she wasthr«e.

A child who must travel four miles a day to schorf.

A child whose last dress was a castoff

.

Eriinda needs your help so she can help herself.

And through Save the Children Federation you

can give her that help.

For $15 a month you can sponsor an

American Indian child like Eriinda.

So that there can be electricity in the house

instead of kerosene and wood.

So Eriinda can have a new dress. And books.

So Erlinda's neighbors can improve their village.

With a community well.A new road.Perhaps a

laundromat.To make money to buy necessities

to make dependent people independent.

And foryou there's even more. The chance to

correspond with a child. To receive a photo-

graph. And progress reports.

That's how Save the Children works. But without

you it can't work. Please. Clip this coupon

and mail it today. Now you can turn the page.

I wish to contribute $15 a month to sponsor a D boy D girl:

D Where the need is most urgent D Europe

D American Indian D Latin America D Middle East

D Appalachia D Vietnam D Korea

D Africa D Bangladesh Southern U.S.

Enclosed is my first payment

D $15 monthly ^ .^ ^. „,

-

D $45 quarterly D Instead, enclosed is my contribution ot *

D $90 semi-annually D Please send me more information.

D $180 annually

City.
-Zip.

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

NH2/3
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There is music on your records

you hove probobly never heard

The average listener spends
over twice as mucin on records

as he does on tiis entire

music system. And then

never gets to hear many of the

sounds on his records.

in most systems, the speal<ers

limit the sounds to be heard.

What goes in just doesn't all

come out. Listen to a cymbal;

or a complex vocal harmony;
or a drum solo; or an organ.

How real does it sound?
Listen to it again on a BOSE

DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker
System. Bring your most demanding
records to your BOSE dealer.

Ask him to play them. You'll

most likely hear music you've

never heard before.

Covered by patent rigtits, issued and pending.

For copies of ttie reviews and ottier literature,

v»rite Bose Corp., Dept. W. Natick, Ma. 01760.

Naficl<, Ma. 01760.

Only the thin one
has a lifetime guarantee.

Of all the binoculars at your dealer, you'll see

one whose unique prism system makes it thinner,

lighter and easier to use.TheLeltzTrinovid*

It also happens to be the only binocular that

offers the original owner lifetime protection from

defects. Write for our new brochure.

E. Leitz, Inc., RocKleigh, N.J. 07647. Dept. NH

Leitz
The thin binoculars that make

the fat ones obsolete.

really very simple. It was proved

that it is a sequence of just three

consecutive "beads," the nucleotide

bases in the DNA, which code for a

given kind of building block in the

working parts of cells. (The build-

ing blocks are the body's total of

twenty different kinds of amino

acids, and the working parts are

proteins, which are simply long

chains of amino acids arranged in

very specific ways according to the

instructions provided by the DNA.)

It also has been shown that only

two different types of control loca-

tions are involved in the regulation

of which kinds of genes are ex-

pressed. These sites, on the surfaces

of the DNA and of the ribosomes,

control the copying of the informa-

tion in specific segments of DNA—

a

process called transcription—and

the decoding of this copied informa-

tion—a process called translation.

In other words, cells can select

which of the many products they

will make by either controlling the

kinds of DNA copied or the kinds

of messages decoded.

The importance of these discov-

eries in terms of the potential con-

trol of human aging is enormous.

Instead of an imponderable curay of

control points, the number may be

quite small, perhaps only a few

dozen. This implies the possibility

of producing chemical agents that

will selectively change the controls

of switched-off cells, thus releasing

the latent genetic information

needed to produce replacement

parts—just as it is possible to pro-

duce antibiotics that will destroy in-

fective bacteria without materially

harming the body's functions. And
far from being an unattainable goal

in this generation of humans, selec-

tive production of new cells and tis-

sues through pharmacological inter-

vention is on the verge of being

tested; at least the basic technology

is at hand.

Whether this optimistic view is

justified will depend on the results

of experiments designed to test a

theory of gene regulation proposed

about ten years ago. Harvey Itano,

now a professor at the University of

California at San Diego, suggested

that certain genetic diseases are due

to the inability of cells to translate

some of the code words present in

genetic messages. (He was inter-

ested in a blood disease, thallas-

Continued on page 82



SCULPTURE
207076 :Horu>F>lcon.
Eftvplian. 378-32-1 B.C. Oricinal

in ihc Louvre. List $15. Intro,

price $6. 7S.

20t)i75 : Bee. Gaston Lachaisc.

.Abstract. S'.- " hifih includinR

marble base. Original in

Philadelphia Museum of An.
List $18.75. Intro, price $8.50.

206235 : Girl Bathing. Bonnard.
12 " high. Original bronze in the

AlbriRhl Kno.x Galler\-.

List $27.50. Intro, price $13.00.

BOOKS
107128: The Movies. From

Birth of a Nation to Easv Rider.

Over 1.300 illustrations.

1 ist $19.95. Intro, price $-1.00.

105346: Collaiie.BvHerta
Wcscher. First major treatment

andsur%evofcolIaseasanart
form. 396 illustrations. 40 hand-
tipped fullcolor plates. List $35.

Intro, price $13.50.

105338: Georges Braque. Text-
Pierre DescarRues, Francis

PonRe. Appreciation— Andre
Malrau.x. 152 illustrations. 96 m
full color. List $45. Intro,

price 51 5.00.

103341: Edward Hoppei
16"x 13". 226 illustrations.

81 in full color. Foldouts.

List S50. Intro, price $15.00.

102632: Dali. 271 illustrations.

80 color plates. List S35.

Intro, price 510.50.

105320: Lost America. Edited
by Constance M.Grciff. The
demolished architectural

treasures of the countp,'. 0\er
250 structures illustrated. List

517.95. Intro, price 55.75.

103796: The World Alias of

Wines. By Hugh Johnson. The
labels, the vintages. 1 30 photos
plus maps and drawings.

ListS25.00. Intro, price $7.75.

108969: The Shell: Five
Hundred Million Years of

Inspired Design. Sea shells

203 illustrations. 82 color.

List525.00. Intro, price 59.71

107672: American Indian Art.

Bv Norman Feder. 302
illustrations. 60 in color.

Lists;5. Intro, price 51 1.75.

108019: Erotic Art Today. Bv
Volker Kahmen. Illustrarions."

List514.50. Intro, price 56.00.

102772. The Pin-up: A Modest
History.By Mark Gabor. Examples
from Beardsley to Penthouse-

List price 520. Intro price 56.

101519: Picasso: The Artist of

theCentury.ByJeanLcymarie.Thc
most comprehensive book on his

work.617 illustrations.lOS in color.

List price 537.50. Intro price 512.

106161: The Hudson River and
lu Painters. By John K. Howat.
V\'hcn it was clean. 102 plates.

72 in color. List 525.00.

Intro, price 57.50.

109157: Modem World
Drama: An Encvclopedia. Bv
Myron Matlaw. List 525.00.'

Intro, price 57,50.

RECORDS
307249: Bessie Smith. 3 albums.
6 stereo records. List 517.94.

Intro, price 58.75.

306258: The World's Most
Famous Concertos. Performed by
such artists as the Oistrakhs

Scherbaum. Anda. Askenase.
Ferras. Conductors include
Von Kar^jan. Szell. Stepp.
Goossens. 10 stereo records.

List529.75. Intro, pnce 514.75.

307751: Casals Conducts
Mozart: The Last Six

Symphonies. 3 stereo records.

ListSll.98. Intro. price55.75.

JEWELRY
201459: Double Figure. Pre-

Columbian figures from original

in gold (crafted Costa Rica,

1000-1500 AD.) at American
Museum of Natural History.

ListS18.75. Intro, price 58.75.

GRAPHICS
Because all Seven Arts graphics

are signed limited editions, it is

impossible to offer them in a

public a

lEn nirrs sociEry is fOR

L PHIPliE UIHO inHERITED GOOD THSTE^
BOT ROT RECESSRRlby HIOREy.

THEMi
SEVEnilRTS

SOCKTy74

'^

There are millions of Americans
who appreciate great art. But few who
can afford it.

To help rectify this injustice,

The Seven Arts Society was bom.
The Society offers sculpture and

jewelry replicas from the world's

leading museums and private

collections. Limited editions of signed

graphics.A varied collection of superb

recordings. Plus beautifully illustrated

art books.

To join the Society, choose any

one of the items listed. It's yours at a

low introductory price. And Atlantic

Brief Lives:A Biographical Companion
to the Arts (a $1 5 value) is yours free.

Once a member, you need

purchase only three more items during

the next twelve months.

And we don't nag you with
refusal cards or automatic shipments.

You buy what you want when
you want it. For 15 to 30 percent

below bookstore and gallery prices.

So join The Seven Arts Society.

And enjoy your inheritance.

The Seven Arts Society

95 Ea^ Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Conn. 06830

Please enroll me as a trial member of The
Seven Arts Society. Send me my free copy of

"Atlantic Brief Lives" f regularly $15 )along

with the selection I've indicated below and

,r bill me the special introductory price plus

postage and handling. (Note: "Atlantic

Brief Lives" and your mtroductor\'

selection may arrive in separate packages.)

Selection Number

City State Zip

I understand that appro.ximatelyevery 4 weeks I will receive free the

Seven Arts News which fully describes the latest main selection

and alternates. From it, I can order whatever I prefer by returning

the order card that accompanies the News. No items will be

shipped to me automatical l y, and there are no refusal forms to

return each month. All I agree to purchase during the first year I

am a member are three additional selections or alternates—always

paying special members' prices plus shipping and handling. I have

the right to cancel my trial membership any time thereafter.
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The Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

Riddle of the Pig, II

''Pronouncements about the inexplieability

of human events . . . are themselves often the chief obstacle

to the advance of anthropological knowledge"

A number of readers were criti-

cal of last October's column,

"Riddle of the Pig" ("Hogwash,"

wrote one wag). I hope that the fol-

lowing discussion will clarify the is-

sues and meet some of the objec-

tions that have been raised. But

first, let me recapitulate what seems

to be a plausible explanation of why
pork was banned by the ancient He-

brews and also by the followers of

Mohammed.
In the arid Middle Eastern heart-

lands the subsistence agriculture

practiced by the semisedentary pas-

toralists and grain farmers was eco-

logically incompatible with large-

scale pig production. Pigs need

shade and copious amounts of ex-

ternal moisture when temperatures

rise above 99 degrees. Some suit-

able small niches—river banks,

swamp borders, and remnant up-

land forests—were available for

swineherding. But the intensive ex-

ploitation of these zones for pig

raising was incompatible with the

system of grain farming and rumi-

nant (goat, sheep, cattle) pastoral-

ism. The antipork taboos may there-

fore be viewed as an ideological

defense against the temptation to

divert substantial inputs from a

highly efficient farming and pasto-

ral complex to an inefficient and

marginal luxury product, valuable

only for its delectable, fatty meat.

In objecting to this theory, sev-

eral readers insisted that the reason

for the taboo was simply that the

pig is, in fact, a dirty and disgusting

animal. Pierre Gringoire, for ex-

ample, reminded me of "the pig's

habit of eating with great relish and

many delighted grunts human ex-

crement." Another correspondent,

even more graphically inclined, told

of once being surrounded by pigs

before he could leap back over the

stone wall behind which he had

chosen to squat. Other com-
mentators pointed out that pigs will

even eat carrion, "which obviously

seems unclean," as Dorothy Muegel

put it. Reader Paul Squibb neatly

summed up these sentiments with

the observation that "the Mosaic in-

junction was something like: 'You

mustn't eat any part of your sewer

system.'
"

The reason I didn't mention this

aspect of "piggishness" is that,

among domestic animals, it is

scarcely peculiar to the pig. In

South American Indian groups, for

example, the role of fecal and car-

rion scavenger was monopolized by

the dog. Friends who have studied

among the Eskimo tell of Rabelai-

sian encounters between themselves

and their host's huskies whenever

they had to step outside the igloo

during the winter night. Dogs, of

course, are eaten in many societies

throughout the world. So the eon-

sumption of carrion or human feces

by a domestic animal is not by itself

sufficient reason for placing a ban

on the consumption of its flesh.

Nothing in nature "obviously

seems unclean," least of all the pig.

Millions of people in Latin Amer-

ica, Asia, and Oceania enjoy eating

pigs, even though they know the

animals have consumed substantial

amounts of carrion and humcin

feces. In New Guinea and Mela-

nesia, the pig, far from being re-

garded as loathsome, is thought to

be the most sacred and beautiful of

all nature's creations. Incidentally,

the conditions for raising pigs in

such places—heavy rainfall and lots

of trees—are the direct opposite of

those in the Middle East.

The assumption made by several
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readers that pigs in the Middle East

were loathsome because they were
primarily fecal scavengers leads

back to the ecological factors

stressed in my theory. Restriction

of pigs to rations consisting primar-

ily of human excrement obviously

imposes drastic limits on the size of

the pig population relative to the

human population. We would need,

therefore, to explain why the pig

was raised in this manner, rather

than by extensive swineherding or

by an intensive grain supplement.

In other words, we would have to

explain why the pig ate more sew-

age in the Middle East than else-

where. The explanation is the same
as the one I gave for why the pig in

the Middle East had to cool itself by

wallowing in its own excreta rather

than in fresh water: the pig is an

ecological anomaly in the hot and

arid Middle Eastern heartlands.

Another group of correspondents

dismissed my ecological solution to

the riddle of the pig because it

failed to explain all the other food

taboos mentioned in the Bible. Wil-

liam Alkus accused me of perpetu-

ating the common error "that the

forbidden food or those things un-

kosher are primarily the pig." 1

concede that I should have taken

more care to explain why I was em-

phasizing the pig. I was not una-

ware that many other animals are

banned in Leviticus and Deuteron-

omy. But the ban on pork has al-

ways seemed the most difficult to

understand in rational and ecosys-

tem terms. Of all the animals whose

flesh is forbidden in the Five Books

of Moses, the pig is the only one

that is a domesticated animal bred

primarily for the value of its meat.

Therefore, the taboo on pork ini-

tially seems utterly baffling and en-

tirely a result of scientifically un-

knowable causes.

I fail to see why I should be ex-

pected to explain all the other food

taboos in the Bible as a reward for

having offered a plausible solution

to the riddle of the pig. Some years

ago I offered an ecological ex-

planation, which has since been

largely confirmed, of the Hindu ta-

boo on the consumption of beef (see

'"The Myth of the Sacred Cow,
"

Natural History, March, 1967).

"Ah!" said the skeptics. "But what

about the Chinese aversion to

milk?" And when I showed how
that, too, could be given an ecologi-
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cal explanation, I was told. "Oh,

yes. But what about the Hebrew

and Moslem taboo an;ainst poikV"

Unfortunately, 1 just don't seeni

able to resist these ehallenges, so

here comes an ecological ex-

planation for the entire set of crea-

tures whose flesh is forbidden in the

Mosaic code.

Cultural ecological theory pre-

dicts that religiously supported food

taboos seldom, if eyer, decrease to-

tal energetic and nutritional effi-

ciency; actually, such taboos often

constitute ideological barriers

against food practices that might

tend to degrade specific ecosystems

or impair their bioenergetic produc-

tivity. I maintain, in conformity

with this principle, that the great

majority of forbidden flesh in Leyi-

ticus and Deuteronomy belongs to

feral mammals, birds, reptiles, fish,

and insects whose retention in the

ancient Hebrew diet would not

have significantly raised, and could

easily have lowered, the capability

of the seminomadic pastoral and

farming complex to support human
life.

Let us start with the interdiction

against eating beasts that have

"paws." The animals most likely to

have been included in this ban con-

sisted of predators, such as weasels

(specificallv mentioned), wildcats,

foxes, and wolves, plus domestic

cats and dogs. It seems unlikely

that a people who raised large num-

bers of sheep, goats, and cattle

would often want to be in a position

to dine on carnivorous predators.

The whole object of pastoral man-

agement is to exterminate predators

or at least to keep th^m far away

from one's herds and flocks. Dogs

in such ecosystems are used primar-

ily to herd and hunt; for meat pro-

duction, anything fed to a dog

would be better put into the mouth

of a goat. As for cats, which were

primarily house pets, they are a

sorry source of protein under the

best of circumstances.

Among animals specifically men-

tioned in Leviticus 11 we find the

chameleon, lizard, and mole, and,

by implication, the snake. Avoid-

ance of such difficult to catch

and/or calorically insignificant tid-

bits cannot conceivably constitute a

nutritional loss for people who keep

meat- and milk-producing rumi-

nants—although such animals might

very well constitute a net caloric
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loss if they were the object of seri-

ous culinary attention.

Another large category of forbid-

den creature, which is not desig-

nated by species, consists of water

dwellers without fins or scales. By
implication, the interdicted species

are usually understood to include

eels, shellfish, whales, porpoises,

and several "scaleless" fish, per-

haps including sturgeons, lump-

suckers, lampreys, hagfish, and cat-

fish. It seems to me that pastoralists

were well advised to forget about

hunting for whales or sturgeon or

collecting clams or devoting much
effort to ditficult to catch, difficult

to eat, or relatively rare fish. Sim-

ilar observations apply, I believe, to

the tortoise and snail, which are

mentioned specificallv.

I come now to birds, the largest

group of specifically identified for-

bidden creatures. The list is domi-

nated by such unlikely sources of

human food energy as eagles, os-

preys, vultures, ravens, hawks,

swans, storks, herons, and lap-

wings. Bats are included among the

birds and exemplifv the same prin-

ciple of nutritional triviahty.

Turning to the category "in-

sects," we find a surprising ex-

ception to the general taboo. Four

kinds of locusts are specificallv rec-

ommended as good to eat. Is it an

accident that locusts also happen to

be nutritionally significant in the

biblical heartlands? I think not. Lo-

custs were not only abundant but

they also tended to become avail-

able under circumstances that rec-

ommended they be consumed with-

out ado; namely, when swarms had

stripped the fields and locusts were

the only thing left to eat.

The remaining category consists

of the animals that "part not the

hoof," or "chew not the cud." Al-

though not mentioned specifically,

the domesticated horse and donkey

are usually thought to have been

among the species implicated by

that formula. I find little to ponder

in the case of the horse. This animal

was bred for aristocratic and mili-

tary purposes. It was a great luxury,

even for the royalty of Egypt and

Babylonia, and could never have

provided meat for more than a tiny

fraction of the ancient Hebrew pop-

ulation. I am less confident of the

status of donkeys; still, these ani-

mals were bred for portage, not for

food, and I am unaware of any cul-
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tiire in which donkev meal is letiii-

larly on the menu.

That leaves, among domesticated

species, the camel, whose flesh the

Bible specificallv prohibits. Several

corrcspotulcnts were particularly

concerned about what the taboo on

camel flesh did to niv ecological ex-

planation. ("Can Professor Harris

dare sav the camel is not ada[itcd to

tiie Middle East?")

Although some of the ancient

Hebrews kept flocks of camels,

tiiese animals are pre-eminently

creatures of the deep desert. They
are associated with a fully migra-

torv Bedouin life-style, not with the

semisedentarv adaptation of the an-

cient Hebrews. Throughout most of

the Mosaic period, camel flesh was

probablv no more abundant than

horse flesh. But the camel is an ex-

tremely important test of the eco-

logical approach in another sense.

Mohammed specifically reaffirmed

the Mosaic taboo against only one

animal, the pig. And he specifically

rescinded the Mosaic taboo against

only one animal, the camel.

This was no mere whim. Indeed,

it is difficult to imagine how the

subsequent history of the world

could have been quite the same had

Islam maintained the ban on camel

flesh. The Arabian tribesmen who
were Mohammed's earliest support-

ers were camel nomads. They de-

pended upon the camel for their en-

tire livelihood; camel flesh was for

them an emergency ration without

which they could never have ven-

tured forth on their spectacular

journeys across the desert.

I have not quite exhausted all the

animals that were specifically inter-

dicted in the Mosaic code (the tax-

onomic identity of several species

remains unresolved). But in any

case, I do not intend the preceding

analysis to be anything other than a

series of hypotheses that merit con-

sideration before one finally con-

cludes, along with several of my
correspondents, that "no logical ex-

planation of food taboos is pos-

sible." It has been my lifelong ex-

perience with pronouncements
about the inexplicability of human
events that such pronouncements
are themselves often the chief ob-

stacle to the advance of anthropo-

logical knowledge.

Columnist Marvin Harris teaches an-

thropology at Columbia University.
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Bios by Arthur W. Galston

A Basle Unity
of Life

As biologists delve further into the mechanisms of nerve transmissions,

they uncover striking similarities in the plant and animal kingdoms

Last month I discussed the prob-

able significance of, and the basic

physiological processes controlling,

the sleep movements of leaves. Now
I want to focus on the biochemical

mechanisms involved in the leaf

movements of the leguminous silk

tree, Albizzia. The leaves of this

plant are subdivided into pairs of

opposing leaflets, which lie open

during the day and close up tight

against each other at night.

The main chemical event regu-

lating the movement of these leaf-

lets is the movement of potassium

into and out of the motor cells of

the pulvinus, the fleshy joint con-

necting leaf stalk and stem. The
leaflets are open when the upper

cells of the pulvinus are rich in po-

tassium. The potassium richness

raises the osmotic concentration of

the upper cells; they thus take up
water and swell, forcing the leaflet

to pivot down and away from the

stem. When the upper pulvinal cells

lose potassium and the lower cells

gain it, the opposite changes occur,

and the leaflets fold together, or

close. The leaflets are generally

open in the light and closed in the

dark, although the major control is

an internal clock that seems to

work by controlling the "leakiness"

of the pulvinal cell membranes to

potassium and other solutes.

Whether or not a leaflet closes on

transfer from light to darkness de-

pends in the first instance on the

phase of the internal rhythm. Erwin

Biinning suggested that the "photo-

phile," or light-loving, half of the

cycle begins when the light goes on,

and that the "scotophile," or dark-

loving, phase starts twelve hours

later. Thus, a leaf that has been in

light for, let us say, ten or eleven

hours will close promptly upon

being darkened, because each half

of the circadian (daylong) rhythm

lasts for about twelve hours. Even if

left in light for more than twelve

hours, such a leaf will start to close,

but if transferred to darkness it will

close much more rapidly and com-

pletely.

On the other hand, a leaf trans-

ferred to darkness after only one or

two hours of light will not close

very vigorously or completely. This

is "explained" by saying that the

clock that keeps time for the plant

in the measurement of the daily

rhythm is still in the photophile set-

ting, and is thus not in the correct

state for dark reactions such as clos-

ing. This is not really an ex-

planation, but simply another way
of saying that the rhythm can be

shown to exist, and can be mea-

sured and even defined in terms of

the changing ability of leaflets to

fold together in darkness after hav-

ing received varying periods of

light. The 24-hour rhythm of ter-

restrial plants has presumably

evolved in response to the earth's

24-hour day. Thus, if plants are

ever discovered on other planets

with different day lengths, they

could be expected to have differ-

ently timed rhythms if they have

rhythms at all.

All plants possess small quan-

tities of phytochrome, a remarkable

pigment that is very sensitive to

light. When a plant is stored in

darkness for several hours, the

bulk, if not all, of its phvtochrome

is in a form that absorbs red light

strongly. Upon irradiation with or-

dinary sunlight or any sort of mixed

wavelength "white"' light, the pig-

ment is transformed to another mo-

lecular configuration, which no

longer absorbs heavily in the red re-

gion of the spectrum, but rather in

what we call "far-red," or just

barely visible longer wavelength

light. During daylight, which con-

tains more energy in the red than in

the far-red part of the spectrum,

phytochrome is kept predominantly

in the far-red absorbing form. In

darkness, this form spontaneously

reverts back to the red-absorbing

form. For convenience, the red- and

far-red-absorbing forms of phyto-

chrome are called Pr and Pfr- The

transformation of Pr to Pfr by

light—and the subsequent reversion

of Pfr to Pr in the dark—seemed to

provide an obvious chemical

"hourglass" mechanism that could

furnish a basis for the alternating

photophile and scotophile phases of

a plant's behavior. Further investi-

gations have shown that the timing

mechanism is, in fact, much more

complex.

The change in absorption proper-

ties of phytochrome as it changes

from Pr to Pfr provides the labora-

tory experimenter with a conve-

nient handle. Because light, to be

effective in producing any chemical

change, must first be trapped by an

appropriate absorbing pigment,

phytochrome provides a convenient
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Now you can learn

to take Better Pictures
The way to prize-winning photography is easy,

and it's fun. Career Institute makes available

to you one of the outstanding self-study pho-

tography programs in the country. Photography
for Fun and Profit leads you step-by-step into

the colorful, fascinating world of photography.

Unfolding before you, will be new and won-
derful scenes to be captured by your lens.

Magnificent outdoor scenes, your children,

friends, special occasions, trips, trick shots—
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cameras and how to handle them, photo devel-
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Iwo-way switch for turning off and

on any process it controls. If con-

version of phytochrome from the

P,- to the Pfr form is responsible for

I he opening of the leaflets as they

are moved from dark to light, then

red hght should cause opening and

far-red light given immediatelv af-

ter the red light should prevent it

from acting. Although the state of

phytochrome is not the prirnary

regulator of leaflet opening, it does

closely regulate the closure of leaf-

lets when they are transferred from

light to dark.

This relationship can be shown

bv the following simple experiment.

If after the initial, natural light pe-

riod (phytochrome is now present

as Pfr), the plant is briefly irra-

diated with far-red light (Pfr will

now be reconverted to Pr) and then

put into darkness, the leaflets will

not close rapidly. If the far-red light

is omitted before transfer to dark-

ness or if red light is administered

after the far-red and then the plant

is put into the dark, the leaves will

close promptly and vigorously.

Thus, phytochrome can control leaf-

let closure, but only if the circadian

rhythm permits any closure at all.

The rhythm may be thought of as con-

trolling a master valve and phyto-

chrome a subsidiary valve that works

only if the master valve is open.

Recalling that leaflet movement
depends ultimately on the transport

of potassium from one set of pulvi-

nal cells to another, we can now ask

how phytochrome regulates potas-

sium movement. One provocative

suggestion, put forth by M. J. Jaffe

of Ohio University, is that phyto-

chrome somehow regulates the

quantity or release of acetylcholine

at the membrane of the motor cells

of the pulvinus, and that this, in

turn, accounts for the movement of

potassium out of a cell. This mecha-

nism is clearly borrowed from the

animal world, for it is known that

acetylcholine is one of the sub-

stances that transmit stimuli from

one nerve cell to another across the

synapse, or gap separating the two

cells. Because transmission of neu-

ral impulses is correlated with

changes in the sodium and potas-

sium balance of the cells, the pro-

posed mechanism would appear to

be logical. The postulate was also

supported by the fact that root tips

can be shown to change their surface

electrical charges reversibly upon ir-

radiation with red and far-red light,

l(>ading them to adhere to, or be re-

leased from, negatively charged sur-

faces. This change in surface charge

can be related to secretion of positive

ions like potassium.

Using the beating of an excised

clam heart to measure the amount
of acetylcholine in plant extracts,

Jaffe was able to find correlations

between the amount of the sub-

stance and the state of phyto-

chrome. In support of his views,

several other investigators found

that the application of acetylcholine

to plant tissues can cause effects

thai mimic the action of light ab-

sorbed by phytochrome. But the is-

sue is not yet settled, for still other

workers, including some in my own
laboratory, have come up with some
negative evidence. The answer to

this problem will probably not be

definitely obtained until new kinds

of experiments are devised.

Acetylcholine is not the only

neurotransmitter substance that

could be involved in this plant re-

sponse. Not only does acetylcholine

exist in plants, together with the en-

zymes that make it and break it

down, but so do other active neuro-

transmitter substances, such as se-

rotonin, epinephrine, and norepi-

nephrine. We are currently investi-

gating theu- possible role, in leaf

movements and other rapid plant

responses. Attention has also re-

cently focused on a substance called

cyclic adenylic acid, which acts as a

"secondary hormone" messenger in

many animal responses and appears

to be able to elicit numerous re-

sponses in plant tissues as well. Fi^

nally, the fact that the well-known

plant growth hormone indoleacetic

acid is chemically closely related to

serotonin has not escaped notice.

It would be poetic justice if sub-

stances discovered by animal bio-

chemists and pharmacologists were

to play an important role in solving

problems in the physiology of

plants, whose numerous products-

such as atropine, curare, LSD, and

digitalis—have been of such aid to

animal physiology and medicine.

And if one of the neurotransmitter

substances of animals should prove

to explain plant leaf movements,

the unity of basic biological mecha-

nisms would be further emphasized.

Columnist Arthur W . Galston teaches

biology at Yale University.
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AMERICA BY CAR
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. . discover the trips of a lifetime

—some of which you can take :"''''"..
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for as little as $60 ^^'^%^V^'^
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• Sec ancient cities that were old when Columbus arrived, see pagan
rites ana witness forgotten cultures or visit the Garden of the Gods
or the Seven Cities of Gebola.

• Traverse panoramic miles of Hudson River beauty reminiscent of
the Rhine, go through Rip Van Winkle land or feel the tranquility

of Sleepy Hollow Country.
• Visit unspoiled Breton fishing villages and Norman farms, travel

the whole of the Cabot Trail or see the most British city on the
Continent. Enter Pennsylvania Dutch country and sample schmier-
kase and shoe-fly pie or have a close-up look at hill folk culture.

Cross the Canadian border and step back 200 years in time, hear
lively French conversation, and explore Old World Quebec. See
shoals of brilliant tropical tish, visit America's two most beautiful
towns or take a day cruise to a Mediterranean-like island.

As you read America by Car you will discover thrilling tours that take
you to the very best sights in New England, the East, Florida, and the
South, the Great Lakes, the West, the Pacific Coast, Canada, and Mexico.
You wUl discover how. without leaving a U.S. highway, you can drive

yoor car onto coral islands a hundred miles at sea. How you can turn
yoor car into a 20th century ship of the desert and without so much
as a passport you can drive the family car deep into the tropics or to

the Arctic Circle to America's last frontier, or through the heart of Old
Mexico.
Take a leisurely drive to sample the flavor of the Ozarks—the odd

superstitions, deep hollows and tree frogs, home-made sassafras and cane
sorghum. Or travel on miles of palm-fringed highways to America's
oldest city, or take a car cruise down the Mississippi to Mark Twain's
boyhood home and eat jambalaya and Creole gumbo.

Relive history in a swing through Revolutlonar> and Civil War country
or to New England's 17th century colonial towns, Yankee fishing villages,

and walk in the footsteps of the Pilgrims and Paul Revere. Travel by
the most scenic roads through America's natural wonderlands of painted
deserts, rockbound coasts, moody moors, cool pinewoods, snow-topped
Sierras, timeless glaciers, and endless white sand beaches.
Norman Ford, America's leading travel expert, has selected the very

best auto tours in America. He routes you by the one-in-20th road that
is truly scenic with day-by-day itineraries that guarantee you will not
miss any of the best (and sometimes little known) sights in America.
Whether you have only a few days, two or three weeks, or if you plan

to take the Grand Tour of America, you will be given expert advice on
where to go. what to see, and hundreds of recommendations on moder-
ate priced places to stay and eat. You will discover how to see the most
with your travel dollar and how you can truly have an explorer's vaca-
tion of a lifetime for as little as $60.
Norman Ford's America by Car is fully 170,000 words in length but

costs only $3.50.

FABULOUS MEXICO
. . Where Everything Costs Less

The land of retirement and vacation bargains—that*s Mexico. Where
you can build a modem home for $7,500 and an American retirement
income looks like a fortune. It's the land where your vacation money can
buy double or more what it might back home—provided you know where
to go for Mexico's best values.
Norman Ford's big book Fabulous Mexico^Where Everything Costs

Less tells you exactly where to get all of this country's best vacation and
retirement values, where you can live like a prince on what you might
just get along on in the U.S.A.
Norman Ford knows Mexico from north to south, from east to west,

and be takci you to vacation and retirement areas that look more like
the South Seas than Tahiti itself; to whole sections of just perfect
weatbei where it's like June all year round; plus resort after resort,

towns, cities, spas, and what not else where you'll have a vacation to
remember at a cost so low it could seem unbelievable.

If you want a delightful retirement area with plenty of Americans
around to talk to, he leads you to all the principal retirement towns, as
well as dozens of little known, perhaps even more delightful areas, where
costs are way far down, there's plenty to do and meeting people is easy.
Always he shows you modem, flower-bedecked hotels and inns that charge
hardly half of what you might expect to spend in even such a land of
vacation and retirement bargains as Mexico.

There's a great deal more besides: everything from exploring ancient
pyramids as old as Egypt's to finding fabulous hunting and fishing. If

you might want to share in the high interest rates Mexican banks pay
or buy equally high-earning real estate or start a business of your own,
this detailed guide to a fabulous land tells you what you must do to
start your money earning so much more than in the U.S.
FabuloDS Mexico—Where Fverythlng Costs Less opens up Mexico to

you. It's a big book, yet it costs only $2.50. So send for yours today.

WHERE WILL YOU GO IN FLORIDA?
I'lorida needn't be expensive— not if you know just where to ao for what-
cvci you seek in Florida. And if there's any man who can give you the
facts you want it's Norman Ford, founder of the world-famous Globe
Trotters Club. (Yes, Florida is his home whenever he isn't traveling!)

His big book. Norman Ford's Florida, tells vou. first of all, road by
road, mile by mile everything you'll find in Florida, whether you're on
vacation, or looking over job, business, real estate, or retirement pros-
pects.

Always, he names the hotels, motels, and restaurants where you can
stop for the best accommodations and meals at the price you want to
pay. For that longer vacation, if you let Norman Ford guide you, you'll
find a real "paradise"—just the spot which has everything you want.

Of course, there's much more to this big book.

IF YOU WANT A JOB OR A HOME IN FLORIDA
NORMAN FORD tells you just where to head. His talks with hundreds
of personnel managers, businessmen, real estate operators, state officials,
etc., let him pinpoint the towns you want to know about, if you're going
to Florida for a home, a job with a future, or a business of your own.
If you've ever wanted to run a tourist court or own an orange grove,
he tells you today's inside story of these popular investments.

IF YOU WANT TO RETIRE ON A SMALL INCOME
NORMAN FORD tells you exactly where you can retire now on the
money you've got. whether it's a little or a lot. (If you need a part-time
or seasonal job to help out your income, he tells you where to pick up
extra income.) Because Norman Ford always tells you where life in Flor-
ida is pleasantest on a small income, he can help you to take life easy
now.

Yes, no matter what you seek in Florida—whether you want to retire,
vacation, get a job. buy a home, or start a business, Norman Ford's
Florida gives you the facts you need to find exactly what you want. Yet
this book with plenty of maps sells for only $3—only a fraction of the
money you'd spend needlessly if you went to Florida blind.
For your copy, fill out coupon now.

Where to Retire or Vocation

At What Look Like Prewar Prices

These are America's Own Bargain Paradises

In Oif-the-Beaten Path, the big book by Norman Ford, you read of
island paradises aplenty in the United States and Canada, of art colonies
(artists search for picturesque locations where costs are low!), of areas
with almost a perfect climate or with flowers on every side.

Here are the real U.S.A.-brand Shangri-Las made for the man or
woman who's had enough of crowds. Here, too, are unspoiled seashore
villages, tropic-like islands, and dozens of other spots just about perfect
for your retirement or vacation at some of the lowest prices you've heard
of since the gone-forever prewar days. And for good measure you also
read about the low-cost paradises in Hawaii, the Virgin Islands and
Puerto Rico.

You can be sure that OFF-THE-BEATEN-PATH names the low-cost
Florida retirement and vacationing towns, the best values In Texas, the
Southwest, California, the South and East, Canada—and a dozen other
areas which the crowds have not yet discovered:

• That undiscovered region where winters are as warm as Miami
Beach's yet costs can be two-thirds less.

• That is.and that looks like Hawaii yet is 2,000 miles nearer (no
expensive sea or air trip to get there).

• France's only remaining outposts in this part of the world—com-
pletely surrounded by Canadian territory ... or a village more
Scottish than Scotland or age-old Spanish hamlets right in our own
U.S. where no one ever heard of nervous tension or the worries of
modern day life.

• That remarkable town where a fee of 3 cents a day gives you an
almost endless round of barbecues, musicals, concerts, picnics, pot
luck suppers, smorgasbord dinners, and a fine arts program.

Off-the-Beaten-Path is a big book filled with facts that open the way
to a different kind of retirement or vacation made all the more attractive
by the rock bottom prices. About 100,000 words. Yet it costs only $2.50.

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 173 Walnut Drive.

GREENLAWN (Long Island), New York 11740

I have enclosed $ (cash, check, or money order).

YOU WILL REFUND

. . Fabulous Mexico—Where Everything Costs Less. $2.50

. . America by Car. $3.50.

. . Norman Ford's Florida. $3.

. . Off-the-Beaten Path—America's own Bargain Paradises. $2.50
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Tlxe Silent Or-deal of sl

Soutli Atlantic Arclnipelago
The Falklands ' varied

wildlife, threatened

for two centuries

by hunters and settlers,

still struggles to

adjust to man's presence

t>y Ian J. Strange

Isolated, bleak, and nearly void

of human life, the Falkland archi-

pelago rises in the South Atlantic

Ocean some 250 miles off the

southeast coast of Argentina. For

years its ecosystem was disrupted,

first by the crews of whaling and

sealing ships, then by settlers. Its

abundant wildlife was plundered

and its soil was eroded because of

man's carelessness and disregard

for ecological values.

Millions of seals were indiscrimi-

nately butchered for their hides and

oil. When they became scarce, pen-

guins—whose eggs had been fre-

quently taken for food—became a

secondary source of oil. Introduced

by voyagers and settlers, cattle and

sheep overgrazed the predominant,

soil-binding tussock grass {Poa Jla-

bellata), and the soft, peaty earth,

exposed to the characteristic strong

wind and rain or snow, was blown

or washed into the sea. Although

more care is now being shown for

the islands' ecology, the dominant

sheep industry, which supports

most of the archipelago's 2,000 in-

habitants of British descent, still is

more concerned with increased rev-

enues from wool sales than it is

with the future of the archipelago.

The Falklands cover a total area

of about 4,620 square miles and

comprise some 340 islands, ranging

in size from sea-lashed islets to the

two main islands. East and West

Falkland. It is a subtly coMred land

of grays and biiffs, of treeless roll-

ing plains and great rocky expan.ses

of tundra; and the only exceptions

to its generally low altitude are

Mount Usborne on East Falkland

with an elevation of 2,312 feet and

Mount Adam on West Falkland,

2,297 feet.

Soil cover at the higher eleva-

tions is usually thin, with grav

quartzite ridges dating from the Pa-

leozoic and Mesozoic eras breaking

the line of the rolling landscape.

Sweeping down from the higher ele-

vations are "stone runs," a geo-

graphical feature common to the

Falklands. Composed of angular

quartzite blocks, they appear on the

landscape as huge gray rivers flow-

ing down the hillsides and across

the floors of valleys.

Many changes have taken place

in the natural vegetation and wild-

life of the Falklands since man first

settled the islands. The first re-

corded landing was made in 1690
by the British navigator John

Strong, but it was not until 1764
that the French established the first

settlement under Louis de Bougain-

ville. And it was not until 1842 that

permanent colonization was begun

under the British crown. Even prior

to the 1840s. the cattle, pigs,

horses, and goats introduced bv

whalers and sealers drastically over-

grazed the islands. With the devcl-

Fur seals, once common

throughout the Falkland

Islands, were nearly

exterminated by sealers

during; the 1800s. Thev

now number about 16.000

and breed only in isolated

areas of remote islands.
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opment of the sheep industry in the

1860s, this problem became more
severe. Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker,

the botanist on Sir James Ross's

Antarctic expedition, which visited

the islands in 1842, described many
native plants, some of which are

difficult to find today, as being

abundant. Bluegrass {Poa alope-

curus), cinnamon grass (Hiero-

chloe mageUanicus), and wild cel-

ery were recorded as covering large

areas of the main islands. The pre-

dominant and valuable tussock

grass, also known as "pen-
guin grass," had already been de-

stroyed in many areas of East Falk-

land by the herds of wild cattle and

pigs originally introduced by Bou-

gainville, but it still grew in coastal

belts often several hundred yards in

width.

Today, however, there remains

little evidence to show the original

extent of the tussock grass on the

main islands and many of the other

plants are now found only in iso-

lated areas. Taking their place are

coarser plants, such as white grass,

red crowberry, and ferns.

Without doubt, the most impor-

tant natural vegetation in the

Falklands, both to certain sections

of the sheep industry and as a wild-

life habitat, is the tussock grass; yet

this grass now survives in only a

few isolated areas of the main is-

lands and on some smaller offshore

islands. From a sui-vey made in

1970-71 of pure stands of this

grass on offshore islands, I calcu-

lated that probably no more than

12,000 acres remain.

T,ussock is indigenous only to

the coastal areas of the Falklands

and other subantarctic islands

where there is an abundance of sea

spray and wildlife. The grass grows

in soils enriched by bird and seal

excrement, and the birds in turn

greatly rely on its rich growth as

a habitat. More than 50 percent

of the Falklands' breeding species

depend, either directly or in-

directly, on tussock grass for their

survival.

With the elimination of the tus-

sock grass from the main islands,

bird and animal life was greatly af-

fected. Species such as the tussac

bird, Falkland thrush, and other in-

sect-eating birds lost valuable feed-

ing grounds. The gray-backed storm

petrel, which typically forms bur-

rows in the fibrous base of the

plants, lost much of its nesting

territory, as did other species such

as the sooty shearwater and the

white-chinned petrel. As the tus-

sock grass was killed off and ero-

sion began, nesting burrows were

completely exposed. I have found

shearwater eggs in almost entirely

open burrows, subject to destruc-

tion by both the weather and

predators.

The Magellanic penguin, al-

though affected bv the loss of tus-

sock, was able to adapt to the

changed environment more easily

than other birds. Where its nesting

burrows were exposed, the bud
tended to move farther inland or to

other suitable open ground. It now
uses two types of habitat: the areas

where tussock still remains, such as

the smaller offshore islands and a

few areas on the mainland, and the

open coastal areas of the mainland.

In the latter areas, farmers are

faced with the problem of soil ero-

sion caused by the burrowing of the
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FALKLAND
ISLANDS
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The undulating interior of

East Falkland and the other

large islands is broken

only by hedges bordering

pastures and sheep farms.

The coarse grasses of these

landscapes contain little of
nutritional value for cattle.

penguin. Ironically, the bird is

being blamed for the same problem

man originally created when he al-

lowed unrestricted grazing of the

tussock.

Where dense stands of tussock

grass are still found, the Magel-

lanic penguin burrows beneath the

hummocks. Here the burrows re-

main stable, there is no erosion, and

the plant and bird benefit from each

other's existence. Under natural

conditions, both seals and bu^ds in-

tercultivate the tussock by their

passage between the plants. Dead
and decaying leaves are effectively

broken down by trampling, and ni-

trogen-rich residues in the form of

excreta quickly form into highly

fertile soil.

Notable exceptions to the de-

struction of the tussock occur where

the grass has been preserved by

farmers who see it as a valuable

feed for stock. They also appreciate

birds like the Magellanic penguin,

which supply valuable nutrients to

the grass. On a few offshore island

farms the grass is carefully fenced

off and during the summer season,

when the penguins nest in the tus-

sock, stock are not allowed to feed

on the grass. During the summer
the plant forms a leafy growth that

remains green throughout the win-

ter, at which time stock are allowed

to feed upon it.

As sheep raising brought changes

in the islands" vegetation, the is-

landers' attitudes towai'd certain

bird species also changed. Large

numbers of upland and ruddy-
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headed geese have always been a

feature of the coastal areas, and

since the islands were first settled,

they have been an important meat

source. Until the late 1800s, the

flocks of wild geese were accepted

as a normal part of the Falkland

scene. But changes were taking

place in the natural pastures. Be-

cause sheep were allowed to graze

without restriction, the finer grasses

disappeared and coarser shrubs and

white grass replaced them. Con-

sequently, sheep depended more

and more on the finer coastal

"greens," including tussock, the

natural habitat of the wild geese.

Since 1903, farmers, viewing the

geese as competitors of the sheep,

have made efforts to eradicate them.

Sheep farmers do recognize that,

unlike the goose, the gentoo pen-

guin creates valuable grassland.

Preferring the more open habitat of

the larger islands, the gentoo pen-

guin was affected little by the dis-

appearance of the tussock grass

from the mainlands. This penguin

lives gregariously in colonies that

may number many thousands of

pairs. Each breeding season the col-

onies move their nesting sites—

sometimes only a few yards from

the previous season's site—in search

of new nesting material. Typically

they take coarse vegetation, which

they pull to pieces for nest con-

struction. Wherever a new rookery

is made, the vegetation is usually

completely destroyed, and at the

close of the breeding season all that

remains is a mat of rotting nest ma-

terial. The soil, now rich in excreta,

quickly grows fine grasses, and

rarely do such areas revert to their

former covering of shrub and fern.

Because this finer grass is of great

value to their stock, some farmers

are now making efforts to conserve

the colonies of gentoo penguins on

their land, even to the extent of pre-

venting the collection of their eggs.

Predictably, with the arrival of

man on the Falklands there came
rats and mice. On the larger islands

their effect on the bird life was not

too noticeable, but where they were

deposited on small offshore tussock

islands, they have profoundly af-

fected both bird life and vegetation.

Ground-burrowing petrels vanished

from such areas, and passerines

were reduced to a point where cer-

tain insects, a favorite food of pas-

serines, are now unchecked and en-

danger the tussock growth.

The introduction of rabbits,

hares, and the Patagonian fox has

in some regions created problems.

The fox, fortunately, was in-

troduced only to some offshore is-

lands, where it remains a problem

to the sheep farmer. During the

1930s, when it was first introduced,

its effect on bird life was devas-

tating. With the disappearance of

penguin colonies and ground-nest-

ing birds from these islands, the fox

was forced to adapt its feeding

habits. It took to the shores, seek-

ing shellfish and other marine life,

supplemented by wild fruits from

inland areas. Such food must now
be accepted by these animals as

their staple diet, for on some of

these islands bird life is increasing

with no apparent interference from

the fox.

Tihe destruction of the tussock

grass, and its effect on many bird

species, was achieved over many
years. A gradual event, it was ac-

complished at the hand of, but not

directly by, man. Elimination of the

tussock meant extermination for

some species, but it was not out-

right butchery. Yet butchery also

took place. Following the first set-

tlement of the islands in 1764,

there began a plundering of wildlife

that continued for well over 150

years.

Bougainville was probably the

first to engage in whaling and seal-

ing about the Falklands. Other

French opportunists followed, and

by 1774 American whalers were

working around the islands. A few

years later the archipelago experi-

enced the first major blows to its

seal rookeries. After the near

decimation of the northern fur seal

colonies in the North Pacific be-

tween 1750 and 1775, sealers be-

gan to look for new sealing areas.

Adventurous skippers made their

way to the South Atlantic and dis-

covered that the southern species of

fur seal was a near relative to the

northern type and of equal com-

mercial value.

In 1784 the first experimental

cargo of fur seal pelts, numbering

some 13,000, appears to have been

taken from the Falkland Islands by

an American vessel from Boston.

Complete decimation of the colo-

nies was avoided only because

larger fur seal colonies were discov-

ered a thousand miles to the south

on South Georgia Island and the

South Shetland Islands.

One of the first sealers to work
the islands was an American, Ed-

mund Fanning, who on a visit in

1792 wrote in his journal, "On our

arrival, we learned that the seals

were up in great numbers on some
of the outer islands. At Beauchene

Island, for instance, the top of a

rock forming the northeastern head

of the island was . . . covered with

fur seal. There were also at the is-

land many other American sealers."

Today Beauchene Island, the

most remote island in the archi-

pelago, some forty miles offshore

from the main Falkland group, is

the breeding ground for millions of

seabirds but no fur seal. This formi-

dable island, with its towering cliffs

and unapproachable shores, had for

many years been the home of thou-

sands of seals.

In 1963 I made my first visit to

Beauchene Island, the second land-

ing that had been made on the is-

land in forty years. One of my prin-

cipal pui'poses was to search its

rugged but short coasthne for evi-

dence of seals. Inscriptions cut into

the rocks by early American sealers

and later, by local exploiters, giving

name, date, and number of skins

taken, point to the steady decline of

the Beauchene rookeries. The last

inscription, cut in 1919, probably

bears witness to the fate of the ani-

mals on the island. No number is

inscribed cdter that date. Records

show, however, that after spending

two months on the island in that

year, the two sealers holding li-

censes for the region returned with

only eleven skins, doubtless the fi-

nal remnants of what had been one
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Where gentoo penguins

nest, the richly fertilized

soil produces thick stands

offine grasses. Such

grasses are of great

value to grazing sheep.

Rockhopper penguins, at

right, find various forms of
marine life in the kelp beds

around the islands. Kelp

is harvested commercially

and ground into meal as

a dietary supplement.

of the Falklands' largest fur seal

colonies.

The South Georgia and South

Shetlands seal colonies, while

reaching the point of near ex-

tinction, have apparently recovered,

and the colonies are still increasing

in size. Although also growing

slightlv, the Falkland herds are still

verv small. The 13;000 seals taken

in 1784 would represent a large

proportion of today's total fur seal

population on the archipelago. Sur-

veys I made in 1965-66 indicated

that the population at that time

numbered some 15,000 to 16,000

animals.

There are two other species ol

seals in the Falkland Islands: the

southern sea lion and the southern

elephant seal. In the early days the

latter was hunted extensively for its

oil, and by 1871 it was thought to

be extinct in the Falklands. Over

the last thirty years, however, this

seal has made a dramatic comeback

and its population is increasing.

The sea lion population, on the

other hand, has shown a marked de-

cline, which in all probability has

worsened over the last nineteen

years. A survey of this species made
in 1936-37 estimated the herds at

370,000, whereas a more recent

survey I made in 1964-66 put the

total population at not more than

30,000, of which no more than

6,000 were pups. Checks of specific

colonies made in 1970 gave little
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inilicalidii nl' aii\ rliaiif^cs in llii'

status of the species sinee 1966.

There appears to be no cleai-cLil

reason lor this dechne. Certainly it

is not due to exploitation by man.

Initially, as the more valuable fur

seal and elephant seal became

scarce, the sea lion was taken for its

skin and oil. Recently, however,

commercial exploitation of the sea

lion has been onlv sporadic, and all

such ventures have ended in failure

due to the shortage of the species.

One reason for the dcrliiu' nia\

be that thi- species will not tolcrair

a great deal of human interference

and, in certain areas, disturbance

by sheep-farming activities may
have had an effect on some popu-

lations. A larger reason may be that

the complex food chains of the seas

have changed. Evidence of the sea

lion preying upon the penguin,

which is not its usual food, has in-

creased dramatically over the years,

but whether this is an intlication of

a food shortage is not entircK clear.

Elephant seal and, to a lesser ex-

lent, fur seal populations are in-

creasing. Because both these spe-

cies have different feeding habits

from those of the sea lion, food

competition is not a cause of its de-

cline. Perhaps disease is a reason.

Although we may be able to control

the exploitation of such creatures,

we should also remain mindful of

any natural disasters over which we
have no control.
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of diet. In his journal Edmund Fan-

ning describes how the eggs were

[ireserved bv immersing them in

seal oil and then storing them in

wooden casks. At New Island I'rcws

ot whaling vessels devclo|)ed a busi-

ness of collei'ting. storing, and sell-

ing enormous numbers of penguin
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largest single colony in the Falk-

lands exceeds two million birds.

Other large rockhopper colonies

exist in the islands, and a total |iop-

ulation of some five to six million

The rookery of black-browed

albatrosses on Beauchene Island

has pushed the tussock grass

back from the shore. The clumps

of dirt, right foreground, are

the remains of tussock roots.
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The striated caracara, a

rare hawk species, lives only

on the Falklands and several

islands off Cape Horn. At left,

an adult and two juveniles

perch on tussock clumps,

where the species often nests.

birds would not be an unrealistic

figure.

The Magellanic penguin is also

common, with a total population es-

timated to approach that of the

rockhopper. Tlie third most com-

mon penguin is the gentoo, with an

estimated population of some
100,000 breeding pairs. The king

and macaroni penguins are uncom-
mon in the Falklands; my own fig-

ures for the former species indicate

fewer than fifty breeding pairs.

In about 1820 the vast penguin

rookeries came to the attention of

sealers as an alternative source of

oil. The American schooner Gen-

eral Knox, lying in the harbor of

West Point Island, is thought to

have been the first to take this type

of oil to top off her barrels of seal

oil. So started another phase in the

exploitation of island wildlife.

How long penguin oiling lasted

is not clear, but it reached its height

in 1864 when seven vessels were

being operated by local colonists.

The rookeries on Bird, Speedwell,

and Arch Islands were decimated,

and from 1864 to 1866 some
63,000 gallons of penguin oil were

brought into Port Stanley for ship-

ment to London and other Euro-

pean markets. It is generally ac-

cepted that eight rockhopper
penguins produced one gallon of

oil.

The larger gentoo penguin was

certainly taken from areas such as

Speedwell, Grand, and Steeple Ja-

son Islands. On Steeple Jason Is-

land one can stiU foUow the low

stone walls that run for over a mile

in length, along which gentoo pen-

guins were herded from the sites of

their colonies to corrals where they

were killed.

How many birds were destroyed

is not known. The oilers had little

interest in statistics, but available

records indicate that nearly two
million birds were required to pro-

duce the oil obtained. Through
wastage probably some two and a

half million birds were killed.

No doubt following the habit of

sealers and whalers, the collection

of penguin, albatross, and other

wild bird eggs developed into a tra-

ditional activity of the Falkland set-

tlers. In the early days of coloniza-

tion such eggs were recognized as

an important item of diet and, ironi-

cally, when a merchant dealing in

penguin oil threatened to extermi-

nate the rookeries in the vicinity of

Port Stanley, Governor Moore had
legislation enacted in 1862 to pro-

tect the birds that "provided eggs

so necessary to the health and com-
fort of the inhabitants."

On"n Lord Mayor's Day, the is-

landers would by tradition start egg

collecting with an "egging picnic."

One of these forays resulted in the

collection of some 13,000 eggs

from little more than a mile of cliff.

For the children, the spree was

lengthened into Egging Week. Over
the yecirs many of the rockhopper

penguin colonies could not stand

the strain and eventually dis-

appeared. One such rookery, which

lay close to Stanley, the archi-

pelago's only town, had an esti-

mated total of 50,000 birds. Today
that rookery no longer exists. In

1911, a record of 85,000 eggs was

collected from Kidney Island; in

1952 the result of an extensive

search resulted in the collection of

only 1,000 eggs.

Egging is still an annual event,

but it is carried out under license;

between 1965 and 1970 an average

of 32 licenses per year were issued

for an average annual collection of

39,516 eggs. It is possible that

more eggs are collected unofficially,

for there can be little control. The

indication is, however, that egg col-

lecting is not popular. Certainly

wild bird eggs are no longer re-

garded as an important item in the

islander's diet.

Despite the plundering by
sealers and the penguin-oil indus-

tries, the Falklands remain rich in

bird and animal life. A fairly large

number of island sheep farmers ar-

gue that since the fauna has sur-

vived man's activities for more than

150 years, it will therefore continue

to survive. Sheep farming has re-

mained the only stable industry of

the Falklands, and as such, is of un-

disputed importance to the survival

of the islanders. Regrettably, it is

this one industry that presents the

greatest threat to the future exis-

tence of the Falklands' wildlife.

. Over the last ten years, however,

the islands' population has made
considerable progress toward cor-

recting its 150-year history of wild-

life exploitation. In 1964 two ordi-

nances were brought into force by
the Falkland government: one for

the protection of birds and animals,

the other for the establishment of

wildlife reserves. By the end of

1970, seventeen sanctuaries, cov-

ering 9,500 acres, had been set

aside. Two of these embrace exten-

sive areas on East Falkland. The re-

mainder are on offshore islands that

vary in size from 42 acres to 946
acres.

There are also four wildlife re-

serves totaling 1,306 acres. Private

acquisition of two large islands in

the Jason Island group has added

another 5,424 acres to the reserve

system. In 1972 I acquired an

8,000-acre island, which is to be es-

tablished as another reserve. For

such a small land mass, these steps

are encouraging.

For many years the islands re-

mained remote to the outside world.

Many of their conservation prob-

lems were internal, but now various

forms of pollution are reaching

their shores. The surrounding seas

are being opened up to the world's

fishing fleets, a new form of ex-

ploitation aimed at the food so

much of the islands' bird and ani-

mal life depends upon. It is not

known whether the Falklands can

face and survive another round of

exploitation. •
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From Motlier
Goddess

to
Disti^vasliei:*

by Dena Justin

Sometimes she appeal's as Cinde-

rellas cruel stepmother, sometimes

as Hansel and Gretel's scheming

witch or the adulteress-queen of the

Arabian Nights or the jealous co-

wife in an African folktale. While

the nuances of her role vary, her

identity remains the same. The sur-

rogate mother, folklore's formulaic

agent of evil, shares a common lin-

eage with Eve. She is a debased

manifestation of the Great Mother
Goddess at whose altars the ancient

world once knelt.

In perpetuating the calculated

distortion by males of the female

principle, Cinderella's stepmother

is, I suggest, a carefully pro-

grammed conception in a manipula-

tive process that began thousands of

years ago with the advent of trade

and bronze weaponry, urbanization

and the dynamic state. Or, as

mythology tells it, with the triumph

of the patriarchal deities of the sky

cults over the matriarchal deities of

the earth cults. Today's feminist

manifestos inevitably fall upon ears

made deaf by what may be the old-

est and most effective propaganda

campaign in human history, a cam-

paign transmitted across the eons

through the powerful mass media of

mythology, cosmology, and folk-

lore. The Brothers Grimm, Andrew
Lang, the anonymous compilers of

the Arabian Nights, represent only

the latter-day pirrveyors of the mes-

sage that successfully restructured

the fabric of our civilization and di-

minished women to a "second
sex"—their identities shaped and

their roles defined by the social and

economic needs of men.

The earth as Mother, the womb
from which all living things are born

and to which all return at death, was

perhaps the earliest representation

of the divine in protohistoric reli-

gions. The Great Mother Goddess, a

more powerful incaination of the fe-

male principle as life-force, reigned

over the sky, earth, and underworld,

and revealed herself to humankind
in the ever renewing productivity of

the earth and the ever recurring

rhythms of the new, full, and waning

moon. Her subordinate male-consort

was the young god, alternately her

son and her lover, who died with the

harvest and was reborn with the

spring seed. And woman, who
shared the prodigious magic of pro-

creation and nurture, whose men-

strual cycle mysteriously coincided

with the lunar cycle, was the terrest-

rial link in this cosmic orbit of fertil-

ity.

How old is the Great Mother

Goddess, and the religious revolu-

tion that thrust her into the back-

ground and subjugated her sex?

Existing mythologies are of com-

paratively recent vintage. Whatever

information they yield concerning

the former soddess comes to us

With the aid of myth and folklore,

men fought and won the hattle of the sexes
thousands of years ago
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carefully siphoned by the male vic-

tors. Archeology digs deeper—and

with less bias. Nude female fig-

urines (the Venus of Willendorf, ca.

25,000 B.C., is the best-known ex-

ample) appear to have been the

earliest cult objects of humankind.

These fertility statuettes with pen-

dulous breasts and bulbous loins,

carved out of bone, stone, or the

ivory tusk of the mammoth, have

been found in widely scattered sites

of the Aurignacian period. Uncen-

sored, they tell us that for our Pa-

leolithic ancestors, the generative

force of the universe focused in the

female body.

Yet even among these earliest

races of our species, Joseph Camp-

bell notes the evidence of a shift

"from the vagina to the phallus,

and perhaps too from an essentially

plant-oriented to a purely animal-

oriented mythology." At the rock

shelter of Laussel, in southern

France, and in Paleolithic camps

from northern Spain to southeast

Siberia, nude female figures of

obese proportions, dating from

about 30,000 B.C., have been found

shattered beyond restoration. By
the close of the Aurignacian, the

many fertility statuettes enigmat-

ically disappear from the European

strata, while the hunting murals in

the men's "temple-caves" grow

ever more predominant, reaching

their highest development about

20,000 B.C., in the Magdalenian

age. Campbell suggests a deliberate

design by men to break the "magi-

cal" power of women by a "con-

sciously contrived mythology"—

a

preliminary battle in what was to

become a continuing war of the

sexes. "It may be," he concludes,

"that the main idea has been not so

much to honor God as to simplify

life by keeping women in the

kitchen."

Worship of the Great Mother

Goddess peaked during Neolithic

times with the development of agri-

culture by women. This newly

found capability of influencing the

earth's fertility and insuring the

rebirth of the seed gave woman a

dominant position in the economic

and social structure of early agricul-

tiu-al societies. As cult priestess of

the Great Mother Goddess, she pos-

sessed the powerful knowledge of

magic, rainmaking, and prophecy.

It is remarkable how many leg-

ends survive among preliterate cul-

tures of an earlier matriarchal pe-

riod and a violent uprising by men
in which they usurped female au-

thority. Rupture from the mother,

both biological and religious, con-

stitutes a basic motif in male pu-

berty rites. Among the Papuans of

New Guinea, the initiant treads

over his mother's belly to symbolize

the severance. Although in some so-

cieties initiation rites entail no

more than the means to clan mem-
bership, in others, the ordeals of

such rites often represent a spiritual

journey into a higher state of being.

To achieve his integration into the

community of men, the novice must

undergo ritual death in the mater-

nal "profane universe" and be re-

born into the paternal "sacred uni-

verse." This mystic dichotomy—the

maternal as profane and the pater-

nal as sacred—follows an archaic

and worldwide pattern. In the

enactment of the rites, the adoles-

cent male is often subjected to ho-

mosexual practices by his elders,

perhaps to condition him to scorn

women and fear the female gen-

italia, depicted as the "toothed va-

gina." There are societies, however,

where homosexuality occurs be-

cause women are considered sacred

and inviolable.

X^. myth of the Selk'nam of

Tierra del Fuego provides an illumi-

nating preface to the rites. In the

beginning the sorceress moon
woman, Kra, taught women to

dominate men through terror, trans-

forming themselves into spirits by

the use of masks. But the sun man,

Kran, learned the secret and re-

vealed it to the men. They promptly

killed the women, sparing only the

girls, and to legitimatize their seiz-

ure of power, they took over the

masks and the magic. According to

Leo Frobenius, the nineteenth-cen-

tury anthropologist, this type of in-

surrection underlies the formation

of all male secret societies in pre-

literate cultures: the societies of the

masks were an outgrowth of mat-

riarchy, organized by men to main-

tain their control.

Literate societies have been more

cryptic in dealing with the proto-

historic struggle between the sexes.

They have either cloaked it in

mythological imagery or ignored it.

The universe begins from a tension

of moral opposites, defined by

Pythagoras as the good principle,

which created order, light, and

man, and the evil principle, which

created chaos, darkness, and
woman. The form that this mi-

sogynist doctrine takes in mythol-

ogy and scriptural writings mani-

fests a systematic division into three

parts.

First, there is the myth of the

male as sole genitor, which would

appear to bear out Eric Fromm's

contention that the antagonism be-

tween men and women arose from

pregnancy-envy, not penis-envy. To
oust women from their position of

power and esteem, it was not

enough for the paternal gods to de-

pose the Great Mother Goddess

throughout her vast domain, to take

over her shrines, to shatter her im-

ages, to fragment her prerogatives.

These were only peripheral ele-

ments of her hold on her wor-

shipers. As bearer and nurturer of

progeny, woman's focal role in fam-

ily, tribe, and race survival was ob-

vious. In order to achieve religious,

social, and economic supremacy,

man had to strike at the source of

her pre-eminence, her biological

role in procreation.

Mary Jane Sherfey has recently

reported on "the best-kept secret in

the history of biology": the recogni-

tion in the 1940s that all mamma-
lian embryos are initially female,

and that the penis is an enlarged

clitoris. Mythologically speaking,

the ancients scooped our modern-

day biologists by unknown thou-

sands of years in their recognition

of the female principle as the pri-

mal creative force. And they too

buried the truth, restructuring the

myths to accommodate male ideol-

ogy.

Both the old and the revised the-

ory of creation, disavowing the fe-

male principle, appear first in Su-

mer, the Mesopotamian matrix of

culture from 3500 to 1750 B.C.

Samuel Noah Kramer affirms that
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the Suiucrian.s rt'i;;n(lc(l llir |iiinic-

\al sea as "a kind of lirst causi' ami

prime mover." From iiis sliulics ol

llie cuneiform texts, he has estab-

lished that liie Siimerians consid-

ered Nammu, the ijoddess of the

primeval sea. as the primal iicner-

ative force of the universe, the cos-

mic mother who i!;ave birth to the

male An, representing heaven, and

the female Ki, representing earth.

Thev in turn parented Enlil, the air

god, who sep;u-ated the two and,

uniting with his mother, completed

the organization of the world.

The Babvlonian creation epic,

Eniima Elisli. dating from the earlv

part of the second millennium B.C.,

and like most Mesopotamian nivths

derived from Sumerian prototvjX'S.

shows signihcant alterations. The

poem casts Marduk, the Babylonian

Enlil, as the primordial genitor who
brings forth the universe and all it

encompasses bv the divine force of

his word. But the creation is, in ac-

tuality, a re-creation, which takes

place only after a cosmic battle be-

tween Order and Chaos. The victo-

rious Marduk-Enlil represents Or-

der. The vanquished Tiamat, the

Babvlonian Nammu, goddess of the

primeval sea, incarnates Chaos.

Marduk fashions the new heaven

and earth out of Tianiat's severed

body.

From Egypt's earliest docu-

ments, written about 3000 B.C.,

Rudolph Anthes has concluded that

in prehistoric times the Egyptians

also conceived the primeval sea as

the ultimate generative principle.

Out of the sea arose the primeval

earth hill, a svmbol of the womb,
akin to the Greek omphalos stone,

the sacred navel. A female divinity

was envisaged as the cow in the pri-

mordial waters, and eventually

identified in historic times with Ha-

thor, the cow-goddess. Egyptian art

depicts Hathor as the "waters of the

sky," in the form of a cow: her

body the starry firmament, her legs

the four C[uarters of the horizon.

Her role as primal creator, how-

ever, is appropriated by the god

Atum, who, rising out of the earth

hill, mythically initiates the divine

genealogy by masturbation. When
Memphis was established as capitol

of Upper and Lower Egypt during

the First Dynasty, the Memphite

llieologians proclaimed llicir male

palron-goil. I'lali. (he lirsl |irinii|ilc.

I'lah c()ncei\cd llii- inii\eisi' and all

therein li\ the (li\ ine force of his

lieail and longue. (he archaic FgV|)-

liaii c(|ui\alcnls lui' mind and
speech.

When uc reach the Old Testa-

nienl. llic leniale |)rinci|)lc has dis-

appeared Irom the genesis of the

universe. Indeed, woman herself

becomes a supplement to the male

issue. God fashions Eve, the Mother
of All Living, from Adam's rib.

Even her name attests to the de-

meaning nature of her origin. The
Old Testament says ".

. . she shall

be called woman, because she was

taken from man." She is a lesser

being, "a misbegotten female . . .

made in the image of man, not

God," declares Thomas Aquinas.

H.esiod, the Greek mythogra-

pher, relates that in the beginning

there was Chaos, and then wide-

bosomed Gaia, Earth, came into

being, the ever immovable source of

all the gods. Nevertheless, Athene,

a former Great Mother Goddess, ac-

quiescing to the demands of Olym-

pian patriarchal mythology,
emerges full-grown and helmeted

from Zeus's head. "No mother bore

me for her child," she states un-

equivocally. The Greeks, who
prided themselves on their devotion

to knowledge by rational pursuit,

felt constrained to buttress this

blessed event with biological argu-

ment. Apollo, the god of reason

himself, presents the physiological

basis in Aeschylus' Eumenides:

"The mother of what is termed the

child is not its parent, but only the

nurse of the newly impregnated

seed."

Despite a timeless and exalted

tradition of matrilinear succession

to the throne, and the high status of

Egyptian women throughout an-

tiquity, Egypt echoed this dogma.

"They [the Egyptians] maintain

that the father is the sole author of

procreation," Diodorus Siculus

writes. "The mother only supplies

the fetus with nourishment and a

place to live; and they call the trees

Ihal bear Iruil 'male' and liiosc that

(III not 'female'

Having established, through holy

uril. both creation and reproduc-

tion as the unique endowment of

the male principle, the second ob-

jective of male strategy—the sub-

ordination of women in the social

and economic spheres—would be

comparatively simple to execute.

Who shall dispute what the gods

have willed? In Greece women were

deprived of their political and social

authority, not by the connivance of

self-seeking men, but as the con-

sequence of Olympian design.

Athene, the "lost leader," defeats

Poseidon, the sea god, for tu-

telary control of Athens, but yields

to male pressure. Descent will

henceforth be patrilinear, not matri-

linear. Children will no longer be

called by their mother's name, but

by their father's. Women will be

disenfranchised and deprived of

citizenship. Apollo seizes the oracle

of prophecy and law-giving at Del-

phi from the earth-goddess whose

domain it has been since the begin-

ning of time. Here, where the om-

phalos stone, awesome symbol of

the universal Mother, marked the

earth's center, Apollo inscribes the

precept of the new order: "Keep
women under rule."

In the Old Testament God in-

forms Eve ".
. . and thy desire

shall be to thy hasband, and he

shall rule over thee." Saint Paul de-

clares the husband is the head of

the wife even as Christ is the head

of the church. And Thomas
Aquinas defines woman's subjec-

tion as the result of sin: 'Therefore

it was decreed that she shall be un-

der men's power." The Koran, too,

states that "men are superior to

women because of the qualities in

which God has given them pre-emi-

nence.
"

The Brahman juridical code, the

Laws of Manu, proclaim that a

woman may never act indepen-

dently. In childhood she must be

subject to her father, in youth to

her husband, and when her lord has

died, to her sons. "Even though her

husband is totally devoid of virtue,

or seeks pleasure elsewhere, he

must nevertheless be worshiped as a

god." The Jain Yogi is told that

women cannot attain Nirvana be-
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cause they are incapable of self-con-

trol. Deceitfulness is as natural to

them as teaching the law, to sages.

The coup de grace in this system-

atic decimation of the female image

is the mythos of woman as the de-

stroyer of mankind, prime cause of

Paradise Lost, precipitator of the

Fall, begetter of all evils. The bro-

ken texts relating the Sumerian

flood story make it difficult to assess

the role of the mother-goddess,

Nintu, or the love-goddess, Inanna,

in the oldest recorded destruction

of humankind by divine retribution.

But Egyptian mythology leaves no

room for doubt concerning Ha-

thor's role. The solar deity, Re,

king of gods and men, learning that

the people are plotting evil, dis-

patches Hathor, the cow-goddess, to

punish them. She does so thorough

a job that when night falls, the

blood of her victims has inundated

the desert. Re. appalled at the pros-

pect of humanity's extinction, or-

ders his servants to cover the fields

with seven thousand gallons of beer

mixed with red ocher. When Ha-

thor returns at dawn to complete

her grisly task, her heart fills with

joy as she perceives the blood-red

expanse. The irony of it—Hathor,

the gentle cow-goddess who suckles

the Pharaohs and nurtures the en-

tire universe with her life-giving

milk, whose eternal bounty over-

flows into the Milky Way. Now her

reflected face grows radiant as she

slakes her heinous thirst for human
blood. The goddess becomes in-

ebriated by the beer, according to

plan, and reels back to heaven, her

monstrous mission unaccomplished.

The ingenuity and compassion of

the father god, Re, has saved hu-

manity.

Man's tragic expulsion from
Eden, all our earthly travail, we
owe to Eve. She, the Mother of All

Living, ate the forbidden fruit,

tempted Adam, and precipitated

the Fall. It was then that they saw

their nakedness, then that woman
and sexuality became the formula

for sin. Tertullian denounces her as

the devil's doorway, one who
should always go in mourning and

in rags to expiate her wickedness.

The ancient Greeks, too, in-

vested woman with the guilt for

human suffering and misfortune.

Pandora, whose name means "all

gifts," the beneficent source of na-

ture's largesse, is one of the earliest

of the Hellenic earth-goddesses. He-

siod's patriarchal genealogy of the

gods refashions her into a creature

of clay, a wily seductress, who en-

snares men by her beauty and

brings gifts of sorrow to human-

kind. Goaded by the willful dis-

obedience and insatiable curiosity

that characterize women in male an-

nals. Pandora opens the gods' for-

bidden jar and unleashes lust,

plague, vice, and toil, all the mani-

fold woes of human existence. For-

tunately, the shrewd Olympians,

knowing women, had also put hope

into the fateful jar. Thus we mortals

are not totally bereft.

The Great Mother Goddess has

been toppled from her throne, her

role as cosmic genitor effectively

erased from the world's cosmog-

onies. The reason for woman's sub-

ordinate status and "natural" infe-

riority has been unequivocally es-

tablished through the omniscient

word of the divine or secular ex-

planations of the divine intent.

F„olklore provides an ingenious

capstone. Sigmund Freud was the

first to observe that the symbology

of myth and dream are the same, a

common language of the subcon-

scious spoken by all people the

world over since the dawn of his-

tory. Folktales employ this same

symbolism, channeling the subcon-

scious fears of childhood—of separa-

tion, loss of love—into the realm of

nightmare. The mother who loves,

nurtures, and protects all her chil-

dren, impartially, becomes the cruel

stepmother, the plotting queen, the

wicked fairy, the varied surrogate

mother figures subsumed by folk-

lore into "the witch." It is her pow-

ers of sorcery that turn Prince

Charming into a lion, a dove, a

swan, a crab, a frog. The giants and

dragons who bedevil hero and her-

oine are also creatures of the earth

mother. The giants, derived from

the Greek gigantes, were born from

Gaia, the earth-goddess. It was they

who attempted, unsuccessfully, to

overthrow the Olympians.
Prince Charming, like the Meso-

potamian Gilgamesh, the Hellenic

Hercules and Perseus, and Maui,

the Maori hero of Polynesian myth,

must surmount the supernatural

challenges of initiation in order to

break the sorceress' hold and live

happily ever after with the princess.

The heroine of the fairy tale is

sometimes the self-effacing, hearth-

tending Cinderella or Snow White.

More often, she is the pampered,

self-centered "little princess," who
feels the pressure of a pea under

twenty mattresses. It is she who
usually lengthens the prince's

thralldom and their mutual suffer-

ing by disobeying his orders or by

yielding to her insatiable curiosity.

So subtly have our nerve ends

been twisted against our own reason

that we accept the resolution of the

Arabian Nights as a routine happy

ending. The virtuous and talented

Scheherazade has won her reward.

She will share the bed of a psy-

chotic sex-killer forever after. The

sultan who rapes a different maiden

nightly and murders her at dawn
has become Prince Charming.

Although the witch, incarnate or

in surrogate mother disguise, re-

mains a universal bogey, pejorative

aspects of the wizard, her masculine

counterpart, have vanished over the

patriarchal centuries. The term wiz-

ard has acquired reverential

status—wizard of finance, wizard of

diplomacy, wizard of science.

A compassionate king named
Urukagina, reigning in the Sume-

rian city-state of Lagash about 2350
B.C., instituted sweeping reforms to

liberate his people from oppression

by thieving bureaucrats and venal

priests. Concerning these reforms,

Kramer states that "we find the

word 'freedom" used for the first

time in man's recorded history; the

word is amargi, which, as has been

recently pointed out by Adam Fal-

kenstein, means literally 'return to

the mother.' However, we still do

not know why this figure of speech

came to be used for freedom." Per-

haps Urukagina remembered a time

when the motive force of human
society was matriotism, concern for

the individual, for the flesh-and-

blood family, and this to him sym-

bolized freedom. *
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Phineas T. Barnunxi's
Cliarmiixg Beast

by Harvey A. Ardman

The elephant that introduced jumbo into our language

was also the center of one of the greatest disputes

between England and America since the War of 1812

On Monday. April 10, 1882, nine thousand people,

most of them children, crowded into New York's

Madison Square Garden to see a performance of the

recently merged Barnuni and Bailey circus. Three

thousand more were stranded outside, unable to get

tickets. The crowd had come to see what that beloved

old humbug, Phineas Taylor Barnum, had promised

would be the greatest wonder he had eyer displayed:

"the largest elephant in or out of captivity," the

world-famous Jumbo. They were not disappointed.

After the delays typical of a grand entrance, the

band struck up a tune and the crowd's attention was

directed to a door on the building's performance floor.

Soon the giant animal appeared, led by his keeper of

many years, Matthew Scott. The audience stared in

disbelief. The newspaper stories had said Jumbo was

large, but none of the spectators had ever seen a crea-

ture this size. Barnum claimed that Jumbo stood 12

feet high at the shoulder, weighed 10'/2 tons, and mea-

sured 26 feet long, including his trunk. But being a

showman, Barnum often exaggerated. More reliable

sources indicate that the elephant stood 11 feet at the

shoulder and weighed 6V2 tons.

As the elephant began to move, his small eyes

blinking, his enormous ears flapping, the crowd broke

into prolonged applause. Urged on by his keeper.

Jumbo ambled around the circus' three rings, his great

head swinging from side to side. As the crowd threw

handfuls of candy and nuts toward him. Jumbo would
stop, reach down with his trunk to pick up a helping

of goodies, shove them into his mouth, then stride ma-

jestically on. After completing a circuit of the audito-

rium, he would disappear through the same door by

which he had entered.

For the next three and a half years. Jumbo repeated

his performance scores of times, for what Barnum said

was a total of 9 million Americans.

No one knows exactly where Jumbo was born, but

when he was captured in Central Africa, probably in

1861, he was a baby, only about four feet high. After

being taken to the African coast by riverboat, he was

sold to an animal collector, who in turn sold him to the

Jardin des Plantes, the Paris zoo, with assurances that

he would quickly turn into a monster. But African ele-

phants only grow about five inches a year. By 1865,

with Jumbo still well under six feet in height, the Jar-

din des Plantes gave up on him and traded him to the

Royal Zoological Gardens in London for a rhinoceros.

For the Royal Zoological Society, Jumbo was a mar-

velous acquisition. Because he was the first African

elephant to be brought to England alive, there was

great excitement when he arrived in London on June

26, 1865. Three months later, he was joined in the

Royal Zoological Gardens by another African ele-

phant, a female named Alice.

For sixteen years Jumbo was one of the zoo's prime

attractions. During that time a million and a quarter

children, including the offspring of most of the

crowned heads of Europe," rode in the howdah
strapped to his broad back. Tlieodore Roosevelt saw

Jumbo when he visited England, and the young Win-

ston Churchill had his picture taken with the animal.

"Jumbo," wrote Harper's Weekly at the time, "was

a universal favorite, as gentle with children as the

best-trained poodle-dog, taking the proferred biscuit or

lump of sugar with an almost incredible delicacy of

touch, so that the most nervous child, having once

overcome his alarm, never hesitated to hand a morsel

to the waving trunk a second time."

Yet as Jumbo approached his seventeenth year of

residency at the London zoo, it became clear that all

was not well with him. He was entering the musth, a

difficult period common to male elephants. Even now,

the musth is not well understood, but it appears to be

related to sexual development. As male elephants

reach maturity, two small glands, located between the
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Jumbo readily accepted handouts.

eyes and the mouth, exude a bitter, tarlike substance.

Some experts beHeve that the substance, rubbed off on

trees, signals female elephants that mating is desired.

Occasionally, elephants become sexually aggressive in

their musth period.

Whatever its biological function, the musth lasts

from one week to five months, and during this period

the elephant is angry and irritable. If it is in captivity,

it may become unmanageable. In late 1881, in the

midst of his musth. Jumbo acted up, doing consid-

erable damage to his stall. His howdah was put away,

and for the next few months. Jumbo was kept away
from the public. As a result of Jumbo's restlessness,

Abraham Bartlett, the zoo superintendent, wrote to the

Zoological Society's council to express his concern.

I have for some time past felt very uncomfortable

with reference to this fine animal, now quite, or

nearly quite adult, and my fear of him is also enter-

tained by all the keepers except Matthew Scott, who
is the only man in the Gardens who dares enter this

animal's den alone. I have no doubt whatever that

the animal's condition has at times been such that

he would kill anyone (except Scott) who would ven-

ture alone into his den, but up to the present time,

Scott has had, and still has, the animal perfectly and

completely under his control. At the same time, I

consider that the matter is of so serious a nature

that I feel called upon to draw the attention of the

Council to the subject, for in the event of illness or

accident to the keeper (Scott) I fear I should have to

ask permission to destroy the animal, as no other

keeper would undertake the management of this

fine but dangerous beast. In conclusion, I may ask

that I should be provided with, and have ready at

hand, the means of killing this animal, should a ne-

cessity arise.

It was the right moment for an agent of Barnum's to

approach Bartlett and ask for how much the zoo would

sell the beast. Today it is not entirely clear who took

tiic iiiiliativ<', but through iiis agent, Barnuin ofli'red

£2,000 (at tiial time equal to $10,000) for Junil.o. and

Bartlett quickly accepted.

The wav a London newspaper lold the story, how-
ever, the zoo superintendent had no idea that

Barnum's agent was serious about the offer. But soon

after the conversation, Barnum's check arrived at the

zoo and the agent asked to take possession of the ele-

phant. The newspaper account went on: "The cheque

dazzles the secretary and the council. They look at it,

thev dream about it; they neglect to send it back; they

keep it too long and then find out thev have legally ac-

cepted the price placed upon poor Jumbos head."

Of course, there had been more to the transaction

than that. There was a signed contract between

Barnum and the Royal Zoological Society, which

stipulated that Jumbo "be taken as he stands." result-

ing, as we shall see, in complications.

At any rate, within a day or two after Barnum's

bank draft arrived in London on February 16, 1882,

the news of Jumbo's sale became public knowledge

and all hell broke loose. London went Jumbo-crazy.

Hundreds of letters mourning the sale of the elephant

poured into the newspapers. Children collected pen-

nies to buy him back. Romantic Britishers protested

that the sale would separate Jumbo from Alice, who
they claimed was his "wife." Actually, according to

the most reliable sources, the two were rather indiffer-

ent to one another, even during Jtimbo's musth.

The London Standard compared the act of separat-

ing Jumbo from his British public to that of a southern

slaveowner selling the members of a slave family sepa-

rately at auction. "Surely, to tear this aged brute from

a home to which he is attached, and from associates

who have so markedly displayed their affection for

him, is scarcely less cruel. " In his autobiography, P.T.

Barnum wrote that

an excitement prevailed and increased throughout

Great Britain, which, for a cause so comparatively

trivial, has never had a parallel in any civilized

country. The newspapers, from the London Times

down, daily thundered anathemas against the sale,

and their columns teemed with communications

from statesmen, noblemen, and persons of dis-

tinction, including Queen Victoria and the Prince

of Wales, advising that the bargain should be bro-

ken at all risk and promising that the money would

be contributed by the British public to pay any

damages which might be awarded. ... I received

scores of letters from ladies and children, beseech-

ing me to let Jumbo remain and to name what dam-

ages I required and they should be paid.

All England seemed to run mad about Jumbo.

Pictures of Jumbo, the life of Jumbo, a pamphlet

headed "Jumbo-Barnum" and all sorts of Jumbo
stories and poetry. Jumbo hats. Jumbo collars.

Jumbo cigars, Jumbo neckties. Jumbo fans and

Jumbo polkas were sold by the tens of thousands in

the stores and streets of London and other British

cities.

"Meanwhile," Barnum went on, "the London cor-



n^spondcnts ol ihc Icadiiiji Aiiicricaii ncw^paitcrs ca-

bled columns upon ihc subject, dcsciibiiii!; ibe senli-

nicnlal jumbo cra/.c wldch had seized upon Great

Biilaiu. These facts stirred up excitement in the

I nited States and the American newspapers and
siores ul letters sent to me daih uri;e(l mc not to give

up Jumbo.""

The drama reached its peak on Februar\ 22, when
the editor of the London Daily Telegraph, Sir John
.Merr\ Le Sase, cabled Barnum: ""Editor's com-

psco Baking Po^,^,
yjK^ PUREST CHEAPEST BEST. "^CJ

pliments; all British children distressed at elephant's

departure; hundreds of correspondents beg us to in-

quire on what terms you wiU kindly return Jumbo."
Barnum's reply arrived in London the next day and

was printed in the paper:

My compliments to Editor, Daily Telegraph, and
British nation. Fifty-one millions of American citi-

zens anxiously awaiting Jumbo"s arrival. My forty

years' invariable practice of exhibiting the best that

money could procure makes Jumbo"s presence here

iniperalise. Ilundicd thousand pounds would be no
inducement to cancel purchase.

In December next, I visit Australia in person

with Jumbo and my entire mammoth combination
of seven shows, via California, thence through the

.Suez Canal. Following summer to London. 1 shall

then exhibit in every prominent city in Great Brit-

ain. May afterwards return Jumbo to his old posi-

tion in Royal Zoological Gardens. Wishing long life

and prosperity to the British nation, the Daily Tele-

graph and Jumbo. 1 am the public's obedient ser-

vant, P.T. Barnum.

The paper printed the telegram and under it com-
mented, "Jumbo's fate is sealed. His mighty heart will

probably break with rage, shame and grief; and we
may hear of him, like another Sampson [sic], playing

the mischief with the Philistines who have led him into

captivity and dying amid some scene of terrible wrath
and ruin."

Tlie fuss over Jumbo continued, however, and the

newspapers printed many more letters and poems

S.;#

about the animal. One was a poem by Lord Win-
chelsea:

But since in England's fallen state.

She owns two things supremely great,

Jumbo and Gladstone (each we find

The most prodigious of their kind)

And one won't budge. Then, Barnum make
A fair exchange, for quiet's sake!

Take the Right Honorable and go!

He'll make the better raree show!

Leave Jumbo!

Eventually, the pressure was so great that the zoo

trustees tried to break the contract through legal ac-

tion. Berkeley Hill, a fellow of the Royal Zoological

Society, asked the court for an injunction against the

sale. He, together with the other trustees, held that the
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Society had no right to sell "any article valuable for

the study of natural history." But the hearing, which

lasted two days, revealed that the Society had sold ani-

mals before, in particular a gnu for $750. Con-

sequently, the judge ruled that the sale was legal and

binding.

Barnum soon discovered that it was one thing to

own Jumbo but quite another to get him to the United

States. And according to the contract, the zoo was not

obliged to help.

To carry Jumbo across the Atlantic, Barnum had

PATAPSCO
BAKING POW&ER

PUREST CHEAPEST BEST

UCHRE »v'.

modified a steamer, the Assyrian Monarch. To quiet

those concerned with the animal's comfort and well-

being, he wrote that

the berth prepared for the elephant is down the sec-

ond hatchway from the bows, where the pitching of

the vessel will not be greatly felt. There is no room

for him amidships, as the saloons and first-class cab-

ins are there placed, and the after-decks are being

fitted up for some 400 emigrants, mostly Jews from

Russia, who are about to seek their better fortune in

the land of the West. The elephant cage will stand

upon the steerage deck; and it will rise through the

hatch of the main-deck to the upper deck, where ex-

cept in rough water, it will be open to light and air.

The area assigned to it is about 20 feet by 15 feet

and there will be a clear height of 18 feet. The ani-

mal will thus see and be seen by the people on three

decks and will be in no want of company.

Barnum did not mention that the elephant would

displace about 200 emigrants on the trip.

The day before Jumbo was to leave the zoo, he re-

ceived a large box of poisoned biscuits from an anony-

mous source. It was a sadistic gesture, perhaps sug-

gesting a desire that Jumbo remain in England—dead
or alive. Jumbo took one sniff, however, and turned

away from the treat.

On the appointed day of departure. Jumbo's keeper,

f0APSCOBaj^ii^q PoyfVt^ f""'^'' ""^^^Esx 1

lAte^-

Matthew Scott, led him out of the zoo and started him

on the nine-mile walk to the Milwall docks on the

Thames. But when the zoo gate closed behind him, the

huge animal stopped short, trumpeted, and lay down

in the street. To some of the crowd that had gathered

to wish him farewell, Jumbo's trumpeting sounded like

cries of grief at being forced to leave his home and Al-

ice. Their hearts went out to him.

Barnum later wrote, "My agent, dismayed, cabled

me, 'Jumbo has laid down in the street and won't get

up. What shall we do?'

"I replied, 'Let him lie there a week if he wants to.

It is the best advertisement in the world.'
"

But 24 hours later, the zoo gates were reopened and

Jumbo immediately lurched to his feet and lumbered
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Exxon explorers search

for oil and gas around the

world— the odds are

usually agamst them.

Drilling a single exploratory well

can take more than a year. It can

mean moving iiundreds of tons of

equipment to the high Arctic or

deep into the desert.

Yet, more often than not, it is a

failure.

Nevertheless, the search goes on
— and for good reason— to help

make sure there will be enough

energy for everyone who needs it—

now and in the future.

So the Exxon explorers keep on
exploring, seeking the well that

will not be dry. Sooner or later,

their perseverance pays off, when
they drill that rare well that opens

up a major new source of supply.

In the U.S. the Exxon explorers

search from coast to coast and be-

yond, far out onto the continental

shelf. They are drilling on every

continent, with recent successes in

Alaska, Australia, Canada, Flor-

ida, and in the North Sea off

Scotland.

As a result of these efforts Exxon
has over 20,000 oil- and gas-pro-

ducing wells in the United States

and another 7,000 abroad.

At any given time Exxon
is moving 4.5 biUion gallons

of oil, in tankers, barges,

pipeUnes and trucks.

As you read this, the oil is moving.

It is moving in tankers across the

oceans of the world and up and

down the coasts of every continent.

The Exxon tanker fleet is among
the world's largest. Steaming along

at a sedate 15 to 20 miles an hour,

a single Exxon tanker can deliver

20 million gallons of crude oil

from Texas to a New Jersey re-

finery in eight days.

Pipelines silently move oil, nat-

ural gas, gasoline, jet fuel and

other products around the country.

Exxon and other companies often

share these lines.

Oil products travel the inland

waterways— the Mississippi, the

Ohio, the Hudson—by barge. One
tug, the Exxon Tennessee, can push

eight barges at a time, loaded with

750,000 gallons of oil, all the way
from Louisiana up to Pittsburgh in

14 days. Slow but steady.

Where the tankers, pipelines and

barges can't go, the tank truck

takes over, delivering to homes and

service stations.

It's a complex and astonishingly

efficient transportation system that

keeps the oil moving from our

wells to our customers.

Many of the world's

refineries use at least one
of the refining processes

developed by Exxon.

Stated as simply as possible, the

job of an oil refinery is to trans-

form crude oils into products that

are useable: gasolines, heating oils,

diesel and jet fuels, asphalts, chem-

icals and hundreds more. Exxon
has pioneered many of the pro-

cesses with which the complex

needs of modern living can be met

from nature's raw materials.

In the United States, Exxon has

five refineries. Its affiliates abroad

have another 60.

Today it's common to relate pe-

troleum and chemicals, but before

1 920 it was practically unheard of.

It was in that year that an Exxon
refinery produced the first com-

mercial "petrochemical."

From this beginning, Exxon
Chemical Company has grown

into a business with 60 plants in

24 countries. Its products are used

in everything from plastics to cos-

metics. Today, petroleum is the

source of 80 per cent of the raw

materials of modern chemistry.



Exxon is making a

determined effort to

minimize pollution, both

from its operations and
its products.

Simply running tiie business of oil

efficiently these days is not good

enough. That's why Exxon is in-

vesting some S 200,000,000 every

year to remove sulfur, to clean up

water and to do a lot of other things

to help the environment. Here are

just a few.

Because oilmen, even old-timers,

rarely see a well out of control,

Exxon has established a special

school in "blowout" prevention

techniques in Texas. It teaches

drillers what to do if and when they

are ever confronted with one of

these rare crises.

Tanker captains receive unique

training at a facility Exxon built

in Grenoble, France. Here, in real-

istically scaled model tankers, they

learn the special skills they'll need

to handle and berth the largest

supertankers afloat.

Exxon has been instrumental in

setting up many organizations

dedicated to rapid and efi'ective

cleanup in the event of oil spills.

Each of our U.S. refineries has a

full-time staff of environmental

specialists.

All of this is part of a continuing

battle to get ourselves and our in-

dustry in harmony with the envi-

ronment.

Exxon research scientists

average a patent a day
every working day.

Exxon scientists and engineers arc

involved in about 1000 difTerent

projects at any given time.

These projects could range from

the development of ofltshore moor-

ing devices for very large tankers

to the study of unique methods for

burning high-sulfur fuels in order,

to create as little pollution as pos-

sible. They cover everything from

waste water treatment to new en-

gineering for modern refinery pro-

cesses.

Exxon researchers are develop-

ing better ways to make synthetic

rubber, and better ways to extract

more oil from underground reser-

voirs.

With an overall research pro-

gram that is costing $ 1 00,000,000

a year, every day Exxon is coming

up with something that, in one way
or another, helps you.

And this is helping all over the

world because Exxon research is

multinational. It focuses the talent

of more than 5,000 scientists and

engineers in seven countries on

solving the problems of our com-

pany and meeting the needs of our

customers.

If you're Hke most people,

the only time you come
face to face with Exxon is

at a service station.

The chances of coming face to face

with an Exxon service station are

pretty good— because there are

25 ,000 of them from coast to coast.

Over the years you've probably

come to know your local Exxon
dealer and the fine products and

services he can offer you.

Perhaps you have also learned

to depend on our touring service or

road maps—Exxon was the first oil

company to offer road maps, way
back in 1922.

If you've had some trouble with

your car you might have driven it

into one of the many Exxon Car

Care Centers where the problems

were diagnosed rapidly and re-

paired efficiently.

Exxon Marinas, Travel Parks

and Avitats catering to the needs

of boaters, campers and flyers can

be found in many parts of the

country, and of course, your Exxon
credit card can be used at all of

them.

Abroad, you can buy equally

fine products through our affiliates

in more than 100 countries.

lEJ^ON



A corporation should be
a"corporate citizen"as well.

The people of Exxon Corporation

have made sure that the company
is committed to goals that go be-

yond the primary responsibilities

of conducting their business effi-

ciently. There is also a commitment
to society, and that commitment is

an integral part of the business of

Exxon.

The Exxon Education Founda-
tion, for example, has a seventeen-

year history of financial support to

higher education—in fact, it has
contributed over 34 million dollars

to date.

And for nearly as long, Exxon
has supported fine arts through

competitions around the world,

educational experiments lilie Har-

lem Prep, and excellence in tele-

vision programming like An Age
of Kings and Play of the Week and,

more recently, Vibrations.

Beyond this are the individual

activities of our many employees
working, often with Exxon sup-

port, in community projects as va-

ried and numerous as the skills

they offer.

We'd like you to know Exxon.

We hope these pages have told you
something about Exxon Corpora-

tion—who we are, what we do and

where we work.

We are U.S.-based with many
affiliates abroad. There are, in fact,

143,000 Exxon employees around
the world. Our primary task is find-

ing, producing, transporting, refin-

ing and selling oil and natural gas

to millions of customers.

In the United States, there are

40,000 of us; most of us work for

Exxon Company, U.S.A., in itself

one of America's leading oil and
gas enterprises. In recent months
Exxon Company, U.S.A. has car-

ried out the change to Exxon that

you've seen at your service station.

An important part of our world-

wide business is chemicals. This

is guided by Exxon Chemical
Company. U.S. chemical
operations are conducted
by Exxon Chemical Com-
pany U.S.A.

We are also companies

that do research and engi-

neering, international ex-

ploration, development of

non-petroleum energy sources, and
land development. This should give

you an idea of our scope.

Although the name of Exxon
Corporation is new, we realize that

our reputation will continue to de-

pend upon the quality of our prod-

ucts, the service we offer and the

way we conduct ourselves.

J. K. Jamieson
Chairman,
Exxon Corporation

C. C. Garvin, Jr.

President,
Exxon Corporation
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back inside. Barnuni's agents then set about figuring

how to get the beast to the docks by some means other

than his own power.

What they came up with was a cage on wheels with

doors at each end. One night they placed this con-

traption at the door of Jumbo's stall, sinking its wheels

into the ground so that its floor was level with that of

the elephant house. After some initial suspicion,

Jumbo walked through the tunnellike cage to take his

daily stroll outdoors.

Jumbo soon became accustomed to the new cage,

and one dav as he slowly walked through it, Barnums
agents slammed both doors shut. Jumbo tried to smash

through the cage, hurling his body first against one

wall, then the other. He stuck his trunk through the

bars and tried to pull them apart.

Scott, whom Barnum had hired to care for Jumbo in

America, tried to calm him while Barnum's agents

brought up a 40-horse team. It was going to be quite a

haul, since, together, the elephant and the cage

weighed 12 tons.

Three hours after it started out, the cage arrived at

dockside, having passed along a crowd-lined route. A

slcani crane lillcd il onto a wailing liargc, which
moved oul to meet the Assyrian Monarch. There, a

block and tackle lifted the cage—and the elephant

within— inio the section thai had been reserved for it.

"The Society for tiie Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-

mals hovered over Jumbo to the last," Barnum wrote,

"and tilled ladies and little children brought to the

siii|) baskets of dainties for Jumbo's consumption dur-

ing the voyage."

Fifteen days later, after a rough crossing during

which the elephant was sick for at least two days, the

Assyrian Monarch arrived in New York City on Eas-

ter Sunday, April 9, 1882. A team of horses pulled

Jumbo's cage up Broadway to Madison Square Gar-

den, while thousands of New Yorkers watched in awe.

Once on exhibit, "he created such a sensation,"

wrote Barnum, "that in the next two weeks, the

receipts in excess of the usual amount more than re-

paid us the $30,000 his purchase and removal had

cost us." In Jumbo's first 31-week season, Americans
spent $1,750,000 to see him.

JU'-IBOb VACAT OS

To be fair. Jumbo wasn't the only reason people

flocked to the show. Barnum and Bailey had assem-

bled an array of outstanding attractions, including, at

one time or another. General Tom Tliumb, the midget;

an eight-foot Chinese giant named Chang Wu Sing; the

two "wild men" of Borneo (actually Hiram and
Barney Davis of Long Island); Chang and Eng, the

original Siamese twins, who between them had 21
children; and the Fiji Mermaid (actually the em-
balmed upper half of a monkey joined to the lower

half of a fish).

But Jumbo was the circus' greatest attraction.

Barnum advertised him as "huger in his proportions

than the monster which Ptolemaeus states was brought

by Caesar to Britain in 54 B.C. and terrified the in-

habitants greatly and probably more colossal than the
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JUMBO AT LUNCH

side, thiiii measure the ilistaiicc Iroiii these marks to

the floor."

According to Sanderson, there is one other wav to

estimate an elephant's height—bv measuring tlic cir-

cumference of his forefoot and mulliplving bv two in

the case of Asiatic elephants, or bv two plus 10 per-

cent in the case of African bush loxodonts, the ele-

phant genus to which Jumbo belonged.

As it happens, we do have an accurate measurement
of Jumbo's forefoot. During the Jumbo excitement, Joe

Howard, the London correspondent ibr the Phila-

delphia Times wrote that Jumbo's feet were 20 inches

in diameter, too large for an old-fashioned ottoman.

That works out to 62.8 inches in circumference, or,

using Sanderson's formula, 11 feet .5 inches in height.

'elephant of enormous size' which was presented by
the King of France [Louis IX] to Henry HI of
England in 1255."

"Jumbo," Bai-num said, "is today the largest known
animal that walks the earth and manv well-informed
persons believe he is as large as the mastodon of by-

gone ages."

For once in his life, perhaps, Barnum wasn't exag-

gerating, at least not much. Contemporary sources

tend to agree that Jumbo was the largest elephant ever
seen up to that time in anv zoo or ciicus. Barnum's fig-

ures for Jumbo's height and weight are hard to prove,

Vl*^ PURE!

Baking Pc

JJKBO AT THE BAR.

however, since he never allowed his prize to be care-

fully measured by any disinterested parties.

Measuring the height of an elephant is no easy

trick. Ivan T. Sanderson in his book Dynastv of Abu
suggests that the only way to accurately measure the

height of an elephant is to "have the animal stand on
firm ground in a doorway, lower a bar with a spirit-

level on it till it just rests on the elephant's back, mark
where the beam touches the door uprights on either

56 .

We shall probablv never know Jumbo's exact

height. It is impossible, Sanderson savs, to accurately

measure the height of dead elephants, since the weight

of the body pushes the supple shoulder blades upward

at the spot of greatest height in an African elephant,

the shoulders. Asiatic elephants are tallest approxi-



nialclv amidships, sinrc. unlike llic Alricaii \arii>tv,

tht'v are slighlU liunipbaeked.

Although a \erv larjje t^lephanl, juiiihii was nol ihe

huiiest ever seen. In tlie eailv lyOOs, Major }*owell-

( lotion sliot one in AlViea that, bv various measure-

ments made after its deatli, was thought to he 12 feet 6
int'hes high at the shoulder. Then, in 1955 .J. J. Feny-

kovi shot an elephant in the Cuando River region of

Southwest Africa that, after its death, measured 13

feet 2 inches at the shoulder and weighed 12 tons.

I^ater estimates of the elephant's weight, however,

place it at 8 tons. That specimen was given to the

Smithsonian Institution, where it went on public view

in 1959. These are both postmortem measurements,

but, even given some inaccuracy, both seem to surpass

Jumbo in size. In 1882, however, when Barnum
claimed that Jumbo was the largest elephant "in or out

of capti\il\."' he had every reason to believe he was

right.

To provide Jumbo with company, as well as a size

contrast, Barnum often displayed him with a young,

small elephant named Tom Thumb. After a while, the

two elephants became friends, and even traveled to-

gether in "Jumbos Palace Car" in the circus train.

Everv dav. Jumbo ate 200 pounds of hay, 15 loaves

of bread, and an assortment of oats, biscuits, onions,

and fruits, or so Barnum claimed. He also said the ele-

phant drank five pails of water, a quart of whiskey,

and an occasional stein of beer.

Although Jumbo performed no tricks, he earned his

keep bv strolling around the rings, accompanied by his

keeper and a gaggle of tumbling clowns. He criss-

crossed America, delighting millions of children here,

but he never went on the European tour that Barnum
had described in his cable to the Daily Telegraph.

On September 14, 1885, after a performance at St.

Thomas, Ontario, Jumbo died in a tragic accident.

There are various descriptions of how the sudden trag-

edy occurred, but the following account seems to be

the most reliable. Most of the menagerie had already

been loaded onto rail cars and the crew was striking

the tents, when Matthew Scott led Jumbo and Tom
Thumb over an apparently unused railroad spur.

About 500 yards ahead, the spur went around a sharp

bend and joined the Grand Trunk Railway. As they

were crossing the track, a freight train came round the

bend and bore down on them. Scott shouted at Jumbo
and yanked his chain, but the elephant seemed para-

lyzed with fear at the sight of the onrushing locomo-

tive and its glaring headlight.

The train hit Tom Thumb first, tossing him aside

and breaking his left rear leg. Then it plowed into

Jumbo almost head on. There was a tremendous crash

and Jumbo was knocked to the ground, his skull

smashed. According to eyewitnesses, before he died

the elephant waved his trunk once at his keeper, who
had jumped aside at the last instant.

Nearby, the locomotive and two cars lay derailed;

the engineer was dead. Tom Thumb eventually recov-

ered and returned to the circus ring, but died several

years later, apparently from apoplexy.

"Tlie loss is tremendous," Barnum told newspaper

reporters afterward. "Bui such a trifle never disturbs

mv nerves. Long ago, I learned that to those who mean
right and try to do right, there are no such things as

real misfortunes."

Barnum used Jumbo's death lo ilisplav his show-

manship once again. He had the carcass haul(;d off Id

Ward's Natural Science Establishment in Rochester,

New York, where Carl Akeley and Prof. Henry Ward
mounted it on a hardwood frame. The staff also studied

Jumbo's teeth and bones and decided that, if he had

lived, he might have grown as much as 15 inches

more. In his belly they found many English pennies,

Jumbo was killed by

a freight train in Ontario

on September 14, 1885.

sixpences, and threepenny bits, plus a policeman's

whistle and a ring of keys.

There was no way Barnum could replace Jumbo,
but he tried to use him even though he was dead. His

agents went back to the Royal Zoological Gardens.

This time, they bought Alice. For several months,

Barnum exhibited Alice beside the stuffed hide of

Jumbo, as his "widow." But the public showed little

interest.

Finally, Barnum presented Jumbo's skeleton to The
American Museum of Natural History (where it will

soon be on display in the Biology of Mammals Hall);

the mounted hide was given to the Barnum Museum at

Tufts University, in Medford, Massachusetts.

Jumbo can no longer be seen meandering around

the circus ring, gobbling up candv and peanuts, trum-

peting and waving his trunk. But Jumbo, the elephant

wonder that captured the imagination of two nations,

gave us his name as a synonym for huge, and in this

way he has outlasted all of Barnum's other wonders.
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Secrets
of the

Coelacantli

Once known only as a fossil, a rare Indian Ocean fish has

begun to emerge from geologic and oceanic darkness. But to learn more
about it, ice may have to go down to where it lives

i. Ttion^son

LIVE COELACANTH CAUGHT THIS AM. lacaiilh wore comvllv ivrooiii/.,.,!. pods.

MOVIES DISSECTION OK, STOPOVER an. I in 1855 Louis Aji'assiz.jiaw the coclai

PARIS. HOME AROUND THE FIRST. oroup its formal name Coc-lacan- iiroup

ihini. aflcr ihc Cai"l)oni(ri'ous jiciuis hirap

'I'his cable, scnl a vear aijo from Coeldcanlhiis ("jiolldw spine'")-. \\ hmjili:

ihe Comoro Islands bv Rob(.'rl |)resenl. ibere an^ 28 known fossil fresbi
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laeanlb. ibe lisb ibal seienlisis once Lale CnMaeeous. Sini'e no fossil bas 'des w

lions ol \ears. j'or Ibe lirsi lime a was
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alive for se\eral liours. and sludied will
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neern in ibe searc
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A coelacanlli e^

life-size.

For roiirlfcn vrars [lie search I'm-

liiitluM- <|)C(iiiirn:< <'onlinurcl. uiilil

in Di'(fml)(-r. 1952. a snond spcii-

mcii was broujihl to Sniilh's nolir(\

This OIK- had been caught on the is-

lanfl of Anjouan in the small Coi'n-

oroan gi-oup lo the noilliwcsi of

Xhiilagascar. A local lishcnnan hail

recognized il tVom a poslcr. which

Smith had dislrihutcd widely up

and down the east coast of Africa.

He claimed th(^ reward, and Smith,

in a plane loaned to him bv the

South African prime minister, (lew

lo ihe (lomoros in order lo collect

The Comoro islands an' I- rench

lerrilorv. and since 19.52 inlensixc

research into ihe coelacanth. jirinci-

pallv in lerms of descriplive mor-

phologv. has heiMi conducted al the

Museum Nalional d'Histoire Nalu-

relle in Paris. Bv 1960 some 40 lo

.50 s|jecimens had been caught, pre-

ser\ed in formalin, and shipped lo

Paris for slud\ . A long series of no-

tices on the siruelure of Lalimcria.

louelher with the first two volumes

of a planned comprehensive anal-

omv. has been published in Paris

and clsinvbere since 195-5.

Regrellablv. of all the specimens

captured b<Tore 1972. oulv one

lived long enough to be observed b\

scientists. In 1955 a specimi-n was

belli in a submerged dinghv for

About 1962. further s|)ecimens

caught in the Comoros were offered

for' sale to museum? around the

world, and formalin-preserved spi'c-

iniens have now been dislribuU^d lo

Brilain. ihe Soviet Union, North

America, and Australia. From this

worldwide effort a dear picture of

the (ish's analomv has emerged.

Lalimcrin cluiluiuiuir is a largi^

(ish with a mouthful of shaip leelh.

short, sharp spines, its color is a

inuddv grav-blue. whiih rapidly be-

omes more brown aller dealli. The

•ve is clear. Iiul in snecimi^ns

retina. Ihe skull has a curious

racranial joint, and the paired

s are larHP. lobifd. and exIremcK

on and muscle sysli

ere are no true luni;

evitlcnllv derived from th(> paired

lungs of a distant ancestor. Thus,

the hsh cannot breathe air. Then^ is

no internal nostril. The stomach has

a thick muscular wall. whi( h often

results in ihe contents being voided

during capture, thus depriving us of

information about ihe lish's diet.

The rest of the internal organs need

no mention here excepl lor ihe re-.

productive svsleni. Two gravid le-

males have been caught, induding

one in 1972 that conlained 19 eggs

of enormous si/.e. more than 1

indies across. Thev lad< anv pi-olec-

tive shell or mc^mbrane.



which came from off the coast of

South Africa, Latimeria chalumnae
has onlv been caught off the Com-
oro Islands and in fact from only

two of these—Anjouan and Grande
Comore. Thev have been caught at

depths from 100 to about 800 me-

ters (but mostly above 400 meters).

More than 70 specimens have been

taken at a capture rate of two to

four per year.

To this bare catalog we could add

a great mass of detailed anatomy,

but there is a notable lack of infor-

mation about the ecology and gen-

eral way of life of these fish. This

last affects not only our attempts to

interpret what we have so far

learned about the fish but also ques-

tions regarding how rare the fish is

and how it has sm"vived.

One reason for our long igno-

rance about the mere existence of

living coelacanths and our con-

tinued inability to learn their se-

crets is the remoteness of the Com-
oro Islands. Set in the Mozambique
Channel, the archipel des parfums
consists of four volcanic islands

with small fringing reefs. Beyond
the reef, the underwater profile is

very steep, plunging down some
2,000 to 3,000 meters. The geo-

logic history and submarine topog-

raphy of these islands may provide

part of the explanation of how the

coelacanth survived from pre-

historic times. Two hundred million

years ago coelacanths were a not

uncommon part of shallow sea

faunas worldwide. Is it a coinci-

dence that some of the best-known

fossil coelacanth specimens come
from the Triassic beds of nearby

Madagascar?

There seems to be little to distin-

guish the Comoros from other is-

lands in the western Indian Ocean,

such as the Aldabra series. An ex-

pedition sent by the Royal Society

of 1969 to some of these other is-

lands showed that the fish popu-

lations on their deep underwater

slopes are almost exactly like those

of the Comoro Islands (although no

coelacanths have been caught
there).

Examination of the available sta-

tistics on catches shows that, apart

from the first South African speci-

men, all coelacanths have been
caught off Grande Comore and An-

jouan, with a majority from Grande
Comore. They are principally

caught on the east coasts of these

two islands and not at all from the

other Comoroan islands of Mayotte

and Moheli. The captures all come
in the early hours of morning dark-

ness. The majority are caught from

January to March, but a large num-
ber are taken during the rest of the

year. To interpret these data, we
must know much more about the

nature of the fishing effort. One
may be reasonably sure, for in-

stance, that the reason for their ap-

parent absence from Mayotte and

Moheli is the lack of extensive fish-

eries there. Could this also explain

their apparent absence from all the

other islands of the western Indian

Ocean?

The Comoroan fishermen work
alone in outrigger canoes hollowed

from mango logs. Thev fish with a

single hook on a vertical line sent

down to the bottom bv a chunk of

rock secured by a slipknot, which is

then released. They fish at, or very

near, the bottom, normally in

depths of up to 400 meters. Pre-

sumably this is the deepest that can

conveniently be worked in this

fashion. Curiously, the months from

January to March present the very

worst weather in the Comoros.

One needs to ask, therefore, why

6o



This fossil coelacanth

ivas found on Madagascar.

It is similar to the living

coelacanths, but much smaller.

thev bother to fish at this time, at

night, and at these depths. The an-

swer is that thev are not normally

seeking the coelacanth itself, but

rather food fishes, especially the oil-

fish. Ruvettus pretiosus, which is

relatively abundant at these depths

around the islands, reefs, and banks

in the western Indian Ocean. In the

process they catch coelacanths, ap-

parently largely by accident. Now
when they ai'e asked to go after a

coelacanth, they obviously go to

where they have previously caught

them—the oilfish grounds. Thus, to

put an extreme interpretation on

the catch data, we might sav that

they present the coincidence of oil-

fish and Latimeria distribution at

the season when oilfish are sought.

This may actually be a bit strong,

but at least it seems clear that the

catch data reflect only the fishing

effort and that fishing is not di-

rected principally toward the coe-

lacanth itself.

Given this unsatisfactory infor-

mation, what can we say about the

distribution and numbers of the

fish? The sex ratio in the catch is

6i



The clouded eye shows that

this coelacanth, caught near

the village of Iconi, is near

death. Below, a fisherman

paddles his outrigger pirogue

off the island of Grand
Comore. Only local fishermen

have caught coelacanths;

prolonged efforts by visiting

scientists have been

unsuccessful to date.

approximately 25 males to every 20
females. The size range has re-

mained more or less constant, and

no fish of less than 34 inches (esti-

mated to be at least four years old)

has been taken. This suggests that

the catch rate (steady for nearly 20
years) has not significantly depleted

the stocks. It seems likely that there

are coelacanths around the other

Comoroan islands that have not

been taken at all. At this point, to

develop an interpretation, it is nec-

essai-y to turn back to the evidence

from the dead fish.

Latimeria does not seem to be an

open-water fish. The heavily ar-

mored surfaces and specialized lobe

fins, as well as the nature of the

other fins, suggest constant associa-^ DO
tion with a hard substrate. While

the caudal fin is a powerful struc-

ture, it is obviously only adapted

for short, rapid bursts of swimming.

The paired fins and the second dor-

sal and anal fins are adapted to

slow, sculling movements by which

the fish presumably moves along or

near the bottom, pushing off from

hard objects with the paired fins,

waiting for prey to appear, and then

taking it in a quick lunge.

The possibility is strong that coe-

lacanths engage in a nocturnal mi-

gration toward the surface and that

by day they lie at greater depths.

f
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The fve is adapted only to Idw liglil

intensity, the properties ol' the vi-

sual pigment comparing best with

those of fishes i<nown to live in

deeper waters. The few stomach

contents recorded include lantern

fishes, which are known to be verti-

cal migrators.

The fats in the swim bladder, and

dispersed widely in the oily tissues

of the coelacanth, contain many
verv light wax esters and presum-

ably are an adaptation for giving

neutral buoyancv. Tliere are in-

dications, its color, for example,

that Latimeria is not a truly deep-

sea fish. We might reconstruct,

therefore, that Latimeria is a fish

that lives a relatively sedentary

existence near the bottom. At night

it may come toward the surface to

follow prey species, and migrate

back down the submarine slopes of

the islands during the day. If this is

correct, then apart from detailed

ecological preferences that we do

not know of, the species could be

widely dispersed within the area im-

mediately around the Comoros. But

to move beyond this region, the fish

would probably have to swim in

open water, away from the bottom,

which may explain its restricted dis-

tribution. As to population size, we
cannot guess, but common sense

teUs us that to be safe we should

avoid a catch rate higher than the

present one.

There is a definite limit to what

can be learned from museum
specimens chemically preserved in

formalin. Therefore in 1966 an at-

tempt was made by the Comoroan
authorities to freeze and ship a fresh

specimen to Yale. The venture suc-

ceeded beyond all our hopes, and

on Memorial Day, 1966, a group of

scientists gathered around a labora-

tory table and made the first de-

tailed examination of a fresh coe-

lacanth. Within a few weeks it was

clear that surprising results would

be obtained. Prof. Grace E. Pick-

ford of Yale discovered that Lati-

meria, unlike all other known bony
fishes, balances the osmotic pres-

sure of its blood by a mechanism of

urea retention generally identical to

that used by the elasmobranch

fishes (sharks and rays). Prof. G.

W. Brown and Dr. Susan Brown
discovered that the liver contains

all the enzymes of the ornithine

cycle—the biochemical process by

which the urea is produced. I found

that, contrary to widely held opin-

ion, the skull of the coelacanth,

which is characterized by a set of

joints separating the braincase into

two parts, is movable through some
eight to ten degrees, producing one

of the most curious mechanisms of

jaw movement known in verte-

brates. Since this mechanism is also

found in the fossil Rhipidistia, it

was most important to discover

what happens in a live specimen.

From the Yale coelacanth,

"fresh" specimens of a wide variety

of tissues were rushed to biologists

at every hand, all of whom wanted

a chance to compare the biology of

this "primitive" fish with what is

known of other living fishes. Inter-

est in the biology of ancient fishes

and the origin of tetrapods rose to a

new high. But with the study came
problems. Obviously more material

was needed, the history of which

was known exactly. The study of

frozen tissues pointed up a whole

series of exciting problems (what,

for example, was the visual pigment

of the eye like?) that could only be

answered in one way—we had to get

our hands on a completely fresh

specimen.

In January, 1972, a joint expedi-

tion of the Royal Society (London),

the Museum National d'Histoire

Naturelle in Paris, and the National

Academy of Sciences (sponsored by

the National Geographic Society)

arrived in the Comoros. The expedi-

tion had been planned for nearly

five years. Biologists all over the

world had been canvassed and a

complete set of protocols for opti-

mum preservation of tissues from a

coelacanth had been set up. Every

effort would be made, should a

specimen be caught, to keep it alive

as long as possible in order to make
observations on the living fish. The
party planned to use every possible

fishing method. They had their own
gear, to be used from a launch, and

also intended to mobilize the local

fishermen.

In the end it was, cis ever, only

the local fishermen who succeeded.

In fact, the entire success of the ex-

pedition resulted from the labors of

the Comoroan fishermen, who went

out night alter night to help the vis-

itors in their search for the gom-
hesso 'jomole.

The expedition was immediately

successful. On the night of January

6, before the American contingent

had even arrived, the British and
French got the news that a large

specimen had been caught off An-

jouan. But by the time the scientists

made the 70-mile journey from Mo-
roni, the fish was dead. Much useful

information, however, including

priceless tissue samples, was ob-

tained. The specimen was only the

second mature female to have been

caught and it contained 19
enormous eggs, perhaps the largest

fish eggs ever seen.

Bad weather intervened, but the

fishermen were persuaded to re-

double their nightly work. By mid-

March a familiar pattern had set in:

rainy days, sunny days, lots of fish-

ing, no coelacanths. Only Robert

Griffith of Yale and Adam Locket

of the Institute of Ophthalmology in

London remained when at 3:00 a.m.

on March 22, Mohammed Ali Cha-

bane, the headman of the village of

Iconi on Grande Comore, woke them
up—a live coelacanth had been

caught at Iconi, 12 miles away.

The fish had been caught by

Madi Youssouf Kaar and brought to

shore, where it was transferred to a

submerged wire mesh cage. Griffith

and Locket observed it by artificial

light until daybreak, making de-

tailed notes on its color and behav-

ior, especially the use of the fins.

They then transferred the fish to a

large tank where they made a mo-

tion picture record of it, as well as

the photograph shown on page 62.

The reconstruction of the swim-

ming of coelacanths is based largely

on their observations.

One cannot be sure why coe-

lacanths die when brought to the

surface: it must be a combination of

decompression effects, temperature

change, and general shock. Lacking

specialized equipment to keep it

alive (for this was only a pilot expe-

dition), the two scientists prepared

to dissect their prize. The specimen,

an immature female only 33 inches

long, had been caught only 600 me-

ters from shore at a depth of about

100 meters. It lived for a total of

seven hours after capture, most of
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the time confined under difficult

conditions.

The 1972 expedition finally es-

tablished that closely supervised in-

tensive fishing by the local fish-

ermen can confidently be expected

to produce a coelacanth if one is

prepared to wait a couple of

months. It confirmed that speci-

mens can be kept alive for a while

and raises the hope that more elabo-

rate methods might succeed in

keeping one alive longer. A great

deal of research material was

gained, and the osmotic physiology,

blood, eye, reproductive system,

bone and cartilage, and many as-

pects of the basic biochemistry of

the coelacanth are now under scru-

tiny. Observation of the live fish

showed something of the swimming
and respiratory system. Now, what

should be the pattern for future re-

search?

Among the results gained by the

expedition was the capture of a ma-

ture female. The nature of the eggs

indicates that some kind of special

breeding behavior occurs in the

coelacanth. It may be ovoviparous

(a view Dr. Griffith and I favor) or,

at the very least, if the eggs are laid

in the water, close parental care

must be shown. Therefore, what-

ever the size of the coelacanth pop-

ulation, there may be considerable

danger in random fishing efforts

during the breeding period.

In 1966 I wrote, "Perhaps the

next phase of study of the coe-

lacanth should be conducted with

the investigator holding a motion

picture camera rather than a scal-

pel." I now consider this to be even

more pertinent. When the results of

laboratory studies now in progress

are known, there will undoutedly

be a need for a second expedition

to obtain a similar specimen.

But our need to know the ecol-

ogy of the fish will not be met by

this process. I am of the opinion

that no random, or even systematic,

fishing program will suffice. The

present catch rate is too low, and

even if one could devise a fishing

technique that would allow a large

catch to be made in a systematic

survey of the area (which seems un-

likely), the chances are too strong

that the fish would be made extinct

in the process. The only safe inves-

tigation of the general biology of

this fish can come from direct ob-

servation. A systematic survey of

the Comoroan deep slopes by means

of photography, television, and ob-

servers in a submersible would, at

the very least, tell us something

about the physical and biological

environment, even if no coelacanth

were seen. A film record of a live

coelacanth in its natural environ-

ment would be worth more than

fifty specimens on laboratory tables,

and I would certainly rather see the

effort go in this direction.

There are, of course, also consid-

This large coelacanth

Was frozen shortly

after it was caught.
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erable legitimate pressures for the

capture of a live specimen and its

preservation in an aquarium. It

would be a marvelous step for the

science of biology, as well as for the

public at large, if one could be put

on general view. At the moment we
do not know under what conditions

the fish normally lives and can only

guess at why it dies when brought

to the surface, but the extreme

stress of capture must be very im-

portant. I believe that the correct

procedure would be to prepare a

suitable tank, in which at least the
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SiniK of ilie eoolacanlh has bad a

long and often frustrating history.

Some 35 years after the discovery

of the living Latlmeria chaluninae,

we are beginning to assemble a

large set of data concerning the bi-

ology of this enigmatic fish. But a

limdamcnial aspect ol its biology

—

its ecology and general way of life-

remains almost a complete mystery,

enlightened only by inferences

made from the specimens all caught

at random by Comoroan fishermen.

Such .specimens have been studied

with great success, but new meih-

ods, including the maintenance of

specimens in aquariums and direct

underwater observation of the fish

and its habitat, will be needed be-

fore we can truly understand the bi-

ology of this curious relict of Paleo-

zoic and Mesozoic limes.



Unveiling
the

Black Wido^w

Venomous spiders have always incurred the wrath of man,

but their poisons were never intended for such luckless victims

by John A. L. Cooke

"When Alexander reigned, it is

reported that there was a very beau-

tiful strumpet in Alexandria that

fed always from her childhood on

spiders, and for that reason the

King was admonished that he

should be careful not to embrace

her lest he should be poisoned by

venom that might evaporate from

her sweat. . .
."

E. TopseU

The History of Four-Footed

Beasts and Serpents

London, 1607

Deeply rooted in the mythology of

many cultures, spiders are both

feared and venerated. Superstition

and popular imagination have en-

dowed these diminutive creatures

with enormous powers, including

prognostication of forthcoming

events and the cure of many dis-

eases. Such beliefs are not confined

to primitive peoples; even sophis-

tiqated New England yachtsmen still

believe a southwesterly gale is immi-

nent if spider silk is found streaming

from the rigging of their boats.

It is, however, the widespread

and unshakeable conviction that

most spiders are poisonous that has

given these fascinating animals

their undeservedly evil reputation.

While it is true that over 99 percent

of the more than 20,000 known spi-

der species possess so-called poison

glands, which discharge through the

tips of their fangs, this conjures up

a wholly misleading impression.

The very words poison and venom
are highly evocative, and one in-

stinctively relates them to man.

Clearly, for a proper understanding,

we must consider the role of the

poison glands in relation to the nor-

mal prey and predators of the spi-

der. It is unfortunate that most re-

search on spider venom has

concentrated on the very few spe-

cies that can affect man, leaving vir-

tually untouched the study of the

spiders' secretions in nature.

The original function of the

glands was probably to produce di-

gestive juices, for a spider must pre-

digest its prey to a souplike con-

sistency before consuming it. From
this stage the .evolution of com-

ponents that might paralyze the vic-

tim and make its capture quicker

and easier is a logical step.

Most spiders have progressed no

further than this stage, but a few

have gone on to evolve a violent-

pain-producing component that will

teach intending predators to keep

clear. To be most effective, this ca-

pacity should be accompanied by

the development of some form of

distinctive warning coloration. This

does occur in several species. In the

large African theraphosids, for ex-

ample, the fangs are surrounded by

crimson hairs that are vividly dis-

played when the spider raises its

body to the almost vertical threat

posture. It is possible that the crim-

son marking on the abdomen of the

black widow serves a similar warn-

ing function, a supposition sup-

ported by the existence of black

widow mimics. In the genus Scy-

todes the venom glands have

evolved a further function. They se-

crete a sticky, toxic gum, which the

spider squirts out over the prey

from some distance away.

Although many spiders are able

to subdue their victims rapidly, oth-

ers begin feeding while the prey is

still struggling; thus, it would seem

that in many cases the poison

glands have been misnamed. In

various parts of the world, however,

there are at least a dozen kinds of

spider whose bite seriously affects

man or his domestic animals. His-

torically, the most feared spider was

Drawing silk from spinnerets,

a female black widow fashions

her trap for prey. Her venom

has caused most spider-related

deaths in North America.
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The crimson hairs on the

mouthparts of this South

American wandering spider

warn potential predators

that its bite is painful.

the tarantula, Lycosa tarentula.

This large wolf spider abounds in

southern and eastern Europe, par-

ticularly southern Italy. It is quite

distinct from the large, hairy desert

spiders commonly called tarantulas

in the United States, which have a

totally undeserved reputation as

dangerous animals, but which are,

in fact, harmless to man.

Interestingly, it has recently

been shown that even the European

tarantula has been wrongly accused,

that it does not inflict the dreaded

bite attributed to it but is quite

harmless. The real culprit in taran-

tism is none other than the famous

black widow spider. The black

widow, Latrodectus maclans, is a

comparatively small, inconspicuous,

and secretive member of the family

Theridiidae, the comb-footed spi-

ders. These include several common
cobweb-spinning spiders found in

buildings. Latrodectus, whose name
comes from the Greek and means

"secret biter," is a genus of world-

wide distribution containing several

species. Although all are highly

venomous, only L. mactans is

synanthropic, posing a serious

threat to people.

Known by a wide variety of local

names in different countries, the

spider's American name, black

widow, presumably refers to the

popular belief that the female al-

ways consumes her spouse after

mating. While this does occur, par-

ticularly if the female is not well

fed, it is by no means inevitable.

The male is much smaller than the

female, weighing one-tenth to one-

fiftieth, and sometimes less than

one-hundredth, as much. As he

touches her web, he begins to pluck

at the threads and vibrate his body,

slowly advancing with an irregular

gait. After some minutes he begins to

destroy parts of the web, eventually

isolating the female on a narrow

swath of silk. If the female is recep-

tive and does not chase him off, the

male advances until he can touch the

object of his attention. Tapping and

stroking her, the male rapidly begins

to move around her, spinning a fine

film of silk that has been called a

bridal veil.

After he has been in the web for

nearly two hours, he mates by in-

serting the tip of his specially modi-

fied pedipalps—short leglike feelers

situated on either side of the

mouth—into the genital opening on

the undersurface of her abdomen.

Immediately after copulation,

which lasts about five minutes, the

male is exposed to his greatest risk,

for the female can easily seize him
with her fangs at the moment of dis-

engagement. If the female is placid,

however, he should survive, and he

may even continue to live in the fe-

male's web until old age supervenes

a few days later.

The bite of the black widow
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shows considerable diversity in its

effect upon humans. This undoubt-

edly reflects differences in the dos-

ages received, the phvsical condi-

tion of the victim, and probablv

very significant, differences in the

potency ot the spider venom in dif-

ferent parts of the world. There is

little information a\ailable on com-

parative lethalit\ of black widow
venom, but it appeal's that North

American populations are more po-

tent than others.

The bite is not painful and may
often pass unnoticed. Local effects

are limited to minute puncture

marks and a slight reddening and

swelling, but within a few minutes

an intense pain begins to develop.

Starting in the Ivmph nodes of the

armpits and groin, it rapidly

spreads until within about an hour

the lumbar and abdominal regions,

as well as the thighs, are affected.

The pain is incessant, acutely ago-

nizing, and sometimes paroxysmal.

The victim continues to deteriorate,

exhibiting general symptoms of

shock and nausea accompanied bv

cramps, sweating, facial spasms,

priapism, breathing difficulties, hy-

pertension, and changes in h<'art-

beat. In time, these symptoms may
also be accompanied by mental dis-

turbance and ulceration of the di-

gestive tract. In most cases the

symptoms subside within three or

four days, leaving a feeling of gen-

eral malaise and local hyper-

sensitivity, but it is not uncommon
for some patients to remain hospi-

talized for one or two weeks.

Although the bite of the black

widow- is traumatic, in most cases

the prognosis is favorable. Between

1726 and 1943 there were 1,300

reported bites from all 48 states,

with 55 fatalities—a mortality rate

of 4 percent. It should be remem-
bered, how-ever, that only a small

proportion of the total number of

bites are recorded in official statis-

tics and that the actual number of

cases is probably much higher.

With the introduction and general

availability of an effective anti-

venin, the mortality rate has been

reduced by about 90 percent.

A curious feature of black widow-

bites is that thev tend to occur in

epidemics, clearly reflecting the

natural fluctuations of the spider

|)oj)ulalions. Such epidemics have

occurred in Spain (1830), east-

ern Russia (18.38-39), France
(1878-79), Uruguay (1910), and
Yugoslavia (1926-27). A severe

outbreak of 946 cases in Italy be-

tween 1946 and 1951 surprisingly

resulted in only two fatalities (0.2

percent), suggesting that the venom
of the Italian population is less po-

tent than elsewhere. The majority

of those bitten are agricultural

workers, particularly in regions

where harvesting is still carried out

by hand.

The black widow typically feeds

on a variety of small insect prey,

capturing it in a durable web that is

usually spun in a wide range of dry,

shaded sites near the ground. Webs
may be found in rockpiles, culverts,

and in small mammal burrows, as

While tarantula fangs can

easily pierce human jlesh, the

bite rarely causes more than

momentary, localized pain.
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well as in grain crops. The spider

also shows a predilection for old

buildings, where it may occasion-

ally hide in clothing.

The black widow is not an ag-

gressive spider, biting only in self-

defense when trapped and pressed

against the body, but this is a rare

occurrence. It is in the old-fash-

ioned outdoor privy that the black

widow presents the greatest hazard.

Beneath the seat the spiders flour-

ish, spinning extensive webs to

catch the innumerable flies. Any-

thing brushing against the web will

attract the spider's attention and be

attacked as prey.

Despite the potency of its chem-

ical armory, the black widow is not

without enemies. The eggs are at-

tacked by pai'asitic flies and wasps,

and the spiders themselves are the

prey of alligator lizards, mud
dauber wasps, and the exclusively

spider-eating spiders of the genus

Mimetus.

The toxic effects of black widow
venom have been traced to four

protein fractions within the secre-

tion of the poison gland. Three of

these fractions are effective against

insects and presumably represent

an ancestral type of venom that

might be expected to turn up in a

variety of other spider species when
they are examined. One fraction

acts as a rapid knockdown poison,

while the other two function as

slower acting poisons that cause ir-

reversible damage to the nervous

system. Thus, a captured insect is

immediately paralyzed and stops

struggling to escape, although it is

not killed until some time later.

This principle, which is also found

in pyrethrum-DDT insecticide aero-

sols, gives greater flexibility in prey

capture and allows the spider to

feed on a broad spectrum of insects.

Only the fourth fraction, which
acts by interfering with the trans-

mission of nerve impulses, partic-

ularly to muscles, is active against

warm-blooded animals. The nerve

cell is separated from its muscle fi-

ber by a narrow synaptic space, and

electrical impulses are transmitted

across this gap by a chemical mes-

senger, acetylcholine. Black widow
venom selectively poisons the motor

nerve endings by inducing the se-

cretion of acetylcholine until the

Jumping spiders have

well-developed eyes and hunt

by sight. They occasionally

bite people, but the effects of
their venom are not serious.

supply is exhausted. Recent elec-

tron microscopy studies reveal that

this stage is followed by extensive

physical damage to the nerve end-

ing. Treatment with Latrodectus

antivenin will rapidly restore the

nerve ending to its normal working

condition.

Compaiative studies on the ven-

oms of European and American

populations of black widows and

other species of the genus show
that, although there are minor dif-

ferences in chemical composition,

the venoms are all very similar and

extremely potent. Surprisingly, it

was found that the brown widow,

Latrodectus geometricus, which has

never been regarded as dangerous,

has the most lethal venom. The ex-

planation lies in the fact that the

species produces very little venom
and is less aggressive and irritable

than other members of the genus.

The diminutive males and imma-
tures of the genus Latrodectus also

have so little venom that, coupled

with their inability to penetrate hu-

man skin with their tiny fangs, they

do not constitute any danger to

man.

In the United States only one

other group of spiders, those in the

genus Loxosceles, warrants consid-

eration as a potential danger to

man. Often called brown spiders,

the best-known species, the brown
recluse, or fiddle-back spider (L.

reclusa), is found in many of the

warmer areas of the country.

Several closely related species

occur in the United States, extend-

ing from California through the

Southwest and into the southern

central states. Because they often

hide in old crates and boxes, which

may be transported to centrally

heated buildings in cooler parts of

the country, their range is slowly

spreading under man's influence.

Thus, colonies of the brown recluse.
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The venom of the broivn

recluse can be harmful In

man. This spider has

been extending its range in

the I nitcd Stales.

Loxosceles reclusa; a Chilean spe-

cies, L. laeta: and the originally

Mediterranean species L. rufescens

have become established in scat-

tered locations on both the east and

west coasts of North America.

The most striking diagnostic fea-

ture of the brown spiders is the ar-

rangement of their six eyes into

three well-sepai-ated groups of two.

This is in contrast to the eight eyes

present in most other spiders. They

are active spiders that construct

tangled webs of flocculent, bluish

silk, but because they are nocturnal

and inhabit secluded niches be-

neath stones or logs or within

cracks and crevices in rocks and

caves, they are seldom seen.

In 1934 convincing evidence

was assembled to show that the bite

of Loxosceles laeta in Chile was re-

sponsible for a veiT common and

extremelv unpleasant form of skin

tissue destruction in humans. It was

not until 1957, however, that L.

reclusa in North America was
shown to produce similar effects in

laboratory animals and the potential

hazard of bites from these spiders

was verified. Since the resulting

condition, known as necrotic arach-

noidism, had been reported in the

medical literature since 1872, it is

curious that the prime causative

agent escaped detection for so long.

Unlike the bite of the black

widow, which produces a systemic

effect, crippling the whole body, the

bite of the brown recluse is gener-

ally localized in its impact. Some
discomfort may be experienced at

the time of the bite, but usually sev-

eral hours pass before the victim is

aware that anything is amiss. First a

blister, often accompanied bv a cer-

tain amount of pain, develops at the

site of the bite. Then, as surrounding

cells are killed oft bv the venom, the

victim's skin turns purple and even-

tually black. The resulting gang-

renous lesion may be an inch or two in

diameter, and alter the necrotic core

falls avva\, the jjatienl is left with a

deep pil thai iicals only gradually, as

seal" tissue slowly accumulates over

several months.

Cases have been reported in

which hypersensitive individuals

develop severe systemic symptoms,

which can persist for up to a week,

and in very rare instances the bite

has proved fatal. During a recent

five-year period in Texas, sixty

cases of brown recluse poisoning

were reported, and four were fatal—

a mortality rate equivalent to that

of the black widow prior to the

widespread availability of anti-

venin. Although an effective anti-

venin against Loxosceles laeta bites

has been developed in South Amer-
ica, it is not yet available in the

United States.

The chemistry of Loxosceles

venom is not understood, nor is its

precise mode of action. One prob-

lem in attempting to discover the

way in which this venom works is

that different experimental animals

respond differently. When the

venom is injected into rabbits, for

example, only minimal systemic ef-

fects are observed, but extensive

necrosis of the walls of blood ves-

sels occurs in the area of the in-

jection. This reaction is accom-

panied by local thrombosis and

hemorrhage, followed by the forma-

tion of an abscess. Ultimately, as in

man, an ulcer covered by a black-

ened scab forms, which is eventu-

ally sloughed off

In contrast, mice similarly

treated usually die from systemic ef-

fects within 24 hours, with no trace

of necrotic lesions being formed. It

is possible that this difference in re-

sponse is due simply to the size of

the subjects, and hence the propor-

tionate dosage received, but it could

also reflect the fact that these spi-

ders, more likelv to be attacked by

small predators, have evolved a spe-

cific antirodent component in their

venom.

Thus, the black widow and the

brown recluse are characterized by

two very different types of venom,

the neurotoxic, with its widespread

systemic effect, and the hemolytic,

with its predominantly local tissue

destruction. The venoms of these

two spiders are, by far, the most in-

tensely studied for the simple rea-

son that they are the ones that have

had the greatest impact on our

lives. What little we know of the

venoms of other truly poisonous spi-

ders suggests that they, too, belong

to one or the other category, or oc-

casionally to both. The imposing

South American wolf spider Lycosa

raptoria, for example, has a painful

bite that causes extensive necrosis

and presumably contains both types

of venom.

In his arrogance man considers

all venoms in relation to himself

and rates them effectual or ineffec-

tual accordingly. Obviously though,

spider venoms evolved indepen-

dently of man and probably long

before he ever appeared on earth.

The small number of geographically

separated and largely unrelated spi-

der species with venoms toxic to

man acquired this potency fortui-

tously. Vertebrates of any kind play

a small role in spider nutrition, and

it is improbable that the poison

gland secretions evolved to pacify

such prey. Spiders, however, are at-

tacked by a variety of lizards, birds,

and small mammals, such as

roadrunners, grasshopper mice, and

shrews. The appearance in the

venom of a factor causing immedi-

ate and excruciating pain to these

predators would clearly confer a

significant selective advantage. This

would be much greater than the ad-

vantage to be gained by mere dis-

tastefulness: the spider would not

have to be eaten for the predator to

discover its mistake. It is not sur-

prising that such a venom, designed

to debilitate a small rodent by dis-

rupting the delicate chemistry of its

nervous system, should also have an

effect upon larger animals, for the

use of acetylcholine in synaptic

transmission occurs throughout the

animal kingdom.

Our knowledge of spider venoms

has increased substantially since Al-

exander was unnecessarily deprived

of his pleasure. But much more re-

mains to be learned about the secre-

tions of the many spiders that rarely

come into contact with man before

we can more fully appreciate the

evolutionary subtleties of venom,

instead of merely deploring our sen-

sitivity to it. *
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Moments in tlxe Mnd
Why are these young ladies doing something

that all children—and many adults—dream, of?

photogi-aphis toy Maiii-een Bisilliat
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At first sight, the women and girls of the village of Livramento in

northeastern Brazil seem only to be enjoying a fantastic frolic in the

mud fiats of the Paraiba River near the Atlantic Ocean.

Yet a closer look, next page, reveals that more than play is involved.
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Pipe-smoking mothers also join in the muddy affair. For the whole party,

the layer of slime provides protection from the tropical sun and

the swarms of malarial mosquitos. But the main purpose of the escapade is

to catch by hand the silvery fish that feed in the shallow ponds when

the tide falls. The fish try to escape by swimming into the watery ooze.

The pursuers, with laughter and abandon, slither after the fish,

often catching them at arm's length down in the mud.
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A Ne-w Ajre For Aging
Continued from page 18

semia, found in the Mediterranean

region.) Itano proposed that the

mutation responsible for this dis-

ease involved the substitution of a

poorly translatable genetic code

word for a readily translatable one

in the defective gene. This idea was

independently rediscovered by

Gunther Stent, Bruce Ames, and

the author, who applied it to aspects

of development and aging.

The basic idea behind our think-

ing and experiments is that as cells

mature they may shut off the ability

to read, or decode, certain code

words. The effect would be that all

genetic messages written down in

sequences that include nonde-

codable words could not be used to

produce working parts of cells, in-

cluding replacement parts.

If this idea were correct, one

might expect different kinds of cells

from the same individual to operate

on different genetic languages. A
genetic language is definable as a

particular combination of code

words that includes at least one

word for each of the twenty amino

acids. Because there are about sixty

usable words in the genetic diction-

ary, it is obvious that a huge num-

ber of different kinds of languages

are possible. In fact, because there

are about three times as many code

words as there are amino acids for

them to specify, a sequence 100

amino acids in length (about aver-

age for a simple protein) can be

written down in 3^"° different ways

within a given segment of DNA.
Even allowing for some inability

to distinguish between certain

words, it now appears that at least

10,000 different exclusive sets of

code words could be used to specify

10,000 different kinds of cells. This

is many times the number of differ-

ent kinds of cells in the body.

One of the predictions implied in

such a theory is that certain steps

needed for the translation of a given

word will be carried out by certain

kinds of cells but not by others.

There are now at least fifty studies

on various animals and plants that

show some deficiencies in the trans-

lation machinery from one cell type

to another. (Some cancer cells, it

now appears, may have reacquired

lost translating ability, perhaps as a

result of "cancer virus" infection.)

Two findings by Michael Bick

and the author are extremely per-

tinent in this regard. The first was

that extracts from old soybean coty-

ledon tissue are unable to fully

carry out the step involved just

prior to the decoding of genetic in-

formation. (This step is the attach-

ment of the proper amino acid to

the right decoder molecule.) Young
tissues, however, were perfectly ca-

pable of doing this.

The second finding was that old

tissues contain a substance that spe-

cifically seems to block this step.

These findings imply that the tissue

is programmed to manufacture a

"self-poison" (possibly similar to

the chalones) late in its lifetime,

and that such a "poison" effectively

blocks the production of materials

needed for an indefinite existence.

The lifetime of this very tissue can

be extended manyfold by applying

a specific plant hormone, kinetin,

to the tissue before it ages.

Equally important is an unpub-

lished finding by Gerald Hirsch. He
found that cellular material present

in extracts of liver cells was unable

to produce free soluble proteins if it

was given a message from another

tissue. These experiments imply

that different cells do have different

languages.

Roger Johnson and the author

have recently made another promis-

ing discovery that may be the

needed principle that will tie to-

gether many of the seemingly dif-

ferent effects of the aging process.

Working with dog tissues, we found

that nondividing cells lose a par-

ticular kind of DNA. This DNA is

involved in the manufacture of the

machinery needed to produce any

kind of protein, the working parts

of all cells. This genetic material,

known as rDNA, codes for the ri-

bonucleic acid that is part of the

ribosomes—the machines through

which the genetic messages are

threaded as they are translated into

working proteins.

It may be highly significant that,

in the studies completed so far, this

loss of rDNA occurs only in nondi-

viding cells—brain, heart, skeletal

muscle. Liver and kidney cells, for

example, do not show such losses.

The net effect of the gradual loss of

some of this genetic material would

be to reduce the maximum rate at

which protein could be synthesized

under stress. Thus, such different

afflictions of the elderlv as heart

failure (which requires the manu-

facture of heart muscle proteins if it

is to be prevented), inability to de-

tect and reject cancer cells (which

requires the rapid manufacture of

antibody-like substances to kill off

the aberrant cells), and a decrease

in the efficiency of the hormonal

systems (such as occurs in adult-on-

set diabetes) may all be ascribable

to this fundamental loss of rDNA in

nondividing cells. Studies are now
under way to test a few of these im-

plications.

It would be too sanguine to state

at this time that vital functions

could be regenerated simply by re-

instating lost abilities to decode one

or a few code words. What is

needed, of course, is research to

find out whether this simple, though

versatile, mechanism really domi-

nates the control of development

and aging.

Predicting what wiU happen in,

say, the next ten years in the field

of understanding and controlling

the biological aging process is about

like giving a 10-day weather fore-

cast. We know enough about the

present situation and the main

trends in this area of science to

make an educated guess as to what

will happen. Barring unforeseen

breakthroughs in other areas of bio-

medicine that might provide impor-

tant insights into the aging process,

the key, limiting factor is whether

the needed specific effort will be

supported by society. This is an un-

settled question right now.

One reason that research on ag-

ing has not received the emphasis it

deserves has to do with the aging of

bureaucracies themselves. New bu-

reaus and institutes are often vital

organizations; as they grow older

they are concerned more with main-

taining the status quo than with

imaginative progress.

Within the government (the logi-

cal source of funds for basic re-

search), two agencies have a prime

interest and obligation toward the

health of the elderly: the National

Institutes of Health and the Veter-

ans Administration. The National

Institutes of Health has been

charged with responsibility for sup-

port of resccirch on medical prob-

lems; the Veterans Administration

has responsibility for caring for the

veterans of our wars. But both

agencies are hampered by in-
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adequate budgets.

Resean'h on aging sutilers troni a

particular disadvantage within tlie

National Institutes of Health be-

cause of an absence of experts in

decision making and advisory posts

sufficientlv awai-e of the details of

the process. Instead research pro-

posals are sent to groups of special-

ists in bacterial genetics, in epi-

deniiologv, cell biology, or general

biochemistr\ . The members of each

of these review panels or study sec-

tions are, almost without exception,

leading members of the biomedical

research communitv. But, il the re-

view comments this autlior has seen

are representative, thev are quite

underinformed about the status of

aging research—a field that is alien

to their natural interests and, m
fact, competitive with the profes-

sional objectives (funding) of most

panel members.

For a brief time, just before the

last election, it looked as though the

starvation period for research on ag-

ing was about to end, for Congress

had passed (bv almost unanimous

votes in both houses) a bill that

would have established a National

Institute for Research on Aging. It

was jointly sponsored by leading

members of both parties and sup-

ported bv all of the research and

service organizations concerned

with the needs of the elderly. This

biU created the institute that was

unanimously called for by the rep-

resentatives to the 1971 White

House Conference on Aging (Re-

search and Demonstration Section),

convened by the President in De-

cember, 1971.

The euphoria in the aging re-

search communitv was short-lived,

however, for the President killed

the bill by pocket veto. The reasons

given for the veto were: (1) it would

cost $200,000,0(X) and (2) the

work would duplicate work already

being carried out within the govern-

ment. Obviously, there has been

some failure in communication, for

it is hard to believe that a highly in-

telligent man would have made this

decision if he had been apprised of

all of the relevant facts. Perhaps the

present governmental shake-up will

open the lines of communication

and give the President a more bal-

anced view of the needs and op-

portunities in this field of research

when the bill once again is passed

and reaches his desk.

NOT EVEN A TENNESSEE WINTER changes the

temperature of Jack Daniel's limestone spring.

Our spring runs year 'round at exactly 56°. (Our ducks

are glad of that.) And it's completely iron free. Our 'stiller

is particularly glad of that because iron is murderous to

whiskey. That's why Jack Daniel

started our distillery here over a

century ago. And we've never seen

fit to change anything Mr. Jack

started. After a sip of our whiskey,

we trust, you'll be glad of that.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

DROP

t
BY DROP

TENNESSEE WHISKEY • 90 PROOF c 1972, Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Motlow, Prop., inc.

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY- LYNCHBURG (POP. 361), TENNESSEE
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ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were
used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-
signs, they make unique archaeological display
pieces for home and office. A superb all-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity, approx. 3'' long ..$13.50
Collection of SIX Lamps $75.00
• Money back guarantee.
• Add $1.50 for insured postage and handling.
• BankAmericard & Master Charge for orders

$50. minimum.
COUECTOR^S CATALOG . . (48 pages) pictur-

ing over 201 genuine relics from ancient

civilizations. Plus colorful brochures featuring

ancient jewelry replicas in precious metals.

Catalog and brochures $1.00. .FREE v/ith order.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. L-273 • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y., N.Y. 10036

Spectacular Collection of Genuine FIRST
MEN ON THE MOON Postage Stamps.
Strikingly dramatic stamps from Domin-
ica, Grenada, Qatar, Togo, etc.... PLUS
collection of fantastic Outer Space stamps— awesome moon rockets, v^eird inter-
planetary vehicles, man floating in orbit-
from Russia, Rwanda, South Africa and
other faraway countries. Both of these
valuable collections — catalog price over
$2.00 - for only 10^! Also, fine stamps
from our approval service, returnable
without purchase and cancel service any-
time — plus big free Illustrated Catalog.

SEND 10^? TODAY.
Jamestown Stamp.M23Nf\/l,Jamestown,N.Y.14701

[^
Outdoor

[M^ Sporting Specialties

Free Spring Catalog

n Send Free catalog

Name

Ready February 15

Fully illustrated fea-

turing fishing, camp-
ing and summer
sports equipment.
Outdoors apparel
and footwear for

men and women.
Many items of our
own manufacturei
Our 61st year of
providing depend-
able, high grade
sporting specialties.

All Fully guaran-
teed.

Zip-

L. L. Bean, Inc.

619 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032
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What happens in the next ten

years thus depends directly on a to-

tal imponderable. If the institute is

established and adequately and

imaginatively funded and adminis-

tered, it seems likely that by the

year 1983 we will understand, in

depth, the details of cellular and

bodily aging. If no special effort is

made to understand this most uni-

versal of all human afflictions, the

date of understanding and possible

control wiU be pushed back to the

beginning of the twenty-first cen-

tury, a date too late to benefit most

of us alive today.

The eventual understanding and

control of the aging process will

cause a revolution in human affairs.

Already a few studies are under

way on the social consequences of

greatly retarding or abolishing ag-

ing and death. A few misconcep-

tions should, however, first be laid

to rest. Some of the evidently mis-

informed opponents of greater,

healthy life-spans seem to believe

that the world would become popu-

lated with decrepit, patched-up, wi-

zened, senile people, perhaps fed

through tubes and moving with the

aid of electronic prostheses. This

ugly picture is totally false, for

there is no way to appreciably in-

crease life-span except by improv-

ing the body's physical state. In-

stead, humans that live for 150
years or more will be healthy for a

much greater percentage of their to-

tal life-span. Men and women of

highly advanced age will possess

bodies like those of much younger

people. In fact, their minds will be

even more improved, for the greater

years of optimum health will pro-

vide more opportunity to assimilate

the world's wonders and lead to a

greater measure of wisdom—the

only intellectual commodity that of-

ten improves with age.

Because the healthy middle years

of life will be doubled from the

present 30 or 40 years, each indi-

vidual will spend more time as a

contributor to society. The average

professional of today requires 25 to

30 years to acquire his training—

mostly at the expense of the produc-

ing members of society. If the post-

training years were doubled, every

person could give much more back

to the pool of resources from which

he derived his start.

As the societies of the world

evolve, there will be many changes

in the kinds of creative activities

Based on blood flow through the kidneys.



"The literary event of the

year" -gene shalit, Today

"A major work ... as impor-
tant as it is captivating"

—Publishers Weekly

Now reproduced in a su-

perb, color-precise edition

with 128 full-color, full-

page portraits

The famous item of Ameri-

cana that rare-hook dealers

have heen seHing for thou-

sands of dollars.

Conceived by Colonel Thomas L.

McKennev, Superintendent of the

Bureaus of Indian Trade and

Indian Affairs under four Presi-

dents — and first published in

1836 in a 3-portfoIio set — this

historic work is now available

in one moderately-priced volume
for the first time.

With each of the 128 full-color

portraits of prominent Indian

chiefs and women of virtually all

American tribes, there is a con-

cise biography written especially

for this edition — along with the

first full-scale biography of Col.

NfcKenney. In addition to the

full-color plates, this magnificent
9" X 12" volume also includes

100 woodcuts, linecuts. and maps.

S23 until February 28, 1973; $29.95
thereafter. First and limited edition,
SIOO. Now at your bookstore, or

"^^/tffU/K PUBLISHERS
419 Park Ave. S., New York, N.Y. 10016

open to men and women. Pe<)[)li'

with many decades of" optiimini

health will find it desirable, il' nol

necessary, to move from one kind

of occupation to another. One wav

in which continual retraining in

new skills and professions could

well take place would be throutrh a

regular system of educational

leaves-with-pay, much like the sab-

batical system that now operates in

universities. Every five or seven

years, a person could take a year or

so to acquire new skills and to re-

furbish old ones. Plans should be

made now for the restructuring of

educational institutions so that a

continuing re-education will be-

come the rule rather than the ex-

ception.

As machines take over the more
onerous and repetitive tasks men
have performed, opportunities for

new careers in the so-called service

area will evolve. It is unfortunate

that there is not a better word than

service (from the same root as the

word sen^ant) to describe the kinds

of creative things people can do to

make each other's lives enjoyable.

Such efforts range from art, music,

poetry, and beautiful gardens, to

the care of children, entertainment,

and creative conversation. As men
escape from a subsistence society,

in which work must be done to

provide for life's necessities, a

much more fulfilling kind of work,

one directed toward the improved

enjoyment of life, will come to

dominate.

In time, all of these joyous

prophecies will probably come
about anyway, provided we have

wisdom, foresight, and a little luck.

But they will be available to those

who read these pages only if the

minuscule investment needed to un-

derstand and perhaps control hu-

man aging is made m this coming

decade. What is commonly termed

the Protestant ethic encourages

some sacrifice now (work, saving,

investment, education, research) in

order to derive greater benefits in

the future. After nearly a decade of

disparagement and eclipse, it seems

once again to be revealing its wis-

dom. One can only hope that this

resurgence in the appreciation of

investment wiU extend to what is

needed to assure a healthier, longer

life for all—basic research on the

most universal human affliction, ag-

ing itself. *

QUESTAR PHOTOGRAPHS CLAVIUS

This portion of the moon showing the crater Clavius

is port of a 35 mm. enlargement which is longer than

the telescope that took the picture. It demonstrates

the incredible resolution of Questar, the optical giant

thot weighs only 7 pounds and travels in a leather

case less than a cubic foot in size.

There are more than 150 photographs, both astro-

nomical and terrestrial, taken by Questar owners, in

the Questar booklet, which describes the world's finest,

most versatile telescope. To obfoin your copy, send

$1 to cover mailing and handling costs on this con-

tinent. By air fo South America, $2.50; Europe and
North Africa, $3; elsewhere, $3.50.

BOX 60M NEW HOPE, PA. 18938

QUESTAR 3'/2 IN ITS POLAR EQUATORIAL POSITION



TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help. So

without any further ado, we would now ask
you to continue in the battle to keep alive and
free, the heritage of East African wildlife that
belongs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques-
tion be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
IS a Cheetah?" But that could be the case
rith cats and other species if the numerous

activities of the East African Wild Life Society
e to be curtailed for lack of furvJs. Cheetah,
I, leopard and other animals of the region

if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just as
dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wild Life Society founded
in 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
agency assisting the three East African repub-
lics of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the
development of game conservation. The facts
and figures of its performance rnay be seen
in its numerous activities, such as pollution
study, anti poaching work, research, educa-
tion and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plans
amount to $185,000.00. Membership and inte

rest in the Society is up, there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom! But costs and
commitment are recurrent-and there's always

m for one more in the ark. Your readership
proves your interest.

Become a member now, and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICANA. And avail

able for sale to all. are ties, cars badges, wild
life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,
and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 20110, Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

Namn

Address ,

NH

Books in Review

Social Systems, Sex,
Amazonian Cosmos, by Gerardo

Reichel-Dolmatoff. The University

of Chicago Press, $12.50; 290 pp.,
illus.

Cultural anthropologists are fi-

nally coming around to con-

firming what ecologists have long

felt must be true but have not had

the data to demonstrate: that where
man lives dependent only on the re-

sources within his_ tribe's home
range, his destiny is set by the car-

rying capacity of that home range,

just as it is for other animals. Most
recent cultural anthropology either

brings its descriptive guns to bear

on the way the tribe harvests its re-

sources or describes the social glue

that holds that resource-harvest ma-
chine together. Few studies deal

with the coevolution of the tribe's

social institutions and the proper-

ties of the resources in the home
range.

Reichel-Dolmatoff has taken on
this difficult task in Amazonian
Cosmos, and has done a masterful

job of showing us how the sexual

sociology and psychology of the De-

sana Indians of the Northwest Ama-
zon is highly adaptive in the context

of maintaining a stable tribal den-

sity in a rain forest with a river run-

ning through it.

Before digging deeper, I would
like to comment on an aspect of re-

source harvest philosophy that un-

derlies his analysis. Anthropologists

often take the low density of primi-

tive human populations as an in-

dication that they are not at their

terrain's carrying capacity, and as-

sume therefore that their behavior

need not be seen as having co-

evolved with that carrying capacity.

From an ecologist's viewpoint, this

would be like failing to recognize

that two species of birds could have

different carrying capacities on the

same acre of forest, depending on

the way each catches insects and

depending on what size insects they

each need. In this situation, the

bird has done most of the evolving

and the habitat little.



by Daniel H. Janzen

ind Sui^vival

All the evidence indicates that

this is also true of most primitive

men. Modern man, however, is very
close to the other end of the spec-

trum. He changes (evolves) his envi-

ronment to meet his needs and fan-

cies, and himself changes little.

However, it is clear that the basic

cultural information that he uses to

guide his current activities has

strong roots in those days when he
was intermediate—an organism
strongly coevolving with his envi-

ronment. In Amazonian Cosmos,
the analytical description of the De-
sana gets us to the very heart of this

coevolution.

As Reichel-Dolmatoff says, he
was most fortunate in finding a na-

tive informant who had been reared

in the tribe under rules unperturbed
by the introjection of foreign tech-

nologies and social goals. Yet the

informant, Antonio Guzman, had
later made the adjustment to Co-
lumbian Spanish culture, which is

no mean feat as any participant in a

cross-cultural marriage can testify.

If it is to be done well, such an ad-

justment requires extraordinary in-

trospective ability and psychologi-

cal awareness, as well as a good
deal of practice. Both the ability

and the practice contributed greatly

to Reichel-DolmatofPs success in

extracting from Guzman far more
than a mere description of the way
the Desana run their lives. And it is

comforting to note in postscript that

Reichel-Dolmatoff was eventually

able to visit the Desana and cor-

roborate Guzman's interpretations

of his childhood milieu.

The basic problem faced by the

Desana is that of any territorial ani-

mal. How do you adjust harvest

rates so that only the natural inter-

est is removed? In short, how do
you keep from hunting too much?
Second, how do you adjust birth-

rates so that nobody starves? I may
add a reminder here—death by star-

vation of a preproductive human
means not only the loss of an indi-

vidual from the tribe and a waste of

the parents' physical reserves, it

AN AMERICAN
INDIAN CHILD

WANTS YOU AS

A SPONSOR AND
PERSONAL FRIEND

He's poor, cold, and futureless
without your friendship. You
have it within your power to
lift one Indian child from the
despair of appalHng hardship to
a brighter life of hope and joy
and personal pride.

Sponsoring an American Indian
child through Futures For Chil-
dren works many wonders:

• Keeps "your child" in school
by directly financing shoes,
clothing, and other necessi-
ties. (Right now many Indian
children have little more than
the threadbare clothes on
their backs.)

• Opens a new world beyond
the reservation through a
friendly exchange of personal
letters.

• Provides hope, self-esteem
and confidence — for the first

time in your child's life.

Decide now to sponsor a young
Indian boy or girl. It will be a
rewarding experience for your
entire family.

I II

FUTURES FOR CHILDREN
5612 Parkston Road,
Washington, D.C. 20016

n Yes, I (we) want to spon-
sor an American Indian
child . . .

D a boy n a girl D either

Enclosed is a check for $
($15 monthly; $45 quar-
terly; $90 semi-annually;
$180 annually)

n Here's help, not as a Spon-
sor, but with a check for

$
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THE HEAVIEST HUMAN ON RECORD
WEIGHED 1,069 LBS. ANDWAS BURIED

IN A PIANO CASE!
The HiRhcsl Diiorce
Selllenicnl Ever Made
Was $9,500,000. A War
That Laslcd 38 Mm. A
Woman Who Bore 69
Children. The LarResI ,r/

Insect... a "Goliath j

Beetle." The World's i

Most Expensive Winei ^

At $300 Per Glass.

The biggest! Thi
smallest! The richest

The highest! The old
est! The longest! The
fastest! The greatest! At

The Guinness Book Of -

World Records con-

^

tains over 3,000 records
of the

achievements of man,
the world of sports, the
arts, entertainment and
little known fantastic
phenomena. Packed
with unbelievable facts and over 350 photos.

•:••:••:••:••:• new enlarged edition: •:••>•:••:••:•

It contains all major Olympic Records recently

broken at Munich, Germany.
Settle any argument! Amaze your friends! You

will not be able to put it down. This 600 page hard
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also means the loss of all the mate-

rial that was useti to support the

chiltJ until its tieath.

The Desana, like most oilier

tribes with a Stone Age technology

and in tune with their environ-

ment's carrying capacities, maintain

a balance through a complex inter-

play of sexuality anti resource har-

vest, which is for the most part

hunting in the Amazonian rain for-

est. Perhaps the most telling sen-

tences in the entire book are to be

found where Reichel-Dolmatoff

summarizes Guzman's description

and analysis of Desana creation

mythology: "Spiritually and psy-

chologically, the Desana is not an

individual we would call contented,

balanced, and adjusted. His sense

of being a man is dominated by the

constant conflict between his at-

tempts to balance the normal grati-

fication of his sexual impulses and

the prohibitions that his culture im-

poses on him."

So what's new about this? All we
have to do is look next door to

make the same statement in a mod-

ern society. In the other direction,

if a male baboon could speak, his

analysis would sound about the

same. It makes us painfully aware

that our incredible advances in re-

source gathering have not been ac-

companied by an et^ally advanced

coevolution of psychological aware-

ness with the ability to generate re-

alistic sets of aspirations. Reading

about the Desana Indians, and com-

paring what you see in modern cul-

ture, can be a most educational ex-

perience.

Guzman, Reichel-Dolmatoff, and

most of modern society seem to

have missed the realization that the

conflict between a person's desires

and his resources is the inevitable

result of a social system that allows

the depletion of its resources to tell

it when to stop—rather than arbi-

trarily setting the number of people

substantially below possible carry-

ing capacity. Only with the human
density held significantly below the

carrying capacity can we have a sys-

tem where individuals are allowed

to pursue their own whims without

constantly coming up against natu-

ral controls that say "thou shalt

not. . . J'

Reichel-Dolmatoff and Guzman
have done us a great service by

documenting a large number of

these social and natural controls in

for re-
reading
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Di'sana culture. Some arc (il)\iiius

in their adaptive significance. I)ut

many are obscure and may be des-

tined to remain so. Their obscurity

often Hes in our inabihty to see the

total set of forces operatino; to keep

a Desana tribe at a giyen consumer

level. We cannot see how much re-

source is really there ((>ven the De-

sana have difficidtv determining

this). We will often miss the adap-

ti\e meaning of rules that had their

origin in dealing with the unpre-

dictable nature of resource fluctua-

tion. We cannot know to what de-

gree social behavior is set by the

tools at hand and to what degree

the tools at hand are set bv social

behavior.

We may even be dealing with

some traits that were of direct adap-

tive significance historically, but

ai-e now of indirect adaptive signifi-

cance as convenient symbols. That

is, it would cost more socially to re-

move them than to leave them im-

bedded in a cun-ently socially adap-

tive pattern. There are modern

analogies galore; Detroit can make
a burglarproof car, but the cost is so

high that it is cheaper to have a cer-

tain number of cars stolen each

year.

Some of the social controls in

Desana culture are worth empha-
sizing. Bear in mind that we are

looking at hardly more than a Stone

Age culture, but nevertheless a cul-

ture that has to live off only the nat-

ural interest of its home range, leav-

ing the natural capital untouched.

"A man who sires more than two or

three children will be considered

socially irresponsible and con-

temptible," and "is accused of

being a bad husband and of causing

too much work for his wife." Birth

control is achieved through absti-

nence and contraception: "The
women simply use mixtures of cer-

tain herbs that seem to have a very

strong contraceptive action."

Abstinence is no simple thing

and falls primarily on the shoulders

of the male. It is very cleverly re-

lated to the amount of meat harvest.

To be a successful hunter, it is be-

lieved that the man must not dis-

sipate his sexual energy. He must

abstain for three or more davs be-

fore hunting and for several days af-

ter. "The hunt is practically a

courtship and a sexual act, an event

that must be prepared for with great

care in accordance with the strictest
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norms. The verb to hunt is . . .

translated as 'to make love to the

animals.' "
I might add here that

we have a not-so-primitive parallel

in the Spanish language—cazar
meaning to hunt and casar meaning

to marry.

The amount of game taken has

another major control system: the

belief that each large game animal

represents the soul of a dead per-

son. If there is a shortage of large

game, it is up to the shaman (paye),

through negotiations with higher-or-

der spirits, to determine if more
souls (animals) can be released to

be taken as game. Since souls are a

rather ill-defined unit of barter and
can come from deaths in other

tribes, the shaman becomes a major
evaluator of how much hunting is to

be allowed, and has the means at

his disposal to control it. It is of in-

terest that all such systems deflect

responsibility away from the person

who must make the decision to take

an action, such as hunting.

As alluded to earlier, much of

the tribal social structure generates

psychological anxiety. "In various

ritual activities man fertilizes na-

ture, but at the price of a great sac-

rifice in the sphere of his own sex-

uality. The fundamental rule of the

hunter is sexual abstinence, and
this rule demands a level of repres-

sion that cannot but lead to a

state of profound anxiety." After

Reichel-Dolmatoff describes a long

Hst of the illnesses that beset the

Desana, it becomes clear that they

have very few serious pathogens,

but they do have "a wide category

of psychosomatic diseases with hys-

terical overtones." The majority of

the diverse cures involve "symbolic

acts of coitus and rebirth" and
"demonstrate a perspicacity and in-

sight into the psychological mecha-
nisms that undoubtedly are very ef-

ficient in achieving at least a

temporary cure." Interestingly, such

things as snakebite are treated with-

out the intervention of the shaman.

Reichel-Dolmatoff was able to

construct a detailed chart of the De-
sana's pattern of resource harvest

through the year. While we do not
know the total environment from
which they draw their food and ma-
terials, we can say that the pattern

is sufficiently complex that its

proper execution requires careful

adherence to rules by most of the

people in the small tribe. Antonio
Guzman has given us the back-

ground for a strong inference that

much of the control that the group
exerts over the individual is medi-
ated through his or her sexuality.

May I finish by pointing out that it

was in reading Amazonian Cosmos
that the reasons for the social taboo
against masturbation first became
clear—and somewhat terrifying. It

is clear that our culture is likewise

held together in great part through
programmed sexual repression and
release; the individual who mastur-

bates has discovered a private es-

cape from this sexual repression

and in many ways has the potential

of being very disruptive to society.

Daniel H. Janzen is associate professor

of zoology at the University of Michi-

gan and has conducted ecological

studies in Central America.
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Africanity: The Cultural Unity

OF Bl^ck Africa, bv Jacques Ma-

quet. Oxford Universitv Press,

$7.95: 188 pp.. illus.

Books on At'rica are written

todav bv almost any visitor

to the continent who wants to be

regarded as an "expert" on a part

of the world that is politically im-

portant, smartlv fashionable, and

still little known except for its

animals. Books on the people who
live in Africa, bv those who know

what they are writing about, who
have both an intensive and exten-

sive personal knowledge and—
even rarer—a historical and com-

parative understanding of the con-

tinent, are verv unusual. No criti-

cism in these terms can possibly

be made of the author of this

book. Jacques Maquet has a long

and deep experience of Africa; he

is also a distinguished anthropolo-

gist whose manv and influential

writings show him to have an em-

pathy with, and a scholarly com-

prehension of, the peoples of Af-

rica, their hopes and aspirations

for their future, and their pride

and nostalgia for their past.

Maquet begins with a dis-

cussion of what is meant by Afri-

can culture: what does it mean to

be an African? He points out that

to be black is hardly enough, an

unfashionable view but a true one.

As he says, "The African child is

born Black but becomes African"

and reminds us that "Harlem
. . . still is not Africa." To be

African is a part of cultural tradi-

tion and behavior. "Life-styles and

work-styles are the heart of the

matter: human behavior and
things made in a social group."

This cultural view of the world

Maquet calls Africanity, a some-

what cumbersome word in

English, defined by him as "[the]

unique cultural face that Africa

presents to the world." It is of

course all too easy to prefer to

forget the difficult concept of cul-

ture and to call upon racial views

alone, views that are in a sense

beyond proof and need only faith

to be accepted. But as the author

writes, "Africans did not create

Africanity because they are black"

and "The cultural unity of Africa

does not rest on a mysterious Af-

rican soul, an ideal essence or a

certcdn way of feeling, but on a
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material base: the similarity of ac-

quisition and production and their

low yield." He continues during

the chapter on "The Sources of

Africanity" to discuss the ecologi-

cal, historical, and other factors

that make for a sense of unity

within Africa and yet permit the

myriad variations of that common
culture from one society to an-

other. Maquet groups these many
cultures into six major ways of

life, or civilizations: that of the

bow, that of the clearings, that of

the granaries, that of the spear,

that of the cities, and finally that

of steel, or industry. Although I

have reservations about the mean-

ingfulness of this classification, this

section is one of the best overviews I

have read on the nature of African

culture; although terse, it is neither

facile nor sentimental.

The central chapter is on the

contents of Africanity, and it is a

sensible summing up of anthropo-

logical knowledge of African so-

cieties. It covers the usual topics:

birth and socialization, kinship

and family, religion and magic,

initiation, marriage, jural and so-

cial rules, government, and art.

The necessary compression of data

has not led to any gross sim-

plification: there is simplification

indeed, but not at the expense of

discussion of the basic cultural

and social principles of African

society. The section on art is as

good as the author's well-deserved

reputation in that field would have

us expect. The only criticism of

this chapter is in its lack of de-

mographic and other background

data: one does not want tables of

figures, but some harder informa-

tion than we are given would help

us see the continent more clearly.

There follows a chapter on the

future of Africanity. This is not as

good as the preceding sections.

Professor Maquet's forte is his un-

derstanding of the traditional in

African culture, and he seems not

so happy in the discussion of

modern democracy, military rule,

and the like. The same preference

results in one drawback in his

coverage of societies: his virtual

exclusion from consideration of

urban life and the increasing ur-

banization and social stratification

of today, with the cruel problems

of underemployment and urban

and rural poverty.
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The book ends with thumbnail

sketches of one hundred African

societies. These are not very

meaningful, and instead of being

geographically dispersed and typi-

cal, far too great an emphasis is

given to societies in the Congo re-

gion where Maquet has done most

of his research. There is a useful

reading list and the photographs

are excellent.

This is a good book, and has

been well translated bv Joan Ray-

field from the original French ver-

sion published in 1967. It is an

excellent effort to produce some-

thing that is very difficult: an in-

troduction to a complex subject

that does not fall into the easy

paths of racism, condescension, or

sentimentality.

John Middleton

University of London

A God Within, by Rene Dubos.

Charles Scribner's Sons, $8.95; 325

pp.

I
read this book with several pur-

poses in mind: to obtain a bet-

ter image of its author, a man I do

not know but do greatly admire; to

accumulate facts for mv own pur-

poses; and to determine point by

point whether I would have pro-

ceeded and concluded as the author

did.

I can very quickly say that read-

ing A God Within was valuable to

me; at least twenty-five items in the

selected bibUography have been

marked for future study. There is a

wealth of material in this book. Dr.

Dubos emerges from these pages, I

might add, as a kind and thoughtful

human being, a valuable citizen, a

stimulating companion. My admira-

tion for him continues.

Would I have written as he has

in A God Within? Do I agree with

the many threads of his main argu-

ment? Not entirely. It seems to me
that he has said many of the "right"

things, but has then diminished his

own effectiveness by ambivalence,

or worse.

The god within, according to

Dubos, is "the manifestation of the

attributes we each derive from our

hereditary endowment and our ex-

perential past." Herein Ues the di-

versity of mankind. No two individ-

uals are genetically identical; no

two sequences of experiences and

Adventure is the word when you
travel with Lindblad through India.

Rudyard Kipling comes to life in

Lars-Eric Lindblad's exciting new 28-

day tour througti ancient India. You
will encounter fantastic mountain
scenery in Kashmir and live on a

houseboat on Dal Lake. You will

wander through the lovely gardens
of Krishnaragasagar in Mysore. Your
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while visiting exotic temples and
historic shrines. A boat ride on the

sacred Ganges will reveal strange
religious rites as they were per-

formed thousands of years ago
Those who are interested in Hima-

layan wildlife may ride on elephant
back in the game sanctuaries. See
the snow-capped Himalayas with
majestic Mount Everest in the back-
ground. Across the border into the
remote kingdom of Sikkim you will

visit the ancient capitol of Gangtok
and see the famous Tibetan Lama
Monastery. Yes. adventure is the

word when you travel with Lindblad
through India. Write for our inform-

ative brochure.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL INC.

( York. NY 10022

TRAVEL THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD

The American Museum
of Natural History

presents

a 9'day summer
c^Jature Study l!our
June 4-I2f 1973

Centering on the Lake Cayuga area, in New York's Finger Lakes

Region, and the New Jersey Pine Barrens, daily trips and walks are

taken to areas rich in plant and animal life including:

• Montezuma National Wildlife Refuge

• Environmental Study Center at Sherburne, N.Y.

• A "live" beaver swamp
• McLean Bog
• Cornell University's Sapsucker Woods
• A night-time "frogging" trip

• New Jersey Pine Barrens

• Seashore
• Brigantine National Wildlife Refuge

For further information call or write Department of Education,

The American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at

79th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024. Telephone (212) 873-7507
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,] JEWELRY
'

, LIFE SIZE

BC-8 Byzantine Cros

EY-1 Sacred Eye Ring
(Ancient Egyptian Doctor's Amule

Ancient Jewelry Rcphcasg,^^,.^^
14K.

In H Kant Cold 6 Stsriina Silver Silver Gold

AP-5 Ankh Pendant 24" ch. $27.00 $79.00
BC-8 Byzantine Cr. 24" ch. 25.00 79.50
EY-1 Sacred Eye Ring .... 25.00 75.00

Rings sized to IIV2 no extra cost. • Money bacii guarantee.

Add $1.50 for insured postage. * Orders sliipped promptly.

• Banlcamericard & M.C. for oreJers S50, minimum.

COLLECTOR'S CATALOG ... (48 pagesi pictur-

aladdin boase, Ltd.
Dept. N-273 • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y. 10036

OUREAST
,
AFRICA

is more than elephants and lions

Leisurely three-week tours

with authoritative leadership.

twelve national parks and game reserves
. . . elephants, tiippos, rhinos. The hoofed
beasts: zebra, giraffe, impala, wildebeeste,
buffalo and others. The predators: lion,

leopard, cheetah plus smaller hunters.
The whole magnificent land from the

snows of Mt. Kenya and Kilimanjaro to the
beaches of the Indian Ocean ... tribesmen
as natural and exotic as the wildlife...
white settlers . . . Asians in turbans or saris
. . . veiled Moslem women . . . the ethnic
struggle . . . tribalism vs. nationalism . . .

agriculture vs. conservation . . . progress
vs. prehistoric folkways.

Our Physical Services

Match The Richness Of The Experience
the best accommodations . . . uncrowded
cars ... everybody has body room and a
window seat. Leisurely pace ... two nights
in the same place more often than not.
Generously inclusive price (including tips)
with round trip air from New York. $'lg75

June, July,

August, add $52
For brochure, see your travel agent or write to

r National Parks and Conservation Assoc. |

Tour Section: 18 East41 St.. N.Y., N.Y. 10017
(212) 532-7075

Please send your East Africa brochure to

Name- —
Address-

City-

I am interested in departures in (month)

environmental encounters are the

same. Large groups of persons dif-

fer genetically from one another in

systematic ways. Local geographies

and local customs vary from one an-

other. From this multitude of varia-

tions arise the individuals, diverse

in heredity and experiences, who
collectively constitute mankind.

A God Within has been written

in praise of diversity. It has, how-
ever, also been written to identify

the demon within. The demonic
force in the modern world is identi-

fied by Dubos as the attitude that

"we shall do certain things simply

because we know how to do them."

Dubos does not identify technology

as the demon; rather, it is the atti-

tude, the propensity to consider

means as ends.

In his book Dubos has said the

right things. Natural resources, for

example, should not be squandered

by a few generations of greedy men.

If not corrected immediately, the

disordered relationships between

man and environment shall destroy

the fitness of the planet for human
life. Technology is acting, if not as

man's master, at least as a molder

of his destiny. The real prophets of

doom are those optimists who see

the future merely as more growth.

The Faustian way of individual life

is the way to racial death. The
mythical need for more and more
electric power is suicidal. The hope

for the future lies, not in tech-

nological fixes (which Dubos des-

pises), but in intelligent social de-

sign.

In making the above points,

Dubos does not underestimate ei-

ther the difficulty of changing indi-

vidual attitudes or of untangling

existing relationships. For instance,

he mentions the complex inter-

relationships between working
habits, automobile transportation,

the packaging industry, and other

aspects of life; these make it easier

to merely manipulate details than to

bring about significant changes. Ad-

diction is an appropriate term for

describing such relationships. In us-

ing the private automobile (rather

than public transportation) and

chemical inseicticides (rather than

biological control), man alters him-

self and his world so that his origi-

nal choices are virtually irrever-

sible. He becomes hooked.

In what ways does Dubos dis-

sipate his effectiveness? First, he re-

WORLDWIDE^-"-'''

STAMPS :,iv

..only10( ^ '

r.KT this valuable collection of UK) dinercnt Blarnps
from the world over—new counlrles, coniniemoratlves,
pictorials, alrnialla. scarce older Issues. Apollo 14,

Antigua military costume.scarcc Pope John.
'

memorials, other!
mer Olympics. Re
wild beasts, famous people, exotic
selections to examine. Buy any or none, return balance.
Cancel service anytime. Rush 10c today.
GflRCELON STAMP CO.. Dept, NH2X,Colais, Moine 04619

% Beech Cliff
"on the lake by the sea"

Mount Desert Is., IVIalne (nr. Bar Harbor)

Boys 9-16 PIONEER CAMPING in setting of great

natural beauty. EXCEPTIONAL TRIP PROGRAM.
Each camper elects: wilderness canoe trips,

Ocean Sailing Windjammer, Back-Pacl(ing.

In Camp
NATURAL SCIENCE, marine bio., ecology, tennis

water skiing, swimming, sailing, sports.

(ALSO, Oceanographic Institute. Fla. Keys at

Univ. Miami Bio. Station—Boys 12-17)

A C A accredited

C. A. Pulis, 6 Old Marlboro Rd. Concord, Mass
Phone (617) 369-4095] Est 1954 01742

Lilce the House Wren, we feather our

nests . . . our down sleeping bags . . . and
you don't have to know how fo fly. We
manufacture backpacking and mountain-

eering equipment ... our color catalog is

free.

SIERRA DESIGNS Dept. NH-8
4th and Addison Sts., Berkeley, CA 94710

A Rare East African Safari,

Birdwatching With John Williams

Author of E. A. field guides, an exciting

20 day Root & Leakey Safari, only 15

members, in Kenya identifying 650-700

species, game viewing. Leaves LI.S.

August 16, 1973. 45 day excursion fare

allows stopovers. Inclusive cost: $2310

New Yorl<, $2490 West Coast. Other

safaris also available.

For details, write, phone:
Siemer & Hand Travel

1 Embarcadero Center

San Francisco, Calif. 94111

(415) 788-7186

ALASKA

TEEN

CRUISE
I. Tentchoff 6807 Whorf Street, Powell River, B.C., Conuda

COED AGES 12 • 17

We (o moth teocher ond o marine biologist)

toke 15 girls and boys in our two cruisers

for 8 weeks, exploring the British Columbia-

Alaska coast Learn piloting and novigotion,

ecology and marine biology See killer wholes.
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The editors ofSaturdz^Review
proudly announce a new

magazine devoted tothe arts.
It's time there was a magazine

devoted solely to the arts.

Across the country there is more

interest—and more participation— in our

culture than ever before.New art forms, new
art centers, and new concepts of what art

should be are developing in wild profusion.

Saturday Review of The Arts is

designed to help you keep up with all

these exciting developments.

It will feature eight regular depart-

ments: Cinema; Theater and Dance; Art;

Architecture and Design; Entertainments;

Music; Writing; and People and Ideas.

(§aturdq«^epiew

THEARTS

(^aturdqvl^iew

THEARTS

C["What Is Real?"—New directions

in children's books.

((Should the Federal Government
support the arts, does such money
actually help or hurt them?—a story

based on the answers submitted by

George McGovern and Richard Nixon
from a questionnaire SR sent to them.

((An Optimistic Vision of the

Future of All Creative People.

In addition, Saturday Review of

The Arts will carry features, puzzles,

reviews, contests and editorials of the

kind that have made Saturday Review
the brain'prodder it has always been.

Photography. Design. Dance. Sculpture.

These departments will spot

trends, report on coming events, revisit desert,
forgotten masters, provide glimpses of

the personalities behind art news.

But Saturday Review of The Arts
will not confine itself to the traditional

cultural categories. The magazine will

set no artificial limits to its scope.

Here are some articles that you'll

be reading in Saturday Review of The Arts:

(("China On Stage"—probably the

first piece the American readers will see on
the opera m Communist China. It will be

written by Lois Snow, wife of Edgar Snow.
C["The Ups And Downs Of

Richard Diebenkorn"—the West Coast
painter who has been "banished" repeatedly

by the New York art establishment but keeps

bouncing back and leading new waves.

Architecture. Literature. Painting.

(("Stravinsky In Copenhagen,

1934"—story on an episode in the life of

Igor Stravinsky. A personal glimpse into

his life takes place in 1934 m Copenhagen
and thus new insight into what he was
before he became the great Igor.

(("Grub Street"—Cliiford Irving

belongs to an honorable line of fakers.

(("International Carnival of

Experimental Sound."

(("Shiraz Festival: Taking Care
of the Luxuries." John Ashbery at a

wonderful music and theatre festival

in a town called Shiraz. An interesting

contrast arises: advant garde music and
theatre in the middle of the Iranian

THEARTS

(^aturdqyB^iew

THEARTS

Music. Film.Theater. Poetry.

We invite you to become a

Charter Subscriber to Saturday Review
of The Arts at the half-price introduc-

tory rate of $6.00 for one year

(regularly $12).

...THEARTS..,
Bo.x 2043, Rock Isliincl, Illinois 61 207

Dear Saturday Review,

Enter my introductory subscription to Saturday
Review of The Arts at the Half-Price Charter Sub-

scription rate of $6.00 for one year (12 issues

—

regularly $12) with a guarantee that I enjoy it or

you'll give me a full refund on unmailed copies.

D Payment Enclosed D Bill me
(offer good only in US. and Canada.)

Communications. Criticism. Opera.
City

Zip

= currently a subscriber to Saturday Review, SR OFTHE ARTS is already included in your subscription as part of SR's new total infori 1 program covering &
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lers in a pejorative manner lo

')jio|>liels of doom." Who are tlievy

In many eyes, Duhos, liimself, is a

jjjopliel of (Joom; lience, l)y failing

lo iiienlil\ his own targets, he only

suireeds in mailing one oi' liimself

Second, he denigrates professional

ecologists. It is, at hest, trivial to

say that an environment judged to

he fit only for rats and roai:hes is so

judged thi'ough human eyes, not

through those of rats or roaches.

Third, I feel thai he criticizes Jay

W. Forrester in a way that creates

an uimecessary gap hetween Duhos
and the computer group at MIT.
Computers are necessary for solving

certain pjohlems; this does not

mean (as Duhos implies) that in us-

ing them we must deliver ourselves

unto them.

Finally, Duhos makes what seem
to he nonsensical statements harm-
ful to his own case. I cannot agree,

for example, that Stonehenge and

other temples ol' the world have ex-

acted as large a toll from nature as

have modern industrial plants.

Temples have neither exacted as

much from, nor introduced as many
|)oisonous wastes into, the environ-

ment. Nor can 1 admit thai the be-

witching charm of Paris or R(jme
has not been affected h\ tlie motor
cai'.

Moi-e impoilani, pi-ihaps, than

the dissipation of elfecliveness de-

scribed above is the choice of au-

dience Dubos should have made lo

maximize his impact. A God
Within represents a type of schol-

arly work—ade(juately documented,
gentle in tone, and sufficiently

profound—seemingly designed to

evoke praise from one's jjeers.

Praise does not effect ciiange. In

two decades or less Dubos and his

peers will no longer be with us. If

Duhos is serious about effecting

lasting change in the world, in ex-

orcising the .lemon within, he
would be well ad\ iscd lo direct a

simple, moving book to the high

school and junior high school stu-

dents of this country. I am sure that

he could write such a book; other-

wise I would not mention it. I am
e(]ually sure that it would eventu-

ally have a far greater impact on
man's future than a shelf of such
books as A God Within.

Bruce Wali^^ce

Cornell University

Power Along the Hudson, by Al-

lan R. Talbot. E. P. Button & Co.,

$7.95; 244 pp.

America's new interest in the

environment stems in part

from a series of dramatic clashes be-

tween citizen envu-omnental groups
and the established power structure.

3 Guides That Tell You the Whole Story of

HOW TO TRAVEL BY FREIGHTER

IThe Complete Guide to the World's
m Passenger-Carrying Freighters

Passenger-Carrying Freighters

Are the Secret of Low Cost Travel

Yes, for no more than you'd spend at a resort,
you can take a never-to-be-forgotten cruise to
Rio and Buenos Aires. Or through the West
Indies or along the St. Lawrence River to
French Canada. In fact, trips to almost evcry-
wliere are within your means.

with beds Inol bunks], probably a private bath,
lots of good food and plenty of relaxation as
you speed from port to port.

Depending upon how fast you want to go, a
round the world trip can be yours for $300-$350
a month. And there are shorter trips. Fast, un-
crowded voyages to England, France, the Medi-
terranean; two or three week vacations up and
down the Pacific Coast or elsewhere. Name the
port and the chances are you can find it listed
in Travel Routes Around Ike World. This is the
hook that names the lines, tells where they go,
how much they charge, briefly describes accom-
modations. Hundreds of thousands of travelers
all over the world swear by it. Travel editors
and travel writers say "To learn how to travel
for as little as you'd spend at a resort get
Travel Routes Around the World."

It's yours for iusi $1.50 and the new, big 120-
page edition includes practicolty every possenger
carrying service storting from or going to New
York, Canado, New Orleans, the Pocific Coast,
Mexico, South America, England, Fronce, the
Mediterranean, Africo, the Indies, Australia, the
South Seas, Japan, Hawaii, etc. There's a whole
section colled 'How to See the World at tow
Cost."

A big $1.50 worth, especially as it can open the
ways to more travel than you ever thought
possible. For your copy, simply fill out coupon.

2 Norman Ford's Selection of The
• World's Outstanding Freighters

What Do You Want When
You Travel by Freighter?
• A real buy in a short trip?
• Or a longer journey via many exciting ports?
• Would you like to "island hop" around the
Caribbean or the South Seas or to explore
the Mediterranean? Would you like to wander
ashore at half a dozen West Indian Islands
or at Tahiti or Bali or at the enchanted Spice
Islands of the East?

• Would you like an exciting winter cruise at
perhaps half of cruise liner fares? Or a jour-
ney completely around South America? Or to
all corners of the Orient? Or would you like
to know how you can actually find a good,
recommendable round the world combination
of services to show you every continent on
earth?

Ask anyone who's gone by freighter, and he'll
tell you there simply is nothing else to compare
with this informal, lower cost way of seeing the
world.
And for real value in freighter travel, Norman

Ford, America's top travel expert, picks out for
you in his big book Today's Outstanding Buys
in Freighter Travel just those freighter trips
which top all the others for comfort, good food,
low cost, and the like.

Today's Outstanding Buys in Freighter Travel
is a book of well over 85,000 words jammed
with facts about the .ships, their ports, prices,
etc. Because it names names, tells which are the
world's outstanding freighter trips, it's your
buyer's guide to getting your money's worth
whene/er you travel.

Remember, freighter travel is a real discovery,
and it can save you real money. Wherever the
world might be calling you—Europe, the Medi-
terranean, South America, the Orient, or else-
where—get the real help of Today's Outstanding
Buys in Freighter Travel. The new edition

—

complete with photos of freighters and a port
directory of the world—costs only 52.95, a very
small sum for the whole new world this book
will open to you.

3.
How to Travel
by- Freighter

Freighter Days tells you everything you want to
know about traveling on a freighter, from the
moment you cross the gangplank to your last
day on board, when you're wondering how much
to tip and who gets a tip.

You learn who does what on the ship, what
the ship's flags are saying, what the bells mean,
etc. Freighter Days details the preparations to
make to get the most fun from your trip, and
it describes everything from dozens of ways to
spend your days aboard the ship to such marine
lore as what might be the names of those huge
birds who fly above the ship when far out to
sea, how to win the ship's pool for the daily
run, and enough other facts to make you an
"Old Salt."

So don't even think of boarding your ship
without Freighter Days, the guide that tells you
how to travel by freighter. Many, many draw-
ings, yet it costs only 51.50.

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS
173 VVainul Drive

GREENLAWN (Long Island) New York H740
I have enclosed $ (cash, check.

monev order). Send me the books checked
below. YOU WILL REFUND MY MONEY
IF 1 AM NOT SATISFIED.
n Travel Routes Around the World—The

complete guide to the world's passenger-
carrying freighters, 51.50.

D Today's Outstanding Buys in Freighter
Travel—Norman Ford's selection of the
world's best freighters. $2.95.

D Freighter Days—the guide that tells you
how to travel by freighter, 51.50.
SPECIAL OFFER:
All 3 freighter books above ($5.95 value)
for 53.95.

Name
Address

City Zip
& State Code
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One (if till' most significant of these

ilasiifs. liic Slori7i King lon-

troveisy, is ihc sui)jeil of l^owcr

Along the lludsuii. In a con-

t'nintation of David and (iolialii-liki'

|iin|)(irtii)ns. a small gronp dl Hnd-
soii \ alley ifsidtMits, banded to-

gether as the Seenic Hudson Preser-

vation Conlereiiee, has been
battling both Consohdated Edison

(the nation's largest pri\ate utility,

whieh supphes metropolitan New
^ ork with gas and eleelricitv) and
the Federal Power Connnission (the

national agency that licenses hydro-

power plants).

The issue—whether Con Ed
should be licensed to construct an

ugly power plant on scenic Storm
King Mountain, on the west bank
of the Hudson River 40 miles north

of New York City— is one from the

standard environmental script. But

in 1963, when the Storm King con-

frontation began, a citizen's right to

challenge a governmental decision

was uncleai'. During the course of

the Storm King conflict, a federal

circuit court ruled—for the first

time—that a citizen organization

could sue a governmental agency to

protect the public interest in the en-

vironment (a ruling, by the way,

that may be overturned or modified

bv the conservative Nixon Supreme
Court). This unprecedented deci-

sion, and the new interest generated

in the Hudson River (it was during
this time that Bob Bovle, author

and angler, revealed to the public

that the Hudson was not all sewer,

that it still contained real, live fish)

made the Storm King controversy

an environmental milestone.

Allan Talbot's treatment of the

Storm King episode is thorough,

readable, and dispassionate, quali-

ties that immediately distinguish

Power Along the Hudson from
most environmental works. While
the author's sentiments are cleaily

with the Scenic Hudsonites, his

book is not a misanthropic diatribe

on the plunders of modern-day rob-

ber barons, but a convincing, even

compassionate, commentary on the

narrow vision of bureaucrats whose
professional specialization has im-

paired their capacity to sense the

full impact of their decisions.

Motten L. Waring—engineer,
former Con Ed president and vice-

president, and the man who guided
the utility's struggles against the

Scenic Hudson group—did not in-

tend to blight the scenery of Storm
King Mountain or to damage
a(]ualic life in the Hudson River.

Yet. his engineer's training and the

specialized assignment handed him
by the company in ]%()-l() design

a pumped storage power plant- |)rc-

vented him I'rom anlici|jating these

possibilities before they were pub-

licly thrust in his face by environ-

mentalists. In 1967 Waring was dis-

missed from his position by the (^on

Ed trustees. Talbot notes that War-
ing "was made a villain and tlim a

scapegoat for merely doing what

was expected of him. . .
."

A decade after it was pnjposed.

the Storm King project is still on
paper. Its license has been ap-

pnjved by the Federal Power Com-
mission, but the Scenic Hudson
Preservation Conference continues

to wage its battle in the courts.

Even if the plant is built, it will

not solve the long-range problem of

New York City's growing demand
for electrical energy, but will onlv

hold it at bay for a decade or so.

This problem, the author notes, is

almost unsolvable. To dale, our

society has made no attempt to en-

force or even to suggest a (jucjta foi

per capita consumption of electric-

ity. Thus, the projected power de-

mands oi' New York, and of our na-

tion as a whole, can only be met at

the expense of our natural sur-

roundings. Americans demand a de-

pendable supply of electric jjower.

Tliey also demand an environment
that is scenic and healthful. As Tal-

bot ably demonstrates, they cannot

have both.

Jack Hope

The American Museum is open to tlie

public every day during the year, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membership

and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.

The list below details the photographer

or other source of illustration bv page.

COVER-Maureen Bisil- 60 61-Keith Thomson
liat. Nancy Palmer 62 65-Edward Gold-
Photo Agency, Inc. stein. Yale Peabody

8-16—The Bettman Ar- Museum, except 62—
chive top, Adam Locket

20-AMNH Royal Society of Lon-
31-38-lan Strange, ex- don and 64-map,
cept map. Douglas Douglas Waugh
Waugh 67-74-John A.L Cooke

4045-Julio Fernandez 76 81-Maureen Bisil

46-San Antonio Public liat. Nancy Palmer
Library Photo Agency Inc

48-Fred Pfening 84-The Bettmann Ar-
49 56—Harvey A. Ard- chive
man 85 90-Courtesy of The

57—Fred Pfening University of Chicago
59—Michael Laigos. Yale Press

Peabody Museum 101— Helmut Wimmer

Observe
an eclipse.

an ecosystem.

Excavate
an ancient city.

Join top scientists tioni the Smith

soman Institution and major univer

sities on field research expeditions

around the world No special qualifi-

cations necessary Learn on location

Ecology in Nepal Anthropology in

Kenya. Land-based and underwater

archaeology, maiine biology, ornithol-

ogy, geology, astronomy 2 to 8-week

expeditions from $550 (plus airfare)

Participation limited. Early registra-

tion essential

®eei
Educational Expeditions International

68 Leonard Street NH.2

Belmont, Massachusetts 021 78

Phone (617)489 3030

FREE RUBY CRYSTAL
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Sky Repoi'tei* l3.v John P. Wiley, Jr

Back to the Baekyard
The last tew \ ears have been a bad time for us back-

yard astronomers. Our professional counterparts have

been enjoving a golden age of discoverv, replacing the

speculation and romance of centuries with cold facts

(thev call it data) about our neighbors in the universe.

"^Tien I first set up my telescope, I could use it to wan-

der across the face of the moon, moving silently across

its seas and over its mountain ranges, feeling I was

alone on a new world. Now, even though I can't see it,

I know the moon is a junkyard for space hardware,

and footprints that will never be washed away mar the

surface.

BlmTv dark patches were all I could see on Mars,

and even maps produced by professional Mars watch-

ers at Pic du Midi in France and Fort Davis in Texas

showed nothing but more elaborate blurs. It was still

possible to dream that C. S. Lewis might have been

right, and that bustling Hie did exist there along the

bottoms of fissures deep enough to have retained air

and water. Now a Mariner has sent back 5,000 close-

up pictures, and Lewis's world has vanished.

Giving up the telescope for the ai-mchair. squinting

at journals instead of through an eyepiece, has been

tremendously exciting. In the last decade we have not

only gotten our first close looks at some of the planets

and moons of the solar system, but we have also found

exotic new kinds of objects in deep space. Tliese find-

ings are changing our \ iew of the universe and prom-

ise to add whole new chapters to physics.

Within the span of a human lifetime, astronomy has

gone through a revolution, an overturning of our es-

tablished view of the universe. This period in astron-

omy can be compared to the impact the early years of

this century had on physics, when the discovery of the

atomic nucleus, relativity, and cpjantum mechanics en-

abled the human mind to account for the physical

world to a degree that was undreamed of at the turn of

the century.

The quasars, not much bigger than the solar system,

tirrned out to be objects that shine with the energy of

whole galaxies. The phvsics of 1973 just cannot deal

with this concentrated energy production. The pulsars,

which burst upon us just five years ago this month,

turned out to be neutron stars, composed of collapsed

matter the like of which can never be seen on eai'th.

Now astronomers believe they have found black holes,

stars that have collapsed in on themselves so far that

they have disappeai'ed from our universe. They search

for these with the classic methods of positional astron-

omy—and with instmments designed to detect grav-

itational, rather than electromagnetic, waves.

Our skies today are crisscrossed with satellites car-

rying telescopes and a variety of little black boxes that

see the stars only in ultraviolet, X-rav, or gamma-ray
wavelengths. New, large telescopes in Chile and Aus-

tralia are doing for the southern sky what the giant

mirrors at Palomar and Lick did for the northern sky.

Infrared telescopes are observing stars in the throes of

birth, while radio telescopes are picking up the death

throes of other stars.

The greatest discoverv of all remains to be made,

but more and more astronomers believe it is inevi-

table. Soviet radio telescopes are slowly surveying

nearby stars for the signals that will unambiguously

mean that intelligent life is thriving somewhere else in

our universe. So many complex organic molecules

have been found floating around in space that it is

hard to believe that the precursors of life are not found

on most or all planets.

While all this search and discovery is going on,

backyard amateurs are quietly going about the busi-

ness left for them: recording the brightening and dim-

ming of a thousand vai^iable stars, charting the trajec-

tories of meteors through the atmosphere over their

homes, sweeping the horizon for undiscovered comets.

It is useful work; there just are not enough profes-

sional astronomers and observatories in the world to

watch everything. There is no fame or fortune, al-

though if you see a comet first it will be named for

you. But if you're the sort, it can be fun.

So now I'm giving up my armchair for the telescope

again. The journals will continue to pour out their

data; I'll wait for the synthesizers to gather the facts

and put them all together for me. I'll wait for the book

to come out—or even the BBC movie. In the mean-

time, I'll be in the backyard.

Editor's note: John P. Wilev, Jr., who has written

'"Sky Reporter"" for more than five yeai-s, does not in-

tend to write any more columns for a while.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nlcliolson

The Sun and Moon The sun, by mid-February, is almost

two months past the winter solstice, and its motion toward the vernal

equinox takes it northward toward the Equator at nearly its maximum
rate. One result is a rapid change in the duration of daylight. Still

shorter than night, the day is lengthening rapidly at this time of year, as

sunrise occurs earlier and sunset later by a sum of three minutes per

day. From mid-February until mid-March, therefore, the duration of

daylight increases by an hour and a half.

Bright moonlight will fill the early evenings of mid-February, lasting

all night on the 17th, when the moon becomes full. After the 17th, the

moon rises later than sunset, until—with the last-quarter moon on the

24th— it rises about midnight. The waning crescent moon appears in the

morning sky at the end of February and early March,- becoming the new
moon on March 4. From March 6 or 7 on, the moon will again be an

evening object, growing from crescent to first-quarter (on March 11)

and then waxing to its gibbous phase.

Stars and Planets In late February and early March, win-

ter stars are prominent in the south just after sundown. At this time of

year, it is easy to get to know Orion, with its seven bright stars, and also

the bright stars of Canis Major, Gemini, Auriga, and Taurus, which are

grouped around it. By dawn, the winter stars have all disappeared, but

summer stars are then high and easy to find. The Summer Triangle,

formed by bright Altair, Deneb, and Vega, is well up in the east, and

Scorpius and Sagittarius are low in the south.

This year, February and March are rather poor months for planets.

Except for Mercury, which will be in good position for about a week be-

fore and after February 25, Saturn is the only planet in the evening sky.

It is in Taurus, to the left (east) of the bright star Aldebaran, visible in

the south after sunset, setting about midnight. Although all the other

planets are in the morning sky, only Mars will be seen easily, low in the

southeast at dawn, among the stars of Sagittarius.

February 15: The moon has moved around its orbit to the point

called apogee, where it is farthest from earth.

February 25: Mercury is at its greatest elongation (easterly) in the

evening sky. This is a favorable elongation. The planet will remain

above the western horizon until nearly the end of twilight. Observers

with a clear western horizon may see it for about a week before and af-

ter this date.

February 27-28: The moon passes close enough to Mars this evening

to occult the planet in skies over the Far East. Seen from the United

States, they will be rising in the southeast quite near one another sev-

eral hours past midnight.

March 1-2: Jupiter is near the waning crescent moon, low in the

southeast at dawn on both mornings. The moon moves from right to left

above the planet from the morning of the 1st to the 2nd.

March 10: The moon is at perigee, nearest the earth. The waxing

moon, just before it becomes first-quarter, catches up with Saturn

tonight. The planet and the moon are both in Taurus, high in the south

at dusk, setting about midnight. The moon is moving to the left (east)

above Saturn during the night, passing closest to it about 5:00 a.m. on

the morning of the 11th.

March 13: Mercury passes between earth and sun, at inferior con-

junction, and enters the morning sky.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:15 P.M. on February 15; 9:25 p.m. on February 28; and 8:25 p.m. on March 15;

but it can be used for about an hour before and after these times.
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MAHAKULA Nepal 16th C.

Stone h. 21" w. 12V4" d. 6"

Indian, Chinese, Tibetan, Indo-

nesian & other Oriental museum
quality antiques and New Guinea
sculptures.

World's largest collection.

Very reasonably priced.

RUDI
61 Fourth Ave. between 9th & 10th Sts.

N.Y.C. 10003 212-254-0670

An underwater

rogues' gallery

Here is the first full pictorial fiistory

of the monstrous creatures, real and
imagined, that prowl the oceans of

the world. In its pages, you'll meet
both the mythical horrors of ancient
times and the real-life fiends of

today—the killers, the giants, the
shockers, the stingers, and other
dangerous superstars of the deep.
With 372 old prints and modern
photographs accompanied by an
excellent text. 8y2" x 11".

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF

Sea Monsters
AND OTHER DANGEROUS MARINE LIFE

by James B. Sweeney
S9.95, now at your bookstore, or

CROWN PUBLISHERS
419 Park Ave. South
New York. N.Y. 10016

Suggested
Additional Reading
A NEW AGE FOR AGING
Handbook of Aging and the Individ-

ual. J. Birren, ed. University of Chi-

cago Press, Chicago, 1960.

Biological Theories of Aging. A.

Comfort. Human Development, Vol.

13, No. 2, 1970.

Advances in Gerontological Re-

search, Vol. I to IV. B.L. Strehler,

ed. Academic Press, Inc., New York,

1964-72.

THE SILENT ORDEAL OF A
SOUTH ATLANTIC ARCHIPELAGO
The Falkland Islands. M.B.R. Caw-

keU, D.H. Maling, and E.M. Caw-

kell. St. Martin's Press, Inc., New
York, 1960.

Oce.anic Birds of South America.

R.C. Murphy. American Museum of

Natural History. New York, 1936.

The Birds of the Falkland Islands.

E.M. Cawkell. The Ibis, January,

1961.

FROM MOTHER GODDESS
TO DISHWASHER
The Masks of God. J. Campbell. The

Viking Press, Inc., New York, 1959.

Rites and Symbols of Initiation. M.

Eliade. Harper and Row, Publishers,

New York, 1965.

The Sumerians. S.N. Kramer. Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1963.

Mythologies of the Ancient World.

S. N. ICramer. Doubleday and Com-

pany, Inc., Garden City, 1961.

PHINEAS T. BARNUM'S
CHARMING BEAST
The Dynasty of Abu. I.T. Sanderson.

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York,

1962.

Elephants Ancient and Modern. F.C.

Sillar and R.M. Meyler. The Viking

Press, New York, 1968.

SECRETS
OF THE COELACANTH
Old Four Legs. J.L.B. Smith. Long-

mans, Green and Company, New
York, 1956.

From Fish to Philosopher. H.W.
Smith. Little, Brown and Company,

Boston, 1953.

Anatomie de Latimeria chalumnae,

Vols. I and II. J. Millot and J. An-

thony. Centre National de la Re-

cherche Scientifique, Paris, 1958,

1965.

UNVEILING
THE BLACK WIDOW
American Spiders. W.J. Gertsch. Van

Nostrand Reinhold Company, New
York, 1949.

A Guide to Spiders and Their Kin.

H.W. Levi and L.R. Levi. Western

Publishing Company, Racine, 1969.

How TO Know the Spiders. B.J. Kas-

ton. William C. Brown Company,

Publishers, Dubuque, 1972.

Invertebrate Zoology, Vol. II. A.

Kaestner. John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., New York, 1968.
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Hiridus and Buddhists, as well as by the followers ot Bon.
the pre- Buddhist religion of Tibet.

BEAUTYAND THE BEAST
A billion people have worshiped the many forms of this

fierce birdlike deity through the centuries. And today Amer-
icans honor the eagle as their national symbol. Despite out
air-condition6d cars, our economic stresses, our entrapment
in day-to-day trivia, we remain a part of, and deeply affected by,

the natural world. One magazine. Natural History, constantly
endeavors to present this fascinating world. With striking

color photographs and articles. Natural History reveals the
life and death, the beauty and terror of nature and man.

Ayear'ssubscription—10 issues—and Associate Membership
in The American Museum of Natural History costs only $8.
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7£RRIBL£ LIZARDS-

UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN. STUDYOR PROFIT
Explore ihe fascinating pre-
hiELorlc world of dinosaurs
00,000 000 years ago.

I7L

detailed in sturdy plastic.
IncI Giant Brontosaurus,
tierce 'lyrannosaurus Rex.
\\ool> Mammoth—range in
ize from 2" to 6". Also instr.

J and Wonder Book.
$6.00 Ppd.Stock N

130 EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICS,,,
and photograpliy 1 Optix(^)
Experiments Kit is a com-
plete optical & photograpliy
lab for 130 exciting experi-
ments. Lets you recreate the
periscope, telescope, micro-
scope, lialeldoscopel Build a
35mm reflex camera witli In-
terchangeable lens system

!

Make, develop photographic
film. Enjoy the fun and fas-

cination of having your own optics lab. Fully lUustr 112-pE
manual, SViiXll". clearly explains usage of this stimulating
kit's 114 precision engineered components.
Stock No. 7I,646E $21.00 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER PLANE BOOK!
Official fly - them - yourself
book of paper airplanes
from SCIENTIFIC AMERI-
CAN'S "1st International
Competition". Includes
plans of all winning entries,
time-aloft records, photos,
technical data, commen-
taries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages

tertainlng 128 pagesAmusin„
Stock No 939 IE
"STrCK PAPER AIR PLANES' BOOK
Stock No 9427E

roclilioundl Fasci
nating hobby loads of
fun inexpensive easj Make
Jewelry of all kinds—decora
tive book ends table tops
etc Simply tumble finish
readily available gemstones

then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beau-
tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb.
cap. tumbler w/cont. duty

Stock No. 70,874E ^.
. ^r. .."... ."^

$ 1 1.25 Ppd
No. 70,e68E ....6-lb ASSORTM ENT. ... $9.00 Ppd.

STFAEO MICROSCOPE AT V3 PRICE
Mfr.'s surpiusl Paired lOX
Kellner eyepieces w/rubber
eyeguards & paired 3X color
corrected objectives for 30X
overall. Left side focuses in-
dependently. Good definition:
collimated; coated optics;
long working distance (var.
l'^-4"): interpupillary adj:
55-80mm; extends 9-13"

, ;. overall. Removable diffusing
plastic stage: helical rack & pinion for smooth focusing:
lockable head swings 360°. Lustre-coated metal sturdy
vlbratlonless base. 3V^ lbs. Imported. Hurry!
Stock No. 7I.62IE $59.50 Ppd.

UNIQUE INSTANT "GROWING" KIT
'

]
Grow brilliant colored rocks
1 to 3" tall in 30 mins.l
Grow huge marigolds I Bring
Sea Monkeys to life from
suspended animation to
unique pets (Vz to %") that
live a year or longer I Fas-
cinating animal-vegetable-
mineral kit makes great con-
versation PCS., inspired scl-

•
". —^;—77—; — ' ence fair projects. Includes

-Sn^ ®^^??J^^°"''f^ J^^*-
*^Ees. food. etc.). pkg of approx.

oOO irradiated marigold seeds, magic rocks. 5X magnifier
small thermometer, Instrs. All for one low price
Stock N o. 4I,859E $4.00 Ppd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE

mirror, ventilated
Equatorial mount with locks
on both axes. Equipped with
60s eyepiece and mounted
Barlow lens. 3x finder tele-

scope, hardwood tripod Incl FREE: "STAR CHART"-
•HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book.

Stock No. 85,050E $32.95 Ppd«... .. -._ ._. .DELUXE 3" $61.50 Ppd.
4'/4" $99.50 FOB

BUILD A "PRO" WEATHER STATION
Meteorology kit can give you
the know-how to check your
predictions against oiBcial
forecasts I Has remote read-
ing anemometer w/wind-
vane. Indoor indicator board
fiashes neon, shows wind
speed, direction. Safety
power cord holds current to
less than 1 ma. AJso: sensi-
tive air-tank barometer w/2-
ft. Indicator column; slin,

humiditj'; rain gauge that

STARTS SEEDS IN 3 TO S DAYS'.
New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse
provides constant 70" grow-
ing temperature, accelerates
seed germination, helps pro-
duce healthy tliriving plants
ready for outdoor planting.
Big 3 sq. ft. planting

Germinates _ _

. . isters, dahlias, petunias, wk, or less.
4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pkgs. of

seeds. Uses reg. home current.
80.I53E SI2.95 Ppd,Stock N<

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids.
traffic stoppers for storts.
terrific for amateur meteo-
rologists. Create a neighbor
hood sensation. Great back
yard fun. Exciting beath
attraction. Amateur meteo-
rologists use to measure
cloud heights, wind speed,
and temp. Made of heavy

BUILD CREATIVELY WITH 3-0 KIT
Create crazy animals, basic
structures, complex mole-
cules with Superstruc-
tures. (R) Fascinating for
adults down to age 4. Based
on Nature's molecular struc-

Patented connector
(node) has 26 spokes- ...

angular, square, rectangular.
Corresponding hollow plastic
branches combine for huge

K"- i\'im (MED— 128 PCS.) $10.75 Ppd.
No- 7I.783E (LGE.—300 PCS.) $20.95 Ppd.

AUTHENTIC ACUPUNCTURE MODEL
~

Learn first-hand about Asi-
atic needle probing from
exact duplicate of models
used in Red Cliina. 10^"
free-standing model clearly
shows 12 all-important me-
ridian lines and appros 500
specific points an acupunc-
turist must learn to pierce.
Precise enough to serve as
teaching aid for doctors,
teachers & medical students. Fully lllustr instructive 12-
page bklt. See why this 5000 yr. old healing & pain re-
moval method has had such impact on Amer. medicine.
Polyethylene (rubberized).
Stock No. 7I,778E $10.00 Ppd.

COBRA LILY-COLORFUL KILLER
Carniverous plants are fas-
cinating conversation pieces,
and useful. This beauty
looks like the deadly cobra,
kills insects of all types.
Reddish forked tongue at-
tracts them, hairs in green
hood trap them. Then tbey
fall into base of digestive
fluids. Frost-resiatant Cobra

, . . , .
Lily tlirives indoors or out.Long shoots, removed before shipping, grow back within

a few weeks of planting. Instructions included.
Stock No. 60,972E $2 75 PnriTWO OR MORE. $2.50 EAC H. Ppd.

^

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAU"
Anytime there's a balloon i

the air Is festive. Especial-
ly when the "air" is he-

,Hum. which makes a bal-
loon perky and adventurous
Now here's 20 times the fun |—20 balloons of 4, 5. or
6" diam. With them, a
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. in )

,

containing 20 liters of i

Stock No 85.08GE

hellu
liu 1 is

6" $239.50 FOB Stock No. 7l.2e9E '.

$3.00 Ppd.

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KIT
Build your own see-through
motorized model of revolu-
tionary pisionless type en-
gine . . . only engine experts
think economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Replaces piston,
cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
removed for firing cham-
bers). Smaller; fewer parts

h.p. Switch. Iteq. 2— 1.5V. batl

GROW FANTASTIC
World's most unusual &. in-

teresting plants! Each car-
nivorous plant lures & traps
Insect victims In own unique
way. Glistening red Sundew
atiracs prey w/odor. holds
w/gluelike substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures insects \v/color-

ing, sweetness; traps
drowns them. Tapered hoi
low tube of Huntsman'
Incl 1 each, ready to pi;

"KfLi.fR" PLANTS

DROPS TEMPERATURE TO-SO^ F
in seconds! Amazing

new Quik-Freeze sends a
freezing spray to a directed
area Solder, weld with no
heat transfer. Freeze tissue
in biology specimens, live

insects Use in any lab work
requiring small-area freez-
ing Save time in heat test-

ing, protect surrounding
parts Isolate faulty elec-
ironic components In seconds. Ideal in shrlnk-fittlng. 6*

extension nozzle (Incl) for confined areas. Non-toxic, non-
flammable. 12-Oz. aerosol spray can.
Stock No. 60.968E $4.75 Ppd.

FEATHERWEIGHT TREASURE FINDER
Best, easiest to use solid
state, metal detector at its
price. U.S. made! Only 3
lbs! 6" search head detects
penny at deptli of 5", silver
dollar at 8", bag of coins at
18". Easily works thru dirt,
sand, wood, water (30" deep)
and rock with no power loss.
Detects your "find" sharply
with "sound off" loud-
siieaker. Comes ready to go. Oni
sister; adjus. stem; perfect balai ^ „.
TREASURE GUIDE To 101 Treasure Sites.
Stock No. 80.175E $39.95 Ppd.

huntingGo I

bottom! FasclnatinL
sometimes profitable! Tie a
line to our 5-lb Alagnet—
drop 1 1 overboard In bay
river, lake or ocean Troll it
along bottom—your treas
ore" haul can bo outboard ^-
motors, anchors, etc 5 lb ^
Magnet Is war surplus

—

AInico-V Type—Gov t cost
S50. Lifts over I'iO lbs on land-
Stock No. 70.571 E 5 lbs
Stock No. 70.570E S'A lbs" "' 15% lbs

"FISH" WITH A MAGNET

Stock No. 85,I52E

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!
164 PAGES . MORE THAN

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new catalog. 164 page
nearly 4.000 unusual bargains,
categories. Many new Items. lOO's of charts,
illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting items, kits, parts etc., for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrlngton, N,J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

Na

Street_

City

EDMUND
SCIEMTIFIC CO.

30a EDSCQRP BLDG.
BARRIIMGTOIM. lUEW JERSEY 08007
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Photographer: Lucien Clergue Camera; Minolta SR-T 101

What Lucien Clergue saw in Clergue achieve the strange
this watery marsh, you'll never metamorphosis you see here,

see in real life. Because it When a mind and a camera
doesn't exist in the same way. unite, reality is often altered.

Only inside his mind, and There's a visual wealth to be
then inside his camera, can discovered inside everyone.

To find it, just let your imagina-
tion run free.

Then choose a camera that

lets your mind express itself. A
camera that makes it easy to

turn imagination into reality.

What happens inside your mind,can happen inside a camera.

With a Minolta SR-T 101, nothing interrupts Lucien Clergue's photographic stream of consciousness. Without

looking away from the viewfinder, Clergue can compose, focus, adjust shutter speed and lens open
ing. A scale shows the exact shutter speed setting, from 1 to 1/ 1000th of a second plus "bulb'

And the finder is always at maximum brightness until the moment of exposure
Lens changing is equally effortless. Sturdy bayonet mount. No aperture or ASA

settings to realign. And you can choose meter-coupled Rokkor lenses ranging from
fisheyeto long-range telephoto. Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped with a patented

"CLC" through-the-lens metering system that automatically cornpensates to pre-

vent under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast situations.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag, Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are

warranted by Minolta Corporation against defects in workmanship and materials

for two years from date of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera
will be serviced at no charge provided it is returned within the warranty period

postpaid, securely packaged and including $2.00 for mailing, handling and insurance

For literature, write: Minolta Corporation, 200 Park Avenue South, _• i.
New York, New York 10003. In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q. MlllOltQ



chromatic amassment

The ideal

A society in balance, A healthy, well housed,

fully employed peacetime population —with
clear air, clean water and equal opportunity

for everyone.

artist: escher

The real

We move in different directions, disregarding

our neighbor's goal. We dilute our efforts.

We fail to reach the equilibrium our strength

could give us.

Achieving national goals requires a balanced effort. We
must continue to seek new ways to reduce air and water

pollution . . . raise the standard of living of men and women
whose potential contribution to society is not being

realized... and maintain a sound economy which will be

necessary to achieve environmental and social goals.

Above all, we must broaden our perspective to weigh all

our goals in making decisions. For these goals are

interrelated. We cannot afford to pursue any one of them

at the cost of another.

AtlanticRichfieldCompany
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mo presents

• 40,000 words of text
• Written by avid outdoorsman
Ezra Bowen with noted
conservationist Martin Litton

as consultant
• 9 by 103/8 inches
" 184 pages
• More than 100 illustrations

—photographs, paintings,

maps, including 87 pages
in full color.

The American Wilderness
Take THE HIGH SIERRA as your introductory volume

for 10 days' FREE examination

Less than a day's drive from Los Angeles
( is the gateway to one of the wonders

of the world. It is the High Sierra, 400
miles of cliffs and forests and meadows
being kept "forever wild" as part of eight
national forests and three national parks.

But even though it is one of our
greatest national treasures, it is also one
of our least known. Beyond the parking
lots and picnic tables and crowded camp
grounds, there is still a vast wilderness
seen only by a comparatively few hardy
hikers and horsemen. And even they are
often unaware of many of the geological

and wildlife wonders that abound.
Now Time-Life Books invites you to

explore, as few Americans ever could be-

fore, the beauty, the ecology, the flora and
fauna, the history and geology of The
High Sierra—the first volume in a fasci-

nating series on THE AMERICAN
WILDERNESS.

You'll begin, in the first 16 pages, by
wandering through an unusual portfolio

of full-color photographs which capture
the grandeur and drama of the High
Sierra through the changing seasons.

Like a Nature Walk
with a Keen Naturalist

Then you'll plunge into what is, in effect

a long, fascinating, picture-and-text "na-
ture walk" through this
marvelous wild preserve.
Through vivid commentary
by a keen naturalist who
has made a lifelong study
of the region, your eyes will

be opened to fascinating
details you might possibly
otherwise overlook even if

you were actually there.

You'll gaze in awe at the
largest living thing on earth
—the towering sequoia red-
woods, growing for 3,500

THE SQUEAK OF THE PIKA is

a familiar sound in the High
Sierra. This small, timid crea-

ture builds his nest of grass.

years or more, with trunk
diameters as thick as 35 to

40 feet. You'll experience a
waterfalllS times taller than
Niagara Falls... and a sheer
drop at the foot of Junction
Ridge which is deeper than
the Grand Canyon.
But you'll also discover

such easily overlooked de-
lights as the ouzel, a bird
that strolls and fhes under-
water... the snow plant,
which has no green leaves for photosyn-
thesis and must feed on decayed organic
matter through its roots . . . the mushroom
that used to wreck trains by attacking
and decomposing railroad ties.

You'll learn of the gaudy history of this

fabled region—of the Gold Rush, in which
"nuggets" of pure gold weighing 20
pounds were found—of the snow storm so
fierce that it filled one fourth of the in-

terior of a mountain cabin with snow
blown through a keyhole.

Only the great color photography and
engaging text of TiME-LlFE Books could
capture so memorably the magic of this

extraordinary region. For lovers of the
outdoors, for conservationists, for anyone
weary of concrete and smog, this volume

will inspire renewed rever-

ence for the wonder of nat-

ural things and a stronger
determination to preserve
them for the future.

Read The High Sierra

FREE for 10 days
Simply return the bound-in
card, and you will receive
The High Sierra for 10-day
free examination. Then de-

cide if you want to keep it

for only $5.95 plus shipping
and handling, or return it

BIGHORN SHEEP. There wer<
an estimated two million ir

1800-fewer than 8,000 today
Only 215 -

with no further obligation.

If you keep The High Sier-
ra, we will send you another
volume in the series on ap-
proval approximately every
other month. Each book is

$5.95 and you may cancel
this subscription at any
time. There is no minimum
number of books you must
buy.
Mail postpaid card to-

day. If the card is missing,

write Time-Life Books, Dept. 0401,
Time & Life Bldg., Chicago, III. 60611.

IN OTHER VOLUMES
OF THE SERIES,

you will explore the "outrageous
magnificence" of WILD
ALASKA, with glaciers as big as
Rhode Island and the world's big-

gest bears . . .THE GRAND CAN-
YON, with its mile-deep walls
providing a stratified profile of

the earth's geological past...THE
EVERGLADES, North America's
largest subtropical wilderness . .

.

the tidal and forest life of THE
NORTHEAST COAST from fog-

shrouded, storm-racked Maine to

Nova Scotia and Gaspe. Still

other volumes will take you
through many other fascinating
regions.



The High Sierra
for 10 days free

as your introduction to

THE AMERICAIT
WILDERNESS

Just detach and mail this postpaid card^

Time-Life Books
Time & Life Building, Chicago, fli. 60611

Yes, I would like to examine The High Sierra. Please
send it to me for 10 days' free examination and enter
my subscription to THE AMERICAN WILDERNESS.
If I decide to keep The High Sierra. I will pay $5.95
(S6.95 in Canada) plus shipping and handling. I then
will receive future volumes in THE AMERICAN
WILDERNESS series, shipped a volume at a time
every other month. Each is S5.95 (S6.95 in Canada)
plus shipping and handling and comes on a 10-day free-

examination basis. There is no minimum number of
books that I must buy, I may cancel my subscription at
any time simply by notifying you.

If I do not choose to keep The High Sierra, I will
return the book within 10 days, my subscription for
future volumes will be canceled, and I will not be
under any further obligation.

Print Name-

Address

City-

Canadian residents: Please mail this fonn in an envelope.

Schools and libraries: Order Library Style Bindings
from Silver Burdett Company, Morristown, N.J. 07960.
Eligible for Titles I. II funds. 1910
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Stephen Jay Gould

As part of his involvement in the

debate over differing theories oi

evolution, Stephen Jay Gould has

written more than forty articles on

the subject. An associate professor

of geology at Harvard University's

Museum of Comparative Zoology,

Gould is presently writing a book

on the relationship between onto-

geny and phylogeny and continuing

his field work in the Bahamas and

Bermuda. He also finds time to sing

in choral groups and attend operas.

William A. Douglass

Since 1963 William A. Doug-
lass has been periodically living

with Basques and studying their so-

cial organization and ethnohistory,

both in this country and in Spain.

Upon completing his doctorate in

anthropology at the University of

Chicago in 1967, Douglass became

the coordinator of Basque Studies

at the University of Nevada's

Desert Research Institute. In 1969

his book Death in Murelaga was

published by the University of

Washington Press.

Meredith L. Jones

Meredith L. Jones's research in

the biology of flowerlike sea worms

has taken him to the reefs surround-

ing many tropical islands. His prin-

cipal interest is the inter-

relationship of different sea worm
species, the subject of an earher

Natural History article, "Com-

plexities in the Substrate," May,

1963. Ciu-ator of worms at the

Smithsonian Institution, Jones is

pushing his studies of marine life on

the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of

Panama because the proposed con-

struction of a sea-level canal re-

quires background data to deter-

mine the effect of mixing marine

life from the two oceans.

For the past sixteen years,

George M.A. Hanfmann has taken

part in the excavations and restora-

tions of Sardis undertaken jointly

by Harvard and Cornell Universi-

ties and the American Schools of

Oriental Research. In addition to

being field director of the ongoing

Sardis Expedition, Hanfmann is a

professor of fine arts and the John

E. Hudson Professor of Archae-

ology at Harvard. Born in Russia in

1911, he came to this country in

1934, after having received his doc-

torate in archeology from the Uni-

versity of Berlin. Through his early

interest in the Etruscans, he be-

came involved in Anatolian arch-

eology and the excavations of Tar-

sus, which subsecfuently led him to

Sardis. Hanfmann has written nu-

merous articles, notes, and reviews

about archeology. His Letters from
Sardis, which has just been pub-

lished by Harvard University Press,

is excerpted in this issue.

George M.A. Hanfmann



Jack Ifarcl Thomas

Coauthors Jack Ward Thomas
and Ronald A. Dixon are both

doctoral candidates at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts" Department

of Forestry and Wildhfe: Thomas in

forestry, Dixon in wildhfe biology.

Both work for the U.S. Forest Ser-

vice in Amherst. Thomas worked in

his native Texas on wildlife man-
agement programs for eleven years

and now leads a project for the En-

vironmental Forestry Research

Unit: Dixon is a wildlife research

biologist.

Donald F. Bruning, assistant

curator of ornithology at the New
York Zoological Society, has stud-

ied rheas for the past three years

and is presently completing his doc-

toral thesis on these birds for the

University of Colorado. Since 1966
he has participated in five expedi-

tions for the study of bird and rep-

tile life, including two to Argentina

under the auspices of the New York
Zoological Society for the study of

the greater rhea.

Susan Srhlee

The culmination oi five years of

research on oceanographic history,

Susan Schlee's book. The Edge of
an Unfamiliar World, was pub-

lished in January by E.P. Dutton.

Schlee, who is an independent in-

vestigator at the Marine Biological

Laboratory in Woods Hole, has con-

tributed several articles to Natural

History, including "One Small Step

for Science, One Good Meal for the

Ship's Cat," October, 1972. and

"Her Majesty's Fauna on the

Bounding Main," October, 1971.

Ronald A. Dixon



Letters

Edst Africa's
Natural Heritage
To all of us who are interested in

the future of East African wildlife

and national parks, it has been ap-

parent for many years that the ulti-

mate threat to their future is not

poaching but the inexorable pres-

sure of human population growth

and settlement. Norman Myers's ar-

ticle "The People Crunch Comes to

East Africa" [January, 1973] puts

the case with stark accuracy.

In his 1971 Environmental Mes-

sage to Congress, President Nixon

proposed that the nations of the

world "agree to the principle that

there are certain areas of such

unique worldwide value that they

should be treated as part of the

heritage of all mankind and ac-

corded special recognition as a part

of a World Heritage Trust." This

proposal of the President has now
been embodied in the text of a con-

vention agreed to at Paris last No-

vember, which is being submitted

to the Senate for ratification. The

critical situation of the East African

parks gives this initiative a special

urgency.

At the same time, as Myers

forcefully points out, it is going to

require far more than international

expressions of concern and interest.

The people of East Africa must

themselves feel a personal stake in

these areas. The African Wildlife

Leadership Foundation (of which I

was president from its founding un-

til 1969, when I came back into

government) was always sensitive to

the fact that tourism as the main ar-

gument for conservation in East Af-

rica did not fully take account of

this need and, in fact, could even

backfire. It was for this reason that

we placed our major emphasis on

education— first, professional train-

ing of wildlife and parks managers,

then education of young Africans.

The essential need in East Africa

and elsewhere is to integrate con-

servation and environmental pro-

grams generally with legitimate and

reasonable aspirations for human
well-being and- development. I

know of no simple solutions to this

need. Last June's U.N. Conference

on the Human Environment at

Stockholm was a start at addressing

this need internationally. With the

new U.N. Environmental Secretar-

iat scheduled to be headquartered

at Nairobi, let us all hope that the

objective of protecting the unique

natural heritage of East Africa

within the context of national devel-

opment goals will receive new em-

phasis and support.

Russell E. Train

Chairman, President's Council on

Environmental Quality

Energy Savings
Perhaps now that the ecological

crusade is reaching flood tide and

the realization is finally being

brought home to Americans that

our energy resources are not bound-

less and eternal, a fairly simple, log-

ical, ecological, and energy-saving

measure could have some chance of

political success. I am referring to

the national use of maximum day-

light savings time. The energy sav-

ings that such a simple change in

our living habits would produce

could be astonishing.

There might be some minor in-

conveniences, but these would be

more than offset by the billions of

dollars worth of energy that would

be conserved.

Vincent Moore, M.D.

La Mesa, California

Ecological Symbol
It is of great value for people to-

day to be aware of such examples of

environmental harmony as de-

scribed by Christopher Williams in

"Craftsmen of Necessity" [Novem-

ber, 1972], but it is vitally impor-

tant that we see them as symbols

rather than models. Too many
people are trying to go "back to na-

ture" or be "ecological" by build-

ing, for example, heavy timbered

houses with interior wood paneling.

wood siding, shake roofs, etc. In

such structures, elegant and natural

though they be, there is usually

enough wood to frame three like-

sized houses of more "conven-

tional" construction. With moun-

tain after mountain denuded by the

hungry chain saw and millions of

people inadequately housed, such

practice is profoundly antiecologi-

cal. Admirable and exciting as these

examples of folk architecture are in

their closeness to the earth, they

must not be taken as models for our

own building. They should rather

be taken as symbols of a way of life,

a consciousness for us to emulate.

Joe Snyder

Portland, Oregon

Fishers in Trees
I read your piece on the fisher in

the January issue with great interest

since this animal has fascinated me
for a number of years. From 1940

through 1969 my wife and I would

often spend two to four weeks in

the fall with a trapper in Ontario,

Canada. Part of our reason for these

repeated visits, aside from the op-

portunity to live the trapping and

hunting life for a while, lay in the

special quality of the trapper him-

self. Roy Smith, who had trapped

the territory for twenty years when

we first met him, was a remarkable

man, a cultivated bushman in the

Thoreauvian sense. Among his ad-

mirable traits was the capacity for

careful nature observation. Although

I realize that the scientist must be

most wary of "old husband's tales," I

do believe that there are outdoorsmen

whose observations can be taken as

objective. I usually sort out such men
by noting those who are willing to set

down their observations without

seeking to gild them with vague ex-

planations or even the supposed moti-

vations of wild creatures. Roy was as

reliable an observer as I have ever

met.

During his trapping runs, Roy
had plenty of opportunity to learn
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Even the backs
of Bermuda
postcards are

pretty.

Our island has so many pretty scenes

to put on the front of postcards we fig-

ured the least we could do was decorate

the backs of our postcards, too. So we
have always designed beautiful stamps,

so beautiful that many of our visitors

become Bermuda stamp collectors.

Bermuda postcards are so pretty be-

cause this 21 -square-mile island is.

Our postcards are not touched up.

They tell the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth.

Come to Bermuda and enjoy some of

the most beautiful truths on earth.

Come soon. Your travel agent will

send you on your way. Or write Ber-

muda: 610 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10020—6 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60602.

^^'w^^

Bermuda
Wish you were here.



Introducing theGMC MotorHome.
It doesn't ride like atruck.
It doesn'tlook like abox.

A NEW ERA IN MOTORHOMES
IS BEGINNING.

Before we started building our

MotorHome, we studied every other type

of motorhome that exists.

We found that the simpler the

basic construction, the fewer the problems.

So we started with a strong, durable,

steel perimeter frame and attached to this

a cage of heavy aluminum ribs.

On top of this, we bonded both

aluminum and fiberglass panels molded to

a smooth finish. It's the same construction

people are flying all over the world in.

Except now you'll be driving.

Then we sprayed the interior with

a thick, rigid polyurethane foam for

thermal insulation and noise suppression.

This polyurethane foam has six times the

insulation value of fiberglass. Which
means the GMC MotorHome has better

insulation than most homes. On or

off wheels.

2. MORE POWER TO YOU.
To give you the excellent road

performance, we installed a 45 5 -cubic-

inch V8 engine up front and coupled it

to a 3-speed Turbo Hydra-matic

transmission. We coupled that to a front

wheel drive unit with a 3 to 1 ratio and

put it all on top of torsion bar springs

and stabilizer bar.

With our low overall body weight.

it all means getting up to highway speeds

quickly. Elxcellent traction. Excellent

weight distribution.

3. A MOTORHOME IS NO FUN
IF IT'S NO FUN TO MOTOR IN.

We took our basic construction

and raised it only I 5 " from the ground.

This puts the center of gravity only 3 7

inches above the ground. For easy handling.

See the rear wheels. We put one

behind the other for four reasons: To
give you a wider base. More room inside.

Greater stability than you'd have with

dual wheels. And so we could place a

special air spring between the two wheels

to pass the bumps from one to the other



instead of to you!

These air springs are the only

ones of their kind on motorhomes.

To keep the weight and balance

of the interior within design limits,

we fed all the data into a computer. It fed

back what we needed to put things

where they belong.

4. ABOUT OUR SIX-WHEEL
BRAKING SYSTEM.

middle, a double sink, 6-cubic-foot

refrigerator (its electric so there's no

pilot light that'll blow out), a range and

oven with exhaust hood. There's also a

bath with all the necessities plus ample

cabinet space.

That's one floor plan. There are

14 more available.

6. WE INCLUDED TOP INTERIOR
DESIGNERS IN OUR PLANS.

ONE-STOP, ROUND THE
CLOCK SERVICE.

Your GMC MotorHome dealer

services everything he sells. Inside and

out. From the engine to the air conditioner

and furnace. And there's a toll-free

number you can call eind immediately get

the number of the nearest MotorHome
dealer representative available for

assistance around the clock.

In addition to power steering,

there's a six-wheel braking system with

power disc brakes up front and four large

finned-drum power brakes m the rear,

plus an available leveling device operated

from the driver's compartment for parking

on uneven ground.

Incidentally, the parking brake

grabs all four rear wheels.

CHOOSE FROM 15 DIFFERENT
FLOOR PLANS. TWO LENGTHS.

The GMC MotorHome is

available in 23- and 26-foot lengths. The
standard 26

' floor plan includes a dinette

that converts to a double bed opposite a

sofa that turns into double bunks. In the

To put the finishing touches on

the inside, we had House and Garden

magazine s interior designers help us.

TTie dnver and passenger seats are

high, contoured seats with built-in arm

rests. This high-level seating arrangement,

combined with the big, wide-angle

windshield, offers you panoramic

visibility.

Every counter top has rounded

comers. All cabinet knobs are eliminated.

Every hinge is concealed.

There are thick, shag or cut pile

carpets. And wood-grained vinyl on

the walls and cabinets.

You also get a choice of four

color-coordinated interior decors.

For our 28-page, four-color catalog

write GMC MotorHome Headquarters,

Drawer Y, Dept. 1 23, Lansing,

Mich. 48909.
Better yet, see your GMC

MotorHome dealer. He'll be glad to

show you around the house. Have a

good life.

The MotorHomefrom General Motors.



Because they're birds and

they're free! So you have

to change your photo habits.

One ingenious solution is a

zoom lens. It gives you a fast

change of focal lengths

without moving the camera

from your eye.

The Vivltar Automatic Zoom
lens goes from 85 to 205mm,
opens up to an impressive

f 3.8 and isn't any larger than

most standard 200mm lenses.

The highly sophisticated

optical design has 13 elements

in 9 groups. The Vivitar

Automatic Zoom will fit the

automatic mounts of the

Nikon F, Pentax, Nikkormat,

Mamiya/Sekor, Minolta and

Canon cameras. It is sur-

prisingly priced under $210.

See a demo at your photo

dealer or write for test reports

by leading photo magazines.

Vivitar Zaam lenses

fVlarketed in the U.S.A. by

PonderScBestJnc,

1630 Stewart Street,

Santa Monica. California 9040

In Canada: Precision

Cameras of Canada, Ltd.

Why dont birds
staywhere they are while

you chaoigc lenses?

Great escape
Oregon. 97,000 square miles

of landscape, where your vacation

can be what you want it to be

—

from beachcombing to big city

fun to back country rambling.

Make your get-away a

vacation in Oregon, and relax

in a state of excitement.

Travel Information, Room 483
State Highway Division

Salem, Oregon 97310

Please send information on tfiings to do

in Oregon this Spring.

ADDRESS-

CITY

OREGON

iiiucli about the habits of the fisher,

and I took notebooks full of notes

over the years. Commenting on the

fisher's prey, he often said that "the

fisher's main food is the snowshoe

hare, but I'll tell you he catches a

lot of porcupines in his travels."

His observations on the fisher's

method of killing porcupines went

as follows.

First making it clear that the

fisher sometimes catches and kills

porcupines on the ground, he ex-

plained that many times he discov-

ered a fisher's track in the snow

and, upon following it, had seen

where the fisher had cut a porcu-

pine track. "The fisher runs up and

down the track a few times and

then takes off in the direction the

porcupine took." He then went on

to sav that sometimes the fisher

would track the porcupine to a tree

that the animal had gone up to feed.

In these instances, "it is good-bye

porcupine, for his fate is sealed."

The action was always the same, he

said, when the fisher caught a por-

cupine in a tree. "You'd see what

remained of the porcupine, thrown

out a dozen or more feet from the

bole of the tree, and either the

fisher's tracks coming away from

the tree toward the porky when

he'd come down or, more likely, the

fisher tracks would take up where

he jumped down out of the tree

onto the snow."

Rov was convinced that in these

instances the fisher delivered what-

ever disabling wound it gave the

porcupine in the tree, for there

would be no evidence of the porcu-

pine defending itself on the ground

or tracks of the fisher "bounding

about, jumping in and out" as there

would be if it killed it on the

ground. The tracks around the re-

mains of the porcupine seemed to

be in each instance only those that

the fisher would make as it worked

on the dead rodent.

On one occasion in discussing

the fisher-porcupine relationship,

Roy said that it was no surprise to

him that fishers could easily out-

maneuver a porcupine in the tree

considering "how nimble they are."

He had seen a fisher in the treetops

several times to gain this conclusion

and once added, "Oh, they are at

home in the trees; they even come

down head first."

Angus Cameron
Wilton, Connecticut
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a ^ WHATEVER MAN HAS

CREATED THAT IS

BEAUTIFUL TO LOOK

UPON NOW AWAITS

YOUR DISCOVERY IN

THIS EXTRAORDINARY

SET OF BOOKS



to readers
with an abiding joy in the arts

The story of a"monument
^^

to man's visual imagination"
*—' -SATURDAY REVII

I
F YOUR PLEASURE in art is deep and wide-ranging, we invite

you to send for this handsome booklet.

It is illustrated with beautiful color plates representing man's

creative triumphs from many periods and cultures.

It is in fact a prospectus describing in detail the most ex-

traordinary publishing project of our time— the monumental
Encyclopedia of World Art in 1 5 volumes.

The prospectus is free. We hope the sampling will arouse

the same excitement in you that the Encyclopedia has aroused

in the entire art world. But you incur no obligation in request-

ing a copy. No salesman will call.

The Encyclopedia of World Art embraces man's greatest

achievements in the visual arts through the centuries. To turn

the pages of these prodigious volumes ... to read, to learn, to

explore their visual delights ... is a remarkable experience.

There are hundreds of absorbing factual articles, prepared

by the most eminent art authorities. In more than 7,000 su-

-SATURDAY REVIEW
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Model of Irish elk skeleton in Edinburgh Museum had
a horse's pelvis and an abnormally straight backbone.

The drawing is by G. Cuvier, 1825.
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Mj^understoocl Irish Elk
This extinct giant deer, for centuries the subject

oj argument between scientists and theologians, is an

evolutionary symbol of nonviolence

by Stephen Jay Gould

"Nature herself seems bv the vast

magnitude and stately horns she has

given this creature, to have singled

it out as it were, and showed it such

regard, with a design to distinguish

it remarkably from the common
herd of all other smaller
quadrupeds."

Thomas Molyneux, 1697

The Irish elk. the Holy Roman
Empire, and the English horn form

a strange ensemble indeed. But

thev do share a common dis-

tinction—they have completely in-

appropriate names. The Holy Ro-

man Empire, Voltaire tells us, was

neither holy, nor Roman, nor an

empire. The Irish elk was neither

exclusively Irish, nor an elk. But it

was the largest deer that ever lived.

Its antlers were enormous; if we en-

large any other deer to the size of

an Irish elk without changing its

shape, its antlers will still fall far

short of the "spacious horns" of the

giant deer that so astounded Moly-

neux in 1697.

Although the Guinness Book of
World Records—\onormg fossils-

honors the American moose, the

antlers of the Irish elk ^^ave never

been exceeded or even approached

in the history of life. Reliable esti-

mates of their total span range up to

12 feet. This figure is all the more

impressive when we recognize that,

as in all other true deer, the antlers

were probably shed and regrown

annually.

Fossil antlers of the giant deer

have long been known in Ireland,

where they occur in lake sediments

underneath peat deposits. Before at-

tracting the attention of scientists,

they had been used as gateposts

and, in one instance, even as a tem-

porary bridge to span a rivulet in

County Tyrone. One story, prob-

ably apocryphal, tells of a huge

bonfire made of giant deer bones

and antlers in County Antrim to

celebrate the victory over Napoleon

at Waterloo. They were called elk

because the European moose (an

"elk" to Englishmen) was the only

famUiar animal with antlers that

even approached those of the giant

deer in size.

The first known drawing of giant

deer antlers dates from 1588.

Nearly a century later, Charles II,

who reigned from 1660-1685, re-

ceived a pair of antlers and. accord-

ing to Dr. Molyneux, "valued them

so highly for their prodigious

largeness" that he set them up in

the horn gallery of Hampton Court,

where they "so vastly exceed" all

others in size "that the rest appear

to lose much of their curiosity."

Ireland's exclusive claim van-

ished in 1746 (although the name
stuck) when a skull and antlers

were unearthed in Yorkshire,

England. The first continental dis-

covery followed in 1781 from Ger-

many, while the first complete

skeleton (still standing in the mu-

seum of Edinburgh University) was

exhumed from the Isle of Man in

the 1820s.

We now know that the giant deer

ranged as far east as Siberia and

China and as far south as northern

Africa. Specimens from England

and Eurasia are almost always frag-

mentary, and nearly all the fine

specimens that adorn so many mu-

seums throughout the world are

from Ireland. The giant deer

evolved during the glacial period of

the last few million years and may

have survived to historic times in

continental Europe, but it became

extinct in Ireland about 11,000

years ago.

"Among the fossils of the British

empire," wrote James Parkinson in

1811, "none are more calculated to

excite astonishment." And so it has

been throughout the history of pa-
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A drawing of the giant deer in

Thomas Molyneux's 1697 article shows the

antlers incorrectly rotatedforward ninety degrees

leontology. Putting aside both the

curious anecdotes and the sheer

wonder that immensity always in-

spires, the importance of the giant

deer Ues in its contribution to de-

bates about evolutionary theory.

Every great evolutionist has used

the giant deer to defend his favored

views. The controversy has cen-

tered around two main issues: (1)

Could antlers of such bulk be of any

use? and (2) Why did the giant deer

become extinct?

Since debate has long centered

on the reasons for the Irish elk's ex-

tinction, it is ironic that the pri-

mary purpose of Molyneux's origi-

nal article was to argue that the

deer must still be alive. Many sev-

enteenth-century scientists main-

tained that the extinction of any

species would be inconsistent with

God's goodness and perfection. Dr.

Molyneux's 1697 article, the first

scientific description of the giant

deer, begins: "That no real species

of living creatures is so utterly ex-

tinct, as to be lost entirely out of

the World, since it was first created,

is the opinion of many naturalists;

and 'tis grounded on so good a prin-

ciple of Providence taking care in

general of all its animal produc-

tions, that it deserves our assent."

Yet the giant deer no longer in-

habited Ireland, and Molyneux was

forced to search elsewhere. After

reading travelers' reports of the

American moose's antler size, he

concluded that the Irish elk was the

same animal; the tendency toward

exaggeration in such accounts is ap-

parently universal and timeless.

Since he could not find either a fig-

ure or an accurate description of

the moose, his conclusions are not

as absurd as modern knowledge

would indicate. Molyneux attrib-

uted the giant deer's demise in Ire-

land to an "epidemick distemper,"

caused by "a certain ill constitution

of an."

For the next century arguments

followed along Molyneux's line— to

which modern species did the giant

deer belong? Opinion was equally

divided between the moose and the

reindeer.

As eighteenth-century geologists

unraveled the fossil record of an-

cient life, it became more and more
diflScult to argue that the odd and

unknown creatures revealed by fos-

sils were all still living in some re-

mote portion of the globe. Perhaps

God had not created just once and

for all time; perhaps He had experi-

mented continually in both creation

and destruction. If so, the world

was surely older than the 6,000

years that literalists allowed.

The question of extinction was

the first great battleground of mod-

ern paleontology. In America,
Thomas Jefferson maintained the

old view, while Georges Cuvier, the

great French paleontologist, was us-

ing the Irish elk to prove that ex-

tinction did occur. By 1812 Cuvier

had resolved two pressing issues: by

using minute anatomical descrip-

tions, he proved that the Irish elk

was not like any modern animal;

and by placing it among many fossil

mammals with no modern counter-

parts, he established the fact of ex-

tinction and set the basis for the

geologic time scale.

Once the fact of extinction had

been settled, debate moved to the

time of the event: in particular, had

the Irish elk survived the flood?

This was no idle matter, for if the

flood or some previous catastrophe

had wiped out the giant deer, then

its demise had natural (or super-

natural) causes. Archdeacon
Maunsell, a dedicated amateur,

wrote in 1825: "I apprehended

they must have been destroyed by

some overwhelming deluge." A cer-

tain Dr. MacCulloch even believed

that the fossils were found standing

erect, noses elevated—the deer's fi-

nal gesture to the rising flood, as

well as their final plea: don't make
waves.

If, however, they had survived

the flood, then their exterminating

angel could only have been the

naked ape himself. Gideon Mantell,

writing in 1851, blamed Celtic

tribes; Hibbert implicated the Ro-

mans and the extravagant slaugh-

ters of their public games. Lest we
assume that man's destructive po-

tential was recognized only re-

cently, Hibbert wrote in 1830: "Sir

Thomas Molyneux conceived that a

sort of distemper, of pestilential

murrain, might have cut off the

Irish elks. ... It is, however, ques-

tionable, if the human race has not

occasionally proved as formidable

as a pestilence in exterminating

from various districts, whole races

of wild animals."

In 1846 Britain's greatest pale-

ontologist. Sir Richard Owen, re-

viewed the evidence and concluded

that the giant deer, in Ireland at

least, had perished before man's ar-

13
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skeleton, also in Ireland, sits in the

cellar of Bunratty Castle, where

many merry and slightly inebriated

tourists repair for coffee each eve-

ning after a medieval banquet. This

poor fellow, when I met him early

the morning after, was smoking a

cigar, missing two teeth, and on the

tines of his antlers, he carried three

coffee cups. For those who enjoy in-

vidious comparisons, the largest

antlers in America are at Yale; the

smallest in the world at Harvard.

To determine if the giant deer's

antlers increased aUometrically, I

compared antler and body size. For

antler size, I used a compounded

Wolves and man hunt the Irish

elk in a 1904 painting bv

J. G. Millais, but the giant

deer was probably extinct in

Ireland before man arrived.

measure of antler length, antler

width, and the lengths of major

tines. Body length, or the length

and width of major bones, might be

the most appropriate measure of

body size, but I could not use it be-

cause the vast majority of speci-

mens consist of only a skull and its

attached antlers. Moreover, the few

complete skeletons are invariably

made up of several animals, much
plaster, and, occasionally, ersatz

(the first skeleton in Edinburgh

once sported a horse's pelvis). Skull

length therefore served as my mea-

sure of over-all size. This is not so

bad a resolution as it may at first

appear. Body length and weight de-

pend strongly upon age and condi-

tion; these are extraneous factors

with strong effects upon antlers that

can easily confuse a primary corre-

lation with size (measures for antler

size can be corrected for age). The

skuU, however, reaches its final

length at a very early age (all my
specimens are older) and does not

vary thereafter; it is, therefore, a

good indicator of body size. My
sample included 79 skulls and

antlers from museums and homes in

Ireland, Britain, continental Eu-

rope, and the United States.

My measurements showed a

strong positive correlation between

antler size and body size, with the

antlers increasing in size two and

one-half times faster than body size

from small to large males. This is

not a plot of individual growth; it is

a representation for adults of differ-

ent bodv size. Thus, the allometric

hypothesis is affirmed. If natural se-

lection favored large deer, then rel-

atively larger antlers would appear

as a correlated result of no neces-

sary significance in itself.

Yet, even as I affirmed the allo-

metric relationship, I began to

doubt the traditional explanation—

for it contained a curious remnant

of the older, orthogenetic view. It

assumed that the antlers are not

adaptive in themselves and were

tolerated only because the advan-

tages of increased body size were so

great. But why must we assume that

the immense antlers had no primary

function? Equally possible is the op-

posite interpretation: that selection

operated primarily to increase

antler size, thus yielding increased

body size as a secondary con-

sequence. The case for inadaptive

antlers has never rested on more

than the subjective wonderment

born of their immensity.

Views long abandoned often con-

tinue to exert their influence in

subtle ways. The orthogenetic argu-

ment lived on in the allometric con-

text proposed to replace it. I believe

that the supposed problem of "un-

wieldy" or "cumbersome" antlers

is an illusion rooted in a notion now
abandoned by students of animal

behavior.

To nineteenth-century Dar-

winians, the natural world was a

cmel place. While modern scien-

tists tend to measure the benefits of

evolution in terms of successful re-

production, last century's Darwin-

ians assessed evolution in terms of

battles won and enemies destroyed.

In this context, antlers were viewed

as formidable weapons to be used

against predators and rival males.

In his Descent ofMan (1871), Dar-

win toyed with another idea: that

antlers might have evolved as orna-

ments to attract females. "If, then.

l6
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the horns, like the splendid accou-

terments of the knights of old, add
to the noble appearance of stags

and antelopes, they may have been

modified partly for this purpose."

Yet he quickly added that he had

"no evidence in favor of this be-

lief," and went on to interpret ant-

lers according to the "law of battle"

and their advantages in "reiterated

deadly contests." All early writers

assumed that the Irish elk used its

antlers to kill wolves and drive off

rival males in fierce battle. To my
knowledge this view has been chal-

lenged only by the Russian paleon-

tologist L. S. Davitashvili, who in

1961 asserted that the antlers func-

tioned primarily as courtship sig-

nals to females.

Now, if antlers are weapons, the

(jrthogenetic argument is appealing,

although 1 must admit that ninety

pounds of broad-palmed antler,

regrown annually and spanning

twelve feet from tip to tip, seems
even more inflated than our current

military budget. Therefore, to pre-

serve a Darwinian explanation, we
must invoke the allometric hypothe-

sis in its original form.

But what if antlers do not func-

tion primarily as weapons? Modern
studies of animal behavior have

generated an exciting concept of

great importance to evolutionary bi-

ology: many structures previously

judged as actual weapons or devices

for display to females are actually

used for ritualized combat among
males. Their function is to prevent

actual battle (with its consequent

injuries and loss of hfe) by estab-

lishing hierarchies of dominance
that males can easily recognize and
obey.

Antlers and horns are a primary

example of structures used for rit-

ualized behavior. They serve, ac-

cording to Valerius Geist, as "visual

dominance-rank symbols." Large

antlers confer high status and ac-

cess to females. Since there can be

no evolutionary advantage more po-

tent than a guarantee of successful

reproduction, selective pressures for

larger antlers must often be intense.

As more and more horned animals

are observed in their natural envi-

ronment, older ideas of deadly

battle are yielding to evidence of

fighting in ways clearly designed to

prevent bodily injury or of purely

ritualized assertion of dominance
without body contact. This has been

observed in red deer by Benindc and

Darling, caribou by Kelsall, and in

mountain sheep by Geist.

As devices for display among
males, the enormous antlers of the

Irish elk finally make sense as

structures adaptive in themselves.

Moreover, as R. Coope of Birming-

ham University pointed out to me,
the detailed morphology of the

antlers can be explained, for the

first time, in this context. Deer with

broad-palmed antlers tend to show
the full width of their antlers in dis-

play. The modern fallow deer (con-

sidered by many as the Irish elk's

nearest living relative) must rotate

COMPOSITE MEASURE OF ANTLER SIZE



its head from side to side in order to

show its pahn. This would have

created great prohlenis lor giant

deer, sinee the torque produced by

swinging ninetv-pound antlers

would have been immense. But ihc

an tiers of the Irish elk were ar-

ranged so ingeniously that it only

had to bow its head once to display

all facets of its antlers. When the

deer was looking straight ahead,

the palm was fully displayed. With

its head down, both the length of

the giant deer's antlers and the

strength of their tines were
strikingly evident. (In any case

the tines could hardly have been

effective in battle since they

pointed backwai'ds and could not

be directed towai'd a facing enemy
unless the deer held its head
down between its legs.) Therefore,

both the unusual configuration

and the enormous size of the ant-

lers can be explained by post-

ulating that thev were used for

displa) rather than for combat.

If the antlers were adaptive, why
did the Irish elk become extinct (at

least in Ireland)? Tlie probable an-

swer to this old dilemma is, I am
afraid, rather commonplace. Tlie gi-

ant deer flourished in Ireland for

only the briefest of times—during

the so-called Allerod interstadial

phase at the end of the last glacia-

tion. This period, a minor warm
phase between two colder epochs,

lasted for about 1,000 vears, from

12,000 to 11,000 years before the

present. (The Irish elk had migrated

to Ireland during the previous gla-

cial phase when lower sea levels es-

tablished a connection between Ire-

land and continental Europe.)

WTiile it was well adapted to the

grassy, sparsely wooded, open coun-

try of Allerod times, it apparently

could not adapt either to the sub-

arctic tundra that followed in the

next cold epoch or to the heavy for-

estation that developed after the fi-

nal retreat of the ice sheet.

Extinction is the fate of most

species, usually because they fail to

adapt rapidly enough to changing

conditions of climate or com-
petition. Darwinian evolution de-

crees that no animal shall actively

develop a harmful structure, but it

offers no guarantee that useful

structures will continue to be adap-

tive in changed circumstances. The
Irish elk was probably a victim of

its own previous success.

100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. 94.6 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOWERSETIMPORT



The Human Strategy

The Withering Green Revolution
Miracle seeds—like

boomerangs—are not

something you can cast into

the developing countries

and turn your back on

"You have to be brutally frank

with some governments; you have

to push them into using it," re-

marked plant geneticist Norman E.

Borlaug during an interview shortly

after he won the Nobel Prize. Dr.

Borlaug was talking about the in-

troduction of the high-yield, semi-

dwarf wheat, the so-called miracle

seeds of the Green Revolution. It

was for the development of those

seeds that he had won his prize. He
was also deeply involved in promot-

ing their use throughout the world.

At the same time that Borlaug

was being interviewed, in January,

1971, U.S. government food ex-

perts were claiming that the battle

against hunger and malnutrition in

the underdeveloped world would

soon be won. High-yield varieties of

rice and wheat had provided four

consecutive years of record harvest

in India and Pakistan. The miracle

seeds had ended the need for rice

imports in the Philippines, and

President Suharto was predicting

self-sufficiency for Indonesia.

"It doesn't do any good to get 10

or 15 percent yield increases," Bor-

laug continued. "They won't listen

to you. You have to throw the long

bomb. You have to make a 100 or

200 percent gain to change their

old worn-out practices."

As I predicted in this column last >

June, the Green Revolution has not

brought any significant respite from

hunger and malnutrition in Asia.

Despite a total of more than 50 mil-

lion acres planted in high-yield vari-

eties of rice and wheat, grain pro-

duction fell to dangerously low

levels throughout Asia last year.

In the Philippines more than 50
percent of the acreage devoted to

rice was planted in high-yield vari-

eties, yet output last year fell 5 per-

cent below 1971, which was al-

ready down 3 percent from 1970.

Following typhoons, floods, and

civil disorders, Ferdinand Marcos

instituted a dictatorship. Tlie rice

shortage was one of the fundamen-

tal causes of this crisis.

India also may be on the verge of

a disaster. By the end of 1972,

news sources in Delhi, Calcutta,

and Poona were reporting crop fail-

ures and famines in four states:

Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Gujarat,

and Mysore. Some 33 million

people were already affected.

Speakers at the eleventh regional

conference of the Food and Agri-

cultural Organization in New Delhi

last November bluntly declared that

the high-yield varieties had not

solved Asia's food problem.

India's plight can be seen in fig-

ures recently presented by Kenneth

Murray and Emanuel McNeil of the

Grain and Feed Division of the U.S.

Foreign Agricultural Service. Total

Indian grain production went from

68.5 million metric tons in

1960-61 to a high of 92.8 million

metric tons in 1970-71. The fore-

cast for 1972-73 is 84.0 million

metric tons. In the meantime, In-

dia's population has grown from

440.3 million to 570 million.

On a per capita basis, therefore,

India's grain production has fallen

below the levels of 1960-61, which
was before the Green Revolution

began. India produced 0.1556 met-

ric tons per person then versus

0.1473 metric tons per person now.

Even comparing 1972-73 with the

worst drought year in past decades,

total per capita grain production

has improved less than lO percent.

In each of the affected regions,

government experts are blaming the

deficits on unusual weather condi-

tions—either too much or too little

rain. But erratic monsoons, tropical

storms, floods, and droughts are

nothing new. These are precisely

the conditions that must somehow
be met and overcome to improve on

the "old worn-out practices."

The main problem with the mir-

acle seeds is that they are engi-

neered to outperform native vari-

eties only under the most favorable

ecological conditions and with the

aid of enormous amounts of indus-

trial fertilizers, pesticides, in-

secticides, fungicides, irrigation,

and other technical inputs. Without

such inputs, the high-yield varieties

perform no better—and sometimes

worse—than the native varieties of

rice and wheat, especially under ad-

verse soil and weather conditions.

Even when the technical inputs

are applied in sufficient quantities,

certain ecological problems arise,

which seem not to have been given

adequate consideration before the

seeds were "pushed" out onto the

vast acreage they now occupy. Con-



by Marvin Han-is

version to high-yield varieties

creates novel opportunities for

plant pathogens, pests, and insects.

The varieties also place unprece-

dented stress upon water resources.

In the Philippines, for example,

tungro rice virus, which was never

a serious problem in the past,

reached epidemic levels in 1970
and 1971, when more than half of

all the rice acreage had been
planted with high-yield varieties. I

suspect that the modification of nat-

ural drainage patterns to provide

extra water for paddies with high-

yield plants contributed to the se-

vere flooding that accompanied the

typhoons in the summer of 1972.

In Pakistan tens of thousands of

electrically operated tube wells

have been drilled to provide water

for high-yield wheat. Tube well irri-

gation is already lowering water ta-

bles and increasing the salinity of

the soil. One might think that a

tube well farmer would at least be

able to come out ahead during a

drought. But this has not necessar-

ily been the case. Reduced water

flows in the major rivers have led to

cutbacks in hydroelectric produc-

tion. Without electricity the tube

well farmers cannot pump water up
to their fields. Moreover, the loss in

hydroelectric output has impaired

cheinical fertilizer production.

Of course, every man-made tech-

nological disaster has its man-made
technological solution. But the

peasant smallholders of Asia cannot

meet the costs of spiraling technical

inputs needed to avoid disaster. The
Green Revolution inevitably widens

the gap between landowners who

have the credit and the know-how
to keep up with the technological

solutions and the peasant small-

holders who stand to lose their land

when the unanticipated ecological

side eflects appear.

The Green Revolution in In-

donesia is a case in point. Accord-

ing to Prof. Richard Franke of the

Department of Anthropology at

Montclair College, that rice-grow-

ing country has already had three

distinct phases of Green Revolu-

tion, all of them failures. In Green
Revolution I, the government gave

loans to individual peasants for the

purchase of high-yield seeds and ex-

pensive fertilizers. Not knowing
what the price of rice would be at

the end of the year, many peasants

calculated that they would do better

selling the fertilizer on the black

market rather than putting it on

their fields. They also skimped on

the insecticides, hoping to save

some for future use. Some farmers

had no choice but to sell the entire

high-yield packet because it arrived

in their villages after the planting

season. Corruption and mismanage-

ment among officials charged with

distributing the packets created ad-

ditional problems. With large num-
ber of peasants defaulting on their

loans, the government abruptly

halted the program in 1968.

Green Revolution II began in

1969. Having lost faith in its own
ability to control the distribution of

the technical inputs, the govern-

ment contracted with large inter-

national corporations to use their

know-how to push the high-yield

seeds in the villages. The govern-
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nient agreed to pay $54 for each

hectare that the corporations con-

verted to miracle rice. The corpora-

tions proceeded by subcontracting

with Indonesian firms. Peasants

were given loans that had to be re-

paid with one-sixth of the rice har-

vest; the army was supposed to col-

lect this one-sixth and use it as a

salary supplement for government

employees.

To make certain that the pre-

scribed amounts of insecticides

were applied at the scheduled time,

the corporations hired planes and
pilots to spray from the air. The
principal insecticide used was
Demicon 100, produced by CIBA, a

chemical corporation that happened
to be the program's largest contrac-

tor. In 1969-70, CIBA, Mitsubishi,

Hoechst, and other corporations

were bringing Green Revolution II

to about 2,471,000 acres in densely

populated areas of Java, where the

average farm was an acre in size

and where 30 percent of the popu-

lation owned no land at all.

The schedule for aerial spraying

was fixed at regional headquarters,

and it was up to the individual

farmer to make sure that he was
ready when the plane came over.

Some peasants who did not want
their lands sprayed kept moving the

ground markers around to decoy

the planes. Although CIBA denied

charges that Demicon 100 was re-

sponsible for the death of children

and water buffalo, everyone seems

to agree that the spray was kilhng

off the fish in the fishponds. The In-

donesians rely on these fish for

most of their protein. (Demicon
100 had already been implicated in

a great Rhine River fish kill.)

Human duphcity finally put an

end to Green Revolution II. Peas-

ants underreported their harvests in

order to lower the amount of rice

they would have to hand over to the

army. At the same time, local army
officers in charge of collecting the

rice overestimated how much had

been produced in order to enlarge

their personal cut of the one-sixth

due the government. No one could

determine if production had ac-

tually increased or decreased. The
government soon discovered, how-

ever, that it was paying CIBA more
than two dollars for every one dol-

lar's worth of rice that the army
said it was getting from the peas-

ants. According to Gary E. Hansen,

a research associate at the Tech-

nology and Development Institute,

East-West Center, Honolulu, rice

produced with CIBA was costing

the government $305 a ton when
the world market price was only

$130 a ton. Now that's what I call a

"long bomb."
Green Revolution III began in

1970 and is still going on. Tlie gov-

ernment ships the seeds, fertilizers,

and insecticides to local ware:

houses. Peasants take out low-cost

loans and use the inputs as thev see

fit. Franke studied the effects of this

program in a village where ecologi-

cal conditions were optimal for the

success of the high-vield varieties

and found that actual yield in-

creases of up to 70 percent over na-

tive varieties were being achieved.

Yet Franke discovered that only

about one-fifth of the farming

households had joined the program.

As predicted, the chief beneficiaries

were the households that were al-

ready better off than average and
that had no labor debts to pay off.

For the majority of farming house-

holds, the 70 percent productivity

increase was not sufficient to make
any real difference in their class po-

sition since they did not own
enough land and would have to con-

tinue working for somebody else in

order to get through the year. Tra-

ditionally, poor families in Franke's

village make ends meet by working

for well-to-do patrons who lend

them money to buy food. The pa-

trons are not eager for their clients

to get out of debt because they need

cheap labor for their large paddy

holdings; on the other hand, the

clients are afraid to break off rela-

tions because they fear being left on

their own during a drought or fam-

ily crisis.

Elsewhere in Indonesia, Green

Revolution III is encountering eco-

logical problems. A combination of

political, economic, and ecological

factors must be at work in the latest

crisis. Wliatever the precise cause,

rice prices have trebled in recent

months, and the government has al-

ready imported 1.5 million tons of

rice and is looking around for more.

You have to be brutallv frank

with some experts, you have to push

them into realizing it: the Green

Revolution is a hoax.

Columnist Marvin Harris teaches an-

thropology at Columbia University.
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Bios tjv Arthur W. Galston

Plant Cancer
In plants, too, cells may suddenly break away from

the constraints of normal, healthy growth

The orderly development of any

multicellular organism, whether

plant or animal, depends on a sys-

tem of controls and mutual re-

straints among the different organs

and even the different cells within

each organ. How a fertilized egg de-

velops into a complex organism,

such as a rabbit or a tomato plant,

is still a largely unsolved mystery,

involving the complex processes of

cellular differentiation. Molecular

biologists have recently given us

some insights into the events gov-

erning the emergence of differences

among previously similar cells.

What seems to be involved is a

regulated switching-on of some of

the genes in the cell; these genes,

through the production of specific

messengers, then govern the pro-

duction of specific proteins, in-

cluding enzymes that catalyze the

basic biochemical reactions of the

cell. It can easily be imagined that

different assemblies of switched-on

genes can lead to the production of

different populations of enzymes,

and thus to cells differing ultimately

in form, chemistry, and function.

The key to the differentiation proc-

ess, according to this theory,

would be the master mechanism

that decides which genes in a par-

ticular cell will be switched on.

It has now been shown, in both

plants and animals, that most—if

not all—cells of an organism have

the same total assembly of genes.

Thus, a whole carrot plant can be

reconstituted from an individual

carrot root cell if the cell is cultured

in an appropriate medium. Sim-

ilarly, cells from the intestines of a

toad, when injected into an egg cell

whose own nucleus has been re-

moved, can preside over the forma-

tion of a normal animal. This means

that cellular differentiation is not ir-

reversible and that cells with cer-

tain morphological and chemical

characteristics can ultimately as-

sume different characteristics. It all

depends on which genes within the

cells are switched on, which off.

What keeps a gene switched off?

Probably its DNA is being covered

by another large molecule, which

prevents the gene from forming its

messenger RNA. Such large repres-

sor molecules are, at least in the

bacteria, proteins that have a spe-

cific affinity for a particular gene.

Anything that removes the re-

pressor from the gene has the effect

of switching it on, and is called an

inducer. Among the best-known in-

ducers are the comparatively small

molecules known as hormones. In

both plants and animals, hormones

migrate from the cells in which they

are synthesized to some target tis-

sue. There the hormones either

stimulate the cells to new biochemi-

cal activities or switch off other ac-

tivities. This system of mobile in-

ducer hormones is one of the most

powerful techniques used by plants

and animals to insure orderly, bal-

anced development. If cells of part

of a plant are dependent on a sub-

stance produced by cells of another

part, then the development of the

two parts must proceed together.

In a plant, a proper balance of

roots, stems, and leaves is main-

tained by a combination of nutri-

tional and hormonal interactions.

Roots absorb water and minerals

from the soil and send these essen-

tial materials to leaves and stems;

conversely, leaves produce pho-

tosynthetic materials and send them

to stems and roots. This nutritional

interdependence guarantees a

proper balance between root mass

and leaf mass. If a root system is

too small, leaves and stems would

be deficient in water and minerals.

And if a leafy apparatus is too

small, the stems and roots would

starve. Superimposed on this gross

nutritional control is a finer hormo-

nal control; for example, roots pro-

duce hormones essential for leaf

growth and maintenance, young

leaves produce hormones essential

for stem and root growth, and cells

in the stem tips can influence the

growth rate of other stem cells far

removed from the tips.

Sometimes, this orderly system

of controls is disturbed, and the or-

ganism develops abnormal growths.

Galls grow on oaks and other plants

when insects lay eggs there and the

larvae develop within the plant tis-

sue. We assume that the insect pro-

duces substances that regulate

growth and alter the harmonious in-

tegration of plant tissues into their

normal structures. Other malforma-

tions can be produced by bacteria;

one causes witches'-broom by pre-

venting the normal elongation of

stem internodes, another causes

clubroot in such plants as cabbage,

and a third bacterium can cause the

appearance of malignant tumors
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fascinating maps, informative dia-
grams, and much more.

Enjoy the Forest for $1. To introduce

Our Living World of Nature, we
will send you The Forest for a 10-day

FREE examination. If you are de-

lighted and wish to continue with the

program, send only $1. (Otherwise, re-

turn the book, tell iJs you do not wish

to continue, ami owe nolhini;.)

If we do not hear from you, you will be
sent a subsequent volume every two
months (for a 10-day FREE examination)
which you may purchase, if you wish, for

the subscriber's low price of only $3.95,

plus 35(f shipping and handling. (Regular
bookstore price; $4.95.) You may cancel

this program at any time simply by return-

ing any volume after your free examina-
tion, rejecting any shipment, or by writing

and letting us know. Mail the card today.
Our Living World of Nature, Box 3115,

Chicago, Illinois 60654. — I(eeps iierds healthy.

Among forthcoming volumes in the series

Widely Acclaimed as an Outstanding Publishing Series

'If you are visiting America this summer, you may find one or

more of these books a pleasant low pressure guide to natural

objects you might otherwise miss." The New York Times

"Beautiful black-and-white, and colored photographs as well as

diagrams illustrate The Life of the Forest, part of the series, 'Our

Living World of Nature.' The photographs of animals, trees and

plants are unusually excellent, and the information is clear,

straightforward and readable, making this book a good buy for

the price." Grace Fuller Dole
Library Journal

"Cooperation with a reference work makes possible publishing a

beautiful book at a bargain price. Each volume in the 'Our Living

World of Nature' series offers illuminating reading, a fine gallery

picture, and a practical means of relating to nature with height-

ened interest and understanding." Chicago Tribune

"The great new boon for those who revel in the out-of-doors is

. . . Our Living World of Nature series . . . distinguished from all

other nature series by the consistently maintained ecological

viewpoint, a viewpoint that adds depth of meaning and fresh

interest to the outdoors." Irston R. Barnes
Chairman, Audubon Naturalist Society
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TODAY WE'RE ALIVE
THANKS TO YOU!

But frankly, we still need your help. So
yithout any further ado. we would now ask
ou to continue in the battle to keep alive and
ree, the heritage of East African wildlife that

belongs to everyone-especially you. What a
pity it would be should your child's next ques

1 be 'What WAS . . . rather than "What
IS a Cheetah?" But that could be the c

h cats and other species if the numerous
activities of the East African Wild Life Society
have to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah
lion, leopard and other animals of the regior
if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just
dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wild Life Society founded
In 1961 is a non-profit, non governmenta
agency assisting the three East African repub
lies of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in th<
development of game conservation. The facts
and figures of its performance may be seen

;s numerous activities, such as pollution
study, anti poaching work, research, educa-

1 and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

iod, accomplished and projected plans
)unt to S185,000.00. Membership and inte-

rest in the Society is up. there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom ! But costs and

imitment are recurrent-and there's always
room for one more in the ark. Your readership
roves your interest.

Become a member now. and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICAN A. And avail-
able for sale to all, are ties, cars badges, wild-
life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder
patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,
and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 20110. Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

Name

Address .
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known as crown galls. This last

plant disease is especially inter-

esting because of its resemblance to

animal cancer.

To induce a crown gall, one must
first wound the plant. Then virulent

cells of Agrobacterium tumefaciens

must be introduced into the wound.
After about two to three davs, the

cells near the wound have been in-

vaded by the bacterium and trans-

formed into a malignant tumor.

These tumors continue to grow and.

unlike normal plant organs, their

growth does not come under the

hormonal control of any other tis-

sues. The cells of the crown gall

seem to circumvent the normal con-

trols by producing by themselves all

the hormones they need for growth.

We thus assume that the bacterium

in some way switches on previously

inactive genes, and that the cancer-

like growth occurs because cells

gain a new ability to synthesize

their own growth hormones.

After some time, the crown gall

disease becomes systemic. New tu-

mors grow at other locations on the

plant, generally in strained posi-

tions such as the angles between the

leaves and the stem. These secon-

dary tumors may also grow to very

large size, but they differ from the

primary tumors in one important

respect: they apparently contain no

bacteria. Despite the absence of the

bacterium that initially caused the

disease, these secondary tumors are

as malignant as the primary tumors.

If either secondary or primary tu-

mors are removed from the diseased

plant and grafted onto a normal

plant, other tumors will form on the

plant. This makes the analogy with

animal cancer rather complete; the

bacterium is not the true cause of

the malignancy, but only the agent

that introduces the true infective

principle into plant cells.

Why do these cancerous growths

occur? What is the Tumor Inducing

Principle (TIP) that so many re-

searchers are trying to discover? We
still do not know. It may be con-

nected with a virus (bacteriophage)

present in virulent strains of bac-

teria. Once released into the plant

cell, this virus may replicate and

spread throughout the plant, caus-

ing the symptoms of the disease.

While the nature of TIP is uncer-

tain, we are gaining insights into

how it operates in plants. It appears

to cause affected cells in stems to

Observe
an eclipse.

an ecosystem.

Excavate
an ancient city.

Join top scientists from the Smith-

sonian Institution and major univer-

sities on field research expeditions

around the world. No special qualifi-

cations necessary. Learn on location.

Ecology m Nepal. Anthropology in

Kenya. Land-based and underwater

archaeology, marine biolo.gy. ornithol-

ogy, geology, astronomy. 2 to 8-week

expeditions from $550 (plus airfare).

Participation limited. Early registra-

tion essential.

®eei
Educational Expeditions International

68 Leonard Street nh-3

Belmont, Massachusetts 02178

Phone:(617)489-3030

Departures from July through
October

Permits are assured but early ap-

plications are necessary.

OCEANIA I and II

Departures from July to October

SAHARAN AIR CARAVAN - OASES*

GARAMANTIS, TUBBU AND TUAREGS*

INDIA, CEYLON, NEPAL AND BURMA*

SOUTHERN AFRICA-THE NEW LOOK

Departures: July, August,

September

Led by Harold S. Peters

NATIONAL PARKS OF AUSTRALIA

September 24th to October 29th

Led by Harold S. Peters

Information on these and other

special tours and Catalogue for

1973 and 1974 can be obtained

by writing to:

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC LIAISON
(formerly associated wrth Treasurer Tours)

QUALITY TOURS INC.

1255 Phillips Square

Montreal 111, Canada
Tel: 878-9597
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produce laro;e quantities of such

liormonos as auxins and cvtokinins,

which stem cells normally obtain

from other parts of the plant. \^hen

crown gall cells are excised from

the plant and grown in pure cul-

tures, thev do not require additions

of these hormones, as do normal

cells. The cancerous cells appai--

entlv have many genes switched on

bv TIP. so that thev now- have many

more capabilities to produce hor-

mones than normal, partiallv re-

pressed cells. Thev also have abnor-

mallv leaky membranes and lose

much material from their cells into

the surrounding medium.

The introduction of a cancerous

crown gall condition to a healthy

plant is neither an all-or-none phe-

nomenon nor is it irreversible. Dur-

ing the crucial two- to three-day in-

duction period after the initial

wounding, the onset of the disease

may be partly or completely pre-

vented bv "pasteurizing" the plant

at shghtiv elevated temperatures.

This treatment seems to inactivate

the TIP at a crucial stage of the in-

vasion. Once the disease has set in,

it cannot be further prevented by

the high temperature treatment.

Also, if a weakly induced crown

gall is grafted successively to sev-

eral rapidly growing normal host

plants, the gaU tissue gradually re-

verts to a more and more normal

growth condition. These experi-

ments indicate that the state of the

tissue involves a competition be-

tween normal and TIP-induced bio-

chemical events: whichever pre-

dominates determines whether the

ceU will develop a normal or a tu-

morous growth habit.

This finding has led some re-

searchers to propose that cancer

should not be treated by applying

growth-retarding chemicals, such as

the chemotherapeutic agents now

used, but rather growth-promoting

chemicals that, bv favoring the de-

velopment of normal components,

will swamp out the malignant

growth. ^XTiether or not this notion

is true, crown gall and other plant

tumors are interesting model sys-

tems for the study of cancer and of-

fer important insights into the

mechanisms that control normal

growth and development of all li\'-

ing organisms.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston teaches

biology at Yale University.

Rush this Koupon to

your travel agent
or to us.

KENYA
TOURIST OFFICE
15 East 51 St Street

NewYork, N.Y.I 0022
(212)486-1300
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or a drum solo; or an organ.
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Listen to it again on a BOSE

DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker
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records to your BOSE dealer.
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never heard betore.
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Lonely
Lives
Under
ttie
Big: Sky

Roaming the high country

of the American West,

Basque sheepherders

stir envy and dreams

of escape in frustrated

city dwellers;

for the Basques,

the isolation is often

a desperate ordeal

toy William
A. Douglass

The Basque sheepherder of the

American West has become a ro-

manticized figure in popular htera-

ture. For those whose lives are

dominated by urban pressures and

ills, his life-style holds a primitivis-

tic attraction; the thought of a soli-

tary existence played out against

spectacular mountain scenery lends

itself to escapist dreams.

This mystique has developed

through a one-sided view of the

Basque sheepherder's life-style.

Along with the beauty of his envi-

ronment, the freedom from the irri-

tations of urban life, and the seem-

ingly uncomplicated task of caring

for a band of sheep, there is also the

necessity of enduring months of

boredom and loneliness. In the

American West, sheep raising is

characterized by transhumance. Un-

der this system, sheep bands are

summered in the remote high-

mountain country and wintered in

the low, arid, and sparsely popu-

lated valleys. Twice a year the

sheep traverse as much as several

hundred miles between these

ranges. Today some outfits truck

their animals, but many still trail

them, and in this instance the

herders cover the entire distance on

foot and horseback.

Constantly exposed to the physi-

cal elements, the herder must pos-

sess considerable self-reliance and

endurance. As guardian of the

sheep band, he is responsible for an

asset worth many thousands of dol-

lars. On the open range the sheep

band is exposed to such predators

as coyotes, lynx, and occasionally,

mountain lions and bears, and the

herder must be continually alert.

There is also the danger of poison-

ing from toxic plants and bad wa-

ter. Disease can strike, or a part of

the band may wander off during a

blizzard or when trailing through

rugged country. At the same time,

the herder lives in almost unbroken

social isolation, and the nature of

the occupation practically rules out

the intimacies of family life.

Because labor shortages have al-

ways been endemic to this low-sta-

tus, low-paying industry, the will-

ingness of Basques to migrate from

Spain and France and enter the oc-

cupation continues to be a major

factor in the sheep industry's

growth. Speaking a language that

cannot be shown definitively to

share common roots with any other

human tongue, the Basques are re-

garded as the mystery people of Eu-

rope, an image that is heightened

by imprecise knowledge of their ori-

gins.

Basque involvement in the open-

range sheep industry dates from the

days of the 1849 California gold

rush. There were several hundred
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Basques in llie ranks of the forluiic

seekers; many came directly from

Argentina and Uruguay, where

thousands of Basque immigrants

had heen hvestockmen during the

first half of the nineteenth century-

In the 1850s and 1860s manv of

the Basque gold prospectors, no-

tablv those who had formerly lived

in South America, left the mining

camps and entered the nascent

sheep and cattle industries of south-

ern and central California.

By the 1880s the Basques had es-

tablished a reputation as the finest

sheepmen in the American West,

and by the first decade of the twen-

tieth century a few Basques had be-

come prominent sheep ranchers

with impressive herds and private

landholdings. Others worked as herd-

ers and were the preferred em-

ployees in Basque and non-Basque

sheep outfits alike, often replacing

other immigrant or American In-

dian sheepherders. And finally, the

Basques were the most prominent

ethnic group in the ranks of the

ilincraiit sheep OLillils. which were

referred to by llu'ir (Icli-adors as

"tramp bands.""

The itinerant sheep outfit was a

one- or two-man operation requir-

ing minimal capitalization. The
shepherd-owner simply acquired

about a thousand sheep, a pack ani-

mal, a tent, bedroll, and grubstake,

then moved about the public lands

searching for available pasturage.

Most of the range was under federal

ownership and as a part of the pub-

lic domain, was legally open to all

on a first-come basis. The legahties

of the matter notwithstanding, com-

petition for public pasturage and

water among the itinerants them-

selves and between the itinerants

and the settled cattle and sheep

ranchers was at times fierce. On oc-

casion, competition turned into

conflict, and the resulting con-

frontations provided copy to the

newspapers, litigation to the courts,

and substance to the sheepman ver-

sus cattleman legend.

That Basques were the most nu-

merous clcnii'nl in tlir lanks of llie

itinerant sheepmen exacerhalnl ihc

situation. Each year thousands of

Basque males, for the most part

young and single, emigrated from

Europe to replace those who had re-

turned or who had purchased their

own bands. Most entered the West
with the intention of returning to

the Old World after acquiring sub-

stantial capital. Few were willing to

remain sheepherders for long, hut

rather, expected to become sheep

owners as quickly as possible. With

little interest in a future in this

country, the budding Basque sheep

entrepreneur was loath to invest in

land; instead he sought to increase

the size of his band. As he did so,

he required additional herders and

camp tenders and would send to

Europe for kinsmen or fellow vil-

lagers. Frequently, the newcomers
would take part of their wages in

ewes, running their own animals

alongside those of their kinsman-

employer. They usually did this for

three or four years, until the\ had

3 GU1LLUMETTE
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suflicifiil aniiiials In lonn an inilc-

peniloiU l)ancl. \l ihis pniiil llie

sheeplierdcr uouM "\u\r olT" his

new outfit, strikiiii; oul iti search of

fresh pasturage.

Since llie owner of ihe |)arent

oullil more often llian mil planned

to reluiii eventually to tlie Bas(iue

country, he was more interested in

the short-term fluctuations of the

lamb and wool markets than in the

long-range prospects of the Ameri-

can sheep industry. He might there-

fore assist many kinsmen and fellow

ethnics to become itinerant oper-

ators without givinii much llmught

to the consequences of overgrazing.

As a result. American ranchers

held a dim view of Basques. The
ubi(|uitous Basque itinerants were

depicted as foreign usurpers of

American resr)urces. opportunists

who bled the economy of the Amer-
ican West of wealth that was sorely

needed for local development.
Their presence inflamed passions

and stimulated anti-Bascpje senti-

ments, rhetoric, and eventually, leg-

islation.

In the 1890s and early 1900s

competition with the itinerants "V]

prompted many western ranchers to A
join eastern conservationists in sup-

porting legislation to create the na-

A sheepherder, far left,

leads his band to the

lowlands, inhere he will find

companionship for the

winter. The stone pile,

left, attests to the

sheepherders' attempts to

cope with loneliness on the

high summer range, while

tree carvings in aspen

groves are the personal

marks left by Basque

herders over the years.
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Basque hotels, bars, and
restaurants are scattered

throughout the West's sheep-

raising areas. During the

short spring lambing and
shearing season and the fall

shipping period, sheepherders

congregate for traditional

Basque dances and festivities.

tional forest system. This system

controlled access of livestock to the

summer ranges in the newly estab-

lished national forests of the high-

mountain country. Significantly,

grazing applications were reviewed

by local boards of settled ranchers

who made both ownership of pri-

vate land and United States citizen-

ship conditions for approval. In

1934 the Taylor Grazing Act
brought most of the remaining pub-

lic domain under grazing regu-

lations. This legislation specifically

excluded both the landless and

aliens from use of the range. Fur-

thermore, passage of a series of re-

strictive immigration laws in the

1920s led to the National Origins

Quota System; by 1924, the legal

entry of Spanish citizens had been

reduced to just 131 persons an-

nually. The era of the itinerant

sheepman was over.

During the Second World War,

abundant job opportunities and mil-

itary service further reduced the

number of American herders, while

at the same time meat and wool

were crucial to the economy and

war effort. In response, the Depart-

ment of Immigration allowed sev-

eral contingents of Basques to enter

the country on a temporary basis,

and Congress passed an unusual se-

ries of bills known as the Sheep-

herder Laws. Introduced by west-

ern senators and representatives,

these laws conferred permanent res-

idency upon Bascpjes who had en-

tered the United States illegally—

usually by jumping ship in New
York, Galveston, or San Fran-

cisco—and had then made their way

to the sheep areas, where thev were

welcomed by the desperate ranch-

ers. Once out on the range with the

sheep, they were hidden from the

authorities. Between 1942 and

1961, 383 men had their status le-

galized under the Sheepherder

Laws.

T„he piecemeal approach of the

Sheepherder Laws, however, failed

to alleviate the growing labor crisis.

In 1950 western legislators led by
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Senator McCarran of Nevada, him-

self an ex-sheepman, sponsored leg-

islation to exempt the Basque sheep-

herders from the Spanish quota.

Consequently, the initial legislation

permitted 250 herders to enter the

United States and the numbers

were increased in subsequent years.

The Western Range Association has

since imported thousands of herders

from Spain and presently recruits

between 300 and 400 annually.

These men sign three-year con-

tracts, during which time they are

required to work for sheep ranch-

ers, but upon termination of the

contract thev are eligible to apply

for permanent-resident status. Once
this is obtained, the herder is free to

work at anv occupation he chooses

and may remain in the United

States indefinitely.

Because for more than a century

Basques have been closely identi-

fied with herding, it has been as-

sumed—for the most part, errone-

ously—that thev have an extensive

Old World background in the han-

dling of sheep, and that they pos-

sess an exceptional psychological

tolerance for solitude. This latter

point merits further consideration.

Today the contract herder trav-

els by jet from Europe to the

western United States. In many
cases, 48 hours after he has taken

leave of his family, he is out on

the range under the tutelage of

an experienced herder. Once he

learns the trade, he is given

charge of his own dogs and sheep

band.

During the lambing and shear-

ing season of late spring and the

period of shipping in the early

fall, the bands of a particular out-

fit are concentrated and the her-

ders enjoy each other's company
for several weeks. Some may
travel to a distant town to enjoy a

few days of relaxation in a Basque

hotel or to attend a Basque festi-

val. Most, however, are herding

for the single purpose of saving

almost every cent they earn. Con-

sequently, they may even forego

the two weeks of vacation due

them under their contract simply

to avoid the temptations of towns.

Many herders return to Europe af-

ter three years with several thou-

sand dollars, no knowledge of

Unpopular in the West

during the early part of the

century, Basques were often

depicted as unruly barroom

brawlers on their

infrequent visits to towns.
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After grazing, in the hi^h summer ranges,

bands are herded urer I he hills of

northern Nevada to the low winter range.
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An urpluincil Idinh is sluit^

on a horse until the herder

finds a ewe to accept it.

Eiiijlisli. and almost no experience

oilier than that rained in the

sheep eamps.

When trailing and when on the

winter range, the herder is Hkely

to have the daily companionship

of at least one other man. Once
the previous year's lambs are

shipped off for butchering, two

bands can be combined into one

for the winter. In man\' outfits the

two herders will spend the winter

together, with one acting as the

other's camp tender.

When the bands are on the

high summer range, however, the

herder's physical and social isola-

tion is almost complete. Each
band occupies its own large

tract—enough pasturage to support

a thousand ewes and their lambs

for an entire summer. This means

that there are likely to be several

miles of rugged mountain country

separating one herder from an-

other. During a period of four or

five months, the herder's only di-

rect human contact is with the

camp tender.

The camp tender, operating out

of a base camp and supplied from

the main camp, delivers goods on

muleback to the three or four herd-

ers who are his responsibility.

Frequently, the herders are a half

day's journey awav, which means
that the camp tender requires a

day to service each. Since he also

spends a day preparing and bak-

ing large loaves of "sheepherders'

bread," he is likely to visit each

herder only about once every five

days. The distances are great, so

the camp tender's visit with the

herder is likely to be short, usu-

ally only an hour or two. But

these visits can be highly charged.

The shrewd camp tender treats his

herders to a good deal of horse-

play, jokes of a sexual nature, and

consciously animated conversation.

The only other visitors are occa-

sional backpackers who happen

along. ActualK niosl herders try

to avoid them; the Bas(jU("'s lack

of familiarity with (he English lan-

guage and American culture

makes such encounters awkward
at best.

Such. lh(>n, is the sh(;epherder's

solitude today. When conversing

among themselves, the men ex-

press greater concern for the

problems of boredom and keeping

their sanity than for the physical

difficulties of life on the open

range. Memories of the mental an-

guish of the first few months are

particularly vivid. Some men
recount that they cried themselves

to sleep at night, and that during

the long hours ' of the day, their

minds were hyperactive, running

over their lives in Europe, causing

both a keen nostalgia for home
and a revival of long-forgotten un-

pleasant incidents, which were

then worried over anew. At some

point, however, the herder be-

comes inured to his circumstances

and learns to tailor his mental ac-

tivity to the demands of his situ-

ation.

T,here is always the danger, of

course, that a man will manage
his solitude only too well. The
herders have a vocabulary of mad-

ness in which the individual who
has slipped over the edge is

graphically referred to as having

been "sagebrushed" or "sheeped."

Fear of these derangements is not

unfounded. In earlier periods of

western history there were fre-

quent newspaper reports of the

detention or institutionahzation of

a "crazy Basco sheepherder."

When, in 1907, the Basques of

Boise, Idaho, founded a mutual

aid society, formal provisions were

made to assist the mentally unbal-

anced to return to their families

in Spain and France.

Similarly, there were frequent

accounts in the early western

newspapers of Basque herders

committing suicide. Even now, in

the Spanish Basque country, the

villagers recognize that returned

h(M(lers have undergone a person-

ality change. They view them as

being highly introverted and hav-

ing a penchant for seeking out the

(oni|)any of other ex-herders.

Many never resume normal social

intercourse, while others require

several months before thev begin

to converse freely.

While the personalities of most

herders are affected by their expe-

riences, in the majority of cases

the change is not so extreme as to

call their sanity into question. The
herders do cope with boredom
and solitude in a variety of ways.

The question becomes: how does

man, the social animal par ex-

cellence, maintain his sense of hu-

manity, his concept of seff, in a

state of almost total social isola-

tion? The Basque sheepherder

takes three measures: he human-
izes the natural environment, per-

sonalizes his deahngs with his ani-

mal charges, and resorts to stimuli

from the outside world, such as

radios.

Summer herding is character-

ized more by boredom than by

hard physical labor. While the

herder must check the band occa-

sionally to see that it remains

within the confines of a particular

day's grazing area, he is otherwise

free to while away his time. Fish-

ing, reading, napping, and putter-

ing around the camp occupy many
of his hours. Some men develop

special interests, such as whittling

or playing a musical instrument.

It is said that one herder spent

his free time turning over rocks,

squashing the insects that he

found, and then meticulously

recording his kills in a notebook.

There are two particular ways

in which the majority of herders

use their spare moments, while at

the same time placing a human
mark upon the natural environ-

ment. Over the years, many of the

rocky, treeless, windswept ridges

of the high country have acquired

the appearance of ancient ceme-

teries. As far as the eye can see

there are piles of carefully ar-

ranged stones, called arri mutil-

lak, or "stone bovs." Some of

these are as tall as a man, mute

monuments to the boredom of

hundreds of Basque sheepherders.
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Wherever there is water in the

mountains, aspen groves, the fa-

vored campsites of the sheepherd-

ers, are sure to grow. Over the

decades, Basques have trans-

formed such groves into veritable

galleries of tree carvings. The
technique involves serrating the

bark of young saplings with the

blade of a penknife. As the tree

matures, the scars widen, bringing

out the designer's intent. Basque
tree carvings on some of the larg-

est trunks date from the end of

the last century.

The themes of the carvings are

many, although the majority are a

simple "Kilroy was here" docu-

mentation of the carver's name
and the date. The messages on
some trees, however, are consid-

erably more profound. One trunk

discloses verses about the author's

joy at the prospect of returning to

his homeland; another comments
upon the difficulties of the herd-

er's life. Sexual ditties are com-
mon, while statements Hke Viva
Navaira, "Long Live Navarre,"

and Gora Euzkadi Azkatuta,
"Long Live the Free Basque
Country," reflect Old World re-

gional loyalties or commitment to

the modern Basque nationalist

movement. Finally there are trees

adorned with drawings, some ama-
teurish and others highly skilled,

whose subject matter ranges from
pornography to abstract design.

Few herders camp in an aspen
grove without examining the tree

carvings left by earlier herders,

and they rarely move on without

leaving their own mark on the

youngest saplings. Thus, in the

midst of his personal loneliness

the herder has a sense of being in

communication with both past and
future generations of sheepherders.

For lack of immediate human
communication, the herder often

personahzes his relations with his

animals (jokes about sheepherders

notwithstanding, cases of sodomy
are extremely rare) and develops a

keen sense of companionship with
them that is very different from
the affection an urbanite feels for

his pets. He does not talk at or to

his dogs, pack animals, and sheep,

but rather with them. Rarely does
he give them direct orders; in-

stead he verbahzes his thoughts as

if engaged in a dialogue. Shouting
across a canyon at an errant band,

he asks, "Where do you
think you are going? You know
that you should bed down along
the creek." I have witnessed herd-

ers holding lengthy conversations

with their dogs in which they ex-

plained the plan for the day.

In the sheep outfit there is a

necessary working relationship

among men, dogs, pack animals,

and sheep, the success of which
depends upon the cooperation of

all. It may take years for a herder

to develop the proper mutual un-

derstanding with his dogs that

makes man and canine a finely

honed team capable of caring for

the sheep with the greatest pos-

sible efficiency. To a lesser de-

gree, the same is true of the rela-

tionship between the herder and
his mount and pack animals. The
herder Hkewise comes to recognize

many of the sheep as individuals,

each with its peculiar temper-
ament and problems. Similarly,

the band as a whole is seen as

having its own characteristics to

which the herder must adapt his

herding practices. A winning com-
bination of herder, dogs, pack ani-

mals, and band is not achieved

overnight, nor should it be modi-
fied lightly. Herders have quit

their employers when told they

would be given different dogs or a

different band of sheep.

Tkhe sheepherder's physical iso-

lation and lack of English largely

preclude his participation in the

wider society of the American
West. Frequently, his only link

with the outside world is his

camp tender who brings not only

his supplies but also reading mat-
ter and his correspondence from
Europe. Most of the herders are

poorly educated and are not ac-

customed to letter writing or ex-

tensive reading. It is common for

a herder to go for months without

writing his family, and some older

herders have stopped correspond-

Before they are driven to

the high summer ranges,

sheep are corralled in

the spring for shearing.

ing altogether. Most herders have
three or four books: Basque-lan-

guage verse is popular, as are

cheap editions of Spanish-language

novels. The latter rotate among
the herders. A very popular pubh-
cation is the Boletin del Banco de

Vizcaya, a newspaper published

expressly for Basque herders by a

banking concern in the Basque
country. It features information

about European Basque sporting

events, as well as detailed news of

the villages from which the major-

ity of herders are recruited. The
herder may also acquire a few
American magazines, more for

their pictures than then- text. Not
surprisingly. Playboy is a Hkely

choice.

The herder's daily Unk with the

outside world is his transistor ra-

dio. But again, his listening habits

underscore his indifference to

American life. The transistors are

usually powerful enough to pull in

Spanish-language radio broadcasts

from Los Angeles and northern

Mexico. Many hsten to the daily

Spanish-language newscast from
Washington, D.C., but the most
popular programs are the Sunday
afternoon Basque-language broad-

casts that originate on the local

stations of Boise, Idaho; Elko, Ne-

vada; and Buffalo, Wyoming.
Basques who go to the West to

herd sheep do not bring to the oc-

cupation either a specialized Euro-

pean background in sheepherding

or a unique psychological capacity

for social isolation. Rather, despite

the romanticism surrounding them,

they show a pronounced determina-

tion to undergo temporary physical

and mental privation as an invest-

ment in a secure economic future.

It is not that Basques suffer less

than others in the solitude of moun-
tains and desert; it is simply that

they are more willing to endure the

privations.
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Flowers of tlie Sea

Waving from coral reefs, these colorful

creatures toil not, neither do they spin, but .

they eat quite ejficiently

by Mereditli L. Jones

When we prisoners of the air turn to things aquatic, we quickly find

that experience has poorly prepared us for the diversity of shapes and

colors found in the marine world. We can recognize food items— fish,

crabs, shrimp, and clams—and can take comfort in the similarity

between aquatic and terrestrial snails and between pill bugs and

marine isopods. But we would probably overlook the vast majority of

organisms present in a marine habitat. For one thing, most of the

animals living there are of microscopic size. Further, most of these, as

well as other, larger forms, live in the substratum or in its overlying

flocculent layer, and without a shovel or sieve, they, too, would escape

our notice. The third reason for our ignorance lies in the strange

shapes and forms assumed by both familiar and unfamiliar animals.

In the case of sea anemones and certain marine worms, one might

easily be convinced that they were flowering underwater plants. The
sabellid and serpulid polychaete worms look so much like terrestrial

blossoms that I often have to tell people these forms are not the

flowers of the coral reef.

Actually, these showy portions, the so-called branchial crowns of

the feather duster worms, are featherlike structures whose bases are in

paired semicircles or spirals about central axes. The members of these

two polychaete families are similar; however, the sabellids live in a

flexible tube made up of rather fine particles cemented together by

mucous secretions, while the rigid tube of the serpulids is built up of

calcium carbonate secreted by the worm. In addition, in serpulids one

of the "feathers" of the branchial crown forms an operculum, which

closes off the opening when the worm draws into the calcareous tube.

The serpulids often have a frilly membrane on their dorsal surfaces,

just in back of the branchial crown. This structure, the thoracic

membrane, and a collarlike organ lay down the carbonate building

material of the tube.

One function of the branchial crown, as its name implies, is

respiration, although it is not solely responsible for this process. Not

infrequently, branchial crowns are nipped off by fish predators, and

this may cause a 60 percent decrease in the animal's oxygen

consumption. The remaining respiration is presumably carried on over

the worm's body surface.

Between the red sponge and

coral in the foreground and a

branching gorgonid, rear, a

cluster of sabellids emerge

from their protective tubes.

pliotograptis by Carl Roessler
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A female serpulid, above, spawns orange eggs after it has

been extracted from its tube. The larvae settle

on hard surfaces, such as coral, right. As the young

sea worms grow, the length of their tubes increases.
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A clump of sabellids

undulate gently on a coral

reef. The motion of the

feathery branchial crown is

part of the sea worm 5

feeding process. Suspended

particles in the water

pass through a fine network

of traps, which discard

the larger items and route

smaller pieces toward

the worm's mouth.

All of the feather duster worms have developed several adaptations

to protect themselves against loss of their branchial crowns. They

withdraw rapidly when they detect shadows or vibrations, and many

crowns have photoreceptors in the form of eyespots or compound eyes.

In addition, their ventral nerve cord, which serves to coordinate all

body movements, is augmented by large single-nerve fibers that can

transmh impulses with extreme speed, thus insuring the immediate

and simultaneous total response of the worm. The speed of the

withdrawal response is best illustrated when you attempt—and almost

certainly fail—to catch the branchial crown with your fingers.

The primary function of the branchial crown is feeding. Each part

of the crown is somewhat like a feather; it has a central rib, the so-

called radiole, which bears a series of laterals, or pinnules, on either

side. The upper surfaces of both a radiole and its pinnules have mucus-

secreting cells and grooved, ciliated tracts. The cilia beat downward

and inward toward the mouth, which is located at the base of the

radioles. Other beating cilia on the pinnules set up a current of water,

which, along with suspended material, passes from the outside to the

inside of the crown. When the worms are feeding, the pinnules of

adjacent radioles are intermeshed, and this network traps suspended

material on the mucus of the ciliated tracts.

In sabellids, this material moves toward the mouth by way of a

sorting mechanism, which is composed of a deepened trough with a

series of folds. Effectively, there are three ciliated tracts. One, at the

upper margins of the trough, prevents large particles from settling

down into the lower levels. The second, formed by mid-depth folds,

collects particles of intermediate size. At the bottom, a narrow tract

accepts only the finest particles.

Each category of particles has a different fate. The largest ones are

shifted to the edge of the branchial crown and discarded along with

fecal material. Intermediate particles are moved to a pair of ventral

sacs, where they are stored, mixed with more mucus, and used to build

the tube. The ciliated tracts carry the finest material to the mouth of

the worm for food. The feeding of the serpulids is similar, differing

only in the lack of an intermediate sorting mechanism since their

tubes are made of secreted calcium carbonate.

Thus, the esthetically appeaUng "flowers" are wonders of

efficiency, deceptively straightforward mechanisms for carrying out

the crucial job of feeding these sessile worms that inhabit and decorate

coral reefs.
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Letters from Golden Sardis
Excavations at the crossroads of
Asia Minor, where Croesus

minted his fortune, have brought

fourteen years of complications,

disappointments, and triumphs to a

persistent archeological expedition

by George M.A. Hanfmann

We were certainly not going to object to treasures,

but treasures were not our aim when we began the

Harvard-Cornell-American Schools of Oriental

Research expedition to Sardis. "The prime objective

of anv research at Sardis is the Lydian city of Croesus

and his predecessors . . . which remains completely

unknown." This was the statement we made in our

proposal of 1958. Beyond that we envisaged the study

of the development of all human settlements in the

Sardis area, from the Stone Age through the earlier

Islamic phases. "Here astride the major road into

Asia, Mediterranean and Eastern peoples, cultures,

and religions met and interacted. . . . Thus Sardis is

uniquely suited to demonstrate the modern
multidisciplinary approach in which humanists and

scientists open new vistas upon the history of

humanity." We hoped to reconstitute a case history of

urbanism in a vital region between East and West.

According to literary sources, the city of Croesus

held such major targets as the temples, the agora

described by Herodotus, the mint, where the earliest

coins in the world were made, and, above all, the

palace of Croesus whose archives must have contained

correspondence with Assyria, Egypt, Babylon, Media,

and most of the Greek states and sanctuaries.

We could hope, too, to resolve some major

controversies which had resulted from the

decipherment of the Royal archives of the Hittite

kings at Hattusa (Bogazkoy). Some scholars thought

that Hittites had penetrated Lydia. Others saw in it the

kingdom of Assuwa which, in turn, gave the name of

Asia to the entire continent. Others thought that the

region might have belonged to another Indo-European

group, the Luvian. Others pointed to Herodotus'

statement that the dynasty of the sons of Herakles had

assumed rule over Lydia and Sardis 505 years before

the accession of the Mermnad Dynasty and king Gyges

(680 plus 505 would make it 1185 B.C.), and

suggested that Mycenaean Greek heroes wandering

about after the fall of Troy might have seized the

region; and yet others thought the forerunners of the

Etruscans might have lived at Sardis when it was still

called Hyde.

Excerpted from tetters fiom Sardis, published by Harvard University

Press. © 1972 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.

Tl:e Bollingen Foundation had stipulated that its

grant should be matched by Harvard and Cornell

jointly. Under the Harvardian system of ETOB ("each

tub on its own bottom"), I had to find the means; and

thus came into being the Supporters of Sardis, an

informal group whose contributions came to carry the

show through its ups and downs. ... To
communicate with these friends, I started writing

letters from the field, usually three each season; and

another letter went to the members of the American

Schools of Oriental Research.

In Classical antiquity "Golden Sardis" was a name
to conjure with. "I do not care for the gold of king

Gyges," cried the Greek adventiuer and poet

Archilochus defiantly; but the rest of the ancient world

did. The kings of Lydia of the Mermnad Dynasty from

Gyges to fabulous Croesus (ca. 680-547 B.C.) made
Sardis the Paris of the ancient world. . . . For a

century and a half, the kings of Lydia ruled a kingdom
extending from the Aegean to Iran. Bv a skillful

combination of religious and financial propaganda,

they enlarged their influence in the Greek world. They
ruled this empire from their well-nigh impregnable

citadel at Sardis, some 65 miles inland from the coast

^'^^-
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of Turkey, in the rich Hermus plain (Gediz C^y),

under the foot of tlie towering; Tmokis mountain.

"The land Lud I took, their king I killed"—such

was the terse account given bv Cvrus, the concp.iering

king of Persia, after he overthrew Croesus and

captured the citadel in 547 B.C. As Sfarda, Sardis

became the seat of the most important Western

satrapy, the ^vestern terminal of the famous Royal

Road along which mail couriers sped from the distant

capitals of Susa and Persepolis toward the

Mediterranean. The King of Kings trod on pui"ple rugs

woven at Sardis, and piled up gold from Sardis in his

treasury.

In 499 B.C. the lonians marched across the Tmolus
and burned Sardis, starting the great wars between

Persia and the Greeks. Herodotus, who knew Lydia

well. \\Tites. "Tliough thev took the city, they did not

succeed in plundering it. . . . The Lvdians, and such

Persians as were in the city, came in crowds into the

marketplace, and gathered themselves upon the banks

of the Pactolus. This stream, which comes dow-n from

Mount Tmolus, and brings the Sardians a quantity of

gold dust, runs directly through the marketplace of

Sardis. and joins the Hermus. So the Lvdians and

Persians, brought together in this way . . . were

forced to stand on their defense; and the lonians,

when thev saw the enemy in part resisting, in part

pouring towards them in dense crowds, took fright,

and . . . went back to their ships." In revenge, the

Persians mustered their huge armies against Greece in

the Sardian plain, and Aeschylus writes of Lydian

charioteers from golden Sai-dis as Persian allies.

In 334 came Alexander the Great who captured the

great citadel without a fight. As key fortress and

capital, Sardis became a bone of contention among the

successors of Alexander; kings from Macedon, Syria,

and Pergamon contended for the city. The Seleucid

dynasty of Syria transformed the Lydian capital into a

In 1960 only grass-covered stone walls

could be seen at the site of the

SvndL'Oiruc and tJie Raman Gymnasium.

ir^. •m
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The old Vikings: over 1,000 years ago,

they ventured in open boats to the ends of

the earth as they knew it—and beyond—to

expand their world.

The riew Vikings: in the same free-

roaming spirit, they course the entire globe in

gleaming white ships, on far-ranging cruises

especially planned to expand your world.

These are the new Vikings of the

Royal Viking Line, now sailing the

resplendent Royal Viking Star, to be joined

in 1973 by two identical sister ships, the

Royal Viking Sky and Royal Viking Sea.

During the coming mgnths, a unique

schedule of cruises takes them to all the seven

seas, to every inhabited continent. Read

about these extraordinary ships and the world

they'll explore on the next page. —
ROYALVIKING UNE



20th Century Viking Ships. Sparkling new from fo'c'sle

to fantail. Created for one purpose: to cruise everywhere.

With one class of service: first. This is the Royal Viking fleet,

built by descendants of the original Vikings whose love

for ships and the sea shows in every elegant detail. In teak

decks. In sleekly curved bows. In vast, airy public rooms.

Aboard each, there's everything you'd expect in a great

cruise ship. From a heated swimming pool to superb

continental cuisine. But there's also the unexpected:

The wide open spaces of a 21,500 ton ship that could

carry more than 500 passengers. But doesn't. A unique

dining room set high on an upper deck and virtually walled

in glass. Ocean views from an incredible 94% of the state-

rooms. So much entertainment every evening at sea seems
like a night on the town. Art and sculpture everywhere-
more than 450 original works. Enough greenery to keep a

ship's gardener busy. And something that makes each voyage

more than just a pleasure cruise: the Royal Viking enrich-

ment program, conducted by experts ranging from explorers

and astronauts to football coaches. They'll discuss subjects

like the ecology of the ocean, the peoples and lands you
visit, outer space— and inner space.

Vikings who speak English? Our crew does. They number
more than one for every two passengers. As you'd expect,

men of Norway attend the ship in the Viking tradition of

seamanship. But men— and women— of 25 nations attend

you in the European tradition of service, hospitality, and
culinary excellence.

The Royal Viking World. It's the whole world. From the

top— Spitsbergen— nearly to the bottom—New Zealand's

South Island. In fact, there are so many Royal Viking cruises,

to so many places, we could go on about them for volumes.

And have. In thick, full color cruise brochures titled The
Royal Viking World, Volumes I through IV. They'll tell you
all the details on all our cruises.

Volume I: Europe and the Mediterranean

1. North Cape/Spitsbergen, 14 days from Copenhagen,
6 to choose from in summer 1973.

2. Russia/Europe, 14 or 22 days from Copenhagen,
July or August 1973.

3. North Cape/Russia, 28 or 36 days from Copenhagen,
July or August 1973.

4. Mediterranean, 22 or 30 days from Southampton,
August or September 1973.

S.Atlantic Islands/African Coast,14 or 16 days from
Southampton, December 1973.

6. Transatlantic Crossings, 7 or 9 days from Southampton,
September 1973 and January 1974.

7. England/Caribbean/Mexico, 28 days from Southampton,
January 1974.

8. Sunny European, 19 days from Ft. Lauderdale,

May 1973 or 1974.

Volume II: U.S./Mexico and the Caribbean
9. Caribbean/Mexico/Trans-Canal, 12 to 20 days, from East

or West Coast, April, September, December 1973;

January, April 1974.

10. West Coast/Caribbean, 32 days from West Coast,

December 1973.

11. West Coast/Caribbean/

1

Europe, 35 days from
West Coast,

April 1973 and 1974.

1 2. Mexico, 1 5 days from

West Coast, January 1974.

13. September in Canada,

14 days from New York,

September 1973.

14. Bermuda/Nassau, 9 days

from NewYork, Oct, 1973.

Volume III: Long Cruises'

15. South America/South Africa, 57 days from East Coast,

October 1973.

16. South Seas, 46 to 67 days from East or West Coast,

January, September, October, December 1973;

January, February 1974.

17. Circle Pacific, 66 to 69 days from West Coast,

February 1973; February and March 1974.

Volume IV: Around the World
18. Around the World, 97 days from West Coast, January 1974.

19. Around the World,100 days from East Coast, February1974.

The best place to start planning your Royal Viking cruise

is at your professional travel agent's. FHe'll give you sea-

worthy assistance with reservations, wardrobe planning,

tours, etc. Or call us, 800-227-4246 toll-free (N. Cal & Canada,

415-398-8000, collect; S. Cal., 213-627-1365, collect).

To: Cruise Consultant, Royal Viking Line, Dept. B-95,

One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, CA 94111.

I want to learn more about the Royal Vikings and

their world. Please send me:

Volume I, Europe & the Mediterranean;

Volume II, U.S./Mexico, Caribbean;

Volume III, Long Cruises;

Volume IV, Around the World.

Name

Address__

City

Travel Agent_

-State-

_City.

.Zip_

Norwegian registry. And spirit.

ROYALVIKING UNE
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Hardly had Don Hansen's crew set to work . . .

than ancient walls began to appear practically under

the melons. It was really amazing that anything could

grow five to ten inches over an ancient structme.

Interesting finds were made from the start, but the

walls looked like a labyrinth. And then, as Don
patiently cleaned and cleared this welter, there

appeared lying in the earth the wholly visible shape of

an ancient bronze vase. This happened during the last

hour of work, too late for the delicate operation of

extraction. We appointed a laborer to guard the

treasure during the night. . . . The next morning

found all of us hopping up and down, for not one but

three bronze vessels were coming out, one of them a

large bronze basin, or brazier.

One room in the first story of this "House of

Bronzes" had a floor paved with the biggest tiles we
have seen; traces of painted walls—unfortunately only

in small shattered fragments—are visible. An
elaborately patterned marble floor has been revealed

in another room at the basement level.

Cambridge September 17, 1958
I had meant to write this letter at Sardis, but our

last days "on location" proved to be extremely hectic.

The big schoolroom and the schoolyard were a chaos

of boxes, wheelbarrows, pickaxes, and more boxes. We
were working feverishly to pack part of our finds for

shipment to the museum at Manisa. another lot was to

be stored in the village, and all of the excavation

equipment was to be "winterized" and stowed away.

. . . Every couple of hours or so, a taxi with

journalists would drive up and we would be cajoled

into posing with our trophies. . . . Our first move was

always to explain that we had not found the treasure of

Croesus, and, indeed, believed that Cyrus had taken it

long ago. Now the belief that the treasure of Croesus

still lies hidden at Sardis is almost an article of faith

with many people in Turkey; and when the Associated

Press carried a dispatch that we had found the site of

the city of Croesus, there was a rush to see what we
had done with the treasure. Indeed, the first intimation

we had was the appearance at midnight of two armed
state troopers, who stated that they had been

dispatched by higher authorities to guard the treasure,

and asked why our commissioner had not reported the

find and its contents. Our genial Kemal Bey replied

with great good humor that if the gentlemen would

show him the treasure, he would be the first to report

its contents in detail.

Next day, shortly before work was to stop, I was

passing by the House of Bronzes. Beaming, our

commissioner shouted, "Mr. Professor, une belle

surprise!" and ran off toward the solitary tree which

served to provide shade for drinking water and pot

washing. Out of the earth of the small trench peered

several majestic necks of vases, still upright; and Don
came back with unmistakable early Lydian sherds that

had just been washed. Here were the Lydians.

We were still cautious and batted the facts back and

forth. "Looks good, but could they have been thrown

in with the fill?" "I think we are coming on a floor"

—

and so we were. Although my instinct was to jump up

and down for jov, we held back. But two days later

there could be no doubt. In the small space of not

more than 15 by 9 feet were a dozen large vase necks

and upper bodies, pot stands, the characteristic

"Ivdia." So tightly packed an array of pottery could

not have been placed by chance, and our workmen
had the same idea as ourselves—a pottery shop.

The search for the site of the Lydian city, then,

seems to have ended; but the excavation of the Lydian

city is only about to begin. This will be a long and

important task for our future campaign.

Sardis August 1, 1959
We are just past the midway point of this, our

second campaign of digging at the ancient capital of

Lydia, and work is going forward on five sectors of the

far-flung site. As the tempo rises, discoveries crowd

each other. Yesterday and today brought us the first

life-size, indeed larger than life-size, marble statues. A
Roman official and his wife were lying foot to foot

right under the entrance to the shelter used as sector

headquarters . . . only a foot or so underground.

Cambridge Septen^bei' I960
Just before I left for my flying trip to Germany late

in July, I was presented at tea with a box mysteriously

wrapped and tied with the cord of Tom Canfield's

bathrobe. The contents made me whoop with joy, for

here were fragments of a most exquisite Attic black-
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figure drinking cup, with inscriptions. Don had found

it on the Acropohs in a "pocket" of earlv material just

above native rock. \^lien put together, the fragments

yielded a drinking cup made in Athens at the time

when Croesus ruled over Lydia (561-547 B.C.). ... It

was probablv broken at the time the Persians stormed

the citadel and captured King Croesus.

The House of Bronzes area kept us on tenterhooks

to the vers' end of the campaign. Proceeding with

tenacitv and determination. Gus Swift first uncovered

a sizable stretch of Lvdian levels, and then descended

into the bowels of the earth to pursue the quest of pre-

Lvdian Sardis. . . . We interpret these [Lvdian

structures] as part of a shopping area comparable to

the open-air markets of modern Turkish towns. . . .

Digging through a deep flood deposit, Gus came upon

one earth floor after another. Archeologists will have

plentv to discuss and debate, but we believe we have a

continuous sequence of settlements spanning the

darkest period in the history of Asia Minor, from the

Late Bronze Age of the thirteenth centurv B.C. to

about 700 B.C., the beginning of the historical dvnastv

of the Mermnads. This, to mv knowledge, is unique

for Western Asia Minor. A great burned level occurs

in the earlv twelfth centurv B.C., the time when,

according to Herodotus, "the sons of Herakles"

established their rule over Lvdia—the time, too, when
the Hittite Kingdom perished in the violent migrations

that threw all the Aegean and much of the Near East

into turmoil. . . .

Sardis July 23, 1961

I was waiting for something special to happen—and
it did. I had come across the sun-parched foothills of

the citadel from the Pactolus Chff, where we are

uncovering a beautiful colored mosaic . . . and finally

arrived at the House of Bronzes where our young

architects, Charlie Rogers and Stu Carter, were

crouched over our pottery dump studying vases. I

picked them up and we went to get some levels for our

spectacular "Road Trench." Here Dave Mitten has

uncovered, in rapid succession, the late medieval, the

Middle (?) Byzantine, and finally the imposing Roman
road, which is paved with huge stones and flanked by

a majestic colonnade with mosaics. This was the

"Fifth Avenue" of Sardis, and the successor to the

famed Royal Road of the Persian kings.

CharUe and Stu went to work, aYid ... a shout

went up from the workmen—and there was my
something special. A beautiful marble head, lying face

down in the debris over the Roman road. The head of

a bearded man with wavy locks, breathing an almost

fanatic, expressive spirit—which has led some scholars

to describe this kind of "Proto-Byzantine" sculpture

as "soul portraits"—and yet retaining in the modeling

something of the refined vitality of HeUenistic

sculpture.

Cambridge September 1961

As we left it, [the] Pactolus North sector has rooms

with mosaics at the south end; a contemporary Late

Roman bath in the middle; and in between and to the

These headless statues of a Roman

official and his wife were found tying

foot to foot near the House of Bronzes.

north, first the richest collection of water pipes going,

presumably from a Roman reservou that distributed

water into the citv; then Persian apsidal structiu-es,

one with a wonderful circular well nearly thirty feet

deep, which began to function again the minute it was

excavated; finally, Lvdian rooms, again with a well.

The Late Roman or Early Byzantine bath is a most

elegant affair and eloquent testimony for the

prosperity of Sardis at a time when the Western

Roman Empire was disintegrating. Again and again,

Sardis shows how continuous was the development

from the Roman to the Byzantine era in Asia Minor,

and our excavation mav well become one of the most

important sites for this transition,

Sardis July 1962
In the Pactolus North sector, Mario Del Chiaro is

clearing an area of nearly 1,000 square meters. It is

bounded on the east by a very interesting Byzantine

church. What appears to be a street is flanked by a

long building on the south and an array of units with

mosaic floors on the north. The mosaics are the most

ambitious we have vet found. One has a circular motif

in the center, encircled in tm-n bv four blue dolphins,

and features, in other panels, dogs hunting a stag and

a hare. Another room has an eagle and various

animals, all in five colors.

Sardis August 9, 1962
We believe we have found the Synagogue of Sardis.

Dave Mitten had started a trench northward from

Jacob's Shop, mentioned in the last letter. We had

fully expected to find a colonnade which should go

around all four sides of the gymnasium coiu-t. Instead

there appeared a wall luxuriously revetted with marble
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and fragments of a long inscription. ... A large

mosaic floor spreads northward for manv meters-
much too wide for a colonnade. I happened to be on
dutv when the evidence was found—a relief with a

seven-branched candlestick and tree and an

inscription in Hebrew letters.

Sai'dis August 6, 1963
\^ e all knew that last year's discovery of the

Synagogue was an event of importance but none of us

had quite expected the spectacular size of the structure

and the splendor of its furnishings or the surprising

finds that have been pouring from this building.

The over-all dimensions are imposing—length 270
feet, width 60 feet: the ^vall of the apse is presersed up

to a height of 15 feet.

Sardis August 9, 1963
A unique monument of archaic art celebrating the

sreat goddess of Lvdia. Cvbele. has just been

discovered. To the surprise of the excavators this jewel

of archaic sculpture was found among the ruins of the

Synagogue of Sardis.

The marble monument, originally about four feet

high, shows the great goddess Cvbele in the dainty

attire of an archaic Greek maiden. She stands in her

shrine holding a little Uon (much effaced) before her

breasts. T\so mightv snakes rise full height on both

sides. The stv le of the frontal figure is that of the finest

marble sculptors of Ionia. Ionic columns rise along the

sides and at the back, showing that the building is a

shrine.

Istanbvil Octoloer 1, 1963
In the sector Pactolus North. Henry Detweiler led a

team of architects in the excavation and architectural

recording of the fascinating Bvzantine Church E. One
surprise was the appearance of a rectangular space

with steps and geometric wall paintings below the

floor of the church; tentatively, it is interpreted as a

baptistry. Henrv has discovered another matter of

import for the history" of structural engineering: a

curious grid of wooden beams under the church floor

which apparently was intended as an anti-earthquake

device.

Sardis July 30, 196^
For six seasons we had labored to excavate this

grandiose complex [the Marble Court]. Steve Jacobs

had worked valiantly at the task of evacuating and

recording the sea of marbles. This vear about 1,100

stones were staring us in the face from the field and

the slopes east of the Gymnasium area, as a result of

his effort. Jim lamell arrived on July 1 and quickly

got his bearings: now a majestic scaffolding is rising

some forty feet in the air.

The scaffolding is to serve the restoration of the

most striking feature of the entire Marble Court

complex—the monumental gate at the back of the

court \vith its four spiraling columns. But what effort

and expense it takes to accomplish such a task! Take,

for instance, just the question of replacing one of the

monumental bases which is missing. We were jubilant

when we discovered that the ancient marble quarry of

Sardis used for the building of the Temple of Artemis

was being reopened. A long uphill walk to this

romantic gorge where a crew is working elicited the

information that neither the transportation from

quarry to us nor the quality of marble should be

counted on. Our foreman went off to Izmir to look at

some marble blocks there—and they turned out to be

too small. . . .

Cambridge September 25, 1964
An exciting finish was put on by Noel Robertson on

the Pactolus. Here under great flood deposits there

emerged Lvdian houses better preserved than anything

we have seen so far. The area seems to have been

densely inhabited, and perhaps not built over. We may
be approaching there the agora of the Lvdian and

Persian city. ... A strange monumental complex

with curving avails seems to be the work of the

Persians. In addition to fine i\ttic black-figure sherds,

a charming tiny lion in rock crystal and lumps of rock

crystal hint at activity of skilled artisans nearby.

Sardis July lO, 1965
Thev were drilling and drilling, doweling, watching

the marble cleave and splinter, putting in reinforcing

rods, building up slowly, bit bv bit, the mighty

shattered columns that originally bore the pediment of

the gate into the Marble Court. This went on all of last

season and the first weeks of this. A three-ton

fras;ment hangs suspended from the beam of the

scaffold—and still a crucial part is missing. And then,

yesterday, three huge shafts of these gorgeously

textured columns appeared in the excavation which

Jack KroU and Andrew Ramage are conducting

behind the Marble Court. . . . There is tension and

bustle about construction, as sidewalk superintendents

well know; but even greater tension about

reconstruction, where so many things are unknown.

Yesterday's find was the great moment of triumph of

this campaign so far.

The discover,' of this menorah relief

positively identified an excavated ruin

as the Synagogue of Sardis.
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Sardls August lO, 1965

The problems of the Synagogue are challenging. We
do not yet safely know whether the earliest structure,

clearlv an integral part of the Roman master plan for

urban renewal of Sardis after the horrible earthquake

of A.D. 17, was a synagogue. We are encountering very

complicated arrangements for foundations and have

yet to determine whether they were buih for one or

two buildings. We do know from inscriptions that the

Synagogue was built between A.D. 175 and 200 and

rebuilt between 350 and 400. We are now seeking to

determine what has survived from the original plan

and construction. To give one example: the imposing

apse of the Synagogue is built into a Roman
nvmphaeum . . . which in turn is built against a main

wall of the Roman Gymnasium.

August 1 was a day of triumph for the Marble Court

team. Three times did the eight-ton column shaft rise

into the air, as the Austrian giant tripod and our small

winch were used to maneuver the piece horizontally

and vertically. Each time there was still some fault in

the setting. Finally Mehmet Ergene, who directed the

operation, set the thirteen-footer down on its base,

perfectly plumb and level. He had to lift it again in the

afternoon to "grout" the surfaces and make final

adjustments—and nearly lost his hands and possibly

worse when the column came down seconds after he

had inserted a levehng piece of lead. Although the

column part set is less than half of the total height,

already this majestic, spirahng giant evokes the vision

of the splendid, monumental gate.

Sardis September 1966
I had started this letter on August 12, the day when

the House of Bronzes deep pit had produced what for

many archeologists and historians will be the most

exciting find of the season. For years scholars have

looked for a place in western Anatolia where the

transition from Bronze to Iron Age might be clearly

seen, and where evidence might relate this change to

the great upheaval in Greece which brought with it the

downfall of the Mycenaean kingdoms. Gus Swift and

Andy Ramage came upon stone walls, storage jars,

and the like; but with them, broken but reasonably

complete, was a very early Protogeometric Greek

painted vase. The next deeper level came up with

fragments of a crater, so-called sub-Mycenaean, or

very late Mycenaean, again imported from Greece.

The skeleton of a donkey lay next to them.

Sardis June 30, 1968
Gus Swift's main purpose is to secure more data on

the plan and precinct wall of the seventh century B.C.

Lydian bazaar, very important for the history of

urbanism. A strange and macabre discovery has added

unexpected information. Gus was looking at the deep

pit he dug in 1966 when like Hamlet he found a skull

at his feet. More bones were sticking out of the gravel

in the side of the trench laid bare by cascading winter

torrents. Careful digging and brushing have revealed
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several individuals, victims, we believe, of that terrible

onslaught and fire when the city was stormed by

Cimmerian nomads in the seventh century B.C. Two
are complete; of other individuals there are only parts.

One man was lying face down, the others in strange

twisted positions. Were they innocent bystanders, or

were the well-preserved skeletons those of Lydian

warriors, or even of the enemy killed in or after the

battle?

Sardis August 6, 1968
To stand where the wealth of Croesus was made; to

watch his craftsmen squat at little fires, pumping at

the bellows, purifying the gold in cupels, pouring it

out of crucibles—this could happen only in a dream.

Yet this is the scene we have discovered and can prove

by tiny but telling clues.

It all began on July 6, when archeological detective

Ramage, tenderlv brushing a clay floor, perceived the

outlines of little greenish rings. They proved to be

depressions lined with clay and ashes. Some heavy,

gray matter adhered to the inside of one of them. The

gray matter proved to be lead slag with traces of silver.

The depressions were cupels, fire-resistant containers

for purification of gold or silver. Cupellation involves

extracting impurities out of silver or gold by heating

them with lead.

For a week or so, we had the theory, the cupels, the

lead, and the traces of silver, but no gold. Then keen-

eyed assistant Halis Aydinta§ba§ spotted a tiny speck

of gold. As the technique of sifting and searching the

clay floors and industrial refuse became more

proficient, more and bigger specks of gold appeared.

Sardis September 7, 1968
To hft the mosaics, Larry Majewski is using a new

technique in which the mosaic is rolled off like a

carpet. It could be put back the same way, except that

we keep "looking under the rug" and finding things.

Andy Seager has been waging a battle to unravel the

"prehistory" of the building—the story of the structure

before it became a synagogue. . . . The critical

question is whether the earlier building was really a

civil Roman basilica, which was turned over to the

Jewish congregation in a.d. 166 under the emperor

Lucius Verus, or whether there was an earlier

synagogue somewhere after all, or whether this was

originally meant to be a dressing room for the

Gymnasium—which is what its counterpart, the Long

North Hall, seems to have been.

In the Byzantine Shops along the south wall of the

Synagogue, where the lion-shaped bronze lamp was

found last year, Steven found a majestic pilgrim flask

decorated with a large cross and small crosses, and two

hares eating flowers. It seems that Jewish and

Christian shops were interspersed in this shopping

center.

Sardis July 18, 1971

Some stones were lying by the depo (storage shed).

"What have they dragged in now?" I wondered to



A fifth- or sixth-century flask,

left. Inscribed with a cross

and hares, was found in the

Byzantine shops near the

Synagogue. The cross attests

to its Christian origin. Across

the highway in the House

of Bronzes area, archeologists

uncovered a, seventh-century B.C.

Lydian bowl, below.

Found face down under

the main road near the Byzantine

shops, this late third-

century head probably came

from a statue of a Roman

official or philosopher.

myself. Thirty seconds later, I knew. What we had not

been able to find in thirteen campaigns had been

delivered to our doorstep: one of the longest Lydian

inscriptions known, nineteen lines of it! We
encouraged with suitable reward the youthful finders

who had discovered it in the spring, supposedly a

couple of hundred yards upstream from us in the

Pactolus bed. It may be well to explain that we pay

rewards for objects found in the Sardis region which

then become property of the Manisa Museum.

Epilogue
The letters end with 1971 but not the work. Still,

after fourteen campaigns one may well look back and

see what has been done. Wlien we wrote our glowing

forecasts in 1958, we were overoptimistic about the

speed of excavating. Paper is patient; it takes ten

minutes to write a paragraph promising excavation of

a building; it might take ten weeks or ten months of

work or even ten years and tens of thousands oi

dollars to do the job.

Then, in some wavs, Sardis turned out to be a

complicated site. Earthquakes and erosion have

upheaved the slopes, and floods have deposited heavy

overburden in the plain. One might almost say that
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what looked good turned up bad, and what looked bad

turned up good. The Upper Terrace was covered on

the surface with Lydian sherds but turned out to be a

colossal Roman dump (1959). The melon patch along

the highway looked like nothing at all; yet it hid not

only the rich House of Bronzes but also one of our

prime objectives, the Lydian Market. Everybody was

raring to dig on the Acropolis in 1958. Three

archeologists brave and true ate their hearts out and

each wrote at the end of his season that the Acropolis

was so much damaged by natme and upended by the

Byzantines that it hardly warranted continued digging.

Yet in 1971, the northern slope of the citadel

suddenly revealed another palatial Lydian wall. What
looked hke an uninteresting patch of burned

Hellenistic debris at Pactolus North led Andrew
Ramage to the Lydian lion altar and eventually to the

gold refinery of the Lydian kings. We have learned

much about the western part of Sardis but we never

did get to excavate in the central and eastern part of

the site. That brings us to the third and most

important limitation. As in war, so in archeology: you

have to decide where and how you are going to

commit your forces. . . . For the early periods, we
committed ourselves to massive penetration down into

the Lydian and Prehistoric strata in the House of

Bronzes-"Lydian Trench" cirea and to extensive

digging of Lydian and Persian levels in the Pactolus

Cliff and Pactolus North sectors. In tackling the vast

Gymnasium and the big bath complex, we were trying

to do justice to the later cultures, to the Hellenistic,

Roman, and Early Byzantine Sardis, and to the big

architecture which was so representative of these

phases.

What have we accomplished? There is, I think, no

doubt that the discovery of the gold refinery on the

Pactolus is as fundamental a contribution to economic

and technological history of the Lydian kingdom, and,

indeed, of the ancient world, as we had any right to

expect. We are, literally, standing on the ground

where Croesus' wealth was made.

Out of an unexpected treasure trove, the walls and

piers of the Synagogue, has come a series of sculpture

and architectural pieces from the time of Croesus and

the Persian era which throws entirely new light on the

mythology, history, and religion of the Lydians and on

the origins of the Ionic order of Greek architecture.

Going back in time, our finding of Mycenaean, sub-

Mycenaean, and Protogeometric levels disproved the

ancient tradition that Sardis was founded after the

Trojan wars, and confirmed the Herodotean story

about Heraklid invaders and that of Nicolaus of

Damascus about the seer Mopsos—presumably errant

By 1971 the forecourt of the Synagogue, and

the Marble Court at rear, had been partially

restored with original pieces and cement.

Bronze Age Greeks who were fighting natives and

Hittite dependencies in the twelfth and eleventh

centuries.

For the Hellenistic period, we have learned that the

Lydian culture continued in its material manifestations

way past Alexander the Great. We have learned from

inscriptions built into the Synagogue piers that it was

Antiochus III who in 213 B.C. totally destroyed the

western part of the city in punishment for its rebellion

and then ordered his powerful viceroy Zeuxis to

supervise a synoikismos, a new founding of Sardis,

apparently farther east. We have found the debris of

the destruction at the House of Bronzes and Pactolus

North. The repopulating of Sardis at least in part with

Jewish families from Mesopotamia is the ultimate

cause for the least-expected discovery of the
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Expedition—that of the i;iant Jewish synagogue of

Roman times, far and awav the largest i<nown from

the Diaspora.

Whatever its exact date, a synagogue whieii is an

integral part of a Roman gymnasium is an amazing

find.

It is this iliscovery . . . which is of importance for

the history of the Church of Sardis. For it is to such

communities as Sai'dis that Paul and Barnabas

traveled, and also St. John of the Revelation: and it is

against such background of prosperous and powerful

"Hellenized" Judaism that the development of the

earliest Christian communities took place.

Finally, for the Islamic era, we have proved by a

hoard of Turkish "feudal" coins that the citadel was
still being used around 1420 after the alleged

destruction by Tamerlane (1402), and we have been
able to show that making of glass objects went on at

the village workshops which had been installed in the

little Church E until the domes of the building were
overthrown by an earthquake perhaps as late as the

eighteenth centurv.

The full impact of our finds . . . will become
evident as publication progresses; but already a dozen

or so diversified publications each year attest to the

interest of the Sardis finds. Architecture, archeology,

anthropology, epigraphy; geophysics, geology, and
metals analysis; study of languages and religions;

history of all kinds—these are but a few of the general

fields involved. To bring all of these together in

the final synthesis on Sardis will be a high aim
to strive for.
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Cemetery Ecology

In search of more recreational lebensraum,

urban man is beginning to exploit a new niche

t>v Jack W'ai'd Tliomas and Ronald A. Dixon

Being country boys, it was not

unusual for us to try to escape our

stufR office in Aniherst, Massachu-

setts, in search of a more refreshing

site to eat lunch. What was unusual

is that our search ended in a ceme-

tery adjacent to the U.S. Forest Ser-

vice building where we worked.

Other people, however, also had

the same idea. On anv clear, warm
day, secretaries, bank tellers, and

sales clerks Could be seen having

lunch and quietly conversing. Chil-

dren walked or rode bicycles

through the cemetery on their way
to school, teachers brought their

classes to the area, and tourists reg-

ularly visited the gravesite of Emily

Dickinson. Wildlife, too, used the

cemetery, and we often saw or

heard a dozen different animal spe-

cies in half an hour.

It was dul'ing these lunch breaks

that we realized that urban cemeter-

ies provide city dwellers with ideal

multiple-use open space, and that

these areas could be systematically

managed for recreation and wild-

life. Proceeding with some prelimi-

nary research in Springfield, Massa-

chusetts, we found that cemeteries

made up approximately 33 percent

of the remaining open space in the

developed portion of that city. But

Springfield residents generally have

ready access to nearby undeveloped

land, and there is a supply of for-

ested land even within the city lim-

its. We wanted to test our ideas

about cemetery management in a

city that was past this stage of de-

velopment, a city that had placed

most or all of its land resource into

specific use categories. Therefore,

we chose Greater Boston.

Cemeteries in Boston and its sub-

m-bs—Arlington, Belmont, Brook-

line, Cambridge, Dedham, Newton,

Somerville, Waltham, and Water-

town—take up some 35 percent of

the 4,903 acres of open space re-

maining in the area. Because of the

scarcity of such land, the 1,716

acres enclosed in fifty cemeteries

represent an extremely valuable re-

source. Once we had our study

area, we could begin investigating

such questions as: What wildlife

species—especially birds—and how
many, nest, feed, and find shelter in

cemeteries? Can cemeteries serve as

natural science laboratories for

neighborhood schoolchildren? How
much and what kind of recreational

use is being made of these areas?

What are the attitudes of cemetery

managers on present and future rec-

reational uses of cemeteries?

We found that there were
twenty-three managers in charge of

the fifty cemeteries in our study

area, and we received ready and en-

thusiastic permission to study all

but one. The manager of a small

historic cemetery adjacent to a

county prison explained that we
might upset the routine activities of

the prisoners, who maintained the

grounds and also used them for out-

door recreation.

From June to September of last

year, we traversed more than 200
miles of transect line, recording the

kinds and numbers of bird species

we encountered. During this period

95 species were heard or seen, in-

cluding such surprises as the great

blue heron, sharp-shinned hawk,
sparrow hawk, bobwhite, ring-

necked pheasant, black-billed

cuckoo, belted kingfisher, rufous-

sided towhee, and Wilson "s warbler.

The number of birds in each ne-

cropolis varied in relation to the

size of the cemetery and the diver-

sity and quantity of vegetation.

Systematic searching revealed

1,195 nests of 34 different bird spe-

cies. Common starlings, robins, and

blue jays accounted for 36.5 per-

cent of the nests, while the less fre-

quent yellow-shafted flickers, song

sparrows, catbirds, ring-necked

pheasants, and mockingbirds ac-

counted for another 26.6 percent.

This was no surprise, but the wide

distribution of breeding birds over

the study area was unforeseen. De-

spite the insular aspects of cemeter-

ies in the city, their small size, and

the surrounding human devel-

opment, many birds of varied spe-

cies were able to raise broods suc-

cessfully.

In addition to avian habitat, the

cemeteries provided adequate
niches for a number of mammals.
Twenty species were observed, in-

cluding raccoons, striped skunks,

red foxes, woodchucks, red squir-
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Activities Found in 50 Greater Boston Cemeteries



den from each other or distracted

bv the shrubbers" and monuments.
Because of frequent road inter-

section accidents between cyclists

and cars, two cemeteries now refuse

to allow bicycles inside their gates.

However, we drove over 4,000
miles of roadway in city and town
traffic—including many miles of

roadway designated bv municipal

governments as bicvcling trails—as

well as all existing cemeterv road-

wavs. and we decided the latter are

far safer for cyclists than the out-

side bike trails.

This is a matter of attitude and

management. Manv low-cost pre-

ventive measures could be taken to

avoid collisions inside cemeteries:

welcoming signs at entrances might

serve to warn users of the dangers;

speed bumps preceding all inter-

sections could serve as slowing-

down devices and warnings; and

stop signs could be erected. Much
of the cost could be recovered by a

small user's fee or the expenditure

could be considered as public rela-

tions. Laws could also be sought to

exempt cemeteries from liability for

accidents resulting from recrea-

tional use.

Similar circumstances prevail

when considering jogging, picnick-

ing, stone rubbing, dog walking, or

even ball games. A percentage of

Littering and vandalism are

cited by cemetery managers as

major reasons for not opening

their gates to recreational

users. Doing so, hoivever, could

actually decrease vandalism.
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negative owner attitudes can be ex-

plained by the experiences they

have had with cemetery users who
engage in these activities. Joggers

are sometimes indiscreet, roaming

the cemetery at large. Picnickers of-

ten leave litter behind. Stone rub-

bers may leave crayon or charcoal

marks on very old, hand-carved

monuments. Ball games are played

without consideration for graveside

mourners. Dog owners who allow

their unleashed pets to romp over

the grounds, defecating and uri-

nating near or on headstones, of-

fend not only plot owners but work-

men and other visitors as well.

Most of these problems could be

eliminated through innovative man-

agement. Some cities today issue

permits for stone rubbers, and such

licensing could be extended to in-

clude other activities. Cemetery of-

ficials could confine particular rec-

reational pursuits to designated

areas. Dog walkers could be re-

quired to leash their animals and

confine them to an unused wooded

area not frequented by workmen or

plot holders. After inquiry at the

main office, ball players could

schedule their game between the

end of a 10:00 a.m. funeral, say,

and the beginning of a 2:00 p.m. in-

terment. If entrants were registered

with large, colored, number-coded

badges, cemetery personnel could

more easily control inconsiderate

and vandalistic individuals.

Such problems will have to be

overcome before cemeteries can be

managed as multiple-use areas. But

the overriding problem limiting

public access to cemeteries, which

is less easily solved, is vandalism.

Two types—lark vandalism and the

less common professional van-

dalism—were reported and ob-

served in every cemetery, and there

seems to be little difference in the

rate of vandalism from one munici-

pality to another. Both types are

Destinations of Outdoor

School Field Trips in

Greater Boston Area

Parks 42.9%

Private lands 21.7

Zoos 8.3

Local neighborhoods 8.0

Cemeteries 4.

1

Aquariums 3.5

Museums 3.2

Beaches 3.0

Farms 2.3

Other 3.0

Based on 398 teacher ques-

tionnaires, from elementary

schools to colleges within a

one-mile radius of a ceme-

tery. 1971-72 school year.

very costly in terms of repairs and

replacement of property.

Examples of observed lark van-

dalism included destruction of forty

hand-carved slate headstones that

were more than 180 years old,

opening of a 200-year-old tomb and

desecration of the remains, toppling

of fifteen modern headstones into a

marshy area, smearing of paint over

monuments, and the scattering of

wine, beer, and liquor bottles over

some twenty graves and tombs. The

lark vandals are usually groups of

young people who strike at night

with no apparent reason.

Professional vandals are equally

destructive. Bronze statues, some

weighing more than 1,500 pounds,

have been stolen. Almost any re-

salable item—copper wire, copper

pipe, machinery, and equipment— is

vulnerable to theft. This vandalism

effectively deters a manager or

owner from allowing public access

to the cemetery even during day-

light hours.

Solutions to this problem are

critical to the feasibility of multiple-

use recommendations. In cemeter-

ies with uniformed security patrols,

there is a marked decrease in both

forms of vandalism. See-through

fencing appears to be a deterrent

for many unwanted activities. Some
success in control of vandalism is

reported by John F. Philbin, execu-

tive director for Catholic Cemeter-

ies in Chicago, who has opened 37
cemeteries for multiple use by the

public. Old non-see-through fences,

which "don't stop vandals any-

way," are being replaced "with

forms of fencing that are decorative

and inviting rather than forbid-

ding." This combination of allow-

ing public access and fence renova-

tion has "decreased the occurrence

of lark vandalism." According to

Philbin, when children feel that

cemeteries are important to them

personally, they are very apt to dis-

courage improper use by their

friends and report serious violations

to authorities.

A second hurdle is the social ob-

jection to any use of cemetery space

other than as a repository of the

dead. This is a deeply held con-

viction and cannot be ignored. It is

ironic that cemetery lot owners in

Chicago cemeteries in the 1930s

complained of "noisy, smoking,

clamoring automobiles" disrupting

graveyards. People at that time felt

it was disrespectful to motor to a

gravesite and suggested a ban on

autos, allowing only walkers and bi-

cyclists on cemetery roadways.

On the other hand, reports from

the mid- 1800s tell of many New
England cemeteries that were the

center of family Sunday socials.

Picnicking and grave visitations

were combined to make for an en-

Except for the tombstones, Boston cemeteries make

idyllic settings for recreation and wildlife. A

young man, right, counts bird species for a research

project, while the man, far right, is attempting to catch

a chipmunk for pet farm breeding stock.
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tertaining and enjoyable afternoon.

There are no ready answers to

those who consider a cemetery as a

place where the only function should
be "respect for the deceased." We
are convinced that times and de-

mands change, and so should poli-

cies. The trick seems to be insuring

compatible uses and regulating or ex-

cluding those that are not. Judg-
ments as to compatibility are apt to

change with such variables as avail-

able space, age of the cemetery, lay-

out of the grounds, and amount and
type of vegetation.

Since we are dealing with a cul-

tural land-use steeped in centuries

of tradition and bounded in law,

change could be difficult. Differ-

In some urban areas, cemeteries provide

the only habitats in which cottontails, praying

mantises, and waterfowl can thrive.
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ences of opinion are certain to arise

over such a sensitive land-use, and

we implore readers to keep in mind

George Bernard Shaw's statement:

"You see things as thev are; and

vou ask 'Wli\?" But I dream things

that nt'MT were: and 1 ask 'Uliy

not?"
"

Actually, the question of whether

cemeteries should be used for pur-

poses other than deposition and

honoring of the dead may be a moot

one. Our research has shown that

there already is heavy human use

for numerous other purposes, and

when we think about the future, we
can be sure that these open and rel-

atively inviolate spaces w-ill become
increasingly valuable. Their green

vegetation and lowering trees amid
urban cacophony and concrete will

prove irresistible to people seeking

a brief respite.

Pressures for readily accessible

outdoor recreational land are

mounting rapidly. Tiie Presidential

Commission on Population has pre-

dicted that by the year 2000 this

country's population will have in-

creased substantially and a large

majority of these people will live

and work in cities. Where will they

find areas for outdoor recreation?

Existing cemeteries will be among
the few available areas that could

relieve the pressures for open space,

provide some adequate wildlife

habitat, and improve the quality of

the human environment of our

cities.

But what has developed so far

has just happened with no plan and

little view as to where it may lead.

We do know that ''the times thev

are a-changin' " and that the bur-

geoning populations of Boston and

other metropolitan areas will need

all the open space they can get—

from whatever source. Cemeteries

cannot be ignored; they make up

too much of what is available.

Research and management
schemes should be instituted as

soon as possible to allow maximum
compatible use of these areas. The

space crunch is at hand and time is

short. "

ANGEL SOCCODATO
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Tlxe Greater Rhea Chick and

Switching partners is

an old—and vital-

mating practice for these

ostrichlike birds of
South America. The male

gets the offspring

by Donald F.
Bruning

When Charles Darwin reached

the open pampas of Uruguay and

northern Argentina on the voyage

of the Beagle, the existence of the

large, flightless birds he encoun-

tered there was already known. Ear-

lier explorers had thought that these

gray birds—five feet tall and weigh-

ing as much as eighty pounds—were
small ostriches, but when speci-

mens became available to zoolo-

gists, that notion was dispelled by

the great anatomical differences be-

tween the species. The birds Dar-

win saw were greater rheas, and

their relationship to ostriches was

one of evolutionary convergence—

both filled similar niches, the

former in South America and the

latter in Africa.

As he traveled southward, Dar-

win received reports of another,

smaller flightless bird in the vast,

dry hills of Patagonia. Legend has it

that Darwin was the first to deter-

mine that there were two species of

rheas. The story goes that while eat-

ing the drumstick of a rhea killed

for the pot, Darwin noticed that the

thigh bone was different from those

of the rheas farther north; the

smaller bird is now known as Dar-

win's rhea.

Darwin's rheas are also distin-

guishable by their brown feathers

bearing white edges, which give the

birds a mottled appearance. This

smaller species, rarely attaining a

weight of more than seventy

pounds, has a large range that

stretches from the lightly popu-

lated, high, arid steppes and scrub-

land of Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and

Argentina to the Strait of Magellan.

The greater rhea is confined to the

more heavily settled pampas, and

the ranges of the two species do not

overlap.

The two birds share a social be-

havior characteristic of less than 5

percent of all bird species; they are

polygamous-polyandrous. Reversing

the roles of the sexes, the male

builds the nests, incubates the eggs,

and cares for the young; the fe-

male's role is to lay the eggs.

To understand how this reversed

role of the sexes operates and deter-

mine its evolutionary significance, I

have made two extended field trips

to the Rio Salado region of Buenos

Aires province in Argentina, where

I was able to observe the social sys-

tem of the greater rhea throughout

the critical breeding season.

In the winter months, June to

September, greater rheas are usu-

ally found in flocks of 15 to 40
birds, and up to 70 birds have been

seen grouped together. (This behav-

ior—gathering in flocks—probably

evolved in the distant past to lessen

predation by making it much more

difficult for predators to approach.)

Because many males live a solitary

existence in the winter, adult fe-

males and yearlings outnumber

adult males in these groups. During

this period, when weather condi-

tions are often harsh and food is

scarce, the main concern of all the

birds is simply survival as they

search for whatever plants and in-

sects are available. When spring

comes to the pampas in late Sep-

tember, however, the flocks break

up and rapid physiological and be-

havioral changes become apparent

as the birds prepare for mating.

Those males that wintered with a

flock are the first to leave it, and all

males begin to show a striking

change. Normallv hard to distin-

guish from females, their plumage

now becomes darker. Aggression

between males increases and they

strut about with head, neck, and

chest feathers extended so that they

appear larger than they are. Aggres-

sive encounters become even more
frequent as competition for groups

of females intensifies. No "battles

to the death" occur, and as in most

other species, fighting is a series of

threats and intimidations. The in-

frequent contacts that take place

consist of pushing matches in which

the males grasp bills and attempt to

push each other off balance. Their

necks often become intertwined as

the match progresses. The loser of

such a bout is able to break off with

little physical damage, however,

and his only penalty is to leave the

immediate area.

Those males that have attained

dominance then begin acquiring ha-

rems by claiming any females in the

vicinity. Such harems typically

number from two to fifteen females,

and these are defended vigorously

against any approaches or displays

by other males.

Early in the harem formation,

the females continue their daily

routine of feeding and sleeping and

almost ignore the male as he pur-

sues them. As his acceptance is es-

tablished, however, and the threats

from wandering, haremless males

become less significant, the male

devotes more and more time and

At night and when it rains,

the protective male rhea kneels

on the ground and gathers the

chicks under his outspread

wings. Some crawl up his back

to nestle in his feathers.
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In the mid-nineteenth century ranchers hunted
rheas and used the carcasses for dog food, and

peasants killed the birds for meat. These activities,

combined with habitat destruction, greatly reduced

the numbers and the ranges of both the Darwin's

and the greater rheu. George Cullin painted
this scene of a rhea hunt in 1856.
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energy to displaying for his females.

In October the pulse of the mat-

ing season quickens. In display for

his congregation of mates, the male
lowers his head, spreads his wings,

and slowly walks toward the objects

of his attentions. As the frequency

of his display increases, the females

begin to stand still, rather than im-

mediately moving off to feed as had
been the case. Once the male is al-

lowed to approach, his head starts

swaying slowly back and forth; as

his actions intensify, a group of fe-

males congregate around him so

that he is displaying with spread

wings and swaying head for a semi-

circle of admirers. As his ex-

citement continues to rise, they

may stand in front of him for a

minute or two before moving off to

feed again.

Eventually, one female remains
behind. She sinks down on her

70

hocks and the male seizes her by
the feathers on the back of her
neck, using his bill to secure a grip

while mounting her. After mating,

the male drifts toward the rest of

his harem, ready to begin the pro-

cess with another partner.

A male will mate with each of his

females at least once in a two- to

three-day period and then, while

the harem reposes during its mid-
day rest, he busily scrapes out a

nest in the ground. After trampHng
down the vegetation, he scratches

out a depression with his feet. The
shallow hole is lined and its sides

built up with clumps of grass. If a

female is ready, she will approach
this nest and lay an egg; but Lf nest

building and egg laying are not im-

mediately in synchrony or if the

male is not ready for the next big

step—incubation—he may build two
or three nests within a couple of

^gSkm-^f: **;.J^«^??§*»^fJVsi^

days before setthng down at one.

After several eggs have been de-

posited, the male remains at the

nest while his females continue to

wander and feed during the morn-
ing and afternoon. His crucial task

of incubating the eggs has now be-

gun. The females continue to return

to the area of the nest for the next
six to eight days for theii- midday
rest, and during these periods most
will approach the nest to lay more
eggs. Most egg laying is so precisely

regulated that the same female can



be observed laying within fifteen

minutes of the same time, usually

during the hottest part of the day,

every other day. The reason for this

precision is not known, but the fact

that female rheas usually spend an

hour resting in the vicinity of the

nest during this period makes it the

most logical time for egg laying.

The nesting male becomes in-

creasingly aggressive toward any

rhea that approaches. Even a female

returning to lay another egg must

approach more and more carefully.

He threatens her with a loud hissing

sound so that she pauses and acts

submissively; only after he quiets

down does she slowly move in

closer to the nest. By the time a fe-

male has spent several minutes ap-

proaching the nest, the male's ag-

gressive behavior becomes more

ritualized and shows elements of the

courtship display. His head sways

slightly and he may grasp the feath-

ers of the female's neck and back

with his bill.

Once the female has knelt down

and laid her egg beside the nest, she

simply rises and walks away. The
male immediately rolls the egg into

the nest with his bill. During the

early stages of incubation, males

will roll any egg in sight into the

nest. On barren ground at the New
York Zoological Park, males have

rolled eggs sixty feet into their

nests; but in the wild they must be

clearly visible to the male while he

is sitting. This limits the distance to

a few feet, depending on the height

and density of the surrounding
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A female (arefully

approaches ihe male on

his nest and lays an egg.

which he rolls into

the nest with his beak

Each female in the harem

repeats this process until

the nest is filled iiilh

from tn enly to Jifty eggs
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vegetation, and some eggrg inevita-

bly are lost.

Bv the time there are twentv to

liltv eggs in a nest, depending on

I he number of females in the group,

the male has become extremely ag-

gressive, and the females will have

attracted another male who is dis-

phning vigorously. Furnished with

this counterattraction, the females

stop returning to the first nest and

start following the new male, a tran-

sition that takes about a week. Dlir-

ing this period the second male will

have mated with the females and be

ready to build his nest. If a female

is ready to lav before his nest is ex-

cavated and lined, she simply drops

her egg out in the open. This hap-

pens so often that single eggs rot-

ting in the sun are a common sight.

A group of ferriales lays eggs for

one male for approximately seven

to ten days and then starts laying

for the next male. Less dominant
males each get their turn as the sea-

son progresses. Each group of fe-

males may lay eggs for ten to twelve

males during the breeding season.

The male usually does not start

incubating the eggs from the first

day that he remains at the nest. For

the fii'st two or three days he sits on

them, but keeps an insulating layer

of feathers between his warm body
and the eggs so that they may be only

one or two degrees warhier than the

soil on which they rest. On about the

third day the male starts true in-

cubation bv allowing his warm skin

to touch the eggs and by spreading

his wings slightly on both sides to

hold in the heat. It is then that he

becomes so aggressive toward the

females that they will accept the at-

tentions of another male.

During incubation the male
leaves the nest for short periods

during the warmest part of the day.

When off the nest, he eats contin-

ually and stops to drink water if it

is readily available. Time off the

nest seems to vary more with the air

temperature and sunshine than with

the stage of incubation—ten or fif-

teen minutes on a cool day but

nearly an hour on a hot one.

Only a small number of nests are

successful. Many are abandoned if a

rotten egg explodes or if a male is

disturbed too frequently. Nests are

often deserted for no apparent rea-

son, and, once the heat of summer
really starts in January, most nests

are abandoned. These nests belong

to the fifth, sixth, or seventh males

in the mating order, and the impor-

tance of dominance at the begin-

ning of the breeding season be-

comes apparent as natural selection

works against late breeders. Be-

cause of the profligate wastage, it is

important to the species that as

many young as possible are raised

bv each successful male.

Rhea chicks usually hatch on the

thirty-sixth or thirty-seventh day of

true incubation. Since the male re-

mains at the nest for only twenty-

four to thirty-six hours after the

chicks start hatching, there must be

mutual stimulation of the eggs to in-

duce synchronized hatching. Such
stimulation can result in eggs that

may have been laid up to a week
apart hatching within twenty-four

hours of each other.

Experiments conducted in in-

cubators and under males at the

New York Zoological Park, as well

as observations in the wild, show
that if the eggs are in shell-to-shell

contact, those with as much as eight

days' difference in age may be stim-

ulated td hatch together. The adap-

tive advantage of such synchronized

hatching is evident: eggs left in the

nest when the male leaves with his

chicks are usually doomed. Even
with this adaptation, many fertile

eggs are abandoned simply because

they do not hatch within the

twenty-four hour period after the

first egg has hatched. Some few

chicks may pip the egg and hatch

after the male leaves the nest if the

air temperature is relatively high,

but in the open not many get past a

pip; predators are almost sure to

break the punctured shell and eat

the fetus before it has a chance to

emerge.

Because of the adult rhea's large

size and speed, it has few predators

other than man. A chick without

the protection of an adult, however, is

quite vulnerable to small mammals,
such as foxes and opossums, or to

caracaras and chimango hawks, two
birds of prey that pose the greatest

threat. Both of these birds wait

patiently for broken or late-hatching

eggs or for a chick that cannot keep

up with its siblings.

Predators and scavengers de-

scend almost immediately on a nest

when the male leaves with his

brood. Most natural enemies are un-

able to break a whole egg and must
wait for broken and pipped eggs, as

well as for the remains of those that

have hatched. Although the thick

shells, varying from three one-hun-

dredths to five one-hundredths of an

inch, offer protection during those

brief periods when the male leaves

the incubating eggs untended, they

are more difficult for the chicks to

break through when hatching.

Once the male leaves the nest

with his chicks, he does not return.

He is constantly attentive to the

chicks as he slowly moves away,

feeding continually. The slightest

movement or noise brings his head

to an upright, alert position. His

first response to danger is to call his

chicks together and threaten the in-

truder. If this stratagem doesn't

work, he gives an alarm call, which

has the effect of scattering the

brood in all directions. Each chick

crouches to the ground, blending in

with the vegetation, while the male

goes into a broken wing display to

lead the intruder away from the

area. If pursued closely, the male

will use an evasive zigzag maneu-
ver, letting his wings slowly drift

open, then suddenly jerking one

wing closed as he executes an

abrupt turn. Having eluded his pur-

suer, he gives the all-clear signal by

making a soft, bill-clapping sound,

and the chicks come out of hiding

to once again cluster at his feet.

During the first two or three

weeks the male is extremely aggres-

sive, and other rheas who wander
too close are savagely attacked. Us-

ing his bill as the main weapon, he

usually succeeds in driving away
any intruder.

For the first few days after hatch-

ing the chicks are most vulnerable.

They must first of all keep up with

their father, who may wander as

much as five miles in one day. At

the same time they must learn to

feed without being left behind.

Caracaras are the biggest threat to

the young and constantly wait for

an opportunity to catch one alone;

aware of this danger, a male rhea

will attack any caracara that ap-

proaches too closely.
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So ingrained is his sense of dan-

ger from the air that the male rhea

will react to any flying object larger

than a butterfly. Tlie noisy, aggres-

sive (but harmless) Argentine lap-

wing plover is routinely challenged

and routed, and even small air-

planes attempting to land in the vi-

cinity of the chicks are rushed.

Males with young can be so ag-

gressive that local gauchos fre-

quently take a dog along with them

as they ride their horses out onto

the open pastureland. A dog's bark-

ing will usually intimidate a male,

whereas a lone horseman may be

charged. Even if the rhea is un-

likely to strike the horse or rider,

the vicious charge can cause the

horse to shy and flee in panic with

the frequent result that the gaucho

is thrown and must walk home.

Herds of cattle are another big

threat to the young chicks. While

cattle are accustomed to seeing

adult rheas, they are very curious

about groups of chicks. AH a cow
needs to do is bawl and run toward

a chick, and in all likelihood the

whole herd will come thundering

after. The male rhea may attack one

cow, but he cannot chase a whole

herd away. When the chick calls

and tries to run away, it only stimu-

lates the cattle even more, and
many chicks are probably trampled

in this manner.

The chicks have two different vo-

calizations, both of which bring the

male to their aid, but his reactions

to each call are entirely difl^erent.

The first and less frequently used is

the alarm call; this cry is used only

when the chick is in immediate

danger, and it brings the male

charging to the rescue. The second

is a plaintive "I'm lost" call, when
a chick is separated from the male.

He responds immediately to this

sound by moving in the direction of

the caller with the rest of the chicks

following behind.

The lonely, plaintive call of a lost

rhea chick is not at all uncommon
on the pampas of Argentina during

the late spring days of November
and December. Since the males are

not able to identify their own

chicks, and the chicks arc unaljlc lo

identify their parents, lost chicks

often end up with males other than

their parent. This lack of identity

often results in one male leading a

brood that ranges from newly
hatched to two-month-old chicks.

However, if the age difference is too

great, the smaller chicks will suffer

in two ways: they will not be able to

keep up with the older ones and

they will not be brooded as efli-

ciently.

Rhea chicks start eating when
only two or three days old. Their

greatest stimulation for feeding

comes from constantly following

the male as he slowly moves along

pecking at plants and insects. Imi-

tatively, they start picking at clover

and other small plants, and soon af-

ter, they start chasing the insects

that the male and other chicks have

stirred up.

As the chicks grow, they feed on

an increasingly larger proportion of

plant materials. Eventually, as

adults, they feed mainly on broad-

leaved plants, some grass, and a few

A rich yellow when laid, abandoned rhea eggs,

above, bleach rapidly in the sun. Because

the male is just beginning to form his harem, the

group offemales, right, do not show much

interest in his energetic courtship display.
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insects—grass itself probably serves

larjielv as roughage, which passes

through the intestinal tract with

onl\ partial breakdown. Adults

e\cii leetl on thistles, which nearly

all other animals ignore.

(Growth of the chicks is rapid and

\s hen the\ are three or four months

old, thev are half to two-thirds of

their adult size. With the onset of

winter, their rate of growth be-

comes much slower; by the follow-

ing spring they are still slightly

smaller than the adults. It is doubt-

ful if thev reproduce in the wild un-

til thev are at least two years old.

From this information, the rhea's

polvgamous-polyandrous social sys-

tem emerges as an extremely impor-

tant adaptation for their survival.

Female rheas lav every second or

third day; if tlie female also in-

cubated, she could only lay four to

six eggs before the hatchability of

the first started to decline. If she

started incubating even after the

first or second egg, she would still

be limited in the number of eggs

she could lay because by the fif-

teenth to eighteenth eggs, liie fu'st

ones would be starting to hatch. At

that point tiic female would either

have to abandon the nest to care for

her first couple of chicks or ignore

them and continue incubating the

remaining eggs. Even if both par-

ents were involved, they would

have chicks hatching out over a lull

month's time. Either the smaller

chicks would not get enough brood-

ing or the older chicks would be

wandering too far from the parent

while seeking food.

Because the males incubate the

eggs, females are free to lay many
more eggs than in other systems,

except those in which eggs can re-

main viable for long periods even if

not incubated. Rhea eggs are like

those of most other birds, however,

in that their fertility and hatch-

ability decline very rapidly if they

are held for more than a week be-

fore incubation begins.

If only one female laid for a par-

ticular male, once again the prob-

lem arises that only four or six eggs

could be incubated by the male.

Rheas have solved this problem: by

gathering a harem, each male in-

cubates as many eggs as possible;

yet all eggs in a nest are laid within

a week so that the chicks will hatch

together and receive the necessary

protection and care.

The next step in the rhea's social

evolution follows logically. Each

male can incubate a clutch of

twenty to fifty eggs, all of which

must be laid within ten days by a

group of females whom the male

then drives away. Another male

then takes over the harem, and the

females lay a full clutch of eggs for

him before moving on to yet an-

other male. The result is a system in

which rheas can raise the maximum
number of offspring. Even if the

system is wasteful because of the

number of single eggs dropped by

females and the number of aban-

doned nests, it works well for rheas.

There probably could have been

several other ways of reaching the

same goal, but this was the solution

that developed in the rheas and it

has proved to be successful.
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On a cold, drizzly November eve-

ning in 1898, when any sensible

Englishman would have pulled up
his collar and hurried toward home
and a warm fire, four scientists on

leave from the British Museum of

Natural History prepared to put out

to sea. This expedition—if a few

short days on the wintry North At-

lantic can be called an expedition-

was sponsored by the Fishmongers'

Company, the Drapers' Company,
and the Royal Geographical
Society. Its leader was Mr. George

Murray, Keeper of Botany at the

British Museum, and his cruise

mates included a fellow botanist,

two naturalists, a tugboat captain, a

navigating officer engaged on two

days' notice, a crew unfamiliar with

scientific duties, and an artist

named Percy Highley.

This assortment of men and

sponsors may appear to be a curious

mixture for an oceanographic

cruise, but in the nineteenth cen-

tury, oceanography was a young,

loosely organized science, and as

such was open to the advances of

many an enthusiastic amateur and

polymath. In the 1870s and '80s,

for example, it was not unusual for

retired physicians, newspaper own-

ers, princes, engineers, and clergy-

men to put to sea, and with luck

and hard work they brought back

new species of sponges and sea ur-

chins or surveyed the plankton or

bottom sediments in some pictur-

esque bay or inlet.

Fortunately or unfortunately, de-

pending on your point of view,

these informal days ended almost

before they began and by the time

that Murray and his friends put out

to sea, the demands of ocean-

ographic research were becoming

more rigorous. As Murray discov-

ered, and was honest enough to ad-

mit, good intentions were no guar-

antee of success.

But mishaps were not on the sci-

entists' minds that November eve-

ning, and with high hopes and stiff,

cold hands, they loaded the last of

their sampling bottles, nets, and

lines aboard the chartered vessel

Oceana, a sturdy— if ungraceful-

tugboat. Once the gear was safely

stowed, she left her snug berth at the

Silverton docks east of London on

the Thames River and set off toward

the channel and from there toward

the west coast of Ireland.

The object of this cruise was to

examine the intermediate depths of
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Sad Saga
of tlxe

Oceana
In the early days of oceanography, the road to scientific

obscurity was paved with well-intentioned mishaps

by Susan Schlee

the sea and to determine whether

planktonic organisms hved there—

a

question that had vexed ocean-

ographers for the past quarter-cen-

tury. Murrav explained to his cruise

mates that

it had generally been agreed by
naturahsts that the surface life

extends down to approximately

300 fathoms, and that the deep-

sea life rises to about 100 fath-

oms from the bottom; but two

opposed opinions [are] held as to

the question. Are the dark
depths lying between these zones

inhabited, or are they destitute of

living organisms? One party,

headed by Prof. [Alexander]

Agassiz [son of Louis Agassiz

and a noted American ocean-

ographer in his own right], con-

tends that these depths are bar-

ren of all life; the other, most

conspicuously represented by Sir

John Murray [best known of the

scientists aboard the Challenger

expedition, but not related to

George Murray], believes that

they are inhabited.

To resolve this question, Murray

(the botanist) saw to it that the

Oceana was equipped with conical

silk townets of conventional design

as well as two new models of clos-

ing nets. The former would be

towed in series on a long cable and

would be arranged so as to sample

the water at intervals from the sur-

face all the way to the bottom. Mur-

ray realized that conventional nets

towed at intermediate depths could,

as they passed through surface wa-

ters with their mouths held rigidly

open by metal hoops, inadvertently

capture some animals from the up-

per layers. But "the surface forms,

as indicated by those obtained in

the surface nets [would be] sub-

tracted from the total catch of the

deeper nets" and any remaining

animals would hopefully represent

the true population of the con-

troversial middle zone.

The use of closing nets, which

had begun in the 1880s, provided a

surer and more satisfying method of

investigation. These nets were low-

ered tail first or were closed to the

passing surface waters in some
other manner; then the slowly drift-

ing ship towed them at the desired

depth. A weight, or messenger, was

slid down the line, tripping a noose

and throttling the net for its return
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On a U.S. Fish Commission

ship, four seamen operated

the Sigsbee sounding machine.

The ill-trained Oceana crew

found it a 'tough business.
'

to the surface. Anything caught in

such nets would surely be strained

from intermediate waters.

Regardless of the gear being

used, the manipulation of quiv-

ering, wide-mouthed nets in thou-

sands of feet of water was heavy

business, and the men aboard the

Oceana were pleased to have the

loan of a sturdy, steam-powered

winch. The machine had been in-

stalled amidships, where, unfortu-

nately, it was committed to a single

function, that of winding in nets.

Consequently, depth soundings
could only be taken over the stern

of the vessel and would have to be
wound in with a hand-cranked

winch. But this sort of thing was to

be expected aboard a vessel not spe-

cifically intended for marine re-

search, and all possible adjustments

and refinements had been made by

the time the Oceana sailed into

Dingle Bay, where the scientific

portion of the cruise was to begin.

Tearaght Light was still burning

when the ship passed out of the bay

early the next morning and steamed

due west across the continental

shelf toward the deeper water that

lay above the Atlantic Slope. By
mid-morning, when the 100-fathom

line had presumably been reached—

that arbitrary boundary of the conti-

nental apron—Murray decided that

to season the nets and the crew a

routine set of observations should

be undertaken. As always, the first

task was to take a sounding.

A Sigsbee sounding machine, a

device of American design, was

readied at the stern of the vessel

and a detachable weight and sedi-

ment sampling tube were attached

to a wire that ran over and under a

veritable clockwork of reels and

spools. A sailor with a stopwatch

gave the signal, the brake was re-

leased, and the lead zipped down
into the water. When it struck bot-

tom some moments later, the wire

began to run out more slowly—the

signal to apply the brake and stop

the machine. An odometer recorded

the length of wire paid out, and

with a minimum of calculations, the

men computed a depth of 89 fath-

oms. Then the reeling in began.

Only two men at a time could

crank the hand winch, and the first

to offer their services—in fact, to in-

sist upon the privilege—were Mur-

ray and the ship's commanding offi-

cer. Captain Rickman. The two

cranked the heavy iron handles

while their comrades stood nearby,

enjoying the novelty of the expedi-

tion's first station and offering en-

couragement as the sounding wire

slowly spiraled onto a drum. The
job was much harder than expected.

Murray and Rickman grew warm
inside their woolen jackets, their

faces reddened, and so heavy did

the sounding line feel that they be-

gan to joke weakly of improbable

deep-sea treasures that must have
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snagged the line. As tliev conliiiued

1(1 reel in, ''th(Mr exhausted ediidi-

liciii tilled the others with dismay.""

lor thev I'aeetl the prospeet of doing

their share of reeling in, in nuieh

deepci' souiidings.

At lasl the sampling tuhe was

siiihted eoining up through the gray

\vaters. and witii eonsiderable relief

Murray drew it aboard and e\-

Irai-ted from the short pipe a sani|)le

of line sand. The Sigsbee maehine

was rigged for the next sounding

and only then was it discoyered that

MO one had remembered to release

the brake that stopped the wire

from paying out. Murray and the

eaptain had wound in all 89 fath-

oms with the reels tightly clamped!

But no matter, the sounding was

accurate, and with the depth

known, four townets were attached

to the main wii-e at proper intervals

and the lot of them were let over

the side to stream outward and

downward behind the ship. To ease

the strain on the laden wire, which

twanged like an ill-tuned guitar as

the ship rolled back and forth, the

Oceana had been equipped with

"India rubber accumulators of the

Admii-alty pattern.'" Like giant rub-

ber bands, the accumulators,

stretched between a heavy spar and

the block that carried the towing

cable, were designed to smooth out

the sliip's jerks and sudden yield-

ings, motions that could otherwise

kink and snai-1 the wire. Murray

and the others had never seen accu-

mulators in use, but although they

watched attentively, "there was

never at any time the least evidence

of elastic play; in short, there was

never the least sign of their being of

the smallest use. . .
."

In a way, it was fortunate that

the accumulators proved to be dis-

pensable components of the towing

gear, for a few days later, when the

Oceana finally reached the deep-

slope waters where the most serious

investigations were to be per-

formed, it was found that there

wasn't enough wire rope on her

drums to allow the townets to trail

near- the bottom. Consequently, it

was necessary to splice 500 fathoms

of two-inch manda line onto the

cable, but then it was discovered

that the new line would not pass

through the block attached to the

accumulators. There was nothing

for it but to stow the Admiraltys

device, pass the lengthened line
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(NATURAL HISTORY)

Despite the many setbacks,

botanist George Murray
returned from the voyage with

high—but false—hopes for

a scientific discovery.

over an "old man" block and pro-

ceed with caution—but without ac-

cumulators.

Shortly before dawn the next

morning, the men began to work on
one of the expedition's longest,

deepest, and most arduous stations.

Murray was particularly anxious to

set the townets at exactly the right

depths, and to do this, both the

depth of the water and the drift of

any current that could affect the

angle of the towing wire had to be

ascertained. The Oceana was now
well out over the continental slope;

minute after minute the sounding

wire ran down into the sea with a

hum that could barely be heard

above a rising wind. Bottom was
found at 1,835 fathoms, a depth of

more than two miles.

Although this time they released

the brake, still "it was a tough busi-

ness getting all this wire in by

hand. One hundred fathoms for

each pair [of men] was hauling

enough, and the combined muscle

of the members of the expedition

and the ship's company was not

much more than sufficient for the

work."

The job wasn't made easier by

the rolling that had begun, but de-

spite the rough sea and the green

water that poured over the rails at

the least convenient moments, the

sounding line was finally wound in

at the cost of great exertion and one

remarkably bent crank handle. The
museum men, being collectors both

by inclination and profession, con-

sidered the twisted handle con-

vincing testimony of the rigors of

the cruise, and happily agreed to

keep it as a memento. It was hastily

packed away amid their gear, but

the handle was never displayed, for

"its appearance so outraged the

best professional feehngs of an en-

gineer of Oceana, that he surrepti-

tiously straightened it again."
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Meanwhile, work was procccilint;

rapidly on deck, and sailors liad sta-

tioned themselves lore and all to

calculate the drill of the current. In

do this, a sailor in the how threw a

piece ot matchhoardiuK into the wa-

ter, while another limed the wood

as it drilled the lengjlh ol' the ship.

On this occasion the malchhoardinii

picked to measure the diil't was the

same piece that had been sent dow n

to 50() Fathoms on the previous day

to illustrate the awesome effects oi

deep-sea pressures. That demonstra-

tion had failed dismally, for the

wood had emerged looking exacllv

as it had before. Now on a signal

from the timer, the piece was

dropped overboard. "It instantly

sank," and the sailors stared in dis-

belief. Murray happily explained

that the previous day's experiment

had compressed all the air spaces in

the wood, making it as solid as a

piece of metal.

The current was finally measured

with a more buoyant piece of

matchboarding and the nets were

attached to the line. The lowest net

was set to tow only 10 fathoms off

the bottom "with slender hopes

... of ever seeing it again."

The string of nets was let into the

sea with extreme care and deliber-

ation, for the sea was rough, the ac-

cumulators were missing, and the

organisms to be captured could be

easily crushed into a paste by the

bobbing and jerking of the nets.

Hours passed while the nets drifted

as much as two miles below the ship

and it was 1:00 a.m. of the follow-

ing day before the last of the nets

came streaming back over the rail.

"The operation entirely justified

Mr. Murray's preference for haul-

ing in by night," wrote Mr. Murray,

"since the luminosity of the nets far

below the surface [due to the bio-

luminescent plankton that they

were passing through] gave ample

warning of their approach—a matter

of importance when careful mea-

sures for immediate preservation of

the contents have to be made."

An unexpected delight was the

return of the deepest net with a

small quantity of sediment in it. If

it had hit bottom, the fine silk net

would have burst, but if it had been

more than a few fathoms off the sea

floor, it would not have sampled

some of the ooze stirred by the 60-

pound weight at the end of the tow-

ing cable.
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Once the oozes and animals from

all the nets had been sluiced into

jars of preservatives, labeled, and

stowed in the forehold, the weary

naturalists wedged themselves into

their narrow, rolling berths for a

few hours' rest.

Altliough the rough weather con-

tinued, the crew nonetheless made
an effort "to do justice to the claims

of the Tanner [closing] net. It was

sent down to 650 fathoms, every

conceivable precaution having been

taken to ensure a successful haul.

The apparatus acted as required;

the messenger . . . released the

constricting cord." But to their in-

tense disappointment, the net came

up empty. "It was impossible to re-

sist the conclusion that there is

something amiss in the balance of

the net, which so tilts it as to seri-

ously interfere with its catching

powers. . . . Experiments were also

made with the Gray net [the other

closing net on board] in which,

most unfortunately, a delicate

spring broke in the heavy sea . . .

and it was impossible to do more

than to satisfy the members of the

expedition that in it, at all events,

the right principle had been discov-

ered for an instrument of this sort."

Murray further reported that the

"next day the wind slowly fell, but

the sea still ran very high and the

barometer continued to sink.

Towards evening it began to blow

from the north-east, and soon it

blew a whole gale from that quar-

ter."

There was hope, especially

among the less seaworthy who
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clung miserably to their bunks, that

the storm would abate, but bv 2:00

A.M., as the wind continued to rip

the tops olT the towering waves, it

was decided to let the Oceana run

before the gale and tlien work
around to the sheltering harbor at

Queenstown. The vessel rolled and

pitched into port where she was

confined by the weather for two

more days (and where it was

leai-ned that the gale had been so

strong that it had blown a whole

train ofl' its tracks).

The vessel finally proceeded to

Penarth in Wales. There she was di-

vested of her scientific trappings

and the foursome from the British

Museum returned to London with

their samples.

"It will take several months to

complete the analysis of the con-

tents of the tow-nets," wrote Mur-

ray, "and when this has been done,

a report of the result will be com-

municated to the [Royal Geographi-

cal] Society. In the meantime there

is full confidence that the material

obtained will permit of a decisive

answer."

But unexpected incidents
changed Murray's plans, and the re-

sults of the Oceana s cruise were

neither published in prominent sci-

entific journals nor used to prove

that plankton lives at all levels in

the sea. As Murray and his col-

leagues pored over their jars of

plankton, official reports began to

arrive from the largest, best-

equipped oceanographic expedition

that had ever set forth upon the

seas. Scientists on the German
Deep-Sea Expedition, working un-

der admirable conditions aboard the

320-foot Hamburg-American liner

Valdivia, were making hundreds of

successful plankton hauls. Using

newer and more sophisticated clos-

ing nets, they made hauls in the At-

lantic and Indian Oceans, from the

surface to tremendous depths, and

at all times of the night and day.

The grand results were reported in

scientific journals throughout Eu-

rope and eclipsed the accounts of

previous investigations of the

middle depths. Not only did they

prove that "no level of the sea is

destitute of animal life"; they also

showed, by comparison, that the

days of the amateur oceanographer

were over and that the road to sci-

entific obscurity, like that to hell, is

paved with good intentions.
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Books in Revie^v by Robert Coles

Where Humanity Ends

The Mountain People, by Colin M.

TurnbuU. Simon and Schuster,

$7.95; 309 pp., illus.

In the late spring of 1967 I went

with five other physicians to Mis-

sissippi's Delta, there to visit a

nuniber of homes and examine a

number of American children. They

were black boys and girls; some of

them I had known for a long time,

almost a decade to be exact. Again

and again T had described them as

poor, as subject to discrimination,

as destined for very little indeed so

far as money, power, success go.

Now I had the chance to show col-

leagues of mine what I had been ob-

serving: people out of work; people

denied the vote, denied the right to

associate in pubhc places with their

fellow citizens; people continually

scorned, insulted, humiliated;

people often without money, living

in the flimsiest of shacks without

proper sanitation, sometimes even

without electricity.

Now, too, I could begin to point

out for others what I had only

slowly come to reahze myself: the

hunger and malnutrition among

those children and their parents,

the various diseases they possessed

(almost all of them untreated), and

in some cases the near starvation

that seemed to be observable. And
in short time we were all agreed

that, despite what each of us had

learned in medical school, there

were vitamin deficiency diseases in

those children, as well as severe

lethargy, bloated bellies, ankles

swollen with edematous fluid,

wasted limbs, even an instance or

two of what seemed to be kwashior-

kor, the last stages of malnutrition.

So we went back to our homes

and thought a while, wrote up our

reports, and eventually decided to

exercise our rights as American citi-

zens. Off to Washington we went—

earnest, angered, confused about

what could be done, certain about

what we knew should be done, and

most of all, naive. By a stroke of

good luck Robert Kennedy was a

United States senator, and through

friends we were able to present our

findings to him. The rest is a foot-

note in American history, and has

been documented in a number of

articles, perhaps best of all in Na-

than Kotz's book Let Them Eat

Promises. I myself wrote a book

called Still Hungry in America,

and in it are photographs that docu-

ment, all too substantially and pre-

cisely, what words simply fail to tell

us at times: the sadness and pain a

hungry child feels and somehow

conveys—in his eyes or in the way

he stands or holds on to someone or

keeps his distance.

As I went through Colin Turn-

bull's extraordinary The Mountain

People, I began to think of the fam-

ilies I have worked with (or for that

matter, now work with) as no

longer poor and handicapped by all

sorts of social and economic prob-

lems, but as fortunate if not privi-

leged. Indeed, words like hunger or

malnutrition- (used by me so often

to describe the children of migrants

or of Mississippi tenant farmers or

sharecroppers, or Appalachian chil-

dren, and stiU on my mind as I

presendy work with certain Indian
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and Chicano children in our South-

west), seem strangely inappropriate

when they also turn out to be used

by Mr. Turnbull to describe the Ik,

a people who live in central Africa

on land that belongs to, or is

claimed by, Kenya, Uganda, and

the Sudan. Only some two thousand

in number, they appear to be a van-

ishing people.

Once they were knowing,
energetic nomads—hunters who un-

derstood the terrain they covered

and obtained from it a fairly re-

spectable living. Then came
"progress," in the name of "rnod-

ern Africa." A large national game
preserve was created, and the Ik

were denied the right to wander

where they please, to kill animals as

they were needed for food. Tlie re-

sult is the Ik as they are today—and

Turnbull describes them in a book

of great narrative power, with a

haunting, unsettling, provocative

quality that is remarkable in this

day of bloated, overindulged adjec-

tives.

In essence we are told how
people, living in straits so severe as

to defy our imagination, manage to

cling tenaciously to what is a liter-

ally exceptional kind of life. In so

doing, they become in many ways

unrecognizable to "us," people with

plenty of food, comfortable homes,

and a good degree of certainty

about the future—tomorrow will

also bring three meals, and on and

on. They also become a challenge to

us, as they most certainly were to

our intermediary, the author. One
can go through his book and follow

the course of that challenge. It is

one way to come to terms with his

lucid, stimulating account, which is

at once concrete and abstract-

filled not only wdth rich direct ob-

servations but also with a number

of psychological, and at times philo-

sophical, speculations.

Initially we meet an anthropolo-

gist deterred. Turnbull did not seek

out the Ik as his first choice; he had

other plans and interests (the Itusi

of the Congo, the Onge of the An-

daman Islands), but they could not

be pursued. It is getting harder for

anthropologists, however sensitive

and tactful, and Turnbull is both, to

do their work in a world full, as

never before, of political disorder

and social unrest. The Ik were thus

an afterthought of sorts. For a while

the author is very much the tradi-
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lidiial aiilhrnpolofiisl fi;oiiig about

his UDi'k: makiiifi i-i>iilacls, cslah-

lisliiug a ruutiiic, bt'jjiniiiiif;; to get a

sense oC where he is and what he

will do to make a success of his

|)i(ijcit. Turnbull may write better

than nianv who do similar work. He
mav have a delightful and moving

wav of involving his readers in the

story he has to tell and the ideas he

has to offer. But he set out to study

a given people, and he has to make
sure we know where they live, how

he reached them, and moi'e impor-

tant, how he established himself as

a reasonably effective observer.

In time he began to feel more

than the usual dismay or regret or

bewilderment any field worker is

likely to experience as he goes

about watching, listening, and tak-

ing notes. He himself makes the

comparison with Nazi concentration

camps: he was face to face with

people under a kind of stress he had

never dreamed possible, let alone

witnessed day after day. In contrast

to the extremes of those camps, this

situation seemed less finite, less the

product of a specific moment (more

than a decade, alas) of political

madness.

No one was out to exterminate

the Ik. If anything, government of-

ficials and others wanted to help

them, offer them food, figure out a

way to improve their desperate situ-

ation—all to no avail. Their predica-

ment was not one that a war could

end. Cut off from a whole way of

life, thev were helpless and often on

the brink of starvation by virtue ot

social change, rather than a despot's

deliberate, mm"derous intent. More

than (or less than) helpless, they

were virtually inert. Their spirit was

gone. They seemed interested only

in survival. Children and the old

were quickly and often sacrificed to

that end. Suspicion was the rule,

boredom or indifference the domi-

nant psychological mood—when it

was not deception or a degree of

self-centeredness that makes our

word narcissistic seem curiously in-

adequate.

All of that Turnbull had to com-

prehend and also, make peace

with— if I may put it that way. And
to my mind, that is the most inter-

esting and challenging aspect of this

part of his career as a talented an-

thropologist and writer: How to

view the Ik, not only as they are, so

to speak, but as fellow human
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beings who may have something to

teach the rest of us, especially, ol

all ironies, Americans, generally so

well fed and comfortable.

For a while the author is Inm-

bled, then saddened. Under-

standably, he can also turn on his

"subjects," be angered by them,

judge them as mean, cruel, spiteful

and vexing in dozens of small ways,

let alone out of some larger (moral)

perspective. Eventually, though, the

Ik become teachers—in the best

field work, that is what always hap-

pens. Yet because the Ik live so

close to death, because they face

the most demanding and unnerving

of trials, the lessons they offer are

hard to grasp, and may be as am-

biguous as those offered by the most

subtle and gifted of playwrights or

novehsts—one thinks of tragedians

in this case—from Sophocles to

Kafka.

For the author, the Ik finally be-

come an occasion to think about

America, not with any great hope-

fulness. They also serve to make

him wonder exactly what man is, as

other thoughtful observers have in

the past and will in the future. He

does not aim to be a theologian or a

philosopher, and he is thankfully

free of psychological pretensions.

Nor is he interested in coming up

with theories at any cost, the more

the better, as is the case with so

many of today's social scientists. He

saw people who made him wonder

what we basically are. Do our mo-

ments of kindness and generosity

amount to all that much? Are we

really as decent and honorable as

we seem or would like to think we

are or are absolutely convinced we

are? Or is there some awful "es-

sence" in man that the Ik live out

more openly, with less self-deceit?

Is their behavior as aberrant, so far

as "human nature" goes, as it is

from the point of view of an anthro-

pologist or sociologist?

Needless to say, the reader does

not obtain clear-cut answers to such

questions. For one thing, the author

has correctly cautioned us against

making judgments, living as we do,

so removed from the misery and

desperation he has witnessed at

such length. If we are appalled, we

had best not turn on him and call

him overinvolved, given to exagger-

ation or inclined toward unwar-

ranted melancholy. On the other

hand, we do have the right to take
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issue uitli liiiii uhcii. in llir lasl

liiapter, lie draws comparisons bc-

t\vt'(Mi the Ik and ourselves in a vva\

lliat sugfjesis that possibh we are

also doomed. The Ik have lust all

sense of familv. and we are said lo

be headed stronijh in that direc-

tion. The Ik are (iercelv seif-cen-

lered, and Turnbull destribi's us as

beiiij; similarlv individualistic to a

dangerous extreme.

The Ik seem to incline their ob-

server to a Hobbesian view of man.

and to a degree Hobbes's "natural
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man" does indeed seem an earlier

version of today's Ik. But Hoijbes

was constructing a political theory,

not claiming to know as a social ob-

server what men were like before

the dawn of recorded history. And
Turnbull has observed with great

care and dedication only certain

men—in this instance, hard-pressed

beyond any norm and perhaps be-

yond anyone's comprehension but

his. Nevertheless, those he de-

scribes as aloof, shut off, thoroughly

stingy, or cold, I have the right to

see as hurt and almost infinitely

damaged, but by no means a mea-

sure of man's "basic nature."

The author repeatedly saw and in

this book gives us evidence of what

one might think of as psychological

embers, a glow of the former selves

the Ik were. A gesture here, a re-

mark there, a scene on one occa-

sion, an incident on another: they

may be few and far between, but

they are moments in which kind-

ness or affection or simply human
anguish comes across.

I am a psychiatrist, trained to be

wary, if not downright suspicious,

of people and their motives. Yet as

I read this account of the Ik I saw

them as people grimly, wretclicdly,

devastatingly debased, not as rock-

bottom examples of what we all are

underneath, but as people cut off

from what most of us are at least

trying to be, our constant failures

notwithstanding: affectionate toward

others as well as self-regarding, gen-

erous as well as greedy, reflective as

well as driven or impulsive. The

work of psychologists like Piaget

shows how basic it is for children to

explore and try to understand their

world, to reach out knowingly as

well as cravenly. Yes, children can

be warped, maimed, turned into the

"bands" of Ik boys and girls this

book describes. But is that disaster—

an ironic version of Conrad's "the

horror, the horror"—evidence

enough for the kind of psychological

and sociological judgments the au-

thor is understandably tempted to

make in this fine book? Various

readers will obviously have their dis-

tinct answers to such a question and

the many others prompted by this

book.

I can only say here that Colin

Turnbull has earned every bit of

discussion his book generates; in

addition he has earned our grat-

itude ibr an (exemplary stint of

work, set down in such a way that

one shudders, stops, and thinks

about the most universal of issues,

and at times looks at the whole

world diflerciitly.

Robert Coles is a child psychiatrist on

the staff of Harvard University Health

Services and the author of Children of

Crisis. He is now in New Mexico work-

ing with Indian and Chicano families.

To Live on this Earth, by Estelle

Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst.

Doubleday & Company, $8.95;

390 pp.

To attempt to describe the edu-

cational situation of all Ameri-

can Indian peoples—from the Ever-

glades of Florida to the tundra of

Alaska, from the isolation of the

southwestern deserts to the polyeth-

nic densities of Los Angeles, from

the highly assimilated to the cultur-

ally conservative, from the impover-

ished many to the wealthy few, and

on and on— is to beggai" the hyper-
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tory from the earliest

times to present day de- ,fc v-"^
velopments, which in- ^^ '«J

elude the damage %=="

wrought by damming and the

ever-constant search for oil.

For anyone planning to

visit the Grand Canyon area,

this geologic history is important
and fascinating reading.

To your bookseller or to

Doubleday & Company, Inc., Dept. 3-NH-3
Garden City, New York 11530

Please send me copies of Red Rock Country

I

Enclosed is my check or money order. I understand you will pay
shipping and handling charges, and that I may return the book(s)
within two weeks for a full refund if not completely satisfied.

City

LOffer available only in the U.S.A. and Canada.

$9.95 per copy.
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IkiIi- of llic keynote speaker at a pt>-

litiral convention. Even within

what purports to be a single tribe,

the diversitv and heterogeneih

must be experieneed to be believed:

thus, the oflieialU recognized Osage

Tribe contains wealthy people vviio

are mostly or entirely white, wliile

numerous persons of unimpeach-

able Osage heredity aiT excluded;

the official chief of the Oklahoma

Cherokee is an oil magnate, while

most of the Cherokee who use the

language and continue the rituals

£ire impoverished. To encompass the

diversitv of educational experiences

of all Indian chiklren. a large and

complex project was initiated several

years ago. Included on its staff and

administration were both Indian and

white personnel. Now the findings of

their investigations are set forth in

this volume, which of necessity has

much of the character of a minia-

ture encvclopedia.

Fuchs and Havighurst describe

and document the complex facts oi

Indian education in straightforward

prose. Thev cut away some aca-

demic underbrush and decisively

refute certain theories about the

poor mental health of Indians (John

Bryde). They expose the exagger-

ations of Indian suicide rates. Test

data are reanalyzed; new and differ-

ent tests administered; suicide rates

are assembled by age and sex. The

situation of Indians remains bad,

but their children are coping.

With its abundant, relevant ta-

bles and forthright descriptions,

this book should be most useful for

the planner and for general refer-

ence. Some sections are extraordi-

nary in their evocative detail. Tliree

pages on Indians in Chicago (ex-

cerpted from the project report by

Fuchs, George D. Scott, et al.)

present their problems with a clar-

ity and simple pathos rare in the lit-

erature on urban Indians. At the

opposite ecological pole, the de-

scription of the remote Alaskan vil-

lages given bv John Collier, Jr., is

equally disturbing because the situ-

ation described is so clearly colo-

nial.

Fuchs and Havighurst's investi-

gations confirm that most of the

educators who confront Indian chil-

dren are ignorant of, and indiffer-

ent to, their distinctive cultural and

linguistic heritage. One possible

remedy would be via Indian repre-

sentation on school boards, but in

A breath of fresh air

Ecology iiiTheory

and Practice
Edited by Jonathan Benthall

Twenty-one specialists convene in

one book which examines the state

of the planet today, from the bio-

sphere to man himself. The result is

"an altogether worthwhile collec-
tion." —Library Journal

Al bookstores, and from $8.95

THE VIKING PRESS
625 Madison Ave.
New York 10022
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_ Chorleston, S. C. 29405
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ADDRESS-

JUST OUT
the new

GENERAL GUIDE
to THE AMERICAN

MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

160 pages of

nformation and photos

describing

the excitement of

the Museum's
collection, research

and exhibits.

$2.50 postpaid

Members of the Museum
are entitled to

a 10% discount.

Please add tax

where applicable

and send your check to

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY Central Park West at 79tfi Street New York, N.Y. 10024
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It's true that sky- viewing conditions are

not ideal in New York City every night

of the year. Or even many nights of

the year. But when it happens!

Some Sunday night when New
Jersey's factories have been

turned off for two days. And

a storm front moves down

from Canada, with rains

washing out the air, rinsing
'

i

off the trees and build- J
ings.. .even hosing down *
the sidewalks and gutters.

And behind it comes the

crisp, fresh air of a polar ^^ . .

high. And the sun goes r
•

down over the Hudson.

And you're walking aJong

Riverside Drive, or down

Fifth Avenue beside Central

Park and you look up and there

they are...a heavenful of stars *

and planets hanging out, ready

to grab. But will you be ready for them.

New Yorker? If you subscribe to Natural

History you will. Just flip to the back of the

book, open up the two-page sky map of the

month, hold it above you with the top pointed north

(that's uptown), and you've honed in on an airway

map of the stars. If you live elsewhere in the

Northern Hemisphere, the same directions apply.

But be careful. A lady from Georgia stepped

out of her backdoor with our magazine and a

flashlight and tried to find Mars. Instead, she

fell off the porch and broke her leg. In the

hospital she read the other fascinating

articles that appear about wildlife,

the sciences, and man—with beautiful color

pictures — in Natural History each month.

NATURAL HISTORY 6NC3
P.O. Box 2927, Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please enter a subscription to NATURAL HISTORY, whicti in-

cludes an Associate Membership in The American Museum of

Natural History. Benefits include: Free admission to the Museum
and use of Members' Reception Room. 2 free bonus books a

year; Discounts at the Museum shop.

1 year $8 D 2years-$15* D 3 years $21 * D
"SPECIAL BONUS: Two-year and three-year subscribers receive,

at no additional cost, a soft-cover copy of Rene Dubos' latest

book, A God Within, in which the famous scientist discusses the

beauty of the human spirit and the relationship of man to nature.

Payment enclosed n Please bill me D

Address

City state Zip



fact, eviMi wluTc ihe Bureau ol In-

dian AHuirs has instituted Advisory

School Boards, these seldom exer-

cise any effective influence. Be-

sides, an increasing proportion ol

Indian children are attending pub-

lic schools, and these are more re-

sistant than the BIA to the inllu-

ences from the Indian communil),

even as thev balance their school

budgets through the incorporation

of federal monies for the special

education uf Indian youngsters.

The bright hopes on the horizon

continue to be the schools operated

bv Indian administrations: Rough

Rock (elementai-y), Ramah (secon-

dary), and the Community College

among the Navaho; Rocky Boy

among the Montana Cree. To the

credit of the authors, there is no at-

tempt to gloss their failings, but

then in a fair depiction of national

Indian education, there is scai-cely

any need to do so. Whatever their

faults, the situation of the children

who attend schools with Indian ad-

ministrations is far better than the

norm visible in this report.

Rosalie H. Wax
The University of Kansas

Pitseolak: Pictures Out of My
Life, from recorded interviews bv

Dorothy Eber. University of Wash-

ington Press, $9.95; 96 pp., illiis.

Cape Dorset is a name well

known to admirers of contem-

porary Canadian Eskimo art. The

carvings and the graphic art pro-

duced in this small Baffin Island

community have an international

reputation.

Pitseolak—whose sons tell her

she is about 70 yeai-s old—is one of

the most imaginative of the Cape

Dorset artists. Her whimsical ani-

mals and birds, spirits and mon-

sters, are a delight. Sometimes she

portrays, from a woman's point of

view, the traditional Eskimo camp

life in which she grew up and lived

much of her married life: women
traveUng, fishing, sewing, playing

ball, backpacking their babies. But

even the figures in these documen-

tary pictures are seldom quite what

one would expect to see in life: a

four-legged bird perches atop an ig-

loo in a camp scene; a woman with

a doll stands on top of a caribou;

another woman goes on her way to

fish, crowned by a crested bird.

Do You Make
THESE

Travel Mistakes?
D
D
D
D
D

What's the riskiest thing you can do in

booking a Caribbean yacht charter?

What's the most expensive mistake most
travelers make m Hong Kong?

Why should you be careful about ship-

ping things back from Africa?

What 10 things should you be absolute-

ly sure to check before renting a villa

abroad?

If an airline cancels your flight and
In nLif voii nn nnp <;pvpral hniirs Ito put you on one several hours later,

what's the first thing you should do?

D

D

n

What cardinal rule do most knovidedge
able travelers observe when ordering
bottled water abroad?

Why do experienced travelers check
their credit cards after returning from
abroad?

What basic rule do experienced travelers

observe before checking in their lug

gage on a flight?

What common mistake do many travel-

ers fall into in February and March?

In flying from the U. S. to Australia,

what's the worst mistake you can make?

Not mistakes— but do you know . .

.

exciting archeo



"Key Oj Cije" jewelry

Ancient Egyptian hierogiyph-"Ankh"
meaning "Life", crafted in sterling

silver and 14K Gold.

>(nkh on 24" rope chain in lev

expressing long lite & happiness!

Sterling Silver Ankh ...$27.00

_ . . (48 pages) picturing

!01 Ancient World Relics. Pius replica jewelry

irochures. Both $1...FREE w/order.

'isit our fascrnoting "Ancient World" gallery.

aladdin boase, lib.

'^

IM,^ Sporting Specialties

Free Spring Catalog

n Send Free cata

Name

Ready February IS

1 ully illustrated fea-

turing fishing, camp-
ing and summer
sports equipment.
Outdoors apparel
and footwear for

men and women.
Many items of our
own manufacture!
Our 61st year of
providing depend-
able, high grade
sporting specialties.

All Fully guaran-
teed.

Zip-

L. L. Bean, Inc.

620 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

SCENIC SMOOTH
WATER CRUISES

"V4:)^

Modern cozy well appointed cabins Each with its own

facilities Air conditioned/heated Home cooked meals

Stops most nights.

FLORIDA TO RHODE ISLAND. UDays in May, Via Intercoastal

Waterways. Car transportation may be arranged,

TRIANGLE CRUISES, 12-Days, May to October. Via Hudson

River, Erie Canal, Lake Ontario, St. Lawrence River, Montreal,

Richelieu River, Lake Champlain, Hudson River.

SAGUENAY RIVER-QUEBEC CRUISES. 12-Days. July and Aug

NEW ENGLAND COAST CRUISES, 6- and 12-Days, June, July

and September Block Island, Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket.

Cape Cod and the Maine Coast.

CRUISE OF THE CENTURY, 26-Days in July. 3000 Miles. Cir-

cumnavigates New England and Maritime Provinces.

BIRD WATCHERS-ISLAND CRUISE. 6-Days in October, Block

Island, Nantucket, Martha's Vineyard, Cuttyhunk.

73 Cruise Schedu/e . ? Depf.

AMERICAH CAHADiAN LINE, Inc.

P.O. Box 368, Warren, R.I. 02885

Pictures Out of My Life brings

together a number of these draw-

ings, and at the same time lets us

look, for a moment, into the mind

of their creator: "I did not want to

leave the fish spear alone; that is'

why I put the bird on her head."

Pitseolak tells us a few of the

thoughts, feelings, and memories

that are the raw material of the pic-

tures, as well as her reasons for put-

ting them on paper. Her art has

been her bread and butter in her

old age, but more than that, it has

been a tie to life: "After my hus-

band died I felt very alone and un-

wanted; making prints is what has

made me happiest since he died."

Art, however, is not a pure dis-

tillation either of memory or of

imagination; it, too, is subject to ex-

ternal influences, and Pitseolak re-

veals what some of these have been

in her case, and in Cape Dorset,

generally. She speaks of the encour-

agement that she and other artists

were given to draw "the old ways,"

to draw fantasies, and to use bright

colors: "[Jim Houston] told people

to draw anything, in any shape, and

to put a head and a face on it." She

speaks also of the influence of other

Cape Dorset artists: "[Kiakshuk]

did real Eskimo drawings . . . and

I really liked the way he put the old

Eskimo life on paper. I used to see

Kiakshuk putting the shamans and

spirits into his work. . .
."

It is too much to call this book

Pitseolak's hfe story; rather, it is a

tantalizingly small glimpse of what

that life, spanning two eras, must

have meant to her. At the same

time, her observations are remark-

ably frank, considering the circum-

stances under which they were re-

corded: three weeks of daily

interviews, through an interpreter,

with a comparative stranger. Mrs.

Eber must certainly have been as

skillful and sympathetic a listener

as Pitseolak was an articulate and

courteous informant. The book is

like a conversation with Pitseolak,

and one finishes it wishing to have

many more such conversations.

I was pleased to see the bilin-

gual, English/ Eskimo text; surely

Eskimos will be as interested as we
are in what Pitseolak has to say.

Moreover, since almost all Cana-

dian Eskimos are literate in syl-

i
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labii:s, it is high lime ihal an cIToil

was made to broaden tlie seope ol

Eskimo lileialuie bcnotid Tie\vs|)a-

pers and reliijions books.

Al the same lime I ha\e some

ijiieslions about the translation. Al-

tliough tli(^ EngHsh text often eorn--

sponds very well lo the Eskimo

original, there seem to be oeea-

sional diserepaneies. (The lack ol

pagination—another minor annoy-

ance—makes it difficult to refer to

specific instances.) Ulien talking

about the value of dogs, Pitseolak

savs, according to the English text:

"Th(^\- were clever and dangerous,

loo. , .

.""
I i-annot find thai

phrase in the Eskimo text. On the

other hand, when Pitseolak is prais-

ing the work of her fellow artists, I

think the Eskimo text mentions two

names that do not appear in the

English text. At other points 1 ques-

tion the choice of word in the

English translation: ivalut, used as

sewing thread, is not "caribou

skin" but caribou sinew; an

angaqqua is not a "spirit" but a

shaman— it is translated in both

ways here. Pitseolak does not say

that her husband Ashoona was "an

inland hunter," which would imply

that he didn't hunt sea mammals:

she says that he hunted well, in-

land: nunami angunasuatsiammat

.

And so on. I wonder also what ac-

counts for the fact that some of the

Eskimo names are spelled in differ-

ent ways at various points in the Es-

kimo text. The most striking ex-

ample of this is the name of

Pitseolak's son, which in English is

Namoonie. In the Eskimo text his

name is variously spelled: Nau-

manai, Nauminai, Namunai, and

Namuina. And why is mukluk, the

western word for "boot," every-

where substituted in the English

text for the eastern word kamik.

which is used in the Eskimo text? A
kasigiak (or kasigiaq) is a harp

seal, and use of the latter term in

the English text might have made
more sense to English-speaking

readers.

These are small deficiencies,

however, in an otherwise charming

and attractively produced book. We
can onlv hope that Pitseolak will

follow her inclination and "if no
one tells me to stop" will continue

to draw "even after I am dead." I

am sure no one will tell her to stop.

Jean Briggs

Memorial University

Wild }^OUIlty- "Black T)UCks... a signed and numbered limited edition

of 450 prints in full color from an original oil by Harry C. Adamson.
Plate size, 17 x 25 with ample margins. Print alone, $50, or

attractively matted, glassed and framed, $110. Remarqued, $125. Framed
$195. This tasteful selection is but one of the many signed limited

edition prints by the following artists whose original paintings and prints

we are pleased to offer in our new catalog.

HARRY C. ADAMSON • RICHARD E. BISHOP • ARTHUR M. COOK
JOHN P. COWAN . OWEN J. GROMME • DAVID HAGERBAUMER

DAVID A. MAASS • MAYNARD REECE

Write for free catalog/WlLD WINGS, Inc., Dept. N, Lake City, MN 55041

THE WORLD OF LINDBLAO TRAVEL

Lars-Eric Lindblad says @
about the WING SAFARI
"There is no better way
to see East Africay

You will enioy our VIP treatment aboard

the newly installed Trislander This is

a comfortable, spacious plane with

oversized windows that afford unhin-

dered views of vast migrating herds

and exciting game life below Because
of the Wing Safaris increasing popu-
larity, we have scheduled departures

every other day

We have the Value Safari for those who
preferto travel by land Also, our newly
created, exciting wing safari in

Botswana, an area which until recently

has been visited by a relatively few.

Write for our Wing, Value or Botswana
Safari brochures

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
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You can help save Aurora Cortex
for $15 a month.

Or you can turn the page.

# •'"^

Here are some facts about Aurora Cortez,

her family, and her town—Plato, Magdalena,
on the coast of Colombia. No editorializing.

No embellishment. Just facts.

Aurora is five years old. She lives with her
parents and three brothers and sisters in a
house made of mud and bamboo.
No electricity. No running water. No

sanitary facilities. Aurora's father earns $1.00

a day herding cattle. And there is about a
50%chance that Aurora will grow up illiterate.

Because it costs money to go to school in

Colombia, Money her father doesn't have.

But for $15 a month through Save the

Children Federation you can sponsor a

Colombian child like Aurora. Send her to

school. Improve her living conditions. Help

her neighbors rebuild the bridge that

connects Plato to the town's only hospital.

Help people—indeed, help an entire

community—to help itself.

For you there are many rewards. The
chance to correspond with a child. To
receive a photograph. And progress reports.

And above all, to know you are reaching out

to another human being. That's how Save the

Children works. But without you it can't work.

So please: clip this coupon and mail it today.

Now you can turn the page.

Save the Children Federation, founded in 1932, is registered with the U.S. State Department
Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are income tax deductible.

I wish to contribute $15 a month to sponsor a D boy D girl:

n Where the need is most urgent n Europe
D American Indian O Latin America D Middle East
n Appalachia D Vietnam Li Korea
n Africa D Bangladesh D Southern U.S.

Enclosed is my first payment

D $15 monthly
n $45 quarterly '; Instead, enclosed is my contribution of $—
LJ $90 semi-annually li Please send me more information.
D $180 annually

City. -Zip.

SAVE THE CHILPREN FEDERATION
345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
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THE MISNAMED, MISTREATED,
AND MISUNDERSTOOD
IRISH ELK
EVOLIITION OF THE VERTEBRATES. E.H.

Colbert. John W ilt'v and Sons, Inc.,

New York, 1969.
'

Problems of Relative Growth. J.S.

Haxley. Dover Publications, Inc.,

New York, 1972.

Pleistocene Mammals of Europe. B.

Kurten. Aldine-Atherton, Inc.. Chi-

cago, 1968.

The Major Features of Evolution.

G.G. Simpson. Columbia University

Press, New York, 1953.

LONELY LIVES
UNDER THE BIG SKY
Sweet Promised L\nd. R. Laxalt. Har-

per and Row, Publishers, New York,

1957.

In a Hundred Graves. R. Laxalt. Uni-

vereitv of Nevada Press, Reno, 1972.

Death in Murelaga. W. A. Douglass.

L'niversitv of Washington Press,

Seattle, 1969.

FLOWERS OF THE SEA

Complexities in the Substrate. M. L.

Jones. Natural History, May, 1963.

Invertebrate Structure .\nd Function.

E.J.W. Barrington. Houghton Mifflin

Company, Boston, 1967.

Invertebrate Zoology. R.D. Barnes.

W.B. Saunders Company, Phila-

delphia. 1968.

LETTERS FROM GOLDEN SARDIS
Sardis in the Age of Croesus. J.G.

Pedley. Centers of Civilization Scries,

Universitv of Oklahoma Press, Nor-

man, 1968.

Aegean Turkey. G.E. Bean. Praegcr

Publishers, Inc., New York, 1966.

CEMETERY ECOLOGY
Wildlife in an Urban Area. A.I. Dagg.

Le Naturaliste Canadien, March-

AprU, 1970.

From Monument to Place. J.B. Jack-

son. Landscape, May-September,

1968.

Cemeteries as Open Space Reserva-

tions. Reed-Mulhns et al. Tenn. BD-

1, U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban

Development, Washington, 1970.

THE GREATER RHEA CHICK
AND EGG DELIVERY ROUTE
Birds of La Plata. W.H. Hudson.

AMS Press, Inc., New York, 1968.

Fundamentals of Ornithology. J. Van

Tyne and A.J. Berger. Dover PubU-

cations. Inc., New York, 1971.

The Life of Birds. J.C. Welty. W.B.

Saunders Company, Philadelphia,

1962.

Families of Birds. O.L. Austin, Jr.

Western Publishing Company, Inc.,

Racine, 1971.

SAD SAGA OF THE OCEANA
The Depths of the Ocean. Sir J. Mur-

ray and J. Hjort. Dover Publications,

Inc., New York, 1972.

Scientists and the Sea. M. Deacon. Ac-

ademic Press, Inc., New York,

1971.
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Ancient Greek Coin (ca. 450 BC), symbolizing
wisdom. Ring replicas, finely crafted in sterling
silver, 14K. and 16 Karat gold.

Wear on any finger or both hands. Special re-

duced price for two ring set (1 Athena & 1 Owl).
Makes perfect "couples" ring set.

ATHENA OWL BOTH
Sterling Silver $35.00 $30.00 $60.00
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CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERS!

hurl!

Simple, sate HAVAHART traps catch raiilint' rabbits.
possviMis. coons, siiuirrels, pigeons, sparrows, etc., without
injury. Straying pets, poultry released unhurt. No jaws or
springs to break. Gahanized: many in use 20 years. Open
ends gis'e animal confidence. Sizes for all needs. Write for

valuable illustrated guide and price list.
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Lewis&Clark
found lt...now

you can own it I

(Less than $2000 for

primitive acreage!)
Look at our address and you'll see why we're

in the best position to offer you prime land

in the heart of Lewis & Clark country. Much
of it still looks the way it did in 1805 and we
know where it is. Many 5 to 40 acre tracts

for recreation, retirennent, investment in

Idaho, Montana & Washington. Timber,

views, streams. Warranty deed, title insur-

ance, with each sale,
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I
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. INicholson

The Sun and Moon The sun crosses the Equator on

March 20. Moving eastward (to the left) along the ecliptic (the sun's ap-

parent annual path in the sky) takes the sun more northward during

March, until it finally arrives over the earth's Equator, at the point

called the vernal equinox, at 1:13 p.m., EST, signaling the beginning of

spring in the Northern Hemisphere. While equinox means "equal

nights," the tables for that day, at latitude 40° north, for example, show

sunrise at 6:04 a.m., sunset at 6:12 p.m. This makes the day 12 hours 8

minutes long, and the night 11 hours 52 minutes.

From mid-March until the full moon on March 18 moonlight bright-

ens the evening sky from dusk until well past midnight. Thereafter, the

moon rises progressively later after sundown, but remains through

dawn. Last-quarter is on March 26 and new moon, when it passes be-

tween earth and sun, is on April 3. Start looking for the early crescent

moon in the evening sky by April 6, and you should be able to follow it

each clear night thereafter as it grows to first-quarter on the 9th, then

appears each evening higher, brighter, and larger as the waxing gibbous

moon after the 9th.

Stars and Planets The early evening sky now contains

the best stars of two seasons: winter stars in the west, setting between

dusk and midnight, and spring stars in the east, rising higher as the

night grows older. Orion and its associated stars are brilliant in the

southwest after dark. The Big Dipper is high above at the same time, al-

most overhead, and it is easy to find Leo beneath its bowl.

Jupiter and Mars can be seen in the morning sky each day, in the

southeast among the dim stars of Sagittarius and Capricornus. The two

planets are very close at the beginning of the period, even closer on

April 6, when they are in conjunction, and still close but separating at

the end of the period. Both planets are moving east (left) through the

stars. Mars more rapidly. It catches and passes Jupiter in early April.

March 20: The sun arrives at the vernal equinox and spring begins in

the Northern Hemisphere at 1:13 p.m., EST.

March 25: The moon is at apogee, farthest from earth.

March 26: Mercury, having passed between earth and sun, begins to

move eastward (left) among the stars, its direct motion.

March 28-29: On the morning of the 28th, the waning crescent

moon rises first, followed by Mars and Jupiter. On the 29th, about three

hours before sunrise, they rise almost together. Until dawn you will see

Jupiter below and nearer to the moon. Mars to the right and dimmer.

April 1: Mercury is in conjunction with the moon, but invisible in

the morning twilight.

April 5: The moon is now nearest earth, at perigee.

April 7: Saturn is the bright object near the crescent moon, over in

the southwestern sky after dusk this evening.

April 9: Venus is at superior conjunction, passing the sun on the far

side as seen from earth. A morning star since last summer, the planet

now moves to the east (left) of the sun, entering the evening sky.

April 10: Mercury is at greatest elongation (west) in the morning

sky. This is an unfavorable elongation. Tlie planet rises too late and re-

mains too low in the morning twilight to be visible.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:25 P.M. on March 15; 9:20 p.m. on March 31; and 8:20 p.m. on April 15; but it

can be used for about an hour before and after these times.
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW . . . TODAY! NEW PRODUCTS. NEW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

ECOLOGICAL
ft PHYSICAL

UNIQUE HARD-TO-FIND BARGAINS FOR FUN.STUDYOR PROFIT^c
wm

TURN PerUNIAS INTO PORCELAIN

forever with lovely porcelain

orles easily. Remove stems

:

insert floral nlre : brush
warmed Cerames® over
petals. When dry coat with
glaze for glossy finish, cover
wire w/ floral tape. Instrs

hoes, pipe-cleaner
hite, green, blue, red, yellow

Experiments Kit
plete optical &. photography
lab for 130 exciting experi-
ments. Lets you recreate the
periscope, telescope, micro-
scope, kaleidoscope t Build a
35mm reflex camera with in-
terchangeable lens system

!

Make, develop photographic
film. Enjoy the fun and fas-

of having your own optics lab. Fully illtistr 112-pg
manual, Si^xU*. clearly explains usage of this stimulating
bit's 114 precision engineered components.
Stock No. 7I,646E §21.00 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER PLANE BOOK!
Official fly - thera - yourself
book of paper airplanes
from SCIE^'TIFIC AMERI-
CAN'S "1st International
Competition", Includes
plans of all winning entries,
time-aloft records, photos,
technical data, commen-
taries. Has 20 unusual de-

perforated pages
for easy i

belit
fly\ Amusing, entertaining 1_^ ^.^^^. ^
Stock No. 9391 E
"STICK-PAPER AIR PLANES" BOOK
Stock No. 9427E S4.95 Ppd,

le of them
iH.r.
.S2.95 Ppd.

. rockhoundl Fasci-
nating hobby . . . loads of
fun. inexpensive, easy. Make
jewelry of all kinds—decora-
tive book-ends, table tops.
etc. Simply tumble-finish
readily available gemstones

. . then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beau-
tiful colors. Rugged 3-lb-—^ cap. tumbler w/cont. duty
motor. Full instr.

Stock No. 70,874E $11.25 Ppd.
No. 70.868E ....6-Ib ASSORTMENT.... $9.00 Ppd.

STEREO MICROSCOPE AT V3 PRICE
Mfr.'s surplus! Paired lOX
Kellner eyepieces w/rubber
eyeguards & paired 3X color
corrected objectives for 30X
overall. Left side focuses in-
dependently. Good definition:
collimated: coated optics;
long working distance (var.

l%-4"): interpupillary adj:
55-80mm; extends 9-33"
overall. Tlemovable diffusing

plastic stage: helical rack & pinion for smooth focusing:
lockable head swings 360°. Lustre-coated metal, sturdy
vibrationless base. 3% lbs. Imported. Hurry!
Stock No. 7I,62IE $59.50 Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN

4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new catalog. 164 pages packed with
nearly 4.000 unusual bargains. Exciting new
categories. Many new items. lOO's of charts,
illustrations. Many hard-to-get war surplus bar-
gains. Enormous selection of telescopes, micro-
scopes, binoculars, magnets, ecological and unique
lighting items, kits, parts etc., for hobbyists,
experimenters, workshops.

EDMUND SCIENTIFrC CO.
300 Edscorp Building. Barrington. N.J. 08007
Write for Catalog "E"

Name

Streel_

City__

BUILD A "PRO" WEATHER STATION
Meteorology kit can give you MF -.^ 1^1 I

tlie know-how to check your JH . \ /
predictions against ofBcial Hk' •«'•, - *
forecasts 1 Has remote read- ^B^: 9
ing anemometer w/wind-
vane. Indoor indicator board
flashes neon, shows wind Wfr ^
speed. direction. Safety & '

power cord holds current to

less than 1 ma. Also: sensi-
tive air-tank barometer w/2-
I'l. iiidicaior coluiiin; sling ps,vchr(jmoter to measure rel.
humidity: rain gauge that measures 10 1/lOUth inch; 100
ft. lead-in wire; cloud chart; forecasting manual.
Stock No. 7I.022E $15.95 Ppd.

STARTS SEEDS IN 3 TO S DAYS!
New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse
provides constant 70° grow-
ing temperature, accelerates
seed germination, helps pro-
duce healthy thriving plants
ready for outdoor planting.
Big 3 sq. ft. planting area
—29" X 15" X 4' box holds
^2 bushel of growing me-
dium. Germinates tomato

seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wk. or less.
Incl. 3 X 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports 4 pkgs. of
veg. & flower seeds. Uses reg. home current.
Stock No. 80.I53E SI2.95 Ppd.

GfANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids,
traffic stoppers for stores,
terrific for amateur meteo-
rologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great back-
yard fun. Exciting beach
attraction. Amateur meteo-
rologists use to measure
cloud heights, wind speed,
and temp. Made of heavy
duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner, auto air hose: or helium for high rise.

Stock No. 60,568E 6' $2.50 Ppd.
Stock No. 60,632E 16' $7.00 Ppd.

VISIBLE V-8 ENGINE
Hours of funi Get thriU of
building your own easily
-i sembled engine from over

parts. Then push starter
ind watch it run. Crank-
haft revolves, pistons move,
calves open and close in
equence witli spark plugs.
Does everything but burn
oil H scale, molded in 4
(olirs Same motor used in

ExLellent, easy-to-understand

$13.50 Ppd.

AUTHENTIC ACUPUNCTURE MODEL
Learn first-hand about Asi-
atic needle probing from
exact duplicate of models
used in Red China. 10%"
free-standing model clearly
shows 12 all-important me-
ridian lines and approx 500
specific points an acupunc-
turist must leara to pierce.
Precise enough to serve as
teaching aid for doctors,
teachers & medical students. Fully lUustr instructive 12-
page bklt. See why this 5000 yr. old healing & pain re-
moval method has had such impact on Amer. medicine.
Polyethylene (rubberized).
Stock No. 7I,778E $10.00 Ppd.

COBRA LILY-COLORFUL KfLLfR
Carnlverous plants are fas-
cinating conversation pieces,
and useful. This beauty
looks like the deadly cobra,
kills insects of all types.
Reddish forked tongue at-
tracts them, hairs in green
hood trap them. Then they
fall into base of digestive
fluids. Frost-resisUnt Cobra
Lily thrives indoors or out.

Long shoots, removed before shipping, grow back within
a few weeks of planting. Instructions included.
Stock No. 60.972E $2.75 Ppd.TWO OR MORE, $2.50 EACH, Ppd.

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BAW
Anytime there's a balloon

|

the air is festive. Especial-
ly when the "air" is he-

|Hum. which makes a bal-
loon perky and adventurous.
Now here's 20 times the fun 1—20 balloons of 4. 5. or
6" diam. With them, a
pressurized (300 Ibs/sq. in.)
can containing 20 liters of

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KIT
Build your own see-tlirough ^^
motorized model of revolu- (=I^m^ I
tionary pistonle.ss type en- 1^^^^^ %'2
gine . . . only engine experts llffi'fiHW -«

think economically modifia-
ble to meet new pollution
standards. Replaces piston,
cylinder, crank assemblies
with rotating discs (sections
removed for firing cham-
bers). Smaller; fewer parts
greater rel.. less h.p. Switch. Ret). 2—1.5Y. batt. (not-lncl..

No. 71 ,424E . . (4'/2"x5"x9") $6.75 Ppd.
519 Pg. Wankel" Book No. 9439E $15.25 Ppd.

GROW FANTASTIC "KILLER" PLANTS
World's most unu-suiil & in-
teresting plants! Each car-
nivorous plant lures Sc traps
insect victims in own unique
way. Glistening red Sundew
attracs prey w/odor, holds
w/gluelike substance. Purple
Pitcher Plant collects mois-
ture, lures insects w/color-
ing. sweetness: traps
drowns them. Tapered hoi
low lube of Huntsman's Horn snares quarry in bottom,

Ixture. culture

"STILL"MAKE PERFUME WITH
Real "flower power"—why
pay like ?50 an ounce for

;

perfume when you can make
your ovm in 5 simple steps?

;

You supply the flowers, anl-
'

mal fat and undenatured al- ,

coliol (lOO-proof vodka is

ideal)—kit contains all '

equipment needed for small I

quantities. Enjoy making
exotic perfume from favorite
garden flowers—even turn it into Cologne, hand lotion.

after-shave lotion, perfumed soap! Easy instructions.
Creative, fun hohhv to turn a profit.

Stock No. 71, 684E $10.75 Ppd.

REVOLUTIONARY NEW "SOFT" KITE
Works by parafoil principle 1 u^No rigid members : held In fH^k
shape by the wind. Virtually ^^H
indestructible. Inflated, ^^B
takes airfoil conflgurati(
for maximum lift, min
drag. Toss it into the wind

Iand it's airborne w/small
|

stabilizing windsock behind!
Hoists instruments,
etc. (up to 4 lb. at 15

, ,

knots). Big 28x36" in flightl Rip-stop parachute nylon

(intl orange color). Incls 500' nylon line, instrs. Aero-
dyn

Go treasure hunting on the
bottom! Fascinating fun &,

sometimes profltablel Tie a

line to our 5-lb. Jlagnet

—

drop it overboard In bay
river, lake or ocean. Troll it

along bottom—your "treas
ure" haul can be outboard
motors, anchors, etc. 5 lb

Magnet is war surplus

—

Alnico-'V Type—Gov't cost

?50. Lifts over l.iO lbs. on land—much 1

Stock No. 70,571 E 5 lbs $14 00 Ppd
Stock No. 70.570E .... ZV2 lbs $ 8.75 Ppd.
Slock No. a5.l52E ....I53A lbs. $33.60 Ppd.

Theta brainwaves for rela

tion, improved memory, con-
centration. Head electrodes,

hooked to amplifier, filter

brainwaves signaling audi- ,

ble beep for each Alpha- Jl«"
Theta wave passed. Wrist & k^,
finger contact pick up and
amplify heart beat, skin re-

sistance. Reliable, easy-to-

Stock No. 7I,606E '. $120-00 Ppd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE

stars, phases c

planets close up.
power. New improved.

I Stock No. 7I,289E S3.00 Ppd.

180
alu-

ninized and overcoaled 3'

diameter f/10 primary
mirror. ventilated cell

Equatorial mount with locks

on both axes. Equipped with
60s eyepiece and mounted
Barlow lens. 3x finder tele-

scope, hardwood tripod. Incl. FREE: 'STAR CHART";
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book.

Stock No. 85.050E $32.95 Ppd.
Stock No. 80.I62E DELUXE 3" $61.50 Ppd.
Stock No. 85.105E 4'/4" $99.50 FOB
Stock No. 85.086E 6' $239.50 FOB

EDMUND
SCIEIMTIFIC CO.

300 EDSCORP BLDG.
BARRIIMGTOIU, NEW JERSEY 08007







1 tie great American lorest

. is closer thanyou think.

Wherever you are.

Because after giving up land

to build our cities and highways, after

meeting our constantly growing de-

mands for wood and paper products,

we still have nearly three-fourths as

much forestland as we had when Co-

lumbus landed.

Even more surprising, this 753
million acres is still widely distrib-

uted all across the country— it's not

all just "out West" or "down South'.'

57% of New York State is forest. 65%
of Rhode Island. And 51% of New
Jersey—the most densely populated

state. As a matter of fact, more than

half of the forest in the continental

United States is located in the east-

em part of the country.

Because America's forest is

truly an American forest, growing in

many different elevations and rain-

falls and temperatures and soils, its

six distinct natural regions provide

us with a constant variety, too, from

the Douglas firs of the Northwest to

the hardwoods of the Northeast.

Much of the forest has been
harvested and regrown three or four

times. And, public or private, gov-

ernment or individually owned, much
of it is available for hunting and fish-

ing, picnicking and camping— as mil-

lions of outdoorsmen from Maine to

California can tell you. So if you
haven't seen it lately, why wait?

It's right there in your back-

yard, keeping America green—and
growing.
Source Deparlment ol Agriculture, US Foresi Service

For the whole story on America's forest today, get "Forests USA!'

For your copy of this fuU-color, 16-page booklet, send 25c

to Mary Gilbert, AFI, P.O. Box 963, Arlington, Virginia 222 16.

City

Zip

American Forest Institute
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EXPANDING THE PERCEPTION Of MAN — A Celestron telescope increases manyfold your perception

of the hidden worlds of nature , challenges you to learn more about the universe by presenting to

you brilliantly sharp images of tiny lunar craterlets, the polar caps of Mars, the twirling moons and

belt structure of Jupiter or the fascinating rings of Saturn. Your Celestron will carry you on an imag-

inary tour of our galaxy, and show your searching eyes the hues of hundreds of stars in a compact

galactic cluster, the filamentary structure of the Great Orion Nebula or perhaps the smoke ring in

Lyra. You will dash through the endless void of space with your Celestron to view the intriguing spiral

structure of a galaxy millions of light years away.

CBLCSTRON — THi NEW LOOK IN TfUSCOPES

Celestron ... a new standard of optical excellence . . . the world's

finest Schmidt-Cassegroin optics: they give sharper images over a

wider flat field than any other commercially available telescope.

They also optically fold a long focal length inside a compact, light-

ight tube. And that means more than corrying-case portability;

s make it easy to dial celestial

! a precision electric clock drive

iment you'll display with pride

If you'd like to know more, we

cts into the field of view,

ps them there. This is on

he center of your trophy

e a library of color slides

taken with the

listings), and
instruments, including resolution tests (send for

also publish Celestron Techniques (subscription.

it also means apertures large enough to produce the bright detailed S2 for 4 s). Prompt deli' plan avoiloble

images that moke higher powers worth using. Convenient adaptoi

quickly accept your 35mm SLR camera body for dramatic, extrem

telepholo shots or guided deep-sky exposures, and you'll gel cris

color negatives filled corner to corner. A rigid fork mount assuri

effortless pointing and jitterfree images at higher powers. And for Weight (lbs.)

really elegant simplicity of operation, large, finely-etched setting Base Price

8"

S595 S895

T4"CCLCSTRON 5"

Useful Powers 25-300X 50-500X 50-850X

Light Grasp t88X 510X 1,760X

Resolution (arc sees.) 0.8 0.5 0.28

100

S3, 600

Celestron Pacific
2430 Amsler Box 3578H

Torrance, Calif. 90505

Phone L.A. (213) 534-2322

N.Y. (212) 834-1888

Chi. (312) 898-3353
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It's no fairy

dent's daug
color, write

tale that the Queen of England chose Aynsley Bone China: and that the presi-

hter took Waterford Irish Crystal as her one and only. To see all the patterns in

for free booklets. 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10010. For once in a lovetime:
V\^terford& Aynsley



Puzzled about that Special Gilt?

f ft 11^ ill PI* ^^^ fascinating worlds of NATURAL HISTORY and
\y V II k5 1 U V/ 1 the ease of giving 10 issues of NATURAL HISTORY,
2 books (or other valuable bonuses), PLUS Associate Membership in The Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History: free admission; use of the exclusive Members'
Reception Room and discounts at the Museum shops. NOTE; Your special gift will

start with this month's issue of the magazine and, if you order now, the special

members' edition of the Spring book. We will send a gift announcement in your
name, following the instructions you give below.

Please enter the following giftsubscription(s):

Recipient's name

Cily Slate Zip

D 1 year $8 2 years $15 D 3 years $21

Please inscribe gift card; .

Q Checl< enclosed, made to Natural History Q Bill me, please

My name Address

City State Zip

(Please add one dollar per year for orders outside the U.S.)
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From his home in southern CaU-

fornia, Raymond B. Cowles can

see the chaparral-covered foothills

where, for decades, he has studied

animal life. Having fought fires in

the California mountains, he at one

time shared the antifire position of

many foresters. But his attitude

changed when he began to study

the response of wildlife after fires.

Populations would flourish in the

early years after a burn: then dimin-

ish as the thick brush vegetation

took over the land. His allegorv

about the reign of Smokev Bear

conveys the gist of manv of his lec-

tures at the University of California.

Los Angeles, where he is now pro-

fessor emeritus. Cowles was born in

South Africa, and has returned

there many times to study African

mammals. His Zulu Journal: Field

Notes of a Naturalist in South Af-

rica was published by the Univer-

sity of Southern California Press in

1959.

While working in a vegetable

garden in South Carolina last

spring, Jecon Gregory noticed

some butterfly eggs on a butterfly-

weed. He patiently watched and

sketched as one metamorphosed

into a monarch butterfly.

Gregory has been a homeless, in-

quiring wanderer since he was or-

phaned in Malta during the Second

World War.

After having lived in Europe,

North Africa, and the Middle East,

he began his North American
sojourn seven years ago. He says he

does ''without some of the things

that have come to be considered

parts of the human makeup—

a

house, car, shoes, family, and (for

most of the time) a job. He has the

ability to represent "things" on pa-

per, and a "fondness for knowing

and naming the stars, the plants.

and other members of the natural

world." His autobiographical book

History of a Nation of One was

published in 1969 by Harcourt,

Brace and World.

Peter T. Furst first became in-

terested in the pevote pilgrimages

of the Huichol Indians during a

field trip to western Mexico in

1965. He has continued to study

the traditional use of hallucinogenic

drugs among American Indians and

is presently researching the rela-

tionship between culture and the

use of hallucinogens among various

Indian tribes of Central and South

America. Another of Furst's inter-

ests is pre-Columbian art. Furst,

Jecon Gregory'

Peter T. Fursl

who is chairman of the Department

of Anthropology at the State Uni-

versity of New York at Albany, re-

cently edited Flesh of the Gods:

The Ritual Use of Hallucinogens,

which was published by Praeger

Pubhshers in October, 1972.

A pioneer and. through his books

and television programs, probably

the best-known underwater ex-

plorer, Jacques-Yves Cousteau is



Jacques-Yves Cousteau

currently studying marine life in

the Antarctic. A coinventor of the

aqualung, he has also helped de-

velop a number of other devices

and techniques that enable man to

work in the sea. Cousteau's observa-

tion of the mating habits of squid

occun-ed during his study of the mi-

gratory patterns of grav whales off

the coast of lower California.

The coauthor of "Last Dance on

the Mating Ground," Philippe

Diole, is a diver, archeologist, and

journalist who has written numer-

ous articles on marine exploration.

His book on underwater arche-

ologv, 4000 Years Under the Sea,

was one of the first on this subject

ever published.

Since their first trip to Yugosla-

via in 1961, Roberta Strauss

Feuerlicht and her husband, Her-

bert, a sculptor, have been studying

the history, archeology, and ethnol-

ogy of the Balkans. They have

crossed the Balkans five times, re-

searching and collecting folk music,

( oitume^. paintings, and ciaft

Items. On iheii latest trip. the\

joined in the dancing at a tiadi-

tional Macedonian wedding, below

Roberta Feuerlicht. the authoi of

Goddard was a biologist with the

Fish and Wildlife Bran.h of the De-

partment of Land and Forests in

Ontario. Canada.

The Russian Revolution made an

expatriate of Siberian-born Nicho-

las T. Mirov. He earned his B.S.

gree in 1916 at the lm|)erial lii-

Roberta Strauss Feuerlic

fifteen books, is currently writin

one on the Sacco-Vanzetti case.

John Goddard, who died re-

cently in Africa, was an authority

on the ecology and behavior of the

black rhinoceros. His last position

was that of research zoologist with

the Luangwa Valley Project in

Zambia where he studied the role of

scent and the habit of kicking dung
piles in the demarcation of the ani-

mal's home range. The aerial cen-

suses he conducted over Tsavo Na-

tional Park in Kenva during 1967
and 1968 provided the first accu-

rate population counts of black rhi-

noceroses, and he was among the

first to point out the threat of heavy

elephant concentrations to rhino

survival. Before focusing his re-

search on the black rhinoceros.

\ I, hoias T Mirm

stitute of Forestry in what was then

called St. Petersburg, Russia, but

completed his formal education in

the United States, receiving a Ph.D.

in plant physiology in 1936 from

the University of California at

Berkeley.

Long associated with the U.S.

Forest Service, from which he is

now retired, Mirov was awarded the

agency's first gold medal in 1958.

A life-time research associate at

Berkeley, he has written more than

100 articles on pine trees and re-

lated forestry subjects, including

"The Pines of Ravenna," Natural

HistOTY, January, 1971. His article

in this issue is part of his autobiog-

raphy, which he is currently com-

pleting.



At Random by Alan Ternes

Once you start thinking about a name, you can

really get caught up in it. Even the Bible says that "a

good name is better than precious ointment." So I

have been wondering of late about the name of this

msLgazme—Natural Histon: How did we come by it?

What does it mean? Is it good or bad medicine?

Natural Histon. Or Natvral History, if you mount it

in bronze over The American Museum's entrance. It

certainlv seems dated. Maybe we should change it to

be in step with the times. Yet the recent fates of Look

and Life—two punchv names—are worth pondering,

especiallv when Natural History and a number of our

sister magazines with antique names, such as National

Geographic and Scientific American, continue to

march along in vigorous old age (Natural History was

73 last month). Maybe we should look deeper before

we think of changing our "good name."

This magazine, obviously, is the immediate name-

sake of The American Museum of Natural History.

But a visit to the dusty archives of the Museum is dis-

couraging. One letter shows that on December 30,

1868, nineteen eminent New Yorkers, including

Theodore Roosevelt and J. Pierpont Morgan, wrote to

the commissioners of the new Central Park:

A group of gentlemen having long desired that a

great Museum of Natural History should be estab-

lished in the Central Park, and having now the op-

portunity of securing a rare and very valuable col-

lection as the nucleus of such Museum, the

undersigned wish to enquire if you are disposed to

provide for its reception and development.

But as one contemporary noted, only four of the nine-

teen signers knew "anything" at all about natural his-

tory or the purposes of a natural history museum. One

of the signers later wrote that the group felt a natural

history museum "would be a good thing for the city to

have." This seems to make the magazine's title little

more than the offspring of a "good thing."

Another letter in the archives drew me away from

that depressing thought. It said the founders of The

American Museum felt strongly that New York Cit\'

should have an institution to match the great natural

history museums of London and Paris. This meant that

I could claim that Natural History's title descends from

the scholarly Continental tradition, that it is tied to

such eminent naturalists as Darwin, Linnaeus, Buf-

fon—even to Pliny the Elder and his great 37-volume

Historia naturalis.

It also meant that I could use our new micrographic

edition of the Oxford English Dictionary to find out

what the name really means. With the big magnifying

glass I finally located the word natural, which has two

and a half pages of definitions. With great scholarly

anticipation that I would unravel the mystery of this

magazine's name, that I would finally be able to tell its

loyal readers about the dignity and significance of the

venerable title, I started reading. A "natural," the OED
states first, "is a native of a country." We do run an-

thropological articles, but the first meaning didn't

make much sense. Next definition: "One naturally

deficient in intellect," as in "a natural fool." I quickly

moved the magnifying glass a few inches: "In a purely

natural condition, not altered or improved in any way

... in a naked state." That didn't say much for our

editing. I peered into the magnifying glass again: "The

genital parts." As Bulwer wrote in 1650, "Thev but-

ton up the naturals of Mares."

I never did like reading with a magnifying glass.

And sometimes I think, after forty years of stumbling

through it, that I never really liked the English lan-

guage either.

In quiet desperation. I turned to an 1858 edition of

M. Besherelle's Dictionnaire National. On the title

page the editor declares that the work is a "monument

eleve a la gloire de la langue et des lettres frangaises.
"

You just don't find that kind of statement in the OED.

Such a man, I hoped, would not go rambling on about

naked fools and genitals.

My faith in the French was not unfounded. First, I

learned that history comes from a Greek word mean-

ing examiner or explorer. And that in French the word

history^ is not Umited to the past, but "in its most gen-

eral sense, the term apphes to eversthing which is in

the realm of experience; the present and the past, all

the phenomena which take place in space." Further*

more, natural history is the "science which studies

forms and diverse parts" of the surface and interior of

the earth, that it is the study of the "structure and

function of living beings" and is involved in the classi-

fication of natural bodies. And this talented editor

ends the definition with a lovely quote from the Comte

Georges Louis Leclerc de Buffon himself: ''Natural

history is the source of the other physical sciences, the

mother of all the arts."

After a definition like that, I would have a hard

time finding a better title for this magazine. I guess

we'll keep our "good name."



Vacation softly. In back-road Colorado. A nostalgic collection of the kir^d of

places America grew West on.

You probably kpow us best by our most obvious and remarkable features.

Pikes Peak. Rocky Mountain National Park- Mesa Verde Cliff Dwellings. The Air

Force Academy.
Nice. See them, to be sure. But then, look over the next rise. Inside Colorado,

where we're all heart. Where you follow the sound of the crickets into a warm, real

world of Western folklore and discovery. Ghost towns that out-excite great resorts. A
peach orchard that wraps you in remembered childhood. A wooden bridge in a small

town park ihat sits astride big-time trout.

And true stories of the way West, spun

"I was there" style by an old-timer you

meet. All of these weave a newfabricfor
your high-country vacation.

Dare. Pioneer a little. And
share colorful Colorado's real secrets. Colorado

STATE OF COLORADO. DIVISION OF COMMERCE & DEVELOPMENT
109 Slate Capitol Building Denver. Colorado 80203

PLEASE SEND FREE your 52 page color vacation guide I statewide events
ghway map folder I hotel, motel, dude ranch and resort
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Meets Satan's Wife

In an allegorical tale

set in the green foothills

of California, an

ecological demi-paradisc

rises from its own ashes

Raymond B. Co>vIes

Today the little California village

of Chaparral is a model of archi-

tectural planning, neatness, and

beauty. Since its total destruction

by fire only a decade ago. Chaparral

has been wholly redesigned by the

best architects and city planners. Its

people now realize that some clouds

mav indeed be lined with silver, al-

though theirs were greasy black,

shot through with tongues of orange

flames.

Chaparral nestles in the foothills

that fringe its verdant vallev—called

La Palma del Dios by its Spanish

land-grant owner. Comfortably be-

yond the chill Pacific fogs and

winds, yet well below the rain-

gathering mountains, the town is

safe from the blistering inland heat

farther eastward and the snowy

winter cold only some 4,000 feet

above. No place in all of California

is blessed with a more congenial cli-

mate. Except for man-made prob-

lems, it is the perfect Shangri-La.

Since its birth as a single general

store in 1850, the village has served

the needs of the farmers whose or-

chards and fields flourished on the

"bottomless" alluvial soils.

Throughout millennia, annual rains,

which often followed patchy, light-

ning-set mountainside fires, had

lightly skimmed off charcoal, silt,

and charred twigs, and laid the

black mixture—fertile layer over

fertile layer—on the vallev floor.
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this mark means

:

Planned forests that
have helped increase
the deer population
inthe south by
800% since 1940.

A lot of benefits that come from this mark can't be seen. Like our
forestry research projects and the suggestions on forest land man-
agement that our fieldmen are always ready to offer.

There are a lot of benefits that can be seen, too. Like the enormous
increase in the deer population in the South in the last 30 years.

Part of the reason is the periodic thinning of the forest, involving the

removal of mature and defective or inferior trees to make room for a

healthy growth of superior trees which creates browsing material and
nourishment for wildlife.

Multiple-use forest management and doubling timber growth in the

forests of the South in the next 30 years are some of the environ-

mental goals of SFPA's "Trees Forever" program. A program sup-

ported and made possible by the lumber manufacturers displaying

the SF mark. For free information write to: Southern Forest Products

Association, P. 0. Box 52468, New Orleans, Louisiana 70152.

SOUTHERN FOREST PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
POST OFFICE BOX 52468, NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA 70152



Water was never wanting. Even
in occasional drougiit years it

flowed underground, fed from

melted mounlaintop snows to the

many artesian wells, or in innumer-

able rivulets to storage ponds whei-e

children learned to swim and fish.

For generations, the suntanned

sons and daughters of the Valley of

God's Palm and the village of Chap-

arral rode their horses over the

grassy foothill slopes. In the spring

they rode through the gentle fra-

grances of flower-dotted fields; in

the autumn, when grasses turned to

golden hues beneath an ardent sun,

they inhaled the heavy aromatic airs

of that season. Wildlife swarmed in

the fields and along the edges of the

brush.

Between swimming parties, hunt-

ing, fishing, and riding, the young
people of Chaparral also played ten-

nis and many became world cham-

pions. Their beauty, health, and

athletic competence attracted vis-

itors as unfailingly as did their nos-

talgic stories of fertile acres, groves

of golden oranges, water at the turn

of a valve, and yet rainless days and

eternal sunshine. The result of this

publicity was a growing stream of

new residents. The fragrant citrus

groves around the town fell before

waves of new homes and busi-

nesses. Strings of new homes crept

outward and upward along every

canyon and stream into the realm of

the chaparral, the dense thickets of

chaparro, or dwarf evergreen oak.

As the fame of the town spread,

the residences of downtown Chap-

arral, with their lawns and gardens,

were replaced by hardware, gro-

cery, paint, and glass stores, by bar-

bershops, filling stations, garages,

curio and knick-knack shops, and

all the other needs of a semirural

community. The golden sons and

daughters from the vanishing farms

served the many needs of the new
residents; but with indoor living,

they were no longer golden and

beautifully different. Nor did they

win so many tennis matches. But

few people in Chaparral noticed

these changes because everyone was

caught up with the ideas of progress

and growth.

As taxes rose, the farmers sold out

to land speculators. The drought-

and fire-hardy chaparral vegetation

throve on the neglected cattle

ranches of the valley where, be-

cause of fire danger, natural fires

were suppressed and conlroiled

burning banned.

This brushy vegetation had come
into being at the end of the rainy

ice ages. Plant paleontologists knew
of the chaparral's ancient existence

in hot sunnv climates, and called it

a sclerophylous flora. Wlierever cli-

mates are harsh and dry and fires

are the main cleansing agents for

disposal of fallen deadwood, the

thick, resinous chaparral flourishes.

Around Chaparral this "elfin for-

est," as the growth is aptly called in

California, blanketed most of the

lower hills and mountainsides and

spread its interlacing mantle up
into the forested mountain heights.

Without fires, the clear areas in the

pine forests became choked with

thickets of spiny Ceanothus,
chinquapin, and other shrubs, and

the accumulating piles of fallen

pine boughs. Nowhere were there

the clear grassy glades among the

tall boles of the forest that John

Muir and other early explorers had

reported.

The trees of the expanding elfin

forest were useless for timber, and

when they had matured up to their

gnarled height of from ten to thirty

feet they failed to furnish fodder for

cattle or even for the native deer.

Most lesser herbivores found the fo-

liage either completely beyond
reach, too sere and bitter, or too

aromatic to eat.

Chaparral is an evolutionary ad-

aptation to frequent lightning-set

fires that ran unhindered through

the brush until they succumbed in

rain, adverse winds, or fuelless

areas of recent burns. This process

was aided by the advent of fire-us-

ing aboriginal man. Because wild-

life fed avidly on the fresh, tender

root crown shoots that appeared af-

ter a fire, they were easier to find

and kill, and as a result, fire became
more than a means to drive animals

from thick cover: it became a calcu-

lated tool for concentrating large

and small game.

The aborigines never bothered to

douse these helpful flames. Under

this utilitarian use of frequent fires

the chaparral never became a con-

tinuous deadwood blanket. Fires

traveling over the countryside were

cooler and spottier than the ravag-

ing killer conflagrations of today.

The Spaniards, and later our own
cattlemen, wisely followed much
the same custom.

However, early in this cenlurv

Theodore Roosevelt, our first politi-

cian-conservationist president,

placed management of the national

forests under forester Gifford Pin-

chot. Under Pinchot's direction, we
adopted European forest manage-
ment, even though conditions in

Europe were often very different.

Land management in most of the

Old World included a pea.santry

that gleaned every fallen twig and
cone for fuel, thereby keeping the

forest floors clean.

With little realization of Amer-
ica's highly varied climates and
ecology, fire suppression was uni-

versally applied in aU national for-

est lands, whether timber or chap-

aiTal. One reason given for sup-

pressing fire in the vast and non-

commercial chaparral was the dan-

ger to the forests above. It was fur-

ther alleged (without proof) that fire

suppression was necessary for water

conservation and flood control.

Thus, in the timber and elfin for-

ests of California, including the

slopes above the town of Chaparral,

where for thousands of years fre-

quent fires had shaped and main-

tained a special environment for

plants and animals, fire was more
and more effectively suppressed.

The eloquent writings of antifire

propagandists, the sentimental as-

sertions of uninformed esthetes, the

pleas for the prevention of crueltv

to wild animals were combined in

an antifire campaign undertaken bv

the U.S. Forest Service, assisted bv

Madison Avenue, and symbolized

by Smokey Bear. Fire-fighting

forces grew more effective, more ex-

tensive, and more bureaucratic. All

opposition was smothered as effec-

tively as the fires.

As fire-fighting methods and ma-

chinery were improved, more dr\

wood accumulated under the trees,

the chaparral grew taller, and the

forest glades became more cluttered

with debris and brush. The thirstv

chaparral dried the watershed

streams and flowing springs. Can-

yons became increasingly choked

with trash. From the mountaintops

down to the lowest limits of chap-

arral, flammable debris was accu-

mulating in a deadly fire trap, one

that could lead to the fastest and

deadliest conflagration of all—the

crown fire.

Fire protection and suppression

had to, perforce, become more in-

lO



To do many different jobs
NASA chose manydifferent cameras. Hasselblad.

tm
500 C

In 1952 NASA chose Hassel-

blad to be used by the Astro-

nauts on manned spaceflights.

The first Hasselblad to go
up was the 500C, aboard the
Mercury Spacecraft Sigma 7.

The camera has an 80mm
Zeiss Planar f2.8 lens and 12-

exposure magazine. All com-
ponents are interchangeable.
The famous first walk in

space by Astronaut Edward
White, aboard Gemini 4, was
recorded by Command Pilot

James McDivitt, using a 500C.

NASA chose Hasselblad for

the space program because of

its legendary reliability, qual-

ity of results, ease of operation
(Astronauts are not profes-
sional photographers) and
scope as a photographic sys-

tem. These same characteris-

tics have made Hasselblad the

choice of discriminating pho-
tographers on earth.

A Hasselblad camera is what
you make of it. Snap on a super
wide angle Zeiss Distagon
40mm lens, a 24-exposure
magazine and an eye-level
prism finder, and it becomes
one thing. Switch to a Zeiss
Tele-Tessar 500mm lens, a 70-

exposure magazine, a pistol

grip— and it becomes some-
thing else again.

That's why photographers of

all kinds — commercial, adver-
tising, news, scientific, indus-
trial, amateur—all satisfy their

diverse photographic needs
within the Hasselblad System.

500 C/M

Super Wide C
For four years and eight

manned spaceflights, the 500C
was the Hasselblad space
camera.

Then in 1966, a second Has-
selblad was added. The wide
angle Hasselblad SWC,with its

38mm Zeiss Biogon lens.

It made its first flight aboard
Gemini 9, where Astronaut
Eugene Cernan used it on his

2 hour space walk. During that

walk the camera operated flaw-

lessly in total vacuum.
An exciting glimpse of life

inside the capsule was also

made possible by the SWC, be-
cause of its sweeping 90-de-
gree angle of view and great
depth of field.

On earth the SWC is used
by industrial, architectural,
landscape and amateur photog-
raphers. The SWC allows them
to work indoors and out, at ex-

tremely close quarters, with
extraordinary sharpness from
corner to corner and incredi-

ble depth of field (from 26
inches to infinity at f22).

News and sports photog-
raphers make interesting use
of the unique features of the
SWC by presetting it, snapping
on 70-exposure film magazine,
then using it to take grab shots
when there isn't time to focus.

The versatility of the SWC is

extended by the use of inter-

changeable film magazines
and other components of the
Hasselblad System.

500 EL
Two and a half years later,

in December 1968, a third Has-
selblad joined the space pro-

gram—the electrically-driven

SOOEL.The eventwas the flight

of Apollo 8. Two 500ELS went
along—one with an 80mm lens,

the other with a Zeiss Sonnar
250mm lens— plus 7 inter-
changeable 70mm magazines.

This was the first time that

men journeyed from earth to

orbit another world. The photo-
graphs from this voyage were
essential in planning the forth-

coming lunar landing.
The Hasselblad 500EL al-

lowed more photographs to be
taken with less effort, because
no film winding was necessary.
After each exposure the 500EL
automatically readies itself for

the next shot by advancing the
film and cocking the shutter.

cluster of SOOELs
used tor scientitic proctography

This Hasselblad is the only
electrically-driven 2%" camera
on earth. Because of its auto-

matic features, it can be suc-
essfully operated from a

distance, freeing the photog-
rapher from the camera and
allowing him to work more
with his subject. That's part of

the reason why the Hasselblad
500EL/M has won the esteem
of advertising and publicity
photographers, as well as
sports, wildlife, industrial and
scientific photographers.

500 EL/M

500 EL Data Camera
But the first camera to be

used on the moon wasn't the
Hasselblad 500C, or the SWC,
or even the 500EL, It was a
fourth Hasselblad-the 500EL
Data Camera, with Reseau
plate and Zeiss Biogon 60mm
f5.6 lens. A photogrammetric
camera, whose tiny cross-
shaped index marks appear on
the negative, making it pos-
sible to measure distances and
heights with great accuracy.
When Astronaut Neil Arm-

strong took man's first walk on
the moon, on July 20, 1969,
the Hasselblad 500EL Data
Camera was there with him, at-

tached to his chestpack.

The 500EL Data Camera
proved so valuable that an
earth version—the IV1K70—was
developed and is the newest
addition to the System.

The MK70 fills a heed for a
small, easy-to-handle photo-
grammetric camera capable of

producing exceptional results.

The MK70 is the ideal photo-
graphic tool for use in applied
engineering and construction
work, as well as for mapping,
architectural, industrial and
medical photography.

For a free copy of the 48-

page Hasselblad catalog,
describing all the different
cameras and accessories of

the Hasselblad System, write
Paillard Incorporated, 1900
Lower Road, Linden, N. J.

07035. Other products: Bolex
movie equipment, Hermes type-
writers and figuring machines.

-^^5?iN^^^

MK70

It takes more than one camera to make a system.
HASSELBLAD^
PAILLARD
10 YEARS OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY

II
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TWA's Ambassador Service*
What a long flight should be:
Available on over 250 flights a day from 23 cities

throughout the U.S.A. and on all flights between
the U.S.A. and international destinations.

Curbside Check In.

Check in your bags at the
terminal curb.

Ground Ambassador.
Get any assistance you need
at the departure lounge.

The Twin Seat in

707 Coach.
Ifnobod/s sitting next to

you, fold down the middle
seat and sit two across.

Choice of Moviesl
Only TWA gives you a
choice ofmovies on every
movie flight across the U.S.

Choice of Meals.
We offer a choice of three

^^ main courses in coach and
five in first class.

TWA's Ambassador Express.*
What a short flight should be:
Available on over 250 flights a day from 18 cities

throughout the U.S.A.

.:iy . Gate-Area Ticketing.
Ifyou're late, buy your
ticket right at the gate.

Carry-on Luggage
Compartments on all 727s.

Take a bulky package, even
a full-size bag, right on the
plane with you.

The Twin Seat in Coach.
If nobody's sitting next to

you, fold down the middle
seat and sit two across.

U 8 Channel Audio.
Only TWA offers it on all

727 flights of 90 minutes
or more. There is a special

channel for executives and
headsets are free.

Choice of Meals.
A full-size meal or just a
snack on most meal flights.

Out and Back ScheduUng
To most destinations you car

go and come back the same
day on TWA.

TWA's L-1011.

.>^Vhat an airplane should be:

The most modern plane in the

world, featuring every comfort and
convenience TWA ever put on an
airplane.

Coach.
You're never more than one
seat from the aisle. If the

seat next to you is empty,

you can turn that seat-back into a

table, or you can raise the

armrests and turn your seat into a
couch. Only TWA coach has this

flexibility.

_ First Class.

-^ It feels like a big lounge,

because there are club

seats in the center area

that swivel. Now you can chat and
dine the way you would in a
restaurant.
nal cost in coach Movies by Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc. "Service marks owned exclusively by TW>
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travel shouldbe.
What a vacation in the U.S.A.

should be:

Fares.
This summer no other
non-stop scheduled airhne
will have lower fares for you
and your family over
comparable routes and for

comparable service between
TWA cities.

Inflight Service.
In addition to Ambassador
Service, there are special

games and movies to keep
your children occupied.

On the Ground.
After you stay with friends

or relatives, TWA can
arrange for you to stay in a
hotel, sightsee and rent a
car for just a little more
than the cost ofyour flight.

Getaway* Adventures.
Low airfare. First-rate tours.

Hotels. Sightseeing. And
more combinations of

vacation places than most
other airlines.

What a vacation in Europe
should be: (On a Tour.)

_ Low airfare. Complete sight-

seeing ifyou wish. Each
ground arrangement backed
by a warranty.

TWA's TOUR WARRANTY:
Ifany tour element or sen'ice is not delivered as described in

TWA's Getaway Adventure brochure, TWA certifies that an
appropriate refund will be made of that portion of the tour price

covering the undelivered tour element as outlined in the brochure.

(On Your Own.)
We can help you with hotel

reservations and car rentals.

And you can take along a
Getaway Guidebook with
valuable discount coupons.

TWA's Getaway Card.
You can charge your trip on
your Getaway Card and take
up to two years to pay.

What airline should you fly?

^ TVavel by air, by driving your
own rented car, or by luxurious
"Meteor" motor coach.

TWA. And here's one more
reason why: Only TWA can take you
on a short flight within the U.S., a
long flight across the U.S., a vacation

to Europe or a trip around the world.

Which means you can fly from
a TWA city to Europe or around the
world without the nuisance ofhaving
to switch airlines and terminals
along the way.

What the future should be:

We'll be doing a lot more to

make travel better than ever.

Tb make vacations here and
abroad more available, better

organized and quality controlled.

To develop
innovative new
fares so that

more people can
travel for less.

So call your TVavel Agent or TWA.
TWA is what travel should be.

That isn't just a slogan. It's a
commitment.
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There is music on your records

you have probobly never heard

Ask him to play them. You'll

most likely hear music you've
never heard before.
Covered by patent i

For copies of the ri

write Bose Corp

igtits, issued and pending.
views and other literature

Dept w , Framingham,
Mass. 01701

The average listener spends
over twice as much on records
as he does on his entire

music system. And then
never gets to hear many of the

sounds on his records.

In most systems, the speakers
limit the sounds to be heard.

What goes in just doesn't all

come out. Listen to a cymbal;
or a complex vocal harmony;
or a drum solo; or an organ.

How real does it sound?
Listen to it again on a BOSE

DIRECT/REFLECTING® Speaker
System. Bring your most demanding
records to your BOSE dealer.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR
THOSE WHO DREAM OF A REAUTIFUL

LITTLE COTTAGE BYTHE SEA.
Many still dream of a quiet place by the sea, and yet there

are only a few left. Pine Knoll Shores is one of them.
This rare community is tucked away in tall timber and

thick vegetation on an island off the coast of North Carolina.

It's ideal for a vacation retreat, retirement or an invest-

ment, because we intend to keep it the peaceful place that it is.

We have a beautiful booklet describing Pine Knoll Shores.
Its people. And the types of homes that have been built.

We hope you'll send for it right away.
Jf you lie around and dream too much longer, then

your dream will become a reality.

I

But for somebody else
p||^E ^Jf^f^HSHORES

DepI 304, Pine Knoll Shores, P.O.Box 736,Morehead City,N.C.2S557

City/State/Zip

is not effective in Florida. A statement and offering statement ha
ment of State of the State of New York. The filing does not cons
r lease or offer for sale or lease by the Department of State or ;

or that the Department of State has in any way passed upon the merits of sue
of the offering statement is available, upon request, from the subdivider and
the assigned advertising number. NYA #1080-1.

This offer
the Depar
the sale < thereof

A copy

tense and expensive. Tlie propa-

ganda from those responsible for

this war against fire waxed in furv,

and Smokey Bear gained ever more
influence. With every fire, fire-

fighting machinery, tactics, and
over-all strategies multiplied and
flourished. No fire routed Smokey
Bear and his friends from their en-

trenched antifire position.

Tlie engendered fear of fire al-

lowed the chaparral to invade not

only the forests, farms, and moun-
tainsides but also permitted it to en-

croach downward toward the un-

broken rows of houses in the town.

No wonder every distant sign of

wood smoke or even its faint odor

on the winds brought fear.

Revealingly, almost every fire

that escaped into the brush became
a potentially uncontrollable wild-

fire. These hot, swift, and devas-

tating fires swept through the pine

forest, even forests of firs and giant

sequoias, killing trees that had sur-

vived thousands of years of fre-

quent fires. The forests and their

wildlife, which had flourished with-

out fire protection for millennia,

were now- under the intensive care

of the Forest Service and Smoke^'

Bear. Under such conditions, a

single fire could and often did kill

hundreds and thousands of animals.

The fire-careless Indians and

Spaniards had never caused such

destruction.

In the flash-flood-ridden moun-
tain areas and the \'ulnerable low-

land developments, the antifire

forces seized on yet another argu-

ment to support their position: the

danger and cost of floods to homes,

businesses, and even bridges, high-

ways, and some dams. Since the im-

minence of damaging floods was in-

arguable, the propagandists for

bigger fire-protective forces stressed

this effective argument. Tlieir ap-

peals would never admit that the

greater intensity of the fires, when
they inevitably came, was related to

the intensitv of the floods that usu-

allv followed, ^'hen a watershed

eventually lost all of its vegetative

cover, the accumulation of exposed

soil, charcoal, and ash—beaten to a

froth bv pelting rain—gathered in

sheets and rivulets and streams,

which rushed and roared down the

cluttered watercourses to strike all

at once with irresistible power, in-

stead of little by little every year, as

had occurred for past millennia.



Where once water hail seeped into

the water table and small incre-

ments of soil had settled in the val-

ley, now water and nutriments

rushed out to sea.

The people ol (jha[)arral, whose

board and batten homes crowded

up to, and even into, the chaparral

and the beautiful higher wooded

canyons, became more apprehen-

sive, more concerned that fire

would in due time escape even

trained fire fighters. Even multiply-

ing helicopters, tanker planes, bull-

dozers, scrapers, pumpers, brave

parachutists, and "hot-shot" fire

crews were not infallible. Here was

a design for an ultimate disaster,

and nerves became frayed during

the dry season—and that was many
months of the year. The residents of

the town became increasingly con-

scious of the looming menace that

swept in on the winds of the Santa

Ana, the hot breath of Satan's wife.

Among the townsfolk were some
who became obsessed by the dan-

ger, and among them, by curious

coincidence, was one Jonathan
Behr, "an easterner,"' thoroughly

and capably trained in the New
England tradition of fighting forest

fires. He was also shrewd, am-

bitious, and a born leader. Given

his background and training, it was

inevitable that he was elected the

town's first fire marshall in 1953,

and given full power to coordinate

and build its defenses. Also inevita-

bly, he was a complete convert to

the policy of Smokey Bear.

The grave danger, the warnings

of Smokey Bear not to let flame or

spark touch flammables, and the

fire marshall's obsession, amplified

by his training and ambition, all led

to an edict that no flammable waste

was to be burned in fireplaces or in-

cinerators. It was to be stored, in

basements, garages, or other places

out of reach of sparks or flame, un-

til such time as trucks could cart it

beyond danger. Not a fallen autumn
leaf was to be burned. The old

happy customs of Halloween, the

pumpkins and bonfires, were ban-

ished.

Several dissident voices arose but

they were only those of a few dis-

credited individuals who long be-

fore had protested the Forest Ser-

vice ban on all controlled burning.

They were quickly silenced.

In accordance with the well-

known characteristics of bureau-

You can spend more
for a camera, but you
can't buy more camera
than a Konica. Because
in every price category,

Konica offers more mean-
ingful features.

Features like truly

automatic exposures, set

perfectly for you everytime.

Plus one no other camera
can offer: the Hexanon lens;

the scalpel-sharp reason why
Konica can claim "the lens

alone is worth the price."

Immodest? Ask the man who
owns a Konica. You'll choose

one, too.

KONICA'
Makers of world-famous Sakura Color Films

\ m"Z I
'D'i'visroi^"oF

I
Konica Camera Corp.,

L*5^ Berkey Woodside. New York 11377

In Canada: Garlick Films Ltd., Toronto
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Elegant simplicity for the home or office, or as

a perfect gift Idea.

Hardy, Beautl-

full Imported

from Japan.BQN5AI
A living miniature tree.

planter, ^<y

/enty-ye
nplete in

with inst

care. These amazing
values come to you

from Heirob Bonsai

Nursery, America's

largest importer of

Bonsai trees.

12" Japanese Pine, 12" Japanese Cedar, 8"

Japanese Elm, 12" Chinese Juniper or 8" Blue

Moss Cypress $34.50 each/$62.50 for two/S150

for all five, delivery included.

We Ship to Canada
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Willowcmoc Rd., Livingston Manor, N.Y. 12758

(914) 439-5706 Phone Orders Accepted
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Bill my credit card account
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Plus sales tax, if any.
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Expiration Date .
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AMERICA'S
MOST POPULAR TELESCOPES
Thanks to our insistence on optical and mechan-
ical perfection, for over 20 years UNITRON Re-

fractors have been the overwhelming choice of

the amateur astronomer and school obsen/atory.

Exploring the skies with a telescope is a relaxing

diversion for the whole family— a hobby which
IS even more meaningful as we enter the space
age. UNITRON offers a complete line of time-

proven telescopes ranging in price from S165
up. as well as many unique accessories to in-

crease observing pleasure. All are available for

purchase using our Easy Payment Plan.

A free UNITRON Catalog is yours for the asking

UNlTPfON
INSTRUMENT COMPANY, TELESCOPE SALES DIV.

66 NEEDHAM ST.. NEWTON HIGHLANDS. MA 021 61

Please rush UNITRON s Telescope Catalog C-21
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I
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crats, Jonathan Behr demanded and

got an almost limitless string of ad-

ditions to his fire stations, fire ordi-

nances, fire communications net-

work, and transport system-
including helicopters and light fire-

spotting planes. Each year a serious

pileup of flammable waste built up

in the town—but innumerable post-

ers of Smokev and exhortations on

television and radio supported what

the trained authorities proclaimed

as the proper way of preventing

fires. As alwavs happens, however,

some citizens of the town were slip-

shod about housing their waste and

stuffed it into anv convenient out-

of-sight hideaway.

Despite the numerous dangers,

the antiburning doctrine was sur-

prisingly successful. For a number
of years there were no fires either in

the town or in the mountains loom-

ing above it. There were, of course,

frequent reports of distant fires.

The residents of the town follo\\-ed

these reports intently on television,

radio, and in the daily press. The
net result was an even more fervent

determination to let nothing start a

fire anywhere. Too manv simulta-

neous fires, even far distant ones,

might overtax all of the state's fire-

fighting forces. So Chaparral re-

solved to conduct its own battle in

the event of a fire, and Fire Mar-

shall Behr's responsibilities, fire-

fighting apparatus—and salarv—

grew accordingly.

But one superheated September

day, while Marshall Behr was off

enjoying his annual deer hunt, the

violent, parched Santa Ana blew

across the Vallev of God's Palm.

Far above the town, from his favor-

ite aerie w'here he could look

fondly down on his town. Behr w'as,

after taking all due precautions,

lighting his cooking fire in the

safety stove supplied \y\ the Forest

Service. As he applied his fifth

match to the green kindling he had

mistakenly gathered, the flame

burned his fingers. He jerked his

hand back and accidentally tossed

the still-burning match behind him.

In the moments it took him to real-

ize what he had done, a flame was

already burning in the duff he had

carefully scraped to one side. The

fire spread so fast that he could not

stamp out the flames or quench

them with the water in his coffee

pot and canteen. Fanned by the

vanguard breezes of the dr^ wind.

the lire was on its way, explosi\elv

igniting the mountainside blanket

of sun-baked, resinous tinder.

This took place on Pine Moun-
tain, where for 55 years fire sup-

pression had been 100 percent ef-

fective and where for scores of

miles the chaparral had grown tall

in the forest and now extended, al-

most unbroken, down to the valley

floor.

By the time the first scout plane

reached the scene, the gusting

winds were alread\ hurling flaming

forerunners far ahead of the main
line of the fire. Here and there the

woodland developed its own fire

storms of little whirhng dervish cy-

clones, laden with flaming leaves

and branches. Main gusts caught

these upflung torches and hurled

them hundreds and thousands of

feet, sometimes as much as a mile,

ahead of the main fire.

In the blackness of the roaring

night that followed, these advance

guard fires showed first as fitful

lights that waxed and waned and

seemed like lonely, harmless will-o'-

the-wisps in the vast darkness; then

as harmless bonfires, before thev,

too, suddenly took off with a roar.

The painfully constructed and

expensive firebreaks that ranged

across the rough terrain were no

hindrance to the raging, leapfrog-

ging fire. Lnder different conditions

the firebreaks should have ser\-ed

admirably for limiting carefully

timed control burns, which could

have provided an effective barrier to

unplanned wildfires. But during the

Santa Ana, only large areas devoid

of fuel could check, let alone halt, a

fire driven by the deadly combina-

tion of near zero humidity and su-

perheated, fast-moving air.

By noon of the second day it was

clear that only the advent of a low-

pressure front, with a reversal of

the winds, or fog or rain could save

the town of Chaparral. But the in-

tense blue sky was free of even pre-

monitory cirrus clouds, the shade

temperature rose to 108 degrees

Fahrenheit, and the winds blew un-

remittingly.

Fortunately. Behr"s foresight had

included training in fire drills. As a

result, the town was prepared for

fast and orderly abandonment. L n-

der the fire marshalls generalship,

every unessential man, woman, and

child, as well as most small pets,

had escaped before a vagrant flam-

i6
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The Seven Arts Society

95 East Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Conn. 0683U

Please enroll me as a trial member
of The Seven Arts Society. Send

me my free copy of "Atlantic

Brief Lives"'(a $15 value) along

with the selection I've indicated

below and bill me the

special introductory price

plus postage and handling.

^ (Note: "Atlantic Brief Lives"

and your introductory selection

may arrive in separate packages.)

Write in one Selection Number,

Citv Stal Zip

1 understand that approximately every 4 weeks I will receive

free the Seven Arts News which fully describes the latest mam
selection and alternates. From it, I can order whatever I preter

by returning the order card that accompanies the News. No

items will be shinopH to me automaticall y, and there are no

refusal forms to return each month. All 1 agree to purchase

during the first year I am a member are three additional

selections or alternates— alwavs paying special members'

prices plus shipping and handling. I have the right to cancel

mv trial membership any time thereafter.
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SCULPTURE
207076. 1 lorus Falcon.

Eavplian. .i78-324 B.C. Orifiinal

inlheLouvri.-. LislSIS. Inlro.

price S6.75.

206375 : Bee. Cislon L.ich.iisc,

Abstract. S'.>"hifih incliidinR

irbic b.i: "

. Mi .-r Art,Phil

20t,M. i.,,IK,,iluu,. li,.„n.i.J

i:"l.i.': ,i,:..iii.,:i ,..eintl,e

.MbriKhlKm.vC.illcrv,

listS:7.5l). Intro, price SI.1.00.

BOOKS _

10T1."J TluM..>i.i l-iom

Rider

S4.00.

10i346: Collaae. B\ 1 i

Wescher. First major

and survey of colIaRc as an a

rotm..»6 illustrations. 40 h,

lipped full-color plates. List

Intro, price S13.50.

105338: Georges Braque. Text
Pierre Descarsues. Francis

Ponge. Appreciation

$35.

Malr; .15211

full color. List S45. In

prices 15.00.

103341: Edivard Hopper.

. 96ii

16"s 13' 226 il

81 in full color. Foldoul!

List 550. Intro, price SI 5.00.

102632: Dali. 271 illustrations,

80 color plates. List S35.

Intro, prices 10.50.

105320: Lost America. Edited

bv Constance M.Greiff. The
demolished architectural

treasures of the country. Over
250 structures illustrated. List

S17,95. Intro, price S5-75,

103796: The World Atlas of

Wines. By Hugh Johnson. The
labels, the vintages. 130 photos

plus maps and drawings.

ListS25.00. Intro, price S7,75,

108969: The Shell: Five

Hundred Million Years of

Inspired Design. Sea shells,

203 illustrations, 82 color,

ListS25,00, Intro, price S9.75.

107672: American Indian Art.

By Norman Feder. 302
illustrations. 60 in color.

ListS35. Intro, price SI 1.75,

108019: Erotic Art Today. Bv
Volker Kahmen. Illustrations,

ListSI4,50. Intro. priceS6.00.

102772. The Pin-up: A Modest
History.ByMarkGabor, E,xamples

from Beardsley to Penthouse,

List price S20, Intro price S6.

101519:Picasso: The Artist of

theCenlury.ByJeanLeymarie,The
most comprehensive book on his

THE SEUEn RR1S SOCIETy IS FOR

i PEOPLE UIHOinHERITED GOOD TflSTE^
BOT ROT DECESSRRIIiy RIOREy.

i.6l7i

List price S37.50. Intro price S12,

106161: The Hudson River and
lis Painters. Bv John K. Howat.
When it was clean. 102 plates.

72 in color. List S25.00.

Intro, price S7.50,

109157: Modem World
Drama: An Encyclopedia. Bv
.\lvron Matlaw. List S25.00,

Intro, price S7,50,

RECORDS
307249: Bessie Smith. 3 albums.
6 stereo records. List SI7.94.

Intro, price S8.75.

306258: The Wodd's Most
Famous Concertos. Performed by
such artists as the Gistrakhs.

Scherbaum. Anda. Askenase.

Ferras. Conductors include

Von Karajan. Szell. Stepp.

Goos-sens. 10 stereo records.

List S29.75. Intro, price S 14.75.

307751: Casals Conducts
Mozart: The Last Six

Symphonies, 3 stereo records.

ListSIl.98. Intro, price S5.75.

JEWELRY
201459: Double Figure. Pre-

Columbian figures from original

in gold (crafted Costa Rica.

1000-1 500 A.D.) at American
Museum of Natural History.

List SI8.75. Intro, price S8.75.

GRAPHICS

are signed limited editi

impossible to offer thei

THEvi
SEUEn HRTS

SOCIETy

s graphic
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There are millions of Americans

who appreciate great art. But few who
can afford it.

To help rectify this injustice,

The Seven Arts Society was bom.
The Society offers sculpture and

jewelry replicas from the world's

leading museums and private

collections. Limited editions of signed

graphics.A varied collection of superb

recordings. Plus beautifully illustrated

art books.

To join the Society, choose any

one of the items listed. Its yours at a

low introductory price. And Atlantic

Brief Lives:A Biographical Companion
to the Arts (a $15 value) is yours free.

Once a member, you need

purchase only three more items during

the next twelve months.

And we don't nag you with
refusal cards or automatic shipments.

You buy what you want when
you want it. For 15 to 30 percent

below bookstore and gallery prices.

So join The Seven Arts Society.

And enjoy your inheritance.

' < ""T'l' ill;-;

Tlie Seven Arts Society

95 East Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Conn. 06830

Please enroll me as a trial member of The
Seven Arts Society. Send me mv free copv of

"Atlantic Brief Lives" (regular!y.ll5 ) along

with the selection I've indicated helovv and

, r bill me the special introductory price plus

postage and handling. (Note: "Atlantic

Brief Lives" and your introductory

selection may arrive in separate packages.)

ne Selection Number

Slal

iderstand that appro.ximatelyevery 4 weeks I will receive free the

Seven Arts News which fully describes the latest main selection

and alternates. From it, I can order whatever 1 prefer by returning

the order card that accompanies the News. No items will be

shipped to me automatical ly, and there are no refusal forms to

return each month. All I agree to purchase during the first year I

am a member are three additional selections or alternates— always

paying special members' prices plus shipping and handling. I have

the right to cancel my trial membership any time thereafter.
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The Classic Mechanical Toy
WITH POWERFUL CLOCKWORK MOTOR

own an entire fleet of6 for only ^5^^
Remember the good old days when they really
knew how to make mechanical toys? They made
them out of heavy, stamped metal, not plastic. The
toys had powerful wind-up motors and lots of whir-
ring, clicking reduction gears that seemed to keep
running forever. We used to take the toys apart
because the motors were really the most fascinat-
ing part.

Well, after lots of looking, we managed to find

a group of highly skilled, dedicated craftsmen
overseas who were able to duplicate exactly the top
quality, spring-driven classic toy car motors that

were precision-made almost a quarter-century ago
by gifted German toy masters. These toy motors
have virtually unbreakable blue carbon steel springs
that we personally clocked at 3'/2-minutes running
time (that's a long time); they have 8 separate
metal cogwheel gears (cheap toys have only 2);

there's a unique cut-off device that automatically
stops the motor when the car overturns or bumps
into something (it starts automatically again when
the car is righted) ; the chassis and wheels are heavy
stamped metal; and there's superb workmanship
throughout.

TTiey're fascinating. They scoot all over the
place with gears whirring and clicking. You can
race them. Build things. They provide hours of
educational fun for the kids. Hobbyists love them.
They're marvelous for relieving executive tensions.
They just don't make 'em like this anymore. And
you can now buy an entire fleet of 6 for less than
you'd expect to pay for a single plastic toy nowa-
days.

Order No. 40700: Set of 6 CLASSIC MECHANICAL
CARS (Complete with Jumbo wind-up keys) only

$5.95 (p)us 600 postage). Send check or money order

(N.Y. residents add sales lax.)

FREE gift catalog on request.

THE EVERYTHING GUARANTEE:

The GALLERY guarantees EVERYTHING: The
quality, accuracy of descripllon, availability,

prompt delivery. If not delighted, return the
cars within 3 weeks after you receive them
(not the usual 10 days) for an instant refund of

purchase price or cancellation of charges.

finer -things by mail from ::^GALLERY Dept. 7771, Amsterdam, N.V. 12010

TheKona Surf.

©The Kona Surf is new, and it's all Hawaiian. You'll enjoy the

easy hospitality and gracious comfort of the Island's

most beautiful resort. There's championship golf, tennis, deep sea fishing,

two pools, a health spa, fine food and entertainment . . . plus the

clean, uncluttered beauty of Hawaii's famed Kona Coast. See

your travel agent or write: ggpf* PGSOP^S hawam
KAUAI SURF . KONA SURF • MAUI SURF « NANILOA SURF

A Division of Interlsland Resorts / P. 0. Box 8539, Honolulu, Hawaii 96815

ing brand fell into Behr's nephew's

backyard, where a pile of loose ex-

celsior and shredded paper had

been temporarily concealed be-

tween a wooden fence and a garage.

And this garage-workshop con-

tained the usual accumulation of

half-used tins of paint, thinners, sol-

vents, still-soaking brushes, and

other flammables. So the remaining

fire fighters lost the last chance to

save the town. They hastily re-

treated along the last open highway

and joined their families some
twenty miles away in the safety of

nonflammable avocado and citrus

groves nearer the sea.

Only the speed and reliability of

modern transportation had enabled

the entire town to be evacuated rap-

idly without a single casualty. Cars,

campers, trailer trucks, large camp
trailers, and even school buses car-

ried every person, young or old, ill

or well, to safety. The last reluctant

refugees, the fire marshall and his

professional assistants, paused at

the summit of the highway pass and

gazed back at the devastation from

which they had escaped. The site of

the lovely town of Chaparral was

only a central focal point for rolling

black clouds of smoke.

When the refugees dribbled back

to their village, they found that not

a single home, not a store, church,

office building, or school had sur-

vived in usable or even repairable

condition. Except for numerous,

stinking black clouds from smolder-

ing basement-stored papers and

waste, the fire had ended. So had

the town.

Since that tragic event a decade

ago, the townsfolk have been re-

planning and reconstructing Chap-

arral. Interestingly, the first town

meeting was devoted to the formu-

lation of realistic ordinances regard-

ing fire prevention. All highly flam-

mable trash was to be burned each

day in well-screened and guarded

incinerators. Instead of purchasing

more fire-fighting equipment to

meet hazardous conditions, a fleet

of rubbish-collecting trucks is now
solving the problem at one-tenth

the expense.

Possibly the best long-time bene-

fit of the calamitous lesson has been

the mounting scorn for the folly

represented by the pictures and

wood carvings of Smokey Bear, the

totemic emblem selected by the

Forest Service. If the townspeople



TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help.

/ithout any further ado. we would now ask

you to continue m the battle to keep alive a

r

free, the heritage of East African wildlife th.

belongs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques
on be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
5 a Cheetah?" But that could be the e

jith cats and other species if the numerous
ctivities of the East African Wild Life Society

ave to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
on. leopard and other animals of the ret

if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just a:

dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wild Life Society founded
1 1961 is a non profit, non governmental
gency assisting the three East African repub-
ics of Kenya. Uganda and Tanzania in the
development of game conservation. The facts

and figures of its performance may be seen
in its numerous activities, such as pollution

study, anti poaching work, research, educa-
n and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

iod, accomplished and projected plans

ount to $185,000.00. Membership and inte-

rest in the Society is up, there's none other
like it in the animal kingdom ! But costs and

nmitment are recurrent-and there's always
room forone more in the ark. Your readership
proves your interest.

Become a member now, and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICANA. And avail-

able for sale to all. are ties, cars badges, wild-
life jewellery, and prints decals. shoulder
patches, scientific journals. Christmas Cards,

nd calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

p. 0. Box 20110, Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose %1 0.00 for a year's subscription.

Nftmp

Address .

had li.sl(!iu'd to the hitler cmnments
of some of their dispossessed citi-

zens, the disaster would have been

coniiiieniorated in the town's cen-

tral square by a gigantic statue ol

Smokey Bear and Johnny Behr.

arms linked and faces wreathed in

smiles of mutual admiiation. sur-

mounted by a perpetual flame.

The citizens of Chaparral now
lead the state in demanding that the

national forests be protected from

senseless damage. They advocate

two different administrations: one

to continue research on the varied

roles of natural and controlled

burning; the other to promote the

concept of multiple use without

abuse. They realize that until far

more has been learned, the least

management is the best manage-

ment. Their goal is to simulate the

operations of nature that created

the elfin, sequoian, and pine forests

in the first place. They also foster

the preservation of numerous un-

touchable and unmanaged wilder-

ness sanctuaries.

Long-term research in the benign

use of fire, probably century-long

experimentation and observation,

will be indispensable to the discov-

ery of the ancient forces that

created our forests. Lightning-set

fires undoubtedly established the

basic pattern but for some ten mil-

lennia or more the Amerinds, and

then later the Spaniards, had added

to lightning as a fire-causing

agency. Surely modern man can do

an equally meritorious job with fire

and save us from holocaust once we
have been emancipated from irra-

tional fears.

Already the hillsides around

Chaparral are responding favorably

to even the crudely applied control

burning that is now" permitted.

Beautiful grasses and forbs have re-

duced the sheet erosion and gully-

cutting floods that only a few years

ago were so destiaictive.

Without the ravenously thirsty,

deep-rooted chaparral to suck out

moisture left by the winter rains,

springs are again common, and

long-dry streamlets have resumed

their flow.

The valley and its town have al-

most returned to their pristine state

of an earthly paradise. Spring flow-

ers clothe the hillsides. Chaparral's

sons and daughters play in the sun-

shine; once again they cU^e golden

brown and joyous.

There are three

ways of getting

to South America.

BYplane^bYship,

and bY Land-Rover.

Land-Rover was chosen for the

Trans-Darien Expedition, orga-

nized to drive overland from North

to South America. We remind
you there are no roads going into

the South American continent.

Instead there's the Darien Gap.
Over 200 miles of the most in-

credible and inhospitable jungle

in the world.
It's the kind of terrain the

Land-Rover can conquer. Indeed
it's the reason Land-Rover was
chosen for this adventure.

For the name of your nearest

dealer call: 800-447-4700. In

Illinois call: 800-332-4400. British

Leyland Motors Inc., Leonia,

N.J. 07605.

Land-Rover

STANDARD EQUIPMENT: On the new Series

III Land-Rover we offer an all syncfiromesh

gearbox (4 forward speeds and reverse, plus a

2-speed transfer box, equals 8 forward, 2 re-

verse); alternator; larger capacity heater; im-

proved power brakes plus new facia and other

styling advances.

As always: Four wheel drive. Full length metal

top. Body of corrosion resistant aluminum alloy

with sliding side windows. Side-hinged rear

door. Seats for seven. Windshield ventilators

with built in fly screens. Dual braking system.

Windshield washers. Back-up lights. Fresh air

heater and defrosters.
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Letters

Battle
of tlie Sexes

"From Mother Goddess to Dish-

washer" [February, 1973] is a

splendid and basic document for

women's liberation—and gives that

current counterculture a sobering

idea of what there is to counter.

I have noted, as author Dena Jus-

tin has, the comparative suddenness

of the male revolt. It seems to have

happened when the female monop-
oly of agriculture began to give way
to the development of animal do-

mestication, predominantly by

males. In the breeding of animals,

unlike the tending of plants, you
soon discover that a female herd is

not a fountain of fertility without

some male assistance. That discov-

ery seems to have intoxicated the

human male, rent the veil of the

Great Mother's mystery, and revo-

lutionized human society. I person-

ally think the boys overreacted.

L. S. Engel
Bloomington, Indiana

My wife called my attention to

Dena Justin's article. I pointed out

to her that Justin's analysis is fine

as far as it goes, but that it omits an

important phase of social evolution.

The whole Great Mother God-
dess problem is the fault of the

women who, according to Justin,

invented agriculture. By so doing,

they tied the community to a spe-

cific territory. That led to aggres-

sion by other tribes, who preferred

taking over already cleared land to

doing the work of clearing their

own. Men were of less social value

than women and also bigger, so the

women egged the men on to do the

aggressing. To get the men to go

raiding, women had to pat them on
the head and tell them what fine,

handsome brutes they were, thereby

inventing the ooh-and-aah tech-

nique, since refined to an art.

Once women had committed

themselves to the proposition that

men were handsome, smart, and

useful, they had no way to back

out. So that's the way it went. And,
as a matter of fact, that's the way
it's still going.

Col. Frank B. Case

Alexandria, Virginia

Research
Dr. Strehler's article, "A New

Age for Aging" [February, 1973]
was interesting and informative, but

I would like to take issue with him
on one point. Technological crash

programs on problems with rigor-

ous bases, such as the Manhattan
Project and the NASA space effort,

have proved successful. However,

this does not guarantee success for

similar methods applied to prob-

lems as immensely complex and as

theoretically poorly understood as,

for example, cancer, or in the case

of Dr. Strehler's field of interest,

aging. Spending more money is not

the complete answer to solving the

problem of aging, nor is an orga-

nized effort such as a National Insti-

tute for Research on Aging.

What is most important is to at-

tract outstanding scientists to the

effort. Dr. Strehler himself admits

that scientists sitting on review pan-

els are "underinformed" about ag-

ing research. This, perhaps, reflects

the status of aging research in the

scientific community.

As the history of science shows,

breakthroughs in science most often

are the results of individual efforts

by exceptional scientists and are

not necessarily proportional to total

expenditures of scientific energies.

J. P. Segrest, M.D., Ph.D.

National Institute of Arthritis,

Metabolism and

Digestive Diseases

Jumbo Error
I enjoyed Harvev A. Ardman's

article on Jumbo [February, 1973].

However, I don't agree with his

statement that the engineer of the

train that stiiick the elephant was

killed. It has long been a family tra-

dition that my wife's great-grand-

father, John Taylor, was the engi-

neer of the locomotive that killed

Jumbo. His grandson, Andrew R.

Taylor, is my father-in-law. Andrew
R. Taylor is still hale and hardy at

83 and remembers John Taylor and

the history of the accident. About
the only moral that can be drawn
from the story is that one should

not exercise one's elephant on a

railroad track.

Charles L. Horn, Jr.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Bamboo Curtain
of tbe Mind

In your February "Letters,"

Charles Chandler charges columnist

Arthur Galston with leaving "his

critical faculties at home" when he

made his trip to China. Mr. Chan-

dler's sharp comment sent me back

to the October and November re-

ports to discover the flaws he had

found. Even after careful exam-

ination, I couldn't find them. The
reports are almost entirely descrip-

tive. There is nothing in them that

contradicts the recent observations

of others, including Richard M.
Nixon and Joseph Alsop, both of

whom have a long history of anti-

China bias.

Has Mr. Chandler simply closed

his mind to the idea that anything

good might have grown out of Red
China?

J. H. Elder

Pullman, Washington

The Fisher and
the Forest Service

"Return of the Fisher" [January,

1973] neglected to mention one im-

portant factor. The entire Ottawa

National Forest contains an unnat-

urally high number of artificially



Maupintoufs vjfTGGCQ
the Aegean Isles,

the Balkans, Turkey, and Egypt
. ..nine unhurried holidaysl

9 day ATH Series

ATHENS FLYAWAY
A full 7 nights and 7 days in Athens at the Grande
Bretagne on Constitution Square. $518 complete from

New York.

16 day TGR Series

GREECE HIGHLIGHTS
Four nights in Athens at the Athens Hilton, 4 days for

touring the Peloponnese, Olympia included, 2 nights in

Delphi. Then 4-dQy Aegean Cruise of Greek Isles to the

coast of Turkey. From $1318 from New York.

22 day VGD Series

VIENNA / GREECE / DUBROVNIK
Begin with 3 nights in Vienna at the elegant Ambas-
sador, tour the major wonders of Greece for two
weeks, have a 4-night finale in Daimatia's Dubrovnik

at the new Libertas resort. From $1734.

23 day GCL Series

GREECE / CAIRO / LUXOR
Two weeks of Greece highlights including Aegean
Cruise and conclude with a week in Egypt, Cairo and
Luxor. From $1830.

23 day GRC Series

GREECE / AEGEAN ISLES / ISTANBUL
Unhurried! A grand, leisurely tour of Greece exclu-

sively seeing in depth the glories of Attica, Thessaly,

and the Peloponnese plus a full 7-dny Golden Fleece

Aegean Cruise of the Greek Isles and Istanbul. From
$1618 complete from New York.

34 day GRC-E Series

EGYPT / ABU SIMBEL / GREECE
Extension to the Grand Greece tour with 6 days in

Cairo at the Nile Hilton, 2 days Aswan, 2 days Luxor,

and Abu SimbeJ's incredible Great Temple and Ramses
U colossal statues raised from the Nile. From $2514

complete from New York.

22 day DGI Series

DALMATIA / BALKANS / GREECE / ISTANBUL
Popular program seeing the major cities of southeast

Europe: Vienna, Budapest, Istanbul, Athens, Delphi,

Aegean Cruise, and Dubrovnik. From $1613 complete

from New York.

30 day GRC-R Series

DUBROVNIK / ROME / GREECE
Extension to the Grand Greece tour with 4 days in

Dubrovnik and 3 days in Rome. From $2060 complete
from New York.

iHi ®Maupintour
ASK YOUR TRAVEL AGENT for Maupintour's new
GREECE 1973 holiday brochure or write Maupintour:

HEADQUARTERS:
900 Massachusetts, Lawrence, Kans. 66044 913/843-1211

REGIONAL OFFICES:
270 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.10017 212/687-7773

2912 M St., N.W., Washington, D.C.20007 202/333-2183

1780 Pacific, San Francisco, Calif.94109 415/673-5353

MAUPINTOUR ESCORTED HOLIDAYS INCLUDE:
South America D Africa Air Safaris The Orient/ Japan to Bali

O South Pacific D Orient-Pacific Circle D Java/Sumatra Cruise

D Spain/Portugal/Mallorca Canary Isles and Island of Madeira
D Lisbon/The Algarve/Madeira D Morocco/ Agadir and The Sahara

D Italy/Lakes/Sicily D Greece/Aegean/Egypt D The British Isles

D Middle Europe D Germany D Rhine River Cruise O The Alps

D Europe By Train D Europe Highlights/Air D France Exclusively

D Bavaria/Austria D Europe/Nine Countries D The Balkans

n USSR/Eastern Europe D Dalmatia Scandinavia/North Cape



Handsome Headpiece

for Top Hands

Ramrods and Dudes

To keep you cool headed and launtily
comfortable, we've had the STETSON
people duplicate the famous Eddie Bauer
DERRINGER in fine Panama Straw. Total
weight 21/4 -ounces! The 3-inch edgebound
brim has the distinctive upward roll seen
only on hats made to order for ranchers in

the Southwest. The headband is colorfully

woven in authentic Apache tribal patterns.

Sizes: 6%-73/4. Color: Straw Gold. No. 1965
Featherweight DERRINGER ppd. $10.95.

f Order today! Money-back guarantee!^
_ Enclosed is my check or money order for ^
B $ (Add sales tax where applicable.)

I Please RUSH my Eddie Bauer Feather- |
m weight DERRINGER. Size

Address-

City

Send me FREE your new color catalog

of over 1000 great outdoor products.

I ^J^e(£uZ/^cuAany-

Dept. NHV Seattle, Wash. 98124

Now...the most enjoyable,

do-it-yourself project of your

life- a Schober Electronic Organ!

You'll never reap

greater reward, more
fun and proud
accomplishment, more
benefit for the whole
family, than by
assembling your own
Schober Electronic Organ.

You need no knowledge of electronics, woodwork
or music. Schober's complete kits and crystal-

clear instructions show you — whoever you are.

whatever your skill (or lack of it) — how to turn

the hundreds of quality parts into one of the
world's most beautiful, most musical organs,
worth up to twice the cost of the kit.

Five superb models, with kit prices from $500

to around $2,000, each an authentic musical instru-

ment actually superior to most you see in stores.

Join the thousands of Schober Organ builder-

owners who live in every state of the Union. Often
starting without technical or music skills, they
have the time of their lives— first assembling, then
learning to play the modern King of Instruments
through our superlative instructions and playing
courses.
Get the full story FREE by mailing the coupon

TODAY for the big Schober color catalog, with
all the fascinating details!

I
The Src/ic^ei Organ Corp., Dept. NH-3

- 43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023

n Please send me Schober Organ Catalog.

D Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12-inch L.P.

I record of Schober Organ music.

NAME
I ADDRESS-

propagated pines and oilier mature

trees. This is largely the result ol

complete protection from fire and a

level of logging that allows exten-

sive tracts to grow to a static cli-

max.

The porcupine, damaging mainly

older hardwoods and maturing
pines, is a natural agent for main-

taining the youth and variety of the

forest by destroying older trees and

letting in sunlight, so that younger

ones may grow. Since the economic

value of pine and older timber is

the motivating factor in managing
most national forests—to the detri-

ment of wildlife dependent upon a

more youthful, balanced forest

habitat—the porcupine is a villain

according to the U.S. Forest Ser-

vice.

This unbalanced timber manage-

ment program is largely responsible

for the vast decline in white-tailed

deer in the western districts of Up-

per Michigan and for the slow re-

trenchment of those species that are

dependent on similar habitats-

ruffed and spruce grouse in particu-

lar. A booming porcupine popu-

lation could slow up the closing in

of the forest canopy. The slaughter

of porcupines as a form of vermin

has always been a sore point with

those who prefer natural to eco-

nomic values for public lands.

The reintroduction of the fisher

is a desired re-establishment of a

once native species, adding variety

to the increasingly simplified fauna

of the Lakes States. No one quarrels

with the introduction of a native

species that has declined or van-

ished. Many of us, however, dis-

agree with the underlying assump-

tion that the national forest is a

huge tree farm. The idea that any

creature that impedes the economic

success of the grand silvicultural

design must be reduced or elimi-

nated is abhorrent. As the Forest

Service becomes more sensitive to

the meaning of "multiple use," this

tree farm mentality is, to be sure,

slowly being counterbalanced. The
porcupine control program and the

perpetuation of overmature forests

are not things to be taken as gospel,

but are highly debatable manage-

ment priorities that are not directly

related to the ennobling idea of a

self-sufficient, balanced natural

community.

David Backus

Land 0' Lakes, Wisconsin

a brand-new
way to learn

about getting along

away from civilization

OUTDOOR
SURVIVAL
a ^^223 ^bout
\A/iidernes5 skills

for indoors anywhere— the all-family

pastime challenge that teaches out-

door basics as it's played

Dozens of real-life situations are in

the five basic games— LOST, SUR-
VIVAL, SEARCH, RESCUE, PURSUE
— In this one big game. For 2, 3, or 4

players or teams, it sharpens what-

ever skills anyone may have or pin-

points tips to be remembered if

needed while outdoors. Large, fold-

out game board represents 13,200

square miles of woods, rough terrain,

mountains, plains, rivers, and lakes.

Full scenario cards for each of the five

basic games allow player adaptation

limited only to depth of imagination.

Includes 24-page Outdoor Survival

primer of the latest techniques for

staying alive in the woods, for brows-

ing before or after playing and cer-

tainly before any planned wilderness

trip. Perfect gift for anyone who
ventures into any away-from-the-city

place. $10,00

one player's view.

"Outdoor Survival is most impressive. It

contains none of those traditional 'snake

bite, go back two spaces' nor 'move six

spaces from Manhattan to Thief River Falls,

Minn.' sort of thing. The game is so realistic

it even accounts for man's indominitable

will to travel in circles. Beautifully packag-

ed." — Glenn Titus' Oklahoman Outdoors.

get the Outdoor Survival game from Your
favorite book or equipment supplier.

Stackpole Books

(here leisure is much more than a word
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You can help save Eriinda Cosay
for $15 a month*

Or you can turn the page.

An Apache Indian chltd.

A family of six in a tiny

two-room house.
No water. No heat. No electricity.

In the center of this desolation

Eriinda Cosay. A child of five.

A child who hasn't seen her father

since she was three.

A child who must travel four miles a day to school.

A child whose last dress was a castoff.

Eriinda needs your help so she can help herself.

And through Save the Children Federation you
can give her that help.

For $15 a month you can sponsor an

American Indian child like Eriinda.

So that there can be electricity in the house
instead of kerosene and wood.

So Eriinda can have a new dress. And books.

So Eriinda's neighbors can improve their village.

With a community well.A new road.Perhaps a

laundromat. To make money to buy necessities

to make dependent people independent.

And for you there's even more. The chance to

correspond with a child. To receive a photo-

graph. And progress reports.

That's how Save the Children works. But without
you it can't work. Please. Clip this coupon
and mail it today. Now you can turn the page.

Save the Chiidren Federation, founded in 1932, is registered with tlie U.S. State Department
Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are income tax deductible.

I wish to contribute $15 a month to sponsor a n boy D girl;

n Where the need is most urgent G Europe
G American Indian D Latin America D Middle East
D Appalachia D Vietnam D Korea
n Africa D Bangladesh D Southern U.S.

Enclosed is my first payment

n $15 monthly
n $45 quarterly D Instead, enclosed is my contribution of $
D $90 semi-annually D Please send me more information.
D $180 annually

Address .

City . State . .Zip.

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

NH4/3
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Bios by Arthur W. Galston

Ctiina's Fai'-flvins: Childx-en

Despite political differences, Chinese expatriates

take pride in the new stature of their mother country

Have you ever heard of the Tiao-

Yu-Tais? I had never even encoun-

tered the words until I returned

from China in Mav of 1971; I

didn't know whether they referred

to a people or a place. As the first

American scientist (together with

Ethan Signer, a molecular biologist

from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technologv) to have visited the

People's Republic of China since its

founding in 1949, I understandably

received a flood of requests to speak

to a wide variety of groups about

my impressions of life there.

One of the first invitations came
from a group of students at Co-

lumbia University representing

themselves as the Committee to De-

fend the Tiao-Yu-Tais. The students

were all, they said, ethnic Chinese

who had developed a great interest

in the new China. Thev were rela-

tively few in number, but high in

interest. Their eagerness persuaded

me, and after some juggling of my
schedule, I agreed to talk to them. I

assumed from the description of

their group that it would be a small,

rather intimate session. This inter-

ested me, especiallv because I had

not yet had an opportunity to probe

the thinking of expatriate Chinese

about the new China, or to explore

their reactions to the generally fa-

vorable things I had to report.

Imagine my consternation when
I arrived at Columbia and found an

audience of at least 700, with some
reports placing it as high as 1,000!

Not only were members of the uni-

versity communitv present, but also

an astounding number of non-uni-

versity Chinese. The organizers had

advertised the meeting throughout

Manhattan's Chinatown, and many
of the area's residents had come. I

honestly did not know what to ex-

pect, but I half anticipated an an-

tagonistic reception because manv
Chinese now resident in America

had fled the mainland immediately

after the Communists came to

power, or had come to the United

States from Taiwan sometime there-

after. I did not expect either group

to have many positive thoughts

about the kind of society built by

Chairman Mao and his disciples.

Following a few introductorv re-

marks about the organization of

Chinese society and a few details

about the generally healthy and

happy appearance of the people in

both city and countryside, I

launched into a fairly lengthy slide

show. I started with Canton, where

our trip had been organized and

where the International Trade Fair

had been in progress for some
weeks when we arrived. One of my
first pictures was a scene in the

fair's Hall of Agriculture, domi-

nated bv a huge mural depicting

Chairman Mao surrounded by a

group of happv. triumphant-looking

peasants in a field heavy with

golden wheat ready for harvest.

Suddenly the hall reverberated

with applause. I looked around, sur-

prised. It was mainly the Chinese

who were applauding; some of the

more enthusiastic listeners were on

their feet, excitedly pounding their

hands together. They were obvi-

ously applauding Mao. I was later

to learn that despite their political

differences with the Communists,

many Chinese in this country are

terribly proud of China's new

strength, dignity, and stature in the

community of nations. It was this

feeling that had brought them to

spirited applause.

After the lecture several of my
hosts chatted with me about the

things I had described. It was then

that I asked about the Tiao-Yu-Tais.

What were they? Why was there a

committee to defend them? What did

all this have to do with the ques-

tion of China in the world today?

By wav of answer, one of the stu-

dents unfurled a roUed-up map and

pointed to an area in the East China

Sea. There he singled out a tiny

group of islands, which the Chinese

call the Tiao-Yu-Tais; the Japanese,

the Senkakus. These islands, lying

between Taiwan and the Ryukyus,

which run northward to the Japa-

nese homeland, were scheduled to

be included in the Okinawa rever-

sion treaty (which became effective

on Mav 15, 1972). Under the terms

of the treaty, the United States

agreed to relinquish its adminis-

trative control of the Rvukvus, held

since the bloodv militarv victory of

1945, and return the islands to the

Japanese. It is clear, both from the

map and from a cursorv reading of

the history of the region, that the

true ownership of these islands is

very much in doubt and that a case

can be made for either Chinese or

Japanese sovereignty. But whv get

so excited about a few specks of

land in the middle of the ocean?

The answers surprised me. First,

there was the great matter of prin-

ciple. Land that belongs to China

should not be given away to any

other country; every square inch is

precious to the Chinese people.
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Bring the World's Biggest Zoo into Your Living Room!

What is this animal? Find out-plus all about the liv-

ing habits of this and 7,999 other species-in the

colorful pages of GRZIt\^EK'S ANIMAL LIFE ENCY-
CLOPEDIA.
GRZIMEK'S is a new type of animal encyclopedia,

focusing on animal behavior . . . knowledge of which

is vital to understand man himself. Start anywhere;

you'll find it, in the words of the Director of the

famous Chicago Zoological Park, Dr. W. Peter Crow-

croft, "...not only a reference work which will not

be superseded for decades, but a bonanza of fas-

cinating treasuri^ for tf)e general reader."

Take a Guaranteed
$65 Savings — Use This

Prepaid Card Now.

13 Giant Volumes
— nearly 3 feet

of books 10" high.

GRZIMEK'S ANIMAL LIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA

SAVE $65!

MAIL THIS CARD TODAY!

I'd like to share the exciting adventures in the

animal kingdom described by Dr. Bernhard Grzimek

and nearly 200 internationally-recognized experts,

I understand I may examine the first volume for

two weeks and, if I am not completely delighted,

return it to you and owe nothing. If I decide to keep

the book, you will send me the remaining volumes

as they appear. 1 pay nothing now. I prefer the fol-

lowing subscription plan (check one):

D Plan A: I will remit $25 per volume, plus small

handling cost, within 30 days of receipt as each

volume is shipped to me upon publication. (Total

payment for all 13 volumes will be $325 plus post-

age and handling -a guaranteed saving to sub-

scribers of at least $65 under the non-subscription

price of the set.)

D Plan B: After examining the first volume and de-

ciding to complete my set, I will take an additional

savings and remit $295 prepayment in full for all

13 volumes, to be shipped to me immediately as
I, ,,ni.,,T,= lo ^iihiiohoH Piihlisher will oav all

13 volumes, to oe snippeo iq me im

each volume is published. Publisher

postage and handling costs

Street Address.

City
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Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia is the New World Standard

Enjoy This Fascinating, Colorful 600-Page

Volume on Mammals for 14 Days— FREE
4 Big Bonus Features
at NO Extra Cost!

1. I'lHir-Ijingiiage. Cross-indexed
I.exiciin in cNcry volume! Gives name
of esery anininl in Knglish. French.
Kiissian, Ciernian.

2. Full bibliography, specially

compiled for animal lovers, sludenls.

scienlisls.

3. Mosl complete, up-to-lhc-minule
classification and morphology found
anywhere!

4. Conversion tables and charts from
present U.S. system to metric. (You'll

use them more and more as the U.S.
switches to metric measurements
in the next decade.)

Praised by Leading
Scientists and Educators

"The most comprehensive, modern
and informative natural history in the

world today."

— R. Martin Perkins,

Director Emeritus,

St. Louis Zoological Park

"A masterly work . . . comprehensive,
giving details of each animal's
anatomy, distribution, ecological
preferences and behavior, besides
much historical information. The
color plates are excellent and the

provision of distribution maps very
helpful."

—Sir Julian Huxley

"Covering the gamut of the animal
kingdom ... a unique collection of

original accounts by outstanding
authorities on the earth's faunal

inhabitants."

— Dr. Durward Allen, Professor of

Wildlife Ecology, Purdue Univ.

An Editor of

World-Wide Distinction

Dr. Berntiard Grzimek is Director of the
world-famous Frankfurt Zoo. and Trustee
of the (slationa! Parks
of Tanzania. East
Africa. He is the only
man to win ttie cov- —^~^. ^
eted Gold Medals of i^SM---*5v —^ '

both the World Wild-
life Fund and the
New York Zoological
Society.

In afi age deeply and justifiably concerned about the preservation of

nature and natural resources, Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia
is one of the most important reference works any family can own.
This comprehensive 13-volume encyclopedia is the first ever to cover

the entire animal kingdom from single-celled organisms to man
from the viewpoint of animal behavior, ecology, and conservation.

Edited by the world's foremost expert on the subject. Dr. Bernhard
Grzimek, it includes first-hand reports on the experiences and
discoveries of nearly 200 internationally-recognized authorities in

the fields of zoology, animal psychology, anthropology, physiology,

and ecology. Nothing to match its scope and substance has been
attempted before in this century.

Grzimek's Is Superior in

Quality and Quantity of Coverage
Jusi iiiw volume of Grzimek's Animal
life Fncyclopcili.T conl.nins iiinri' accurate
information—and iis many nr ntnic color
plates—than up to live \'oliimcs of other
works on animals!

Compare!

Total Pages: Color Plates:

Grzimek's: 7.200 Grzimek's: 8.000
Set A 2.688 Set A 2,500
Set B .1.000 Set B 2.400
SetC 2.500 SetC 1.800

VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD CO.
450 W. 33rd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001

Share On-the-Spot Experiences
of the Naturalists Themselves . .

.

Here are moving, first-hand

accounts of experiences in the field

by men who have studied wild

heasts in jungles, deserts, snowy
wastes . . . observed groups of

chimpanzees doing their "rain

dance" in the Tanganyika forests

. . . eavesdropped on the family life

of lions.

• You'll understand—possibly for

the first time— why scientists no
longer believe that man is at the

top of the evolutionary ladder, in

terms of physical development.

Grzimek's

ANIMAL LIFE

ENCYCLOPEDIA
ls"AIVIasterlyWork"

-Sir Julian Huxley

13 Adventure-Filled Volumes

Not since Button, Brehm, and Lydekker—
a hundred years ago—has the world seen
an encyclopedia that even approaches the

breadth of coverage offered by Grzimek's.
It's divided into 13 volumes according to

the different groups of animals. There are
four volumes on mammals, three on birds,

two on fishes and amphibians, one on
reptiles, one on insects, one on mollusks
and echinoderms (starfishes, sea urchins,

and related animals), and one on lower
animals.

Written in Down-to-Earth Language

Each volume is written in crystal-clear,

highly readable English and is lavishly

illustrated with approximately 100 pages
of full color showing fhe animals in their

natural environments. Each book contains
600 pages of text, along with 500
informative line drawings.

Save $65 by Ordering Now
Four volumes were published in 1972—
two on mammals and two on birds. Five
volumes will be published in 1973 and
four in 1974. Volumes already published
will be shipped to subscribers imme-
diately after acceptance of the initial

volume; others will be sent upon publi-
cation. Use the coupon below now to
get the big 600-page first volume on
mammals, for 14 days' FREE enjoyment
—and a guaranteed $65 saving on the
set.

Save $65 by Sending this No-Obligation Reservation NOW.

Van Nostrand Reinhold Company
450 V\/est 33rd St., New York, N.Y. 10001

in Canada: Van Nostrand Reinhold, Ltd.

1410 Birchmount Rd., Scarborough, Ont. M1P 2E7

I want to examine the first volume of Grzimek's Animal Lite Encyclopedia and save money,
by ordering my set now. I understand I may examine the first volume for two weeks and. if|

I am not completely delighted, return it to you and owe nothing. If I decide to keep the book,L
you will send me the remaining volumes as they appear. 1 pay nothing now. I prefer .the

j

following subscription plan (check one): '

n Plan A: I will remit $25 per volume,
plus small handling cost, within 30 days
of receipt as each volume is shipped to

me upon publication. (Total payment for

all 13 volumes will be $325 plus postage
and handling— a guaranteed saving to

subscribers of at least $65 under the
non-subscription price of the set.)

n Plan B: After examining ttie first vol-

ume and deciding to complete my set,

I will take an additional savings and
remit $295 prepayment in full for all

13 volumes, to be shipped to me im-
mediately as each volume is published.
Van Nostrand Reinhold will pay all post-
age and handling costs.

Name

Street Addres

Cily

Signature

NH-4-73 i



A HARD SELL

FOR ROCKS?
Yes, Those of you who have been on

our mailing Hst know that we've never

hard sold "anything. In this, our first

flood-recovery ad, we take exception to

this lonq standine policy. Brace your-

self: WHY YOU SHOULD BUY
NIACA SPECIMENS NOW. The iron

mines in Niaca, Chihuahua, Mexico,

produce some of the most spectacular

specimens of Pyrite, Galena, Sphaler-

ite and Fluorite in the world.

For example: Niaca Pyrites are glit-

tery golden, sometimes with a rainbow

iridescence that is impossible to de-

scribe verbally. The Galena from

Niaca, unlike specimens of this min-

eral from elsewhere, do not lose their

metallic sheen with time. They are and

stay a brilliant chrome-bright. The

two minerals are frequently found in

association, and together with rich,

lustrous black Sphalerite and icy clear

to green Fluorite crystals. The combi-

nation is stunning.

Three years ago we offered fine Niaca

specimens and sold out almost imme-

diately; if you bought any of this ma-

terial you'll be pleased to know that

it has now about tripled in value.

Mineral deposits of this sort, you see,

are quite finite and expire eventually.

Fine mineral specimens never devalu-

ate; they are heirlooms. Hence, we

bluntly urge you to buy some of this

material while it is still available.

These are objects of great natural

beauty, each piece unique, irreplace-

able by plastics and technology.

We will select a piece(s) based on

quality rather than size. Like every-

thing else we sell, we unconditionally

guarantee fair value: refund or credit

if you are unsatisfied. Selections are

priced at $5., $10., $25. and $50.

Please order promptly to avoid disap-

pointment: stock is limited. All speci-

mens supplied with complete labels.

END OF HARD SELL.
OTHER NIFTY STUFF: Just arrived;

beautiful Mexican GEODES, about

3+ inch diameter, with lovely hand

polished agate rims and sparkling

quartz crystal centers. Very pretty. $5.

per half, $7.50 for a matched pair. All

prices INCLUDE postage, so you

don't need a computer. Add 50(f if you

want your stuff sent by special han-

dling. Don't forget complete name, ad-

dress, zip and payment. Your order

places you on our mind-boggling mail-

ing list.

ROTHMAN'S,
1439 SAWMILL ROAD,

DOWNINGTOWN, PA. 19335
We lake llii.s opportunity to thank the

staff of Natural History and all of our

friends/customers who have helped us

recover from the disastrous floods of

1972. At the risk of souiidini; maudlin:

We love vou all.

Whatever their pohtical persuasion,

these expatriates beheve in the in-

tegrity oi China and in the necessity

(if defending it against dis-

memberment. They are still rankled

bv memory of the cession of large

blocks of valuable territory to both

the Russians and the Japanese dur-

ing the nineteenth century when
China was weak, and these Chinese

students do not wish to have the

process continue.

Equally important, recent geo-

logic explorations had revealed the

presence of potentially major oil de-

posits near the islands, which, like

Taiwan, sit on the continental shelf.

In the students' view, awarding

these islands to the Japanese would

preserve these rich resources for ex-

ploitation by a joint consortium in

the capitalist world and prevent

their falling into the hands of the

Communist Chinese, who, they be-

lieve, must ultimately exert sover-

eignty over Taiwan and its adjacent

islands.

How is this conflict to be re-

solved? At the moment, the Japa-

nese do have quasi-legal sovereignty

over the disputed islands because

the United States has specifically in-

cluded them in the reversion treaty.

But were they "ours" to give in the

first place? The Chinese say no on

historical grounds, adducing geo-

logic evidence as well to back up

their claim. Recent submarine ex-

ploration has revealed a deep oce-

anic trench separating Taiwan and

the Tiao-Yu-Tais from the rest of

the island chain. Thus, they are a

part of the land mass that includes

mainland China, not of the volcanic

islands that make up Japan.

When I was preparing to return

to China in the summer of 1972, I

was contacted by New Haven mem-
bers of the Committee to Defend

the Tiao-Yu-Tais. They wanted to

know if I would carry a message

from their organization to Dr. Kuo
Mo-jo, the venerable head of the

Academy of Sciences of China. I

agreed to do so, and once I was in

China transmitted their document,

along with some other papers, to

Kuo via courier. I received no im-

mediate reply, but just before we
left China we were invited to the

Great Hall of the People to meet

with Kuo, his wife, and several

other officials in the fields of educa-

tion and science. Kuo expressed his

great joy at having received the

message I had brought him and

asked whether I would carry back

his reply. Here it is, a rather re-

markable document from an in-

credibly resilient and resourceful

scholar - playwright - archeologist -

doctor. It may tell us much about

the appeal of modern China for its

scattered expatriates.

Comrades of the Action Committee

to Defend the Tiao-Yu-Tai Islands:

I have received vour letter, which

Professor Galston brought to me. I wish

to express my thanks for vour kind re-

gards.

Since the Paleolithic age. Taiwan has

been inseparable from the Chinese

mainland. The archeological discoveries

of stone axes and three-leg pottery are

of the same type as have been found in

Fukien province. You were born and

brought up in Taiwan or Hong Kong

but, of course, you are children of

China. The motherland will not forget

you, never. She is always waiting for

you, she is always ready to embrace

you.

The movement to defend the Tiao-

Yu-Tai islands shows your patriotism.

The Tiao-Yu-Tai islands are part of Tai-

wan and Taiwan is a province of China.

Anv attempt to separate them is

doomed to failure.

Japan is now at a crossroad. Whether

to be a militaristic or a peace-loving

country is a question that reflects the

difference between the Japanese ruUng

class and the Japanese people. The re-

actionary Japanese ruling class, whose

minds are muddled by the benefits of

rich oil deposits on the continental

shelf, try to take oirr islands, the Tiao-

Yu-Tai. Our government has made it

very clear that China is not the China of

thirty or forty years ago. We will not al-

low even an inch of our land to be

taken away. The Japanese reaction-

aries, if they do not acknowledge their

mistake, will only raise a stone and

drop it on their own feet.

The new China is only twenty-two

years old. Our progress may not be sat-

isfactory in every phase, but our road is

in the right direction. I believe that if

we follow this road and work hard,

twenty or thirty years from now every-

thing will be even more beautiful and

bright.

Let us work hard.

Salute.

Kuo Mo-jo

Columnist Arthur W. Galston teaches

biology at Yale University.
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From our iroasure house of books

on the natural sciences,plck a lew

treasures for yourself
Superb books for reading and reference that belong in your library — books you

will dip into often, refer to, treasure. Books that examine every fact and facet of

nature and the environment. Useful, enjoyable, mind-chilling — and quite often

beautiful. The chances are that you'll find a number of books on this page you've

been wanting to read and to own. Indulge yourself. No reason to wait any longer.

(retail prices shown)

50610. GREAT CITIES OF THE ANCIENT
WORLD. L. Sprague de Camp. Bird's-eye pano-
rama of fourteen cities of the ancient world
including Jerusalem, Rome, Constantinople.
Crammed with fascinating facts and little-known
details about ancient life. $12.95

36980. BUSHCRAFT: A Serious Guide (o Sur-
vival and Camping. Richard Graves. Absolutely
everything you need to know about campmg from
preparation to getting the most out of it. "All
areas of survival and camping activity are cov-

ered . . . well illustrated and directions are easy
to loUow."—Camping Magazine. $10.00

52050. A GUIDE TO KENYA AND NORTH-
ERN TANZANIA. David F. Horrobm. Thrilling

armchair trip to East Africa. Comprehensive and
up-to-date guidebook that contains more than
300 pages with 48 handsome photographs in full

color. $12.50

33310. AMONG ANIMALS OF AFRICA. Bern-
hard Grzimek. Fascinating studies of African
elephants, crocodiles, giraffes, lions, camels,
ostriches and other animals with new findings
about their habits. $12.50

73090. THE PYRAMIDS OF EGYPT. l.E.S.

Edwards. The Keeper of Egyptian Antiquities in

the British Museum and world's foremost Egyp-
tologist has written a comprehensive new work
on the pyramids, their history, architectural de-
velopment, significance, and methods of construc-
tion. Profusely illustrated. $14.00

74010. THE RESTLESS EARTH. Nigel Calder.
Captures and communicates all the excitement
of "the new geology," which includes the revo-
lutionary theory of "plate tectonics," the geo-
logical process taking place around the world at
this moment. $10.00

50321. GIFTS OF AN EAGLE. Kent Durden.
Thoroughly delightful book that puts the lie to
many myths about the golden eagle. $5,95

65260. OF TIME, TIDES, AND INNER
CLOCKS. Henry Still. Wide-ranging review and
analysis of fascinating medical and scientific

studies on the biological clocks of man. Helpful
hints on living a more pleasurable life. $8.50

65390. OF MOSQUITOES, MOTHS, AND
MICE. C. Brooke Worth. An engaging account »

of an unconventional naturalist's adventures on
a New Jersey farm with such unlikely animals as
mosquitoes, turtles, ospreys, moths, sparrows,
pigeons, and mice. $8.95

32571. ALBERT EINSTEIN, CREATOR AND
REBEL. Banesh Hoffman with the collaboration
of Helen Dukas. New and engrossing best seller

about the man whose work has been called "the
greatest single stride science hasevermade." $8.95

64771. NO LONGER ON THE MAP. Raymond
H. Ramsay. A delightful voyage to "places that
never were" with a well-informed and entertain-
ing pilot. Profusely illustrated with hundreds of
old maps. $10.95

36190. THE BIG THICKET. A. Y. Gunter.
Gripping account of the still unfinished fight to
save the Big Thicket area of East Texas from
the rapacious hands of oil drillers, pulp and paper
companies, and real estate developers. Many
photographs. $12.50

58651. THE LIVING YEAR. Mary Q. Steele.

An almanac written by and for the nature-lover.
A beautiful, sensitive reaction to life in its many
forms. $6.50

88690. ZAKROS: The Discovery of a Lost Palace
of Ancient Crete. Nicholas Platon. Illustrated

stcp-by-step description of the excavation of a
great palace of ancient Crete.BeautifulIy illus-

trated. $19.95

64670. THE NIGHTWATCHERS. Angus Came-
ron and Peter Parnall. Vivid descriptions and
anecdotes about owls of the United States and
Canada, including the Screech Owl, the Barn
Owl, the Snowy Owl, and many more. $8-95

86510. THE WAY THINGS WORK. Volume
Two. Ski bindings, submarines, artificial kidneys
—you name it—you'll find the inside, expert story
about what makes everything tick. $9.95

87410. WORDS FOR BIRDS. Edward 5. Gmson.
This ornithological, etymological and historical
guide to 800 birds is a readable treasure-trove of
fun as well as accurate information. Illustra-
tions. $8.95

39731. COMMON INSECTS OF NORTH AMER-
ICA. Lester A. Swan and Charles S. Papp. This
first major one-volume survey of American in-
sects to appear in nearly half a century will
delight the naturalist, prove indispensable to the
amateur collector and fascinate the interested
browser. $15.00

63270. THE MOSCOW PUZZLES. Boris A.
Kordemsky. Edited by Martin Gardner. The first

English translation of the best and most popular
puzzle book ever published in the Soviet Union.
Contains 359 mathematical recreations that will
please puzzlers of every proficiency. $9.95

88120. YELLOWSTONE: A Century of (he
Wilderness Idea. Ann and Myron Sutton. A
lavish celebration — in evocative words and
breathtaking photographs (72 of them in color)
— of deer, bison and bears, awesome canyons,
the spectacular lakes and forests of this great
century-old national park. Counts as 2 of your J
books. $25.00

63191. THE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE. Colin M.
Turnbull. A highly acclaimed, compellingly read-
able first-hand account of Uganda's strange Ik
people — an isolated tribe forced into inhuman
cruelty by an inhospitable environment, and by
an indifferent government. Photographs. $7.95

57280. KINGDOM OF THE SEASHELL.
R. Tucker Abbott. An expert introduction to the
fabulous world of marine moUusks ~ how they
grow, reproduce and defend themselves. Magni-
ficent illustrations, many in color. $14.95

48400. THE FASCINATION OF REPTILES.
Maurice Richardson. Colorful, handsomely illus-

trated appreciation of these scientifically neglected
and often maligned animals. Includes informa-
tion on the care and feeding of reptiles. $10-00

42520. THE DOOMSDAY SYNDROME. John
Maddox. The editor of Nature — discussing con-
troversial topics such as the fate of our natural
resources, ecology, pollution — argues persua-
sively, with evidence, that the facts may well
prove the doomsayers wrong in their dire predic-
tions. $6.95

Idke

any 3 books
(values to $49.90)

only 99< each
as a member of the

if you will agree to accept only 3
more selections (at discpunt prices)

in the next 12 months

.^^ ^M MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION ^_ ^^
Natural Science Book Club 4-33W
Riverside, New Jersey 08075

Upon acceptance of this order, please enroll me
as a member and send the 3 books I have Indi-
cated. Bill me only 99c each, plus postage and
handling. If not delighted, I will return all

books within ten days and this membership
win be cancelled.

As a member, I need accept only three more
selections during the next 12 months at reduced
member prices, plus postage and handling. Sav-
ings range up to 30*"^ and occasionally

month's Main Selection and Alternates. If I

wish the Main Selection. I need do nothing
and it will be sent automatically. If I prefer
an Alternate—or no book at all—I need only
return the convenient reply card you send me
by the date specified. Send no money. Members
are billed when books arrive.

3 Books for 99c each: (write in numbers)

Some expensive books count as 2 selections.
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/Metamorphosis ofihe Mo/iarcK
5^0 'fra<5)i('e ys j-he dei/elo/p/y)e/rtcyf-thi'3> insec-f

-from cd+erpillcfrio buOer-FfLj ih&i-B bfisediq crf

A monarch caierp/lkr

hatched tod^cj on a
/eafofa buiferf/jjujeecf-

a kind of tni/kueQci.

ha.^ moved /line fee^&^ doum
perhaps needs exemis.(2 ^$ uJeil

'e fea ^es are ^oite fi^ a
^pir^l $^(rcd^e. Because ofiii^ Qcrid\uioe9
//7 m ilki^jeed^ insects /hat -feed on fl^eM
Crhonsroh hu/f€rf/ii, queein boit^r{l[^,s/viall

3nci f<B-rge mifki^ee^ hug, f^ur-ecjed /yi/lkuieed

h<2ef/e^ milkoueeci leaf beeHe) are d/si^fe{vl

-fo b/rds-anr^a// b?^i/e orange co/or ^^3
^srnim^ of ^i^,s -fkct Tk, (/'i^eroq huiterf/ij

mm/ei- f/ie mo/iat-<3h's ^ppe3ray]C€ to prefer
ihstif, ioo^ lives on mi Ikissed.

Mdi^ 1^- I'd A^^/J^y^f Cdiei^pill^r -Ar

3 fi'/hB/ tflen remewlyereci to Jookj t^f

3i fir9t couldn't see it Sodden Ii^ thQre

c^a3 its he^dj pdsf ff)e. e^hei^jed e/id

o-fa feaf rtouas uei^hin^ dom. ThiS

ifnpre€$&d fyie. ujrfkM^ '^^^ / kyas

grau/) —jiear/y 3n inch /orl^. Yellou

skripes sre /lotj^iii c^i^drkea^ andpairs
o-f k/hipla^he5 hai/e appeared Qterfher
end of tPie ^ody.



a s-fenn of One milkuieed fo iis-^l-f. So/yi& preda+or o^o-^ ali €KC&ptt^o.
I ma^e a chicken uJire cd^e 'fo qo cveir iUe pl'ant, burfhe (:>ir€da±or^

o-f Course, uss not a. b'lrci^ snd h^l-f an hour3f-fer maki^
-fill's draiAJino^j I -Pound one o-ff-he -h^o ^a-^€rp(7/a>-s ^Lj//?g—

for^pai-t reared o^ -f^Q ^Q^, hQckpz^rijznd laier all \ /

o^ ifj [\q^ue^u^\Ao^. 1 sospect&d SQvera,\ on/ooke^. a

-i^/y, a r^d-b^c/ifid 2sp\\\d, and a uJQsp.



/1/lau) a9, 5 :3o p.m. -It \sy\{ c^V{\e as
-fa+ as ^hi'^/ bv;f one (^ e-ts wwiol'^eci (lo tkos€
s-Wipes.^nly tViehe5»d -a/id-feei-a^^ sV\ifio>,

tiA£.m^f of-fWeskiiA has a -PeH.\ii<e \o6k^

Nokj i^iSSpmni/^c^abi/H-onuv^-W^ s>lk -from

lis wou^W .tVab ^ead \^)c>rk5 -fron^

stands aimo^ &\\ arou Ad -^ s^/ia.

/MoS'^ are i^Avisible^bu-VsoM^ o^\^-t^^r

(6:^5' p.m.—
V, - litDriAf>

Ji- +Vii'fdi pair of abdD^lAd
, -iT proleoiS (-fgilse leojs)— •

^'^ MlO£^ is StiU -fbr

7: 00 p.m - Mou; it

occasionally sV\ifH ^We
rear o^ its bod 4 i^Kiie

\\^m\n(>^\\scyif>on -the

bu+ton.lVie -fronf lecj^s

eaf
j
someV\w\e.s +lAey

lev 0^0 al-to^etiner.TVie

ye|lo[x) arid u/W\\-£ part^cjf

iVe -front of ^V^e bod 43$
-far tctck as -Wie fWir^

pa\r of true le^sarg
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y

It haiogs -(roiA/i \\f\t buH-on and
varies -fhe c-un^app^reiA+lu
hopmc] -fo raise Ws head^ bu-^
because of+he sfew's sh3fp

5l^2ipe UK\+il I pu5lrt -IV\e

5te/v\ cbi^jnwa^ird.TViusl leave
1+ at lo-oo 9.^.

it^^'-^ ^^y?' j/?c5^ <?/) -ffie Sides of ^he. -Pdlse /eq s hao^ became
cdindoivs --thi'g,km is i-fd/ispdireiAf, re\/e2ilim ^f-HAere, is mo
/on^ev" ^riLj -flesin insde. Ther\ I mo-hcz ih^f -^he uJhole ^ind

of iin&. ^bdoMm, -ho^ IS emipfy, ^)c(iept wr-Hie hiscK poir-hon

by CAjh'iciA 'itelin^s-foilne. silk buftoin.

Ai-'^-oo a/yi. itsfaris mo\fm(i - ^e^d do hb/n<^ if) aM oOf"^
shoolders. Ad-u^f/cj, ^€ head is ^mHona,ry, aiAd -^ bodtj

shru^$ c^p ^ if} -fbor -fim£s B 5<s^:27W> 71]̂ tron-t uJhiplashes
-nu\sf 3r}d unipJiS'l"ihfei -h'me^ . J^ i^ouj s&e ifi^^p -Ih^ cjeibui i4/nfks

^hoiLiiii]^ -tfirou^f) ihe 6^ki?] uJi/l /^s. -fpTs knobs 3nd led'^je^ crf

-rha fUvr'Q ahr^Sdli^-

Suclde^lLj-^9:^o 2.m. -^i skm s^rfe-/^ spitt fw^ behind

Ifie shoulders. I ha\/e -^o sketch -fast f^-Hn^ s^rnQdi'mz
I 3ee -ii)^i"i1n2 Pa be 12.0^5 hai/^ shrunk^ Hie irue le^S af(9

-f^r-ther Bp-ari'^?^r)d -2.11 are. ndin^ upu/ard.The c^ree/) pupal
bodij looks ivet; bijkfhi^ ynay be Just th^ skeen g6-

ntkJms3.U sirai<^hf&yi5^ Lunc^^les^-^ra^'^ -the ski'm -to th^ bodtj

3

pdrrou) Q.i^d.Emrrt-'^ headpiece^ pt^ptij lec^pieces^ and
ojiWAered uUhipl^sinesOja-^Qf m a ^''^\^ sorap^ iuvwcIa Palls

ciiri^^dli'^ hdS nop

^MiJ^ii^^ intern itie^iif/ii'

coniinues to sort

its orty^d/is iill3-f-l);Zo'rt

achi e.\ji5 the shsipe,

'^-fhepreeA house AfilU

^oliiev\ /laiisJ' (Si/rpn'Si^')

ttisi no o/ie has m^de
^3de chrysalis
eamnojs')



on [fs kjdis 'foi^i2)rd fiJf^ooise,

g/a55'/ C£>2TJiA^ are oa -fheif

U2)\^ fokj2rd cJdriH- if Mil

^h^m X -firsi look at -the chn^s-ali5 m -theof-^rkofeaoh mom/nQ,
qII isee is a mijsferioos p/nho/e of /i^i^t-it is -iiqe s>nd/l

fY]irrorofone of%e kmobs ihan^ ihe_$-oOrce cyf li'^hrM -fh^ ^as-t

^hM the ohrijSdlts r3 Mf^een S^ a/id r^£ /^///> ^// hu-h/fs opper

dom /$ Mns/ace^t For d'^i^c^ farc^el^ /iqpid ^'^h/n, a^ -fh a?^p^/i&nis

o{- ifje ca-ferp/l/dr r-earr^n^e -f^emse/m i^f'c' f^ c^^poyi£yrrsoi^/ke

hui^d.r/'/y.AI/^hiS ui-fhoo^ ihe i^se of Sjp^^e bec^ond ^ ^'^'^^^

af ^•^^i///c/, iJh'^h Mould d.3u$e the ^tirysa//s -^o s^mj.

June, d—S'C^o ^./yi,— Another nt^hfof'^^&fhinoj up'm
-fear -^l^f the t>uiterfly uiil emerge lA/itH^i/f/iie.

9.oo^,yyi-f^s^la ss face of-^e cJn ry5a//5 /j-ffs out! The back
Splits BM rolls (jp/n-thiee. soroHs—^phm^ like.

a Iimpj9tru^(jlm^ /yj^hjlmscir^/Hh/es Pree.T
hdi/S. f^o time to drsuj fhe. crifidd^f sotne/ifs: /ff -P/'rsf /P?e

ujt/\p Qre ptedrted, idh'ch is uJh^^ a/i/cf a^uPB -third of
'the l^iA^ s^oUed 4]rou(jln the chfip3/is u)dlt StooJ/cf iP[€

nerve g-tr/t^-ltie ujf/}^^ jpcr-ease jo are^ 3m olrif.

Th6 '^etter^ dre^ -firstiQid oJe\r thz t^sck flke, moM /Jd//^

'2iire mc^i^. The^e S&€m9tD be mV -fio/ letp; t^ -first

pdir IS shrumkem and h^rdl(^ used. In Ojusi^ cyfouwd tfie

le(^s desperatelij shift -^heir hold cyi sjcirf a/)d efe^.



/r redches jjne comer^f^he i^mc^s. fj/e times /t J^fjf^

//^uic(. The l?/2ek liKie^ on -tPie ^m^s -^re rather

Ni(^e, Ujhich 3ho^i thzd fh& buite>-Pli^ is 3 -Peryiale.
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An Indian Jonrn^ey
to Life's Sonrce liy Peter- Fiirst

In their annual search for peyote, the Huichol of Mexico

transform themselves into ancestral deities

and follow the rituals of a pre-Columbian pilgrimage

And they knew the quahties, the essence of herbs. The so-called peyote was their discovery. These,

when they ate peyote, esteemed it above wine or mushrooms. They assembled together somewhere in the

desert, they sang all night, all day. And on the morrow, once more they assembled together.

They wept; they wept exceedingly. They said their eyes were washed; thus thev cleaned their eves.

Fray Bernardino de Sahagijn

General History of the Things of New Spain, Book 10

Father Bernardino de Sahagiin, a

sixteenth-century Spanish chroni-

cler and the first scholarly ethnogra-

pher of Aztec civilization, credited

the primitive desert hunters of

northern Mexico with the discovery

of the hallucinogenic cactus peyote

[Lophophora williamsii). His de-

scriptions of their peyote rituals

could apply today to the modern
Huichol. Each year small bands of

these Indians still assemble in the

desert, some 300 miles northeast of

their homeland in the Sierra Madre

of western Mexico for the tradi-

tional "hunt" for the peyote, which

they equate with the divine Deer

and which they esteem above any

other psychotropic plant. Huichol

religion, especially the peyote quest

and its symbolism, appears to be

the only survival on a major scale of

relatively pure Indian belief and

ceremony in Mexico today.

Not every one of the 10,000 Hui-

chol-speaking Indians has partici-

pated in a peyote hunt; some have

not even tasted peyote. But so in-

tegrated is the sacred cactus in Hui-

chol culture that there has been no

dilution of the traditional beliefs re-

garding peyote. Nor has there de-

veloped a tendency to substitute

more readily available substances,

despite the distance that separates

the Huichol homeland from Wiri-

kiita, the sacred peyote country in

the north-central state of San Luis

Potosi. On the contrary, the very

duration, privations, and other diffi-

culties of the peyote pilgrimage are

themselves an integral part of the

peyote quest.

It is a hunt in the literal sense,

because to the Huichol, peyote and

deer are synonymous. The first of

the sacred plants to be seen by the

leader of the hunting party is be-

lieved to contain the essence of El-

der Brother Wawatsari, "master" of

the deer species. This explains why
peyote is first "shot" with a bow
and arrow before being dug from

the ground and divided among the

participants in the hunt. At the

same time, peyote embodies the sa-

cred maize, so that deer, peyote,

and maize together form a symbolic

complex. As interpreted by Barbara

G. Myerhoff in her forthcoming

book on Huichol symbolism (The

Peyote Hunt), these three ele-

ments become fused on the peyote

hunt.

On the level of the individual

participant, however, the pil-

grimage also embodies elements of

shamanic interaction, with its char-

acteristic aspects of death and

rebirth and the ecstatic trans-

experience of peyote. Nevertheless,

unity and the reaffirmation of the

social, natural, and supernatural

equilibrium are clearly of utmost

importance. This is what the Hui-

chol mean when they say that on

the peyote hunt "we go to find our

life."

Peyote pilgrimages may take

place at any time between the end

of the rainy season, in October or

November, and early spring. Both

pilgrimages in which I took part

were led by my friend and longtime

informant, the late artist-shaman

Ramon Medina Silva. It was on my
second pilgrimage, in 1968—Ra-
mon's fifth—that he became a full-

fledged mara'akame, the Huichol

term for shaman, which also em-

bodies some of the functions of a

priest. As the Huichol would say,

"He completed himself." For a

man who would become a shaman

must, among his other preparations,

undertake at least five peyote hunts.

He must accept the physical and

psychological burden of leading and

guarding his companions on this

most sacred ritual enterprise, which

each time re-enacts the first peyote

pilgrimage of the gods; the pilgrims

themselves take on the identities of

their ancestral deities.

Nowadays, most pilgrims use

whatever vehicles are available—

As Ramon leads the

pilgrims into the peyote

country, he makes music

by beating his bowstring

with an arrow. To obtain

tonal variations, he presses

his mouth against the bow.
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The foot pilgrimage begins,

above, outside the central

Mexican city of Zacatecas.

Antlers over the spare tire of
the bus that transported the

Indians from their village

represent a deer spirit.

A blindfolding ceremony, left,

symbolically returns novices

to a pre-existent state.

Below, a pilgrim is washed with

chilly spring ivaters

to enable him to better

"see" the sacred country.
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oars, trucks, buses, waggons, even

trains—to go to the pevote country.

This is acceptable so long as all the

sacred places along the wav are

properly acknowledged, with offer-

ings lel't at the most important ones,

and ail ritual requirements attend-

ing the traditional journev tulfilled.

Gcnerallv. the (|uest tollows an

autumn ceremony in which chil-

dren, the shamanie drum, new
tnaize, and the first ripened squash

play the principal roles. Tliis cere-

mony, a vital component of the

whole pevote complex, is the chief

ritual through which the shaman in-

culcates the children of the ex-

tended family or of several related

ranchos with the sacred itinerary of

the pevote quest. Incessantly

pounding his ritual drum and chant-

ing all the while, the shaman
"transforms" the children into a

flock of hummingbirds and then

leads them on a mythical pilgrimage

to Wirikuta. On the wav. all the sa-

cred places at which the ancestral

gods stopped on their primordial

pevote quest are pointed out. The
climactic event of the symbolic

flight is the children's reception by

the Mother Goddess Niwetiikame,

who resides in the peyote country

"in a field of precious flowers."

Just prior to the departure of the

pilgrims, they and their relatives

gather for the Huichol rite of sexual

purification, a prerequisite to the

sacred journev. Imagine a group of

Indians, men and women, most of

them married or otherwise related

to each other, gathering around the

ceremonial fire ("Our Grand-

father") to identify every sexual

partner since puberty. Not only

spouses but current and former

lovers are also present, awaiting

their own turns for public "con-

fession" and naming. And then

imagine that the audience accepts

what it hears, not with disapproval,

recrimination, or tears, but with the

best of humor, even high spirits. In-

stead of angry denunciations, there

are shouts of encouragement and
occasionally a merry reminder from

a husband or wife of a love affair or

two that was forgotten or concealed

in one's recitation before the offici-

ating shaman.

This purification ritual enables

the participants to shed their

earthly existence and becorne, tem-

porarily, transformed into "new-
born" spirit beings. Everyone— not

only those who go on the pil-

grimage but also their relatives who
remain at home— is obligated to un-

dergo complete sexual |)urilicalion,

"to become new." as \\w Huichol

say, and to do so with frankness

and absence of rancor. To show,

even to feel, anger at anyone else at

this time would immediately endan-

ger the social and supernatural

equilibrium and thus place the en-

tire journey in danger. The offender

would almost certainly be misled by

evil sorcerers into picking the

wrong kind of hallucinogenic plant

and would suffer monstrous visions

instead of perceiving the beauty of

the ancestral ways that comes about

with peyote. Or he would mistake a

spiny cactus for a woman and rush

to embrace her, only to find himself

impaled and lacerated.

Beyond his personal misfortune,

his people would suffer. No peyote

dreams would reveal the past or the

future. There would be neither rain

nor babies nor new maize nor pro-

tection from pests or lightning. The
very survival of the community
would be threatened.

For each love affair that is pub-

licly acknowledged, the shaman ties

a knot in a special sisal fiber cord.

After lightly brushing the head,

chest, arms, legs, and pubic region

of the pilgrim with his ceremonial

hawk-feather arrows, he sends each

on a leftward circuit around the

fire.

The fire represents Tatewari, Our
Grandfather, the First Shaman, tu-

telary deity and guardian of sha-

mans, and principal god in the

crowded Huichol pantheon. It was
Tatewan' who led the first peyote

pilgrimage. According to myth, he

met with the assembled super-

naturals in the first temple, and

when they complained to him of all

manner of aches and pains, he told

them they would be cured only by

making the difficult trek from the

mountains of the west to Wirikuta.

In accordance with that tradition,

on each such journey the officiating

shaman or candidate shaman as-

sumes the identity of Tatewan' and

is so addressed by his companions,

just as he calls them by the names

of the gods who followed Talewan'

on the prototypal |)ilgrimage.

This ceremony, like the peyote

hunt itself, appears to be wholly

[irc-Christian, fundamentally differ-

ent from Catholic confession. It is

not "sin" the Huichol confess and

from which they are absolved.

Rather, it is their identity as sexual

beings. "Tatewari burns it all

away," intones the shaman as the

pilgrims shake their arms and legs

over the dancing flames—the men
gesturing the rising heat up their

wide, embroidered sleeves and
pants, the women lifting their skirts

to expose their sexual organs to the

cleansing fire. When everyone, in-

cluding the shaman himself, has

confessed, the shaman rolls up the

cord, now crowded with many
knots, and carefully places it into

the center of the fire.

By symbolically obliterating all

memory of sexuality, the shaman
transforms his companions and
himself into a presexual or asexual

newborn state. In fact, that is pre-

cisely how the Huichol put it: "We
have become new, we are clean, we
are newly born." They have be-

come transformed into pure spirits,

at least for the duration of the sa-

cred and emotion-charged pil-

grimage. For only when man has

become spirit can he successfully

pass through the mythically dan-

gerous passage, the Gateway of

Clashing Clouds, which divides the

everyday, mundane world from

Wirikuta, the sacred peyote coun-

try.

That this passage is today located

only a few yards from a heavily

traveled highway seems to matter

not at all to the Huichol. On the

journey they act as though the

twentieth century had never hap-

pened. As a matter of fact, nothing

I saw on the 1968 pilgrimage dem-

onstrated more dramatically the

time-out-of-life quality of the whole

enterprise than the sight of the

peyote seekers acting out their

deepest beliefs on the very edge of

the city of Zacatecas.

We arrived at the outskirts of

Zacatecas in midmorning. Assem-

bling in their proper order as de-

creed by Tatewari, the pilgrims pro-

ceeded in single file to a grove of

low-growing cactus and thorn
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bushes a few hundred feet from the

highway. They hstened with great

care as Ramon related the relevant

passages of the peyote tradition and

invoked the protection and aid of

Elder Brother Kauyumarie, the di-

vine Deer who is the shaman's

spirit helper, for the coming ordeal.

At Ramon's direction, each then

took one small green and red parrot

feather from a bunch carried by a

matewdme (one who has not pre-

viously gone on a peyote pilgrim-

age), and tied it to the branches of a

thorn bush, presumably to sym-

bolize the flying journey of the bird-

children in the chanting ceremony,

and their own transformation into

birdlike spirits.

Some distance up the road the

pilgrims were led to an open space

that commanded a magnificent view

of the valley from which we had

just come. Here they formed a

semicircle; men to Ramon's left,

women and children to the right.

Although they knew the peyote tra-

ditions by heart, they listened with

rapt attention as he told them how,

with Kauyumarie's assistance, they

would soon pass through the per-

ilous Gateway of the Clashing

Clouds. But from now until they

reached the Place of Our Mothers,

those who had never been to Wiri-

kiita would have to 'walk in dark-

ness," for they were "new and very

delicate." Starting with the women,
Ramon proceeded to blindfold the

novices. Even the children had

their eyes covered.

Everyone took the blindfolding

seriously, some actually wept, but

there were quick shifts between so-

lemnity and humor. Dialogues en-

sued between Ramon and veterans

of previous pilgrimages. Was the

companion well fed, had he

quenched his thirst? Oh yes, one's

stomach was full to bursting with

all manner of good things to eat and

drink. In truth, none had had more

than the most meager nourishment

for days. No water was permitted,

and of solid food, the daily fare con-

sisted mainly of five dry tortillas.

Following the blindfolding cere-

mony, Ramon took the pilgrims

some hundreds of yards north-

eastward. Here, on a little rise of

dusty adobe on the edge of Zaca-

tecas, a place entirely unremarkable

to the untutored eye, was the mysti-

cal divide, the threshold to the pe-

yote country. The pilgrims re-

mained rooted where they stood,

intently watching Ramon's every

move. Some lit candles. Lips moved

in silent or barely audible supplica-

tion. Ramon bent down and laid his

bow and arrows crosswise over his

shaman's basket—bow and quiver

pointing east in the direction of

Wirikuta.

There are two stages to the cross-

ing of the critical threshold. The
first is called The Gateway of

Clouds; the second. Where the

Clouds Open. They are only a few

steps apart, but the emotional im-

pact on the participants, as they

pass from one to the other, is enor-

mous. From here one travels

through a series of ancestral stop-

ping places called Where Our
Mother Dwells, the sacred maternal

waterholes where one asks for fertil-

ity and fecundity and from where

one first sees the distant mountains

of Wirikiita. One would search in

vain on any map for places that

bear such names either in Huichol

or Spanish. Like the other sacred

places on the peyote itinerary, these

are landmarks onlv in the geogra-

phy of the mind.

Visually, the passage through the

Gateway of the Clashing Clouds was

undramatic. Ramon stepped for-

ward, lifted the bow. and placing

one end against his mouth while

rhythmically beating the string with
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lacked in visual drama for an un-

initiated observer, there was no

mistaking its impact on the partici-

pants. 'I'hcir faces reflected tiic

emotional stress of this critical pas-

sage, their deep commitment to its

truth, and their relief and pleasure

that Ramon proved to have the

power to transport them safelv

through the clashing gates.

We arrived at the sacred water-

holes in the late afternoon. The
physical setting was hardly in-

spiring: an impoverished Mestizo

At the foot of the II irikuta

Mountains, pilgrims search

for peyote. When plants are

found, below, some of the

roots are left so the plant

will continue to grow.

an arrow, walked straight ahead.

He stopped once, gestured (to

Kauvumarie, we were told later, to

thank him for holding back the

cloud doors with his horns), and set

out again at a more rapid pace, all

the while beating his bow. The oth-

ers followed close behind in single

file. Some of the blindfolded held

on to those in front, while others

made it as best they could.

Whatever the event might have

desert pueblo; a cluster of water-

holes surrounded bv marsh a few

hundred yards beyond the last

adobe huts. On the peyote quest,

however, it is the reality of the

mind's eye that matters. It is beau-

tiful, the Huichol say, because Our

Mothers live here, and because it is

the wellspring of the water of life.

The pilgrims were conducted in

single file to the edge of the bog.

There they set down their bundles

and the gourds, bottles, and flasks

tliev had brought to be filled from

the springs, and proceeded to pray

with great fervor toward the east

and Wirikuta. Those who were not

blindfolded unpacked offerings-

ceremonial arrows, thread crosses,

animal crackers, yarn designs, can-

dles, and votive gourds—and laid

them out "for Our Mothers to see."

Such offerings gain greatly in effec-

tiveness by being impregnated with

the life-giving fluid of the springs.

For the blindfolded novices, the

enforced period of sightlessness was

about to end. for much of what

went on about them was designed

to prepare the way for their "emer-

gence into the light." their birth.

This was also true for the others,

since everyone was to be ritually

washed and internallv purified with

the water of Our Mothers. Only af-

ter the washing ceremony would

they be capable of perceiving the

sacred country around them.

Just as the blindfolding before

the crossing of the dangerous pas-

sage can be understood both in

terms of metamorphosis and of re-

turn to the womb, the manner in

which the divine Mothers "receive"

the pilgrims can be recognized as

svnibolizing birth or, better,

rebirth.

As part of the purification proc-

ess Ramon scooped up a gourdful

of water, lifted each pilgrim's hat or

scarf, and, in the case of a mate-

wdme, removed the blindfold. With
sweeping gestures he pointed to the

east, exclaiming, "There, compan-

ion, now you are able to see! Be-

hold now the sacred places," and

poured the contents of the bowl

over the latter's head. Subsequently

the companion was given his "first

food," bits of tortilla and animal

crackers that had been softened by

soaking in sacred water. This is

baby food, and its purpose is to re-

inforce the symbolic condition of

newness, of having just been born.

Wirikuta is typical Chihuahuan

desert, with an average altitude of

5,000 feet, covered with creosote

bush, mesquite, tar bush, agave,

yucca, euphorbia, and many kinds

of cactus. The Huichol say, "It is

beautiful here, very beautiful," and

one has the feeling that they really

mean it. Presumably, when they say
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that the desert here is covered with

"flowers of brilliant colors," thev

are speaking of peyote, since flower

is often used as a metaphor for the

sacred hallucinogenic cactus.

As the peyote seekers walked

toward Wirikiita, they picked up

bits of dry wood and branches of

creosote. This was food for Tate-

wari. It is another mark of the total

unity of the peyote seekers that

each, down to the youngest, is ex-

pected to participate in the first

"feeding" of the ceremonial fire

when the fire is brought to life by

the shaman.

The line stopped, Ramon
squatted, and seconds later there

was a wisp of blue smoke and a tiny

flame. Speed and skill in starting

the fire are of the essence, for one is

in precarious balance in this sacred

land and urgently requires the

manifestation of Tatewari' for pro-

tection. The fire is allowed to go out

only at the end, when sacred water

is poured on the hot ashes.

It was midmorning when Ramon
signaled the beginning of the hunt.

Everyone gathered up his offerings

and stuffed them in bags and bas-

kets. About three hundred feet

from camp we crossed a railroad

track and beyond it a barbed wire

fence. The men had their bows and

arrows ready. We had walked per-

haps five hundred feet when Ramon
lifted his fingers to his lips in a

warning of silence, placed an arrow

on his bowstring, and motioned to

the others to fan out quickly and

quietly in a wide arc. He crept for-

ward, crouching low, intently

watching the ground. The women
hung back.

Suddenly, Ramon halted,

pointed to the ground, and whis-

pered urgently, "His tracks, his

tracks!" About twenty feet ahead

stood a small shrub. He pointed:

"There, there, the Deer!" Barely

visible under the bush were some
flecks of dusty green, evidently a

whole cluster of peyote. Although I

have seen the plant growing in full

sunlight, more often it is found like

this, in a thicket of mesquite or

creosote, shaded by a yucca or eu-

phorbia, or close to some well-

armed rabbit-ear or cholla cactus.

Since its broad, flat crown is usually

almost level with the earth, it is eas-

ily missed by the inexperienced eye.

Ramon took aim; the first of his

arrows buried itself a fraction of an

inch to one side of the nearest

plant. A second hit slightly to the

other side. A pilgrim went forward

and fired a third, almost straight

down. Ramon then completed the

"kill" by sticking a ceremonial ar-

row into the ground on the fourth

side, so that the sacred plant was

now enclosed by arrows.

The companions formed a circle

around the place where Elder

Brother lay "dying." Many sobbed.

All prayed loudly. Ramon ex-

plained how the life essence of the

deer was "rising, rising, like a

brilliantly colored rainbow, seeking

to escape to the top of the sacred

mountains." "Do not be angry. El-

der Brother," he implored, "do not

punish us for killing you, for you

have not really died." The pilgrims

echoed Ramon: "We will feed you

well, for we have brought you many
offerings. We have brought you to-

bacco, water from Our Mothers,

maize, and your favorite grasses.

We have come from afar to greet

you."

Ramon then took his knife from

the basket and began to cut away

the earth around the cactus. Instead

of taking the peyote out whole, he

cut it off at the base, leaving a bit of

the root in the ground. This was

done so that "Elder Brother can

grow again from his bones." Divid-

ing the cactus into five pieces by

cutting along the natural ridges, he

placed these pieces in a votive

gourd. The process was repeated

with several additional plants, for

there had to be enough to give each

of the companions a part of Elder

Brother's "flesh." One by one the

pilgrims squatted or knelt before

Ramon, who removed a section of

peyote from the gourd and, after

touching it to the pilgrim's fore-

head, eyes, larynx, and heart,

placed it into his or her mouth. The
pilgrim was told to "chew it well,

chew it well, for thus you will see

your life."

Now the actual peyote harvest

commenced, and the pilgrims went

off into the desert, alone or in pairs.

Almost at once, Lupe, Ramon's
wife, discovered a thicket of cactus

and mesquite so rich in peyote that

The first peyote plants found
are cut up so that each

pilgrim receives a portion

of Elder Brother's "flesh."

in a couple of hours she had filled

her tall basket. Occasionally she

would stop to admire and speak

quietly to an especially beautiful

plant and to touch it to her fore-

head, face, throat, and heart before

adding it to the others. We also saw

people exchanging gifts of peyote.

This seemed to us a very beautiful

aspect of the pilgrimage. No cere-

mony in which peyote was eaten

communally went by without this

kind of ritual exchange. A man or a

woman would carefully divide a

plant, rise, and walk from individ-

ual to individual, handing over a

piece and receiving one in return.

No plant was dug carelessly or

dropped casually on the ground or

into a basket or bag. On the con-

trary, it was handled with tender-

ness and respect and addressed

soothingly by the hunter, who
would thank it for allowing itself to

be seen, call it by endearing names,

and apologize for removing it from

its home.

Toward 4:00 p.m. Ramon sig-

naled that it was time to return to

camp. "Our game bags are full," he

said, "one must not take more than

one needs." If one took more. Elder

Brother would be offended and

would conceal the peyote or with-

draw it altogether, so that next time

the seekers would walk away

empty-handed. We would call this

conservation; to the Huichol it, like

the peyote exchanges, is part of the

principle of reciprocity by which

they order their social relationships

and their relationship to the natural

and supernatural environment.

As a part of the hunt's ritual,

each pilgrim divides his peyote

and shares it with others.
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When their bags and baskets

were heavy with pevote, the pil-

grims gathered their gear and alter

a tearful farewell returned to camp

as thev had come, walking in single

file to the sound of the bow.

The night was for singing, danc-

ing, chewing pevote, and above all,

for dreaming. After the excitement

of the pilgrimage and the hunt, one

would have expected the group to

be subdued and quiet. True, some

did appear to be removed; others

entered trance states. But for the

most part, they were in various

states of exaltation, possessed by

seeminglv boundless energy. After

the singing and the dancing, and af-

ter stories of the first peyote pil-

grimage had been recounted until

well past midnight. Ramon put

down his fiddle and let the pevote

take complete hold of him, squat-

ting by the fire and staring into the

darkness as he spoke directly with

Tatewari and the ancestral deities.

As a rule, the Huichol regard

their pevote experiences as private

and do not discuss them with any-

one except in the most general de-

scriptive terms, such as references

to colors or visions. Under certain

conditions, the shaman may be

called upon to assist in giving form

and meaning to a vision, especially

for a novice.

The next morning, the pilgrims

circled the fire as required and

made their offerings of tobacco and

bits of food and sacred water from

the springs of Our Mothers. They

purified their sandals and then wept

bitter farewell tears to Elder

Brother and Tatewari. Then they

left Wirikuta as they had entered—

on foot, in single file, and blowing

horns. During the night it had

drizzled, and their once white cloth-

ing was now caked with the yellow

earth of the desert. Behind them a

thin plume of smoke rose I'rorn ihc

deserted ceremonial fire.

A few hundred yards down llic

trail, they halted. Facing the moun-

tains and the sun, thev shouted both

their pleasure at having found their

life and their pain at having to de-

part so soon. "Do not leave," thev

implored the supernaturals, "do not

abandon your places, for we will

come again another year."

On the night of the harvest,

pilgrims come under the

effects of peyote. They

dance and sing, below, early

in the night, while later

many, like the woman at

right, enter trances that

last until morning.
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Last Danee
on the Matinsr Grovind

The research ship Calvpso runs afoul

of a sivirling mass of procreating squid

by Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Philippe Diole

In April, 1969, the team of tlie

Calrpso was occupied with the

study of grav whales; we were fol-

lowing their migration from San

Diego to the lagoons of Baja Cali-

fornia. On April 12 we anchored

for the night off the island of

Santa Catalina, in water 120 feet

deep. Suddenly the ship's siren

sounded—as it does whenever one

of the engines overheats—and our

maintenance officer rushed below.

The electricity went off, and the

water pumps were no longer

working. The emergency lighting

system was activated.

We made our way up to the

deck, and what we saw from there

made us forget about lights and wa-

ter pumps. The sea around us,

which only a few moments before

had been almost completely calm,

now seemed to be boiling. The ship

was surrounded by millions of ani-

mals thrashing in the water. Obvi-

ously, it was necessary to find out

what was happening, so two of our

divers suited up immediately and

jumped into the water. It was as

though they had plunged into a

kettle of scjuid. All around, Loligo

opalescens were in motion.

The mating is over, and the

eggs for the next generation

have been laid; noiv, in death,

the squid becomes a meal for

a scavenging bat starfish.

At the request of the main-

tenance engineer, the divers in-

spected the screens over the in-

takes of the water pump. As
suspected, they were blocked by

the soft bodies of the scjuids. The
divers pulled them away from the

screens by the handful. But as

soon as the pump was started

again, more squids took the place

of those that had been removed.

Once more the pump stopped, and

we had to improvise. Using metal

wire, we made large baskets and

fastened them over the intake

openings. Then we appointed a

clean-up team to clear away the

squids every two hours.

By then I had decided that we
could not afford to let this oppor-

tunity pass; we had to film this

extraordinary spectacle in the sea.

As soon as electricity was re-

stored, I had all of our under-

water lighting apparatus hooked

up. The cameras were made
ready, and my son Philippe joined

the other divers in the nocturnal

squid bath around the Calypso.

It was the first time that we
had seen squids along the Califor-

nia coast. Now they were a veri-

table living tide, hundreds of

thousands of tiny diaphanous
ghosts in the midst of which sub-

merged floodlights traced patterns

of gold in the black water.

I had all of the Calypso^s light-

ing equipment turned on and
aimed out at the unbelievable

sight. We were in the middle of

an almost solid layer, several

yards thick, of writhing, squirm-

ing creatures, most of them not

more than four inches long, that

darted to and fro by expelling wa-

ter from their funnels, like a vast

fleet of minute jets or a giant puree

of hyperactive microbes magnified

millions of times.

In the midst of this mass of

squids, sharks were cutting wide

swaths, which quickly reclosed.

With their great jaws wide open,

they gulped down squids as fast

as they could fill their mouths,

then stopped for a second to swal-

low their prey before beginning

again. We could see them shaking

their heads and twisting their bod-

ies in an effort to swallow more

quickly.

The mass of squids was so

dense that it was impossible for

the divers to see for more than

two feet ahead of them beneath

the surface. Squids stuck to their

arms, hands, masks, and lights.

And what was this great gather-

ing of squids about? Seen from

beneath the surface, its purpose

was obvious: it was nothing less

than a lovers' rendezvous; the

squids were searching for part-

ners. Dancing face to face, some
of the animals were in pairs and

swimming with their tentacles in-

tertwined. Others were embracing

in groups and clusters of five or

six individuals.

In certain of these groups,

nothing could be seen except a

writhing mass of arms and ten-

tacles. Isolated individuals were

searching frantically for partners

and attaching themselves to any

From Octopus and Squid: The Soft Intelligence, by Jacques-Yves Cousteau and
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Entwined In the mating

embrace, two squids pass over

the mass of egg capsules

on the sandy bottom.

1

other squid, male or female; in

their excitement, they ran into our

lights and cameras, making it al-

most impossible to do any shoot-

ing. We frequently had to stop

and turn out the lights. I was

aware that this rendezvous of

squids held the makings of a film

as unusual as it was unexpected.

It seemed to me especially re-

markable that these usually timid

little cephalopods, which one

hardly ever sees except at depths

of between 350 and 1,000 feet,

were suddenly so obsessed with

mating that they allowed them-

selves to be touched, and even

captured, by our divers. Philippe

and his companions brought

aboard a great many specimens,

which we immediately placed in

an aquarium; but the cook, with-

out telling anyone, fished them

out with a strainer and prepared

them alia Romana for lunch the

next day.

We had all learned long before

to bend to the whims of the sea.

When the sea wishes to share its

secrets, it does so, and we must

plan our own affairs accordingly.

In this light, the observation of

gray whales lost its immediacy,

and we decided to try to film, for

the first time in open water, the

complete mating cycle of the

squids.

We laid out a program of

shooting that would run twenty-

four hours a day and cover all

phases of the cycle. The cameras

and diving equipment were
checked out thoroughly, for this

was to be an exceptional under-

taking. We would compile a scien-

tific record of the mating habits of

Loligo opalescens, a common
squid of the west coast of North

America.

The subject of this record was

not without some importance.

Squids, which provide food for

46

many species of marine life, are

an essential link in the alimentary

chain of the sea. Biologists are

alarmed at the lessening of their

numbers in certain areas that had

in the past been excellent fishing

grounds.

Thanks to the underwater tele-

vision cameras that we were us-

ing, we could see that sharks were

not the only animals devouring

squids. There were also pilot

whales, porpoises, fifty-ton sperm

whales, and even moonfish taking

advantage of this windfall. Many
species of fishes, from salmon to

swordfish, eat squids. Birds—auks

and terns, for example—also claim

a share. And finally, man eats

squids in great numbers. Each

year, between 500,000 and
700,000 tons of the species Toda-

rodes pacificus are caught in the

waters off Japan, and the Japanese

are even beginning to breed

squids in underwater "ranches."

The uncontrolled fishing of

squids could cause an irreversible

disequilibrium in marine hfe. I

could not help imagining what

disastrous consequences the use of

a net might have had at the spot

where the Calypso was anchored

during the mating of these ani-

mals.

During our second night with

the squids, they rose, as thev had

the preceding night, to the waters

near the surface. The nuptial

dances, however, seemed fewer

than before, and there was a cor-

responding increase in actual mat-

ings. This announced the begin-

ning of seventy-two consecutive

hours of violence, fecundation,

and agony.

I asked the divers to try to film

pairs separately, within a wide

frame. One might as well have

tried to film two snowflakes in a

blizzard. Meanwhile, our television

team kept continuous watch over

the progress of the mating, and in

the dark sea, lighted by our

floods, we witnessed one of na-

ture's great dramas.

It seemed that sexual contacts

were dictated by opportunity, and



polvKiiiiiv was the lulc. Tln'ci'-

somes weiv quito rrcquenl, and in

their erotir lirnzv, males altacked

other males thev encountered.

Violent pitched hattles then look

place.

In the course ol the nialinfj. the

squids" color changetl rrei|uenllv

and ladicallv. Their normal hues

are rather delicate, iridescent, and

diaphanous. But in the throes of

desire, the males were purple. At

the summit of excitement, while

they were embracing females,

their heads and tentacles were

surrounded bv wav\' stripes of red

and maroon.

Gradually and slowlv, the

squids began to sink toward the

bottom of the sea. The females

were depositing capsules, each

containing a hundred eggs. For

three da)s each of them laid be-

tween ten and twenty cyhndrical

capsules. But the females did not

simply lay the eggs and then

abandon them to their fate. They
attached each capsule to algae or

to some irregularity on the bottom

by means of a viscous filament.

thcr<'l)\ prevcnling the cgg.-^ from

being washed away by the current

into less temperate waters. Most

of them arranged their eggs in

bunches ihat resembled chrv-

sanlhcniums.

E\en while engaged in these

maternal tasks, the females were

not safe from assault bv males.

The males were still emitting their

semen into the water, near the

bunches of eggs; and the capsules

were soft enough for the spcrmalo-

zoids to penetrate and ferlili/.c

the eggs. This, however, is not the

ordinary means of fertilization.

Most often, the spermatophores

are deposited on the female her-

self.

Our divers filmed these scenes

with such concentration that they

forgot there were sharks in the vi-

cinity. Nonetheless, these preda-

tors were present in great num-
bers, attracted, no doubt, by the

frantic movement of the squids.

Squids are among the fastest

swimmers in the sea, and, given

their small size, they are not an

easy prey. But at this particular
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veloped in the ovary, and when

they cross the oviduct a protective

envelope is formed around them.

The entire mass is then expelled

through the funnel, with consid-

erable effort on the part of the fe-

male. The first thing to emerge

from the funnel is a filament—

a

sort of anchor line. Once the cap-

sule of eggs is entirely free of the

funnel, it rocks back and forth

until the female is able to seize

the end of the filament with her

arms. She then uses the filament

to anchor the capsule to the ocean

bottom. We observed that the lay-

ing of eggs lasted three or four

days.

On April 16 many females no

longer had the strength to com-

plete their work, to expel the last

of the capsules containing their

eggs. Others, exhausted by having

given life, were on the point of

death. Some, still alive, were

locked in the embrace of males,

who would take the females with

them into death. The long night

of the squids was about to end.

Using our two minisubs, Albert

Falco and I discovered thousands

of egg capsules and innumerable

corpses on the bottom. Nothing

moved, other than one last squid,

barely alive. Twenty million pale

cadavers covered the flat, sandy

floor of the ocean.

Two days later I asked the di-

vers to reconnoiter the bottom in

order to determine the extent of

the area over which the squids'

eggs were spread. On the basis of

this information, we hoped to esti-

mate the size of the generation

that would be born here.

The divers were surprised to

discover a female still living in

this field of death. She was trying

to eject her egg capsules. One of

the divers helped her. It is not of-

ten that one can play midwife to

a squid.

Over the bottom we saw large

gray rays devouring either the

dead squids or their eggs. The
rays' wings suddenly took on a

sinister aspect; they somehow re-

minded one of the angel of death.

The divers went down every

day to inspect the immense nest

below us, an incubator in which

seven billion embryos were alive.

(This was the approximate figure

at which we arrived.)

From day to day, the eggs

changed color. In the light of our

lamps, we saw them becoming
darker and darker. This brownish

color was due to tiny mushroom-

like growths that covered the egg

capsules. Moreover, the capsules

themselves had grown harder.

Very few predators now at-

tempted to attack them. Only star-

fish, whose stomachs are proof

against anything, eat squid em-

bryos. Even so, the capsules were

tough, and it took a starfish three

or four days to digest them. Star-

fish, therefore, will attack capsules

onlv when there is notiiing else to

feed on.

I decided to dissect one of

these capsules and examine it un-

der the microscope. It was so elas-

tic that it was difficult to cut,

even with a scalpel. From the jel-

lylike mass I took a single trans-

parent chorion. It was almost an

individual aquarium, constituting

an ideal environment that re-

sponds to all the needs of the em-

bryo. The color of the tiny form

already had a sparkle discernible

with the naked eye. Under a pow-

erful lens, one could see a per-

fectly formed squid palpitating

with a life-force that has come
down to it from ancestors whose

origins go back 200 million years.

Under such a lens, the skin of the

embryo already seems pigmented

in a fashion reminiscent of a mo-

saic.

Thanks to Miss Lindstedt. we

were able to follow, and then to

film in the laboratory, the entire

embryonic development of the

squid Loligo opalescens.

Inside the capsule, the eggs

were tightly packed; but in each

egg there was sufficient space for

the embryo's movements and

growth. Three swellings within the

embryo were already distinguish-

able. One would become the

mantle and most of the internal

organs. The arms were already

visible under two lateral swellings.

Another would become the eyes

and a part of the brain. Tlie cen-

tral mass was the yellow exterior

sack of the embryo—the yoke of

the egg. We could even make out

Secured by filamentous anchor

lines, the leathery egg cases

are immune to the attacks

of most predators. Starfish

may feed on them when

no other food is available.

the sucker disks on the arms, and

the eyes were already completely

formed.

In order to emerge from the

egg, the embryo makes use of a

special organ situated between its

two fins. Shaped like a two-

pronged fork, this organ secretes

enzymes that dissolve a part of

the membrane of the chorion. At

the same time, the organ, acti-

vated by vibrations, perforates the

wall of the embryo's cell. The em-

bryo leaves through the breach,

using its jet propulsion for the

first time to emerge from the egg.

Upon hatching, a baby squid

measures one-tenth of an inch in

length. It immediately manifests

great activity. Strangely, its first

act is to shoot out a jet of ink.

Our experiences during the

month we spent at Santa Catalina

have given us some idea of the

place that death occupies in the

history of a species. Twenty per-

cent of each generation of squids

die before hatching, mostly be-

cause of changes in the environ-

ment. Fifty percent of newborn

squids are devoured by predators

during the first week of their life.

Those who survive are the sole

hope of the species.

By May 18 we had been work-

ing off Santa Catalina for more

than a month. I sent the divers

down for a final inspection of the

area in which the eggs were laid.

They reported that visibility was

excellent, and that biological ac-

tivity was negligible. Where the

squids had assembled by the mil-

lions, where thev mated, and

where a new generation was born,

there was nothing left. Everything

had disappeared. Where the infant

squids first emerged into the wa-

ter, there now remained only an

eternally mute witness: the sea.
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Tlie Cones of Cappadocia
Early Anatolian peasants, retreating from hot summers, cold ivinters, and

invading armies the year round, carved their homes in volcanic rock

by Roberta Strauss Feuerlicht

Paul Lucas, who in the early

1700s traveled to Asia Minor on

behalf of Louis XIV of France, is

believed to have been the first per-

son from western Europe to pass

through Cappadocia and record

what he saw. Lucas's description of

the contorted Cappadocian land-

scape was received with such skep-

ticism that French officials wrote to

Constantinople to verify his verac-

ity and perhaps his sanity before

financing another journey.

The German poet and scholar

Christoph Martin Wieland scoffed

at Lucas's report of men living in

cones in Cappadocia, noting that

"traveled persons are inclined to

tell extravagant stories, and to exag-

gerate what they have seen, and I

cannot affirm that Paul Lucas is

wholly free from this universal

weakness. . . . Can anything be

more incredible than that there can

exist such a vast host of pyramids

excavated into ordinary dwelling

houses? For they certainly did not

spring from the earth like mush-
rooms. . .

."

Wieland was right, but for the

wrong reason; nothing could be
more incredible because, if any-

thing, Lucas understated, rather

than exaggerated, what he saw.

Since his caravan did not actually

stop at Cappadocia, he did not ex-

amine the cones; he merely as-

sumed they were built by men. In

an engraving he made of Cappa-
docia, the cones are shown as a

cluster of orderly, nearly identical

tepeelike forms. But there is noth-

ing orderly about the Cappadocian
landscape; the cones are neither

man-made nor did they spring from

the earth like mushrooms. Nature

shaped all of them from without;

man shaped some of them from

within. Of the two collaborators,

nature was the more violent, the

more creative, the more unpredict-

able.

The boundaries of the land in

Asia Minor that was known in clas-

sical times as Cappadocia have

changed during the course of his-

tory, but at its core is a triangular

area covering some 30,000 square

miles, which, on a map of modern
Turkey, has as its three points Ak-
saray on the west, Kavseri on the

east, and Nigde on the south.

Along the southeast boundary is a

chain of volcanoes with five main
peaks and many lesser ones. The
highest of the volcanoes is Erciya§

Dag.

During the Miocene, Pliocene,

and Pleistocene epochs, these vol-

canoes spewed layers of cinder, ash,

and lava onto the plains and valleys

of the Cappadocian triangle, creat-

ing a plateau of volcanic deposits.

As the volcanic masses cooled, fis-

sures appeared. Rain and melting

snow formed streams that, as they

drained down toward the Kizilir-

mak and other main rivers, en-

larged the fissures into gullies and

chasms. While water was slicing

through the soft volcanic stone at

the base of the deposits, wind,

weather, and windblown sand

gnawed at the sides and tops. Since

the rate of erosion varied according

to such factors as compactness of

stone, existing fractures, wind di-

rection, and river flow, the result

was a landscape of hallucinogenic

lunacy.

Almost in defiance of the erosion

process, some of the volcanic tuff

stands in solid cliffs. For the most
part, however, nature has sculp-

tured the soft stone into myriad

shapes. Most are conical, but some
are columnar; some are isolated,

while others are attached or semi-

attached; some are worn down to

small mounds, while others tower

300 feet or more. Except when the

setting sun paints them in warm or-

anges, the cones tend to be mush-
roomlike grays and browns, highly

polished bv windblown sand. Many
of the pinnacles are topped by a

harder and usually darker stone, sit-

ting solid and pointy like a dunce
cap or rakishly tipped hke a beret.

This more compact tuft' retards the

erosion process, but when it finally

decays, the cone soon follows.

The Anatolian peasants who now
inhabit the area have turned to the

supernatural for explanations of the

cones' origins. One local legend is

that the tall pinnacles are enemy
soldiers turned to stone by Allah;

another holds that a giant put the

caps on the cones with one hand.

Some of the cones are referred to as

peribacalari, "fairy chimneys."

No one knows what the first set-

Many cones, no longer

inhabited by man, have been

converted into pigeon

dwellings. The tall cliffs of
Uzengi are pocked ivith

symmetrical dovecotes

carved into the

soft, volcanic stone.
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tiers called the cones because the

identity of these people is uncer-

tain. Situated in the center of Asia

Minor. Cappadocia has served since

prehistoric times as gateway and

battlefield between East and \^ est.

a natural highway and meeting

place for traders and armies. The

area was settled about 5000 B.C. by

Anatolian people organized into

small states ruled by local princes.

In about 2320 b.c. seyenteen of

these rulers formed a coalition to

battle the invading Assyrians. Tlie

Assyrians were \ictorious. but only

temporai-ilv; in later centiuies Cap-

padocia passed from conqueror to

conqueror, empire to empire. The
Assyrians were followed bv the

Urarteans, the Hittites, the Phryg-

ians, the Lvdians. the Persians, the

Macedonians under Alexander the

Great, the Seleucids. and. as the

Christian era began, the Romans.

As foreign armies advanced and

retreated. Cappadocias indigenous

population managed to maintain a

degree of relative independence,

with their own rulers, language, and

religion. The ruling and middle

classes lived in towns along the bor-

ders, which served as military and

trading posts, while the peasants

settled into the eroded interior to

produce food for the occupying

army of the moment. Since there

ai-e only two seasons in Cappadocia.

fierv summer and freezing winter,

shelter was necessan. \^ cod was

scarce so the people turned to the

ubiquitous volcanic stone. ^Sliile it

was possible to use this stone to

build houses, and many did, at

some point in the history of Cappa-

docia men discovered that it was

easier to carve a stone house than to

constiTict one. The volcanic tuff, so

soft that it crumbles under a finger-

nail, could be easily shaped with

even the most primitive tools. In a

Cappadocian cone or cliff anyone

could hoUow out a shelter that was

warm in the winter and cool in

summer.
In the face of almost constant

conflict, the Cappadocians also dis-

covered that the same stone was

soft enough to tunnel underground.

La\'er bv layer entire cities were

chipped out to a depth of 265 feet

or more. After the Persians

maiched across Cappadocia at the

beginning ol the fourth century

B.C., Xenophon wrote in the Ana-

basis:

The dwellings in these villages

are underground: they have an

entrance like the mouth of a

well, but the rooms are spacious.

The livestock lives in sepaiate

apartments hollowed out of the

ground: the men go down into

them with ladders. Here they

real- goats, sheep, cows, and

hens, together with their prog-

eny: and all these beasts are fed

solely on hav. They keep stores

of corn, rice, vegetables, and bar-

lev wine in large jars; and in

some of the wine jar^s grains of

barley can be seen floating, clus-

tering together round the rim:

and they have hoUow^ reeds of

vai-ying size, which are used to

suck up wine from the jars h\

any who ai'e thirstv and desire to

drink. This bai"ley wine is ex-

ceedingly strong and is best

mLxed with water; but any man
who is accustomed to it and

drinks it undiluted enjovs its fla-

vor to the full.

L ndiluted barley w ine was only

one of the comforts available to

Cappadocians ^\ho moved into the

underground cities for months or

\'eai-s to escape invasion or per-

secution. Two such cities—con-

nected bv a tunnel nearly six miles

long—have been uncovered at what

are now Kavmakli and Derinkuvu.

The Kavmakli dig sinks seven

stories deep, although only four lev-

els have been excavated thus far.

and is said to have held as many as

20,000 persons.

A maze of passageways led past

private family alco\es. with cai\ ed-

in beds and shelves, to communal
kitchens and workshops. At every

entrance, huge stone slabs stood

ready to be rolled into place when
danger was imminent. Even \vith all

doors sealed, ventilation shafts pro-

vided fresh ak and, beyond a cer-

tain depth, also sei^ved as wells, tap-

ping water from underground
sources for the inhabitants who, if

the passageways are any guide,

were short and broad. Alter Chris-

tianity came to Cappadocia. chap-

els, altars, and crosses were added

to the underground abodes.

The domes are often topped

bv a harder and usually

darker stone, which retards

the erosion of the softer

volcanic rock underneath.

Christianity came eai'lv to the

area; in the New Testament. Peter

is described as preaching in Jerusa-

lem to "the dwellers in Mesopo-

tamia, and in Judaea, and Cappa-

docia" (Acts 2:9) and Paul crossed

Cappadocia on a missionaiT jour-

ney. Bv the end of the second cen-

tm-v A.D. Cappadocia's capital. Cae-

sarea. now- Kavseri. was an

episcopal see and in 381 it came
under the authority of the patriarch

of Constantinople. Tliereafter. the

religious and esthetic impulses of

Cappadocia were dominated bv By-

zantium.

In the fourth century Cappadocia

produced three great bishops, Basil

of Caesai-ea, Gregory of Nvssa. and

Gregors' of Nazianzus, under whose

influence cenobitic and eremitic

movements flourished. The strange

environment suited the life of a

monk or hermit; here an ascetic

could cai-ve and contemplate from

his own cave. Wliere better to think

about God than in this unworldly

environment, which offered the ad-

ditional advantage of being rela-

tively inaccessible to all but the

most intrepid invaders or per-

secutors?

At first, each man hollowed out

his own cell and chapel in a single

room. Later, as religion became
more institutionalized, the cenobitic

and the secular Christian commu-
nities required a place for group

worship. Since worship requires an

altar, the Cappadocian Christians

Although falling boulders

make the caves unsafe,

many families still inhabit

them, adding wooden doors,

locks, and windowpanes.
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In imitation of Byzantine

architecture, the Elmali

Kilise has elaborate columns,

which serve no structural

function in a cave, and

highly detailed frescoes.

carved an apse niche into the stone

and created a cave church.

The popular reply to the question

of how many churches there are in

Cappadocia is 365, or one for every

day of the year, but there are ac-

tually more than a thousand. Rock
churches are scattered throughout

Cappadocia, but most of them are

54

concentrated in three areas: around

Gorenie and Soganli and in the Per-

istrema valley near Aksaray. With
cruciform plans, vaulted ceilings,

domes, columns, pilasters, and
arches, many of the churches are

brilliant, if bizarre, imitations of

virtually every variety of Byzantine

ecclesiastical architecture. In some
instances the outsides of the caves

have been carved into cupolas and

other church forms, but these have

no relationship to the internal plan

of the churcli since in cave con-

struction one does not depend upon
the other, as in masonry work. Gen-

erally the masters of Cappadocia

worked only within the vast masses

of volcanic stone, not building a

church in the ordinary meaning of

the term but removing the excess

stone; what remained was the

church. Often the internal com-

ponents of the church have no rela-

tionship to each other either;

vaulted ceilings are natural to a

cave, but manv of the columns have

no structural function since the

domes stand without them.

About the sixth century, Cappa-

docians began to decorate their

cave churches; some 150 of them
contain carvings or paintings. Au-

thorities on this cave art differ on

questions of dating, on Byzantine

vs. Syro-Palestinian influence, and

on whether nonfigurative paintings

represent the iconoclastic period or

were merely the whim of the artist.

The paintings range from simple de-

1
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signs, applied directly to cave walls,

to the most elaborate narrative

frescoes. In the Church of Saint

Barbara at Goreme, for example,

the stone has been smoothed, a thin

coat of slaked lime applied, and

awkward figures and abstract de-

signs drawn in red ocher with some
black and white. Nearby, however,

are three highly sophisticated cross-

domed columned churches, Carikli

Kilise (the Church of the Sandal),

Elmali Kilise (the Church of the

x\pple), and Karanlik Kilise (the

Dark Church). Within these are

frescoes that rival the highest

achievements of Byzantine art. But

the frescoes have been severely

marred by graffiti, dating from the

seventeenth centiuy, stones thrown

^•l4

by vandals, and erosion. In the

Dark Church, aptly named because

the only light enters through one

window in the north corner of the

narthex, the frescoes cannot be seen

except by artificial light, but it is

awesome to stand below the en-

trance and look up at the soaring

arch bared when one wall of the

cave collapsed.

Perhaps the most impressive

rock church in Cappadocia is also at

Goreme. Called Tokali Kilise, or

Church with the Buckle, because of

two huge gold ornaments that were

once fixed to the ceiling, it has a

transverse barrel vault supported by

two transverse arches. Tlie frescoes

include the story of Jesus from An-

nunciation to Ascension.

The soaring arch of the

Karanlik Kilise, or Dark

Church, was bared when

one wall collapsed.

At the same time that religious

communities were carving and

painting chapels, churches, and

monasteries in Cappadocia, secular

communities were also burrowing

into the soft rock. Some families

carved out their quarters in private

pinnacles, while very tall cones

were turned into apartment dwell-

ings, with one family living above

the other, to a height of ten stories.
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On I he /J(I I rooflop

of (I honir in Orld/iisar.

apricots dry in the

hot Cappadocian sun.

To ijet from one lt'\cl lo anollun' lln'

inlialiitants used cliinineylike tun-

nels bored through the center of the

eones. In some areas virtual cities

were honeycombed within the

shanks of volcanic clifls. Every-

where, household furnishings-

beds, pillows, tables, benches, and

cabinets—were shaped directly into

the stone.

The cones were used not onlv as

living quarters but for all the other

necessities of community life as

well. In Zelve there is a cave mill

with the huge millstone still in

place. At Goreme one of the caves

has been identified as a jail, with

eight cells and holes in the walls be-

tween the cells to hold the ropes or

chains that secured the prisoners.

Most of the dwellings and
churches were built high above

ground level, and people entered

them by rope ladder or by finger-

and toe-holds scooped into the rock.

\^ hen enemies threatened, the rope

ladders were raised and a thick slab

rolled across the cave entrance. If

the danger was serious and per-

sistent, the community took refuge

in one of the underground cities.

As eastern outpost of the Byzan-

tine empiie, Cappadocia was a mag-
net for conquerors. In the seventh

century a.d. the Persians invaded

and were repulsed, but for the next

300 years the Arabs fought Byzan-

tium for control of Asia Minor. The
Byzantines won, and from about the

mid-tenth to the mid-eleventh cen-

tury, peace reigned in Cappadocia.

Irrigated icith water carried

from springs, and fertilized

with pigeon guano, fruit

trees and vines grow amid
desolate volcanic cones.

Monast(>ries throve, new churches

were built, towns expanded. Then
the Seljuk Turks attacked, and in

August, 107], Sultan Alp .'\rslan

defeated and captured Byzantine

emperor Romanus IV Diogenes.

The Moslem Seljuks were toler-

ant of their Christian subjects, who
continued to build and decorate

churches in Cappadocia even as

mosques, turbehs (tombs), and cara-

vanseries began to rise in central

Anatolia. In Zelve there is one

mosque built into a volcanic rock

wall. But in the years that followed,

Byzantium received a crippling

blow when Constantinople was
sacked by the Crusaders and Vene-

tians. Thereafter, Asia Minor was

witness to new wars—between
Crusaders and Turks, between
Turks and Mongols, and between

different Turkish tribes fighting for

ascendancy, with the Ottomans the

ultimate victors.

As the Byzantine empire died, so

did monasticism and church build-

ing in Cappadocia (although there

were some Christian communities

in Anatolia until the 1920s). UTiile

the rock churches fell into disrepair

and disuse, the cones offered shelter

to the Turks, who had begun to

move into the area in the twelfth

century. As recently as thirty years

ago, people still lived in such cave

communities as Zelve and tlghisar,

until falling boulders became so

hazardous the government forced

them to move. Some families, pre-

ferring their cave homes to the

houses provided in nearbv villages,

quietly moved back. Others still use

the caves for storing and drying

food, but where once a stone may
have guarded a cave entrance there

is now a thick wooden door and a

secure lock.

Today transient hippies and
campers use the caves as they find

them because they offer free shelter,

but the Anatolian peasants usually

modify the stark stone with some
modern amenities. Brick walls rein-

force eroded areas. Some cones

have framed glass windows, a street

number on the front door, and a

fence around the family gai'den.

There are many combinations of

masonry and stone. In some vil-

lages, such as Urgiip, most of the

inhabitants live in false-front houses

built against the side of a tufaccous

cliff. The built-on front rooms pro-

vide light and air; behind them the

family can burrow into the cliff as

far as necessary to enlarge the

apartment for sleeping or storage.

Men, women, and children work
fields of volcanic soil enriched by

pigeon guano. The fertilizer is so vi-

tal that pigeon farming is a major

occupation in Cappadocia, and
many of the cones have been made
into nesting places. In the village of

Uzengi, tall volcanic cliffs are

pocked with dovecotes that house

hundreds of thousands of pigeons.

The guano is used by the local

farmers and also sold to other peas-

ants. The fields scattered among the

volcanic detritus produce grains,

vegetables, and fruits, and are said

to be the original home of the apri-

cot. In late summer, bright patches

of apricots drying in the sun are vis-

ible in the crannies of cones, on

rooftops, and wherever there is

level ground.

Many of the local women still

wear traditional Moslem garb—trou-
sers and veils—and weave carpets

using native plants and herbs for

dves, but signs of modernization are

appearing throughout the area. It is

somewhat jarring to see, for ex-

ample, the name of one village, Or-

tahisai, in a red neon sign atop a

high volcanic cone. There are many
such cultural shocks as Cappadocia

seeks to encourage tourism, hoping

that tourists will provide the funds

and impetus needed to preserve and

restore the rock churches and to

build dams, which will slow erosion

and irrigate crops.

Just as early Cappadocians of-

fered travelers barley wine, and

Moslems built caravanseries for

their comfort, the contemporary in-

habitants welcome tourists in con-

temporary style. Inside one hand-

some twin cone is a bar that serves

soft drinks, while amplified rock

music reverberates off its rock

walls. And in the underground city

at Kaymakli, past low, daik tunnels

of ai'cheological, geologic, histori-

cal, and architectural marvels is one

last room open to the pubhc. There,

some 65 feet below ground, over

the ancient doorway carved out of

volcanic stone, is a painted sign

that says DISCOTEK.
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Tlie Black Rliinoceros
In its world of scents and trails, mud baths and dust wallows,

not much gets in the way of this behemoth. Except its two-legged enemy

by John Goddard

The full moon, which illuminated

the open ground, did not penetrate

the darkness behind the line of

vegetation. Far away a night bird

called, and an occasional grunt or

shriek told of some unseen drama

in the plant cover. Slowly, a huge

gray form emerged from the shadow

of a crooked acacia tree. Sniffing

the well-used path, it lumbered

down the bank toward the slow-

moving river. At the water's edge it

unhurriedly began to sip its fill.

Two horns cast their silhouette

against the silvery water.

By dawn the animal was several

miles from the river, chewing on

shrubs and bushes in the soft morn-

ing light. At midmorning, when the

suns heat began to tell oi the day

ahead, the animal settled down in

the fine soil of an eroded termite

hill and dozed until late afternoon.

The appearance of a black rhinoc-

eros dominates almost any setting.

Its bulk, encased in a thick, armor-

like hide, serves as an efficient de-

fense against almost all would-be

predators. Reaching a length of

twelve feet and weighing up to two

tons, rhinoceroses have survived

without the constant awareness of

their surroundings so typical of the

fauna of the African range—where

death can follow an instant of care-

lessness. More ancient than many of

the animals of the plain and sa-

vanna, they have followed along

their scented trails since the Mio-

cene. The formidable size and

strength of a mature black rhinoc-

eros also protects its young. Mother

and calf are commonly seen am-

bling across the vast African land-

scape while other animals cau-

tiously eye and stalk each other.

At birth a black rhinoceros calf

weighs about 85 pounds and super-

ficially resembles a small pig. \^ ith-

in a few hours it can stand and fol-

low behind its mother, and whenever

she stops, the young calf attempts

to suckle, often butting its small

head impatientlv against the two-

teated udder. While it is very

young, the mother tolerates this

rough behavior, but as the calf



grows stronger, she often kicks it

gently awav. Wherever liie mother

goes, the ealf follows closeh. When
it grows larger, it often walks at her

side; in this wav, the young calf be-

comes oriented to its complicated

habitat of shapes and scents.

During this period the voung calf

is most vulnerable to predation. At

moments of danger, it instinctively

snuggles close to the mother's side.

This behavior usually deters any at-

tack. I have witnessed five attempts

by hyenas to grab young calves, all

unsuccessful.

To lure the calf away from the

mother, the hyena moves close in,

in front of the calf, attempting to

provoke a charge. Unless it comes

very close, the mother usually ig-

nores the hyena. If the calf charges,

the hyena runs just ahead of it,

slowly draw'ing it away- Tlien, when
the calf has been enticed some dis-

tance a\vay from the mother, the

hyena will suddenly turn and at-

tempt to grab one of the calfs ex-

tremities—an ear, the tail, or part of

the hind leg. The calf, in its sudden

terror, emits a loud squeal, and this

distress signal brings an immediate

and aggressive response from the

mother in the form of a charge

toward the hyena; the latter usually

releases its hold quickly and lopes

away. A calf is normally vulnerable

to predation by hyenas only until it

is about four months old. By this

Fighting can occur when one

bull enters the home range of

another. The animals

often inflict deep bruises

and cuts, which may
fester for a long time.
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age the calf has grown so large that

hyenas will no longer attack it.

Calves, and rarely adults, are

preyed upon by lions, but since

lions are opportunist hunters, they

do not make frequent attempts to

tackle a rhinoceros. One attempt by

a male lion to kill an eleven-montli-

old calf was observed in Ngoron-

goro Crater in Tanzania during Au-

gust, 1966; it ended with the lion

being gored to death by the mother.

Normally, adult rhinoceroses

show little fear of lions, often walk-

ing deliberately in the direction of a

pride as soon as they are aware of

its presence.

If a young calf loses its mother, it

is more vulnerable to predation, but

orphaned calves will seek to join up

with another mother-calf group,

which offers some protection. Some-

times even fully grown bulls will

adopt orphans. Twice I have seen

adult bulls in company with young

calves; on both occasions the pair

fed and wallowed together, and

traveled as a social unit.

A cow that is raising a calf usu-

ally does not successfully mate

again until her offspring is approxi-

mately a year old and half her size.

Courtship can be a prolonged af-

fair, and bulls will occasionally

battle for the favors of a female.

The bull is extremely cautious in

his approach to the cow, which

sometimes responds by knocking

him around. Tlie pair usually stand

facing one another, gently rubbing

horns. Depending on the receptivity

of the cow, the bull either mounts

her immediately or gallops away in

a small circle, returning with a hesi-

tant, short-step approach. This be-

havior may continue for several

hours until mating eventually oc-

curs. The mating bond is very im-

permanent, and observations of

rhinoceros behavior in the wild in-

dicate that the species is both polyg-

amous and polyandrous.

The gestation period of the black

rhinoceros ranges from 15 to 18

months. When the calf is from two

and a half to three years old, it is

ready for life on its own. Indepen-

dence comes quickly; when a fe-

male gives birth to a new calf she

will not tolerate the presence of her

previous offspring.

The older calf is reluctant to

leave the family group. On numer-

ous occasions I have seen a young

rhinoceros following its mother and

her new calf at a distance of about

fifty yards. If it follows too closely

or if the mother becomes aware of

its presence, she charges and chases

it away. By now, however, it is

thoroughly familiar with its sur-

roundings and will establish a home

range, part of which will be the area

in which it lived as a calf.

Adult black rhinoceroses are ba-

sically solitary: bulls are frequently

observed alone, and the usual pair-

unit is the cow and her calf. How-

ever, home ranges of individuals

can overlap considerably, providing

frequent opportunities for contact

between individuals.

The home range varies in size

from six to fourteen square miles

according to population density and

to the availability of food and sur-

face water. In areas where there is a

supply of vegetation and water

throughout the year, the rhinoc-

eroses are extremely sedentary.

Where food is not plentiful and wa-

ter supplies are scattered, the home

range tends to be larger. There is

evidence that the rhinoceros can

survive in some regions without

free water, possibly by feeding on

moisture-rich plants.

In general, immature animals

cover a larger home range than

adults. When a calf is rejected by

its mother, it invariably attempts to

join up with another rhinoceros as

soon as possible. If tolerated, it nor-

mally stays with its new companion,

which may be an adult or another

immature individual. The rejected

calf sometimes joins an adult whose

home range overlaps, but extends

farther afield, than the calf s. The

movements of the immature animal

are governed by the movements of

the adult, thereby extending the

former's range into new areas.

The larger home range of the im-

mature animal and the mother's re-

jection of her old offspring may

serve an evolutionary function: they

assure population dispersal in a spe-

cies that is sedentary and therefore

susceptible to the effects of in-

breeding. Studies suggest that pop-

ulation dispersal occurs when the

animal is young; adult rhinoceroses

show no tendency to disperse into

The black rhinoceros is

primarily a browsing animal,

although it does feed on

ground plants. Its long

upper lip enables it to strip

leaves from branches.

The behavior of kicking

apart dung piles may be

related to the laying down

of scent trails. Feces, which

adhere to this cow's hind

feet, could leave an odor

along her path that other

rhinoceroses would recognize.
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new areas, tncii wlicii I he (i[)|)(H'Iu-

nil\ arisos. Tlu'y cling to their home
ranges, probahly staying witliin

them lor their entire hves.

Scent plays an important lole in

the lives of tliese animals and is

|ir()l)ablv responsible lor the exten-

sive behavioral repertoire per-

formed at their dung piles. The ani-

mals snifl' extensively at these

deposits, thrashing their heads and

upper lips from side to side in a

wide sweeping motion. Occasion-

ally they will use their horns to root

in the deposit, followed by a shuffle

through it with their front and hind

legs held stiffly. The animal then

defecates and scatters the droppings

with sharp kicking motions of the

hind legs. Even very young calves

engage in this behavior.

The habit of kicking their dung
had led to some fanciful inter-

pretations in folklore. One version

has it that the elephant does not

like to see dung piles nearly the size

of its own. It expressed its dis-

approval to the rhinoceros, which

solved the problem by scattering its

dung around. Another interpre-

tation is that the rhinoceros is such

a bad-tempered animal that after

defecating, it turns around and in a

fit of fury breaks up the pile.

If one watches an undisturbed

rhinoceros on its home range, it can

be seen that the animal walks with

its head held close to the ground;

actual sniffing can sometimes be de-

tected. On observing this one after-

noon, it occurred to me that the

animal could be following some
kind of scent trail, and that the ex-

planation of the dung-kicking habit

may be quite simple. By kicking

and actually shuffling through the

piles, a rhinoceros smears its hind

feet with dung, which will leave a

scent trail imprinted behind the ani-

mal. It could thus orient itself by

W^alloiving in a puddle

coats the black rhinoceros

with a layer of mud.

This protects the animal

against the numerous

insects that feed on it.

lollowing scent trails that are al-

ready set down in its home range,

either its own or those of other,

nearby animals.

To test my theory, I collected

samples of feces from one rhinoc-

eros, from other individuals whose
home ranges overlapped that of the

test animal, and from animals sev-

eral miles distant. The samples were

placed in new, carefully washed net

bags, and then towed behind a ve-

hicle as close as possible to the ex-

perimental animal.

While the results were in-

conclusive, they did demonstrate

the ability of a rhinoceros to follow

fecal scent trails. On one occasion a

dung sample was collected from a

rhinoceros; 48 hours later it was
towed—at a speed faster than the

animal could travel—from a point

directly in front of the animal to an-

other point two miles away. The
route was zigzagged to determine if

the animal actually followed the set

trail; it did exactly, and in 38 min-

utes it was back alongside the ve-

hicle, still sniffing the trail laid by

the sample. It may be that the rhi-

noceroses in a given area can in-

deed recognize each other by scent

trails and dung piles. Visual con-

tacts would thereby be minimized

and potential conflicts avoided.

Given the animal's poor eyesight

and pugnacious disposition, such an

ability could have significant adap-

tive benefits.

The black rhinoceros has a

hooked prehensile upper lip admir-

ably adapted for browsing. This lip

is, in fact, a miniature trunk. It can

be curled around a leafy branch,

which is then sheared with the front

premolar teeth, leaving a straight,

clean cut as though snipped with a

pair of hedge trimmers.

The animals feed on a wide vari-

ety of the woody plants available,

rarely on grass. In one study area of

East Africa they were observed eat-

ing nearly 200 plant species from

49 botanical families. In spite of

this wide selection, the rhinoceros

shows distinct preferences. It is par-

ticularly fond of legumes, and when
feeding in an herb patch will often

select only certain specimens of the

same plant species. Others, which

appear to be identical, are sniffed

but not eaten, while drv or with-
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A male rhinoceros often

makes a number of cautious,

short-step approaches—

sometimes over a period of
several hours—before a cow

will accept his attentions.

ered plants are invariably rejected.

A major event in the day of a

black rhinoceros is wallowing. In

the rainy season the wallows may
be seen all over the animal's home
range; they are often old dust beds

that have filled with rainwater. The
wallowing animal thoroughly
smears itself with mud; it rolls to

one side, stands, then rolls on its

other side. In this way the animal

attempts to protect itself from the

numerous biting flies and insects

that feed on its hide. Dry wallowing
in dust may serve a similar purpose.

The animals rest for a consid-

erable part of the tropical day. Typ-

ically, they doze upright on their

sternums; only occasionally are

they seen lying flat on their sides.

The bed is often in loose, fine soil

adjacent to a termite hill, and sev-

eral individuals will use the same
spot over a period of time. Shade

does not appear to be of primary

importance in the choice of a rest-

ing place; I have often seen rhi-

noceroses resting in blazing sun-

light, less than twenty yards from
the shade offered by a large acacia

tree. Even while dozing, their ears

continue to rotate like radar an-

tennae, alert for the smallest sound.

Rhinoceroses are often accom-
panied by tiny oxpeckers, which
pluck parasites from their hides and
ticks from skin creases, and feed on
blood from the numerous sores fre-

quently infesting the animals.

When something unusual ap-

proaches, such as a man on foot, the

birds screech and chatter. Occasion-

ally they fly into the air, chirping

loudly but quickly settle again on

the animal. The rhinoceros is imme-
diately alerted and wiU frequently

walk or run away.

Only a few black rhinoceroses

reach their potential life-span of

about forty years. They often be-

come mired in mud; sometimes they

cannot extricate themselves. There

are records of the animals charging

trains and cars, often with fatal con-

sequences. There are also records of

rhinoceroses being killed by ele-

phants. Little is known about the

diseases that affect them, but they

are known to be susceptible to vari-

ous liver ailments.

It is the activities of man, how-

ever, that have caused the greatest

reduction in rhinoceros numbers.

Men have hunted them extensively

because nearly all parts of the ani-

mal are used in folk medicine. For

centuries they have played a role in

a number of rituals and ceremonies,

most of which required their sacri-
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f\vc. In pads ol liuloiicsia ludav.

llicir blood is used at a dcallihi'd ril-

ual lo I'arilitalo tho departure of a

soul to paradise. Their urine is

widely ust>d as an antiseptic, and is

beli(>ved lo he a eliarni af^ainst e\il

spirits.

Perhaps the most unusual heliels

aiiout rhinoceroses toncern the

properties ascribed to their horns.

In parts of the Orient, the horns

wen^ made into goblets as gifts for

ro\altv or aristocracv, for it was be-

lieved that these goblets could de-

teit poison: a drink placed in them

would supposedly bubble if poison

was present. Interestingly, certain

alkaloid poisons will effervesce

when mixed with keratin com-

pounds, the basic constituents of

rhinoceros horns. The horn, placed

under a bed. is also reputed to

ease the labor of a woman in child-

birth.

Tlie most enduring belief about

the horns is that when ground to a

fine powder they will act as a potent

aphrodisiac, but chemical analysis

of the horn has not revealed any

properties to support this. It seems

possible that the belief arose partly

because of the phallic symbolism

that is apparent in the shape of the

horn and partU because of the pro-

longed nulling of the animal.

It is thought thai the black rhino-

ceros formerly occupied approxi-

maU'lv one-third of the land area of

Africa south oi' the Sahara. Its dis-

tribution today shows that its range

has been reduced considerably.

There appears to be little doubt that

contraction of its range has been

brought about by indiscriminate

poaching, hunting, and the destruc-

tion and modifii'ation of its original

habitat by advancing agricultural

settlement; the last factor has prob-

ably been most responsible for its

disappearance.

Hunters have traditionally re-

garded the rhinoceros as one of the

most dangerous beasts alive, but

their accounts of encounters with

the animals are often embellished

beyond credibility. Rhinoceros

heads, massive and seemingly men-

acing even in death, decorate

trophy rooms and museums
throughout the world. Books, jour-

nals, and periodicals abound with

tales of the charging rhinoceros, the

last-minute shot coolly fired at

point-blank range, the narrow es-

cape from certain death—these are

the ingredients of a legend still

implanted in the public mind.
As in all such stories, there may

often be some element ol truth. The
rhinoceros will indeed charge, and

the animal has been responsible for

the death of hunters and others. But

like most hunting tales about Afri-

can animals, the danger is greatly

overrated. The same tales fail lo in-

form the reader that under certain

circumstances it is possible lo stalk

to w ilhin ten yards of a black rhinoc-

eios without it ever becoming aware

oi the observer's presence; that,

protected by a tree or rock, a

hunter can "call" a rhinoceros and

shoot it from a distance of less than

two yards if he is so inclined; that

the attendant oxpeckers and cattle

egrets invariably betray the location

of the animal, allowing the hunter

to take advantage of the element of

surprise, or to take evasive action if

necessary; and that the rhinoceros

sometimes has considerable diffi-

culty in detecting the source of dan-

ger even in sparse cover, presum-

ably because of its myopia.

One major ecological problem

that could seriously affect its wel-

fare is the effect of other animals,

most notably the elephant, on its

habitat. Recent studies in East Af-

rica have shown that in several of

the great parks, overpopulations of

elephants have resulted partly from

natural increases under conditions

of total protection and partly from

dispersal from outside the parks,

where agricultural settlement has

taken over land formerly occupied

by elephants. This has inevitably

forced the elephant into areas of

sanctuary, where they have had a

marked effect on the vegetation,

usually in the form of large-scale

destruction of woodland. With the

large amount of dead and decaying

woody material and debris, hot

ground fires sweep through, their

spread aided by the inevitable in-

A calf, which weighs about

85 pounds at birth, receives

a rich supply of protein from
its mother's milk. A cow

lactates for several months.
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vasion of the open areas by grasses.

These fires, in turn, tend to kill oil

or retard new growth oi browse. In

general, the combined effect is to

convert woodland to grassland, a

process that could ultimately lower

the carrying capacity of the park for

the rhinoceros.

The sedentary character of the

rhinoceros presents advantages and

disadvantages for conservation of

the species. It may be expected to

survive in small isolated |)()|iu-

lations even though surrounded on

all sides by cultivated areas. Con-

versely, when settlement invades its

habitat, it shows no tendency to

move away. In most such cases, il is

eventually shot.

Boundaries of national parks and

game reserves are usually estab-

lished by some convenient refer-

ence to topography, roads, or water-

courses, and rarely consider the

iiiigialoiv patterns ol llic animals

that utilize the park. TIk' black

rhinoceros is a species that may be

least affected by this and would be

expected to receive adequate pro-

tection in well-patrolled game
parks. However, the regular habits

of some individuals make them easy

prey for poachers who are familiar

with their habits and dailv move-

ment patterns.

The late Arthur Kitchic, ihief

.mih



^iunc waiili'ii cil' krina Irdiii IU2.')

lo 1M4«. uas a line lii'ld .iliMiMT

anil iialuralist wlmsf s|ir(ial iiilrrrsi

uas Ihc black rliiiiuciTos. \ dciaclc

alio lir widlc: "In iIh-sc liicLini-

slaiu'i'6. lli('\ will omI\ sui\i\(' in

sanctuaries and reserves where tlieii'

interests are absolutely paramount.

In niv belie! there is no animal in

the world today so greatly in need

of skilled and sympathetic eare and

conseryation. We must not neglect

n<ii iniduK di'la\ llic |iii)\ ismn (il

sucli licalmrnl.

l\\> woiils arc cNcn more a|i|)li-

cable loda\. SecniingU so in-

\ulncrablc. these huge hcrbivoi'cs

are depenilent on a habitat that con-

tinues to shrink. In the end, the

onK hope lor the l)lack rliinoccros

is ihal man will not be shorl-

sighted. thai he will enidersland and

accommodate the ni'cds ol this an-

cient form of life.

Jusl prior to mating, a pair

oj black rhinoceroses will

often engage in gentle,

back and forth rubbing of

their heads and horns.

f^ m. ;*i *





A Botanist at Sea

Recollections oj a

Siberian cruise made

fifty-five years ago

by a world-famous

authority on pine trees

who wisely preferred

botany to navigation

l>v INieliolcTH T. Mirov

In the spring of 1916. I gradu-

ated from the School of Forestry in

St. Petersburg, the old capital of

Russia, and joined the navy. It was

during World War I, shortly before

the beginning of the Russian Revo-

lution. I fought the Germans rather

unsuccessfully, and when our de-

stroyer was sunk, I traveled across

the continent to the Pacific coast of

Siberia looking for a job. I found it

on the Bureau of Fisheries' ship

Dydymov, scheduled to sail north

for her annual cruise. It was my of-

ficers' training in navigation that

won me the job, but as it turned

out, it was my college training in

botany that helped me keep it.

The Dydymov was named after a

Russian Arctic explorer. She was a

beautifully streamlined .350-ton

steam yacht based in Vladivostok,

on the Russian coast of the Sea of

Japan not far from Korea.

One stormy evening in early

July, 1918, when the northern seas

had become navigable, the Dydy-

Street scene in Petropavlosk,

capital of Kamchatka,

from a late nineteenth-century

engraving. The log huts are

typical of Siberian

dwellings of the period.
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Petropavlo.sk harbor as

photographed by the

author during his visit

in 1918. By then, houses

made of American Douglas

fir had replaced

the formerly ubiquitous

Siberian log cabin.

mov left Vladivostok for Kamchatka

Peninsula. I had never been in a

real storm before, and during my
first night on the bridge, 1 was des-

perately seasick. The Dydymov was

loaded with provisions and equip-

ment for remote lighthouses and

with mail for northern settle-

ments—their first since the preced-

ing summer. Among the passengers

were fisheries inspectors and people

with no other means of reaching

their places of employment on

Kamchatka or on the coasts of the

Sea of Okhotsk; one traveler was

even going north to the Commander
Islands, between Kamchatka and

the Aleutians.

In addition to Captain Alfred

Lindhoim, a Swede from Riga,

there were two other officers on

the Dydymov: the first mate, a be-

whiskered and obese merchant

mariner; and a clean-shaven second

mate, who, although a lieutenant

(j.g.), was totally inexperienced—

me. We were the only two who
stood the watch. For each of us that

meant four hours on the bridge,

four hours off for a meal and sleep,

then four hours on again, and so on.

The captain often appeared on the

bridge but not on a definite sched-

ule. He was an experienced naviga-

tor of the northern seas, a short,

sparely built man of about fiftv.

with direct blue eyes that com-

manded trust and respect. From
graving goatee to polished sho(^s, he

presented a picture of neatness.

The voyage was exciting; every-

thing was new to me, met before

only in books. Each night I

diligently recorded in my diary the

activities and discoveries of the dav.

The Dydymov stopped in every bav

and cove to deliver mail to the Rus-

sian, Estonian, and Korean settle-

ments along the Siberian coast, and

\ isited many fisheries leased to the

.lapanese by Russia.

Our first major stop was at the

560-mile-long island of Sakhalin,

which lies north of Japan along the

coast of Siberia, just opposite the

estuary of the mighty 2,800-mile-

long Amur River. Sakhalin had

been discovered by the Japanese,

then taken by the Russians. As a re-

sult of the Russo-Japanese War, Ja-

pan regained the southern part of

the island in 1905, but after World

War II the whole island reverted to

Russia. At the time of our vovage.

the northern half of the island was

Russian; the southern half, Japa-

nese. Before the Russo-Japanese

War. Sakhalin had been used by

Russia as a place of punishment

and exile for criminal prisoners,

who were shipped from Europe

around the Cape of Good Hope.

The Dydymov had to take on

some coal at Sakhalin, at a place

not far from Aleksandrovsk, the

capital of the Russian part of the is-

land. It was a hot sunny dav when

we walked into town from the land-

ing. The capital was located on the

coastal terrace, about three miles

from the sea across a swampy
stretch of land dotted with reeds,

buttercups, and blue iris. From the

pier to the town there had once

been a broad-gauge railroad, but the

tracks were now deserted and cov-

ered with tall grass. Some aban-

doned flatcars were still standing on

the track, but no locomotives were

to be seen. There had never been

any; the prisoners had pushed
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the loaded cars toward the town.

W (• [)asst'd bv solid log ware-

houses, built like the kreinliiis, or

I iladels. of old Kussiaii cities, and

[ircsciillv ariiv(-d at (he main part ol

Aleksandrovsk. E\tM'vlhini; looked

sad and forlorn, as things did every-

wlicre in thai part of Russia in the

sununei- of U)18. Phe streets were

o\<'rij:io\vn with grass, and few

people were around. At one inter-

section we t-anie to a cab stand with

four or five old-fashioned droshkies

lined up along the plank sidewalk.

The skinnv horses were drowsing,

and on the sidewalk the drivers

were playing checkers in the shade.

In the second storv of a blue-gray

house, the windows were wide open

and a gentle breeze moved the lace

curtains. Somebody was hesitantly

plaving a Chopin prelude.

On the front porch of another

blue-gray house sat an old man
holding a smiling baby in his arms.

He gazed at the child with infinite

K)ve. Paroled convicts were not per-

mitted to leave the island, and

many of them found jobs as ser-

vants. From the appearance of the

man's faded clothing, I surmised

that he was one of them.

It was a long distance from Sak-

halin to the next colliery and Cap-

lain Lindlioltu was not even sure

thai he would find an adequate sup-

ply of coal there. So he decided to

load as much fuel as possible in

Sakhalin. The whole upper deck

was covered with standing
gunnysacks of coal, overloading the

ship. The portholes of the under-

deek cabins and the wardroom were

below the waterline.

We sailed at night and ran into

such a violent storm that the Dydy-
mov could not make any headway.

To keep the ship facing the wind,

the captain ordered the sea anchor

dropped. Waves broke over the

deck, tearing the coal bags to pieces

and washing the precious fuel over-

board. Soon, not a single bag was

left. Toward morning the storm

subsided and the ship, relieved of

its top-heavy load, became more

manageable.

We passed through the Tatar

Strait and entered the Sea of

Okhotsk, which lies on the latitudes

between Bordeaux and Stockholm.

Although it was the middle of .luly,

there was still snow on the coastal

mountains and the area looked win-

try. We headed toward Ayan on the

southwestern coast of the Okhotsk

to disembark some passengers for

the next leer of their voyage farther

north and inland by pack reindeer.

Before Alaska was sold lo I he

United States in 1867, the town of

Ayan was the terminus of the .500-

mile pack reindeer trail from

Yakutsk, on the Lena River. It was

once a busy port, where ships wi-n-

built and sailed to Russian Alaska

and where goods could be bought in

an American warehouse. In the

1850s American fur-trading posts

could be found along the pack trail,

but at the time of our visit Ayan
was barely alive. After fifty years of

neglect, the port manager's two-

story, blue-gray house with its white

columns was in disrepair. The win-

dows were boarded up and saltv

winds had eroded the paint. Ayan
had a lovely church of fine propor-

tions, also boarded up, and there

were several warehouses and log

dwellings. From the chimney of one

house, smoke curled to the sky. The
Ayan caretaker, a very old man,

stepped out to greet us, accom-

panied by barking huskies and an

interracial crowd of children—Rus-

sians, Yakuts, and Tungus—of all

ages. Their Russian was difficult to

understand: it contained Tungus

words (Mauchu language) and Ya-

kut words (Turkic language), inter-

mingled with the Siberian dialect of

B E R I JV G

SEA

lUst- KomcVialsk

^ <Si COMMA>3DEB ISLANDS

PetropavLosk

PA C I F IC

OCEAN
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The Kamchadals, an

aboriginal people living

on Kamchatka before its

conquest by Russia in the

eighteenth century, used dogs

and sleds for transportation.

Russian, which is an Indo-Euro-

pean language.

Some aduh Tungus, eager for

news of the outside world, joined

the children to greet us. Awaiting

our arrival, they had been camping

with their pack reindeer behind the

warehouses since the end of June.

They were supposed to take passen-

gers from the Drdymov to the lower

Lena by reindeer, which they used

both as mounts and as pack ani-

mals. They were typical Tungus:

slim, wiry, and averaging not more

than five feet four inches in height.

Their complexions were dark olive

and their features essentially Mon-
golian, with black, somewhat
oblique eyes. The Tungus are noted

hunters, and we were glad to buy

from them some Ayan spruce

grouse, a species closely related to

the Canadian variety.

I had time to take a walk up the

Ayan valley. The countryside was

lovely. Snow had already dis-

appeared from the valley floor, and

cold, crystal-clear streams rushed

and cascaded everywhere. Spring

flowers were in bloom, and in the

background, dark-green bristles of

Ayan spruce (Picea jezoensis) pro-

jected against slate-i)lur snow-

capped mountains. I returned to the

ship with a bouquet of flowers; to

my surprise. Captain Li ndholm

showed unusual interest in mv bot-

anizing. He said that plant collect-

ing was his hobby, too.

At Ayan we took on loal. water,

and two reindeer, a male and a fe-

male, for a reindeer breeding farm

on Kamchatka. They were accom-

modated in a makeshift enclosure

and tethered with ropes to the fore-

mast just outside my cabin. Both

had large, clumsy-looking antlers

and dark, sad eyes. Unlike the cows

of moose and elk, the female rein-

deer has antlers. Siberian reindeer

and American caribou belong to the

same species, Rangifer tarandus,

but the former are more readily do-

mesticated.

It was a bitter cold day when we
left Ayan. About 200 miles from

the coast, in dense fog, the Dydy-

mov approached Saint Jonas, a high

rocky island sever&l miles in cir-

cumference, which sticks up from

the depths of the Sea of Okhotsk.

Tlie temperature of the water was

32 degrees Fahrenheit. Captain

Lindholm told me that it was easy

to guess in fog how close the land is

by watching the flight of seabirds: if

the birds are cruising in broad cir-

cles just above the water, they are

hunting for fish in the open sea; but

if they are flying straight, they are

returning to their nests on nearby

rocks close to shore.

The Dydymov moved slowly by

traverse course. Soon we saw hun-

dreds of birds flying in the same di-

rection and heard murmurs that

grew louder and louder. Suddenly,

Saint Jonas loomed up out of the

fog. Densely populated with sea-

birds, there was no privacy what-

soever on the island. Each nest was

barely out of pecking range of the

next. The tops of the rocks and the

gravelly beaches were covered with

herds of sea lions (Eumetopias ju-

bata), which roared like motorcar

klaxons. The big, old polygamous

bulls, ten feet long, were fighting

one another, rearing like grotesque

animals on medieval coats-of-arms.

The cows lay on the rocks awaiting

the outcome. When our men caught

a calf, the sea lions attacked the

whaleboat, almost overturning it.

Since Saint Jonas lay off the reg-

ular navigation course, ships seldom

came close to the island. Tlie Dydy-
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Presenting 1 1 IC
Invisible
University

CJnce upon a time, we used to try to

stuff all of our learning experiences into

neat little boxes.
The spatial boxes were classrooms and

the time boxes were labeled Grade
School, Junior High, High School, and
College.

But now we're breaking out of the
boxes (perhaps because we felt we were
suffocating) and finding new learning
adventures all around us, all our lives.

Television documentaries, book clubs,

paperbacks, magazines, 16mm films and
cinema verite, correspondence courses,
talking tape cassettes, museums going
show business—all are part of an "invisi-

ble university" that permits any inter-

ested citizen to share in the joy of discov-
ery with today's scientists and thinkers.
We're finding out that you don't have

to have a college degree to be an edu-
cated person—and that you don't have
to stop educating yourself after you get
one.
This may explain the phenomenal

growth of the fairly new monthly maga-
zine Psychology Today. In just five

years, it has zoomed up out of nowhere
to a circulation well over 600,000 monthly
copies.

Psychology Today was introduced to

bridge the gap between the laboratory
and the living room, the professional
and the educated layman.
Each month it presents the views and

findings of pioneering professional re-

searchers and thinkers, including lead-
ers like Carl Rogers, Bruno Bettelheim,

Margaret Mead, Erich Fromm, Harvey
Cox, John Lilly, B. F. Skinner, Kenneth
Keniston, Herbert Marcuse.
Not jazzed up. Not watered down.

Not clouded over with professional jar-

gon. Just straight and clear in a way
that both professionals and an interested
general audience can enjoy and appre-
ciate. And visually enhanced with color-

ful prize-winning avant garde graphics
that reinforce the tingling feeling of high
adventure.

Traditionally, in many college sub-
jects, you had to grind for a year or two
through agonizingly dull basics before
you got to "the good parts." In Psychol-
ogy Today you start out with "the good
parts"—the fascinating, illuminating
contemporary discoveries about who we
are, why we act as we do, and how we
can change.
Here are a few topics under recent

discussion in our section of "the invisi-

ble university" . . .

Does sports activity really build
character?
Can a psychological test predict your

success in business? In investing?
Why do fat people eat even when

they're not hungry?
How might psychology have prevented

the Vietnam war?
Why do many bright, capable women

in business have a will to fail?

Can three people be happily married
— to each other?
Does "the screaming" cure really

work?

BUILD YOUR OWN PERSONAL LIBRAR"!
ON THE HUMAN SCIENCES
The lasting value and significance of the articlt-

s

in Psychology Todav make each issue a valuable
addition to your home bbrarv of bterature on
the human sciences To assist \ou in building
this library, we periodically offer at modi

handsome black sbpcases for holdmg
iues. Sturdily cons ' ^

ver ink on the spir

of Psychology Toda;

How can income tax forms be made
foolproof?
Can a chimpanzee learn to read and

write?
Can criminals be rehabilitated through

brainwashing? (And should they?)
Can fingers see color?
Why do we expect beautiful people

to be smarter?
Should we teach children to read the

way pigeons are taught to play ping
pong?

Is there really such a thing as
hypnosis?
Some of it is daring theory. Some is

outrageous opinion. But much is start-

ling fact and measured experiments
which will rob you of some of your fond-
est pet notions—and provide you with
powerful ammunition for your next ar-

gument with friends.

Should you be "enrolled"? It costs
you nothing to find out. Just mail the
coupon. We'll send you a copy to read
free and enter your name as a trial sub-
scriber at the special introductory rate
for new subscribers indicated on the
coupon. However, if you're not delighted
with ihe first issue, simply write "cancel"
on the bill and return it without paying
or owing anything, keeping the first

issue with our compliments.

Mail coupon below for

Half-Price Offer to New Subscribers

Ifiychologytoday
p. O. Box 2990. Boulder. Colorado 80302

Please send me, without cost,

obligation or commitment, my com-

plimentary copy of the current

issue. If I like it, bill me for a year's

subscription (11 additional issues) at

just $6 instead of $12, half the regu-

lar price. If I don't like it I will write

"cancel" across your bill, return it,

and that will be the end of the mat-

ter. In either case, the complimen-

tary issue is mine to keep.

City.
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mov was sent there to study the sea

hons and to see whether Japanese
were in the area. They weren't.

It was a dismal, cold morning
when the fisheries' inspectors began
to study the eating habits of sea

hons. After a dav of slaughtering,

they completed their studv. The wa-
ter around the Dydymov was red

with blood, but little was added to

scientific knowledge.

We next sailed toward the low,

inhospitable west coast of Kam-
chatka to check on Japanese fish-

eries leased from Russia after the

war of 1905. The fisheries were
well-established settlements, with

electric lights, crab canneries, and
smoking chimney stacks—quite out

of place in the primitive northern

landscape. The canneries were run-

ning in complete disregard of speci-

fications concerning the extent of

catches.

The Kamchatka Peninsula is

about 750 miles long and more
than 250 miles across at its widest

point. The southern part of the pe-

ninsula separates the Sea of Okhotsk
from the Pacific; its northern part

separates the Okhotsk from the

Bering Sea. The west coast of Kam-
chatka is flat and tundralike, while

the east coast is mountainous and
volcanic. Most of the Kamchatka
volcanoes are located on the east

side of the peninsula. Some twenty
of them are still active, causing fre-

quent earthquakes and occasional

eruptions. There are glaciers on the

slopes of some volcanoes, but the

lush valleys have hot springs and
warm rivers where people can bathe
even in winter. Spruces, aspens,

and patches of curly Erman birch

grow in the central part of Kam-
chatka. The middle slopes of the

mountains are covered with alder

thickets and dwarf trailing pine.

The original inhabitants of the

peninsula were a Paleo-Asiatic

(Americanoid) people, called Kam-
chadals in Russian or, more re-

cently, by their native name of

Itelmes. During the Russian con-

quest in about 1700, they showed
extraordinary resistance and, hke
some of their American Indian

cousins, often preferred to kill their

wives and leap to their death from
the rocks rather than surrender to

the invaders. The diseases brought
by the white man had nearly exter-

minated the Kamchadals; when I

visited only about 2,000 of them
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were living on the west coast of the

peninsula. There were some other

Paleo-Asiatic and Tungusic tribes

there, but the population was
largely made up of Russian settlers,

often racially mixed with the ab-

original population. Their language
was sometimes difficult to under-

stand, and their customs were not

those of Russia. Fish was the staple

food for people, cattle, and dogs.

Bears were plentiful and protected bv
law, for they were easily procur-

able when other food was scarce.

Tlie Kamchatka bear (Ursus pesca-

tor) is a large, fierce animal. It

thrives on salmon, which it fishes

from streams with its paws; hence
its name, pescator, or fisherman.

On Kamchatka we visited Petro-

pavlosk, the capital. While there, I

made several botanical excursions

inland, and Captain Lindholm al-

ways joined me. Although fiis

hobby was collecting plants, he of-

ten did not know their names. Rela-

tions between the captain and me,
his second mate, were unusual. On
the ship Lindholm was a most de-

manding skipper; when I did some-
thing wrong he cursed me, using
maritime profanitv in both Swedish
and Russian. But during our bo-

tanical excursions, I was the master

The Yakuts, a native

Kamchatkan ethnic group,

were experienced hunters.

Among their quarry were

foxes and sables, which were once

numerous on the peninsula.



Droshkies could still

be seen in 1918 in the

streets of Vladivostok,

where the author's voyage

to the northern seas

besan and ended.

and he the apprentice. I helped him
identify flowers and explained the

intricacies of plant reproduction. I

called his attention to the almost

complete absence of Compositae

(the largest family of flowering

plants) and Leguminosae (the very

large pulse family) in the flora of

Kamchatka. The genera Astragalus

(loco weed) and Oxvtropis of the

latter family were exceptions.

As a whole, the plant life of

Kamchatka is poor, consisting of

not more than 800 mostly circum-

polar species with an admixture of

Sakhalin and Okhotsk coast plants.

But we had fun and collected every-

thing in sight. Our prize specimen

was the rare endemic fir {A bies gra-

cilis), which grew sparingly in the

southern part of the peninsula.

Captain Lindholm listened to me
as attentively as I had listened to

my botany professor only five vears

before. During oui" voyage, the cap-

tain and I learned much about the

botany of Kamchatka, and I learned

even more about navigation in the

northern seas.

From Petropavlosk, we sailed to

a cove known to the captain as a

convenient place to replenish our

water cisterns. It was a lovely, shel-

tered inlet with a sandy shore and a

narrow valley filled with snow that

descended almost to the water. A
stream, forming a waterfall as high

as the roof of a one-story house,

gushed from under the snow. We
had to approach the shore in re-

verse, aft first, so that our water

hose would reach the waterfall.

Captain Lindholm was on the

bridge: mv place was astern, where

I was to make sure that the ship did

not run aground. The snowy valley,

the waterfall, the faint odor of flow-

ers filled me with such rapture that

1 forgot to watch how many fathoms

of water we had under the keel.

Presently, the ship scraped the

sandy bottom and bounced gently.

At the same time a stream of Russo-

Swedish swearing, amplified bv

megaphone, came from the bridge.

The Dvdymov^s propeller churned

up the water and the ship moved
ahead, awav from the shore. She

was not grounded and no harm was

done, but my conduct had been un-

pardonable and mv spirits were

low. The hose was secured with

rocks and water began to run by

gravity to the ship's cisterns. But it

took some time and I became more
miserable. Then Lindholm came

astern, and I stood at attention. He
said. "We have at least one hour

and a half here; let's go collect

plants."

We climbed the steep slope of

the valley just above the snowbank.

Spring was there in all its beauty.

Catkins of dwarf willows were fully

open, faintly fragrant violets were

blooming, and anemones on deli-

cate stalks were pushing through

the snow. And this was in the

middle of August at the same lati-

tude as London!

Next the Drdymov sailed north

along the east coast of Kamchatka
where the settlement of Ust-Kam-

chatsk—now probably a big town-
is located at the mouth of the Kam-
chatka River. The settlement was

on the same parallel as the two

Commander Islands, a Russian con-

tinuation of the Aleutian chain.

During our cruising in these

northern seas we encountered

masses of seabirds: among them
geese, ducks, and snipes on the low

shores; murres, petrels, kittvwakes,

puffins, auklets, and guillemots on

the rocky cliffs. Seagulls were ev-

erywhere. The total number of bird

species was not large, but the num-
ber of individuals in each species

was enormous. This is also true of

northern fish. (The opposite condi-

tion prevails in tropical zones,

where there are many species of few

individuals.)

Behind Ust-Kamchatsk, the high-

est volcano of Kamchatka, Kliu-

chevskaia Sopka, rises from sea

level to a height of 15,584 feet. (All

volcanoes on Kamchatka are called

sopka, meaning literally "she who
wheezes or snores.") During our

visit this sopka was covered with

snow from an altitude of 3,000 to

10,000 feet. Above that level the

volcano appeared as a perfectly

symmetrical, slate-blue cone, clear

of snow. Dense yellow and black

smoke, like that from the gigantic

chimney of a chemical works,

poured from its crater.

At Ust-Kamchatsk the Dydymov
transferred her cargo, including the

two Avan reindeer, to small boats. I

wished the animals success in mul-

tiplying and populating their new-

environment.

Soon it was September. The
Dydymov had accomplished every-

thing planned for her and much
that was unplanned. She had deliv-

ered mail, passengers, and freight
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I am interested in departures in (month)

to different places; the Bureau of

Fisheries' inspectors had gathered

enough material to write reports on

sea lions, crabs, salmon runs, and

the activities of the Japanese. It was

time to return to Vladivostok. Cap-

tain Lindholm intended to sail

south along the Pacific side of the

Kurile Islands and stop at the port

of Hakodate on the southern tip of

Hokkaido, but a storm forced him

into the Sea of Okhotsk. The new
course took us between the islands of

Paramushir and Onekotan, through

the Fourth Kurile Strait.

After five stormy days and nights

we entered the Tatar Strait from the

north and then sailed up the unbe-

lievably wide estuary and the low

reaches of the Amur to the regional

center and river port of Niko-

layevsk-on-Amur. We did not stay

there long; soon the Dydymov
sailed again and, after several stops,

approached Vladivostok late in the

evening. At midnight I went to the

bridge for my 12:00 to 4:00 watch.

The captain said, "When you are

on the traverse of the Vladivostok

lighthouse, wake me up." After

three months in the northern seas I

had gained much experience in nav-

igation, and a great deal of self-con-

fidence. For the first time I dis-

obeyed the captain's orders. When
we had passed the lighthouse and

safely entered the inner harbor, I

ordered the anchor dropped. Lind-

holm quickly appeared on the

bridge, probably even before the

anchor reached bottom. But he

merely asked, "Is everything all

Clothed in furs and animal

skins, girls of a small

Tungusic tribe perform

a native dance in the snow

at the turn of the century.
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Tungus children learned at

an early age how to star

on a reindeer's back.

Often nomadic, these Siberian

aborigines used reindeer

until well into the

1900s as pack animals

and individual mounts.

right?" and I said with satisfaction.

'Ave. ave. Skipper."

Our summer cruise was over, and

so was mv short career as a mari-

ner. It was a happv summer. Be-

cause of Captain Lindhohn's pa-

tience, I learned to navigate a ship:

because of his love of botany, I be-

came familiar with the coastal phvsi-

ographv and vegetation of Sakhalin

and Kamchatka, and of northeast-

ern Asia from the Korean border to

the latitude of the Aleutian Islands.

I subsequentlv found a forestrv

job in China, and soon moved to a

lifetime career in forestrv- in the

United States. The botanist in me
won over the mariner, but I still

look back fondly on my youthful

voyage to the northern seas. *

GIFTS OF
AN EAGLE
Jonathan Livingston Seagull's

creator calls it — "A glad ad-

venture, a gift rarely given."

—Richard Bach. The author of

Born Free says — "It should

become a classic."—Joy Adam-
son. Illustrations by Peter Par-

nail. Book-of-the-Month Club

.Alternate. S5.95

By Kent Durden

cA^evyof
leasts

A warm, wise, and funn)' ac-

count of his apprenticeship in-

to the ways of animals and

zookeeping by the author of

My Family and Other Animals.

QewOdO^urreU
S7.95

Simon and Schuster
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Books in Revie^v

People
and
Their*
Mosic
by Alan P. Merriann

Music of the Americas, edited by

Paul Collaer. Praeger Publishers,

$25.00; 207 pp., illus.

Many kinds of specialists

study music—musicians,
psychologists, estheticians, musi-

cologists, acousticians, biologists,

and even anthropologists and soci-

ologists. But one of the most ex-

pert of them all is seldom named,

simply because he is little known
to most of us. I am speaking of

the ethnomusicologist, an expert

whose concern, at least in theory,

covers the music of all men every-

where, in the past but more often

in the present, and whose view of

music covers more than sound
structure alone.

It is impossible to pinpoint a

single instant in time as the pre-

cise moment when a new dis-

cipline is born, but most ethnomu-

sicologists today speak of 1882 as

the date of the formal beginnings

of their field. In that year Theo-

dore Baker's doctoral dissertation

for the University of Leipzig was

published; it was titled Uber die

Musik der Nordamerikanishchen

Wilden ("On the Music of North

American Savages"). In this book.

Baker pulled together the written

sources available to him; he had

also talked with Indians (espe-

cially the Seneca), listened to their

songs, and notated their mel-

odies as accurately as he could by
ear. So far as I know, Baker
never wrote on this subject again,

but with his work, ethnomusicol-

ogy had formally begun.

The earliest name for the field

was apparently bestowed upon it

by Guido Adler in 1885; he
spoke of it as vergleichende Mu-
sikwissenschaft, or "comparative

musicology," which, he added,

"has as its task the comparison of

the musical works—especially the

folksongs—of the various peoples

of the earth for ethnographical

purposes, and the classification of

them according to their various

forms."

In succeeding years, com-
parative musicology gathered mo-

mentum in Germany and in

America. The famous Berlin

Phonogramm-Archiv, one of the

earliest depositories for recordings,

was already in operation by the

turn of this century, and by the

1930s, two learned societies de-

voted to comparative musicology

had been founded, one in Ger-

many and the other in the United

States, but neither one lasted for

more than a few years.

World War II provided a water-

shed for comparative musicology.

and particularly the half-decade

from 1950 to 1955 saw new and

greatly heightened activity. In

1950 Jaap Kunst rechristened

comparative musicology as "ethno-

musicology" (the hyphen was soon

dropped) in his booklet Musi-
cologica. In December, 1952, the

first stirrings of a new learned

society were felt, and the Society

for Ethnomusicology was formally

established in November, 1955.

Today it is a flourishing society

with more than 1,500 members.

And finally, in this same period a

new group of young professionals

completed doctorates and took

their places in the field.

Despite Guido Adler's confident

statement about the concerns of

comparative musicology, ethnomu-

sicologists today are sharply di-

vided on the issue of what it is

they ought to be doing. On the

one hand are those, usually musi-

cologically trained, who direct

their attention to the sound of the

music and its structure. On the

other, are those, usually anthropo-

logically trained, who prefer to

view music as one human behav-

ior among many, with a focus

upon the human beings involved

in it. These basic differences are

multiplied in many ways. Musi-

cologically trained ethnomusicolo-
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ancient Egyptian

history"*
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James E. Harris
and Kent R. Weeks

The most important breakthrough in

Egyptology since the discovery of

Tutanl<hamon's tomb is presented in

this account of the ongoing scien-

tific expedition to x-ray the royal

mummies in the Egyptian Museum in

Cairo. The book describes startling

new findings and tells how the re-

sults of the expedition to date have
drastically altered generally held

"facts" on Egyptian culture and
chronology.

Illustrated with original x-rays and with
photographs in both color and black
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gists tend to study the so-called

fine art music of the so-called

high cultures, for example, those

of the Near and Far East; to

stress the importance of learning

to perform the music one studies;

to empathize with that music and
to emphasize its individuality; and
to view the history of music as a

value in itself. Anthropologically

trained ethnomusicologists tend to

study the music of the "nonlite-

rate" peoples; to stress, not the

performance of music, but the

communication of knowledge
about it; to seek to fit knowledge
about a particular music with
other data; and thus to generalize,

to seek trends, and to formulate

theories, laws, and theories of the-

ories. They view the history of

music as important for what it

can show about developmental
regularities and for the light it

can shed upon the present.

These contrasting foci have led

to very different contemporary
definitions of ethnomusicology.

Those with a musicological orien-

tation are Hkely to define it as

"the study of non-Western mu-
sic," while those with anthropo-

logical leanings tend toward such
definitions as "the study of music
in culture and society." The musi-

cologist, then, sees music sound as

his study object and divorces it

conceptually from the context in

which it flourishes; the anthropolo-

gist conceives of music as a total-

ity that embraces sound, context,

behavior, concepts and all other

possible facets of human behavior
and ideation that can be labeled

"musical." And there the matter
rests today. Those who wish to

pursue the subject further should
read Mantle Hood's book The
Ethnomusicologist (McGraw-Hill,

1971) for the musicological view-

point; Alan P. Merriam's The
Anthropology of Music (North-

western, 1964) for the anthropolog-

ical position; and Bruno Nettl's

Theory and Method in Ethnomu-
sicology (Free Press, 1964) for an
attempt at a general overview. Ear-

nest readers are strongly advised to

consult all three!

Whatever their theoretical ori-

entation, ethnomusicologists agree

that the old comparative musi-

cology grew up hand in hand with

the study of North American In-

dian ways of life. Early American

DO you know:
...How the manatee of the

Americas became separated
from its cousin the elephant?

... Whether the rise of the Rocky
Mountains killed the dino-
saurs?

...What happened to South
American animals when the
Isthmus of Panama closed
five million years ago?

...Why fresh-water eels spawn
in the middle of the Atlantic?

. . . Why camels disappeared from
North America?

, .
. How the fossils of a primitive
plant show that Africa and
Antarctica were once joined?

You'll find answers in

What is the

erand Design?
The Story of Evolving Life

and the Changing Planet on

Which It Is Lived

By PETER BRIGGS

$5.95 at bookstores
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Announcing "the first

genuine 'pop' adult

archaeological

series

The Waick
Archaeologies
Magnus Magnusson,
General Editor

Each book deals with a civiliza-

tion, or the civilizations of a par-
ticular area; each is written by an
expert in his field, and is mag-
nificently illustrated with photo-
graphs, drawings, diagrams and
maps.

*The Bookseller

Introducing
Archaeology
By MAGNUS MAGNUSSON
Theauthor.well knownforhis BBC
television programs on archaeol-
ogy, traces the growth and devel-
opment of archaeology during the
last two centuries, and describes
the achievements of many noted
archaeologists. The book conveys
the excitement of discovery as the
reader relives the great and small
dramas of the past. 52 photos, 1

1

in full color, 26 tine drawings.

Digging Up
the Bible Lands
By RONALD MARKER

Marker, who was the Masada Ex-
pedition's link man in London, de-
scribes the explorations of eight
excavation sites in the Middle East
that are shedding light on two
thousand years of Biblical his-
tory. 52 photos, 10 in full color,
24 in drawings, 3 maps.

The Archaeology
of Ancient Egypt
By T. G. M.JAMES

The contributions of a wide range
of Egyptologists in unearthing the
story of one of the most fascinat-
ing civilizations of the ancient
world are thoroughly explored in

thisengrossingvolume. 61 photos,
13 in full color, 25 line drawings,
2 maps.

Each: cloth $8.95, paper $4.95
At all bookstores, or order direct from

HENRY Z. WALCK, INC.
19 Union Square West, N.Y. 10003

scholars, such as Alice Fletcher,

did field work with Indians, while

German scholars recorded and nu-

tated the music of Indians who
visited Europe in Wild West
shows, and worked with eai-ly cyl-

inder recordings received from
such American anthropologists as

Franz Boas. Thus, the early stud-

ies of comparative musicology and

of North American Indian music

involve much overlapping litera-

ture, and this mutual development

has continued to the present, with

fruitful results on both sides.

Therefore it is especially frus-

trating to have to report that the

volume under review here, Paul

Collaer's Music of the Americas,

is in many ways a distinct disap-

pointment, and in only one a

clear-cut addition to our knowl-

edge. Indeed, the book is some-

thing of a mystery, for we are

given no explanation for its pres-

ence, no rationale for why these

particulai" pieces of information

were put together in this particu-

lar way at this particular point in

time. The title is grandly mis-

leading, for the content of the

book concerns only the music of

North and South American In-

dians and of the folk societies of

Central America.

The book begins without pre-

amble, and the first 24 pages

(oversized and printed in small

type) comprise a short general in-

troduction followed by culture

sketches of the societies noted

above. The material, however, is

extremely brief for the ground

that must be covered, and the

reader is frequently brought up
short by the fact that various seg-

ments—even paragraphs—are writ-

ten by different authors. From his

general introductory paragraphs

one soon learns that Paul Collaer

is preoccupied with the specula-

tive search for origins as weU as

with the spirited defense of the

values and esthetic qualities of

non-Western music. The tenor of

his remarks is, frankly, old-fash-

ioned. In her sketches of North

American Indian cultures, Eva
Lips indulges in value judgments

and sweeping generalizations out

of another era, referring to "pecu-

liar customs," "low cultural

level," "age-old beliefs," people

who are supposedly "warhke by

nature," or who "have a typical
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OLIVE
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This silver-grey Russian Olive is an ideal screen-

ing plant for your property. It is very fast-
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Russian Olives will grow and thrive even in poor soil.
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Lars-Eric Lindbtad invites you on a

Cruising Expedition aboard the iVl.S. Lindblad Explorer

INDONESIA-EAST OF BALI

Bah— the "Morning of the World" as

Nehru called it— a true paradise— un-

spoiled in spite of efforts to the contrary
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Our Indonesian Cruises— East of Bali

— offer many unique experiences for
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the naturalist (birds, mammals, plants

and trees, butterflies and fish), the lover

of underwater sports (we have com-
plete equipment for the scuba diver),

performing and visual arts and shopping
(primitive art and Ming china)

The MS Lindblad Explorer offers

you comfort, experienced famous
lecturers and an adventure into an archi-

pelago as delightful and beautiful as

you thought only a dream could be
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tion (including the two week cruise)

with twice a month departures from May
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$2710 00, which includes the airfare

from San Francisco

The M,S Lindblad Explorer was built

in 1969 and is of Panamanian registry

She IS operated by the Swedish Amer-
ican Line,

Send for the descriptive folder today
— it also includes our cruises to the Aus-

tralian Barrier Reef, the Subantarctic

Islands of New Zealand and Australia.

Antarctica in 1974. the West Coast of

South America and Galapagos

\ 1

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

TRAVEL THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD

agriculturalist's mentality." Rolf

Krusche, who wrote the material

concerning the "high civilizations"

of Central and South America,

avoids this kind of statement, but

his prose is dense and often diffi-

cult to follow. Eva Lips closes out

the introduction with material on

the remaining South American

cultures.

The next fourteen pages are de-

voted to "Music of the Eskimo

and Indians," and they, too, are

fragmentary, old-fashioned, and

sometimes misleading. The best

segment is that written by Willard

Rhodes on North American Indian

music. Vicente T. Mendoza de-

votes most of his space on Mexi-

can folk music to descriptions of

music instruments, and Samuel

Marti contributes a seven-line

paragraph that repeats the old

myth that American Indian music

is always bound up with religion.

Most of the material is the work

of Paul CoUaer and it is a

mishmash of bits of information

on the music of Eskimos and

North and South American In-

dians, including some music tran-

scriptions.

Whatever value the book has

will be found in pages 48 through

174, for featured here are 97 pho-

tographs, drawings, and paintings

of music instruments, musicians,

and dancers. For North America,

the emphasis is on the old: some

prehistoric instruments, some mar-

velous paintings and drawings,

and many documentary photo-

graphs of early music practice, in-

cluding two rare shots of Eskimo

"song battles." The illustrations

for Mexico and South America are

mostly of contemporary scenes,

and the photographic quality fal-

ters somewhat, but they are still

valuable to us. Each illustration is

discussed on the facing page by

various of the authors, including

one each by Laura Boulton and

William N. Fenton, who do not

participate in the introduction. In-

cluded here are materials seldom

seen otherwise, such as bull-

roarers, reed instruments from the

Northwest Coast, South American

trumpets, and many others.

This book is not a good ex-

ample of what ethnomusicologists

can do, and its price will exceed

its utility for most of us. But the

illustrations are worth a look; in
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some ways, peering out at us is

the very faee of music.

Alan P. Merriam. professor of aii-

ihropology at Indiana Iniversilv, is

a specialist in ethnoniusicologv and

the study of the arts in anthropology.

The Long African Day, by Nor-

man Mvers. Tlie Macmillan Com-

pany, $25.00; 404 pp.. illus.

This is a verv big book, thick as

a ream of typing paper.

Lavishly illustrated with the au-

thor's photographs, mainly black

and whites but also a gorgeous 20-

page color section, it looks—and is

priced—like another coffee-table

volume on African wildlife. How-

ever, it is not only, or even primar-

ilv, a picturebook. Tlie text runs to

more than 300,000 words, and

probably includes more factual in-

formation on East African animals

than all similar-looking books put

together.

It is the statement of a man who
spent more than a decade becoming

hopelessly attached to the African

wilds, who progressed from esthetic

awareness of it—abundantly dis-

played in his photographs—to a pas-

sionate desire to save it. Many
people appreciate what East Africa

has to offer, a fair number are ac-

tively trying to conserve the wild-

life, but few have made such a total

commitment: Myers, an English-

man who originally came out as a

magistrate (only to be Africanized),

has joined his fate to that of East

Africa by becoming a citizen of

Kenya. To better comprehend the

problems and to equip himself to

campaign for conservation, he set

out to earn a doctorate in con-

servation ecology. Lately he has

been involved in a predator survey

for the U'orld Wildlife Fund. In

writing The Long African Day, his

campaign to preserve African fauna

and flora is fairly launched.

The book is presented as a day's

sojourn in the parks, looking at the

animals and the multiplying prob-

lems that must be solved if they are

to survive. It is divided into four

major sections: early morning, mid-

day, late afternoon, and night, with

the photos arranged accordingly

and carrying the theme. There are

some unusual, as well as many
beautiful, illustrations: Myers is

particularly good at action se-
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difficult, because the author throws

out a barrage of questions, few of

which are answerable at present. If

I have interpreted him correctly,

these are his main conclusions:

Wildlife outside the national

parks is doomed unless clear eco-

nomic reasons can be found for

keeping land unsettled and unculti-

vated. The irony is that the array of

indigenous herbivores is demonstra-

bly far more productive than man's

domestic stock on the semiarid sa-

vanna and bushlands that make up

most of Africa; yet game-cropping

schemes have not been given a fair

trial in East Africa. Squabbling be-

tween conservationists with purist

and pragmatic approaches is largely

to blame.

There is hardly one national park

that is a viable ecological unit.

Wildlife is increasingly concen-

trated in the parks as the lands

around them become settled, lead-

ing to serious habitat deterioration

and transformation, especially

through the synergistic agencies of

elephant and fire. Tsavo National

Park is a classic example. To pre-

vent this destruction, parks will

have to be actively inanaged to

keep wildlife populations in balance

with available resources. The ideal

of natural, self-regulating ecosys-

tems is unrealizable within the

parks as presently constituted.

The economic benefits of tour-

ism, now Kenya's leading industry,

are a strong incentive to preserve

the parks and even to create new
ones, but maintaining them is a

heavy burden on the East African

nations, which are receiving rela-

tively little financial help from over-

seas, despite the oft-repeated asser-

tion that African wildlife is a world

heritage. Individuals, as well as

governments, bear a responsibility

to future generations and can mate-

rially affect the preservation of Afri-

can wildlife bv contributing monev
and moral support to international

conservation societies and directly

to the national parks.

The economic benefits of keep-



"There is no comparable work on snakes in

general, or any group of them. It will be a source

of information not only for the snake specialist but

also for the historian, medical man, anthropologist,

and the educated sportsman, to name a few who may
wish to see how Mr, Klauber has sought to disentangle

rattlesnakes as they are from rattlesnakes as people

imagine them to be." —New York Times Book Review

"Without question the final word on rattlesnakes

for a long time to come." —Nature Magazine

"The clarity and simplicity, combined with the

historical approach, mean that anyone who is the

least bit interested in natural history can open

the book and read with fascination almost

anywhere." —Science

"An amazing amount of ethnographic and ethno-

historical data on North American Indian beliefs,

ceremonies, use, practices, and knowledge about rattle

snakes, and a creditable amount of Central and South

American data." —American Anlliropologist

"Everything on the subject that need ever be said—everything that an

amateur or professional snake fancier or snake dreader would ever want

to know." —Scientific American

Rattlesnakes
Their Habits, Life Histories, and Influence on Mankind
Second Edition, Revised

By LAURENCE M. KLAUBER
This book is an encyclopedia of the rattlesnake; in it both

the rattlesnake's reactions to its environment and man's reac-

tion to rattlesnakes have been studied. It is a compendium of

everything that is scientifically known about rattlesnakes, as well

as the astonishingly vivid folklore that has developed around

them, and it promises to remain the definitive work on rattlers

for many years.

Seldom has any wild animal been the subject of so extensive

and painstaking study. It is an inexhaustable mine of informa-

tion about a fascinating dangerous reptile, and an amusing

chronicle of human credulity.

The book is not overly technical. The individual sections are

useful to any reader wishing information on some particular

aspect of rattlesnake life.

Klauber begins by discussing the problems of classifying and

identifying rattlesnakes. He includes keys to the rattlesnakes of

various sections of the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Cen-

tral and South America. (There are no rattlers in the Old World.)

The text is supplemented by tables of geographical distribution,

and numerous diagrams and photographs which are indispen-

sable aids to identification.

Sections three and four discuss the paleontology, phylogeny

and morphology of rattlesnakes. The former chapter examines

the ancient history of rattlers through evidence left from fossil

remains, while the latter is a treatise on the evolution of snakes.

Following this, Klauber deals with the behavior of rattlers.

First he studies the physiological factors such as climate, alti-

tude, and temperature mechanisms, including variations among
the various types of rattlesnakes. Habitat, food, population and

reproduction are also discussed at great length and any variables

from species to species are noted.

Volume two concentrates on rattlers and their relation to

man. It is here that Klauber compiles all the known information

about rattlesnake venom, the bite, its effects, treatment and

prevention. Again he discusses in detail everything from the

structure of the fang itself and chemical composition of the

venom to symptomatic case reports by species, and recom-

mended procedure for treatment from both the physician's and

novice's point of view.

Next Klauber surveys the problems involved in control and

utilization of rattlesnakes, including economic feasibility and

natural predators.

Finally the author relates various myths that have developed

concerning rattlers— not only in our society but among the

American Indians. This section clears up many widely held mis-

conceptions about rattlesnakes.

Although not intended as a "popular" natural history, the

lucid style, skillful avoidance of unnecessary technical jargon,

and the fascinating subject appeal to readers with varying in-

terest levels.

For more than forty years Laurence M. Klauber was Consult-

ing Curator of Reptiles at the San Diego Zoo, and this book is

based on firsthand experiences with 12,000 rattlers in the field

and laboratory. Amateur naturalists, herpetologists, physicians,

folklorists—and anyone interested in rattlesnakes will find this

book both useful and intriguing.

223 illustrations 1588 pages Buckram bound in two volumes

$50.00

Published for the Zoological Society of San Diego

To: Your Bookseller or . . .

University of California Press

Department 162

2223 Fulton

Berkeley, California 94720

Please send me copy(ies) of Rattlesnakes by Laurence

M. Klauber at $50.00 per copy. I have enclosed payment in

the amount of $50.00 and understand that the book may be

retu.-ned for full refund if I am dissatisfied in any way.
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Berkeley • Los Angeles • New York
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on a recent trip to the Rockies, would not dream
of shooting a Bighorn any other way. They spotted

two females across a canyon on a rocky ledge,

shown below in a regular camera shot. Questar's

closeup is on Tri-X at 1/125 second.

The last word in Questar accessories is the Carpod,
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inside your car, observing or photographing, with-

out disturbing the wildlife. Only the versatile and
portable Questar can afford you such convenience

and enjoyment.
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QUESTAR
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ing national parks tnusl be made
more tangible to the Africans from

whom the lands, in many cases,

have been expropriated. To over-

come their understandable opposi-

tion to such sanctuaries, they

should be given a percentage of the

admission fees and /or allowed to

benefit from surplus game stocks in

in a legal, controlled way instead of

by poaching.

The ecological nub of the matter

is that there is a natural annual

wildlife surplus that cannot be ab-

sorbed into a fully occupied ecosys-

tem. If it is not utilized by preda-

tors, man included, surplus
offspring not only go to waste, but

also make for a reduced carrying

capacity and higher mortality be-

fore being weeded out by malnutri-

tion and disease. Thus, the key to

conservation is utilization of the tre-

mendous natural productivity of the

savanna ecosystem for the benefit of

man, so that the land- and meat-

hungry African will want to reserve

some areas for animals because he

will see their value to him as a

source of food and income.

The author writes informally and

often forcefully, but not always

clearly. He has a weakness for turn-

ing pat phrases ("piped water sup-

ports only pipe dreams"; "Ruaha
Park may have a different future if

the future has a Ruaha Park").

Probably he could have made his

case more effectively if he had used

fewer words and weeded out irrele-

vant details and questions. But

Myers is not really to blame. These

faults could have been easily cor-

rected by good editing, but few

publishers seem to offer this essen-

tial service any more.

Nevertheless, as the most com-

plete and authoritative popular

treatment of East African wildlife

ecology. The Long African Day is a

very valuable book, packed with in-

formation and beautifully illus-

trated.

Richard D. Estes

Harvard University

The Winds of Mara, by Cohn

Fletcher. Alfred A. Knopf Inc.,

$7.95; 384 pp., illus.

Ever since Isak Dinesen wrote

Out OfAfrica, descriptions of

the deflowering of East Africa have

become a literary fashion. Partic-
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ularlv in recent times, raits of

writers have exploited tin- riiio-

tit)nal response generated In the de-

mise of the old wavs an<l the end-

less game of Africa, and ha\e lent it

their sometimes haunting, but more

often maudlin, last rites. One such

epitaph echoes another, each la-

menting, hke a devotee of funerals,

the fleet passage of time and the Ira-

gii' deeav of nobilitN.

Of course, it is all so true: the old

wavs, the thundering game herds,

and the antique peoples are rapidlv

dving ofl' and ai^e not being replaced

as thev once would have been. Es-

calating human populations, land

hunger, and the overt European

hvbridization of African customs

and African instincts have affected

almost all corners of what was once

thought to be boundless country.

Isak Dinesen was the first to de-

scribe this inexorable path of

progress, and her lament, written

nearlv fort)' vears ago, is still the

freshest, the wisest, and the most

ravishinglv beautiful.

If Colin Fletcher had had his

wav, his book The Winds of Mara

would not necessarily have sug-

gested these winds of change. Origi-

nallv intended to be a book about a

natural ecological balance in Al-

riea, it became, of its own will, a

document of the fretful corruption

of nature. The Mara of the title is

short for the Masai-Mara Game Re-

serve, some 150 miles to the west of

Nairobi, Kenya, and it is here that

Mr. Fletcher discovers "harmony be-

tween animals and land, between

men and land, between men and ani-

mals."

He is drawn to this flat platitude

one night after watching an in-

tricatelv veined leaf fall into the

Keekorok Lodge swimming pool.

Inside, at the bar are the tourists he

is escorting through Kenya, and in

the parking lot, his Volkswagen

sightseeing bus stands readv to take

him and his wards along the na-

tional park "milk run." Then and

there he vows to return alone to the

Mara to study its wildlife on differ-

ent terms. Within a few weeks he is

back in a rented "Roho," which he

predictablv christens "Rohosi-

nante." His intention is to spend

several weeks reconnoitering the

country and the game, and then to

return for an uninterrupted six

months to study the wildlife.

The book is about this reconnais-

sance—a full month of concentrated

game viewing, meticulous note tak-

ing, steadfast tea consumption, and

continual negotiations with the

Game Department and the Narok

County Council. It seems that to

write a book about the Mara one

must make one's peace with every-

one, within a hundred miles, en-

titled to a rubber stamp.

Fletcher writes about safari ants,

cheetahs, wildebeest, elephants, and

otters; he tells how it is to camp by

oneself, dossing down next to the

car after a warm Scotch, listening

to the sounds of the night, ready to

leave for more game viewing at first

light. One of the goals of the trip is

to visit "The Triangle," the re-

motest section of the Mara, which

abuts on the Tanzanian border. But

like many of the pleasures he antici-

pates. The Triangle, nearly devoid of

game, is a disappointment. The first

people he encounters there are sus-

If you and your children want to know more about saving the environment,

get the facts from Laurence Pringle's environmental studies.
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Laurence Pringle"s books are the answer for those looking for

sound, thoughtful, yet simply written environmental studies for

young people. Pringle introduces topics ranging from population

control to ponds and prairies, always focusing on man's role in the

total environment. As a reviewer in The Washington Post recently

wrote, "Laurence Pringle. . .has been bringing children and nature

together for years. His introductions to the

science of ecology and cogent capit-

ulations of pollution and population

problems are models of the genre."

Help your children develop the

ecological conscience they will need

to save the only earth we have. Start

with these beautifully illustrated, highly

recommended books by Laurence Pringle.
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pected poachers, and \\ hen lie lea w.--.

he does so, greatly dislurbcd.

The most enduring effect of The
Winds of Mara is Fletcher's de-

scriptions of the game rangers and

the bureaucrats of Africa. The long

waits, the endless failures of author-

ities to appear on schedule, the ])ri-

varication, the buck passing and, fi-

nally, the greed make the proposed

six-month stay in the Mara unen-

durable. He stops making plans and

leaves with bitter memories of a

once harmonious place.

The Winds ofMara, fashioned to

suggest that Africa has not lived up
to its expectations, represents the

broken shell of Fletcher's unful-

filled book. Who knows how that

book, after six months of hard re-

search, would have looked? This

one, however, is not a success. Like

all books lacking a destination. The
Winds of Mara has been unneces-

sarily padded, stuffed up, with all

kinds of nonessentials. Mr. Fletcher

deserves every credit for unswerv-

ing honesty, but his honesty com-

pels him to recount every mindless

detail of the trip, leaching his narra-

tive entirely of its poetry. Virtually

every description is wordbound,

and every thought, however mun-
dane, is heralded by self-exam-

ination and followed by mental

shock waves. Fletcher is not an en-

dearing naturalist; almost all his ob-

servations are related to his earnest

tea consumption and limited by the

rectangular view from the window
of his rude little car.

The Winds of Mara became for

me a desperately sad book because

its author offers no meaningful

point to his story. Disturbed by

what he has seen, bedeviled by his

unfulfilled ambition to write a more
substantial book, Fletcher con-

cludes his narrative by boarding an

aircraft. Leaving for home seems to

be his only solution and it is per-

haps this final surrender that makes
The Winds ofMara everything that

the spirit of Isak Dinesen militated

against.

.John H. Heminway, .Jr.

Tlie American Museum is open lo the

public every day during the year, ex-

cept Thanfisgiving and Christmas.

^ our support through membership

and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equailv in need

of support for its work in the fields oi

research, education, and exhibition.
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SHOOT FROM 8"T0 30' WITH

ELECTRONIC FLASH WTTHOtfT

CHANGING

Fo( Nikon. Pvntax
Mtnolla. Topcon,
•nd Canon

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON "A" TO

"E " CONTACT;

BUSHNELl 7x35 CUSTOM
Regular $125.50 Postpaid S79.50

This is an example of the deep discount prices on
high quality optics Ihot is found In our FREE catalog.
This catalog lists ond illustrates an outstanding se
lection of camero lens, telephoto lens, telescopes,
binoculors etc., p.u! voluable informo'icn on how
to properly select them Wrtc (or ' lodov

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448
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It's nice to know
America leads the world
in medical research.

Just don't get sick.

Pick up almost any recent issue of

Scientific American, and chances are

you'll discover some impressive new
advances in the life sciences. The
discoverv of a powerful fam.ily of

hormone-like agents called prostaglandins,

the mapping of human chromosomes,

Nobel prize-winning insights into the

causes of cancer ... or a score of other

fascinating achievements.

Our medical and paramedical

technologies are leaping forward. Each

year, each month, each day there are

fewer limits on our abilities to diagnose

and cure disease, alleviate suffering and

prolong life.

llnfortunately, a tragic gap separates

what we can do from what we are doing.

As other articles in Scientific American

have shown, our health care svsteni,

responsible for delivering the blessings

of medical technology to the people, is

shamefully disorganized, outdated and

expensive— resulting in needless pain,

physical damage and death.

Three years ago the situation was

critical. This year it is intolerable. Next

year it will be worse.

The need to do somethinc about it is

now recognized in the White House, the

Congress and the medical community itself.

In September, an entire issue of

Scientific American will be devoted to

the growing health care crisis. Many of

the articles may surprise you, perhaps

even shock you. Like all Scientific

American articles, they will bring you

facts you won't find anywhere else . . .

explain in advance problems that may
make headlines months or even years

from now . . . and do it all with

unparalleled accuracy and objectivity. As
usual, all the articles will be written by

leading authorities who are directly

involved in the issues they are discussing.

Modern health care, of course, is just

one of the vital current issues Scientific

American covers on a continuing basis.

Pick any major subject area from race

relations to national defense, and you're

likely to find a whole siring of articles

running back twenty years or more— each

a clear, meticulously documented, often

prophetic analysis of problems

and solutions.

For the best, most up-to-date thinking

on any important subject, it makes sense

to turn first to Scientific American.

Scientific American
makes sense today out of

issues that will make
headlines tomorrow.
•SI per copy, or by subscription SIO
for 12 months. Write to Scientific

.American, Dept. 12D, 415 Madison

.\venue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Or call toll-free 800-24,3-6000

(in Conn.. 1-800-882-6.500).



Celestial Events
t»y Thomas D. Niclnolson

TJie Sun and Moon As the sun roiiliniK-s to move north in

the skv over earth, sunrise comes earher and sunset later during April

and Mav. At latitude 40° north, sunrise occurs at 5:23 a.m., local mean

time in mid-April, and about a minute and a half earlier each day there-

after, until it occurs at 4.:45 a.m. on May 15. Sunset, meanwhile, occurs

at 6:38 p.m. on April 15 and 7:08 p.m'. on May 15, or just about one

minute later per day. Thus, the length of daylight in April and May in-

creases about 21/2 minutes daily, from 13 hours 15 minutes in mid-April

to 14 hours 23 minutes in mid-May.

The waxing gibbous moon rises before sunset on April 15 and be-

comes the full moon on April 17. Thereafter, the moon rises after sun-

set, progressively later each night, wanes to last-quarter moon on April

25,' to a morning sky crescent moon for four or five days following, then

becomes new moon on May 2. The early crescent moon will appear in

the evenin<J sky by May 5. h will grow to first-quarter on May 9, when

it sets about midnight, and to full moon on May 16. when it does not set

until sunrise.

Stars anti Planets Although it is in our sky every night,

this season is the best to get acquainted with the Big Dipper, part of the

constellation Ursa Major, the Great Bear, and the bright stars usually

found bv using it as a guide. Early in the evening, the Dipper is high in

the north, almost directly overhead. The two stars at the end of its bowl

are the Pointers. Pointing one way, out of the bowl, they lead to Polaris,

the North Star, which is also the end of the Little Dipper's handle.

Pointing the other wav, thev lead to Leo and its bright star Regulus.

And the handle of the Big Dipper, three stars curving to the southeast,

points to two bright stars along the extension of its curve: Arcturus, in

Bootes and Spica, in Virgo.

April and May are poor months for evening planets this year. Only

Saturn is present, in the southwest in Taurus each evening. The planet

sets well before midnight, progressively earlier each night. Venus is also

an evening star, but it sets within an hour of sunset. Morning skies are

better for planets. Jupiter, in Capricornus, rises after midnight; Mars,

moving into Aquarius, rises somewhat later. Both planets are well up in

the southeast at dawn, Jupiter by far the brighter.

April 21: The moon is at apogee, farthest from earth.

April 22: Maximum of the Lyrid meteor shower occurs, but a waning

gibbous moon will brighten morning skies.

April 26: Find Mars and Jupiter (the brighter of the two) near the

crescent moon this morning.

May 1: Mercury and the moon are in conjunction.

May 4: The moon is at perigee, nearest earth.

May 5: The bright object to the right of the crescent moon this eve-

ning is Saturn, making its last appearance as an evening star

this year. The weak meteor shower known as the Eta Aquarids,

from the location of its radiant in the constellation Aquarius,

reaches maximum, with no moonlight to interfere with morning

observations. AUhough it averages only about 20 meteors per

hour this morning, many will be swift and bright.

• Hold the Star Map so the direction you face is at the boltom; then match the stars in

the lower half of the map with those in the skv near the horizon. The map is lor 10:20

P.M. on April 15; 9;25 p.m. on April 30: and 8:25 p.m. on Mav 15; but il can be used

for about an hour before and after these times.
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!
A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

"FISH" WITH A GIANT MAGNET
Go Treasure Hunting On The Bottom!
Fascinating fun, and sometimes very prof-
itable! Tie a line to our 5-pound Magnet

—

drop it overboard in bay, river, lake or
ocean. Troll it along the bottom. Your
"treasured" haul can be outboard motors,
anchors, other metal valuables. Five-pound
Magnet is war surplus—Alnico V Type that
cost the Government $50. It lifts over 150
pounds on land—much greater weights under
water!

Stock No. 70,571E $14.00 Ppd.
Stock No. 70,570E 3Vz lbs. . $8.75 Ppd.

Amszin^ Hew
WANKEL ENGINE KIT!
General Motors recently paid $50
million for rights to the Wankel. Ford
just signed up! Now you can thrill

to the fun of building your own see-
through, Vs scale working motorized
model. This revolutionary pistonless
type engine replaces piston, cylin-

der and crank assemblies with ro-

tating discs (sections removed to
form firing chambers). Kit features
flashing plugs, rubber fan belt, stick-
shift, on-off switch, instructions.
Requires two 1.5v batteries (not in-

cluded).

I Stock No. 71,424E (iVz x 5 x 9'T $6.75 Ppd.

^^ , 519-PAGE WANKa ENGINE BOOK^^
I Stock No. 9,439E $15.25 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER
PLANE
BOOK!

/ Official fly-them-yourself book
/ of paper airplanes from SCIEN-
TIFIC AMERICAN'S 'Ist Interna-
tional Competition". Includes plans
of all winning entries, time-aloft
records, photos, technical data,

commentaries. Has 20 unusual de-

signs on perforated pages for easy
tear-out. You won't believe how
some of them fly! Amusing, enter-

taining, 128 pages. 9" x IP/j".

Stock No. 9391E $2.95 Ppd.

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items—plus
4,000 finds for fun, study or profit . . . for every mem-
ber of the family.)

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS—8' OR 16' DIAMETER^
"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stop-
pers for stores, terrific for amateur
meteorologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great backyard fun
An exciting beach attraction. Ama-
teur meteorologists can use these
balloons to measure cloud heights,
wind speed and temperature. Made
of heavy-duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner or auto air hose; or
locally available helium for high rise.

8' Diameter Balloon
Stock No. 60,568E $2.50 Ppd.
16' Diameter Balloon
Stock No. 60,632E $7.00 Ppd.

NEW, LOW-COST GEM TUMBLER
Become a rockhound! Fascinating hobby

. . . loads of fun. mexpensive, easy. Make

jewelry of all kinds—decorative bookends,

table tops, etc. Simply tumble-finish readily

available gemstones . . . then polish to

high lustre ... brings out beautiful colors.

Rugged 3-lb. capacity tumbler w/continu-

ous duty motor compares to units selling

for many times its price.

Stock No. 70,874E $11.25 Ppd.
6 LB. CAPACITY DELUXE TUMBLER
Stock No. 80096E $28.95 Ppd.
6 LB. ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TYPES)
Stock No. 70,868E $9.00 Ppd.

STARTS SEEDS
IN 3 TO 5 DAYS!
New thermostatically con-
trolled electric greenhouse pro-

vides constant 70° growing
temperature, accelerates seed
germination, helps produce
healthy thriving plants ready

for outdoor planting. Big 3 sq. ft. planting area—29" x 15"
X 4" box holds I/2 bushel of growing medium. Germinates
tomato seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wk. or
less. Incl. 3 X 4 ft. clear plastic cover, supports. Uses reg.

home current.

Stock No. 80,153E $14.95 Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN
4000 BARGAINS

BORDER TODAY! COMPLETE AND MAIL

) Edscorp Building, Bar

Stock No.

: COMPANY
ington, N.J. 08007

Description

Completely new Catalog. Packed with huge selection

of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, mag-

nifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and Unique

Lighting items, parts, kits, accessories — many hard-

to-get surplus bargains. lOO's of charts, illustrations.

For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Harrington, N. J. OB007

Please rush Free Giant Catalog "E"

I

I

I PLEASE SEND Q GIANT FREE CATALOG "E"

- '
' ' -

I enclose check

n money order for $
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Smokey's Miu-Qkker Crisis. R. J.

Vogl. Saturday Review of the

Sciences, March, 1973.

Tai.i, Timber.s Fire Ecology Conkek-

ENCE Proceedings. E.V. Komarek,

od. Tallahassee, 1962-71.

The Roi.e of Fire in the California

Pine Forests. S.B. ."-"Iiow and E.I.

Kotok. USDA Bulletin 1294. 1924.

METAMORPHOSIS
OF THE MONARCH
The Monarch Butterfly. F.A.

Lirquhart. University of Toronto

Press, Toronto, 1960.

Wings in the Meadow. J. Brewer.

Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,

1967.

Monarch Butterflies. A.L. Hopf.

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New
York, 1965.

AN INDIAN JOURNEY
TO LIFE'S SOURCE
The Peyote Hunt. B.C. Myerhoff. Cor-

nell University Press, Ithaca, 1973.

The Botany and Chemistry of Hallu-

cinogens. R.E. Schultes and A. Hof-

mann. Charles C. Thomas, Publisher,

Springfield, 1973.

Flesh of the Gods. P.T. Furst. ed. Prae-

ger Publishers. New York. 1972.

LAST DANCE
ON THE MATING GROUND
Shy Monster, The Octopus. G.L. Voss.

National Geographic, Dcienibcr,

1971.

Squids. G.L. Voss. National Geo-

graphic, March, 1967.

Kingdom of the Octopus. F.W. Lane.

Jarrolds, London, 1957.

THE CONES OF CAPPADOCIA
Arts of Capp.\docia. L. Giovannini, ed.

Nagel Publishers, Geneva, 1971.

Caves of God. S. Kostof. The M.I.T.

Press, Cambridge, 1972.

Gateways and Caravans. F. Stark. The

MacmUlan Company, New York.

1971.

Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Mi-

nor. M. Restle. New York Graphic

Society, New York, 1968.

THE BLACK RHINOCEROS
Ecology msd Behaviour of the Black

Rhinoceros. R. Schenkel and L.

Schenkel-Hulhger. Mammalia De-

picta. Vol. 5, Hanover, 1969.

The Black Rhino of the Lodo. C.H.

Stigand. Forest and Stream, Vol. 89,

1919.

Black Rhino of Tsavo. J. Goddard.

Animal Kingdom, April, 1970.

A BOTANIST AT SEA
Physical Geography of Asiatic Russia.

S.P. Suslov. W.H. Freeman and

Company Publishers, San Francisco.

1961.

Geography of Russia. N.T. Mirov.

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,

1951.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY

1
Cut your old address label frorr rragazin

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and rrail '

Natural History

Reader Services P.O. Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

about a change of address, renewal

of subscription, billing, or any kind

of adjustment, send the present

address label from the magazine

wrapper.

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks In

advance.

' You can use this form to tell us

6N43 about a move or order a subscrip-

tion.

n 1 year—$8 Q 2 years—$15 D 3 years—$21

(Add $1 per year to Canada and other non-U.S. orders)

PLEASE PRINT

Jip

Change of address—attach your

address label in the dotted area

and fill in your new address at left,

clip and mail to: Natural History,

Reader Services, P.O. Box 2927,

Boulder, Colorado 80302.

A new subscription—Check box
and fill in name and address at

left.

nl Greek Coin (ca. 450 BC), symbolizing
wisdom. Ring replicas, (inely cralled in sterling
silver, UK. and 18 Karat gold.

Wear on any finger or both hands. Special re-
duced price lor two ring set (1 Athena t 1 Owl).
flakes perfect

Sterling Silver
14 Karat Gold
18 Karat Gold

up). g set.

ATHENA OWL
$35.00 $30.00

. 87.00 , 77.00,

.110.00- . 100.00

BOTH
$60.00
150.00
190.00

COLLECTOR'S CATALOG
, picturing Ancient World Relics

(Egypt, Persia, Pre-Columbian Art, etc.). Plus Ancient
Replica Jewelry Catalog. Both iOf . . . FREE with order.

• Visit our fascinating "Ancient World" gallery!

aVadidXn boase, Itb.

Catch 'em ALIVE 'n UNHURT

I ij
I

' cnnd trappins and price li:

HAVAHART, 158 Water St, Ossining, N. Y. 10562
I'leise ^end ne« „Miide and price li^t

STIX STANDS
-Zip-

enhance the beauty of your favorite sea-

shells, small sculpture, coins, minerals and
other treasures:—89 sizes in brass or chrome
available direct from manufacturer. Write for

fully illustrated price sheet.

Stix 13 Vandam Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10013

Tbook hunting?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 64.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

ATTRACT AND ENJOY
natiire'.s livinR jewels with a Brown's Original

"Hiimmy-bird Bar" (R) for your garden. Watch
these irridescent beauties feed thru 4-\vay clear

plastic cups. Easy-to-clean glass bottle and de-

tachable perch to keep out other birds. Bee
proof. No drip—no rust. Guaranteed. Instruc-

tions. .52.93 plus .50(! handling each. Add 15(^

tax in Calif. No COD's. Hummingbird Heaven,
in726-N Samoa. Tujunga, Calif 91042. Makers
of the Oriole "Fun-Bar". Made in U.S.A. Our
18th year!
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1X1 reasons why you should read

INTELLECTUAL DIGEST
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

A report on the most implausible war corre-

spondent in history—the pacifist George Ber-

nard Shaw in Belgium during World War I.

(Journey To Heartbreak)

The discovery by a geologist that the South

Pole was once in the Sahara Desert. (Natural

History)

An English scholar disposes of the "real"

Christ and says that the Church created Him
and "has invented ever new Christs for every
new age." (Spectator)

A first-hand report from Joseph Heller on the

long-awaited successor to Catch-22, in

ID'S unique feature "Work In Progress."

A lawyer-penologist talks about what will

have to replace our disastrous prison system.
(After Conviction: A New Review of the Ameri-
can Correction System)

Robert Craft's moving journal of the death of

his friend and master, Igor Stravinsky. (NY.
Review of Books)

Why is Frantz Fanon, a black prophet who
died 10 years ago, a key to the Black Power
movement in the U.S.? (Saturday Review)

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Where in the whole world can you find the

best example of the theory and practice of

No-Work? (Hudson Review)

Gore Vidal attacks the fallacy of the male im-

perative and asks why the male ego can't ac-

cept the female challenge to its dominance.
(NY. Review of Books)

In "The Souring of George Sauer" the ex-N.Y.

Jets star offers some unexpected thoughts on
aggression and authoritarianism in football.

(Institute for the Study of Sport and Society)

A California psychologist bucks the tide and
speaks up for the benefits of poor communi-
cation. (Psychoanalytic Review)

How to tackle a disease with all the weapons
of science, and find that success may bring

a whole new set of problems. (Smithsonian)

Arnold Toynbee looks at man's development
for an answer to today's question: Is Religion

Superfluous? (Surviving the Future)

Was Ho Chi Minh a bad poet? Read the argu-

ments, pro and con, and decide for yourself

as Intellectual Digest presents the Chinese
original and two clashing translations.

From literary magazines. Professional magazines. Political publications.

Scientific journals. The freshest ideasfrom overSOO brilliant magazines
—reprinted in asingle new periodical.

And by mailing the coupon now, you enjoy a Special introductory Rate
and get the next 12 issues at 40% off the regular price

There has never been a magazine like INTELLECTUAL DIGEST
before. Our editors read the most significant magazines and jour-

nals in the world, and select the articles most important to the

thinking layman. INTELLECTUAL DIGEST culls from all fields:

science, sociology, literature, politics, art, medicine, history, even

zoology. Our only requirement is that every article be thought-

provoking, important, informative — and lively.

Many articles are published in full. And when we do "digest,"

we do so only by editing in collaboration with the author. Thus the

integrity — even the complexity — of the original is retained.

In addition, three newsletters in each issue keep you up to the

minute on the major disciplines of the social sciences, sciences and
arts. Outstanding non-fiction books are excerpted, too — many
before publication. (A few recent examples: Kate Millett's Sexual

Politics. Charles E. Silberman's Crisis in the Classroom, Paul

Goodman's New Reformation: Notes of a Neolithic Conservative.)

Act now for Special Introductory Rate

By mailing the coupon now you can take advantage of this special

introductory offer to new subscribers:

Free examination of your first issue. Take 14 days to decide if

it's the kind of magazine you'd like to keep reading. If not, write

"cancel" on the bill you receive after your first issue, and owe
nothing. Of course, the issue is yours to keep.

Save 40% if you decide to subscribe. You receive the special low

new-subscriber Rate — that's twelve monthly issues in all for $6,

instead of the regular $ 10 subscription price.

So act now to reserve your Subscription. At the very least, you'll

end up with a stimulating complimentary issue.

INTELLECTUAL DIGEST 6515

P.O. Box 2986, Boulder, Colorado 80302

Please send my complimentary issue of INTELLECTUAL DIGEST
and enter my subscription for 1 1 additional issues at only $6 (a total

savings of 40% off the regular $ 10 price) . I understand \ may cancel

within 14 days after receiving my complimentary issue if I am not

fully satisfied.

D $6 enclosed D Bill me
FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY

state Zip.

Add 500 for Canada and $2 for Foreign. (Cash only)
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Tune into

the liveliest minds
of our time with

INTELLECTUAL
DIGEST

Send for your
complimentary
issue today.

INTELLECTUAL
DIGEST

P.O. Box 2986

Boulder, Colorado 80302 6516

Please send my complimentary issue and
enter my subscription for 11 additional is-

sues at only $6 (a total savings of 40% on

the regular $10 price). I may cancel within

14 days after receiving it if not fully satisfied.

n $6 enclosed Q Bill me

(Please print)

City.

State_ -Zip_
Add 50s: for Canada and $2 for Foreign. (Cash only)

FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY
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FULFILL YOUR DREAMS OF FAMILY VACATIONS!

TH6 BETTER LUffY TO TRftVeU
Have you ever witnessed a real Indian war dance in

Apache Territory? Have you ever walked along Ari-

zona's famed painted desert? Yours is all the pleasure

of watching your family sharing travel experiences to-

gether. When you go Airstream, all the travel adven-

ture you've only dreamed about becomes living real-

ity! This is because family travel is practical in an

Airstream. Where to eat, where to sleep, wash or

bathe is no longer a problem. With an Airstream be-

hind you all the fuss of travel is eliminated; only the

fun remains. Whether you're in the middle of town or

the middle of nowhere, you enjoy roomy beds, a

modern kitchen with range, oven and refrigerator,

heat, bright lights, a complete bathroom with toilet,

shower or tub and shower. . , and everything operates

whether you are hooked up to anything or noti An

Airstream travel trailer is your private beach cottage,

winter lodge or mountain cabin. See

your local Airstream dealer for a free

demonstration ride, then round up

the family— adventure is calling!

\-'^'i C- ,-'!
-zj-

'—'{ Send tor The Airstream

J~ L' .1 .:!} .~ O Story 1973, a 36-page
catalog beautifully illustrated in living color!

"For extra fun join a Wally Byam Caravan" AIRSXREAIVI'^ Dept. 750, Church St., Jackson Center, Ohio 45334

TRAVEL TRAILERS Dept. 750, 15939 Piuma Ave., Cerritos, Calif. 90701



CONSERVATION IS A 300-YEAft-OLD WORD IN THE RSA

From thejournal ofJan van Riebeeck,
founderof the South African Nation:
October 26, 1657... "The commander today weri

to inspect a forest. . . the free carpenter, Leenderi
Cornelissen ofZevenhuijsen, wished to have
the sole right to obtain timber from it, in such
a way that the forest wouldsufferno
damage, but wouldbe improved ..."

Thus Kirstenbosch - now Cape Town's famed jt

botanical gardens - was almost certainly

the first South African soil to which an
avowed programme of plant conservation

was applied.

What Van Riebeeck started, the people of

South Africa continued. Today the RSA is

one of the most extravagently life-filled

places in the world . . . 850 species of birds.

350 at one lake alone . . . 800 species of butter-

flies. . . 1 500 species of fish . . . 18000 different

kinds of plants ... the greatest variety of

African animals. All preserved much as it

was in Van Riebeeck's day in national ,^,,jj

parks and game reserves - one of m
them, Kruger National Park the size ,^
of Massachussetts. A 3 000 mile
coastline spanning two oceans, '

mountains, bushveid deserts . .

.

and sophisticated cities with
international hotels - among
them the largest and most ,

modern hotel in the rM
Southern Hemisphere.

One of the "Crown Jewels"
ofSouth African omitholcpy, .4
an Orange-breasted Sunbird
sipping nectar from an erica. 3

.X

mWi'i'lim
10 serious conservationist
r^^n afford to miM
mth Afria

Corporation, Rocl<efeller

Center, 610 Fifth Ave.,

New York, N. Y. 10020,
or Suite 721, 9465

' Wilshire Boulevard,
' , Beverly Hills,

* California

f 90212.

yitd.A:.l^.
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it's no fairy tale that ttie Queen of England chose Aynsley Bone China; and that the presi-

dent's daughter took Waterford Irish Crystal as her one and only. To see all the patterns in

color, write for free booklets, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10010. For once in a lovetime;
V\kterford& y^ynsley
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An enthusiasm for street art led

Robert Sommer to the sidewalk

discoveries he describes in this is-

sue. Sommer, who received a Ph.D.

in psvchologv from the University

of Kansas in 1956. is professor of

psvchologv and lecturer in environ-

mental studies at the University of

California at Davis. In the past he

has written for Natural History on

such diverse subjects as zoos, time,

and people's art. An avid photogra-

pher and bicyclist, he is presently

working with a team of engineers to

develop specifications for bicvcle

paths.

Robert Sommer

At the age of seven, Thomas C.

Barr, Jr. was taken on a visit to

Mammoth Cave and a career in the

ecology and evolution of cave fauna

was born. A professor of biologv at

the University of Kentucky, he has

since explored more than 2,500
caves in ihc I nili-d States. His work

in this area is his primary research

interest, but he is also studying the

ecology and systematics of ground

beetles in the southern Appalachian

Mountains. Barr, who has served as

president of the National Speleo-

logical Society, is the author of

Caves of Tennessee.

Jerei-n Meldiiaard

J0rgen Meldgaard, who holds a

degree in Nordic archeologv from

the University of Copenhagen, is a

curator of the Danish National Mu-

seum. His special interests are the

Viking record in the north and Es-

kimo art and archeologv. He has

Visiting New York City several

years ago and hearing that the air

quality for the dav was "unaccept-

able."' Theodore Crane began to

think about the long history of man
in an urban environment. He spent

the next two vears studving classi-

cal texts and reconstructing from

scattered references an idea of the

cpiality of life in ancient Rome.

Chairman of the Classical Studies

Program at the Universitv of South

Carolina, Crane is currently using a

computer to analvze Latin epic

poems and plans to compile—also

with the aid of a computer—a dic-

tionary of proper names in Virgil

and Lucan.
Thomas C. Barr. Jr.



spent seven summers in Greenland

excavating the sites of medieval Vi-

king colonies. Among his finds are

the location of a church built for

the wife of Eric the Red—the first

church built in the New World—
and the graves of the men who colo-

nized Greenland.

'^-:

A technical writer and analvst,

Henry G. DeYoung is presently

with the IIT Research Institute in

Chicago. A natural interest in wild-

life conservation led to his concern

with the fate of the bison in Yellow-

stone National Park. He believes

that the proposed bison control pro-

gram is "indicative of the presence,

in high governmental places, of a

strange and distorted set of prior-

ities which bear close watching."

DeYoung is also currently involved

in the development of methods to

monitor the flow of pollution in nat-

ural waterwavs. i
Henry G. De } oiim;

While on his way to Guatemala

to compile a pictorial essay on In-

dians, New York-based, free-lance

photographer Eric Kroll stopped

over in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The
interruption of his journey proved

fruitful, for he soon discovered a

photographer's delight: the Chicano

murals that add abundant color to

the local scene. In 1971. Kroll.

whose work has appeared in a num-

ber of magazines, organized a por-

tion of an Italian television docu-

mentary on the southwestern
United States. His current project

involves photographing the Ameri-

can Indians of the east coast.

Theodore Crane

When Alan Pistorius and his

wife learned that a prairie falcon ae-

rie near their home in the San Fran-

cisco Bay area was being robbed bv

falconers vear after year, they de-

cided to mount their own con-

servation effort. Thev appointed

themselves guardians of the aerie

and spent many hours in a tent

perched atop a windswept cliff over-

looking the nest site. Pistorius first

became interested in birds as a

youngster, and his concern over the

precarious existence of most birds

of prey has involved him in a num-

ber of other protective campaigns.

He is now" completing his doctoral

work in English at the University of

California at Berkeley.

!j^-^' -->>



Letters

Pi-olortjii nS' Lift*
Would Ur. Bernard L. Slrehlc]'

("A New Age for Aging," Febru-

ary, 1973) be surprised if most

people would say "no, thank you"

to pi-olonging their lives?

What of those of us with no spe-

cial mission or fascinating project

to keep us alive in our minds and

hearts? Most of us go through life

grateful not to go insane from life's

pressures—you would have us pro-

long that?

Those of you in science only see

vour own side of an issue, forget-

ting what it will mean to an average

human or his world.

Mary Kotzen
Hewlett. New York

Sure Fd like to hve for 20,000

years. It would certainly be inter-

esting and perhaps fun. I am all for

it from the personal, selfish view-

point.

Yet I am totally opposed to the

idea of a long-term moratorium on

deaths, such as suggested by Dr.

Strehler, for the simple reason that

he proposes no corresponding mora-

torium on births. I am quite willing

to grant that within 10 or 20 years

it might be technologically possible

to prolong the average life-span of

individuals by a significant amount.

But is Dr. Strehler willing to prom-

ise me that there will be a corre-

sponding decline in the birthrate?

The life-supporting capability of our

planet is finite and is presently

being strained. I am deeply trou-

bled by what is implied in this ar-

ticle. Here is yet another example

of a proposed technological tin-

kering with a not-too-well-balanced

ecological system.

H. F. GUTGASZ

Yorktown Heights, Neu> York

If these efforts to further prolong

life meet with success, what of our

present (at least in England) over-

crowded geriatric hospital wards?

Are they to be eventually populated

with 100- to 150-year-old patients,

often discarded and dumped like

last season's rotting cabbage stalks,

visited by expectant relatives frus-

trated by their delayed inheritance?

Surely, we ought to at least de-

vote an equal amount of study to

the basic social problems that will

inevitably occur if we older folk re-

tain (along with our faculties) our

professions, and let's face it, our

sometime intolerance of the

younger generation.

Ali.an Wkicht
Cheshire, England

Wolves vs. Hunters
In reply to the response of the

delegate general of Quebec about

his province's extermination pro-

gram for wolves, I think Quebec is

to be commended for having a more

humane predator control program

than some other areas. But I ques-

tion why the hunting season for

deer can't be eliminated—temporar-

ily—instead of the pi'edators such as

wolves being eliminated. Is it really

so imperative for man to be able to

hunt deer? Couldn't we all make a

temporary sacrifice so that the

wolves can live too? A wolTs life is

more important than indulging a

man's desire to kill a deer. I pray

that someday we will all value pre-

serving wildlife over killing it.

Bonnie Germain

Naperville, Illinois

Cover Girl
Your cover of the February issue

is the most interesting study I have

seen in many years. The expression

on the girl's face seems to express

so many things—contentment, dig-

nity despite the mud, pride of

being, faint amusement at the idea

the photographer wants such a pic-

ture, etc. Wonderful.

M. G. Mastin

Stamford, Conneeticut

Developer Ads
I find disturbing, blood chilling

in fact, the number of advertise-

ments in your magazine by organi-

zations dedicated to the destruction

of nature. There are six ads by land

developers; the most loathsome is

the two-page spread of "Beaches of

Nosara." Why should Natural His-

tory, of all magazines, sponsor an ad

dedicated to despoiling an unspoiled

Costa Rican Pacific beach?

R. W. Strandtmann

Professor of Biology

Texas Tech University

Ho^' Green
the Revolution?

While I read the Green Revolu-

tion articles by Marvin Harris with

interest, I am dissatisfied with the

general pessimism of these articles

and with the general conclusion

that it is all a hoax. What alterna-

tives would Dr. Harris propose to

the problem of overproduction of

people and underproduction of food

in the countries the Green Revolu-

tion is supposed to help?

There are many hazards to the

miracle grains as well as to older

varieties. Some degree of genetic

uniformity is essential for modern
agricultural practices. Yet this ge-

netic uniformity has long been recog-

nized as a weak point in agricultural

production. The recent corn blight

epidemic in the United States empha-

sized this to a wider audience.

Will the Green Revolution suc-

ceed? It is too early to say. Is the

Green Revolution a hoax? In its moti-

vation and its objectives, it is not. Has

the Green Revolution been subject to

individual aad governmental manip-

ulation? Doubtless. Perhaps it is this

that has embittered Dr. Harris.

R. N. Campbell

Professor of Plant Pathology

University of California, Davis

New Deathi Styles
Thomas and Dixon's interesting

article, "Cemetery Ecology"
(March, 1973) leads us to consider

a new type of death style. After

death a person would be buried in a

biodegradable coffin of recycled

cardboard. The top of the coffin

would contain a seed strip with a

variety of flower and vegetable

seeds. A shallow grave would, of
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The difference between the Jaguar XJ6 and the other

highly-engineered imported luxury sedan is simply beautiful.

Admittedly, there are more similarities be-

tween the XJ6 and our illustrious rival than
there are differences.

Both, after all, share distinguished rac-

ing heritages.

Both have been named, in turn, "Car
of the Year" and "One of the World's Ten
Best Cars."

Both also share-
Independent suspension front and

rear, with "anti-dive" control for a level

ride and stable cornering.

Power-assisted disc brakes on all four
wheels for stopping power to equal going
power.

Precise, road-sensitive power-assisted
steering to give you that "feel" of the road
that expert drivers demand.

Seats that are firm, yet comfortable,

designed to support you, not engulf you.

Unitized bodies, fused into a solid

whole by thousands of welds. A fastidiously

applied finish, seven layers thick, that pre-

serves as well as beautifies.

Both share standard features befitting

their status: air conditioning, tinted glass

and radial-ply whitewall tires.

And, upon minute examination, you'll

find we both share "workmanship" and
"craftsmanship" that few others can equal.

However, there are dilTerences.

Our rival's comparably-priced model
has a twin-overhead cam six cylinder en-

gine. So do we. But theirs has 2.8 litres of

capacity. Ours, 4.2.

You might notice other differences,

too, as you slip behind our wheel. The logic

of our controls. The richness of our ap-

pointments. Our standard power windows.
The scent of our standard English leather

seat facings. And the broad sweep of our
hand-finished, burled walnut fascia.

Finally, since beauty is in the eye of

the beholder, that's a difTerence you'll have

to decide for yourself.

At your Jaguar dealer.

For his name and for information
about overseas delivery call, (800) 447-

4700. In Illinois, call (800) 322-4400. Calls

are toll free.

BRITISH LEYLAND MOTORS INC., LEON I A, N.J. 07505

Jaguar



There are three

waYs of getting

to South America.

BYplane,bYship,

andbYLand-Rover.

Land-Rover was chosen for the

Trans-Darien Expedition, orga-
nized to drive overland from North

to South America. We remind
you there are no roads going into

the South American continent.

Instead there's the Darien Gap.
Over 200 miles of the most in-

credible and inhospitable jungle
in the world.

It's the kind of terrain the
Land-Rover can conquer. Indeed
it's the reason Land-Rover was
chosen for this adventure.

For the name of your nearest
dealer call: 800-447-4700. In

Illinois call: 800-332-4400. British

Leyland Motors Inc., Leonia,
N.J. 07605.

LEVLANO

Land-Rover

STANDARD EQUIPMENT: On the new Series

III Land-Rover we offer an all synchromesh
gearbox (4 forward speeds and reverse, plus a

2-speed transfer box, equals 8 forward, 2 re-

verse): alternator: larger capacity heater; im-

proved power brakes plus new facia and other

styling advances.

As always: Four wheel drive. Full length metal

top. Body of corrosion resistant aluminum alloy

with sliding side windows. Side-hinged rear

door. Seats for seven. Windshield ventilators

with built in fly screens. Dual braking system.
Windshield washers. Back-up lights. Fresh air

heater and defrosters.

course, be required, but this tvpe of

decay would be more pleasant than

the anaerobic decay characteristic

of most human decomposition. Af-

ter the flowers and vegetables ma-

tured, they would be harvested and

a celebration of life from death

would be staged. No longer would a

funeral be a person's third greatest

expense. And death would be cele-

brated as a necessity for new life.

William Elliott

William Kruczynski

Biology Department

Hartwick College

A few years ago we studied the

health of a rural Mexican commu-
nity. As shown in the enclosed pho-

tograph for Huixquilucan, the use

of cemeteries for recreational pur-

poses is appcirently not limited to

the lebensraum-restricted urban

man. A graveyard has more to offer

to the fertile imagination of a child

than a paved ball court in the

schoolyard, provided that the com-

munity's fears and superstitions do

not lock the gates for him.

Mexican society places greater

emphasis on children and mother-

hood than on the worship of the

dead. It is therefore not surprising

that the sounds of children at play,

enjoyed during life, are not ex-

cluded from the dead. Furthermore,

death in many Mexican commu-
nities is viewed less with macabre

superstitions and more as an inevi-

table natural sequel to life. Thus,

one is often struck by the use of

bright colors in Mexican cemeter-

ies.

RjURIK GOLUBJATNIKOV

University of Wisconsin

Center for Health Sciences

I for one am very glad to see at-

tention being brought to the possi-

bility of cemeteries as a source of

wildlife preservation and limited

recreational land utilization within

the urban community. Perhaps

people will be moved to request, if

not demand, that the planners of

cemeteries preserve and include as

much "natural" area as possible.

The planners can even revert to the

rather archaic designs of winding

roads, stone monuments, extensive

plantings with marsh and water

areas to attract more wildlife, rather

than to leave in perpetuity the vast

expanses of straight roads, close-

clipped lawns, countersunk memo-
rial plates, scattered holly bushes,

and plastic flowers that have now
become the economic fashion.

Stuart M. Fullerton

Curator of Natural Sciences

The Jacksonville Children 's Museum

Good Advice
Re your message under the title

"Unveiling the Black Widow" in

the February issue: I never "idly sit

down in an outhouse."

John E. Cunningham
Department of Physical Science

Western New Mexico University



For the physical and emotional health of your children,
EXXON CORPORATION urges you to read this article

from TV Guide -then discuss the idea with
your school officials. —

-

<:i^^VSSU(K)M TV
SHOW ]liVN?fK]>
IN liOSTOX
Not all instructional television is as dull

as it used to be

(Advertisement)

On TV screens in tliousands of class-

rooms tliis January, 8-to-10-year-old

pupils will see a small drama about a

little girl their age who loses her grand-
mother. Some of the action:

As relatives gather for the funeral,

Linda and her cousins play in the fam-
ily's front yard. One game is "Bang,
bang, you're dead!" Linda gets "shot,"

falls to the ground and lies motionless

a few moments, briefly alarming her

playmates. Later her parents try to ex-

plain to her what it means to die. She
asks them, "Are you going to die?"
"Some day," her mother answers
gravely. At the graveside, Linda hears
the minister intone, "There is a time

to live and a time to die."

Could be an episode of As the

World Turns? Or Edge of Night?
Could be. But it's actually a 15-

minute film produced by public-TV
station KETC in St. Louis, It is part of

a 30-episode educational TV series to

be distributed in the U.S. and Canada
by the National Instructional Television

Center of Bloomington, Ind.

Classroom TV, often disparaged in

academic and TV circles as a glitter-

ing promise that never got beyond
mediocrity, is still around. It is, in fact,

alive and well in many communities,
and actually looking a little healthier.

It's a shoestring operation, to be
sure, getting little aid from big gov-
ernment and philanthropic spenders,
partly because Uncle Sam has never
seen fit to make televised teaching a
major funding beneficiary and partly

because local school boards are too

harried by rising educational costs to

shell out much money for what seems
to them a teaching frill.

Still, a few agencies like NIT are
managing to crank out moderately suc-
cessful contributions to a growing li-

brary of ETV materials. Founded in

1965 with Federal assistance, the cen-
ter is now a self-supporting operation
with nearly 700 hours of ETV pro-
gramming available on a rental basis

to the country's 210-or-so public-TV

Or:
stations. Each year NIT assembles a

consortium of underwriters to produce
a new series of programs. The 31

participating sponsors include state

departments of education, ETV networks
and commissions, and Canada's Prov-

ince of Ontario.

Costing a mere $600,000—roughly

the amount a big commercial network
spends for two runs of a prime-time

movie

—

Inside/Out, as the forthcoming

30-episode series is called, is de-
scribed by NIT as "the most extensive

project ever undertaken in North Amer-
ican classroom television." (Sesame
Street and The Electric Company are not

in the same category because they are

designed primarily for at-home rather

than in-school viewing, although both

are seen in many schools.)

Inside/Out is more ambitious than

earlier NIT projects in several respects.

Through little slice-of-life vignettes

(such as one called "Must I/May I,"

picturing situations in which children

struggle with their sense of responsi-

bility), the programs will seek to pro-

vide a framework for classroom discus-
sions of children's social, emotional
and physical concerns. Months of re-

search into schoolroom needs, accord-
ing to Kent Owen, one of NIT's publi-

cations editors, found students and
teachers "bored to death with blood and
bones, things with no direct bearing on
the children's lives," and crying out for

ways to "feel through" children's inner

feelings. Inside/Out. Owen believes,

"is going to open up discussions in

classrooms as they've never been
opened up before. We're not dismissing

the need for cognitive materials, but

simply trying to deal with human feel-

ings for a change."

The idea has brought educators
running, the NIT official claims. "We
didn't have to go out and twist arms
on this one. The agencies and states

came rushing in to participate." An
unexpected windfall came from Exxon:

a $200,000 grant to NIT to pay for

printing and distribution of teacher
guides and classroom aids.

Sample programs for the series have
been field-tested in 10 localities, from
Salem, Ore., and Fresno, Cal., to St.

Louis, Chicago, Toronto and Boston.
Altogether, 4000 children viewed five

test shows.

The academic acceptance apparently

has been exceptional. "We're flabber-

gasted at the enthusiastic response by
the teachers," Owen reports. He ad-
mitted that some Boston schoolmarms
had found the episode on death "in-

appropriate" and said they would not

show it to their pupils. "Actually we're

encouraged," the NIT man laughed,

"to think we could produce something
that would be 'banned in Boston'."

Assignments to produce shows for

the series were parceled out by NIT to

WNVT, the Northern Virginia Educa-
tional Television station in Annandale;
WVIZ, the metropolitan Cleveland ETV
station; the Kentucky Educational Tele-

vision Network; St. Louis's KETC-TV;
and the Ontario Educational Communi-
cations Authority. Dr. Orvis Harrelson,

health-services director for the Tacoma,
Wash., public schools, is serving as
chief consultant.

The participating agencies have put

up $450,000. NIT will try to get back
the remaining $150,000 in fees from
stations. Edwin Cohen, NIT's executive

director, believes every public-TV sta-

tion in the U.S. with daytime school

service—a handful do not air such
programming—will carry Inside/Out.

Is there some way NIT will have
of gauging the classroom impact of the

programs? "Oh, yes," Cohen reported.

"The consortium members keep a close

eye on how the programs are used in

the classrooms and get back reports

from teachers. You might say we have
our own form of Nielsen ratings."

And NIT is confident, he implied,

that Inside/Out is going to be ETV's

1973 hit show. &
Reprinted with permission from TV GUIDE® Magazine. Copyrigtit® 1972 by Triangle Publications, Inc., Radnor, Pennsylvania. All Rights Resen/ed.



Salt is still currency in parts of Ethiopia.
Just a one-dollarcab ridefrom yourmodern hotel.

Ancient customs. Undiscovered customs. Yet

close to big-city civilization. Trust a land as unique

as Ethiopia to tiave sucti an unusual currency.

Slabs of salt— carried on camel-back from the

Danakils, the hottest place on earth, to the more
temperate highlands. There the slabs are split into

bars, and become a barter tender called "amole".

There are many interesting customs in Ethiopia,

the Hidden Empire. Handed down over thirty cen-

turies of recorded history. And hidden from most
of the world— until now.

You can discover Ethiopia on Ethiopian Air-

ines. Talk to your travel agent. And start your own
custom—of finding new worlds.

I'd like to be among the first to discover Ethiopia, the Hidden Empire
Ethiopian Airlines (daily Boeing flights from Europe). Please send me brochures.

Ethiopian Airlines, 200 East 42nd Street, NewYork, N.Y. 10017, Tel. (212) 867-0095.

Name E£El "^"2

Address

AIRLJLIfES
The Key to the Hidden Empire



Wliere Did You Go?
Out.

What Did You Find?
Fossils

t>y Robert Sommer
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Share Ihe Thrills

oiExplorinDf

Ouier Space •
All DYNASCOPES, IncludlnE ttllt

luperb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
It's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook Is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction Is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101
• TM Registered US. Pat Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO. I

Dept. NH-38 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

^oiind The 'World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$2,700 First Class

• Beautifully appointed, all-air-conditioned 210- to

350-passenger cargo liners to Acapuico, Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio de Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown, Durban, Lourenco

Marques, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Kee-

lung, Kotie, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Monthly sailings.

• Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengthy

shore excursions.

• All accommodations are first class with private

bath or shower.

• Swimming pooi, spacious lounges, Continental and

Chinese cuisine, full range of shipboard activities.

• No Age Limit. Doctor and nurse on board.

• The M.V. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Carnaval are registered in Liberia. The M.V. Orien-

tal Rio IS registered in Taiwan.

See your travel agent or contact

ORIENT OVEI^^EAS LiNE
THE LEISURE LINE

General Passenger Agents:

Orient Overseas Services, Inc.

311 California St., San Francisco. California 94104

HARVEY OSHINSKY

A tourist outside Grauman 's

Chinese Theatre puts her

hand in the handprint

of a celebrity.

fore venturing across it. I have sel-

dom seen a fossilized cat print, but

cats don't often roam around city

streets in daytime when sidewalks

are being laid. It is also possible

that felines, unlike canines and ado-

lescents, are not attracted to wet ce-

ment. On rare occasions, I have

found animal tracks that defy easy

identification, leading me to specu-

late that someone in the neighbor-

hood has an exotic pet, that a local

poodle has been given an unusual

pedicure, or that creatures not usu-

ally thought to inhabit the urban

setting emerge from under the

streets to use freshly poured cement

as wallow pits.

When I first discovered urban

impressions of twigs, leaves, and

seed pods 1 was skeptical about how
widespread they might be. But no

longer—in the past few months 1

have found leaf and other plant im-

prints in every city 1 have sought

them out: in Oakland, Berkelev.

San Francisco, Sacramento, Dixon,

and Woodland, in California, as

well as in Niagara Falls, Ontario,

and HermosiUo, Mexico. I am now
convinced that such fossils are a

general phenomenon. Some neigh-

borhoods, of course, are more re-

warding in this regard than others.

Experience has taught me which

urban locations, and what kinds of

paving, are hkely to bethe most

promising hunting grounds for city

fossils. Rough, mottled surfaces are

poor places for imprints. Smooth,

light-colored, new stretches of side-

walk, especially those laid beyond

the business district in areas con-

taining mature trees, are usually the

most rewarding sections for finding

fossil beds. Such places can best be

spotted on foot. When I come upon

one, I feel a run of excitement and

an almost irresistible urge to ex-

plore every inch of the surrounding

sidewalk. I usually carry a camera

with me on these excursions, but

recentlv mv wife and 1 have begun
to make street rubbings as well.

Passersby, however, are not used

to seeing adults down on all fours

in a city street and we have startled

pedestrians as well as drivers, who
cannot imagine what we are doing.

While the finding of fossilized

leaves around the base of a city tree

is a satisfying experience, the find-

ing of plant fossils where the plant

life has disappeared is an experi-

ence of another order—it triggers

the imagination. I have discovered

impressions of leaves, for ex-

ample, where there was no tree in

sight. How many trees once lined

the street, I wondered. How old

were they? How tall? Why were

they cut down? Was it Dutch elm

ROBERT SOMMER

A fossil mystery?

Who stood cross-legged

in this once wet cement?

And why was one

shoe missing?

lo



It's called resource recovery, or sav-

ing what is worth saving from your
trash and garbage.

There are hundreds of reclamation
centers throughout the United States,

in areas where there are enough all-

aluminum cans in circulation to make
them feasible. Also, where solid waste
recovery plants are either operating
or being planned, the recovery of

aluminum is expected to pay much
of the cost. Used all-aluminum cans
are worth as much as $200 a ton.

So resource recovery is possible.

And the high scrap value of aluminum

makes it practical. And the tremen-
dous savings in energy make it even
more practical. Alcoa has the tech-

nology to recycle used all-aluminum

cans with just 5% of the energy it

takes to make them the first time.

There's not another beverage pack-
aging material quite like aluminum.
Only aluminum has all these things

going for it: it's lightweight, chills

quickly, keeps things fresh, opens
with a snap, has high scrap value and
can be recycled repeatedly.

Alcoa will pay as much as $200 a ton

to any community reclamation center

for all the used aluminum cans they

can collect. We'll pay it because alu-

minum is a very practical packaging
material to recycle.

Alcoa is doing something to help stop

the energy drain. We would like to tell

you more about it.

Write for our free brochure on energy
and aluminum. We'll also send you a
list of America's aluminum can recla-

mation centers and information as to

how one community established its

center. Aluminum Company of

America, 825-E Alcoa Building,

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.

Aluminum:
Pass it on QALCOA
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KREEOER
WmARER'S
WALLET

Great for everything—even Passports
My wallet is made of finest Cowhide wit
sturdy brass fittings. Will fit neatly in

back pocket with chain looped securely
to belt to protect against dropping out.
(Back loops attach to belt & you have a
belt pouch.) Has five compartments,
measures 41/2" x 7" For $14.95 will send
you one postpaid. For nothing I'll

send you my catalog.

i

Doug Kreeger, Prop.

Kreeger & Son
Camping Gear

Dept. E
30 W. 46th Street

New York, N.Y. 10036

,
OUR

Africa
is more than elephants and lions

Leisurely three-week tours

with authoritative leadership.

twelve national parks and game reserves
...elephants, hippos, rhinos. The hoofed
beasts: zebra, giraffe, impala, wildebeeste,
buffalo and others. The predators: lion,
leopard, cheetah plus smaller hunters.

The whole magnificent land from the
snows of Mt. Kenya and Kilimanjaro to the
beaches of the Indian Ocean ... tribesmen
as natural and exotic as the wildlife...
white settlers . . . Asians in turbans or saris
. . . veiled Moslem women . . . the ethnic
struggle . . . tribalism vs. nationalism . . .

agriculture vs. conservation . . . progress
vs. prehistoric folkways.

Our Physical Services

Match The Richness Of The Experience
the best accommodations . . . uncrowded
cars ... everybody has body room and a
window seat. Leisurely pace ... two nights
in the same place more often than not.
Generously inclusive price fincluding tips)
with round trip air from New York. $"J675

June, July,

August, add $52
For brochure, see your trave/ agent or write to

I National Parks and Conservation Assoc.

Dept. NH-S, 25 West 43 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

(212) 354-1408
Please send your East Africa brochure to

Name

^

Address-

City. -State- -Zip-
I am interested in departures in (month)

ilisease, smog, or perhaps a street-

widenintr program that soundeil

their death knell?

Because of the general hustle and

bustle of urban life, the city is more
often confronted than observed.

But lack of awareness of street fos-

sils mav also be due to what psy-

chologists call "the moon crater il-

lusion"—an optical effect thai

causes figures to look either raised

or recessed, depending upon the

light source and the viewer's as-

sumptions about the nature of the

object viewed. Thus, in looking at a

circle whose circumference is par-

tially shaded in black, some viewers

will see a hole, others will see a silo.

Street fossils ai'e good examples of

the moon crater illusion, and since

they can be seen as either raised or

recessed, they are probably often

mistaken for real leaves and fresh

paw prints.

Some imprints can only be per-

ceived under particular light condi-

tions. For example, one winter

morning in Niagara Falls, Ontario,

my wife and I saw the remains of

what we thought was a handprint,

but it looked splotchy, incomplete,

and disjointed. Later that day, we
passed the same spot again and this

time we saw all the details of the

hand clearly outlined.

Among the human marks left in

cement, some of the identity dis-

plays and territorial syinbols must

be considered vandalism, but most

are examples of self-promotion ra-

ther than vandalism—they were

made by building contractors and

city agencies. In my neighborhood

in Davis, one sidewalk contractor

has inscribed his name four to ten

times on some city blocks; every

signature sprawls over 168 square

inches of public sidewalk space.

Another contractor has printed his

name twice on each street corner,

right side up and upside down, thus

insuring that it will be legible to all

passersby no matter in which direc-

tion they ai-e walking.

Sidewalk fossils can only be

created before newly poured ce-

ment sets. Because of this limita-

tion, and because sidewalks are

both largely ignored and subject to

heavy erosion, most political re-

minders are written on walls. I did.

however, come across one street in-

scription that sent my memory rac-

ing back in time: "Prisendent Ken-

nedy Die the 22 of Nov. 1963.""

oneness

In fusing together man's religious

symbols the artisan has created this

subtle pendant as an expression of

the spirit of an emerging age v^hich

strives to unify mankind thru recon-

ciliation and love.

14k yellow gold with 24"chain.*35.00

Sterling silver with 24" chain, *I6.75

California residents add 5 % sales tax

Complimentary catalog

ISAAC SOLTES DESIGN D-NH
1923 SOUTH McPHERRIN AVENUE
MONTEREY PARK, CALIF. 91 754

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Observe
an eclipse.

an ecosystem.

Excavate
an ancient city.

Join top scientists from the Smith-

sonian Institution and major univer-

sities on field research expeditions

around the world. No special qualifi-

cations necessary. Learn on location.

Ecology in Nepal. Anthropology in

Kenya. Land-based and underwater

archaeology, marine biology, ornithol-

ogy, geology, astronomy. 2 to 8-week

expeditions from $550 (plus airfare).

Participation limited. Early registra-

tion essential.

®eei
Educational Expeditions International

68 Leonard Street nh s

Belmont, Massachusetts 021 78

Phone:(617)489-3030
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GUATEMAIA- ELSALVADOR
Two modern Central American countries with

a past as rich and exciting as the present . .

.

A fascinating world ! Of ancient stone cities and temples.

Indian villages where people still live age-old customs and

rituals. Colorful open-air markets. And Spanish colonial villages.

You can relax in modern resort hotels. Then journey forth

again. To azure-blue crater lakes, tropical beaches, dramatic

volcanoes, fertile valleys and a wealth of new adventures.

Come. We're just a short flight away. Contact your travel

agent or mail the coupon.

GUATEMALA • EL SALVADOR TOURIST INFORMATION

Guatemala • El Salvador Tourist Information

929 Sunrise Lane, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304

Telephone (305) 565-1828

Please send me your colorful brochures.

Name

City

Z}2_



YOUR SPORT AND FAMILY FUN
You GO CAREFREE wilh COMPACT

©

TRAVEL CRAFT

Spacious 16 fool

NOW. 99
from > *.!•

BASIC KIT
or

Factory BUILT

i136
Folding

{210
NEW
BIG

DACRON
Sail RIS

$125

ACTION CATALOG

Moil coupon or address

to: Folbot Corp.NH573

Chorleston, S. C. 29405

of v^aterfovjL Ten day float trips down '

the histoi-ic Athabasca include white- J^j

water adventlirer natural gas springs, uh- ;*

-usual rock formations dIus the famous^"'
Athabasca.Tar Rands'. Late summer trips "

into the".Headless Valley of the N.W.T.'s;-.:

South Nahanni feature" mineral hot'

springs, 310 foot -Virginia Falls and
northern wildlff/in its natural enuiron-'

ment.;Forfree brochure. w.rite:

NORTHWEST EXPEDITIONS^^

.^fex LIMITID
fS'.^l KO. Box. 1551 - .

;-
'W^O!? Edmontoiu-fllberta, Canada

-"SK!'': T5J - 2N7 -

Embedded sidewalk writing can
help the urban historian reconstruct

llie city as it once was. Some side-

walks in the oldest sections of Davis

still bear the printed date 1913.
The next oldest date I found was a

1930s WPA marker. (During the

depression the Work Projects Ad-
ministration provided jobs for the

unemployed.) Then there is a hiatus

of about a decade, caused by the

continuing economic slump and the

advent of World War II, iDcfore an

inscription of 1946 is found, mark-
ing the beginning of Davis' postwar

street improvement program. Using
these old dates and the former

street names, history buffs can lo-

cate the sites of buildings that were
demolished years ago.

Sidewalk writing can also help to

idciitifv the ethnic character of a

neighborhood. The special script of

the Chicano culture of East Los An-
geles, rich in Mexican names and
argot, is currently revealed in the

sidewalk impressions of that sec-

tion. In the housing tracts of south-

ern California it has become a tradi-

tion to embed a child's handprint or

ROBERT SOMMER

These paw prints, made
by a large dog, were

traced in a rubbing.

looijirinl wilh a corresponding date

in the cement of a freshly poured
driveway. This practice was no
doubt inspired by the proximity of

Grauman's Chinese Theatre, whose
sidewalk entrance contains the

handprints and footprints of most of

Hollywood's superstars. It is easy to

imagine a team of archeology stu-

dents two hundred years from now.
armed with tape measures and cali-

pers, examining the ruins of today's

jerry-built tract developments for

human prints, making plaster casts,

and trying to reconstract the cul-

ture they have come across.

My investigation of urban fossils

is really a personal search for the vis-

ual and tactual panorama of the

city, for the richness of perceptual

experience that is usually lost in the

drabness, inhumanity, and general

uglification of the current urban en-

vironment. Tuning out city streets

has become part of a contagious fa-

tahsm about litter, sameness, and
overcrowding. We city dwellers

seek relief from man-made objects

in the green spaces that remain in-

side and outside our communities.

We flee to the countryside in search

of flowers, mushrooms, jackrabbits,

or shiny stones. We acquire house-

plants, pets, or aquariums in a fran-

tic effort to introduce natural ele-

ments into our synthetic envi-

ronment. Another option, which
should be explored with equal
vigor, is to become aware of the ur-

ban setting at every level of sensory

experience: to really see the city,

feel it, hear it, and even smell it.

We should not be slaves to a single

standard of beauty, based all too of-

ten on dreams of unspoiled nature

and pristine rural areas. Unspoiled

nature hardly exists today, and
many rural areas are, in fact,

rapidly being developed into sub-

urbs.

Last week my 12-year-old son

found an amazing leaf fossil bed on
the patio of a Davis restaurant. He
was probably the first person to no-

tice those botanic impressions and
appreciate their clai-ity, symmetry,

and beauty. Would he have had a

more satisfying experience in the

country? Tliere is, of course, no

guarantee that every walk through

the citv will lead inevitablv to the

finding of urban fossils. But if vou
look, you are certain to discover

that city streets have their own
magic.



Both antiques and reproductions are the concern of

Early American Life, our official magazine. Travel,

art. craft, and the telling of the story of the people

of young America are our concern too.

Eart/ American Socie^

Please enroll me as a member of the

Early American Society and bill my
annual dues of $6.00 after I have re-

ceived my first issue of EARLY AMERI-
CAN LIFE. I understand that if the first

issue does not live up to my expectations

I may cancel without further obligation.

Name.

Address-

City

State.

6271

.Zip.
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Do 18th

century things

have a place in

our century?
V

From the 18th and 19th centuries

come the warm and beautiful designs

in furnishings, tools and accessories

that are working a new revolution in ,

the quality of life of twentieth

century man. Read here how the

Early American Society

can help you bring the ( \
beauty of early America ^

into your family's life.

A

The Early American Society Story
Millions of present-day Americans are stimulated by

the warmth and beauty of young America. Some wish to

re-create in their homes a total atmosphere that recalls

Colonial days. Others practice the skills that created the

objects and arc of the period. Still others wish to absorb

the background - the "'social history" of the people oi

that day through understanding how they lived, loved,

and worked.

The Early American Society, founded in 1969. is dedi-

cated to bringing the total story of American social

history of the period. 1700-1850. to those who wish to

use it in their lives. We accomplish this through several

programs including publishing EARLY AMERICAN
LIFE six times each year. Our magazine features articles,

la\ishly illustrated, on arts, crafts, antiques, restoration,

travel to historic sites, and all related subjects of interest

to members.
To foster reading of books on these subjects, the Early

American Society Book Program offers the latest books
of leading publishers at discounts up to 25%. Heirloom
quality reproductions of outstanding early furniture

items are commissioned by the Society and made availa-

ble only to members in limited editions. Group travel

and historical assemblies offer members the opportunity

to enrich themselves under the guidance of qualified

professionals.

If your special early American interest includes

antiques, restoration, arts, crafts, social history, or simply

the warm style of the period. 1700-1850, your member-
ship in the Early American Society may become one of

your most valuable possessions. We are certain enough

of this to offer a no-risk membership. Just mail the appli-

cation below or the accompanying card. You pay only

after your mind is made up that you are satisfied with

your membership. Annual dues are S6.00.

f Membership Chairman "tr The Early American Society >

206 Hanover Street, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325

Please enroll me as a member in the Early American Society

and bill my annual dues of S6.00 after I have received my
first issue of EARLY AMERICAN LIFE. I understand that if

the first issue does not live up to my expectations I may cancel

without further obligation.

Name.

Address-

City State. -Zip-



Join Captain Cousteau and the daring men of Calypso on

THE UNDERSEA
JACQUES-YVES

•Sf Subscribe now, and save 20% to 30% on each volume!
•3f A full-color, permanent record of the greatest undersea

adventure in history

^ No obligation to buy until you have examined each volume
Come along on the world's first

extended effort to unravel the
mysteries of the deep. Through
The Undersea Discoveries of
Jacques-Yves Cousteau, you
will dive for sunken treasure
with the crew of Calypso off the
famous Silver Bank in the Carib-
bean ; explore a bay with an
octopus under every rock ; tag
large sharks in the open sea
without benefit of protective
devices ; watch camouflaged coral
fish perform elaborate and some-
times fatal ballets ; feel the flick

of a mighty whale's tale which
sends a team of photographers-
cameras, boat, and all—hurtling
out of the water.

You may have seen some of the
adventures of Captain Cousteau
and hiscompanions on television.

Now you can own a superb record
of their explorations in dramatic
first-person narratives and
breathtaking full-color photo-
gi'aphs. Reviewing the first vol-

ume in the series, Yachtsman
referred to the "unbelievably low
price" and observed, "Failure to

possess should be a felony." They
were talking about the regular
bookstore price. As a subscriber
you are guaranteed a saving of $2
or $3 on each volume from that
bookstore price ! And you are
under no obligation to buy any
set number.
As you build your library with

these handsome books, you will

acquire a scientific reference set

of considerable value. It will

answer countless questions about

sea animals and plants, ecology,
diving procedures and equip-
ment, and underwater observa-
tion methods. And each lavishly

illustrated volume preserves the
intrinsic drama of scientific

exploration at the same time that
it describes the shocking results

of man's greed and ignorance
under the sea. Perhaps most
importantly, this series points
the way to preservation of what
Captain Cousteau calls this

"patrimony that we must protect
if we ourselves are to survive."
The Undersea Discoveries

of jacques-yves cousteau
|

amounts to an up-to-the-minute *
|

reference library of our oceans
|

and their incredible riches. Like
j

the sea itself, these books are '

beautiful to behold, fascinating
to study—and full of surprises.

J Cousteau^

Examine THE SHARK for 10 days FREE
Your first exciting volume in The Under-
sea Discoveries of Jacques-Yves Cous-
teau is "extraordinary. .. Captain Cous-
teau's absorbing narrative brims with de-

tailed information and observations, letting
the fascinated reader participate in the

adventure of scientific pursuit."—Sci'eJice
Mews. "The adventures are fascinating,
the dangers real... and the 124 full-color
pictures, especially of sharks biting, are
unmatched by any other study and are
only to be called extraordinary." — Wa//
Street Journal.

...and look forward to books like these
in ttie months to come

You'll join Captain Cousteau and his crew
as they embark on an exciting quest for
Spanish gold . . . bring back an unparalleled
record of a dying undersea world of coral
...encounter, as no men before them ever
had, the world's largest living creature...
study the most elusive of all sea creatures
...and much, much more. And you examine
each and every book free for 10 days be-
fore deciding to take advantage of the
special subscriber's price!



modern man's most spectacular voyage of exploration

DISCOVERIES OF
COUSTEAU

FREE BONUS
Choose any 1 of 4 magnificent, full-color poster
prints—each a giant 18x22 inches and suitable for

framing—yours to keep just for examining THE
-SHARK: Splendid Savage of the Sea. Circle appro-
priate letter (A, B,C,D) in coupon.

C. VENOMOUS LlONFiSH D. THE LIVING WALL

SAVE $2 to $3 on each volume
THE UNDERSEA DISCOVERIES OF
JACQUES-YVES COUSTEAU
Dept. 3-NH-5, Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Please enroll me as a subscriber to The
Undersea Discoveries of Jacques-Yves
COUSTEAU and send me the free poster
print I have indicated below. Also send
me Volume I, The Shark: Splendid Sav-
age of the Sea, for 10 days' free exami-
nation. If, at the end of that time, I api
not entirely satisfied, I'll return the book
and the matter is ended. {The free post-
er print remains mine to keep in any
event.) If I decide to keep The Shark,
I'll remit just $6.95 (a |2 saving from
the regular retail price of $8.95), plus
shipping and handling (580). You may
then confirm my reservation to receive

a new volume every other month for 10

days' free examination. For each vol-

ume I accept, I'll be billed at the guar-
anteed discount price of only $6.95 plus
shipping and handling (580). There is

no minimum number of volumes I must
accept; I may cancel my subscription at
any time.

I would like as my free print (circle one)

:

A B C D
(Print will be shipped under separate
cover)

Address.

City

-Zip_

Signature .

(if under 18, parent must sign)

Offer available in U.S.A. and Canada
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Education umder* Fire
Throughout several decades of warfare, the Democratic Republic

of Vietnam has managed to continue and even expand its educational system

Science is international and
those who practice it have a long

tradition of international coopera-

tion. Despite political and ideologi-

cal differences between countries,

which are sometimes reflected in

sharply divergent approaches to sci-

entific problems, scientists have al-

ways found ways to maintain their

friendly international dialogue.

Sometimes this friendship has been

a force for domestic political reform

and international progress. Cer-

tainly the unofficial Pugwash con-

ferences involving Western and So-

viet scientists were beneficial

precursors of the detailed strategic

arms limitation talks that culmi-

nated in such recent international

treaties as SALT. And the solid op-

position of the international genet-

ics community played some role in

the ultimate fall from power in the

Soviet Union of Trofim D. Lysenko

and his school of genetics.

The rapprochement between the

United States and China has already

led to several reciprocal visits of

scientists and physicians, and the

recent agreement negotiated by

Henry Kissinger is certain to gener-

ate more traffic of this kind in the

near future. Through such mutually

beneficial interchanges, we should

be able to learn much more than we
now know about acupuncture,

herbal medicine, and the efficient

use of paramedical personnel, to

name just a few areas of interest,

while the Chinese should be able to

catch up with many areas of our

science and technology.

What about the possibility of sci-

entific interchange with North Viet-

nam, from which we have been as

culturally isolated as we formerly

were from China? Were the Viet-

namese able to sustain any sub-

stantial educational and scientific

efforts while suffering through sev-

eral decades of warfare against su-

perior military powers and under-

going the most severe aerial

bombardment in history? Our re-

cent cease-fire and peacemaking

moves with that country make these

relevant questions. During a visit to

Hanoi and environs in the spring of

1971, a colleague and I were aston-

ished to find that educational and

scientific activities had not only sur-

vived but were built into the daily

war effort and had even flourished

under adversity.

The Vietnamese have an ancient

tradition of learning. For example,

the former Quoc Tu Giam (or Na-

tional) University, was founded in

Hanoi in 1070—only seventeen

years after the university in Bo-

logna and fifty years before the one

in Paris. Before it ceased to func-

tion as a university sometime dur-

ing the nineteenth century, it had

graduated more than 2,000 persons

at the doctoral level in literature,

history, philosophy, and mathemat-

ics. Today the institution serves as a

museum.
In the DRVN (Democratic Re-

public of Vietnam), as North Viet-

nam prefers to be called, elemen-

tary education (from first through

seventh grade) and nontechnical

secondary education (seventh to

tenth grade) are supervised by the

Ministry of General Education. All

DRVN' children attend school

through the fourth grade; about

one-third go through the seventh

grade, and one-tenth go through the

tenth grade (from which 45,000

graduated last year).

When the French left in 1954,

the French University in Hanoi

(which they had established about

eighty years before) was, with its

700 students, the only institute of

higher learning in all of Indochina.

Now, in the DRVN alone there are

37 colleges and universities, in-

cluding the University of Hanoi

(the "French" has been dropped),

the Polytechnic Institute and its

branches, and specialized colleges,

accommodating a total of 75,000

students. There are also 150,000

students in vocational secondarv

schools (seventh to tenth grade)

among the country's population of

21 million. The vocational schools

and ten of the colleges and universi-

ties are supervised by the Ministry

of Higher Education, which shares

supervision of the remaining 27 in-

stitutions with production minis-

tries, such as that of Agriculture.

Almost all of the Ministry's staff of

200 have candidate's (equivalent to

our master's) degrees.

In addition to his administrative

duties, Ta Quang Buu, the dynamic

Cambridge-educated Minister of

Higher Education, still teaches

mathematics at the University of

Hanoi. Speaking excellent English,

he told us that in terms of education

the Vietnamese "ai-e trving to do in

20 years what you Americans have

done in 200 years." To some extent

the Vietnamese are using both the

Soviet and United States educa-

tional svstems as models. However,

Minister Buu feels that the Soviet

system is too rigid and produces sci-

entists whose training is too special-

ized, while the American system, al-

though more practical in that it

links science more efficiently to

production, produces scientists

whose scope is limited by their nar-

row political and social back-

ground. The DRVN is trying to

evolve its own educational philos-
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ophy. As Minister Buu says, "We
are in some sort of great Skinner

box and trying to find rein-

forcement."

Students are selected for the uni-

versities bv a competitive national

matriculation examination given on

one dav each year (even at the

height of the war), and candidates

are screened to eliminate those v\fith

poor political records. Applicants

choose an exam in one of three sub-

ject blocks.

The universities hope soon to be-

gin graduate education on a formal

basis. At present, 864 persons in

the countrv hold either candidate's

degrees or doctorates, earned

mostly in other socialist countries.

Vietnamese universities, however,

recently awarded three candidate's

degrees in biology—in fish breed-

ing, cattle genetics, and ecology of

estuarine vegetation—to students

who largely devised their own
courses of study.

Although women constitute only

about 30 percent of the university

student body, they make up 70 to

80 percent of those working in the

fields of medicine and pharmacy.

The Vietnamese are trying to fur-

ther the participation of women in

all of society, but the government

considers those fields that require

great patience to be more suitable

for women than activities that de-

mand great physical strength and

endurance. This attitude persists

despite the fact that much of the

routine heavy agricultural labor in

Vietnam is done by women. At

present, the official opinion is that

not enough women are involved in

education—for instance, only 10

percent of the students studying

abroad are women, and only two or

three women hold university chairs,
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that is, professorships with tenure.

Therefore, like disadvantaged mi-

nority groups in the United States,

women are given special tutoring to

prepare them for higher education

and their university entrance re-

quirements are lowered. Scholar-

ships, in the form of compensation

to their families for loss of services

at home and in the fields, are used

to increase the number of women in

secondary schools. "There is no

freedom," said Minister Buu,
"when there is no freedom of

women."
As in Europe, institutions of

higher learning are divided into fac-

ulties, each having at least one

chair. The 37 colleges and universi-

ties have 529 chairs for 7,000 fac-

ulty members. Although the

younger faculty members are de-

pendent on the chair holders for

guidance and advice, as in the Eu-

ropean system, our interpreters said

North Vietnam had more academic

democracy because of its relative

lack of hidebound traditions. New
chairs are decided on jointlv bv the

ministries and state committees on

planning, science, and technology,

with monev being a prime consid-

eration. Thus, a chair of mathemati-

cal engineering, which includes cy-

bernetics and linguistics, was
recently made possible at the Poly-

technic Institute through the gift of

a Soviet Minsk 22 computer
(roughly equivalent to the IBM
704), whereas an equally needed re-

search chair in biochemistry was

turned down because it would re-

quire the purchase of expensive

equipment like electron micro-

scopes.

Classes at Hanoi's prewar French

University were conducted in

French. Now higher education is

given entirely in the Vietnamese

language; although the many ethni-

cally distinct minorities use their

own dialects in everyday affairs,

they use Vietnamese as a second

language. Russian is todav the most

commonly used foreign language

with English second, although most

of the older professors still speak

French. Many of the textbooks,

which formerlv were translations,

are now original material written in

Vietnamese. Some Russian,
English, and French books are also

used.

The University of Hanoi has 500
faculty members and 3,500 stu-
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Some 1.200 of the ablest university

graduates are now reeeiving ad-

\anred training in other socialist

lountries. About 75 to 80 percent

of the students take the rigorous

science curriculum.

The Polytechnic Institute is now
housed primarilv in a spacious mod-

ern building constructed with So-

viet aid in 1965. It was founded in

1956 with 40 Vietnamese-educated

teachers and 800 students. Bv 1965

there were 6.000 full-time students

and 200 correspondence students.

That year the Institute spawned

four new engineering colleges, but

retained the balance of the curricu-

lum. Courses at the Institute em-

phasize technology; even those in

the hard sciences are slanted more

toward applied aspects than similar

courses in the universities; for ex-

ample, mathematics and physics are

combined into a single department,

thus applying most of the math-

ematics to physical problems, while

chemistry is slanted mainly toward

chemical engineering. The Institute

currently has the same number of

students it had in 1965, but the fac-

ulty has increased to more than

800. Of that number more than 100

have doctorates or candidate's de-

grees, and thev devote an average

of 30 percent of their time to re-

search.

The Polytechnic's general educa-

tional policy is formulated by the

government and the Communist

Partv. Scientific training aims at a

combination of what is "most fun-

damental, most modern, and most

Vietnamese." About 10 to 15 per-

cent of the formal curriculum is set

apart for courses, taught by a spe-

cial staff, in the historv and political

aims of the Vietnamese Communist

Party and in Marxist-Leninist phi-

losophy. In addition, Thursday eve-

nings are spent in discussion of

"morals" and current events.

Applicants to the Pohtechnic

must pass the general nationwide

matriculation examination and also
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a special second examination. Bv

design, one-third of the entrants are

women, and special consideration is

also given to ethnic minorities and

lactory workers. Most students

come from peasant and working-

class families, some from South

Vietnam. Each student is given a

scholarship that includes meals and

textbooks and lasts for the five

years it takes to earn a professional

engineering degree. Most graduates

go into factories, although a few

stay on for further training as teach-

ers or researchers.

The Polytechnic maintains more

than 50 laboratories and workshops

designed to simulate factory condi-

tions. Those facilities we visited

were furnished with teaching equip-

ment donated bv the Soviet Union

(some of which had been modified

by students using electronic com-

ponents salvaged from downed U.S.

planes) and heavy machinery made
in the Soviet Union, Czechoslova-

kia, and Haiphong. The 300,000-

volume library, whose 76,000 jour-

nals are mostly in Russian and Chi-

nese, seemed well designed and

housed.

Because of the war, some educa-

tional institutions were dispersed in

the countryside. Agricultural Col-

lege Number 2, founded in 1967 at

the height of the air attacks, is lo-

cated about one and a half hours'

drive from Hanoi. The 212-acre

main campus, designed primarily

for teaching, is a collection of

small, temporary, bamboo-framed,

thatch-roofed buildings that include

classrooms, a library, laboratories,

and dormitories, spaced among
farm plots. A second campus 31

miles away has 741 acres of experi-

mental farms. Both campuses have

been bombed. To minimize damage

from the air war, the buildings are

set far apart, with air-raid trenches

in between.

The college, which is supervised

jointly by the Ministries of Higher

Education and of Agriculture,

trains students in three faculties:

botany, zoology, and agricultural

economics. About two-thirds of the

college's 104 teachers belong to the

Ho Chi Minh Labor Youth and

many belong to the Communist

Party, although neither is obliga-

tory. There are 1,400 students, of

whom one-third are women. The

four-year course is planned to fol-

low secondary school (tenth grade).
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The war is over. V
But for an 8-year-old Vietnamese ^
girl named Pham Thi Kim the other

war—the war on poverty—goes on.

When Pham Thi was still a baby, her .,^,^

family had to flee their village to save their

lives. She can't remember her father

because he was killed in a raid soon after.

Now, the eight members of the Kim family

have returned to their tiny three-room hut with

its dirt floor and coconut-branch roof. No
electricity. No running water. Her mother has

returned to her work as a laborer. Twelve hours a

day for $1 .00. Pham Thi has returned to her

studies. Working at night by kerosene. And the

fight for survival goes on.

For $1 5 a month through Save the Children

Federation you can sponsor a child like Pham Thi

and help her win that fight. To keep her in school

with decent clothes on her back and good food

in her stomach. To help her neighbors salvage

their rice paddies and rebuild their canals.
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are many rewards. The chance to correspond with

a child. To receive a photograph. And progress

reports. That's how Save the Children works. But

without you it can't work. So please: clip this

coupon and mail it today. Now you can turn

the page.
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but the college also runs a two-year

"crash course" for seventh-grade

graduates, and gives remedial

courses for weak secondary-srhool

graduates. College Number 2 gradu-

ated its first class in 1971. Most of

its degree holders will work as tech-

nical cadres on agricultural cooper-

atives, state farms, or agricultural

stations. In the future, some stu-

dents may be trained as teachers.

While at college the future agri-

culturists live in dormitories and

stav on campus. Classes run six

davs a week, with students free to

be awav only from 5:00 p.m. on Sat-

urday until Sunday niglit. Half a

dav a week is spent in maintaining

the gi-ounds and fields. Students

have private clubs where they may

spend an hour a day at art and gym-

nastics, although the regular cur-

riculum includes two hours a week

of these activities. Formal study

lasts thirty weeks a year; the rest of

the time, except for two months" va-

cation, is spent at practical work.

There is a striking contrast be-

tween the modest bamboo-and-

thatch farmhouselike exterior of the

laboratories and the sophisticated

modern equipment—microscopes,

centrifuges, and electrophoresis ap-

paratus—thev contain. Classes are

run in a traditionally formal way,

with professors lecturing and stu-

dents taking notes.

This improvised North Vietnam-

ese educational system, forged dur-

ing a revolution and tempered by

several wars, has served the country

well so far. Whether it can sustain

the altered dynamics of peace is

hard to predict. Perhaps Americans

and other Westerners, through eco-

nomic aid, can help shape some of

the DRVN's new educational direc-

tions. And perhaps, if reciprocal

scientific and educational ex-

changes follow the cease-fire, we

may discover in this former enemy

country new approaches and solu-

tions to some of our own problems.

In a future column, I will de-

scribe the scientific research I saw

being conducted in North Vietnam.

Columnist Arthur W. Gahton teaches

bioloicy at Yale University: His book

Dailv Life in People's China will be

published in June by Thomas Y. Cro-

well Co. A more complete discussion of

education and science in the DR I'N is

found in an article in Science, vol.

'l74. pp. .379-385. 1971.
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Refugees
of tlie Ice Age
When the glaciers retreated and North America became arid,

some forest-dwelling insects and reptiles sought shelter in caves.

Genetic alterations will keep them there

by Thiomas C. Barr, Jr.

Because of its inherent sim-

plicity, tlie life community of a cave

holds a special attraction for ecolo-

gists. Unlike a tropical rain forest, a

meadow, or even a farm pond, a

cave is inhabited by a com-
paratively small number of animal

species. In the eastern United

States, caves usually contain be-

tween ten and twenty blind, cave-

limited species. Although some may
have as few as five or six, other,

more richly diverse cave commu-
nities may have as many as forty

such species.

Mammoth Cave in Kentuckv is

the best known of the rich cave

communities, and biospeleologists

have recorded about forty-five blind

species among the more than 200
species of animals found in the sys-

tem. One of the best places to study

Mammoth Cave's terrestrial fauna is

in White Cave, a small cave con-

nected to Mammoth by narrow

crevices impenetrable to man and

rarely visited except by biospele-

ologists.

When a visiting Australian col-

league wanted to see the famous

Mammoth Cave fauna, it was only

natural that I took him first to

White Cave. As we climbed about,

over, and finally through a long cur-

tain of dripstone that slices diago-

nally across the cave, we saw here

and there a small creature crawling

rapidly over the wet rock. Farther

in, the cave animals performed as if

on cue, one species after another

parading before the advancing

circle of lantern light. My colleague

noted that it would take twenty

years to see that much life in the

caves of Australia. The remark was

a chance one, but it returned to

puzzle me for months afterward.

How does a community of cave ani-

mals arise in the first place, and

why should there be such marked

disparity between the communities

of different cave systems?

Whatever the diversity, the fauna

within a cave consists of unusual

animals scuttling across wet rocks,

swimming in dark rivers, or flying

through echoing silence. These ani-

mals live in an environment without

light, isolated from the surface yet

dependent upon it, for there must

be sufficient access to the surface

for the animals to receive food, wa-

ter, and air. Through an awareness

of the behavior of cave animals,

their adaptations to the cave envi-

ronment, and the environment it-

self, answers to questions con-

cerning cave fauna diversity can be

more readily resolved.

Most cave communities include

many troglobites, blind species with

reduced pigmentation; a number of

troglophiles, animals that can live

out their lives equally well in caves

or in cool, dark places above

ground; and a few trogloxenes, ani-

mals that regularly utilize caves for

shelter but return to the surface to

feed. Of the animals recorded in

Mammoth Cave, 22 percent are

troglobites; 36 percent, troglo-

philes; 22 percent, trogloxenes; and

20 percent, "accidentals'" that fell

or were washed into the cave.

Trogloxenes are often indispens-

able to the energy budget of cave

ecosystems. Bats and cave crickets,

for example, which feed outside the

caves at night, contribute large

amounts of guano, and often even

their own dead bodies, to the food

web of the cave. Eyeless species of

carabid beetles in both Texas and

Kentucky have independently

evolved the habit of feeding on eggs

of cave crickets, which they dig out

of the silt on cave ledges and floors.

Water, like food, also enters

caves from the surface, the amount

fluctuating seasonallv. It either

seeps downward from the soil

through open joints in the lime-

stone or flows underground as sink-

ing streams, carrying food for the

cave community in the form of bac-

teria, protozoans, other micro-

organisms, twigs, leaves, sticks, and

even logs and larger animals.

In the southeastern United

States, the driest time of the year

underground is autumn. Transpi-

ration of green plants removes vast

quantities of soil water during liie

growing season, and the normal au-

Dixon Cave, a typical gallery

of the Mammoth system, was

probably the largest entrance

to the system until it ivas

cut off and isolated by an

underground landslide.
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tumn rains do not saturate the soil

until earlv winter. The first heavy

rains of mid-December or early Jan-

uary mark the beginning of the

flood season in caves. Even in trop-

ical caves there are usually seasonal

floods corresponding to the rainy

season at the surface. The food sup-

ply carried underground by water is

thus concentrated during part of the

year, rather than being spread out

evenly.

Most large caves "breathe,"

pouring cooler air from their

mouths in summer and sucking in

cold, dry air from the outside in

winter. This breathing effect is pri-

marily the result of a density gradi-

ent between heavier, cooler air and

lighter, warmer air. Cool, dry win-

ter air is especially hazardous to

troglobites, most of which have lost

not only eyes and pigments but also

the ability to regulate water loss

through evaporation from their in-

teguments.

I suspect that my interest in

caves and cave life was first kindled

on a tour of Mammoth Cave in the

late 1930s. A stubbornly curious

seven year old, I teetered pre-

cariously but persistently on a ledge

at the end of the commercial trail,

trying to penetrate the gloom of the

chasm below by the dim, pulsating

light of a hissing gasoline lantern.

Ignominiously snatched from my
vantage point by my horrified par-

ents and the cave guides, I resolved

that I would some day explore far

beyond that chasm and a half dozen

others that had roused my curiosity.

Sixteen years and 500 caves later, it

was no accident that the Mammoth

Cave system assumed a role of cen-

tral importance in my studies on

cave invertebrates.

The principal cave area of Mam-
moth Cave National Park lies be-

neath three sandstone-capped

ridges, which are separated bv blind

valleys, a feature in karst areas

formed from the coalescence of

many sinkholes. The older and best-

known cave passages are in Mam-
moth Cave Ridge, but extensive

cavern development exists beneath

Joppa Ridge to the west and espe-

cially beneath Flint Ridge to the

east. The rock strata are gently

tilted to the northwest toward the

300-foot-deep canvon of the Green

River, which meanders across the

park from east to west. Ancient

subterranean streams have carved

out five or six successive levels of
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all kiiiiwii and iiia|i|icil passajfcs in

Mannncilli ( !a\c did nol cxcix'd a lo-

lal lcni;lli nl S5 miles, while iikhc

Mian (if) miles had l)een surveyed in

die ailjaicnl Mini Kidse Cave svs-

leni.

Then, in <'ail\ Sepleinber, e\-

[ildiers lioni die Cave Research

Foundation and the National Park

Ser\ice erawlecl and waded their

\va\ from th(" Flint Ridge Cave un-

der Houehins Valley and emerged
in Manmioth Cave near Echo River,

demonstrating a direct link between
the two huge systems. The upper

reaches of Echo River extend
under the edge of Joppa Ridge, but

no direct connection penetrable by

man has yet been found between

Mammoth and the large caves of

Joppa Ridge. Exploration is contin-

uing, and it does not seem too unre-

Hiberuating Indiana bats, left, cluster on the ceiling

of a secluded part of Mammoth Cave. The pipistrelle

bat, below, is a solitary species commonly found
in frequently visited areas of the cave.

passages. The cave rivers carry wa-

ter from the streamless sinkhole

plain outside the park and eventu-

ally empty into the Green River as

large springs. Between the sinkhole

plain and the Green River, these

streams flow through the lowest lev-

els of an incredible maze of pas-

sages whose total length makes
Mammoth Cave the world s longest

known cave system.

In the 'Xanadu' of Coleridge's

poem 'Kubla Khan," the sacred

river Alph ran "through caverns

measureless to man. " In the in-

tricate complexities of Mammoth
Cave w'e can appreciate the poetic

similarity. For many vears the "tra-

ditional" length of the cave was

L50 miles, but the prosaic objectiy-

itv of the measuring tape indicated

that as of the late summer of 1972.



alistic to predict that the system

may some day reach an aggregate

length of 250 to 300 miles.

As explorers probed the vastness

of the cave system, the biological

exploration of Mammoth Cave kept

pace. Historically, it was the larger

aquatic troglobites that attracted at-

tention. Echo River, discovered

some time after 1837, is inhabited

by the cavefishes Amblyopsis
spelaea and Typhlichthys sub-

terraneus, the white crayfish Orco-

nectes pellucidus, and the blind

shrimp Palaemonias ganteri.

The upper part of the river, in

what is called the "Roaring River

Passage," is an excellent spot to ob-

serve aquatic troglobites. In one

section of the passage, which we
have named the "Shrimp Pools,"

blind shrimp use their spindly, bas-

ketlike mouthparts to strain the

bottom silt for microorganisms.

Cavefishes also cruise the pools,

feeding on the unwary blind isopod

Asellus stygius, the amphipods
Stygobromus exilis and S. vitreus,

and possibly on stray shrimp. Cave

crayfish, attracted by the slightest

ripple in the water, wander about

over the bottoms of the pools, feed-

ing on whatever living prey or dead

food they can find.

The most diverse terrestrial as-

semblage of animals occurs in

moist, stalactitic areas. There,

dense colonies of the cave cricket

Hadenoecus subterraneus crowd

upside down on the ceilings, blan-

keting floors and rock shelves be-

neath with a thin, crumbly layer of

black guano. Detritus feeders—mil-

lipedes, bristletails, snails, scaveng-

ing beetles, and springtails—utilize

the cricket guano and are in turn

eaten by spiders, mites, pseudoscor-

pions, harvestmen, and predatory

beetles.

Ancestors of most terrestrial

troglobites—living in deep soil and

humus—were probably preadapted

to a cavelike environment. A richly

diverse, moist forest cover seems to

favor development of a soil fauna

with many species preadapted for

cave life; the sparser the forest and

the fewer species of trees it con-

tains, the less varied should be the

troglobite fauna of nearby caves.

This helps to explain the paucity of

fauna in Australian caves and my
colleague's astonishment at the di-

versity of Mammoth Cave animal

life. The gradual drying of the Aus-

tralian interior during the Pleisto-

cene probably led to extinction of

much of the forest floor fauna, ra-

ther than to its survival in caves.

Although forest diversity may
provide a partial explanation of the

contrast between Australian and

Kentucky cave faunas, whv should

two cave systems in moist, forested

regions differ greatlv in community
complexity? Maximum forest diver-

sity occurs in the tropics, and if this

were the sole factor controlling

troglobite speciation, we should ex-

pect large numbers of troglobites in

tropical caves. But this is simply

not the case. While tropical caves

are occasionally inhabited by
aquatic troglobites, terrestrial spe-

cies are virtually absent.

The richest known troglobite

faunas occur instead in regions
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Tilt' cave crayfish, left, one of Mammoth Cave's largest

Iroglobites, fits into the cave's food web as both

a scavenger and a predator. Below, the eyeless millipede

is a detritus feeder living on cave cricket guano.

The northern cavefish, bottom, is one of two cavefish

species found in Mammoth Cave.



Cave salamanders live in moist regions near

cave entrances and frequently feed

outside. Their larvae, however, occupy

recesses far from cave entrances.

where Pleistocene climates fluctu-

ated between cool and moist peri-

ods during glacial maximums and

warm and drv periods during the

interglacials. Species ancestral to

the troglobites occupied cool, moist

forests. They could have become
widespread in surface habitats dur-

ing periods of glaciation, gradually

being restricted to forested ravines,

sinkholes, and caves as the ice

sheets retreated and temperatures

rose. For a period of time thev

could have colonized caves and

existed as troglophiles, but with in-

creasing temperatures and decreas-

ing precipitation thev would have

become extinct in the forest floor,

surviving onlv as cave isolates.

If the ancestors of troglobilic

beetles and other arthropods passed

through a "precave" stage in the

forest floor, might there not be a

few such ancestral tvpes still surviv-

ing in some cool, moist forest, deep

in forest floor leaf litter? It was just

this question that took me to the

Monongahela National Forest in

West Virginia. My feet sank lightly

into the thick mat of spruce needles

that carpeted the forest floor as far

as I could see. except for a sprin-

kling of mossv boulders. After prv-

ing up the root-bound boulders for

an hour to look deep into the iiller

mat, I was readv to admit that I was

wasting my time looking for

Pleistocene beetles in the twentieth

centurv. Turning over one lasl l)()ul-

der. however. I saw a small, red

beetle. Waving its antennae uncer-

tainly to and fro. it crawled rapidlv

across the wet black humus. I was

momentarilv so absorbed with the

thought that I had been transported

back to the Pleistocene that I al-

most missed catching it. It was a

very close relative of a troglobitic

species that inhabits the Greenbrier

Vallev caves far below, living proof

that ancestors of cave beetles could

have been already preadapted to life

in cool, moist, dark microhabitats

in forest floor iilter.

Troglophiles are not geneticallv

isolated merelv because they have

entered a cave. The same ca\'e mav
be invaded again and again bv indi-

viduals of the same species, and anv

tendencv to diverge geneticallv

from the parent species will be

swamped bv interbreeding between

the established population and the

new innnigrants.

Periodic opening and closing of

caves through natural geologic proc-

esses is not a plausible hvpothesis

to explain the isolation that must

have occurred for ancestral troglo-

philes to evolve into troglobites.

The smaller cavernicoles. in par-

ticular, can readilv gain access

through innumerable sinkholes and

small crevices made by seeping wa-

ter. If a cave were so tightiv closed
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llial I'M'ii llicsc (i|)criiiii;s wcic ex-

cluded, llie loud su|)[)i\ rroiii llie

surtiR'O would also be tail oil. ()nl\

a modoratelv large aquulii animal

could concei\ablv be isolated lorlui-

lousK in a cave, perbaps being

swept t)\cr a liigh underground wa-

lerlall in numbers large enougli to

ct)nstitute a louniler population,

and it is only tbe aquatic animals

tliat seem to become tbe infrequent

Iropii'al troglobites. Tbe concentra-

tion of terrestrial troglobites in re-

gions subjected to glacial climates

is strong evidence tbat alternating

Pleistocene climatic regimes pro-

vided tbe isolation that permitted

troglopbile populations to diverge

trom their surface ancestors.

Once isolated and unimpeded bv

swamping, tbe troglopbile colonies

could proceed to change genetically

and become more closely adapted to

their cave environment. Inbreeding

in small populations leads to reduc-

tion in variability, and natural se-

lection becomes more severe, creat-

ing a sort of genetic bottleneck

through which incipient species

must pass. Most isolated, in-

breeding populations of this sort,

unable to successfullv pass through

tbe bottleneck, become extinct; the

fe\v tbat are successful emerge with

a modified set of genetic instruc-

tions closely tailored to meet the re-

quirements of their immediate envi-

ronment.

We would expect that tbe proba-

bility of successful cave coloniza-

tion and subsequent speciation into

a troglobite is rather low, but given

a large number of caves and a lot of

"trial"' populations of troglophiles,

we could also expect a "success"

now and then.

Some pieces of the cave diversity

puzzle finallv began to fall into

place when I began to compare re-

gional faunas and geographical

speciation between the caves of the

Appalachian vallev in Virginia and
east Tennessee with those of the

Mississippian plateaus in central

Tennessee and Kentucky. Although

both areas are underlain by thick

strata of cavernous limestone, in

much of Virginia. Tennessee, and

other eastern states, the limestone

had been severely uplifted and
buckled with tbe formation of the

Appalachian Mountains. Farther to

ihe uesl. lio\se\er. die liuieslone

had been ielali\el\ niidislinlied.

I )ue lo llie mans laull> in ibe A|i-

palachian \ alle\ . ibe liiiieslcjiie

areas of that region bad lieeoine

separated Irom eath oilier as llie

rock strata had broken and tum-

bled over. The softer limestones

eroded away and became tbe

floors of long valleys sharply sepa-

rated by ridges of more resistant

sandstone and shales where there

were no caves. The undisturbed

limestone to the west, however,

developed extensive cave systems

connected to each other through

continuous chains of passages and

crevices.

Vlain elemeiils <ir ibe ea\e lamia

were—and slill are- ineomplelelv

sindied. so a lolal laimal analysis is

IK. I possible. I cliose lo look e'loscK

al Ireeliiiie bei'lles. Miiall. reddish.

e\eles> predalors wiiieK dislribuled

ill ea\es ol easlerii 1 iiiled Stales. A
specimen from llie back of While

Cave had, in jact, been responsible

lor starting me in the taxonomy of

earabid beetles, and when I began

I his study 1 had accumulated ample
inlormation on more than 1.50 spe-

cies of American cave trechines.

Study of cave beetle distribution

soon showed that the Appalachian

\alley had about three times as

many species of cave beetles per

^.r moss carpet under forest ^•;;;.^""7 •^.«?!;?''-' -ge > ^^

\y^ isolated cave
extensive cave system

During the early glacial periods when the

climate was moist and cool, ancestral beetles

lived on the damp forest floor.

jnoss carpet and forest diminisfi

As the glaciers receded, some beetle species on the

surface became extinct, but others survived in the moist

caves and the diminishing forest. These surface and cave

beetles interacted; therefore no separate species developed.

_;_ moss carpet and forest gone ^=--(~j.^ => c^^

^""^^—
- ^ troglophiles extinct on surface

Isolated in caves by an arid postglacial climate,

different species of blind, depigmented beetles developed

from the ancestral beetles. Due to dispersal passages

and a greater varietv of niches, more species evolved in

larger caves than in smaller ones.
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The Mammoth Cave system may extend across three ridges.

Late in 1972 a passage was found linking

Mammoth Cave to the Flint Ridge Cave system. A Joppa Ric

connection has not yet been discovered.

square mile of limestone terrain as

did the broad and cavernous plains

of Mississippian limestone to iIk'

west. This is an excellent examplr

of geographic speciation.

A cave in the Appalachian valley

is connected only to other caves in

the same narrow strip of limestone.

Exposures of limestone in this area

are, with a few exceptions, highly

discontinuous, and a speiiHc beetle

species is usually found in onlv one

or two caves, the expansion of its

range being prohibited bv numer-

ous sandstone and shale barriers.

Only four of several hundred ca\'es

ha\e two species, anil none have

three or more.

Individual Mississippian plateau

caves, however, often have luo or

more species inhabiting them. A
kind of world record for cave beetle

sympalry seems to have been set in

White Cave, where no less than six

species of eyeless trechines coexist.

The caves in the continuous, unbro-

ken belts of Mississippian limestone

are presumabh connected to each

other bv inimmerable cracks and

crevices; thus, beetle species ha\c

extensive ranges, occurring in manv
caves over wide areas.

In areas of continuous cavernous

limestone similar to the karst of

central Kentucky, a troglobite can

disperse by moving from cave to

cave through underground open-

ings. From this point of view, a

cave becomes a sort of window
through which man can sample a

troglobitic species at different

points in its geographic range. The-

oretically, the species can appear in

every cave community in the same

continuous limestone mass, so any

given community can be composed

of species whose ancestors success-

fully colonized different caves at

different times in the past.

Such conununities may also in-

clude a few widely distributed sub-

terranean spiders, springtails, and

small crustaceans, which in addi-

tion to having all the attributes of

troglobites, are equally well at

home below ground in nonlime-

stone terrains. And to the troglo-

bites must be added a variety of

troglophiles and trogloxenes of re-

cent vintage, all three groups of ani-

mals interacting with each other

and with the microbial Hora and
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iauna to suslaiii llic (l\ naniics ol llic

cave ecosvslcin.

Tlit'se ohisi'iNatioiis on beetle

speeiation and (iistribution are best

explained bv a simple iiiudel. Let us

imau;iiie two areas underlain h\ cav-

ernous limestone, one quite large,

with 100 caves; the other small and

with only one cave. Suppose each

cave is colonized by a troglophile

beetle that, because of a warming

climatic trend, subsequently be-

came extinct at the surface. As we
have seen, the likelihood of making

the transition from troglophile to

troglobite is rather low. For each

cave population there will be a

fixed but low probability that the

population will successfully evolve

into a troglobite—arbitrarily we can

assume one chance out of a hun-

dred. In the small area there is only

a 1 percent chance that a new
troglobite will evolve, but in the

lai'ge area the probability is 100
times greater; that is, it is almost

certain that at least one troglobite

will evolve there. Since the large

area is continuous and cavernous

aiul Mol hrdkcii up li\ shale and

sandstone harriiTs. interconnecting

crevices exist between the caves

through which the troglobites can

crawl. It is onlv a matter of time be-

fore all of the hundred caves arc oc-

lupied bv the troglobitic beetle that

originally evohed in otdv one cave.

If, despite the odds, a troglobite

did evolve in the single cave of the

small area, its geographic range

would be limited to that one cave

because it could not i-rawl out of

the cave and move overland to an-

other cave.

If we now take our hypothetical

model and suppose that the caves

are colonized not only bv beetles

but also by spiders, millipedes,

springtails, bristletails, isopods, am-

phipods, and so forth, we would

lia\c a rlosiT approximation of what

aclLialK look place in caves of the

eastern United States. Further

model refinements are possible, par-

ticularK in weighting probabilities

of speeiation differently lor differ-

ent sorts of ancestors, but in the

present simplified form it is ade-

quate to help us understand how
cave communities develop.

In applying our model to the

Manmioth Cave community, we can

analyze the geographic ranges of its

forty or more species of troglobites.

These include flatworms, snails, spi-

ders, harvestmen, pseudoscorpions,

mites, copepods, isopods, amphi-

pods, crayfish, shrimps, springtails,

bristletails, beetles, and blind

cavefishes. A look at troglobite

Continued on page 72

Mushrooms are known to sprout from the silt

floor of only one area of Mammoth Cave. They

were first seen in this area in 1870.



Tlie Lost Vikina's of

Marauding Norsemen

of the early Middle Ages

were also peaceful

colonists of new lands

Eric the Red. lli<' Norse chieftain

who discovered and colonized

Greenland in about a.d. 985, and

his son Leif. also known as Leif the

Lu( k\. who discovered America

al)out the vear 1000, are Scandina-

vian heroes. Legends of their cour-

age and adventurousness form a

pari of the history in which we take

justifiable pride and serve as a wel-

come counterbalance to the unsa-

vory reputation the Vikings ac-

quired in western Europe in the

early Middle Ages.

During the ninth and tenth cen-

turies, the years of the Viking era,

the then pagan Norsemen repeat-

edly raided the Christian countries

of England. France, Germany, and

Ireland, where thev pillaged.

burned, and killed, leaving behind

a wake of hatred and fear. Wild

warriors whose passion for battle

transported them into frenzies dur-

ing which they were said to bite

their shields, foam at the mouth,

and howl like wolves or growl like

bears, the Vikings were called "ber-

serkers" by their peers. That appel-

lation has sur\ived in the English

language in ihr word berserk.

Bcldrc ihc cud ol ihc Viking era.

these a<i\enlurcrs iiad sailed from

the fastnesses of their northern

fjords through the Strait of Gibral-

tar into the Mediterranean and had

penetrated south to the Black Sea

via the Russian waterways. Despite,

their intelligence and superb nayi-

gational skills, the Vikings were

deemed so barbaric by their con-

temporaries that a special prayer for

protection against them was offered

in European churches: "God de-

liver us from the fury of the North-

men."

There was, however, a more con-

structive side to the Vikings. When

they yoyaged to places not yet set-

tled, such as Iceland, Greenland,

and Vinland, as they called North

America, they developed their own
culture and demonstrated a capac-

ity for government and peaceful

community organization.

Our main sources of information

about the .500-year Viking coloniza-

tion of Greenland and the Scandi-

navian voyages to Vinland are the

sagas of Old Norse literature. But

these fragmentary, ancient accounts

of the lives of kings, the feuds of

chieftains, and the exploits of ven-

turesome men crossing the sea in

open boats are often dismissed as

nothing more than fables. Now,
with the publication during the last

decade of Yale University's pre-Co-

lumbian Vinland map and the arch-

eological discoveries in Greenland,

some of the material in the sagas

has been corroborated. The shad-

owy centuries of Viking settlement

in Greenland have become more
concrete and our knowledge of

what the life of Norse common folk

was like during the Middle Ages

has been augmented. The sagas can

be read without reservation as lively

and exciting period descriptions.

They give in broad outline an au-

thentic picture of the times and usu-

ally correct information about per-

sonages and events.

Two sagas in particular tell of

Norse adventures in Greenland:

The Saga of the GreerJanders and

Eric the Red's Saga. All the sagas,

of w"hich there are many, were orig-

inally communicated orally. It is

not certain when these spoken tales

^vere first ^vritten down, but the

classic sagas are thought to have

been transcribed in Iceland in the

thirteenth century and later incor-

porated into more comprehensive

manuscripts. The Saga of the

Greenlanders is thus found in the

Flatev Book, an extensive late-

fourteenth-century codex. Eric the

Red's Saga is contained in two

documents: the Hauks Book and

the Skalholt Book, both of which

appear to be based on a common
source dating back to the end of the

thirteenth century.

Greenland is the world's largest

island. It lies mainly within the

Arctic Circle, closer to the North

American continent than to Scandi-

navia. Most of its 840.000 square

miles is steeply mountainous
plateau, covered by an ice cap

1,000 or more feet thick. Numerous
fjords indent its coasts.

This sizable land mass was first

sighted bv a European in about the

vear 900, when a Viking sailor voy-

aging from Norwav to Iceland was

driven w'estw'ard off his course bv

storms. All he saw of the island on

the distant horizon w'as its in-

hospitable, ice-packed east coast

ringed with rock outcroppings. He
did not go ashore, but he did carry

back to Iceland word of a new land

to the west, and the story persisted

for generations.

Iceland had been settled in the

mid-ninth century bv Norsemen

fleeing the domination and oppres-

sive taxation of King Hai-old I of

Norway. Among the colonists living

there tow-ard the end of the tenth

century was Eric the Red, named
for the color of his hair and beard.

In 982, Eric was banished from Ice-

land for three years as punishment

for killing several fellow Norsemen

in a feud. Recalling the report of a

land to the west, he set out to find

and explore it during his banish-

ment. For three vear-s Eric system-

atically reconnoitered Greenland's

ice-free southwestern coast, milder

Hvalsey church is the best-

preserved ruin in the East

settlement. Christianity

was introduced to the

Viking colonists of Greenland

by Eric the Red's son Leif

in about the year 1000.
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Greenland l>> .l^i'gen Meldgaai'd

and more fertile than ihc island's

forbiddino; eastern shorr. iookiiio;

for a suitable place for settlement.

The climate of Greenland in

Eric's time, like that of the rest of

the eaitb, was more benevolent

than it was later to become. There

is no mention in the sagjas that he

encountered ice drifts, now com-

mon in far northern waters. On his

return to Iceland. Eric told of a

land of fertile pastures, which he

called "Greenland" in order to en-

tice farmers to join him there in

colonization.

In the summer of 985, thirlv-five

ships carrying 300 to 400 men,

women, and children, together with

cows, horses, sheep, and household

effects, set sail from Iceland for a

new home in Greenland. According

to the sagas, only fourteen ships ar-

rived safely, some being wrecked in

passage and others being driven

back to Iceland bv wind and
weather. A colony known as the

East settlement was founded on the

Greenland coast near the present

Julianehaab, and shortly after, a

second colony known as the West

settlement was formed about 250
miles northwest near today's God-

thaab. The distance between the

two settlements was calculated as

being a sLx-day row in a six-oared

boat. Eric the Red built his own
farmstead at Brattahlid in the cen-

ter of the East settlement and near

the present town of Narssacj.



This well-preserved liripipe

hood was dug up in a

Greenland churchyard. Such

hoods, customarily worn in

fourteenth-century Europe,

had never been found before.
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A wooden crucifix left,

carved in the 1300s

is an example of the art

developed by the

Viking Greenlanders.

The more primitive

carved head, below, is

an Eskimo portrayal

of a Norseman.
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The Flalev Book, (/

fourteenth-century Icelandic

manuscript, contains The

Saga of the Greenlanders.

The last fifteen lines of
this page introduce the

story of Leif the Lucky's

voyage to I'inland.

It was from Biattahlid some time

after the vear 1000 that the cele-

brated Vinland expeditions to the

northeast coast of the American

Continent set forth, voyages of dis-

covery associated with the name of

Eric's son Leif. On those expedi-

tions, the Vikings first encountered

Indians and Eskimo, the Norsemen
called them "Skraellings." In

Greenland, the colonists found

traces at their two settlements of

the presence of Eskimo on the huge

island, but the native inhabitants

lived far to the north and there is

no record that the two populations

met for several centuries.

Despite the hazardous voyage

from Iceland and Norway to the

Greenland settlements, more and

more Viking families made the

journey, seeking land and a mea-

sure of independence. These enter-

prising and hardworking colonizers

built houses, cultivated farms, bred

cattle, wove cloth, hunted, fished,

traded with Europeans, and gener-

ally prospered. What kind of people

were these kinsmen of the Vikings

who had earlier been the scourge of

Europe? A mid-thirteenth-century

Norwegian document known as The

King's Mirror, written by an anony-

mous scholar in the form of a con-

versation between a father and son,

has this to say about the Greenland

settlers:

"As you are anxious to know
what one looks for in that land, or

why one goes there at such great

peril, it is that one is moved to do

so by the threefold character of hu-

man nature. One part thereof is the

spirit of rivalry and the craving for

fame; for the nature of many men
drives them to go where great dan-

ger can be expected, in order to be-

lonic lamous by doing so. The scc-

oiul is ihe thirst for knowledge; lor

in man's nature lies that inchnaliun

to explore and see things of which

he has before been told, in order to

know whether it is as he has been

told or not. The third thing is the

hope of wealth; for men look for

that wherever they learn that gain

can be expected, regardless that

great dangers threaten on the other

side."

Like their mainland relatives, the

early Greenland Vikings were pa-

gans who worshiped such Norse

gods as Odin, Freya, and Thor. But

in 1000, the same year that he dis-

covered America, Leif Ericson in-

troduced Christianity to the Green-

land settlements.

According to the Icelandic sagas,

fourteen years after Eric the Red
settled at Brattahlid, he sent his son

Leif to Norway to spend time at the

court of King Olaf Tryggvason, as

was customary for chieftains' sons.

Leif s visit came at a time when the

king, having been converted him-

self, "harried the country to Chris-

tianity." Olaf destroyed the pagan

temples, forbade the practice of sac-

rifices, forced his subjects to be

l)a|)li/.('d. and il llirv resisted, put

Ihcin to (h'alli.

The sagas report: "The king

loiind Leif no problem. He was bap-

tized with all his shipmates, and

spent the winter with the king. . . .

That .same summer [the year 1000]

King Olaf sent Leif Ericson to

Greenland to preach Christianity

there. The king provided him with

a priest and various other holy men
to baptize folk there and instruct

them in the true faith. Leif set sail

for Greenland that summer, and

while at sea picked up a ship's crew

of men who lay helpless there on a

wreck. On this same journey he

found Vinland the Good [America].

He reached Greenland at the end of

the summer and went to lodge at

Brattahlid with Eric his father.

From this time forward men called

him Leif the Lucky, but his father

contended that one thing cancelled

out the other, in that Leif had res-

cued a ship's company and saved

the men's lives, but had also in-

troduced a man of mischief [as Eric

styled the priest] into Greenland."

The sagas continue: "Leif soon

preached Christianity throughout

the country," but "Eric took coldly
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A nineteenth-century woodcut

shows Eskimo, at right,

attacking Vikings. A cold

period in the Middle Ages

caused the Eskimo tribes

to migrate southward.

to the notion of abandoning his

faith." Thjodhild, Leifs mother,

embraced Christianity at once. She

had a church buih behind the brow

of a small hill, just out of sight of

their farm, and there she "offered

up her prayers, along with those

men who adopted Christianity, who
were many." Because her husband

refused to be converted, Thjodhild

would not live with Eric as man and

wife once she had taken the faith,

"a circumstance which vexed him

very much."
By 1126, when the Viking popu-

lation on Greenland numbered
about 4,000 to 5,000 colonists

working some 280 farms, an eccle-

siastical see was established at Gar-

dar, a large farm in the East settle-

ment, and the island got its own
bishop. Several ecclesiastical build-

ings, including sixteen parish

churches, a cathedral, a monastery,

and a nunnery were subsequently

built at the settlements.

Greenland had been a republic,

but in 1261, the Norwegian crown

gained direct control over the is-

land. King Haakon IV imposed

taxes on the settlers and a fine for

manslaughter, the wergeld. There

were few oceangoing ships, and in

the following century contact be-

tween Greenland and Europe stead-

ily diminished. Gradually the colo-

nies declined. By about 1350, the

once flourishing West settlement

was deserted. The last authenticated

historical light on the East settle-

ment comes from ecclesiastical ar-

chives. It is a declaration of the sol-

emnization of a marriage that took

place on September 16, 1408 at the

Hvalsey church. Many of those who
attended the wedding left the settle-

ment in 1410 on the last ship from

Greenland of which there is any

record. Archeological evidence sug-

gests that the settlement was still

inhabited by a few struggling Vi-

king families at the time that Co-

lumbus crossed the Atlantic, but by

the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury, the East settlement too was

deserted. From that time until the

start of Danish colonization in the

1700s, the only inhabitants of

Greenland were the Eskimo.

We do not know whv the Viking

colonists became extinct. Thev may
have been exterminated by hungry,

marauding bands of Eskimo. The

writings of a Norwegian priest, who
was made the leader of an expedi-

tion from the East settlement to res-

cue the West settlement in about

1350, say: "when [the expedition]

got there, they found no people,

neither Christians nor pagans, only

wild cattle and sheep." And the Ice-

landic Annals, which occasionally

report Greenlandic events, has this

1379 entry: "Skraellings attacked

the Greenlanders, killing eighteen

of them and carrying two boys off

into captivity."

We know that the climate of

Greenland deteriorated in the

fourteenth century when the whole

earth got colder. The general cool-

ing favored the southward migra-

tion ol' the Eskimo tribes. And the

buildup of the Greenland ice cap

may have partly closed the fjords to

navigation and made it difficult, if

not impossible, for the Vikings to

breed cattle, their principal means

of livelihood. A wide band of drift

ice now enclosed the coasts of
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South Greenland. After alioul 1350

the kings and the merchants hack

home in ihe Scandinavian countries

iounti the route to Greenland so

perilous and unprohlablc that com-

munication gradualiv c(\ised.

Some aspects of Norse lile in

Greenland can he clarified hy arch-

eological finds, whicii supplement

the written records. The work ol

historical reconstruction can be said

to have begun in 1721 with the ar-

rival in Greenland ol the Norwe-

gian missionary Hans Egede. Dis-

patched there by royal command to

search for traces of the vanished

Scandinavian settlements, he trav-

eled to their sites and sent back to

Copenhagen descriptions of what he

saw. Over the next 150 years sim-

ilai- reports were sent back by Dan-

ish officials. These descriptions aug-

mented our knowledge of the

topographv of the settlements"

farms and churches. But the most

important source material did not

come to light until Capt. Daniel

Brunn, a Danish geographer,
started excavations in the East set-

tlement in 1894 and the West set-

tlement in 1903. His diggings es-

tablished the size of the two settle-

ments and the sites of specific farms

and (lunches and showed for the

first lime wlial the farmsteads,

sheepfolds, outbuildings, and
houses had looked like. Several

church ruins were identified and re-

nanieil with the help ol existing lit-

erary sources. Such historical sites

as Eric the Red's farm at Brattahlid

and the ecclesiastical seat at Gardar

were located, along with other ruins

deep within the fjords of the Julian-

ehaab district.

Brunn's work wasn't followed up

until 1921, when archeologists be-

gan to concentrate on excavating

specific farms, churches, and grave-

yards. That year, while digging

slowly through the frozen ground of

a churchyard at the extreme south

end of the East settlement, the Dan-

ish archeologist Poul Nftrlund,

made a most important discovery:

opening some graves, he unearthed

a collection of astonishingly well-

preserved ordinary clothing. Made

of the Greenland homespun cele-

brated in the Middle Ages, the ap-

parel is the only major collection in

existence of the everyday medieval

dress typical of northern Europe.

The fine garments of medieval

nobility and clergymen, well pre-

served by subsequent generations,

are familiar to us. But here, at the

end of the earth, the "Ultima
Thulc ' of ancient times, was a

glimpse of the less familiar raiment

of ordinary men and women:
dresses, cloaks, and liripipe hoods.

In their cut and styling, these

clothes followed the fashions of Eu-

Continued on page 74

Skulls of early Vikings

were excavated in the graveyard

of Greenland's first church.

In life, some of these

Norsemen crossed

the Atlantic to America.
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The
Squalor
ThatWas
Rome
Clattering wagons,

reeking stockyards, and
a corpse-filled Tiber were

all part of life in the

first great Western city

t»v Theodoi'e Crane

As civilization becomes increas-

ingly urbanized, questions about the

quality of human life in a city set-

ting become more pressing. Yet

these problems are as old as the

first great Western city; two thou-

sand years ago, Roman citizens

faced the same questions. Like most

cities, ancient Rome became more
polluted as it became more popu-

lous. Its population—concentrated

in the area of the Seven Hills—over-

flowed into the Trastevere, a suburb

on the other side of the Tiber River,

but this did little to relieve the gen-

eral congestion. This section did

not even receive aqueduct service

until the early second century a.d.

It is difficult to estimate Rome's
population for the Republican pe-

riod (509 B.C. to 27 B.C.), but dur-

ing the reign of the first emperor,

Augustus (27 B.C. to A.D. 14), there

were about 750,000 inhabitants in

the city, and perhaps three and one-

quarter million people in all of the

Italian peninsula.

These are conservative figures

since the official census did not usu-

ally take into account women,
slaves, or men under the age of

eighteen. Roman censors never

evolved a system of determining the

death or birth rates of their citizens;

there were no laws requiring the

registration of births or deaths.

Most corpses were ritually interred,

but many were simply thrown into

shallow trenches in "graveyards"

A section of ii (M lorumic representation of Rome in A.D. 312.

that doubled as neighborhood

dumps. Burial was a family matter

left to the discretion of the surviv-

ing relatives, and those who could

not afford even minimal expenses

are commemorated in an old law

forbidding the random disposal of

corpses in roadside ditches and pub-

lic parks. Eventually, religious

sanctions forbade burials inside the

city limits. But as late as a.d. 69 the

historian Suetonius noted, as one of

the omens portending the accession

of the emperor Vespasian, that a

stray dog dropped a human hand at

his feet under his breakfast table.

Ancient Rome's method of dis-

posing of its wastes would be

known today by the euphemism
"stream assimilation," that is, all

principal sewers emptied into the

nearest river. The city's largest

main sewer, the Cloaca Maxima,

carried off mostly surface water ac-

cumulated after rainstorms. It was a

stone tunnel 14 feet in diameter,

and the Romans took pride in the

fact that it was possible to row a

boat along the sewer's quarter-mile

length beneath their city streets.

Many smaller drains were chan-

neled into the Cloaca Maxima and

the latrines of some private resi-

dences were connected to these

smaller sewer lines. Most families,

however, could not afford their own
private hookups, for which a fee

and permit were required. Further-

more, as the city grew, most public

lines were obscured or bisected by

new building construction.

To add to the confusion, Rome
had no city planning authority, and

the streets had never been laid out

on the grid system. Thus, the public

drains rarely ran parallel to the

streets, and they were difficult to

find. Except for the expensive

ground-floor apartments, the rooms

of the large seven- and ten-story

apartment houses had no individual

plumbing at all; upstairs residents

were obliged to empty their wastes

into a basement cistern. Many fol-

lowed the simpler expedient of

dumping their chamber pots out a

window into the street below.

Apparently, both public and pri-

vate buildings were carelessly con-

structed at every stage of Rome's

development. Referring to other

hazards of city life, the satirist Juve-

nal describes the cracked walls of

dilapidated townhouses clumsily

propped up with wood beams and

mentions the ever present danger of

sudden injury or death from a fall-

ing roof tile. Except for occasional

government regulations, the Ro-

mans never developed building

codes as we know them today.

There is no evidence to indicate

that any standards were required of

contractors other than regulations

controlling the height of walls and

the distance between buildings. The

restrictions on height applied only

to that part of the structure fronting
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From Das Alle Rom. bv J. Buhlmami and Alex von Wafsner, Munich. 1890.

on the street. Roman writers of the

late first centurv a.d. complained

that pubhc buildings often col-

lapsed of their own accord, so we
can assume that the condition of

private houses was far worse.

Most townhouses were con-

structed to accommodate ground-

floor retail shop stalls facing the

street, a building style that tended

to obstruct the city's thoroughfares,

and each householder was legally

responsible for the upkeep of the

section of public street in front of

his own home. Many streets were

too narrow to permit sidewalks or

two-way traffic; most were little

more than dirt pathways mean-

dering through the maze of houses

and temples. Suetonius notes that

when Vespasian was curator of

Rome's streets before he became
emperor, Caligula had him covered

in mud because he had neglected

his duties. This prank suggests that

most streets were unpaved even in

the first century a.d.

The manipulation of heavy con-

sti"uction vehicles on such streets

was difficult, and Juvenal writes of

unwarv pedestrians crushed to

death under overturned wagonloads

of marble. Julius Caesar issued a

law prohibiting horse-drawn vehi-

cles and all commercial traffic

within the city limits from sunrise

until five o'clock in the afternoon;

the consequent noise pollution at

night must have been intolerable

for those who lived along the main

avenues. Elections, festivals,

triumphs, and funerals, as well as

pedestrian shoppers, street vendors,

and musicians all contributed to the

noisy daily life of the ancient

world's largest city.

Roman writers were fond of com-

paring water to air and preferred

certain types of water to others in

much the same way that they con-

sidered various winds harmful or

healthv depending upon their ori-

gin. The physician Celsus alleged

that south winds and wet or hot

winds were unhealthy, while warm,
dry west winds were best. Fron-

tinus, Rome's curator of aqueducts

at the end of the first century a.d..

asserted that the inner city's abun-

dant supply of clean water made the

urban atmosphere more pure. Since

not all of the city's sewers were cov-

ered, they were an irritating source

of air pollution, and some of the

aqueduct water was used to flush

them out. Rome's central cattle

market and the adjoining open-air

fish market contributed their own
special flavor to the surrounding

neighborhoods. A smelly tannery

across the Tiber further con-

taminated the atmosphere.

Nevertheless, the city air was

comparatively clean and during the

day there was little general pollu-

tion other than the smoke of black-

smiths' forges and smelters'

hearths. But at night the air was

thick with the haze of cookfires—

the poet Martial refers to the cold

month of December as "smoky."
Since Roman fireplaces were not

built with chimney flues, the smoke
from open hearth fires and large

chandelier-type oil lamps was left to

rise to the ceiling and out through a

window or roof hole.

Fire was a constant threat in an-

cient Rome and several con-

flagrations, comparable to the Great

Fire of London and the Chicago

Fire, occurred. The upper stories of

most buildings were built entirely

of wood, and their roof shingles

were waterproofed with extremely

flammable pitch pine. Many early

Roman temples and shrines had

originally been built of wood with

straw-thatched roofs. Such build-

ings were quick to catch fire. Since

the Roman gods were thought to be

averse to any changes in their

temple design, these buildings were

always rebuilt in their original

style, and so burned down repeat-

edly. The temple of Vesta, which

housed Rome's Eternal Fire, was

traditionally serviced by six vestal

virgins and, coincidentally, was

burned six times. Finally, by a spe-

cial act of the Senate, the temple was

fitted with a bronze roof.

Although a fire-fighting force had

been organized by Augustus, it was

relatively ineffective against large

fires because the old "bucket bri-

gade" method, dating from the days
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of Romulus and Remus seven cen-

turies earlier, continued to be used.

It is unlikely that aqueduct water

could have been used as a spray in

fire control because of the low^ pres-

sure and lack of flexible hose.

In A.D. 64, under the reign of the

emperor Nero, Rome suffered the

effects of a fire that burned for

seven days. It v^^as known as the

Great Fire until one of similar pro-

portions ravaged the city about

twenty years later. Taking advan-

tage of this opportunity, Nero
quickly appropriated 125 acres of

razed public lands for the building

of a new palace known as his

Golden House. Other areas of the

city were gradually rebuilt in more

practical ways, but no sweeping ur-

ban improvements were carried out

as Roman writers were still com-

plaining a few years later of Rome's
narrow, twisted streets.

According to Frontinus, Rome
had three principal sources of

drinking water: the Tiber River,

springs and wells, and the aqueduct

water, which he supervised. Winter

rains caused annual flooding of the

Roman Forum, which in ancient

times was only IIV2 feet above the

mean level of the Tiber. By the

eighteenth century the Forum had

become little more than an alluvial

plain—in some areas modern arch-

eologists have had to remove as

much as 60 feet of silted earth.

Other low-lying sections of the city

were often flooded to a depth that

required the use of boats. High wa-

ters contaminated wells and weak-

ened the foundations of buildings,

which subsequently fell into ruin.

These floods were traditionally con-

sidered manifestations of divine

anger; thus for 700 years relief was

sought, not in civil engineering

techniques, but in sacrifice and

prayer.

Pollution of the river had not al-

ways been confined to the bloody

carcasses of sacrificed bulls. Ac-

cording to a dim tradition, Rome's

superfluous population had once

been disposed of by drowning all

60-year-olds in the Tiber. The river

was also continually contaminated

by the corpses of executed crimi-

nals, and political factionalism oc-

casionally led to the slaughter of

persons whose bodies were first

thrown into the main sewer and

then washed into the river. The

Cloaca Maxima was also the tempo-

rary resting place for the corpses of

seven saints, notably that of Saint

Sebastian.

For 300 years Rome was ser-

viced by only two aqueducts and re-

lied heavily for its drinking water

on wells and springs in addition to

the Tiber. The Romans performed

sacrifices to their favorite springs,

polluting them from time to time

with the blood of a victim, usually a

young goat or calf. Once aqueduct

water became available in the cen-

tral city areas bv the first centurv

A.D., most Romans drew iheir water

from neighborhood fountains and

storage tanks. The ancient city

boasted more than 1,200 fountains

and 300 tanks fed by a network of

aqueduct pipelines. Washing
clothes or watering livestock in

these tanks was against the law, as

was the pollution of public drinking

fountains.

Carcasses of animals exhibited

and killed for entertainment in the

city were another possible source of

river contamination. While he was

emperor, Augustus showed some

3,500 animals; succeeding mon-

archs followed his example on an

even larger scale. Special occasions

called for extravagant shows. Dur-

ing the celebrations at the opening

of the Colosseum under the em-

peror Titus, 9,000 beasts were

killed. To procure live wild animals

for use in Roman festivals and

shows, huge corporations based in

Rome maintained overseas offices

in Egypt, North Africa, and as far

away as India. Lions, tigers, pan-

thers, and spotted leopards were the

most sought after, but there was al-

ways a popular demand for unusu-

ally large snakes, elephants, and gi-

raffes. Stockyards and cages existed

in one section of Rome to house

and feed the various forms of wild-

life. Occasionally, some of the big

cats escaped, mauling and killing

passersby and causing havoc at
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night in the unhghted streets. Those

animals that survived the shows and

contests in Rome usually found

homes in municipal zoos. But the

majority were slaughtered in the

arena and their unpalatable car-

casses were probably disposed of in

the river.

Rome was eventually serviced bv

eleven aqueducts. Their combined

output has been estimated at 23
million gallons a dav, which is

equal to the present rate of dailv

use for the entire state of South

Carolina. Since much of this water

was conducted in lead piping, the

citvs population may well have

been gradually poisoned by the ac-

cumulation of lead salts in their

drinking water. In addition, upper-

class Romans seem to have pre-

ferred lead utensils for cooking and

eating purposes. One of the pro-

longed effects of lead-poisoning is

sterility, which may account for the

eventual decline of the city's ruling

dynastic families.

Ancient medical writers had

little knowledge of how such sick-

nesses developed or how disease

was passed from person to person.

Rome had no public hospitals, rest

homes, or insane asylums. Aristo-

cratic families patronized Greek

|jhysicians for their ailments, while

persons of more modest means
bought charms or potions in the Fo-

rum and prayed to the gods.

Plagues such as that reported bv

Suetonius after the Great Fire of

A.D. 64, which was said to have

killed 30,000 persons, frequently

decimated the city's population. Af-

ter describing one such outbreak

during which rotting corpses accu-

mulated on the Tiber's banks, the

historian Dionysus of Halicarnassus

casually observed that those persons

who drank the river water became
ill afterward.

Bad water and swamps, malaria,

typhoid, and other diseases were

not dealt with; they were simply

avoided if possible. As the primary

preventative in case of a plague, the

eminent physician Celsus could

only recommend to his contempo-

raries that they peregrinari, or "get

out of town." This did not incon-

venience the city's upper classes,

who could retreat to their rural vil-

las or take a cruise, but the urban

poor and especially the slaves were

left to the mercy of any outbreak of

disease. Due to the city's crowded

conditions, they presumably fared

much worse than their rural coun-

terparts.

Rome confronted social prob-

lems no nation had ever faced be-

fore. It was one of the few ancient

governments to recognize the need

for environmental and social wel-

fare. It was the first citv to acknowl-

edge an obligation to the disadvan-

taged, and the only one to respond

to such a challenge. Distributions of

meat, bread, and money to the poor

were not always carried out on a

regular schedule, but this type of

welfare did become state policy. Ba-

sic foodstuffs, such as corn and

wheat, were formally distributed

through the medium of tesserae fru-

mentariae. the Roman equivalent of

food stamps. Other types of social

assistance, such as the alimenta, a

government program that provided

a small cash allowance to the under-

privileged children of the munici-

palities, were also implemented un-

der the Empire.

What the Romans lacked in tech-

nology they compensated for to a

large extent by their social dis-

cipline, reflected not only in urban

traffic regulation and antipollution

laws but also in individual behavior.

The city functioned without a pro-

fessional police force for more than

700 years, something that is re-

markable when we consider that the

Roman citizen was legally entitled

to use force to defend his person

and property. The ancient mind

equated the quality of city life with

the health and ecjuipoise of the citi-

zens within it, and the Roman
maxim "a sound mind in a sound

body" can be applied by analogy to

the body politic, as well as to indi-

viduals. One of Martial's observa-

tions could still serve as a motto for

modern ecologists and city dwell-

ers: non est vivere sed valere vita,

"life is not just being alive, but

staying healthy."
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Tlie

Fearful of the

spread of brucellosis,

cattle ranchers

have declared

the buffalo a menace

to their industry

by Henry G.
DeYoung

son
Is
Beleaguered
Again

The American bison is perhaps

the most notorious example of

man's mindless and unrelenting

persecution of a once plentiful ani-

mal. Only the immense size of its

original domain, which stretched

from California to New York and

from Alaska to Mississippi, and the

fierce determination of a handful of

naturalists and legislators saved the

bison from extermination. By the

time the pogrom ended in the early

twentieth century, the incredible

numbers of the bison—as many as

80 or 90 million by some ac-

counts—had been thinned to less

than a thousand.

The descendants of those few

survivors are found today in a num-

ber of refuges that are the primary

hope for the continued existence of

these massive animals. No longer

able to roam the great plains, the

protected herds are a vestige of

what the West once was. One such

herd was established in Yellowstone

National Park in 1894, and mil-

lions of visitors can now glimpse a

fragment from out of the country's

often violent past.

It could be a reflection on the

mentality of a sprawling and land-

hungry young nation that one of the

last groups to focus attention on

the bison were the natural scien-

tists. Working with only a relative

handful of animals, the naturalists

came to the conclusion that, for all

its gregariousness and herd instinct,

the plains bison is remarkably free

of disease. Although the history of

these animals includes occasional

bouts with anthrax, the scale of the

epidemics never approached those

that ravaged cattle herds during the

nineteenth century. Tuberculosis is

practically unknown among the

herds, and other diseases such as arth-

ritis, cancer, ophthalmia, and the

more common respiratory ailments,

although observed from time to time,

have never been cause for undue con-

cern or control.

Considering the over-all good

health of the bison, it is somewhat

ironic that the latest threat to the

species concerns disease control.

For the past thirty years, cattle

ranchers in Montana, Wyoming,
and Idaho have been waging a well-

organized war against brucellosis, a

bacterial disease of livestock that

causes milk loss and abortion. Dur-

ing 1972, ranchers, private re-

searchers, and the United States

Department of Agriculture, spent

close to $30 million in their efforts

to wipe out the infection. At the

same time, USDA officials and sci-

entists have been conducting a vig:

orous campaign aimed at com-

pletely eradicating brucellosis from

all American hvestock by 1975, and

the Yellowstone bison have now be-

come a part of the growing con-

troversy over this program. Since

1917 it has been known that the

herds in the park harbor Brucella

abortus, one of the six known Bru-

cella species and the principal villain

in the USDA's program. In the mid-

1960s, random testing revealed the
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Ranchers fear that free-

ranging Yellowstone bison

will transmit brucellosis to

cattle. But ecological

factors, including topography,

generally confine bison

to the park area. Under most

conditions cattle and bison

herds would not intermingle.

SO
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presence of llie bacterium in up to 60
percent of tlie park bison.

Bison infected with Brucella

abortus seem to suffer little from it:

some park veterinarians feel that

the animals have acquired a natural

immunity to the bacterium owing to

an association that may go back

millions of years.

The fear, then, is not that the bi-

son may suffer the crippling effects

of the disease, but that thev may
wander off the park grounds and

possibly infect neighboring cattle

herds. The possibility of a new epi-

demic cannot be taken lightly. Of
all the bacterial diseases of live-

stock, brucellosis can be among the

most disastrous, physiologically and

economically.

The bacterium was first discov-

ered in 1887 bv David Bruce, who
isolated Brucella melitensis from

the milk of infected cattle and

goats. Ten years later, Frederick

Bang identified a new species, B.

abortus, a ubiquitous strain that af-

flicts not only cattle and bison but

also sheep, fowl, horses, dogs, and

deer. Bang's disease becomes local-

ized in the genitalia of the male,

causing the gradual enlargement

and degeneration of the peri-

testicular tissue; in the female, the

infection is more insidious, occa-

sionally restricting itself to the

mammaries but more often spread-

ing to the reproductive organs. If

the female is pregnant (or becomes

pregnant after the onset of the dis-

ease), the bacteria eventually in-

vade the placental tissue, the vital

connection between mother and

fetus is disrupted, and abortion fol-

lows.

Brucella abortus is an unusually

persistent organism, remaining in

the body for a number of years—of-

ten with no apparent effects—to

subvert subsequent pregnancies. If

the disease is transmitted to man
(for example, through indiscrimi-

nate handling or consumption of in-

fected milk or meat), it is similarly

retained in the system, and is the

cause of undulant fever, a disease

characterized by recurrent bouts of

malaise, gastrointestinal distur-

bances, and general debilitation.

The mortality rate is practically

nonexistent in man, however, and

the infection yields readilv to such

standard antibiotics as Terramycin

and chloramphenicol.

In cattle, brucellosis treatment is

largely preventive in nature: a vac-

cine known as Strain 19 is adminis-

tered to heifer calves during their

first six months, and the protection

is lifelong. But the vaccinations are

expensive and time consuming, and

cattlemen look forward to the day

when they can be eliminated en-

tirely. Determined to hasten that

day, a group of ranchers, with

USDA backing, descended on Yel-

lowstone National Park in March,

1972, with their proposed solution:

round up all 700 park bison, in-

spect them for brucellosis, destroy

the infected individuals, and return

the rest to the park. Bison that

could not be rounded up would be

shot, and the last known active res-

ervoir of brucellosis in the country

would thus be eliminated.

While the ranchers' zeal can be

at least partially understood, it is

doubtful whether they or the De-

jjartment of Agriculture fully appre-

ciate the implications of their pro-

posal. Yellowstone National Park

spreads out over nearly 3,500
square miles of meadows, dense for-

est, and rocky, forbidding wilder-

ness, and the roundup would be a
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A Herculean and perhaps

impossible control program

would be required to

eradicate Brucella bacteria.

Known carriers include not

only the Yellowstone bison,

top; cattle ticks, center;

and elk, bottom; but

also rodents, flies, and

probably many others.
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iaggering job, lasting Several years.

\t that, according to park biologist

Dr. Marv Meagher, no more than

ihree-quai-ters of the bison could be

located, let alone trapped, even un-

der the most favorable conditions.

Furthermore, during the period

from late autumn to sarly spring,

som.e 80 percent of the bioOii move
to remote wintering areas in-

accessible by land, thus precluding

effective trapping.

A second limitation is even more

portentous. Once penned, evcu

briefly, bison become essentially do-

mesticated very quickly, and rarely

return to then- free-ranging habits.

This was vi'.idlv demonstrated by a

similar brucellosis-control program

on southern Montana's Crow Reser-

vation a fev/ years ago.

A failure to return to the v/ild

v/ould constitute more than an es-

thetic loss. The ecology of Yellov/-

stone, like that of any large, un-

tamicd area, is a delicate, immensely

complicated network of inter-

dependent and obscui-e relation-

ships: while predators rarely attack

bison in the v-finter mionths, a starv-

ing wolf will attack a weak or sickly

calf immobilized by the ice and
snow. Bears are also reluctant to

take their chances against the feroc-

itv—and the horns—of an aroused

bull, but a huge grizzly, v/eighing in

at 1,200 pounds or more, will occa-

sionally descend on a small, unpro-

tected herd.

In addition to their minor role as

a prey species, dead bison become
carrion for a wide variety of scav-

engers such as coyotes, bears

emerging from hibernation, bald

eagles, magpies, and ravens. A con-

stant companion of bison, the cow-

bird, or "buffalo bird," exists to a

significant extent on the innumer-

able insects that become entangled

in the bison's shaggy coat.

The ranchers' proposed solution

is apparently based on the belief

that bison migrate—that is, that

they instinctively or deliberately

travel hundreds or even thousands

of miles in search of better food or

more hospitable climes. Historical

references to these mass movements
notwithstanding, contemporary
studies indicate that these migra-

tions are actuallv random v>fander-

ings and that few anim.als m.ove any

appreciable distance from their na-

tive grounds. Bison, however, have

been known to move north out

of Texas and Oklahoma to escape

the blistering southern summers,

and an unusually severe Wyoming
winter may prompt individual

searches for better feeding areas.

It is also highly unlikely that bi-

son would deliberately mingle with

domestic cattle. While the bison is a

gregarious animal, its sociability is

largely limited to its own species. A
search for better water in the sum-

mer or for less forbidding snow-

drifts in winter may bring an indi-

vidual bison in contact with a local

cattle herd, but such a meeting is

one of pure chance.

The officials of Yellowstone Na-

tional Park are not inclined to

brush off the matter, however. It is

simply impossible to ignore the po-

tential economic, social, and politi-

cal force of so organized a group as

the livestock interests; nor can the

Interior Department afford to turn a

deaf ear to an issue that could be

popularly intei^preted as a real and

substantial threat to the well-being

of the country.

In anticipation of mounting

pressure from cattlemen,

the National Park Service

in 1971 instituted a program

to contain bison within

the confines of Yellowstone.

Bison leaving the park

at points where they might

come into contact with

livestock would either he hazed

hack into the park or shot.

In anticipation of the ranchers'

demands, Yellowstone personnel

came up with a program of their

own. Since there was no pressure to

eliminate brucellosis from park bi-

son, only to keep the bison from

transmitting the disease to cattle,

there was no need to destrov even a

single bison—the bison just had to

be kept within the park boundaries.

To this end, park biologists deter-

mined that if a bison was inclined

to leave the park, it would do so at

one of nine "exit points": one on



the eastern border, one on the west,

four on the north, and three on the

south. These exit points are loca-

tions where bison have previously

been seen either leaving the park or

wandering in the area of the bound-

ary. Areas between exit points may

simply be impassable or inconven-

ient for bison movement. Of these

nine exits, five are situated rela-

tively close to established cattle

herds. Bison seen at or near these

points would be hazed back into the

park or, faihng this, would be shot

by park personnel. It was estimated

that no more than three or four bi-

son per year would fall victim to

this policy and, in fact, not one has

been destroyed in the two years the

program has been in effect.

But the ranchers and their back-

ers remain adamant. They argue

that bison are big enough to go

where they want, and that there is

no foolproof way of monitoring

their movements. They are right, of

course, because no one really

knows how many individual bison

are in the park at any given time, or

how many may be wandering in the

. vicinity of the borders.

Sixty percent of the 700

bison in Yellowstone National

Park are known carriers of

Brucella abortus, but the

animals, including the young,

apparently suffer no harmful

effects. There are no known

cases of bison transmitting

the disease to livestock.

As of this writing, no acceptable

solution to the controversy has been

found. According to some sources,

something of a battle is shaping up

between the Departments of Agri-

culture and the Interior over the bi-

son, and the implication is that the

issue may take on political tones.

Agriculture, alter all, has no author-

ity to enforce its program within

Yellowstone; at the same time. Inte-

rior has no desire to go on record as

opposing Agriculture's brucellosis

eradication program.

As the charges and counter-

charges are bandied back and h>rth,
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pun- 1)\ the boarils. Fiisl. and |ici-

lui[)s most im|)(irtanl. main liac-

U'riuloijijits sfi'iousK doiilil llial luu-

ccllosis rail ever lie \\i|ii'(l mil.

('arriers includi' nol uiiK liiscm and

ilniiu'slic slock bill also elk. ro-

dciils. Ilics. and li(ks-s|)C(ics llial

aic i)li\iousl\ oul ol reach of cxfii

llir mosi /calous cradicalion pro-

t;ram. As lonw as such liosls remain

in possibh- coiilacl vvilli cattle, it is

dilliciih to see liow Agriculture will

e\er be able to talk seriously about

getting rid ol' brucellosis antl other

bacterial diseases.

Second, it is assumed, not

proved, that bison can transmit ac-

li\e Brucella bacteria to domestic

cattle. No such case has e\er been

reported, although research into

this possibilitN is being continued.

A I any rate, the areas surrounding

\ ellowstone National Park have not

reported a single case of brucellosis

in more than ten years.

As for bison leaving the park, in

the past ten years there have been

fewer than 75 known cases. Most of

ihcsc in\(d\cd bulls— 'nonrcac-

lois. lor all practical purposes

since Icmalcs arc the jirime trans-

millers of brucellosis— and none oc-

curred in ihc so-called critical

areas.

Rancht'rs, of course, arc \\ar\ of

am thing that may adverseK aflccl

eilhcr their herds or their bank ac-

counts: cattle are big business, and

caltlcmen are businessmen. And it

is iiatiu'al for the Department of Ag-

riculture to insist on stringent dis-

ease inspection and control of live-

stock: the efficient fulfillment of

this role is a significant part of its

responsibility. At the same time,

the controversy seems to have

mo\ ed beyond the question of pub-

lic health into the far less precise

arena of esthetics versus economics;

the real issues have become slippery

and obscure.

It isn't difficult, or by anv means

alarmist, to envision the logical ex-

tension of the cattleniens position.

Bison, after all, are only the most

immediately obvious villains; elk,

mountain sheep, wolves, coyotes.

and scavenger birds such as eagles.

\ullurcs, and magj/ics arc also ac-

tual or potential Bruct'lla hosts. If

brucellosis and other nalurallv oc-

curring bacicria arc to be wiped

oul, the eflc'cliw destruction of all

possible carriers would ha\e to be

accomplished. Widespread trapping

and poisoning of wildlife could be a

feature of the next control pnjgram.

How do we ask ourselves. "Where
does it stop?"

The cattlemen ha\e bothered

themselves with only one question:

"How can we protect our financial

investments, at any cost?" Their so-

lution is an overly simple one. But

an\' solution— if it can first be

proved that a need lor one exists—

will have to be framed within a

broader context. The American

public has a vested intei'est in this

situation, a part of its heritage and

its natural resources are at stake.

The outcome of the controversy

over 700 bison will be vital, for it is

likely to have a lasting effect on

wildlife and national park use poli-

cies for years to come.
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Folk
Art
in
tlie
Barrios

Following a hoy's death,

colorful murals

depicting Chicano unity

cover some of Santa Fe 5

adobe walls

by Ei'ic Kroll

A painting of a mrlhical

Aztec god flanks the

doorway to a Santa Fe

.medical clinic.

Man"s need lo idiniMiiiiiralc can lake inan\ lorms ollirr ihaii thr

written or s|)()k('n word. 'I'odav. widi iniiuiiicralili' laclions trvini; lo iiiak<'

lli(niisclvcs heard, tlu' trend is toward inslani communication and

immediate impact. Consecjuentlv, many people are turninu; to music, art,

cinema, anti television to get their message across.

In Santa Fe, New Mexico, a group of folk artists, Los Artes

Guadaiupanos de Aztlan. are creating bright murals on the walls of the

barrios—murals that express the sentiments of the radical Chicano youth

of the eommunity. The dazzling colors and exaggerated figures of these

wall paintings portray the past glory of the Aztec ancestors of the

Chicanos, the repression and discrimination of the present, and the hopes

for the future. Whereas words can be easily ignored, murals painted

outdoors on walls are not easily dismissed or overlooked.

Los Artes discovered their medium of communication in 1970, when
12-vear-old George Leyba died of a drug overdose. Shortly after, his three

older brothers. Carlo, Albert, and Sammy, painted a memorial mural on

one wall of a Santa Fe playground. It is a child's idealized view of Africa,

reminiscent of Walt Disnev. In a Garden of Eden setting, lions laze

beneath a tree from which monkeys swing. In the distance, elephants

amble and an impala gazes majestically about. But this pastoral mural

lacks the elements of protest that dominate those that followed.

This first mural was received with enthusiasm by the Chicano

community; its popularity encouraged the Leyba brothers to paint other

murals that expressed their frustration and anger at a society that thev felt

had contributed to the death of their younger brother and had subjugated

millions of Chicanos.

Llnder the auspices of a local methadone maintenance center, and aided

by a grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Leybas, joined

bv two other youths, Geronimo Gardunio and Gilberto Guzman,
participated in a six-week experiment in mural painting. The six-week

period is now long past, but the members of Los Artes continue to paint

murals, supporting themselves through odd jobs and contributions.

On ten Santa Fe walls, the history of the Chicanos, both mythical and

actual, is depicted in brilliant colors and disproportionate figures. Aztec

medicine figures dance and gods protect peasants, all for the glory of the

Chicano in the present. On some walls, the chains of bondage are being

broken and the Lady of .Justice, depicted as an Indian maiden, watches

over both Indians and Chicanos. On others. Pancho Villa and Father

Hidalgo lead the Mexican peasants to freedom. But the clenched fist at

the end of grotesquely muscled arms is the most predominant image. It

symbolizes unitv, determination, ambition, and pride, all traits that Los

Artes believe should be a part of Chicano psychology. The figures they

paint are bold, upright, strong, and grasping, far from the stereotype of

the Mexican-American yvith drooping moustache and floppy sombrero lying

in the shade of a stucco building.

Members of Los Artes, as do many others, refer to themselves as

"Chicanos" rather than as Mexican-Americans or Spanish-Americans,

terms they feel are removed and condescending. Through the medium of

their large, brightly colored murals, these folk artists are trying to express

the anguish felt by the Chicanos after hundreds of years of repression and

degradation. The viewer can see the chains of bondage being broken, a

stake being driven through the heart of a prone Indian, or marching

skeletons dressed in army fatigues throwing hand grenades. In the huge

figui'es with their exaggerated movements, he can see spots of humor. And
he can also see the quiet determination, the unbroken spirit, and the

sometimes youthful naivete of the murals' creators. However the viewer

interprets them, the murals serve as reminders of the past and as hopeful

portents of the future.

Obvious to all is the effect of the murals on the barrios where most of

them have been painted. The outskirts of Santa Fe consist of a patchwork

of square, one- or two-story buildings, all of the same red-brown color.

Blank walls are numerous; the streets are narrow and dusty. Under the
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This mural covers two walls of a home in Santa Fe.

Between the figure of an Aztec god protecting peasants,

at left, and a religious figure, at right, a muscular

Chicano clenches one fist, a Chicano sign of unity.

In his other hand, he clutches a book, "Viva La Raza.

Details of the mural appear at right.
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Protesting the Vietnam war, a mural on the wall

of a Santa Fe high school, top, depicts skeletons

dressed in army fatigues throwing hand grenades.

Below, imagined scenes from Aztec life

were painted as a background for a swimming pool.

In the center of this mural an Aztec priest

is about to sacrifice a maiden.
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In a medical clinic ivaiting room, below, wall

paintings glorify heroes of the Mexican Revolution.

On the left side of the mural, Pancho Villa leads his

troops; on the right. Father Hidalgo holds the chains of

bondage. At bottom, the memorial mural to 12-year-old

George Leyba brightens the wall of a playground.





A pauUing on ait ouhule wall (»/ a iiiciIk al

clinic depicts a Chicano doctor and an Indian

wheeling a patient into an operating room.

Patients are looked after by a winged Indian

maiden dressed as a nurse.

Details of the mural appear at left.



On a church in El Llano, a town just outside

of Santa Fe, two doves are depicted encircling an

ascending Christ who is supported by angels.

The mural was painted several years ago

by a group of Chicano youths not connected with

Los Artes, thus suggesting that mural painting is not

a new form of expression for Chicanos.
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hot midclav sun. ihc proximils oC the Sanj^n- do Chrislo Mounlains to the

northeast oilers lilll.- sola. ,•: and the dry plahis to the west are only a

huge emptiness that exaggerates (he fragiiitv of the small adobe huddmgs.

In this setting, the brightness of the murals strongly offsets the sameness

of the angular buildings, and gives th(> surrounding area an air ol hope

and expeetation.

For the Chieanos and Indians who liv<> in the barrios, however, the

murals do more. Thev reflect the antagonism many Chieanos feel toward a

society that has not offered them education, that discriminates against

them in employment, and that does not give them equal rights. The

determination seen in the murals stems from years of harassment, the

influx of drugs, the stares of tourists, and the sneers of bureaucrats.

Like other creators of folk art, and unlike most professional artists,

members of Los Artes do not sign their work and will not divulge who

painted specific murals. Of the five members of the group, only Sammy

Leyba and Geronimo Gardunio have had any formal training. Both

attended art classes for a short time, but dropped out because they did

not agree with the structured routine.

Instead of entering the highly competitive art world, they have chosen,

for the present, to be the voices of the radical elements of the Chicano

community. They have painted on the walls of Chicano-owned buildings in

the Santa Fe slum area, as well as on the walls of a high school and a

health clinic. Soon after painting their first outdoor mural, Los Artes

received numerous requests to paint murals in private homes and in

private institutions, requests which they refused, insisting that art should

not be only the property of the rich.

In their' antagonism toward private art and art galleries, Los Artes

upset the traditional and well-populated Santa Fe art community early in

1972 when they were permitted to paint a mural on the walls of a tool

shed on Canyon Road, in the heart of the tourist-felled art gallery district.

It was a symbolic mural showing the Lady of Justice as an Indian maiden

breaking the chains of bondage from an enslaved and well-muscled

Chicano To the business community it was an embarrassment; to the art

galleries it was a threat; but for the Chieanos, it was their way of showing

not only their innate creativity but also their attitude toward private art.

The disputes that followed only highlighted the cause of Los Artes and

the flow of tourists did not diminish. On the contrary they found the

mural attractive. In time, the issue simmered down and the complaints

To set an example for other Chieanos is another aim of Los Artes.

Murals are painted on walls of the Chicano neighborhoods in the hope

that latent Chicano creativity, especially in children, will surface Los

Artes believe that the potential for both creativity and freedom lies behind

the adobe walls. Thev wish the murals to be an empirical way for children

to realize that they, too, can learn to express themselves. The group plans

to hold art classes for the neighborhood children, and already some

children have begun to paint their own mui-als.

The style of Los Artes flows from the work of such famous twentieth-

century Mexican muralists as Diego Rivera, Jose Clemente Orozc^o, and

David Alfaro Siqueiros, artists who concentrated on the turmoil between

men, the resultant social injustices, and the hope of eventual harmony.

Their emphasis, however, was on the universal, whde the work oi Los

Artes is Hmited to what pertains to Chieanos.
a- • i

The murals of Los Artes can be interpreted as a type ol grathti, but

unlike most graffiti, they are not quickly administered in the quiet ol

nic^ht with a spray can of paint or a magic marker. The artists are not

apologizing for their means of communication; rather, the details, the

colors and the symbolism reflect their pride and conviction. They chose

this medium as their manner of protest: they show the Chicano not only

as he was and is, but also as he can be. And in their format and setting,

the murals and the message are unavoidable, they must be seen; the

viewer can turn awav from them, but he cannot turn them off.
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Foiling tlxe Falconers

A hardy band of amateur naturalists

play midwife to an endangered bird ofprey

On April 19, 1972, my wife and

I set up a tent camp on top of a re-

mote cliff just out of sight of San

Francisco Bay. On June 15 we took

it down. During the intervening

eight-week period, thirty adults,

four children, and three dogs .spent,

among them, nearly 1,400 con-

secutive hours in that camp and

drove almost 3,000 miles getting

there and back. This expenditure of

time and energy was aimed, not at

establishing some sort of cliif-sitting

record, but at seeing that a clutch

of prairie falcons fledged from that

hill.

The plan for a vigil had its begin-

nings during the previous winter

when we learned that this aerie had

been robbed by falconers on a regu-

lar basis for a number of years. The
prairie falcon's virtual absence in

coastal California, its range-wide

decline, and the threat of a $1,000
fine and a year's imprisonment for

taking one of these birds had not

deterred the nest robbers.

Regional Parks people we talked

to were concerned about the situ-

ation, but they did not have the

means or the authority to deal with

the situation. Under consideration

by one agency, we learned, was a

plan to dynamite the aerie in hopes

that the birds would find another,

presumably less vulnerable, nesting

site. This seemed a desperate mea-

sure at best, and we felt there had

to be a better way to afford the fal-

cons nesting protection. Through a

process of elimination, we arrived

at the notion of a continuous watch,

guarding the aerie during the eight-

week period from shortly before the

hatching of the eggs until the young
were strong fliers.
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Setting up a round-the-clock

watch is theoretically simple. You
start with someone sufficiently free

(and crazy, we increasingly mut-

tered as the spring progressed) to

coordinate the project; that is,

somebody able to spend half his life

on watch and the other half on the

phone. Next you need people will-

ing and able to spend a weekend or

a 60-hour weekday stretch off in the

wilds. Finally, you need a certain

amount of materiel and a method of

transporting it and people into diffi-

cult areas. We had our tent, and the

Regional Parks administration

loaned us a table, a five-gallon wa-

ter can, a portable John, and pro-

vided a four-wheel-drive vehicle

and a driver for changing the guard.

People, of course, are the key to

any such endeavor. Finding inter-

ested individuals is no problem; get-

ting them committed to 48- or 60-

hour watches is often another mat-

ter. Our best support came from

several friends who were either be-

tween jobs or out of jobs, with addi-

tional help from students, house-

wives, teachers, and a reserve

warden—people with little in com-

mon except the conviction that

these prairie falcons, like other wild

animals, ought to have the opportu-

nity to live free and perpetuate

their kind.

One of our first problems con-

cerned the necessity of rigging up

some method of communication

with the outside world in the event

that help had to be summoned. We
started with World War I field

phones donated by a government

agency, and several of us strung

miles of phone line to the nearest

inhabited residence. We cranked up

the old relics, and they actually

worked. Once. Checking later, we
found that the line had been cut in

a number of places, so that plan was

dead. The California Department of

Fish and Game, which cooperated

with us from the beginning, then

supplied us with two walkie-talkies.

They worked fine if anybody hap-

pened to be on the other end, which

they usually weren't. We finally ac-

quired a nautical air horn, which,

besides deafening the watcher,

could be heard at the only occupied

residence within five miles, pro-

vided the wind was right.

In short, we were pretty much on

our own up there, and that was fine

with everybody. As one woman
watcher wrote in the log a week af-

ter we established the camp:

April 26: A peaceful afternoon with

no intruders. After 30 years of mar-

ried life and 3 kids, it's a forgotten

experience to be really alone. . . .

April 27: 7:00 a.m. The telephone

does not work—which is okay by

me. A perfect climate this morning

and the place is lousy with bird

song!

Most of the volunteers were ex-

perienced birders, and the area

around the clilF must have been

Prairie falcons fledge six

weeks after hatching, but

the young birds remain

vulnerable to nest robbers

until they are strong fliers.
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A fast and graceful aerial

acrobat, the prairie falcon

will drive other falcons

and even eagles from its

territory by repeatedly

diving at them.

studied as intensivelv as any in the

history of field ornithology. By the

end of the watch more than ninety

species had been identified, a re-

markable total for this semiarid

range country. Along with the fal-

cons, cliff swallows, white-throated

swifts, house finches, and a pair

each of Say's phoebes, canyon
wrens, and sparrow hawks were
breeding on the cliff face. Because

the limited number of trees tended

to concentrate the arboreal-nesting

birds, their nests were relatively

easy to locate. A spot was discov-

ered from which a seated viewer

could follow the activities at six dif-

ferent nests belonging to five spe-

cies: Bullock's oriole, house finch,

chipping sparrow, western king-

bird, and Lawrence's goldfinch.

Two weekend watchers brought

their children along; the comments
of two of their 10-year-olds add an

interesting perspective to the notes

on wildlife that fill the log:

May 13: In the night we saw tons of

bats. Wev'e tried to catch lots of liz-

ards. There to fast. No snakes.

Where are they? The best thing we

saw is the falcon. We've seen lots of

swallows. Paragreen falcons are

neet. Also tons of turkey vulture.

The toliet is wonderful. [This has to

be the best line in the log, although

I'm sure other watchers would dis-

pute its accuracv; while the "toliet,"

a ring on four legs, offered a mag-

nificent view, it tended to unsteadi-

ness, was nestled in poison oak, and

the bags were known to leak.] Down
in the valley . . . theres a huge oak

tree— its great for climbing. We just

saw a baby rattleler. It has two rat-

tles. Its cute.

The stillness of the nights was oc-

casionally punctuated by the gun-

fire of "spotlighting" hunters, cruis-

ing a distant but visible back road.

One pair of watchers out before

sunrise looked on helplessly as two
men fired thirteen shots from their

car, then returned from a draw
dragging a deer. Shortly after mid-

night the next morning a warden ar-

rested two men on the same road in

a similar car with a freshly shot

gray fox. A depressing and frustrat-

ing business and, as the wardens

know, all too common.
Our main business, of course,

was to protect the nesting falcons.

Underground falconers were clearly

itching to get at the birds. Before

the watch even began. Fish and

Game personnel had ripped out the

posts that some falconers had
driven into the cliff for the purpose

of anchoring their climbing ropes.

The openness and arrogance of it

was galling, and some watchers

longed to do battle with the das-

tards. As one watcher wrote of his

first night:

April 28: Lovely evening, clear and

calm, with a glorious near-full moon,

attractive as well no doubt to adven-

turous, villainous nest robbers. None

took advantage of the light, how-

ever, so I was unable to test my idea

of myself as being as brave, fearless,

bold, etc., as the old Audubon war-

dens who took on the plume hunters

60-odd years ago.

While awaiting the opportunitv

to validate our heroic self-images,

we watched the falcons. Close ob-

servation was difficult; the nest it-

self was invisible from above and

below, and we avoided the immedi-

ate cliff top area so that we
wouldn't distress tlie birds. Perhaps

a hundred hours of watching would

produce an observation like the one

made on April 22, when both par-

ents attacked a third, intruding

prairie falcon, driving it over a peak

two miles away in seconds. Here
are several other observations of be-

havioral interest from the log.

May 11: 8:40 a.m. Saw the male

bring a ground squirrel to his mate

on the cliff face. She flew off with it

in her talons to a [plucking] rock in

the grass and brought it back to the

nest, sans tail and probablv sans

skin (looked smaller). After the

young had had their fill, she took the

remains to her rock and took quite a

while finishing it off. [The falcons

habitually fed at several "plucking
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rocks" located a half-mile down the

canvon from the chff face; they also

regurgitated pellets here.]

May 1 7: After a few sorties out and

back again, the falcons began a cy-

clic series. One of the pair would

glide up in a high arch, then dive at

mate, which received diver by turn-

ing on its back \vith talons raised.

Did not see actual jolt of contact at

anv time but heard scream at instant

of possible contact. The diver then

rose again high up to begin cycle

again. This complete cycle happened

at least 20 times.

June 1: Just heard a falcon that

sounded upset. It turned out that an

immature golden eagle was cruising

too close for her comfort. She dived

on it several times until it retreated

to the east.

No prev capture was seen, since

the falcons did not hunt in the im-

mediate area of the nest. They
would flv oft" down valleys in several

directions, returning from ten min-

utes to an hour later with a Califor-

nia ground squirrel or a meadow-
lark. These, together with an
occasional scrub jav, seem to have

formed almost the exclusive diet of

the falcons. Before being taken to the

nest the ground squiiTels were be-

headed and degutted at the plucking

rocks; as the voung matured, all prev

was taken in whole and the young did

their own butchering.

In mid-May the watch took a

somber turn. The news of the rob-

bery of the peregrine falcon nest at

Morro Bay, California, broke, gain-

ing national notoriety. It was dis-

covered on May 9 that the per-

egrine aerie, one of only a handful

in California, had been robbed of its

chicks at night by men utilizing so-

phisticated climbing equipment and

two-way radios. California Fish and

Game put pressure on the Califor-

nia Hawking Club, the parent orga-

nization of many California falcon-

ers on both sides of the law, and

both chicks were dropped off under

cover of darkness at a pre-

determined place. The chicks were

returned to the nest, and were

being fed by the parents the next

day.

Two days later, however, the

young were stolen again. Four

young men were arrested, but this

time the birds were gone for good.

Shortly after these incidents, sev-

eral men arrested in connection

with that robbery were identified in

the area of our watch; it looked like

we were next. At that point the

prairie chicks were about three

weeks old; we expected them to

fledge at about six weeks, so the

next three weeks were crucial. The
nest was checked by rope, for the

first and last time, to make sure ev-

erything was going well. In it were

five handsome, healthy chicks. Fish

and Game, which until then had

been giving us moral support, deter-

mined at this point to give us an

armed warden during night watch

until the young left the nest niche.

This was an ideal setup; we could

get some sleep without jeopardizing

round-the-clock vigilance.

Watchers slept, but not always

soundly, and the dreams recorded

in the log often reflect doubts and

concerns about the watch.

May 31: This morning I dreamed I

woke and the entire meadow below

the tent was fiOed with httle two-

man pup tents . . . each Uned up in

perfect rows and holding a pair of of-

ficially dressed cub scouts. They
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were just emerging and lining up for

an early morning cliff-climbing

workshop—over the falcon cliff.

April 28: Dreamed of falcons which

could transform themselves into

beautiful, graceful women and back

again at will, and kept themselves

perpetually young by doing so. For

the opportunity of being reborn,

however, they had to pass through

an egg stage, and more often than

not, careless nest robbers would

break the eggs and they'd die.

Whew!!

On the evening of June 7, when
the chicks were about six weeks

old, we had the first indication that

they were about to fledge. I was

watching both adults outlined on

the profile of the cliff face when
suddenly a pair of furiously beating

wings appeared behind one of them.

One young, at least, had left the

nest. The next day four young could

be seen from below the cliff, hop-

ping about on the cliff face, ex-

ercising their wings (which they did

by facing into the cliff and flailing

away), and crying for food. The
weather tiu-ned bad, however, and

the first real flights were not re-

corded until a few days later.

June 10: At approximately 10:00

A.M. I went down to the trees around

the bottom of the cliff to try to see

the fledglings. I spotted two on a

wide outcropping and a third some

30 feet away. Then another one ap-

peared above the first two, and half-

fell, half-flew down to join the pair

on the outcropping. About then the

female appeared and teased the fifth

bird into flying 30 feet over to join

the other four, and left what I pre-

sume to be a ground squirrel.

Shortly after that the male appeared,

and after four or five flights in front

of the young he dropped a small

bird. With an explosion of feathers

when the young got to it, he was off.

There was an anxious moment
two days later when a young falcon

had an accident that could have re-

sulted in serious injury had not the

watch seen it occur.

June 12: An immature prairie came

flying over the cliff . . . and caught

a wing on some coiled barbed wire

and hit the dirt. I ran quickly down

to see what I could do while Rita ran

back for something with which to

wTap the bird in the event we had to

handle it. . . . When I got to it, the

bird spread its wings in defense pos-

ture, lay back into the barbed wire

and opened its mouth to give a soft,

continuous hiss. ... I stepped back

and it stood up. I moved away to re-

lieve the threat of my presence. The

bird jumped through a loop of

barbed wire, tearing out a few

downy feathers, and leaped off the

cUff and flew out and down out of

sight.

The World War I-style con-

certina wire, strung on the lip of

the cliff top midway through the

watch, was a well-intended but ill-

conceived plan (it could be easily

circumvented or roped over) de-

vised by somebody in Fish and

Game to deter nest robbers. This in-

cident reinforced the notion most of

us had had from the beginning: you

cannot rely on electronic gadgets,

barriers, or traps to protect cliff-

nesting birds (although tree-nesting

raptors such as eagles and osprevs

can be, and in parts of England are,

protected in this manner). Only

continuous human vigilance can

hope to succeed.

Fortunately, the young falcon

seemed to have suffered no lasting

injury from its experience. On June

14 we were able to locate all seven

birds on the cliff at one time, and

all the young were flying strongly

and looking perfectly fit.

On the afternoon of June 15, we
took the tent down. Considering

that it had probably had the equiva-

lent of a lifetime's use that season,

it was in surprisingly good shape

(except for two pull-ties, one of

which had been shredded early in

the spring by an oriole desperate for

building material; the other had

been chewed up by a deer mouse

who danced nightly atop the tent).

During the coirrse of the eight-week

period, well over a hundred
people— mostly hikers— were
evicted from the critical area. Our
defenses apparently seemed ade-

quate to the falconers, however; no

direct attempt was made on the nest.

The round-the-clock watch had

come to an end, but the vigil had

not. Periodically during the sum-

mer, while the young remained vul-

nerable to livetrapping, volunteers

spent their days on the hill.

The watch continues this spring

under other coordination; it cannot

hope to be luckier than the first.

The odds are against such a large

clutch of eggs all hatching, and

then all young living to fledge. Even if

the odds catch up with these falcons,

and three bii-ds are lost—to live-

trapping, to accident or disease, to

some idiot with a gun—two birds will

likely survive to begin a new breed-

ing cycle on a cliff face somewhere in

the hills of central California.

The supreme irony of nest watch-

ing is that success compounds the

problem. How long will it take fal-

coners to find the new nest, and

who is going to watch when thev

do? More important, who is going

to convince federal authorities to

plug the legal loopholes that render

current falconry regulations un-

enforceable and simply declare it il-

legal to possess, import, or export

any race of the four rare falcons—

gyrfalcon, peregrine, prairie, and

pigeon hawk—found in the United

States and Canada?

Falconers will object that they

are not responsible for the plight of

these birds of prey. This is largely

true; their depleted numbers can be

attributed primarily to habitat de-

struction, pesticides, shooting, and

from earlier years, egg collecting.

Tlie point remains, however, that

given the birds' precarious situ-

ation, the pressure falconers put on

their reproductive cycle can no

longer be tolerated.

Two boys who did a weekend
watch signed out their log entry with

the words "Prairie Falcons FOR-
EVER!" Amen. But that will remain

an idle hope until the prairie—along

with the gyrfalcon, peregrine, and

pigeon hawk—is/«//y protected.

In its sheltered nest on the

face of a cliff, a nestling

waits for its parents to

return. Its diet consists

primarily of ground squirrels

and a few small birds.
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Refugees
of the Ice Age
CuiUinued from page 35

ranges shows that there are no more
than five or six species strictly lim-

ited to the system. On the contrary,

the troglobites have a decided ag-

glomeration of range overlaps in the

park area. For example. Mammoth
Cave is simultaneously the northern

limit of one cavefish, Typhlichthys

subterraneus and the southern limit

of another, Amblyopsis spelaea,

and it is the only known cave where

the two occur together. The eyeless

beetle Pseudanophthalmus men-

etiiesii ranges along the narrow

Pennyroyal plateau both north and

southwest from Mammoth Cave,

but its close relative P. striatus ex-

tends far out into the sinkhole plain

caves southeast of the park, coexist-

ing with P. menetriesii only along

the inner edge of the Pennyroyal.

This is all in agreement with our

model, which suggests that richly

diverse cave communities evolved

by the gradual addition and coadap-

tation of iinmigrant species that col-

onized caves at different times and

places.

The almost limitless passage net-

work of Mammoth Cave, with an ar-

ray of heterogeneous cave micro-

habitats to suit the ecological

requirements of many different

sorts of troglobites, lies at the cross-

roads of two major subterranean

dispersal corridors. One of these is

the Pennyroyal plateau, which runs

northward to the Ohio River and

southwest nearly to the Tennessee

border. The beetle Neaphaenops

tellkampfii occurs along the Pen-

nyroyal for most of this distance,

and thus has one of the most exten-

sive known ranges of any cave

beetle.

The other dispersal corridor is a

group of cave ai'eas strung south-

eastward across the Cincinnati arch,

forming a loose link between cave

communities of the Pennyroyal and

the western margin of the nearby

Cumberland plateau. Nowhere in

eastern North America do cave

faunas approach the rich diversity

of the central Kentucky kai^st ex-

cept in the Cumberland plateau.

This dispersal corridor, a sort of un-

derground highway for troglobite

immigrants, extends westward from

the Cumberland plateau across

south-central Kentucky and joins
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In the Mammoth Cave svstein.

then, we have found a conjunction

of especially favorable conditions

for the evolution of a troglobitic

communitv composed of a rather

large number of species. First, the

lave is located near the margin of

the eastern mixed forest commu-
nitv. some disjunct remnants of

which persist in ravines and hollows

in and neai- Mammoth Cave Na-

tional Park. Conditions were there-

fore suitable for development of a

diverse soil fauna whose members
could contribute to the colonization

of caves during the Pleistocene.

Second, the cave svstem provides a

vast amount of underground space,

with a variet\- of microhabitats for

species of differing niche require-

ments.

Finally. Mammoth Cave is at the

intersection of two subterranean

dispersal corridors, permitting

movement of troglobites into the

svstem from three directions-

north, southwest, and southeast. Its

troglobite communitv has gradually

evolved bv absorbing more and

more underground immigrants, ver-

itable living fossils whose immedi-

ate progenitors are extinct at the

surface and whose very presence

bears witness to the alternate wax-

ing and waning of Pleistocene ice.

f^

The blind trechine beetle,

about one-third of an inch

long, feeds principally

on cave cricket eggs.
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The T^ost N'ikinjrjs
of Gi-eenltiiicl
Conlinucd from pa^c 43

ni|.K' even up lo the ciui of ihc (if-

li'cnth century, long after our last

written news from Greenland.

Near the churchyard where Ner-

hmd made his find stood a Norse
farm mentioned frequently in the

sagas as an important trading post

and the first port of call for sliips

I hat had successfully made the long

journey from Scandinavia to Green-
land. We can only surmise that

.^hips continued to arrive in the

Ijords ol Julianehaab even as late as

the year 1.500 and that trading con-

tinued. The population of the East

settlement, decimated as it may
have been, must have remained suf-

ficiently vigorous to keep up with

ihe latest fashion trends of eastern

Europe. Over and above the
struggle for survival, there must
have been the continuing desire to

impress their few neighbors.

In later years, N^rlund went on
to excavate the site of the cathedral,

which was 88V2 feet long and 52^2
teet wide, and the bishop's domicile

at Gardar, which was 164 feet long

and contained a banquet hall large

enough to serve several hundred
guests. The site also included nu-

merous smaller buildings for the

storage ol' tithes and taxes, in the

form of wool, furs, and walrus

teeth, as well as barns that housed

as many as 100 cows. The farm oi

Eric the Red at BrattahUd was ex-

cavated by Norlund in 1932. Like

the other buildings of Viking settle-

ments, Eric's farmstead was de-

signed to meet the practical needs

of climate and occupation.

Subsequent excavations made by
the Danish National Museum at the

East settlement as well as at the site

of the West settlement to the north,

established a special style of Green-

land construction. Farmsteads con-

sisted of fifteen to twenty rooms
with humans and their cows,
horses, sheep, and pigs living to-

gether under one roof. Building ma-
terials were turf, which is excep-

tionally compact in northern
latitudes, and stone boulders set

into the ground to lend stability and
support. Low, turf-covered roofs

spanned the rooms, sloping gradu-

ally to three- to four-foot-thick turf

walls calculated to keep the quar-
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firm vocational direction. ... A
compulsive but scrupulously
honest confession."

— Kirkus Reviews

"It's about time an outstanding
WOMAN naturalist told how she
came to feel at home in the
wilderness, close to wild animals,
sensitive to their ways."

— LoRus and Margery Miine

At your bookstore • $7.95

HOUGHTON! MIFFLIN COMPANY

ATTRACT AND ENJOY
HUMMERS
still the best! Brown's OriKinal Hummy-Bird
Bar (R) with glass bottle, plastic see-thru 4-

way cup and detachable perch to discourage
other birds. Beeproof. No rust or drip. One or
more feedei's in your garden will assure hum-
mel's will be "in residence". Guaranteed. In-
structions incl. $2.95 plus 50tf handling each.
Add lb( tax in Calif. Sorry, no COD's. HUM-
MINGBIRD HEAVEN, 10726-N Samoa Ave.,
Tujunga, CA 91042. Our 18th year! Made in

U.S.A.

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTS

Microscopes, telescopes, early

associated books
Please send one dollar for our new,

fully illustrated Catalog I06C

HISTORICAL TECHNOLOGY
5 Mugford Street

Marblehead, Mass. 01945

STIX STANDS
enhance the beauty of your favorite sea-

shells, small sculpture, coins, minerals and
other treasures:—89 sizes in brass or chrome

available direct from manufacturer. Write for

fully illustrated price sheet.

Stix 13 Vandam Street. N.Y., N.Y. 10013
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*TheAmerican Museum
of Natural History is a dead zoo."

Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia

Well, score one for the Little Flower. For a dead

:oo is a perfect description of what part of The
American Museum of Natural History is — a zoo

of vaster scope than any live one that is or ever

will be.

But The American Museum is much more.

It is a lively scientific center where nearly 200 of

America's foremost scientists are working against

an ecological time clock,searching tor answers to

the most awesome question ever posed to human
life: Can man himself survive?

Within the Department of Animal Behavior,

scientists are probing the reasons why certain

strains of desert rats can withstand higher

population densities without fighting among
themselves. Understanding that characteristic

may help urban man avoid the aggression and

conflicts that could one day destroy him.

In the Department of Herpetology, scientists

are studying brilliantly-colored tropical frogs

whose skins secrete a nerve poison more deadly

than curare. These "poison dart frogs" may some

day give us clues to the mechanism of crippling

nerve diseases.

Last year there were over 300 separate

research projects in progress at The American

Museum. Among the financial supporters: federal

and state governments, foundations, universities,

corporations, individuals.

They are concerned with our work. You

should be, too. For at The American Museum
scientists are finding knowledge that, used for our

decisions today, can help keep the whole earth

from being a dead zoo tomorrow.

The American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th St., New York City 10024



The
Carnivores
By R. F. EWER
Based on extensive first-

hand experience witin wild

and captive animals, this

richly Illustrated, compre-
hensive survey covers all

major species of meat-eat-

ing animals in the world.

The author draws together

a wealth of information
about their anatomy,
physiology, behavior, and
history, and includes a

systematic listing of extant

species and their distribu-

tion. $21.50

Cornell University Press
ITHACA AND LONDON

AFRICA
With Experts... a unique approach

to an East African Safari ... a complete

in-depth experience . . . each safari is

accompanied by one of our eminent

American Africa Experts:

Dr. H. J. de Bllj, Geography, U. of Miami;

Dr. G. A. Petrides, Wildlife, Michigan St. U.;

Dr. 0. L. Capone, Geography, U. of Miami;

Dr. 0, T. Owre, Ornithology, U. of Miami;

Dr. M. J. Swartz, Anthropology, U. of Calif.,

San Diego.

. . . be part of

AFRICA with

the Experts!

Pan Am direct service

Nairobi with daylight

flight across Africa.

SPECIAL Solar Eclipse

Excursion to Lake Ru
viewing site available,

(on June Departures)

For information and

brochure write:

Dr. D. L. Capone
University of Miami
P.O. Box 8451

Coral Gables, Fla.

33124
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ters warm. Dwellings had long fire-

places and often included pantries

and bathhouses. These farms,

shaped by wind and weather like

the landscape itself, must have

looked from a distance like in-

significant hummocks under the

towering mountains, with only an

occasional wisp of smoke rising

above the rooftops to suggest the

human habitation within. On the in-

side, these houses must have been
as cosy, snug, and busy as a hive.

Even in wintertime, on at least one
occasion following a wedding, the

sagas tell us that at Eric the Red's
farm "there was much chess play-

ing, and story telling, and many
other entertainments that enrich a

household." And there were "great

discussions" about going in search

of Vinland "where, it was said,

there was excellent land to be had."

Then in the fall of 1961, a visitor

trom Greenland brought to mv of-

fice at the National Museum in Co-

penhagen a round parcel wrapped
in pink tissue paper and announced
that it contained the skull of Eric

the Red. Workmen digging the

foundation of a hostel for school

children from outlying sheep farms

had unearthed the skull at a village

on the site where Brattahlid had
once stood. It had first been

thought to be the skull of a sheep,

but examination proved it was hu-

man and Norse; could it be that of

Eric the Red?
The possibility that I held Eric

the Red's skull in my hand, and
that other archeological treasures

might also lie buried where it had
been found, was enough to send me
quickly to the site of Brattahlid for

a firsthand look. When I got there

and peered into the hostel founda-

tions dug by the local workmen, I

could see the dark contours of sev-

eral graves. In the low sunlight,

shadows also revealed the faint

traces of the walls of a small build-

ing. The larger ruins of Eric's farm
had already been uncovered a mere
300 yards away on lower ground.

This newlv uncovered small build-

ing, I thought, was most likely

Thjodhild's church—the first church

built in the New World. Extensive

excavations undertaken in the fol-

lowing summers by Knud Krogh,
an architect, confirmed its identity.

Probablv dating back to the end of

the year 1000, the church was of

modest proportions: liy2 feet long

SHELLS
IN COLOR
Photographs by Kjell Sandved
Text by Dr. R. Tucker Abbott
For the serious collector.

For the casual admirer.
Sculptures of the sea captured by
the camera in a superb volume that
explores sea shells both as
biological specimens and as
photographic subjects. 101 full-color

illustrations. A Studio Book.

$12.95
THE VIKING PRESS
Dept. ATE-NH
625 Madison Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10022

A vivid picture of I
the birth

of civilization

EARLY
MAN

Prehistory and the

Civilizations of the

Ancient Near East

By CHESTER
G. STARR

IN this companion volume to his

highly praised The Ancient
Greeks and The Ancient Romans
Professor Starr traces a million
years of human development. By
focusing on the great problems
mankind has faced, he challenges

the reader to think about the nature

of man and the reasons for his sur-

vival over many millennia. Richly

illustrated with more than one hun-
dred pictures, maps, and charts.

Cloth, $8.95. Paper, $3.50

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Ave., N.Y. 10016

Photo : Museum of Fine Arts, Boston



ami 6' 2 feel wide. Nul nmic than

Iwontv worshipers pressed elosely

Uigether eould have stood at one

lime under its roof. iJlvc other

liiiildiniis of the \ ikiiij; selllcmenls.

(his cliureli liad a ihick lurf niof

and walls: il also had <inr wooden

sable laeing west.

Surrounding the eluuih was a

graveyard from whieh the skeletons

of 144 men. women, and children

were excavated. These remains

came I'rom the earliest generations

of Greenland Norse, for sometime

during the eleventh eenturv. a

larger stone church with its own
graveyard had been built directly in

front of the Brattahlid farmhouses,

and Thjodhild's church fell into dis-

use. Judging by the skeletons' mea-

surements, which match those of

contemporai-y Scandinavians, these

Vikings had powerful musculature

and were a tall, strong people. We
do not. however, know their indi-

\idual identities. In the early days

of Christianity in Greenland, the

church banned the pagan custom of

burying gi-ave goods with the dead,

but gravestones had not yet come
into use. Tlie skeletons therefore re-

main anonymous.

Eric the Red's Saga ends with

the story of the long voyage to Vin-

land bv Thorfinn Karlsefni, an Ice-

lander who had married the widow

of one of Eric's sons. For three

yeai-s Thorfinn led a party of 160 in

exploring the new land discovered a

few years before by Leif the Lucky.

Many of the men took their wives

and all kinds of livestock with

them, "for it was their intention to

colonize the country, if they could

do so.' Thorfinn's wife, who ac-

companied him. bore him a son in

V inland. During their explorations,

some of the \\'ould-be colonists were

killed in encounters with Indians.

Perhaps feaiing more attacks, the

survivors abandoned the project

and returned to Greenland.

We do not know where all these

early American explorers were

buried but some of them ended up
in the anonymous graves next to

Thjodhild's church. And even if the

skull that came to the Danish Na-

tional Museum wrapped in pink tis-

sue paper is not that of Eric the

Red, it could well be that of one of

the first Europeans to tread the

North American Continent about

five hundred years before Columbus
made his historic landfall.

QUESTAR SPIES ON A BALD EAGLE
— brooding on his fate, perhaps, as he

surveys his dwindling domain?

The photographs were tal<en by Ralph

L. Shook on a bitter cold day in February,

with the wind a\ 15 miles per hour. He

spent many hours waiting for his eagle to

visit this favorite perch. The picture at the

right shows the whole scene with his Kodak

Instamatic — his Field Model Questar set

up fri blind, 1 50 feet from the bird's tree. ?

His modified Nikon with through-the-lens

meter is close-coupled to the telescope and

the arrow points to the empty branch.

Above, the Questar photograph is cropped

from on 8 X 10 enlargement of 35 mm.

Tri-X, taken at f/16, 1/250 second.

QUESTAR. THE WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE TELESCOPE, IS

PRICED FROM $865. OUR BOOKLET CONTAINS MORE THAN 100

PHOTOGRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS. TO MAIL ANYWHERE IN

N. AMERICA, $1.00. BY AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE,
$2.50; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA, $3.00; ELSEWHERE $3.50.

QUESTAR
BOX 360, NEW HOPE, PA. Wii



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The Sun and Moon Although the sun continues to move

up the sky as its apparent motion along the ecliptic takes it eastward, its

northerly drift slows in late May and early June as it approaches the

summer solstice. This, in turn, has its effect on the changing length of

the day and the times of sunrise and sunset. At latitude 40" north, sun-

rise occurs at 4:45 a.m., local mean time on May 15, and only 15 min-

utes eariier on June 15; sunset on May 15 is at 7:08 p.m.; 22 minutes

later on June 15. The changes are only about half a minute per day. The

duration of daylight continues to increase until later in June.

With full moon in May on the 16th, bright moonlight will fill the sky

all night in mid-month. As the moon wanes, it rises after sunset, pro-

gressively later each night, but continues to fill the sky with moonlight

until dawn. It wanes to last-quarter on May 25 and, after a few days as a

crescent in the morning sky, to new moon on the 31st. By June 3, the

waxing crescent should be seen in the evening sky, growing nightly un-

til it reaches first-quarter on June 7 and full moon on June 15.

Stars and Planets Ahhough summer hasn't arrived yet,

summer stars are in the early evening sky. By the times for which the

Star Map was prepared, the three bright stars of the Great Summer

Triangle are up in the east: Vega well above the horizon; Deneb lower,

toward the northeast; and Altair just rising below Vega. And in the

southeast and south, it is easier to find Scorpius, Sagittai-ius, and Capri-

cornus now than it will be in August and September, although these are

summer constellations. Instead of only the one planet, Saturn, that we

have had for much of the winter and spring, we now have three—Sat-

urn, Venus, and Mercury. But all three are very close to the sun, setting

so early in the twilight that it will be difficult to see them.

Jupiter and Mars are still prominent morning stars; Jupiter rising be-

fore midnight. Mars about three to four hours before the sun.

May 19: The moon is farthest from earth, at apogee.

May 20: Mercury is at superior conjunction, passing the sun from

right to left in our sky. The planet now becomes an evening star.

May 23-24: The planet rising near the moon late on the 23rd is Jupi-

ter. It moves up into the south—below and to the left of the moon—in

the dawn sky of the 24th.

May 2425: The moon rises between Jupiter and Mars late on the

evening of both dates. Jupiter (to its right) is closer on the 24th, Mars

(to its left) is closer on the 25th.

May 30: Venus, entering the evening sky, and Saturn, leaving it, are

in conjunction, but both set very early in the evening twilight.

May 31: Jupiter becomes stationary in right ascension, a sign that it

is soon to enter the evening sky.

June 1: Perigee moon today (nearest earth), and it was new yester-

day. Watch for exceptionally high perigee spring tides.

June 2: Mercury is in conjunction with the moon and occulted by it

over parts of the Southern Hemisphere.

June 15: The moon is at apogee and becomes full three and a half

hours later. The resulting apogee spring tides are interesting but noth-

ing to worry about: lower highs, higher lows. There is also a penumbral

eclipse of the moon (sunlight is partially blocked from the moon by the

earth), producing only an imperceptible darkening of the full moon.

* Hold ttie Stai- Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:25 P.M. on May 15; 9:20 p.m. on May 31; and 8:20 p.m. on June 15; but it can be

used for about an hour before and after these times.
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Books in R.e^'ie^v l^y Ricliar-cl M. KLloin

Tlxe Greening*
of

Indoor America
or Wliy People Turn to Plastic Plants

Reading some of the current

' crop of books on indoor and

city gardening gave me that old

feehng of deja vu, rising from root

to stem tip. One sees the same pair

of clean(!) disembodied hands trow-

ehng dirt into the same clay pot.

About the only unexploited switch

would be to have a Playboy "how-
to" garden book and have a Bunny
attached to the hands.

Let's be specific. Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons publishes the "Scribner

Garden Librai-y"—hard-cover books

with cocktail table dimensions, ex-

cellent photographs, and unusually

fine line drawings. Most of the se-

ries is being written by Jack ICra-

mer. Your City Garden (1972;

S6.95) apparently was written for

the San Francisco Bay area where

even a meat ax can't kill a plant.

Layouts are provided for decorator

chic pocket gardens, but it would

cost a fortune to build and maintain

these gardens and some designs

wouldn't meet many city building

codes. The lists of plants for such

gardens do not take hardiness zones

into account, and more comprehen-

sive lists can be found in many seed

and nursery catalogues, which also

provide more data on hardiness, re-

sistance, and growing conditions. A
line like "compost piles are difficult

to have in the city . . ."will hardly

enlighten the reader.

Kramer's Miniature Plants In-

doors and Out (1971; $5.95) dis-

cusses the cultivation of miniature

roses, geraniums, gesneriads and

other plants in terraria, dish gar-

dens, and the like. A section of the

book devoted to Bonsai is mis-

leading. Again, lists of useful plants

are incomplete, but the author does

provide names and addresses of

suppliers. A third Kramer book,

Grow Your Own Plants (1973;

$6.95) superficially discusses sexual

and asexual reproduction and the

general cultivation of houseplants

and some outdoor species. The rank

beginner won't be able to hack it

with the information supplied and

anyone who has grown more than a

coleus for six months doesn't need

this volume.

Virtually everything that Kramer
discusses in his books can be

found—and in more detail—in the

no-nonsense Handbooks of the

Brooklyn Botanic Garden, 1000
Washington Avenue, Brooklyn,

N.Y. 11225, each selling for less

than $2.00. Handbook illustrations

are clear and although the text isn't

deathless prose, the articles are pre-

cise. A selection of these Hand-

books will provide the neophyte or

even the near professional with all

the information needed to grow just

about everything. A postal card will

get you the list of available Hand-

books. Order freely and with con-

fidence. As an example, the two

Handbooks on Bonsai are exceeded

in detail only by the classic English

language book by Yashimura and

Halford {Japanese Art ofMiniature

Trees and Landscapes, Charles E.

Tuttle Co.), and the beginner isn't

ready for Yashimura anyway.

As in the case of cookbooks,

which are also usually repetitious,

one occasionally comes across a

"how-to" book on plants that is in-

teresting because it is so special-

ized. Hazel Perper's The Avocado
Pit Grower's Indoor How-To Book
(Walker and Co., $2.95) has gone

through eleven printings since it

was first published in 1965. Bound
in (naturally) avocado green, it cov-

ers no more and no less than the

title says. With this book and an

avocado pit, you can grow an avo-

cado tree. I want to give this book a

rave review if only because I have

been bedeviled for years by people

who come to me with a questioning

look and a slimy pit clutched firmly

in hot hand. But 1 can't understand

why anyone would bother; grape-

fruit seeds are cheaper to obtain

and a dime store philodendron is

handsomer.

With everything but a ruffle on a

snare drum. Quadrangle Books has

just announced the publication of

Tlie New York Times Book of

8o





First full study. .

.

GROUSE AND QUAILS
OF NORTH AMERICA
By Paul A. Johnsgard

In this first comprehensive study, all

grouse, quails, and partridges north of

Guatemala are depicted in 140 photo-

graphs and paintings (52 in color) and
45 figures, including the downy young
of 23 of the 25 species.

Part I, intended for the specialist,

deals with biological, evolutionary, and
ecological differences; aviculture and
propagation; conservation; and recrea-

tional values to birders and sportsmen.

Part II, for the nonspecialist, offers in-

dividual species accounts with ranges

and subspecies, criteria for identifica-

tion in the hand and in the field, and a

summary of each species' ecology and
breeding behavior.

Identification keys and name deriva-

tions are included. cioth $25.00

WATERFOWL: Their Biology
and Natural History
By Paul A. Johnsgard

"The world's leading authority on water-

fowl has prepared a magnificent book
for the layman" — /n/and Bird Banding
News. All living species are shown in

148 photographs (59 in color) and 16

drawings. cioth $8.95

NATURE AND THE
AMERICAN: Three Centuries
of Changing Attitudes
By Hans Huth

"The best book yet written on the back-

ground of conservation" — Wew Yorl<

Times. "A fascinating and charming
presentation of our appreciation for the

natural scene, wild and unmodified by

man"— Nature Magazine. Paper $2.95

At bookstores or from UNP

University of
Nebraslta, Press

House Plants by the Times' garden

editor, Joan Lee Faust (1973;

$9.95). What a swindle this one is!

It has four columns (a column is

here defined as a full-page length of

print which is % of a page wide) on

fertilizers, five columns on potting

and pruning, and three columns

each on lighting and watering. The
center of the book consists of a

number of pages, each containing

great blank spaces with small,

smudgy, colored drawings of house-

plants and a few almost in-

consequential remarks on each

plant. My 1973 seed catalogues

contain more information and have

better pictures. Ms. Faust's edito-

rial gimmick, her "Calendar of

Care, " devotes one column to each

month with an average of seven

profound tidbits per column. For

March we are told, "Plant seed of

the new hybrid geraniums or take

cuttings of the scented geraniums."

May informs us to "turn pots of

Gloxinias every few days to keep

leaves wide and flat." We are ex-

horted to "stock up on house plant

supplies, especially pots, fertilizers,

and soil ingredients" for Septem-

ber. For $2.50 one can get House
Plants (#40) and A House Plant

Primer (#70) from the Brooklyn

Botanic Garden series, set your pots

on a copy of the Sunday Times

($0.50) and still save $6.95.

Alan E. Simmons' book, Grow-

ing Unusual Fruit (Walker and

Co., 1972; $10.00), is worth read-

ing. Mr. Simmons, apparently writ-

ing for a British audience, has gath-

ered together horticultural

information for growing many
plants, mostly woody, that one

would not have thought were grow-

able under house or small garden

conditions. How successful the city

gardener would be with custard

apple, guava, carambola, marmelos,

or zabala is an open and intriguing

question. The instructions are suf-

ficiently vague, suggesting that the

grower be fairly experienced, and

sources of seeds and plants are not

given. This latter problem is min-

imized these days what with super-

markets stocking kiwi fruit, mango,

and prickly pear, all of which are

covered in this book. One might be

able to grow a conversation piece if

nothing else and, besides, none of

the Brooklyn Botanic Garden Hand-

books supply this information.

Just as it might be useful to de-

clare a moratorium on articles ex-

panding on the parlous state of the

overfed and oversexed American

suburb, so it might also be well to

stop publishing nonbooks on house-

plant gardening. This is especially

true of the current crop, which does

not provide the beginning home
grower with enough solid, detailed,

and accurate information to justify

inflated prices. I don't own stock in

any plastics company and I do have

a vested interest in live plants, but

after reading the books reviewed

here, I can see why many people

have turned to chemical foliage for

their living rooms and patios. Grow-

ing plants in the city isn't easy, and

the gardener's green thumb is a

realitv. But the green thuinb is nei-

ther a gift from on high nor the

product of a fortuitous genetic re-

combination. Common sense and

accurate, complete information will

allow anyone to be a howling suc-

cess in city horticulture.

A "how-to" for buving books on

any aspect of gardening would in-

clude the following tips. Never pay

more than $6.00 for a volume;

monev saved by using a soft cover

could be put into text and illustra-

tions. Don't pav for clever layouts;

wall-to-wall text is what supplies

facts in abundance. Downgrade
books with color photographs; they

are expensive, distracting, and usu-

ally unnecessary. Look for detailed

lists on species or varieties, names

and addresses of suppliers, geo-

graphical hardiness zones, and sun

versus shade requirements. Plants

need light, water, fertilizers, culti-

vation, and appropriate tempera-

tures and humidities. Many require

special conditions to permit growth

and development and unless the

book specifically answers all these

questions for the plant of interest,

and in detail, don't buy it.

Dr. Richard M. Klein is professor of

botany at the University of Vermont in

Burlington.

The Time of the Buffalo, by Tom
McHugh. Alfred A. Knopf $10.00;

384 pp., illus.

This is an objective study of the

species Bison bison, rather

than a polemic on the near ex-

tinction of the American buffalo.

According to Cortes, whom the au-

thor quotes, the buffalo was a beast

82



FULFILL YOUR DRFAMS OF A HAPPY RETIRFMENT!

IRSTREAM
TH£ BETTeR UJPIY TO TRfiV£U

You've worked hard for it . . . hitch up an Airstream

and turn your retirement into a new life! Head for the

seashore and under a friendly sun, unwind from all

those years at the grindstone. Relax beside a bubbling

trout stream and listen to the wind whisper to the

pines while big rainbow fight for your hook. Remem-
ber the promise you made to yourself when the chil-

dren were growing up? . . . that you would some day

take time out to 'live a little.' Now it's your turn to live!

Travel far and travel wide . . . discover a whole world

of new friends and interests. An Airstream travel trailer

offers you the ultimate in travel/living luxury. Wher-

ever you choose to wander, you enjoy the convenience

of a complete kitchen with range, oven and refrigera-

tor, a modern bathroom with toilet, shower or tub and

shower, hot and cold water, heat, bright lights and

comfortable beds . . . totally independent of outside

sources. See your friendly Airstream

dealer for a free demonstration ride.

Do it soon . . . you've got a lot of liv-

ing to do!

f Send for The Airstream

m Story 1973, a 36-page
catalog beautifully illustrated in living color!

Mf*

'For extra fun join a Wa//y Byam Caravan" AIRSTREAM® Dept.750, Church St., lackson Center, Ohio 45334

TRAVEI. TRAILERS Dept. 750, 15939 Piuma Ave., Cerritos, Calit. 90701

SjL,:»«^» j><frfni>.^



Lars-Eric Linclblad invites you on a

Cruising Expedition aboard the M.S. Lindblad Explorer

INDONESIA-EAST OF BALI

Ball— the Morning of the World' as

Nehru called it— a true paradise— un-

spoiled in spite of efforts to the contrary

—cannot be seen in one day Therefore

we sfarr our cruises at Bali, allowing you

many days and nights to immerse your-

self in a culture where people live in

peace with each other and the gods
Then we visit Komodo with its drag-

ons; Floras. Timor Leti. Aru of Wallace

fame, and theAsmaf region of West Irian

wheie for the first time you will be able

to buy primitive art of museum quality

(one carving may pay for your trip) and

experience a Stone Age culture where
headhunting still prevails, and many
other islands

Our Indonesian Cruises— East of Bali

— offer many unique experiences for

thosewhoappreciate unspoiled islands,

the naturalist (birds, mammals, plants

and trees, butterflies and fish), the lover

of underwater sports (we have com-

plete equipment for the scuba diver),

performing and visual arts and shopping

(primitive art and Ming china)

The MS Lindblad Explorer offers

you comfort, experienced famous
lecturers and an adventure into an archi-

pelago as delightful and beautiful as

you thought only a dream could be

Each expedition is of 25 days dura-

tion (including the two week cruise)

with twicea month departures from May
through November, The cost starts at

$2710.00. which includes the airfare

from San Francisco

The MS, Lindblad Explorer was built

in 1969 and is of Panamanian registry

She is operated by the Swedish Am.er-

ican Line,

Send for the descriptive folder today
— it also includes our cruises to the Aus-

tralian Barrier Reef, the Subantarctic

Islands of New Zealand and Australia,

Antarctica in 1974. the West Coast of

South America and Galapagos
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LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

TRAVEL THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD

MIRANDA AUTO SENSOREX EE
Fully automatic electric-eye expo-

sure control to stop anything that

moves. Instantly.

Spot and average through-the-

lens meters to "read" your quarry

even if it flies into the sun. And the

meters are on the mirror, so op-

tional "grass-level" or critical

finders may be substituted for the

pentaprism when he lands.

Our normal lens

focuses closer than any-

body else's SLR; close

enough to copy this ad with

'or the plane shi

IHE

out any attachments. And it twists

onto an exclusive dual lensmoimt

that accepts over 1,500 tele,

wide-angle and macro lenses, micro-

scope adapters and other accesso-

ries from our and other systems.

Plus self-timer, socket for re-

mote cable release and a focal-

plane shutter that's too quiet to

scare anything away.
All protected by the

longest guarantee* of any
camera. Which should

please any bug.

(yUlERAfOR

"of the savage Kind which New-

Spain produc'd; among which, llir

greatest raritv was tlie Mexican

Bull: a wonderful composition of di-

vers Animals: it has crooked Shoul-

ders, with a Bunch on its Back like

a camel; its Flanks dry, its tail

large, and its Neck cover'd with

Hair like a Lyon. It is cloven-

footed, its Head armed like that of a

Bull which it resembles in Fierce-

ness, with no less Strength and

Agility."

I remember watching the end of

a televised movie a vear or so ago in

which mightv hunters in pick-up

I nicks were using high-powered

lilies to dutifully "reduce" a herd

of park buffalo from a distance of

about 200 vards, while children,

watching from nearby, wept as the

buffalo sank to their knees and

keeled over. The camera swept

from one set of faces to the other,

from "evil" to "good," and the

soundtrack, playing "Bless the

Beasts and Children," was about as

subtle as the photography. If one of

those hunters had ever faced a buf-

falo bull straight on at fifteen paces

or if one of the children had been

charged by an enraged cow, senti-

mentality and its concomitant, bru-

talitv. might have suffered a mortal

blow. A lone buffalo has been

known to kill an attacking grizzly

bear.

The Plains Indians, on the other

hand, revered the buffalo but were

not sentimental about it. They

were, themselves, as organically re-

lated to the buffalo as wolves were—

natural links in a chain in which, to

paraphrase the author, energy

flowed from soil to plant to animal

to predator and back again. The bi-

son were, in the words of another

earlv explorer McHugh quotes,

"the food of the Natives, which

drink the bloud hot. and eate the

fat, and often ravine the flesh raw.

[They were] meat, drink, shoes,

houses, fire, vessels and their Mas-

ters whole substance." When the

thirtv million buffalo that existed in

1830 had been "reduced" to little

more than a thousand by 1889, the

Indians had also been kiOed or con-

fined to reservations.

The logic of this enormous

slaughter was summed up in a

speech Gen. Phil Sheridan made to

the Texas legislature, which was

considering a bill to save at least

some of the remaining herds in that
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state. Sheridan praised the profes-

sional hide men who had killed

three million hufl'alo during 1872.

1873, and 1874 alone:

"These men have done in the last

t\M) years, and will do in the next

year, more to settle the vexed In-

dian question than the entire regu-

lar armv has done in the last thirty

vears. they are destroying the In-

dians' commissary; and it is a well-

known fact that an army losing its

base of supplies is placed at a great

disadvantage. Send them powder

and lead, if you will; but for the

sake of a lasting peace, let them

kill, skin and sell until the buffaloes

are exterminated. Then your

prairies can be covered with

speckled cattle and the festive cow-

boy, who follows the hunter as a

The 1972 index for

Natural History

(January through December)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX

Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. N.Y. 10024

second forerunner of an advanced

civilization."

The Time of the Buffalo is a hu-

mane, scholarly work that encom-

passes the history of the species

from the Ice Age to the present. Be-

cause of its unemotional presenta-

tion, it is likely to become the de-

finitive study of an animal that now
numbers about thirty thousand.

That the buffalo has made a limited

comeback in parks and refuges can

be attributed to unsentimental natu-

ralists, like Tom McHugh, who are

engaged in "a fierce struggle

against our culture's reckless dis-

regard for rare wildlife, primitive

peoples, and irreplaceable tim-

berlands, marshes, seashores, and

other natural domains."

H.L. Van Brunt

Erratum: Due to a typographical

error in Jean Briggs's review of

Pitseolak (March, 1973), the Es-

kimo word for shaman was mis-

spelled. The correct word is

angaqquq.

TRAVELTHEWORLDOF LINDBLAD
[

A refreshing world is at your fingertips

as you browse tiirough the pages of

Lars-Eric Lindblad's "Safari" book.

f^^, citing vol-

-W' ume, which

Incredibly beautiful is the
«* onlydescriptiontobe

^){ given the new and ex-

ennbodies ai

p, the Lindblad Sa-
faris. Lars- Eric

^* Lindblad has planned
., and prepared each

trip for your ultimate enjoy-

ment. Whether it involves
riding camelback in the des-
erts of Africa, or cruising
at leisure _^>M- .

on the

headwaters of the Amazon,
whether seeing vast herds
of African wildlife from the

air, or meeting them head on
in a Land Rover, each Lind-

blad Safari is an unforget-

table experience. You will

enjoy reading about each of

the 8 Safaris in various parts

of the world. Write for your
free book today.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept NHC573.
133 East 55th Street. NewYork. NY 10022

BOSE...

the next best thing

to being there
With Bose Direct/Reflecting® Speakers, you're as close as you

can be to the sounds of Kennedy Center, LaScala, Woodstock -

or wherever your favorite artists perform - without leaving

your living room.

Unlike conventional direct ra-

diating speakers,the BOSE 901

and 501 project both direct

and reflected sounds. Music

surrounds the listener as it

does at a live performance.

With an unprecedented series

of rave reviews from major

music and equipment critics,

the BOSE 901, the nation's

most popular loudspeaker, is

the most highly reviewed

speaker regardless of size or

price. For copies of the re-

views, write Dept.W.

The Mountain, Framingham, Mass.
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!
A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

"FISH" WITH A GIANT MAGNET
Go Treasure Hunting On The Bottom!
Fascinating fun, and sometimes very prof-

itable! Tie a line to our 5-pound Magnet

—

drop it overboard in bay. river, lake or

ocean. Troll it along the bottom. Your
"treasured" haul can be outboard motors,
anchors, other metal valuables. Five-pound
Magnet is v»ar surplus—AInico V Type that
cost the Government $50. It lifts over 150
pounds on land—much greater weights under
water!

Stock No. 70,571E $14.00 Ppd.
Stock No. 70,570E SVz lbs $8.75 Ppd.

Amnin^ Hew
WANKEL ENGINE KIT!

General Motors recently paid $50
million for rights to the Wankel. Ford
just signed up! Now you can thrill

to the fun of building your own see-
through, 1/5 scale working motorized
model. This revolutionary pistonless

type engine replaces piston, cylin-

der and crank assemblies with ro-

tating discs (sections removed to
form firing chambers). Kit features
flashing plugs, rubber fan belt, stick-

shift, on-off switch, instructions.

Requires two 1.5v batteries (not in-

cluded).

.Stock No. 71,424E (4>/2 t 5 x 9") $6.75 Ppd.

ih , 519-PAGE WANKa ENGINE BOOK^^ I Stock No. 9,439E $15.25 Ppd.

TURN PETUNIAS INTO PORCELAIN

Preserve favorite flowers, corsages, wedding

bouquets forever with lovely porcelain like

finish. Amazing new kit lets you create lasting

memories easily. Remove stems; insert floral

wire; brush warmed Ceramex® over petals.

When dry coat with glaze for glossy finish, cover

wire w/ floral tape. Instrs also tell how to por-

celanize baby shoes, pipe-cleaner flowers, bot-

tles. Kit incls. white, green, blue, red, yellow

Ceramex®; glaze; floral tape, wire; brush.

Stock No. 71,752E $7.00 Ppd.

"^ ~f
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(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items—plus

4,000 finds for fun, study or profit . . . for every mem-
ber of the family.)

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS—8' OR 16' DIAMETER^
"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stop-
pers for stores, terrific for amateur
meteorologists. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great backyard fun.
An exciting beach attraction. Ama-
teur meteorologists can use these
balloons to measure cloud heights,
wind speed and temperature. Made
of heavy. duty neoprene. Inflate with
vacuum cleaner or auto air hose; or
locally available helium for high rise.

8' Diameter Balloon
Stock No- E0,568E $2.50 Ppd.
16' Diameter Balloor>

stock No. 60,632E $8.75 Ppd.

NEW, LOW-COST GEM TUMBLER
Become a rockhound' Fascinating hobby

. . . loads of fun, inexpensive, easy. Make

lewelry of all kinds—decorative bookends.

table tops, etc. Simply tumble-finish readily

available gemstcnes . . . then polish to

high lustre . . . brings out beautiful colors.

Rugged 3-lb. capacity tumbler w/continu-

ous duty motor compares to units selling

for many times its price.

stock No. 70,874E $11.25 Ppd.
6 LB. CAPACITY DELUXE TUMBLER
Stock No. 80096E $28.95 Ppd.
6 LB. ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TYPES)
Stock No. 70,868E $9.00 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER
PLANE
BOOK!

al fly-them-yourself book
of paper airplanes from SCIEN-

IFIC AMERICAN'S "Ist Interna-

lonal Competition". Includes plans

f all winning entries, time-aloft

Bcords, photos, technical data.

commentaries. Has 20 unusual de-

signs on perforated pages for easy
tear-out. You won't believe how
some of them fly! Amusing, enter-

taining. 128 pages. 9" x \\V^"

Stock No. 9391E $2.95 Ppd.

"Stick-Paper Airplanes" Book Stock No. 9427E $4.95 Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN I

4000 BARGAINS
|

VORDER TODAY! COMPLETE AND MAIL
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC COMPANY

I Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007

Stock No. Description

Completely new Catalog. Packed with huge selection

of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, mag-

nifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and Unique

Lighting items, parts, kits, accessories — many hard-

to-get surplus bargains. lOO's of charts, illustrations.

For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. J. 08007

Please rusti Free Giant Catalog "E"

Name

PLEASE SEND Q GIANT FREE CATALOG "E"
MERCHANDISE TOTAL

HANDLING CHARGE

30 DAY
MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE
1 YOU MUST BE SATISFIED]
OR RETURN ANY PUR-
CHASE IN 30 DAYS
FOR FULL REFUND ,

I enclose Q check

money order for $_ •50^ ON ORDERS OVER $5.00
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W IIKKE DID YOU GO? OUT.
W HAT DID YOU FIND? FOSSILS

The View from the Road. D. Applc-

vard et al. The MIT Press, Cam-

bridge. 1964.

The Image of the City. K. LmuIi.

The MIT Press. Cambridge, 1%0.
Making the Crrv Ob.sehvable. R.S.

\^ urnian. Tlie MIT Press, Cam-

bridge, 1971.

REFUGEES OF THE ICE AGE
BiosPELEOLOGY. A. Vandel. Pergamon

PubUshing Companv. Elmsiord,

1965.

The Life of the Cave. C.E. Mohr

and T.L. Poulson. McGraw-Hill

Book Company, New York, 1966.

The Gwes Beyond. J. LawTence, Jr.

and R.W. Brucker. Funk & Wag-

nails. Inc.. New York, 1955.

THE LOST VIKINGS OF
GREENLAND
A History of the Vikings. G. Jones.

Oxford University Press, Inc., New
York. 1968.

The Vinland Sag,-^. M. Magnusson

and H. Palsson. Penguin Books

Inc., Baltimore, 1965.

The Norse Atlantic Saga. G. Jones.

Oxford L'niversitv Press, Inc., New
York, 1964.

THE SQUALOR THAT WAS ROME
Life a.\d Leisure in Ancient Rome.

J.P. Balsdon. McGraw-Hill Book

Company, New York, 1969.

Roman Society from Nero to Maii

cus AuRELlUS. S. Dill. Gordon

Press, New York, n.d.

Lives of the Caesars. Suetonius.

Loeb Classical Library Nos. 31, 38.

Harvard University Press, Cam-

bridge.

THE BISON IS

BELEAGUERED AGAIN
The North American Buffalo. F.G.

Roe. University of Toronto Press.

Toronto, 1970.'

The World of the Bison. E.

J.B. Lippincott Company,

delphia, 1969.

Veterinary Pathology. H.A.

et al. Lea & Febiger. Philadelphia

1972.

Park.

Phila-

Smith

FOLK ART IN THE BARRIOS
Chicano Manifesto. A.B. Rendon.

The Macmillan Company, New-

York, 1971.

People's Art. R. Sommer. Natural

History, February, 1971.

Mexican Painting in Our Time. B.S.

Meyers. Oxford University Press,

Inc', New York, 1956.

FOILING THE FALCONERS
The Falconer's Paradox. G. Lav-

cock. Audubon, September, 1971.

Eagles, Hawks, and Falcons of the

World. L. Brown and D. Amadou.

McGraw-HiO Book Company, New-

York, 1968.

WHEN YOU WRITE TO NATURAL HISTORY

Cut your old address label from magazine

wrapper and attach over this area.

Fill in your NEW address below and mail to:

Natural History Magazine

Reader Services Box 2927

Boulder, Colorado 80302

n 1 year—$8

(Add $1 per year

PLEASE PRINT

n 2 years—$15 D 3 years—$21

to Canada and other non-U. S. orders)

New Address

_Zip

about a change of address, renewal

of subscription, billing, or any kind

of adjustment, send the present

address label from the magazine

wrapper.

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks in

advance.

You can use this form to tell us

about a move or order a subscrip-

tion.

Change of address—attach your

address label in this dotted area

and fill in your new address at left,

clip and mail to: Natural History

Magazine, Reader Services, Box

2927, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

A new subscription—Check box

and fill in name and address at

left.

Ancient Greek Coin (ca. 450 BC), symbolizing
wisdom. Ring replicas, finely crafted in sterling
silver, 14K, and 18 Karat gold.

Wear en any finger or both hands. Special re-

duced price for two ring set (1 Athena & 1 Owl).
Makes perfect "couples" ring set.

ATHENA OWL
Sterling Silver $35.00 $30.00
14 Karat Gold 87.00 77.00.
18 Karat Gold 110.00 100.00

BOTH
$60.00
150.00
190.00

"'/,.

. postage. 1 Appli

> Mone

COLLECTOR'S CATALOG . picturing Ancient World Relics

(Egypt. Persia, Pre-Columbian Art, etc.). Plus Ancient
Replica Jewelry Catalog. Both 50f! . . . FREE with order.

• Visit our fascinating "Ancient World" gallery!

aladdin boase, Ltd.
Dept. N-573.648 Ninth Ave. (45 & 46 Sts.).N.Y. 10036
« Bankamericard & M. C. (or orders $50. minimum.

IRAMR
LUXURY CRUISE
GUIDE
1973 Ed

116 pg. illus. guide encompas-

sing world-wide cruises plus

many selecr voyages on 12-pas-

scn9erfre19hrters.SBndS2.OOlo:

TRIPLOG, Air & Marine

Travel Service, Dpi H. 501 Mad-

ison Ave, N Y 10022,

Now in paperback
"nature writing of the highest integrity"'

WaspFarm
Howard Ensign Evans
With this vivid account of the

remarkable lives of wasps, based

on hundreds of hours of obser-

vation. "Dr. Evans joins the

select company of llorenz,

Griffen, and Carr. who at^

once write with first-

hand authority and
are a joy to read."

—Aiiduhon Maga-
zine. With photos,

drawings, index,

$2.50
"

A DOUBLEDAY ANCHOR NATURAL HISTORY BOOK



At Random liv Alan Ternes

When clouds and tempests roll across France and

become ensnarled in the Alps, most of Switzerland is

covered with a thick, oppressive gray blanket. But

even at such times the remote southeastern corner of

the countrv often remains bathed in bright Mediterra-

nean sunhght. When heavv clouds lined the northern

horizon, I have stood atop the rounded, sun-soaked

peak of 7,500 foot Mount la Schera surrounded by

radiance. Bright red Hchen stood out sharply against

the yellowish peaks, which in turn were etched against

the deep blue sky. And below, to the south, verdant

forests ringed the deep valley lakes of northern Italy.

Under such sunlight, the landscape—with its strong

highhghts and dark shadows—seems dreamlike, espe-

cially from the smog-smothered perspective of a New
York Citv officegoer. In this Ught it is easy to understand

the dream and vision of the men who founded the unique

Swiss National Park. Yet one cannot ignore the shadows

or the realization that the dream is dead.

Not that the Swiss National Park is dead. If you

take the Pass dal Fourn from northern Italy to Zernez

in southeastern Switzerland, you drive through the

center of the60-square-mile park. It is in the most tra-

ditional, least-developed section of the country, where

Romansh—an ancient language closely related to

Latin—is still spoken. And the park is the least devel-

oped of all. It has no improvements: no cable cars

inching up to its rocky peaks, no ski tows, no moun-

taintop restaurants. There are only a few foot trails

winding through the silent valleys and over the sharp

ridges. It is possibly the only place in western Europe

where you can look across a range of valleys and

mountains without seeing a trace of civilization. Many
visitors are bored in half a day; others, including my-

self, are reluctantly pulled away after a week by tele-

grams and dimly remembered work obligations.

But a great park is more than land; it is also an idea

and, in this case, an ideal. In 1906, when the concepts

of modern ecology were still mainly unknown, the

Swiss Academy of Sciences started a seai-ch for a natu-

ral area that would be allowed to evolve without hu-

man interference. Protected by federal decree, a large

part of the present park was founded in 1914.

It is difficult for us in this ecologically aware time

and land-abundant continent to appreciate the fore-

sight of the Swiss naturalists and biologists. They saw

the need to create a unique laboratory, one that would

evolve by the laws of nature. They asked: What is the

true vegetation of the Alps? What are the natural pop-

ulations of deer? the agile chamois? the marmot? Is an

alpine meadow natural or something created by cattle?

These and thousands of other ecological questions

could only be answered by letting a lai-ge area evolve

for centuries without human interference.

So the Swiss, with dedication and thoroughness, set

aside a relatively large part of their country for natural

science. They excluded all kinds of human distur-

bance: there would be no timbering, no grazing by

cattle, no hunting or fishing, no rock climbing, skiing,

fires, or camping. The major exception was a small

number of footpaths. Visitors could hike on these

trails, but they could not step off them. These regu-

lations have been enforced for sixty years and are ob-

served by most visitors. You can find, next to the

most-frequented paths, the delicate edelweiss in

bloom. A recent visitor was fined for killing a viper.

It would seem, then, that this idealistic plan to es-

tablish a true natural area in Europe has worked.

Many natural scientists have been drawn there, espe-

cially for the study of plant and animal populations.

Dr. j. Braun-Blanquet did pait of the field work in the

park for one of the first plant ecology books, Plant So-

ciology, published in 1932. Others have studied the

populations of ungulates: the ibex, the chamois, the

roe, and the red deer. With hunting banned, these ani-

mals increased, and the first three species have

reached a natural balance of population with the al-

pine environment.

The red deer is the exception. It had been hunted

out of the region by the time the park was created, but

a small herd soon moved there by natural dispersion

from nearby Austria. In 1918, only 9 deer were re-

corded, but by 1930, there were 135, a total of 660 by

1950, some 850 by 1960, and 1,500 by 1970. In fifty

years the red deer became the dominant animal of the

lower slopes. They gathered in herds and grazed so

heavily that large areas were denuded of vegetation

and opened to erosion. They also crossed the bound-

aries of the pai'k and ate crops on surrounding farms.

It is easy, with hindsight, to spot a tragic flaw in the

original proposal for the park. What the founders had

overlooked was the need for a large predator. The park

is not big enough for the brown bear, which still can

be found in one wild part of northern Italy. And the

maligned wolf, the natural creature for limiting and

dispersing the deer population, was already extinct in

the region in the last century.

Pressured by angry farmers and by the sight of

overgrazed parts of the park being eroded away, the

director tried to solve the dilemma with a compromise.

In September, 1971, he joined with several wardens to

drive most of the red deer out of the park, hoping to

break up the concentration of herds in overgrazed

areas and to disperse them into wooded nonpark areas

along the Italo-Swiss frontier. Within a few days al-

most every deer was back in the park.

Last fall, they again drove the deer out of the park,

but this time other wai'dens and hunters were waiting

and a large part of the herd was shot down. Since they

slaughtered the deer outside the park, a token of the

park's sanctity remained. But the greater dream—the

creation of a beautiful, natural alpine setting without

man's impact—died with the echo of gunfire in the val-

leys of those Swiss mountains. *



Photographer; David Hamilton Camera: Minolta SR-T 101

Sometimes it's easier to see a
photograph with your eyes
closed. Then your imagination
can run free.

When your mind creates an
image, the interpretations of it

are infinite.

Is David Hamilton's photo-

graph a childhood memory? Is

the girl listening to a voice com-
ing from the sea?
You can see more of Hamil-

ton's imagination in his book,
"Dreams of aYoung Girl."

There's a visual wealth to be
discovered inside everyone.
To uncover it, just close your

eyes.

To capture it on film, choose
a camera that lets your mind
express itself.

What happens inside your mind,can happen inside acamera

.

With a Minolta SR-T 101, nothing interrupts David Hamilton's photographic stream of consciousness. Without

looking aviiay from the viewfinder, Hamilton can compose, focus, adjust shutter speed and lens

opening. A scale shows the exact shutter speed setting from 1 to 1/ 1000th second plus

"bulb". And the finder is always at maximum brightness until the moment of

exposure. Lens changing is equally effortless. Sturdy bayonet mount. No aperture

or ASA settings to re-align. And you can choose meter-coupled Rokkor lenses

ranging from fisheye to long-range telephoto. Minolta SR-T cameras are equipped
with a patented "CLC" through-the-lens metering system that automatically

compensates to prevent under-exposure of dark areas in high contrast situations.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag, Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are

warranted by Minolta Corporation against defects in workmanship and materials

for two years from date of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera
will be serviced at no charge provided it is returned within the warranty period, post-

paid, securely packaged and including $2.00 for mailing, handling and insurance

For literature, write-. Minolta Corporation, 200 Park Avenue South, New York,

New York 10003. In Canada; Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q. jy|iM||||||



The nation faces an energy crisis. Our
natural reservoirs of fossil fuels are

more and more difficult to tap. New
forms of producing power are being

developed, but will thiey be ready in

time? And will they solve the problem

without creating new ones? But that is

not the real crisis. The real crisis is

the human crisis.

We are forgetting how-to be human
beings. Power has become an end in

itself. Instead of walking, we ride to the

store. Instead of thinking, we ask a

computer for answers. Instead of doing,

we tell our machines to mix, brush,

talk, write, even scratch for us. We have

become a plugged-in, motorized society.

Aworld in which energy is used to create

power that amplifies our humanness
rather than merely replacing it.

AtlanticR ichfieldCompany <>
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Minolta helps you feel the intensityofchildren.
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Act quickly, while he's still absorbed. A Minolta

SR-T is fast enough to catch the fleeting moment.
You're Comfortable with a Minolta SR-T from the

moment you pick it up. This is the 35mm reflex camera
that lets you concentrate on mood and insight. The view-

finder gives you all the information you want for focusing
and exposure. Because you never have to look away from
the finder to adjust a fast-handling Minolta SR-T, you're

free to catch the one photograph that could- never be
taken again.

The SR-T 101 lets you use microprism focusing
with a ground glass collar.

A scale in the viewfinder ^^*^^^*^'^^' —"

-

shows your shutter sper-"

from 1 to 1 / 1000th s^

ond, plus bulb. :

The SR-T 10,2

you split screen focusing /

with a microprism collar, '--^
• '

and adds an aperture read- '

|

out to the shutter scale in

thefinder.AndtheSR-T102 J^^i
makes it easy to get delib- , .

erate multiple exposures Minoltd

with remarkable accuracy.

All Minolta SR-T cameras give you the patented

"CLC" through-the-lens metering system. It protects

you from under-exposure by automatically compensating
in high contrast light. Meter-coupled Rokkor lenses stay

at maximum aperture, so the finder is always at full

brightness until the moment of exposure.

When you see something that needs a different

perspective, just snap in one of the complete system of

Rokkor lenses from super-wide 16mm to super-long

1600mm, plus zoom and macro lenses. It takes just

seconds, with no ASA or

f/stoprealignmenttowaste
your time.

Keep a Minolta Sf?-T

-^_ ., . camera ready. Catch a child

_ \ f; before he catches you.

For more information,

see your photo dealer or

^rite Minolta Corporation,

%nsumer Products Diyi-

bn, 200 Park Ave. South,

N.Y., N.Y. 10003. In Can-

ada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.

What happens inside your mind can happen inside a camera.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag, Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are warranted by Minolta Corp. against defects in workman-
ship and materials for two years from date of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera will be serviced at no charge
provided it is returned within the warranty period, postpaid, securely packaged, including $2.00 for mailing, handling and insurance.
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Top Shops Shun Simmons

Bet you can't say it three times, fast.

Actually, we're not much concerned about saying

it. What's important to us is that more and more
big agencies are doing it!

For three months we've been telling the world

that Simmons' sampling and interviewing tech-

niques simply can not accurately measure the

audiences of selective magazines like ours.

Our message is getting through. So far, more
than a dozen major agencies have decided to dis-

card Simmons data for Natural History, Intel-

lectual Digest and Smithsonian.

What seems, more than anything else, to have

provoked agency questioning of Simmons figures

for Natural History is the vast difference be-

tween Simmons demographics and those emerging

from our own subscriber studies.

Natural History has conducted a long series of

such studies — and they tell a story of consist-

ent quality. When you compare highlights from

the last two against the current Simmons, it

looks like Simmons has given us someone else's

Naturally, a magazine expects some dilution of

audience quality when you go from primary to total

audience — since pass-along readers generally

have lower demographics than subscribers.

But Simmons actually credits us with fewer read-

ers per copy than our most recent subscriber

study!

It seems to us you can't have it both ways. If our

total readership is truly no larger than our pri-

mary audience, then our total demographics

should resemble subscriber figures. If total aud-

ience demos are lower, there ought to be more
pass-along to explain why.

It's good to see the agencies coming around to our

point of view. We hope it means the big Simmons
fuss is about over. After all, when you have the

kind of upscale selling story Natural History has,

you want to spend all your time telling it. . . not

defending yourself against research that has ob-

vious difficulties trying to measure selective

audiences like ours.

Let's get back to business.

numbers by mistak
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Introducing theGMC MotorHome.
It doesn't ride like atruck.
It doesn't look like abox.

A NEW ERA IN MOTORHOMES
IS BEGINNING.

Before we started building our

MotorHome, we studied every other type

of motorhome that exists.

We found that the simpler the

basic construction, the fewer the problems.

So we started with a strong, durable,

steel perimeter frame and attached to this

a cage of heavy alummum nbs.

On top of this, we bonded both

aluminum and fiberglass panels molded to

a smooth finish. It's the same construction

people are flying all over the world in.

Ejccept now you'll be driving.

Then we sprayed the interior with

a thick, rigid polyurethane foam for

thermal msulation and noise suppression.

Next we assigned a 3-man team to

install the interior. From beginning to end.

If that sounds like a return to old-

fashioned pride of craftsmanship, you're

absolutely right.

MORE POWER TO YOU.
To give you the excellent road

performance, we installed a 45 5 -cubic-

inch V8 engine up front and coupled it

to a 3-speed Turbo Hydra-matic

transmission. We coupled that to a front

wheel drive unit with a 3 to 1 ratio and

put it all on top of torsion bar springs

and stabilizer bar.

With our low overall body weight.

it all means getting up to highway speeds

quickly. Excellent traction. EJccellent

weight distribution.

3. A MOTORHOME IS NO FUN
IF IT'S NO FUN TO MOTOR IN.

We took our basic construction

and raised it only 1 5 " from the ground.

TTiis puts the center of gravity only 37

inches above the ground. For easy handling.

See the rear wheels. We put one

behind the other for four reasons: To
give you a wider base. More room mside.

Greater stability than you'd have with

dual wheels. And so we could place a

special air spring between the two wheels

to pass the bumps from one to the other



instead of to you!

These air springs are the only

ones of their kind on motorhomes.

To keep the weight and balance

of the intenor within design hmits,

we fed all the data into a computer. It fed

back what we needed to put things

where they belong.

4. ABOUT OUR SIX-WHEEL
BRAKING SYSTEM.

middle, a double sink, 6-cubic-foot

refrigerator (it's electric so there's no

pilot light that'll blow out), a range and

oven with exhaust hood. TTiere's also a

bath with all the necessities plus ample

cabinet space.

That's one floor plan. There are

1 4 more available.

6. WE INCLUDED TOP INTERIOR
DESIGNERS IN OUR PLANS.

7. ONE-STOP SERVICE.
AFTER-HOUR ASSISTANCE.

Your CMC MotorHome dealer

services everything he sells. Inside and

out. From the engine to the air conditioner

and furnace. And there's a toll-free

number you can call and immediately get

the number of the nearest MotorHome
dealer representative available for

after-hour assistance.

In addition to power steenng,

there's a six-wheel braking system with

power disc brakes up front and four large

finned-drum power brakes in the rear,

plus an available leveling device operated

from the driver's compartment for parking

on uneven ground.

Incidentally, the parking brake

grabs all four rear wheels.

5. CHOOSE FROM 15 DIFFERENT
FLOOR PLANS. TWO LENGTHS.

The GMC MotorHome is

available in 23- and 26-foot lengths. The
standard 26 floor plan includes a dinette

that converts to a double bed opposite a

sofa that turns into double bunks. In the

To put the finishing touches on

the inside, we had House and Garden

magazine's interior designers help us.

The driver and passenger seats are

high, contoured seats with built-in arm

rests. This high-level seating arrangement,

combined with the big, wide-angle

windshield, offers you panoramic

visibility.

Every counter top has rounded

comers. All cabinet knobs are eliminated.

Every hinge is concealed.

There are thick, shag or cut pile

carpets. And wood-grained vinyl on

the walls and cabinets.

You also get a choice of four

color-coordinated interior decors.

For our 28-page, four-color catalog

write GMC MotorHome Headquarters,

Drawer Y, Dept. 1 23, Lansing,

Mich. 48909.
Better yet, see your GMC

MotorHome dealer. He'll be glad to

show you around the house. Have a

good life.

The MotorHomefrom General Motors.
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Salvador E. Luria

A belief that scientists have a re-

sponsibihty to inform the pubhc led

Salvador E. Luria to write a com-

prehensive review of molecular bi-

ology for the layman. "Genesis" is

excerpted from this work, which
will be published shortly by Scrib-

ner's under the title Life—The Un-

finished Experiment. Luria is Insti-

tute Professor of Biology at the

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology and dii'ector of its Center for

Cancer Research. He shared the

1969 Nobel Prize in physiology

with two other American scientists

"for . . . discoveries concerning

the replication mechanism and the

genetic structure of vu'uses."

David Lobby

For two years David Labby
lived on the island of Yap in Micro-

nesia, documenting traditional liv-

ing patterns and the abrupt social

changes brought about since Ameri-

can administration began in 1945.

Presently a researcher for the Uni-

versity of Chicago's Department of

Anthropology, Labby's future plans

call for a study of working class cul-

ture in America. Dorreen Labby,
who accompanied her husband to

Yap, is a freelance photographer

and newspaper reporter.

Dorreen Labby

Willard K. Martin

An architect interested in forms

and systems, Willard K. Martin

has been studying and sketching

seed pods on his travels and during

his spare time for twelve vears. In

the parts of a seed system and their

bearing on function, he finds les-

sons for contemporarv art. archi-

tecture, and engineering. Martin

studied at the Palais de Beaux Arts

at Fontainebleau, France, and

earned a Bachelor of Architecture

degree from the University of Ore-

gon in 1957. He is currently a prin-

cipal in a Portland, Oregon, archi-

tecture firm. Time permitting,

Martin intends to continue his

studv of seed pods and also to look

into plant megastructure systems

for future urban concepts.
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It's no fairy tale that the Queen of England chose Aynsley Bone China; and that the presi-

dent's daughter took Waterford Irish Crystal as her one and only. To see all the patterns in

color write for free booklets. 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10010. For once in a lovetime:
V\^terford& Aynsley
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The differenee'ra^Wfl^SPiar XJ6 and the other

highly-engineered imported luxury sedan is simply beautiful.

Admittedly, there are more similarities be-

tween the XJ6 and our illustrious rival than
there are differences.

Both, after all, share distinguished rac-

ing heritages.

Both have been named, in turn, "Car
of the Year" and "One of the World's Ten
Best Cars."

Both also share-
Independent suspension front and

rear, with "anti-dive" control for a level

ride and stable cornering.

Power-assisted disc brakes on all four
wheels for stopping power to equal going
power.

Precise, road-sensitive power-assisted
steering to give you that "feel" of the road
that expert drivers demand.

Seats that are firm, yet comfortable,

designed to support you, not engulf you.

Unitized bodies, fused into a solid

whole by thousands of welds. A fastidiously

applied finish, seven layers thick, that pre-

serves as well as beautifies.

Both share standard features befitting

their status: air conditioning, tinted glass

and radial-ply whitewall tires.

And, upon minute examination, you'll

find we both share "workmanship" and
"craftsmanship" that few others can equal.

However, there are differences.

Our rival's comparably-priced model
has a twin-overhead cam six cylinder en-

gine. So do we. But theirs has 2.8 litres of

capacity. Ours, 4.2.

You might notice other differences,

too, as you slip behind our wheel. The logic

of our controls. The richness of our ap-

pointments. Our standard power windows.
The scent of our standard English leather

seat facings. And the broad sweep of our
hand-finished, burled walnut fascia.

Finally, since beauty is in the eye of

the beholder, that's a difference you'll have
to decide for yourself.

At your Jaguar dealer.

For his name and for information
about overseas delivery call, (800) 447-

4700. In Illinois, call (800) 322-4400. Calls

are toll free.

BRITISH LEYLAND MOTORS INC., LEON I A, N.J. 07605

Jaguar



Garrett C. Clough

After studying the behavior and

ecology of lemmings in Norway,

Garrett C. Clough turned his at-

tention to a much more obscure ro-

dent, the Bahamian hutia. The data

gathered on his four field trips to

East Plana Cay—the only site in the

world where this particular species

survives—have contributed much of

what is presently known about this

nocturnal animal. Clough is a profes-

sor of human ecology at the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island. He is inter-

ested in the humanistic aspects of

science and is attempting to con-

struct a new ethic based on ecology.

He also plans to return to Norway to

continue his work with lemmings.

Charles Vaurie

Charles Vaurie has devoted

most of his career to studying the

distribution and svstematics of Pa-

learctic birds, and his two-volume

work, The Birds of the Palearctic

Fauna, is considered a classic in its

field. He is also interested in South

American birds and for the past

four vccirs has been preparing a

monograph on ovenbirds. Vaurie,

who was recently appointed curator

emeritus in the Department of Or-

nithology at The American Museum
of Natural History, also works six

months a year at the Museum Na-

tional d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris.

With a Land-Rover,

you can rub elbows
with the natives of

New England.

Or New Guinea.

A4-wheel-drive Land-Rover is

the ideal vehicle for exploring
the backroads of Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont. (Or any
other out-of-the-way part of the

U.S., for that matter.)

Its all-synchromesh 4-speed
transmission is equipped with a
2-speed transfer box that gives

the equivalent of 8 forward and
2 reverse gear ratios, resulting in

a full range of traction for all

kinds of surfaces.

So if your taste in travel runs
more towards the exotic, you
can book passage for your family

and Land-Rover, and explore
the wilderness of New Guinea.
Because with a Land-Rover,

your call of the wild will never go
unanswered.

For the name of your nearest
dealer call: 800-447-4700.
In Illinois call: 800-322-4400.

Land-Rover
British Leyland Motors Inc.

Leonia, New Jersey 07605

STANDARD EQUIPMENT: On the new Series

III Land-Rover we offer an all synchromesh
gearbox (4 forward speeds and reverse, plus a

2-speed transfer box. equals 8 fonward, 2 re-

verse); alternator; larger capacity heater; im-

proved power brakes plus new facia and other

styling advances.

As always; Four wheel drive. Full length metal

top. Body of corrosion resistant aluminum alloy

with sliding side windows. Side-hinged rear

door. Seats for seven. Windshield ventilators

with built in fly screens. Dual braking system.

Windshield washers. Back-up lights. Fresh air

heater and defrosters.

7



For people

who are still

individuals . .

.
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the Irish country hat
Each Irish country hat is hand-

crafted with pride by skilled artisans

on the wild, western coast of Ireland.

These hats are created by individuals,

not production
lines, and are de-

signed to become an
extension of your
own personality.

Shape your Irish

hat to suit yourself

The style of your
hat can say a lot.

That's why the Irish Benedicte Boullet,

hat leaves the final France

shape up to you.

The hand-woven
tweed is extra thick,

and fully lined in

the crown. It sheds

rain, protects from
the wind, and can
give you a comfort-

able shade from the

sun.
^^^ ^^^^

Irish coun try ha ts
"^ ''"

are made exclusively for Norm
Thompson, and come in distinctive

gray or brown tweed mixes. Sizes 614
to 8. Each $14.50. Two for $27.50.

You have full return privileges.

Dept. NH-1 ~ "

1805 N.W. Thurman
Portland, Ore. 97209

Telephone orders any time: ( 503 ) 221-0380

Qty. Size Brown Gray

Peter Christian,

Irish Hat(s)

D Check enclosed. Charge to my Bank-
Americard. D Master Charge. (Include all

raised letters and numbers on card.)

Card No.

Signature X
n Send tree 80 page color catalog,

"Escape jrom the ordinary"

Name

Address

City

Zip

Letters

A No>v Conwei-vation
CoiiC'Opt

The excellent article on "The
Black Rhinoceros" by John God-

dard [April, 1973] has inspired a

new concept in their conservation.

Suppose that an endangered animal

were shot with a tranquilizing gun

and its horn sawed off and a few

pints of blood removed. The horn

could then be replaced by a precast

fiber glass substitute and the animal

revived. The animal would then be

unsuitable for trophy sport or for

poaching and would probably sur-

vive unless it encroached on some

farmer's land. Furthermore, the au-

thentic blood and horn could be

sold in the Orient, financing efforts

to preserve the species.

Stuart L. Bench

San Francisco, California

Smokey and the La>v
The point of Dr. Cowles's article

[April, 1973] is well taken; how-

ever, in practical terms it will take

more than a change in attitude to

practice preventive burning. Gov-

ernment agencies have set up a

legal framework in which they

sustain no liability for damages.

If a government bureau sets a fire

and if the fire gets out of control

and results in destruction of prop-

erty or loss of life, then the ag-

grieved persons would present such

outrage that all officials connected

with the act would be fired. Com-
plete suppression of fire means that

any fire, no matter how destructive,

can be attributed to criminals or an

act of nature, and the agency and

its employees ctre absolved of all le-

gal responsibility. Purposeful bm-n-

ing will not be carried out on any

regular basis until a satisfactory sys-

tem is devised, providing for ade-

cpiate compensation and mollifica-

tion of the aggrieved individuals

when unintentional losses occur.

W. E. Sharp

Columbia, South Carolina

Win Some. . . .

I liked Jecon Gregory's wonder-

ful "Metamorphoses of the Mon-
arch" [April, 1973] very much. It

has that perfect equilibrium of deli-

cacy and strength that is always the

mark of the genuine. An extraordi-

nary feat from, clearly, an extraor-

dinary person.

James Zito

Bronxville, New York

And Lose Some
Excellent story on Jumbo [Feb-

ruary, 1973], but Zoological Gar-

dens in London have never been

Royal to my knowledge as a long-

time fellow. I think they wish they

were so honored.

Henry Field

Miami, Florida

The Ultimate Threat
Perhaps I can be permitted a be-

lated comment on "The Riddle of

the Pig," by Marvin Harris, which

appeared a few months ago.

A group I was with one evening

was involved in a wide-ranging dis-

cussion of the same problem. After

a few drinks, I proposed a minor-

league anthropological speculation,

which I share with you.

My solution is that the dietary re-

striction may reflect a cannibalistic

era in the dim past. The taste (I am
told) of pork and human meat is

similar, to the point where man,

considered as food, has often been

referred to as Long Pig.

If this premise is accepted, the

rest of the scenario becomes almost

self-evident. In order to move hu-

man society away from this prac-

tice, it is natural that taboos would

be instituted—even human-tasting

foods would be verboten. There are

many clues around us. Freud appar-

ently regarded cannibalistic epi-

sodes as integral to the beginning of

modern religion. In Lord of the

Flies, the most shocking sequence

is that in which the preparation of

boy and pig becomes confused.

Finally, we can't forget the

young people inveighing against po-

lice with the epithet "pig-" Tliey

may have been acting out a basic

atavism and really screaming the ul-

timate primitive threat.

A. R. LiBOFF

Chairman, Department of Physics

Oakland University



How Hasselblad
ensures that what you see
iswhatyouget

HASS£LBLAD
P A I L L A fi D
10 YEARS OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY

a. The Hasselblad picture size is a big 2y4".

And you get to see your image full-size, on a

2y4 " groundglass. Which mal<es for perfect com-
position and framing, focusing, depth-of-field—

because you can really see what you're doing!

b. And if you want to focus even more precisely,

our pop-up groundglass magnifier will do it.

c. If you'd like a little help in figuring out expo-

sures, just attach our unique exposure meter

winding knob. Transfer the light meter reading

to your Carl Zeiss lens and you will fiqd that the

f-stop and shutter speeds are neatly linked to-

gether to give you a simple choice of depth-

of-field and action stopping ability for perfect

exposures every time.

The System

d. And each lens has its own moveable depth-

of-field indicators, so that tricky calculation is

always done for you quickly and automatically.

These together ensure that anyone who has

the eye to see a good picture, can in fact get

that good picture . . . even if his technical knowl-

edge is not yet very advanced.

And the quality of that finished photograph

will tell you why you see Hasselblads walking

around on so many professional shoulders. Be-

cause the fine optics, plus the enormous range

of precision accessories, help produce the kind

of picture quality they need for enlarging and

reproducing.

If you're still a bit in awe of the Hasselblad

mystique, remember the astronauts. They were

professional spacemen not professional photog-

raphers, working in clumsy gloves and way-out

conditions. Yet they came back with a stunning

picture show. Because their camera was the

professional one. The infallible Hasselblad.

The photograph above was taken with a

Hasselblad from Apollo 17. For a 15"x15" color

reproduction of this NASA photograph send us

$1 or write for a free 54-page color catalog to

Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Linden,

New Jersey 07036. Other products: Bolex movie

equipment.
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A IVatii i-aliHi al l^a i-j»i' l>v Salvacioi* E. Liii-ia

Genesis

Billions of years ago, a nucleic acid molecule learned to replicate itself-

and life was on its precarious way

Like artifacts of the past that sur-

vive to become antiques, the orga-

nisms that are alive today represent

an exceptional sample from a large

range of possibilities. It will help to

understand life—and evolution,

which is the central feature of life—

if we reflect about human history

and look at it. not as the complete

record of past events, but as the in-

complete record of possible events

that might have occurred. Unlike

classical academic historians, mod-

ern historians inquire why certain

events occurred and others did not;

what economic forces, personalities,

and chance happenings shaped the

unique course of human affairs, se-

lecting out of the myriad of poten-

tial events those that came true.

In addition, it is important to un-

derstand another quality of such

historical processes, their irreversi-

bility. Each present, each cross sec-

tion of historv in time, is the unique

outcome of the events of the past

and, at the same time, the bot-

tleneck of the future. Unexploited

past opportunities may present

themselves again, but if they do, it

will be in a new context, under new
circumstances, to new generations

whose lives and cultures will be the

For life on earth to arise,

components of proteins

had to synthesize

from organic chemicals.

Crystallized hemoglobin

protein, left, is

shown X 21,600.

products of actual experiences that

have left their imprint on the

present and the future.

Like human history, life too is a

historical process. The living orga-

nisms of today ai'e the incomplete

record of the possibilities of the

past. The smallest bacteria, the

humblest worms and snails, the al-

gae and mosses, as well as the state-

liest trees, the most beautiful birds,

and the billions of human beings,

are a small sample of the total range

of living things that might have

existed. Individuals often experi-

ence a nostalgia for what might

have been, a longing for past op-

portunities either missed or never

available, and even more often, a

longing for horizons that might

have opened up if only. . . .

And yet, how many ever stop to

think how remarkable it is that they

exist at all? Each human being is

the actualization of an extremely

improbable chance—in fact, of a se-

ries of improbable chances that ex-

tend back billions of years to the

beginning of life on earth.

The forms of all living things

evolved by natural selection as

stages in a perennial blind struggle

for the perpetuation of life on earth.

By the time cells and multiple-cell

organisms had come into existence,

the lines were drawn. The fossil

record shows that about 400 million

years ago all the major groups of

animals and plants now in existence

were already represented by recog-

nizable ancestors.

Was natural selection always the

rule? Or was there a time when the

evolution of life proceeded, not by

the selection of the more favored

From Life—The Unfinished Experiment. Copyright

Published by Charles Scribner's Sons.

types among the descendants of

existing forms, but by the addition

of new forms arising from nonliving

matter—not only by the expansion

and differentiation of the old, but

also by the creation of new life?

According to the views of most

cosmologists, the universe started

about fifteen billion years ago with

a "big bang," an explosion out ot

which energy and matter emerged.

Whether this occurred from the col-

lapse of a preceding universe or

from a collision of matter and anti-

matter is an irrelevant question to

the biologist, for life did not exist at

that time. For billions and billions

of years, matter and radiation en-

ergy evolved physically and chem-

ically. Galaxies, including our own,

the Milky Way, came into being,

and many of them disappeared. In

the condensing clouds of matter,

stars—fiery balls that in turn ex-

ploded or cooled—were formed. In

the stars the simpler atoms collided,

fused, produced heavier atoms, and

emitted radiation energy, like the

light of the sun that now supports

life on earth. In the gravitational

fields of some stars, satellite masses

of matter that had already cooled

beyond the stage of atomic fusion

condensed and produced planets.

On at least one planet of one

star—the sun, which is now five or

six billion years old—physical and

chemical conditions developed that

made it possible for life to begin.

Whether this situation was unique

or whether, as cosmologists and

physical chemists argue, a chemical

path to some form of life is bound

to be set in motion wherever in the

universe the right phvsical and

©1973 by Salvador E. Luria.
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chemical setting exists may never

be answered.

Even by cosmic standards, tlic

beginning of life on earth is not a

recent happening. Half a billion

years ago the oceans teemed with

an enormous vaiiety of plant and

animal life, already preparing to

conquer the drying land. Photosyn-

thesis, the machinery for trapping

the energy of sunlight, had long

existed, and algae had flourished for

millennia. But what about eailier?

The primitive earth, a mass of

steaming vapors, had gradually

cooled until rocks had formed in its

mantle. The cooling had to go much

further before steam became water

and the oceans came into being. In

time, this water became, in the

words of the twentieth-century Brit-

ish biologist J.B.S. Haldane, a "hot,

thin soup," a solution of thousands

of chemical substances that could

support the beginning of hfe.

Under the physical action of

heat, electrical sparks, and ultra-

violet light, carbon, nitrogen, oxy-

gen, and hydrogen had combined to

produce a variety of compounds.
' Among them, scientists believe,

were also the simplest components

of present proteins and nucleic

acids. Today the chemist can repro-

duce in a test tube this prebiotic

synthesis of the building blocks of

life—amino acids and nucleic acid

components—from carbon dioxide,

ammonia, cyanogen, and other

simple substances.

If life developed only on earth

(as I believe) and not on the moon.

Mars, Venus, or Jupiter, it was be-

cause only earth had the right con-

ditions: the right size, distance from

the sun, and mixture of gases in the

atmosphere. Earth was fit for life,

so life arose. But how? Cells as such

could not have come into being

directly in the hot, thin soup, since

a cell is an enormously complicated

object. It is a piece of machinery

perfected to do a superior job of the

business of living—to provide an

optimal milieu for the synthesis of

the molecules of life, just as the

body of man provides an optimal

milieu for the cells of his organs.

Evolution already had a long his-

tory before cells came into being.

In the watery solution of prebiotic

organic chemicals, catalysis brought

about the synthesis of complex mo-

lecular species of all sorts, in-

cluding proteins and nucleic acids.

The nature of these primitive

catalysts, which acted before pro-

teins came into existence, is not

known. Almost certainly, clays

played an important role: chains of

amino acids can be produced in the

test tube in the presence of certain

types of clay. When seen through

the prism of science, the biblical

reference to the molding of man out

of clay, "I also am formed out of

the clay," .Job 33:6, may contain an

element of truth. Clays are remark-

able substances, made up of micro-

scopically thin plates with water-

seeking chemical groups on each

side. These chemical groups are

probably the catalytic agents—the

pre-enzymes of the distant past—

relatively unspecific yet of tremen-

dous use in the creation of life.

We can only speculate how many
millions of times molecules arose

that might have given a start to the

mainstream of life and how many of

them were successful. In order for

life to evolve, a form had to come

into being that could direct its own
replication. Today that role is re-

stricted to nucleic acids alone. Most

geneticists believe that the success-

ful starters in the early history of

life were nucleic acid molecules,

which, by a process of autocatalysis,

could help similar molecules to as-

semble. Early amino acid polymers,

possibly made with the help of clay,

might then have been replaced by

true proteins, that is, by "mean-

ingful" amino acid chains made by

translating a nucleic acid template.

But the truly creative advance—

the one that may in fact have hap-

pened only once—occurred when a

nucleic acid molecule learned to di-

rect the assembly of a protein,

which in turn helped the copying of

the nucleic acid itself. In other

words, a nucleic acid served as a

template for the assembly of a nu-

cleic acid polymerase. With this de-

velopment, tile first powerful bio-

logical feedback mechanism had

come into being. Life was on its

way.

I mentioned earlier that the story

of evolution is the record of the few

lines of descent that managed to

come into being from among the

many that might have been. How
much more loss of potential life

must have occurred in the billions

of years of precellular evolution?

Billions of times molecules must

have been formed that might have

12,
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reached the stage of self-replication

but did not. Of those that did, how
many were able to continue the proc-

ess? Is life, as it is known from the

present array of living things and
Irom the fossil record, the outcome
of a unique line of descent from a

single molecule among the mole-

cules that learned to reproduce

themselves? One primeval gene

could have evolved by joining with

its own copies, which then became
different from their parent (the

primitive reproductive process

probably being anything but accu-

rate) and gave rise to new genes

and groups of genes. Other alterna-

tives are also conceivable. A nucleic

acid capable of generating a protein

that helped copy it could have pro-

vided the replicating mechanism for

other, independently arisen nucleic

acids. These various nucleic acids

could then have become associated

in a more easily reproduced com-

plex.

Whether the lineage of life on

earth arose only once from the pre-

biotic chaos or whether multiple

events converged to generate com-

plexity will probably never be
known. Either way, precellular evo-

lution must have been extremely

slow, since the chemical syntheses

were without doubt exceedingly in-

efficient. The great speed-up must

have started with the invention of

the cell, which provided the effi-

ciency of an organized chemical fac-

tory. Cells also may have evolved

many times and in many places.

Nevertheless, there is no reason to

doubt that all organisms have

stemmed from a single successful

cell lineage.

Some mergers may have taken

place: mitochondria and chloro-

plasts are believed to be remnants

of bacteria that became associated

with other types of cells to create

unions capable of exploiting the oxy-

gen of the air or the light of the

sun. But this must have happened

hundreds of millions of yeai's after

the origin of cells, when a variety of

cell types already existed. At one

time, students of evolution thought

that bacteria resembled some primi-

tive form of life. But a bacterium,

with its thousands of genes and en-

zymes and its remarkably refined

adaptations to its environment, is

far from primitive.

Never again, except possibly in a

test tube experiment or on some

14
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other planet, will a sample of the

earliest forms of life be available.

Once a successful line of descent

arose, it must have spread so rap-

idly—that is, in one or two billion

years—as to pre-empt the vital

space in which any other line might

evolve. If life at the molecular level

were to start today, it would have

no chance to flourish.

In fact, it could not even get

started. The conditions that made
the start possible no longer exist,

for as life spread, it used up the

store of prebiotic organic chem-

icals. Then only those forms of life

could survive and prosper that were

able to synthesize the needed pieces

anew from inorganic substances,

such as carbon dioxide and am-

monia or nitrogen gas, and thus

were no longer dependent on the

primeval soup. The world is no

longer a soup: even if new organic

matter could come into being by

processes like those of the early

days of the earth, myriads of orga-

nisms are now present to make it

their food and assimilate it into

their own substance.

Thus, not only did its environ-

ment shape life, but life shaped that

environment and in so doing as-

sured its own undisputed triumph.

Yet that triumph was but the oppor-

tunity to continue to evolve, life al-

ways surviving by the skin of its

teeth. Time and again, conditions

became critical. New inventions, by

mutations and recombinations of

the genetic materials, were the key

to survival. Consider the history of

the devices by which organisms ob-

tain energy for life. Each of these—

fermentation, photosynthesis, respi-

ration—was an improvement over

the preceding one. But none of

them could have become estab-

lished if the inadequacies of the

previous device had not brought the

organisms to impending starvation.

Evolution works by threats, not by

promises, yet its result is the open-

ing of greener and greener pastures.

Photosynthesis, for example, was

a crucial jump in chemical evolu-

tion; it enabled cells to re-create

within themselves something resem-

bling the primeval soup of organic

substances, using the same force

that created the soup in the first

place—the energy of sunlight. Life

was thereby made independent of

its early environment and ready to

conquer the earth.
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The oxygen that plants released

in using sunlight changed the atmo-

sphere of the earth. Before pho-

tosynthesis, air consisted almosl en-

tirely of nitrogen and carbon

dioxide. Now oxygen makes up 20
percent of the atmosphere, screen-

ing the surface of the eai'th from le-

thal ultraviolet rays. Oxygen made
it possible for living organisms to

escape from the ocean and conquer

dry land but did not force them to

do so. Bacteria and other microbes

are able to directly use the oxygen

dissolved in water. In fishes and

other aquatic animals, oxygen
passes from water to the blood in

the gills. Mammals, birds, and all

other land animals get oxygen
directly from the air, to which they

return carbon dioxide.

Thus the cycle goes, green plants

producing oxygen and using carbon

dioxide, animals doing the reverse.

The balance of the whole sustains-

life. But it is always a precarious

balance. When a lake or stream re-

ceives too much organic matter, mi-

crobes and algae increase dispro-

portionately, using up the oxygen

faster than it can diffuse in from the

air, and the fish start to die. Life

flourishes when balance persists,

but imbalance and danger—them-
selves the agents of natural selec-

tion—always loom.

From its beginnings, through

many successes, life on earth trav-

eled its precarious path, driven by

natural selection, pushed by neces-

sity, bereft of a goal, unobserved,

and uncomprehended. Life had to

wait for man to appear before any

of its creatures asked the questions:

What is life and what am I? Some
men have believed, self-flatteringly,

that man himself was the goal, that

what evolution aimed at, what life

meant, what the entire universe

strove to produce was man, with his

consciousness, his inquiring mind,

his dissecting reason. I prefer to be

more humble. Man is but one prod-

uct, albeit a very special one, of a

series of blind chances and harsh

necessities. As with all evolution's

creations, his biological fate is to

make do, to survive as a species.

The skills provided by man's brain,

itself perhaps the most marvelous

achievement of evolution, can help

him pull through— if he does not

use these skills to maim and destroy

himself and his environment. But

he cannot escape his biological fate.
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just as earth and sun cannot escape

llieir cosniolof!;ieal destiny to de-

velop, (lourisli. age. and perish

when tiieir energy is spent. How
long can man last? Ten thousand

veiu-s? a million? ten million? Cer-

iainlv many fewer than the few bil-

lion yeai's of active radiation left to

the sun.

Within the time span of man's

existence on earth, he can hardly

plan or hope to escape this planet's

boundary bv colonizing new worlds.

The sun's other planets are not only

uninhabited but. biologically speak-

ing, uninhabitable. They may per-

mit some technologically main-

tained life—in a lunar laboratory for

example—but they cannot support

the evolution of earthly organisms.

Man's evolution has occurred on

eaith. is marked bv the eai-th, and

cannot be exported from it. At best,

the planets he has begun to explore

can serve him as colonies tradition-

ally serve the empires that conquer

them—as sources of pride, outlets

for the restless, and drains of emo-

tional and other resources.

What about the farther worlds,

planets of distant stars that may
support life, possibly even intelli-

gent life? It is widely believed that

life will have arisen and developed

wherever conditions were suitable

for it—possibly on millions of plan-

ets of as many stars. If this is true,

will man ever know where these

planets are in space or be able to

communicate with their in-

habitants? Twenty years ago, when

radio astronomy was in its am-

bitious youth, radio telescopes were

programmed to "listen" for signals

from the great beyond, scanning the

sky in the direction of stai-s that

might have planets similai" to earth;

whose inhabitants might be broad-

casting intelligible signals into the

universe. Such signals were ex-

pected to reflect intrinsic properties

of matter or thought-series of in-

tegers or prime numbers or for-

mulas describing the laws of phys-

ics.

No signal was detected and the

program was stopped, although it

may soon be reactivated. But the

lure of the unknown remains. Are

men, as conscious, inquisitive

beings, unique in the universe or

not? Whatever the answer, surely

man can be proud that he has come

far enough in biological evolution

to ask such questions. D
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Bios by Arthur W. Galston

Healtli Care
in

INortli Vietnam
Despite the war, the DRVN has reduced its death rate

and controlled many once rampant diseases

Like the educational system in

the Democratic Republic of Viet-

nam (described in this column last

month), that country's medical fa-

cilities are efficiently mobilized and

remarkably appropriate to the

needs of a nation at war.

Clearly, a small, postcolonial

Asian nation cannot sustain a first-

rate scientific research estab-

lishment while fighting a war of at-

trition against superior Western

powers. The medical science that I

had the opportunity to obserye dur-

ing my 1971 yisit to Hanoi and en-

virons was of necessity applied but

nonetheless impressive. Not only

had it survived several decades of

war, it had continued to train new
personnel and expand its services.

What is more, this scientific effort

had proved to be indispensable to

the war effort.

Health care in North Vietnam is

directed by the Ministry of Public

Health. Its achievements were
spelled out for me by Dr. Le Van
Phung, Director of Hospitals, in

some statistics he supplied during

my visit to the Ministry.

Under French colonial rule,

cholera, smallpox, trachoma, ma-

laria, venereal disease, and leprosy

were rampant, and infant mortality

high. There were only forty-seven

hospitals in the entire country, and

one doctor per 180,000 population.

By 1971, these statistics had
changed dramatically. There was

one doctor for every 7,000 individ-

uals, and if auxiliary medical per-

sonnel are included, there was one

for every 1,600. The annual death

rate had been reduced from 26 to

7.6 per thousand, maternal mortal-

ity from 20 to 0.8 per thousand

births, and neonatal mortality (first

month of life) from 300 to 26 per

thousand births. Cholera, polio, ty-

phoid, paratyphoid, smallpox, and

plague had been brought under con-

trol by vaccination. The incidence

of trachoma had been reduced from

80 to 40 percent and that of ma-

laria from 9 to 0.14 percent. Ma-
laria had been controlled primarily

with DDT supplied by the Soviet

Union, but because of new, resistant

strains of mosquitoes, the disease

was again on the rise. The in-

cidence of leprosy had been re-

duced from 2 to 1 percent, although

facilities for leprosy treatment had

been diminished when the world-re-

nowned 2,600-bed Quynh Lap lep-

rosai'ium was destroyed by repeated

aerial bombardment. The incidence

of tuberculosis had declined from 4
to 1.5 percent, partly through de-

velopment of a heat-killed variant

of the standard BCG preparation

that makes storage and transport

easier. Venereal disease had been

reduced to several hundred cases a

year, primarily because prostitution

had been banned.

The basic unit responsible for

this progress in public health is the

village maternity clinic. In 1971,

there were 6,000 of them compared

to 200 in 1955. Almost every vil-

lage in the country hcis such a

clinic, usually staffed by at least one

doctor, an auxiliary doctor, a mid-

wife with two to three years' train-

ing, a nurse, and a pharmacist.

These clinics have improved san-

itation practices throughout Viet-

nam by promoting the use of two

technical advances, shown to us in

scale models by Dr. Phung. The
first innovation was a new type of

double-compartment privy that

combines sanitation with produc-

tion of economically valuable ferti-

lizer. Only one compartment is in

use at a time. Urine is led off sepa-

rately, and feces collected in a com-

partment to which a sand and ash

mixture is added after each use.

When that compartment is full, it is

hermetically sealed and the other

compartment is put into use. After

two months' anaerobic incubation

of the first compartment, during
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which all parasites are killed and
odors destroyed, the residual mate-
rial is removed and used as ferti-

lizer. The second compartment is

then sealed off, the first returned to

use, and the cycle is begun again.

Except for a small section of Hanoi
that has a sewer system, the entire

country now employs such toilet fa-

cilities.

The second innovation insures

supplies of clean drinking water.

Family groups of two or three are

taught by the clinic to dig a good
well with watertight stone-lined

sides. If the water table is too deep
for a well, they filter swamp water

through a sand-filled channel.

The network of clinics forms the

first level of a pyramidal system,

which progresses to district, then

provincial hospitals, and includes

special dispensaries for diseases

such as trachoma, tuberculosis, and
leprosy. In addition to their treat-

ment facilities, the provincial sta-

tions have become record centers

for the National Institute of Hy-
giene and Epidemiology for poten-

tial and actual epidemics as well as

individual case histories. The insti-

tute also operates mobile units for

immunization programs and distri-

bution of public health information.

In Hanoi the institute's mobile

units collect samples and handle all

preliminary laboratory work for epi-

demic control.

Despite the war, the population

(21 million in 1971) has been in-

creasing annually by about
600,000, or 2.8 percent. Since this

rate is considered too rapid for opti-

mum development of the countrv,

birth control information and con-

traceptive supplies such as condoms
and intrauterine devices are dis-

pensed through the village clinics.

Abortion by dilation and curettage

is available on request at the district

hospitals.

Many special measures were in-

stituted to maintain health services

during the air w£u-. Dr. Phung de-

scribed how casualties were min-

imized through trenches, camou-
flage, and bomb shelters, as well as

by dispersal of buildings and people

(as with the Agricultural College

mentioned in the May article on
wartime education in the DRVN).
One village in the demilitarized

zone, although hit with 430 tons of

explosives in 180 bombardments,
had suffered only six dead and
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twenty-nine wounded by 1971 be-

cause of efficient use of bomb sbel-

ters. Casualties were treated by a

four-level network. Medics in each

village dug out collapsed shelters,

resuscitated victims, tied tourni-

quets and set splints, and moved
patients to the village clinics when
necessary. There, transfusions and

treatment against shock could be

given and minor wounds treated.

Surgical cases were evacuated to

the district hospitals, all of which

could perform routine operations.

Cranial surgery, however, was per-

formed only at top-level provincial

hospitals. Because of the war, all

medical students are now trained in

surgery.

I learned still more about medi-

cal care in the DRVN from Dr. Ton
That Tung of the Viet Due Huu
Nghi Hospital. A former vice-minis-

ter of public health, this vigorous,

forcefid man has been designated a

"Hero of Labor" and is highly re-

spected by the entire scientific com-

munity. He trained in Hanoi as a

surgeon and is now a member of the

Surgical Academy in Paris and of

the Academy of Medical Scientists

of the Soviet Union. During the

anti-French resistance, he founded

a hospital in the forest, which led in

1954 to the establishment in Hanoi

of the present 350-bed facility

used as a surgical training clinic

for the medical school of the

university.

The Hanoi University medical

school is the only medical school in

the DRVN. It graduates three hun-

dred to five hundred doctors a year.

The course takes five to six years

following secondary school.
Formerly, students were employed

in the hospital doing routine chores

during their first year, as in the

French system, but the war and the

necessary dispersal of facilities have

forced the adoption of the Ameri-

can system in which students do not

enter the hospital until their third

year. Dr. Tung feels this is less de-

sirable as it deprives students of

early contact with patients and thus

the opportunity of better under-

standing them.

In addition to the university

medical school, twenty technical

schools throughout the country

each year train eight hundred to a

thousand paraprofessional person-

nel (called "feldschers," as in the

Soviet Union) in a three-year

course. For the first time these

schools are supplying enough
nurses as well.

Although housed in modest quar-

ters, the university hospital seemed
clean and well run. Most of the

equipment came from the Soviet

Union, China, East Germany, and
Hungary, but there was also some
from France and Great Britain and
even a few oxygenators from the

United States. The latter were
rarely used. Dr. Tung said, because

they waste precious oxygen. The
hospital had recently received the

gift of a heart-lung machine from

the American Friends Service Com-
mittee, for which Dr. Tung repeat-

edly expressed his appreciation.

However, the hospital needs more
standard equipment and suffers a

chronic shortage of medicines, espe-

cially methotrexate, isoniazid, strep-

tomycin, and antibiotics.

Continued on page 76
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OldGloryandtheINew

Caught in the crosscurrents of international politics,

a once great Pacific culture is foundering

t)y David Labby

There was a time when the island

of Yap, in the Carolines, was the

core of an island empire, and from

a chain of atolls that reached far

across the western Pacific, huge

oceangoing canoes brought tribute

to Yap's chiefs. In return, the Ya-

pese watched over the people of

these smaller, poorer, less protected

islands, and allowed them the use of

Yap's more plentiful resources.

Today that empire has been sub-

merged in the currents of global

politics and economics. Yap itself is

now a part of the United States' is-

land empire, Micronesia, the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands

created bv the United Nations in

the aftermath of World War II. Bat-

tles such as those on Eniwetok,

Kwajalein, Saipan, and Truk made
clear the strategic military value of

the more than two thousand, large

and small Pacific islands that Japan

had held under a mandate from the

League of Nations. Scattered

through an expanse of ocean as

large as the continental United

States, the territorv includes three

different island chains, the Caro-

lines, the Marshalls, and the Mai"-

ianas (except Guam)—all of Micro-

nesia except the Gilberts—and
provides an important focal point in

the Pacific between Asia and the

Americas.

Having captured the islands, the

United States lobbied in the United

Nations to have them declared a

"strategic trust" under its conti-ol.

This was a unique aiTangement that

went beyond the usual agreement
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binding the trustee to oversee the

political and economic development

of the ai'ea towai-d "self-determina-

tion or independence." It further

allowed the United States to build

any military installations necessary

for "the maintenance of inter-

national peace and security."

Translated into the concrete

terms of modern politics, the ar-

rangement has meant that the

people of Eniwetok and Bikini were

removed from their islands to allow

for nuclear testing, that Kwajalein

has been turned into a missile test-

ing range, that some 60 percent of

the territory's land resources have

been retained by the United States

as "public land," which has been or

may be appropriated for civilian or

military use, and that from 1951 to

1962 one-half of Saipan in the Mar-

ianas was sealed off by the CIA as a

secret base.

It has also meant that the United

States has been somewhat less than

eager to allow the more than

100,000 inhabitants of this strate-

gic area to move toward indepen-

dence or self-government. In fact,

when Australia grants Papua New
Guinea independence on December

1,1973, ten of the eleven trust ter-

ritories will have achieved self-de-

termination, leaving only Micro-

nesia still under foreign admin-

istration. For several years negotia-

tions concerning the future political

status of the territory have been un-

der way between Micronesian polit-

ical leaders and the United States.

However, when the Micronesian de-
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legation began discussing the possi-

bility of complete independence at

the latest round of meetings held

in Hawaii in September, 1972,

the United States broke off the

talks.

The territory's political depen-

dence is just one aspect of Ameri-

can administration. Another is the

steady erosion of traditional culture

as the territory's inhabitants in-

creasingly adopt American values

and institutions.

During the two years mv wife

and I spent on Yap, we lived in sev-

eral Yapese villages and, for a brief

time, in Yap's growing capital, Co-

lonia. Yap has had the reputation of

being the most conservative of the

six island districts in the trust terri-

tory, in part because until twenty

years ago the Yapese hesitated to

move into Colonia and participate

in its economic life, and in part be-

cause the Yapese have maintained

their traditional dress longer than

many other island people. A visitor

to Yap can still see women in grass

skirts walking along the main road

neai' Colonia or a plane being re-

fueled by a man wearing an elabo-

rate loincloth decorated with a loop-

ing hibiscus belt.

Yap has not been modernized to

the extent of larger islands, such as

Saipan, which are more attractive

for trade and colonization, but nei-

ther has it remained unchanged,

like the smaller atolls of the isolated

outer islands. In many ways. Yap
strikes a mean between extremes,

and the social conditions there can

be taken as representative of Micro-

nesia as a whole.

Before Yap first came under con-

tinual foreign administration in the

late nineteenth century, the island

supported an estimated forty thou-

sand people. Working the land and

sea, they used these resources as

they had been transformed and de-

veloped by the generations who la-

Outrigger canoes, now used as

showpieces on Yap, are still

common on the isolated

outer islands. Today, most

Yapese use outboards for

fishing and transportation.

In the background is a

men's house—most of these

were destroyed during

World War II.

Children in the traditional

villages are raised by

all the adult members of the

extended family. Older

children are taught to

assume responsibility for

younger brothers and sisters.
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bored before them. Huge, aiTow-

sbaped, stone fish traps had been

built out into the lagoon, and thou-

sands of wet taro patches—shallow,

square, muddy pits that produced

Yap's basic staple—had been labori-

ously excavated out of the coastal

flats and irrigated by fresh water

channeled down from the central

hills. It is only since 1945, when
the United States began governing

the island, that the Yapese have

begun to give up these traditional

occupations.

In the past, most of the 130 or so

villages on Yap were located behind

dense mangrove entanglements
close to the shore. Here the land is

fertile and the villages stood amid a

luxurious green enclosure of coco-

nut palm, banana, papaya, mango,
breadfruit, betel, and tropical chest-

nut. But not all of Yap's 37 square

miles are equally productive; the in-

land hills range from grassy rises in

the south, fertile enough to support

extensive yam gardens, to an unpro-

ductive plateau, with acres of to-

tally barren badlands, in the north.

Consequently the pattern of IKe re-

flected the premium that had come
to be placed on rights to land and

sea resources.

Every piece of land, every tree.

every bit of fishing area inside the

reef surrounding the island was
owned. A hierarchy based on land

ownership developed, and villages

were divided into two major social

strata, that of the landowning
"chiefs" and that of the landless

''servants," and subdivided into

seven ranked levels. Each house-

hold within the village was ranked,

as well as each individual within the

household, on the basis of its rights

to land.

Traditionally, the village was the

center of Yapese hfe. In it, each

family group worked its own gar-

dens and taro patches and fished its

own sea plots, occasionally joining

together under the direction of the

village chiefs for a communal
project.

Today a large number of these

villages have been abandoned.
Walking along any of the island's

interconnecting paths, one can see

scores of overgrown house founda-

tions, raised rock platforms that

once supported high-peaked Yapese

houses. Hidden away in the dense

stands of coconut palm and tropical

vegetation, an occasional old couple

or family keeps their ancestral vil-

lage alive.

Two such isolated villages are
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neighboring Gilfith and Rang,

where we stayed for five monliis in

1970. At the time, ten families,

who followed many of the old cus-

toms, lived there. Two magnificent

men's houses, rebuilt after the war

on coral platforms in the lagoon,

were being used for meetings,

drinking pai-ties, making prepara-

tions for fishing, and sleeping.

Women were not allowed to wear

Western di'ess within the bound-

aries of the villages, and during

menses they were still required to

seclude themselves in the dapal, or

menstrual huts, some of the last on

Yap. The family we hved with in

Rang followed the old eating class

system based on tabugid ("purity")

and taay ("impurity").

Men were tabugul with respect

to women, who were taay in that

they menstruated and gave birth to

children. A man's food was har-

vested from a sepai-ate piece of land

from that of his wife or children. It

was cooked in a separate cookliouse

and eaten with separate utensils.

The family we lived with still had

five separate cooking areas, two for

the adult married brothers who
shai-ed the house, one for their ag-

ing mother, one for their wives and

young children, and another for

their young unmarried daughters.

The family's daily existence was

based on the old ways. In the morn-

ing the women set out for the gar-

dens with their digging sticks and

large coconut frond baskets, the

youngest children trailing behind

them. The men gathered at the

men's house where they prepared

for fishing or repaired nets , and

boats. But the village adults were

getting old. Some of their children

had ah-eady left the village for jobs

in town. Others were at the island

A mother and child await

the start of a celebration

in Gilfith. Frequent

celebrations attract those

with ties to the villages

and serve to reinforce

traditions for those

who have moved to Colonia.



The Palauans living on Yap

were the first to adopt

American-style dancing,

followed by the more

conservative Yapese.

Noon hour dances are held

at the Yap high school.

urbs oriented to the events and op-

portunities of the capital, where a

large part of Yap's population of

4,000 now lives. Consequently, the

villages have ceased to be self-con-

tained social units; regulated bv the

five-dav work week, the villagers

find it difficult to keep up their tra-

ditional obligations, while chiefs

can no longer command the alle-

giance due them.

The growth of Colonia has

cleai'lv affected all levels of \apese
life. The town stands on a promon-

tory next to a large opening in the

reef that creates Yap's central hai"-

bor. There, for approximately a

hundred vears. Yap's successive co-

lonial administrations have had

their headquarters. Today Colonia

is the administrative center of Yap
District, an area that includes not

onlv Yap proper but also the outer

islands w"here one-third of the dis-

trict's 7,500 inhabitants live in rela-

tive isolation. Significantly, it is

only in the last two decades that Co-

lonia has become the focal point of

Yapese hfe.

Yap has been under foreign in-

fluence for 450 years, sporadic at

first, with the comings and goings

of copra traders, but constant since

1886 when it was first claimed by

Spain. After losing the Spanish-

American War. the Spanish sold the

island to Germany in 1899. At the

outbreak of World War I, Germany
lost Yap to Japan, and the Japanese

lost it to the Lnited States during

World Wai- II.

The Germans established the

first effective administration on

Yap, trained a Yapese police force

and ai-my, and used Yapese labor to

build roads and a canal, but their

plans to turn the island into a col-

ony of copra plantations were cut

short when Japan seized Micro-

nesia. The Japanese, in turn, estab-

lished sugar plantations on Saipan

and began fishing, mining, and

farming projects elsewhere, but

found that the resources of Yap had

little potential. A sizable Japanese

administrative and commercial col-

ony developed on the island, but

the Yapese were only peripherally

involved. x\lthough many were re-

quired to labor at tasks appointed

bv the administration, especially

during the mihtai'v buildup of the

island before World War II, the Ya-

pese continued to support them-

selves bv traditional patterns. The
Japanese, primarily interested in

colonization, did not hide their be-

lief that the Yapese \^ere a vastly

inferior people who had not pro-

gressed beyond a primitive, matrili-

neal stage of society.

In 1945 the United States as-

suined control of Micronesia and

for the next sbc years Y"ap was ad-

ministered by the U.S. Navy. Co-

lonia remained the center of admin-

istration, but it was much smaller

and less developed than it had been

in pre^vai- Japanese times. The
Americans rebuilt the roads and a

hospital, and set up an elementary

school system. Because inadequate

appropriations did little to improve

the war-devastated and economi-

cally backward area, the \ apese re-

mained generally suspicious of

American efforts, and the island

quietly stagnated.

American administrators of the

island did have one important polit-

cal asset, however—the Micro-

nesians" remembrance of life under

Japanese rule just prior to, and dur-

ing. World War II. The Japanese

broke up houses and canoes for fire-

wood, used stone house foundations
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and even some traditional stone

money for construction work, and

razed men's houses and meeting-

houses lest they be spotted as popu-

lation centers by American airmen.

The Yapese remembered the forced

labor and harsh discipline imposed

by the Japanese, and they knew
that their once vigorous population

had come dangerously close to ex-

tinction. Diseases introduced by the

first Westerners in the area had pro-

gressively reduced the population,

until at the end of the Japanese oc-

cupation there were only about

2,500 people left. The Yapese
felt the depopulation resulted from

the increasingly difficult conditions

of life thev had to endure under the

Japanese. Against this background,

the initial American neglect of the

area seemed simplv like noninter-

ference, a promising change from

previous colonial administrations.

In 1951 the U.S. Department of

the Interior was given responsibility

for the area. Headquarters were es-

tablished at Colonia and new public

services created salaried positions

that could be occupied by Yapese.

As job opportunities—in constnic-

tion and other businesses— in-

creased, more villagers moved to

the town and began to participate

in the economic life of Yap.

In the earlv 1960s the United

States shifted from its policy of "be-

nign neglect." There was new con-

cern for the area based on its im-

portance to United States security.

In 1962 President Kennedy set

forth, as American policy, "the

movement of Micronesia into a per-

manent relationship with the U. S.

within our political framework."

Annual appropriations were in-

creased; from $5 to S7 million they

rose in only ten years to the present

Traditional dance movements,

still an important part of
Yapese culture, are

performed at celebrations

honoring the completion

of village projects.

Over the past few years,

however, villages have begun

to limit celebrations to

two annual holidays.
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$60 million level. With the new ap-

propriations came more American
personnel hired to manage the en-

larged government programs, the

Peace Corps, and most recently,

civic action teams from the differ-

ent branches of the militaiy. As
new jobs opened up and shipping

and air facilities improved, the new
consumer economy reached out to

more and more Yapese.

One of the factors that contrib-

uted to the rapid social transforma-

tion of the Yapese was their con-

cern for social status and mobility.

Traditionally, almost all social stat-

uses—chief, priest, or servant—were

related to particulai- plots of land.

To increase its standing in the so-

cial hierarchy, each new generation

of a clan was expected to seek out

land of higher status in higher rank-

ing villages. Once employment op-

portunities became available under

the Americans, the same social proc-

ess could take place in a job hier-

archy that offered prestige, power,

and economic rewards in a new
context.

The expansion of job and con-

sumer opportunities in Colonia dur-

ing the last fifteen years has trans-

formed the town from an American
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administrative colony to a sprawl-

ing collection of stores, bars, and
shanties. The government buildings

and \^ estern-style official resi-

dences ai-e still the center of Co-

lonia. but no^v there is also a new
bank and a shopping complex. Cars,

motorcycles, kerosene stoves and

refrigerators, radios, and wrist-

watches, the majority imported

from Japan, can be bought on time

A I iiitcd Slates Army Santa

Claus, a bewildering

apparition to many Yapese

children, delivers gifts each

year at the Yap airport.

pa\nicnts or loans, sometimes at

liigh interest rates.

There is constant activitv in Co-

lonia's new, urban life. Government
and military jeeps, tracks, and
heavy road-building equipment
cross and recross the town center.

On "plane days" buses and trucks

head out to the airport to meet the

plane, which stops at Yap on its

wav from Guam to Palau and again

on the way back. At five o'clock the

bars and stores begin to fill. A
steady stream of buses and Japanese

cai's, their mufflers eroded by the

salt in the coral-rock-surfaced

roads, rumbles out to the villages.

By evening the town has settled

down to the noises of the bai-s and

the nightly offering of westerns and

war movies.

The \ apese residents of Colonia

live clustered in small houses on the

hillsides and along the shore. Many
of the houses are crude shacks

made of scrap metal and discarded

packing crates, and most do not

have access to public water or elec-

tricity. Outhouses extend over the

bay, which once also served for

bathing. Now it is lined with signs

warning that the water is polluted

and unsafe. Garbage is simply

thiown in the bushes. In these

shantytowns the traditional "Ya-

pese" way of life is becoming in-

creasinglv distant and irrelevant to

Colonia's job market, more and
more a mere account of what was

once done and once thought. Tradi-

tional values, patterns of authority,

and sense of identity are weakening,

and manv Yapese are finding it dif-

ficult to cope with the changing

world created by the Americans.

Problems of drunkenness and juve-

nile delinquency ai'c common.
At the southern edge of town,

along Colonia's harbor, are commu-
nities of outer islanders and Pa-

lauans. The outer islanders of Yap

District come into Colonia lo work,

visit, or get medical care at the dis-

trict hospital. Coming from islands

that were formerly subservient to

Yap, outer islanders are still con-

scious of the deference behavior re-

quired of them on Yap. Many are

hesitant to venture bevond their

small, crowded compound. They
tend to go about only in groups,

walking self-consciously into the

center of town and back. As if for

contrast, the aggi'essive, urban Pa-

lauans with their American-styled

clothes and brightly painted cars

have established themselves nearby

in a well-organized and flourishing

community. They live in plvwood
and sheet metal houses, some with

electricity and water.

The Palauans, whose island 250
miles to the south of Yap served as

the headquarters of the Japanese, are

among the most modernized and

technically skilled of Micronesians

and were drawn to Yap by favorable

job opportunities. As the Yapese
have become more job oriented and

urbanized, an undercurrent of ri-

valry has evolved between the two

groups, occasionally erupting in

street fights and barroom brawls.

Few "V apese, however, lead a

completely urban life. Even in town
the women continue to provide the

family with food from their gardens

and taro patches, often making a

weekend excursion out to a village

to harvest a week's supply. In place

of their traditional contribution of

fresh fish, men working in town
provide the family with money to

buy such store goods as canned fish,

corned beef, crackers, and canned

milk. Because families still rely on

women's labor, only a part of the

men's wages have to be spent on

necessities; a man can spend the

rest as he desires, usually on beer.

To the Yapese, Colonia is the

frontier of a new kind of life, with a

new set of material wants, needs,

and satisfactions and a new set of

social relations. The opportunities

appear unlimited. Money seems

easy; the supply of consumer goods,

inexhaustible; and the possibilities

for amusement, unending. Most Ya-

pese admit that compared to what

they experienced under the Japa-

nese or the Germans, life has defi-

nitely improved.
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} apcsc buys cluwn during a

school recess. Paint left

over from class provided the

facial (idornnieiit.

Yet as Micronesian political lead-

ers have perceived, the prosperity

emanating from Colonia and the

other district centers is only pos-

sible at a certain cost. As the Ya-

pese and other Micronesians de-

mand more and more consumer
goods manufactured outside the ter-

ritory, they become accustomed to a

life-stvle they cannot afford on the

basis of their own productive re-

sources, at least not as they have

been developed under American ad-

ministration. Roads, bridges, air-

ports, docks, water systems,

schools, and health facilities have

been built, but except for the estab-

lishment of a tuna fishing operation

in Palau, the territory's own eco-

nomic development has been nil.

Copra, marine products, tourism,

and for a while, scrap metal sal-

vaged from the tons of wrecked mil-

itary equipment left on the islands

after the war have provided some
export revenues. Still those reve-

nues do not come close to balancing

the cost of the imports Micro-

nesians now demand, much of

which are foodstuffs that could be

produced locally.

The repercussions have now be-

come quite clear. The Congress of

This portrait of a Yapese

family sitting against

a piece of traditional stone

money was taken for a son

studying in the United

States, who later returned

to Yap with an American

wife. Stone money, quarried

in Palau many years ago,

is still used throughout

Yap as a ceremonial

medium of exchange.

Micronesia, formed in 1961 In

indigenous political leaders and pal-

lerncd after the U.S. federal legisla-

lure, has long been aware of the po-

litical and economic bind American
policy has created for the lerrilorv.

Towai-d the end of 1969, negotia-

tions began between an elected de-

legation from the Congress of Mi-

cronesia and the United States

concerning the future political

status of the trust territory islands.

The Micronesians first favored a

'Tree association" with the States,

an arrangement by which they

would continue to accept the pres-

ence of the American militai-y but

only at a negotiated price. For

many this represented a com-
promise between the ideal of com-

plete self-government and the

present economic necessities. Talks

with U.S. representatives, however,

have served to delineate quite

clearly the natm^e of American in-

terest in Micronesia, one in-

extricably tied to its geographical

location, and have convinced more
than a few leaders that such a com-

promise is not feasible.

At last summer's special session

of the Congress of Micronesia, the

review of an incomplete draft of a

free-association compact led a ma-

jority of members of the Congress

to sign a letter opposing it as entail-

ing too great a compromise of Mi-

cronesian sovereignty. While the

United States had agreed to Micro-

nesian control of land, it had also

demanded permanent rights to mili-

tary bases as well as special "emer-

gency rights" to land. The Congress

further instructed its delegation to

consider the possibility of complete

independence, as well as free asso-

ciation, in the negotiations, leading

to the United States' walkout from

the political status talks last Sep-

tember.

As the vision of an independent

and neutral Micronesia—self-suf-
ficient on its own, as yet untapped,

marine, land, and human re-

sources—attracts more Micronesian

leaders, the problems facing them
become even lai-ger. Since 1970,

imports have almost doubled
again—to $426 million in 1971—
while exports have remained the

same at about $3 million. Mean-
while, the American governmental

l)urcaLici'ac\ continues to increase.

Tourism is beginning to boom with

an influx of money from the United

States and .Japan, but there is no

guarantee that Micronesians will

share its profits, other than as por-

ters, chambermaids, and "natives."

A Yap Nature Life Park, con-

sisting of a few semipermanent huts

and tents for tourist quarters, was

recently opened on one of the is-

land's more beautiful beaches by a

Yapese entrepreneur backed with

Japanese capital. More and more,

Micronesians are being drawn into

the new economic world without

any development of indigenous pro-

ductive resources to support them,

thereby increasing their finamial

and pohtical dependency.

Wliile most Yapese have been

satisfied with life under the Ameri-

cans, recent movements against

government plans for a jet airport

and a reservou' system that would
require the condemnation of Ya-

pese land have caused many Yapese

to question their lack of control of

their own island. Still, there has

been no general political education

beyond occasional radio programs,

usually in English, and political

awareness remains low.

Micronesian leaders will have to

contend not only with a politically

undeveloped and disparate constitu-

ency but also with an American
government reluctant to loosen its

hold on an area of strategic military

importance. With the loss of Ameri-

can military bases in Okinawa, Mi-

cronesia has become even more im-

portant to the United States, as

indicated by Air Force plans to

build a large base on Tinian and

military demands for more than

one-quarter of the land area of

Palau.

Commenting on the breakdown
of the status talks, the head of the

U.S. delegation, Franklin Haydn
Williams said that the United States

will never give up the trusteeship

"on ground which would in any

way threaten the stability of the

area and which would in the opin-

ion of the United States endanger

international peace and security."

To the Micronesians who know
what such phrases have meant in

the past, this must sound ominous

indeed. D
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Seeds:
Ttie Carriers
of Life
An Arcliitect's Portfolio
of Botanical Sketclies
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The first real seeds were naked—they had no hard

protective coating Hke the seeds of today. But they

were an evolutionary advance over spore-bearing

plants because they no longer required water for the

fertilization process. Instead, the female plant was

pollinated by wind-borne male cells. Naked seeds

produced the trees and shrubs of the first great

coniferous forests of the dinosaur age—the ancestors of

our redwoods and pines. Some of the naked-seed

plants that evolved at that time are ginkgos, firs,

spruces, and cycads.

It is difficult to determine with certainty how
naked-seed plants evolved into modern plants with

covered seeds. There must have been a gradual

change, but no fossilized record shows the complete

process. Eight hundred million years elapsed between

the first ocean plants and the birth of flowers. A
multitude of colors then invaded the greens of ferns,

mosses, and dark, coniferous forests. With the flowers

came seeds of all sizes, shapes, and colors—seeds with

coatings, insulated from excessive heat, moisture, and

cold. Through a complex development of fertilization

and genetic change, the seed became a carrier of the

tiny embryonic plant. It also insured initial growth of

the young plant by storing nourishment in the form of

oils, carbohydrates (starch and sugar), and protein.

Furthermore, a variety of devices evolved for the

dispersal of the seeds.

The ovary of the flower contains the structure for

the developing seeds and systems for their protection,

packaging, and distribution. The ovary takes many
forms even within the same genus of plants; at

maturity, it may develop into a fleshy or dry fruit. In

simple cases, the mature fruit is a container that dries

out and splits open along a given margin, spilling its

seeds at random. In more complex systems, the

specialized ovary develops wings, hooks, screws,

explosive devices, or spring-loaded propellants. Some
systems rely on animals, birds, and insects to carry

their life-giving contents to another place, insuring

seed distribution and offering a better chance for

survival of the species. Other seed systems float, sail,

spin, and parachute to their new resting places.

The seeds of common plants, such as the thistle,

dandelion, and milkweed, have been dispersed

through the air for millions of years on the same
principle as the glider and the parachute. Winged
fruits, known as samaras, range in size from the very

small to the very large. They fall slowly, autogyrating

in still air. But when picked up by strong winds, the

flight distance of these fruits is greatly increased,

resulting in broad dispersion of a species. The maple

key is a typical example. Other, similar winged seeds

are produced by the tulip tree, the tree of heaven, the

common ash, and the Indian bean tree. Another
variation of winged-seed systems is found in the highly

specialized airfoil leaf of the basswood. In this plant,

bundles of three or four seeds hang below the leaf

wing on delicate stems, providing stability as the

whole mechanism glides gracefully to earth.

Some fruits have become adapted to transportation

by water. They are insulated, buoyant, and sufficiently

waterproof to float great distances. The coconut, for

example, consists of a hard nut, impervious to

seawater, that is contained within a fibrous, air-filled

husk. The whole assembly is ideally suited to its

element of transport—the sea. Sea beans, as in certain

Entadas, have an air cavity inside their hard shells

making them buoyant for floating in water. These

mechanisms for floating combined with their

insulation against seawater have enabled the coconut

and sea bean to be widely distributed in the tropical

areas of the world.

The seed head of the lotus, a freshwater plant, floats

top down in the water, carried along by wind and

currents. In this position, the seeds, which are heavier

than water, fall out and drop to the bottom where they

eventually germinate.

The wild geranium has a seed pod system that

consists of a central axis surrounded by five carpels,

each of which is connected to the axis by a flexible

springlike structure. When the carpels are matiu-e, the

dried out spring connections snap the seed containers

sharply upward, catapulting the seeds for some
distance. Wood sorrel, spurge, violets, and witch hazel

are other plants that have similar explosive systems for

seed ejection. Incorporating a variation of these seed

ejection systems, the squirting cucumber, which grows

in the wet forests of central and eastern Mediterranean

regions, produces a hairy, cucumberlike fruit. As the

fruit ripens, pressure—probably caused by gas

generated by heat and decay—builds up inside it.

When the pressure becomes great enough, the fruit

explodes, shooting the hard seeds as far as twenty-five

feet through the air.

At least 200,000 species of flowering plants are

known in the world today. Each has its own unique

structure and seed system, modified and refined over

millions of years to insure survival in its particular

environment. The following portfolio of sketches

shows some of these engines of nature, which are the

very promise of life. D
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radicle

seed coat

endosperm
cotyledon

seed section

When the nutlike fruits of the lotus become ripe

in their individual pockets, the whole seed

head breaks from the stem (A)

and falls into the water where it floats face down.

Even if the head is righted, it will automatically

turn upside down again. Owing to its

fibrous interior and many air spaces,

the lightweight head floats easily and is readily

transported by wind and currents. While the

lotus head is face down in tlie water, the

rims around each seed pocket (B) gradually

decay and the nonhuoyant seeds (C) drop

out and sink to the bottom of the watery

environment where they germinate.

Lotus seeds are believed to remain dormant

longer than any other seeds known; some are

reported to have sprouted after as much
as 237 years in dry storage.

section



Lotus, INelviixibo nucifera
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Southern magnolia, Mag:nolia grandiflora

section A
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The magnolia is one of the most ancient of flowering trees.

Its scarlet-coated seeds, which dangle from its conelike

fruit on fine white threads, are a source offood for

birds. The seeds pass unharmed through

the animals' digestive tracts and are

transported bv the birds to new

locations where they are dropped

to the e:round in excreta.

cross section

vertical seed sections
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mm
The seeds of this plant are contained within two outer

walls, or valves, that make up the flat fruit. At maturity,

the valves split apart and fall away. The flattened

seeds then drop out.

dngle seed

outer valves

partial section through fruit
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Honesty plant, Lunari^i a^nnu^t

whole fruit
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London
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seed ball section

The London plane tree is a hybrid of two

kinds o/Platanus. It usually bears two

seed balls, one directly above the other, on

a single stem. Each ball consists of

innumerable small fruits, surrounded by

tightly packed bundles of hollow,

lightweight hairs. When the hairs dry at

maturity, they open out like the ribs of an

umbrella, thereby disconnecting the fruits

from the cores that held them. Supported

in the air by the hairs, the fruit is free to

be carried away by the wind.
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Giant sunflower, Heliginthus a^nnuus

As a system for packaging a great number of seeds within

a compact space, the head of the giant sunflower is a

marvel of precision and efficiency. From about six

inches to a foot or more in diameter, the head of this

plant of the Compositae family may contain more than

a thousand seeds. They are arranged within spaces

formed by the intersection of two sets of helix curves

(see below), one of which rotates clockwise from the

center of the head, the other counterclockwise.

This sunflower contains thirty-four clockwise

and fifty-five counterclockwise curves. Other species

may have other quantities of intersecting helices, but

their numbers always conform to the Fibonacci Number

System, named for the late-twelfth-century Italian

mathematician who devised it. The system progresses

as follows: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, and

so forth. There is a high correlation between the

morphology of most complex plants and the

Fibonacci System, although the significance of y"

that phenomenon
—

if any—is not understood.
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The seeds of the corn poppy are

attached to partitions within the

capsule. When the capsule dries

out at maturity, the edges of the

disk bend upward, uncovering

openings just below it. At the

same time, the seeds break free.

As the stem waves back andforth
and the whole plant is bent by

the wind orpassing animals, the

seeds shake around within the

capsule and are throivn out

of the openings.
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Com poppy, Papaver rhoea^s
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Linden tree, Tilia anriericana

^^ fruits



vertical section

The seed apparatus of the linden

tree consists of a sail leaf or

bract, and clusters of attached,

pea-sized fruits. The sail

transports the fruits in a spiral
.

motion to the ground where the

woody capsule containing them

decays very slowly, thus delaying

germination for several years.

horizontal section
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The well-insulated and extremely durable capsule

of the unicorn plant contains seeds stacked in

two layers in an alternating pattern. When the

capsule matures, it dries out, becomes brittle,

and splits apart. The seeds then fall out.

m

seed section

seed

The plant's large,

horned beaks may
also play a part in seed

dispersal by becoming attached

to the fur of roaming animals.
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Unieorn plant, Pi-olioseidea louisianica

'^
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White oak, a;
\\
Quercus stllysL
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pericarp

Found commonly along the east coast, the white oak

requires approximately fifty years to mature and bear

acorns. When the acorns are ripe, special cells below

the nut separate, allowing it to disengage from the

cup. Typically a hard-shelled, one-seeded dry fruit,

which remains closed at maturity, the acorn is a

source offood for many birds and animals.

section of nut
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Tire Architectxire
of Seed Systems

To a botanist, a seed system is part of a plant's

morphologv, no more noteworthy than its roots, stems,

and leaves. But for an architect studying plant life and

reproduction as a pleasurable pastime, seed structures

and systems have a special significance. Much of

contemporary architectural design bears a striking

resemblance to them.

The domed, steel-reinforced concrete structure

designed by Italy's famous architect Pier Luigi Nervi

to house the Olympic Games held in Rome in 1960 is

based on the same structural system of intersecting

helix curves as the giant sunflower. So was the domed

roof sti-ucture he engineered in 1942 for a hall and

baths at Chianciano, Italv. The sole difference is that

Nervi used an equal number of clockwise and

counterclockwise curves in his structures, whereas the

sunflower has an unequal number.

Another instance of art echoing nature is the

geodesic dome designed by Buckminster Fuller, the

American architect-inventor-philosopher. Fuller has

long been concerned with the problem of enclosing

space with a minimum of weight and a maximum of

strength. His geodesic domes, which are versatile,

light, and strong, have the organic character of a

Volvox colony and often suggest the crystalline quality

of certain diatoms or the membranous envelope of the

Japanese lantern plant.

Finally, something of the structure of the corn

poppy capsule can be said to be mirrored in the design

philosophy of Louis I. Kahn, a contemporary

American architect who was the first proponent of

integrated architectural systems. It is Kahn's belief

that since all the elements contained in the design of a

building (such as sti-ucture, heating, cooling,

ventilation, lighting, and vertical transportation) are

interdependent, they should be reflected not only in

the function of the building but also in its final visual

form. The fresh architectural shape of the Richards

Medical Research Center, his first significant work,

built more than a decade ago for the University of

Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, is a testament to the

validity of his approach.

Looking at the corn poppy capsule with the eyes of

an architect, one can see the plant's disk as a

cantilevered, folded-plate roof supported by compound

beams that rest on columns connected to the capsule's

outer wall or pericarp. The columns not only support

the roof, but also carry nourishment to the seeds

inside, much as the visible vertical elements in Kahn's

buildings contain pipes, wiring, and elevators.

Nature provides us with an inexhaustible source of

clues for the efficient design of man-made structures.

A study of the clues inherent in the extensive variety

of seed systems might thus provide the inspiration for

anything from a simple tool to a complex urban plan. D
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Diagram of sunflower head
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So Fair and Foul a Bird

The elegant, crested hoopoe,

known since Paleolithic

times, has evolved some
repellent tactics for survival

by Charles Vaurie

pliotographs by
Hans Silvester

A strikingly beautiful, crested

bird of the Old World, the hoopoe's

first graphic representation was as

an image caived into rocks during

Paleolithic times. Tlie birds

association with classical lands is

recorded in the folklore, literature,

and art of the ancient world; it was

pictured on the walls of ancient

tombs and temples in Egypt and

Crete, listed among the "unclean"

birds proscribed in Leviticus and

Deuteronomy, and featured by

Aristophanes in his fifth-century

B.C. political satire The Birds. The

hoopoe probably originated in the

Mediterranean region, but as its

range expanded, it began to appear

in the lore of other regions.

The hoopoe is a most elegant

bird, with bold plumage and a

large, mobile crest. The bird is

about eleven inches long,

including its crest but not its long,

slender, and slightly decurved bill,

which varies from two to two and

a half inches in length. The upper

part of its body is subtly colored,

varying from pale pinkish brown

on the crest to vinaceous or

cinnamon on the rest of the

head, neck, breast, and upper

back.

In contrast, the lower back is

broadly banded with black and

cream, and the wings and tail are

glossy black with bold bars of

pure white. The broad feathers of

the crown are conspicuously

tipped with black, and a

subterminal white bar on the

feathers of the center and hind

part of the crest emphasizes these

black tips.

It is the hoopoe's crest that has

attracted most attention and led to

some of its appellations. The

Turks, for example, call it the

messenger bird because its crest

resembles that formerly worn by

couriers. The crest, normally

depressed in flight or when the

bird is feeding or tending its

young, breaks into a great fan

during courtship display and when

the bird is concerned.

The hoopoe's wings are

rounded, and its flight is

exceptionally buoyant but

irregular. Dipping, undulating, or

swei'ving abruptly from side to

side as it flies not far above the

ground, the boldlv banded bird

resembles a huge butterfly.

Its flight is not as weak and

erratic as it appears, however, for

observers have noted that the bird

can readily break away from

falcons, mounting easily into the

air to escape.

The hoopoe's vast distribution

is surpassed by few other land

birds. From its home in the

Mediterranean, it has spread north

in Europe and Asia to about 60

north latitude and eastward across

Eurasia to the Pacific coast,

ranging south into India, Ceylon,

the Malay Peninsula, and

Sumatra. The hoopoe also occurs

throughout Madagascar and

Africa, with the exception of the
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y/ie hoopoe characteristically flies not

far above the ground; its rounded wings

and bold plumage give it the appearance

of a huge butterfly. In flight, it

dips, weaves, or swerves abruptly

from side to side—but the bird can

also mount easily into the air to escape

birds of prey. Originally a bird of

the Mediterranean region, the hoopoe can

now be found in meadows, orchards, and

groves throughout the arid and semiarid

parts of the Old World. During the winter

months, it migrates to warm climates.
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Nesting directly on the

bottom of (I cavity, usually

with no material added

to the site, hoopoes raise

four to .s/'.v young. During

this period, the brooding

female and the offspring

produce a foul secretion

to repel predators. The

open crest of the parent,

left, is not typical of

a hoopoe feeding its young;

this individual was probably

concerned about the

photographer's presence.

Hoopoes are typically

ground feeders, using their

long, slightly decurved

bills to seize insects,

worms, spiders, or other

animal matter.

((lualoi'ial riircsl ami llic hcarl ol

ihc Sahara.

Alllioiijili ihc hoopoe's raiific

lias ('\|janded. it betravs its

Mediterranean origin by returning

to siinnv regions for the winter

and \)\ avoiding heavily forested

or humid ai^eas. The winter

quarters of the Eurasian

populations ai^e in Africa,

peninsular India, and farther east,

the region south of the Yangtze

River.

The main requirement of the

hoopoe is a warm climate in flat or

hillv, but not mountainous,

country. It is a bird of open,

predominantly arid or semiarid

areas, although its habitat does

vary. Hoopoes can be found in

vineyards, orchards, gardens, olive

groves, pastures, wooded steppes,

meadows bordered with old trees,

or in fact, anv parkland.

Hoopoes nest in cavities, using

knotholes and woodpecker

excavations. But the bii-d is not

dependent on trees, and if not

molested, will frequent human

habitations, nesting in holes and

crevices in old stone walls, itiins,

or any large pile of loose stones. It

will even nest inside houses or in

nesting boxes.

The hoopoe does not build a

nest in the usual sense. Normally

no nesting material is provided;

the bu-d lays and incubates its

eggs- directly on the bottom of a

cavity. The hoopoe is reputed to

be a filthy housekeeper, and even

scientific accounts claim that it

does not clean food debris or

excrement from its nest. This

reputation is not desei^ved,

according to the Swiss

ornithologist Paul Geroudet. He
reports that the hoopoe cleans its

nest regularly, but that as the

voung grow bigger, sanitation

becomes difficult in the narrow

cavity and may be abandoned

altogether.

The reputation of the

"stinking" hoopoe, however, is

deserved. Tlie incubating and

brooding female and the young,

until they are about a month old,

produce a brownish secretion thai

can be projected at will from the

anal gland. Its nauseating smell

has been compared to that of

putrefying flesh mixed with the

urine or other strong secretions

used by felines when marking

territory. In addition, when

disturbed, the young ejaculate

liquid excrement over a distance,

snap their bills, and hiss loudly

and long.

Interestingly, the male does not

produce these secretions. He also

does not share in the incubation

and care of the young, although he

does feed the female during this

period. Presumably, these highly

unpleasant odors repel predators—

certainly, they discourage human

intruders—but only during a

short, critical period of the

hoopoe's life and breeding cycle.

The origin of the hoopoe's

name has also been

misunderstood. For a long time it

was beheved that the bird's

French name, huppe, meaning

"crest," called attention to the

bird's prominent crown. More

likely, the name is onomatopoeic,

an imitation of the male's call

dm"ing courtship and breeding

that can be expressed as "hoop-

hoop-hoop." A low, soft call that

seems muted when heard close up,

it actually has great carrying

power.

To anyone who has watched the

hoopoe unfold its bright, tawny

crest in the form of a sunburst, it

is easy to understand why the bird

has long been associated with the

sun and the renewal of the earth.

To the ancient Greeks and other

worshipers of the Great Mother

Goddess, her lover, the sun,

appeared to her each spring in the

form of a hoopoe. Today, this

colorful bird—migrating with the

sun, fluttering like a butterfly in

orchards and groves—is a vibrant

reminder of the moving poesy of

the old myths. D
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A Most Peaceable Rodent



A socidl/v tolcnint p()/)ul(itiutt of liutias

thrives on the limited resources of a small island

l>y Ciai-i'Ott C. t'l(>ii«»li

A relict population of a rare and

obscure mammal, the Bahamian
hutia, has been found thriving on

East Plana Cav. a small, uninhab-

ited island at the southeastern end

of the Baliamian archipelago.

The general name hutia applies

to a number of related species of

Cai'ibbean rodents whose closest

well-known relative is the nutria,

the popular fur bearer from Central

and South America. All were once

plentiful and widelv distributed

throughout the Greater Antilles. Of
the six recognized genera, however,

onlv three remain; the other three

are extinct. The surviving species

are all suffering severely from pro-

gressive alterations of their island

habitats. The Bahamian hutia, Geo-

capromys ingrahami, together with

the other seven species of this fail-

ing familw the Capromvrdae. has

been included on the list of the

worlds rare and endangered mam-
mals bv the International Union for

the Conservation of Nature and

Natural Resources.

The origins and earlv history of

the Bahamian hutia are uncertain.

Todav different species of the same
genus occupv Jamaica and distant

Little Swan Island off the coast of

Honduras; thev once lived on manv
other islands in the Bahamas as

well, some until earlv in this cen-

A number of ivild hutias were

attracted by the squeaks of
captives under observation.

The calls may have been

distress signals.

tury. Hutias served as food for early

Indian settlers and may have been

carried along on their vovages as a

semidomesticated source of food.

Tlieir bones have been unearthed

from kitchen middens of the pre-

Columbian inhabitants of the Baha-

mas. Predation bv dogs, increased

consumption by humans, and de-

struction of their habitats probably

led to their almost complete dis-

appeai-ance.

Basing their action on a report

by members of The American Mu-
seum of Natural Historvs Lerner

Marine Laboratory on Bimini that

hutias still survived on East Plana

Cay, the Bahama Ministry of Agri-

culture and Fisheries had instituted

a strict policy of absolute protection

for these animals, even to regu-

lating visits to East Plana Cav. In

March, 1966. I received permission

to visit the island and study the

hutias' environment and ecology

and estimate their numbers. My
permit prohibited the removal of

any specimens, living or dead, and

further specified that mv investiga-

tive methods would not harm the

hutias.

East Plana Cay, five miles long

and a quarter-mile wide, is a curved

strip of land approximately 170
miles north of Cuba's eastern tip. A
sparse grove of palm trees punc-

tuates the western end. but the rest

of the landscape is low scrub and

barren rock surface. It is not at all

the luxuriant semitropical paradise

that I had envisioned. In fact, the

tiny island looks particularly barren

and inhospitable.

A long, sloping beach leads to a

flat sand terrace covered with trail-

ing ragweed, and a few sprawling

clumps of low buttonwood trees

provide the only shade and shelter

for a campsite. The rest of the is-

land's surface is made up of slabs

and chunks of jagged, weathered

limestone formed by coral growth.

Large, thin plates of rock clanked

with hollow metallic sounds when I

walked over them. Open cracks and

fissures in some places lead down
into empty chambers, some large

enough for a person to crawl into.

In other places a solid pavement de-

void of vegetation gives the appear-

ance of a miniature moonscape with

sharp, rocky towers and eroded hol-

lows. From a high point on a

rounded hill, about sixty feet above

sea level, I could see that most of

the central part of the island is cov-

ered with an even layer of woody
shrubs. These species have small,

succulent, needle-shaped leaves

characteristic of desert plants. The
island is, in fact, a semidesert with

scrub thickets of the type described

by botanists as growing on the

driest and most impoverished sites

in the Caribbean region.

Mv first afternoon on the island

was hot and bright—the tempera-

ture reached nearly 90 degrees. I

did not see a single hutia during an

exploratory walk of a few hours.

But the half-inch fecal pellets of

hutias were everywhere—on the

beach and sand terrace, on patches

of soil, and on the bare rock. Obvi-

ously there were plenty of animals

somewhere. But except for a few

birds and numerous curly-tailed liz-

ards, I seemed to be alone on the is-

land.

The solitude didn't last long. At

six o'clock the sun shd rapidly out

of sight. Half an hour later only a

few red tinges colored the dark eve-

ning sky, and then the first hutia
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appeared, walking toward me along

the beach terrace. Within twenty

minutes the ground was alive with

the dai-k rodents. Seated at my
camp I could see seven to ten hutias

at a time, each one ambling along.

The animals were clearly nocturnal.

An hour after sunset the tempera-

ture had fallen to 75 degrees, and

the humidity had risen. Nocturnal

activity makes sense for warm-

blooded mammals living in hot, dry

habitats.

The animals moved slowly, heads

slightly down and the rear of their

bodies swaying as they waddled

along. When motionless they as-

Using its dexterous

forepaws, the Bahamian

hutia feeds on the

leaves and twigs of a

variety of shrubs.

sumed the shape of a lump, small

ears hidden in fur, almost no neck

or tail. When alarmed by my pres-

ence, however, they could run away

nearly as fast as I could. They al-

ways headed for cover under the

nearest rock or down the closest

crevice, clambering along the steep,

rocky escarpments with ease. They

never threatened attack when
alarmed or followed.

Eating occupied most of the ani-

mals' time at night. They nibbled

and chewed at the leaves of shrub-

bery, gnawed at the bark, and

snipped off the smaller twigs, eating

them whole. Some individuals

stretched up on their hind legs to

pull branches to their mouths. The

animals are adept at grasping and

manipulating food objects with

their forepaws. Frequently an agile

hutia climbed into a shrub to get

closer to the leaves growing at the

branch tips.

The hutias were so abundant that

they frequently encountered one

another, but almost all of their ac-

tivity was conducted independently.

The most common social contact

was when one animal approached

another and sniffed at it or nudged

it gently with its nose; the other

animal invariably just waddled

away. A few times I saw one hutia

run from another in close pursuit

and heard a few loud, short

squeaks. On only one occasion did I

see a chase end in a fight. The first

animal was overtaken and he rolled

to the ground with the pursuer on

top of him. This scuffle lasted a few

seconds before the first animal re-

covered his feet and ran off. In spite

of the dense numbers of individ-

uals, the hutias displayed a min-



imum of aggression and hostility.

The hutias seemed to disappear

as suddenly as they had become ac-

tive. As the first light appeeired in

the eastern sky they began to with-

draw into the rocks; half an hour

before sunrise no more were to be

seen. They were spending the days

underground, using the natural

openings in the surface of the island

to enter the hollow inner regions.

Where I could crawl below I found

hutia tracks, but only a few fecal

pellets. Tunnel openings and pas-

sageways led farther into the lime-

stone. For the hutias, the honey-

combed island was a three-

dimensional space allowing them to

adjust their activity patterns to the

daily shift of temperature and hu-

miditv.

To estimate the number of hutias

on the island, I marked out a census

area roughlv one acre in size. After

numerous observations and counts,

I concluded that the habitat was

supporting twelve hutias per acre.

The density of hutias seemed to be

similar on all parts of the island. I

also counted their fecal pellets,

which were present everywhere.

They indicated that the animals are

probablv evenly distributed over

the island's surface. With a thou-

sand acres of land suitable for their

use, there might be twelve thousand

Most of East Plana Cay is

an impoverished semidesert

in which hutias are the

dominant species.

hutias on East Plana Cay. Even if

this rough estimate was high, the

hutia population was dense. The av-

erage hutia weighs just over one

and one-half pounds. In terms of

biomass, the population estimate

would yield nineteen pounds per

acre. This is a very high figure com-
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abundance since 1966; the popu-

lation counts were similar to those

made on the first trip.

The composition in size and sex of

the individuals examined durino; my
lour field trips was similar, with a

range in weight from six to seven

ounces to about two pounds, and with

a nearlv equal proportion of males

and females. The similaritv in the

sti'ucture of the population in fall,

winter, and spring suggests that

breeding is continuous and stavs at a

lo\v rate throughout the year.

Restricted breeding seasons in

animals are adaptations to seasonal

changes in climate, food supply,

and perhaps in a few cases, to the

presence of enemies or to the social

need to synchronize repi-oductive

phases. On East Plana Cay there is

fairly constant temperature and
rainfall throughout the year. The
vegetation eaten by the hutias is es-

sentially the same in fall and
spring. Some plants flower in the

fall, some in the spring, and others

at both seasons, and the size and

condition of leaves appeared similar

at all times. Breeding in the Baha-

mian hutia is, therefore, not re-

stricted by environmental factors.

Some hutias were emaciated,

with mangv fur, large sores and
scabs on their bodies, and watery or

nearly blind eyes. On the third trip,

six of fortv-one animals examined

had these symptoms of ill health.

The high percentage of sickness in-

dicates that disease probably plays a

significant role in maintaining a

stable population. Evidence based
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on tagging experiments I conducted

seemed to indicate that these sick

hutias were very old.

Measurements of the amounts of

food eaten by captive hutias tempo-

rarily penned on the island, to-

gether with the total estimated pop-

ulation, were utilized to estimate

total food consumption. A rough

guess of the productivity of the

plant community was reached by

using ecological measurements of

other desert shrub communities.

With these approximations we cal-

culated that the hutias consumed

12.9 percent of the new plant

growth each year. This is only an

estimate, but it is considerably

higher than the 0.2 to 2.0 percent

consumption of yearly plant pro-

duction reported for rodent popu-

lations in temperate grasslands and

forests. Only voles and mice at their

peak population explosions and the

large mixed herds of hoofed animals

on savannas consume a higher per-

centage of new growth than hutias.

The hutias clearly dominate their

ecosystem.

Hutias are able to maintain

themselves very well with very little

water. Physiological studies done

on the captives showed that they

produce a highly concentrated

urine and can survive on the mois-

ture gained from plant food. During

all my time on the island I found

fresh water only once, in a small de-

pression three inches deep on the

rock surface.

In October, 1967, we brought a

dozen hutias back to the laboratory

at the University of Rhode Island,

and added six more to this group

the following March. Bob Howe, a
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In a holding pen on East

Plana Cay, Bahamian hutias

tolerated close contact

without the aggression common
to many other rodents.

graduate student in zoology at the

university, studied them and their

offspring for the next two years.

During this time six young were

born, all in litters of one. The ani-

mals were kept in groups of two

males and two females, and Howe
found that all of the individuals par-

ticipated in amicable social behav-

ior except when females were in es-

trus. Then the males showed
aggression that revealed a weak
dominance hierarchy. Included in

their repertoire of behavior patterns

were such social activities as wres-

tling, mutual grooming, and mark-

ing with urine.

We had first noticed the urine-

marking behavior on the island.

While exploring in the davtime, mv
field assistants and I came upon

drops of concentrated urine on the

sand. We soon discovered it depos-

ited in thin, continuous lines a foot

long on twisted sticks and roots. It

is most likelv that this purposeful

deposition of urine is a marking de-

vice that serves as a means of social

communication.

The ritualized marking behavior

was exhibited bv both males and fe-

males whether or not a female was

in heat. Howe found that the urine

is an important olfactory stimulus.

Hutias prefer to mark over an ob-

ject that alreadv has urine on it,

and it mav be that the marking re-

sponse to fresh urine is a useful so-

cial organizer for the nocturnal

hutia. There is no indication that

the marking serves a territorial

function as urine deposition does in

many mammals. Hutias in captivity

demonstrate no territorial behavior,

and because the newborn are pre-

cocial, with no nest involved, there

is no need to localize protection or

feeding of the young. In some in-

stances it appeared that marking

served as a threat to another hutia.

The conclusions of Howe's study,

together with the observations made
on wild animals, show the hutias to

be compatible creatures living in a

loose social structure. They do not

have distinct territories, strong hier-

archies of dominance-submission,

or division of roles into leaders and

followers. Howe concluded that

their marking behavior promotes

the social organization by main-

taining familiarity between individ-

uals as well as communicating
physiological and reproductive con-

ditions. Mutual tolerance charac-

terizes their social relationships.

The hutias' notable lack of ag-

gression places them at the opposite

extreme from lemmings, which are

among the most antisocial and an-

togonistic of all rodents. For two

and a half years I observed lem-

mings in Norway, both during natu-

ral population peaks in the mountains

and under confined conditions.

There are tremendous contrasts be-

tween hutia social behavior and that

of Norwegian lemmings at high den-

sity.

The lemmings' extremely high

level of social intolerance serves as

a stimulus to their spectacular mass

emigrations. During times of high

population t^vo male lemmings can-

not survive together at close quar-

ters. The mass exodus of the late

summer and fall from the mountain-

sides of Scandinavia is an expres-

sion of individual search for living

space in a favorable habitat. Even
when they are on the march lem-

mings maintain their solitude,

avoiding each other like the oppo-

site poles of magnets.

Contrary to popular myths, how-

ever, each lemming retains its nor-

mal behavior regarding dangers, ob-

stacles, and requirements for food

and shelter.

In the crowded lemming pens

that I studied, conflict rose to such

a degree that maternal behavior

broke down, many young perished

from neglect and disturbance, and

cannibaUsm became common. The
enforced crowding in these pens led

to a deathly lethargy for some adult

lemmings, including manv pregnant

females. Normal defense and escape

responses to aggression were sup-

pressed until eventually the lem-

mings seemed deprived of the will

to live and they withdrew com-

pletely from social contact. Even
under such unnatural conditions,

however, mating, conception, and

birth continued so that the repro-

ductive rate was as high as in the

earlier, uncrowded stages of these

populations. Most of the lemmings

die after a population peak, and the

mortality is related, in some way
still unclear, to the stress of crowd-

ing. But over the thousands of years

since the retreat of the northern ice

sheets, the lemmings have success-

fully and ideally adapted to their
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harsh and unpredictable environ-

ments and to their numerous ene-

mies.

When comparing the high den-

sity of the two rodent populations,

it must be remembered that for

hutias this appears to be a constant

condition while for lemmings it is a

sporadic one. Tlie reproductive rate

in hutias is very low; in lemmings,

very high. Aggression and intoler-

ance in hutias are very low; in lem-

mings, very high. All other small

mammals studied in nature and in

the laboratory seem to fall between

these two extreme species.

Lemmings have been so often

used as a model of an animal's irra-

tional and disastrous response to

crowding that their name is now
frequently used to portray the

dreadful destiny of humans in an

overcrowded society. Yet there is

no more reason to use the lem-

ming's life history than the hutia's

for allegories on our own history

and future. What emerges as we
compare these two animals, or in

fact any series of mammals or birds,

is that their habits and social orga-

nizations are closely related to their

particular ecological niches and the

roles they play in their complete

community.

Hutias don't seem to fit the gen-

eralities that apply to most small

mammals. Two common responses

to high-density living are displayed

in free-living and confined popu-

lations. These are emigration
and/or increased aggressive behav-

ior. When possible, animals move
away from an overcrowded area. If

flight is prevented, as in the many
experiments with penned rats and

mice, aggressive behavior may in-

crease to a pathological degree, dis-

turbing the entire social structure of

the colony.

Hutias on their tiny island exist

in a confined situation. They have

responded to high density by devel-

oping great social tolerance, man-
aged in part by elaboration of a sys-

tem of social communication built

on scent marking. A third response

to high density observed in some
mammals is a shift from an organi-

zation of individual territories to an

organization of social hierarchy by

ranking. Hutias did this to a limited

extent only in the laboratory. Their

well-developed scent communica-
tion system probably serves as an

organizational feature to these ends.

Ecologists today believe that di-

versity of forms in a living commu-
nity or complexity of the food web
enhances the stability of the various

forms of life within the community.

Limitation of forms and simplicity

of interrelationships are thought to

underlie instability of numbers and
production. The fluctuating lem-

mings of the impoverished tundra

and the relatively constant numbers
of small mammals in the complex
tropical forests conform to these ex-

pectations. The hutias of East Plana

Cay are part of a simple ecosystem

that does not conform.

One beauty of small islands,

among many, is that they may be

easily considered microcosms. East

Plana Cay allows us a clear view of

certain basic features of a total

ecosystem. Its total resources cire

limited, as they are in all ecosys-

tems. The soil nutrient and fresh

water supply are low, allowing only

a low productivity by plants. The
recycling of nutrients is slow. The
major food chain links are minimal:

plant to hutia, then back to soil nu-

trients. The harshness of the envi-

ronment and the lack of suitable

colonizers from the outside has led

to the perfection of relatively few

forms of life.

The few successful occupants of

East Plana Cay dominate the is-

land's available energy and material

resources to an extreme degree. The
consumer trophic level has become
a near monoculture. Nearly all

available space is filled with hutias.

This monopoly of hutias has been

achieved in the absence of preda-

tors and near absence of com-

petitors. It requires low reproduc-

tion evenly distributed throughout

the year, a high mortality related to

high disease, a rare and a passive,

mild behaviorial repertoire.

The total island ecosystem is a

self-renewing one that preserves

stability. However, the system is

susceptible to disruption and even

destruction from without. A violent

hurricane or the introduction of a

predatory mammal could upset this

balance so that hutias could sud-

denly become extinct. Their stable,

high-density population is main-

tained only under very specific con-

ditions and by definite adaptations

and concessions in behavior, repro-

duction, and mortality.
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WE WANT YOU TO BE ABLE
TO CONTROL YOUR INSECT

PROBLEMS WITHOUT DAMAGING
THE ENVIRONMENT

FOR THIS REASON, in our line

of RAID flying insect control

products, we adopted only the safest

of all known insecticides, the Pyre-

thrins, plus such non-persistent syn-

thetics as Neopynamin and d-trans-

Allethrin, as acti\e ingredients.

To control crawling insects such

as roaches effectively, a product must

have some residual effect. We make
such prodticts for those who have

need of them. But we make them with

carbamate and organophosphorous

active ingredients, all of which de-

grade rapidly enough to pose mini-

mal environmental hazards to plant,

animal and bird life.

Further, we recommend that oin-

products be used only for in-home

and near-home situations, such as

private yards and gardens.

Finally, we do not use DDT, Lin-

dane, Dieldrin, or other "hard" chlo-

rinated hydrocarbons, in any of our

products.

We wantyou to be able to controlyour insectproblems.

But not at the expense ofour environment.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Makers of Raid Insecticides

1971 S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, Wisconsin 53403 Printed in U.S.A. All rights reserved. RAID is a trademark.
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THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD TRAVEL

A rousing journey of adventure
and discovery in the Soutii Pacific.

Lars-Eric Lindblad offers an expedi-

tion into ttie strange and exotic moun-
tain regions of New Guinea. Fortinose

wfio chensh adventure into a strange

and unknown land where Stone Age
iVlan lives on ttie very doorstep of the

twentieth century, this safari presents

a rare opportunity. You will witness

weird ceremonies performed by

naked natives completely covered

with mud. You will be fascinated by

dense jungles and deep gorges. The
highlight of the expedition will be a

houseboat cruise on the Sepik River,

which takes you 1 0,000 years into the

mysterious past. Each safari is limited

to 1 9 persons and you will be accom-
panied by one of our experienced

hosts. Please write for our informative

New Guinea brochure.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
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MANY OTHERS INCLUDING
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dorsed by the National Audubon Soci-

ety and the National Wildlife Federa-

tion. Or write for descriptive circular,

illustrated In full color. It's FREE.

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
2 Park Street, Boston, Mass. 02107

Health Care
in North Vietnam

The Ministry of Public Health it-

self operates several other in-

stitutions that provide research and

health care education in North Viet-

nam. The Materia Medica Institute

is one of these. At its Van Dien sta-

tion just outside Hanoi and at affili-

ated pharmaceutical laboratories in

the city. Dr. Nguyen Van Dan su-

pervises medicopharmacological re-

search, one result of which is the

publication of the first Vietnamese

Pharmacopoeia, in preparation

since 196.3. Written by a team of

more than a hundred doctors and

pharmacists, its six hundred mono-

graphs describe general methods of

analysis, plants, chemicals, medica-

tions, and vaccines. A second vol-

ume describing traditional medi-

cines was begun in 1970 and is

expected to be ready in five or six

years.

The Materia Medica Institute

also supervises plant research at ten

botanical stations and the testing of

medicines at about twenty labora-

tories dispersed throughout the

country. About two thousand vil-

lages in the countryside maintain

medicinal gardens. Through its

various agencies, the institute also

runs seminars, colloquia, and sym-

posia, and has some students doing

theses.

The ten-hectare Van Dien station

specializes in tropical botany with

emphasis on the introduction and

acclimatization of new medicinal

plants that will ultimately be propa-

gated and used at agricultural coop-

eratives. In 1971, the station's gar-

den was producing one thousand

common medicinal plant species

and steadily acquiring new species

from peasants who had developed

their own remedies, notably a cure

for diarrhea. Many of the display

gardens, production fields, and

seed-multiplication plots were de-

stroyed diu-ing the air war when the

station was bombed seven times.

Although some of the damage had

been repaired, several large craters

remained, and not all the plant spe-

cies lost had been replaced.

One of the Materia Medica's Ha-

noi laboratories resembles our Food

and Drug Administration in that it

heads a network for testing medi-

cines, with branches in every prov-

ince. Other laboratories study the
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rheniical composition of mctlitinal

plants, canv out tlifniical antl mi-

ciohiologii-al anahst'S of antibiotics.

\itaniins. plant dcrivatiM^s. and

ciinica! samples, and pratlicr

pharnuu'ognosv and i'oicnsic iiu-di-

cinc. Tiie library is well stocked

with Russian and German texts but

contains onlv a few American refer-

ence works.

The National Institute of Hy-

giene and Epidemiology, where

Huang Thuy Nguven is director,

was dispersed in the countryside

during the air war. but is now back

in Hanoi. In 1971 its staff of five

huntlred included ninety-eight

teachers with candidate's degrees-

many of them women—most of

whom were also professors at the

medical or phai-macological facultx

of the University of Hanoi. In addi-

tion to coordinating the work of the

provincial hygiene and epidemi-

ologv stations already described,

the institute's activities include

seven divisions for research, one for

laboratory animals that also has

farms and colonies in the country-

side, a library, and a school of mi-

crobiology and chemistrv. I visited

several research laboratories en-

gaged in such studies as the groy\ th

of pathogenic organisms, serological

t)'ping, and preparation of antise-

rums and vaccines.

Tlie institute's school offers a

three-vear course leading to a medi-

cal assistant's diploma. It accepts

about fifty students a vear, mostly

women, who ultimately staff hospi-

tals, laboratories, and provincial

epidemiology stations. First-year

training includes general physi-

ology, chemistry, physics, and anat-

omy; in the second and third years,

students specialize in either chem-

istry or bacteriology. The school

also has some postdoctoral medical

students who are working for spe-

cialist's diplomas.

The laboratories in all these edu-

cational and research institutions

were clean and orderly. Their facili-

ties included a remarkable variety

of foreign instruments—an East

German Zeiss spectrophotometer, a

West German Leitz fluorescence

microscope, a French Jobin Yvon
vaporphase chromatography appa-

ratus, pH meters from China and

Denmai-k, a Japanese inverted cell

Lars-Eric Lindblad invites you on a

Cruising Expedition aboard the M.S. Lindblad Explorer.

INDONESIA-EAST OF BALI

Ball— the "Morning of the World' as

Nehru called it— a true paradise— un-

spoiled in spite of efforts to the contrary
— cannot be seen in one day Therefore
wesfarfour cruises at Bali allowing you
many days and nights to immerse your-

self in a culture where people live in

peace with each other and the gods
Then we visit Komodo with its drag-

ons! Flores. Timor Lelr Aru of Wallace

fame, and the/Asmaf region of West Irian

wheie for the first time you will be able

to buy primitive art of museum quality

[one carving may pay for your trip) and
experience a Stone Age culture where
headhunting still prevails and many
other islands

Our Indonesian Cruises— East of Bah
— offer many unique experiences for

thosewho appreciate unspoiled islands

the naturalist ibirds, mammals, plants

and trees, butterflies and fish', the lover

of underwater sports (we have com-
plete equipment for the scuba diver),

performing and visual arts and shopping
(primitive art and Ming china)

The MS Lindblad Explorer offers

you comfort, experienced famous
lecturers and an adventure into an archi-

pelago as delightful and beautiful as

you thought only a dream could be

Each expedition IS of 25 days dura-

tion (including the two week cruise)

with twice a month departures from May
through November The cost starts at

$271000. which includes the airfare

from San Francisco

The MS Lindblad Explorer was built

in 1969 and is of Panamanian registry

She IS operated by the Swedish Amer-
ican Line.

Send for the descriptive ioldei today
— It also includes our cruises to the Aus-

tralian Barrier Reef, the Subantarctic

Islands of New Zealand and Australia.

Antarctica in 1974. the West Coast of

South America and Galapagos
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witches "flew" after applying

a "magick" (hallucinogenic)

ointment, and primitive Indians
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varieties of drug-induced

mysticism are explored in this

remarkable collection of

anthropological studies.
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Edited by Michael J. Harner

Cloth, $8.50. Paper, $1.95
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TRAVEL THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD

A refreshing world is at your fingertips

as you browse through the pages of

Lars-Eric Lindblad's "Safari" book.
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ncrediblybeautiful isthe
4* onlydescriptiontobe

given the new and ex-
-j citing vol-

ume, which
embodies all

theLindbladSa-
faris. Lars-Eric

it Lmdblad has planned
_ iL and prepared each
trip for your ultimate enjoy-

ment. Whether it involves
riding camelback in the des-
erts of Africa, or cruising
at leisure ^:"- .

on the -^— -.^^IlttlEf

headwaters of the Amazon,
whether seeing vast herds

of African wildlife from the

air, or meeting them head on
in a Land Rover, each Lind-

blad Safari is an unforget-

table experience. You will

enjoy reading about each of

the 8 Safaris in various parts

of the world. Write for your

free book today

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept. NHB673
133 East 55th Street, NewYork, N Y 10022

MIRANDA AUTO SENSOREX EE
Fully automatic electric-eye expo-

sure control to stop anything that

moves. Instantly.

Spot and average through-the-

lens meters to "read" your quarry

even if it flies into the sim. And the

meters are on the mirror, so op-
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Our normal lens

focuses closer than any-
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All protected by the
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culture microscope, an elec-

trophoresis apparatus from the So-

viet Union, a Hungarian polaro-

graph, and so on. Nevertheless,

equipment and materials were obvi-

ously in very short supply.

In addition to the extensive li-

brary of Hanoi's Polytechnic Insti-

tute and smaller libraries in other

institutions, scientists may use the

Central Scientific and Technical Li-

brary in Hanoi, which is directed

by Mr. Tran Mai. Started in 1957

as an outgrowth of the Far Eastern

Archaeological Library founded by

the French in 1901, the collection

at the Technical Library numbers

some 1.50,000 books and 4,000 pe-

riodicals. Library facilities include

microfilming but not photoduplica-

tion. Most texts are in foreign lan-

guages, mainly Russian, with

English the next most widely avail-

able, followed by French, German,

and Japanese in that order. Distri-

bution of Chinese journals was in-

terrupted during the Cultural Revo-

lution but has now been resumed.

In general, older people read

French and English, while younger

people read Russian and Chinese.

French scientists have recently sent

ten thousand of their leading books

in various scientific fields, including

monographs, textbooks, and mim-

eographed materials, and gifts have

also been received from other

countries, including the United

States. But books and recent peri-

odicals are in very short supply.

These observations of medical

care in the DRVN, although lim-

ited, give a powerful impression of

a nation with the intelligence and

capacity to produce widespread

medical benefits with extremely

curtailed resources. In spite of ideo-

logical and political differences with

the North Vietnamese, Americans

surely will come to admire their te-

nacious hold on their scientific and

medical heritage and their determi-

nation to make it expand to benefit

all the people. They deserve an

abundance of international aid in

rebuilding the medical institutions

of their shattered country. It is my
hope that such aid, including Amer-

ican, will soon be possible and that

from it will spring the scientific

contributions to be expected of this

remarkable people.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston teaches

biology at Yale University.
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Books in Revie^v t>v Terence Turner

The Myths in Men's Minds

From Honey to Ashes, by Claude

Levi-Strauss. Harper & Row, Inc.,

$16.00; 512 pp.

r "^ he publication in English
-- translation of From Honey to

Ashes, the second volume of Levi-

Strauss's ambitious four-volume

work, Mythologiques (or as the

English translators have it, In-

troduction to a Science of My-
thology) provides an opportunity to

take stock of Levi-Strauss's enter-

prise as a whole. First, a cautionary

note: From Honey to Ashes refers

heavily to the earlier volume, The

Raw and the Cooked (Harper

Torchbooks, 1969). Readers are

urged to begin with the latter be-

fore reading the present volume. A
short summary of the first volume is

provided at the beginning of From
Honey to Ashes, but this gives little

idea of the wealth of material and

much of the argument presented in

the earher book. The summary will

prove most useful to those who have

already read The Raw and the

Cooked and may still be wondering

what the point of it all was.

The Raw and the Cooked dealt

with several "groups" of South

American Indian myths, the most

important of which Goneem-tlie -ori-

gins of cooking fire, the most im-

portant meat animals (wild pigs),

and cigriculture. From Honey to

Ashes focuses on two further

groups, those concerned in some
way with the origin or qualities of

honey (which is treated am-
bivalently—now as delicious to eat,

now as poisonous or as causing

madness or uncontrollable cravings)

and those dealing with tobacco. The
rationale for this selection is a typi-

cal example of Levi-Strauss's mode
of procedure. Honey is a natural

substance, but it can be consumed
directly as a food without cooking:

hence it is, in a sense, the opposite,

or inverse transformation, of meat.

the prototypical human food that

must be cooked. Tobacco, on the

other hand, is cooked (burned) but

is not directly consumed as food; in-

stead, it is reduced to inedible ash

(the "ashes" of the title refers to to-

bacco ash), and only the smoke
from its "cooking" by fire is con-

sumed. Honey and tobacco are thus

in a sense opposite transformations

of cooked food (meat) and thus re-

lated as complementary inversions

to each other. There is, moreover, a

more direct connection, since

honey is obtained by smoking out

the bees from the hive or tree.

Honey also seems to play a role in

myths concerning the origin of

feather necklaces, which are often

burned for magical purposes to

make smoke. Tobacco and smoking

play a role in many of the myths re-

lating to the origin of wild pigs, and

thus are indirectly related to cook-

ing fire by their association with

meat. Feathers, on the other hand,

play a key role in the myths ac-

counting for the origin of cooking

fire; typically these involve an epi-

sode in which a boy is sent up a tree

or cliff to capture macaws for their

feathers by his brother-in-law or fa-

ther-in-law, who then leaves him

marooned in the nest.

And so it goes. The object is to

establish groups of myths, then to

establish links, whether of transfor-

mation (inversion) or of common
themes, between the groups, thus

constituting more complex "groups

of groups." The process is con-

tinued until all of the myths that

can be related in any way to the

group (or rather, to such of their

symbolic elements as Levi-Strauss

has seen fit to incorporate in his of-

ten highly abbreviated models of

their structures) are subsumed as

new dimensions or transformations

within the ever expanding group of

groups. The boundaries and struc-

tural properties of the latter thus

continue to change as new dimen-

sions and elements are added.

This Protean construct consti-

tutes Levi-Strauss's model of the

structure of mythical thought. Such

a construct, derived from the com-

parison of hundreds of myths from

scores of different societies, is said

to represent a substratum of

"mythical thought" common to all

of the societies whose myths have

been found to belong to the group.

All of the individual myths of the

group, conversely, are said to be

(necessarily) partial expressions or

permutations of the underlying,

common metastructure of mythical

thought revealed by the analysis.

What then is the source of this

common metastructure? Con-

versely, what is the reason for the

multifarious transformations repre-

sented by the hundreds of widely

varying myths of the metagroup?

According to Levi-Strauss the

structure of mythical thought con-

stantly permutes and adapts itself to

the particular environmental condi-

tions—flora, fauna, climate—and so-

cial conditions prevailing in specific

tribes and areas. This is how myth

"variants" are produced. It might

be asked—given this spontaneous

tendency for myths to adapt them-

selves through modifications in

structure and content to different

local conditions—what basis re-

mains for the preservation of the

common metastructure that forms

the principal object and the major

working hypothesis of Levi-

Strauss's analysis? The answer im-

plicit in Levi-Strauss's writings is

that beneath the level of specific so-

cial and environmental forms, and

the structural variations or per-

mutations associated with them, is a

level of common problems (for ex-

ample, the distinction between na-

ture and culture) and aspects of ob-

jective experience (substances like

fire, water, honey, and tobacco; 'ac-
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15 Examples of

Psychology

Today

SPARE THE ROD
USE BEHAVIOR MOD

Instead ot spending years searching for the

cause of troublesome behavior in a child, argue

the behavior modification therapists, why not

(list change the behavior' There are startling

examples of the effectiveness of this approach.

ABOUT AGING
Contrary to popular belief, old pet

sons are not necessarily lonely or

desolate. Few ever show overt signs

ot senility For those who do, psy

chological and psychiatric treat-

ment is by no means futile

HOW GROUPTHINK
LED TO VIETNAM

dentiai ddviburb uii Vieliidm and other

foreign policy disasters were victims

o( what the author calls "groupthmk"

-and he describes eight symptoms to

watch out for in decision-making

UNDERSTANDING
CHILDREN'S ART

An educator who has collected and

studied more than a million pieces of chil-

dren's art over the past 20 years has

made some startling discoveries. Chil-

dren's scribblings and dtawmgs, she

says, contain a voluminous written mes-

sage which has not yet been completely

deciphered

WHY MANY
BRIGHT WOMEN
FEAR SUCCESS

Controlled experiments showed

that women are about seven

times as likely as men to have

anxieties about the possibility

of ; sful i

"Consciously or unconsciously,

the girl equates intellectual

achievement with loss of femin-

THE WIZARD
OF 02

AS THERAPIST
The amazing parallels between the

story of Oz and the experience of

individual therapy Dorothy is the

patient The Wizard is the therapist

who appears first as a monster,

then as a fraud, then simply as a

good and helpful person.

LEARNING
THE VIOLIN
AT AGE 4

Psychological secrets 6f leaching

thousands of small Japanese children

to play the violin-so beautifully that

it moved Pablo Casals to tears.

SUPPOSE YOU WERE
HITLERS ANALYST?
He comes to you t)ec3use he is troubled

by guilt feelings over his ruthless, gran-

diose plans and asks you to help him get

rid of these disturbing feelings. What
should you do?

GUILT-EDGED
GIVING

Tests m behavioral labs support

recent theories that charitable

behavior is motivated by guilt

and shame Empathy plays an

important part too.

HOVlf TO QUIT
SMOKING

A report on the varying ef-

fectiveness of different

techniques, including hav-

ing smoke blown back into

your face, doubling your

smoking and then stop-

ping, electric shock, and

role playing.

WERE ALL
NON-CONSCIOUS

SEXISTS
Proof that nonconscious as-

sumptions about a woman's

"natural" talents (or lack of

them) are as widespread

among women as among men

Identical writings received

significantly lower ratings

when attributed to female

authors

THE MOBICENTRIC
EXECUTIVE

Today's )ot)-hopping executive values motion

not because it leads to change but because

it IS change. More and more, however, he is

the one who reaches the top rather than the

plodding insider.

IS THE CROWD
REALLY MADDING?
To find out, a researcher studied

volunteers in crowded living condi-

tions. The results were not what

you might expect.

EMOTIONS IN

YOUR FINGERTIPS
The language of emotions leaps all

cultural barriers. In every society

tested, each person expressed the

same emotions with the same move-

ments of finger muscles.

THE IMPORTANCE
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When, why, and how do we need to

engage in face,saving' Lessons

learned in behavioral lab studies

can help mediators settle conflicts

in negotiations.
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tivities such as cooking, hunting,

eating, and sexual intercourse).

These common entities, or rather

the structure of logical or symbolic

relations among them, constitute

the common metastructure that the

myths of each individual society

restate as variants in terms appro-

priate to local conditions, without

ever fundamentally altering their

underlying logical forms.

Levi-Strauss establishes beyond

reasonable doubt that many, if not

all, of the scores of societies whose

myths he considers attribute similar

symbolic meanings and functions to

a number of common objects, activ-

ities, and themes (fire, cooking, si-

lence as contrasted with loud

noises, jaguars, macaws). He shows,

in short, that the native peoples of

South America make pervasive use

of a sort of "concrete logic" using

the same symbolic elements or di-

mensions in similar ways. This is a

fascinating discovery, but does it

justify Levi-Strauss's theoretical ac-

count of it?

The societies of tropical South

America inhabit ecologically similar

areas, have similar economies, and

possess a fairly restricted range of

social institutions. They utilize the

same flora and fauna in the same
ways; the same substances, rela-

tions, and activities therefore tend

to have the same associations for

them. Could not the similarities in

the symbolic uses of such elements

in their myths be largely or wholly

accounted for by reference to such

common aspects of experience (a

position quite consistent with Levi-

Strauss's own contentions in The

Savage Mind) without postulating

an elaborate metastructure from

which they must be derived? This

view would regard the locus of "the

structure of myth" as inherent in

particular myths, and regard the

similarities among different myths,

like the variance among different

versions of what is obviously the

same myth, as the outcome of sim-

ilarities or differences in the con-

texts of the myths, in the messages

each is attempting to convey, and in

the symbolic elements drawn upon

in their composition. The pattern of

relations among different myths

would, in short, be regarded as the

result, not the cause, of the form

and content of particular myths.

The structure of each myth, by the

same token, would be considered to

have a definite focus, or "center,"

in its relationship to its cultural set-

ting and the message it conveys

about that setting, rather than to

constitute merely an emanation of

an unfocused and unbounded me-
tasystem.

This interpretation runs directly

counter to Levi-Strauss's major

thesis, but it seems to me far more
tenable on the basis of his evidence.

The evidence and its inter-

pretation are obviously the critical

issues in evaluating Levi-Strauss's

claims and the counterclaims of his

critics. It is commonly recognized

that on this score Levi-Strauss

causes even his most devoted fol-

lowers considerable embarrassment,

while more hostile critics have

seized upon his often cavalier and

unreliable handling of data as

grounds to dismiss ideas from seri-

ous consideration. It is true that he

often gets his facts wrong or mis-

interprets his evidence to fit his ar-

gument. The grounds he gives for

considering a pair of myths as

"transformations" of one another,

or as dealing with the same theme

in different ways, are sometimes so

farfetched as to amount to what one

critic has called "verbal sleight of

hand" and another "self-parody."

There is, however, a far more se-

rious objection to be made to Levi-

Strauss's analyses of South Ameri-

can Indian myths than his not infre-

quent ethnographic errors or far-

fetched interpretations of particular

myths. This objection concerns the

adequacy of his basic notion of

structure itself.

The central problem of struc-

turalism in its Levi-Straussian form

is the failure to develop an adequate

concept of structure. This failure is

no mere paradoxical shortcoming or

incidental flaw in the theoretical ap-

paratus. On the contrary, it is the

direct outcome of Levi-Strauss's

most fundamental theoretical (one

might almost say metaphysical)

premise, to wit that "structures" at

the cultural level, and above all,

myths, directly reflect the patterns

of human thought, considered as a

psychological process. "Anthropol-

ogy," Levi-Strauss has declared, "is

first of all a psychology." By "psy-

chology" Levi-Strauss emphatically

does not mean the structure or pro-

cesses of the individual psyche per

se, with its (for him) irrelevant

properties of consciousness and af-
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fectivily. He has in mind, rather,

the unconscious processes of asso-

ciation of cognitive and perceptual

stimuh into simple patterns com-

mon to the human species as a

whole and independent of (because

prior to) the consciousness of any

individual meinber of it.

The question is whether such ele-

mentary patterns are adequate mod-

els for the sorts of cultural struc-

tures, for example, myths, that

Levi-Strauss sets out to reveal. It is

significant that his models are taken

from the lower levels of psychic and

linguistic structure, specifically the

levels below those directly in-

volved in conscious, purposive ac-

tion or communication by actors

or speakers. Levi-Strauss's struc-

tural models, in other words, pre-

clude any role for the acting, ori-

ented subject.

Now it is one of the salient prop-

erties of myth and other higher cul-

tural forms that they explicitly or

implicitly concern acting subjects.

These "subjects" symbolize pat-

terns of thinking, acting, and feel-

ing that a culture deems appropri-

ate for collective categories or

classes of actors; they do not con-

cern individuals per se. Significant

aspects of the "message" coded in

myths, and of their structures as

well, concern or reflect the cultur-

ally patterned "subjective" points

of view from which the actions and

situations they symbolize are stated.

Collective subjects in this sense,

like other relatively complex di-

mensions of message, tend to be

fully reflected only at the higher

levels of organization of cultural

structures (for example, the plot

structures of myths), which Levi-

Strauss's "structural" models tend

to ignore.

This entire aspect of the struc-

ture and message of myths and of

thought itself is missing from Levi-

Strauss's conception of structure.

This is the major reason why he has

never been able to formulate a con-

sistent analysis of the relationship

of myths to their social and environ-

mental contexts or to develop a sat-

isfactory analysis of the messages or

cultural meanings myths have for

the people who tell and listen to

them.

Levi-Strauss's elimination of the

subjective factor leaves him with no

basis for distinguishing between the

structure of thought (or of Ian-
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guage) and the structure of what is

thought (or spoken), namely the

mental and linguistic images and

constructs that cultures or individ-

uals employ to "say something of

something." If the play has no ac-

tors, it can only be about the stage

set and the script. For Levi-Strauss

the ultimate message of all thought

turns out to be simply the structure

of thought itself. Likewise, the mes-

sage of cultural symbolic forms, and

most especially and directly of

myths, turns out to be the basic

structure of thought, which consti-

tutes at once its source and its me-

dium. This "thought" is itself

treated as taking form in spon-

taneous response to the properties

of objects (preferably, if Levi-

Strauss's examples are any guide,

"natural" objects) and the collec-

tive patterns imposed on thought by
culture are ultimately to be ex-

plained, it seems, in the same way—
as the outcome of the encounter of

thought with a particular environ-

mental situation.

Levi-Strauss's concept of the

structure of myth, and a fortiori, all

other cultural constructs, thus con-

stitutes a far more radical attempt

to reintegrate culture and nature

than any of the aboriginal myths

whose structures he analyzes.

Whereas the latter tend to treat cul-

ture as a sort of tenuous and am-

biguous transcendence of nature,

Levi-Strauss seeks to achieve the re-

verse transcendence by making cul-

ture disappear again into nature—as

personified by the ultimate natural

object, the human mind itself.

Terence Turner is an associate profes-

sor of anthropology at the University

of Chicago. He is the author of The

Fire of the Jaguar, a book on the myths

of the Ge and Bororo tribes of Brazil.

The Ji'varo, by Michael J. Harner.

Doubleday/Natural History Press,

$7.95; 233 pp., illus.

This thoroughly interesting

book is based on fourteen

months of field work among the Ji-

varo Indians of eastern Ecuador.

Like most ethnographies it is orga-

nized around the technological,

social, and ideational aspects of cul-

ture. But unlike most ethnogra-

phers, Harner avoids a stuffy imper-

sonal attitude toward the subjects,

whom he presents as his friends and

helpers.

Although the Jivaro have long

been regarded as unique and even

bizarre, being the most warlike

people in the Americas, the author

has succeeded in communicating an

understanding of them as human
beings with basic needs and re-

sponses hke our own. This is ac-

complished in part by a writing

style marked by subtle humor and

occasional metaphors taken from

our own culture, as, for example,

"party dress," "kilt," and garden

"fairies" (who live underground

and push up the crops). Particularly

valuable in this respect also are

transcriptions of some representa-

tive events, such as the ethnogra-

pher's log of a couple's daily subsis-

tence routine, an extended morning

monologue of a father to his son, an

origin mvth, and a shaman's song.

Harner's photographs contribute

much to the book, by both their

fine quality and their wealth of sig-

nificant cultural features, not all of

which are made explicit in the text.

The first chapter spells out in

considerable detail the nature of Ji-

varo contacts with other Indians

and with whites (called apaci by

the Jivaro). In reading this account

one finds the familiar sequence of

exploitation, competition for re-

sources, and depopulation by con-

flict and disease; and in addition

one develops an understanding of

just who the Jivaro are and how
they relate to the peoples around

them.

In a chapter on shelter, subsis-

tence, and technology, Harner pro-

vides quantitative data on produc-

tion and consumption, especially on

the shifting cultivation of manioc,

that will be of particular use to cul-

tural ecologists.

The section on social relations in-

cludes information on the life cycle,

relations among kin, the leadership

role of shamans, and the function of

trade in maintaining intergroup re-

lations. Embedded in this analysis

are a number of interesting details

of social organization that are cur-

rently of concern to lay readers as

well as anthropologists. These in-

Shotguns are carried for

protection as well as hunting.
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elude discussions of romantic love,

the problems of polygvnv, adultery

with the resulting hostilities and

alienation of relatives, intergroup

conflict, and alliances for war and

marriage.

In the sphere of social control we
learn the relation of the vaguely de-

fined authority of "big men" and

shamans to their power to kill,

power that is reinforced bv their ex-

ploits in war and witchcraft. It

seems significant that in this

society, where an extraordinary

amount of interpersonal tension

prevails, an unusual variety of souls

and spirit helpers are available for

use in manipulating the behavior of

actual and suspected enemies. Such

an elaboration of supernaturalism

calls to mind the recent elHores-

cence of religious practices in our

own society, where an increase in

interpersonal tensions has accom-

panied a lessening in the strength of

traditional social norms.

A chapter on law, feuding, and

war includes a very brief section on

the making and celebrating of

tsuntsa (shrunken heads). The brev-

ity of this treatment suggests that

the author wished to avoid the sen-

sationalism that has been attached

to this most notorious feature of Ji'-

varo culture. Ji'varo head shrinking

may be regarded as the last remnant

of the practice of taking heads and

shrinking scalps that was formerly

widespread in northwestern South

America and Mexico. Although



Harner makes no attempt to ar-

eount lor the origin of tlie war eom-

plex. he has pointed to some of the

factors that serve to perpetuate a

cycle of punitive retaliations follow-

ing death. In this connection he

presents a particulai-lv timely dis-

cussion of the effect of purposefully

educating boys to become avenging

killers.

A final chapter discusses recent

changes that have followed the in-

troduction of new materials from

white settlers and the neighboring

Achuara. The value of this survey is

considerablv heightened by record-

ing the natives' own views of the

causes of the various changes.

In contrast to the sympathy with

which the Jivai^o are treated in this

book, a jarring note is struck in the

Introduction bv dismissing as er-

roneous most of the content of the

''onlv [other] two serious major

works" on the Ji'varo, those of Ra-

phael Karsten and M. W. Stirling,

without, however, specifving the er-

rors. Harner wTites, 'Except for

Stirling's data on material culture, I

found that there was scarcely a

paragraph of ethnographic informa-

tion in either work that could be

considered wholly accurate." Such

a sweeping rejection is not entirely

convincing and leaves the reader to

assume that some of the differences

in earlier reports might be attrib-

uted to variations in practices

among the numerous groups of Ji'-

varo. Of course it is not possible or

desirable in a book of this type to

describe all the variations in Ji'varo

culture, and Harner has already

published elsewhere a discussion of

some of the early errors ("Jivaro

Souls," American Anthropologist,

1962). Moreover, he promises spe-

cific criticisms in specialized publi-

cations to appear later. Specialists

win look forward to these publica-

tions with interest.

Despite this minor reservation,

Harner's thorough and careful field

research has resulted in a far more

complete and accurate account of

Jivaro culture than has been avail-

able until now. It is a very good

book and one that deserves a more

professional printing job, specifi-

callv, fe^ver tvpographical errors,

The wooden lip plug is a

common adornment for women.

more duraiilc paper, evenlv cut

pages, ami covers thai do not warp.

GiiKTKUDE E. Dole
Slate University of New York

College at Purchase

Conserving Life on Earth, by Da-

vid W. Ehrenfeld. Oxford Univer-

sity Press. $10.00: 360 pp.. illus.

This is a time of ecological

backlash—the minions of the

industrial consumer societv are mus-

tering their forces and attacking.

The vulnerability of the environ-

mental movement to such attack is

partly real. The ecological band-

wagon has drawn a motley passel of

malcontents and a million spokes-

men, experts in manv professions,

who know and cai'e little about the

whole natural community. By and

large, ecologists are a quiet lot, and

evervbodv from farmers to bankers

has spoken for them. David Ehren-

feld is an ecologist. His book, at

this stage in public sensibility, mav
be viewed as reactionary ecological

environmentalism. It is an ex-

tremely valuable addition to a liter-

ature in shocking disarray and in

danger of losing its center.

Ehrenfeld calls himself "an advo-

cate for the natural world." His

main theme is the loss of natural di-

versity. The wisdom of this theme is

based on the capacity of world

ecosystems to recover—no matter

how badly warped by man's activ-

ity—i/ constituent species are not

extirpated.

In support of his view, the author

explains the basic ecological con-

cepts of community maturity, com-

plexity, and stability as developed

by Eugene Odum and Ramon Mar-

galef. Because of the irreversibility

of extinction and the importance to

the natural ecosystem of all its spe-

cies, the ecological imperative of

the preservation of species emerges.

While Ehrenfeld is not the first to

realize this, he has advanced it as

man's primary concern in his atten-

tion to the life of the planet. At a

time when conventions on human
ecology and conferences on envi-

ronmental planning are held with-

out recourse to ecology or ecolo-

gists. Conserving Life on Earth is

most timely.

Ehrenfeld also examines ecologi-

cal theory in its historical aspect, as

an emerging; concern from the nine-
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teenth centurv. The particular ways

in which large-scale programs and

activities threaten natural commu-
nities are explained with helpful il-

lustrations and diagrams. The ge-

netic damage potential of the Green

Revolution, the consequences oi

population overgrowth by man, and

the effects on the landscape of strip

mining, war, development, pollu-

tion, pesticides, and the in-

troduction of exotics are described

in relation to natural communities.

Separate chapters are done from

the viewpoint of single species. The
source of the danger of extinction

varies from one to another. Most

are adversely affected by environ-

mental changes caused by man;

some are imperiled by the appetite

of zoos and pet keepers; others by

hunting and collecting; and still

others by pesticides and pollution.

The blue whale, now virtually ex-

tinct, is given a chapter to itself. Its

characteristics as a vulnerable mam-
mal, the whaling record, and the

economics and politics of whale

killing are all considered as part of

the desperate status of this magnifi-

cent animal.

From this example, Ehrenfeld

goes on to discuss the problems of

species preservation in general, giv-

ing guidelines and some examples

of successful legislative programs

and regional planning. His com-

ments on land-management tech-

niques place ecology, rather than

productivity or progress, at the cen-

ter. This perspective puts the omni-

scient attitude of the forestry pro-

fession in a revealing light. For

seventy years the condescending

and sometimes patronizing father of

American resource management,

that profession now stands betrayed

by its own economic pre-

occupations, overestimates of pro-

ductivity, and the dismal failure (in

the national forests) of the "mul-

tiple-use" concept. In effect, Ehren-

feld seems to say, we can no longer

trust our lands entirely to resource

specialists who are committed to

yield and dollar values.

One of Ehrenfeld's most inter-

esting subjects is the one he calls

"analogues of natural commu-
nities." Older ecologists will recog-

nize this as a new term for the dis-

climax, the stable community that

includes man and his works. With-

out discounting the importance of

wilderness, Ehrenfeld recognizes
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that a future state of ecological

licalth for the planet will include

vast areas of inhabited, used land.

There are examples, particularly in

western Europe, of such harmo-

nious mosaics of man and nature

that clearh^ show how conserving

life on earth can be consistent with

tiie human enterprise.

Throughout the book Ehrenfeld

attempts to rescue the term con-

serration, despite his awai'eness of

the term's historical connection to a

rather narrow resourcism and. h\

the late 1950s, its subversion and

domination bv hard-line, ex-

ploitative, polluting, big corpora-

tion, big government technocrats. It

remains to be seen how successfullv

he can redefine and refurbish its

meaning so that it will satisfy advo-

cates for the natural world and for

that rapidly growing minority in

seaixh of an alternative technology.

That Ehrenfeld himself is a mem-
ber of both groups is clearly seen in

one of his concluding statements:

The only justification of the

Western ideal of progress has

been that it promotes man's com-

fort and well-being; but if we
look dispassionately at the results

of a century of progress, we find

nearly all men anxious and

alone. Technology, mascjuerad-

ing as an end rather than a

means, has unnecessaiily moved

man awav from nature, and in so

doing has moved him away from

himself. Even if there were no

ecological crisis, conservation

would still have its most impor-

tant mission before it: preserving

wilderness for those human
beings who are fortunate enough

to know now that it is part of

them and that thev enjoy it, and

also for those in the future who
may learn to use technology in a

way that does not subvert the hu-

man heritage.

The book has scores of first-rate

photographs and a foreword by Ar-

chie Carr.

Paul Shepard

Dartmouth College

Erratum: Natural History- regrets

its error in failing to mention in the

review of gai'dening books (May,

1973) that the "Scribner Garden

Library" books ai-e available in pa-

perback at reasonable prices.
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elestial Events
t>y Thomas D. Njcliolson

Sun and Moon When the sun reaches the summer solstice on

June 21, 1973, it signals the turning point in its apparent northward

motion over the earth; to an observer on earth, in other words, the sun

appears to occupy a position in the sky more and more northerly until

June 21. Thereafter, it begins an apparent motion southward. The real

motion that produces the effect is that of the earth around the sun in an

orbit inclined to the plane of the equator.

The moon, in June, July, and August, becomes full about mid-month,

new about the end of each month. Dates of the phases are: in June, full

on the 15th, last-quarter on the 23rd, new on the 30th; in July, first-

quarter on the 7th, full on the 15th, last-quarter on the 22nd, new on

the 29th; and in August, first-quarter on the 5th, full on the 13th. The
new moon of June 30 comes within eleven hours of perigee; the perigee

spring tides that result produce tides that are much higher and lower

than the ordinary tides.

Solar Eclipse of June 30 There are three eclipses

during the month from June 15 to July 15: penumbral eclipses of the

moon at the beginning and the end and a total solar eclipse on June 30.

Unfortunately, most of us won't see them. During a penumbral eclipse,

the full moon darkens slightly because the earth cuts off part of the sun

in the lunar sky, but only an expert would notice the difference. And
the June 30 eclipse, of which there will be plenty to see, will take place

over the South Atlantic and Central Africa. Tliis eclipse will last more
than seven minutes in places, and it will occur where climatic records

suggest a better than 90 percent chance of clear skies. We may have a

chance to watch this very special event on television.

Planets Planets will be plentiful all summer, in both the evening

and the morning sky. In the evening, Venus will be low in the west af-

ter sundown, Jupiter will rise in the east in the early evening, and Mars
will rise in the late evening, before midnight. And in the morning, Jupi-

ter will be in the west at dawn. Mars well up in the south, and Saturn in

the east, preceding the rising sun into the sky.

Mercury will be at greatest elongation (east) in the evening sky on

June 22, and may be seen for about a week before and after that date,

low in the west after sundown; on August 8, it will be at greatest elon-

gation (west) in the morning sky and may be seen for about a week be-

fore and after that date, rising in the east just before sunrise.

June 15: Penumbral lunar eclipse. Saturn enters the morning sky.

June 19: The bright object near the moon tonight is Jupiter.

June 21: Summer begins at 8:01 a.m., EST.

June 30: Total solar eclipse, not visible in North America.

July 4: Earth is at aphelion, 94,513,000 miles from the sun.

July 20: Mercury, at inferior conjunction, enters the morning sky.

July 27: Saturn is near the waning crescent moon before sunrise.

July 29: The Delta Aquarid meteor shower reaches maximum, with

no moonlight during morning hours. Its meteors, averaging twenty per

hour per observer, are not very bright.

July .30: Jupiter, at opposition, is in the sky from sunset to sunrise.

August 12: The Perseid meteors, the best shower of the year for num-
ber, brightness, and duration, reach maximum. But moonlight will limit

observations during the after-midnight hours that are best.

* Hold the Star Map so the direction you face is at the bottom; then match the stars in

the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 12:20

P.M. on June 15; 11:25 P.M. on June 30; 10:25 p.m. on July 15; 9:20 p.m. on July 31;

and 8:20 P.M. on August 15; but it can be used for an hour before and after these times.
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Sky Reporter

Thie Ancient and Legendar*:
The sorts of scientific problems that I am involved

in—the environments of other planets, the origin of

life, ihe possibility of life on other worlds—engage the

popular interest. This is no accident. I think all human

beings ai-e excited about these basic problems, and I am

lucky enough to be alive at a time when it is possible to

perform scientific investigations of some of them.

One result of popular interest is that I receive a

great vai-iety of mail: poems and sonnets about the

plaque on Pioneer 10; requests from schoolchildren

who want me to write their weekly assignments for

them; letters from strangers who want to borrow

money; communications from individuals who ask me
to check out their detailed plans for ray guns, time

warps, spaceships, or perpetual motion machines; and

notices from advocates of various, arcane special inter-

ests such as astrology, ESP, UFO-contact stories, the

speculative fiction of von Danniken, witchcraft, palm-

istry, phrenology, tea-leaf reading, Tarot cai'ds, the I-

Ching, transcendental meditation, and the psychedelic

drug experience. Occasionally, there are sadder

stories, such as that from a woman who said she was

contacted by inhabitants of the planet Venus through

her shower head and another from a man who tried to

file suit against the Atomic Energy Commission for

tracking his every movement with "atomic rays." A
number of people write that they can pick up extra-

terrestrial intelligent radio signals through the fillings

in their teeth, or by concentrating in the right way.

But over the years one letter in particular stands out

in my mind as the most poignant and charming ot its

type. It was an eighty-five page, handwritten letter (in

green ink), from a gentleman in a mental hospital in

Ottawa. He had read a report in a local newspaper that

I thought it possible that life exists on other planets;

he wished to reassure me that I was entirely correct in

that supposition, as he knew from his own experience.

To assist me in understanding the source of his

knowledge, he thought I would like to learn a little of

his personal history—which occupied a good bit of the

eighty-five pages. As a young man in Ottawa, my cor-

respondent chanced to come upon a recruiting poster

for the American armed services, the one showing a

goateed old codger pointing his index finger at your

belly button and saying, "Uncle Sam Wants You." He
was so struck by the kindly visage of gentle Uncle Sam
that he determined to make his acquaintance immedi-

ately. My informant boarded a bus to California, ap-

parently the most plausible habitation for Uncle Sam.

Alighting at the depot, he inquired where Uncle Sam
could be found. After some confusion about surnames,

my informant was greeted by unpleasant stares. De-

spite several days of earnest inquiry, no one in Califor-

nia could tell him the whereabouts of Uncle Sam.

He returned to Ottawa in a deep depression, having

failed in his quest. But almost immediately, his life's

Fwrii The Cosmic Connection An Extraterrestrial Perspective. Copyright

'9 1973 by Carl Sagan and Jerome Agel. To be published in November by

Doubieday & Company. Inc.

\
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Britannia, the personification of Great Britain,

whose likeness appeared on the obverse face of

the old British penny, may no longer be sitting on

a throne. In 1971 Britain adopted a decimal

system of currency and the old pennies ivere
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OdS of Old by Carl Saga

n

removedfrom circulation. According to the theory

of one of the author's correspondents, ivhen

mythicalfigures lose their dominion, they become

ordinary mortals reduced to earning their keep

like other humans.

work came to him in a flasli. Il was to find "the an-

cient and legendary gods of old," a phrase that ap-

pears many times throughout his letter. He had the in-

teresting and perceptive idea that gods survive only as

long as they have worshipers. What happens, then, to

the gods who are no longer believed in: the gods, for

example, of ancient Greece and Rome? Well, he con-

cluded, they are reduced to the status of ordinary hu-

man beings, stripped of the perquisites and powers of

the godhead. They must now work for a living—like

everyone else. He perceived that they might be some-

what secretive about their diminished circumstances,

but would at times complain about having to do men-

ial labor when once they supped at Olympus. Such re-

tired deities, he reasoned, would be thrown into insane

asylums. Therefore, the most reasonable method of lo-

cating these defrocked gods was to incarcerate himself

in the local mental institution. This he promptly did.

While we may disagree with some of the steps in his

reasoning, we probablv all agree that the gentleman

did the right thing.

My informant decided that to search for all the an-

cient and legendary gods of old would be too tiring a

task. Instead, he set his sights on only a few: Jupiter,

Mercury, and the goddess on the obverse face of the

old British pennv—not everyone's first choice of the

most interesting gods, but surely a representative trio.

To his astonishment, and mine, incarcerated in the

very asylum in which he had committed himself, he

found Jupiter, Mercury, and the goddess on the ob-

verse face of the English penny. These gods readily ad-

mitted their identities and regaled him with stories of

past times when nectar and ambrosia flowed freely.

Then one day my correspondent succeeded beyond

his hopes. Over a bowl of bing cherries, he encoun-

tered "God Almighty," or at least a facsimile thereof.

At least the Personage who offered him the bing

cherries modestly acknowledged to being God Al-

mighty. God Almighty luckily had a small spaceship

on the grounds of the asylum and offered to take my
informant on a short jaunt around the solar system,

which was no sooner said than done.

"And this. Dr. Sagan, is how I can assure you that

the planets are inhabited."

The letter then ended as follows: "But all this busi-

ness about life elsewhere is so much speculation and

not worth the really serious interest of a scientist like

yourself. Why don't you address vourself to a really

important problem, such as the construction of a trans-

Canadian railroad at high northern latitudes?" There

followed a detailed sketch of the proposed railway

route, and a standard expression of the sincerity of his

good wishes.

Other than working seriously on a trans-Canadian

railroad at high northern latitudes, I have never been

able to think of an appropriate response to this letter.

Carl Sagan is professor of astronomy and director of the

Laboratory for Planetary Studies at Cornell University.
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At Ra^ndOIXl by Milton Rugoff

It is an old habit of man's to draw his most con-

temptuous expressions from animals and their ways.

There is hardly a more sweeping insult than to say of

someone that he is an animal or, as the English put it,

beastly. If someone is brutal, vicious, or uncontrolled,

we attribute it to his "animal instincts."

Nothing seems to signify stupidity more fully than

such terms as ape, baboon, gorilla, ox, goose, cow,

birdbrained, or bullheaded. Do you want to put some-

one down as craven or contemptible? Then call him

chicken or sheeplike, a rat, a snake, a louse, or most

crushing, a worm. Just as great a variety of animals

convey cruelty and ruthlessness: hawk, vulture, jackal,

hyena, wolf, shark. Among the most worn cliches in

the vocabulary of insult are filthy as a pig, vain as a

peacock, stubborn as a mule, puffed up as a toad,

changeable as a chameleon, blind as a bat, lecherous

as a goat, crazy as a loon.

Indeed, there are few animals that we do not use in

some way to sum up our dislikes or revulsions. An
acid-tongued woman is catty and a nasty one is a

bitch. Anyone we dont trust is a skunk. To harass

someone is to hound or badger him. To be mad is to be

batty or cuckoo. Anything we don't believe is called

fishy. Even "eager beaver" is not a compliment.

These metaphors are so inaccurate, so absurdly ex-

aggerated and anthropomorphic, that thev would be

funny if they were not so deep-rooted. Peacocks are

not half as vain as many men and women. There is

nothing crazy about a bat, chameleons change color

purely in self-defense, and any ornithologist will tell

you that cuckoos know well what they are doing.

There is no evidence that a baboon is stupid or that

fish are untrustworthy. A pig is filthy when it is kept

in a sty and fed swill. A cur well treated generally be-

comes a good dog. Who knows whether a randy goat is

obnoxious to his lady friends? A shrew is not notably

shrewish, a crab crabby, or a cat catty. Mules are

called stubborn when thev don't do some human mas-

ter's bidding; we should commend them for indepen-

dence of spirit.

Men do find some traits to admire in a few ani-

mals—even if the admiration is often casual, con-

descending, or just silly. We salute the courage of

lions, although they seem to display it mostly in sub-

duing weaker prey; and we think owls wise, for the

foolish reason that they look so solemn. We are

charmed by the meekness of lambs and the cuteness of

kittens. Or we single out some minor trait, as when we
speak of the gracefulness of gazelles. If there is one

genuine exception, it is the dove, which has long been

the symbol of love and peace. Yet, the ornithologically

identical pigeon serves for such epithets as pigeon-
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hearted and stool pigeon (originally a hunter's decoy).

In some societies animals were considered gods, as

in ancient Egypt, or sacred, as in India. But the Egyp-

tians have long since abandoned their animal deities.

Only the Hindus among major peoples continue to

reverence animals, perceiving them as vessels of the

selfsame spirit that inhabits man. Meanwhile, we in

the West use the phrase "sacred cows" with contempt.

Man's ugly view of animal behavior goes far back

(the Old Testament even attributes the origin of all

evil to a serpent), but the idea that man himself has

outgrown his primitive and savage animal character-

istics got its greatest boost a century ago from the Vic-

torians. They interpreted Darwin's theory of man's

evolution from the apes as an ascent. Evolution was a

grand march upward, and man, as Tennyson declared,

was in the foremost files of time.

Today we aren't so sure about all that. Perhaps at

some point man began to move too far away from his

animal origin, to develop a variety of unanimal (I al-

most said "inhuman") aberrations and unnatural ten-

dencies: for example, fouling the earth on which he

lives and the very air he breathes or making war and

slaughtering masses of his fellow men. True, locusts

and tent caterpillars are ruthlessly voracious, but their

underlying impulse is to feed for survival.

At the same time, most studies of animal behavior

in the past forty or fifty years have revealed more and

more estimable charactistics in a great variety of ani-

mals: the docility and affection of creatures once

thought to be intractable, such as wolves and wolver-

ines; the solicitude of mother animals for their young,

including not only such familiar examples as birds,

kangaroos, and beai-s, but sea otters and the fish that

takes its young into its mouth when danger threatens.

Scientists have uncovered astonishing facts about the

learning ability and personalities of, among others,

dolphins and seals: the marvelous faculties that guide mi-

grating birds and spawning salmon; the wonderfully

complex social structure of termites, bees, and ants.

It is, I suppose, "only human" that, being differ-

entiated from the beasts by our powers of speech, we
should deride them. But is it too much to expect that

after all these centuries we should acquire a little hu-

mility, stop assuming that we ai-e the salt of the earth

and God's gift to the animal kingdom? Tlie problem is

how to rise, not above out animal selves, but above our

human selves, and acknowledge that we share the

planet with an immense variety of living things, many

of them infinitely more in tune with the earth than

Milton Rugoff is editor of Chanticleer Press. Inc.
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The real

In many parts of the country, "a speedy
trial" has come to mean many months of

agonizing delay. The wheels of justice

have practically ground to a halt.

The accused languish.

Court dockets are overloaded.

Judges move from case to case with

barely enough time to absorb
pertinent information. The state

allows defendants to plead guilty to

lesser charges, for the sake of

expediency.

Our court procedures were created

when the nation was rural and small;

can they be effective now that the

country is urban and large? Can our

laws and their mechanics be revised

without harming those whom they

were written to protect? The way
must be found— and soon.
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Bermuda. Where you still find nineteenth century niceties.

We believe in the customs of yesteryear.

Like having tea and scones after tennis. Like

saying "hello" and "thank you." And doing

something nice even when we aren't required to.

We take pride in retaining the little

pleasantries that are so often missing from

twentieth century life. Things like caring.

Gentility. Tranquility. A respect for your privacy.

Of course, we do offer some of the

most pleasant diversions of the twentieth

century as well. Golf, tennis, boating, fishing,

snorkeling, shopping, dining, dancing,

entertainment. And just plain taking it easy.

All are without peer in Bermuda.

Come. We'll give you the best of both

centuries.

Bermuda
See your travel agent or write Bermuda, 610 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020.
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It is two million years ago. On an African savanna, a strange creature browses

for food. He looks something like an ape and also like a man. He walks on two legs—yet his

forehead is low and sloping, his jaw thrusts forward. He doesn't know it—but he represents

a giant step forward in evolution. For he is the "missing link" between ape and man . .

.

TIME
DQl
BOOKS

presents a spectacular new series . .

.

THE EMERGENCE
OF MAN

. . . filled with the latest discoveries that now make it possible

for you to penetrate the mysterious origins of life

and the 20,000 generations of man.

Begin with

The Missing Link
yours to enjoy free for 10 days

Color-keyed charts like this make the evolution-
ary processes easy to understand.

Today, that creature who first ventured to

raise himself above the other animals no
longer exists; he has become you. Unique.

Set apart from the 2 million other species

living on the planet by a thumb that makes
your hand a precision tool ... by a knee

that "locks" you in a comfortable upright

position . . . and by your capacity for ab-

stract thought and speech. All this, and
more, has enabled your ^ecies to dominate
the earth. And yet you share, with every

other creature that ever lived, the same
origins — the same accident that led to the

spontaneous creation of the first single-

celled algae 3.5 billion years ago.

How did it all happen? What was the

evolutionary process that led to Man and
his conquest of a harsh and hostile environ-

ment? You will find the amazing story in

TIME-LIFE BOOKS' new series, THE
EMERGENCE OF MAN.

Your introductory volume, The Missing
Link, shows you the stranger-than-science-

fictiou world of Australopithicus, the ape
man. You'll feel a sense of immediacy and
visual adventure in the incredibly lifelike

pictorial technique: photo-painting. And a
fact-filled text enriched with over 100 illus-

trations gives you fascinating new answers
to age-old questions about the evolution of
man.
The answers come from some of the

world's most eminent authorities on anthro-

pology, archeology, zoology and paleoan-

thropology: Margaret Mead; Sherwood L.

Washburn; Bernard Campbell and Ralph

S. Solecki. They have helped create the most
authentic, up-to-date library of books on
this subject available today. Once you've

experienced the high adventure of The
Missing Link, you'll eagerly anticipate the

rest of the books in the series. In books such

as Life Before Man, The First Men, Cro-
Magnon Man and The First Cities, you'll

witness the development of all the charac-

teristics that make men human.
For an unforgettable trip into the origins

of everything you are and know, take ad-

vantage of our introductory offer: Examine
The Missing Link for 10 days. If it doesn't

make you want to own it, send it back. If

you do keep it, pay just $5.95 ($6.95 in

Canada) plus shipping and handling, and we
will then send you other volumes in THE
EMERGENCE OF MAN series at the rate

of one approximately every other month, on
the same free examination terms. You may
cancel this arrangement at any time. For
your introductory volume, send the order

form or write to: Time-Life Books, Dept.

2801, Time & Life Bldg., Chicago, III. 6061 1

.

Pius an absolutely Free

Wall Chart & Map
Depicts milestones In the evolution of

man. Suitable for home, office, or

schoolroom. In color, SOVi x 20 inches,

it's yours to keep as a gift for accepting
our 10-day trial offer.
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why the human fetus has gills?

when man first began to bury

his dead?

when the nuclear family began?

how cool<ing food changed
man's face?

how speech evolved?

why man can speak and apes
can't?

what dinosaurs were really like

and what enabled them to rule

the earth for 135 million years?

what the latest findings are on
"the missing link"?

In what way Neanderthal Man
was "religious"?

if any creatures except man
use tools?

whether or not there are still

Neanderthals among us?

If the land near the South Pole

could once have t>een

sub-tropical?

Among Other Volumes:
Life Before Man • Cro-Magnon Man •

T/ie Neanderthals • The Monument Builders

• Hardbound, with
full-color cover

9 X 10 iriches. 35,000 words

160 pages, over 40 in full-color

Complete index and bibliography



Minolta helps you
return to those thrilling days ofyesteryear.

Time and place can merge in your imagination. All
you need is the vision to find the past in the present, and
a camera that doesn't hold you back;

You're comfortable with a Minolta SR-T from the
moment you pick it up. This is the 35mm reflex camera
that lets you concentrate on mood and insight. The view-
finder gives you all the information you want for focusing
and exposure. Because you never have to look away from
thefinderto adjust an easy-to-handle Minolta SR-T,
you're free to catch the one photograph that could never
betaken again.

The SRT 101 lets you
use microprism focusing ^*"'*

with a ground glass collar.

A scale in the viewfinder
shows your shutter speed, ^
from 1 to 1 / 1 000th second,
plus bulb. _j

I

The SR-T 102 gives
you split screen focusing '

with a microprism collar,
J^

and adds an aperture read-
out to the shutter speed
scale in the viewfinder. And Minolta $.,

the SR-T 102 makes it easy to get deliberate multiple"
exposures with remarkable accuracy.

All Minolta SR-T cameras give you the patented
"CLC"through-the-lens metering system. It protects you
from under-exposure by automatically compensating in

high contrast light. Meter-coupled Rokkor lenses stay at
maximum aperture, so the finder is always at full bright-
ness until the moment of exposure.

When you see something that needs a different
perspective, just snap on one of the complete system of
Rokko r lenses from super-wide 16mm to super-long

: jmi^ 1600mm, plus zoom and
* macro lenses. It takes just

seconds with no ASA or
f /stop realignmentto waste

I
your time.

Try a Minolta SR-T.
Start making history. For

— more information, see your
fdealer or write Minolta
' Corp., Consumer Products
Division, 200 Park Ave. So.,

N.Y., N.Y. 10003. In Can-
1 ada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.

Whathapf * *

lr^£^'^!°'^^'^®^'^'^ "'^"i^f '
'^i"°'ta 35mm reflex cameras are warranted by Minolta Corp. against defects in workman-
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purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera will be serviced at no charge
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A lifetime professional interest in

the phvsiology of sense perception,

combined with thirty years of living

with dachshunds, led Kenneth D.

Roeder to probe the retrieval antics

of his current pet, Morris. By
throwing a ball to his dog in their

Concord, Massachusetts, back yard,

Roeder provided Morris with exer-

cise and himself with numerous in-

of social responsibility" and is now
on his way back to Hawaii to con-

tinue his work on the ecology of the

Kenneth D. Roeder

sights into animal behavior. A pro-

fessor of physiology at Tufts Uni-

versity, Roeder studies the neural

mechanisms of insect behavior and

for the past twenty years has been

investigating the interactions of

bats and moths. He has written

more than sixty papers on insect

brain function and is the author of

Nerve Cells and Insect Behavior.

published by Harvard University

Press.

Richard E. Warner, presently a

consultant in environmental biol-

ogy, first became interested in the

riddle posed by the decline and ex-

tinction of Hawaiian honeycreepers

in 1957, when a review of the liter-

ature and his own field studies sug-

gested that a distributional pattern

was involved. Later, his position as

a research coordinator with the

Game Bureau, Hawaii Department
of Land and Natural Resources pro-

vided him with an unusual opportu-

nity to investigate the dis-

appearance of many endemic birds.

He has "always felt the need for

personal involvement in con-
servation matters as a basic element

Richard E. Warner

honeycreepers, particularly the im-

pact of disease. Journeying aboard

his own boat, he is currently study-

ing coastal resources and environ-

mental problems somewhere be-

tween southern Florida and the Ca-

ribbean.

Long drawn to the sea and its life

forms, Gilbert L. Voss dates his in-

terest in coral reefs to summer vaca-

tions spent sailing off the Florida

Keys as a youth. He served four

years in the Coast Guard, has

worked as a fishing-boat captain

and guide, and has conducted scien-

tific cruises off the tropical coasts of

West Africa and South and Central

America. A specialist in cephalo-

pods, Voss is professor of marine

science and chairman of the Divi-

sion of Biology at the Rosenstiel

School of Marine and Atmospheric

Science of the University of Miami.

His current research includes the

effects of pollution on the biotas of

Florida's southeast coast and the bi-

ology of the fauna of the Puerto

Rico Trench.

For the past five years Harvey
A. Feit has conducted field work
with the Cree Indian hunters of

northern Quebec, studying their ad-

aptations to changing environ-

mental and cultural conditions.

Now an assistant professor of an-

thropology at Carleton University

in Canada, he is completing his doc-

Harvey A. Feit

toral dissertation on the hunting

ecology of the Waswanipi Band of

the Cree tribe. When the Quebec

government announced plans for

the James Bay hydroelectric project

in 1971, Feit became active in a

number of committees concerned

with how the project would affect

the traditional life patterns of the

Indians in the area.

Gilbert L. Voss
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701, The Norman Achievement
By David C. Douglas. Norman life

from 1050 to 1 100. when they took

Iheir power and influence to

England. Italy, Sicily and Syria.

$8.50/ $6.50

796. Justinian and Theodora
By Robert Browning. The peasant's

son and lady of ill-repute who ruled

the Byzantine Roman empire,
$15,00/$9.95

476. The Life of Lenin
By Louis Fischer. Winner of the

National Book Award. $12.50/$8.50

890. Witchcraft in the Middle Ages
By Jeffrey Burton Russell.

$15.00/$9.95

489. William the Conqueror The
Norman Impact upon England
ByOavidC Douglas. $9.50/ $6.95

896. Disease And History

By Frederick F. Cartwright. The havoc
wrought by epidemic and malady on
the course of history and on great

historical characters. $7.95/$6.95

111. World Prehistory
By Grahame Clark. The common
prehistoric past of all the civilizations

of mankind—from the Primates
through advanced Paleolithic

cultures. $8.50/$6.95

244. Russian Rebels
By Paul Avrlch. The four great
popular rebellions m Russia in the

17th and 18th centuries.

$10.00/$7.50

877. Apache Chronicle: The Story
of a People
By John Upton Terrell. $12-50/$8.5a

226. Mr. Republican: A Biography
of Robert A. Taft

By James T. Patterson. $12,50/$8.75

234. A History of the Chinese
Communist Party, 1921-1949
By Jacques Guiliermaz. $12.95/ $8.95

825. Harper Encyclopedia of the

Modern World: A Concise Reference
History from 1760 to the Present
Ed by Richard B. Morns & Graham
W. Irwin. $17.50/$11.50

232. The Presidential Character:
Predicting Performance in the
White House
By James David Barber

$10.00/$7.5Q

759. Gold, Glory, and The Gospel:
Lives and Times of the Renaissance
Explorers
By Louis B. Wright. $1D.OO/$7.50

855. The Byzantine Commonwealth:
Eastern Europe, 500-1453
By Dimitn Obolensky. $15.00/$9.95

746. Empire of the Steppes
By ReneGrousset. Attila, Jenghiz
Khan, Tamerlane—the Mongolian
and Turkish invasions. $17,50/$9.95

870. The Aztec Image in Western
Thought
By Benjamin Keen $20,00/$11.50

736. The Quest for Theseus
Edited by AnneG. Ward. The
historical reality behind the legends
of the mythic slayer of the Minotaur
and founder of Athens. $13.50/$8.95

The History Book Club
Stamford, Connecticut 06904
Please enroll me as a trial member

and send me the books whose numbers I

enter below. Bill those on the left at 99c
tor all three and the fourth at the low men-
ber's price, plus a small shipping charge.

Within two weeks, I may return the
books at your expense and owe nothing, Or
I will take four more books within a year,
always at reduced member's prices plus
shipping. Thereafter, I may resign at any
time. NH 31S

A note on how the Club works: Every
r weeks, you receive our Review and a

ed reply card. If you want the Editors
Dice, do nothing: the book will come
omatically- To order a different book
no book, return the card by specified

e. You will have at least 10 days to

make your choice— but if you should get
an unwanted book because of late mail,

we guarantee return postage.

In Canada:
16 Overlea £

Kings,Queens and Knaves.

Any three for 99 cents.
Henry VIII and all those wives.

Justinian and his Theodora. The Borgia clan.

"Mad George" Hanover. Assorted royalty

and their not always loving consorts.

For good or bad, they ran the show

for centuries. That's why we'd I ike to send you

any three books about kings, queens and

knaves as your introduction to The History

Bookclub.

Of course, if you prefer, you may

choose the company of commoners— heroes

and demagogues, dictators and saints. Or

become embroiled in wars and revolutions.

In fact, you can have any three books

listed above. All for 99 cents, when you take a

fourth at the low member's price.

If you're not delighted, just return

the books (we'll even pay the postage). Or

keep them and simply take four more new

books during the coming year, from the 150

offered each month. You get these at savings

of $2, $3. or $4 off bookstore prices. And you

also earn other savings through bonus books—

your choice of any title on the Club's list.

Well-known statesmen, scholars

and community leaders belongtoThe History

Book Club. But by accepting this offer, you

can also enjoy the company of kings.

The History Book Club
Stamford, Connecticut 06904



With a Land-Rover,

YOU can rub elbows

with the natives of

New England.

Or New Guinea.

A 4-wheel-drive Land-Rover is

the ideal veiiicie for exploring

tiie backroads of iVlaine, New
Hampsiiire and Vermont. (Or any
other out-of-the-way part of the

U.S., for that matter.)

Its all-synchromesh 4-speed
transmission is equipped with a

2-speed transfer box that gives

the equivalent of 8 forward and
2 reverse gear ratios, resulting in

a full range of traction for all

kinds of surfaces.

So if your taste in travel runs

more towards the exotic, you
can book passage for your family

and Land-Rover, and explore
the wilderness of New Guinea.
Because with a Land-Rover,

your call of the wild will never go
unanswered.

For the name of your nearest

dealer call: 800-447-4700.

In Illinois call: 800-322-4400.

Land-Rover
British Leyland Motors Inc.

Leonia, New Jersey 07605 LEYLANO

STANDARD EQUIPMENT: On the new Series

III Land-Rover we offer an all synchromesh
gearbox (4 forward speeds and reverse, plus a

2-speed transfer box, equals 8 forward, 2 re-

verse); alternator; larger capacity heater; im-

proved power brakes plus new facia and other

styling advances.

As always: Four wheel drive. Full length metal

top. Body of corrosion resistant aluminum alloy

with sliding side windows. Side-hinged rear

door. Seats for seven. Windshield ventilators

with built in fly screens. Dual braking system.

Windshield washers. Back-up lights. Fresh air

heater and defrosters.

Since 1941, when be began a

Iwelve-year stay in the Amazonian

basin, Richard E. Schultes has

been collecting and studying rubber

plants, orchids, and toxic, medici-

nal, and narcotic plants. His re-

search on Cannabis reflects his be-

lief that if we are to understand the

social and legal aspects of mari-

juana use, a better knowledge of its

biology is necessary. Schultes co-

authored, with Albert Hofmann,

the recently published Botany and

Richard E. Schultes

Chemistn' of Hallucinogens. He is

the first Paul C. Manglesdorf Pro-

fessor of Natural Sciences at Har-

vard University and director of

Harvard's Botanical Museum.

Tracking the movements of rac-

coon families via radiotelemetry

was part of the graduate work done

by Dean Schneider at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota. He has also stud-

Dean Schneider

ied the behavior and ecology of

lynx in northern Minnesota.
Formerly a biologist with the

United States Fish and Wildlife

Service, Schneider is doing free-

lance writing and hopes "to return

to biological research when the cur-

rent Ph.D. glut is over." D

Fascinating
boolclet
free to
photo-

enthuiasts.

Lcicii

A

A passion for mountain-

climbing combined with a

tradition of building superb

optical equipment. This is

what led to the first Leica.

The story of the people

involved, and the cameras—
aboard zeppelins, under the

sea, at the Pole is told in

"A Brief Leica Chronicle."

Whether or not you are

fortunate enough to own a

Leica, if you are a photo

enthusiast, you'll enjoy

this story of six decades

of photographic progress.

For your free copy visit

your authorized Leica dealer

E. Leitz Inc. Rockleigh,

N.J. 07647.



Twelve cylinders, V- formation. The
ideal configuration for smooth, balanced,

turbine-like performance.
It propels the car from to 60 in 6.8

seconds. Top speed is almost a fifth the speed
of sound.

But it performs most profoundly in

the passing speeds, when you need perform-
ance most.

Yet, its amazing quickness is almost
surpassed by its eerie smoothness. Like an
electric motor. Or an express elevator.

This is best demonstrated by accelerat-

ing in top gear from 10 mph and not finding

the slightest vibration in protest.

The smoothness is there because the

5.3 litres of capacity are spread over twelve
cylinders. That means, simply, smaller pulses

of power are delivered to the crankshaft, but

.

each pulse is delivered more frequently.

And, equally important, the Jaguar
V-12 was designed for the kind of driving

you do, not the kind you watch at the race
course.

As a result, you'll find it at home in

city traffic as well as in country scenery.

It has single overhead cams for sim-
plicity. Aluminum-alloy block, heads and
sump for lightness. Flat-faced heads for ex-

cellent torque in the lower- and middle-range
speeds. And a transistorized ignition system.

We've placed this masterpiece into the

unparalleled Jaguar E-type 2-1-2 (shown)
and in the convertible.

They feature all-around power-as-
sisted disc brakes, power-assisted rack and
pinion steering, "anti-dive" front suspension,

independent rear suspension and a standard
four-speed synchromesh manual transmis-

sion (with a through-the-gears automatic

available at extra cost).

Admittedly, there are a few sports cars

that could compare with ours, feature for

feature.

But only one has our V-12 lurking
under the hood.

Meet one. At your Jaguar dealer.

For his name and for information
about overseas delivery, dial (800) 447-
4700. In Illinois, dial (800) 322-4400. Calls

are toll free.

BRITISH LEYLAND MOTORS INC., LEONIA, N. J. 07605

Jaguarm
BHITIBM
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Thisisa
soft drinkbottle
before ifsborn

ter it dies.

About73% of glass is sand -the most

common substance in the earth's crust.

It's this natural composition that appeals

to the nation's homemakers. They like what

glass shows them about the products they buy.

They like the purity of glass and its re-sealability.

They like the fact that glass protects the flavor

of food and beverages.

Equally important, it's this natural

composition that makes a glass container an

ideal environmental package. It can be returned

to the earth in virtually its original form.

Of course, not all glass goes back to the

earth. But because glass is recyclable, more

and more is going back to the industry for

making new glass bottles and jars.

The glass industry is also continuing to

develop new uses for used glass such as road

paving material, construction panels, bricks,

insulation, terrazzo and reflective paints.

When you add it ail up, it's easy to see

why consumer preference for glass containers

continues to grow. In terms of its attributes, its

utility and recyclability, glass is a natural. For a

copy of "The glass container story," write:

Glass Container Manufacturers ^ „
Institute, Dept A, 1800 K St., N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20006. /

Glass. Its a natural.



The real

Man in his ignorance has always assumed that the earth would rejuvenate herself, no matter what he did.

The earth can lose her resiliency. Her waters

are polluted, her soil is becoming dust, some of

her trees are poisoned. Someday she may be

beyond her ability to heal herself. But what we
do to her we do to ourselves.

The Indians call the earth their mother.

We must protect the earth. We must learn to

live in harmony with her; we must learn her

moods and rhythms. We must love the earth.

The ideal

When man and nature are in harmony, the land

is happy. There is great strength in this idea.

AtlanticR ichfieldCompanyO



Letters

Metamorphosis
Thank vou for publishing Jecon

Gregory's "Metamorphosis of the

Monarch" (April, 1973). What a

graceful combination of knowledge,

personal observation, writing abil-

ity, and just plain charm on the

part of the man and artist.

I wish he'd do children's books

on this subject. Kids aie inundated

with so much slop—I think thev

would really appreciate him. I

showed the article to four kids and

neai'ly had to fight to keep it after-

ward. Little buggers wanted to rip

it out and take it home!

Helen Hoover
New York, New York

Jecon Gregory's article was as

quietly beautiful as his subject.

Science and Ipicism are quite com-

patible.

Mark Adkins

Columbia, South Carolina

The elementary nature of Jecon

Gregory's article should have
prompted you to investigate the ac-

curacy of his observations.

A serious error is the discrepancy

between the text entry for 9:00 a.m.

June 8, which incorrectly states that

"at first the wings are pleated,

which is why only about a third of

the wing showed through the chry-

salis wall" and the corresponding

drawing of the adult fore wing vis-

ible through the chrysalis wall cor-

rectly showing an entire wing in

miniature—not a third of the wing.

The wings of butterflies and moths
do not unfold upon emergence—
they expand.

Also, if the monarch drawn with

outstretched wings is an illustration

of the one the author observed

emerging, he misdetermined its sex

as female. Only males have scent

glands, shown as the black dot on

the upper side of each hind wing.

The protective coloration specu-

lations of May 15 are "for the

birds," and for the viceroy butterfly

to "pretend that it, too, lives on

milkweed" reeks with anthropo-

morphism. Since aphids (plant lice)

are phytophagous, Mr. Gregory

should not suspect one of having

preyed upon a monarch larva (May

29);

Truth in nature is so amazing

that resorting to fantasy or an-

thropomorphism is quite unneces-

sary, as well as inappropriate, for

Natural History.

Robert T. Mitchell

Hyattsville, Maryland

Vie^v from the
Burial Ground

Another contribution that ceme-

teries make to our contemporary

problems might be added to the list

provided by Jack Thomas and Ron-
ald Dixon (March, 1973). It came
to my attention in our town of Con-

cord, Massachusetts, where ceme-

teries Eire situated within the busi-

ness district and the separation of

historical past and present reality

often seems inconsequential. Com-
ing upon an elderly Concordian
who seemed transfixed by an ex-

ample of youthful relaxation in one

of the historic cemeteries, I inquired

of him what he thought about it. I

had expected to hear a sharp con-

demnation and was surprised by the

reply. "It's a good use for the

burying ground," he commented
thoughtfully. "We've got to bridge

the generation gap somehow!"
' Edward S. Hodgson

Chairman, Department of Biology

Tufts University

While I usually enjoy your fine

magazine, the article on "Cemetery

Ecology" struck a very wrong
chord in me.

I am not a deeply religious per-

son, but I try to be considerate of

people who are. Playing ball (of all

things!) in a cemetery where
mourners come is cruel and incon-

siderate. Granted, cemeteries oc-

cupy lots of space in urban areas,

but let's not cite "changing social

attitudes" as being the reason for

allowing recreation in them.

Respect the dignity of cemeteries

as memorials to the deceased and

pray that society finds better solu-

tions to the urban recreation prob-

lem. Nothing is sacred anymore!

Lars E. Wiberg
Livonia, Michigan

Beleaguered Bison
Henry G. De Young's article on

the bison (May, 1973) is rather dis-

turbing. The people who want to

kill 60 percent of the bison herd

certainly lack imagination.

Mr. De Young states that 60 per-

cent of the Yellowstone herd harbor

Brucella abortus, but "seem to suf-

fer little from it." Might it not be

that those very bison harbor a gold

mine of immunological informa-

tion?

Who knows, perhaps some day

ranchers will be happy about main-

tenance of buffalo herds to supply

them with a Brucella vaccine less

expensive than the existing one.

Robert A. de Forest

Sheridan, Oregon

Looking Do^vn
After reading the article "Where

Did You Go? Out. What Did You
Find? Fossils" (May 1973), I was

thoroughly amazed and excited that

someone finally wrote down and re-

corded what I have been fascinated

about for years. Now, I have proof

for my peers that I'm not the only

weird one who walks along looking

at every crack in the sidewalk.

Good for you for publishing the

article and for not being afraid of

doing your own thing.

Ellen Johansen

Lindenhurst, New York



A Naturalist at Large

A Dog's World Vie>v
In the antics of a household pet

lie ancient patterns of behavior

by Kenneth D. Roeder

Shows in which animals perform

like humans are universally popu-

lar. There is appeal in parrots that

talk, bears that ride bicycles, kanga-

roos that box, and porpoises that

play water polo. It is hard to say

where this appeal lies; perhaps it

tickles our egos to watch so-called

dumb animals laboriously doing

things that we can do with eaise. Yet

it is only natural that animals

should seem to be "dumb" to us

under these circumstances. One can

imagine that we appear equally stu-

pid to a dog if we try to follow the

scent trail of game or to a porpoise

if we clumsily swim underwater for

a few seconds.

It is, however, more interesting

to watch animals doing the things at

which they excel and that have

probably aided the sm^vival of their

species in evolution. Here we may
be given a glimpse, however nar-

row, into their world and a chance

to compare it with our own.

Watching wild animals suggests

an African safari, but most people

are bmited to visits to zoos or cir-

cuses, where lack of space limits an

animal's behavior. One solution is

to observe a domesticated animal;

this compromise even has certain

advantages over the safari. Not only

is it less expensive, but also a pet

animal accepts us as a part of its

life; our house is already a part of

its environment, making it unneces-

Sciry to sit for hours in an uncomfort-

able blind watching an animal

through binoculars. But this method
also has serious pitfalls ifwe are using

it to find out how an animal perceives

its world and then relating this to ac-

tions that promoted the sm"vival of its

ancestors. A pet usually has been

bred for many generations in associa-

tion with humans and has also

learned as an individual how to live

with them. It is difficult to know what

is "natural behavior" and what be-

havior the pet has learned from us or

inherited from its domesticated an-

cestors.

One way of singling out natural

behavior is to concentrate on those

aspects of the pet's behavior that

are unexpected or that seem irra-

tional or bizarre to us as humans.

These are the sort of actions that, if

encountered in another human,

would tempt us to ask "Why did

you do that?" To get answers from

a pet, however, we must frame our

questions in the form of simple

tests, which the animal is able to

answer by its actions.

There are other sources of dis-

tortion in what a pet can tell us

about its world. The experiments

we carry out are, in themselves,

likely to modify the pet's behavior.

Learning is imposed on the naive

pattern that initially attracted our

attention. At first, the pet may have

acted to please itself, but later it

may be trying to please us. There is

also the possibilitv that the behavior

in question is idiosyncratic, an indi-

vidual quirk, and not a response to

some ancestral urge.

Such thoughts as these suggested

some casual observations on the ba-

havior of our dachshund, Morris.

There is probably no other strain of

Canis familiaris that has been more

intensively selected by man, first as

a working dog and later as a house

pet. Yet Morris is immediately rec-

ognized as a member of the species

by any other breed of dog. He
makes the same acknowledgement,

particularly to any bitch, irrespec-

tive of size, shape, or color. How
does a dog identify doggishness as

the common characteristic of a mul-

titude of breeds? His criteria are not

ours. This is part of a general ques-

tion that I posed to Morris: how does

a dog's world differ from ours?



Some learned, and many not so

leai-ned, writings have examined

this question. My own interrogation

of Morris belongs to the latter cate-

gory, being highly subjective,

anecdotal, and nonstatistical. Per-

haps I am merely describing Mor-

ris's idiosyncracies, but 1 have at-

tempted to treat him as a fellow

creatm-e who lives in the same

house, and 1 have tried not to de-

mand that he become the simula-

crum of a man. Of course, I have

not fully succeeded in this, and

Morris has learned a number of

tricks and has made many con-

cessions to human-style living.

Morris joined our household as a

puppy. From the beginning he

seemed to be housebroken and soon

taught us to let him out by waiting

at the door in a certain attitude. He
seems to have had more difficulty in

reaching an understanding with the

Siamese cat. Max. Max and Morris

made repeated and, I believe, mu-

tually respectful attempts to read

each other, but they never fully suc-

ceeded. Aside from some half-

hearted sex play, their only known
cooperative venture concerned a

bottle of much coveted animal vita-

min pills. One night Max knocked

the bottle down from a high shelf,

and Morris demolished the con-

tents. After sharing the vitamin

pills. Max took off for parts un-

known.

Morris was just as curious as we
were about Max's mysterious expe-

ditions. Each time Max marched

into the house and announced his

return, Morris would systematically

sniff him all over, first lightly on the

mouth and ears, which Max could

barely tolerate, and then intensively

on each foot. Sometimes Max would

return with a gift—a rabbit, field

mouse, or chipmunk. The presenta-

tion was usually offhand, and the

WORKING in a Jack Daniel's warehouse has

its rewards. In the summertime, it's the

coolest spot in the hollow.

The barrels in our warehouse always rest cool,

except for those up near the roof. So every

now and then we move them around, making

sure all of the whiskey ages and colors the

right way. You see, we'd

rather let our product

age the old natural way

Mr. Jack used. And besides,

we like an excuse to

cool off on warm Moore

County days.

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee

Recognized by the United States Government as a National Historic Place.
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gift—often quite alive and appar-

ently unharmed—would squeak or

scuttle across the floor. I wish I

knew whether Max enjoyed the up-

roar that followed as Morris joined

in the chase to corner the quarry,

but Max remained aloof and be-

trayed no sense of responsibility.

Probably he was obeying some an-

cient urge to "bring home the ba-

con."

While Morris is somewhat ram-

bunctious, he is completely amiable

and no fool. After the usual number

of puppyish demolitions, he showed

a strict sense of personal property—

his and ours. This sense of own-

ership is only underlined by his oc-

casional transgressions, which can

be traced to pique or disappoint-

ment at being left alone at home.

Under these circumstances chewing

our property could be considered an

attempt on his part to train us.

Morris inclines toward rowdy

games, mock biting, and rushing

about. We soon gave him a ball,

hoping to divert him from our-

selves. When several soft rubber

balls were quickly torn apart and

eaten, we settled on a solid rubber

kind about the size of a tennis ball.

Inevitably, the inanimate ball was

poor sport compared to the gifts im-

ported by Max, and Morris would

bring it to us to animate. In search

of peace, we in turn would throw

the ball as far away as possible.

And so Morris's hobby, directed no

doubt by his genes, became retriev-

ing. I was soon curious about his

peculiar technique of doing this.

It must be emphasized that both

Morris and I approached retrieving

with equal naivete. I am completely

unfamiliar with the theory and

practice of training hunting dogs to

retrieve, and thus was unable and

indeed unwilling to teach Morris

anything about this art. Morris had

only his senses and possibly some

built-in instructions to help him.

The resultant performance would

probably reduce a professional dog

trainer to tears.

At first, Morris seems to have

been motivated merely to rush after

the thrown ball. Later I believe that

the ball's retrieval also became an

end in itself. For my own part I

must admit that initial unconcern

soon gave way to a professional in-

terest, for I am a student of sensory

physiology, concerned particularly

with insects, and have spent my life

trying to learn how these simple

creatures locate their mates, secure

food, and avoid predators. I there-

fore observed Morris's performance

with an inquiring, albeit subjective,

eye.

The setting for these ball games

is as follows: I sit on a wooden deck

behind our house. In front of me is

a flagstone walk. To the left there is

a large maple tree; to the right, a

clapboard wall. Between the tree

trunk and the wall, a hundred feet

of lawn—broken by flower beds-
merges into low trees and bushes.

As I attempt to read or to think

Morris pushes his slimy red ball

into my chair, whining in a partic-

ularly irritating fashion. I give in

and fling the ball as far away as pos-

sible. I have found that the best

way to achieve maximum distance

is to bounce the ball hard on the

rough flagstones in front of me;

from there it takes a series of hops

across the lawn and, if I am lucky,

gets lost in the distant shrubs.

A trained retriever would un-

doubtedly find the ball as fast as

Morris, but would then dutifully

and promptly return with it directly

to my chair. Morris's retrieval tech-

nique takes considerably longer but

is much more interesting. Galloping

after the ball, he visually follows

and anticipates its line of flight,

aided possibly by watching the

movement of my arm. There are

few directions in which I can throw

the ball if I want to prevent Mor-

ris's onslaught across one of the

flower beds. Thus, the game offers

Morris little challenge unless the

ball takes an unexpected hop on the

flagstones and he loses visual con-

tact. But first let us observe a rou-

tine retrieval in which the ball flies

in an expected direction or else re-

mains in view over most of its

course.

Having picked up the ball, Mor-

ris begins to trot back toward the

deck, his tail moving a little. After

a dozen or so feet, he may or may
not drop the ball. In either case, he

begins to cast about, snifling the

ground and wagging his tail vigor-

ously. He may run back to the point

where the ball was first retrieved.

Just as abruptly, he stops this hunt-

ing behavior, races back to the ball,

and trots with it another stage

nearer the deck. In the final stage

he repeats these hunting and carry-

ing maneuvers on the flagstone

H



Whenyouwanttotalk
tothetelephonecompany,

here'swho'son
theotherendofthe line.

First of all, what you're not going

to get is a shuffle from one person

to another.

What you'll get every time

you call your local telephone com-

pany's business office is a serv-

ice representative.

And every service represent-

ative has one job, and one job

only. To help you get your prob-

lem solved. Quickly. Politely. And
to your best possible satisfaction.

**Aiiy lim
understand 1
on your bill, call us

Naturally, you aren't the

only person with something to

talk over with us.

Each month, over 12 million

of you call us. So AT&T and your

local Bell Company have more
than 37,000 service representa-

tives to listen and to act.

(The time and money to train

them runs into the millions. But

when you consider the job they're

doing, every dollar is well spent.)

Even with all these 37,000

people, we can't promise to

solve every telephone prob-

lem immediately. But we
can promise a service repre-

sentative will try.

Wehearyou.
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BC-8 Byzantine Cross

EY-1 Sacred Eye Ring
(Ancient Egyptian Doctor's Amule'

I Ancient Jewelry Replicas „, ,.
' ' r sterling 14K.

In H Kiril Gold 6 Stcrlino Silver Silver Gold

AP-5 Ankh Pendant 24" ch. $27.00 f89.00
BC-8 Byzantine Cr. 24° ch. 29.50 95.00
EY-1 Sacred Eye Ring 25100 89.00

i?ings sized to 11 1/2 no extra cost. • Aftoney back
guarantee. Add $1.50 for insured postage. • 18
Karat Gold available.

• Bankamericard & AA.C. for orders $50. minimum.

COLLECTOR'S CATALOG ... (48 pages) picturing
over 201 genuine relics from ancient civilizations.

Plus colorful brochures featuring ancient iewel
replicas in precious metals. Catalog and brochur
$1.00 . . . FREE with order.

aladdin taocise, ltd.
Dept. N873 • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y. 10038

T^oundThe^World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$3,105 First Class

• Beautifully appointed, all-air-conditioned 210- to

3S0-passenger cargo liners to Acapuico, Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio de Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown, Durban, Lourenco

Maroues, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaolisiung, Kee-

lung, Kobe, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Monthly sailings.

• Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengthy

shore excursions.

• All accommodations are first class with private

bath or shower.

• Swimming pool, spacious lounges. Continental and

Chinese cuisine, full range of shipboard activities.

• No A|e Limit Doctor and nurse on board.

• The M.V. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Carnaval are registered in Liberia. The M.V. Orien-

tal Rio is registered in Taiwan.

See your travel igent or contact

ORIENT OVEK^EAS LllME
THE LEISURE LINE

General Passenger Agents:

Orient Overseas Services, Inc.

311 California St., San Francisco. California 94104

Please send me more information on your
Round'The-World cruises.
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Address^
City
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walk, where their intent becomes
evident.

The first clue is that the soggy

ball, from its first impact on the

outward flight, sometimes leaves a

moist patch on the flagstones. This

enables me to note the point of im-

pact, although the moisture has usu-

ally evaporated and the spot has be-

come invisible by the time Morris

returns to the walk with the ball.

Here the casting about is repeated,

usually, but not invariablv. with

ball in mouth, and Morris quarters

the area, sniffing and snorting vig-

orously. As soon as he encounters

the now invisible bounce point he

pauses, sniffs for a moment, and

then trots up with the ball to place

it under my chair with an invitation

for another throw.

This behavior suggests that Mor-

ris finds it essential to verify by

smell in reverse order all the con-

tacts made by the ball on its out-

ward journey. Only when he has

done this is he ready to return the

ball to me. There are, of course, no

marks visible to me at the bounce

points on the lawn, although his

sensitive nose is able to locate them

easily. This verification procedure

remains part of the retrieval rou-

tine, even though he has repeatedly

seen or correctly anticipated the

outward flight of the ball. Each con-

tact point is sought and checked, of-

ten several times, during each re-

trieval. If I toss the ball high, so

that it does not bounce until near

the end of its course, Morris still

searches for bounce points although

he has seen the ball through most of

its flight and has run immediately to

the point where it dropped. Since

intermediate markers are lacking in

this case, the retrieval search may
take longer than when the ball has

bounced several times. Only when
the ball has traveled less than a

dozen feet does Morris retrieve it

without verifying its path.

It is hard to know whether this

curious verification behavior is idio-

syncratic or whether Morris is obey-

ing some dim instructions handed

down from his ancestors. Its in-

variance and formality suggest the

latter. But if this is so, I fail to see

its adaptive value to a wild dog an-

cestor, assuming that tracking and

retrieval in a domestic dog derive

from hunting game and locating the

pack in ancestral dogs. Having run

down and captured prev or caught

up with its fellows, whv should a

wild dog benefit from knowing

where they came from? The only

survival value that occurs to me is

that this behavior may have once

served to lead wild dogs from their

captured prey back to their herds or

mates or young.

As a sensory phvsiologist, I am
also perplexed by the fact that Mor-

ris commonly carries the ball in his

mouth while verifying its contacts

with the ground. These olfactory

traces must be quite faint, and one

would expect them to be partially

or even wholly masked by the origi-

nal source in his mouth. This seems

like expecting a person to detect

faint traces of cigar smoke in a

room while he puffs on a cigar in

his mouth. It is noteworthy that

X .
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Hasselblad.
Aclose-up on our close-up system.

When it comes to the problem of

shortening the close limit, we
have many different ways to do it.

Naturally, you won t need them all-

You'll choose the one that gives

you the best effects and results

within the range you need to work.
And this is the beauty of our close-

up system. It allows you to work
out a very precise system of your
own. geared to your own specific

needs.Which. of course, ensures
that you get the best results

possible.
Even before you choose your first

close-up accessory, you re off to a
flying start. Because Hasselblad
is a 2'-4 single lens reflex camera.
You see your image on a giant

groundglass(for accurate framing,
focusing, depth of field). And you
get a choice of three interchange-
able focusing screens.
With Hasselblad, you can be sure
that what you see is what you will

get, because you view and focus
right through the taking lens.

There are 13 in The System, all

usable for close-up work, all with

manual diaphragm stop down for

depth of field evaluation and all

fully synchronized for electronic

flash at all shutter speeds up to

^Aoo secondevenwhencombined
with close-up accessories.

Exposure problems are elim-
inated with our prism viewfinder
with built-in center-weighted ex-

posure-meter It measures only
the image on the-groundglass.
without being influenced by sur-

rounding light or dark areas. And.
when using this meter prism with

extension tubes and bellows it

automatically takes into account
the necessary exposure increase

factors.

Now to the close-up accessories:
we have the Proxars with focal

lengths of 0.5m. 1m and 2m. Like
all our optics, they're made by

Carl Zeiss, Depending on the fo-

cal length of ttie basic lens, they
can cover a wide range of areas
down to about 8"

For higher magnifications, there

are three extension tubes—
10mm. 21mm. and 55mm. Used
singly or in combination, you can
photograph lifesizeor larger That
is. you can fill the 2M" square with

subjects less than 2'.'

The bellows extension can in-

crease the lens to film distance up
to 8" providing magnification up
to about 3x. with an area coverage
of about H" The bellows has two
separatesets of gear racks. soyou
can change the position of the

camera without changing the po-
sition of the lens: flexibility to

move your camera without refo-

cusing. With regular lenses, the
bellows extension is only for

close-upphotography When com-

bined with the 135mm S-Planar
lens (designed for use only with

bellowsextension) if provides
continuous focusing from infinity

down to life-size magnification.

The bellows extension will also

al low you to make dupl icate si ides

by combining it with our transpar-

ency copy-holder Also black-and-
whitenegativesfrom slides; color

negatives; super-sl ides from 2'4 s

or vice versa.

Supposeyouhaveasubject that's

Vio" And you want it to fill the
whole film area of 2K'.' Just use
the Zeiss Luminar lenses. There

are four of them, giving different

magnifications within the range
of 2x to 15x. (They are used with

bellows and lens mount adaptor)

Photomicrography is also pos-
sible—and easy—with the
Hasselblad, using the micro-
scopeadaptor alone or combined
with microsh utter and bellows.

A small useful extra is the
Hasselblad ring-light, which you
attach to the lens, to provide soft

shadowless illumination.

And there's more still.

If the "more " interests you, send
for our free colorful booklet on
close-up photographyor if you're
interested in the longer range as-
pects of our line, we can send you
books about that, too. Paillard

Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road.
Linden. New Jersey 07036.

HASSELBLAD'
PAILLARD
10 YEARS OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY

I^KtF*
The System
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Rush this Koupon

to your travel

agent or to us.

KENYA
TOURIST
OFFICE
15 East 51st Street

N.Y.. N.Y. 10022
(212)486-1300

The New Eddie Bauer 1973-74 Catalog is

ready to go— packed witli over 1,200
exciting products for great outdoor
adventures. 144 pages in full color!
Yours FREE!

D Please send me FREE the new Eddie Bauer
catalog.

« J^^d&a/^^CUmHA^

Seattle, Wash. 98124

Morris both snorts and sniffs while

verifving, suggesting that air is in-

haled through his nose and his

mouth. Perhaps he is making a

rapid series of brief comparisons of

where-ball-is (air from his mouth)

with where-ball-was (air inhaled

through his nostrils), much as we
might glance back and forth be-

tween two signatures while attempt-

ing to verify their identity-

I then became curious about the

criteria Morris uses in making his

verifications. They could be based

on one or more of three different

odors associated with the ball: Mor-

ris-odor, rubber-ball-odor, or

thrower-odor. Idle attempts to solve

this included pouring beer over the

ball before throwing it, but this did

not seem to confuse hiin. I then ac-

quired a second rubber ball identi-

cal in appearance to the first and

slightly nicked the surface of one

ball so that I could distinguish

them. Both lay around the house

and garden for some weeks, and

Morris would choose either one to

bring to my chair to play the game
of retrieval.

The game begins as before. Mor-

ris picks up a ball, let us say ball A,

and importunes me to throw it. Af-

ter he has made several retrievals, I

covertly substitute and throw out

ball B. Morris gallops as usual after

ball B as it bounds across the lawn.

When it rolls to a stop and Morris is

about to seize it, he pauses, draws

back slightly, and turns to look in

my direction, his tail wagging
gently. I make no response and he

begins to hunt about, nose to the

ground, tail sweeping vigorously.

He casts about in directions that

bear no relation to the ball's out-

ward flight, frequently pausing to

observe me. Some of these excur-

sions bring him close to ball B, but

he acts as if it did not exist. After

quartering the lawn, he returns to

iBV chair, his tail gently wagging,

and sniffs around, acting as he does

when I sometimes try to fool him by

not throwing the ball at all.

In another version of this game, I

gently toss ball A onto the lawn

while he is still hunting and not ob-

serving me. When ball A is encoun-

tered he pounces and retrieves it

with his usual verifications, leaving

ball B where it landed.

I can only conclude that ball B,

which he sees and chases on its out-

ward flight, must seem for Morris to

disappear as soon as he is close

enough to sniff it. It ceases to be

"his ball," that is, the ball I was ex-

pected to throw and that he re-

cently returned to me. Ball-odor

must be on both balls since they are

interchangable when the game be-

gins; since I have handled both,

each must bear thrower-odor; the

only difference is the lack of fresh

Morris-odor on ball B, which has

not recently been retrieved and

mouthed.

The literature on animal behav-

ior records many prodigious feats of

animals tracking their food and

mates by scent. For most animals,

olfaction is a major means of orient-

ing themselves to their world; for

man, of course, with his poor sense

of smell, this is not the case. One of

the deodorant slogans, "Even your

best friend won't tell you," implies

that individuals are unaware of

their personal scent, which has

some physiological basis. The sense

of smell, like that of vision or hear-

ing, is subject to adaptation—that

is, these senses become progres-

sively less sensitive the longer they

are continuously exposed to a given

stimulus. Tliey are useful mainly in

detecting changes in stimulus

strength or kind—a valuable prop-

erty without which we might find

our surroundings unbearable. It ex-

plains why we remain relativelv in-

sensitive to our personal odors, and

enhances our appreciation of Mor-

ris's remarkable olfactory perfor-

mance. Not only is he able to posi-

tively identify his personal odor,

but he is also able to do this when it

is present in minute and transitory

traces left on the ground by an ob-

ject he has mouthed some time pre-

viously.

To obtain some measure of" the

permanence of Morris-odor. I

played variations of the two-ball

game of retrieval. If he was encour-

aged to mouth both balls, he would

retrieve either. When the balls were

tossed out alternately, he would

bring each back in turn. It takes

Morris a minute or more for a re-

trieval, allowing tiine for his veri-

fications, and I have the impression

that he does not play the alternate-

ball game with as much assurance

as the single-ball game. If I with-

hold ball A while he makes two or

three consecutive, retrievals of ball

B, his preference for ball B be-

Continued on paee 84



Do 18t!il3

have a pla_,

in our centurv?

Both anliques and reproductions are the concern of

Early American Life, our official magazine. Travel.

art, craft, and the telling of the story of the people
of young America are our concern too.

Earb/ American Society

Please enroll me as a member of the

Early American Society and bill my
annual dues of $6.00 after I have re-

ceived my first issue of EARLY AMERI-
CAN LIFE, I understand that if the first

issue does not live up to my expectations
I may cancel without further obligation.
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Do 18th
"^

century things

have a place in i

our century? - \^

From the 18th and 19th centuries

come the warm and beautiful designs

in furnishings, tools and accessories

that are working a new revolution in

the quality of life of twentieth

century man. Read here how the

Early American Society

can help you bring the f \
beauty of early America ^

into your family's life.

The Early American Society Story
Millions of present-day Americans are stimulated by

the warmth and beauty of young America. Some wish to

re-create in their homes a total atmosphere that recalls

Colonial days. Others practice the skills that created the

objects and art of the period. Still others wish to absorb

the background - the "social history" of the people of

that day through understanding how they lived, loved,

and worked.

The Early American Society, founded in 1969, is dedi-

cated to bringing the total story of American social

history of the period, 1700-1850, to those who wish to

use it in their lives. We accomplish this through several

programs including publishing EARLY AMERICAN
LIFE six times each year. Our magazine features articles,

lavishly illustrated, on arts, crafts, antiques, restoration,

travel to historic sites, and all related subjects of interest

to members.
To foster reading of books on these subjects, the Early

American Society Book Program offers the latest books
of leading publishers at discounts up to 25%. Heirloom
quality reproductions of outstanding early furniture

items are commissioned by the Society and made availa-

ble only to members in limited editions. Group travel

and historical assemblies offer members the opportunity

to enrich themselves under the guidance of qualified

professionals.

If your special early American interest includes

antiques, restoration, arts, crafts, social history, or simply

the warm style of the period, 1700-1850, your member-
ship in the Early American Society may become one of

your most valuable possessions. We are certain enough
of this to offer a no-risk membership. Just mail the appli-

cation below or the accompanying card. You pay only

after your mind is made up that you are satisfied with

your membership. Annual dues are S6.00.

r Membership Chairman '"^ The Early American Society >

206 Hanover Street, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325

Please enroll me as a member in the Early American Society

and bill my annual dues of S6.00 after I have received my
first issue of EARLY AMERICAN LIFE. I understand that if

the first issue does not live up to my expectations I may cancel

without further obligation.

Name.

Address-

City State. .Zip.



The Human Sti^ategy

The Rites of Summer
Circumambulate the city on a

sunny afternoon and what do you

see? In Herman Melville's day it

was "thousands and thousands of

mortal men fixed in ocean rever-

ies." Far more abundant in our own
times are the souls fixed in solar re-

veries—seminude men and women
who crowd rooftops, parks, and

beaches hopeful of a suntan.

As the history of the parasol in-

dicates, civilized peoples have al-

ways considered it a privilege to be

able to avoid the heat and glare of

the sun's direct rays. Parasols were

adopted with as much enthusiasm

by the kings of West Africa as by

the Chinese emperors and the popes

of Rome. The kings of Siam even

insisted on taking their multitiered

parasols with them as they rode into

battle on the backs of elephants.

Everywhere ordinary mortals were

forbidden to protect themselves

with such devices, just as they were

forbidden to wear silk clothing or

carry swords.

The umbrella, incidentally, has

always been the parasol's poor rela-

tion. To keep from getting wet, roy-

alty mainly stayed indoors or inside

enclosed vehicles. England's upper

crust accepted the parasol long be-

fore they accepted the umbrella.

They did not want to give the im-

pression of not being able to afford

a proper carriage.

By staying out of the sun, roy-

alty—from Japan to Spain—kept it-

self several shades lighter than the

peasants who worked in the fields.

Where people's skin could be ap-

preciably darkened by exposure to

solar radiation—and this includes

almost everyone of Asian and Euro-

pean descent—pallid skin became a

mark of upper-class status. To be

untanned was to be noble; to be

noble was to be untanned. Also,

since noble skin was pallid, the veins

were more visible than in ordinary

mortals; they looked bluer than the

veins in the temples and wrists of

peasants. And so there arose in Eu-

rope the notion of "blue blood."

Tlie doctrine "white is beautiful"
i..,:,nip -in esthetic canon among

the upper classes. Beautiful women
were described by European court

poets as having necks as "white as

alabaster" or breasts "as white as

snow." Members of the so-called

yellow and brown races used the

same metaphors of whiteness to

characterize their own leisure class

women.
In China, as far back as the Early

Han period, 202 B.C. to a.d. 25, the

nobility of both sexes used face

powders, made out of lead or glu-

tinous rice and millet to enhance

the impression of pallor. Sun-

tanned European explorers arriving

by sea in the eighteenth century

were greeted, appropriately enough,

as "red-faced barbarians" or "red-

skins."

In Japan, according to anthro-

pologist Hiroshi Wagatsuma, the

skin of the court ladies was de-

scribed by the word shiroi, which is

also the word used to denote the

whiteness of snow or of paper.

From A.D. 710 onward, white pow-

der was applied to the face, cheeks

were rouged, and teeth were black-

ened, creating an effect of stark pal-

lor. During the Tokugawa period

(1603-1867), women steamed their

skin and then polished it with a

cloth bag containing rice bran.

For many years after their initial

contact with European explorers,

Japanese artists painted Europeans

with brown, gray, or pinkish faces.

Japanese women appearing in the

company of Europeans were always

depicted in whiter shades than Cau-

casians.

Eventually, "whiteness" was in-

ternalized by the Em^asian lower

classes and became their own ulti-

mate psychological standard of

beauty and excellence. This con-

formed to the normal process of dif-

fusion of esthetic criteria downward
from the upper classes. For, to para-

phrase Tliorstein Veblen, the tastes

of the highest social or pecuniary

strata usually determine what a

community accepts as decent or

honorific. It was in this way that the

pink, brown, yellow, and red peo-

ples of Europe and Asia acquired a

prejudice against skins darker than

their own.

In Europe, during the course of

the nineteenth century, leisure class

evaluations of suntans underwent a

reversal. The change was closely

correlated with the advance of in-

dustry and the decrease of agricul-

ture. As the factory system spread,

the upper classes developed an in-

tense interest in the outdoor life;

they began to cultivate vigorous,

open-air sports such as tennis, polo,

and mountain climbing. "Back to

nature" became a favorite theme in

literature and the arts. The man of

action, bronzed by a tour of duty in

India or Malaya, became the new
paragon of leisure class male
pulchritude, and the lithe, sun-

tanned, tennis-playing, outdoor

woman became a respectable alter-

native to the cloistered, snow-and-

alabaster ideal of the old regimes.

Why did the suntan suddenly

find favor? I think the underlying

cause was in the reversal of the

prevalence of sun and shade with

respect to social class. With the

spread of the factory system, the

main locus of menial labor was

moved indoors. A pallid com-

plexion ceased to be the prerogative

of the parasol-wielding blue bloods;

it became instead the indelible

mark of the men, women, and chil-

dren whom Karl Marx described as

capitalism's "wage slaves."

Industrialization made shade

cheap and sunlight expensive.

High-density urban settlements pro-

liferated upward along narrow al-

leys, preventing sunlight from pene-

trating to ground level. Also, the

industrial slums were characterized

by high crime rates that made open-

air diversions dangerous for work-

ing-class families. And most impor-

tant perhaps, the high-density con-

sumption of coal cast a permanent

pall over working-class districts.

William F. Loomis of Brandeis

University has shown that the per-

manent shadow produced by coal

smog during the nineteenth century

was the main reason for the epi-

demic of the crippling disease



lyy Marvin Harris

The bronzed look of today's sun-worshiping jet set

would have been disparaged a century ago

known as rickets. Without exposure

to ultraviolet radiation from the

sun, the human body is incapable of

synthesizing the hormone calciferol,

which is released into the blood-

stream by the skin and is essential for

hai"dening calcium ingrowing bone.

The relative lack of the skin pig-

ment melanin in European popu-

lations represents an evolutionary

adaptation to the need for maxi-

mum exposure to weak and inter-

mittent sunshine during the long

northern winters. Tanning, on the

other hand, is thought to be a pro-

tective device that mobilizes avail-

able melanin to screen out the more
intense and potentially lethal radi-

ation of the summer months. Inci-

dentally, the blackest African skins

are produced by precisely the same
pigment, melanin, occurring in

greater abundance in the epidermal

layers, probably as an adaptation

against overdoses of solar radiation

in tropical latitudes. With industrial

smog blotting out the sun, there-

fore, the European working class

fell victim to rickets, especially dur-

ing the winter.

Indoor confinement under

crowded conditions was also associ-

ated with a higher incidence of tu-

berculosis among urban factory

workers and their families. At the

start of the twentieth century doc-

tors began to prescribe "heliothe-

rapy"—sunbathing—as a specific

cure for this disease. So there was a

definite health advantage to be

gained by wealthy Europeans and

Americans who embraced the out-

door life and elevated the esthetic

value of suntan over that of pallor.

Nonetheless, a suntan as the new
badge of leisure class identity

should not be overlooked. Sunshine

per se had nothing to do with cu-

ring tuberculosis and only a few

minutes a day of ultraviolet radi-

ation on translucent pink cheeks

will keep the average pale-faced in-

fant well supplied with calciferol,

even during the winter months.

The intense mass irradiation that

now goes on under the summer sun,

however, is a definite menace to

public health. In the words of Har-

old F. Blum of the National Cancer

Institute, "an impressive amount of

CYldsnCS CCrrvGrges io maicatc sUn-

i^o-Vit as a cause of human skin can-

cen" This risk is ^Zl'"^^^
precisely

among people of European desccii.

whose skin contains the least

amount of melanin. Contrary to

popular expectations, the more one
indulges in sunbathing, the greater

Balleteuse Cleo de Merode,

mistress of Leopold II

of Belgium



BOSE...

the next best thing

to being there
With Bose Direct/Reflecting® Speakers, you're as close as you
can be to the sounds of Kennedy Center, LaScala, Woodstock --

or wherever your favorite artists perform - without leaving

your living room.

Unlike conventional direct ra-

diating speakers,the BOSE 901
and 501 project both direct

and reflected sounds. Music
surrounds the listener as it

does at a live performance.

With an unprecedented series

of rave reviews from major
music and equipment critics,

the BOSE 901, the nation's

most popular loudspeaker, is

the most highly reviewed
speaker regardless of size or

price. For copies of the re-

views, write Dept.W.

The Mountain, Framingham, Mass.

Get perfectly exposed

flash pictures like this.

Automatically.

With a Honeywell Auto/Strobo-
nar all you do is trip the shut-
ter; the flash does the rest. It

sends light out to your subject,

then automatically shuts itself off

when the subject receives the ex-

act amount of light necessary for

a perfect exposure. And it worl<s

with any fine camera.

Find out why Honeywell Strob-

onars are easier and more eco-
nomical than flashbulbs. Write us

for our FREE 20-page booklet that

tells you everything you ever
wanted to know about electronic
flash, all in simple everyday lan-

guage, just write Honeywell Pho-
tographic, Dept. 113-215, P.O. Box
22083, Denver, Colorado 80222.

Honeywell

the risk of developing skin cancer.

A deep tan is the sign of a deeply

injured skm.

At the moment, I see little pros-

pect for moderating the cosmetic

value attributed to the well-tanned

face and body. The consumption of

sunlight has grown into one of the

major focuses of our economy. Un-

der the influence of the tourist and

real estate industries it has been

democratized and no longer draws

its main strength from the popular

desire to emulate the superrich,

who, I suspect, have once again be-

gun to seek shade. In the arena of

middle-class consumerism, keeping

a year-round total body tan has re-

placed the Cadillac as a status sym-

bol. For the average, pale-faced, in-

stailiiicnt plan vacationer, one

conspicuous ian is worth a thousand

picture postcards.

And what about all those sun-

drenched condominiums whose in-

vestment value will plummet if

people get around to thinking of

them as cancer traps?

I do see one ray of hope in all of

this—more people may eventually

be forced to concede that color

prejudice is for the birds.

Columnist Marvin Harris teaches an-

thropology at Columbia University.
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Bios by Ai'thui- \V. Galston

Hard Times
for American Science

The withdrawal offederal support for basic research

ivill have adverse and far-reaching effects

The spirit of gloom that pervades

American scientific circles is pro-

liferating everywhere into a pessi-

mistic outlook for the future. This

persistent pessimism is spreading

despite the unquestioned superior-

ity of American science and tech-

nology in almost all fields, as evi-

denced by our great number of

Nobel prizes, our leadership in

space science, the advanced sophis-

tication of our computer tech-

nology, and a scientific agriculture

that has made us the major bread-

basket of the world. The gloom de-

rives, not from a loss of confidence

in the continuing ability of Ameri-

can science and technology, but

rather from recent decisions in

Washington that will drastically al-

ter the nature and extent of federal

support of basic science and of the

educational process that prepares

young people to become scientists.

The federal government's mas-

sive support of American scientific

development began during and im-

mediately after World War II. In

1939-40, the highest annual ex-

penditure for research in a univer-

sity physics department was
$39,000; during the war, ex-

penditures went as high as $117
million for a single government

contract to MIT. It is no exagger-

ation to say that science and tech-

nology made the difference between

defeat and victory in that war; we
need cite onlv radar, which saved

Britain from the Luftwaffe, and the

atomic bomb, which forced Japan's

capitulation. By 1950, the Office of

Scientific Research and Devel-

opment, which had organized and

guided much of the wartime scien-

tific effort, had broadened into the

National Science Foundation. Be-

cause of the Korean war the first

NSF budget was only $225,000,
but after Korea science began to get

the kind of peacetime support in

the United States that it had long

enjoyed in other parts of the world.

The National Institutes of Health

greatly expanded their scope and

budgets, facilitating a dramatic up-

surge in experimental biology and

medicine; the Atomic Energy Com-
mission was empowered to bestow

research grants for qualified experi-

mentation in universities, research

institutes, and industry; and the

military, especially the navy, began

to budget heavily for the support of

basic science. Between 1962 and

1971 total annual research ex-

penditures by government agencies

ranged from $10 billion to $17 bil-

lion. Such support catapulted

American science into the world's

front rank and paid off handsomely

in improved technology, health

care, and productivity. It might be

supposed that so successful a ven-

ture would automatically be ex-

tended into the indefinite future.

Instead it seems in danger of being

deliberately terminated. How could

such a reversal come to pass?

To answer, let us first examine

the process of funding for scientific

research. I refer here to basic re-

search: the investigation of new
principles and generalizations, irre-

spective of their practical value.

Applied, or developmental, re-

search, by contrast, is concerned

with the utilization of scientific dis-

coveries for practical ends.

Most pure research in the United

States is carried on in universities

by professors and their graduate

students, although industry and re-

search institutes are constantly in-

creasing their share. The average

professor is reasonably well sup-

ported by his home institution in re-

gard to his own salary. He is usually

given adequate space in which to

perform his research; in some in-

stances, laboratory facilities are

well equipped with the basic in-

struments required for the pro-

jected experimentation, but in other

cases, the "laboratory" may consist

of little more than four walls and a

few tables. The most important lim-

itation on a researcher's ability to

proceed with his work, however, is

that almost no university uses its

own income to provide an individ-

ual faculty member with continuous

support for research. (In the present

financial crisis, subsidization from

this source would, in fact, be impos-

sible.) Consequently, an investiga-

tor has traditionally been expected

to raise this money himself by ap-

plying to a national agency or pri-

vate foundation.

The process works in the follow-

ing way. Let us say that Professor X
at Y University conceives of a new
approach to the solution of an old

and important problem in science.

He prepares what is called a grant

proposal, carefully describing the

background of the problem, his ob-

jectives, some proposed experi-

ments, and the significance of suc-

cessful findings. He then estimates

how long it will take to complete

the project, what equipment and

personnel will be required, and how
much money the entire package

will cost. After getting approval

from the chairman of his depart-

ment and an appropriate official of

the university, he sends the appli-

cation off to the appropriate agency

in Washington. There, it is assigned

to review or evaluation by a jury of

the professor's scientific peers. If

the proposal is judged scientifically

meritorious, it is recommended for

funding, sometimes, however, at a

rate below that requested. If money
is available, a grant is made to Y
University for work to be done un-

der the direction of Professor X. He
then receives a budget from the uni-

versity and is free to use the

granted funds according to the

terms spelled out by the agency.

The university's role in this pro-

cess is solely that of intermediary: it
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forwards the individual's appli-

cation to the federal agency, then

receives and distributes the money
granted. For these services, it ex-

acts a fee, the so-called overhead.

For example, at my university,

overhead on a National Science

Foundation grant is 66.67 percent

of all salary and wage allotments of

the grant; the excuse for taking so

large a proportion is that all re-

search creates expense for the uni-

versity. Buildings must be main-

tained; water, electricity, gas, and

telephones paid for; and service

personnel such as secretaries, pay-

roll clerks, janitors, and stockroom

managers hired to attend to the

needs of the researchers. The over-

head requirement means that, on

the average, the investigator has at

his disposal little more than half of

what he actually receives from the

granting agency. Thus, if a grant is

canceled, not only is the researcher

unable to carry forward his work

but the university is unable to

maintain the accessory services that

support it.

Why should the nation support

such activities in the universities?

One answer, of course, is that a

flourishing scientific community

supports the well-being of the na-

tion's people. The generous funding

of individual efforts in science

through the grant system has pro-

duced a continuous flow of new
findings that have catalyzed the de-

velopment of ever improving medi-

cines, machines, and techniques.

This system is based on the belief

that the creation of such a support-

ive milieu, giving researchers the

opportunity to follow up every the-

ory and discovery, provides the

greatest potential for progress in the

application of knowledge to man's

needs, as well as the extension and

preservation of that knowledge.

Nourished in this milieu, science

has been the wellspring of discov-

eries leading r.ct only to Ihe space

program and television but also to

the many peacetime uses of atomic

energy, new synthetic fibers, fab-

rics, and plastics, transistors, com-

puters, antibiotics, birth control

pillS; and new high-yielding strains

of corn, rice, and wheat. And ihere

IS still much to be done.

Nevertheless, after two decades

during which science enjoyed un-

precedented support and freedom,

Washington policy suffered a

change of heart. Nineteen sixty-

nine signaled a turning point. That

year for the first time, funding for

science did not increase, nor has it

since, and in 1972-73, severe cut-

backs defined a pattern whose con-

sequences are already manifest.

Many investigators in the midst of

ongoing research are today receiv-

ing notification from the NIH that

their proposals have been adjudged

scientifically meritorious and rec-

ommended for funding, but because

of the scarcity of money, their ap-

plications have been "adminis-

tratively withdrawn." One typical

result, of special interest to readers

of Natural History, is that while

the Russians and the Chinese have

published extensive encyclopedias

of their plant resources, our Flora

North America project has been

canceled. Against the backdrop of a

highly touted "war on cancer and

heart disease," the necessary basic

biological research to accomplish

those ends is being terminated.

Similar examples could be supplied

almost endlessly.

The most damaging effect is

probably being experienced in the

training of new personnel. For

many yeai-s, the National Institutes

of Health have administered a pro-

gram of training grants, which

helped support graduate students,

medical and dental students, post-

doctoral researchers, and faculty,

thereby assuring the country of the

continuing graduation of young

people in sufficient quantity and

quality to carry on basic research,

improve industrial products, and

pass on the traditions of science

through teaching. This year, the ad-

ministration has announced the

phasing out of this program—no
new grants will be funded, and

existing grants will either be termi-

nated at the end of this academic

year or within a few years as exist-

ing fellows complete their graduate

training.

Why should any public official,

including the President, want to cut

back a program that has served our

country so well? After all, ex-

penditure for the entire research ef-

fort in the United States represents

less than 1 percent of the gross na-

tional product and has yielded value

much greater than that. One suc-

cessful research development alone,

hybrid corn, has provided our gov-

ernment a greater financial return
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than all the dollars it has ever spent

in agricultural research, and a prod-

uct like nylon has probably done

the same for industry. Why, then,

kill the goose that lays the golden

eggs?

The answer is not simple, but

one component of it is that federal

administrators and legislators seem

offended bv the type of expenditure

that is typical of basic research;

they would rather mount massive

research assaults on a single prob-

lem such as cancer or controlled

thermonuclear fusion reactors.

They are bothered by the allocation

of small sums to many different, in-

dependent investigators working on

a myriad of unconnected research

ideas, many of them incomprehen-

sible and even ludicrous sounding

to the laymen, projects in which

they cannot see the opportunity for

immediate, dramatic results. They

want a "bigger research bang for

the buck," and believe that cen-

tralized planning and fi.scal control

will accomplish this end. To the

academic researcher, widespread

implementation of such a policv

could be the death knell of basic

The hardest lesson for federal

and industrial grant administrators

to absorb is that undirected scien-

tific research conducted by well-

trained scientists constitutes the

most practical and economical way
to achieve scientific progress on a

broad front. Many scientific discov-

eries are random and accidental,

but they have a way of being made

by extremely astute researchers.

"Chance favors the prepared mind"

was the way Louis Pasteur put it.

Massive, coordinated campaigns

can certainly be useful (for ex-

ample, the war on polio and various

parts of the Manhattan District

atomic project), but they rest on the

development of already discovered

ideas rather than lead the search for

new insights.

Federal administrators excuse

the termination of training grants

on the ground that there already are

enough scientists and engineers;

they cite the fact that even the

existing ones are having trouble

finding jobs. In view of such press-

ing problems as environmental deg-

radation and the rising rates of cer-

tain diseases how can there be

enough scientists and engineers? If

science's full potential for alleviat-

ing societal problems were to be re-

alized, many more scientists would

be needed—even more than could

be trained by expanding the present

modest programs.

Thus, gloom in scientific circles

is justified. Secure in the knowl-

edge that science is an important

aspect of man'« endless inquiry

about the universe and his own
place in it, academic scientists see

government funding as a most ap-

propriate approach to this impor-

tant intellectual end. This, together

with the practical benefits accruing

to society from widespread scien-

tific research, constitutes an impor-

tant rationale for the restoration of

the recent damaging budget cuts. It

is to be hoped that a second look at

the benefits will encourage the fed-

eral government to reassess its cur-

rent position and discover adminis-

trative devices to correct some of

the ills observed in the present

funding system without completely

undermining the national scientific

effort.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston

teaches biology at Yale University.
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Prices subject to change without notice

Kodali pocket Instamatic®cameras.
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You're looking ata
High-grade aluminum

Every all-aluminum can in the bever-

age aisle of your local supermarket
can be recycled and remade into

another aluminum can. It's being done
right now at Alcoa.

And when you recycle aluminum, you
save energy. It takes only 5 percent

of the energy it takes to make it the

first time.

Once it's made, it can be recycled
repeatedly, at a tremendous saving
in energy.

There's not another beverage pack-
aging material quite like aluminum.
Only aluminum has all these things

going for it: it's lightweight, chills

quickly, keeps things fresh, opens with

a snap, has high scrap value and can
be recycled repeatedly. It's plentiful,

too.

And because it's also good economics
to recycle aluminum, Alcoa will pay
as much as 10 cents a pound for

all-aluminum cans, from any

established reclamation center.

Alcoa is doing something to help

conserve our natural resources. We
would like to tell you more about it.

Write for our free brochure on energy
and aluminum.

We'll also send you a list of America's
aluminum can reclamation centers.

Aluminum Company of America,
825-H Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh,

Pa. 15219.

Aluminum:
Pass it on BALCOA
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To Kill
a Honeycreepei*
A barrel of water brought from Mexico to Hawaii

147 years ago introduced an enemy

that the beautiful native birds could not resist

Richard E. Warner

Before the advent of man, most

plants and animals required the

propulsion of winds and water cur-

rents or the ponderous drift of con-

tinents in order to colonize new
areas far from their original ranges.

A significant number of plants and

a few invertebrates used migrating

birds to bridge the barriers of dis-

tance, but for most life forms, geo-

graphical isolation—the physical

separation of one place or popu-

lation from another—was a major

factor in their evolution.

The effects of such isolation upon

the biotas of oceanic islands are

striking. The likelihood of a conti-

nental organism successfully find-

ing its way to a remote island is not

great, the probability being roughly

inversely proportional to the dis-

tance from its point of departure.

The oceans act as great biogeogra-

phic filters, precluding passage to

some, such as the larger mammals,
and permitting that of others, such

as certain birds, wind-borne insects,

seeds, and spores. Once the journey

has been made, the difficulties of

colonizing a new land exacerbate

the problem for would-be colonists.

For each successful immigrant, per-

haps thousands of would-be colo-

nizers perish on arrival, finding the

alien shores too hostile or beyond
their range of adjustment. As a con-

sequence, insular biotas generally

comprise relatively few genotypes,

with numerous endemic species.

Vacant niches are common in such

environments.

Having surmounted the enor-
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mous barrier of the Pacific Ocean,

the vagabond life forms that

reached the Hawaiian archipelago

found an ecosystem containing myr-

iad vacant niches. In the genial en-

vironment, with little competition

from other inhabitants or foreign

invaders, they speciated into di-

verse and often quite spectacular

new forms over a period of 10 to 15
million years. Adaptive radiation,

that evolutionary process where a

single ancestral form is permuted

into an array of new species, began

operating in a highly favorable en-

vironment. Lobelias, diminutive

plants on the mainland, diversified

into small shrubs, large bushes, and

even into treelike forms. Tarweed,

whose mainland ancestor was also,

no doubt, a small, shrublike peren-

nial, adaptively radiated into an as-

tonishing array of plant types. And
the Hawaiian honeycreepers—small,

colorful birds whose precise an-

cestry is still a matter of debate

among systematists—evolved from a

single colonizing species into a di-

verse array of forest dwellers that

have been placed in a separate fam-

ily, the Drepanididae, endemic to

the Hawaiian Islands. They eventu-

ally became adapted to a wide vari-

ety of niches in the forest ecosys-

tem, feeding upon nectar, fruits,

berries, seeds, and insects.

Charles Darwin had marveled at

the impressive array of plants and

animals that had evolved through

similar processes on the Galapagos

Islands, an archipelago both
younger and closer to a continental

mainland than the Hawaiian Is-

lands. Had he been able to walk

through the primeval Hawaiian rain

forests he would have been treated

to a spectrum of bird forms even

more dramatic and impressive than

the Geospiza finches of the Gala-

pagos, which so influenced his

thinking on the processes of evolu-

tion. The subfamily comprising

Darwin's finches, for example, con-

tains four genera and some 12 spe-

cies or subspecies. Responding to

the multitude of vacant niches and

the flow of evolutionary time, the

Hawaiian honeycreepers evolved

into nine genera with 18 full spe-

cies and 39 subspecies, or readily

recognizable island races.

Some were specialized nectar

feeders; others fed primarily on

nectar but also took some insects.

Finch and parrotlike forms also de-

veloped. The now extinct mamo,
Drepanis pacifica, had a long,

deeply decurved bill adapted for

feeding on the long, curved, tubular

flowers of certain species of lo-

belias. Indeed, there is speculation

that many of the highly nectariv-

orous honeycreeper species and

many of the tubular-flowered lo-

belias evolved together. The Maui

parrotbill, Pseudonestor xan-

Introduced to Hawaii in 1918,

the Pekin nightingale has

penetrated the remaining

habitat of the honeycreepers.
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thopkrys, whose heavy beak is used

to crush bark and buds for insects,

looks somewhat like a diminutive

kea, an endemic New Zealand par-

rot. The extinct grosbeak finch,

Psittirostra kona, had a massive,

heavily muscled bill admirably

suited for crushing the hard seeds

of the naio tree, one of its principal

foods. Early naturalists often lo-

cated the bird by listening for the

sounds it made while cracking open

the dry seeds. Another group, the

nukupuus of the genus Hemig-

nathus, evolved bills and feeding

habits that usurped the traditional

woodpecker niche. The nukupuus

are equipped with long, slender, de-

curved, or sickle-shaped, upper

mandibles, while the lower man-

dibles are short, stout, and straight.

These species use the heavy lower

bill to chip away bark while search-

ing for insects; after exposing a hid-

den grub or spider the upper bill is

deployed to hook out the prey.

The primeval forest habitat of the

honeycreepers was one of vast

tracts of koa. Acacia koa, and ohia

lehua, Metrosideroa, trees, which

shaded a rich and varied understory

of ferns, mosses, and low-growing

plants in the wetter regions.

On the drier sides of the islands,

other species of native trees adapted

to a more arid existence. These for-

ests, extending from the seashore to

the high mountains, harbored popu-

lations of plants, insects, birds, and

other creatures. Their long tenure

in this isolated oceanic microcosm

had been dominated by the phe-

nomena of empty niches, lack of

competition, incomplete intraisland

isolation, and most important, geo-

graphical isolation from the conti-

nents with its attendant seclusion

from the corrosive influences of

technological man.

Gradually at first, then with dra-

matic abruptness, this idyllic situ-

ation was shattered. At about the

time the Vikings were exploring the

eastern shores of North America,

Polynesians in canoes hewn from

immense logs were striking out

across the Pacific from the Mar-

quesas and the Society Islands in

search of new lands. As they hauled

the prows of their canoes up onto

the sandy beaches of the Hawaiian

Islands, these courageous sailors

constituted the first human breach-

ing of that archipelago's long isola-

tion. Fortunately, the impact of

these first settlers was a gentle one.

The Polynesians brought with

them pigs, dogs, rats, chickens, and

several species of food plants. But

because they lacked domestic her-

bivorous livestock (excepting the

pig) or the technological capacity to

mechanically ravage the land, they

were assimilated into the island

ecosystems with relative ease. They

made their homes along the beaches

and upon the lower slopes of the

great volcanic mountains, exploited

a few native plants, cleared a little

land, and derived most of their food

from the sea.

The discovery of the archipelago

by Capt. James Cook and the crews

of the ships Resolution and Discov-

ery on January 18, 1778, however,

was the beginning of the end for

much of what was uniquely Hawai-

ian. During the next two centuries

75 percent of the native forests

were indiscrimately destroyed by

the white settlers who flocked to the

islands. Sandy flats and water-

courses became overgrown with the

thorny kiawe, a giant Central Amer-
ican mesquite introduced as cattle

fodder. The native vegetation of the

flatland and foothill country back of

the sandy beaches was replaced

with a heavy gray green carpet of

sugar cane and, in some areas, pine-

apple, and the higher hills were

covered with nearly impenetrable

thickets of introduced lantana,

prickly pear, guava, and other exot-

ics. Today, great barren gashes of

exposed brick red earth scar many
hillsides and canyon faces, the re-

sult of overgrazing by too many
cattle, sheep, and goats. In many
areas eucalyptus from Australia and

The surviving species of
honeycreepers are confined

to forests above the 3,000-

foot level, shaded areas,

above, although suitable

habitat, right, still exists

at lower elevations.

silky oak grow cheek to jowl with

the lower stands of the remaining

koa trees. Considerable tracts of

land have been converted to other

forms of agriculture, such as maca-

damia nut orchards, or paved over

in the construction of towns, cities,

and highways for the burgeoning

population.

Even the dark green rain for-

ests—silent and brooding under the

clouds that incessantly shroud the

great peaks of Mauna Loa, Mauna
Kea, Haleakala, Waialeale, and the

other higher mountains—are in the

process of slow and insidious

change. Each year the exotic black-

berrv, fireweed, lantana, passion

fruit, and other exotics press inward

on the remaining native forest en-

claves.

Goats had been brought to Ha-

waii in 1778, cattle and sheep were

introduced in 1793, and horses in

1803. The descendants of this

stock, gone feral and multiplying

without control, created havoc in

the more open and habitable upland

forests. These herbivores killed off

large areas of koa and mamane for-

est by destruction of the understory

and direct feeding on the trees and

their seedlings. For decades no at-

tempt was made to control these fe-

ral populations, and even today

thev ravage the high forests on

Hualalai, Mauna Kea, and Lanai, as

well as portions of the Volcanoes

and Haleakala National Parks, bio-

tic sanctuaries where the native

plants and animals are supposed to

be afforded complete protection.
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The iiwi, Vestiaria coccinea,

is one of the native Hawaiian
birds threatened by avian

malaria. The immature

plumage of the juvenile,

far right, will soon be

replaced by the brilliant

colors of the two adults.

Normal red blood cells from
a honeycreeper, above, are

destroyed in great quantities

by avian malaria, right.

Shortly before death,

the bird's blood is reduced

to a pale color and a

watery consistency.

Despite the acknowledged degra-

dation of the great forests—whether

from the sandalwood trade, which

stripped the native woodlands of

this species, the feral livestock, or

the clearing for agriculture and the

ever more frequent and intense

fires—there was something subtler

affecting the native birds, especially

the Hawaiian honeycreepers. Like

the Hawaiian people, whose pre-Eu-

ropean population of more than

300,000 plummeted to a few thou-

sand after the introduction of syphi-

lis, measles, dysentery, and influ-

enza, the honeycreepers experi-

enced catastrophic declines shortly

after the arrival of the white man.
It is true that many species of

honeycreepers were highly adapted

to feed upon native plants, a reason-

able situation where the avifauna

has had millions of years to adapt to

the native vegetation. Despite the

apparently high degree of special-

ization, however, many honey-

creepers were able to successfully

feed on introduced plants.

The ou, Psittirostra psittacea,

for example, which normally fed

upon the fruit of the native ieie,

Frercinetia arborea; the mountain

apple, Eugenia malaccensis; and

the berries of various lobelias, also

fed upon introduced guavas and

mulberries. In 1902, the naturalist

H.W. Henshaw recorded of the Ha-

waii amakihi, Loxops virens: "It

has learned also that the imported

nasturtium secretes a fine quality of

honey and, however close to the

house the flowers may grow, it pays

them regular morning and evening

visits." He also observed the ama-

kihi regularly utilizing the blossoms

of the introduced banana.

The rapid decline of the honey-

creepers also could not be attrib-

uted to such introduced predators

as the murid rats and the mon-

gooses, although rats may have been

responsible for the extinction of

such ground-nesting birds as the

flightless rails. Despite newly

wrought ecological damage, many
of the lowland native forests were

still intact when the great die-off

started, not having yet felt the in-

fluences of feral animals or modern
technology.

No one knows for sure just when
the decimation of the honeycreep-

ers began, for in the early 1800s

there were virtually no trained ob-

servers in the islands to document
the decline. Some species of honey-

creepers collected by the early ex-

plorers and colonists were present in

collectible numbers for only a few

decades after the arrival of white

men, and it is only from a handful of

skins in these very early collections

that we know them at all.

By the late 1800s the enigmatic

decline had become obvious through-



out the islands, in part because

trained naturalists had observed the

scene. Henshaw, who for several

years had been prowling through

the lowland rain forests, wrote:

The author has lived in Ha-

waii only six years, but within

this time large areas of forest,

which are yet scarcely touched

by the ax save on the edges and

except for a few trails, have be-

come almost absolute solitude.

One mav spend hours in them
and not hear the note of a single

native bird. Yet a few years ago

these same areas were
abundantly supplied with native

birds, and the notes of the o-o,

amakihi, iiwi, akakani, omao,

elepaio, and others might have

been heard on all sides. The ohia

blossoms as freely as it used to

and secretes abundant nectar for

the iiwi, akakani, and amakihi.

The ieie still fruits, and offers its

crimson spike of seeds, as of old,

to the ou. So far as the human
eye can see, their old home of-

fers to the birds practically all

that it used to, biit the birds

themselves are no longer there.

This departure of the native birds

from intact forests was not limited

to a single island. On Oahu, for ex-

ample, the endemics experienced

an especially rapid decline. By
1900 SLx of the eleven native song-

birds were believed to be extinct.

The Oahu ou, Psittirostra olivacea,

was among the species that van-

ished entirely during this period. It

was known to be present on the is-

land in 1893 and 1899, but was

practically extinct by 1901. In

1915 the ornithologist W.A. Bryan

commented: "Oahu can make the

melancholy boast that it has a

greater list of extinct birds, in pro-

portion to the total number of spe-

cies known from the island, than

any other like area in the world."

Today, after more than a century

of decimation, those Hawaiian hon-

eycreeper species that have per-

sisted are found only in the upland

forests at elevations above 2,800 to

3,000 feet, and on the low, isolated,

leewai-d islands of Nihoa and Lay-

san. The more wide-ranging and

cosmopolitan species, such as the

iiwi, apapane, and amakihi, still

range over IcUge areas of the higher

forest on all the main islands. Oth-

ers, such as the Kauai ou, the Maui

parrotbill, and the crested honey-

creeper are present in very small

numbers and confined to limited

tracts of relatively undisturbed,

high-elevation native forest. The
latter species, once found on both

Molokai and Maui, is now extinct

on Molokai.

The cause of the great decline in
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numbers is clearly still present and

acting on the remnant populations,

but the principal culprit has now

been identified.

At the time of its discovery by

Europeans the Hawaiian archi-

pelago was in many ways an insular

paradise. Not only were the waters

clear and filled with fish, the cli-

mate equable, and the women fasci-

nated by the white-skinned strang-

ers, but the beneficent islands were

devoid of poisonous snakes, mos-

quitoes, and biting flies.

In 1826 this idyllic microcosm,

already somewhat tarnished by dis-

eased seamen, greedy opportunists,

and miscellaneous do-gooders, ex-

perienced an event of profound sig-

nificance to the native birds and of

lasting annoyance to the islanders.

For that year saw the introduction

of the night-flying mosquito, Culex

pipiens fatigans, to the island of
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Maui. A fierce biter of humans, Cu-

lex also feeds extensively on the

blood of birds and is now known to

be a principal vector of avian ma-

laria and other blood pathogens.

Based on information from con-

temporary journals, F. J. Halford, in

Nine Doctors and God (1954),

chronicled the arrival of the mos-

quito:

Dr. Judd was called upon to

treat a hitherto unknown kind of

itch, inflicted by a new kind of

nalo (fly) described as "singing

in the ear." The itch had first

been reported early in 1827 by

Hawaiians who lived near pools

of standing water and along

streams back of Lahaina [Maui]

.

To the Reverend WiUiam Rich-

ards, their descriptions of the

flies suggested a pestiferous in-

sect, from which heretofore the

Islands were fortunately free. In-

spection confirmed his fears. Tlie

mosquito had arrived!

Investigation back-tracked the

trail to the previous year and the



The long, decurved bills oj

honeycreepers such as the iiivi,

left, are adaptations forfeeding

upon the nectar of lobelias, top,

and other flowers. Bromeliads,

center, and geraniums, bottom,

provide food for other species.

Some endemic Hawaiian birds

evolved large, heavily muscled

bills suited for chipping away

tree bark in search of insects

and for crushing seeds.

ship Wellington, whose watering

party had drained dregs aUve

with wrigglers into a pure

stream, and thereby to blot one

more blessing from the Hawaii

that had been Eden. Apparently

no attempt was made to isolate

and destroy the hatchery, nor to

prevent spread of the pest

throughout the archipelago. The

pioneer was Culex quinque-

fasciatus [C. pipiens fatigans],

the night mosquito.

The Wellington had originally

taken on water near the village of

San Bias on the western coast of

Mexico. Hence the mosquito larvae

it carried in its water casks were

those of the tropical subspecies Cu-

lex pipiens fatigans. Farther to the

north, near Stockton, California, a

temperate form, C. pipiens pipiens,

replaces the tropical subspecies,

being better adapted physiologically

to live in the cooler northern lati-

tudes. Had the Wellington filled its

casks at Eureka, California, or at

Portland, Oregon, the sequence of

events that followed might have

been much different.

The Culex mosquito is a hardy

and versatile creature that breeds in

ground water and is able to develop

successfully in up to 30 percent

seawater. This trait renders the nu-

merous brackish coral potholes

along the coastline accessible to it,

permitting it to invade even the

drier districts. It has a known flight

range in excess of 14 mUes, which

facilitates its rapid spread once it is

established in a new area.

The arrival of the mosquito pro-

vided avian malaria and bird pox vi-

ruses with a vector par excellence.

Being active principally at night,

Culex has httle difficuky attacking

sleeping birds, usually con-

centrating on those areas devoid of

feathers, such as the feet, eyelids,

lores, bend of wing, and legs. Cage

studies that I have conducted on

captive honeycreepers indicated

that they are up to ten times more

susceptible to being bitten by Culex

than are such introduced birds as

the white-eye. Probably because

they evolved in the complete ab-

sence of mosquitoes, the honey-

creepers normally do not crouch

down on perches while sleeping or

bury their faces into the back feath-

ers as do most other birds. These

habits leave them much more ex-

posed to the attacks of the night-fly-

ing mosquito, by giving the insects

ready access to the bare skin of

feet, legs, and faces.

Studies have established that

bird pox is also regularly trans-

mitted by mosquitoes; the vims is
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The warbler finch, Certhidea

olivacea, right, and cactus

finch, Geospiza scandens,

below, are two of the

twelve highly specialized

species and subspecies of
the endemic subfamily oj

Darwin 5 finches, which

evolved through adaptive

radiation in the Galapagos

Islands. In contrast, the

Hawaiian honeycreepers

adaptively radiated into

eighteen species and
thirty-nine subspecies, or

island races.

carried on the proboscis, or biting

mouthparts, of the mosquito after it

feeds on an infected bird. It has

been established that the mosquito

can transmit the virus for up to two

months after feeding on an infected

bird.

Because of ecological and physi-

ological restrictions, the tropical

subspecies of Culex is unable to col-

onize areas in the Hawaiian Islands

at elevations above 3,000 feet. Ex-

tensive field studies on several of

the high islands have clearly estab-

lished that while C. pipiens fati-

gans abounds in the lowland re-

gions, developing massive
populations in the wetter areas, it is

functionally absent at the higher

elevations. Whatever the cause of

this restriction to lowland regions,

it most definitely is not the result of

gross habitat change or the lack of

breeding areas above 3,000 feet.

There is no appreciable physical

change of the habitat at, or immedi-

ately above, the mosquito/no mos-

quito demarkation line.

The effect of imported exotic dis-

eases was evident to the naturalists

witnessing the decline of the honey-

creepers, and their accounts clearly

indicate that such diseases were af-

flicting the native birds. The biolo-

gist R. C. L. Perkins, for example,

wrote in 1903:

Like many dther Drepani-

didae the species of Hemig-
nathus are grievously affected by

a disease, which is probably con-
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tau;ious. and causes swclliiij^s on

the legs and feet, as well as on

the head at the base of the bill,

and on ihe skin around the eyes.

Si(kl\ birds generally retire to

dense cover to die, so that it is

difficult to estimate whether the

disease causes much mortality. I

have no doubt it is sometimes

fatal.

Others have provided similar de-

scriptions of what appears to be

bii'd pox villas infections in wild

populations of Hawaiian honey-

creepers.

Bird pox, or "bumblefoot" as it

is sometimes called, was apparently

not limited in its distribution. In

addition to being reported on

Kauai. Oahu, and Molokai, Perkins

wrote of finding it in birds of the

Kona district on Hawaii.

As on Oahu, many of the

birds in Kona had swellings on

the legs and feet; in some cases

thev had even lost one or more
claws and parts of the toes. The
species affected were Himatione,

Hemignathus, Chasiempis, Lo-

xioides. and Rhodocanthis. It is

probably, I think, the result of

damp, as in almost every case

the birds affected were those shot

within the rain belt; while those

above, even of the same species,

were almost if not quite always

free of it.

There is a profoundly significant

element in this report, one which

Perkins did not realize. He had ob-

served that bumblefoot occurred

chiefly, if not entirely, in the rainy

lowland districts without recogniz-

ing the role of mosquitoes in trans-

mitting the disease or the potential

for transmission of other diseases,

such as avian malaria, by mos-

quitoes. A search tlirough the Ha-

waiian bird literature yields no

mention of avian malaria because of

the general ignorance of its nature

and etiology during the period of

the great decimation.

Adding to the difficulty of con-

clusively establishing avian malaria

and bird pox, transmitted by the

Culex mosquito, as a primary cause

of the extermination of Hawaii's

honeycreepers is that it has never,

with one notable exception, been

dcnionslratcd in the blood of native

bird species. Of well over a hun-

dred honeycreepers from several is-

lands whose blood has been exam-
ined for avian malaria, all (with one

exception) were negative. The dis-

ease is today absent in the remnant

populations of Hawaiian honey-

creepers.

In order to postulate population

decimation from avian malaria and

bird pox, it was necessary to prove

conclusively that these diseases are

indeed pathogenic, and not just

mildly so, but mortally virulent to

Hawaiian honeycreepers. Studies

had already shown that many conti-

nental passerine species are suscep-

tible to both bird pox and avian ma-

laria. But just as most humans
recover from, and develop partial or

complete immunity to, such con-

tagious diseases as measles, many
birds recover from bird pox and

avian malaria.

To answer the cjuestions in a

more definitive way, a series of ex-

periments was carried out over a

period of several years on Maui,

Oahu, and Kauai. One study was

conducted to determine the impact

of lowland exposure in a region of

high mosquito populations. Thirty-

six Laysan finches were taken

directly from Laysan, which is still

mosquito free, to Lihue, Kauai,

where despite continued mosquito

control measures by the State De-

partment of Health, the high Culex

population was a considerable nui-

sance to the residents. The birds

were held in mosquito-proof quar-

ters for one month, and all re-

mained healthy. All blood smears

were negative for avian malaria and

no bird pox lesions were noted. Af-

ter one month of this cloistered

existence, half of the birds were

moved outside during the night

hours where they were held in large

mesh cages that permitted ingress

by mosquitoes. The other 18
finches were held in the mosquito-

proof quarters.

In 16 days all of the finches ex-

posed to night-flying mosquitoes

were dead from massive cases of

avian malaria. Blood smears showed

that the exposed group had malarial

parasites in up to 97 percent of

their red blood cells. Red cell de-

struction was so great that the blood

became pale and watery, with

packed cell volumes (a measure of

the quantity of cells per unit vol-

ume of blood achieved by centrifug-

ing a thin tube filled with whole

i)ird blood) dropping from the nor-

mal .53 percent to as low as 16 per-

cent. This precipitous drop demon-
strated massive blood cell

destruction.

Having now established that the

lowland Kauai malaria potential

was great enough to cause massive

mortality in at least one species of

honeyci'eeper, a further test was un-

dertaken to ascertain the magnitude

of risk. Five of the previous control

group were placed outside in large

mesh cages for only three con-

secutive nights and brought in each

morning. After the three nights of

exposure they were returned to

their mosquito-free quarters and

held for observation. Seventeen

days later three of the five birds

were dead; the remaining two were

listless and obviously very ill. Ex-

amination of peripheral blood

smears indicated that aU five of the

exposed Laysan finches had con-

tracted massive cases of avian ma-

laria.

These results were augmented by

an experiment using individuals

from the remnant populations of

high island honeycreepers. Eight

birds of three species—amakOii,

lesser amakihi, and apapane—were

mist -netted in the high forest near

Kokee, Kauai, at an elevation of

about 4,100 feet. Field studies had

previously determined that Culex

was absent from this area, although

it is found at lower elevations in the

same mountain area. These birds,

together with 22 specimens of the

introduced white-eye, Zosterops

japonica (cohabitants of the high

forests that were captured at the

same time), were transported to

Lihue and held in tightly screened

cages for one week. Blood smears

from all birds, including the white-

eyes, were negative for avian ma-

laria. Packed cell volumes averaged

a normal 53 to 54 percent. The

birds appeared normal and healthy

with no evidence of bird pox lesions

or other debilities.

After one week, the eight honey-

creepers and eleven of the twenty-

Continued on page 74
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in Florida's Coral Reefs

Why do some corals

thrive, while others turn

into lifeless skeletons?

I>v Gilbei't L. Vows

Florida's coral reefs are dying.

Florida Keys conservationists claim

that land developers' dredges are

the cause. The developers indig-

nantly reply that the amount of silt

stirred up by their dredges is in-

finitesimal compared to that created

by a single winter storm and point

out that for a considerable part of

the vear the wind along the keys

blows so strongly that sediments are

naturally in suspension for long pe-

riods of time. Somewhere in be-

tween the conservationists and the

developers are the marine biologists

who are familiar with the reefs and

agree that something is wrong with

them but cannot pinpoint the cause.

Regardless of who wins the con-

troversy, the reefs, which are

unique in the continental waters of

the United States, are losing. In an

attempt to save them, the state of

Florida in 1971 imposed a morato-

rium—recently lifted—on all dredge

and fill operations in the Florida

Keys until their effect on the corals

could be determined. Meanwhile,

state and federal regulatory

agencies look on with studied indif-

ference. Only minor and in-

conclusive studies, lacking ade-

quate experimental design and

controls, are being undertaken. The

developers continue to lobby in Tal-

White spots on star coral

at Ajax Reef indicate

dead areas from which

the living polyps

are missing.

lahassee, the conservationists pub-

lish unsupported "evidence," and

the biologists vainly write proposals

for urgently needed research with

little hope of getting funding from

anyone.

The reefs of the Florida Keys

stretch in a long, curving line from

Fowey Rock near Miami to the

little cluster of islands forming the

Dry Tortugas, sixty-five miles

west of Key West. On the seaward

side they are bathed by the deep

blue waters of the Florida Current,

the mainspring of the Gulf Stream.

On the landwai-d side lie the green-

ish waters of the Hawk Channel,

which separates the reefs from the

keys. During high winds and their

resultant surface turbulence, cal-

cium carbonate in suspension turns

the water in the lagoon behind the

reefs milky white. During periods

of calm weather the water is crys-

tal clear or, as the natives de-

scribe it, "gin" clear.

From the deck of a boat or from

the air, the outer, or barrier, reefs

and the inner, or patch, reefs stand

out clearly as yellowish patches in

the variegated waters of the Hawk
Channel. On closer viewing, how-

ever, the separate coral heads are

seen to be covered with the waving

purple plumes and fans of gorgo-

nian, or soft, corals.

The barrier reefs, which form a

narrow line at the edge of the plat-

form on which they lie, are broken

up by areas of white coral sand and

beds of turtle grass. In some places

they project above the surface at

low tide.

Since Juan Ponce de Leon first

skirted them in 1513, these reefs-

bearing such names as Ajax, Pick-

les, Carysfort, Grecian Shoals, Al-

ligator, American, and the Sam-

bos—have been the graveyard of

many ships. In stormy weather the

sea's raging surf crashes down on

tiiem; in calm weather the yellow

and cream branches of the staghorn

and elkhorn corals form caverns

and forests for hosts of brightly col-

ored tropical reef fishes. Hurricanes

tear great heads of coral loose and
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and mollusks for the rapidly in-

creasing tourist and tropical fish

trades. Before long, the activity of

these newcomers became visible on

the outer and inner reefs.

Although not all coral and fish

collectors strip the reefs, too many
do. Tropical marine fish collectors

often arrive at a reef in a fleet of

boats, put on their diving gear, and

fan out across the reef. Each col-

lector is usually equipped with a

small pry bar for turning rocks and

a small dip net for catching fish. Di-

vers advance steadily along the reef,

turning old coral heads, slabs of co-

ral rock, and other bottom struc-

tures, and dipping up the small,

brightly colored fish as they go. Be-

hind them, the overturned rocks,

covered with encrusting animals

and the eggs of fish and in-

vertebrates, are eaten bare by
schools of larger fish that follow the

divers. A reef thus deprived of its

nursery stock of mollusks, sea ur-

chins, tunicates, and other life takes

years to recover.

Collectors of elkhorn and stag-

horn corals often break off the

branches with hammers or pry loose

entire coral colonies, weighing
many pounds, and hoist them onto

barges. Treasure hunters searching

in old wreck sites along Florida's

outer reef sometimes use dynamite
to blast the reef apart. Such meth-

ods of hunting and collecting can

completely despoil an area.

It was to preserve at least part of

the region around Key Largo Dry
Rocks—a valuable national re-

source—that the John Pennekamp
Coral Reef State Park was estab-

lished in 1960. The creation of this

park placed an extensive area of co-

ral under protection. Con-
servationists hoped that this protec-

tion would save some of the best

coral reefs in the keys from further

damage. But man was still at work.

In Dade County only the combined
efforts of conservationists and biolo-

gists and a bitter struggle prevented

the development of a major oil re-

finery and plastics complex that

would have made it necessary to

create a deepwater shipping chan-

nel through Florida Bay and out

Caesar's Creek, across what is now
the Biscayne National Monument.

Meanwhile the Florida Power

Grunts swim through an inner

reef in the Hawk Channel,

where the warm water is

shallow enough to let sunlight

penetrate, a necessary

condition for the growth

of coral reefs.

and Light Company began con-

struction of its Turkey Point nu-

clear power plant. Once again con-

servationists and biologists raised

the alarm, pointing out that large

amounts of heated effluent from the

plant would endanger marine life in

the bay. Under pressure from these

groups construction of a cooling

system of ponds and canals is under

way. But the system is not yet com-

pleted, and heated water still flows

into Card Sound and out into the

Hawk Channel, where it may be

contributing to a change in the na-

ture of the coastal waters in which

the corals live. While these activi-

ties are the most dramatic and eas-

ily seen threats to the reefs, the

pressure of increasing population

along the keys and northward may
play an even more important role in

the fate of the coral reefs.

The area from Palm Beach south

to Miami is one of the fastest grow-

ing regions in the United States.

About two million people now live

in the area, a narrow strip of land

about ten miles wide and sixty

miles long. It is estimated that this

population will rise to ten million in

twenty years. The wastes of these

residents must be disposed of, and
in south Florida that means ocean

dumping. In 1971, 120 million gal-

lons of raw or partially treated sew-

age were dumped daily into the

ocean between Palm Beach and Mi-

ami. At least some of this waste is

carried to the reefs by southward-

flowing inshore currents. Estuaries

in the area were simultaneously

being impaired by dredging, bulk-

heading, and industrial wastes. The
result has been the rapid deteriora-

tion of south Florida's inshore wa-

ters. "Gin" clear only a few years

ago, these waters are now opaque,

yellowish green, or brown from eu-
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tropliication or suspended nonliving

material. As it the present situation

were not almost too nuuli for the

sea to bear, de\'elopers all o\'er the

Florida coast and kevs are rapidlv

turning coastal marsh and man-

grove lands into housing devel-

opments and sites for giant con-

dominiums in transactions in-

volving vast amounts of mone\

.

Coastal development in Dade
Countv has almost reached the satu-

ration point. Local government is

being pressured to prohibit further

high-densitv zoning and construc-

tion, and building moratoriums are

being invoked. The situation in

Monroe County is somewhat differ-

ent. Much of the county is now oc-

cupied by Everglades National

Park. Its remaining land is com-

posed mainlv of the kevs. Those

that are relatively high, such as Key
Largo, Upper Matecumbe, and Big

Pine Key, are rapidly being devel-

oped. Manv of the islands, however,

are mangi-o\'e-covered tidal lands

and contain little drv land. Thev are

now the subject of controversv in

Monroe County. To be developed

thev must be filled. That involves

dredging deep channels around

them and constructing bulkheads.

The process destroys the islands"

valuable nursery eireas of shallow-

water turtle grass and removes the

nutrient-supplying mangroves. The
problem is further complicated by

the type of bay or channel bottom

sediments found in the keys.

Formed mainlv of calcium carbo-

nate, the sediments are very fine,

and when stirred up by dredging or

wave action they remain suspended

for hours or even days, turning the

water milky white and reducing al-

most to zero the light penetration

necessary for the health of delicate

coral reef polyps.

Storms also create turbid water

loaded with sediments, but reef cor-

Hen and Chickens Reef attracts

a school of dwarf herring.

Once healthy, the reef is

now reported to be

almost 90 percent dead.

als are adapted to these conditions.

After a storm the water clears up,

giving the corals time to recover.

Dredging doesn't offer this respite.

If silt and turbidity are responsible

for the death of corals, it may be be-

cause dredging operations interfere

with the corals' natural ability to re-

cuperate from the effect of storms.

No one presently knows. Nor does

anyone know whether death is

caused by the inabilitv of the corals

to remove the silt from their surface

or bv insufficient sunlight for survi-

val of the zooxanthellae.

In fact, it is not even certain that

dredging is the cause of the prob-

lem. Other factors are also sus-

pected. There is mounting concern

that the illnesses of the reefs may
be the result of increased loads of

such chemicals as PCBs, pesticides,

detergents, and heavy metals.

Biologists at the National Park

Service claim that damage to the

corals has already affected reefs in

the Biscayne National Monument.
They report seeing dead skeletons

of sea feathers and fans on the

reefs. They also saw corals covered

with white spots—areas from which

the living polyps are missing—on

which patches of blue-green or fila-

mentous algae were growing. These

conditions may be due to man's in-

terference with the reefs, but expe-

rienced ecologists know that similar

conditions are found wherever reefs

occur, even in the best of water

conditions. The real question is not

whether these natural conditions

exist but whether the extent of

white spotting and blue-green algal

growth is increasing, indicating en-

vironmental deterioration. In-

formed divers state that the barrier

reefs, surrounded bv clear water,

are in good shape, but that the in-

ner patch reefs, more exposed to

changes in coastal waters, appear to

be affected. Unfortunately, no base

line studies are available for com-

parison.

Concerning the condition re-

ported for the Hen and Chickens

Reef in the upper keys there is no

controversy. This formerly healthy

reef is now definitely sick, with

most of its coral heads dead or seri-

ously affected. Fish with body le-

sions, tail and fin rot, and shaggy,

loose scales have been sighted

there, as well as at Triumph and
Ajax Reefs and in Pennekamp
Park. Similarly diseased fish have

been reported by divers and fish-

ermen operating in highly polluted

areas of the California coast and by

workers at the Sandy Hook Marine

Laboratory in New Jersey, who
blame bacterial and viral infections

from sewage dumped into the

middle Atlantic Bight from the New
York-New Jersey area.

When the John Pennekamp Co-

ral Reef State Park was established

in 1960 it was thought that the area

it included would provide a safe ref-

uge for the coral reefs. Among the

regulations adopted for their protec-

tion were prohibitions on the collec-

tion of marine life, indiscriminate

anchoring, and spearfishing. Re-

cently a group of national and state

park biologists met with scientists

from the University of Miami to re-

view the regulations in view of the

deterioration of some of the better

reefs in the park. The deterioration

apparently was caused, not by eco-

logical conditions, but by too much
human use. If practicable, a rota-

tion system controlling the volume
of visitors may be initiated to give

worn-out reefs time to recuperate.

In order to study the effect of over-

use, tracts are being set aside for

controls along with counterparts

open to the public. Comparative

studies in the next few years may be

very enlightening.

Several groups are now carrying

out studies of small, discrete reef

areas in an attempt to resolve the

conflicting views of developers,

conservationists, and biologists. But

the problem is complex. Florida's

coral reefs face serious trouble in-

deed—from unending sources of

sediments, high turbidity, unprece-

dented amounts of sewage, partial

eutrophication, disturbed current

systems, thermal pollution, high

levels of pesticides from south Flor-

ida's truck farms, and other factors.

And there is no relief in sight. An
unprejudiced observer might well

be fearful that in the not too distant

future our children may be able to

learn about coral reefs only from

books and documentary films, for

one of nature's unique habitats will

have vanished from the face of the

earth.
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Trvlliglit of tlie Cree
A massive hydroelectric

power project threatens

to destroy the delicate

relationship between

these northern Indians

and their bleak land

Harvey A. Feit

Tlie James Bay Cree Indians are

an unusual people; 350 years after

white men first entered James Bay
in Quebec, the Cree continue to

maintain the integrity and vitality

of a hunting way of hfe. Tliey live

comfortably off the land in one of

the less productive and least pre-

dictable environments of the earth,

the subarctic boreal forest region.

Their hunting success is due in

part to the knowledge the James
Bay Cree have of their environment

and, especially, of the animal popu-

lations on which they depend.

Based on an intense relationship

with the land, their expertise is ex-

traordinary not only for the detail

but also for the complexity of their

observations. They manage the

animal resources by observing eco-

logical principles in deciding what,

where, when, and how to hunt.

They hunt so as to maximize the

long-term stability of the resources,

limiting theii- hai-vests to levels that

can be sustained for many years;

and they value this ecological goal

over other economic, political, and
social ends.

The Indian peoples of the eastern

shore of James Bay, who have prob-



Hunting JVation^
ably inhabited the region since the

glaciers retreated several millennia

ago, speak several local dialects of

the Cree language. CoUectivelv thev

have been called the James Bay, or

the Eastern, Cree. The land on

which thev live was part of the uni-

lateral grant bv Chai'les II to the

Hudson's Bay Company in 1670. It

was transfen-ed to the Dominion of

Canada after confederation and is

now claimed by the government of

the Province of Quebec. The Cree,

however, claim that they have never

given up or abandoned their rights

to this land.

This matter is now before the

courts because the province is plan-

ning a massive hydroelectric project

that calls for the eventual damming
up of seven rivers and the creation

of reservoirs. All of the rivers flow

through the subarctic boreal forest

and the tundra of eastern Quebec,

an area of 172,000 square miles.

Five of the rivers empty into James

Bay, one into Hudson Bay, and one

into Ungava Bay to the north. With

the reservoirs will also come the in-

evitable roads, airports, towns, and

more white men. No one is quite

sure how these developments will

affect the ecology of the area—flat-

land, fragmented by thousands of

lakes and hundreds of rivers—but

the Cree are feai-ful that the land—as

they have known it for thousands of

years—and their relationship to it will

be forever changed for the worse.

Tlie Indians, numbering approxi-

mately 6,000 people at the end of

1972, are organized into eight ad-

ministrative bands: the Mistassini,

Waswanipi. Nemiscau, Rupert

House, Old Factory, Eastmain, Fort

George, and Great Whale River.

The Waswanipi, distributed in a

number of settlements between the
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towns of Mattagami and Chapais

about three hundred miles north-

west of Montreal, and the Mis-

tassini are the only inland bands—
the others hunt inland bul therr set-

tlements ai-e located along the bay.

As recently as twenty years ago
the settlements of the James Bay
Cree were little more than trading

posts and summer gathering places

for the respective bands between
hunting and fishing expeditions.

Most of the whites in the settle-

ments provided services for the In-

dians, except in the area of the

southern mining towns of Matta-

gami, Chapais, and Chibougamau.
In 1971, the estimated white popu-

lation of the entire region north of

these towns was 350 persons,

mainly government agents, teach-

ers, medical staff, fur traders, mis-

sionaries, and bush transportation

personnel.

In the last two decades, however,

government assistance and wage
employment have become available,

and Indian children have stai'ted

going to schools. These are the most
recent of a long series of changes

brought about by each successive

wave of whites— first the fur traders.

then the missionaries, and now the

government agents. Each wave has,

in turn, been accepted by the Cree

provided it assisted them to main-

tain their culture.

The Cree have generally felt that,

along with knowing their own cul-

ture, it was important for their

young people to be educated in

schools. But even government assist-

ance and schooling have not

brought integration into the Cana-

dian mainstream, and the Cree have

increasingly sought Indian curricula

and staff. Furthermore, to teach

their children Cree ways and
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thereby prevent their total alien-

ation from their own language and

life-stvle. the Cree keep approxi-

mately one-third of the school-age

population out of school each year.

Wage employment has been in-

tegrated with a hunting life-style in

a number of ways. At inland settle-

ments such as Mistassini. summer
w'age employment is combined with

winter hunting and trapping. Tire

Cree choose jobs that are com-

patible with theh social organiza-

tion, bush skills, linguistic prefer-

ences, and seasonal changes.
Commercial fishing and cutting for-

ests for pul|)W()(){l are jobs llial can

he performed by family work

groups, at irregular times, and in

the bush so that fishing and hunting

can also be carried on daily. In

Waswanipi settlements, inter-

mittent work and hunting haye be-

come common.
Most members of the Fort

George Band live and work in then-

settlement year-round. Fishnets and

snares ai^e set within several miles

of the settlement and checked every

few days by family members. On
hunting and trapping trips, men use

snowmobiles to travel up to 100

miles. The Fort George settlement,

the most diminished in bush living

In summer, some families

move from cabins to cooler

tents, which are often

situated near logging sites.

The Indians work at cutting

and peeling pulp logs that

are bought by paper companies.

of llic coastal bands, d('[)cnds on the

land for a|)proximately one-half of

its annual food requirements and

the majority of the protein it con-

sumes. For the James Bay Cree as a

whole it has been estimated that 50
to 60 per cent of the food consumed

is produced by subsistence activi-

ties. As a result of the successful in-

tegration of wage employment and

education into their way of life, the

Cree are developing closer ties to

the society and economy of the rest

of North America, while main-

taining and modernizing their hunt-

ing way of life.

The hunting, whether full-time

or part-time, still follows a cycle de-

termined by the animals and the

land, but it is only the full-time

hunters who disperse each fall from

the settlements for the winter hunt-

ing and trapping season, which lasts

from five to nine months.

Throughout the winter hunting

season the Cree are widely dis-

persed over 124,000 square miles

of the James Bay region. This area

is formally divided into pai-ts that

ai-e used by each band and further

subdivided into 233 hunting terri-

tories, or trap lines, ranging in size

from approximately 100 to 1,500



square miles, occupied by hunting

groups. Hunting groups are made

up of from five to thirty persons.

Based on bilateral kinship ties and

friendship bonds, each hunting

group forms a separate, self-suf-

ficient residential unit whose mem-
bers live together from September

or October until they return to the

settlements in Mai-ch or June. The

hunting territories are recognized as

part of the government's beaver

preserve system. Each territory is

"owned" by an individual, who is

usually the leader of the group us-

ing the territory as well as the bea-

ver tallyman.

As modern hunters and trappers,

the Cree frequently fly between

their settlements and their camps in

chartered bush airplanes; at the

camps they use canvas-covered ca-

noes, outboard motors, and some-

times snowmobiles for trans-

portation. They also use rifles,

shotguns, steel traps, factory made

fishnets and canvas tents, tin wood-

burning stoves, and commercially

manufactured clothing. But they

prepare their own caribou, moose,

and beaver hides, using fleshing

tools and other implements that

they have made; make their own
snowshoes, toboggans, moccasins,

mitts, and sealskin mukluks in the

coastal settlements; and build their

own lodges and camps.

The animals available in winter

vary from region to region. In the

southern areas at Waswanipi and

neighboring portions of Mistassini,

winter subsistence depends primar-

ily on moose and beaver. In the in-

land north, caribou are as important

as moose and beaver; while on the

coast, fish and preserved geese are

important. At various times and

places secondary winter resources

include hares, bears, porcupines,

ptarmigans, and partridge.

While on their hunting terri-

tories, the Cree provide the major-

ity of the food thev consume. At

Waswanipi more than 82 percent of

the food is caught in the bush.

Thirty percent of the calories avail-

able in winter come from moose.

The average weight of moose killed

is estimated to be more than 600
pounds, providing an average of

330 pounds of meat, fat, and edible

organs per animal. Beaver, aver-

aging just under 13 pounds of meat

and fat per animal, provide 34 per-

Some cabins, such as this

one oivned by a Mistassini

Band family, were financed

by the federal Department

of Indian Affairs.

Women and children are left

behind in the settlements

uhen the men are off hunting.



cent of the calories. Averaged over

the whole year, fish are an equally

important source of food. The few

estimates of nutritional require-

ments indicate that all groups living

on the hunting territories catch

ample supplies for theu needs, and

manv catch a surplus, some as

much as two or three times theu-

nutritional requirements. Tliis food

is made available to those residing

in the settlements.

The view that hunters kill when
thev can and go hungr\' when thev

cannot is common in both popular

and scientific opinion. Big mammal

hunting especially has been charac-

terized as unpredictable, unreliable,

and inefficient because the animals

themselves are widely dispersed and

highlv mobile. Cree hunters, how-

ever, do not share this assessment;

thev speak of big game hunting as a

reliable, efficient, and productive

means of subsistence. The evidence

I gathered during a two-year study

of the Waswanipi Cree confirms the

hunters' views. As I accepted this

view rather reluctantly, it is appro-

priate to recount the research find-

ings. In a general sense, the prin-

ciples of management and the

organizational techniques used by
the Waswanipi are probably typical

of (he James Bay Cree, although

iDnfirmation of this must await

more intensive studies of other

groups.

Moose in particular have been
considered highly erratic, nongre-

garious, wide-ranging animals that

can be hunted only with consid-

erable uncertainty. The Waswanipi
hunters stress, however, that killing

a moose is easy. I was consistently

told that when they are hunting

moose, they are happy when they

see tracks because they know they

will soon be eating moose. Wlien I

asked the hunters what they did

when they did not locate moose on

a given day, they said they looked

again. But when I questioned them
as to what they did when they could

not locate any moose, I was told

that this never happened.

The Waswanipi say they know
how to kill moose at any time of the

year, but they generally limit their

kills to specific seasonal periods and
to specific daily climatic conditions

within these seasons. During the

mating season in October, the male

moose can be called with a birch

bark caller to the shore of a river or

lake where they are easily exposed

to the hunters.

Moose hunting is also productive

during the latter part of March and
early April, late winter in this re-

gion, when sunlight melts the top-

most layer of the snow, which then

freezes during the night. In the

mornings or on colder days moose
will break through the ice, cutting

their legs against the edges of the

hole. Under these conditions they

often will not move, even when in

full view of a man. Kills, however,

are liinited at these times because in

the fall many hunters have not vet

gone to their hunting grounds, and

in the late winter many are pre-

paring to return to the summer set-

tlements.

The most important moose-hunt-

ing period for the Waswanipi is in

January and February. During the

early winter, the moose begin to

have trouble walking as their legs

penetrate deeply through the light

fluffy snow and their bodies drag.

The critical snow depth for an adult

moose is two and a half or three
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feet—bevond this the moose must

plow a trough in order to walk.

Throughout the early winter, there-

fore, moose move to locations with

lower snow accumulations. Waswa-
nipi hunters sav that the moose
move to hardwood-covered hills ex-

posed to the wind, which blows the

snow cover thin.

By January the moose are usually

concentrated in these suitable aiTas,

generallv confining themselves to

established paths they have packed

bv repeated use.

When this happens, hunters say

that moose can be easilv stalked. If

a moose sees or, more likelv. hears

a hunter, it will flee from its "yard"

only to be quickly exhausted by the

deep snow. The Waswanipi report

that after a few hours of steady

stalking, a man on snowshoes will

have so tired a moose that it will

stand its ground and be killed.

Hunting is preferred on so-called

moose davs, when there is a slight

north or west wind, a light snowfall,

and a moderatelv cold temperature.

The sound of the wind covers the

noise of the hunter's approach, the

snow allows the age of tracks to be

easily judged, and the moderate

cold keeps the snow fluffy and dry

so it does not make noise or stick to

the snowshoes and make walking

difficult. If the wind is from the

east, however, the moose will stay

hidden in deep bush, making them

difficult to locate.

The Waswanipi prefer to hunt

for moose at those times when the

chances of success are high. The
hunters stress that it is important

that they kill moose and other ani-

mals swiftly and cleanly. They say

that moose meat is less tasty if the

animal has been exhausted before

being killed, and more important,

they must not make the animals suf-

fer unnecessarily.

In the culturally constructed

world of the Cree, the animals, the

winds, and many other phenomena
ai'e thought of as being "'like per-

sons" in that thev act intelligently,

are willfully idiosyncratic, and un-

derstand, and are understood by,

men.

The hunters say that the animals

thev kill are a gift to them from the

animals themselves and from the

master of the a.ninia\s—Chuetenshu.

the north wind, who is the helper of

Jesus. Chuetenshu brings the cold,

the snows of winter, and his little

brother, the west wind. The gifts

given to a hunter place him under

reciprocal obligations to cause the

animals no unnecessary suffering, to

observe structured procedures for

retrieving, butchering, and dis-

posing of the animal, and to com-

pletely use the flesh and useful

parts. The animal's bodv nourishes

a hunter and his family, but the ani-

mals soul returns to be reborn, so

that when men and animals are in

balance the animals are killed but

not diminished, and both men and

animals survive.

An analysis of Waswanipi moose-

hunting behavior indicates that

their actual hunting is consistent

with their descriptions. In a sample

of midwinter moose hunting, all

kills occurred after the snow cover

was more than thirty inches, 75
percent of these occurred on davs

with a snowfall of one inch or less,

and the same percentage occurred

on days with above average wind

speeds. One kill was made for ap-

proximately every two davs' hunt-

ing effort.

Waswanipi reliability and effi-

ciency is also evident in the huntina

of other animal species, which are

harvested when chances of success

and the efficiency of capture are

high. The annual cycle is a model

for integrating these various har-

vesting activities so that each is

used at the appropriate time, and so

that at least two resources can be

used at each period throughout the

year.

The Waswanipi are such success-

ful hunters that their most critical

problem is, not the locating and

killing of game, but rather limiting

the kills that their prodigious skills

make possible. If the hunters were

to kill more animals than are being

produced bv the species population,

futm-e production might then be re-

duced. This problem is especially

critical in a zone of relatively low
biological productivity.

Tlie Waswanipi recognize that

the hunters must balance their kills.

While the animals a hunter kills are

gifts from Chuetenshu, one of the

obligations a hunter must fulfill is

to determine which of the animals

he encounters is being given to

him. Tliis decision depends on in-

tegrating information from a variety

of sources—signs of the animals,

weather conditions, the behavior of

the animals, dreams and visions,

and the hunter's past success. Each

of these pieces of information is

thought to be a communication

from Chuetenshu, the animals, or

other personages involved in the

hunt. The most general informa-

tional frame within which this data

is placed is the hunters own pre-

vious hunting success.

Tlie belief is that if a hunter

should kill more animals than he

was given in any year, then Chue-

tenshu and the animals will be

angry and will give that hunter

fewer animals the next year. The

success of past hunting and its im-

plications for current hunting are

communicated to the hunter by the

animal signs he sees. Hunters con-

stantly note signs of the frequency

of game and compare their eval-

uations of the trends in the animal

populations. These trends are the

most important indicator for a

hunter of what he will be given in

the present season, and through

them most hunters formulate a defi-

nite expectation.
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Animal pelts in a Mistassini

hunting camp, above, are hung to

dry out of reach of dogs. The

pelts are purchased by fur

traders who fly from camp

to camp in bush planes.

At right, moose meat is

hauled from the site of the

kill to a camp, where

it will be stored until

taken to the settlements.



Until the coming of the

snowmobile, Cree settlements

were partially deserted

during the winter when

hunting groups went off to

their hunting territories.

Now the hunters can return

to the settlements after

brief expeditions

At the beginning of each hunting

season most Cree dream or are told

by Chuetenshu how much big game

they will be given. This information

is constantly checked and revised as

the season progresses. The result is

that the hunters feel themselves un-

der an obligation to limit kills to

those animals they know are har-

vestable without initiating a decline

in the population.

Deciding how many of each spe-

cies should be killed is an extremely

complex task; one of the ways the

hunters resolve it is by rotational

use of the hunting territories. Fam-

ihes with few active hunters and de-

pendents relative to the size of their

territory hunt only a portion of the

territory each year. This way the

Cree hunt moose and beaver in-

tensively on one section in a given

year and then monitor the growth

of the populations on that section in

the succeeding years.

Rotational use allows the hunters

to live off the most efficiently usable

and most highly valued food spe-

cies, namely moose and beaver. An
analysis of the catches indicates

that under rotation, harvests are

well below the productivity of these

species.

Those famihes who, because of

the small size, of their hunting terri-

tories or the large number of hunt-

ers and family dependents, must

use all of their territories each year,

face a more difficult problem. Fish

and small game are relatively more

productive resources, when mea-

sured as calories for human con-

sumption per square mile per year,

than are moose and beaver. These

families, therefore, use the more

Continued on page 72
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Thousands of years before it became the superstar of the drug culture.

Cannabis was cultivated for fiber, food, and medicine

'[)U-Jir&tA gJc/i/dzeJ

Strange things often happen to

plants after a long and intimate as-

sociation with man: they travel

around the world; they grow in un-

usual and sometimes inhospitable

soils and environments; and they of-

ten hybridize. Thev mav escape cul-

tivation and become weeds, or thev

may be altered by selection for

characteristics associated with spe-

cific uses. These interacting forces

frequently result in an organism

greatlv changed from its wild pro-

genitor. To unravel and understand

such changes, the biology and eco-

nomic history of these plants must

be considered together. Con-
secpently. the investigation of the

biological evolution of a cultivated

plant and the evolution of its uses

cannot be divorced from a study of

the natural forces that may have

shaped its new and perhaps unnatu-

ral role.

A prime example of this inter-

play between man and his useful

plants is the relationship between

man and Cannabis, known in the

United States, according to its use,

as hemp or marijuana. Marijuana

has been around for thousands of

years and has earned deep respect

in many different societies. Bot-

anists have usually considered Can-

nabis a single species, C. sativa,

but recent research indicates that

there may well be sever' species.

The present biological v; bility of

the genus mav be trace part to

the complicated history its vari-

ous uses.

Cannabis has long been culti-

vated for five principal pui'poses:

for hempen fibers; for its oil; for its

achenes, or "seeds," which man has

consumed as a food; for its narcotic

properties; and as a therapeutic

agent in folk medicine and modern
pharmacopoeias.

Despite its long history as one of

the major crop plants and its utiliza-

tion by millions of people in many
parts of the world, Cannabis is still

characterized more by what is not

known about its biology than by

what is known. This lack of knowl-

edge creates serious obstacles to an

understanding of the moral, social,

and legal aspects of its contempo-

rary use or abuse and is the basis of

many contradictions in the botani-

cal, chemical, medical, and pharma-

ceutical literature.

There is no way of knowing

which use of Cannabis represents

the earliest. Plant uses normally

proceed from the simpler to the

more complex. Early man could

hardly have missed seeing fibers ex-

posed in naturally retted stems, and

the production of hemp goes far

back in the archeological record.

Cannabis is probably man's oldest

cultivated source of fiber and the

first to have spread so widely. Re-

mains of hempen fibers have been

found in several of the earliest cen-

ters of civilization.

Cm'ious stone beaters and crude

tools for pounding hemp, as well as

pottery in which impressions of

cords were baked, have been dis-

covered at an ancient riverside fish-

ing site in Taiwan. There is evi-

dence from several localities in

China and Chinese Turkestan that

nearly .5,000 years ago Neolithic

man made thread and rope from

hemp. In fact, the oldest known
name of Cannabis is the Chinese

ta-ma, which originally meant
hemp. The character for the word
represents plants growing near a

house and would seem to indicate

that the earliest and most important

use of hemp in China was as a

source of fiber. The Chinese believe

that the legendary emperor Shen

Nung, patron of medicine and in-

ventor of agriculture, first taught

cultivation of hemp in the twenty-

eighth century B.C. Hempen fabrics

have been excavated from sites in

Turkey dated to the late eighth cen-

tury B.C., older than the Taiwan

finds, and an Egyptian tomb of be-

tween 3,000 and 4,000 yeai's of age

has yielded speciments of fabric

thought to be hemp.

Ancient sites in the Altai Moun-
tains of central Asia have provided

remains of clothing made of

hempen fibers. In 500 B.C. the

Greek historian Herodotus stated

that the Scythians, who originated

in this mountainous area, grew

hemp for its fiber and that the Thra-

cians made garments of hemp that

closely resembled linen.

Cannabis arrived as a fiber plant

in Europe from the north, not from

the south. The Greeks and Romans
of classical times did not cultivate

it, although it had arrived in Eu-

rope from Asiatic regions to the

east before the Christian era. Fiber

for ropes and sails was apparently

imported into Sicily from Gaul as

eai'ly as the third century B.C., and

the Roman writer Lucilius men-

tioned the plant in 120 B.C. There is

little evidence that Cannabis was
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Once in worldwide demand,

Manila hemp was sorted in

Philippine warehouses before

being made into rope. Today

Russia and Poland are the main

producers of hempen fiber.

cultivated as a major crop in west-

ern Em'ope before the Christian era.

In the first centuiT A.D., the Roman
historian Phny the Elder detailed

the preparation and grades of

hempen fibers, and hempen rope

has been recovered in England

from the site of a Roman fort dated

A.D. 140-180, suggesting its in-

troduction by the Romans from

Gaul. Pollen studies have shown
that there was a continuously in-

creasing cultivation of hemp in

England from the early Anglo-

Saxon period into late Saxon and
Norman times, from about 400 to

1100. Whether Viking sailors used

hemp is not certain, but hempen
fabrics and fishing lines have been

retrieved from Viking graves in

Norway, and the plant was grown
in Iceland in the early Middle Ages.

In medieval England Henry VIII

required English farmers to plant

hemp, and in Elizabethan times

England's maritime supremacv
created such demand for the fiber

that it was always in short supplv,

thus encouraging the cultivation of

Cannabis in the New World. It was
first introduced to North America
apparently at Port Royal, Canada,

in 1606. In Virginia the first crop

of hemp was planted in 1611, and
the Pilgrims brought it to Plvmouth
in 1632. Hemp was exported to

England by the colonies, and
in pre-Revolutionars' America the

fiber was used in making cloth-

ing.

There were undoubtedlv a num-

ber of independent introductions of

hemp into the Spanish and Portu-

guese colonies of the New World.

Cannabis was known in Chile as

earlv as 1545, and seeds were sent

from Spain to Peru in 1554, but it

never became a major crop.

Tlie fiber became increasingly

important in the United States. Ex-

tensive hemp plantations, centered

around Kentucky, enjoyed prosper-

ity until the middle of the last cen-

tury, when disruption during the

Civil War and rising labor costs

killed the industry. Bv the 1870s.

little hemp was being commercially

produced in this country, but Can-

nabis seeds had spread from the

abandoned plantations. Tlie plant is

now found as a weed mainlv in the

north-central area and the Middle

Atlantic and New England states.

Today hempen fiber is produced

mainly in Russia and Poland, al-

though the finest quality comes
from Spain and Italv.

While the production of hemp
represents one of the earliest uses of

Cannabis, it is possible that con-

sumption of the roasted achenes for

food occuiTed even earlier. The ri-

pened achenes are extremelv nutri-

tious and have undoubtedlv been

ingested as a fat-rich food bv many
peoples, especially in times of fam-

ine.

Archeologists have found hemp
achenes in a receptacle excavated

near Berlin, Germany, dated, with

some reservation, at about 500 B.C.

Since the mature achenes are de-

void of the intoxicating principles,

this find would seem to suggest

their use as a food or their burial as

a source of nourishment for the

dead.

Sometimes eaten in eastern Eu-

ope, hemp is today cultivated for its

seeds, especially in the Ukraine and

Manchuria. In the United States

hemp seeds are valued as a feed in-

gredient for birds and poultry.

It is as a substitute for linseed oil

in the paint and varnish industry, in

soap making, and as a lubricant

that hemp seed oil has been chiefly

used. The achenes contain from 19

to 35 percent of a drying oil, a

greenish yellow fluid, which is also

used for emulsions in pharmacy. In

many areas of Russia peasants burn

hemp oil in lamps to light their

homes, but there is little evidence

that oil production represents an

early or widespread folk use of the

plant.

Today it is seldom realized that,

from the earliest periods of primi-

tive cultures to modern times, hemp
has been one of the world's major

medicinal plants. Furthermore,

many contemporary investigators

believe that in the future wholly

new therapeutic agents will come
from Cannabis or from some of its

chemical constituents.

The medicinal value of hemp—
often, of course, closely related to

its psychoactive properties—is per-

haps its most significant, and was

possibly even its earliest, role in

cultiu-al history. The oldest known
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record of Cannabis as a medicine

goes back 5,000 vears to Slien

Nung. who prescribed liemp for ma-

laria, beriberi, constipation,

rlieumatic pains, absentmindedness,

and female disorders; an ancient

Chinese physician, Hoa-Gho, rec-

ommended a mixture of hemp resin

and wine to deaden pain during sur-

gery.

In Indian mythology, hemp was a

gift of the gods; its medicinal vir-

tues lowered fevers, fostered sleep,

relieved d\sentery, and cured sun-

dry other ills; it also stimulated the

appetite, prolonged life, quickened

the mind, and improved the judg-

ment. In ancient India especially,

the true medicinal use of Cannabis

was closely associated with its mag-

ico-religious functions. As in many
cultures, narcotics or hallucinogens

represented the medicines par ex-

cellence, assuming, because of their

psychoactive power, a far more im-

portant role than the merely physi-

cally active medicines. The several

systems of Indian medicine valued

hemp. The medical work Sushruta,

for example, recommended hemp as

an antiphlegmatic, as a treatment

for catarrh accompanied by
diarrhea, and even as a ciu"e for lep-

rosy. The Bhavaprakasha, written

about A.D. 1600. termed the drug

antiphlegmatic, digestive, bile af-

fecting, pungent, and astringent

and recommended it to arouse the

appetite, improve the digestion, and

heighten the power of the voice. At

one time or other, Indian medicine

ascribed curative properties for al-

most all ills to hemp; it was reputed

to control dandruff and relieve

headaches, mania, insomnia, gonor-

rhea, whooping cough, earaches,

and consumption. Cannabis is still

widely used in Indian medicine.

As hemp spread, its fame as a

panacea spread with it. When it

penetrated Africa, it became in

some areas the preferred drug for

treating malaria, dysentery, anth-

rax, and tropical fevers. Across Af-

rica today, the most varied medici-

nal properties are ascribed to hemp.

The Mfengu and Hottentots, for ex-

ample, value the plant for snake-

bite; before childbirth Sotho women
partially stupefy themselves by

smoking the plant.

Even though Cannabis was used

for a greater variety of medical pur-

poses in India, it was in medieval

Europe that it assumed most impor-

tance in both folk and "profes-

sional" medicine. Many of these

European uses vary greatly from

the Indian uses and can be traced

directly to such early classical phy-

sician-writers as Dioscorides and

Galen. Medieval herbals usually

classified hemp as "hot and dry in

the third degree." They distin-

guished the cultivated ("manured

hempe") from the weedy ("bastard

hempe") plant.

Little use was apparently made
of bastard hempe, except as a rem-

edy "against nodes and wennes and

other hard tumours." Manured
hempe, on the other hand, had a

host of therapeutic applications.

Boiled in milk, the achene was

thought to alleviate a hot, dry

cough. Crushed in white wine, it

was held to relieve symptoms of

jaundice. Fed to hens, the achenes

were credited with increasing egg

laying.

The medieval herbalists cau-

tioned, however, that excessive use

of hemp might bring on sterility.

Parkinson, for example, stated in

1640 that "the seed . . . con-

sumeth wind, and by much use

thereof, doth disperse it so much
that it dryeth up the naturall seed of

procreation," while in 1619, Do-

doens asserted that "it drieth up
. . . the saede of generation" in

men "and the milke of women's
breasts."

Although not precisely a thera-

peutic use, it is worth noting the

sixteenth-century report that a de-

coction of hemp "poured into the

holes of earthwormes will draw

them forth, and that fishermen and

anglers have used this feate to get

wormes to baite their hooks." This

curious use acquires added interest

in view of the suggestion that in

some Asiatic localities early man
may have valued hemp as a fish-stu-

pefying plant, a use that may have

led to its domestication.

In spite of the plant's long role in

medieval medicine, modern Euro-

pean and American medicine did

"Secret Dissipation of

New York Belles: Interior of

a Hasheesh Hell on Fifth

Avenue, " depicted in

the Illustrated Police News

of December 2, 1876.
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Pounding the fibers with

tvooden mallets, women
prisoners are shown breaking

hemp in this seventeenth-

century engraving.

not become seriously interested in

the medicinal potentialities of Can-

nabis until the nineteenth century.

During the last half of the century,

more than a hundred articles on

hemp appeared in medical journals.

The principal effects of Cannabis,

except for minor local irritant activ-

ity, concern the higher nerve cen-

ters. Consequently, in modern med-
icine the drug has been employed
mainly as an analgesic, as a relief

for insomnia, and to calm nervous

restlessness. It usually takes the

form of a tincture. It has also had

limited use in inducing a euphoric

condition helpful in reducing the

pain of migraine headaches. Re-

cently, hemp preparations have

been shown to have antibacterial

activity.

Cannabis is a difficult drug to

use, since individual doses can be

determined only by continued ad-

ministration in increasing amounts
until a desired effect is experienced.

The most serious handicap in using

hemp is difficulty in standardizing

it, that is, the lack of certainty

about the potency of the prepara-

tions.

At the present time, preparations

of Cannabis are not available. It

was included in the United States

Pharmacopoeia and the National

Formulary until 1937, but has been
dropped from these American, as

well as from most European, lists of

official drugs.

Hemp's value in folk medicine

was obviously associated closely

with discovery of its euphoric and
hallucinogenic properties, and
knowledge of the narcotic effects of

Cannabis may date almost as far

back as its discovery as a fiber. Be-

set by hunger, early man experi-

mented with all plant materials that

he could chew. He could not have

avoided discovering the intoxicating

properties of Cannabis, for in his

quest for the nutritious seeds and

oil, he certainly ate the sticky tops

of the plant, the most narcotic part.

The euphoric, ecstatic, and hallu-

cinatory aspects of the intoxication

may have introduced him to an

otherworldly plane from which
emerged religious beliefs, perhaps

even the concept of deity. The plant

became accepted as a special gift of

the gods, a sacred medium for com-

munion with the spiritual world.

And such it has remained in some
cultures to the present.

While today Cannabis represents

one of the most widely disseminated

hallucinogens, its use as a narcotic,

except in localized parts of Asia,

seems to be relatively recent. As
early as 5,000 years ago, Shen
Nung, recommending hemp as a

medicine, recognized its narcotic

properties. One of its Chinese

names meant "liberator of sin," in-

dicating early condemnation of its

use as an intoxicant. Eventually,

however, its euphoric effects were

accepted in China, as evidenced by

a later name meaning "delight

giver." A fourth-century report as-

serts that eating hemp causes the

user to see spirits, and several hun-

dred years later the Chinese were

taking Cannabis for "the enjoy-

ment of life."

The barbarian hordes of central

Asia who lived west of China knew
of the intoxicating properties of

hemp. It was undoubtedly these no-

madic tribes that spread the nar-

cotic use of the plant. Among these

people were the Scythians, who
wandered widely in central Asia

and southeast Europe, from the Al-

tai Mountains to the Black Sea.

There is evidence that they had a

profound cultural influence on early

Greece and eastern Europe.

Five hundred years before

Christ, Herodotus described the

Scythian use of Cannabis: "They
make a booth by fixing in the

ground three sticks inclined

towards one another, and stretching

around them woollen felts which

they arrange so as to fit as close as

possible: inside the booth a dish is

placed upon the ground into which

they put a number of red hot stones

and then add some hemp seed . . .
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imnioiiiately it smokes, and gives

out such a vapour as no Grecian va-

pour-hatli can exceed; the Scyths,

delighted, shout tor joy. . .
."

Recent archeological finds in the

Altai Mountains have validated this

curious report. Frozen Scythian

tombs dated 500 to 300 B.C. have

yielded a miniature, tripodlike tent

over a copper censer—a contrivance

for the inhalation of Cannabis va-

pors. Hempen clothing and the re-

mains of Cannabis achenes were

also found at the site.

All classes of Hindus now con-

sume Cannabis in such prepara-

tions as bhang, a decoction made
from powdered hemp fermented in

milk or water, and ganja, the form

in which it is usually smoked. But

the plant may not have been widely

used as a narcotic until a relatively

late date in India. Indian society, as

can be adduced from oral folklore,

often condemned the secular use of

hemp. There are references stating

that one's learning is diminished

with the use of Cannabis and that

he who smokes ganja forgets even

his own father's name.

Hemp was one of the most sacred

plants in India. Knowledge of its

psychoactive effects seem to go far

back in history, as suggested by the

deep mythological and spiritual be-

liefs about the plant. Ip ancient In-

dia, bhang was so sacred that it was

reputed to deter evil, bring luck,

and cleanse the user of sin. Harm
and disaster visited those who trod

upon the holy leaves of the hemp
plant, and the most sacred oaths

were taken on the hemp leaf.

The favorite drink of Indra, god

of the firmament, was prepared

from Cannabis. The Hindu god

Siva taught that the word bhangi
must be chanted prayerfully over

and over at the time of sowing,

weeding, watering, and harvesting

the holy plant.

Thirty-five hundred years ago,

the Rig Veda extolled the spiritual

use of the narcotic god-plant soma,

the identity of which has remained

a deep mystery until recently.

There was some suspicion that soma
could be Cannabis, but recent stud-

ies by R. Gordon Wasson have

identified it as the hallucinogenic

mushroom Amanita muscaria.

Folklore holds that during the

reign of Khusru (a.d. 531-79) the

narcotic use of hemp was in-

troduced to Persia by a pilgrim

from India. The Assyrians, how-

ever, did employ hemp as an in-

cense in the first millennium B.C.,

an indication that they may have

used the drug for intoxication.

Knowledge and use of the in-

ebriating properties eventually

spread across Asia Minor. One of

the enigmas of historical botany in

this part of the world lies in the ap-

parent absence of any direct men-
tion of Cannabis or its products in

the Bible. Tliere are, however, sev-

eral obscure passages in the Old
Testament that have been inter-

preted as possible references to the

intoxicating effects of hashish, the

pressed, pure resin from the flower-

ing tops of female plants.

Although at first prohibited

among Islamic peoples, hashish

spread widely. In 1378, the Emir
Soudaun Sheikhouni tried to ex-

tirpate the plant from Arabian terri-

tory and imposed harsh punish-

ments for the eating of hemp, but

his efforts were in vain. As early as

1271, the use of hashish was so well

known that Marco Polo described

its consumption among the secret

order of Hashashins, who used the

narcotic to experience the rewards

in store for them in the afterlife.

Under the leadership of Hasan-Ibn-

Sabbah, a Persian nobleman, this

group of fanatics was dedicated—

Continued on page 80

Not all the products of

Cannabis are hallucinogenic:

for thousands of years

the plant has been grown to

make into rope and twine.
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Tlie
Adaptable
Raccoon

At home in a farmyard or suburban

woodlot, this ecological opportunist has met

the challenges of man and climate

by Dean Sclineidex'

At a time when animal extinction

rates due to man's activities are

steadily climbing, a few species are

not only maintaining their popu-

lation levels but, in some instances,

even increasing their numbers and

ranges. The Norway rat, German

cockroach, house sparrow, Euro-

pean starHng, and common pigeon

are some familiar animals that have

adapted to, and benefited from,

mans presence.

One well-known, native North

American animal that has success-

fully adjusted to man's alteration of

its original habitats is the North

American raccoon, Procyon lotor.

It is as widespread and probably as

numerous now as it was before Eu-

ropean settlement of this continent.

Raccoons can even adapt to envi-

ronments highly populated by hu-

mans, and their presence near areas

of cover is often noted by surprised

suburbanites.

Because it is so adaptable in its

choice of habitat, the North Ameri-

can raccoon occurs from Panama

through Mexico and the United

States and into southern Canada.

Scarcity of water and long winters

seem to be the only limits to major

extensions of the raccoon's range,

and highest densities are reached in

habitats of wetlands mixed with ma-

ture forests.

An important limiting factor for

any species is the availability of
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food, and here again, the raccoon is

adaptable. A good example of an

omnivore, a raccoon will consume

virtually anything edible.

In spring, the raccoon's most

common foods are crayfish, frogs,

insects, birds' eggs, nestUngs, and

almost anything else it can catch.

Even hornets have been found in

raccoon stomachs. During late sum-

mer and autumn, plant foods such

as acorns, berries, and corn are in-

creasingly important in their diet.

Raccoons sometimes develop hu-

manlike food fads: one individual

reportedly feasted for some time on

watermelon pickles thrown out by a

trapper, and another subsisted on

grease.

Raccoons constantly probe with

their long, soft-skinned "fingers,"

and on finding an object or piece of

food, they turn it over and over be-

fore discarding or eating it. This

habit of poking into holes and feel-

ing things is useful in finding such

important food as crayfish, which

they locate by probing into mud
and under submerged stones. Rac-

coons seem to be fascinated by wa-

ter; this, combined with their habit

of fondling things, makes it appear

that they are washing food or other

articles. However, "washing" is

probably not their actual intent;

most food is eaten without the bene-

fit of a bath.

In keeping with their occupancy

•^
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Raccoons have nonretractable

claws and long front toes

that can be widely spread,

features useful in climbing

trees and probing small

spaces for prey. Raccoons

are also good swimmers;

this combination of arboreal

and aquatic abilities enables

them to secure a wide

variety offoods. Favored

items in their omnivorous diet

are frogs, crayfish, small

land animals such as mice,

snakes (opposite page),

nuts, seeds, and fruits.







of a broiul ecological niche, their re-

i|Liircinents for shelter are also not

hiu;hl\ specialized. Raccoons are ba-

sically nocturnal and during the

course of a night, one will travel

rapidly for a period, investigate a

particular area for an hour or so,

then wander on again. When the

skv begins to lighten, a raccoon will

usually find a resting spot for the

day. This mav be a hollow tree, a

bed under the roots of a blown

do\vn tree, or merelv a tree crotch;

or the animal mav dispossess a

muskrat family and sleep in their

house of rushes. Sometimes a rac-

coon will just curl up in a clump of

cattails for the dav.

Raccoons gain weight prodig-

iously throughout the summer and

fall; some males reach thirty

pounds. About half this weight is

fat. providing the energy that will

sustain the animal during its winter

dormancy.

Although much has been written

on the behavior of raccoons, most

of the information has come from

studies of captives and autopsies.

Little detailed information is avail-

able on free-ranging animals, their

reproduction, and the rearing of

their voung. Until the development

of radio-tracking technology, study

methods had not produced enough

of the kinds of data necessary for

evaluating short-duration move-
ments over small distances. Such

movements occur when cubs first

leave the den to travel with their

mother and also when they begin to

travel, and then to sleep, alone.

These critical first movements are

particularly difficult to observe in a

small, secretive, nocturnal mammal
such as the raccoon.

To study the behavior of free-

ranging raccoons and obtain the

kinds of information not before

available, I used the automatic ra-

dio-tracking system maintained by

Fallen logs can serve as

platforms from which to

search for underwater prey,

but if the log rolls,

the raccoon may fall off.

the University of Minnesota at the

Cedar Creek Natural History Area.

Located thirty miles north of Min-

neapolis, the system is capable of

locating animals on a minute-to-

minute basis over a radius of sev-

eral miles. The area is good raccoon

habitat, consisting of gently rolling

country with marshes, bogs,

swamps, and upland woodlots of

mature oak.

Minnesota is close to the north-

ern limit of the raccoon's range,

which made Cedar Creek addition-

ally interesting as a studv area. Re-

membering Aristotle's dictum,

"Carve Nature at her joints," I felt

that the study of an animal at the

extreme of its range might make
discovery of its survival mecha-

nisms easier.

This was illustrated during the

first spring of my study. Snow cover

was present a full month later than

usual because of a series of heavy

snows in late March and early April

of 1965. As a result, more than 50
percent of the yearling raccoons

died of starvation. Adult mortality

was not as high, although all ani-

mals were emaciated. Li this area,

raccoons, like bears, become very

fat in the fall, then are dormant

through the winter. Young rac-

coons, which are born in May, at-

tain adult dimensions by December,

but they are not as fat as adults,

probably because they require so

much food for growing that there is

little left for deposition as fat dur-

ing Minnesota's short warm season.

A late spring would be particularly

hard on these young raccoons.

Copulation normally occurs dur-

ing mild spells in mid-March when
males leave their dens to look for

mates. Since the gestation period

averages sixty-three days, the fe-

males were pregnant during the se-

vere starvation period that resulted

from the late spring. They had to

use precious fat reserves for nutri-

tion of the growing embryos, then

nurse the cubs while building them-

selves up from abnormally low

weights. (Males do not bring food

to the mother and play no role in

raising the young.)

Despite their poor condition in

the spring, all radio-tagged females

of reproductive age produced lit-

ters, and all of their offspring grew

well and denned successfully the

following winter.

Because the reproductive phase

is the most critical stage of an ani-

mal's life cycle, my research at Ce-

dar Creek was specifically designed

to provide data in this area. With
the help of the staff at Cedar Creek,

I spent March through December
radio-tracking as many females and

their young as we could tag and

monitor, concentrating, initially, on
five adult females that we assumed

were pregnant.

In late March, the females occa-

sionally moved out of their winter

den trees at night and slept at other

sites. By early April they increased

their movements and stopped using

their winter dens altogether. During

the next two weeks they covered

much of their home ranges of a mile

or two in diameter. Some home
ranges overlapped, but contacts be-

tween individuals were avoided. Al-

though activity usually took place at

night, the raccoons sometimes
started several hours before sunset.

Most beds were on the ground in

widely scattered locations and were

seldom reused. As April progressed,

snow cover disappeared and acorns

became available for food. Also, as

the wetlands thawed the raccoons

were able to catch aquatic prey

such as crayfish.

This movement pattern con-

tinued into May; then, within a

five-day period in the middle of the

month, each female began return-

ing daily to a specific hollow tree.

This was about sixty days after the

study began in mid-March, and the

birth of the young was imminent.

Within the next few days, all of the

females gave birth in the hollow

trees they had selected as dens for

their new families. Each of these

trees had a hole about six inches in

diameter, and at least eight feet off

the ground, that opened into a cav-

ity four or more feet deep, provid-

ing a comfortable chamber for the

four to five offspring that constitute

an average litter size for the species.

In other areas of their range, rac-

coons also use rocky crevices or

even the abandoned burrows of

other animals, but hollow trees

seem preferable.

Newborn raccoons are dark gray

and lack the characteristic black
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On a foray out of its den.

this raccoon cub is

hr^inninfi to derclop its

tree-dim hinii; skill.

mask and ringed tail of the adults.

These features develop within a few

weeks. Bv the end of the fourth

week, the cubs' eyes open, a few

teeth begin to erupt, and the voung

start to crawl about in the nest.

They can cry very loudlv, emit twit-

tery noises, and even growl.

The females foraged for food

each night, leaving their young

alone for eight to twelve hours, but

thev spent each dav in the den tree

nursing the hungry cubs. When the

cubs were seven to nine weeks old,

they moved with their mother to a

permanent ground bed in an alder

wetland or a white cedar swamp
and remained there while the fe-

male continued her nightly travels.

At this time we captured the young
and put small radio collars on them.

At the age of nine to ten weeks,

the cubs attempted to follow their

mother, but she quickly left them
behind and thev would return to the

nest together. It was interesting that

the cubs, which were too small to

fend for themselves, were left alone

for many hours at a time, and that,

on their own, they could get back to

the nest, which was sometimes

more than one hundred yards away.

They may have used scent trails to

navigate back to the nest. There

was little danger from predators

since most of the raccoon's natural

predators in the area have been

eliminated by man.

After several days of leaving the

cubs behind, the mother suddenly

began taking them along on short

trips, but she returned them to the

nest before leaving for the rest of

her night's travels to hunt for food.

These trips became longer each

night and after a week the family

was together continuously. At this

time they began using ground beds

scattered throughout the home
range. By midsummer the cubs

were ten to eleven weeks old; tad-

poles were plentiful, grasshoppers

were becoming abundant, and ber-

ries were ripening. The family

nioNcment iicriod shifted back to

tlie later, dusk-lo-dawn schedule,

and the cubs probably began to find

some of their own food.

When the cubs were about six-

teen weeks old, another dramatic

change occurred: the radio signals

showed that some of the cubs were

running ahead or trailing behind

the mother. Captive raccoons are

weaned at this age, and so we as-

sumed that the cubs were becoming

more independent and were finding

all of their own food. Before long,

the cubs were traveling without

their mother and occasionally sleep-

ing alone. The family association

had now become quite loose, cubs

bedded and traveled alone, with a

littermate. or with their mother.

It was then September, which is

early autumn in Minnesota. The
first yellow tints were appearing in

the vegetation, sumac was redden-

ing, corn was filling out well,

acorns were again on the ground,

and the first frosts had lain upon
the grass. A splendid summer was

ending softly. After an extremely

late spring, endless balmy days had

been seasoned with just the right

amount of well-spaced rain. The
raccoons had profited well from this

bountiful season. I was pleased, for

seasonable weather meant reliable

data. An abnormal season might

have made the raccoons behave

atypically.

The loose family ties continued

as oak leaves turned crimson, then

started to fall. Since spring, home
ranges of the adults had remained

constant, and the cubs, too, had al-

ways stayed within their mother's

home range.

Then in late October and early

November each of the adults began

sleeping a second or third time in

specific hollow trees. On other days

they chose new beds as they had

done since the cubs became motile.

This was a new pattern, and as I

suspected, it anticipated the onset

of winter dormancy.

During the last half of October,

there was a sudden increase in the

number of frosts and a concurrent

increase in the number of times

family members bedded together.

By early November, with freezing

temperatures every night, the fam-

ily again moved and bedded as a

group. The first snows fell during

this period, but each time the flakes

melted within hours.

The animals were also moving

for shorter periods. They usually

began their travels about sunset,

but bedded earlier, sometimes after

only a few hours, rather than after

their usual twelve hours of foraging.

The trees were bare now, the

winds were raw, and all the marshes

were frozen. On November 26 a

heavy snow fell all day, the tem-

perature dipped to five above zero

that night, and the wind gusted to

thirty miles an hour. The next

morning I trudged through the

snow to the base of one of the den

trees. The signals rang in the ear-

phones of my portable receiver: the

raccoons were all safe in their tree

and there were no tracks in the

snow. I clicked off the receiver, and

as the wind stung my face, I sud-

denly felt alone— it would be a long

time until March, and the raccoons

had left me to spend my winter as I

would. They were fast asleep.

But they had provided much new
information. Perhaps most inter-

esting was the discovery that the

Minnesota raccoons did not disband

the way families do farther south. It

was obvious that the coming of win-

ter had strengthened the group

bond that had previously been

weakening as the cubs matured.

It may be that cubs need adult

guidance to survive their first win-

ter under the severe conditions

found this far north in the species'

range. In the south raccoons do not

den for the winter, and cubs be-

come independent at different times

within their southern range. This

suggests that their family behavior

is as flexible and adaptive to chang-

ing conditions as their diet and

habitat requirements.

Species that specialize narrowly in

food type, choice of nesting site, and

reproductive behavior are most

threatened by a changing environ-

ment. As the pattern of man's land

use continues to shift on an ever

broader scale, such species may face

rapid extinction, but the omnivorous,

adaptable raccoon seems adequately

equipped for a long survival.
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PERSONAL
ADVENTURES IN
EAST AFRICA

Leisurely field trips under informative lead-

ership. Three-week tours by car. Longer, more
extensive tours by private plane.

YOU'LL LIVE IN THE WILDERNESS right

among the animals ... elephants, hippos, rhi-

nos. The hoofed beasts: zebra, giraffe, impala,

wildebeeste, buffalo and others. The predators:

lion, leopard, cheetah plus smaller hunters.

More birds than you ever imagined.
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vation . . . progress vs. prehistoric folkways.

YOU'LL BE COMFORTABLE. Room and bath

at delightful lodges-uncrowded cars-everyone

has body room and a window seat-new luxuri-

ous five passenger 2-engine planes-leisurely

pace—frequently two nights in the same place.

GENEROUSLY INCLU-
SIVE PRICES -including

tips-no hidden extras-

with round trip air from

New York. From $1777

depending on itinerary

and season.

for brochure, see your travel agent or write to:

National Parks and Conservation Assoc.

Dept. NH-8, 25 West 43 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

(212) 354-1480

Please send your East Africa brochure to

Namt.
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two white-eyes were transferred to a

large mesh cage and exposed to the

outdoor lowland conditions. After

only five nights of lowland exposure

two of the honeycreepers were obvi-

ously ill. After ten nights all honey-

creepers were suffering from acute

avian malaria; the packed cell vol-

ume of one individual had plum-

meted to 21 percent, and an esti-

mated 97 percent of its red blood

cells had been invaded by the ma-

laria parasites. Significantly, of the

eleven exposed white-eyes, only one

had contracted avian malaria, and

this a relatively light infection with

only 1.5 percent of the red blood

cells showing evidence of parasites.

There was obviously a marked dif-

ference in the susceptibility of the

two groups to the disease. Equally

obvious, the lowland environment

of Kauai was still exceedingly hos-

tile to the high-forest honey-

creepers.

An interesting sidelight of this

experiment is worth mentioning.

The test was terminated after three

of the honeycreepers died. But

swellings typical of the first stage of

bird pox appeared on the feet and

legs of the remaining honey-

creepers. Judging from the accumu-

lated observational evidence on the

susceptibility of honeycreepers to

this disease, bird pox, especially in

concert with the weakening effects

of avian malaria, would be fatal to

the infected birds.

Another factor contributing to

the incidence of avian malaria and

bird pox was the phenomenon of

periodic migrations of the native

birds into lowland areas, usually

during or after periods of heavy

winter storms. These seasonal

and/or weather-induced vertical

movements, recorded by observers

up to the 1920s, were relatively

well fixed and may still exist today.

They once were adaptive and prob-

ably helped the birds to avoid the

excessive stresses of prolonged

storms, but they became grossly

maladaptive after the Culex mos-

quito arrived. Thereafter, move-

ment into the pestilential lowland

forests, even for short periods ot

time, exposed the honeycreepers to

massive mosquito populations and

the serious risk of infection.
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Bring the World's Biggest Zoo into Your Living Room!

What is this animal? Find out — plus all about the liv-

ing habits of this and 7,999 other species — in the
colorful pages of GRZIMEK'S ANIMAL LIFE ENCY-
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Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia is the New World Standard
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Director Emeritus,
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provision of distribution maps very
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—Sir Julian Huxley

"Covering the gamut of the animal
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*yi:jt;V?^iS«5,'jsr that New England Land

you were going to buy?

QUALITY - How many times have you thought of

getting some land near your favorite vacation area,

to build on, or just to salt away as an inflation hedge,

for retirement, for resale or for the children? You

are thinking of good land, not in the %, '72, acre

development category, but 5-50 acres and more, of

quality property, for the same price.

WIDE CHOICE - Is your interest 20 acres with a

beautiful view in Littleton, the heart of New Hamp-

shire ski country; 10 acres adjacent to an exclusive

Vermont fishing gond in Londonderry; 500 acres of

prime Maine timberland, or 100 acres on a crystal

clear lake in Nova Scotia? Land/Vest, the largest

single source of New England land, has an inventory

of over 50,000 acres to choose from at no premium

to the buyer.

ASSISTANCE - There is no better time than now

to consider a land investment. To enable us to

professionally assist you in your property search

please fill out the information below and we will

send you current property listings that meet your

requirements. Naturally, there is no obligation.

1 am interested in



witliin a lew feet ol our house.

Two wi'rc also searching tor food

around clusters ot ironwood
tones on the tree beside our ga-

rage. I was no longer in doubt.

Thev were amakihi.

This account, written in 1961,

indicates that the native amakihi

had reinvaded a former habitat

within the mosquito zone. Un-

fortunately, this account stands

alone. No further observations ot

honevcreepers recolonizing former

lowland habitats have come to m\'

attention. Perhaps it is occurring

elsewhere, but the paucity of such

accounts suggests that honev-

creepers ai-e not bursting out of

then- mosquito-free high mountain

sanctuaries, despite the availabilitv

of otherwise suitable habitats in the

lowlands.

Tliere is nothing we can do to re-

trieve those species that have been

snuffed out. We ai'e obliged to ac-

cept the tragic loss of many of Ha-

waii's endemics, the magnitude of

which has been aptlv summarized

by biologist Winston Banko:

At least 25 kinds of birds—40
percent of the endemic birds

known to have inhabited the is-

lands—have become extinct in

the historic period. In fact, Ha-

waii's loss of 25 species com-

prises more than 15 percent of

all kinds of birds which have be-

come extinct in the world since

1600!

There are, however, significant

things that can be done to halt the

fmlher decimation of Hawaii's re-

mai-kable avian heritage. First, we
must learn to recognize and appre-

ciate the values, both scientific and
esthetic, of the native Hawaiian
biota and to incorporate these val-

ues into the legislative and adminis-

trative processes. Second, an imme-
diate halt to the present, willy-nilly

destruction of the remaining native

forests is necessary, whether that

destruction is taking place in the

name of economics, multiple use, or

as simple resource management di-

lettantism. Tlie beleaguered ma-

mane forest has already experi-

enced decades of abuse through

maintenance of massive herds of fe-

ral hvestock for sport hunting, and
recentlv federal funds were used to

finance bulldozing of sizable areas

of the native forest in the name of

"habitat improvement." The forest

FLV IHG
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finest African cuisine. Our stewardesses are dressed in magnificent
native fabrics (one of Africa's finest arts). And our friendship is

just a hint of what you'll find when you land.

Discover Africa. Our coupon can bring you closer. Our
African Express can bring you there.

Jim j^ nFRiQUE
Air France, General Agent. Box DCS
New York, N.Y. 10011

Please send me information about
Air Afrique's Africa immediately.
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The Bird-watchers Bird Watchers:

SWIFT'S AUDUBON
and TRITON. e

Some of the world's most famous ornithologists helped us design and perfect these
two superb binoculars. Audubon MKII is the finest a serious naturalist can buy. It

has an extremely wide field of 445 feet and the extra power of 8.5X. Plus a relative

light efficiency of 44.2 and exit pupil of 5.18 mm to provide sharpest viewing at

dawn, dusk and in deep shadow. For more general nature study, there's Triton MKI
7X, 35 prism binocular. It boasts all the quality and performance you expect from
Swift and a remarkably light price tag. And like all Swift instruments, they can be
serviced all over the world. For the name of your Swift dealer, and our new brochure,
write us at:

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC., 952 Dorchester Ave., Boston, Mass. 02125.

TRAVEL THE WORLD OF LINDBLAD

A refreshing world is at your fingertips

as you browse tinrough the pages of

Lars-Eric Lindblad's "Safari" book.

Incredibly beautiful is the
«* only description to be

ffl given the new and ex-
"^^ - citing vol-

ume, which
embodies all

theLindbladSa-
faris. Lars-Eric

* Lindbladhasplanned
,^ -.v. and prepared each
trip for your ultimate enjoy-
ment. Whether it involves
riding camelback in the des-
erts of Africa, or cruising
at leisure ^'-^
on the -5^^-Y_^inaff

~ iia

headwaters of the Amazon,
whether seeing vast herds
of African wildlife from the
air, or meeting them head on
in a Land Rover, each Lind-

blad Safari is an unforget-
table experience. You will

enjoy reading about each of

the 8 Safaris in various parts

of the world. Write for your
free book today.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

is so weakened now that it cannot

withstand many more caresses from

the heavy hand of man.

To control disease and disease

vectors constructive steps can be

taken, ahhough it is most unlikely

that the night-flying mosquito and
the reservoir of associated in-

troduced disease can be removed. A
near continuous stream of birds still

flows into the islands: some are

game birds for hunters, some are

nongame species for the cage bird

trade, and others have- been im-

ported for wild release to "aug-

ment" the island bird fauna. Since

inspection and quarantine proce-

dures are incomplete, the way is

open for the introduction of still

more exotic and virulent pathogens.

A number of diseases have already

been brought in by imported game
birds, including a gapeworm and a

coccidium. Serious avian maladies,

such as avian encephalomyehtis,

spirochetosis, Asiatic Newcastle dis-

ease, botulism, and visceral lym-

phomatosis are known to be har-

bored by a variety of game bird

species; the first two have been

found in game farm birds, the third

in an imported shipment, and the

last two in wild birds on the main-

land. Thus, as long as exotic avian

stock is brought into the islands,

the threat of serious new diseases

remains.

Lastly, one might well ask ^vhat

would happen if the temperate form

of the night-flying mosquito, Culex

pipiens pipiens, were introduced

and became established in the is-

lands. Would the high-forest sanc-

tuaries, now the last redoubt of the

honeycreepers, be invaded by a dis-

ease-bearing form not limited, as is

the tropical subspecies, to the warm
and humid lowlands? I suspect the

answer to this is not a happv one.

Every week hundreds of jets

come thundering into Honolulu In-

ternational Airport and to nearby

mihtary bases, obhterating the ves-

tiges of Hawaii's age-old protective

cloak of geographical isolation.

Technological man has stripped the

archipelago of its last and most po-

tent line of defense. Whether we
can now develop the sense of re-

sponsibility, the wisdom, and the

fortitude necessary to protect that

wild heritage, so gratuitously

claimed and now so vulnerably ex-

posed, will be determined over the

next two decades. D



Crack open a Zaiie Gre\' book and
ride into a vast, rugsed land with no
fences to limit a man's freedom—or to

diminish his dreams.
It's a world where broken-nosed,

bullet-scarred men ride hard, hunt
bravely andsliootstraight-ordieearly.
Where the Indians still don war

paint to collect scalps and the buffalo

roam in tliundering herds. Where the

land is still up for grabs—waiting for

men with courage enough to tame it.

If this is the world you would like

to explore, let us send you— for only

SI—three of the greatest books Zane
Grey ever wrote:

The Thundering Herd.
Tom Doan sets out to find Millie

Fayre. a petite beauty imprisoned by
desperadoes, but finds himself

trapped between rampaging

Comanches and fifty square miles
of stampeding buffaloes.

Riders of the Purple Sage.
Probably the most popular Western
ever written. In the midst of fiery

action, a mysterious rider and the girl

he loves gamble their lives in the
winning of the West.

Arizona .Ames.

A blazing epic of a hard-riding
cowpuncher wliose six shooter spread
terror among the toughest badmen.

These handsome, hardbound books
are clothed in sunset red. desert tan
and cavalry blue, and stamped in

genuine gold. They're the first of

what could be a library of Western
classics you'll be proud to own.
And to celebrate Zane Grey's 100th

Anniversary, we'll send vou all three
books (regularly %\1.&J) for only $1.

We think you'll be impressed. And
you'll want to own others in the series

as they become available.

They will include: Wildfire, Wild
Horse Mesa. The Vanishing
American. Fighting Caravans. The
Hash Knife Outfit. Maverick Queen,
Thunder Mountain, and many more.

Because we print in large quantities,

and because we sell directly to the

public, we can offer our subscribers

beautifully bound Zane Grey books for

only a fraction of what you'd expect
to pay—only $3.89 each plus shipping.

Send no money. Just mail coupon
to get Riders of the Purple Sage.

Arizona Ames and The Thundering
Herd—the whole shooting match—at

the special introductory price of $1
plus shipping. The Zane Grey Library,

Roslyn, N.Y. 11576

Go back with Zane Grey to where the buffalo still roam.

The Zane Grey Library Rosiyn. n.y.ii.=

Please send me Riders of the
Purple Sage. Arizona Ames and The
Thundering Herd.

If I don't want to keep these
introductory volumes. I'll return them
within a week and owe nothing.
Otherwise. I'll pay just $1 for all three,

plus shipping.
Also reserve for me other

beautifully-bound volumes in the Zane
Grey Library, which I will be entitled to

receive as they come from the presses.

I'll get advance descriptions of

all future volumes. I may reject any
book before or after I receive it.

For those I keep. I pay just S3.89
each plus shipping. And I may cancel

my reservation at any time.

(Please Print Plainly)

In Canada: ZANE GREY OF CANADA, Pendragon House Ltd.,

69 Bathurst Street, Toronto, M5V 2P7, Ontario



ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From bncient Palestine, these terracotta lamps were

used by early Christians & Jews. With varied de-

signs, they make unique archaeological display

pieces for home and ofRce. A superb all-occasion

gift. Mounted on walnut base with parchment cer-

tificate of authenticity, approx. 3" long ..$13.50

Collection of SIX lamps $75.00

• Money back guarantee.

• Add $1.50 for insured postage and handling.

• BankAmericard & Master Charge for orders

$50. minimum.

COllECTOR'S CATALOG . . . picturing Ancient

World Relics (Egypt, Persia, Pre-Columbian

Art, etc.). Plus catalog of Ancient Replica
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SOC . . . FREE with order.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
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fascinating, unusual booit

All about animals and things animals do. It tells how to trap

"em humanely, too . . . Price list for traps, cages *n everythmg
is includeil . . . This great book is FREE and we'd like Kou

to get your copy at once. Write for it titdau. Address—

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 105B2

THE ART OF WOODWORKING

& Furniture Appreciation

by Loszlo Katz

Well known cabinetmaker

Exceptionally fine quality book on furniture

and woodworking from the age of flint tools

until recently. Profusely illustrated with fur-

niture treasures, their creators and methods

of working, tools, wood joints and hand

finishing.

It makes a precious and lasting holiday gift.

An invaluable source for decorating, hobbyists

& antique lovers.

Price $37.50 (Plus applicable tax)

Shipped free in the continental U.S.

With the authors autograph and dedication if

desired.

Please send check or charge it to Diners Club

or American Express Account #. Exp-Date.

P.F.C. Woodworking Co. (M)

525 West 25 St. NYC 10001
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Man and Marijuana
Continued from page 63

even to the point of committing

murder—to the spread of an agnos-

tic religious philosophy. Some
philologists believe that the word

assassin came into European lan-

guages from the Arabic hashashin,

"eaters of hashish."

Although Cannabis was recom-

mended as a medicine in classical

Greece and Rome, its purposeful

use as an intoxicant was apparently

rare. By the first century a.d., how-

ever, the Romans customarily ate

cakes containing hemp, which, ac-

cording to Galen, were taken to

promote hilarity but which, in ex-

cess, produced torpor.

Cannabis extended widely into

Africa, partly under the pressures

of Islamic influence. But the use of

hemp far transcends Mohammedan
areas and is found in primitive na-

tive cultures in such ingrained so-

cial and religious contexts that its

arrival clearly predated that of Is-

lam. In the Zarnbezi Valley, for ex-

ample, there was an ancient tribal

ceremony in which the participants

inhaled the vapors from a pile of

.smoldering hemp; later, reed tubes

and a variety of pipes were used,

and the plant material was burned

on an altar. The Kasai tribes of the

Congo have revived the Riamba

cult, a sect in which hemp, replac-

ing ancient fetishes and symbols,

became a god, a protector against

physical and spiritual harm.

Treaties and business transactions

are sealed with puffs of smoke from

a yard-long calabash pipe. In many

parts of East Africa, especially near

Lake Victoria, hemp-smoking and

hashish-snuffing cults exist, and the

plant is cultivated on a grand scale

for its narcotic use. In southern Af-

rica, the Hottentots, Bushmen, and

Kaffirs custoHiail!}' inhale the

smoke of Cannabis, either burned

free on the ground or in special

pipes of horn and calabash.

Hemp has spread to many areas

of the New World inhabited by

large aboriginal groups, but the

plant seems not to have penetrated

significantly into native American

religious life and beliefs. This may
be because of the great number of

native hallucinogens abeady firmly

established in their magico-religious

practices.

Modern use of Cannabis in the

TRIANGLE STAMPS »«'10^!

Get this big valuable collec-

tion of gorgeous, multi-color-
ed, triangle-shaped postage
stamps—brought to you from
strange and mysterious lands
in the wilds of Africa, en-
chanting Europe, exotic Ori
ent, Congo, IVIonaco. Chad
San Marino, Malaya, man^
others—ships, birds, animals,
airplanes, etc. AM for 10c!
Also, fine stamps from ol
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rnay return without purchases
and cancel service at any
time—plus FREE Illustrated

Catalog. Send today!

Jamestown Stamp Company
Dept. H83NM

Jamestown, New York 14701

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Regular $125.50 Postpaid $79.50

This is an example of the deep discount prices on
high quality optics that is found in our FREE cotalog.
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lection of camera lens, telephoto lens, telescopes,
binoculars etc., plus valuable information on how
to properly select them. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
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You don't have to

be rich to have
a greenhouse!
Write for our catalog.

TURNER GREENHOUSES
Mt. Olive Hwy.. Goldsboro. N. C. 27530

PUERTO RICO HOLIDAY
Year round spectacular savings on con-

dominium apartment rentals in San-
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^ Today's newspaper
might be tomorrow's cereal box.

But how will it get there?

First of all, to remain clean enough for re-use, newspapers must be bundled

and kept from contact with household refuse. Then they will be picked up or delivered

to a municipal collection point, recycling center or waste paper dealer. From there they

will be taken to a company manufacturing paperboard used in packaging.

In all, about 22% of the newspapers printed in America are recovered and
recycled. This means more than 2 million tons of newspapers are kept from the nation's

solid waste stream every year. Some of these old newspapers are recycled back into

newsprint. Most, though, go into paperboard for packaging.

Recycling paper is important in the effort to reduce the nation's solid waste

problems. A great deal is being done now. But the paper industry recognizes that there

must be further efforts to improve waste paper collection and utilization.

For more information on recycling—
what's being done and can be done— send for

the booklet prepared by the makers of pulp, paper,

and paperboard. It's got the answers to a lot of

your questions about recycling.

This message was brought
to you by the people who make

paper and wood products.

For your copy, mail the coupon
with ten cents for postage and handling to

Mary Gilbert. American Forest Institute. P.O. Box 963

Arlington, Virginia 22216.



An unforgettable journey

into earth's unspoiled places.

MAGIC OF THE
WILDERNESS
by Max Albert W.yss

Jungles Swamplands. African plains and South American forests. Where birds

and beasts roam free, and man wanders with bow and arrow. Now, m words, but

mostly in pictures-54 pages of superb photographs, 27 in glorious color-a farned

photographer and writer shows you the ways of the wilderness-its exotic wildlife,

landscapes, and people. And brings to life the beauty and harmony of unspoiled

places. $10.95

A Studio Book

At your bookseller or use this coupon to order:

THE VIKING PRESS
625 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send me:

copies of Magic of the Wilderness @ $10.95 ea.

copies of Mag/c of ttie Woods @ $7.95 ea.

copies of Magic of the Sea @ $7.95 ea.

I enclose check money order for $_

total. (If not completely satisfied, you may return the

book(s) within ten days for a full refund. Please add sales

tax where. applicable.)

Name

Address-

City -Zip-
_ NH 1

With mostcameras
the first thing

you have to learn

isy(^.

Most cameras give you the standard

eye-level view of the world and that's

all. Which means if you want to shoot

from some less conventional perspec-

tive, you've got to exercise first. It's

that tricky.

But with a really good camera you
get a selection of interchangeable view-

finders. The eye-level kind that comes
with the camera. And a waist-level view-

finder that takes care of the low-angle

and overhead shots. And even a

magnifying viewfinder for the times

when everything depends on perfect

focusing.

If you choose a camera that offers

a selection of viewfinders, you can be

pretty sure it's a good one. And if you
want to be absolutely sure, you can get

a Miranda. After all, the better your

camera is, the easier it is

to take good pictures.

MIRANDA^

!°!n!5
For details, write: AlC Photo, Inc., Dept. FH, Carle Place, N.Y. 11514.

i

'™"""
!
In Canada: Kingsway Film Equipment Ltd., Ontario.

Central symbols in the

Chinese character ta ma
represent male and female

hemp. Lines, top and left,

represent a house, indicating

the plant was cultivated.

United States began in Texas about

sixty years ago, when Mexican la-

borers introduced the smoking of

marijuana. It spread across the

south, and by the 1920s it was

firmly established in New Orleans.

In those early years, its use was

confined mainly to the poor, espe-

cially to minority groups. The

spread of the custom has resulted in

a still unresolved controversy, de-

spite the enactment, in 1937, of the

Marijuana Tax Act, which made it

illegal to grow or possess C. sativa.

What lies ahead for the

man-hemp association? Certainly,

the relationship will continue.

There can be no doubt that a plant

that has been in partnership with

man since the beginnings of agricul-

tural efforts, that has served man in

so many ways, and that, under the

searchlight of modern chemical

study, has yielded many new and

interesting compounds will con-

tinue to be a part of man's econ-

omy. It would be a luxury that we
could ill afford if we allowed prej-

udices, resulting from the abuse of

Cannabis, to deter scientists from

learning as much as possible about

this ancient and mysterious plant. D



Weave the Special Magic of

NATURAL HISTORY
A

Enter my subscription, which includes an Associate Membership
in The American Museum of Natural History, and bill me.

D 1 year $ 8
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cover copy of Rene Dubos' latest book, A God
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GARUDA is a part-bird, parl-tiuman deily who Is worshiped by

Hindus and Buddhists, as well as by the lotlowers ol Bon,
the pre- Buddhist religion ol Tibet.

BEAUTYAND THE BEAST
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A Dog's World View
Continued from page 18

comes marked and ball A is ig-

nored. From this I gather that the

odor markers Morris uses in identi-

fying the ball he saw flying through

the air remain effective for no more
than five or ten minutes. The brief

life of these odor markers is con-

firmed by the observation that Mor-

ris rarely seems to be confused by

impact spots left on the flagstones

from a previous retrieval.

Other variations of the ball game
give additional glances into the

world of Morris. Again they mostly

happened by chance or were first

suggested by Morris's behavior. I

merely aided and abetted.

Morris has an excellent apprecia-

tion of the dynamics of ballistic

flight. He probably learned to pre-

dict the flight of an object just as a

child first learns to catch a thrown

ball, and I have seen him grab the

ball out of the air while he was run-

ning in any direction relative to its

trajectory. He would make an ex-

cellent shortstop although getting

the ball to a base could present a

problem. This skill is not at all sur-

prising or unusual in a predatory

animal.

At the same time, Morris's ap-

preciation of the effects of gravity

seems oddly defective by human
standards. On one occasion he be-

gan to gallop after the ball in antici-

pation of its usual course. But my
aim was bad and the ball struck the

wall on my right, shot off at an

angle, hit the base of the maple

tree, and flew off to the left. When
the ball did not come bouncing

across the lawn as usual, Morris re-

turned to the flagstone walk and be-

gan casting about. He soon located

the odor marker left at the base of

the tree, the first ground contact

made by the ball. He then spent

time looking up into the tree, his

forepaws resting on the trunk and

his tail wagging wildly. Morris-type

prediction probably suggested to

him that the ball had ascended the

straight and unbranched trunk of

the big maple.

I have seen him behave similarly

when the ball has bounded through

high grass. While searching for

markers, he may spend some time

sniffing the tops of gently waving

grass blades. This is all under-

standable: for Morris the ball is not

an inanimate object governed only

by Newton's laws.

The next situation, however, is

more puzzling. It was March and I

was spading over the vegetable gar-

den when Morris felt that I should

be throwing the ball. As I moved
along each spade row, he stood be-

side me, yipping mildly with the

ball in his mouth. Since this cut no

ice, he began dropping his ball on

the soil I had just turned over. As I

moved along the row he picked up

the ball and once more dropped it

next to my spade. This time I

turned a spadeful of soil onto the

ball as he stood watching closely. A
dachschund is a great digger and I

expected him to immediately un-

cover his ball from the loose earth.

But nothing happened; he just

stood motionless in the same atti-

tude of anticipation. Thinking that

he was merely trying to bait me to

pick up the ball and throw it, I con-

tinued along my row, glad that he

was no longer underfoot. After a

minute or so he began to cast

around, wagging his tail—his usual

behavior while hunting or searching

for odor markers. While I finished

the row and started another, he

quartered the garden, returning sev-

eral times to the general area where

the ball was buried and urinating

briefly. Although he sniffed about

within a yard or so, he did not go to

the exact spot. The ball was covered

by only an inch or so of soil, which

he saw fall into place. Why, with

his exquisite sense of smell, did he

not attempt to immediately locate

the ball and dig it out?

This impasse continued as I

spaded two more rows, thinking

about dumb animals. Meanwhile

the sun had set, and I did not wish

to lose the ball. I was somewhat em-

barrassed when it took me several

minutes of redigging to find the

ball, something I am sure Morris

could have done immediately. But

he merely stood by and watched,

pouncing as soon as the ball ap-

peared. I repeated the burial a sec-

ond time, this time taking care to

mark the position of the ball with a

small stick. There was the same re-

sult. But on repeated burials, if any

part of the ball was visible, Morris

immediately dug it out.

Here was another piece of behav-
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ior that seemed inexplicable. Per-

haps, as my wife, Sonja, suggested,

in Morris's world the ball beeame

"mv bone" through niv act of bury-

ing it. A built-in sense of protocol

inherited from his ancestors may
have directed Morris that the ball

became my property by this action.

I noticed that he neither went

directly to the spot nor did he

"point" at it but merely circled it

and marked nearby. My presence

mav have inhibited him from

unearthing it, but perhaps he would

have done so after I had left.

Simple experiences such as these

fill us with wonder and promote our

respect for skills and perceptions

beyond our experience. Similar

tests can be performed with almost

any pet and mav serve as an anti-

dote for the depressing perl'or-

mances in which animals have been

trained to act like humans.

It is tempting for us self-centered

creatures to seek explanations for

such behavior along the axis of in-

telligence and reason—the out-

standing characteristics that have

made our species so successful. But

since this is only one among many
axes that have measured animal sur-

vival, the polarization of our think-

ing along the clever—dumb axis

tends to obscure understanding of

animal behavior. It is more illumi-

nating to regard perplexing behav-

ior in animals as an opportunity to

peer "through a glass darkly" into a

different world, one where at-

tributes like cleverness and
dumbness are almost irrelevant, and

the major axis that counts is species

survival.

It is easy, for instance, to con-

clude that Morris would be much
cleverer if he brought back the

round object he had seen rolling

across the lawn regardless of its

odor, or that he would be much
cleverer if he dug up his personally

marked ball, which he had just

watched being buried. A dog could

be trained to do these things, but it

is more interesting to try to find out

whv he chooses the ball with Mor-

ris-odor, why he must verify its out-

ward course although he has al-

ready retrieved it, and why he will

not touch the ball he saw buried un-

der his nose. Actions that are bi-

zarre by human standards could not

have come about by chance or

training. They must have had survi-

val value at some time in the past.D
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Books in R,evie>v by Raymond Sokolov

Food, Glorious Food!

Food in History, by Reay Tan-

nahill. Stein and Day, $15.00; 448
pp., illus.

Like money, food did not inter-

est early historians, and scant

hard information has survived. We
must look, for example, not to

Thucydides but to Aristophanes for

evidence of what the Greeks ate.

But comic shopping lists are skimpy
provender; they do not, that is, sup-

ply adequate documentation for the

kinds of social analysis the modern
scholar would like to perform on

Hellenic and other previous cul-

tures.

Archeological remains, too, can

only take us so far in understanding

how the world of antiquity grew its

food and fed itself. And even for

the modern period, the kitchen is

the least honored part of the house.

Cookbooks, rarely precise in our

time, were hopelessly vague during

the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies, the era when European culi-

nary practices settled down into the

cuisines we know today.

The rest of gastronomic literature

is largely a playground for val-

etudinarians and pedants divided

between besotted memories of

edible opulence and fascistic stric-

tures. Until very recently no one

thought it important to record accu-

rately what the people of the world

were eating, how they cooked it,

how they grew, marketed, and

shared raw materials, or most im-

portant of all, what food contrib-

uted symbolically to their lives.

Curnonsky (in provincial

France), Waverly Root (in Italy),

and a handful of other, inadvertent

anthropologists of this century have

collected the fast-disappearing local

recipes of some parts of the world.

But recipes are inarticulate records.

It remains highly ironic that Claude

Levi-Strauss has written more
profoundly about the gustatory in-

ner life of certain tribes of the Ama-
zon than anyone ever has about the

role of food in such more or less ac-

cessible cultures as those of France,

the United States, and China.

Levi-Strauss, of course, by-

passes the diachronic, avoids his-

tory. This gives him a meth-

odological leg up over Tannahill,

who has had to make do with the
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available facts for Food in History:

She has, nevertheless, compiled a

fascinating book for the general

reader. If she rarely stays put for

long enough to pin down a legiti-

mate historical trend or give the full

flavor, if you will, of a culinary

point in time, she makes up for this

almost inevitable superficiality with

an unending stock of food anec-

dotes, exotic gobbets, and sugges-

tive obsei-vations that will make you

wish you knew more or that there

was some way of knowing more

about how food has evolved over

the years.

Tannahill does not get mired in

the standard "controversies" of gas-

tronomic literature: whether Vatel

was a chef or a maitre d', who in-

vented mayonnaise, where, and so

forth.

Instead, she cheerfully transmits

as much as she can of what is sol-

idly known. Her first chapter is a

series of speculations, since it deals

with "food and cooking before

10,000 B.C." She hypothesizes that.

before there was pottery, pots were

made of moUusk or reptile shells or

hollow bamboo trunks filled with

food and stoppered at both ends.

Some dishes must have been cooked

inside animal stomachs, Tannahill

says, in the manner of modern Es-

kimo and ancient Scythians. Ac-

tually, she need not have gone so

far afield. One of the most honored

French ways to prepare chicken, a

specialty of the great Paul Bocuse,

is poularde en vessie, done inside a

pig's bladder. The result is sublime.

Indeed, one suspects that early

men often ate well, not grossly.

Tannahill cites the experiment of

J.R. Harlan who sought to duplicate

prehistorical conditions by harvest-

ing wild grain with a flint-bladed

sickle in a field in Turkey during

the middle 1960s. He gathered

enough grain in an hour to produce

more than two pounds of usable,

clean grain, twice as rich in protein

as domestic strains and concluded

that a three-week harvest in such a

field would supply plentiful grain

for a family throughout the year.

Early men liked shellfish as well

as any modern gourmet, and shell

remains indicate that millennia ago

Indians on Santa Catalina Island

decimated the local supply of aba-

lone and then moved on to mussels.

So much for the theory that Indians

were better ecologists by nature

than we.

Having surveyed the prehis-

torical diet and the origins of agri-

culture, Tannahill races efficiently

through literate antiquity, stopping

to note the invention of raised

bread in Egypt (which required spe-

cial strains of grain that did not

need to be toasted before thresh-

ing), to quote Homer on one of

those extramural barbecues known
in bardic Greek as "equal feasts,"

and to devote space to an outline of

the classical diet.

Unfortunately, the ancient au-

thorities are unreliable in this area,

a point Tannahill does not much
stress. Petronius is only the leading

example of many writers on food
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who exaggerated the excesses of

upper-class Romans at table. This

minor tradition of social criticism

goes back at least to Cicero in Ro-

man literature. He inveighed

against the piscinarii. men who de-

filed the Republic's heritage of aus-

terity bv maintaining ponds of car-

nivorous fish.

There is a Roman cookbook (re-

published in English not so long

ago) attributed to Apicius and dis-

appointing to cook from. Tannahill

understands this, but draws on

Apicius for a clever compaiison of

the leading Roman condiment, a

fermented fish sauce called garum,

or liquamen. with its modern ana-

logue in Southeast Asia. Hundreds

of thousands of Americans probably

tasted this sauce, called nuoc mam,
in Vietnam. Unfortunately for

them, the quality of nuoc mam de-

teriorated sharply during their pres-

ence. At the moment, the best mod-

ern garum comes from the

Philippines and can be bought in

Filipino markets in New York un-

der the name patis. It is strong tast-

ing, and difficult to get used to, but

it is nutritious and the only conceiv-

able spiritual link between ancient

Rome and Saigon.

At any rate, Rome fell and

people in Europe abandoned fer-

mented fish sauce. They survived

this loss and spent many centuries

developing the diet we eat today.

How they did it, nobody knows for

sure. There are, however, land-

marks in agriculture that did much
to end the Middle Ages, for ex-

ample, the horse collar and the

three-field system. There is also a

wealth of evidence about the spice

trade.

Tannahill also spends some time

describing dreary medieval dishes

such as frumenty, a grain pudding,

and mortrews, a sort of proto-

quenelle.

Meanwhile, the rest of the world

went on eating in its own way. Tan-

nahill hops continents with amazing

speed, but tells us almost nothing

about, say, China that puts modern

Chinese food into a reasonable his-

torical perspective. She is, however,

enticing in her choice of non-Euro-

pean detail. We learn that the Az-

tecs ate newts and called them ax-

olotls, that Arabs cooked with the

fat from a sheep's tail, that the

Mongols fermented mare's milk

into kumiss, that fermented camel's
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milk is called kephir, and that yak's

milk similarly treated is known as

airan.

This is a short book that tries to

do too much. Luckily, Tannahill

spends much of her time on Europe

and devotes many pages to a history

of the development of the modern
menu. She quotes examples of me-

dieval menus with their myriad

courses arranged in an order that

makes very little sense today—pi-
geons and veal and cabbage soup all

mixed together. They were really

smorgasbords linked by methods of

preparation: cold dishes, roasts,

boiled meats and stews, desserts.

No one ate all of them.

From this disorderly profusion,

the French carved out a highly or-

dered but equally confusing series

of categories—releves, entremets,

entrees, rots, pieces de resistance,

assiettes volantes—which are de-

fined clearly in this book, but still

make no real sense to me.

Some of these terms survive in

modern dining parlance but with

other, very different meanings. An
entree, for instance, was originally

a light concoction that prepared the

way for something heavier. Entre-

mets were served between other

courses instead of coming at the

end of the meal as they now do.

But the real difficulty is to think

oneself back to a time when it

seemed normal to alternate between

meat and fish and fowl throughout

the meal. Perhaps the modern hors

d'oeuvre selection preserves some

of the old, mixed-bag approach.

At any rate, the change to a

menu built around individual

dishes, instead of six at a throw,

and meals that progress from fish to

meat to sweet, instead of lurching

back and forth among them like a

bear in a garbage dump, did not

evolve by esthetic plan. The con-

temporary meal is easier to serve, as

Tannahill explains, and requires

fewer flunkies per diner, as well as

smaller brigades in the kitchen.

No one should regret this decline

in outward grandeur at table. Few
people ever were privileged to sit at

those seventy-dish monstrosity ban-

quets. And the modern meal per-

mits leisure for savoring a few

items, where formerly guests nib-

bled here and there, then hurried

on to the next kickshaw.

The real problem with the mod-

ern meal is whether it will survive



They're learning how to take an engine apart.

And how to put their future together.

The high school dropout, the unem-
ployed and under-employed, the veteran who
needs civilian skills—they've all got a solid

chance at a solid future thanks to an organi-

zation called the Opportunities Industrializa-

tion Center.

We at Exxon believe the OIC is one of the

most effective groups around for training the

disadvantaged for meaningful jobs and then

getting them placed in one. For example, the

OIC is running this station in Camden, New
Jersey as a training center. The students here

learn everything from pumping gasoline, to

taking an engine apart and rebuilding it, to

running a business. At the same time, the

students are encouraged to continue their

education at both the high school and col-

lege levels. And when they complete their

training, the OIC will help place them in jobs.

Jobs with a future.

Exxon made this station available to the

OIC as a job training center and we've under-

written many of the costs. We think it's one of

our best investments.
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CENTRAL AMERICA
Thousands of years ago the Maya built Tikal, and with it a great
civilization. Then mysteriously they left. Their massive temples
still stand today, towering 21 stories above the forest floor.

Silent. Fascinating. Come discover Tikal . . . and so much more.
In Guatemala. For further information, contact your travel agent
or mail the coupon today.

GUATEMALA TOURIST COMMISSION
929 Sunrise Lane, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304
Telephone (305) 565-1828

Please send me your colorful literature on Guatemala.

Name

-\TEMALA ® Zip
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at all, whether food as we know it

will continue to play a role in hu-

man history without joining the

buggy and other obsolete artifacts

in the Smithsonian.

Tannahill confronts the future

untrembling. "Complete depen
dence on 'natural' food will cer

tainly be out of tune with the times

by the end of the present century

and research cannot, in any case

stop short at merely discovering

how to manufacture carbohydrates

protein, minerals, fats and vitamins

and how to weave them into eatable

foods. It must go on to translate

that knowledge into workable real-

ity."

Eat, drink, and be merry, for to-

morrow your local butcher will be

selling pseudosteaks made from

protein cultured out of petroleum.

Don't laugh. I was recently served

a petroleum cookie by the French sci-

entist who perfected the culturing

process. It tasted quite like other

cookies, but it d'ldnXfeel the same, if

you know what I mean. I'll take a

smelly glass of kephir any day.

Raymond Sokolov is formerfood editor

of The New York Times and author of

Great Recipes from The New York

Times to be published this fall by

Quadrangle Boohs, Inc.

New Zealand Spiders: An In-

troduction, by R.R. Forster and
L.M. Forster. Collins Publishers,

N. Z. $10.60; 254 pp., illus.

Spiders are abundant, as many
as two million per acre. All

prey on insects, and the aerial webs

of many species may catch m.ore in-

sects than their makers can con-

sume. Despite their abundance and

their importance as insect preda-

tors, spiders are not well studied.

Entomologists and especially popu-

lation biologists are often siu^rised

that spiders cannot be as readily

identified as butterflies, shells, and

vertebrates, and that even common
species found preying on agricul-

tural insects in South or Central

America have no names and are un-

described. Best known are the spi-

ders of northern and western Eu-

rope and North America (es-

pecially New England), and also

those of New Zealand, which has

had a long tradition of specialists in
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spider taxonomy. R.R. Forster, di-

rector of the Otago Museum, is one

of the foremost speciaHsts on spi-

ders. He and his wife, authors of

this volume, estimate that the 500

known New Zealand species arc

onlv about one-fifth of the total ara-

neid fauna of the island.

Unlike books on birds and in-

sects. popuUu' books on spiders arc

few, and this sumptuously illus-

trated book is comparable to the

most elegant butterfly and bird vol-

umes. The abundant illustrations

alone make the book a worthy addi-

tion to anv naturalist's librai-y. The

black-and-white illustrations are the

unmatched art work of Barry

Weston, and the outstanding photo-

graphs were taken bv the authors.

The text is easv reading and a

good introduction to the study of

spiders in anv part of the world, al-

though not quite up to the standard

of the illustrations. One has the

feeling that the Forsters are better

acquainted with the classical litera-

ture and other popularizations than

with the current researches on ecol-

ogy, behavior, and sensory physi-

ology. The statement that sense or-

gans have not been well studied, for

instance, is certainly not alto-

gether correct. Inclusion of some

recent researches would have made
a more exciting book. The absence

of references to recent active re-

searches in a popular summary

must be quite discouraging to the

biologists doing the work.

After chapters on structure and

behavior, life histories, and spider

relatives found in New Zealand, the

book is divided into chapters by

habits: the ground-hunting spiders,

jumping spiders, web builders, and

so on, with the last chapters on ven-

oms, collecting, and photographing.

Here and there are such interesting

bits of information as that few New
Zealand spiders balloon. Ballooning

is the common dispersal mechanism

of spiders: climbing up high the spi-

der lets out strands of silk. When
these are caught by the wind, the

spider is lifted and becomes air-

borne. Not ballooning may be an

adaptation for spiders living in

dense forests and insular habitats;

balloonist spiders might be blown

out to sea. Actually we know very

little about the ballooning habit of

spiders, a lack of knowledge that re-

sults from the difficulty of identi-

fying spiderlings.

<E1 Salvador
^*^ CENTRAL AMERICA

You can feel it, see it . . . the pure beauty of this small country

blessed by nature. Here are breathtaking views of ancient

volcanoes like Izaico and San Vicente. Lovely parks such as

Los Chorros. Rustic Lake Coatepeque. And black sand and

white sand beaches with modern resorts. El Salvador. So

beautiful. So unspoiled. Come see it for yourself. For further

information, contact your travel agent or mail the coupon today.
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How to Fl\^ Japanese Style.

Slip into a happi coat. Part robe,

part sport coat. The Japanese
dress up even to relax

Beluga caviar Lobste
Pate, Wtien it s cocktail time
on JAL. we treat you like

a king.

Artichoke hearts. Carrots
aglow in butter. And the
steak is cooked to order.

We once asked some of our flight guests

what the)' h'ked most about flying with us.

Surprisingly, it wasn't any of the

comforts or delicacies above.

In fact, it wasn't what we did so much
as how we did it.

They spoke of being pampered. Of the

way our hostesses in kimono smile.

Small things, of course. But in a world
that worships the mammoth, the small
has a way of making up in gleam what
.': -acks in size.

At JAL, we glory in the small

things of life. From our first hello to our
last sayonara, we take the small atten-

tions and courtesies so much for granted,

they are our way of life.

It'sa way of life practiced by us and our
ancestors of generations beyond number.

In that sense, you could

say we've been practicing

how to fly for a thousand

j'ears and more.

UAPAIM AIR LINES

r NH-0873

Japan Air Lines

P.O. Box 888

Burlingame, California 94010

I'd like to fly Japanese style. Please send me
your free booklet with all the details.

Name

Address-

City

My travel agent is_

-Zip-

Please have a travel

consultant call me at_



Celaenid is one of the group ol

tiuiinlv Soulliern Heniispheie oili

weavers that do not eonstruet webs

liiit dangle a viseid globule and silk

thread. That the globule attracts

niainlv male moths indicates that it

is, not the "fascination" of the

shinv globule that attracts insects as

stated in old books, but probably

pheromones. There are numerous

spiders, not only in New Zealand

hut also in other parts of the world,

li\at construct a snare of only a

single line; it is difficult to imagine

success in catching insects with

such a snare. There are no observa-

tions as yet, but it is known that in

several families male spiders find

receptive females bv following

threads coated with pheromones,

thus one might expect that the

single-line snare is coated with

chemical insect attractants. We just

do not know.

To the knowledgeable specialist

there are some peculiar, distracting

errors in the volume, such as the

statement that Toxopidae of New
Zealand and Australia are related to

Telemidae; presumably the authors

meant Selenopidae. Araneus, the

largest spider genus of worldwide

distribution, is called Aranea
throughout. Two photographs la-

beled "Synotaxus, Linvphiidae,"

show a linyphiid spider. But Syno-

taxus is a tropical American theri-

diid, a very different animal, a small

elongated spider. I recently ob-

served that Syrwtaxus sits under

leaves in a position that makes it

difficult to distinguish from leaf

veins. The picture of Tekella is not

the theridiosomatid to which the

name is attached. I fear the Forsters

have continued traditional New
Zecdand usage of names without

consulting the tvpe specimens oi

these names. But there are few such

errors and these criticisms of a spe-

cialist should not detract from the

enjoyment by the casual reader.

Herbert W. Levi

Museum of Comparative Zoology,

Harvard University

The American Museum is open to the

public every dav during the year, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Your support tlirough membership

and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.

ANICOENIT
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LUCKY FROG DEITY PENDANT
VERAGUAS STYLE

COSTA RICA APPROX. 800 A.D.

This magnificent Veraguas "Lucky Frog"

pendant has been carefully reproduced in

precious metal.

Sterling Silver with 24K gold finish $38.00

UK gold $395.00

Gift boxed, complete with fascinating bacKgrounO
story and free neck chain. Satisfaction guaranteed-
By mail please add $1.50 for postage and Insurance

N.Y. Slate Residents add appropriate Sales Tax

BankAmericard accepted.
Send for our catalog of ancient and primitive repro-

ductions in precious metals SOC (free with order)

artland galleriGS ltd
Dept. NH83, 120 West 44th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10036

Elegant simplicity for the home i

a perfect gift idea.

BGN5AI
A living miniature tree.

Twenty-years old
complete in its own
stoneware planter,

with instructions on

Hardy, Beauti-
full Imported
from Japan.

The ing
values come to you
from Heirob Bonsai

Nursery, America's

largest Importer of

Bonsai trees.

12" Japanese Pine, 10" Grecian Boxwood
8" Japanese Elm, 8" Japanese Flov^/ering

Quince or 8" Blue Moss Cypress $34.50

each/$62.50 for two/$150 for all five,

delivery included.

We Ship to Canada

HEIROB BONSAI NURSERY
Willowemoc Rd., Livingston Manor, N.Y. 12758

(914) 439-5706 Phone Orders Accepted

Q 12" Japanese Pine D 8" Japanese Elm

D 8" Japanese Flowering Quince

n 8" Blue Moss Cypress Q 10" Grecian Boxwood

n 1 Tree @ $34.50 D 2 Trees @ $62.50

O All 5 for $150.00 Q Complete Catalogue

Enclosed is my check or money order for $
including sales tax, if any.

credit card accountBill my
for the full amount of $_
Plus sales tax, if any.
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Address-

State .

Takeyour
suminer
vacation
thbfdll.

In Oregon.
When it's

unhurried. Uncrowded
But, still full

of summery pleasure.

With the added
attraction of oi

golden glow.^
All c

Oregon's beauty

The sparkling beaches.

Crisp mountain air.

Velvety forests.

.^^~, There's activity

You set the pace.
'

Send for our

folder of things to do
in Oregon.

Then count the



Celestial Events
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Sun and Moon Although summer warmth continues into

September, by August the days are clearly getting shorter and the sun

lower in our sky. The sun's height, and the hours during which it

shines, make August and September comparable to April and March.

The difference, of course, is that in the Northern Hemisphere, the sun's

warmth during the longer days since March has built up the heat energy

stored in the earth and its air north of the Equator. So, although the sun

is low and darkness comes earlier, wirlter is still far off.

In August, September, and October, we can expect bright, moonlit

nights generally for about a week before and after midmonth. And we

can expect to see the evening crescent moon during the first few days of

each month, the morning crescent for a few days after the 20th, and no

moon for the last week of the month. Dates of the phases are: August,

full on the 13th, last-quarter on the 21st, new on the 27th; in Septem-

ber, first-quarter on the 4th, full on the 12th, last-quarter on the 19th,

and new on the 26th; and in October, first-quarter on the 4th, full on

the 11th.

The Hai'vest Moon The full moon on September 12 is the

Harvest Moon, the designation given to the full moon that falls nearest

to the autumnal equinox (September 22). At this time of year, the orbit

of the moon at sunset lies nearly flat against the eastern horizon, where

the rising full moon is coming up. Each day, the moon shifts to the east

(left) in its orbit by about 13 degrees; this is why moonrise occurs later

each day. But the effect on the rising time is diminished by the orienta-

tion of the moon's orbit to the horizon. Thus it appears that the full or

nearly full moon rises at, or very close to, the time of sunset for three

nights in a row—a real advantage to harvesters, who can work in the

early night to finish the fall harvest.

Planets Venus is low and bright in the west, Jupiter well up in

the southeast among the stars of Capricornus, after sundown. A few

hours later, Venus has set, Jupiter is high and bright in the south, and

Mars is coming up in the east, brightening rapidly as it moves from

Pisces into Aries.

In the dawn sky, Jupiter will still be visible in the southwest in Au-

gust, but it will have set before dawn in September. Mars, however, will

be very bright and reddish in color high in the south. And Saturn, in

Gemini, will be well up in the east.

August 18-19: Mars is near the crescent moon in the morning sky.

August 31: The crescent moon and Venus will be close tonight.

September 2: Mercury, at superior conjunction, enters the evening

sky.

September 7: The bright star near Venus tonight is Spica, in Virgo.

September 8: Look for Jupiter near the moon tonight.

September 19: Mars has been moving to the east (left) through the

stars of Aries. It now becomes stationary and begins moving to the west

(right) as it approaches opposition in late October.

September 22: The sun arrives at the autumnal equinox at 11:21

P.M., EST, and autumn begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

September 28: Jupiter, well past opposition, resumes direct (east-

ward) motion.

October 5: Jupiter is near the moon until it sets before midnight.

October 12: Mars is near the gibbous moon, just one day past full.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom, then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 12:20 A.M. on August 15; 11:20 p.m. on August 31; 10:20 p.m. on September 15;

9:25 P.M. on September 30; and 8:20 p.m. on Oclober 15; but it can be used for about

an hour before and after these times.
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Curassows,

guans and

chachalacas

The American Museum of Natural

History is pleased to announce the

publication of Curassows and Related

Birds, by Jean Delacour and Dean

Amadon.

Curassows, guans, and chachalacas

are intriguing, colorful birds that roam

the jungles and mountains of tropical

America. The authors write in detail

of the biology and habits of these

gamebirds, a group about which little

is known and less has been published.

The book is based on several field

trips and extensive research, and its

authoritative text will be of great value

to all students and lovers of birds.

Curassows and Related Birds is also

a very beautiful book. Its 268 pages

contain thirty color plates of the birds

in their habitats, painted by Albert

Earl Gilbert, George Miksch Sutton,

and David Reid-Henry. There are also

seventy drawings, maps, and photo-

graphs.

Curassows and Related Birds has

been produced in a limited edition and

is available through the Museum for

the special price of $20.00, plus

$1.00 for postage and handling. To

order, please send check or money

order to:

The American Museum of Natural

History, Curassow Book, 77 West 77th

Street, New York, New York 10024

Siig'^ested
Additional Reading
TO KILL A HONEYCREEPER
Birds of Haw.'MI. G.C. Munro. Charles

E. Tattle Company, Inc., Rutland,

1960.

Introduction to Parasitology. A.C.

Chandler. John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., New York, 1961.

The Hawaiian Honeycreepers. D.

Amadon. Bulletin of the American

Museum ofNatural History, Volume

95:Article 4, New York, 1950.

Nine Doctors and God. F. J. Halford.

The University of Hawaii Press,

Honolulu, 1954.

SICKNESS AND DEATH
IN FLORIDA'S CORAL REEFS
Martcls of a Coral Realm. W.A.

Starck II. National Geographic, No-

vember, 1966.

DrviNG AT Night to a Coral Reef.

R.E. Schi-oeder and W.A. Starck II.

National Geographic, January.

1964.

The Evolution of Reefs. N.D. Newell.

Scientific American, June, 1972.

Atlantic Reef Corals. F.G.W. Smith.

University of Miami Press, Coral

Gables, 1971.

TWILIGHT OF THE
CREE HUNTING NATION
James Bay. B. Richardson. Sierra Club

Books, San Francisco, 1972.

Culture and Experience. I. Hallowell.

Schocken Books, Inc., New York,

1967.

Sacred Legends of the Sandy L'\ke

Cree. J. Stevens. McClelland and

Stewart, Ltd., Toronto, 1971.

Cultural Ecology. B. Cox, ed.

McClelland and Stewart, Ltd., To-

ronto, 197.3.

MAN AND MARIJUANA
Man ANT) Marihuana. M.D. Merlin.

Fairleigh Dickinson University

Press, Rutherford, 1972.

Uses of Marijuana. S.H. Snyder, M.D.

Oxford University Press, New York,

1972.

Phantastica. L. Lewin. E.P. Dutton

and Company, Inc., New York,

1931.

New Social Drug. D. E. Smith, ed.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

CUffs, 1970.

Drug Beat. A. Geller and M. Boas.

Cowles Book Company, Inc., Chi-

cago, 1969.

THE ADAPTABLE RACCOON
The World of the Raccoon. L.L. Rue.

J.B. Lippincott Companv, Phila-

delphia, 1964.

The Raccoon. L.F. Whitney and A.B.

Underwood. Practical Science Pub-

lishing Company, Orange, 1952.

Raccoons. F. Gander. Animal King-

dom, June, 1966.

The Raccoon. R. Amundson. Wildlife

North Carolina, March, 1971.

Biology of the Raccoon in Alabama.

A.S. Johnson. Alabama Agricultural

Experiment Station, Aubm'n Univer-

sitv Bulletin 402, June, 1970.
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RARE U.S. COIN SETS!
WISE INVESTMENTS! EXCEPTIONAL GIFTS! SURE TO INCREASE IN VALUE!
MAGNIFICENTLY WOOD-FRAMED FOR IMPRESSIVE DISPLAY AND GIVING!

A Distinguished ''Umited Edition" Collection presented by ^GALLERY
Exceedingly rare coins and bills, hardly ever seen outside of museums
and private collections. Prized for their historic meaning, scarcity
and investment potential. You can expect their value to increase as

THE SHRINKING DOLLAR
The rare, pre-1929 large Dollar Bill contrasts with
the dollar of today—in more ways than one! Ev-
er>body talks about yesterday's dollar, and what it

would buy in the "good old days". Now you can
have one of these rare old dollars, along with a
brand new (and smaller) uncirculated dollar of
today. Fine value as a true and exceedingly scarce
collectors' item, this also serves as a reminder of
the days when bread was 10(8, and beer 5«. Hand-
somely presented in a conversation-making 10"x8"
walnut-finished wood frame. s/% .jo^Der
Set#49611 *rzyl^a»"=i^34^

U.S. COINS OF THE 20th CENTURY
Superb 24-coin collection featuring every coin type
minted for general distribution since 1900. The
Indian Head Penny and Buffalo Nickel, Miss
Liberty "walking" half dollar and "standing"
quarter. Liberty Head nickel, Lincoln pennies,
Washington quarters, Jefferson nickels, Roosevelt
dimes, the ultra-scarce Kennedy silver and "clad"
half dollars, Morgan and Peace Silver Dollars
... all are here. Space is reserved for the 1971
Eisenhower Dollar. Every coin is identified. In
large IT'xH" walnut-finished wood frame with
"Americans All" poster. «y^/\Q!; uer
Set #49612 ®A.U^3 1..

their availability continues to decrease. Presented in matching wal-
nut-finished, solid wood frames with non-breakable protective fronts,
they make ideal "show-off" wall decorations . . . singly or in groups.

AMERICAN SILVER MONEY
Rich in history, and growing in value, this unique
set traces the silver story through the years. It

features the rare Morgan and Peace Silver Dollars
-^both 90% fine silver—plus one of the last of the
Silver Certificate dollar bills ever issued. Also in-
cludes a capsule of pure silver granules. Topping
it all is a replica of an old silver mine stock certi-
ficate. A collector's "find" and a beautiful wall
decoration, this set dramatically depicts the end
of the "silver era". Walnut-finished S 'J y| 95 per
wood frame, 10"x8". Set #49614. J^ set

THE TWO DOLLAR BILL
How long has it been since you've seen a $2 bill?
Practically impossible to come by today, here is a
crisp, fresh, uncirculated one. A definite conversa-
tion piece with a value sure to increase even more.
A favorite of the race track fan and betting man,
it was retired from circulation in 1966, never again
to adorn the winner's circle. In a handsome 8"xlO"
walnut-finished wood frame with an artistic re-
production of the famous Currier & Ives "Nip and
Tuck" racing scene of 1902. a-t rvo^ ncr
Set #49613 *_|*^^ sit

%9'
pps>sxQsx<>ssi:ii:(mxoKBXom^

3GALLERY EXTRAORDINARY
5 YEAR REPURCHASE GUARANTEE

If at any time within five years you decide you
no longer want to keep the sets, we guarantee to
re-purchase them from you at the full original
purchase price. We're confident in making such
a guarantee because we believe that silver, in
all of its forms, is likely to become increasingly
valuable as the years go by.

y:ixs3«:fiss((smsis3imm^

COINS OF WORLD WAR II
This unique collection contains 20 of the emer-
gency coinage minted between 1942 and 1945. The
Silver Nickel (made of a silver and nickel alloy)
released stockpiles of raw silver. The 1943 Steel
Penny reduced the shortage of copper. It was dis-
placed in 1944-45 by the famous Shell Case cent
(when spent shell cases were salvaged to make
pennies), making this penny the last of the emer-
gency coins. In attractive 8"xl0" walnut-finshed
wood frame with a miniaturized "Victory—now
you can invest in it" oflicial World
War II Treasury Dept. poster. $1 fk95 P«'
Set #49610 19^

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! MAIL ORDER FORM TODAY!
The GALLERY, Dept.9047,Amsterdam,N.Y. 12010
Please send me the coin sets I have checked below. Add
51.50 shipping, handling and insurance charge per set. WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES. (New York
fesidents add appropriate tax.)

QUANTITY PER SET
. #49610. Coins o» World War [I $19.95

. #49611. The Shrinking Dollar $34.95

#49812. U.S. Coins of the 20lh Century. .$69.95

- #49613. The Two Dollar Bill $19.95

#49614. American Silver Money $34.95

SAVE '37"

ONLY S14950
INCLUDES ALL

Shipping, Handling
and Insurance Charges

Address



Sky Reporter t^y Carl Saaran

The Ice Age
and the Caldron

On our tinv planet, spinning in an almost circular

orbit at a nearly constant distance from our star, the

climate varies greatlv from place to place. The Sahara

is different from the Antarctic. The sun's ravs fall

directlv on the Sahara, obliquely on the Antarctic, pro-

ducing a sizable temperature difference. Hot air rises

near the Equator and cold air sinks near the poles,

producing atmospheric circulation. The motion of the

resulting air currents is deflected by the earth's rota-

tion.

There is water in the atmosphere; when it con-

denses, rain or snow forms, releasing heat that, in

turn, changes the motion of the air. Wind currents

flowing oyer mountains or do^vn into yalleys also

change the circulation.

Ground covered by freshly fallen snow reflects more
sunlight back to space than when it is snow-free. The
snow-covered ground becomes still colder. \^Tien more
water vapor or carbon dioxide is released into the at-

mosphere, infrared emission from the surface of the

earth is increasingly blocked. Heat radiation cannot

escape from this atmospheric greenhouse, and the

earth's temperature rises.

At one point in time on one tinv planet, the weather

is complex. The climate, at least to some degree, is un-

predictable. In the past there were more violent clima-

tic fluctuations. \^Tiole species, genera, classes, and

families of plants and animals were extinguished,

probably because of climatic fluctuations. One hkelv

explanation for the extinction of the dinosaurs is that

they were large animals with poor thermoregulaton-

systems. Lnable to burrow, they were unable to ac-

commodate to a global decline in temperature.

There is an as vet unexplained connection between

the extinction of large numbers of small aquatic ani-

mals and reversals of the earth's magnetic field. The
early evolution of man is closely connected with the

emergence of the earth from the vast Pleistocene gla-

ciation.

The reason for these climatic changes is still under

heated debate. It mav be that the amount of light and
heat put out bv the sun is variable on time scales of

tens of thousands or more vears. It mav be that clima-

tic change is caused bv the slowlv changing tilt of the

earth's rotational axis relative to its orbit. There mav
be instabilities connected with the amount of pack ice

in the Arctic and Antarctic. It mav be that volcanoes,

emitting large amounts of dust into the atmosphere,

darken the sky and cool the earth. It mav be that

chemical reactions reduce the amount of carbon diox-

From The Cosmic Connection: An Extraterrestrial

To be published in November

ide and other greenhouse molecules in the atmosphere,

cooling the earth.

There are, in fact, some fifty or sLxtv different and,

for the most part, mutually exclusive theories of the

ice ages and other major climatic changes on earth. In

addition to its considerable intellectual interest, an un-

derstanding of climatic change mav have profound

practical consequences. Man is influencing the envi-

ronment of the earth, often in wavs poorly thought-

out, ill-understood, and for short-term economic profit

and individual convenience, rather than for the long-

term benefit of the inhabitants of the planet.

Industrial pollution is churning enormous quantities

of particulate matter into the atmosphere, where it is

carried around the globe. The smallest particles in-

jected into the stratosphere take vears to fall out.

These particles increase the albedo, or reflecti\ity, of

the earth and diminish the amount of sunlight that

falls on its surface. On the other hand, the burning of

fossil fuels, such as coal and oil and gasoline, increases

the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,

which, because of its significant infrared absorption,

can increase the temperature of the earth.

There is a range of effects pushing and pulling the

climate in opposite directions. No one fully under-

stands these interactions. WTiile it seems unlikelv that

the present amount of pollution can produce a major

climatic change on earth, we cannot be absolutely

sure. It is a topic worth serious and concerted inter-

national investigation.

Space exploration plavs a role in testing theories of

climatic change. On Mars there are periodic massive

injections of fine dust particles into the atmosphere;

they take weeks and sometimes months to fall out. We
know from the Mariner 9 exploration that the tem-

perature and chmate of Mars change severely during

such dust storms. Bv studying Mars, we mav better un-

derstand the effects of industrial pollution on earth.

\ enus is a planet that appears to have undergone a

runaway greenhouse effect. A massive quantity of carbon

dioxide and water vapor has been released into its atmo-

sphere, sufficiently cloaking the surface to permit little

infrared thermal emission to escape into space. The
greenhouse effect has heated the surface to 900 F. or

more. How did this greenhouse overkill happen on

Venus? How do we avoid its happening here?

Study of our neighboring planets not only helps us

to generalize the study of our own, but it has the most

practical hints and cautionary- tales for us to read—if

only we are wise enough to understand them.

:ti\*e. Copyright ^1973 by Cad Sagan and Jerome AgeL

by Doubleday & Company, Inc.
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Multipurpose

TELESCOPES
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Nature Observers . . . Telephotographers . . . Amateur Astronomers

Sfudy fhe Eye of a Bee at 20 ft. or a Twirling Galaxy at 2 million light years

Imagine owning a large observatory telescope with a light grasp nearly 200 times that of the un-

aided eye, yet so portable it can be carried aboard an airplane as hand luggage. That's the Celestron

5. Or imagine owning an even larger telescope, suitable for deep-sky research, that one person can

disassemble and load into a compact car in five minutes for a remote star party outing. That's the

Celestron 14. What's the secret? Celestron Schmidt-Cassegrain optics.These instruments optically fold

the long focal length of a massively stable, large observatory telescope inside a lightweight, com-

pact tube. This means that while you get aperture large enough to produce the bright, detailed

images that make high powers worth using, you also get an instrument so portable you'll always

take it with you on nature outings or star parties. What's more, the perfectly figured Schmidt-Cas-

segrain mirror/lens system is capable of sharper images over a wider flat field than any other pro-

duction telescope — and no other manufacturer offers a Schmidt-Cassegrain of quality comparable

to the Celestron.

WHAT SIZE TELESCOPE BEST SUITS YOUR NEEDS?

The Celestron 5 — A briefcase observatory for nature enthusiasts

and the world's smallest 5-inch table-top observatory. Study the

antennoe of a butterfly at 75 ft. Observe or photograph tiny lunar

croterlei , the rings of Saturn, brilliant galactic star clusters, the

brighter nebulae. Convenient adapters quickly couple most 35mm
SLR comero bodies. Tube demounts for hand-held 25X telephoto

shots Useful Powers — 25-300X . . . light Grasp (vs. eye) —
188X "Jesolution - 0.8 arc sec. . . . Weight - 12 lbs Base

Price - $625.

" '"^ " Iron 8 — This most popular of the Celestron line combines

tlures of the lorge-operfure Celestron 14 and the super-

.'les)ron 5. Optimum for serious amateur astronomers and

the ultimate in telephotography. Inspect the wing structure of an

eagle a mile away. Study the polar caps of Mars, the spectra of

stars, the filamentary detail of distant nebulae, spiral galaxies..

Useful Powers - 50-500X ... Light Grasp (vs. eye) — 510X

. . . Resolution — 0.5 arc sec Weight - 23 lbs Base Price

- $895.

The Celestron 14 — The world's largest one-mon portable observa-

tory telescope. Ideal for advanced amateurs and science centers.

Disassembles in five minutes into components weighing less fhon

40 lbs. each. Reveals intricate planetary detail, elusive stellar hues

in globular clusters, delicate structures of remote nebulae and

galaxies. Push-button, hand-held controls . . . Useful Powers — 50-

850X . . . Light Grasp (vs. eye) — 1,760X . . . Resolution — 0.28

arc sec Weight — 108 lbs Base Price — $3,600.

2430 Amsler, Box 3578H
Phone LA. (213)534-2322

N.Y. (212)834-1888
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THE
BOOK-SCULPTURE-

RECORD-JEWELRY-GRAPHKS
CLUB.

There are so many beautiful things from the world of art that you'd love

to own, it's hard to restrain your "collector's impulse."

And it's even harder when you have to choose among them.

Well, now you don't have to.

By enrolling in the Seven Arts Society, you can acquire extraordinary

collectibles from all the arts up to 35% below gallery or bookstore prices.

There is no other program like the Seven Arts Society. No place else

where you can save on art books (magnificent publishers' editions).

And sculpture. And records. And jewelry. And limited edition graphics

individually signed.

If you join now, you get a charming gift and any one of the selections

I isted at a ridiculously low infroductory price, plus the cost of postage end

handling. You need buy only three more selections!

during the next two years, and you may cancel mem-
bership any time thereafter.

Free for new members: his or her coin cufflinks
|

that sell for S5. Museum-authorized, gold electro-

plated replica of the "stater of Carthage" originally]

struck around 300 B.C.

The Seven Arts Society. It's the something for everybody club.

SCULPTURE

D E . 206375. Bee- Gaston Lochaise.

Abstract. 5:j" high including

morble base. Original in Philo-

delphio Museum ot Art. List S18.75.

Intro, price S3.50.

De 206235 Girl Bathing. Bonnard.

12"high. Original bronze in the

Albright Knox Gollery. List 527.50.

Intro. Price. 513.00,

BOOKS

n C. 102632. Doli. An extraordinary
collector's volume with 271 illus-

trations, 80 color plotes.Text in-

cludes Dali'sown provocotive
comments on his themes. List 537.50.
l.^tro. price S10.50.

_- *.:"!;
: The Movies. From Birth

= .^ider. 494 pages
'-olions. The
-.jxtandpic-

tuicj^i wii. ^,.., ,eors of American
cinema. List Si9.95. Intro, price S4.00

RECORDS

G A. 301390. The Music of Tchaikovsky.

Set of 7 greot stereo records.

Conductors include Bernstein,

Ormandy. Barenboim. List S48.65.

Intro, price SU.50.

D G. 381046. The American Musicaf

Theatre. Lehman Engel and intro-

duction by Brooks Atkinson. Illus-

trated book and recording com-
bination. Panoramic survey of the

musical stage from the 19th cen-

tury to the present. Two records

with 28 selections from "Showboat"
to Lerner and Loewe. 248 poge
book. List S24.50. Intro, price S9.75.

JEWELRY

D B. 201459. Double Figure. Pre-

Columbian necklace from gold

original (crofted in Costa Rico.

1000-1500 A,D.) at American
Museum of Natural History.

UstS18.75. Intro, price Se.75.

If The Seven Arts Society is all you soy it Is, I certainly want to try a mem-
bership." I've chosen the introductory selection I want at the specially re-

duced price (plus the cost of postoge and handling), ond checked the
oppropriate box. And. of course, I want the free Carthage com cufflinks

thot regularly sell for S5. (I'm oware thot my cufflinks and my introductory

SEVENARISlA
r*^SOCIETY'

chorgefor postage ond handling on eachshipi

I understand thot approximately every six w«

noyc elotc

to let you know, and the de

ks(9 times a year} I w.i

est mom selection and olternotes and scor

I do nothing. It will come to me outoma
tify you with the reply card which occomf
idline will be on the reply form. If I do not

election, I may return it at your expense.

I of selections previously offered,

ally. If I wont on alternate—or no
lies my News . I will hove 10 days

ove 10 days to respond ond there-

' Subject to credit approval.



Publishing Notes
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We're a magazine,
not a soapbox

Old misconceptions die hard.

For instance, we suspect there are still a few ad-

vertising folk who think of Natural History as '

some kind of wild-eyed radical, out there exhort-

ing its readers to man the barricades in the fight

for ecological preservation.

Yet you need only read a single issue of the mag-

azine to know it's not so.

Of course we're concerned about the environment.

You don't publish a magazine like ours for 73

years without getting that way. And with a name

like Natural History, it's hard not to become

identified with the environmental cause.

We do try to inform a reader. And we entertain

him, too. But we never lecture him, because

we know that's the surest way to lose him.

Last issue, we had an article on the life and death

of Florida's coral reefs. If we'd been so inclined,

it would have been the perfect place to draw a few

pointed conclusions. But the answer was no.

The reason'

than I do:

Editor Alan Ternes tells it better

'There's a real temptation to jump on this

bandwagon and try to preach to people about

environmental issues. The coral reefs in

Florida. . . it's a very complex picture. It's

also fascinating. WTiy are a number of reefs

dying? Is this a trend?

"We showed the beauty of the coral reefs, we
showed some of the dead ones so you can see

what happens. But we didn't say at the end,

now you should get out and pound the pave-

ment. That's for the people to decide.

"If you start telling people what to do, you've

lost your scientific integrity. It's more im-

portant that we just present them with what

we consider a valid description of the situ-

ation, and let them decide what to do. "

He may have been talking about Florida's reefs,

but what our editor was really describing was our

basic attitude toward our readers.

We trust them. We trust their intelligence, and

their good instincts. And they return the favor.

Their confidence in Natural History came through

loud and clear, when we visited a number of them

in their homes during the summer.

We've put their comments — along with the re-

marks of some advertising people you know —
into a filmstrip presentation that you'll be see-

ing soon. We think it gives the clearest picture

ever (no pun intended) of Natural History's

unique stature among magazines — and its

unique value for advertisers.

And it does it all in 13 minutes.

Cordially,

Harvey Oshinsky

Advertising Director





The Seven Arts Society is different from
other clubs in more ways than one.

It's different in that it offers you o

variety of beautiful things to enjoy.

(At savings you'll enjoy.) Not just books.

Or records. Or sculpture. But all of

them. Along with jewelry and graphics

and objets d'art and lots of other

unusual collectibles.

And it's different in that your first

selection comes at a once-in-a-lifetime

price—you need buy only three addi-

tional selections—and you can space

them over the next two years. As a

special gift for joining, you also get the

handsome cufflinks I

—an authentic re-

production of a

Carthaginian coin.
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A SPECIAL INVITATION
TO ENROLL IN THE
SEVEN ARTS SOCIETY.

THE ONLY CLUB THAT GIVES
YOU A REAL CHOICE;
YOU CAN CONCENTRATE YOUR
SELECTIONS IN ONE ART.
OR SELECT FROM ALL OF THEM.
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Authors

Ken and Pat Kraft, a free-lance,

husband-and-wife writing team,

have specialized for twenty-five

years in gai'dening subjects. Their

personal experience with gardening

led to an interest in Luther Bur-

bank, whose biography they wrote

in 1967. Moving to Burbank's

adopted California community for a

year, they were able to interview

several old-timers who knew and re-

membered the plant breeder. Tlie

authors have just finished their

tenth book, Growing Food the Nat-

ural Way.

As a graduate student in anthro-

pology in 1961, H. Arlo Nimmo
first became interested in the Bajau

nomads of the Philippines. He sub-

H Ado \in

sequently lived with the tribe for

two years, studying the process of

their acculturation from sea ream-

ers to land dwellers. Currently an

associate professor of anthropology

at California State University at

Hayward, Nimmo is researching the

religion and oral literature of the

Sulu province, the Bajau's home.

Since 1956, R. Cecil Gentry

has flown regularly through hurri-

canes with the most sophisticated

of meteorological instruments and

has taken the measure of more

than twenty-five storms. Formerly

a hurricane forecaster and
presently director of the National

Hurricane Research Laboratory

and of Project Stormfury, Gentry

has a Ph.D. in meteorology from

Florida State University. When
the weather is clear-, he turns to

the gentle hobbies of gardening,

reading, and listening to music.

R. 0;,l G<nl

Work on nitrogen balances in

apple trees for her doctoral dis-

sertation in plant physiology led

Patricia W. Spencer to pursue the

subject of leaf senescence. An assis-

tant horticulturist at the University

of Illinois, she is continuing re-

search in the subject through the

Patricia ff . Spencer

use of electron microscopy, enzyme

analyses, and nitrogen transport

mechanisms. In the future, she

plans to concentrate primarily on

the movement and storage of nitro-

gen in the annual cycle of the tree.

Using reports gathered by the

Smithsonian Institution's Center for

Short-Lived Phenomena in Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, Daniel She-

pard, a business executive, and his

wife, Jean Shepard, a free-lance

writer, pieced together a descrip-

tion of the tragic 1970 Peruvian

earthquake. The coauthors are both

concerned with the influence of nat-

ural events on contemporary politi-

cal and cultural affairs. Mrs. She-

pard also has a special interest in

the contemporary and historical

Jean Shepard

"role of the woman as an individ-

ual, mate, parent, and viable mem-

ber of society."

On a research trip to the Ngoro-

ngoro Crater of Tanzania to study

the wildebeest, Richard D. "Estes

became curious about the resolution

of conflict among Grant's gazelle.

He has spent five years in various



As your introduction to membership in the BOOK-OF-THEMONTH CLUB'

The most complete and most
scholarly dictionary

of the English
language
for only H5-
THE SUGGESTED TRIAL: You simply agree to buy four

Club choices within a year at special members' prices

THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY is generally

regarded as the final arbiter of the meaning,
origin, history and usage of words in the English

langtiage. Until now, it has been available only as

a thirteen-volume set, priced at $300. Now,
through the combination of an ingenious method
of micrographic reproduction and a fine Bausch &
Lomb optical lens, every single one of its 16,569

pages, fifty million words and close to two million

illustrative quotations appears, in easily readable

form, in the two volumes of Tlic Compact Edition.

The New York Times book critic Christopher
Lehmann-Haupt has said of this edition; "It is

something of a miracle. . . . TJie Compact
Edition is easier to work with than the original

with its 13 separate volumes. . . . Even at $75,
the set is an e.xtraordinary bargain."

Even more e.xtraordinary, as a trial member of the

Book-of-the-Month Club you may obtain The
Compact Edition of the Oxford Englisli Dictionary
for only $15. And as long as you remain a mem-
ber, you will receive the Book-of-the-Month Club
News, a literary magazine announcing the coming
Selection and describing other important books,
most of which are available at substantial dis-

counts — up to 40% on more expensive volumes.
All of these books are identical to the publishers'

editions in format, size and quality.

// you continue after this experimental member-
ship, you vvill earn, for every Cliih Selection or
Alternate you buy, at least one Book-Dividend
Credit. Each Credit, upon payment of a nominal
sum, often only $1.50 — somewhat more for unusu-
ally expensive volumes or sets — will entitle you to

a Book-Dividend® which you may choose from
over 100 fine library volumes available over the

year. This unique library-building system enables
members to save 70% or more of what they would
otherwise have to pay.

CONVENIENCES OF MEMBERSHIP
• As long as you remain a member, you will

receive the Book-of-lhe-Month Club News, a

literary magazine published by the Club lifleen

times a year. The Kews describes the coming
Selection and scores of Alternates, and will be
sent to you approximately every three and a

half weeks.
• If you wish to purchase the Selection, do
nothing and it will be shipped to you automati-

cally.

• If you do not want the Selection — or you'd
like one of the Alternates, or no book at all —
simply indicate your decision on the reply form
always enclosed with the News and mail it so

we receive it by the date specified.

• If. because of late mail delivery of the News^

you should receive a Selection without having

had 10 days to decide whether you want it, that

Selection may be returned at Club expense.

Please enroll me as a member of the Book-
of-the-Month Club and send me The Com-
pact Edition of the Oxford English Diction-
ary, billing me $15. I agree to buy at least

four Selections or Alternates during the first

year I am a member, paying special mem-
bers' prices. My membership is cancelable
any time after I buy these four books. A
shipping charge is added to all shipments.

; print plainly)

Address 5A

City..

.Zip.



Experience. It shows.
Experience is what separates the men from the boys. Especially in automatic

exposure cameras.
After all, it takes a lot of practice to make automation reliable in something

as small and sophisticated as a fine camera.
Well, nobody has more experience than Konica.

The Konica Auto-S rangefinder cameras were introduced more than a

decade ago. And immediately proved that automation wasn't the exclusive

province of the novice.

Then Konica introduced the first automatic-exposure pocket-sized range-

finder 35, the C-35. And the first automatic-exposure professional single-lens

reflex, the Autoreflex.

Now anyone can have automatic exposure 35mm photography. The profes-

sional, the amateur and casual picture taker With Konica's extensive experi-

ence to back them. And razor-sharp Hexanon lenses up front. All at prices

that anyone can afford. So go to your Konica dealer and see the difference

experience makes. Or write for detailed literature,

Konica Camera Co . Woodside, New York 11377. In Canada: Garlick Film s Ltd., Toronto

Ko^isa. The world's most experienced automatic cameras.

African countries examining ante-

lope behavior and for the past tlu^ee

years has been writing a handbook

on the behavior of some 90 species

of African mammals. While pur-

suing his field studies, Estes was on

the staff of Harvard University's

Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Next year he will join the Academy
of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia

as Associate Curator of Mammals.

Since his graduation from Trent

University in Ontario a few years

ago, Andrew Hardy has been trav-

eling and writing. An enthusiastic

Andrew Hard^

cyclist, he undertook a cross-Can-

ada trip, was rained out in Alberta,

and retreated to the nearest library

to write a comprehensive history of

the development of the bicycle. He
is currently studying nutritional

technology, particularly food pro-

cessing in Victorian England, and

will teach a course on edible wild

plants at Sir Sanford Community

College in Ontario next spring.



Isn't

it time
you started

collecting

signed
originals by
Waterford
It gathers the light of

ten thousand yesterdays

to illuminate ten

thousand tomorrows.

Each piece of

Waterford crystal is a

signed work of art,

blown, cut and made
wholly by hand,

with heart.

No other crystal has

a higher lead content.

The dreams it evokes

in its play of light!

Every single facet is

cut by hand in Ireland,

just the way Waterford

museum pieces were

cut in the distant past.

Each piece of

Waterford is an

investment in beauty

that will enchant you

now; and reward you

ever after as it grows

in value.

To illustrate a few

current works of art:

Alana goblet, $14.

Jug, $23.

Bell Decanter, $49.50.

Ash Tray, T $32.50.

5;'$18.3'/2r$10.50

Write for free full-color

booklets. Waterford,

225 Fifth Avenue,

New York 10010.

Or visit the Waterford

Gallery at the important

store in your area.

Isn't it time you

started collecting

signed originals by

Waterford?

(And English bone

china by Aynsley, to

go with it?)
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SUNFLOWERS - Van Gogh ACTUAL SIZE

The world's 100 most valued art treasures preserved for all time in solid sterling silver.

Available by advance subscription only.

Subscription rolls close October3 1.1973.

Limit: One series per subscriber.

Since the beginning of time, man has created

works of art which capture the beauty of the

world around him and reflect his innermost

visions.

Out of the thousands of such works, only

the most inspired have stood the test of

time. These are the masterpieces. Honored.

Valued. Acclaimed.

Now, with the help of scholars and art

historians, the very finest of these great

works of art have been selected. The 100

greatest of all the masterpieces. Works of

power and perfection, as alive today as when
they were first created.

To honor these incomparable works of

art in a form to be cherished now and by

future generations, The Franklin Mint will

issue an extraordinary collection of sterling

silver fine art medals—The WO Greatest

Masterpieces.

The 100 works chosen for this collection

are priceless treasures—man's crowning
artistic achievements. Masterpieces from the

hands of Michelangelo. Leonardo da Vinci.

Rembrandt. Raphael. Goya. El Greco.

Rubens. Botticelli. Titian. Brueghel.
Velasquez. Rodin. Degas. Van Gogh. And
all the others whose names ring like great

bells down the avenues of time.

The 100 Greatest Masterpieces have been

selected with the aid of curators and direc-

tors of major international museums, in-

cluding the Louvre, the Vatican Museums,
the Uffizi, the British Museum., the Prado,

the National Museums of Greece, and the

Opposite Page:

QUEEN NEFERTITI - On

Rijksmuseum of The Netherlands. The
guidance of these authorities has been in-

dispensable in creating this medallic tribute

to the world's greatest art.

An incomparable collection

To capture the full power and scope of

these masterpieces, each medal in the col-

lection will be exceptionally large: two inches

in diameter. The face of each medal will

present the masterpiece in finely sculptured

detail. The reverse will identify the artist,

the work and the date of its creation.

These exquisite art medals will be struck

by The Franklin Mint—whose highly skilled

craftsmen are renowned for their achieve-

ments in creating the finest art medals in

the world.

The 100 Greatest Masterpieces will be

issued at the rate of one each month for 100

months, beginning in November, 1973. Each
medal will contain at least 1000 grains of

solid sterling silver—a total of 100,000 grains

in the complete collection. The original issue

price is $25 per medal. And this price will be

guaranteedfor the entire duration ofthe sub-

scription period. In view of recent increases

in the price of silver and the costs of minting

—and the likelihood of further increases in

the years to come—this is an extremely sig-

nificant guarantee.

A magnificent collector's cabinet

To house this unique 100-medal collec-

tion, a hand-finished mahogany cabinet will

be provided to each subscriber at no addi-

tional cost. This magnificent cabinet will

contain specially fitted drawers for the pro-

tection of the medals and for storage of the

descriptive literature which accompanies

each medal. The cabinet will be personalized

with a nameplate bearing the name of the

original owner.

Art of enduring value

There are few joys to rival the possession

of enduring art. The owner lives with beauty

and has the satisfaction of knowing that the

value of fine art is timeless, no matter how
other values may change.

Thus, for many a collector, there could

be no worthier goal than to possess this

heirloom collection of fine art medals honor-

ing the 100 greatest masterpieces of all time

—a collection that combines great art, great

rarity and the intrinsic value of solid ster-

ling silver.

To take advantage of this unique oppor-

tunity, mail the Advance Subscription

Application below by October 31, 1973.

Applications postmarked after that date

must, regretfully, be returned.

I 1

THE 100 GREATEST
MASTERPIECES

ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

Valid only if postmarked by October 31. 1973.

Limit: One series per subscriber.

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19063

Please enter my subscription for The 100

Greatest Masterpieces, in solid sterling silver.

The complete series will consist of 100 two-

inch medals, to be issued at the rate of one

medal per month.

I enclose $25.00' as payment for the first

medal. I will pay for each subsequent medal

individually, in advance, on a monthly basis.

Mr
•Ptomyj<»,.»fa,„x

Mrs.
Miss

Address.

City

State," Zip _

Signature

Orders arcsubjccttoacccpIanccbyThcFranklin Mint.

^^.„,™™.^___^^_^^^



Letters

Chanjyes on Yap
David Labby's vignette of change in

Yapese cultm-e ("Old Glory and the

New Yap," June-July, 1973) acquaints

readers with some Yapese response to

American presence. Care must be

taken, however, to avoid falhng into the

trap of simphstic comparisons and con-

clusions.

Change comes whether we will it or

not. Just a cursorv look at human his-

tory points to the flow of our species

over the planet, bringing with it mLx-

ture upon mixtui'e of cultural patterns.

The peoples of Micronesia are very

much a part of this flow, having af-

fected others as they are being affected

today. Let us not sound the death knell

for the Yapese so quickly. They are a

thri\'ing, proud people.

How.^RD C. Lerner

Rockville, Maryland

It appears that David Labby's pur-

pose was to attack the pohcies of the

United States rather than to report ac-

curately on the changes in Yapese cul-

ture. He says that "many Yapese are

finding it difficult to cope with the

changing world created by the Ameri-

cans." How would he change tilings? I

am beginning to tire of anthropologists

who think that ancient cultures built on

povertv, oppression, and witch-doctor

care should be preserved whUe the rest

of the world enjoys medical cai'e, public

water, and electricity.

R. F. Wicker, Jr.

Captain, Chaplain Corps, U. S. Navy
Norfolk, Virginia

The Other Genesis
"Genesis," bv Salvador E. Luria

(June-July, 1973) contained enough

fact to make good science fiction, but

tended to be too imaginative to be

taken seriously.

The irreversibility of evolution and

its dependence on "a series of improb-

able chances that extend back biUions

of years" were provoking thoughts, but

y.'aen the author says "a nucleic acid

molecule learned to direct the assembly

of a protein, which in turn helped the

copying of the nucleic acid itself," and

some unnamed influence caused "the

invention of the cell," he left the realm

of fact, substituting pure fancy.

Why is it that man can accept the

"invention" of an "enormously com-

pUcated" cell, intelligent acids, and

scheming genes, but cannot accept the

thought of a Being with the power to

produce these changes as the result of a

plan?

W. P. Davenport

Alameda, California

Salvador Luria is undoubtedly a very

learned man, but his article is a con-

fusing hodgepodge of conjectures, rid-

dles, and impossibilities. I prefer the

more plausible tbeoiy advanced in the

book "Genesis."

Howard W. Holschuh

Castleton, Virginia

Reseai'-ch on Bonnbs
May I heartily disagi-ee with Arthur

W. Galston in reference to liis comment

"and the atomic bomb, which forced Ja-

pan's capitulation" ("Hard Times for

American Science," August-September,

1973). It has been pretty well docu-

mented by now that Japan had capitu-

lated before Hiroshima and Nagasaki

and that the use of the atomic bomb
was due to pressure in the scientific

community to test it out and in the po-

litical community to show up the Rus-

sians.

I also disagree with Professor Gal-

ston 's comment that various parts of the

coordinated research on the Manhattan

District project were "useful." Useful to

whom and for what purpose? Those sci-

entists who persist in doing war-related

research can always make a case for the

usefulness of what they ai'e doing based

upon the now totally discredited view-

point of "national security."' What is so

useful about coordination of research

for greater sources of potential human
destruction?

Joyce Kasimsky

Neiv York, New York

Scientists and
theii- Dogs

As a student of canid behavior, I was

pleasantly surprised to see Kenneth D.

Roeder's article, "A Dog's World
View" (August-September, 1973). His

casual observations and interpretations

were very interesting, and indeed, ob-

servations such as these ai'e frequently

as important as those conducted under

more "scientific" conditions. I should

mention, however, that my malamute

will dig up an object he has seen me
previously bury. For those readers who

are interested in another scientist's in-

terpretation of his dog, I recommend

the following article: E. S. Russell,

"Playing with a Dog," Quarterly Re-

view ofBiology, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1936.

Marc Bekoff

Department of Psychology

Washington University

Dr. Roeder, have you ever thought

that Morris is just plain stupid?

Fred W. Scha.\tz

Greensboro. North Carolina

King' Solomon's
Hoopoe

In lelerence to Charles Vaurie's ex-

cellent article, "So Fair and Foul a

Bird" (June-July, 1973), in Arabic the

hoopoe is known as the "hud-hud.'" It

was a bird prized beyond all others by

King Solomon, whose pleasure it was to

muster the birds every morning at

dawn. The birds, for their part, were re-

quired to be prompt at roU call.

One morning, however, the hud-hud

was absent and Solomon was indignant.

Later in the day, the poor hud-hud re-

ported, fatigued but blissful. He had

witnessed the enchanting beauty of the

Queen of Sheba making her way north-

ward witli her retinue from Yemen to

meet Solomon.

King Solomon understood. Thence-

forth, the hud-hud was greatly favored

at court.

Powell Ownby

San Anselmo, California



The awesome

Leadership means responsibility. At

Pioneer we do not accept this lightly.

This is dramatized magnificently by
the new SX-828. As the top of the great

Pioneer line of receivers, the SX-828
is extravagantly endowed with

increased performance, greater

power, unsurpassed precision and
total versatility.

Providing 270 watts of IHF music
power (that's 60 + 60 watts RMS at

-8 ohms, with both channels driven),

there's more than enough power to fill

your world. And it's consistently

controlled throughout the 20-20,000 Hz
bandwidth with direct-coupled

circuitry and dual power supplies.

Suburbia, exurbiaor innercity.

It makes no difference to this superior

performer. Advanced FET/IC circuitry

brings in each FM station smoothly
and cleanly as though it's the only one
on the dial. Small wonder with 1.7uV^
FM sensitivity and 1.5dB capture ratio.

Music lovers will have a field day
with a complete range of connections
for 2 turntables, 2 tape decks, 2 head-
sets, 2 microphones, 3 pairs of

speakers, an auxiliary, plus4-channel
terminals, when you want them.

And Pioneer really pampers you
with features like: a new and exclusive

fail-safe circuit to protect your
speakers against damage and DC
leakage, a super wide angled dial that

eliminates squinting, loudness
contour, FM muting, mode and
speaker lights, click-stop tone

controls, dual tuning meters, hi/low

filters, audio muting, and even a dial

dimmerto set a more amorous mood.
At $469.95, including a walnut

cabinet, the SX-828 is overwhelmingly

the very best receiver at its price. It

completely fulfills Pioneer's

responsibility of leadership. Hear it

at your Pioneer dealer.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,

1 78 Commerce Rd., Carlstadt,

New Jersey 07072
West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles
90248 / Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf,

Elk Grove Village, 111.60007/

Canada: S. H. Parker Co., Ont.

CrD PIOIXieER
when you want something better

SX-828 AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER



Secrets of the Great Plant
While he used crossing

and selection to breed

new plants, toward

the end of his life

Luther Burbank privately

attributed much of his

success to mystic powers

by Ivoii and Pat Ivrafl

In 1922 a young newspaper re-

porter came to the Santa Rosa, Cali-

fornia, home of Luther Burbank to

ask the world-famous plant breeder

a startling question. Was it true, as

rumor had it, that he got his results

with new plants by talking to them?

Burbank, then a septuagenarian

who still worked a ten-hour day,

blandly told his interviewer: "That

story is too ridiculous for words.

You can't accomplish anything by

talking to plants or flowers. They

haven't any brains." The reporter

persisted. He had it on the author-

ity of a reputable horticulturist, he

said, that Burbank had produced

his famous spineless cactus by oral

persuasion.

Of all Burbank's plant devel-

opments, the spineless cactus—pro-

duced almost two decades before

the reporter's query—was the most

controversial. Burbank had put it on

the market after some dozen years of

struggle. It was an overnight sensa-

tion. News flashed around the world

that Burbank had done it again; he

had developed a cactus almost as

smooth as a banana, a cheap fodder

for cattle, horses, and hogs. Animals

ate it readily.

Tests indicated the tactus could

yield up to twenty times the ton-

nage of alfalfa. The prospect of

transforming the world's vast arid

wastelands into lush cactus pastures

suddenly seemed a possibility. More
and more kinds of Burbank spine-

less cacti were bred at the Califor-

nia experimental grounds, in-

cluding fruiting types that promised

human food by the millions of tons.

Soon, perhaps, no one on eaiih

would have to go hungry.

Demand was so great that for a

while it appeared there might not

be enough cactus breeding stock to

go around. Jack London, a personal

friend and neighbor of Burbank's,

planted spineless cacti on his cattle

ranch at nearby Glen Ellen. Cactus

dealerships, geared for worldwide

sales, sprang up. The Southern Pa-

cific Railroad planned to plant the

new cactus on some of its acreage

in southern California and Arizona.

In India British officials ordered

tiial plantings in the subcontinent,

with a view to ending famines.

Before he was done with it, Bur-

bank had produced sixty or more

varieties of spineless cacti. The

money he got from the sale of only

five of them—to an Australian nur-

seryman for exclusive breeding and

distribution rights in the Southern

Hemisphere—almost paid for his

new house. He was the cactus king

of the world. Then the climate of

opinion started to change.

United States Department of Ag-

riculture scientists and various uni-

versity agronomists began to dis-

count the nutritional value of

cactus. They questioned its growth

in unfavoralile climates and labeled

it impractical for range conditions.

Although each of these objections

had some merit, the criticism did

not entirely discredit the plant's

value. But some of Burbank's cacti

had gotten into the hands of over-

zealous promoters whose exagger-

ated claims killed whatever future

the cacti once had. Burbank's faith

in his cactus continued for the rest

of his life, but except for the ac-

claim he won for having bred away

so permanent-seeming a trait as the

spines, lus cactus project was a hu-

miliating personal disaster.

And now this young interviewer

was trying to open the old wounds.

Burbank stai-ed briefly at him, then

leaned back in his rocking chair

and laughed—for fully a minute, the

reporter later said. "I suppose,"

Burbank remarked of the anony-

mous horticultural authority, "he
claimed I threatened to sit on the

cactus plant if it didn't obey me."
He then dismissed the subject by
changing it.

Burbank had his reasons for side-

lo
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stepping the reporter's questions

about his rumored abilitv to eom-

munieate with plants. It was a sub-

ject he discussed with very few

people. But the truth is, Luther

Burbank was sure that plants could

understand him. Considering his

record, it is easv to see why.

Burbank did most of his plant experimentation in his

four-acre garden in Santa Rosa, California. Among the

best-known of the many hybrids he developed during his

fifty-year career are the Burbank potato, the

Shasta daisy, and a white blackberry.

His experiments with plums changed the growing

of these fruits on the West Coast.

II



Listen for ten days free...

Discover for yourself why
the Karl Bohm recording of

MQZAKTS
SIX GREATEST
SYMPHONIES
haswntthree
majwawards!

Then keep it, if you wish, for less than HALF the regular price

!



MAIL THIS POSTPAID CARD TO

{^watAmmis

r- and audition Deutsche
•^' Grommophon's triple

oword-winning
recording of

:MQZAKr's
SIX GREATEST
SYMPHONIES

Karl Bohnn conducting
the Berlin Philhiormonic

Orchestra

Listen

to all six symphonies

FREE
for 10 DAYS

No obligation to buy
Keep it, if you wish, for

LESS THAN HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE!
OFFER limited to U.S. and its possessions 14-A

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

i^watAwards
m

333 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send, for my free oudition, the triple

oword-winning recording of Mozart's Six

Greatest Symphonies by Korl Dohm. I moy re-

turn it after ten days and owe nothing, or keep
It ond poy only $9.95 for oil three Deutsche

Grommophon records (plus o small postage/

handling charge, and soles tax where re-

quired). This is more than 50% off suggested

list price! I will olso receive o free ten-doy

oudition each month of another oword-
winning recording of greet music. For every

one of these records 1 buy ot your members'
price (olwoys below suggested retail), I may
also choose one record at holt that price from
your speciol list. I om not obligated to buy ony
minimum number of records. I may concel my
membership or any time.

NAME ^

ADDRESS-

CITY

SEND NO MONEY • MAIL TODAY, cnh-4
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Let Deutsche Grammophon's famous triple award-winning

recording of Mozarts Six Greatest Symphonies introduce you to

a totally new concept in listening enjoyment!

ONIYTHEWORLDS GREATESTMUSIC.
ONLYINAWARD-WINNINGRECORDINGS

!

Buy just the records you wish-after you hear them at home free!

BEAUTIFUL
ANDMAGNfflCENT
BEYOND COMPARE . .

.

THE SUPREME
SYMPHONIC MASTERPIECES

OF MUSIC'S
GREATEST NATURAL

GENIUS!
Symphony No. 41, "Jupiter"

Symphony No. 40 in G minor
Symphony No. 39 in E-flat

Symphony No. 38, "Prague"

Symphony No. 36, "Linz"

Symphony No. 35, "Haffnei"
Extra! Symphony No. 32

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart— divinely gifted beyond

any other musician who ever lived! And into his six

greatest symphonies he poured a multitude of his most

astonishingly beautiful, incredibly moving inspirations!

Now you are invited to hear these miraculous works

in their finest recording . - . interpreted with extraordinary

empathy by Karl Bohm, world-famous conductor . .

.

played to perfection by the fabulous Berlin Philharmonic

Orchestra . . . captured wiih unsurpassed stereo realism

by Deutsche Grammophon's brilliant audio engineers!

So outstanding is this recording that it has won three of

the music world's most eagerly sought honors: the Grand

Prix International du Disque, Edison Award and
Deutsche Schallplatten Prize!

Because Mozart's Six Greatest Symphonies, by Karl

Bohm, has met with almost unprecedented acclaim, it

has been chosen to introduce you to the Great Awards

Collection, a totally new concept in home listening. You
may enjoy all six masterpieces, on three superb-quality,

imported records, for ten days absolutely free. Then keep

them, if you wish, for less than lialf the manufacturer's

suggested list price! Simply mail the postpaid card today.

Six spellbinding symphonies:

melodic . . . tender . . . powerful

Listeners new to the classics love Mozart at first hear-

ing for his simplicity, charm and unforgettable melodies,

listeners already familiar with these symphonies never

stop discovering new subtleties, new joys. Mozart stands

Imported from Deutsche Grammo-
phon for superior sound quality!

Compare these with almost any do-

mestic record. You'll be amazed at

ilent surfaces.. .freedom from
defects. .crisp, natural stereo fidelity!

Send no money now—
just mail coupon today!

Listen free for ten days.

Then save morethan 50% off

regular price if you dedde
to keep Mozarfs Six

Greatest Symphonies!

unequalled for his fluent, effortless transitions between

moods .. exhilarating drama, rapturous lyricism,

poignance beyond words, irresistible gayety ... all in the

span of a single, masterfully architected symphony.

You listen spellbound, from the powerful opening

statement of the Haff^ier Symphony . . . through the warm
and colorful Linz ... to the scintillating finale of the Prague.

Then you are utterly overwhelmed by Mozart's last three

symphonies, the passionate No. 39, tempestuous No. 40,

and — its dosing fugue leaving you breathless with ex-

citement— the mighty jupitei-! (You also receive the brief

but delightful Symphony No. 32.) Of all the great com-

p>osers, it is Mozart, in his deep humanity, who inspires

the most affection!

What a wonderful library, uith Mozart's Sly Greatest

Symphonies as a comerstone, the Great Awards Collec-

tion helps you build for yourself and your family! For

this is the onh/ organization that offers you exduswely

those recordings that have won major international

awards! Distinguished jurors each year select, out of

many hundreds of classical releases, a "golden few"

adjudged the very finest for music, interpretation, per-

formance and sound-quality.

Collect award-winning albums!

Save through half-price bonus offier!

Every montlilv selection you receive from us— for your

free ten-day audihon— is chosen from among those

"golden few." Without charge or obligation, you will

thrill to the favorite concert music of three centuries, in its

most honored performances, by top orchestras like the

Boston Symphony, Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amster-

dam, London Symphony, I Musid . . . under Herbert von

Karajan, Colin Davis, Rafael Kubelik and other cele-

brated conductors . . . featuring such exdting soloists as

Sviatoslav Richter, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Qaudio

Arrau, Montsenat Caballe and Mstislav Rostropovich.

Famous awards won by these recordings indude Grand
Prix International du Disque , . . Deutsche Schallplatten

Prize . . . Academie National du Disque Lyrique . .

.

Edison Award . . . Prix Mondial du Disque . . . Record

Academy Prize of Japan . . . Grand Prix National du

Disque . . . Grand Prix des Discophiles . . . and Grand

Premio del Disco Ondas.

Each month you will be shipped the latest selection to

audition. Then either return it, or keep it at our spedal

members' price, always below suggested list price. And
save even more under this half-puce bonus plan: for every

record you buy at members' price, choose another one, if

you vrtsh, at 50% off members' price, from a generous list

of award-winners and other critically acdaimed LPs!

You may cancel your membership privileges at any time.

How many records are you committing yourself to

buy when you return the coupon below? None at all!

Even your introductory set of Mozart's Six Greatest Sym-

phonies comes to you on approval. Audition it free for ten

days, then either return it—or keep it for only $9.95

for all three records, plus a small postage/handling charge

(and sales tax where required).

Here at last is the ideal way to acquire, in easy stages,

a cormoisseur's record library without wasting a penny
on disappointing purchases. You listen at home to every

award-winning selection before dedding whether to buy
it! Please act today! Begin your money-saving, no-obliga-

tion membership in the Great Awards Collection by

mailing the postpaid card for your free trial, with pur-

chase optional at less than half-price, of Mozart's Six

Greatest Symphonies— a recording for the ages!

Seven wa}^ the Great Awards Collection

helps you enjoy fine music more than ever!

1. Greatest music by the immortal composers.

2. A major azvard-winnmg recording chosen every month.

3. Superior imported LPs — silent surfaces.

4. Free ten-day trials of all selections.

5. No obligation to buy— keep only the records you want.

6. Big savings through Half-Price Bonus Plan.

7. Sensational introductory offer. Mail card today!

Mail this coupon if card is missing

Spedal Introductoiy Offer

MOZART'S
SIXGREATEST
SYMPHONIES

OFFER limifed to U.S.

ond irs possessions

CNH-
Great Awards Collection 333 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send, for my free audition, the triple award-winning recording of

Mozart's Six Greatest Symphomes by Karl Bofim. I may return it after ten days

and owe nothing, oi- keep it and pay only $9.95 for all tfiree Deutsche

Grammophon records (plus a small postage/handling charge, and sales tax

where required)— a bietter-than-50% discount off suggested list price! I will

also receive a free ten-day audition each month of another award-winning

recording of great music. For every one of these records I buy at your

memtjers' price (always below suggested retail), I may also choose one

record at half that price from your special list. I am not obligated to buy any

minimimi number of records. I may cancel my membership at any time.
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THE WORLD OF UNDBLAD TRAVEL

jry>

Lars-Eric Lindblad says Theres no better way

to see East Africa than on a Wing Safan
"

"

You will enjoy our VIP treatment

aboard the newly inaugurated Tris-

landers." These comfortable, spa-

cious aircraft feature oversized

windows that afford unhindered

viewsof the vast migrating herds and

exciting game life below You will

visit places where no other Safans go

and travel through thick bush

country in sturdy Land Rovers, These

Safans take 23 days and are limited

to 10 people

For those who may be li mited by time,

we have the ever-popular 15 day

Value Safan done completely by land

travel. Enjoy luxunous air transpor-

tation to and from these Lindblad

Safaris aboard the world famous
BOAC-British Airways. We suggest

you wnte for our new and informative

brochure

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept NHW1073 (212)751-2300

133Easl 55th Street. NewYork, N Y 10022

The Bird-watchers Bird Watchers:

Some of the world's most famous ornithologists helped us design and perfect these

two superb binoculars. Audubon MKIl is the finest a serious naturalist can buy. It

has an extremely wide field of 445 feet and the extra power of 8.5X. Plus a relative

light efficiency of 44.2 and exit pupil of 5.18 mm to provide sharpest viewing at

dawn, dusk and in deep shadow. For more general nature study, there's Triton MKI
7X. 35 prism binocular. It boasts all the quality and performance you expect from
Swift and a remarkably light price tag. And like all Swift instruments, they can be
serviced all over the world. For the name of your Swift dealer, and our new brochure,
write us at:

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC., 952 Dorchester Ave., Boston, Mass. 02125.

The spineless cactus,

developed for forage, is

sampled by Burbank, an

assistant, and the yogi

Paramahansa Yogananda,

an admirer.

During his fifty-year-long work-

ing life, Burbank created more than

800 new strains, varieties, and spe-

cies of plants—most of them useful.

If these plants, never seen on earth

until he coaxed them into existence,

had been spaced out evenly over

those fifty years, they would have

arrived at the rate of one brand-new

plant every three weeks. According

to a contemporary geneticist at the

United States Department of Agri-

culture, Burbank advanced the art

of plant breeding by two entire

decades. In his own day he was

called the "wizard of horticulture,"

and he remains the only horticultur-

ist in history whose name was recog-

nized all over the world. His

achievements are all the more re-

H



markable because of his lack of for-

mal scientific training. He attended

public schools and a prep school in

Lancaster, Massachusetts, where he

was born in 1849. The rest of his

education came from scattered

reading and observing plant

life on a farm.

In his outstanding career, his

personality was one of Burbank's

most telling assets. Because he was

heavilv dependent on publicity—

word-of-mouth and otherwise—to

sustain him in business, it was for-

tunate that he was a man of im-

mense personal charm, an obliging

person always good for a story

when called on by reporters. He
was nimble minded and interested

in all sorts of everyday things—sing-

ing, machinery, wood carving, child

rearing, home remedies, bicycling

. . . none of them outside the aver-

age man's experience. It was his

very averageness, in fact, that ob-

scured Burbank's unscientific and

unorthodox belief that he actually

did communicate with plants. But

when it came to talking about this

conviction, there were two groups

of people—journalists and profes-

sionals in his own field of science—
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to whom Burbank never admitted

his belief.

In 1904 one of the world's great

botanists, Hugo de Vries of the Uni-

versity of Amsterdam, visited Bur-

bank to find out how he had been able

to do things with plants that no other

expert had been able to match. Al-

though Burbank was his usual per-

sonable self, de Vries learned no se-

crets. De Vries subsequently wrote a

detailed study of plant breeding that

dealt in part with Burbank's experi-

ments but contained not the slightest

suggestion that Burbank had con-

fided his belief in a literal communi-

cation with plants.

Another example of Burbank's

wariness about revealing to scien-

tists his communion with plants was

the failme of the Carnegie In-

stitution to publish a definitive re-

port on Burbank's unique ability at

plant manipulation. From 1905

through 1909, the Institution

granted Burbank a subvention of

$10,000 a year and assigned a lead-

ing geneticist, George H. Shull, to

study Burbank's methods and re-

sults in Santa Rosa. Despite the

professionally intimate relationship

that resulted, there was never any

intimation that Burbank told Shull

of his belief in the control of plants

through power of suggestion. It may
be argued that perhaps Bturbank did

confide in Shull, but that the Car-

negie Institution could not bring it-

self to dignify so bizarre a situation

by giving it official recognition.

This, however, seems doubtful, if

only because an objective scientific

report on Burbank would include

any unorthodox mental attitudes as

a routine part of the study.

Despite his reticence concerning

communication with plants, Bur-

bank showed no similar reserve in

making public his belief in extra-

sensory perception, a phenomenon
that had already gained some seri-

ous scientific attention.

"My mother's brain was both a

transmitting and receiving radio-

telephone instrument," he wrote in

1923 in Hearst's International

Magazine. "I inherited my
mother's ability and so did one of

my sisters." This sister, Emma,
lived in a town about sixteen miles

north of Santa Rosa; their mother

made her home with Biu-bank. The

mother lived to be 96, and during

her last years, Biu^bank said, when-

ever the old lady felt unwell, he



The war is over.

But for an S-year-old Vietnamese
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would summon his sister by te-

lepathy alone. Emma, he claimed,

always arrived on the next train.

Burbank considered this quite nor-

mal. "I believe we all have been

broadcasting and receiving from the

beginning of human thought," his

magazine article continued. "Those

who can send messages to particular

persons differ from the others only

in that they can direct their thought

waves where they wish them to go.

The greater part of humanity simply

broadcasts."

A rationalist to the core. Bur-

bank tried to prove his point by a

physical comparison: "Thoughts are

unquestionably produced by dis-

charges of electrical energy. Radio

messages are sent by discharges of

electrical energy. The two things

are the same—except that the hu-

man machine is infinitely more

wonderful and capable of in-

comparably greater achievement."

The following year, 1924, in an

article he wrote for another popular

magazine, Burbank included dogs

in the telepathic circuit: "[They]

not only can understand a good

deal that we say, but by a peculiar

kind of subconscious telepathy they

receive a great many of our

thoughts. Bonita [the crossbreed he

and his wife cherished] likes and

dislikes the same kinds of persons

that we do."

More than most people, Burbank

had reason to believe in telepathy,

for he enjoyed a remarkable kind of

luck in his work. This was the fre-

quency with which he would find in

the mail rare seeds or plants that

were exactly what he needed for a

current experiment. They came

from strangers who often lived on

the other side of the earth and

could only have known what he

happened to want at the moment

through some such atypical agency

as telepathy. These coincidences

took place so often that Emma Bur-

bank was moved to remark that her

famous brother grew so used to

them, he was surprised when they

didn't occur.

During the last few years of his

life, Biu-bank had three notably sig-

nificant discussions about his plant-

communications theory. Conversing

in his garden with Helen Keller in

1925, he gave that famous and

highly intuitive woman the impres-

sion a telepathic association existed

between himself and plants. She
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later wrote in the magazine Outlook i

for the Blind:

"He has the rarest of gifts, the

receptive spirit of a child. When
plants talk to him, he hstens. That

is why they tell him so many things

about themselves. Only a wise child

can understand the language of

flowers and trees. Mr. Burbank

ieels the individuality, or genius of

I he plant—that something which in-

vents, changes, urges, and adds or

drops characteristics as the plant

advances. So he encourages the

plant to put forth the best of which

it is capable."

In a second discussion held the

same year, Burbank's audience was

a young minister. Manly P. Hall,

who later founded the Los Angeles-

based Philosophical Research

Society. Hall reported that Burbank

told him he kneeled and talked to his

plants when he wanted them to de-

velop in a new way and that while

man had only five senses, he believed

that plants had more than twenty. Be-

cause these plant senses are different

from ours, Burbank stated, humans

do not recognize them.

"He was not sure that the shrubs

and flowers understood his words,"

Hall related some years later in a

1959 issue of his research society's

journal, "but he was convinced that

by some telepathy, they could com-

prehend his meaning." This has the

ring of authenticity. "To Burbank,"

Hall wrote elsewhere, "the secret of

plant breeding was summarized in a

single word: love. This power,

greater than any other, was a subtle

kind of nourishment that made ev-

erything grow better and bear fruit

more abundantly. He explained to

me that in all his experimentation

he took plants into his confidence

. . . asked them to help, and as-

sured them that he held their small

lives in the deepest regard and

affection. He insisted that this

was the secret of his green

thumb. ..."
Burbank had also recounted

much the same thing to a teen-age

family friend and temporary em-

ployee who clearly remembered the

conversation sixty years later after

retiring from a career as a judge on

the Sonoma County Superior Court

bench. With a youngster's curiosity,

the lad had asked Burbank, who

made extremely sketchy notes, how

he managed to keep track of thou-

sands of experiments all going on at
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the same time. Burbank said, "I do

it with love. ... I feel an affection

for everything I am working with,

and so I can keep in touch with ev-

ervthing that concerns them." The

conversation took place in 190.5,

the first vear of the Carnegie In-

stitution's five-year study of Bur-

bank's methods.

Two vears before his death in

1926. Burbank had a long talk with

a then well-known yogi, Para-

mahansa Yogananda. To this mystic

he confided a good deal. In fact, the

picture that the Yankee-born busi-

nessman-horticulturist drew of him-

self is little short of bewildering.

Y'ogananda was sufficiently im-

pressed bv Burbank's confidences

to make a detailed report of them in

his widelv circulated autobiogra-

phv. which was dedicated to the

horticulturist.

Burbank had started by saying

that his mother had reappeared and

spoken to him several times since

her death. He then discussed Kriya

Yoga, a technique for the supposed

mental control over physical func-

tions that he was studying. Yoga-

nanda defined the process this way

in his book:

''Kriya Yoga is a simple, psy-

chophvsiological method by which

human blood is decarbonized and

recharged with oxygen; the atoms

of this extra oxygen are transmuted

into Ufe current to rejuvenate the

brain and spinal centers. By stop-

ping the accumulation of venous

blood, the vogi is able to lessen

or prevent the decay of tissues.

The advanced yogi transmutes his

cells into energy. Elijah, Jesus.

Kabir, and other prophets were

past masters in the use of Kriya

or a similar technique, by which

thev caused their bodies to ma-

terialize or dematerialize at

will."

According to Yogananda, Biir-

bank said in their inter\dew, I

practice the technique devoutlv.

and further remarked, "Sometimes

1 feel verv close to the Infinite

Power. Then I have been able to

heal sick persons around me. as

\vell as manv ailing plants." Bm--

bank ahvavs had felt he possessed a

m\'sterious healing power. His tech-

nique was the laying on of hands

combined with suggestion, through

\\'hich he claimed to have restored

to health, among others, a house-

maid, a dving neighbor, a victim of
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Our new wildlife book
offer expires Jan. 1,1974.

The wildlife may last

a little longer.

Did you know that swan hunting has been

legalized in several states? Of course the

trumpeter swan, which has made a re-

markable recovery from a low of 69 indi-

viduals to several thousand, is not legal

game anywhere. But do you think the

average hunter could distinguish be-

tween a trumpeter and a whistling swan?

Can you? Identification of different swan

species and questions of their survival

are just part of the fascinating story told

in The World of the Swan, a recent ad-

dition to the famous LIVING WORLD
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LIVING WORLD BOOKS are an authen-
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thors describe their research and offer
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ural environment — its appreciation and
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appendicitis, and an incipient mad-

man.

Although two years earlier Bur-

bank had scoffed at the newspaper

reporter's question of whether he

talked to plants, he admitted as

much to the yogi. "While I was

conducting experiments to make
spineless cacti," he told Yoga-

nanda, "I often talked to the plants

to create a vibration of love. 'You

have nothing to fear,' I would

tell them. 'You don't need your

defensive thorns. I will protect

you.'
"

There is, of course, the possi-

bility that Burbank has been mis-

quoted or that words were put into

his mouth. But the accumulated

weight of evidence pointing to his

Although the age of the

motor car was dawning,

Burbank 's favorite means

of transportation remained

the healthful bicycle.
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2 people travelling together and sharing double

accommodations based on 14/120 day, or 17/35

day economy individual excursion air fare; or

14/45 day 4 person group economy air fare, or

14/28 day 10 person group economy^ir fare.

We form the group. If minimum
group not attained alternate

dates will be arranged.

I ^^•r^F ,./~n

' 666 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10019

I Yes! I'd love a free copy of The India Book.

I

Address-

I Cit>:

I

-Zip_

_l

Wework all day to make your night with us a dream.



Nikonwantsyou tosee
better

Nikon prism binoculars start with worid-

famous Nil<on optics, made from Nil<on

optical glass. Lenses and prisms for right

and left barrels ore precisely matched and
collimated. and the optical parallelism of both

barrels is verified.

That's why with Nikon binoculars you enjoy brilliant,

sharp, full-field viewing without strain or fatigue, even
for long stretches. Now, find out how little more it costs

to see better, longer At Nikon camera dealers and selected
optical departments. Write for literature Folio 18, Nikon Inc., Garden

City, N.Y 11530. Subsidiary 'Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. UBS
(In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., RQ.) ».. -^. .

Nikon Binoculars

SMALL ... I
perhaps a bit backward ... |

BUT TRULY EXTRA ORDINARY f

After almost 100 years of doing it,

were still processing meats up here m
the BERKSHIRES just as we did long

before pumps and needles and artificial

flavorings were invented. When meat

processing was an ART, not a race.

And in our own slow way, we've man-

aged to develop a rather full, and if you

ask us, exciting line of MEAT products,

each with Its own full-bodied flavor.

BANGERS (the distinctively different

British Sausage ) . . . smoked MUTTON . .

.

old-time smoked HAMS . . . CROWN
ROASTS of smoked PORK LOIN . .

.

smoked CAPONS, TURKEYS and

GAME HENS. ..smoked TROUT,
and more.

McArtKur's SmokeK

We're very proud of our wares (and of

our brisk and lively service) and

offer to you our sampler ... a pound of

lusty BACON, a pound of SAUSAGE,
two boneless smoked TROUT and a half

pound of smoked BEEF. . . all liberally

seasoned with nostalgia, for $11.75 de-

livered anywhere in the continental U.S.,

generally by United Parcel Service, with

your unbridled delight always guaran-

teed by us.

Or at least ask for our CATALOGUE
. . . such as It is.

ouse
Box 713-Millerton, N.Y. 12546

call if you have any questions— (914) 789-3441

Since 1876

«»a '''9«i«?ii<»"'-'^S^?i«»^'^«»^8t«^^ -^i^mw S4*S>

belief in communication with plants

is too great to be dismissed. Still an-

other indication of this belief was a

tendency toward anthropomor-
phism. "The most stubborn living

thing in this world," he stated in

his writings, "the most difficult to

swerve, is a plant once fixed in cer-

tain habits. . . . Remember that

this plant has preserved its individ-

uality all through the ages; perhaps

it is one which can be traced back-

ward through eons of time in the

very rocks themselves, never having

varied to any great extent in all

these vast periods. Do you suppose,

after all these ages of repetition, the

plant does not become possessed of

a will, if vou so choose to call it, of

unparalleled tenacity?"

Burbank also liked to say of

plants that he "educated" them to

do the things he wished them to do.

Flatly contradicting his 1922 state-

ment, "they haven't any brains," he

wrote four years later in Popular

Science Monthly: "There is no

great gulf between plant and animal

life. I know that plants have

minds—subconscious minds, but at

any rate, minds."

In April, 1926, one month after

that pronouncement appeared, he

died. It was five weeks after his

77th birthday. By then his beliefs

had come full circle: not only were

plants very much like animals, but

people, he concluded, were like

plants. As he had told Yogananda,

"I see humanity now as one vast

plant, needing for its highest fulfill-

ments only love, the natural bless-

ings of the great outdoors, and in-

telligent crossing and selection. In

the span of my own lifetime I have

observed such wondrous progress in

plant evolution that I look forward

optimistically to a healthy, happy

world as soon as its children are

taught the principles of simple and

rational living. We must return to

nature and nature's God."

In the secret world of Luther

Burbank, nothing. was impossible if

one tried long enough and wished

hard enough. He believed that the

human brain transcended space and

that plants understood his wishes.

Now, nearly a half century after his

death, no one has offered a con-

vincing explanation for many of the

things he was able to do. And, in-

terestingly, his philosophy of living

in peaceful partnership with nature

is back with us in new strength.
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Have the Time of Your Life

Help Save Theirs
Tours led by Brian Davies

We Invite You to See North America's
Greatest Wild Life Spectaculan "Seals on the Ice Pack'

For two years the commercial seal hunt has been
banned in Canada's Gulf of St. Lawrence. Incredibly, aft-

er only a very short period of peace compared to the
decades of barbarous human exploitation the seals have
suffered, they seem prepared to accept man as a friend.

But strong pressures are mounting from the sealing in-

dustry for the resumption of the slaughter. The tragic

fact is: the harp seal may again come under the club
and knife if no way can be found to replace some of the
revenue lost when the hunt was prohibited.

THE INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR ANIMAL WELFARE, a
non-profit organization, believes that carefully regulated
tours to the area could be such a source of revenue.
And if enough" interest is generated, the Canadian gov-
ernment may consider establishing a Ivlarine Mammal
National Park in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

In pursuit of this goal, Brian Davies, director of IFAW,
who for seven years fought for the seals, will lead the
first groups of visitors to the seal grounds in March,
1974. Helicopters will take the small groups of visitors to

the ice pack where they can stroll among the thousands
of gentle seals and their newborn, white coated pups.
The seals, the crystal blue skies, the intricate ice forma-
tions make the Gulf of St. Lawrence one of North Ameri-
ca's greatest wildlife spectaculars.

These first adventurers will bring back unique photo-
graphs and memories. Each visitor will have been a "trail

blazer". But, perhaps most important, they will have sig-

nificantly contributed to the possibility of a National
Park, and peace for the seals.

To receive a brochure with full details on the seal tours,

check Box 1. on the coupon. If the tours do not interest

you, but helping the seals does, check Box 2. on the
coupon. Your contribution will be put to good use and
you will -receive further information on our endeavor to

save the seals.

1. n Please send details of SEAL TOUR. I understand
this request places me under no obligation.

2. D Enclosed is contribution to INTERNATIONAL
FUND FOR ANIMAL WELFARE in the amount of

$
to help in continuing their work for the seals.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY . STATE

.

.ZIP .

Please mail coupons and contributions to: THE
INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR ANIMAL WELFARE:
(U.S.A.) P.O. Box 9611, Cleveland, Ohio 44140

CODE: N H- AU
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l\e>v Ways
to Increase Man's Food
Experimental manipulation of "light" and ''dark'

plant growth holds promise for the future

The fai-m crops of the world dif-

fer tremendously in their rates of

growth and total yield per acre.

Grasses of tropical origin, like

sugarcane, sorghum, and maize,

have the highest recorded yields,

frequently more than twice that of

such other important crop plants as

soybeans. Why the difference? In a

world in which food production has

difficulty keeping pace with the

needs of increasing numbers of

hungry people, the question is of

more than theoretical interest.

Some exciting clues have been un-

covered in the laboratory in the last

few years that may ultimately lead

to improved plant productivity in

the field.

The two basic processes to con-

sider are photosynthesis and respi-

ration. In photosynthesis, light en-

ergy captured by chlorophyll-

containing bodies in the cells of

green plants is used to form sugar

and oxygen out of carbon dioxide

from the air and water from the

soil. The immediate photosynthetic

product, sugar, contains the ab-

sorbed energy in a stored chemical

form. Some of the sugar is sub-

sequently transformed into the

other organic materials in the plant,

such as starch, cellulose, fat, pro-

tein, and vitamins. Tliese various

materials, when consumed by ani-

mals, become both the energy
source and the basic building

blocks for all higher creatures, in-

cluding man.

In respiration, the energy bound
up in the sugar molecule is re-

leased. This process, common to all

cells—plant and animal alike—in-

volves the oxidation of sugar to

yield carbon dioxide, water, and en-

ergy. Respiration is essentially the

reverse of photosynthesis although

it takes place in all cells contin-

uously, day and night, whereas pho-

tosynthesis proceeds only in green

cells and only in the light.

The productivity of a plant can

be measured by comparing the

amount of photosynthesis, by which

it creates organic matter, and its to-

tal amount of respiration. For a

plant to grow rapidly, it must cap-

ture much more energy during peri-

ods of light than it uses for respira-

tion in light and darkness.

In the presence of light, plants

release much less carbon dioxide

through respiration than they ab-

sorb by photosynthesis. Under opti-

mal conditions, the rate of pho-

tosynthesis can be up to twenty

times as rapid as the rate of respira-

tion in a gieen cell. The standard

laboratory technique for estimating

the true rate of photosynthesis in a

green cell has been to measure the

rate of carbon dioxide fixation in

the light and then correct that fig-

ure for carbon dioxide lost by respi-

ration in the dark.

That simple correction, although

valid logically, turned out to be bio-

logically misleading. It assumes that

the respiratory rate as measured in

darkness is the same as the respira-

tory rate in the light. About fifteen

years ago, however, it was noticed

that when laboratory plants in the

dark aie suddenly exposed to light,

they- release a gush of carbon diox-

ide, obviously from some chem-

ically bound form of the gas in the

leaf. This process involving the ex-

tra vield of carbon dioxide in the

light was named photorespiration.

Agricultm'al researchers became
interested in the process when they

discovered that photorespiration

can release as much as half the car-

bon dioxide fixed by a plant. Such

photorespiration was undoing the

beneficial effects of photosynthesis.

Furthermore, it was learned that

high-yielding plants tend to have

low rates of photorespiration, and

vice versa. This suggested that

photorespiration wastes a plant's

energy and that if the process could

be modified in an inefficient crop

like soybeans the rate of carbon

dioxide fixation, and therefore ulti-

mately of crop growth, could be in-

creased. This has turned out to be

more difficult to accomplish than to

theorize about, but significant

progress has been made.

The first important question,

"What is the source of the carbon

dioxide involved in the photores-

piratory gush?" was answered rela-

tively quickly. Conventional tracer

experiments with radioactively la-

beled carbon showed that much, if

not all, of the released carbon di-

oxide came from the oxidation of

a simple substance called glycolic

acid. Glycolic acid oxidation prob-

ably does not occur in significant

amounts during normal respiration

in darkness. When a light is turned

on, however, the process begins,

and its release of carbon dioxide

partly negates the photosynthetic

fixation of the gas, which also starts

when the light is turned on. Must

these two light processes—one fa-

vorable to plant growth and the

other apparently detrimental—nec-

essarily go on together? Is there

some possibility that photorespira-

tion might be slowed down or elimi-

nated without harming the plant?

One approach to deleting or di-

minishing the reaction would be to

use genetic techniques to select and

breed strains of plants that have low

photorespiration rates; another

would be to find a chemical sub-
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stance that would inhibit glycolic

acid oxidation without affecting the

rest of the plant's respiration. (Res-

piration is, after all, required for

continued energy release; it would

be counterproductive to stop it en-

tirely-) Both approaches have been

tried with partial success. In par-

ticulai-, an inhibitor called alpha hy-

droxy pyridine methanesulfonic

acid (HPMS for short) substantially

decreases glycolic acid oxidation

when sprayed on plants. HPMS also

causes glycolic acid to accumulate

in the plant. This glycolic acid

buildup is ultimately converted to

stored plant materials with the over-

all effect that carbon dioxide fixa-

tion in the light is increased two- to

fourfold. These results have so far

been accomplished only in the labo-

ratory, but it is believed that they

can be matched in the field to in-

crease plant yield.

The environment can also be ma-

nipulated to lower the rate of photo-

respiration. At the moment, such

methods are laboratory tricks, not

applicable to field agriculture, but

they might be effective with crops

currently grown in greenhouses

and, in the future, used for crops

raised under plastic bubbles. One
laboratory technique employs tem-

perature moderation. Photosynthe-

tic carbon dioxide fixation in a

plant like corn, which has a very

low rate of photorespiration, in-

creases progressively when the tem-

perature is raised to about 97° F.

On the other hand, carbon dioxide

fixation in wheat, which has an ac-

tive photorespiration rate, may ac-

tually decrease when the tempera-

ture is raised. These opposite effects

occur because the rate of photores-

piration accelerates more with a rise

Continued on page 32

WHEN the Federal Government named Jack Daniel's

Distillery a National Historic Place, we knew right where

to put the plaque.

Mr. Jack Daniel would have been awfully proud to hear his

Distillery called a "significant

place in American history

and culture." (You see, he

died long before his whiskey

achieved much national

recognition.) So we put this

official plaque on the old office

he built in 1866 and worked in till

his death. Now, we know the

government intended the citation

for Jack Daniel's distillery.

But as far as we're concerned,

the credit still goes to Mr. Jack.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

6
DROP

6
BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem IVlotlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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Smith-Coronaintroduces
the3-secondribbon change.

Time it yourself on our new cartridge ribbon typewriter

First it will amaze you.Then it will impress you.

The amazing part is that we succeeded in putting a typewriter

ribbon in a cartridge for the quickest, simplest typewriter ribbon

change imaginable. Also, the cleanest.

The impressive part is that Coronamatic™ Ribbon Cartridges

come in nylon and carbon film (the kind usually

available onlywith expensive office typev^riters).

So in the same 3 seconds it takes to change

a cartridge, you can now change to carbon film

for typing that looks like printing.

STANDARD NYLON

ribbon
CARBON FILM

ribbon

CORRECTION RIBBON

It's like having two typewriters in one. One for day-to-day use.

One for more professional-looking correspondence or reports.

And in case you make a mistake, we put a

correction ribbon in a Coronamatic cartridge

so you can correct errors, in seconds.

We also put an assortment of colors into

the cartridges— so you can add a little (or a lot of) color to your

typing if you feel like it.

Smith-Corona's new cartridge

ribbon typewriters. In electric ^^mi^^ ^'^^f^^^ "^^^ \

portable and office models. ^.^^^g^^^^l ^^^drfiyv
\

Now you have a lot of

reasons to want to change

typewriter ribbons.

S/C/M SMiTH-CORONA
SCM CORPORATION

mixoductory offer: Participating dealers will give you an eraser cartridge, plus two film cartridges to introduce

you to professional typing. This offer good on all new portable cartridge typewriters purchased before 10/1/73.



:01 Press cartridge release.

W^^'

:02 Cartridge snaps out.

:03 Snap in another cartridge



NARCISSUS
from the

sterling silver

Collector's Menagerie
limited to 150

in solid silver, rosewood base.

3'/2"x5'/2"

$225.

Collector's

Menagerie
579 South Poplar Way
Denver, Colorado 80222

Menagerie Catalog— $.50

Rugged Softies

Eddie Bauer chamois clotti shirts are

double-fleeced and have a feel of luxury

both inside and out. But the sanforized
cotton fabric is also tough; dense weave
protects you well from wind and weather.
Full cut for free action; long shirttails.

Men's necl< sizes: 14-18 in half sizes.

Colors: Bright Red, Camel Tan, Navy,
Moss Green. 1462, $9.95 postpaid.

r Order Today! Money Back Guarantee!
inclosed is my check or money order for

; (Add sales tax where applicable.)

Please rush my No. 1462 shirt.

.„J^3c^CJe/^5U*<2/l^

Seattle, Wash. 98124

Continued from page 29
in temperature than does the rate nf

photosynthesis. Thus, raising the

temperature of some plants can in-

duce highei-.^iields, whereas low-

ering the-Hreiiiperature of others in-

duces a parallel result. This fact

may account to some extent for

variations in the efficiency of diflei-

ent plants at different latitudes and

could possibly be used for crop con-

trol in the future.

Another approach stems from the

observation that the photorespira-

tion rate mounts progressively as

the amount of available oxygen in-

creases all the way up to an oxygen

concentration of almost 100 per-

cent in the air surrounding a plant.

Since photosynthesis is not sim-

ilarly affected, net carbon dioxide

fixation and crop yield decline as oxy-

gen concentration rises. This sug-

gests that decreasing the oxygen

content below the 20 percent level

found in ordinary air might de-

crease photorespiration and im-

prove the growth of some plants.

This actually works out in practice.

Soybean plants, for example, grow

much more lushly in an atmosphere

of 5 percent oxygen than they do at

20 percent, and they produce the

same number of flowers and pods.

But so far an unexpected result has

precluded a better harvest. When
the pods are opened up, the seeds—

the most valuable part of the har-

vest—are found to have aborted or

failed to fill out. It appears that

some system important to seed de-

velopment requires the higher oxy-

gen concentrations. To realize the

benefits of this experiment in plant

growth, the oxygen level should

therefore be lowered only during

the vegetative or preflowering

stage. Once flowering has occurred,

oxygen concentration may have to

be raised to atmospheric levels for

normal seed development.

These and other experiments

with photorespiration have in-

troduced us to some of the com-

plexities of plant energetics and

growth. Future efforts will lead us

to more theoretical knowledge
about .these processes and may
point to methods for increasing

food for mankind. Undoubtedly

such frustrations as the stunted soy-

bean seeds will recur, but some of

the many experiments under way
may show better results. At this

point, prospects are hopeful. n

Sankyo cures
the fuzzies

It looked great in the viewfinder.

But when you projected it on

the screen: fuzzy. It happens a

lot, and we know why. Focusing

problems. It's hard to focus

quickly on a moving subject.

We've got the cure. A unique
superimposed image range-
finder focusing system. It works
quickly, simply, surely, every

time. It's in every Sankyo Hi-

Focus Movie Camera, it's not

in any other camera. Just one
of many advanced Sankyo
features. Just one reason why
tomorrow's movies will be made
with Sankyo. Inspect Sankyo
home movie equipment at your

camera dealer or write for free

literature.

Tomorrow's

movies

will be made
with Sankyo.

Sankyo Seiki CAmerica) Inc.
149 FKIti Avenue, Now York, N.Y. 10010 /212-260-0200

13000 S. Athens Way.LosAngeles.Calif. 90061/213-321-0320
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American Bank Note and International Silver

jointly announce a rare and beautiful limited edition:

THE UBERTYBANKNOTE OF 1854

IN STERLING SILVER.
An opportunity to own the first in the Sterling BankNote Series,

an historic engraving, an art treasure as well as a valuable collector's piece.

EDITION LINOTEn TO 7=;00 INCLLT)ING REPRODUCTION ON PROOF PAPER TO BE PRINTED FROM THE ORIGINAL 1854 INTAGLIO PLATES

The American Bank Note: It could be the

next great collecting discovery of this cenPiry.

And with good reason. The state of the en-

graving art reached its peak in the banJc notes

issued by American Bank Note Company
during the nineteenth century.

The finest engravers of the time spent

months on a single bank note, engraving in

steel, with such incredible detail and delicacy

that these notes are works of art to this day.

Historically, as well as artistically, the

nineteenth century bank note has endless

fascination, since it represents the golden age

ofthe engraver.

The $100 Liberty Bank Note, as a prime

example, dates to 1854- It was issued by the

Liberty Bank ofProvidence, chartered by the

State of Rhode Island. The engraving was

done by Benjamin Tanner from a painting

by John Francis Renault. It bears a superb

engraving of Cornwallis surrendering to

Washington at Yorktown in 178 1

.

How did this rare engraving

re-appear, after a century?

The American Bank Note Company
traces its origins to 1795. Today it is the

world's principal producer of bonds, se-

curities and travelers cheques, postage

stamps and currency for over 70

nations. Renewed interest in the art of

engraving has led them to release a

limited number of these priceless

engravings.

And they came to International

Silver, the world's largest silversmith.

International has been a giant figure in

heirloom silver for well over a century.

The original engraving,

translated to sterling silver.

From American Bank Note's nineteenth cen-

tury engraving. International Silver has made
an exact and authentic translarion in .925

sterling. The sterling note is 3-3/4"x 8" At a

time of a rising market in silver, there is con-

siderable intrinsic value for the precious

metal alone.

With the silver bank note comes an

authentic intaglio print of the actual Liberty

Bank Note on proof paper. This has been

printed by American Bank Note, from the

original engravings, and using the same print-

ing process used to print currency over a

century ago. Each sterling note and print wiU

have matching serial numbers and will be

registered in the buyer's name. Serial Num-
ber 1 will be donated to the collection of the

American Numismatic Association.

A limited edition of 7500.

This valuable "objet d'histoire" has been

set in a "rare-book" case, suitable for display

A Certificate of Authenticity, signed and
attested by Mr. J. Roy Pennell, Jr., one of the

world's leading authorities on world curren-

cies and engravings, will accompanyeach note.
Each display also contains the fascinating

"Story of the Liberty Bank Note!'

Here is your opportunity to own and
display this superb example of an authentic

American art form which is re-awakening the

interest ofthe collecting world. As an unusual

gift it will be appreciated by anyone who
receives it.

This edition is limited to 7500 sub-

scribers, who will be accepted in the order

received. First option for succeeding notes

to be offered will go to original subscribers.

The Sterling Liberty Bank Note of 1854 may
be ordered directly by
using the form below or

is available at selected fine

stores.

Sterling SilverLiberty

Bank Note with intaglio

printed note, in display

.$150.

rAAmerican Archives, Dept. BN 1

2

P.O. Box 1776, Wallingford, Cbnn. 06492

Please send me Liberty Bank Note{s) in

Sterling Silver, with reproduction on proof paper,

® $150 each. Indudes postage, insurance and

handling charges.

Name__ •

Address^

—

City -State. _Zip_

Total amount endosed or charged $

Charge my purchase to:

D Master Charge D Diners Qub
D BankAmericard D American Express

Master Charge Interbank #

Account #

Expiration date

Signature

No COD. Conn, residents add sales tax. If not completely satisfied,

return within 10 days in original carton for full refund. Offer good in

U.S.A. only, except where prohibited or restricted by law.



A Tribe of Ancient
Mariners

Comes Asliore
Living half-on, half-over coral reefs,

the Bajau of the Philippines are always

prepared to return to the sea

toy H. Arlo Nimmo
pliotograplis by Ted Spiegel

In 1903, an American visitor to

the islands of the Sibutu Group de-

scribed them as the "most God-

forsaken" in all the Philippines.

Overlooked when the international

boundaries were drawn, they now

appear on the map as a jagged little

knob at the southwest end of the

Philippines, 22 miles from Borneo.

In these remote islands—almost un-

noticed by the rest of the world—

a

community quietly grew out of the

sea, evolving from a handful of

houses and boats on the shoreline of



tiny Si Tangkay Island to a bustling

commercial center of 3,400 people.

Certainly communities have

grown faster and larger elsewhere

in the world, but Si Tangkay is

unique in that it grew entirely over

the sea. Of its present inhabitants,

two-thirds are Bajau who formerly

lived nomadic Uves in small house-

boats. During the decades since

World War II, however, these sea

folk have been integrated into the

mainstream of life in the Philip-

pines. The change has been rapid

and easy, niaking the case of the

Bajau some-ivhat diflerent in a world

where ethnic minorities ai-e usually

either brutally eliminated or force-

fully incoi-porated into dominant so-

cieties.

The Bajau of Sulu Province in

the southern Philippines are but

one of several groups of nomadic

boat-dwelling peoples scattered

throughout Southeast Asia. Other

sea nomads have been reported in

parts of Indonesia, southern Ma-

lava, and the Mergui Islands of

Burma. Although . |^^
refalidnsliip of ibese different sea

peoples is still unknown, Uttle

doubt exists about the close rela-

tionship of the several enclaves of

Bajau in the Sulu Islands. These

groups all speak dialects of the Sa-

mal language, share many cuhural

features, and were until recently

predominantly boat dwellers.

Throughout the Sulu Archepelago,

the Bajau represent a small minor-

ity of the total population; for ex-

ample, they constitute only 4 per-
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cent of the Tawitawi Islands" popu-

lation. In the Sihutu Group, how-

ever, they make up 23 percent ol

the population of approximatelv

12,000.

For unknown vears, the Bajau

have plied the Sulu waters in their

small houseboats. Magellan's

chronicler saw them when he vis-

ited the Zamboanga Peninsula in

1521 and noted that "the people of

that island make their dwellings in

boats and do not live otherwise."

Actuallv. most of the people on the

peninsula lived on land, but he was

correct in noting that some, namelv

the Bajau, spent their entire lives

on the sea. Various groups of Bajau

lived throughout the Sulu Arch-

ipelago, each group identified by

pelago. I)ul lor the most part the

relalionshi|) was symbiotic, llic

Bajau trading fish and sea produc;t.s

for the agricultural produce of the

land dwellers. Tlie Moslems consid-

ered the sea people outcasts, filthy

pagans cursed with a life unblessed

by Islam. Consequently, apart from

trading, social interaction between

the two groups was almost nil.

The floating homes of the Bajau,

which usuallv housed a single fam-

ily, were planked dugouts, some-

times with double outriggers, rang-

ing from twelve to perhaps sixty

feet in length with a beam of no

more than two to five feet. Built

upon this hull, the frail house struc-

ture, consisting mostly of a nipa

roof, was as long as thirty-five feet

in liie boat-dwelling society, the

huniK alhanrc unit, which func-

tioned primarily in fishing, ceremo-

nies, and other activities requiring

group effort. Each mooring was

made up of several such family

groups and formed a community of

related persons with an older man
acting as headman. At the larger

moorings there were several such

kin groups, and the headman of the

kin group that first moored there

served as headman for the entire

mooring. No formal political orga-

nization existed beyond the moor-

ing level, but because of the many
kin ties and frequent movements
among the several moorings, they

constituted a single, albeit dis-

persed, Bajau community. There

Bathing, left, is one of the most

frequent pastimes of many
tropical island-dwelling people,

including the Bajau. Because

they are easier to handle and

tend to shorten fishing

expeditions, outboard motors

have made the use of sails,

right, less commonplace.

±

the cemetery island where it buried

its dead. The burial island, around

which several flotillas moored,

ser\ed as a focal point for the no-

madic Bajau as they followed the

monthly and yearly cycles of the

fish. Local environments and indi-

\idual preferences determined—and
still determine—the nature of Bajau

fishing. Todav, some Bajau families

leave their home moorings each

month and spend a week to ten

days on certain reefs that become
lucrative fishing grounds during

flood and neap tides. Others rarely

fish overnight ayyav from home.

The nature of Bajau contacts

with the Islamic land dwellers var-

ied somewhat throughout the archi-

on the larger boats or as short as six

feet on the smaller craft. Generally,

the house was no higher than four

or five feet at the gable and seldom

more than six feet wide. On most

boats the house structure could be

easily taken down and a sail erected

when long distance travel was nec-

essary. Elaborate curvilinear carv-

ings of stylized birds, fish, and

flowers decorated the sterns and

bows.

Although the family did a great

deal of traveling among the various

houseboat moorings, it always iden-

tified one as its home. Occasionally,

a family joined the married siblings

of either the husband or wife to

form a second important social unit

were probably about ten such com-

munities in Sulu at the turn of the

century.

Today, only some of the Bajau of

the Tawitayvi Group still follow the

boat-dwelling tradition, while

throughout the rest of Sulu the

Bajau have almost entirelv aban-

doned full-time boat living in favor

of pile dwellings built on coral reefs

or island shores. Among the most

confirmed house-dw'elling Bajau in

Sulu are those of Si Tangkay, the

southernmost port in the Philippines.

It is difficult to pinpoint any

single reason why the Si Tangkay

Bajau moved to houses; rather, a se-

ries of interacting events at appro-

priate times seems responsible for
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the movement. Si Tangkay was

originally a Bajau burial island. The

Bajau were apparently first at-

tracted to the island at the begin-

ning of this century when a Chinese

fish buyer established residence

there, offering a ready mai^ket for

their fish in return for essential

manufactured items, such as cloth-

ing, fishing supplies, matches, and

tobacco. The island was ceded to

the United States in 1900, and

American administrators arrived

soon after to usher in a period of

relative peace and stability, a rare

phenomenon in Sulu if earlier

sources are to be believed.

The northern islands had long

been battlefields for countless con-

already inhabited when they arrived

in the area. Under American ad-

ministration Si Tangkay became a

relatively safe and convenient place

to live, so Bajau houseboats began

mooring there regularly as they

rested from fishing. Intimate social

contacts with the Moslems who had

moved there, as well as Si Tang-

kay 's new cash economy, encour-

aged some Bajau to experiment first

with house living and then with Is-

lam. House living and Islam had al-

ways been the hallmarks of their so-

cial superiors, and those first few

ambitious Bajau saw in them an es-

cape fi"om their traditional outcast

state and grasped the opportunity.

Their success spurred others to fol-

in the Philippines, is "blessed"

with almost everything a commu-
nity should not have. The island has

no drinking water, so all water must

be collected during the rains or

transported from the brackish wells

of Sibutu Island during droughts.

Since two miles of shallow reef wa-

ter separate the town from the

wharf, all goods must be moved to

and from the large ships in small

boats. Low tides expose the sur-

rounding reefs, completely isolating

the community from sea traffic.

And, finally, infertile soil on Si

Tangkay Island discourages any ag-

riculture other than copra produc-

tion, thereby necessitating the im-

portation of all agricultural

Their constant squatting

position, left, has rendered

some of the older, boat-

dwelling Bajau incapable of
standing upright. In a Si

Tangkay residential area built

over coral reefs, right,

extended families crowd small

houses lining the canals.

flicts between the Spaniards and

Moslems, but even before the ar-

rival of the Spaniards in the six-

teenth century, Sulu history was

heavily punctuated by petty wars

between local leaders attempting to

usurp one another's power. Add to

these hostilities the piracy endemic
to the islands for centuries and the

occasional slave-raids from Borneo,

still remembered by some Bajau old

people, and one gleans some notion

of the hostilities of the area. These
factors, coupled with their migra-

tory fishing habits, encouraged the

Bajau to live in boats away from the

larger islands, which were probably

low suit, and by 1940 a dozen or so

Bajau families were living in

houses. The outbreak of World War
II and the establishment of a Japa-

nese military installation on Si Tang-

kay Island drove the Bajau back to

their houseboats, and they dis-

persed to the outer reefs and islands

for the duration of the war. With
the cessation of fighting, the Bajau

returned to Si Tangkay, and again a

few families experimented with

house living. Others soon followed'

with the consequence that boat-

dwelling Bajau have now almost

vanished from the Sibutu waters.

Today Si Tangkay, a unique spot

products, mostly from Tawitawi.

Nevertheless, promoters of tour-

ism have labeled it the "Venice of

the Philippines," and, although not

quite Venice, Si Tangkav perhaps

warrants the appellation. A main

canal, the continuation of a shallow

channel that cuts through the reef,

divides Si Tangkay's population of

3,400 roughly in half. Two-thirds of

this population is Bajau, while the

second largest group is the land-

dwelling Moslems, followed bv the

Chinese and the Christian Filipi-

nos. In recent years coral walkways,

connected by two elevated bridges

high enough to aOow the passage of



small motor launches at high tides,

have been constructed on either

side of Si Tangkav"s main canal. A
large, roofed deck adjoins one of

the bridges, providing Si Tangkay's

elevated counterpart of the village

plaza. On either side of the canal,

nearbv houses built on piles over

the shallow reef waters are con-

nected bv a maze of bridges and

boardwalks, while more distant, un-

connected houses depend upon
small boats for access to the main

part of town. A few shops are

lioused in the original land struc-

tures built bv the Chinese, but most

are scattered on either side of the

canal, closer to the rest of Si Tang-

kav's population. The village

boasts two mosques: one for I he

Bajau, who have retained inuch ol'

their traditional religion; the other

for the non-Bajau, who feel they

practice a more orthodox form of Is-

lam. Four branches of a public

school offer instruction through the

sixth grade. A small post office and

a telegraph office keep the commu-
nity in occasional touch with the

outside world. The terrestrial roots

of some non-Bajau inhabitants are

revealed in the small gardens

planted on man-made islets of coral

stone and earth transported from

neighboring islands. Others are

content with patios of potted plants.

A few enterprising individuals,

mostly Chinese and non-Bajau.

have capitalized on Si Tangkay's

water shortage by constructing

large concrete storage tanks. Water
stored during the I'ainy periods is

sold during the droughts.

The shallow sea beneath Si Tang-

kay is a playground for the chil-

dren, who learn to swim almost as

soon as they learn to walk. In addi-

tion, it is a highway for boats,

which move through the waters all

day and into the night. Some carry

fishermen peddling their catches,

others transport persons en route to

dwellings unconnected by bridges,

women hawking freshly baked
cakes, or farmers from neighboring

islands selling fruits and vegetables.

Children dart about in their own
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small boats. Only when the tide

goes out and the reef floor is ex-

posed does the boat traffic cease.

Serving as the administrative and

commercial center of the Sibutu

Group. Si Tangkav has an economy
based almost exclusively on fishing.

A few Bajau are engaged in small

businesses, but in general, they are

fishermen who sell their catches to

middlemen, mostlv Chinese, who
ship them to retail outlets in the

northern provinces.

x\lmost all the Si Tanglcay Bajau

are nominal Moslems, the degree of

orthodoxv varving greatly among
individuals and kin groups. \ Bajau

headman, now deceased, w-ho built

the first permanent Bajau house in

Si Tangkav after World War II, also

built the first mosque for Bajau. Be-

fore starting the mosque, he sent his

young son to Tawitawi to learn Is-

course, contains elements of their

traditional religion. In fact, they

have simply added Islam to their

native religion. The result is a col-

orful and complex, but compatible,

set of religious beliefs. Shamans at-

tend the mosque and assist imams

with Islamic ritual. Ceremonies at

birth, marriage, and death combine
elements of both religions. The Is-

lamic Allah is the object of worship

in the mosque, but certain islands

near Si Tangkay house small

shrines, where offerings are left for

indigenous, non-Moslem spirits. As
the Bajau become more knowledge-

able about orthodox Islam, thev will

probably abandon many of their tra-

ditional religious practices, but for

the present the two religions are

happily syncretized into a colorful

folk Islam.

A host of other changes have

priest to send their children to

school, but few attend regularly.

Parents see no value in formal edu-

cation, and the fishing cycles de-

mand that the family periodically

leave the mooring where the school

is located. At Si Tangkay, however,

formal education has become a part

of the cultural pattern. Bajau chil-

dren regularly attend the public ele-

mentary school—in fact, one of the

teachers is a young Bajau.

Changes in sexual behavior

among the Si Tangkay Bajau can be

partly attributed to their participa-

tion in the Islamic cultural patterns.

Prostitution is unknown among the

boat-dwelling Bajau of Tawitawi,

and there is no reason to doubt in-

formants' claims that it was un-

known among the Si Tangkay
Bajau before they adopted house

living. Prostitution is rare among

The availability of ready

markets for their catches of

fish is one reason the Bajau

have become land dwellers

on islands that once served

only as burial grounds and

moorings for family groups.

lamic ritual from an imam who had

befriended the family some years

earlier. With the son's return and

the assistance of friendly Moslems

of Si Tangkay, the Bajau family

learned Islam. Other Bajau, observ-

ing the fcmiily's metamorphosis

from outcast pagan boat dwellers to

respectable Moslem house dwellers,

were sufficiently impressed to join

the new Islamic Bajau community.

Today almost every Si Tangkay
Bajau lives in a house and attends

the mosque at some time during the

year to observe the various Islamic

celebrations. Three Bajau men have

made the holy pilgrimage to Mecca
and consequently hold the title

"hadji," with its accompanying

status and respect.

The Islam of the Bajau, of

/sibutu island

Tangkay island

come to the Bajau with their greater

participation in the dominant Sulu

culture. Whereas loincloths for men
and waist sarongs for women were

standard garb for the boat-dwelling

Bajau, the house-dwelling males

prefer Western styles, while the

women wear traditional Sulu styles.

Dietary habits have also changed.

Greater cleanliness in the prepara-

tion of food is evident among the Si

Tangkay Bajau, as well as greater

experimentation with new foods.

The boat-dwelling Bajau of Tawi-

tawi are extremely conservative in

their eating habits; their diet con-

sists mainly of fish and cassava with

occasional fruits when they can be

obtained from land dwellers. In

Tawitawi the Bajau have only re-

cently been coaxed by a Catholic

the Islamic peoples of Sulu, and

most prostitutes in the islands are

reportedly non-Moslems.

Among the Moslem peoples of

Sulu premarital sexual relations are

strongly tabooed and when discov-

ered often lead to litigation, per-

haps a heavy fine, or maybe even a

family feud. Female chastity is

highly prized, and a young girl who
loses her virginity will command a

lower bride price as well as lower

status for herself and her family.

Such is not the case with the tradi-

tional boat-dwelling Bajau. A great

deal of premarital sexual behavior is

condoned among young people, and

female chastity is not highly valued.

Youths are expected to experiment

with sex before marriage and most

do. When two societies with such
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differing views of premarital sexual

behavior come into intimate asso-

ciation, it is perhaps under-
standable that the men of the

society (that is, the Moslems) who
are denied premarital sexual access

to their women will seek sexual

gratification among those women of

the society (the Bajau) where such

behavior is permissible.

Such has been the case at Si Tang-

kay and a few enterprising Bajau

women have had considerable fi-

nancial success in the world's oldest

profession. Charging for their sex-

ual favors is not a great break from

tradition since it is proper Bajau

etiquette for a young man to

present gifts or payments to the girl

he is attempting to seduce. Some
business-minded Bajau women
made considerable money from

prostitution when young, then re-

tired to respectable marriages as

adults. I emphatically add, how-

ever, that only a small minority of

house-dwelling Bajau women are

involved in prostitution; many, in

fact, accept the Islamic prohibition

against premarital sexual relation-

ships. Probably as the Bajau com-

munity becomes more completely

acculturated to Islamic values,

prostitutes wiU have low status and

premarital sexual relations will be-

come taboo.

Among the more spectacular re-

sults of the Bajau move from boats

to houses are the large, extended

matrilocal households. Whereas the

boat-dwelling Bajau lived in single-

family houseboats, the Si Tangkay

Bajau live in multifamily house-

holds—the largest housing sev-

enteen families—related through fe-

male kin ties. Reasons for the large

households are practical. In the

early days of house living, many
families continued to make periodic

fishing trips. Rather than leave the

house empty and unused, a shame-



Uninhabited until the 1900s, Si Tangkay Island was settled

by Bajau soon after a Chinese merchant had opened shop there,

the Bajau have adopted a number of Moslem characteristics,

among them, the standard Filippino style of dress.

ful waste in Bajau eyes, kinsmen

lived in the house while the owners

were away. Or in some cases, sev-

eral related famihes built a house

together with the intent of sharing

it when resting from fishing trips.

As fishing passed increasingly into

the hands of the men, and motor-

boats allowed some of them to fish

great distances and still return

home at night, a permanent group

of people remained in the house.

The matrilocal nature ofthe house-

hold reflects practicahty as well as

cultural norms. Before moving to

houses, the Bajau professed a prefer-

ence for matrilocality; ideally a



couple lived w\x\i the wife's family or

at their mooring after marriage. How-
ever, the demands of fishing cycles

and the size of the houseboats fre-

quentlv made this impossible. With

houses the ideal was put into practice.

And as Bajau frequentlv told me. if

wives remain at home while their hus-

bands are awav, it is best they stay

with compatible women, namely

their sisters or other kinswomen.

Seeminglv related to the large

households is another change—the
rate of divorce. Divorce among the

house-dwelling Si Tangkay Bajau is

considerablv higher than among the

boat-dwelling Bajau. Geneologies of

the house-dwelling Bajau reveal

that this increase in divorce dates

from the move to houses. Some of

the change can be attributed to

house living per se. In the past, a

newlv maiTied boat-dwelling couple

spent a few weeks with the parents

who had space for them, and then

set up residence in their own house-

boat. If a boat was available, they

immediately began living alone.

Thus, they were on their own to

work out the problems of estab-

lishing the new household. How-
ever, among the house-dwelling

Bajau. the newlv^veds live in the

house of the bride's familv. At mar-

riage, which is arranged bv
kinsmen, the groom is frequentlv

unacquainted with his bride and her

familv and feels verv much a

stranger in the large household. The
nature of Bajau kin sentiments usu-

allv means that the entire household

sides with the bride in the event of

anv disagreement or quarrel be-

tween the newlvweds. Not sur-

prisingly, the groom feels isolated

and alien in the new household.

Man^ maiTiages do not survive

these early months, but should the

wife becomes pregnant, this will

usually cement the union.

The move from boats to houses

has even resulted in physical

changes in the Bajau. Geneticallv.

the Bajau ai-e little different from
the surrounding populations. Thev
are of the so-called Malayan physi-

cal U"pe, as are most of the people

of insular Southeast Asia. Because

of constant exposure to the sun, the

skin of the boat-dwelling Bajau is

normaU}' darker than that of the

land-dwelhng people, and their nor-

mally black hair is often sun-

bleached to shades of red or even

blond. But the one characteristic of

the boat-dwelling Bajau that sets

them apait from their land-dwelling

neighbors can be attributed to their

unique wav of life. The legs of most

adult boat-dwelling Bajau are weak

and underdeveloped, the result of

hours spent squatting, legs jack-

knifed, while paddling and living in

the low houseboats. Many old

people ai'e unable to lock their

knees when thev stand upright;

some of the weaker ones cannot

even stand upright and spend their

final vears squatting and sitting in

their boats while kinsmen attend to

their needs. A deformation of the

lower spine, also apparentlv due to

the squatting habit, causes the but-

tocks of some to protnide abnor-

mallv when thev stand upright.

These phvsical results of boat living

give the Bajau a distinctive gait,

and boat dwellers can be identified

on this basis alone. On land, their

walk appeal's clumsy and uncertain,

but it is well adapted to moving on

boats or from boat to boat when at

sea. Older house-dwelling Si Tang-

kay Bajau reveal the phvsical chai-ac-

tertistics of their eai'lier years as boat

dwellers, but the present generation

does not. Tlie legs of the vouth are

strong and well developed, and their

gait and phvsical appearance are in-

distinguishable from that of the other

peoples of Sulu.

With their incorporation into the

mainstream culture of the Sibutu Is-

land Group, the Bajau have ac-

quired a greater role in the political

affairs of the islands, which were

traditionally controlled by local,

land-dwelling district headmen, or

datu. The datu owed allegiance and

tribute to the Sultan of Sulu \\'ho re-

sided in Jolo, the capital of Sulu

Province. Dispersed over the Sibutu

waters in their small flotillas, the

Bajau, were occasionallv asked to

contribute to the endeavors of the

datu, but for the most part they

were outside the flow of Sulu poli-

tics. As thev began to concentrate

in Si Tangkav and the political

structure of Sulu altered, the role of

the Bajau changed. With the com-
ing of elected public officials in

1959, the large Bajau voting block

in Si Tangkay became a majorits'

with which aspiring local politicans

had to deal. Although the highest

public oflficials are still non-Bajau,

they must give concessions to the

Bajau to win their seats. Con-

sequently, a Bajau man is on the

community council, Bajau men are

on the police force, Bajau are in-

vited to participate in community
celebrations, and the mayor of Si

Tangkav has a Bajau woman among
his four wives.

It is difficult to predict what the

future holds for the Bajau. One pos-

sibility is that their present accultu-

ration to Islam will continue until

they become indistinguishable from

the other people of Sulu. On the

other hand, they could return to

their boats and reverse the accultu-

ration process. Should fishing, the

mainstav of Bajau life, be exhausted

in the Si Tangkav reefs, a real like-

lihood as the population increases,

the Bajau will have to look else-

where for sustenance. Ultimate sur-

vival may depend upon families

once again dispersing in small

houseboats to tr\' their individual

luck. Civil disorder could also drive

the Bajau back to their boats. It

would be easv for most Bajau to re-

turn to boat living. For the adults,

it was a wav of life until fairlv re-

cent vears, and for voung people it

has alwavs been an alternative to

house living ^vhile fishing or visiting

neighboring villages.

For the Bajau have never actually

left the sea; thev have simply moved
from boats upon it to houses above

it. Flexible enough to accommodate

either hfe-stvle, Bajau culture is not

yet committed to one over the other.

And since flexibihtv is the key to

survival, the Bajau mav \er\ well

survive future, unknown upheavals.

Perhaps the Bajau. able to five on

the eternal sea. will sur\ive other

peoples who must dwell upon the

more ephemeral land. D

Today few Bajau foUoiv the

seasonal migrations of fish,

but fishing, notv done close

to the settlements, is still

their principal livelihood.
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Disaster
from the Ti^opics

The dynamics of hurricanes—from birth to

maturity—suggest ways in which the most destructive

storms on earth might be modified

Ijy R. Cecil Gentry

"A man on Long Island had sat-

isfied a lifelong ambition by order-

ing an expensive barometer from

Abercrombie & Fitch. It arrived the

morning of September 21st. Ea-

gerly, he unwrapped it and was dis-

gusted to find the needle stuck at

'Hurricane.' After shaking it in a

vain attempt to start it working

right, he sat down, wrote a very

stuffy letter to A. & F., and went

right out to mail it. When he re-

turned, his house was gone, and the

barometer with it."

From The New Yorker

November 12, 1938.

That incident took place as a

hurricane with winds of 100 miles

an hour roared up the Atlantic

coast from Cape Hatteras, North

Carolina, to Nantucket Island, Mas-

sachusetts—far north of the usual

hurricane belt—toppling trees, de-

stroying buildings, sweeping cars

off the roads and trains off their

tracks, causing thirty-foot waves,

and leaving a toll of about 600

dead, 2,000 injured, and half a bil-

lion dollars' worth of damage.

One to three hurricanes usually

strike the United States annually.

Improved detection techniques and

warning systems have greatly re-

duced the number of deaths hurri-

canes cause, but because of in-

creased coastal development,

property loss has risen. Hurricanes

Betsy in 1965 and Camille in 1969

created more than $1.4 billion dam-

age each; in 1972 hurricane Agnes

was responsible for $3 billion prop-

erty damage.

Almost all countries lying on the

western sides of the oceans, espe-

cially those in or near the tropics,

have experienced disasters resulting

from these violent storms. The dev-

astation outside the United States is

often even more catastrophic than

in this country. In 1970 three ty-

phoons, as hurricanes are called in

the western Pacific, that hit the

Philippines within a few weeks

made the difference between a

growing economy and one strug-

gling merely to survive. That same

year a tropical cyclone (still another

name for a hurricane used in some

parts of the world) swept in from

the Bav of Bengal across the low-ly-

ing islands of Bangladesh and killed

about 300,000 persons, mainly by

drowning.

Hurricane damage resuhs from

three principal factors: the destruc-

tive force of the wind; the storm

surge, or rise of the water level

along the coast as a hurricane

moves inland; and the floods caused

by torrential rains, which can aver-

age six to twelve inches in a period

of 24 hours or less.

Hurricanes, among the most de-

structive weather phenomena on

earth, originate over warm, seem-
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inglv peaceful tropical waters. By
detinitioii. thev have winds stronger

than 74 miles per hour. Maximum
winds, however, varv from storm to

storm and have been known to

reach velocities of 150 to 200 miles

per hour.

Although all the conditions nec-

essarv to change a mild tropical dis-

turbance into a full-scale hurricane

ai'e not entirely understood, we can

draw a portrait of a mature tropical

cvclone. A fullv developed hurri-

cane may cover an area 300 to 400
miles in diameter and last from one

to thirty days. Its most unusual fea-

ture is the eye, or storm center: a

region of low pressure, relatively

calm winds, temperatures 10 to 15

degrees warmer than the surround-

ing air, little or no precipitation,

and only a few clouds. The diame-

ter of a typical eye is about fifteen

miles. Around this comparatively

peaceful core, towering clouds form

a wall in which the storm's heaviest

rainfall, maximum winds, and most

intense turbulence are located.

These eye-wall clouds have bases

about 500 feet above the sea's sur-

face and tops that reach 40,000 to

50,000 feet.

The wall clouds are themselves

surrounded by a great expanse of

active rainbands, lines of clouds

with greater than average vertical

development and often intense rain,

which spiral from the outside in-

ward toward the center of the

storm. These rainbands are the

principal way a hurricane can be

identified on a radarscope or in a

satellite picture. They indicate the

paths of the winds that carry warm,
moist air into the storm's structure.

It is the latent heat in this moist air

that powers a tropical cyclone.

Meteorologists liken a hurricane

to both a giant pump and an enor-

mous heat engine. The storm sucks

up large masses of essential mois-

The eye of a hurricane, an

area of relative calm, is seen

from an Air Force plane

monitoring the storm to gather

meteorological data.

ture-laden air at low levels, swirls it

upward, and expels it at great

heights. As the incoming warm air

rises through the eye-wall and
neighboring rainband clouds, it ex-

pands and cools, its water vapor

condenses into droplets, releasing

its latent heat and making available

huge amounts of energy. In a ma-

ture hurricane, as much as several

quadrillion pounds of this air flow

into the storm circulation every

twenty-four hours; more than 80
percent of the water vapor in the air

condenses and eventually falls from

the storm as rain. In the con-

densation process, quintillions of

calories of latent heat are released.

In a single day a moderately intense

hurricane often releases as much
heat energy as would be released in

the simultaneous detonation of 400
twenty-megaton hydrogen bombs. If

converted to electricity, that

amount of energy would be suf-

ficient to supply all the electrical

needs of the entire United States for

more than six months. Further-

more, hurricanes release this energy

day after day until they weaken and

dissipate—a period that averages a

week.

Fortunately, the hurricane, al-

though powerful, is a rather ineffi-

cient heat engine; only between 2

and 4 percent of its enormous heat

energy is converted into kinetic en-

ergy, the energy of motion. But the

total heat energy released is so great

that even this small percentage is

enough to produce the hurricane's

fiercely destructive winds.

Forces with the magnitude of

those in a hurricane cannot be over-

come by direct confrontation. Re-

search into possible man-made hur-

ricane modification has therefore

been devoted to finding the hurri-

cane's Achilles's heel, interrupting

its complex interrelationships, and

learning how to trigger a chain of

events that will make the storm

work against itself.

Knowledge needed for studies of

hurricane modification was not ac-

quired until after regular aircraft re-

connaissance of these storms was

initiated by United States military

services in 1944. Although those

early observations were directed

primarily toward tracking hurri-

canes and measuring their maxi-

mum intensity, many airborne ob-

servations provided details about

wind, pressure, and cloud struc-

tures. Since 1955, highly in-

strumented research aircraft have

made periodic flights through hurri-

canes, recording data as often as

once per second. In recent years

meteorological satellites have also

contributed information on hurri-

canes in the formative and mature

stages. In addition, theoretical and

numerical models that simulate

many features in the life history of

tropical cyclones have been devel-

oped. By using these models to sup-

plement and interpret the hurricane

data that have been collected

directly, many of the things that

must be known before successful

modification experiments can be

conducted have become better un-

derstood.

In the tropics, winds are nor-

mally rather light and pressure and

temperature are usually uniform

over great distances. In a hurricane,

however, the winds are strong and

the pressure and temperature

change rapidly with distance and al-

titude. Therefore, the two main

questions to be answered are what

makes hurricane winds so violent

and what accounts for the changes

in pressure and temperature? The
same set of interlocking relation-

ships explains both these phenom-

ena in a fully developed hurricane,

an almost self-perpetuating system.

Air pressure in a hurricane is

high at the periphery and low at the

center. Just as water runs downhill,

air rushes inward from high- to

low-pressure areas. The greater the

pressure difference, the stronger the

winds will be. The converging air

rises around the eye in a whirling

column of winds. When the mois-

ture in this air condenses, it re-

leases heat energy that warms the

air at the core. As the air around

the eye ascends, some air within

and near the eye descends. Com-
pressional heating as the air flows

downward causes additional warm-

ing in the eye region. The net result

is a pool of warmer air near the core

of the storm. This warm pool, ex-

tending through much of the depth

of the atmosphere, contrasted with

the air of normal temperature

toward the periphery, causes the
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pressure gradient to be strong,

which, in turn, keeps the winds

blowing. As long as there is plenty

of warm, moist tropical air to flow

in toward the center of the storm,

and the ocean is warm enough to

keep supplying heat and water va-

por to this air, the hurricane has the

potential of maintaining itself in-

definitely. In actuality, many trop-

ical cyclones sustain a high level of

intensity for periods of five to

twenty days, as long as they stay

over ivarm waters. Over cold water

or land, hurricanes decay rapidly.

This chain of events not only ex-

plains the mechanisms by which a

hurricane maintains its energy lev-

els, but also suggests potential

weaknesses that might be exploited

in attempting to alter the hurricane

artificially. For example, if the

warm pool of moist air over a large

expanse of ocean could be dispersed

or the inflow of that air slowed, it

would be possible to reduce the

storm's intensity. If the transfer of

energy from the ocean to the atmo-

sphere inside the hurricane could

be stopped, the storm could be

moderated. Or if the pressure and

temperature gradients could be re-

duced by other means, the hurri-

cane could be tempered.

Various suggestions concerning

ways to change the temperature

field have, in fact, been made. First,

since the warm core is primarily

produced by the latent heat released

in the air columns rising near the

eye of the storm, temperature could

be affected by reducing the water

vapor in those columns. Studies of

the structure of hurricanes indicate

that part of the vapor condensed in

these rising columns is evaporated

from the ocean inside the high wind
area of the hurricane. This has led

to the suggestion that a chemical

film be spread over the ocean to re-

duce evaporation. Theoretical mod-
els of hurricanes indicate that stop-

ping evaporation of water from the

ocean to the atmosphere inside the

hurricane would indeed reduce the

intensity of the storm quite dramati-

cally—by more than 50 percent

within 24 hours. Unfortunately,

there is no known film capable of

suppressing evaporation and strong

enough to persist in the high waves
and furious winds of a hurricane.

Another suggestion involves

cooling the ocean water in advance

of the hurricane. This could mean
bringing cold water up from the

ocean depths to mix with warm wa-

ter at the surface, towing icebergs

into hurricane areas, and other

equally imaginative, but impracti-

cal, approaches. They all depend,

among other things, on knowing the

exact track of a hurricane several

days in advance, information not

now available.

Still another suggestion is to

drop solid or liquid carbon dioxide

in the eye and wall clouds to cool

the air in the inner core of the

storm. A variation of this is to drop

urea in the wall clouds. The urea

would combine with the water in

the clouds, taking heat from the air

and thus reducing the temperature.

Calculations indicate that about

100 aircraft would be required to

carry enough of either of these com-

pounds to reduce the temperature

even one or two degrees centigrade,

and many would have to be in the

storm's core at the same time. This

would obviously be an unsafe op-

eration.

Finally, there are the logistically

practical suggestions that offer real-

istic possibilities for . successfully

modifying hurricanes. These in-

volve modifying the mechanism by

which heat is distributed through

the storm. This is the approach

adopted in the Project Stormfury

experiments carried out jointly by

thp National Oceanic and At-

mospheric Administration and the

U.S. Navy and Air Force.

Supercooled water—water that

remains liquid even though the tem-

perature is below the freezing

point—is found in the clouds at the

tops of mature hurricanes. This wa-

ter provides an opportunity for

modifying the heat-release pro-

cesses and, in turn, the interaction

between the clouds and larger

scales of air circulation. Water
drops in clouds do not automati-

cally freeze when the temperature is

below OCA freezing nucleus must

be present for the water to turn to

ice unless the temperature is as low

as ^40 °C. Ice crystals make ex-

cellent freezing nuclei, and there

are many other natiu-al substances

that serve this purpose. In hurri-

canes, however, there is often a

deficiency in ascending air currents

of freezing nuclei that are active at

temperatures below the normal
freezing range. If freezing nuclei

are artificially introduced into the

building clouds by the technique

known as cloud seeding, the super-

cooled water droplets will turn into

ice. The phase change from liquid

water to ice causes a release of the

latent heat of fusion.

If this process takes place in a

sensitive region of the hurricane, it

may cause significant changes in

the storm. For example, studies of

hurricane structure and, in particu-

lar, results from experiments with

hurricane models, suggest that heat

added in areas outside the radius of

maximum ascending motion, the

eve wall, can cause reduction in the

maximum winds of the hurricane.

A second result of cloud seeding

also selectively adds heat to a

storm. Experiments have shown
that under certain vertical tempera-

ture and humidity distributions,

seeded clouds will grow more than

they would have grown naturally.

As they grow, more water is con-

densed and much greater quantities

of latent heat are released. Calcu-

lations with theoretical models in-

dicate that this heat of condensation

released by augmented cloud
growth would be many times

greater than the heat of fusion re-

leased by freezing of the existing

water alone. Furthermore, indica-

tions are that a new eye wall can be

developed if the growth of clouds

can be encouraged in the inflowing

air several miles beyond the origi-

nal eye wall. Inflowing air at sea

level could then ascend through the

new eye wall to the outflow layer at

the top of the storm, and the farther

away from the center of the storm

the air ascends, the more the wind

speeds will be moderated. Thus, de-

veloping a new eye wall by seeding

clouds radially outward from the

old eye wall may provide a mecha-

nism for reducing the maximum
winds in a hurricane. The process

would also serve to release the la-

tent heat at a greater distance from

the center, thus reducing the tem-

perature and pressure gradients.

Experiments to modify hurri-

canes, which began in 1961, have



all used silver iodide crystals dis-

pensed troin aircraft as the freezing

nuclei. These seeding experiments

seek to reduce the maximum winds

by dispersing over a larger ai^ea the

energy that normally is concen-

trated in a relatively narrow band

curving around the center of the

storm.

The force of the wind varies with

the square of the wind speed. This

means a wind of 100 miles per hour

exerts four times as much force as a

wind of 50 miles per hour. Sim-

ilarly, a reduction in the maximum
wind speed of 10 percent would

mean a reduction in the force of

about 20 percent.

The area in which hurricane

modification experiments can be

conducted is quite restricted. The
aircraft used in the Storinfury ex-

periments have been based in

Puerto Rico and Florida. Since the

planes remain in the air for several

iiours while monitoring a storm, the

hurricanes selected must be within

700 miles of an operating base. To
lessen the possibility of litigation in-

volving liability should a seeded

storm suddenly veer inland, and be-

cause proximity to land modifies the

properties of hurricanes, those

deemed eligible for experimentation

must have only a 10 percent proba-

bility or less of coming within 50
nautical miles of a populated area

within eighteen hours after seeding.

In addition, the storm must be fully

mature rather than already weaken-

ing, and the clouds must contain

ample amounts of seedable super-

cooled water. In view of these quali-

fications, it has been possible to ex-

periment with seeding on only four

hurricanes since the program began

twelve years ago. The principal data

used in evaluating those experi-

ments were the measured winds and

the observations of the size of the

eve. The results were encouraging

but not conclusive.

It is relatively simple to drop sil-

ver iodide in the clouds. It is not

much more difficult to measure how
the storm changes with time. But

hurricanes are naturally variable.

The expected reduction in maxi-

mum winds from seeding experi-

ments is about 10 to 15 percent.

Many storms have changes of equal

magnitude due to natural varia-

tions. The real problem is estab-

lishing beyond doubt that a reduc-

tion of 15 percent was effected by

the seeding, independent of natural

changes.

One suggestion is to design a

randomized experiment in which

some storms, selected by chance,

are seeded and some are used as

controls. Unfortunately, such an ex-

periment requires a large number of

storms. Since one of the biggest

problems Stormfury has faced to

date has been inadequate opportu-

nity for experimentation, the

project has sought other means of

evaluating the experiment, namely

the development of theoretical hur-

ricane models. They have made it

possible to calculate the expected

effect of seeding and to design a

better means of evaluating the ex-

perimental results.

In conducting any experiment in

artificial weather modification, pos-

sible harmful side effects must be

considered. Concern has been ex-

pressed over possible effects on

rainfall, the storm's track, general

circulation of the atmosphere, and

potential damage to plant and ani-

mal life caused by the silver iodide.

Many areas of the world depend

on rainfall from tropical cyclones to

alleviate drought, fill reservoirs,

and satisfy other water require-

ments. An often raised question is

whether modifying a hurricane will

significantly affect rainfall patterns.

The data collected in modification

experiments to date, although in-

adequate to answer this question

fully, do not indicate that the ex-

periments had any significant effect

at all on the rainfall. Theoretical

models suggest that seeding will

cause a small increase in the total

rainfall in the storm, but that the

rainfall will also be more widely

distributed. If future field experi-

ments confirm these indications, the

effects would be beneficial. That is,

the semiarid regions of the world

would continue to get the needed

rain from modified tropical cy-

clones without an increased proba-

bility of floods in other areas.

Those concerned about rainfall

also ask if the experiments will

change the course of the storm and

take the needed rainfall to an en-

tirely different area. All research on

predictmg hurricane tracks suggests

The circular motion of the

air converging around the

storm's eye is due to the

rotation of the earth, which

deflects winds north of the

Equator to the right,

those south to the left.
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structure of a Hurricane
An artist's cutaway view, with the height greatly

exaggerate<l, shows the ehararteristic eye, the

surrounding cloud wall, and the rainbands that

spiral toward the storm's center.
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that the modification would have

Httle, if any, effect on the direction

of motion of the storm. This prob-

lem can onlv be studied with a full

three-dimensional model of a hurri-

cane that includes interaction with

the environment. Work is under

wav on such a model.

Future hurricane-seeding experi-

ments are not expected to have any

noticeable effect on the general cu:-

culation of the atmosphere either.

To bring about such a result, the ex-

periments would have to destroy

the hurricane, change its track, or

affect its rainfall. No significant

changes are anticipated in any one

of these areas.

Finally, evidence accumulated so

far has not shown any harmful ef-

fect on either animal or plant life

caused bv the silver iodide used for

seeding. In fact, one of the big

problems in postseeding analyses is

finding any traces of silver iodide in

the rain water to analyze.

To homeowners, hurricanes, one

of the most awesome of natural phe-

nomena, are potential destroyers; to

public officials, they are a threat to

the community. To scientists, how-

ever, they are a problem that ap-

pears to be solvable. Hurricane-

seeding experiments, the most

promising method yet tried for

modifying these storms, have been

temporarily suspended for two or

three years to provide time for pro-

curement of new aircraft and the

installation of improved in-

strumentation. In the meantime, re-

search continues on the physics of

hurricane clouds, the interaction

between the ocean and the atmo-

sphere in tropical cyclones, the nat-

ural variability of hurricanes, and

the development of improved nu-

merical models for computer hurri-

cane experiments. The ultimate

goal is to tame these greatest storms

on earth. D

The usual hurricane season

in the United States is

from June through November.

Areas most often hit are the

Gulf states and Florida.
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The
Turning

of
the

Leaves

WTien their time comes,

leaves die with care,

conservation, and glory

by Patricia W.
Spencer

photographs by
Bob Meyers

In a riot of color, autumn leaves

announce the end of summer and

the approach of winter. To humans,

the dying leaves are a source of

beauty, but to the tree, they mean
survival.

The foliar display of autumn col-

ors in most northern temperate

zones begins in late September or

early October and crescendos in

November, depending upon the

weather and the lack of an early,

heavy freeze. The most visible and

obvious sign of leaf decay and

death, or senescence, is the loss of

the green pigment chlorophyll and

the emergence of other, warm-col-

ored pigments, such as anthocya-

nins and carotenoids. Anthocyanin

pigments, which predominate in pin

oak, scarlet oak, and sweet gum
trees, create leaves of red or scarlet.

When carotenoid pigments pre-

dominate, as in birch, tuhp, and

poplar trees, leaves turn bright or

golden yellow. In the sugar maple,

red maple, and chestnut oak trees,

both pigments are present in vary-

ing degrees, creating shades of or-

ange or a mixture of orange, red,

and yellow, all in one leaf. Other

trees, such as the apple, white oak,

and sycamore, merely lose their

chlorophyll and become paler green

with touches of brown.

In most tree leaves, the already

present pigments are revealed when
the overpowering green chlorophyll

dwindles. In others, the pigments

Eire produced in the leaf after the

chlorophyll has substantially dis-

appeared. The production of crim-

son anthocyanin, in particular, re-

quires cool autumn temperatures. A
cold spell, during which anthocya-

nins are produced extensively in al-

most all tree leaves, followed by

£;o

warmer weather is responsible for

the beautiful colors of Indian sum-

mer. In the last stages of leaf death,

polyphenols, complex organic com-

pounds, contribute a tan or muddy
brown appearance to the leaf.

Shortly after a leaf begins to lose

its chlorophyll, it also begins to lose

the ability to retain water and re-

main turgid. The membranes sur-

rounding each cell become "leaky"

and no longer act as semipermeable

barriers to solutes in the cell sap.

Cellular fluids ooze out of the cells

and flood the intercellular spaces,

rendering the leaf translucent, like

cooked celerv or spinach. This state

of affairs does not last long, for the

water soon evaporates, leaving the

leaf drooping, dry, and shriveled.

The now desiccated brown leaf falls

from the tree and becomes matted

into the ground below.

As autumn rains and winter

snows percolate through the fallen,

matted leaves, they remove traces

of minerals, especially calcium, and

return them to the soil, where soil

bacteria and fungi feed upon them.

The leafy skeletons of cellulose that

remain on the surface act as a

mulch, holding in soil water and

modulating soil temperatures.

By the time the visible signs of

senescence appear, the leaf has al-

ready undergone a series of events

that will lead to its eventual death

and the tree's survival. Before it fi-

nally falls from the tree, dry and

brown, the leaf wiU have returned

more than half of its nitrogen, phos-

phorus, and potassium to the per-

manent tissues of the tree, plus

some magnesium, sulfur, and man-

ganese. Calcium, which is not easily

removed, is the only mineral ele-

ment remaining to any degree.

Japanese maple





Striped maple, left, and American beech



lied maple, left,

and poplar

i l\V.,'"-r<

Japanese maple
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Northern red oak

Through the process of trans-

location, the mineral elements re-

moved from the attached, slowly

dying leaf, are carried into the per-

manent woody structures of the

tree. The translocation fluid con-

taining these minerals moves down-

ward from the leaves, mainly
through the xvlem in the wood or

interior tissues, where some of it is

removed bv living cells and stored

over the winter. Other parts of the

.fluid are stored in living bai^k tis-

sues, while the rest continues on

down to the roots for overwintering.

Even evergreens, which remain

green and retain their chlorophyll-

filled foliage throughout the winter,

eventually shed their old leafy

growth and undergo a similar recla-

mation of mineral elements. While

most evergreens shed old needles or

foliage in the autumn—at the same
time that deciduous trees shed their

leaves—some do so in other seasons.

This reclamation of mineral ele-

ments from dying tree leaves, along

\vith a concurrent removal of car-

bohydrates, is not merely an illus-

tration of natural conservation: it is

a process absolutely essential to fu-

ture growth.

Many trees, such as cherry and

dogwood, flower in the spring long

before any leaves appear on the

branches. ^^Tiere do the opening

flowers obtain the carbohydrates

necessary for growth? The tree has

no leaves to produce carbohydrates

bv photosynthesis. Where do the

flo\vers get the necessarv nitrogen?

The roots are unable to take up suf-

ficient nitrates from the thawing

ground. (Roots do absorb nutrients

from the soil in \dnter, but in very

limited quantities.) Even trees that

do not flower in the spring must

still supply nutrients to the devel-

oping leaf buds. In the spring, all

the growing points in a tree require

tremendous amounts of nitrogen

and carbohydrates.

Trees open flowers and develop

leaves because of the stored re-

serves of nitrogen and carbohy-

drates produced by the previous

year's dying leaves. When a tree

breaks dormancy in the spring,

"the sap rises," as the old expres-

sion goes. The sap, or translocation

fluid, surges upward, carrying the

stored reserves to the leaf and

flower buds. In these embryo tissues

a complex series of reactions fur-

nish the buds with the energy and

proteins necessary for their growth

and expansion.

As the leaf bud opens,
chlorophyll and the enzymes that

are needed for photosynthesis are

produced. UTien the energ)' of sun-

light reaches the expanding leaf, the

leaf is ready to produce organic

matter literally from air and water.

By the process of photosynthesis,

the leaf combines, or fixes, the car-

bon dioxide in the air with water to

form glucose. Afterward, other car-

bohydrates, fats, and amino acids

are made, and the yearly cycle of

growth and decay begins anew.

This newly emerging generation of

leaves will, in its turn, senesce and

bv so doing, provide for the start of

the next generation.

If for any reason the removal of

nitrogen from a dying leaf is pre-

vented or prematurely halted, the

reserves will not be adequately re-

plenished. An early freeze can

cause this to happen by inactivating

some of the enz^'mes required to

transport nitrogen or bv plugging

the transport vessels so that no

fluids can leave the leaf. This could

limit or prevent next spring's bud-

ding. Biennial bearing in fruit trees

is one result of insufficient nitrogen

removal from senescing leaves the

previous season.

Until about fifteen years ago,

plant scientists reasoned that the

loss of nitrogen from a leaf and the

transport of that nitrogen to storage

in the woody structures of the tree

was a natural function of a growing

leaf. They did not associate the pro-

cess with a dying leaf since the loss

of nitrogen begins early in the sum-

mer, whereas the loss of chlorophyll

and the development of autumn col-

ors, processes associated with the

dying leaf, do not occur until Sep-

tember at the earliest.

A leaf is a chemical factory and

exporter par excellence. Via trans-

location, it exports the sugars made
bv photosynthesis to all other parts

of the tree. Up to 95 percent of the

body of a tree is ultimately derived

from the products of photosynthesis

formed out of air and water, plus

some soil minerals. Obviously,

without leaves, there is no tree

growth. The export products are es-

sential for all growth as well as for

the development of any fruit the

tree bears. To mature fully, an

apple, for example, requires the im-

ported sugars from as many as 15 to

35 leaves, depending upon the vari-

ety of apple. Later in the summer,

along with the ex-port of sugars, a

leaf also ex'ports amino acids, which

contain nitrogen. Thus, it was
wrongly assumed that this export of

nitrogen was simply a normal func-

tion of the growing leaf.

Sometime during the summer-
when temperatures ai^e high and

tree leaves are deep green with
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Before a leaf is visible

death, the senescence

process starts internally:

When day length declines to

14 hours at about the

beginning of August,

photosynthesis slackens,

protein levels drop, and

the leaf begins to export

its nitrogen to the

tree's woody structure.

chlorophvU, when all metabolic

processes in the leaf are go—the in-

ternal balance between growth and

decay tips in favor of decay. Ex-

actly when this occurs depends

upon the geographical latitude, the

climate, and the tree species. In a

sycamore tree in Pennsylvania, for

example, the balance tips in late

July; in an Illinois apple tree, in

early August. The first indication

that the balance has tipped (which

would pass unnoticed by anyone

just looking at a tree leaf) is a de-

crease in the quantity of protein in

the leaf.

In any living, growing cell,

whether plant or animal, proteins

are continually being synthesized.

For a long time it was thought that

once a protein was made, it re-

mained stable and active until the

whole cell or tissue died. That

some, if not all, proteins in a leaf

are subject to turnover—synthesis

followed by destruction followed by

resynthesis—was not discovered un-

til 1962.

All the proteins in every leaf cell

are continually being synthesized

and then broken down, only to be

remade again. As long as more pro-

tein is made than is broken down,
the quantity of protein in a leaf cell

will increase; if the same amount is

made as is broken down, the

amount of protein wiU remain con-

stant. But if less protein is made
than is broken down, then the

quantity of protein will slowly but

surely decrease.

The genetic material DNA con-

tains the coded information for the

synthesis of each and every protein.

Each leaf cell contains thousands,

perhaps tens of thousands, of differ-

e:-.i proteins. The synthesis of each

one depends upon the information

in DNA. By some as yet unknown
mechanism, the information sup-

plied by the DNA abruptly changes

when the leaf reaches its maximum
size in early summer. The result is

that many of the leafs proteins are

no longer synthesized in sufficient

quantities to overcome their de-

struction. Certain proteins continue

to be synthesized as before; others

are synthesized more than ever;' and

some proteins are synthesized that

were not synthesized before. From
this point on the whole metabolic

system of the leaf is altered.

One of the proteins with a

slowed down or halted synthesis

when the balance tips is the main

enzyme (all enzymes are protein) re-

sponsible for the fixation of carbon

dioxide by photosynthesis. After

late July or early August, the quan-

tity of this enzyme slowly declines,

and its eventual loss is inevitable.

Parallel to the slow loss of the

enzyme is the leafs ability to take

carbon dioxide from the air and

produce sugars. Other disturbances

in the leafs metabolism are a natu-

ral consequence. As less carbohy-

drate is made, less amino acids can

be made, less protein can be synthe-

sized, and less energy is produced.

With less energy and less protein,

less chlorophyll can be made (this is

when leaves start to turn colors),

which in turn means less photosyn-

thesis, followed by even less energy,

and so on. The end result, of

course, is the death of the leaf.

But even as these lethal events

are unfolding, the leaf is beginning

to export nitrogen and other min-

eral elements. The removal of nitro-

gen, however, requires energy, a

commodity in short supply in a se-

nescing leaf. Among the proteins

that are synthesized in greater

quantities at this time are some
that, by an ingenious scheme, over-

come the handicap of insufficient

energy.

Amino acids, the building blocks

of protein, are the carriers of ex-

ported nitrogen. Most amino acids

contain only one atom of nitrogen.

When proteins are broken down,

however, the released amino acids

are not exported directly. Instead,

certain enzymes remove the nitro-

gen from these amino acids to make
other amino acids. The nitrogen is

not used to make just any amino

acid, but rather to make three spe-

cific amino acids, which are then

exported out of the leaf. The re-

maining "amino acids," which no

longer contain nitrogen and are not

really amino acids anymore, are

used in respiration for the produc-

tion of energy. Thus, the dying leaf

can have its cake (get energ)') and

eat it too (remove nitrogen).

The export of nitrogen, the syn-

thesis of these three amino acids,

and the synthesis of anthocyanin

and other colored pigments are fea-

tures of dying, not of growing

leaves. By September or October,

when we can see that the brightly

colored leaves are dying, the tree

has already reclaimed up to 50 per-

cent of the nitrogen that the leaves

once possessed. But this removal of

nitrogen and loss of protein, far

from being the cause of leaf death,

is only a consequence of the initia-

tion of senescence.

No one cause has been found

that triggers the commencement of

leaf decay or that tips the balance

in early summer. Three elements

are involved: genetics, plant hor-



The most obvious sign of

leaf death—the

emergence of bright colors—

usually begins in October,

when the overpotvering green

chlorophyll dwindles.

At the same time, the leaf

gradually loses its ability to

retain water and will

soon fall from the tree,

dry and shriveled.

ABILITY TO REMAIN TURGID

VISIBLE CHANGES
IN A LEAF

OCT. NOV.

mones, and environmental influ-

ences.

Genetics, or the information con-

tained in the leafs DNA, is an es-

sential part of senescence. If a cer-

tain tree leaf is not coded for

seasonal senescence, as in the case

of rhododendrons or the younger fo-

liage of evergreens, then that leaf

will not senesce. regardless of the

other factors. But genetics only pro-

pels the events of senescence once

thev are triggered.

Another factor is a group of or-

ganic substances called plant hor-

mones. Three of these—auxin, ki-

nin, and gibberellin—promote
growth and retard senescence. An-

other plant hormone, abscisic acid,

retards, or stunts, growth and has-

tens senescence. These hormones

have specific and profound effects

upon the ability of DNA to produce

its genetic messages and upon the

abilitv of a leaf cell to manufacture

protein.

In the early stages of a growing

leaf only the first three growth-pro-

moting hormones are produced, but

then the third factor of senes-

cence—environmental influence-

emerges. As the day length wanes
after the summer solstice in June, the

leaf produces less and less of the first

three hormones but more and more
abscisic acid. T^Tien the growth-pro-

moting hormones can no longer over-

come the effect of the growth-retard-

ing one, the balance between leaf

growth and death tips in favor of

death, and senescence begins.

The decline in day length plays

an important role in other features

of plant growth. Photosynthesis re-

quires the energy of sunlight and

does not occur at night; this is gen-

erally true for protein synthesis as

well. For some unexplained reason,

the dechne in day length that oc-

curs by late July or early August is

sufficient to tip the balance. For an

Illinois apple tree, for example, the

decline in day length from the long-

est day of about 15 hours to a day

of about 14 hours is sufficient.

Other tree species respond to a de-

cline of only one-half hour.

The importance of day length in

initiating the changes that tip the

balance can be seen in "deciduous"

trees in the south. Trees that nor-

mally shed their foliage annually in

the north may retain their foliage

all yeai- long in Florida. The south-

ernmost states do not have drastic

changes in day length. In Miami,
for example, day length oscillates at

about twelve hours, plus or minus

thirty minutes, all year long. The
less variable day length represses

any genetic information that would

otherwise lead to leaf senescence.

In addition, the growth-retarding

hormone is not produced to any ex-

tent in trees grown in the south ; de-

clining day lengths are necessary

for its production.

Temperature and weather play

small roles in the unseen events of

senescence, but are important in au-

tumn coloring and account for the

yearly variation in foliar display. As
mentioned earlier, cool tempera-

tures ai-e necessary for the full de-

velopment of crimson pigmenta-

tion. Heavy rains can leach the

pigments, which are water soluble,

from the leaves before the colors

are revealed.

In summary, in northern temper-

ate zones, the shortening day length

causes changes in the production of

the two types of hormones, which

in turn cause changes in the infor-

mation supplied by DNA. These

changes lead, in turn, to altered

protein synthesis, gradual loss of

leaf protein, the export of leaf nitro-

gen and other mineral elements,

and a reduction in leaf chlorophyll,

which reveals other pigments. This

eventually leads to the death of the

leaf, which leads to the buildup of

nutrient reserves for next year's

buds. Then the cycle begins again.

In addition to returning mineral

elements, senescing tree leaves pro-

vide one other benefit for the tree

as a whole. When abscisic acid con-

centrations increase in the dying

leaf, some abscisic acid is trans-

located, along with the mineral ele-

ments, out of the leaf to the woody
tissues. In these tissues, it promotes

winter hardiness, enabling the tree

to withstand much lower tempera-

tures than would otherwise be pos-

sible. Without this hormone ex-

ported from the dying leaves, a tree

would be far more susceptible to

damage by early freezes.

For these reasons, leaf decay and

death in the autumn is not a waste-

ful, useless consequence of a tree's

adaptation to northern climates.

Rather, it is a functional and essen-

tial part of the annual cycle of

growth and development of any tree

in climates where subzero tempera-

tures would kill the soft, broad-

bladed leaf tissues and where the

frozen ground would fail to allow

for the uptake of sufficient nutrients

and water to keep the leaves grow-

ing and turgid. Wrapped in its bark

insulation, a tree can await the com-

ing of spring when, thanks to the

return of the mineral elements and

carbohydrates from last year's

leaves, it wiU again produce another

crop of "chemical factories." D
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The Day
the Mountain Fell

It has been called the Switzer-

land of South America, but the

Callejon de Huaylas needs no pic-

ture postcard evocations of middle

Europe to do it justice. It is a natu-

ral wonder in its own right, a spec-

tacularly beautiful valley carved

deep in a double spur of the Cordil-

lera Occidental, the continental di-

vide of the Peruvian Andes.

The western wall of the valley,

known as the Cordillera Negra for

its black volcanic rock, rises out of

the coastal plain less than 30 miles

from the Pacific Ocean. It parallels

the shore for 110 miles, a forbid-

ding escarpment whose ridge line

rises to 14,764 feet.

To the east, the valley is bounded

by the more than 100-mile-long

Cordillera Blanca, which, unlike its

bare and gloomy companion range,

is broken by a succession of jagged

peaks high enough to be perpetually

capped by the gleaming ice and

snow that give it its name. Centered

in the Cordillera Blanca, and domi-

nating the whole of the Callejon de

Huaylas, is Mount Huascaran.

Mount Huascaran's elevation of

22,205 feet is the highest in Peru,

dwarfing Europe's Mont Blanc and

the Matterhorn by more than a ver-

tical mile. In all of South America,

only the extinct volcano Acon-

cagua, on the Chile-Argentina bor-

der, is higher.

The densely populated valley av-

erages only 25 miles in width. Be-

cause of its rich soil, plentiful wa-

ter, and favorable climate, the

xe'rHon produces a variety of crops-

tropical in the lower reaches and

temperate in the upper—and prize

cattle and fat sheep graze the

slopes. The rich agricultural heri-

tage predates the Inca Empire; and

it was here that the Spaniards dis-

covered the potato, which had been

bred by the Indians of Peru from

the bitter tubers that were native to

the continent.

Flowing through a deep canyon

in the lush floor of the valley, the

Rio Santa, the largest of Peru's

coastal rivers, threads a northerly

course. Intermittently the river wid-

ens into a series of basins, each of

which became the setting for a

town, strung one after the other

along the banks like ornamental

beads on a silver filament.

At the southern head of the val-

ley is the town of Recuay, followed

by the provincial capital, Huaras,

then Anta, Carhuas, Yungay, Caras,

Huaylas, from which the Callejon

takes its name, and farthest down-

stream, Huallanca. Bearing out the

promise of the colorful names was

an endless variety of architectural

fantasy and invention: brightly tiled

roofs set off by bone white balconies

almost touching across narrow

pavements, doorways painted in

pastel shades of turquoise blue on

one side of the street and umber or

green on the other, gaily colored

walls of brick or adobe decorated

with bas-reliefs and other forms of

Peruvian folk art.

Throughout the Callejon de

Huaylas, whether in the towns or

the countryside, there was always

Time stopped for

70,000 residents of Peru's

picturesque Callejon

de Huaylas at 3:23 p.m.

on May 31, 1970

by Daniel
and Jean Shepai'd

photogx^aplis toy

Fred Ward

A number of towns in Peru 's

Rio Santa valley were

devastated when adobe

buildings collapsed under

the impact of the earthquake.

From the book Earthwatch: Notes on a Restless Planet. Copyright© by Danie' and Jean Shepard. To be published by Doubleday & Company, Inc.
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the natural beauty of the landscape

or examples of native handiwork to

attract the eye. It was difficult to

conceive of a more unlikely site for

a great catastrophe. Yet the valley

became just that in the .backlash of

one of the most destructive earth-

quakes in the history of the West-

ern Hemisphere.

Peru is part of the earthquake

belt that rims the land masses bor-

dering on the Pacific Ocean in an

arc extending from the tip of Chile

northward to Alaska and then south

through the islands of Japan. The
South American segment of this

arc, 4,000 miles long, is frequently

shaken by earth tremors and en-

dowed with active volcanoes, oce-

anic trenches, and young, still-ris-

ing mountain chains. Scientists

believe that these manifestations of

"geologic immaturity" result from a

progressive underthrusting of the

Pacific Ocean beneath the continen-

tal shelf.

Although numerous large earth-

quakes have been recorded over the

past century in the Peruvian sector,

the Rio Santa valley was relatively

untouched. Residents of the valley

could not recall an earthquake of

major proportions in their area for

at least tliree generations.

The potential for death and de-

struction was certainly there, how-

ever. The Callejon de Huavlas must

have suffered its tragic share in the

earthquake of February 4, 1797,

which killed as many as 40,000

people between Cuzco in the south

and Quito, Ecuador, more than a

thousand miles to the north, and in

the quakes of August 13-15, 1868,

which killed another 25,000 in

Peru and Ecuador. But the valley

was unscathed by lesser quakes that

took place between 1940 and 1966.
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Nearly all of ike buildings

in Yungay were buried by llu

avalanche. Struck by an

edge of the moving mass,

this home was demolished.

Located principally south of the

CaUejon, in the Lima and Arequipa

areas, these exacted scattered tolls

of dead and injured.

Although relatively immune
from earthquakes in recent times,

the valley paid for its physical

charms in another coin—the ava-

lanche. Mud shdes, rock showers,

and even' conceivable kind of mate-

rial cascading from the mountain-

sides that hemmed it have plagued

the Callejon since the dawn of its

recorded history. The chief villain

is the Cordillera Blanca, whose up-

per slopes are so steep that grades

of 45° to 90° are the rule rather

than the exception. In some areas,

small icefalls take place several

times a day; in others, major ava-

lanches are reported every few

months or years.

Such avalanches have wiped out

entire communities. The unfortu-

nate village of Ranrahinca, which

adjoined the city of Yungay, was

annihilated in the early evening of

January 10, 1962, when an esti-

mated three million tons of Huasca-

ran's northern peak tore away from

the face of the mountain. The huge

mass bounced five times in the Rio

Santa gorge and then, slowing down
to 60 miles per hour crushed all but

one of Ranrahinca's houses and

buried 3,500 villagers. The rain of

boulders traveled nine miles in seven

minutes, dropping 13,000 feet.

The survivors of the rockfall, and

of the typhus epidemic that fol-

lowed, rebuilt Ranrahinca, building

houses of adobe tile or cement to re-

place the earlier stnjctm'es of cane. A
visitor to the village observed that the

new buildings looked solid but puny

against the mountain. It was a pro-

phetic remark.

On May 31, 1970, there was a

violent awakening for a 5,000-

square-mile area of Peru. At 3:23

P.M., eastern standard time, a shock

with the magnitude of 7.9 on the

Richter scale took place fifteen

miles west of the port city of Chim-

bote. Throughout the following

week, there were at least thirty-

seven aftershocks, distributed over

an ocean area extending about 85

miles parallel to the coast and 40
miles out to sea.

It is believed that the motion

originated in deep faults under the

seabed because there were no tsu-

namis, or seismic sea waves, as

might have occmred if the ocean

floor itself were wrenched and de-

formed. Nor was there any move-

HKMil of known surface faults in the

region or warping along the coast.

Reports disagree slightly as to

whether the maximum intensity of

the shocks inland, especially in the

Callejon de Huaylas, was somewhat
more or less than 7.9, but the ques-

tion is academic. Within roughly a

hundred-mile radius of Chimbote,

unimaginable disaster struck the

coastal and mountain regions with

the capriciousness that characterizes

nature on a rampage.

Most accounts described the

tremors as having a pronounced

side-to-side motion that, while not

strong enough to throw people to

the ground, made it difficult or im-

possible to walk or run. But if hu-

mans could stand against the

shocks, the adobe structures with

which the area abounded could not,

and it took fifteen seconds at most

before they began to collapse.

There is an uncanny parallel be-

tween this earthquake and the one

that ruined Lisbon on November 1,

1755. The Lisbon quake also had
its origin in the seabed west of the

city, and the three great shocks that

demolished most of the houses in

the lower part of the town killed

.50,000 people in a few minutes.

Because it was All Saints' Day and

the churches were filled with wor-

shippers, the number of victims was

higher than it might have been.

Peru's earthquake took place on

a Sunday afternoon, hours after

church services had ended, but this

was no ordinary Sunday. Thousands

of devout Peruvian sports fans were

indoors, listening to the broadcast

from Mexico City of the world soc-

cer matches between the Soviet

Union and Mexico. The outcome

was important, since Peru was in

the finals. Only the fact that the

quake began forty minutes before

the traditional 4:00 p.m. Sunday
film matinees saved many more

from being trapped en masse in the

theaters.

In the coastal region, with its

population of 200,000, a 'mere"

1,000 died. It was a different story

inland, where time finaUv ran out

for the Callejon de Huaylas. The
clock in the cathedral church of

Huaras stopped at 3:27 p.m., and

doomsday began.
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The clock of the Capilla Santa

Anna church in Guamadal
stopped at 3:27, soon after the

first tremors hit the area

between Lima and Chimbote.

In the older part of Huaras, the

red-tiled roofs of the two- and three-

story buildings came down on their

occupants, and the walls of adobe

brick fell on those who fled down
the narrow streets. In 45 seconds,

nine-tenths of the buildings had

been destroyed, and there were 800
known dead. An area of 100 square

blocks was turned into a mass of

rubble and broken walls as much as

ten feet deep, and 16,000 people,

out of a population of 65,000, lay

buried in the ruins.

Buildings of brick, with rein-

forced concrete walls, withstood the

shocks with only slight damage. But

even this type of construction did

not avail where there were in-

adequate shear walls. One such

building, a four-story schoolhouse,

collapsed as the pupils were per-

forming a play, and the bodies of

two small girls were found beneath

that of the priest who had vainly

attempted to shield them.
What happened in Huaras was

being repeated in dozens of commu-
nities throughout the Callejon de

Huaylas and at hundreds of remote

spots on the slopes of the mountain

ranges that hemmed it in. Mancas,

situated on the western heights of

the Cordillera Blanca above the Rio

Santa was typical. Roughly 70 per-

cent of its adobe buildings were de-

stroyed and 3,100 of its 5,000 in-

habitants killed. In less than a

minute, the Peru earthquake had

secured for itself a prominent place

on the list of the world's natural

holocausts.

It was unimaginable that any-

thing could overshadow the devas-

tation that had already taken place,

but the unimaginable happened. A
slab of ice and rock a half mile wide

broke off the western face of

Huascaran's northern peak and be-

gan to descend toward the Rio

Santa, 18,000 feet below.

The original mass that broke

loose is estimated at more than 35
million cubic feet. Moving at in-

credible speed down the 70° slope

of Mount Huascaran, it began to

generate awesome properties in re-

sponse to the natural laws invoked

by its huge size and velocity. In its

slide, the avalanche took on the

character of a highly liquid mud-

flow: part of the ice melted through

friction, and water-saturated sedi-

ments were picked up on its down-

wai"d route.

Accompanied by a deafening

noise and preceded by a strong tur-

bulence, the fluid mass is thought to

have created its own cushion by en-

trapping and compressing air be-

neath it. In this way it was able to

override obstructions that might

have slowed or stopped it; even

ridges of loose morainal material

were later found to be undisturbed

in its wake.

Hurling three-ton boulders half a

mile, wreaking havoc on people,

livestock, vegetation, and buildings

in the Llanganuco Valley, the ava-

lanche provided a foretaste of what

was in store for Yungay and Ranra-

hinca directly below.

The Llanganuco Valley is cut

transversely into the western flank

of Mount Huascaran, intersecting

the Rio Santa at almost right an-

gles. Now the valley acted as a

chute for the immense mass. Travel-

ing at speeds of from 135 to 270
miles per hour as its pathwav

dipped and eased, the avalanche

covered the nine miles to the edge

of the river in less than four min-

utes. At the 8,500-foot level, it sep-

arated into three tongues, or lobes,

encompassing about six square

miles. One lobe buried Ranrahinca

and all but 50 of its 1,800 resi-

dents; another obhterated several

smaller communities; and the thii-d

continued towai^d Yungav, where a

ridge, 300 to 600 feet high, stood

between the city and the mouth of

the Llanganuco Valley. In the past

it had acted as protection against

landslides, but not this time. Before

the eyes of the few horrified onlook-

ers who lived to tell what they saw,

a wall of debris as high as a ten-

story building reared up over the

Continued on page 80

A statue of Christ remains

erect in the Yungay cemetery.

It commemorates the death of

3,500 people by an

avalanche in 1962.
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io^vn in INgorongoro
Crater

When ritual displays

are bypassed,

two gazelles risk death

until a scientist

turns referee

by Rictiarcl D. Estes

With mouths agape and tongues

protruding, the two bucks drew

deep, rasping breaths. Their fore-

quarters were smeared with blood,

most of which issued from their

mouths. As the fight continued,

they leaned against each other fre-

quently, with horns locked and

heads flat on the ground, as though

too exhausted to go on. Then one

would recover sufficiently to make

another thrust, and the struggle was

renewed. Neither would yield.

During two and a half years' resi-

dence inside Ngorongoro Crater,

Tanzania, I had never seen a fight

between Grant's gazelle {Gazella

granti) that led to any apparent in-

jury. Then on a two-month retiu-n

visit, I witnessed and photographed

what 1 am sure would have been a

fight to the death had I not inter-

vened—an interference that I have

since regretted. That such a battle

royal should have involved the com-
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paratively staid Grant's gazelle

made it all the more unusual. To
appreciate the novelty of the event,

it is necessary to understand the so-

cial organization of this species and
the normally highly ritualized form
of aggression between adult males.

The Grant's gazelle, reaching a

weight of 180 pounds and a height

of about three feet at the shoulder,

is only medium sized, yet so beau-

tifully proportioned that it is one of

Most encounters between

Grant's gazelle are

settled peacefully through

display rituals. With

necks upraised and muscles

tensed, two bucks, left,

circle in a parallel

position. A display will

end when one buck,

below, lowers its head,

signifying intimidation.
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(he most imposing of the seventy-

oiid African antelopes. Like the

sable, greater kudu, and certain

races of the impala, male Grant's

gazelle have large horns in propor-

tion to their stature. These are

strongly ridged, flattened from side

to side, and up to two and a half

feet long.

Equally impressive are the

Grant's movements and caiTiage.

\^ alking at a deliberate pace, with

head held high on its ai-ching, mus-

culai' neck, the animal appears se-

rene and stately. Bv comparison,

the much smaller and "busier"

Thomson's gazelle (males weigh no

more than 60 pounds), which is fre-

quently found associated with its

relative, looks like a windup toy.

The Grant's coat, although pale,

has the muted beauty of a dove's

plumage, the fawn ground color de-

lineated bv extensive areas of white

and accented by dark lines. Curi-

ously, the bold, dark side stripe typ-

ical of many gazelles is entirely

lacking in adult male Grant's ga-

zelle. In females, it varies from

pronounced to nonexistent but is

most often incomplete. One unusual

mark of this species, a dark area

above the orbit, makes the eye ap-

pear large. Such a doe-eyed crea-

ture hardly looks fierce.

Compared with the Thomson's

gazelle, one of the most abundant

East African plains antelopes, the

Grant's gazelle is uncommon. In the

Serengeti ecological unit there are

an estimated 600,000 Thomson's

and perhaps one-tenth that number
of Grant's gazelle. The latter, how-

ever, has a greater ecological toler-

ance and is found in the more arid

parts of northeastern Africa from

central Tanzania to Ethiopia and

Somalia. It is at home on short-

grass plains such as the eastern Ser-

engeti, in acacia savanna, in dense

thornbush avoided bv most plains

game, and even in subdesert. It is

primarily a water-independent

browser, while Thomson's gazelle is

a water-dependent grazer. Both spe-

cies are migratory if seasonal move-

ments are adaptive to environ-

mental conditions.

Approximatelv 1,500 Grant's ga-

zelle inhabit the 104-square-mile

floor of Ngorongoro Crater, appar-

ently a high density for this species.

Here, Thomson's gazelle out-

numbers it by only two to one, and
since Grant's gtizelle weighs two or

three times as much as its cousin, it

actually achieves a greater biomass.

The reason is that there is far more
of the tall, slope and hill grassland

preferred bv Grant's gazelle than of

the short, alkaline grassland favored

bv Thomson's gazelle.

Like tlie great majority of ante-

lopes, the Grant's gazelle is territo-

rial. Adult males (usually over four

years old) maintain individual prop-

erties within which the owner is

dominant over all conspecifics. Nor-

mally, the entire inhabited range is

partitioned into a mosaic of occu-

pied territories. Since the bound-

aries are rarely visible—although

known to the owners—the mosaic is

more real than apparent. Where the

pattern is unobscured by other ga-

zelles, what one sees is a network of

mature males spaced out at more or

less regular intervals. The territorial

grid is permanently maintained in

Ngorongoro, so that no matter

where other Grant's gazelle go, they

are always on some male's property

and to some degree subject to his

control.

While territorial males seem
more attached to propertv than to

their own kind, other Grant's ga-

zelle are gregarious and live to-

gether in groups of two types: nur-

sery or harem herds of females and

voung and bachelor herds of juve-

nile and young adult males. In

Ngorongoro, nursery herds average

about sixteen head and bachelor

herds about ten head. Herds of fifty

head are not uncommon, while ag-

gregated nursery and bachelor

herds of as many as one hundred

animals sometimes occur. Other

than territorial males, the only ga-

zelles that are seen alone are moth-

ers guarding their concealed new-

born fawns.

Depending on terrain, vegeta-

tion, the season, and population den-

sity, territory size can vai'y greatly.

There seems, however, to be a

minimum intermale spacing for each

species, infringement of which

leads to strife and instability.

Grant's gazelle maintain relativelv

large territories, about one-third to

one-half square mile in Ngorongoro.

Thomson's gazelle tolerate one an-

other within 200 to .300 yards,

while wildebeest maintain an aver-

age interval of only 150 yards. In

lai'ge aggregations, territorial wilde-

beest bulls may tolerate neighbors

as close as 30 yards, which is near

the minimum known in any ante-

lope of open habitats. Since a wilde-

beest is three times the weight of a

Grant's gazelle, territorial area

beai's no obvious relation to the ani-

mal's size. Territory size does seem
to be correlated with the preferred

diet of the animal and productivity

of the habitat.

There is also an apparent rela-

tionship between the size of prop-

erty and the energy expended on

such territorial activities as adver-

tising, herding, and ritualized or ac-

tual fighting. In general, species

and individuals with small holdings

tend to be more actively territorial

than those with large holdings. It

stands to reason that it is harder to

keep potential rivals at a distance

and to prevent females from leaving

when the area is small. And the

more females in a herd, the harder

it becomes to control them. In a

small territory, however, it is easier

to detect and intercept trespassers.

With a shorter boundary to patrol

and scent mark, the owner can also

post it more efficiently. Moreover,

he need only stand or lie in the cen-

ter of his property to manifest his

presence to all his neighbors.

Wildebeest and Thomson's ga-

zelle advertise their properties

diligently, perhaps partly because

their holdings are small enough to

be manageable. In addition, the

continuing proximity of neighbor-

ing rivals may keep them stirred

up, for thev also put more effort

into other territorial activities than

do Grant's gazelle. Thomson's ga-

zelle seem to be constantly shep-

herding and pursuing females and

having border skirmishes with

neighboring bucks.

Wildebeest chase so actively that

herds bound for any distant objec-

tive must run a veritable gauntlet of

intercepting bulls. They spend
nearlv all the time not devoted to

eating and ruminating on territorial

maintenance, including at least an

hour a day in ritualized contests

with up to six neighbors. These en-

counters amount to a daily test of
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Between displays, gazelles

engage in such displacement

activities as scratching,

left. Buck, right, is probably

threatening its opponent

by horning the grass.

each male's self-confidence and

ability to hold his place in the terri-

torial network.

To win the right to reproduce,

such a test of fitness must be met by

the males of nearly all territorial

species. As a rule, only males with

the physical capability and motiva-

tion to hold a territory have suf-

ficient aggressive and sexual drive

to compete successfully for mating

opportunities.

To indulge in a fanciful and

anthropomorphic comparison, I

would characterize territorial Thom-
son's gazelle as fussy and hot-tem-

pered, wildebeest as blustering, and

Grant's gazelle as dandified. Al-

though I have not made quan-

titative studies of gazelle behavior,

it seems clear that Grant's bucks

patrol and mark theu- property,

herd and chase, and duel with their

neighbors much less than their two
associates. Lacking the waxy secre-

tion that Thomson's bucks are con-

tinually daubing on every suitable

grass stem and twig, Grant's bucks

are limited to urinating and defecat-

ing in sequence on the same spot

(preferablv bare ground), a visual

and olfactorv territorial displav that

is probably common to all gazelles.

Another visual display is horn-

ing, in which Grant's bucks may
rhythmically swing their heads back

and forth in a bush or patch of high

grass for many minutes. They also

spend much time in static-optic ad-

vertising—lying out in the open,

usually on a slope where they can

see and be seen to best advantage.

Unless they approach the territo-

rial boundary, females are seldom

energetically herded and chased;

most of the time the male moves
sedately among them, checking

their reproductive status by sniffing

their urine and engaging in stately

courtship displays. Even when a fe-

male is in heat, there is little of the

spirited chasing typical of Thom-
son's gazelle. The greater autonomy
and localization of Grant's nursery

herds may explain it. Recognizable

females can be found in the same
locale for months, if not years, on
end. Individual territories may thus

be large enough to encompass
nearly the whole home range,

thereby giving a single male vir-

tually an exclusive harem. Of
course, this relieves him of much
onerous chasing and the need to re-

main eternally vigilant.

Perhaps most remarkable as an

example of the territorial Grant's

laissez-faire approach is the extent

to which bachelor males are allowed

the run of the place. Male herds are

not only tolerated within the terri-

tory, but they sometimes also

mingle with nursery herds and may
follow and display to females with-

out provoking any violent reaction

from the overlord—as long as he re-

mains the undisputed master.

Such tolerance, however, is not

necessarily the rule in this species.

In a more detailed study of Grant's

gazelle behavior conducted in Ser-

engeti National Park, Fritz Walther

found different patterns of territo-

rial behavior in different types of

habitat. On the open plains, bach-

elor and nurserv herds typically re-

main aggregated in mixed herds,

which circulate within sizable home
ranges encompassing several terri-

tories. Each territorial male con-

trols the herd while it is on his

ground; when it leaves he either re-

mains behind or joins up himself, in

which case he behaves with the

meekness of a bachelor male while

in a neighbor's territory. In wooded
savanna habitat, males defend more
clearly defined territories—often a

hmited stretch of grassland sur-

rounded by bush. Herds are

smaller, more stable and restricted.

Here bachelor males are not al-

lowed to trespass.
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Tlie grouping patterns and be-

havior of Grant's gazelle in Ngor-

ongoro Crater appear to be some-

what intermediate to the two pat-

terns just described. While territo-

rial males occasionally allow

bachelor males to mix with female

herds, the fact that the sexes usually

live in segregated groups, inter-

mingling only sporadically, is evi-

dence of a prevailing intolerance.

One category of male that cannot

enter a Crater territory unchal-

lenged is the proprietor of a neigh-

boring territory. Adjacent bucks

seemingly recognize each other and

react from afar if one approaches. I

have often seen a defending buck
begin trotting to meet a neighbor

that was more than one-quarter of a

mile away, probably before it

crossed their common boundary.

What happens when two neigh-

bors meet depends on a number of

variables: whether the meeting is on

the border or well inside one of the

territories; the presence of a harem
and of females in estrus and where

these animals are at the time; the

physiological state and motivation

of the antagonists; and. no doubt,

the past history of their relation-

ship. Nonetheless, through a spec-

tacular ritual that may be peculiar

to Grant's gazelle, the great major-

ity of such encounters are settled

without recourse to combat. I call it

the neck displav ritual.

As two bucks approach one an-

other, they usually slacken their

pace to a deliberate walk and bear

themselves proudly. Instead of

meeting head on, they move past

one another on a parallel course

and come to a standstill, side-on or

rear-to, five to ten yards apart. With
necks upraised and chins pulled in

like marines at attention, one or

both abruptly turn their heads

toward each other and away again—

a brief "eyes right!" "eyes left!"

With all the neck muscles tensed,

the neck looks larger than normal,

and as the animals swing their

heads from side to side, the muscles

play and bulge even more. Thus,

the display emphasizes the degree

of neck development. The neck is

much thicker in males than in fe-

males and, together with the size

and shape of the horns, distin-

guishes mature from subadult or

even young adult bucks. I believe

that Grant's males may evaluate po-

tential opponents primarily on the

basis of neck development, secon-

darily on horn development, and
that they will avoid challenging in-

dividuals that have perceptibly

larger necks.

Through experience gained in

the bachelor herds, where the mem-
bers engage in almost daily tourna-

ments, males have ample opportu-

nity to learn to judge their strength

relative to that of their contempo-

Possibly settling old

scores, two bucks meet in

all-out combat—locking

horns and trying to

throw each other—without

any preliminary displays.

raries. They join these herds as

yearlings, after territorial males ev-

ict them from nurserv herds. The
adult bucks harass the juveniles un-

til they no longer try to rejoin the

females and younger fawns.

Aggressive behavior, including

spirited fighting, is seen much more
often between subadult and voung

adult members of bachelor herds

than between mature males. Sig-

nificantly, the contestants are al-

most always closely matched by size

and age. The reason can be seen on

the rare occasions when a juvenile

male or adult female spars with a

subadult buck: as soon as the two

lock horns, the larger twists the

smaller's neck and mav almost push

the animal off its feet. Usually,

bucks are so well matched that nei-

ther can gain such an advantage. It

seems that pushing the opponent

out of line and rushing it off its feet

by neck twisting is basic to the

fighting technique of this species.

The risks of injurv would appear to
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be high compared to a species like

Thomson's gazelle, for instance, in

which the fighting style is highly

ritualized, usually involving only a

harmless form of parry-and-thrust

dueling.

Grant's males who learn to

avoid fighting stronger individuals

would have a greater chance of sur-

viving to reproduce. By the same

token, natural selection would favor

the substitution of a ritualized dis-

play for dangerous combat. The

adaptive significance of the. neck

display is that it is an effective and

safe substitute for an actual trial of

strength.

Yet in display contests between

territorial males, neck size alone

presumably does not determine the

outcome. Since each member of the

territorial network is, by definition,

approximately equal to his neigh-

bors, there should not be any pro-

nounced differences between prop-

erty owners. To win a place in the

first instance, a buck must have the

strength and determination to com-

pete on equal terms with other ter-

ritorial males, and he must remain

equal if he is to maintain his posi-

tion. Surely, no buck can afford to

let himself be intimidated on his

own property, for the certainty of

being superior to all conspecifics on

one's home ground is the essence of

territoriality. Thus, brute force is

no more important than motivation

for preserving a balance of power,

and indeed, since there may be con-

siderable size differences between

adjacent males, strength could be

less important.

If physical endowment is not the

decisive attribute in the neck dis-

play, how can conflicts between ter-

ritorial males be resolved by dis-

play? It seems to me that what

counts is execution. The vigor and

conviction of the performance ex-

press the degree of self-confidence

felt by the performer and determine

the impressiveness of his display;

in short, how he looks to an opponent

depends on how he feels. Simply

from the relative erectness and ten-

sion of each animal's bearing, it is

often possible for an observer to

judge which of two displaying

bucks is more confident. If one

holds his head higher and turns it

more often and more vigorously,
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chances are that this animal will

win the encounter—the other will

give ground or withdraw altogether.

It is, however, often impossible

to know the motivation, to under-

stand why one animal should be

dominant over another in a particu-

lar encounter. It is only safe to say

that, in general, encounters that

take place well inside a territory ai^e

won by the owner.

When two bucks display vigor-

ously and with apparently equal

self-assurance, there is always a

chance that a fight will develop, but

usually only after all the alterna-

tives have been tried. Dr. Walther

found that display bouts may last

for as long as fifteen minutes and

include up to three dozen head

turns. Displav bouts I have seen of-

ten became more intense the longer

they continued. After the initial

strutting and head turning from a

distance, two equally matched
bucks would begin to circle side-on

and head to tail, coming closer

while continuing to display. One or

both would angle their heads so that

their horns pointed in their oppo-

nent's direction. Sometimes they

would march side by side for a dis-

tance, then stop to display anew,

each drawing himself up to the full-

est extent possible.

Between displays, each animal

engaged in certain seemingly irrele-

vant behavior patterns—so-called

displacement activities—such as

scratching its neck, chest, or the

area between the horns with a hind

foot. They also grazed and per-

formed the territorial marking dis-

play, emphasized by pawing the

earth before urinating and defecat-

ing on the same spot. Horning the

vegetation was also common during

these encounters, and when ad-

dressed to an opponent could be

interpreted as an aggressive threat.

If neither party is inclined to

quit after a display repertoire of this

kind, a fight is likely. In the final

prelude, the pair stand confronting

one another from a yard or less

apart, necks low, ears spread, and

horns presented vertically. They
duck their heads up and down and

touch horns, an act Walther fit-

tingly terms "taking measure."

Suddenly they surge forward, at the

same time lowering their heads flat

to the ground; the horns slide past

each other and engage firmlv at

their bases, either interlocking or

forked. In an effort to force the op-

ponent backward or sideways, they

push and strain against each other.

Sometimes the horns become stuck

together, leading to frantic efforts to

pull awav, during which thev whirl

around like a pair of square danc-

ers. They may twist their necks and

entangle their legs; their horns, in

addition to dealing puncture
wounds, can also trip them up. Tliis

is real combat now, and no one who
has witnessed it can doubt the dan-

ger.

It is rare, however, for combat

between mature males to become
this violent or to last more than a

few minutes. An encounter I

watched last January was more typi-

cal. One of the bucks, decidedly

less aggressive, simply gave ground,

letting himself be moved back more

than a hundred yards in a series of

jousting encounters. Between shov-

ing, the two ran through their dis-

play repertoire. Neither was hurt.

Eventually they moved apart and

ignored one another, although both

remained in proximity and pro-

ceeded to herd the same group of

females and young.

In extreme contrast to this en-

counter, the mortal combat I saw

less than a week later began with-

out preamble and was obviously se-

rious from the outset. One buck—
which may have been alarmed by

the approach of my vehicle—trotted

toward a group of adult males, fe-

males, and juveniles. Not expecting'

anything unusual, I didn't see the

very beginning; the next thing I

knew two of the bucks were hard at

it.

The only explanation for this

battle that seems to make any sense

is that it was a grudge match, that

Horn configuration varies

greatly among Grant's

gazelle, from the

lyrate. right, to the

showier pattern and wider

spread found in Ngorongoro.
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is, it was based on mutual antago-

nism growing out of the past rela-

lionship of these particular animals.

Perhaps they had previously en-

gaged in indecisive display bouts

and fights and were now settling old

scores. Mavbe my approach forced

the issue. Since I know nothing of

their past history, this is, of course,

pure speculation. I am not even

sure they were territorial neighbors,

although it appears likely. It is only

certain that they were both fully

mature, powerful animals, with en-

durance to match their rage.

At first I kept back for fear of

disturbing them, but they were ut-

terly absorbed in the conflict. It

would have been extremely easy for

a predator to grab one of them. In a

place like Ngorongoro Crater this

danger is enough to act as an added

selective force against fighting.

Maybe the same force also weeds

out preoccupied fight spectators, for

most of the neai-by Grant's gazelle

evinced little interest in the battle.

Whatever the reason, there would

appear to be no future at all in try-

ing to impress Grant's does with a

display of fighting prowess.

For a long time the bucks ram-

med and grappled with equal feroc-

ity, neither gaining an advantage.

Bound head to head by interforking

horns, each tried to twist the other's

head sideways and up and thus gain

tiie leverage to throw him, the way

a steer is bulldogged. Often their

heads were rotated so far that the

horn tips of one side actually stuck

into the ground. Even at such an

acute angle, neither quite lost his

balance; in fact, the horn contacting

the ground may have helped to pre-

vent further twisting. If so, the ani-

mal with the wider horns would

have been better protected against

extreme twisting. One had a re-

markably wide spread, while the

other had more conventional close-

set horns. I wonder whether one

configuration does offer any me-

chanical advantage over another, in

terms of grip or leverage. Assuming

it does, then the great variation one

sees among Grant's gazelle would

suggest reduced selection pressiu-e

for eflBcient weapons and an in-

crease in the importance of horns as

ornaments of display.

While it may have had nothing to

do with horn configuration, after

about fifteen minutes the male with

the close-set horns began to gain a
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decisive advantage, along with the

initiative. By then, both were ex-

hausted but kept fighting. As they

leaned against each other's necks,

casping for breath, the male with

close-set horns was the first to break

the long pauses. The wide-horned

buck, simply reacting to his

charges, pushed in return, but was

obviouslv hard put to maintain his

position. His only hope was to

break free and make a run for it

while he still had the strength; yet

he gave every indication of sticking

it out to the end.

And the end was near, for sud-

denly the other broke past his guard

and began a furious onslaught upon

his side and underbelly. That was

\viien I intervened.

It was not out of pity so much as

revulsion. At first, the vigor and

savagerv of the bucks was an ex-

citing and beautiful spectacle, but

as thev continued, it began to seem

brutal'. The jarring impacts, the

thrusts of the horns, the stertorous

breathing, and the blood sickened

me. When one was finally in a posi-

tion to kill the other, I was unable

to sit and watch it happen.

1 jumped out of the car and ran

toward them, shouting as loudly as

I could. They paid no attention. Not

until I was within a few yards did

they break contact and run, the

winner pursuing the loser. Fortu-

nately, the wide-horned one could

still run. He was nearly overtaken,

but the winner gave up the chase

within a few hundred yards and

moved away some distance, limping

slightlv from a wound in one fore-

leg. Shortly thereafter, the wide-

horned buck lay down. Returning

later in the afternoon, I was re-

lieved to see that neither seemed

to have suffered any serious dam-

age.

As I said in the beginning, I now

regret my intervention. Partly be-

cause I was not involved in study-

ing this species and partly because I

felt that the animals were trapped

in a highly unusual situation, I

stepped outside the role of nonpar-

ticipating observer and let senti-

ment overcome scientific detach-

ment. The thought that these two

superb bucks lived to fight another

day somewhat mitigates my sense of

guilt. Did they resolve their differ-

ences, I wonder, or will they pursue

them in another fight to the finish-

next time without a referee? D
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The Day
the Mountain Fell
(Continued from page 68

barrier ridge and, like an incarnation

of an apocalvptic beast, fell on

Yungav and swallowed the citv

whole.

In that instant, more than 15,000

of Yungav's 19,000 citizens died,

plus unknown thousands of Sunday

visitors and vendors of farm produce.

The city lay buried seventeen feet

deep, like a modern Pompeii. Of the

Plaza de Armas nothing remained but

the tops of four palm trees. Wliatever

the great slide could not cover, it top-

pled; the church with its .36-foot bel-

fry tower disappeai-ed.

Huge boulders lay about: the

largest, 14,000 tons, was left at the

site of Ranrahinca. Most of the rock

fragments were angular and fresh,

as though torn from the outcrop.

There were, however, many from

previous landslides, apparently

picked up and carried along by the

Mount Huascaran avalanche. Geol-

ogists on the scene a few days later

estimated that the total volume of

solid material moved was 65 milhon

cubic yards. Tliis is more than one-

quarter of the 240 million cubic

yards excavated during the building

of the Panama Canal.

The sudden and violent dis-

placment and redeposit of immense

masses of material had incalculable

effects within the confines of the

valley. In following the Rio Santa's

course, the avalanche destroyed

bridges, roads, communications fa-

cihties, fields, and power hues. But

the greatest damage was human,

and the Callejon de Huaylas lay like

an open wound.

Peruvian air force pilots reported

that visibihty was hampered by

clouds of dust from continuing ava-

lanches, which mingled with the

seasonal fogs of the Andes. There

was, however, sufficient visibility to

piece together a picture of survivors

clinging to the mountainsides, val-

leys that had become raging rivers

fed by burst dams, roads hidden un-

der tons of rock, and scores of com-

munities literally wiped off the face

of the earth.

The disaster had been so precipi-

tous, so complete, that it was days

before its full impact was grasped.

First accounts told of 200 casual-

ties, but the toll climbed inexorably

toward the thousands as additional

8o



stories were filed and as govern-

ment spokesmen, reluctant to admit

the worst, began to mention in-

creasingh' greater mmibers, hazard-

ing the outside possibility of 30.000

deaths.

The total was to be much higher.

The true figures, delayed for weeks

because of disrupted communica-

tions and ground routes blocked bv

landslides, were finally released at

the beginning of July by Peru's Na-

tional Emergency Committee:
70.000 lives lost: 50.000 injured:

roughly 186.000 buildings, or 80
percent of those in the afflicted

ai-ea, destroyed or rendered unin-

habitable.

The generations for which the

people of the Callejon de Huaylas

had been sparged a major eailh-

quake w-ere, at best, uneasy ones—
mai'ked bv landslides that sacrificed

a village here, a town there. Then,

in a matter of minutes, a double

tragedy enveloped all of the valley,

and memories of the relatively

peaceful yeai's were obliterated.

A preliminary report made
jointly bv U.S. and Peru\aan geolo-

gists soon after the disaster did not

favor the rebuilding of Yungav and

Ranrahinca and described Cards as

being in one of the potentially most

dangerous locations of any of the

larger cities of the valley.

During the more than three years

since the catastrophe of May 31.

1970, the government of Peru has

not encouraged the restoration of

the once picturescjue cities and

towns of the Callejon de Huaylas.

The small amount of reconstniction

that has taken place is largely the

work of survi\ing residents reluc-

tant to admit the finality of the

event and start life elsewhere; but

the ruins and rubble are a reminder

that dominion over the landscape

belongs to the forces of nature.

Meanwhile, there is apprehen-

sion among Peruvians that no place

on the Pacific side of the Andes can

be called tmly safe. At their most

extreme, these fears are typified by

a centuries-old prophecy of an up-

heaval so great that one day vessels

will be able to anchor in what is

now the Plaza de Armas of Lima,

eight and a half miles inland and

500 feet above sea level. D

Meet Jenny Redhorse , _ _

She's About to

Become the Latest
American Indian Tragedy

BUT YOU CAN KEEP IT FROM
HAPPENING.

In today's America Jenny speaks only

Navaho. She lives with her parents

and six brothers and sisters in a one-

room log hogan, without electricity

or running water. Their only income

is a few dollars her mother earns by

weaving. Her father— like 65% of

the Indians in the area— is un-

employed.

But for Jenny, the worst tragedy is

yet to come: Soon she will drop out

of the third grade— because her

family simply can't provide the

clothes she needs for attending

school. Uneducated and unmoti-

vated, Jenny will be at a dead end

before she is even 10 years old— with

nothing ahead but the same barren,

desperate life of her parents.

As a Futures for Children sponsor,

you can actually save the education

— and future— of one needy Indian

child like Jenny. You directly fi-

nance your child's shoes, clothing

and other school needs . . . you be-

come his or her personal friend by
exchanging letters, photos, friend-

ship (if your child can't speak or

write English, our representative will

lend a hand) . . . and you give one

young Indian a feeling of pride and

self-esteem for the first time in his

or her life.

As an American Indian, Jenny's only

hope is through a decent education.

As a Futures sponsor, you can give

her that hope ... as well as the price-

less glow of knowing that someone

"out there" really cares about her

future. Please return the coupon

today.

D Yes, I (we) wa



Man's Age-old Struggle

If history is any guide,

there's light at the end

of the energy crisis

bv Andrew Hardy

Many people fear that the dis-

appearance of fossil fuels will doom
civilization. Tliey envision tractors

paralyzed in the fields, highways

choked with derelict cars, and fac-

tories ground to a halt. They pity

our descendants, who, they imag-

ine, will face everlasting drudgery.

But history does not support such

apocalyptic predictions. When
"energy crises" occurred in the

past and the main sources of

power dwindled, society found al-

ternative power sources.

The first "energy" shortage oc-

curred during Paleolithic times, the

result of man's too heavy reliance

on a hunting and gathering econ-

omy that exploited resources with-

out conserving or replacing them.

Because Paleolithic hunting tech-

niques were highly efficient, large

animals eventually disappeared

from regions where they could be

hunted easily. Paleolithic people,

however, did not lack food, for they

were surrounded by edible plants.

They probably also suspected a few

basic principles of agriculture: that

a seed, for example, grows into a

mature plant. Faced with a shortage

of animal food, man had to move on

or die off or change the basis of his

economy. Those who followed the

last course developed agriculture.

Anthropologists believe that the

scarcity of food animals precipi-

tated the Neolithic revolution.

Thousands of years later, ancient

Rome met an energy crisis—a man-

power shortage—by developing her

waterpower. Human muscle had

powered the ancient world. Orga-

nized masses of men constructed

roads, aqueducts, buildings, can-

als, and other great works. The
heavy machinery indispensable to

such projects, the crane for ex-

ample, was operated by gangs of

soldiers on a treadmill. Wheels

designed to pump water for irriga-

tion or for draining mines were

powered by men. Even flour mills

employed human toil, although

animals were also used.

It was not because they were ig-

norant of other sources of energy

that the ancients depended so ex-

tensively on manpower. They knew
well how to harness water. An
Egyptian papyrus of the second

century B.C. mentions a noria, a

waterwheel used for irrigation.

Strabo notes that King Mithridates

of Pontus had a water-powered mill

built in about 63 B.C. In the same

period Antipater of Thessaldnica

hailed the arrival of the watermill:

Cease from grinding, ye women
who toil at the miD;

Sleep late, even if the crowing

cocks announce the dawn.

For Demeter has ordered the

nymphs to perform the work of

your hands.

And they, leaping down on the

top of the wheel.

Turn its axle, which, with its re-

volving spokes.

Turns the heavy concave
Nisyrian mill-stones.

Despite the ancients' familiarity

with it, waterpower was little used

until the fourth century a.d. Vested

interests, economics, the geography

of the Mediterranean, and snob-

bery prevented its earlier adoption.

As long as Rome enjoyed an

abundance of manpower, she had a

vested interest in preventing the

employment of other kinds of

power. The Romans, like the Lud-

dites of early nineteenth-century

England, reasoned that a man re-

placed by some other source of

power would be deprived of a job

and forced to become a parasite on

society. The mob on the Roman
grain dole was large enough without

adding to it workers displaced by

unorthodox technology. In con-

sequence, the state discouraged dae-

dal contraptions. Emperor Vespa-

sian rejected an invention for

transporting the columns for public

buildings because many of the poor,

who would otherwise have been on

the dole, labored on such works.

The wealthy owners of muscle-pow-

ered devices, having considerable

political influence and wanting to

protect their investments, also

fought the use of waterpower.

The rivers around the Mediter-

ranean posed another obstacle to

the widespread adoption of water-

power; the volume of water they

carried fluctuated wildly. Grinding

would be restricted to the few

weeks of the year when the water

level was high. This difficulty

could be sm-mounted by damming
streams and constructing milhaces



or* Power
or bv feeding; tlic wheel from an

aqueduet, but this demanded a sub-

stantial eapital investment that fin-

aneiers were unwilling to make be-

cause waterpower was considered a

disreputable odditv.

In the classical age, affairs of

technology and engineering were

contemptuously associated with

manual labor. Scientists, as men of

good repute, were theoreticians;

only under duress did they put their

ideas into practice. Archimedes, for

example, "though his [war ma-

chines built to protect Syracuse]

had won him . . . fame for super-

human sagacity, would not consent

to leaye behind him any treatise on

this subject, but regarding the work

of an engineer and eyery art that

ministers to the needs of life as ig-

noble and vulgar, he devoted his

earnest efforts to those studies the

subtlety and chai^m of which are not

affected by the claims of necessity."

This common attitude dissuaded

both invention of, and investment

in, new technology. Respectable

men continued to invest in land

and slaves.

The situation changed in the

fourth centmy a.d. when the popu-

lation of the empire plummeted.

Rome diminished in size, and in Os-

tia the extensive tenement houses

W'cre replaced with single-family

dwellings. The frontiers of the em-

pire were abandoned. Manpower
became scai^ce and costly. To hold

down the price of flour, which was

still ground by humans, Con-

stantine assigned convicts to the

grain mills. Thoughtful citizens,

however, realized that this was only

a stopgap measure. Authors began

to praise the technological creativ-

ity of the barbarians and inveighed

against the continuing indifference

to the mechanical arts within the

empire.

Faced with a shortage of man-
power, the Romans eventually con-

verted their mills to waterpower. By
the end of the fourth centmy a.d.,

the mill owners' resistance to water-

power had subsided; they developed

appropriate machinery and linked

all the mills of Rome with the aque-

ducts. To insure that the power-

hungry millers did not divert more
than their share of water from the

public system, subsequent emperors

enacted detailed water-use regu-

lations and appointed inspectors.

In time, waterpower came into

use throughout the empire. A great

flour factory was established near

Aries. Sixteen wheels, mounted on

the steep gradient of the aqueduct

from Les Baux, ground 28 tons of

flour in ten hours—or enough to

feed 80,000 people. The factory

supplied surrounding army camps
and Rome as well. Other devices.

such as irrigation pumps, were also

converted to waterpower.

Twelve hundred years later, a

shortage of wood laid the founda-

tion for the Industrial Revolution.

In 1610 "timber for building and

other necessaries for husbandry

[had] already grown so extreme

dear" in Devonshire that supplies

had to be imported from Ireland,

Flanders, and Wales. The problem
was particularly acute on the coast,

where hardwoods were scarce in

the first place. A petition to Eliza-

beth, advocating that mineral ex-

ports be forbidden, explained that

"all the country villages . . .

within twenty miles of the sea are

. . . driven to bui'n of these [sea]

coals, for that the most part of

the woods are consumed."

During the Renaissance, wood
was employed to an astonishing de-

gi-ee. Virtually everything—build-
ings, furnitm-e, implements, con-

tainers, ornaments, ships, carts,

industrial machinery, and weap-

ons—was constructed of wood.
Wood fueled every domestic and in-

dustrial fire. Caulking, soap, char-

coal, vinegar, and alcohol were de-

rived from it. Prodigious quantities

of wood were devoured; the evapo-

ration of 1,600 wagonloads of salt

from brine consumed 6,000 wagon-

loads of wood. The preparation of a

ton of bar iron from ore required

twelve loads of charcoal, or about

eight beech trees one foot square at

the base.

The demands of a growing popu-

lation for lumber and firewood, plus

the requirements of expanding com-

merce for trade goods and con-

veyances, forced up the price of

The decline of game animals

in the Paleolithic,

man's first energy crisis,

led to the development

of agriculture and, in time,

to the use ofplows in

turning the soil.
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For the investment-oriented

wildlife art enthusiast . . .

The Griggsville Wild Bird Society

is pleased to announce an

investment-oriented — and beautifully

illustrated—book on the subject. . .

"3 Centuries of Great

American Wildlife Art,

and Why It Is a Good Investment Today'

Because of current inflation and devaluation of the dollar, wise
investors are looking for excellent investment opportunities, and
fine art has become extremely popular. Famous European auction
houses list sales at all-time highs and growing. Rapidly coming to
the front in this popularity is wildlife art: During the past year
alone, the value of 18th Century bird prints by Mark Catesby has
appreciated by 500 percent, and the value of prints by 19th Century
great John James Audubon, has increased by 300 percent. Bird
prints by modern artist Richard Sloan have appreciated as much as
1000 percent in little more than two years, and mammal prints by
Richard Timm has appreciated 400 percent in less than six months.

The works of these artists and others are featured in our new book,
"3 Centuries of Great American Wildlife Art, and Why It Is a Good
Investment Today." Superbly produced and illustrated in full
color. (30 pages, 81/2" x 11") this book is packed with valuable in-
formation for the investment-oriented art enthusiast. An excellent
and timely book, produced by the organization which is largely
responsible for the growing American interest in antique and
modern wildlife art.

Write for ''3 Centuries."

Price $2, including postage

Griggsville Wild Bird Society

Box 222H

Griggsville, Illinois 62340

wood more rapidly than the price of
any other goods for which statistics

are available. From the end of the

sixteenth to the middle of the sev-

enteenth century, prices in general
multiplied three times; firewood
went up eight times. High-quality
wood for industry increased in price

even faster: in 1605 the dyers of
London were paying six times as

much for dye wood as they had paid
in 1550. The desperate Scottish

"have been constrained not only to

cut down and destroy their policy

[parks] and planting, but also their

movable timber-work, to make fire

of it . . . and in many places the

trade of brewing and baking for

want of fire is neglected and cassen
up [quashed]."

To meet the crisis, the govern-
ment imposed conservation mea-
sures. An act of 1593 compelled
beer exporters to either return the

original barrels or to come back
with foreign clapboard suitable for

making the same number of barrels

as had been exported. A royal proc-

lamation of 1615, noting the alarm-
ing scarcity of wood, declared that

"it were the less evil to reduce the

times unto the ancient manner of
drinking in Stone and of Lattice-

windows, than to suffer the loss of
such a treasure." Unfortunately,

this approach required more wood
than ever. More wood was used in

baking the bricks for a building or
in forging an iron container than in

constructing the building or con-

tainer out of wood itself. There was
a much greater demand for fire-

wood than for timber. As a result,

coal was substituted as a power
source.

Coal was cheap and plentiful,

qualities that recommended it to

everyone bedeviled by the costli-

ness and scarcity of wood. Early
in the seventeenth century, coal

replaced wood fuel in the home
and in some industries. In other

industries, however, technical

problems prevented immediate
conversion from wood and char-

coal to coal. New manufacturing
techniques had to be invented be-

fore brickmakers, glassmakers,
bakers, malt-dryers, lead-, tin-,

copper-, and iron-smelters could

take advantage of coal.

In the process of inventing new
techniques, countless other discov-

eries were made. When the use of

coal was finally mastered by these



industries, the diseoveries that had

been made incidental to its mas-

tery—along with the superior ther-

mal efficiencv of the new fuel—en-

abled factories to produce their

wares in greater quantity at lower

cost. Cheaper manufactured goods,

particulai-ly iron, could then be

used more extensively for construc-

tion of machinery. Iron machines

are not only much stronger than

wooden ones, but some machines,

such as steam engines, can only be

made from iron.

As coal came into general use,

demand for it rose. Yet production

was hmited by high overhead costs.

Prospecting was uncertain: several

shafts might have to be sunk before

the vein was found; then water had

to be pumped from the mine. The

water- and horse-powered pumps in

use until the eighteenth centiu-y had

been designed for silver and copper

mines and were not economical for

coal mines. Neither the cost of di-

verting streams and rivers nor the

cost of maintaining herds of horses

was justified by the low price of

coal. For example, it cost the part-

ners of one colliery, who did not

spend an extraordinai-y amount for

drainage, an average of £26 per

week for their pump horses. They

received 2 to 4s. per ton of coal.

The cost of pumping out a mine and

the overhead of prospecting could

not be absorbed by asking a higher

price for coal; unless coal remained

significantly cheaper than wood,

people would not buy it. Wood was

preferred; even after coal had be-

come common, it was considered

grimy and abhorrent.

The consequent economic
squeeze between the cost of pump-

ing and the most tolerable price for

coal initiated a frenzied hunt for

cheap pumping devices. From the

reign of Elizabeth I through that of

Charles I, one in seven patents dealt

with pumping water. Inventors

thought of all sorts of unlikely

schemes. One group of experiment-

ers sought to power pumping ma-

chinery by a jet of water vapor. Ex-

periments with this curious source

of power were unsuccessful
throughout the seventeenth century

until 1698 when Thomas Savery de-

vised his steam-powered ''miner's

friend." This was rapidly succeeded

by Newcomen's improved atmo-

spheric engine. Although they were

still crude and wasteful, these steam

If he could speak
he'd change all the

history books.
This stone face, unmistakably

that of an African warrior, was

carved during the 8th century

B.C.— in Mexico! Other stone

carvings in Central America

show the bearded faces and

characteristic dress of Phoeni-

cians. An ancient Greek manu-

script describes with remarkable

accuracy the coast of South

America. The gods of pre-Co-

lumbian America are tradition-

ally described as white men from

over the sea . .

.

James Bailey, building his

case with exhaustive research in

archaeology, Hnguistics, myth-

ology, classical and Biblical

scholarship, offers astonishing

evidence that the Bronze Age

was an era of trans-Atlantic civ-

ilization . . . that the legendary

Atlas dwelt on a mountaintop in

America., .that the Minoans

mined tin and copper in the

Andes... that American navies

fought in the Mediterranean in

1500 B.C....

Bailey's daring thesis, com-

plete with extensive pictorial

evidence, is presented in THE
GOD-KINGS & THE TITANS
—a book that will change all the

history books on the civiliza-

tions of the past.

James Bailey

THE GOD KINGS

& THE TITANS
The New World Ascendancy

in Old World Times

Profusely illustrated with

photographs, maps and charts.

$9.95 at all bookstores or from

St. Martin's Press
175 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 100 10



1898-1972

Pandora Productions offers seventeen M C,

Escher Reproductions at modest cost. Two
are shown to the hght and can be ordered
with the coupon below. An illustrated bro-

chure is also available.

They have called him a mathematician,

because he uses geometric solids in many
of his works. They might also call him a

photographer, because of the precision of

his exact realism; or a surrealist, for

his surprising juxtapositions; or

visionary, because of his use of

monsters and dragons; or an

architect, for his carefully ren-

dered facades and buildings.

Heis all ofthese things, and one
thing more; an artist"

E15
WATERFALL
20-1/2x26-1/2
B/W

SKY AND
WATER 1

23-1/2x31-1/2
B/W

nr^ .

M.C.ESCHER REPRODUCTIONS
PANDORA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1117 VICKBURG LANE NORTH
WAYZATA, MINNESOTA 55391

PLEASE SEND

n WATERFALL ($4.00) D SKY AND WATER ($4 00)

D Illustrated brochure ($ 25}

Enclose cash, check or money order

City .

-Zip.

Minnesota residents add 4% lax

Animal Kingdom is full

of human interest stories.
If you love animals, Aninia/ Kin^^doni is tfie

magazine for you. Eacli issue is devoted entirely

to animals— in their wild natural environment

i behind the scenes at the Bronx Zoo and

;w York Aquarium.

Animal Kintidoin is an exciting, one-of-

-kind publication edited by the staff of the

Vew York Zoological Society and filled with

magnificent full-color photography. It's a

great gift for yourself, a child, and anyone

who loves animals. Subscribe now— six

issues for only S4.50. (S5.50 out.side the U.S.)

a Special Offer: Order right now and

we'll send you a FREE copy of the

'World of Birds'," a very special issue of

Animal Kini^doml

Tit iirdcr. till out coupon lietow:

" T
Enter subscription(s) for Animal Kingdom |

at S4.50 each. I

A ddress _

Citv -Zip.

Mail to: Animal Kingdom, Dept. 106, New York

Zoolocical Society. Bronx, New York 10460

engines slashed the cost of pump-
ing. Accessible coal reserves were
multiplied. Deep seams in the north

of England, which had been aban-

doned earlier because of flooding,

were mined again using steam en-

gines. More coal meant cheaper

coal, which in turn made iron and
thus steam engines cheaper. This

brought them within the means of

more mines, so that more coal could

be mined, and so on.

In addition to the problems of

mining coal, the problems of haul-

ing coal beleaguered seventeenth-

century collieries. To keep costs

down, coal had to be shipped in

loads of unprecedented sizes.

Abominable roads forestalled bulk

transportation by land. Big cargoes

had to travel by ship, and the need

for bulk transportation of iron and
coal resulted in the constniction of

a network of canals. If the mine lay

any distance from a navigable wa-

terway, overland transportation had
to be furnished. Sleds, baskets,

wheelbarrows, and wheeled carts

were awkward. One expedient, first

adopted in about 1600 by col-

lieries on the Trent and Severn

rivers, was to dispatch wagons on

wooden rails down a gentle slope,

and to pull the empty wagons

back up on a similar railway.

By the eighteenth centiu-y, ev-

ery large coalfield in Britain

moved coal by horse-drawn rail-

ways; at the turn of the nine-

teenth century, the circuit of coal,

iron, and steam was complete, and

the first steam locomotives ap-

peared on colliery railways. The
coal industry had set the stage for a

new order. The need for an alterna-

tive to wood fuel had provoked

countless technical innovations and

discoveries, culminating in the In-

dustrial Revolution.

Perhaps we are now on the brink

of yet another technological revolu-

tion. The historical shortages of

large animal food, of manpower,
and of wood proved beneficial in

the long run. To secure alternative

sources of power, people had to

come to grips with their environ-

ment. The discoveries they made in

the process of adapting the new
power sources to society's needs

bred a host of technological refine-

ments. Tlie energy shortage that we
face also bids fair to stimulate new
inventions and discoveries, as well

as a new social order.

-a6-



ARCHAEOLOGYTOUR
X \J JLYjLli/^AJ.^^V-1 JUNE 29 TO JULY 20, 1974

Conducted by THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
A trip to see ttie most recent excavations of famous
archaeological ruins in Mexico. Ttie past splendor of

ancient pyramids and great temples at Tula, Santa
Cecilia, Cholula, Tenayuca, TIalteloIco and Teotihua-

can. The hilltop city of Xochicaico, and Teopanzoico
near Cuernavaca, and Mitia, Monte Alban and Yagul
in the Oaxaca area. Collections in the Anthropology
Museum in Mexico City and the treasure from Tomb
7 in the Oaxaca Museum will be studied. Field lecturer

is C. Bruce Hunter from the Museum.

Note: The Museum will also conduct a tour to South
America in 1974 (fully subscribed) and an Archaeology
Tour to South America for 1975. Names will now be
accepted for waiting lists for these tours.

Clip and mail coupon below:

To: Department of Education, The American Museum of Natural History,

79th Street and Central Park West, New York, N.Y. 10024

Please send information for trip checked below to:

Miss



"A first-rate anthropological detective

story." -Chicago Tribune Book World

"A superb, beautifully written and unique

book which-with a light touch and charm

and wit and wisdom-presents a sympathet-

ic analysis of Abominable Snowman and

other monster myths." John Pfeiffer

"An entertaining and impartial account."

-S. Dillon Ripley, Smithsonian Institution

"There is no more intelligent or rewarding

discussion of such matters available today"

-Christian Science Monitor

$8.95, illustrated

The greatest revolution in man's

thinking about his earth since the

time of Copernii

in this unique and epic history of our chang-

ing earth and the dwellers on its shifting

lands, Dr. Edwin H. Colbert, whose discovery

of the fossil remains of Lystrosaurus was
the keystone of the evidence for the long-

debated theory of continental drift, brilliant-

ly recreates the whole magnificent panoply
of land-living vertebrates from the time of

their emergence from the sea to the present.

Nearly 100 photographs, drawings & maps.

I

"Dr. Colbert's book is very good .... it is

now necessary to adjust our ideas of animal

evolution." -Dr. Alfred S. Romer
Museum of Compararive Zoology^^ Harvard University

I
^l^dutton $12.50, illustrated

^ 20! PA ,9*r ,4 i/f SO. NEW YORK, N. Y. 10003
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Books in Revie-w

Not All Roads Lead
Literature of the American In-

dian, by Thomas E. Sanders (Nip-

pawanock) and Walter W. Peek
(Metacomet). Glencoe Press,

$10.95: 534 pp. The Sun Dance
Religion: Power for the Pow-
erless, by Joseph G. Jorgensen.

University of Chicago Press,

$22.00: 360 pp.. illiis. American-
izing THE American Indians, edited

by Francis P. Prucha. Harvard
University Press, $12.50; 358 pp.

American Indians have been gen-

k- erallv placid Uncle Toma-
hawks since their last resistance to

white authority was broken by the

massacre at Wounded Knee, South

Dakota, in 1890. But the past year

or so has seen them occupy the of-

fices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

in Washington, D.C.; hold the town
of Wounded Knee during a 71-day

siege; kidnap the mayor of a New
Mexico city; attack the courthouse

at Custer, South Dakota; and in

general display a new impatience

with the terrible deprivations they

suffer. Militancy, of course, was al-

ways one option open to the Indian

in response to the white plague of

European settlers spreading west-

ward across the continent. Today it

represents the best-publicized op-

tion, undoubtedly viewed with fear

and loathing by whites in western

states and secretly or openly ad-

mired even by acculturated In-

dians—yet it is much less wide-

spread than the headlines indicate.

Traditionally, Indians have
tended to elect one of three other

options: (1) preservation of the rich

Indian culture; (2) revitalization

movements that seek power and re-

demption in the old ways, as wit-

nessed by the peyote religion or the

revival of the sun dance; and (3) ac-

coinmodation to the white world.

The three books under scrutiny in

this review are concerned, in one

way or another, with these options.

Two of the books are directed pri-

marily toward specialists, yet all

three can be read with profit by

those untutored in the disciplines of

anthropology or Indian studies.

Tlie most accessible of the three

is Literature of the American In-

dian, which I believe is the sound-

est collection yet published of In-

dian myths, poems, oratory, laws,

rituals, and autobiography—all in-

terlaced with lucid and thought-pro-

voking commentary by authors who
are, at least in part, of Indian an-

cestry. Both Nippawanock and Me-

tacomet have gone through the vari-

ous stages of assimilation into white

society while at the same time seek-

ing the roots of their "Indianness."

Both have felt the humiliation and

shame of holding an ambiguous po-

sition in modern America, which

has given them the breadth of un-

derstanding to approach a book
concerned with the first option

listed above. They have undertaken

an ambitious task: to explain the

ways of Indians to a primarilv white

readership by offering both wide-

ranging excerpts from native litera-

ture (mostly oral) and editorial

comments. The selections, largely

unknown to most people, are gener-

ally well chosen and offer a fresh-

ening experience for the reader.

Given the intrinsic problems of

their task, and these are over-

whelming, the authors have suc-

ceeded admirably. The dual diffi-

culties they encounter—which few
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to Wounded Knee
anthologizers of Indian literature

have faced up to or even acknowl-

edged—are the questionable authen-

ticity of many of the texts and the

difficultv of conveying in English

translation even those texts that are

above suspicion. The authors docu-

ment the translation difficultv bv

analyzing a short Chippewa "Chant

to the Firefly," first in its original

language, then in a word-for-word

translation, and finally in a literary

translation by Henry Rowe School-

craft (the pioneer explorer and eth-

nologist who is remembered chiefly

for his discovery of the source of

the Mississippi River and also for

his collection of Chippewa legends,

which Longfellow mutilated in Hia-

watha). Schoolcraft translated the

first two lines of the chant as:

Firefly, firefly: bright little thing,

Light me to bed. and mv song

I will sing,

which is quite ludicrous, as anyone

with even a smattering of Indian

languages can attest.

But the authors also demonstrate

the inadequacy of a literal trans-

lation: "Flitting-white- fire-insect:

waving-white-fire-bug: give me light

before I go to bed." The words

translated as "insect" and "bug"

scarcely hint at the complex cultu-

ral attitude held by the Chippewa

toward all living things, particularly

their intellectual-emotional re-

sponse to a fire-being. "Bed," also,

is a European concept and no ade-

quate way exists in English to ex-

press the meaning of the original

Chippewa idea of repose. I dwell on

this particular linguistic example

because it typifies the problems

faced by any anthologizer attempt-

ing to recover in one language the lit-

erate past of people who spoke in

other languages, and also because il

demonstrates the admirable clear-

headedness with which the authors

approach their task. Their detailed

introductions to the sections on crea-

tion accounts, folk tales, oratory, and

rituals are equally perceptive.

The Sun Dance Religion, by Jor-

gensen, is a study in depth of the

second option. Meticulously docu-

mented, displaying awesome schol-

arship, it tells how small groups of

Indians in Utah, Idaho, Wyoming,
and Colorado have attempted to

counter their modern plight by re-

viving an ancient ritual. Although it

probably tells more about the sun

dance of the Great Basin Ute and

Shoshoni than the nonspecialist will

care to know, it undoubtedly will

become a minor anthropological

classic.

The sun dance was apparently in-

vented by the Cheyenne about 1700

and within 50 years had spread rap-

idly. It soon became the grandest of

the native religious ceremonies, one

intended to insure success in war-

fare or on the bison hunt; it was

painted by Catlin and memorably

described by many explorers. But

by the end of the last century it had

virtually vanished—as had the bi-

son, the native cultures, and many
of the Indians themselves.

About 1900, the sun dance was

reborn among the Shoshoni of Wyo-
ming, who dropped the war and

hunting features and substituted a

concept of puwa, which might be

loosely translated as "a super-

natural power or force that exists in

all living things." The reshaped

dance incorporated some Christian
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symbolism, but primarily it shifted

the emphasis toward unifying the

Indian comiuunity. The participants

danre for three days and three

nights, without food or water, ac-

companied by druminers and sing-

ers. Prominent Indians deliver ora-

tions, exhorting both the dancers

and the audience to remember the

old ways, to maintain the obliga-

tions of Indians toward one an-

other, and to shun the immorality

of whites.

The sun dance now flourishes as

the major religious movement on

several western reservations, where

it claims more adherents than the

peyote religion. Those who dance

receive the gift of redemption
through a transformation of their

personality—becoming, in the proc-

ess, stronger, more responsible,

and more selfless in behavior

toward all Indians. The dancers re-

ject the evils of white society and

maintain their Indian identity in

the face of the overwhelming nu-

merical, technological, economic,

and political power of whites. The
sun dance, though, is only the be-

ginning for the initiate; he has

started on a long and arduous jour-

ney that demands fortitude. But the

reward the dance promises is an im-

proved life for himself and for all

Indians.

If this book has a failing, it lies

in its inability to hurdle the thicket

of detail that resulted from Jorgen-

sen's quarter century of interest in

the sun dance, beginning with his

boyhood in Utah. Scant effort is

made to compare and contrast this

redemptive movement with the pe-

yote religion, the Ghost Dance, the

Iroquois Code of Handsome Lake,

or other such movements in North

America—or with similar phenom-
ena among deprived peoples on ev-

ery continent, which have been

documented as far back as biblical

times. Indeed, American Indians

are now witnessing a revival of na-

tive religions (until quite recently

outlawed by the federal govern-

ment), which may eventually be-

come a greater source of pan-Indian

solidarity than that offered by some
of the militant organizations. Cut-

ting across tribal and linguistic bar-

riers, these religions are truly an

ecumenical force that may build the

base for Indian unity.

In the remaining space in this re-

view I will briefly acknowledge the
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|nil)!ir;ili<iii of Americanizing I lie

-Inicricdn Indians, a collection ol

(locuincnl.'^ aulliored by while

refoi-mei-s who called themselves

"the friends of the Indian." Thev
sought, parlicidarly in the years

1880-1900, to assimilate Indians

into the "civilization" of the Ameri-

can mainstream—and in the process

to destroy Indianness. Considering

that the documents reprinted here

are all in the public domain, that

the book is simple and uninspired

in format, and that it lacks a single

illustration, assuredly the $12. .50

price represents a monumental rip-

off.

Tliis is unfortunate, considering

the gems of naivete to be found in

the writings of these reformers w'ho

goodheartedly and exuberantly

worked to transform Indians into

replicas of white citizens. Here can

be found case after case of sympa-

thetic whites to whom it never oc-

curred to ask the Indian what he

wanted for himself or even to in-

quire into the richness of his cul-

ture to help him preserve its tat-

tered remnants. Instead, the goal,

as one Commissioner of Indian Af-

fairs put it with disarming ingenu-

ousness, was to make the Indian

feel at home in America. The vol-

ume is filled with such documents,

but, surprisingly, no mention is

made of the Indian counterpaiis to

the white reformers, those red men
who chose option three and accom-

modated themselves and their

people to the various white pre-

scriptions for the native Americans.

Today, Indian lands and re-

sources are still being grabbed by

land-hungry whites. But in place of

greedy pioneers and cavalry, In-

dians now must face the legal bat-

teries of monster corporations that

build power plants on Indian lands,

lay railroad spurs and truck routes

through reservations, erect housing

developments (whites only need ap-

ply) on their lands, or bare the

bones of the sacred earth to strip-

mine coal. These acts are bloodless

massacres, with a modern twist, of

the Indian spirit, integrity, and eco-

nomic well-being. They are usually

committed with the collaboration of

those federal officials whose job it is

to protect the Indians and of accom-

modating Indians themselves. No
wonder we are now seeing protests

such as the seizure of Wounded
Knee, the resurgence of native reli-
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growth that relies heavily on vari-

ous facets of the environment as

free goods. He points out that the

seas are the universal sink, but alas.

thev have no stoppers or automatic

disposal units beneath them. Con-

sequently, unless we, the high tech-

nology, affluent resource users and

elaborators mend our ways, we will

pay )]eavily in the future for not

acting on the early warning signals

we have received.

Moorcraft implies, but could

state more succinctly, that there are

two kinds of pollution problems in

the sea—spot sources, such as oil

spills, and global fallout phenom-
ena. The two are not divisible in a

hard and fast way; oil is a good case

in point for it emanates from a spot,

be it a bilge pumped in mid-ocean

or a runaway well like Santa Bar-

bara's, but its physical nature

makes it spread and it has linde-

composable residues. The tar glo-

bules which Heyerdahl encountered

in mid-Atlantic on his Ra voyages,

for instance, are likely to stay

around for a long time, and we
really do not know what their eco-

logical effects might be.

It is the spot sources of land ori-

gin that give us the most trouble,

hence the violent transformations of

inland— or marginal—seas, in-

cluding bays, estuaries, and even

coral reef areas. The Baltic is per-

haps beyond redemption, at least on

a time scale of one or two human
generations, and the Mediterranean

and the beautiful Inland Sea of Ja-

pan are close seconds, not to speak

of better known examples nearer at

hand, such as Tampa Bay and the

Hudson estuary.

And what about the large ocean

basins? How far has the blight

spread? Moorcraft tries to answer

these questions in one short chapter

and not too satisfactorily at that.

The problem is that we just don't

know. We should, however, avoid

crying wolf too often while we try,

in an integi-ated and painstaking

fashion, to unravel the intricacies of

man's influence on mid-ocean biol-

ogy in surface as well as deeper lay-

ers of the sea. I believe, for in-

stance, that the large tuna and

swordfish mercury scare will turn

out to have been such a case of cry-

ing wolf; examination of old mu-

seum samples and comparison with

recently caught fish revealed no sta-

tistical differences in mercury load-
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!

A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

"FISH" WITH A GIANT MAGNET
Go Treasure Huriting On The Bottom!
Fascinating fun, and sometimes very prof-

itable! Tie a line to our 5-pound Magnet

—

drop it overboard in bay, river, lake or

ocean. Troll it along the bottom. Your
"treasured" haul can be outboard motors,

anchors, other metal valuables. Five-pound

Magnet is war surplus—AInico V Type that

cost the Government $50. It lifts over 150
pounds on land—much greater v»eights under
water!

Slock No. 70,571E $14.00 Ppd.

Stock No. 7U,570E S'/z lbs $8.75 Ppd.

Stock No. 60215E V/z lbs $5.75 Ppd.

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science Items—plus

4,500 finds for fun, study or profit ... for every mem-
ber of the family.)

UR ALPHA

FROM THETA!
For greater relaxation, concentration,

listen to your Alpha-Theta brainwaves.

Ultra sensitive electrode headband slips

seconds—eliminates need for

3ams, etc. Atch'd to amplifier,

lulates Alpha sound; audio &
comparable to costlier models.

)n booklet.

$124.50 Ppd.

UNIT) $49.95 Ppd.

INDOOR IIGHT GARDENING'
Forget about the season and the weather—grow

|

what you want when you want with this handsome

8x12x18" indoor garden. 8w 12" Gro-Lux bulb

mounted in lid almost brings the sunshine inside. Great

for flower pots ... or direct planting. Includes 6

seed pots, hydroponic soil and herb seeds. Mounts

easily on wall, hang (bracket included) or stand.

Avocado green plastic fi

Stock No. 71,839E $26.50 Ppd.

18" ADJUSTABLE HANGING GRO-LIGHT ONLY

Stock No. 71,845E $19.50 Ppd.

Alpha or Thcta wave passed. Mon
visual (L.E.D.) (eedback Reliable, casy-i

Completely safe. Comprehensive instruc

No. 1635E. (8x3x4"; 24 oz.)

No. 71,8a9E. (LOW COST "STARTER"

on/off
messy c

(liters I

button s

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER
PLANE
BOOK!

Official fly-tfiem-yourself book

of paper airplanes from SCIEN-

TIFIC AMERICAN'S '1st Interna-

tional Competition". Includes plans

of all winning entries, time-aloft

records, photos, technical data,

commentaries. Has 20 unusual de-

signs on perforated pages for easy

tear-out. You won't believe how
some of them fly! Amusing, enter-

taining. 128 pages, 9" x 11%".

Stock No. 9391E $2.95 ppd.

"STICK-PAPER AIRPLANES" BOOK Stock No. 9427E $4.95 Ppd.

LEARN POINTS OF
ACUPUNCTURE

^ SEE
THE STARS,
MOON, PLANETS
CLOSE UP

Ancient Chinese healing art made simple!

Theory based on body's life energy

flowing thru sub-skin meridians with

vital points. Big 22 x 35" two-color

chart vividly shows all the 14 meridians

^^4.* 4# "^ " puncturists must learn to pierce for

healing and pain removal. Back, front & -side views of body labeled with

meridian descriptions; types of needles, complete bibliography. Heavy grey paper.

Stock No. 82,054E $2-95 Ppd.

10 OR MORE (SAME STOCK NO.) EA $2.25 Ppd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL
REFLECTING TELESCOPE

60 To 180 Powor. Famous Mt. Paloinar Type

See the rings of Saturn, the fascinating planet

Mars, Seas and Craters of the Moon, Star Clus-

ters in detail. New improved, aluminized and

overcoated 3" diameter f/10 primary mirror,

ventilated cell. Equatorial mount with locks on

both axes. Equipped with BOx finder telescope,

hardwood tripod. Included FREE: VALUABLE
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book;"STAR
CHART"
Stock No. 85,05aE $34.95 Ppd.

DELUXE 3" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE 41/4" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (45x to 270x
Stock No. 80,162E $62.50 Ppd. Stock No. 85,105E $110.00 FOB
iVi" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE WITH CLOCK DRIVE Stock No. 85107E $145.00 Pod,
6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE Stock No. 85,187E $215.00 FOB
6' REFLECTOR W/(ELECTRIC) CLOCK DRIVE No. 85,086E $249.50 FOB

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN I

J 4,500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS I

VORDER TODAY! COMPLETE AND MAIL

Completely new '74 Catalog. Packed with huge selection

of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, mag-

nifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and Unique

Lighting items, parts, kits, accesories — many hard-

to-get surplus bargains. lOO's of charts, illustrations.

For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. J. 08007

Please rush Free Giant Catalog "E"

r^^HEDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.

i^^^^P 300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007

How Many Stock No. Description



THE KUTCHIN
represent a final chapter in a fast-

vanishing pioneer way of life. Inhab-

iting a remote wilderness in

east-central Alaska known as the

Great North Woods, they are among
the very few native North Americans

who still hunt, trap, and fish for their

survival. Anthropologist Richard Nel-

son lived among the Kutchin for a

year, learning to master the tech-

niques which enable them to subsist.

The results of Nelson's intensive

study extend far beyond its signif-

icance to anthropology, ethnology,

and ecology. Hunters of the North-

ern Forest is also a unique "how-to"
manual for the many who feel the

urge to get back to nature. Hikers,

fishermen, campers, trappers, and
the new pioneers interested in home-
steading will find here a rare oppor-

tunity to explore and use an Indian

people's knowledge of the land on
which they live. $10.50

Richard K. Nelson

HUNTERS OF THE

NORTHERN
FOREST
Designs for Survivat among the

Alaskan Kutchin

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

ing between the two. The early sam-

ples were, of course, taken before

man accelerated the turnover of

mercury in the biosphere, and so

one must conclude that it is indeed

"the nature of the beast," its filter-

ing of enormous quantities of sea-

water, and the age-old existence of

bacteria that transform inorganic

into organic mercury that are at the

root of the problem. While we can

therefore indulge in the occasional

swordfish steak if we eat no other

high-mercury foods concurrently,

this is no excuse for voiding mer-

cury compounds into rivers or bays

as at Minamata or Nigata in Japan,

at Sarnia, Ontario, or in Sweden
where there resulted local catas-

trophies affecting all forms of life,

including man. But these, one may
trust, will not recur, now that we
have leai'ned more about mercury

in the school of hard knocks.

Must the Seas Die? is a good and

worthwhile book. It says little that

has not been said before, albeit in

writings less accessible to the gen-

eral public. The warning it sounds

is timely and likely to remain so. It

is not the author's fault that its final

chapters, "Immediate Action.

"Long Term Action," and "Wliat

You Can Do," are far from satis-

factory. Human society simply has

not come to grips with the environ-

mental problems it has created and,

to some of us, seems singularly

shortsighted and reluctant to do so.

Susan Schlee's history of ocean-

ography is a "sea horse of a differ-

ent color." I wonder for what kind

of reader she has written it? Tlie

paragi'aphs on the cover flap sug-

gest that it is an exciting book. It

has not excited me, perhaps because

I know too much about the subject

matter; but then I also know some-

thing about molecular biology and

yet The Double Helix was exciting

reading, having woven a rich

tapestry of the warp of science and

the woof of the scientists' lives and

foibles. Tlie compaiuson is a bit un-

fair, I admit, because the unravel-

ing of the structure of DNA was a

single problem that involved rela-

tively few contemporary people

whom the author knew, while Su-

san Schlee is dealing with a century

and many men, most of them dead,

few of her accjuaintance, as well as

a welter of large scientific questions

and problems.

Still, a historian will be judged

NATURALISTS' DIRECTORY
(International) Founded 1878

Now in 41st Edition

New Supplement

Sept. 1

The only publication of Us kind. Lisu professional

and amateur naturalists of all disciplines, their

specialties and desire to correspond, collect, buy,

sell, exchange. Also lists societies, museums, period-

icals. Used by teachers, students, amateurs, univer-

sities, museums, zoos, govt, agencies world-wide as

information exchange. More than 3,500 listings in

USA and 60 other countries In 41st Edition and

1,000 additional listings, address changes, etc. in

Supplement. 41st Edition $5 USA, M Canada.
Mexico, post-paid. Supplement $2, or $1.50 if

ordered with 41st Edition. Money-back guarantee.

V.iiir lislinc free. Order: IMX I'uhilcatlons, Inc.,

1!.,.\ 7M. South Orange. N.I 117070.

NOW EXPLORE THE DEPTHS OF
UNKNOWN MEXICO

Copper Canyon Cumbres de Majaica

Sierra del Carmen Sierra Madre

Cascada de Basaseachi

LIVE' WILDERNESS EXPEDITIONS

P Box 1004, Corrales. NM 87048

Write for our brochure—Backpack & Float Trips

to the Wilderness and Wild Rivers of Mexico and

the Great American Southwest

SHELLS FOSSILS MINERALS
INDIAN ARTIFACTS

Send 50C tor Itlustrated Catalog

DOVER SCIENTIFIC
Box 6011 C Long Islancf Oty, N. Y. 11106

ARCHAEOLOGY
NEWSLETTER
"Fascinating!" says Library Jour-

nal. Ask for free illus. circular, or

send $6.00 for two yrs' subscr. to

O.N. ReissCo., BoxO.N., 243 East

39 Street. New York, N.Y. 10016

FREE RUBY CRYSTAL
WRITE TODAY i

*

^ ''^^^ sheel' included Foicinoling hobby lo,

* CRYSTAL '~°5'" ^'°"''°" ... rCRYSTAL^
ftrtrt FREE No.u.ol Rub, Cryi.o

i / / WWW with eoch membe<ihi|

i / \^ MINERAL OF THE MONTH CLUB

4 d^
^ MI[>4tKAL Ur inC mwilin Wkwu
' P O BOX 487Y R YUCAIPA. CA 923?9 f



WRENS
BY DON WHITLATCH

Captured in d cokirtui woodland setting

by one of America s most respected

artists, the dellghtftil Carolina Wren
shown above and a companion House
Wren are a duo that will delight every-

one. Sold only as a pair, the petite 9" x

12" prints, sell for $35.00 In a limited

edition numbered series of 1500 and
$20.00 In a signed only edition of 2000.

Add $2.00 for handling and $4.00 addi-

tional for 11" X 14" oval mats if desired

Send check or money order to;

NATURE PORTRAITS OF AMERICA,
P.O. Box 1721, Parkersburg.W.V. 26101.

Color Bfoc/it/re.'. on reqi/e.'.f

SELECT DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Inside the new China
with an

American family

DAILY LIFE IN

PEOPLE'S CHINA
Arthur W.Gaiston

with Jean S. Savage

Yale biology professor Arthur W.
Galston, his wife and daughter
lived on a commune near Peking
for several weeks In the summer
of '72. They worked beside the
peasants In the fields: visited

hospitals, universities and facto-
ries; and even sat in on the
bi-weekly political meetings re-

quired of almost all workers. Here
is their view of China today—in

the cities as well as In the coun-
tryside— an informal first-hand
report on how the people in the
People's Republic actually live

and work.

"Informative and fascinating . .

.

an excellent Introduction to this

little-known country."—Publishers Weekly

130 photos.

$6.95 at your bookseller or from

THOMAS Y. CROWE LL COMPANY, INC.

666 Fitltt Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10019
^

l)V Ills or lior aliilily to make the

past li\('. and since I was iiol as

convinced as the cover flap writer

thai Schlee had aeeomplished this

leal, I gave the book to a young bi-

ology teacher interested in oceanog-

raphy and asked her for her opin-

ion. She told iTie that while she

found it a source book of consid-

erable completeness, she had lo

force herself to read on. Wlien she

reached the latter third, things !><

gan to pick up. Even then she fell

the book did not convey to her ihi-

enthusiasm and dedication of the

men who pioneered the break-

throughs that shed light on the

oceans' importance to man.

Perhaps Schlee really intended to

write a systematic compilation of

facts about men and the methods

they used—in this she succeeded.

Sitting in Woods Hole as she does,

it would have been valuable had she

pumped her mentors more than she

did. For then, instead of ending her

book with "and that ... is where
oceanography is today—at a point

in its growth as a group of closely

related sciences where it is recog-

nized as being worth a great effort

and productive of profound re-

sults," she might have added a per-

spective of where oceanography

might or should be going—also a

task of the historian—and one that

she could have tackled by talking to

some of the great oceanographers

with whom she must rub elbows

day in and day out. All in all,

though, the book, well documented
as it is, will still be useful as a refer-

ence.

John E. Bardach
Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology

In the August-September issue. Natu-

ral History used a picture caption on

page 60 that inadvertently implied

that Manila hemp and Cannabis are

related. Manila hemp comes from the

leaves of a relative of the banana, not

from the marijuana plant. The author

had no role in this erroneous impres-

sion, which was whoUy the responsi-

bility of the magazine.

The American Museum is open to the

public every day during the year, ex-

cept Tlianksgiving and Christmas.

Your support through membership

and contributions helps make this pos-

sible. The Museum is equally in need

of support for its work in the fields of

research, education, and exhibition.

COPAJST ]

HOME OF THE MAYAN GODS
by FRANCIS ROBICSEK

The SPLENDOR OF THE CLASSIC
MAYAN CIVILIZATION

More than 300 color photographs,
123 black and white illustrations,

|

and 190 beautifully written pages i

are featured in this fascinating book,
j

The work has been prepared to I

offer the reader a general back-
ground of Mayan civilization and a
detailed description of Copan, the
spiritual capital of the Classic Maya.

STATE

ZIP

AMOUNT ($27.50 each)

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO AND SEND TO:
MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN
155th & BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10032
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One ofthebusiest
streetsinOmaha
ispavedwith
crushedbottles.

When the good people of Omaha wanted to

recycle their glass bottles and jars, they found that many

interesting uses for used glass had recently been

developed. So they got in touch with the experts. And

what they did made history.

They collected 300,000 glass containers. They had

them crushed, mixed them with paving material, and

used the resulting "glasphalt" to re-surface a six-lane

block of busy 15th Street with a good-looking surface

that's as durable as they come.

Today, used glass can go into construction panels,

bricks, terrazzo, insulation and reflective paints. As

well as go back to industry where it ends up in new

glass containers.

Glass is about 73% sand. And that makes it an

ideal environmental package. But to consumers, it's much

more. They like the fact that glass lets them see what

they're buying. They like its purity, its re-sealability,

its inertness that protects the taste of food and beverages.

To them, there's no question that glass is a natural.

For a copy of "The glass container story,"

write: Glass Container Manufacturers

Institute, Dept. E, 1800 K Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C 20006.



The real

A new American art form is emerging:
Main Street Garish.

Some of our cities have become neon nightmares.

Billboards block out the sun.

Graceless buildings flank artless avenues.
Man is separated from nature.

In our haste to build and sell, we have constructed

a nation of impermanence. There is a feeling of built-in

obsolescence in our cities and homes.

The ideal

frank lloyd Wright's fallingwater
western Pennsylvania conservancy

Structures designed for beauty and long life as well

as for practicality. Man's greatest architectural achieve-

ments are those that either blend in perfectly with

the natural environment, or somehow create an

environment of their own. They become as permanent
as their natural surroundings.

AtlanticRichfieldCompanyO



Sky Reporter liy Carl Saaran

Beginnings
and Ends of tlie Eartlx

Stars, like people, do not live forever. But the life-

time of a person is measured in decades; the lifetime of

a star in billions of years.

A star is born out of interstellar clouds of gas and

dust. For a while, it stablv converts hydrogen to he-

lium in the thermonuclear furnaces of its deep inte-

rior. Then, in stellar old age, it encounters a set of mi-

nor or major catastrophes—a slow trickle or an

explosive injection of stai'-stuff into space. During the

more or less stable portion of the lifetime of the star,

the hot interior region, converting hydrogen into he-

lium, gradually eats its way outward from the very

center. In the course of time, the star becomes slowly,

almost imperceptiblv, brighter.

After the flares and other impetuosities of its early

adolescence, our sun settled down to a more or less

constant radiation output. But four billion years ago it

was about 30 percent dimmer than it is today. If we
assume that the earth four billion years ago had the

same distribution of land and water, clouds and polar

ice, so that it absorbed the same relative amount of

sunlight that it does today, and if we also assume that

it had the same atmosphere it has today, we can calcu-

late what its temperature would have been. The calcu-

lation reveals a temperature for the entire earth sig-

nificantlv below the freezing point of seawater. In fact,

even two billion vears ago, under these assumptions,

the sun would not have been bright enough to keep

the earth above the freezing point.

But we have a wide variety of evidence that this was

not the case. There are in old mud deposits ripple

marks caused bv licfuid water. There are pillow lavas

produced by undersea volcanoes. There are enormous
sedimentary deposits that can only be produced on

ocean margins. There are biological products, called

algal stromatolites, that can only be produced in wa-

ter.

So what is wrong? Either our theory of the evolu-

tion of the sun is wrong or our assumption that the

earlv earth was like the present earth is wrong. The
theory of solar evolution seems to be in good shape.

What uncertainties exist do not appear to affect the

The most likely resolution of this apparent paradox

is that something was different on the earlv earth. Af-

ter studving a wide range of possibilities, I conclude

that what was different, two billion vears ago and ear-

lier, was the presence of small quantities of ammonia
in the earth's atmosphere. Ammonia is present on Ju-

piter todav; it is the form of nitrogen expected under

primitive conditions. It absorbs very strongly at the in-

frared wavelengths that the earth emits to space. Am-
monia on the primitive earth would have held heat in,

increasing the surface temperature through the green-

house effect and keeping the global temperature of

earth at congenial levels. Ammonia would have made
possible the origin and early history of life and the

abundance of liquid water earlv in the history of the

planet. Ammonia is one of the atmospheric constitu-

ents needed for making the building blocks of life. The
study of the sun's evolution leads us to information

about the early history, chemical composition, and
temperature of the earth, and therefore, to the circum-

stances of its habitability. Stellar and biological evolu-

tion are connected.

What about the future evolution of the sun? The sun

is steadily growing brighter. About four billion years

from now the sun will be sufficiently bright to cause a

runaway greenhouse effect on earth, just as there is to-

day on Venus. Our oceans will boil, and carbon diox-

ide, now present as carbonates in the sedimentary

rocks, will pour out into the atmosphere. The earth

will become an uninhabitable caldron.

It is conceivable that the technology of those far dis-

tant future times will be equal to the task of pre-

venting such a runaway, but it will be an extremely

difficult engineering job. However, the same increase

in the brightness of the sun some billions of years from

now will convert Mars from a place where the average

temperature is 100 F. below zero to a place that has

temperatures almost exactly the same as those on earth

today.

When the earth becomes uninhabitable. Mars will

gain a balmy and clement climate. Our remote descen-

dants, if any, may wish to take advantage of this

coincidence.question of the sun's early luminosity.

From The Cosmic Connection: An Extraterrestrial Perspective. Copyright ® 1973 by Carl Sagan and Jerome Agel.

To be published in November by Doubleday & Company, Inc.



Celestial Events
t>v Tliomas D. INiclnolson

Sun and Moon The days are rapidly growing shorter and the

nights longer in October and November. Daylight shrinks nearly 2V2

minutes per day, from about 11 hours 12 minutes in length in mid-Oc-

tober to 9 hours 59 minutes in mid-November.

The moon is in the morning skv in mid-October, as a gibbous moon
rising before midnight, a first-quarter moon on October 18, and as a

waning crescent in the dawn sky for at least tliree following mornings.

After new moon on October 25, you mav expect to see the crescent

moon in the evening sky by the 28th, growing in size and remaining

later each night. First-quarter moon is on November 3; from then until

full moon on November 10, the gibbous moon will be well up at sun-

down and will remain tiU well past midnight. From the 10th to the 15th

of November, the waning gibbous moon again brightens the sky from

before midnight until dawn.

Stars and Planots In October and November, you can

still find the brightest of the summer stars well up in the west after

dark. The autumn stars, spread around the easily recognized Square of

Pegasus, ai'e high in the south. But just a few hours later, well before

midnight, Taurus, Auriga, Orion, and Gemini, and their brilliant winter

stars, are making their debut in the east.

This autumn, bright planets make for a dazzling evening sky. Just an

hour after sundown, you will find Venus low in the southwest, Jupiter

high in the south, and Mars well up in the east. Except for the moon
thev are the three brightest objects in the sky. Venus is by far the

brightest of the three, and you can tell Mars by its reddish vellow color.

October 16: Mars is nearest earth, at a distance of 40,532,000 miles.

The planet approaches the earth most closely about every 2 years 2

months, and while this is not one of the very best approaches to us, it is

good enough to make Mars brighter than Jupiter.

October 17: Saturn is stationary in Gemini and begins its retrograde

(westward) motion. The moon occults Saturn at about 6:00 a.m. EST,

and the occultation will be visible in the skies above northern North

America.

October 18: Mercury is at its greatest distance east of the sun in the

evening sky, barely above the western horizon at sundown.

October 21: Tlie Orionid meteor shower may be seen during early

morning hours today and tomorrow. Expect up to 20 shower meteors

per hour.

October 24: Mars, at opposition, will be in the sky all night.

October 29-30: Venus will be close to the moon on both evenings.

October 30: Mercury begins its retrograde motion on the way to infe-

rior conjunction with the sun.

November 4: Meteors of the Taurid shower may be seen for about a

week before and after this date. But it is a weak shower (less than 15
per hour) of not-too-bright objects.

November 8: Mars is near the moon all night, closest at 2:00 a.m. on

the 9th.

November 10: Mercurv is at inferior conjunction, passing between

the eai-th and the sun. At sunrise this morning, you may be able to see

the planet as a tiny black dot against the sun's face, moving awav from

the right edge of the sun.

November 13: Saturn, in the morning sky today, is near the moon.
Venus, in the evening sky, is at greatest elongation (distance east of the

sun).

* Hold the Star Map so the direction you face is at the bottom; then match the stars in

the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 10:20

P.M. on October 15; 9:20 P.M. on October Si; and 8:20 P.M. on November 15; but it

can be used for an hour before and after these times.

foa
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CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERS!

simple, safe HAVAHART traps catdi raiding rabbits,

coons, squirrels, pigeons, sparrons. etc., without injur-'.

Straying pels, poultry released unhurt. No jaws or springs
to break. Gakanized: many in use 20 years. Open ends
give animal confidence. Sizes tor all needs. Write for

valuable illustrated guide and price list.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St, Ossining, N. Y. 10562
Please send new guide and price list.

Address Zip

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Regular SI 25.50 Postpaid S79.50

This is an example of the deep discount prices on
high quality optics that is found in our FREE catalog.
This catalog lists and illustrates an outstanding se-

lection of camera lens, telephoto lens, telescopes,
binoculars etc., plus valuable information on how
to properly select them. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN
IS REAL!
These tinv friends know thev have it made
when thev find a Brown's Original "Hummy
Bird Bar" (Rl hanging near your window.
Buy two and double the fun! Durable glass
bottle with new improved plastic parts. Four-
way see-thi'u cup with detachable perch. No
rust or drip: beeproof. Guaranteed. Instruc-
tions. S2.95 plus oOi handling each. Add 15«
tax in Calif. No. C.O.D.S. HUMMINGBIRD
HEAVEN, 10726-N Samoa Ave., Tujunga,
CA 91042. (Mailers of the famous Oriole "Fun-
Bar".)

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
BE RICH TO HAVE
A GREENHOUSE!
Write for our catalog.

TURNER GREENHOUSES
Mt. Olive Hwy.. Goldsboro. N. C. 27530

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book—we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient) Inquire,
please. Write: Dept. 64.

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

P

Additional Readii^
SECRETS OF THE GREAT
PLANT « IZARD
Luther Blrb.vsk: Pl\.nt M\gicun. J.

Y. Beatv. Julian Messner, New
York, 1943.

Luther Burb.\nk's Punt Contribu-

tions. X^. L. Ho^vard. College of Ag-

riculture Bulletin 961. University of

California Press. Berkeley, 1945.

Luther Burb.^nk: The Wizard and the

jVRn. Ken and Pat Kraft. Meredith
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Vivian and Elmer Johnson, ovjners l i/ n -^ Fa-^

Their restaurant was financed by a minority bank.

ot Los Angeles.

Why Exxon banks in the ghetto.

Because the money deposited in minority

banks helps finance a lot of important things.

- Like new and renovated housing, small busi-

ness loans and various improvements in the

community.

But first, maybe we should explain
exactly what a minority bank is. It's a bank,

usually full service, owned and run by mem-
bers of a minority group and located in a

minority area. These banks are the same as

every other bank you deal with. They're FDIC
insured and they operate under the same
state and federal regulations and they pay

the same interest as other banks.

Except they strive to keep the money
circulating insldethe inner city where it works

for the inner city people. And maybe more
important, they speak the right language—
whether it's "Soul" or Spanish—to people

who might never have had much opportunity

to talk to a banker before.

But money can be hard to come by in

the inner city and we urge other businesses

to help minority banks with regular deposits.

Because sometimes it's nice to build things

—besides interest.

ElJCpN



Do you know
^^car could have built-in reflexes?

israf

ItK-alion sensor

automatic J
headliuht dimmer '

VJ
automatic
anti-skid control

cfjllision

avoidance radar

electronic fuel control

radar speedometer

automatic brakintz

Some drivers will always be

better than others. But thanks to

advanees in electronic technology,

all drivers will be better some
day because their autos will have

built-in reflexes.

Drivers will have electronic

devices to control skidding,

sense highway hazards, provide

radar-accuracy speedometers,

or even adjust windshield wipers

and defrosters to the actual
1

weather conditions. All auto-

matically.

Electronic improvement of the

automobile is almost limitless.

h is estimated that by 1980 auto

manufacturers may be spending

as much on solid state electronic
j

systems as on the engine in every

car they make. Even so, in the long

run, electronic solutions to

automotive problems are expected

to lower the cost of running a car.

Today, RCA pro\ ides the auto

industry with components for

the new electronic ignition sys-

tems. Tomorrow, we will provide

a variety of other ad\ances—
such as electronic devices to i'Ct

place inefficient mechanical

methods of fuel mixture, which

will cut energy consumption

and aid in emission control.

Electronics is creating inge-

nious new ways to enhance life. '

And RCA, which helped create

the technok)gy itself, is still

pioneering the electronic way.

The electronic way
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idfbu knowtherds an electronic system that
- can sjave lives in a burning building?

When fire breaks out in iu

modern office tower you need
new ways to fight it. RCA
has developed an electronic

way Its an important

part of our new concept—
Building Management System—
to provide computerized
electronic control for all

major building functions.

In case of fire, BMS sensors

quickly detect smoke and
flames and report the earliest

signs to a computer console.

Then, BMS automatically

sounds fire alarms and regulates

elevator service so

firefighters can swiftly reach
the blaze. Most important,

BMS assists in getting people
out of the building and controls

air circulation both in the fire

area and on adjacent floors-
all with electronic accuracy

BMS also performs other

duties electronically such
as monitoring elevator

performance, adj ust ing air ^
conditioning and heating to

changes in the weather, and
guarding against break-ins and
theft. And, in doing all these

things, it saves.energy

Electronics is creating

ingenious new ways to enhance
life. And RCA, which helped
create the technology itself,

is still pioneering the

electronic way

The electronic way



MAIL POSTPAID CARD TODAY
AND PREVIEW SUPERB NEW

recording of the

oFoun
oymphonies

ofBrahms
months before it becomes available to the

P: general public

ICeepAlM
^ecords^or
the^rice
ofOne

I if you wish after listening free for ten days as
your introduction to

The International Preview Society

^K^

1

FOUR-FOR-ONE PRIVILEGE
THE INTERNATIONAL PREVIEW SOCIETY
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send, for my free preview, the ad-

vance edition of Brahms' Four Symphonies
by Claudio Abbado. I may return it after

ten days and owe nothing, or keep all four
records and pay only $6.98 complete, plus
small postage/handling charge (sales tax

extra, where required). This is $20.94 off

suggested list price of the regular edition,

when it becomes available months from
now. I will also receive, at intervals of one
or more months, free ten-day previews of

albums chosen by the Carnegie Hall Selec-

tion Committee, far in advance of general
release. I may keep any album for no more,
and often for far less, than suggested list

price. I am not obligated to buy any mini-
mum number of albums and I may cancel
this arrangement at any time.

(please print)

Only new members eligible for this offer.

Offer limited to U.S. and its pos.<iessions.



oFom,
oymphonies

^Brahms
• Brilliantly performed by Claudio Abbado
with four of the world's great orchestras.

• Magnificently recorded by Deutsche Gram-

'

mophon.
• Pressed in Europe to highest quality-con-

trol standards.

• Not available for many months except fo

members. {^d-hr^o

ALL FOUR RECORDS oniy*0
if you decide to keep them (plus small postage/handling

charge)

.



Now! Preview the great new
^-. Deutsche
sjhamTTwpnvn

recording of the complete

FOURSYMPHONIES OF BRAHMS
superbly conducted by CLAUDIO AI3BADO

ALL4 RECORDS
FORTHE PRICE OFONE
plus free auditions of important new recordings

months before they are available to the public

!

JolumiesBrahius

DRAHMS' Four Symphonies— most magnificent since Beethoven's! The
extraordinary new recording of them from Deutsche Grammophon
offers Claudio Abbado conducting Jour of the world's greatest orches-

tras. This album will not be available to the

American public for many months, but

you may preview it now for ten days,

without charge, without obligation. And
you may keep all four records for ihc

price of one — yes. a full 75% off the sug-

gested list price at which they will even-

tually be sold in stores!

The Carnegie Hal! Selection Commit-
tee's report accompanying the album
points out why these performances were

singled out for their recommendation:

freshly conceived, deeply felt interpre-

tations by young Claudio Abbado, Italy's

foremost present-day conductor . . . the

unprecedented opportunity for you to

enjoy and compare four orchestras un-

surpassed in precision, responsiveness

and tonal splendor— the Vienna Phil-

harmonic, Berlin Philharmonic, Dresden
State Orchestra and London Sym-
phony . . . plus Deutsche Grammo
phon's incredibly lifelike sound

The four stereo records them-

selves are superior, silent-

surfaced European pressings

manufactured to highest quality

control standards, and come in a hand

some hinged case with illustrated brochu

and exclusive Committee report.

Our preview offer of Brahms' Four Symplionies

is limited! So please mail the coupon on this page today.

Listen for ten days. Then either return the album and pay nothing, or

keep it for only $6.98 plus small postage/handling charge (and sales

tax where required). This is a saving of $20.94 ojf'lhe suggested retail

price when the regular edition is finally released.

How you can be first to enjoy the greatest new recordings!

By replying now, you assure yourself of the privilege of receiving, for

future ten-day free previews, special advance edilions of major new
albums ... chosen exclusively for the International Preview Society

by the Carnegie Hall Selection Committee. Since the Society is not a

record "club", you will never be required to buy any album, nor will

you receive a "record-of-the-month" like clockwork. Only when the

Committee discovers a new album of the most extraordinary musical

interest, artistic excellence and technical quality will it be sent for

your free audition, so that there will often be months when no album
at all IS offered by the International Preview Society.

In every case, you will preview these

records loni; before they reach the stores

. . . with the option of purchasing any

album you wish, in a superb imported

pressing, including exclusive Committee
report . . . never at a higher price than the

ordinary edition will retail for months
later, and frequently at biff savings! You
may cancel this arrangement at any time.

If you truly love great music, please

mail the coupon today for your exciting

Brahms' Four Symphonies preview.

All 4 records only

$698
(plus small postage/handling charge) if you

decide to keep them after your free audition!

FOUR-FOR-THE-PRICE-OF-ONE PRIVILEGE

THE INTERNATIONAL PREVIEW SOCIETY
333 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60601

preview, the advance edition of Brahms' Four Symphonies by

n It after ten days and owe nothing, or keep all four records and
imall postage/handling charge (sales tax extra, where required),

of the regular edition, when it becomes available months from

nore months, free ten-day previews of albums chosen by

the Carnegie Hall Seleclion Committee, far in advance of general release. 1 may keep any album (or no

more, and often for far less, than suggested list price. / am not obligated to buy any n

albums and t may cancel this arrangement at any time.
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unexpected.

26 Bios: Turning Plants Off and On
Arthur W. Galston

Plants use an interesting chemical clock to time the seasons.

41 A Naturalist at Large: Cabinets of Curiosities

Frank J. Anderson

In the historical closets oj many great museums are collections of trivia.

45 The Metro Forest

A Natural History Special Supplement
A 40-page tribute by 15 authors to the return of the forest, to the birds and mammals

that have adapted to this recent development, and to the growing number of people who

appreciate the need for trees in the life of modern man.

86 Turkey Renaissance

Gerald A. Wunz and Arnold H. Hayden
After some dark decades, one of America's most famous birds is expanding its range.
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down. Maybe they shouldn't.
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Annette and Carlos Ramirez, owners ot Daly Shoe Store in East Los Angeles.

Their store was tinanced by a minority bank.

Why Exxon banks in the barrio.

Because the money deposited in minority

banl<s helps finance a lot of important things.

Like new and renovated housing, small busi-

ness loans and various improvements in the

community.

But first, maybe we should explain

exactly what a minority bank is. It's a bank,

usually full service, owned and run by mem-
bers of a minority group and located in a

minority area. These banks are the same as

every other bank you deal with. They're FDIC
insured and they operate under the same
state and federal regulations and they pay

the same interest as other banks.

Except they strive to keep the money
circulating inside ihe inner city where it works

for the inner city people. And maybe more
important, they speak the right language—
whether it's "Soul" or Spanish—to people

who might never have had much opportunity

to talk to a banker before.

But money can be hard to come by in

the inner city and we urge other businesses

to help minority banks with regular deposits.

Because sometimes it's nice to build things

—besides interest. E^ON



Autliors
A meteoiologist as well as a

plivsicisl, K. 'Va. Koiidratyev is

lu-ad of the Deparliiient of Atnio-

spherie Physies at the University ol'

Leiiinuirad and a eorresponding

rneniher of the USSR Acadomv of

Scienee. He is the autiior of several

books on atmospherie radiation.

O. I. Sniokty, a senior scienlific

collaborator at the Hydro-
meteorological Institute in Lenin-

grad, is an expert on the theorv oi

multiple scattering in the atmo-

sphere. Both men took their Ph.D.

desjrees at the University of Lenin-

grad in 194S.

K. }a. Kondralyev and 0. I. Smokty

As editor of the New York Bo-

tanical Gai'den's newsletter, Frank
J. Anderson spends much of his

time doing research in libi-aiies.

where he often conies across de-

scriptions of early natural history

collections. Anderson is the author

of "Medieyal Beasties," which ap-

peai^ed in Natural History, January,

1973. He is currently working on
an illustrated survey of printed

herbals, and is planning a study of

man's response to nature as re-

vealed in his art.

For a combined total of 26 yeai's,

Gerald A. Wunz, project leader

willi llic I'ciinsvlvania (lame Com-
mission, and Arnold H. Hayden,
research biologist with the Commis-
sion, have studied wild turkeys and
methods of increasing their num-
bers. Wunz has analvzed the effect

.irnotd H. Harden

of habitat changes on turkey popu-
lations, while Hayden has evaluated

the eftiscts of clear-cutting on turkey

adaptation. Hayden plans to mea-
sm-e the impact of summer cottages,

hunting camps, and snowmobiling
on the birds' ranges, while Wunz is

continuing the work he began in

1966 to determine the limits of tur-

key tolerance to human disturbance.

For two years. Donald P. Cole
lived among the Bedouins of Saudi

Arabia while he studied the kinship

and mai'riage practices of tradi-

tional nomadic tiibes. His research

included the nomads' adaptation to

Gerald A. Ifun:

Donald P. Cole

the rapid social and economic
changes in the country. Cole, who
teaches anthropology at the Ameri-
can University in Caii-o, plans fu-

ture studies on kinship and no-

madic-sedentary relationships

among other Middle Eastern tribes.

Information about the authors ot

this month's supplement appears on

page 84.

fS'^il^^

Our free book
oftours to India

will free you
from another
ordinary trip

to another
ordinary place.

The India Book is a gift to you from

Air-India. It's til led with extraordinary

tours of an extraordinary land.

The tours in The India Book are

as different as India is. Whatever the

duration of your stay, price range or

special interest, there's a special tour

for you in The India Book.

You can be there this year. Send
tor The India Book
Wander through

the beautiful

full-color

photos.

Then see you

r

travel agent to help \ou
with your arrangements

666 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10019
Yes! I'd love a

free copy of The India Book.

Name

Stale, Zip NH-11

Wework all day to make
your night with us a dream.



igHttoodim
no subject too close

It's possible, with the incred-

ible Sankyo LXL-255 Macro
iVlovie Camera. Film in avail-

able light that's barely avail-

able. And as close as 0mm.
That's zero. The front surface
of the lens, literally. The
Sankyo Macro-Focus Zoom
Lens is a blazing fast f/1.2.

And the shutter opens to a

wide-eyed 220° instead of

the usual 150°, to admit much
more light.The LXL-255 Macro
is loaded with special features
like an instant 9 fps for excep-
tionally low light conditions-
like an accessory titling and
special effect kit included at

no extra cost. It's one of 14
very good reasons why tomor-
row's movies will be made with
Sankyo today. See Sankyo
home movie equipment at

your camera dealer or write

for catalog and prices.

Tomorrow's

movies

will be made
with Sankyo.

Letters

Ssiriksro Seiki CAmerica) Inc.
149 Filth Avenua, New York, N.Y. 10010/212-260-0200

13000 S. Athens Woy, Los Angeles, Cali(. 900617213-321-0320

Suiiiiy Side of T^ife
Your recent article 'The Rites of

Summer," [August-September,
1973] which revolves around the sun-
tan and its time and place in history,

was well written by a man who evi-

dently prefers to stay out of the sun.

I am a longtime southern Califor-

nia naturalist, and my work awards

me almost continuous contact with

the sun—in the deserts, mountains,

and seashore. I have a year-round

suntan. But the sun does more than

tan your hide. It sinks into the in-

nermost parts of your being and ex-

erts a tranquilizing effect that is

close to being spiritual. To avoid

the sun, which makes all life pos-

sible, is to avoid life itself.

I must agree with the author that

a suntan in many parts of the world

is a status symbol. It denotes con-

siderable leisure time and separates

suntanned people from the millions

of people locked in their individual

cages for eight hours a day, five

days a week.

I may die of skin cancer, but un-

like the author of this article, I will

not die of prostatitis, stomach ul-

cers, or lung cancer.

Cecil E. Johnson

Professor of Biology

Riverside, California

Dog' Days
Your article about Morris [Au-

gust-September, 1973] brought

back many memories of my dachs-

hund, who lived to be thirteen.

I also had pulled the ball switch-

eroo trick only because of my pref-

erence for a dry tennis ball instead

of a wet goopy one. But you are

right! The dry one (ball B) is prac-

tically nonexistent.

I also remember the minutes

passing by as each part of the

ground was sniffed on the way back

from getting the ball. My dog was a

little different though; he would
sniff the juiciest spot (or spots) from

the previous throw. The fast tail-

wagging was the best part of all.

And I never did figure out how
my dog never had a nose and lungs

full of dirt and gravel, or at least a

raw nose. But he would huff and

puff with his lips spasmodically bil-

lowing like a balloon.

Thanks for a really special ar-

ticle.

Claudette Winkler
North Andover, Massachusetts

To Feed a
HviiTTniinShii'd

I offer this letter to the editor be-

cause of the many questions that

have been asked me by humming-
bird enthusiasts. Perhaps I can use

this vehicle to shed some light on
the mechanism by which they feed,

the best food to offer (lioney vs.

cane sugar, boiling or not boiling

the food), and how to attract the

birds to the food.

When not confronted by man,
hummingbirds obtain most of their

food from the nectai- in flowers, and

Dr. Larry Wolf and I have been

studying this relationship for sev-

eral years. Contrary to some beliefs,

the birds do not appear to obtain in-

sects from the flowers. We have ex-

amined some 40 to 50 species of

flowers, and the only persistent in-

sects that we have found are mites

that live in the nasal passages of

hummingbirds. Although insects

are probably an important source of

protein in the diet of humming-
birds, the birds appear to obtain

most of their calories from nectar.



Isn't

it time
you started

collecting

signed
originals by
Waterford
It gathers the light of

ten thousand yesterdays

to illuminate ten

thousand tomorrows.

Each piece of

Waterford ci'ystal is a

signed work of art,

blown, cut and made
wholly by hand,

with heart.

No other crystal has

a higher lead content.

The dreams it evokes

in its play of light!

Every single facet is

cut by hand in Ireland,

just the way Waterford

museum pieces were

cut in the distant past.

Each piece of

Waterford is an

investment in beauty

that will enchant you

now; and reward you

ever after as it grows

in value.

To illustrate a few

current works of art:

Alana goblet, $14.

Jug, $23.

Bell Decanter, $49 5(1

Ash Tray, T $32.50

5:$18.3Vi/r$10.50

Write for free full coloi

booklets. Waterford,

225 Fifth Avenue,

New York 10010.

Or visit the Waterford

Gallery at the important

store in your area.

Isn't it time you

started collecting

signed originals by

Waterford?

(And English bone

china by Aynsley, to

go with it?)



f^^tJdfi^ Black Russian.

What an intriguing idea.

A mood in a glass. So simply achieved. An ounce of Kahlua,

two ounces of vodka, rocks. Perfect before or after dinner...

the theatre. ..or anything at all.

For all manner of intriguingly different Kahlua ideas, send for

our recipe book. Ourtreat. Because you deserve something nice.

Kahlua. Coffee Liqueur from Sunny Mexico. 53 Proof.

Jules Berman & Assoc, 116 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif, 90048

Flower nectar is a simple sugar

solution consisting usually of su-

crose, glucose, and fructose. Since a

sucrose molecule is composed of a

glucose and a fructose molecule

linked together, a solution of cane

sugar (sucrose) would serve to

mimic what the flowers offer. Use of

honey, a similar source of carbohy-

drates, may serve to retard spoilage,

but it is not necessary.

Hummingbirds consume nectar

by licking with their tongues (not

by sucking) 3 or 4 times per sec-

ond. The tongue is forked at the tip

and contains a groove at the top,

which fills with nectar. This groove,

open at the top and closed at the

end, precludes sucking as a way to

consume nectar. When the birds

visit flowers, thev empty them of

nectar by protruding the tongue

several times without getting a full

tongue full of nectar. When visiting

a feeder, there is always a large vol-

ume of "nectar" available every

time the tongue is protruded; as a

result feeders are more efficient to

visit in terms of the quantity of

fluid obtained by the birds for the

period of time thev must hover.

The birds should be attracted to

feeders containing sugai" solutions

of the same concentration as the

nectar in flowers. To date, we have

measured the concentration of nec-

tar from twenty-eight species of

flowers hummingbirds are known to

visit in the United States. The con-

centration varies from species to

species, but most of the flowers of-

fer nectar that is equivalent to ap-

proximately a one-third solution of

sugar by weight. Such a solution in

a feeder would offer the birds about

what they are getting from flowers

and the increased efficiencv of feed-

ing at a feeder may serve to attract

the bii-ds from their more natural

floral source of energy.

F. Reed Hainsworth

Associate Professor

Department of Biology

Syracuse University

Betiolies of ]Nosai-a
One of your readers complained

about the number of advertisements

in Natural History sponsored by

land developers [May, 1973]. As
the developers of the Beaches of

Nosara in Costa Rica, we advertise

in Natural History^ to attract poten-

tial homesite buyers. We think it



treasurehouse of books
on the natural sciences,

pick a fewtreasures
for yourself (oras gifts.)

Take any 3 bodes
only 99<^ each

as a member of the

Natural Science
Bookclub
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From our treasure house of books
onthe natural sciences,pick a few
treasures for yourself (or as gifts)

Superb books for reading and reference that belong in

your library — books you will dip into often, refer to,

treasure. Books that examine every fact and facet of

nature and the environment. Useful, enjoyable, mind-
chilling — and quite often beautiful. The chances are that

you'll find a number of books on this page you've been
wanting to read and to own. Indulge yourself. No reason

to wait any longer.

Take any 3 books
(values to $44.90)

only 99<^ each

52050. A GUIDE TO KENYA AND
NORTHERN TANZANIA. David F. Hor-
robin. Vicarious, thrilling armchair trip

to East Africa in a guidebook of 300
pages with 48 handsome color photo-
graphs. $12.50

45471. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCI-
ENCE. Arthur N. Strahler and Alan H.

Strahler. A masterly text on the inter-

action between natural systems and
Man, with emphasis on the earth sci-

ences. $12.95

as a member of the

Natural Science
Bookclub

if you will agree to accept only 3 more selections

(at discount prices) in the next 12 months.

67661. THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY
OF SCIENCE. Fourth Edition. Revised
and Edited by Alan Isaacs. The most
complete and comprehensive lexicon

of scientific terms yet compiled. Nearly

5000 entries. S11.95

87110. WHITE SAVAGE. Richard Drin-

non. The long-forgotten story of John
Dunn Hunter, a while child captured
by Indians early in the nineteenth cen-
tury, has been rescued from oblivion

to produce a remarkable combination
of ethnology and history. $12.50

47340. EXPLORING THE OCEAN
WORLD, Revised and Expanded Edi-

tion. Edited by C. P. Idyll. Richly illus-

trated volume is the non-professionals
Ideal introduction to oceanography.
Explains continental drift, marine eco-
logy, exotic underwater life, man's
future in the sea. much more. $14.95

34710. AT THE TURN OF THE TIDE:
A BOOK OF WILD BIRDS. Richard
Perry. Engrossing accounts, both dra-
matic and amusing, of shore birds.

Graphic descriptions of the "lan-
guages" and personalities of each
species — heron, kestrel, cormorant,
the charming puffin. $7.50

35751. BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO AR-
CHAEOLOGY. Louis A. Brennan. Every-

thing you need to know to become a

potentially useful contributor to pre-

historic or historic archaeology is

within its covers. It is a mine of infor-

mation that is almost guaranteed to

become dog-eared, underlined and
finger-smudged from hard and repeated
usage by neophyte and scholar alike.

$9.95

63820. A NATURAL HISTORY OF GI-

RAFFES. Dorcas MacClintock. As en-

chanting a book on a fascinating

subject as one could imagine. Artists,

art fanciers, students, scientists, con-

servationists, sportsmen — any reader

in fact with an inquisitive mind and
appreciation of beauty will easily re-

spond to Ugo Mochi's matchless illus-

trations. $5.95

50281. GIANT REPTILES. Sherman A.

MInton, Jr., and Madge Ruthertord
MInton. A storehouse of information of

the giant reptiles of the world — the

crocodiles and alligators, the giant
tortoises of the Galapagos, the dragon
lizards of Komodo, and the giant boas
and pythons. Illustrated. $9.95

56530. ISLAND AT THE CENTER OF
THE WORLD. Father Sebastian Eng-
lert. Easter Island's mysterious giant

statues, the islanders' puzzling past,

their lost language — new light is

shed on them all here. Lavishly illus-

trated in full color. $15.00

58830. THE LONG AFRICAN DAY.
Norman Myers. A breathtaking natural

history of African wildlife, accom-
panied by 300 stunning photos of birth,

play, conflict, death. Counts as 2 of

your 3 books. $25.00

50291. A GOD WITHIN. Rene Dubos.
This wise and warmly human book,
rich in language and reflection, will

appeal to all who enjoy exploring the

mind of a man who has truly learned
to live. $8.95

57280. KINGDOM OF THE SEASHELL.
R. Tucker Abbott. Handsome, compre-
hensive volume offers an expert intro-

duction to the fabulous world of marine
mollusks — how they grow, reproduce
and defend themselves, (vlagnificent il-

lustrations, many in color. $14.95

88020. X-HAYING THE PHARAOHS.
James E. Harris and Kent R. Weeks.
Not since Howard Carter opened the

tomb of Tutankhamen, a half-century

ago, has science made archaeological
discoveries to equal those revealed for

the first time In this handsome new
volume. Illustrated in color and black
and white. $10.00

86841. WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT FOOD AND COOKING FOR
HEALTH. Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D. An
eminent cardiologist and author of

Your Heart and How to Live with It of-

fers a new and scientific approach to

nutrition and how it can improve
health through diet. $10.00

36141. BEYOND STONEHENGE. Gerald
S. Hawkins. The astronomical signifi-

cance of ancient sites such as the

temples of the Nile, (vlayan ruins, the

enormous linear drawings in the Peru-
vian desert, and the huge geometrical
earthworks of the U.S. $10.00

69930. POPULATIONS. SPECIES, AND
EVOLUTION. Ernst Mayr. The latest

developments on the currently sizzling

questions of evolution — told by a
noted authority. Ranges from new ani-

mal lore to fresh insights on human
racial differences to the speculation
that man has reached a standstill evo-
lutionally. $10.00

55561. THE INSECT SOCIETIES. Ed-
ward O. Wilson. "For anyone, layman
or specialist, interested in a single,

concise, lucid, and authoritative ac-
count of the most significant facts and
theories about insect societies. The
Insect Societies is the best available
and will be for many years." —Natural
History. Counts as 2 ot your 3 books.

$20.00

86510. THE WAY THINGS WORK, Vol-

ume Two. Ski bindings, submarines,
artificial kidneys—you name it—you'll

find the inside, expert story about
what makes things tick in this highly

readable companion to the famous
and best-selling first volume. $9.95

If card is missing, write

Natural Science Book Club
Dept. 4-43W. Riverside, N.J- 08075



Natural scrub gourd for the bath.

Tones the skin and invigorates the

body. 15 inch length §2.50, strap

$3.00, mitt 12,00

Pungent, dry refresher, extracted

from the Mojave desert plant. 3 oz.

fS.OO, 8 oz. $10.00, 16 oz. $18.00

(crystal stopper)

Renowned ruby toothpaste of

stage and screen. Tints the gums
as it polishes the teeth. Tube $3.00

The makers of famed Lettuce

Juice Soap now offer their genuine

Carrot Juice Soap. In a paper-laced

gift box. 3 cakes S7.50

(Vaporizer ring for light bulb,

dropper and concentrate). In a va-

riety of Victorian scents: Ormonde,
Roman Hyacinth, Stephanotis,

Tantivy (herb). Jasmine, Sandal-

wood. Kit $7.50

Richly scented with, cool as a cu-

cumber, rind and flowers. 3 oz.

$5.00, 8 oz. $10.00
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CASWELL-MASSEY CO. LTD. •EST. 1752
ITEMS



cNldVlifeywKatwouldKbe?
MnicaiihelpsaveAishaDas
fbr$15aiiioiidi.

Bangladesh, 1973. The war is

over. The cyclone Is over. Mil-

lions are dead. But Aisha Das
still exists. In a bamboo and
mud hut. No electricity. No
water. No money for school
fees. Father, a laborer.
Monthly income for a family

of six, approximately $21.

Through Save the Children
Federation you can sponsor a
child like Aisha for $15 a
month. Help her father buy a
tiny piece of land. Help Aisha
stay in school. And your $15,
combined with money from
other sponsors, will help all

the families in her village of

Kulkurmai. To get local med-
ical aid. A school lunch pro-

gram. And vital irrigation
systems. You see, helping
people help themselves is

what our SAVE programs are
all about.

For you— educated, involved,

and in touch with your own
heart— there are many re-

wards. Correspond with a
child. Receive a photograph
and progress reports. Reach
out to another human being.
This is your chance to help.

Please take it.

I wish to contribute $15 a montti

to sponsor a D boy Q girl:

G Where the need is most urgent

n Africa

D Appalactiia (U S.)

Bangiadesti

DCtiicano(U,S.)

D Europe

D Indian (U.S.)

D Inner Cities (U.S.)

D Israel

n Korea

D Latin America

D Middle East

D Soutfiern Black (U.S.)

D Vietnam

Enclosed is my first payment:

D $180 annually Q $45 quarterly

Q $90 semi-annually D $15 monthly

D Instead, enclosed is my contribution of

n Please send me more information.

NIAI^E

ADDRESS-

CITY -STATE ZIP_

David L. Guyer. Executive Director

SAVETHECHILDREN
FEDERATION

345 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

II



T^villght Seen from Space
During brief moments of dawn and sunset,

Russian astronauts obtained a rare—and possibly significant—
view of the earth 's atmosphere

by K. Ya. Kondratyev and O. I. Smokty
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The atmosphere is an encircling

ocean of air several miles high,

which shields and supports life on

the earth. It protects our planet

from the extreme cold of the uni-

verse while conserving the warmth

radiated by the sun. It filters out

life-destroying cosmic rays from dis-

tant space and lethal ultraviolet

rays from the sun while trans-

mitting the beneficial solar energy

essential for the continued exis-

tence of plants and animals.

Because the atmosphere is cru-

cial to life, its composition and

quality are of surpassing impor-

tance. Man, as an earthbound crea-

tvue, could formerly observe the at-

mosphere only from below.
Instruments, sent aloft to measiu-e

atmospheric gases and particulate

matter and take photographs under

different light conditions, could not

describe the full panorama to be

seen from the upper atmosphere or

report on unexpected phenomena.

Tliat had to await the manned or-

bital flights that began on April 12,

1961, when man for the first time

observed the earth and its atmo-

sphere from above.

Ym-i Gagarin, like all the astro-

nauts who followed him, was struck

by the unfolding view. "What
beauty," he exclaimed when he saw

the earth's changeable gamut of col-

ors. On his return, Gagarin de-

scribed his impressions: "I saw

clouds and their hght shadows on

the distant dear earth. . . . The wa-

ter surface looked like darkish,

slightly gleaming spots. . . . When
I watched the horizon, I saw the

abrupt, contrasting transition from

the earth's light-colored surface to

the absolutely black sky. I enjoyed

the rich color spectrum of the earth.

It is surrounded by a light blue au-

reole that gradually darkens, be-

comes turquoise, dark blue, violet,

and finally coal black."

Since Gagarin's historic flight, all

the Soviet and American astronauts

have made visual observations of

the earth and its atmosphere for

scientific rather than esthetic pur-

poses. The potential of visual obser-

vations made from manned space-

craft arises from the fact that the

human eye is a marvelous optical

instrument. It can determine the

brightness and color of various sur-

The flight log kept by

A. G. Nikolayev on the

Soyuz IX mission in 1970

describes the glowing of
the nocturnal horizon seen

near the South Pole on the

spacecraft's 261st orbit.

faces, detect objects, observe such

atmospheric phenomena as thunder-

storms and cyclones, determine the

brightness of the stars, the moon
and the planets, and monitor the

motion of clouds. Experience has

shown that human observation is

also a powerful means for investi-

gating the processes taking place in

the upper atmospheric layers.

During the orbital flights of the

manned Soyuz series, which began

in 1967, continuous, systematic vi-

sual investigation of specific areas

of the atmosphere for periods of

from one to eighteen days was un-

dertaken. The earth's nocturnal,

dawn, daytime, and sunset horizons

12



Henry Lewis knows how to listen.
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Henry Lewis is a superb conductor.

The Wasiiington Post calls him the

most gifted American of his

generation. When he isn't

conducting his New Jersey

Symphony Orchestra, he's often

listening to it. Frequently he brings

home a rehearsal tape to listen to

on his Pioneer SE-505 stereo

headset in the privacy of his living

room. Because in the peace and

quiet of his home, he can analyze

the performance of individual

instruments to achieve the

interpretation he's looking for.

Why does Henry Lewis prefer

the Pioneer SE-505 headset above

all others? For one thing, each

earpiece has a built-in woofer and

tweeter with a polyester film

diaphragm and special aluminum
coil to give the music a rich, natural

bass and extended high

1^ frequency response. For another,

each earpiece has a separate
,^,-,^

jone and volume control.

/^

ao one part of the orchestra can

be tuned down, while

tne other part can be turned up.

And to top it off, both earpieces

are as soft and light as a Rossini

overture. No wonder Henry Lewis

thinks our headsets are among the

world's greatest musical

compositions. They're the most

gifted headsets of our generation.

The SE-505 is only $59.95,

including a 16-foot coiled cord and

permanent storage case. Other

Pioneer headsets start at $24.95.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,

178 Commerce Road, Carlstadt.

New Jersey 07072.

West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los

Angeles 90248 / Midwest: 1500

Greenleaf, Elk Grove Village, III.

60007 / Canada: S. H. Parker Co.

vhenyou want something bette



The Moon

JACK DANIEL was only five-foot-two, but after winning

the Gold Medal at the 1904 World's Fair he stood

mighty tall among whiskey makers.

After the international judges had

tasted from 24 long tables of whiskey,

Mr. Henry Hoctor announced:

"Gentlemen, the Gold Medal for the

w^orld's finest w^hiskey goes to Jack

Daniel Distillery, Lynchburg, not

Virginia, but Lynchburg, Tennessee."

And distillers from all over the world

turned to see who Jack Daniel

was. But after that, no one had to

say where Lynchburg was. And,

judging from the other gold medals

Mr. Jack won at Liege, Ghent

and London, no one had trouble

remembering his name. After a

sip, we trust, neither will you.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

6
DROP

6
BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.

were studied with particular atten-

tion given to the atmosphere in the

transition zones from night to day

and day to night. In the conditions

of space twilight, the atmosphere

acts like a gigantic prism, breaking

up the incoming solar radiation into

a spectrum of component colors.

More atmospheric structure and

color gradation can be seen in space

than on earth, and it was in these

transitional twilight zones that the

astronauts observed phenomena
that widened our knowledge of the

processes that occur where the up-

per atmosphere and solar radiation

interact.

When the Soyuz V spacecraft

was in the earth's shadow, a homo-

geneously luminous layer, or co-

rona, of ash gray color and constant

thickness was observed over the

nocturnal horizon. The slightly

washed-out upper boundary of the

layer could be easily discriminated

against the black background of

outer space. Near the earth's hori-

zon and at the upper boundary of

the luminous ash gray layer the ef-

fect of increased brightness was ob-

served in the form of narrow Ught

strips. The middle part of this layer

decreased in visible brightness but

remained constant in the vertical

direction up to the above-men-

tioned light strips. The luminous

corona had barely noticeable dis-

crete layers in which it was some-

times possible to distinguish several

threadlike strips of different bright-

ness and color tones. The layered

structure of the luminous corona on

the nocturnal side of the earth Wcis

also observed during the flights





Ethiopia
is not tiie Africa you expect.

it's the only country in Africa with

30 centuries of recorded history.

See churches almost 2,000 years old.

Explore a 7th century Arabian Nights

city. Visit 17th century castles.

Call yourtravel agent or mail the

coupon for information about

the Hidden Empire.

ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES 200 E 42nd Street, De

New York. N Y 10017 Tel, (212) 867-0095

City State Zip

The key to ihf H.rld^^n f ai.n,'/.-.

How to give a camera an IQ test.
Many a smart camera body conceals

a dull brain. But with these test questions

you can find out exactly how much
intelligence you're buying.

1. Can the camera read its own
light meter? Two points for yes.

2. Better yet, can it read two meters?

Three points. The most astute cameras,

you see, have both a spot and an aver-

aging meter. 3. Does it read the light

from behind the lens? If so, two bonus

points. 4. And the aperture. Does it set

its own? And reset it the instant a

cloud drifts over? Three points. 5. Is

the camera smart enough to adapt

to different viewfinders? And smart

enough to make its metering system

work with all of them? Four points if it is.

Warning: most cameras with high

IQs also have high prices. But we might

save you some time and money by

mentioning that our Auto Sensorex EE
scores 14 and only costs about $340'

(with a full 3-year guarantee' ' ). And
we think what you do with these facts

amounts to a test of
-: #'

^°""^ MIRANDA^
The dream camera

TWILIGHT AUREOLE

:«^
Mm

For details, write DepI FK. AlC Ptioto. Inc. Carle Place. N.Y„ 11514,

A diagram of the earth s

complete horizon illustrates

the atmospheric radiation

observed at different times

by the astronauts. The

nocturnal horizon, shown at

the bottom, was seen primarily

as a luminous gray layer.

The twilight horizon of dawn
and sunset, shown at the top,

contained vertical layers of

different colors. To the

right and left of the twilight

aureole are the luminous

threads, called vertical

raylike structures, first

detected by the astronauts.

their flight logs and calculated that

the height of the threadlike radi-

ation was two to three times that of

the nocturnal layer. This splitting of

the nocturnal luminous corona,

which had not been known before,

was observed from Soyuz IX imme-

diately before sunrise.

One of the most impressive

sights seen from space is the earth's

atmosphere near the dawn horizon.

When a spacecraft is in the shadow

zone and approaches the terminator

line dividing the dark from the

lighted regions of the earth, a cres-

cent-shaped area colored differently

at different heights is observed in

the direction of the dawn horizon-

Although the astronauts' descrip-

tions of this phenomenon differed

from flight to flight, all were im-

pressed by the variety and quick

change of colors at space dawn.

i6



The cost of this advertisement is borne by Eastman Kodak Company

Taxpayers, you have invested in the space program.

Now benefit from your investment.

rons 22 t^arch 1973

The U.S. Geological Survey, which runs the EROS program (Earth Resources

Observation Systems)
, points out an opportunity to serve the public interest by

calling to your attention that imagery is now available of just about any region

on earth, except within some 900 miles of the poles.

Everywhere else, NASA's ERTS (Earth Resources Technology Satellite)

goes over every 18 days 567 miles high, looking down in four wavelength

bands: 0.5-0.6/xm, 0.6-0.7 nm, 0.7-0.8 /xm, and 0.8-1.1 jctm. Anybody-grade
school teacher, ranch broker, botanist, Cub Scout- with $1.75 to spend can

have a 9" x 9" print of any place selected. The 9" x 9" will encompass 115

miles x 115 mUes. Changes may be apparent from the previous pass.

For the sake of preserving the earth's glory, let's learn how to look through

mankind's new microscope-in-reverse. Let's assume that if Aristotle and his

friends had had even ordinary microscopes, we'd all be happier today.

Details:

A quick way to get a look through that great

new reverse-microscope in the sky is to phone
605-594-6511 between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. Cen-
tral Time. Tell what geographical area inter-

ests you and what you have in mind. You will

be talking to a helpful, well-informed, and
quite real person. His or her hand that isn't

holding the telephone will be in contact with

heavy computer power.

The computer will even know how much
was under cloud each time ERTS passed over

the region of interest. It might even report

that the area was photographed in 1936 and
that, if you'd rather have that black-and-

white shot from 5,000 feet instead of infrared

"false color" from 567 miles, you can so

order. Or you might be told the same place

was photographed by a Gemini astronaut

with a hand-held camera or by completely

automatic equipment from Skylab this year,

and how would you like that?

The EROS price list reflects just the cost of

reproducing the photographs. (The cost of

the satellite is more widely shared.) A 40" x
40" color enlargement on paper, for example,

is priced at $25. To avoid misunderstanding,

you can take down the numbers of possibly

interesting pictures and check them out on a

microfilm browse reader at any of 19 loca-

tions in the U.S.A. before placing your order.

Black-and-white copy negatives or color inter-

negatives can be ordered if you wish to do

San Francisco and environs, 4 April 1973

New Orleans and envifonc, 7 August 1972

fylississlppi delta, 7 August 1972

your own printing. No copyright worries.

If you want to experiment with the color

rendition of the bands to emphasize certain

signatures, come in person any business day
from 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to EROS Data
Center, 14 miles northeast of Sioux FaUs, S.D.

Scientific staff members are available there

for consultation on instrumentation and inter-

pretation problems.

Don't expect much, though, by way of

direct interpretation. That the customer does,

or consultants the customer may engage,

assisted by a fast-growing literature. Aerial

photography and the interpretation thereof

are not leaving the private sector. On the con-

trary, those in the business welcome EROS
as a tantalizer to swarms of new prospects.

EROS Data Center can also be queried by
maU (ZIP 57198).

An article in American Scientist 61:115

can take you farther into this fascinating sub-

ject. Address reprint requests to Eastman
Kodak Company, Dept. 55W, Rochester,

N.Y. 14650. But get in touch with EROS, not

Kodak, if you want a picture of the old home
town from 567 miles up.

You have heard of self-fulfilling prophecy? Its

converse, self-denying promise, may threaten if

this advertising proves too successful. There must
be a limit to how many inquiries a day can be
handled in the manner promised here.



It's neui Vork to Dakar non-stap.

It's the greatest uuav ta the last great continent.

It's nirnfrique.The Rfricon airline that knows Rfrico best.

Air Afrique's African Express jet adventures-off from

Kennedy every Saturday at 6 PM. Its destination: Dakar, and

then on to Robertsfield/ Monrovia, Abidjan, Lome, Douala,

Libreville, and Kinshasa.

But Africa begins in the sky on Air Afrique. Our food is the

finest African cuisine. Our stewardesses are dressed in magnificent

native fabrics (one of Africa's finest arts). And our friendship is

just a hint of what you'll find when you land.

Discover Africa. Our coupon can bring you closer. Our
African Express can bring you there.

Address

City

Zip

Travel agent

Or call any Air France office. RK-NH-1 1-73

Sir Rfrique's fleet now features DMO's cleon-poiuered bv General Eleitrit jet engines.

According to visual observations

made from Soyuz IV and Soyuz V,

the earth's edge under these condi-

tions is seen as a distinct black line.

Above that the dawn aureole is red

orange, which gradually turns into

yellow orange, then yellow, then a

narrow strip of dark blue of low

brightness at a height approxi-

mately one-third the vertical size of

the aureole. The dark blue strip is

followed by an area of medium blue

tones, which blends into light blue

tones with a whitish tint. That area,

occupying approximately two-thirds

of the aureole height, changes in

turn into black violet tones, which

merge into the blackness of open

space.

The angular height of the dawn
aureole is at its maximum immedi-

ately before the sun rises above the

horizon. When the first solar rays

appear, the aureole's height shrinks

abruptlv by approximately one-

third, its brightness intensifies, and

the dark blue strip disappears. Si-

multaneously, the saturation of the

color tones of the dawn aureole in-

creases.

If the sky is overcast, the lower

part of the dawn aureole is seen as

purple red instead of red orange.

The spectrum of colors in the au-

reole is otherwise the same as in a

cloudless atmosphere, but the upper

edge of the cloud layer appears

washed out and slightly phosphores-

cent. Rifts in the cloud layer are

deep dark red tones.

When the sun has risen, but the

spacecraft remains above the shad-

owy area of the earth behind the

terminator line, the central part of

the zone of solar illumination, ecU"-

lier occupied by the aureole, loses

its color. The sun shines against the

dark background of space; at its

right and left, in the direction of

the terminator, a whiskery glow is

obsei-ved. This occm^s when the so-

lar height above the horizon is 6° to

15°. In the terminator region itself

the colored aureole separates from

the eeu-th's surface and moves off

tangentially toward the zone of

black starry sky to a height of ap-

proximately 155 to 185 miles. It is

in association with these tangents

that the symmetrically located

glowing areas, or "whiskers," are

observed with a vertical gamut of

colors similar to that of the devel-

oped dawn horizon. The spectrum

of dawn remains the same, but the



Tou have ruined my Volaille^

Ho' Dione Lucas (of Cordon Bleu fame)

ame to create tfie most remarkable knife

in the world. A knife you can now own.

Not an inexpensive knife.

I am told by my friends who pride their cooking, that this is

just that—a remarkable knife that brings a new celebration

to cooking. Its balance is such, its blade so acute, that with

a small flick, you can pare fat from the shank of meat.

That, some remember, is exactly how gourmet great, Dione
Lucas, came to create this remarkable knife.

Her recipe for Supreme de Volaille called for carefully re-

moving all the fat from the tender meat.

A trace of fat would cause the sauce supreme to spot. "You
have ruined my Volaille," she said. For no knife satisfied her

with its truth of edge.

It is completely within the bounds of safety to say that once
you own the Dione Lucas Gourmet Knife, you may never
again have to purchase a knife for your kitchen.

In fact, that is the way we guarantee these remarkable
knives. Should you ever need a replacement for any reason,

simply return the knife, and a new knife will be sent to you,

at no cost to you.

How can such confidence be placed in what would appear
to be a simple knife?

A most special steel of molybdenum mix is used in the

manufacture of the blade. This blade keeps its edge for life

with simple honing.

Then there is the balance I spoke of. When you lift the knife,

you will note it is lighter than .n ordinary knife. This is be-

cause the knife is so perfectly balanced, that it does not

need added weight to help it cut! This balance, in your hand,

makes possible an accurac of cut you have never before

known. A certainty of cut quite unique in any cooking expe-
rience you may have had.

I make no pretense of low price for this knife. It is not, by

any means, the world's most inexpensive knife set. Yet when
you consider it as a lifetime investment, its value takes real

meaning.

A set of 4 of these knives is $14.98.

Were it to be sold for less, the very qualities that make this

Save $5.00, regular price $19.98 . . . now $14.98

DIOISfHiCAS
gOUHMETCENJEHS

Westmoreland Ave., White Plains, N.Y. 10606

knife so supreme, would have to be lessened.

And these knives have been subjected to extreme tests to

assure their quality.

A one pound ball has been dropped on this from 6 feet to

test the strength of the Rosewood handle.

A weight of 20 pounds was suspended on the blade to test

its tensile strength.

A ham bone was used in extensive tests to determine the

resistance of the blade to nicking.

In every case, the quality of this remarkable Dione Lucas
knife stood firm.

There are four knives in the set. One of 8Vz" for vegetable
paring. One of MVz" for the wafer thin slicing of bread and
such. One of 14V4" for the carving of roasts. And a cleaver

of 11" for the separation of chickens and such.

Because this is such a unique
ownership, I am including with
each set of these knives, four
recipes of Cordon Bleu
teacher, Dione Lucas, where
the use of her knives is quite

critical to the outcome of the
recipe. (Including her recipe
for Supreme de Volaille.)

Remember the truly unique
guarantee: You will never
again need to purchase an-
other kitchen knife once you
own these. Should you not be
pleased when you see these
knives, send them back and
we will refund your money.

5271

A

1MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY

Dione Lucas Gourmet Centers, Dept MSC 227

Westmoreland Ave., White Plains. New York 10606

Please send me sets of original Dione Lucas Gourmet
Knives for only $14.98 plus $1.00 for postage and handling for each
set of four. 1 understand 1 have a complete money-back guarantee
if 1 am not delighted.

{New York State residents, add appropriate sales tax, please.)

money order for S1 enclose D check for $

or charge my Q Master Charge QBankAmericard Q American Express

Interbank # (lulaster Charge only)-

Signature

Name (print clearly)-

Address

City

..DIVISION OF BEVIS INDUSTRIES, INC
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Experience. It shows.
Experience is what separates the men from the boys. Especially in automatic

exposure cameras.
After all, it tal<es a lot of practice to make automation reliable in something

as small and sophisticated as a fine camera.

Well, nobody has more experience than Konica.

The Konica Auto-S rangefinder cameras were introduced more than a

decade ago. And immediately proved that automation wasn't the exclusive

province of the novice.

Then Konica introduced the first automatic-exposure pocket-sized range-

finder 35, the C-35. And the first automatic-exposure professional single-lens

reflex, the Autoreflex.

Now anyone can have automatic exposure 35mm photography. The profes-

sional, the amateur and casual picture taker With Konica's extensive experi-

ence to back them. And razor-sharp Hexanon lenses up front. All at prices

that anyone can afford. So go to your Konica dealer and see the difference

experience makes. Or write for detailed literature.

Konica Camera Co., Woodside, New York 1 1377 In Canada: Garlick Film s Ltd.. Toronto

-M4^ *^'^'

Ksiiica.The world's most experienced automatic cameras.

distribution of colors changes. At

sunrise the blue violet part at the

top of the spectrum narrows. When
the terminator line is crossed, the

colored whiskers disappear com-

pletely.

When a spacecraft moves from

the dark to the illuminated side of

the earth, the line of the daytime

horizon is seen as washed out by a

veil of haze that contains no notice-

able vertical raylike structures. Al-

though the daytime horizon line is

not sharply defined, its curvature is

clear. The color of the daytime haze

is dependent on the height of the

sun and the presence of clouds.

Thus, over ocean, a cloudy atmo-

sphere near the horizon is a dirty

grayish color, whereas a cloudless

atmosphere is bright blue. The haze

color changes vertically from either

bright blue or dirty gray to dark

blue, which merges above the atmo-

sphere into the blackness of outer

space. When the sun is high, stars

are not usually visible in its direc-

tion, but can be seen through the

antisolar spacecraft window—180
opposite the sun—at solar heights of

less than 15° to 20° over the hori-

zon. The conditions of star observa-

tion are apparently determined by

the influence of solar light scattered

by elements of the spacecraft struc-

ture. The moon is seen against the

dark blue strip of the earth's hori-

zon and the black background of

space as a brown sphere with light

spots. Tire brightness of haze near

the earth's horizon does not dimin-

ish the visible brightness of the

moon.
From the height of the spacecraft

orbit, about 125 to 155 miles, on

the daytime side of the earth, sur-

face landmarks such as lakes, riv-

ers, forests, mountains, cities, and

villages can be clearly seen. Snow
on the mountains, aircraft vapor

trails, and cloud shadows on the

earth's surface can also be distin-

guished. All kinds of cloud forma-

tions, storm systems, and the hori-

zontal and vertical motion of cloud

layers relative to each other are no-

ticeable.

Atmospheric transparency varies

over different geographical regions

of the earth. Observations from So-

jiLz IV and Soruz V showed that

the purest atmosphere in the zone

from 52° north latitude to 52°

south latitude was over the Pacific

Ocean in the region of the Kuril Is-



Eart/ American Societ;

Please enroll me as a member of the

Early American Society and bill my
annual dues of $6.00 after I hiave re-

ceived my first issue of EARLY AMERI-
CAN LIFE. I understand tfiat if the first

issue does not live up to my expectations

I may cancel without further obligation.

Both antiques and reproductions are the concern of

Early American Life, our official magazine. TraveK

an, craft, and the telling of the slory of the people

ung .America are our concern (oo.

Name.

Address.

City

State. -Zip.





Do 18th I

century things

have a place in

our century?

From the 18th and 19th centuries

come the warm and beautiful designs

in furnishings, tools and accessories

that are working a new revolution in

the quality of life of twentieth
century man. Read here how the

Early American Society

can help you bring the ;\^
beauty of early America
into your family's life.

V

The Early American Society Story
Millions of present-day Americans are stimulated by

the warmth and beauty of young America. Some wish to

re-create in their homes a total atmosphere that recalls

Colonial days. Others practice the skills that created the

objects and art of the period. Still others wish to absorb

the background - the "social history" of the people of

that day through understanding how they lived, loved,

and worked.

The Early American Society, founded in 1969, is dedi-

cated to bringing the total story of American social

history of the period, 1700-1850, to those who wish to

use it in their lives. We accomplish this through several

programs including publishing EARLY AMERICAN
LIFE six times each year. Our magazine features articles,

lavishly illustrated, on arts, crafts, antiques, restoration,

travel to historic sites, and all related subjects of interest

to members.
To foster reading of books on these subjects, the Early

American Society Book Program offers the latest books
of leading publishers at discounts up to 25%. Heirloom
quality reproductions of outstanding early furniture

items are commissioned by the Society and made availa-

ble only to members in limited editions. Group travel

and historical assemblies offer members the opportunity

to enrich themselves under the guidance of qualified

professionals.

If your special early American interest includes

antiques, restoration, arts, crafts, social history, or simply

the warm style of the period, 1700-1850, your member-
ship in the Early American Society may become one of

your most valuable possessions. We are certain enough
of this to offer a no-risk membership. Just mail the appli-

cation below or the accompanying card. You pay only

after your mind is made up that you are satisfied with

your membership. Annual dues are S6.00.

«agiaa8itiii«fiifl»..'m

Ear^

' Membership Chairman "^r The Early American Society >

206 Hanover Street, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325

Please enroll me as a member in the Early American Society

and bill my annual dues of S6.00 after I have received my
first issue of EARLY AMERICAN LIFE. I understand that if

the first issue does not live up to my expectations I may cancel

without further obligation.

Name.

Address-

City -Zip.
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ROYAL GRAPEFRUIT
Bigger'n grade A ostrich

eggs. Juicy as Oregon ram
clouds. Net weight 10 lbs

Apd
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLES

OREGOLD® PEACHES
Family and friends'll never
forget these huge Oregon

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

FAMILY CLUB. MONTH
AFTER MONTH, RARE,

FRESH FRUIT, STRAIGHT

FROM THE ORCHARD.
FOR OVER 30 YEARS, A

PERFECT PERSONAL AND

BUSINESS GIFT.

CRISP MOUNTAIN APPLES
Huge, red rascals Reall
fresh and snappy from th

ROYAL ORANGES

tives added. Four % lb.

Net weight 3 lbs.

EXOTIC NECTARINES
Plu.Ti peachy. Big and blush
ing A sure fire summer sen

MmJm/

Month after month, a parade of the world's rarest and finest fruit. These famous Clubs keep you in warm,
friendly contact with kinfolk, friends, people Important to you or your business. Sent direct from the orchard
- so it costs little, giues lots! Each gift box with your greetings. All announced by a Certificate of Membership.

We guarantee your complete satisfaction - or your money back

3-BOX CLUB: Surprise 'eiti with gorgeous gift boxes
lor Christmas, January and February.

Gift No. Ill ...$1995delv-t)

5.BOX CLUB: Keeps coming and coming! Christmas.
January, February, May and Septembeii

Gill No 141 ...$2995delv'd

BBOX CLUB: Delight 'em to pieces again and again!

Christmas. Jan., Feb., May, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.

Gift No. 151 ... $4995delv'd

12.B0X CLUB. Flabbergasting! A gorgeous gift every

single month of the year!

Gift No. 201 .. $7495delv'd

Cftristffuis Crocus
pre-planted — ready to grow

GUARANTEED to bloom! Twelve top-size

Holland crocus bulbs pre-planted, and already

pre-started in a genuine Delft Ware planter.

Each bulb sprouts 3 or 4 blooms, bursting

out in brilliant purple posies for 3 to 4

weeks. Reusable Delft planter is handmade
and handpainted in Holland. Nothing to add

but water — nothing to do except love 'em!

Order Gift No. 801 . . .$89B delivered ""DefiVro' Feb!'i4.

EASY TO ORDER: Just send us your list. Enclose check or money order (no

cod's please). Tell us how to sign your greetings for each gift. All prices

nclude delivery

Box SSa-A/Medford. Oregon 97501

lands am] Kamchatka Peninsula.

i'lii' alnios|)licru over continents is

inoii' Uu'hid than that over oceans,

IjuI llic alin()s|ili('rc o\er mountains

is relalivel) pure.

Sunset observed from a space-

crafl is similar to sunrise. A layered

gamut ol' colors is seen and the col-

ored, vertical raylike structures

noted at dawn reappear, but at sun-

set the height of their yellow red re-

gion diminishes. As the sun moves
below the horizon and higher and
higher atmospheric layers are illu-

minated by direct solar rays, the il-

lumination of the lower atmo-
spheric layers decreases, and their

colors fade.

What causes the rich colors and
complicated structure of space twi-

light? They are determined primar-

il) by the nonhomogeneity and di-

versity of the optical properties of

the earth's atmosphere. Solar light

reaching our atmosphere contains

radiation of different wavelengths

that is either scattered or absorbed

at various levels. Tlie blue of the

daytime sky, for example, is the re-

sult of scattering caused by air

molecules in the atmosphere that

permit the longer red and yeUow
rays to pass through while dis-

persing the shorter blue rays to all

parts of the sky.

As already mentioned, our twi-

light atmosphere acts like a gigantic

prism and spreads incoming solar

radiation into a spectrum of com-

ponent colors. The lower, denser at-

mospheric layers suppress the short-

wave radiation in the blue zone of

the spectnitn and transmit only the

long wave radiation of the red zone.

Thus, space dawn and sunset near

the earth's surface are colored in

red orange tones.

At the higher levels of the atmo-

sphere, the density of molecular air

decreases, and shortwave radiation

begins to scatter effectively. This

causes the appearance of blue tones

in the upper twilight aureole. In the

uppermost atmospheric layers the

density of molecular air is so small

there is hardly any scattering of so-

lar radiation and the twilight au-

reole at that altitude is violet black.

At heights of about ten to fifty

miles—in the stratosphere—aerosols

play an even greater role than mole-

cules in the scattering of solar radi-

ation. Aerosols are systems of

minute particles—atmospheric con-

tamination from such sources as



Farmers plant

for the fall.

We plant for

the 21st century.

Plant and harvest. Farmers have been doing it

for centuries. Most sow in the spring, reap in

the fall.

Potlatch people are farmers, too— tree farmers.

But our crop interval is much longer So long, in

fact, that many people have never thought of

timber as a crop.

But wood is a renewable resource. Potlatch

people provide for ample future harvests by prac-

ticing careful forest management on 1,300,000

acres of timber lands owned by the company.We
exercise the same kind of care and concern on

our forests that any good farmer lavishes on his

crops and land.

in Idaho, Potlatch foresters are leading the re-

search effort in control of the pine bark beetle.

In Minnesota, where natural seeding can't always

be depended upon to quickly renew the forests,

we plant an average of 1 ,000,000 trees annually

Today there are healthy new forests growing

on Potlatch land in the cedar, pine and fir country

of Idaho, the aspen and northern pine stands of

Minnesota, and the southern pine and hardwood

regions of Arkansas.

While these forests are maturing, they are

usuallyopentothe public for recreation. Then,

after 40, 50 or even 80 years, we harvest our

crop. That's a long time to wait for return on in-

vestment, but Potlatch people believe good forest

management is good sense and good business—

both for today's shareholders and for future gen-

erations who will benefit tomorrow from the

harvest of the trees we're planting today.

Good forest management is good for wildlife,

too. Write for our Idaho Wildlife brochure.

Potlatch People Mean Business

iT^if V*iS«l i.'i"-''^

Tree planting

in Minnesota.

Potla^tch

Potlatch Corporation

P.O. Box 3591

San Francisco, California 94119
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liiT; 'jpecmWorld of
' cquesCoustecu
Volume I FREE

as an introduction to Jacques Cousteau's

Research Ship CALYPSO

Who but Jacques Cousteau could capture

so magnificently the whole fascinating and

vital story of the sea! Who but Cousteau

could create a library of life in the sea with

the learning and entertainment value of

Jbe Ocean World of Jaccjues Cousteau!

This is a deeply personal account, filled

with anecdotes as well as scientific informa-

tion and discovery. No cold compilation of

facts— it is almost like conversations with

Cousteau himself!

In your free volume, Captain Cousteau

captivates you with the same blend of

knowledge and narrative skill, with the

same kind of bold views that made his films

and television specials so popular.

Under the Sea with Jacques Cousteau

The man who unlocked the ocean world

with such inventions as the Aqualung and

the Diving Saucer, the man who logged

thousands of diving hours in 36 years of

undersea explorations, introduces you to

the full spectrum of his ocean world and to

the most eerie and amazing creatures who

inhabit "the mother of the waters"—the sea.

From the tiny plankton forming the basis

of the ocean's food supply ... to the dolphin,

the most intelligent and complex sea crea-

ture, and perhaps the only other living being

in our solar system with whom we might

one day communicate.

If the Oceans of Eartti should d/e— it would
be the final catastrophe in the story ot man
and of all life on this planet . . . maybe fifty

years later the last man on earth would take

his own last breath. Why imagine such a
nightmare about the subject I love most?
Because the Ocean can die—and we must
make sure that he doesn't. Man exists only

because Earth is a "water planet"— liquid

water being probably as rare in the uni-

verse as life, perhaps even synonymous
with life. The Ocean is life. This is why we
must change our attitude toward the Ocean.
We must regard him as no longer a mystery,

a menace, a dark and sinister abode of se-

crets and wonders. Instead we want to ex-

plore how he moves and breathes, how he
experiences dramas and seasons, how he
nourishes his hosts of living things, how he
harmonizes the physical and biological

rhythms of the whole earth, what hurts him
and what feeds him—not least of all what
are his stories.

K3/C01

Explore the sea with
Cousteau
and discover. .

.

• That whales possess

reduced bones of four

limbs, hips and a neck-

evidence of their likely

mammals.

• That fish have a sixth sense

that humans don't have-

called "Lateral Line"-

that allows them to

sense pressure even from

distant objects.

® That tiny neon gobys set

up "cleaning stations"

to remove parasites from

other fish.

« That fish never stop

growing—from the moment

they're born until they die.

r' The Ocean World of Jacques Cousteau, Dept. SE
A Service of Grolier Enterprises, Inc.
Sherman Turnpike, Danbury, Connecticut 06816

This order form entitles you to receive— as a FREE GIFT—Volume 1 of the
20-volume illustrated series. The Ocean World of Jacques Cousteau. with no
obligation to buy anything. As a subscriber you will be notified in advance of
all future shipments and you may reject any shipment or cancel your sub-
scription simply by notifying us before the shipment date indicated on the
invoice accompanying your advance shipment notice. (This procedure is

designed to provide time for mail delivery and computer processing.) Also, If

not completely delighted with any volume after FREE examination in your
home, you may return it at our expense and owe nothing.

If we do not hear from you after you have received your FREE volume, we
will send you Volume 2 next month, then Volume 3 the following month, and
all of the remaining volumes the month after that. Those volumes you decide
to keep will become a permanent part of your home library, and you will be
billed for only 1 volume per month until they are paid for at the amazingly
low price of only $3.98 per volume plus shipping and handling.
Remember, you are free to cancel at any time after taking as many or as

few volumes as you like—even none at all if you so choose. Volume 1 is yours
to keep ABSOLUTELY FREE no matter what you decide.

Name



space dust, dusl lioin llic cartli s

surlace. volcanic ciujition;-, toicst

fires, and industrial pollution.

Vi hen added in tjuantitv to the at-

mosphere, aerosols "redden " the

twilight aureole in the immediate

vicinity of the earth's surface. The
volcanic dust from erupting vol-

canoes spreads in the stratosphere

around the world, causing spectacu-

lar red sunsets.

Ozone, which is a form of oxy-

gen, also affects the color evolution

of the twilight am^eole. It is the

ozone layer in the stratosphere,

about thirty miles above the earth,

that absorbs ultraviolet radiation

from the sun, thus shielding life

from those deadly ravs. The color

peculiarities of the twilight aureole

in the height range of the ozone

layer are probably due to absorp-

tion of solai- hght by ozone rather

than to scattering bv aerosol par-

ticles.

Changes in the amounts of aero-

sols and ozone present in the atmo-

sphere are of serious concern. Aero-

sols interfere with the earth's ability

to absorb solar radiation. They thus

influence the temperature. Large-

scale modifications in the amounts

of aerosols in the atmosphere could

therefore affect the local weather

and perhaps ultimately the climate.

Ozone is necessary for the protec-

tion of life. Some scientists believe

it could be adversely affected by

multitudes of high altitude, super-

sonic airplanes or other man-made
instruments.

Visual colorimetric data on the

earth's atmosphere gathered during

the long-lasting flights of manned
orbital stations like the Soviet Sal-

Yut and the American Skylab can

help supply us with a model of the

normal distribution of such impor-

tant atmospheric components as

aerosols and ozone. Once there is a

model, significant modifications can

be monitored.

The observations made so far by

the astronauts are a first step in this

process, but their data were essen-

tially qualitative. Instruments can

now be used to provide quantitative

measurements. The purpose of

these atmospheric studies is not

simply to add to scientific knowl-

edge but, more importantly, to in-

sure that the earth's atmosphere is

preserved in a form that will permit

the continuation of life on this

planet. D

The MechanicalMan
A CLASSIC TOY MECHANISM BECOMES A WHIMSICAL LITTLE 'MONSTER"

Own a gang of6 for only ^5^^

._^4

Remember the good old days wh
really knew how to make mechanical toys?

They made them out of heavy, stamped metal,

not plastic. The toys had powerful wind-up
motors and lots of whirring, clicking reduction

gears that seemed to keep running forever. We
used to take the toys apart because the motors

were really the most fascinating part.

Well, we discovered a whole warehouseful

of top-quality, spring-and-gear mechanisms that

were originally meant to power "walking"
robots. If these Mechanical Men "monsters"

were 6 feet tall, they'd scare the daylights out

of you. But at 2'/=" in height, they're simply

captivating. Fascinating beyond belief. They're

almost funny-looking . . . almost frightening

. . . and completely amusing. They don't just

walk. They lumber along . . . with a determina-

tion even a Dr. Frankenstein might approve of

{and laugh at).

The Mechanical Man is put together with the

same precise care Swiss clockmakers use to

assemble fine timepieces. The frame (the Man's

"body") is made of heavy, cadmium-plated
steel. Inside beats a "heart"-a spiral torsion

spring—of tough, high-tensile, carbon alloy

steel. The wind-up key is built into the body, so

it won't get lost.

As the spring unwinds, 9 metal gears (5 of

solid brass) go into action. A gear-operated

crankshaft rocker mechanism propels the over-

size "feet" up and down-and a governor regu-

lates the speed. Just looking at and listening to

all the gears turning . . . and seeing how the

spring slowly unwinds and expands outward

like a puffed belly . . . and watching the big

flat feet as they klomp along moving our Man
forward like a miniature BCing Kong ... is a

All Mechanical Men 2'/2 inches tall

sight guaranteed to fascinate you! One winding

will keep him walking for over 60 seconds

(that's a lot of walking) . . . and if he should

happen to fall, he'll push himself along, lying

"flat on his face."

The Mechanical Man walks on tables, desks,

on the floor. Smooth surfaces or rough. Even up

a medium size hill. Sometimes he'll go straight.

Often he's unruly and will wander all over the

place. (You simply can't depend on him for

anything-except a good show!) 'i'ou can race

one against another, or all 6 together. You can

experiment with "clothing" them to resemble

creatures from outer space ... or earthlings.

They'll provide hours of educational fun for

the kids. Hobbyists and collectors will find

them intriguing. They're absolutely marvelous

for relieving executive tensions (some of the

more imaginative folk in our office can testify

to that). Order today. Send check or money
order. N.Y. State residents add appropriate tax.

Order No. 45380: Gang of 6 MECHANICAL
MEN (complete with built-in wind-up keys)

only $5.95 plus 600 postage and handling

for each set.

THE EVERYTHING GUARANTEE
THE GALLERY guarantees EVERYTHING:
the quality, accuracy of description, avail-

ability, prompt delivery. If not delighted,

return the Mechanical Men within 3 weeks
after you receive them (not the usual 10

days) for an instant refund of purchase
price.

Free Gift Catalog on Request

STHE^GAI|ERY
Dept. 9325, Amsterdam, N.Y. 12010
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For Men
and Women J

Goose Down
Bootees for

Frigid Tootsies
For instant old-fastiioned fireplace warmtti,

just ease those ctiilly feet into ttie luxurious

softness of Bauer Goose Down quilted in long-

wearing Expedition Nylon. Soft leattier soles.

Insulating foam insole. Give sfioe size and we
will send a perfect fit. Color: Powder Blue for

Women, Taupe for Men. Only $14.95 postpaid.

Makes a perfect Christmas Gift.

Order today! Money-back guarantee!
Enclosed is my check or money order for

$ . (Add sales tax where applicable.)

Please RUSH my Goose Down Bootees.

Men's 0146 Size

Women's 0149 Size

,j^ec£oz/^^cLu^aA^

Seattle. Wash. 98124

EAST ^

AFRICA
WILDLIFE

COMPREHENSIVE in-depth viewing of

abundant, various wildlife concentrations
in famous National Parks and Reserves
of Kenya and Tanzania: Nairobi, Tree-
tops, Mt. Kenya, Tsavo, AmboseM, Mt.
Kilimanjaro, Arusha and Ngurdoto Cra-
ter, Lake Manyara, Ngorongoro Crater,
the Serengeti, and Masai Mara. East
Africa Wildlife Society briefing and
membership. Finest hotels and lodges.
Only 5 guests to each Microbus. Every-
one has a window seat. Leisurely pace.
Small parly. Tribal life, Masai and Chuka
dances. Only $1519 plus air fare. All
land services, tipping. Park fees in-

cluded. Expert escort.

PRIVATE AIR SAFARI flight-seeing for
spectacular views and ease of travel.

Everyone has a window seat!

ALSO four other Africa tour programs
from 22 days to a Grand 49 days, from
$1383 to $3521 plus air fare.

ASK your Travel Agent for Maupintour's
new 36-page Africa lour book or write to:

Hil>!-i l>y Ai-Hiiii' W. Ciiilwton

Turning Plants
Off and On
The same chemical that prepares

plants for winter dormancy
also enables them to germinate

when the last frost has passed

Last summer the vegetation out-

side my windows burgeoned. What
with abundant rainfall and high

temperatures, plant life thrived, and

I had more than the usual job keep-

ing the garden frorn being com-

pletely overgrown. But now the

scene outside my window has

changed radically. Even before the

first frost approached, the plants

had anticipated the winter ahead.

On the apple and ash trees, leaves

stopped growing and turned to

brown; on other trees scaly winter

buds rather than new leaves had

formed at the growing points.

Meanwhile, most annuals had pro-

duced the seeds in which form they

will pass the winter. All these

changes, seemingly premature dur-

ing the warm days of late summer,

occurred because a plant's failure to

effect them in good time could

cause its extinction during a frost.

This doesn't mean that the plant

knows the date of the first frost and

acts accordingly; it means that mid-

latitude plants have of necessity

evolved appropriate timing mecha-

nisms to insure their survival over

periods unfavorable for growth. The
key to the mechanism is the chang-

ing length of day.

In the northern latitudes, day

length reaches its maximum on

about June 21 and its minimum six

months later. September 23 and

March 21 are the equinoxes: times

when day and night are of ecpaal

length everywhere on earth. At the

latitude of mv home near New
Haven, Connecticut, day length has

diminished from its maximum of

about fifteen hours to twelve hours

by the end of September. It will be

reduced to nine hours at Christmas

time. Plant leaves take account of

this change through the blue pig-

ment phytochrome, which manifests

one form during day and another

form at night. As the length of day

shortens, this pigment exists less

and less in its daytime form and

more and more in its night form. In

the meantime, the plant measures

the passage of each 24-hour period

through its endogenous circadian,

or internal daily, rhythms. But how
can the interplay of phytochrome

and rhvthms in the leaf affect the
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The last
differentplace.

Africa.
Bx]jerience it now. Sabeiiahas
six Safari loui's from 81210.
One place in the world still teems with wonders, sights and

adventures that can be experienced nowhere else.

That place is Africa.

Let Sabena guide you there across vast plains to Nature's last

stand, Africa's game preserves and national parks. Watch the

great game herds gather from a treetop hunting lodge. Rise early

for a sunrise view of Mt. Kilimanjaro's snow-capped peak.

Fly over breathtaking Victoria Falls for spectacular views. Or see

two great oceans meet at the Cape of Good Hope.

Sabena Safari Tours bring you in contact with Africa's many

aspects, the incredible landscapes and natural wonders, the art

forms and culture, and the still abundant wildlife, in a choice of

six unforgettable African holidays.

Choose tours of 17 to 28 days, prices

from $1210 to $2968. Then choose the

Africa you want to discover: West Africa's

Ivory Coast, Ghana, Dahomey and Nigeria;

East Africa's Kenya and Tanzania; or

modern South Africa and Rhodesia.

For Safari Tour information, mail the

coupon below, call Sabena Belgian World

Airlines, or see your travel agent.

Sabena Belgian Woria Airlines

Holiday Abroad Manager, Dept. H

125 Community Drive

Great Neck, N.Y. 11021

^LIDAY
ABROADi

Please send me information on Sabena African

Safari-Tours plus the new Hoi iday Abroad Tour Catalog,

filled with travel adventures to Europe, Africa and the

Middle East.

-State

-

-^iP-

My travel agent is.
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behavior of the bud at the growing

point, perhaps many feet away?

About a decade ago. Prof. Pliilip

Wareing and some of his students at

the University College of Wales at

Aberystwyth studied the effect of

diminishing the daily photoperiod,

or light exposure, on the formation

of winter buds in the birch tree.

They noted that, as the day length

shortened, the rate of stem elonga-

tion at the apex decreased and

eventually ceased altogether. At the

same time, the tree stopped making

full-sized new leaves; instead, small,

scaly leaves began to surround the

now dormant bud. They reasoned

that some sort of growth inhibitor

accumulating at the stem apex

might be causing these changes. By

making appropriate extracts of the

bud as the growing season pro-

gressed and testing them on other

living plant tissues, the researchers

did indeed find an increasing con-

centration of a substance inhibitory

to growth. When purified and ap-

plied to plant tissues, this substance

not only caused a marked dimin-

ution in growth rate but also par-

tially mimicked the effect of short

days in promoting winter bud for-

mation. When applied to viable

seeds, it created a dormancy, which

could be overcome by washing

away the applied material. In other

words, this inhibitory chemical,

produced under the influence of ar-

tificially simulated short days,

seemed to induce in the plant all

the well-known effects of the natu-

ral short day itself.

Through cooperation with chem-

ists, Wareing and his colleagues

succeeded in isolating pure samples

of the effective material. It was then

only a matter of time until the

chemical nature of its molecule was

determined, and this was followed

shortly by the development of a

purely synthetic method for the pro-

duction of any desired cpiantity of

the inhibitor. Because the material

not only induced the formation of

dormant buds but caused seeds to

become dormant as well, it was

given the common name dormin.

(Its proper chemical name is much

more complicated.)

Scientists are aware that an idea,

"ripe" for discovery, is frequently

uncovered virtually simultaneously

by several different persons work-

ing independently of each other. So

it was with dormin. At Davis, Cali-

fornia, thousands of miles from Ab-

erystwyth, Frederick Addicott and

several colleagues were working on

the problem of the premature shed-

ding of cotton bolls. This anomaly

in certain high-yielding varieties of

cotton plants caused them to lose

their bolls spontaneously shortly be-

fore harvest. Addicott felt that the

aberration might be triggered by the

movement of a substance from the

leaf to the boll stalk. Like Wareing,

he made extracts of slightly senes-

cent leaves, applied the substance

to test systems, and succeeded in

purifying, isolating, and identifymg

the effective material. Because it

caused shedding, or abscission, he

called it abscisin.

Wareing and Addicott published

their results separately, and to then-

common surprise, they learned they

had isolated the same chemical ma-

terial. Because Addicott's report

was published one week before

Wareing's, the compound, which is

actually an organic acid, was ulti-

mately named abscisic acid. ABA,

as it is known to botanists, has be-

come an important substance for

the plant physiologist and the agri-

culturist, as it seems to have re-

markably versatile effects on many

aspects of plant development. Not

only does it slow down the over-all

rate of growth and predispose the

growing points toward a dormant

state, it probably plays an impor-

tant role in the regulatory physi-

ology of plants.

Each day, for example, plants ab-

sorb from the soil a large quantity

of water, which moves upward

through conducting tubes of the

woody xylem to the leaves. In the

course of its upward movement, the

absorbed water facilitates the trans-

port of minerals through the plant.

Some of it is retained by root and

stem cells and is used for growth

and other processes. A small

amount of the water that reaches

the leaves is used in photosynthesis.

But more than 90 percent of the ab-

sorbed water evaporates from the

leaves through transpiration, a pro-

cess that probably cools leaves that

might otherwise overheat in the di-

rect sun. If transpiration proceeds

too vigorously, the plant may lose

more water than it is able to absorb.

If the resulting water deficit then

becomes too severe, the plant may

wilt, desiccate, or even die. Clearly,

desiccation due to excessive loss of

Wrongs
number?
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Erroronyour
phone bill?

Welltake
care ofit.

If you reach a wrong number when you're diahng a toll call, let the

operatorknow about it as soon as it happens. We'll help youget the charge

removed.

If the call does turn up on your bill, or if you are charged for a call

you didn't make, just call your local Bell business office.

We know mistakes can happen. A service representative will be

happy to correct any that turn up on your bill.

At AT&T and your local Bell Company, we agree: you shouldn't

have to pay for calls you didn't make.

Wchearyou.



This is your year.

Make a little Thunder
ofyour own.

Thunderbird '74.

The one that tells you
you're finally in the car you belong i"

Brilliant styling. A whisper of spoirj

And that celebrated Thunderbird rl^

From its distinctive front end to its?

luxury interior, Thunderbird '74 ha^®'

just about everything you'll ever want
Including air conditioning, the eleg^
opera windows, vinyl roof, tinted gm
steel-belted radial ply tires and a 461
engine. All standard. And you can ;p|

the optional Power-Operated Sunrol
the new Glass Moonroof

.

.

Thunderbird. At your Ford Dealer'^
Unique in all the world. 1

Thunderbird 1974.
1974 Thunderbird shown with
optional Exterior Decor Group, Moo',

Deluxe Wheel Covers, Deluxe Bumper Group.,

Picardy Velour Cloth trim and Glamourpaint.

i





We gave her a crayon
and she tried to eat it.
I

1

Bettina is hungry. So she doesn't care about coloring

pictures or playing with dolls. And her hunger won't go

away unless someone like you cares enough to help.

Through our "adoption" program, you can save a child

like Bettina by helping to provide her with food, medical

attention, education, warm clothes. And hope.

And you can do this for just $12 a month.
Write to Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood, Children, Inc., Box

5381, Dept. NHllB, Richmond, Va. 23220.

I wdsh to "adopt" a boy D girl D in
Name of Countr.'

I will pay $12 a month ($144 a year). Enclosed is my gift

for a full year D the first month D . Please send me the

child's name, story, address and picture.

I understand that I can correspond with my child. Also,

I may discontinue the "adoption" at any time.

D I cannot "adopt" a child, but want to help with $

D Or, I will pledge $ per month.
n Please send me further information.

n If a group, please specify name

Name
Church, Class, Club, School, Business, c

Address

City _State _Zip

I

You can "adopt" a child from Africa, Asia, Latin America, Middle

i East, U.S.A. —Appalachian children or American Indian children.

[

(Or any child of greatest need.) All gifts are fully tax deductible.

Children^lncorporated

water is one of the most serious

problems a plant has to face. Can
this dangerous process be con-

trolled, or is high transpiration an

inevitable consequence of the archi-

tecture of the leaf?

The interior cells of a leaf form a

loose, spongy mass of wet surfaces

exposed to open channels leading to

the outside air. Such a system poses

no barrier to evaporation. But at

the epidermis of the leaf, the way to

the outside world is barred by pores

called stomata, elliptical openings

that change in size as the guard

cells surrounding them change in

volume. When the guard cells are

turgid with water, the openings are

large, but when the guard cells lose

water and become flaccid, the open-

ings shrink and may disappear en-

tirely, thereby sealing the leaf

against further water loss. Whether

a guard cell absorbs or loses water

depends on its internal salt concen-

tration, and most particularly on

the content of potassium salts in its

vacuole, a liquid-filled cavitv-

guard cells

._l

epidermis

Lens-shaped pores, or

stomata, in the epidermis of a

leaf play a crucial part in

plant transpiration. When
open, they permit the

evaporation of water; when
closed, they seal the leaf

against water loss. The

stomata are, in turn, regulated

by guard cells that respond

to abscisic acid, the substance

that also prepares plants for

winter dormancy.

Experimenters at Wye College in

England recentlv analyzed both tur-

gid and wilted leaves for their absci-

sic acid content. They found that

wilted leaves with closed stomata—

a

protection against further water

loss—had consistently high levels of
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''On BOACs CuisineTour
you con ocluolly prepare o mognificenl

Enrrecore Soule o lo Bordeloise!^

Inrroducing one and l-ujo-uieek Enrichmenr Holidays in London,
PoriSvOnd Africa. For garden-lovers, arr fanciers,
inferior design devol'ees, uiildlife enrhusiasis,

and ujouid-be gourmel- cooks. J .^^
^

You can have the loveliest English gardens open up their secrets

for you. You can explore great English houses and find out how to do

your own. You can immerse yourself in art and develop a talent,

possibly. You can study wildlife on an incredible African safari. Or you

can be schooled by a famous Parisian chef and dine on his dishes

(Robert Morley's preference, naturally).

Whichever Enrichment Holiday you choose you'll have plenty of

time on your own, too. And you'll be with people who share the same
interests. (There are no more than 15 to a group.) People like you who
want to get considerably more out of a travel experience than a whirl of

sightseeing and a bunch of color slides.

The Holidays are all very good values. Quite remarkable, in

fact, in today's pressing economic climate. Your tour price

includes first-class hotels with private bath, break-

fasts, dinners (lunches also on African Safari),

lectures, field trips, all transportation, and of

course your round-trip group BOAC air fares from

New York. It goes without saying you'll have

renowned BOAC service throughout your trip.

For more information be sure to see your

Travel Agent or fill out the coupon below and

mail it to us.

Tour prices are for each of two people

sharing a double room. For singles add $50
for 8-day tours and $100 for 15-day pro-

grams. 8-day tours are available November
through April. No departures December
15 through January 4. Two-week tours are

available year round starting November and

are subject to weekend surcharge of $1 5. (8-day

and 14/21-day GIT fares are subject to government

approval after December 31, 1973.)

Cuisine in Paris.

8 days $599. 15 days $849.

Painting, Sketching and
Art History in London and Paris.

8 days $569.

Gardening in England. 8 days
"Spring Garden" departures $549.

15 days $749.

Interior Decorating and
Design in London. 8 days $549.

15 days $749.

Wildlife Safari Program in

East Africa.

16 days $1434.

BOAC-Bntish Airways
Box VCIO, Dept. 151-531, New York, N.Y. 10011
Tel; (212) 687- 1500

Please send me your Enrichment Holiday brochure:

Name

My Travel Agent is

BOAO lakes good core of you.
British Airuuoys



Find out how you can shoot

I
creative, piofessional-looiiing photos.

Get the facts on the Honeywell

Pentax Spotmatic il.

Pentax incorporates the world's best metering

system, a unique flare-taming lens, classic

design, and many other technological advance-

ments into the world's best-selling 35mm SLR.

You'll get crisp, clear, vibrantly colorful results

even under the toughest shooting conditions.

Write for FREE literature describing

our better-than-ever 35mm SLR's.

Honeywell Photographic,

Dept. 113-273, P.O. Box
22083, Denver,

Colorado 80222.

write ahead for a

vacation into the past*
Write for our beautiful free booklet and re-

capture yesterday in Colonial Williams

burg. Find a sunlit garden. Then turn

the page to a bustling craft shop or

discover an eighteenth-century

house still glowingly alive

Write. And, when you've fin-

ished the booklet, come see

Colonial America for
yourself. After all, yester-

day is only a day away.
For information, color

folder or reserva
tions, write B. W.
McCaskey, Box C, /}

Williamsburg, Va. f

23185.
COLONIAL

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

ABA, often ten to twenty times the

normal concentration. Wlien ABA
was applied to a normal leaf with

open stomata. the stomata closed as

if the leaf were wilted. This closure

was brought about through loss of

potassium and, thus, water from the

guard cells. The wilting-induced in-

crease in concentration of ABA
therefore prevents additional water

loss from a partly desiccated leaf

and could save the plant's life.

This dehydrating effect of absci-

sic acid may also help explain an-

other extremely puzzling aspect of a

plant's preparation for dormancy.

Normal plant cells contain about 90
percent water, while seeds tend to

have about 10 to 20 percent. How
can a seed be dried out while still

attached to the wetter mother plant?

It appears that ABA mav again be

involved. The movement of large

cpjantities of ABA into the seed

causes it to lose water to surround-

ing tissues, even though the over-all

water content there mav be greater.

The desiccated seed remains dor-

mant over the winter and does not

start to germinate until the level of

ABA declines. In fact, the amount

of ABA initially incorporated into

the seed and the rate at which this

quantity declines over the winter

may constitute the chemical time-

keeping device that tells the seed

that the last frost day has passed

and it is safe to germinate. The dor-

mant winter buds of trees and

shrubs mav use the same device.

Thus, ABA may be considered the

''turn off' switch that converts an

active plant into a dormant one.

This is a handy, indeed necessary,

survival device in the mid-latitude

zone.

The ability of ABA to close stom-

ata and thereby protect plants

against excessive water loss can per-

haps be turned to practical agricul-

tural advantage in arid zones. The
problein will be to effect closure of

the stomata without simultaneously

overheating the plant or converting

actively growing buds to the dor-

mant state. A solution to this prob-

lem could have great importance for

a world faced with food shortages,

especially in those countries that

must try to grow crops more effi-

ciently in suboptimal environments.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston teaches

biology at Yale University.
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It's called resource recovery, or sav-

ing what Is worth saving from your
trash and garbage.

There are hundreds of reclamation

centers throughout the United States,

in areas where there are enough all-

aluminum cans in circulation to make
them feasible.

So resource recovery is possible.

And the high scrap value of aluminum
makes it practical. And the tremen-
dous savings in energy make it even

more practical. Alcoa has the tech-

nology to recycle used all-aluminum
cans with just 5 percent of the energy
it takes to make them the first time.

There's not another beverage pack-
aging material quite like aluminum.
Only aluminum has all these things

going for it: it's lightweight, chills

quickly, keeps things fresh, opens
with a snap, has high scrap value and
can be recycled repeatedly.

Alcoa is buying back used aluminum

cans that have been collected through
reclamation centers in many com-
munities. We are buying them back
because aluminum is a very practical

packaging material to recycle.

Write for our free brochure on energy
and aluminum. We'll also send you
information on how one community
established the reclamation program.

Aluminum Company of America, 825-L
Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania 15219.

Aluminum:
Pass it on HALCOA
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BELLE STARR RED CLOUD 'HANGING JUDGE" PARKER

Lawmakers and lawbreakers . . . heroes and villains . . . shady ladies and

psalm-singing preachers ... the real people behind the legends you've been

hearing about all your life—even more fantastic than the myths.

". . . was on my Horse the whole

night & it raining hard...

There was one of our party

Drowned today (Mr. Carr)

& several narrow escapes & I

among them... Awful night...

not having had a bite to eat

for 60 hours .. . Tired . . . Indians

very troublesome . . . Found a

human skeleton on the

prairie today..."

—Diary of a Texas cattle drive, 1866.

Quoted in The Cowboys

EisRisiwis)!aigiBiisiisi(s;sia»psi'5isHiMa(5iigis^^ i

TIME
DQl presents a lusty, rip-roaring new series.
BOOKS

Here's the true story of

the oldwest

s state Histories] Soci

Abilene . . . Cheyenne . . . Dodge
City . . . more than names, they

were places — places that made
magic around the world. They
still do. Wherever people crave
adventure, invoke the spirit of
the American pioneer or seek
new horizons, they look to the

history of the American West.
To some, it's a tale of raw cour-

age agamst great odds. To others, it's a fable of heroes and villains.

And to everyone, it's where we escape to when we dream of breaking
loose and breathing free.

In a new series of books designed to give you a true pic

tare of pioneer life, the editors of Time-Life Books have
produced an epic story more exciting than any movie or
TV Western. Extensively researched and documented,
THE OLD WEST teems with the treasures of archives
and historical societies, extraordinary paintings, drawings,
maps, posters and newspaper clippings.

Yes.l would like to examine The Cowboys. Please send it to me for
10 days' free examination — and enter my subscription to THE
OLD WEST. It I decide to keep The Cowboys, 1 will pay $7.95
($8.95 in Canada) plus shipping and handling. I then will receive
future volumes in THE OLD WEST series, shipped a volume at a

time approximately every three months. Each is $7.95 ($8.95 in

Canada) plus shipping and handling and comes on a 10-day, free-

examination basis. There is no minimum number of books that I

must buy and I may cancel my subscription at any time simply by
notifying you.

If I do not choose to keep The Cowboys, 1 will return the book
within 10 days, my subscription for future volumes will be canceled,
and I will not be under any further obligation.

.Zip.

Typical of the authenticity, the richness of
flavor in every book of THE OLD WEST,
is the introductory volume. The Cowboys. It

shows you the real life of the real cowboy —
from his days as a young bumpkin looking
for an interesting life in the West, down to

his last trail and spree. You'll see him at work, at play, coping with

cattle barons who paid him a hard-earned dollar a day, the stam-
pedes, the long drives and roundups that were the most romantic
part of his life.

Once you've experienced the high adventure of The Cowboys,
you'll be looking forward to other volumes in the series:

In Tlie Indians, you'll see the daily lives of tribes

like the Comanche, Apache, Crow and Sioux; their

customs, beliefs and taboos; the authentic, vividly

detailed lives of great Indian leaders like Crazy
Horse, Red Cloud, and
Sitting Bull . . .

In Tlie Gunfighters, you'W
find the marvelously

wicked characters you've been
hearing about all your life:

infamous outlaws like the Dalton Gang, the

James Boys, Black Bart, and Butch Cassidy;
famous gunfighting towns, vigilante committees
and hanging judges . .

.

And in The Expressmen, the Pony Express,
The Overland Stage, Freighters, and Wells
Fargo all come to galloping life as you, too,

join the pioneer masses on the great trails

going West.
Some of the other books in

THE OLD WEST that'll boot you right smack into

^^^^t^ the center of America's most daring feats are: The
^^^^^^ Forly-Niners, The Trailhlazers, The Railroaders,

^^C ^''^ River Men, and The Townsmen.

^ ^V Doesn't this sound like something that could

jp^ " t turn the dullest day into an adventure? That's
^^^ tjL « how the editors of Time-Life Books feel. And
^^^iLil*flfe: \ that's why we're offering you The Cowboys for

10 days free examination. If you don't love

it, just return it without obligation. So why
t^^__>' not mail the postpaid insert card today.

. Los Anifclcs County



[tTmE
nja invites you on an exciting
BOOKS new expedition into
America's greatest adventure

THE OLD WEST
Enjoy the

introductory
volume

THE
COWBOYS
for 10 days

free

Mail the
postpaid

card today.
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If you found
the world even a little bit

dull today, you owe
yourself a trip to

THE OLD
WEST
Send for

the introductory volume

THE COWBOYS
Yours to enjoy for

10 days free



SUmpedo by LishtnlnB" by Frederic Remington. Thomas GUcrettse Institute. Tulsa. Okla.
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The stuffhe's
blasting Otrt of ,,

coiildturii^aio at
""

pi^ejarof^might
>l'^.>«;fe

Probably no duffer has ever stopped to

think about it, but every time he's been in a trap,

he's also been in what glass containers are

made from.

It's sand. The most common substance

in the earth's crust. And the natural material

that makes up about 73% of the jars and bottles

for your favorite foods and beverages.

Because glass is a natural product,

homemakers love it. Glass lets them see what's

inside. They like the purity of glass, its variety

of sizes, its re-sealability. And the fact that

glass protects the flavor.

It's the naturalness of glass that also

makes it an ideal environmental package. Glass

can be returned to the earth in virtually its

original form. It can also be recycled into new
glass containers. And new uses for waste

glass are continually being developed by the

industry- uses such as road paving material,

construction panels, bricks, insulation, terrazzo,

and reflective paints.

Given its natural ingredients, its

packaging benefits and its environmental

virtues, it's no wonder that consumer preference

for glass containers continues to grow. For a

copy of The glass container story;' write:

Glass Container Manufacturers • «
Institute, Dept. C, 1800 K St., N.W., / M
Washington, D.C. 20006.

Class. It's a natural.
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'"W^ truth is wildlife has
increased in the§ouths managed

forests... a fact we should
no longer ignore."

Dr. Leslie Glasgow
University Professor of Wildlife

Management, formerly Director of the

Louisiana Wildlife and
Fisheries Commission

Dr. Leslie Glasgow is an eminent bi-

ologist and a man deeply concerned
with the environment and the
preservation of wildlife. Recently
Dr. Glasgow made this statement:

"All the recent publicity about en-

vironment has gotten a lot of peo-

ple thinking about our forests and
the wildlife in it. Which is good. But
it has also spawned a lot of miscon-
ceptions, the principal one being

that wildlife cannot thrive and mul-
tiply in the well-managed forest.

Nothing could be further from the
truth. Actually, in the well-managed
forest, periodic thinning, harvesting
and regeneration create browse and
nourishment for wildlife. Proof of

this is found in the fact that many
species of wildlife in the Southern
forests have increased in tremen-
dous amounts since the early 1940's

when forest management began in

earnest in the South."
It's good to be concerned about
wildlife and the environment. It's

also good to know the truth. And the
truth is that in the well-managed
forest wildlife can thrive and mul-
tiply. For more information, write
to : Southern Forest Products Asso-
ciation, P. O. Box 52468, New Or-
leans, Louisiana 70152.



A Ncitiii'filist at Lai'sje l>y Fi'aiik J. Aiidoi-HOii

Cabinets of Curiosities
Early natural history museums, featuring such items

as mennaids' teeth and dodo remains, ivere random collections of exotica

^C^.^A

When Hanno of Carthage hung
three gorilla skins in the temple of

Tanith he probably created the first

natural history exhibit in recorded

history. The event took place in

about 490 B.C. after a successful

voyage of exploration along the

west coast of Africa, and the skins

remained on view until the total de-

struction of Carthage almost three

and a half centuries later.

Elsewhere in the ancient world

live specimens and menageries were

common, but they were only used

as entertainment. Alexander the

Great ordered his generals and gov-

ernors to send Aristotle zoological

specimens from all of the known
world, but these were for research,

not for exhibition and education.

Much the same can be said of the

activities at the Museum of Alexan-

dria. There, a relatively small group

of scholars, working more in the ex-

act than in the natural sciences,

never spread their knowledge be-

yond their community.

Until the revival of learning in

Europe during the early Renais-

sance, collectors were concerned

with paintings, sculpture, and other

objects of artistic or high intrinsic

value. One of the first collectors to

gather natural materials was Au-

gustus I, Elector of Saxony. He
formed a chamber of art and natu-

ral curiosities at Dresden in 1560,

thereby shaping the nucleus of that

city's splendid group of museums.
One of his greatest treasures was an

alleged unicorn horn, which was
suspended from the ceiling by a

golden chain. But since a famous

mineralogist, Georg Agricola, was

the guiding spirit behind Au-
gustus's enterprise, useful mineral

specimens were also on view.

Other northern princes also had

their Kunst und Naturalien Kam-
mern to boast of, and they vied with

each other in accumulating hetero-
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Nautilus.

Philippines $5.00

Pearled $7.50

Half $3.50

Blue Morpho but-

terfly plaque. Brazil

4y." $5.00
71/2" S7.50

9Vi" $12.50 Fossil fish. Wyoming

36 to 58 million

years oldl $10.00

Select $15.00

Amethyst crystal

group. Brazil

small $5.00

medium SI 0.00

large $15.00

Enjoy the Treasures
of Mother Earth from

the Collector's Cabinet!
Visit our unique gallery of nature's trea-

sures—thousands of beautiful and exotic

butterflies, seashells, fossils, minerals
and wildflowers from 50C to $500 dis-

played in New York's most exciting

store. Also at Dania and Miami Beach
(670 Lincoln Road), Florida.

The Collector's Cabinet is fea-

tured at selected department
stores nationwide:

u vv..u..umci^ iiuiii oov 10 t,oK,y, uis- Bloomlngdale's, New York
lyed m JNew Yorks most exciting Abraham and Straus, Brooklyn

li Beach Hecht Co., D.C. & Baltimore

70 Lincoln Road), Florida. 15f''^T^,?!^>;J'H2^"''9^' Marshall Field, Chicago
I J ino7 r- ._ i>Tn . Famous-Barr, St. Louis

'; Foley's, Houston
kV J 1 ixn^ 1 E-u V ./1. 1 j\i.<jy^ ovf ppd. May D and F, Denver
:t;>-~ Bullock's, Los Angeles . . .etc.

icjiiieator's Cabinet, Dept. NH, 1000 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021

,=Add 107o for postage. SIO minimum.
gJiLlJSTRATED CATALOG 500 ppd

geneous masses of valuable works
and strange or exolic natural prod-

ucts. Probablv the most successful

of these princes was Rudolph II.

emperor of the Holy Roman Em-
pire, who amassed the largest col-

lection of his day. From his acces-

sion in 1576 to his death in 1612
he devoted more of his time to in-

creasing his treasure trove in his

castle at Prague than to governing

his dominions.

Rudolph possessed a large men-
agerie, including, it is said, a live

dodo. According to records, one of

his household artists, Georg Hoef-

nagle, painted a picture of the bird;

portions of a dodo's head, presum-

ably from Rudolph's original hoard,

were found in the Prague Museum
in 1850. Rudolph was given to

strolling in his gardens and palace

corridors in the company of a pet

lion, leaving a trail of nervous

courtiers and servants in his wake.

But the Kunst Kammer, housed

in the Belvedere at Hradcany, was
Rudolph's special pride and joy.

There he cut and polished gem-

stones, painted pictures, and ob-

served the stars with the Danish

astronomer Tycho Brahe. Surround-

ing him was one of the largest mix-

tures of masterpieces and trash the

world has ever known. Holbein,

Diirer, and Titian shared rooms
crammed with cases that held such

unlikely items as a phoenix feather,

nails from Noah's Ark, and a set of

mermaid's teeth! When the enor-

mous pile was distributed as booty

at the end of the Thirty Years War,
it provided enough material to fur-

nish museums in Stockholm and

Vienna, as well as several smaller

cities in Germany.

Tlie all-inclusive, or pack rat,

style of collection stayed in favor

for a long time. Michael Bernhard

Valentini's Museum museorum,
which was published between 1704
and 1714, lists some 161 museums
established by royalty, municipal-

ities, or interested individuals.

These were scattered over the globe

in such diverse places as Cuzco,

Vienna, Copenhagen, Con-
stantinople, Rome, Agra, and just

about everywhere in between. Not

all were still in existence by Valen-

tini's time, but he sought as much
documentation of their former hold-

ings as he could find.

One cm-ious by-product of his in-

Continued on page 104



Hasselblad's back-up team:

Eight interchangeable backs.

Each is like having an extra camera.

Magazine 500
(500 2Vi" X IVi" exposures

on a 100 ft. roll of film

Magazine 70 (70 2y4" x IVi"
exposures on 15 feet of
cassette-loaded 70mm film

One camera isn't enough. Not when It's loaded with
black-and-white and you are looking at the most
glorious sunset you've ever seen in your life.

But if that camera was a Hasselblad, you could still

get your color shot. Simply by taking off the back
loaded with black-and-white film and snapping on a
back loaded with color. And you can switch in mid-
roll without wasting film.

And now carry the extra-back idea a bit further. Think
of switching from color negatives to color slide film

or from an outdoor film to a fast indoor emulsion. Or
from a 12 exposure roll of film to a 24, 70, or to an
incredible 500, or cut film, Think of changing format,

from a standard 2y4 x 2y4
, to 2y4 x 1 Ve , or 1 % x 1 Ve

superslides. Or use a polaroid back to check com-
position, lighting and exposure prior to taking the
actual photograph.

With the exception of the 500 exposure magazine,
all backs have automatic loading features. Like
everything Hasselblad, they're precision made for

perfect film flatness to assure superb results.

(Film holders are custom made for each back for

perfect fit and are engraved with matching serial

numbers.)

Do you get the picture? You do when you see how
The System works. For besides 8 interchangeable
backs, we have 3 camera'bodies (choice of black or

chromium finish). 13 interchangeable Carl Zeiss
lenses. 8 interchangeable viewfinders, 3 interchange-
able film advance methods (plus electrically driven
camera). And a total range of accessories. It takes a
54-page color catalog to tell you all about it and
we'll gladly send you one, for free, just write:

ard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Linden,
Jersey 07036. Other products: Bolex

ovie equipment.

Polaroid film magazine
(2y4" x 2y4" pictures with
Polaroid color film.)

A24 {24 2y4"x2V4"
exposures on 220
roll film.)

A16 for the 1%"x2y4
(16 exposures on
120 roll film.)

AieSfor 1=8" X V-i"
superslide (16 exposures
on 120 roll film.)

A12 (12 2%"x2y4'
exposures on 120
roll film.)

HASSELBLAD'
P A I I I A R D
10 YEARS OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY

The System



ABUNDANCE
OFFLOWERS
FORCHRISTMAS

FROM
THE NEW YORK
BOTANICAL
GARDEN

WILD VIOLETS
IN NEEDLEPOINT
Translated from a watercolor

especially done for the Garden
by Anne Ophelia Dowden.
Shades of purple and green;

touches of white, yellow; black

background. Complete kit:

needles, wool, canvas,

instructions.

$20 plus 65(1? mailing charge.

WILD FLOWER
CALENDAR 1974
Full-color photographs, delicate

line drawings from the book
series, Wild Flowers of the

United States, decorate its 66
pages. 11 "x8". Plenty of space
for notes.

$4.00 + 50^ mailing charge.

THE NATIVE
ORCHIDS
OF FLORIDA "i^^?
First comprehensive study.

Includes 102 species and
varieties growing wild. Done
by doctor-botanist Carlyle A.

Luer. 296 pages. 85 plates in full

color covering 600 subjects.

9"xl2". Bound in buckram,
stamped in gold. Handsome,
colorful jacket.

$25, postpaid.

Check names off your Christmas list now with
some out-of-the-ordinary gifts from The Shop at

The New York Botanical Garden. Just fill

in coupon.

If you would like gifts shipped direct, attach
names and addresses of same with a clip or staple
to coupon. Shop will enclose gift card with your
message as indicated.

Your order will be processed promptly—within
a week of receipt.

Make check or money order payable to
The New York Botanical Garden.

ORDER FORM FOR
THE SHOP IN THE GARDEN

WILD FLOWER
^ POSTCARDS

4"x6". Full-color photographs
from the book series, Wild
Flowers of the United States

on one side. Reverse: flower

description, room for message,
name and address.

32 cards to set attractively

packaged-S3.00 + 35^
mailing charge.

POSTERS
FROM THE PAGES
OF OLD BOOKS
Three 24"x36" full-color posters

reproduced from rare books in

the Garden Library. Sunflower,

1613, golden yellow and rich

brown. Lavender, 1565, pale

green, purples. A grouping of

herbal drawings, 1491, earliest

illustrated European herbal.

$4.50 each -i- 35(i? mailing charge.

$12.00 set of 3 + 75c^ mailing

charge.

Mail to:

THE SHOP IN THE GARDEN
DEPT. ASl,
THENEW YORKBOTANICAL GARDEN
BRONX, N.Y. 10458
Please send items indicated below. I have enclosed $

made payable to The New York Botanical Garden.

Sets of Postcards (a< $3.35 ppd. ea. set

Calendars @ $4.50 ppd. ea.

n Poster of (" S4.85 ppd. ea.

n Sets of Posters @ $12.75 ppd. ea. set

Needlepoint Kits (u) $20.65 ppd. ea.

Q Copies of "Native Orchids" (a' $25 ppd. ea.

Ship directly to me G Ship to attached list

Add sales tax where applicable

My name
Address

City & State _Zip.





After the last glacier retreated on North America some 1 1,000

years ago, a giant green carpet of trees crept northward, covering

the continent _from the Atlantic to the edge of the Plains.

When the/irst European settlers arrived, only three centuries

ago, they launched a struggle against the primeval/orest: girdling

and burning, cutting and consuming, tearing out and overturning.

It was an unequal contest; man destroyed the /orest in waves

rolling _from east to west. By the beginning of this century The

Great American Forest had been reduced to a remnant of its

Jormer majesty.

In the twentieth century, man rapidly became urbanized,

abandoning rural areas and agriculture in many regions. The

irrepressible forest has gradually returned, taking over the

abandoned /ields, encircling the dying villages oj Appalachia,

rising above the houses of older neighborhoods, even approach-

ing stages of its /ormer glory in parte, cemeteries, woodlots,

and undisturbed watersheds.

The rise of The Metro Forest in America heralds a new relation-

ship between man and trees. The types of dominant trees may
be changing; certainly the distribution of wildlije is di^erent.

And people are developing a new ethic toward trees, as they

perceive the physical and — possibly most important — the

spiritual value of the_forest in the li/e of modern man.
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by €fvin H. Zubc

Trees have been around for

about 300 million years. Cities are

thought to have started about seven

to eight thousand years ago. Trees

and cities, however, do not appear

to have been brought together by

the conscious act of design until

roughly two hundred years ago.

The history of urban design con-

tains very few references to the

presence or the use of trees in a

public sense. There is evidence that

in ancient Egypt trees were used in

private gardens to provide a more
salubrious environment for the

wealthy or the ruling class as early

as 2800-2100 b.c. But no evidence

has been uncovered of the use of

trees as a part of the public land-

scape of the city. The example of

Egypt holds true through the

Middle Ages and the Renaissance.

Tlie medieval city, enclosed by de-

fensive walls, did not contain trees.

The open spaces of the city were ar-

chitectonic, and the only view of

trees or woodlands was through an

open town gate or over the walls to

the landscape bevond.

Conditions changed di-amaticallv

in the eighteenth celltur^. the impe-

tus emanating from the sev-

enteenth-centurv baroque gardens

of France, which were laid out in

formal geometric patterns with long

axes, suggesting by their form and
grand scale that man had surelv

mastered nature. These large gai--

dens were designed with long,

straight roadways cut through the

forest. Usually radiating from sev-

eral central points, the roadways

provided an ideal situation for the

owner while hunting: while his

beaters worked their way through

the woods, he was afforded a clear

field of fire down each of the road-

ways. Thus, it was possible to go to

the hunt without any discomfort.

These tree-lined roads, or path-

ways, which were so much a part of

French gardens, strongly influenced

eighteenth-century town design.

They provided the pattern for what

was envisioned as the ideal street

layout. Washington, D.C., designed

in 1791 by Maj. Pierre Charles

L'Enfant, is a case in point: streets

are laid out with as much concern

for the field of view as for any more
utilitarian, or functional, concern.

The spaces and streets in both

French gardens and in nineteenth-

century cities such as Nancy or

Bath or sections of Paris were

sharply delineated either by the for-

est or by the planting of trees along

the edges. The epitome of French

garden design of the time, and un-

doubtedly the strongest influence

on city design, was Versailles, de-

signed between 1661 and 1674 bv

Andre Le Notre for Louis XIV.

Shortly thereafter trees began ap-

pearing in the London landscape.

According to the architectural his-

torian Sigfried Giedion, "Around

1800 [the] open spaces in the

middle of the London squares were

laid out with freelv planted trees

j

and lawns, the beginning of that

!
luxuriant greenery which natural

growth brought in due course of

time." The image of the London
squares (there were about fifteen of

them by the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury) was thus one of trees and

grass. These were residential

squares—that is, thev were sur-

rounded by housing, not by shops

and markets. Some still exist today

and exude the image of quiet, sub-

stantial, and comfortable residential

neighborhoods. It has been sug-

gested that the "adulation of na-

ture" was so strong in England at

this time that people felt almost a

moral obligation to plant every

open area.

It was during the eighteenth cen-

tury that the English romantic land-

scape movement reached its peak.

The influence of the rigid geometrv

of the French gardens gave way to

free-flowing lines and gentlv curv-

ing contours. The boundaries be-

tween garden and countryside dis-

appeared, and the landscape image

that we now call "parklike" became
dominant.



Wide, tree-lined boulevards were

cut through Paris under the influ-

ence of Baron Georges Eugene
Haussmann in the 1850s and 60s,

but thcv were not residentially ori-

ented, in Haussmann's words, the

tree-lined boulevards were "to dis-

encumber the larger buildings, pal-

aces, and barracks in such a way as

to make them more pleasing to the

eye, afford easier access on days of

celebration, and a simplified de-

fense on days of riot." Also accord-

ing to Haussmann, they were "to

assure the public peace by the crea-

tion of large boulevards which will

permit the circulation of air and

light but also troops." Haussmann's
concept of boulevards grew out of

the radiating paths and roads of the

baroque garden. The baroque gar-

den idea, however, "was to have

long avenues planted with trees but

devoid of houses." Considering the

sixty or seventy years of French his-

tory previous to Haussmann's time,

it is not the least bit surprising to

find a frequently stated concern for

troops and defense. After all,

Haussmann worked for Prince

Louis Napoleon—later known as

Napoleon HI—who came to power
after the Revolution of 1848, a rev-

olution that took place in the streets

of Paris.

On the American scene, contrary

to expectation, trees were not an in-

tegral part of New England commu-
nities from their inception. During

the seventeenth century, the village

green was a place for mustering the

militia and herding cattle in the

event of an Indian attack. Trees un-

doubtedly would have been dis-

couraged because they could have

provided concealment and protec-

tion for the attackers. The present

popular image of a New England

town center—the common of trees

and grass—is a very late eighteenth-

and early nineteenth-century devel-

opment.

Philadelphia, a city that had
been planned by William Penn in

1682 with five open squares of

eight. to ten acres each, which were
to have only trees, was quite lack-

ing in street trees until the end of

the eighteenth century. Insurance

companies would not insure houses

that had trees in front of them. It

wasn't until 1784 that one com-
pany—the Second Mutud Fire In-

surance Company, later appropri-

ately called "The Green Tree
Company"—started accepting such

clients.

An act passed in 1807 in the ter-

ritory of Michigan, dealing with De-

troit, called for a double line of

trees on both sides of 120-foot ave-

nues and for trees to be planted in

"clumps or groves ... of an el-

hptical shape" on both sides of

200-foot avenues. This act also pro-

vided for residential squares, prob-

ably similar in concept to those of

London, that were to be "planted

with trees or otherwise improved

and ornanipntod."

At least a partial understanding

of the changing values placed upon

trees and open space in the design

of some American cities in the early

nineteenth century can be gleaned

from the report of the commission

that was appointed to select the site

for the permanent capital of Missis-

sippi in 1821. The report reads:

"And even in a small town there

would be a comfort, convenience

and greater security against fire, cis

well as a fairer promise of health,

all combined, by having every other

square unoccupied by anything ex-

cept the native trees of the forest,

or artificial groves." The commis-

sioners were discussing the merits

of using a town-planning scheme in

which every other block—in check-

erboard fashion—would be tree-cov-

ered open space.

This conscious inclusion of trees

in the design of American cities

grew out of the French baroque gar-

den and matured in the English ro-

mantic landscape movement. The
design concepts of this movement
were adopted at the beginning of

the pre'sent contur\ a'- models for

mL., .
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numerous proposed ui'ban beautifi-

cation programs. Paris, in particu-

lar, with its broad, tree-lined boule-

vards became the model for plans

for Chicago, San Francisco, St.

Louis, Detroit, Los Angeles, and

Minneapolis.

The main components of these

"city beautification" plans were

landscaped parks, boulevards and

parkways, and civic centers. These

plans, with their clearly delineated

spaces and tree-Uned, radiating

streets were superimposing a new
structure on the giidiron pattern of

manv American cities.

The physical structme implicit in

the plans establishes a set of visual

hierarchies in one's perception of

the city. The importance of a street

or open space is stated by its scale

and by the use of trees, usually used

in regular, formal patterns, to de-

fine its edges. By reading the visual

clues provided by the trees and the

scale, it is easy to determine which

spaces are important.

The English romantic landscape

movement was more significant in

influencing the form outside of the

center city. The movement, which
started as a reaction to growing in-

dustrialism, had its strongest impact

on the design of the new suburbs

that sprang up in the late nine-

teenth century. In England and in

the United States, those who could

afford to escape the industrial city's

concentrations of human suffering

did so, and the "natural landscape"

assumed a new significance. It be-

came a symbol of all that was good,

as exemplified by the writings of

Thoreau, in contrast to the city,

which -was lacking in the qualities

of nature.

Suburbs were designed with the

intent of capturing the spirit of the

natural landscape. Gently curving

streets threaded through wooded.

rolling hills. Llewellyn Park in Or-

ange, New Jersev, dating from

about 1853, was one of the earliest

such suburbs. Lake Forest and Riv-

erside, both in Illinois, Roland Park

in Baltimore, and Ridley Park in

Pennsylvania are other examples

from the last half of the nineteenth

centurv. These suburbs were usu-

ally developed with large lots on

wooded, rolling land. When not

wooded, trees were added immedi-

ately, and in abundance, to simulate

natural woodland. This "natural ef-

fect" was an essential ingredient of

the romantic landscape. The trees

provided a natural blotter that

tended to visually absorb the activi-

ties and structures of man. They
provided a major element of con-

trast between the city, which at that

time was becoming more and more
industrialized in image, and its

counterpart, the suburb.

The full impact of these designs

on suburban development was not

really felt, however, until the 1930s

when the Federal Housing Admin-
istration promoted the use of curv-

ilineai' streets. These plans were

based on concepts worked out at

places like Llewellyn Park and Riv-

erside. But lot sizes were usually

smaller, and one other major in-

gredient was frequently missing in

the new designs of the 1930s, 40s,

50s, and even the 60s—the trees.

These subdivisions were frequently

built in open fields rather than

wooded areas and little if any

thought was given to the introduc-

tion of significant numbers of trees.

The London squares, the report

of the commission to select a site

for the Mississippi state capital, and

the nineteenth-century suburbs that

were a product of the attachment to

the "romantic ideal," all imply that

prestige or amenity value was added

to the residential environment by

trees. The evidence seems rather

conclusive that there is a long asso-

ciation of trees and wooded lots

with upper- and middle-class resi-

dential values in Western history.

During the time of the Roman Em-
pire, the Renaissance, or even late

nineteenth-century America, those

who could afford it lived on the

fringe of the city absorbed by na-

ture—although sometimes the trees

were made to conform to man's

idea of a more appropriate form by
pollarding or topiarv work. Go to

almost any American metropolis to-

day and seek out the most presti-

gious residential areas—vou will

probably find that most are in

wooded sections. Names also give

an indication: Forest Hills, Wood-
land. Lake Forest, and a host of

others that either explicitly or im-

plicitly equate ti-ees with a cpiality

living environment.

There is no reason to assume that

long-held values of the ideal resi-

dential environment are going to

change. A Louis Harris poll, which

included consideration of Ameri-

cans' desires in reference to life-

styles and environmental values,

had 95 percent of those poUed list-

ing "green grass and trees around

me" as an important environmental

value. The romantic landscape

movement—born in England, nur-

tured by the writings of Jefferson

and Thoreau, and exemplified in

the designs of Andrew Jackson

Downing and Frederick Law
Olmsted—is still very much a part

of the American value system. As
Bayard Hooper put it in a Life

magazine article discussing the Har-

ris poll, "Americans paint an al-

most Jeflfersonian picture of their

aspirations: green grass and trees, i

friendly neighbors, churches,
1

schools and good stores nearby." |

Trees can also play an important
}
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role in urban environments where

the American ideal has been diffi-

eult to achieve. In discussing a Mi-

ami slum in 1965, two journalists

wTote, "In short, the Groves' Col-

ored Town was a slum ghetto, lead-

erless and neglected, where living

conditions were ameliorated to a

modicum of livability only by the

historical accident of low popu-

lation density and the beneficent

climate which hid the rotting

shacks behind a profusion of trees

and flowers."

I am not suggesting that we hide

our evils behind a wall of trees, but

that we consider the use of trees as

a means of environmental ameliora-

tion. Many residential streets—not

necessarily slums—in many cities

are sterile, visuallv monotonous en-

vironments that would be improved

by street trees. The trees create a

ceiling of branches and leaves over

all or part of the street, thereby

changing the scale. A pattern is

created by the changing shadows

cast by the trees and by the sunlight

filtered through their branches onto

the street and sidewalk. These hu-

man-scale considerations, when
combined with the seasonal charac-

teristics of trees, provide a changing

visual environment. Some change

or environmental diversity is impor-

tant to all of us.

Landscape critic J.B. Jackson in

an article in Landscape magazine

provides us with a concluding sum-

mary of the well-designed city. He
envisions such a city as "one where

we everywhere feel at home; it re-

minds us, everywhere and at all

times, that we are in an environ-

ment no less natural, no less stimu-

lating than the environment of the

country dweller. Its trees and parks

and lawns are more than agents of

health; they tell us of the passage of

the seasons, and its open places tell

us the time of dav. . . . If it can-

not provide us with the sounds of

the remoter landscape, it at least

provides us with areas where the

sound of human voices and foot-

steps are not drowned out by me-

chanical noises, it provides us with

quiet. It cannot imitate all of na-

ture, but it gives us archways and

pKxds of daylight, and flights of

steps and views; the splash of water

in fountains, echoes and music; the

breath of damp cool air, the har-

mony of colors and the unpolluted

sun; indeed it gives us so much that

our excursions into the countryside

cease to be headlong flights from a

sterile environment and become a

conscious searching for the missing

ingredients: solitude in the presence

of other forms of life, space and

mysterv."
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by Clark €. Holscher

The birthplace of modern for

estry is central Europe, where be

cause of the high population, tre

mendous amounts of wood fo

building and fuel have been coi

sumed since man first settled in the

region. Until railroads came into

existence in the last century, each

settlement had to satisfy its own
needs for wood from the forests in

the immediate vicinity. These com-

munities were forced to discover

and apply forest management in or-

der to secure perpetual harvests

from the adjacent forests.

Consequently, most of the forests

in Europe today are owned by com-

munities. In Switzerland, for in-

stance, some 70 percent of the for-

ests are community owned, 5
percent are state forests, and 25
percent are privately owned. Be-

cause each community has to pro-

vide wood for its own needs, it has

its own forest administration and

harvesting operations. Intensive

road systems, built by each commu-
nity over the vears, have allowed

the population to gain access to the

forest for a variety of purposes.

Many European countries have

developed a tradition of "every

man's right" of free access to the

forest, regardless of ownership.

There are now civil laws that stipu-

late that "forests are open to any-

one for walking about, picking ber-

ries and mushrooms, etc.," a right

that is considered of the highest so-

cial value. Historically, many Euro-

peans, particularly the landless in-

dustrial workers of the large cities,

have had few places to go for recre-

ation and relaxation. The municipal

lore?ts ringing the cities were the

only available sites that offered es-

cape from the urban environment.

(Some historians believe that this

free access has probably contrib-

uted to maintaining social peace by

lessening the pressure of landless

people for revolutionary land redis-

tribution.) From the community
forest's original importance as a

source of lumber for construction,

fuel for cooking and heating, game
for the family table, and clean wa-

ter, it has evolved into a place to

stroll or hike, ski cross-country, or

participate in other recreation.

This process has been acceler-

ated by the prosperity of the last

two decades. As car ownership in

Europe became common, many
people were quickly seduced into

driving farther from home for recre-

ation. But highways have become so

crowded on Sundays that more and

more families now prefer to leave

their cars at home and to seek en-

joyment in the nearby forests. Be-

cause most European cities and

towns are mucli more compact than

in America, the surrounding forests

can often be reached on foot within

a half hour.

Local and national governments

have done a great deal of planning

for the use of forest areas to meet

the growing demand for recrea-

tional resources while maintaining a

certain amount of timber produc-

tion. Scenic automobile routes, foot

and bridle paths, hiking trails,

sports facilities, playgrounds for

children, hunting and wildlife

areas, and contrasting landscapes

between forested and open lands

have been developed in recent

years.

The examples of four important

cities demonstrate the European ap-

proach to managing metropolitan

forests for the needs of the cit-

Zurich
The largest city in Switzerland,

with a population of 435,000, Zu-

rich covers 22,700 acres, 23.6 per-

cent of which is forested—the same
ratio of forest to total land area as

for the entire country. Ownership

of the forests, which range from

about 250 to more than 3,600
acres, is divided between the city of

Zurich, which is the lai'gest owner,

the canton of Zurich, private inter-

ests (these holdings are small), and

the Swiss Federal Institute of Tech-

nology, Division of Forestry.

Zurich is a busy and prosperous

metropolis, and its citizens demand
a wide variety of services from the

surrounding forests. The forests are

almost the only reserve of open

land. Much more than city parks,

these forests, which are within one

mile of the center of the city, give

the residents of Zurich an opportu-

nity for privacy and physical activ-

ity in fresh air and relative quiet.

East and west of Zurich, the for-

ests protect the steep slopes of the

mountains from erosion. The city's

main source of water is the Ziirich-

see, but there aie several substantial

sources of water within the forests.

Timber production within the city

is estimated at 1.5 milUon board

feet per year, yielding about

$8O,O0O, an amount sufficient to

maintain the forests and to pay for

other city administration costs as

well. In the-case of the school forest

of the Federal Institute of Tech-

nology, the net income is used for

forestry research.

Swiss law states that the amount

of land area devoted to forest must

remain the same. Any deforestation

or land clearing must be replaced

by an equivalent area of reforesta-

tion and in the same general vicin-

ity. Transfer of publicly owned for-

ests to private ownership is

practically impossible. All forests

must be managed on a sustained-

yield basis, under the prescription

of a working plan that has been ap-
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proved by all owners, the forestry

administration, and the cantonal

government.

It appears likely that recreation

needs will have an increasing effect

on forest management practices.

This forecast is underscored by the

municipal law that governs the use

of Zurich's forests for recreation:

"Everybody may walk in any forest

and mountain pasture and collect

berries and fungi in accordance

with local customs." Such tradi-

tional rights will probably be ex-

tended to cover more popular lei-

sure-time activities.

Oslo
The city of Oslo owns a forest

area of about 38,000 acres, man-

aged by the Oslo Committee of

Elected Councilors in accordance

with the foUowing directives:

1. To manage the forests in as pro-

fessional and profitable a man-

ner as possible, coordinated with

proper care of the countryside.

2. To make conditions as suitable

as possible for all-around recrea-

tion.

3. To adapt the management of the

forests to meet the desires and

requirements imposed by the

health authorities to safeguard

the city's sources of drinking

water.

4. To make conditions suitable for

the most abundant and varied

animal life in the forests as pos-

sible.

The encircling forest areas—most

of them less than a mile from the

city center—are divided into units,

some devoted chiefly to forest pro-

duction and purposeful Ccure of the

countryside; others strongly to rec-

reational purposes with the main
emphasis on making the natural

woodland as attractive as possible.

Large unbroken deforested areas

are avoided. The woodland is pre-

served in its natural state near

ponds, marshlands, lakes, and other

places with a particularly fine view.

Many miles of roads and trails

are interwoven in the municipal for-

est area. Some cU^e for vehicle use,

and others are used principally for

hiking and cross-country skiing.

Some lead only to places of refresh-

ment in the center of the forest.

Great care is taken in the construc-

tion of these roads and trails to

make them as unobtrusive as pos-

sible so that they blend into the

landscape with a minimum appear-

ance of human disturbance. When
an area is damaged because of some
construction, it is immediately re-

vegetated. The city provides large

parking sites around the borders of

the forests.

Commercial enterprises are not

permitted, but the city of Oslo has

developed a network of inns in all

parts of the forests. These inns give

hikers an objective and spread the

traffic throughout the different parts

of the forest. Sporting grounds are

provided for various forms of athlet-

ics: there are shooting ranges and

areas for such winter activities as

ski jumping, slalom racing, tobog-

ganing, and flood-lit skiing. The ad-

ministration also strives to create

good game habitat, but the only

hunting permitted in the municipal

forests is for control of elk herds.

Franl^rt
The city forests of Frankfurt are

world famous. Owned by the city

since 1732, they have been under

the management of a professional

forester since that time.

Recreation has been the domi-

nant use of the Frankfurt forests

since 1927, and facilities are de-

signed to appeal to people of all

ages. Wood is the basic structural

material of these facilities, and

some are unusual in their design.

For example, children's slides are

made of carved-out logs, and jungle

gyms out of branches and poles.

Frankfurt also provides an imagi-

native example of urban land con-

verted into a natural area. Authori-

ties turned the city dump into a

recreation center by covering it

with soil excavated from the con-

struction of a subway system. This

area was planted with trees and

grass, and various recreational fa-

cihties were constructed for both

children and adults. The dump cov-

ered about 60 acres—700,000 cubic

meters of soil were required to

cover it.

The idea came after World War
II, when the rubble of bombed-out

cities was moved out to the city lim-

its and buried. Artificial hills were

created, then planted, landscaped,

and developed into parks and for-

ests. Perhaps some of the city-dump

problems in the United States could

be solved in this way.

Paris

The forests around Paris occupy

about 19 percent of the total re-

gion, with those devoted principally

to recreation totaling about
140,000 acres. There are 35 indi-

vidual forests, ranging from 60 acres

to 42,000 acres and forming two

concentric circles around Paris, one

out about 15, the other 35 to 40
miles from the city. Many are very

old and were originally the hunting

grounds of royal families. The inner

belt is composed mostly of decidu-

ous hardwoods; the outer belt is a

mixture of hardwoods and conifers.

Within two miles of the gates of

Paris, the Meudon forest, an area of

2,750 acres, typifies the French lu--

ban forest. These woods are in-
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tensively used by Parisians plus

about 180,000 inhabitants of sur-

rounding small communities. The

area receives about 2,200,000 visits

a year, and 25,000 on peak days.

The Meudon forest is divided

into three areas: parks, forest for

walking, and undeveloped woods.

The pjirks, located adjacent to resi-

dential areas, are designed to ac-

commodate small children and their

mothers. They are equipped with

playground facihties and other open

spaces for play, an occasional shel-

ter, paths for strolhng, and grassy

fields. The parks take up only about

140 acres but are of direct service

to the nearbv communities.

The forest for walking, or Foret

Promenade, covers 1,100 acres, and
its numerous wide footpaths, abun-
dant gathering and rest areas for

visitors, and comfort facilities are de-

signed to accommodate about 20

persons per acre. At peak times the

Foret Promenade accommodates

20,000 people. This forest is

cleared of all undercover to give

easy access to all parts; openings

are cut to create grassy areas.

The undeveloped woods preserve

the character of a natural forest.

They cover about 1,500 acres, are

essentially steep, hilly land, and

play an important role in the pro-

tection of watershed. PubUc access

is limited; clearly prescribed paths

and trails are not laid out because

heavy use would cause erosion.

The Meudon forest is managed
under a detailed work plan, re-

centlv revised to cover the 15-vear

period from 1970 to 1984. Careful

studies were made, and financial

plans prepared, to accommodate the

needs of an expanding population.

The other thirty-four forests

around the Paris area are managed

in a similar but varied manner ac-

cording to the characteristics of the

forest and the nature of public use.

The general principle of manage-
ment of aU these areas is to main-

tain the natural aspect of the forest

insofar as possible and to safeguard

it from the pressures of urban

society that may seek to change it

or cause it to deteriorate.

In Europe, authorities make a

real effort to preserve and maintain

the city forests. Food, recreation,

and safety services are provided

with no attempt at commer-
cialization. People feel safe, as there

is little crime or vandaUsm, and

they exhibit a respect for the facili-

ties provided for their pleasure and

relaxation. The European experi-

ence with urban woods demon-

strates that life in the citv can be

more civilized than that now en-

dured bv too many Americans.
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by Robert D. Williamson

Rock Creek Park in Washington,

D.C., is an urban green belt be-

tween two distinctly different resi-

dential areas—the teeming east side

with its run-down apartments and

wall-to-wall pavement and the

shady, quiet west side. The area

represents a cross section of human
and bird habitat—from dense for-

ests through wooded suburbs to

crowded, multistory buildings.

Many cities have similar large, for-

ested parks, but Rock Creek Park

presented an unusual opportunity

to determine if there is a correlation

between the number and variety of

birds and the quality of the human
en\Tronment. To test this theory I

undertook a study of the distribu-

tion of a number of songbird spe-

cies in the two neighborhoods and

in the park.

In the early nineteenth century,

financier Charles Glover, an avid

proponent of parks, envisioned a

park that would not only provide

Washington's residents with a rec-

reation area, but also beautify the

city and increase the value of prop-

erty along the valley of Rock Creek.

After years of Congressional opposi-

tion. Rock Creek Park was finally set

aside in 1890 and is now adminis-

tered by the National Park Service.

Georgetown, to the west of the

park, had been added to Washing-

ton in the eighteenth century. This

area included houses with spacious

grounds and lush vegetation to at-

tract the wealthy. Georgetown to-

day reflects affluence and cultural

homogeneity. Its socioeconomic
and ethnic composition is fairly uni-

form. The majority of its residents

are upper-middle- and upper-class

whites, and about half the popu-

lation is single. Children are notice-

ably absent. Few families have in-

comes below $14,000; many have

incomes in excess of $24,000.

Almost half of the housing units

are single-unit dwellings. The small,

usually old but expensive houses

are packed closely together along

quiet, narrow streets overhung with

the branches of spreading maple
and oak trees. Gardens, usually en-

closed by fences, are beautifully

landscaped and cared for. There are

several modern one-unit structures

surrounded by sprawling green
lawns, shrubs, and trees.

The neighborhoods bordering the

eastern edge of Rock Creek Park

are composed mostly of renter-occu-

pied housing units. Seventy percent

of the residents are black, with in-

comes ranging from $5,000 to

$10,000. About 88 percent of the

buildings contain more than one
dwelling unit.

T)^ical of the east side are two-

and three-story row houses with an

occasional lai-ge apartment build-

ing. The densit)' of housing units is

as high as forty dwellings per acre.

These areas lack plentiful vegeta-

tion and adequate play space, and
their streets, alleys, and other pub-

lic spaces are inadequately main-

tained.

Each neighborhood hcis a charac-

teristic flora: west of the park, con-

iferous trees—pines, henilock, and

spruce—and deciduous species such

as maples, flowering dog%vood,

apple trees, oak, and American elm
predominate. These species were

also found within the pcirk. The
landscape airound the homes in-

cludes several varieties of horti-

cultural ornamentals—rhododen-
dron, hoUy, forsvthia—and a varietv'

of flowering plants and grasses.

To the east, the sparse vegetation

includes small ornamental pine and
hemlock trees. Red maple, white

oak, and black oak make up the

small number of deciduous trees

present. A few homes and apart-

ment buildings use privet hedges as

barriers around small lawns.

My study compared the numbers
of cardinals, mockingbirds, cat-

birds, wood thrushes, house spar-

rows, pigeons, starlings, robins,

blue jays, and song sparrows along

park transects that extend into each

neighborhood. It also attempted to

relate the occuirence of birds to

some habitat components, such as

the volume, number, and bcisal area

of trees, shrubs, and lawns, and also

some human factors, such as area of

pavement, density of housing, and

two surrogate measurements of in-

come.

The results of the bird census

showed a distinct pattern. Such na-

tive species as the cardinal, robin,

and mockingbird exhibited a prefer-

ence for the wooded park and the

residential neighborhood west of

the park, where the relative af-

fluence of the occupants allowed for

lawns, yards, and extensive woody
vegetation. On the other hand, in-

troduced species such as pigeons,

starlings, and house sparrows were
best adapted to the areas east of the

park characterized by high-density

buildings and a lack of vegetation:

pigeons found numerous nesting

sites in the girders of bridges and
the ledges of high buildings. Star-

lings and house sparrows readily

adapted themselves to almost any
conceivable location that provided

some concealment, security, and
support for a nest.

Cardinals were common in and
west of the park, but their numbers
declined rapidly east of the park.

The number of deciduous trees

present on study plots was a strong

factor in the variability in cardinal

numbers: cardinal distribution was
reflected in the greater amount of

deciduous vegetation west of the

park. Cardinals also tended to pre-
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fer areas with private homes, rather

than apartments, because the diver-

sity of vegetation provided not only

concealment for nests but also a va-

riety of insect and plant foods.

The planting of ornamental

shrubs by Georgetown homeowners

provided fruits and berries, as well

as natural niches for bugs and cater-

pillars. Tliese, in turn, attracted

mockingbirds, which nested and

bred in the vicinity.

Robins also were much more nu-

merous west of the park and de-

creased in abundance with distance

east of the park. Many of the west

side residents were able to afford

homes surrounded by green lawns.

This type of habitat is a natural

yielder of earthworms, a common
food of robins. Most of the areas

east of the park lack the lawns and

decaying vegetation necessary for

earthworms to survive.

Wood thrushes were found only

in the area to the west of the park

and in the park itself, although

even there, their numbers were

small. This species commonly
builds its nest of grass, leaves, and

bark fibers in moist woods or thick-

ets near water (which is available in

the p£U-k). The coniferous trees of

the west side help provide the wood
thrush with protection and a food

supply.

Blue jays were most abundant

west of the park, but declined in

abundance and were virtually ab-

sent a short distance from the east

side of the park. The jays west of

the park flourished on almost every

kind of digestible plant food-
acorns, chestnuts, wild cherries,

and hawthorns.

The lowland thickets along the

east and west edges of Rock Creek

Park proved to be an excellent

habitat for catbirds. They utilized

the shrubbery as a food supply and
for protection. The creek in the

park also provided water for drink-

ing and bathing. This habitat also

provided catbirds with a variety of
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species of land and water insects.

The territory of the song sparrow

is chiefly decided by the male, al-

though the female builds the nest.

The female lays her eggs in a

ground nest, usually concealed un-

der unniowed lawn edges and low

shrubs. The low-lying coniferous

trees provide security and food for

the song sparrow. Most of the plots

east of the park lack this type of

vegetative cover.

Starlings proved to be sociable

birds and were more numerous on

the more populous east side. Their

numbers increased with distance

from the park. This was a reflection

of the species' adaptation to areas

occupied by buildings and people.

House sparrows are also oppor-

tunists and were commonly found

in both residential areas but were

much more numerous east of the

park. Their presence was correlated

with dense housing where numer-

ous niches are available for nest

sites; they tended to increase in

abundance with greater distance

from the park.

Pigeons, predictably enough,

were most atundant east of the

park, especially in adjacent zones

where they used the many bridges

for roosting. Statistically, little

could be said about their habitat

preferences, although I believe the

availability of roosting and breeding

sites is most important in their habi-

tat selection while vegetation is of

minor significance.

Birds are obviously not randomly

distributed throughout the city;

each species has a preferred habitat

to which it is adapted. These distri-

butions may also tell us something

of the quality of these habitats for

man. Residents of the west side live

surrounded by lawns, flowers, thick

vegetation, and songbirds. Poor

children living on the east side play

on concrete, not grass. If songbirds

find the east side unsuitable for

existence, why should it be other-

wise for its human inhabitants?

(21 Pigeons at this point)

2 Miles
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by Darrell L Cauley and James K Schinner

In 1968, a raccoon was found in

the ventilation ducts of a high-rise

office building in the heart of down-

town Cincinnati. This incident,

along with numerous other reports

of sightings in the city, aroused our

interest in the life history and ecol-

ogy of urban raccoons, and with the

encouragement of Dr. Jack L.

Gottschang of the University of

Cincinnati, we undertook a study of

the raccoon population within met-

ropolitan Cincinnati.

We chose for our study a 320-

acre site in the Qifton section of

the city. Although the entire area is

residential in chciracter, there is a

decrease in population along a gra-

dient from the more densely popu-

lated southeast section to the

wooded northwest section. Two
main wooded sections in the study

plot provide natural raccoon habi-

tat. One section is 13 acres in size;

the other covers approximately 45
acres and is contiguous to a 60-acre

wooded tract immediately north of

the study area. Two permanent and

three seasonal streams, along with

swimming pools, fishponds, and
birdbaths, are the sources of water

for the Clifton raccoons.

At first glance, one would as-

sume that the city lacks sufficient

food, water, and suitable denning

sites and should therefore have rac-

coon densities below those found in

the wild; however, we found this as-

sumption to be incorrect.

During a two-year period
(1968-69), we captured 167 differ-

ent raccoons in this area, and our

records of their body measure-

ments, weight, sex, and sexual con-

dition revealed no significant differ-

ences from those of raccoons
studied in the wild. But we did find

significant differences in the density

of these urban animals and wild

raccoons. Previous studies of rac-

coons in their natural habitat have^

reported maximum densities of

from one per 11.7 acres to one per

16.2 acres. Raccoon densities in the

Chfton study area never were less

than one per 9 acres. The highest

density recorded for a single month
was one animal per 2 acres. This

occurred despite the fact that there

are 993 human dwellings (ex-

cluding churches, commercial
buildings, and schools) in the 320-

acre study area.

The animals made good use of

man-made structures for den sites

and travel routes. We found them
denning in sewers, refuse dumps,

attics, garages, and chimneys, and

one female even commandeered an

unused sofa on the third floor of a

house to raise her brood of four-

young. The trees in the two wooded
sections, of course, provided a pri-

mary source of den sites.

Individual raccoons were radio

tracked as they moved through the

Clifton area to and from their dens

in search of food. Some animals

used storm drains as access routes

to feeding and denning areas; oth-

ers denned or possibly fed in them.

One animal moved systematically

from a garage den into the drains

and remained there all night. Re-

peated efforts to locate this animal

failed, and it is suspected that it fed

within the drain system.

The home ranges and activity

patterns of several animals were

plotted by radiotelemetry to deter-

mine their life histories in the city.

We learned that the movements of

the individuals under observation

were restricted to travel between

their den sites and feeding areas,

with none of the random foraging

efforts characteristic of wild rac-

coons. Limited foraging occimred

only at feeding areas.

Raccoons in the Qifton area de-

pend on man for much of their food

supply. A Cciretaker at a local acad-

emy collected the school's daily ac-

cumulation of garbage and fed it

nightly to a steady stream of rac-

coons. Several homeowners also

placed their refuse in spots easily

accessible to persistent raccoons.

Most residents enjoyed these visits

even though rattling cans and the

barking of aroused dogs sometimes

became a nuisance.

Based on a variety of studies, the

size of home ranges for wild rac-

coons varies from about 27 acres to

more than 350 acres. The average

home range of the raccoons in the

Clifton area was 20.6 acres, with a

low of V2 acre and a high of 50
acres. Urban raccoons appear to

have significantly smaller home
ranges and higher population den-

sities than those found in the wild.

One factor that appeared to

, control this population was canine

distemper, a highly contagious viral

disease. Raccoons have been shown

to be susceptible to distemper; in

one study one-half of the experi-

mentally infected animals died.

The potential importance of this

disease in limiting the Clifton rac-

coon population became apparent

in the fall of 1968. During October

and November we collected seven

animals that showed signs of the

disease. These individuals were

found dead or dying on neighbor-

hood porches and in the woods. The
impact of a canine distemper

epizootic is demonstrated by several

factors. For example, there was a

sharp decline in our percentage of

captures between March, 1968 (25

percent), and March, 1969 (2 per-

cent). We also noted that the over-

all raccoon population in the study

area declined from 145 animals in

1968 to 51 animals in 1969.

There were other sources of mor-
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tality, but none of them could be

demonstrated to be as widespread

as distemper. Dogs were respon-

sible for eight deaths over the two-

vear period, and raccoons killed by

automobiles were observed from

time to time on the roads traversing

the Clifton area.

Many species of wildlife have

suffered as a result of urbanization,

but our research has shown that this

is not invariably the case. The Clif-

ton raccoons have adapted ex-

tremely well to city life. They feed

almost exclusively on garbage, and

den in attics, gai'ages, and chim-

neys, as well as any available, suit-

able trees. Their use of the storm

drains as travel routes makes them

less susceptible to being run over

by cars. The woods provide addi-

tional sources of shelter and food.

Wherever these ingredients exist—

and they can be found in at least

some sections of all large cities—it

should not be surprising to find rac-

coons in residence.
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by Melvin B. Hathaway

Because ol the rising population

with increased leisure time, there is

a national need for more land where

people can experience nature.

Within cities there are many natu-

ral areas that could alleviate the de-

mands presently being put on rural

pai'ks and wildernesses, but these

sites have been sadly neglected. In

addition to the esthetic value of

trees and grass in these urban sanc-

tuaries, wildlife—from squirrels and

raccoons to birds and insects-

could be observed for the wildness

it represents.

To learn the ecology of one wild

urban animal that has not been

fully appreciated, I conducted a re-

search project on the gray squirrel

in a 733-acre cemetei-y in a mid-

west city. Portions of this cemetery

have been maintained as burial sites

since the early 1800s, other sec-

tions are currently being developed

for such use, and the remaining

area is mostly forested. Residential

and industrial developments com-

pletely surround the cemetery.

While driving through the older

sections for the first time, I was im-

pressed not only with the peace and

quiet, fitting attributes for a ceme-

tery, but also with the natural

beauty that had been maintained

over the years. Most of the trees ai'e

large, many with trunks four to five

feet in diameter, and provide a

shady canopy over much of the

ground. In addition there are many
introduced tree and shrub species,

which produce a kaleidoscopic

color show, especially during the

spring and early summer months.

The well-kept lawns, together with

the trees, gentle hills, and occa-

sional ponds, create an atmosphere

of serenity.

It didn't take long for me to real-

ize that the cemetery harbored a

large number of eastern gray squir-

rels (Sciurus carolinensus) . Easily

observed, this medium-sized ro-

dent—scampering from ground to

tree and from branch to branch—is

a familiar sight in many urban

parks in the East and Midwest. Yet
little is known about its ecology and

life history. Most park visitors are

content to simply throw some nuts,

popcorn, or, unfortunately, lolli-

pops and other nonfood items at

squirrels. An appreciation of squir-

rels as wild animals does not seem
to have worked itself into the

American park ethic.

With the superintendent's per-

mission, I selected a small portion

in the middle of the oldest section

of the cemetery in which to conduct

the study. The area, representative

of the surrounding sections, is

dominated by white ash, holly, oak,

hemlock, pine, spruce, dogwood,

and maple. In addition to a mixture

of trees and shrubs, numerous
plantings provide ground cover.

I first analyzed the gray squirrel

population for comparisons with

published data of populations from

more natural environments such as

extensive hardwood forests, semi-

open brushlands, and abandoned

fields. The results revealed that the

cemetery's squirrel population was

indeed high. There were 5.48 gray

squirrels per acre: compared with

rural populations, this figure ap-

proached the upper limits of any

squirrel population studied. Appar-

ently these squirrels had adapted

extremely well to their m-banized

environment.

Man's efforts to maintain the

beauty of the cemetery had stabi-

lized the habitat by stopping eco-

logical succession at just the stage

preferred by these animals. Without

man's intervention, the area would

probably evolve into a more typical

beech-maple climax forest, one

that would support fewer squirrels.

Other reasons for this high popu-

lation are the introduction of new
species of trees and shrubs and the

care of the original species, which

insure a diversified source of food.

Since various plants produce edible

products at different times, food of

some kind is constantly available

for gray squirrels.

Perhaps still another reason gray

squirrels thrive in the area is that

they are shielded by the boundaries

of the cemetery. Visiting hours are

strictly enforced by the cemetery

personnel, thereby insuring that the

hours before 8:00 a.m. and after

5:00 P.M. are undisturbed ones for

the cemetery's wildlife. Even dur-

ing the regular visiting hours, vis-

itors are expected to drive slowly so

as not to disturb other visitors. The
animals are therefore not excited

and endangered by the dogs, chil-

dren, and high-speed cars that may
plague squirrels in other sections of

the city, including most parks.

Given these reasons for popu-

lation growth, why aren't squirrel

numbers even higher? What cu-e the

factors limiting the squirrel popu-

lation? The diversity of plants in

this area insures ample food, and

there are more than enough den-

ning and nesting sites.

One probable factor controlling

the population is the incidence of

disease. Although I did not detect

any disease symptoms in the ani-

mals I examined, if a communicable
disease did establish itself, it would
spread to many squirrels because of

the high density of the population.

Despite the greatly reduced

speed limits on the cemetery roads,

a large number of dead gray squir-

rels were obsei-ved on the roadbeds.

The many animals observed cross-

ing the roads and their apparent

boldness and lack of fear of the
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slowly moving cars undoubtedly ac-

count for many of these kills.

A third limiting factor operating

on this population is predation. On
numerous occasions a red fox was

observed in the study area. Al-

though never more than one was

observed at a time, differences in

coat color and size indicated that

there were several foxes operating

in the cemetery. Both in the early

mornings and late evenings, the

foxes were frequently observed try-

ing to catch chipmunks or gray

squiiTels that had been caught in

one of my study traps. I suspect the

foxes raided the traps quite fre-

quently judging from the number of

traps found rolled over, several feet

in some cases, and sprung open at

the end of a trapping period. On
one occasion, I observed a red fox

trotting across a section adjacent to

my study area with a large gray

squirrel in its mouth. This particu-

lar squirrel had not been taken

from any of my traps as they were

not set at the time.

The combination of disease, au-

tomobiles, and predators probably

regulated the gray squirrel popu-

lation within the cemetery. The
number of squirrels was high, but

relatively stable—the population did

not build up to such an extent that

out-migration became necessary. In

short, they are a fine fexample of

stable population dynamics in mi-

crocosm.

Within the confines of this large

midwestern city, a relatively small

pocket of wildness still exists, and

the animals living there are behav-

ing like similar populations in more
rural environments. D
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by Robert Arbib

I was nine years old that June af-

ternoon so many years ago when we
first discovered the Lord's Woods,

and the world was unspoiled and

filled with mysteries. My first two-

wheeler, dark red and fast, had

come with my birthday in March,

and ever since that glorious day my
world had been expanding.

Only yesterday I had ventured

beyond the edge of my universe,

out where Westwood Road ceased

to be paved and wound into the

endless green unknown of the for-

est. I entered the shadowed stillness

of the wilderness in trepidation and

in wonder, stopping to dismount at

the first bend in the road, peering

down the long green tunnel that lay

ahead, wondering where, if ever, it

ended; whether these woods might

go on and on, from here in Nassau

County where New York City

ended and the suburbs of Long Is-

land began, straight through to

Kentucky or perhaps even to Penn-

sylvania. Then I pedaled home at

full tilt to find Carl and plan an ex-

pedition. Explorers needed compan-
ions.

It was just as if someone had

planned and laid out a city, not for

people, but for birds and cottontails

and butterflies. In midsummer the

roads lay pale and seai-ed, and each

step kicked up a little spout of dust

that hung on the air and drifted

away slowly, like a captive cloud.

Ranks of tall wildflowers pressed in

from all sides—they were golden,

orange, purple, and blue—dusty
miller, melilot, goldenrod, asters,

thistle, Joe-Pye weed, and in the

damp ditches, tiger lihes.

At every corner a faded, tilting,

half-hidden signpost proclaimed its

identity for aU the dragonfiies to

read: Dickens Street, Ibsen Street,

Fiske Street, Island Avenue, Forest

Avenue, Midfield Road. But at any

corner, looking down any street,

one could see only a narrow, over-

grown track, wide enough for an

automobile, and in the distance a

gradual merging of the high green

walls. On the lesser streets and

lanes there was a grassy strip down
the center, leaving just the two tire

tracks. Here and there, back in the

jungle enclosed by the streets, one

might still see a little "No Tres-

passing" sign tacked to a stake or

tree, with a lot number on it. Most
had bullet holes.

It hadn't been so many years

ago, perhaps six or seven, that the

roads were cut through this Lord

Estate, new street signs were
erected, and the big auction sale

was held out in the meadow on that

summer day. The famous auction-

eer came down from the city, and

the crowd sat on camp chairs under

the circus tent, or stood around

mopping their faces under the sun,

trampUng the oxeye daisies and

black-eyed susans. The men were in

long shirtsleeves and high collars

and straw hats, and the ladies had
parasols and fans. The, auctioneer

bellowed into a megaphone like the

one our school cheerleaders used.

Some tables had been set up outside

the tent for the buyers to go and

sign papers.

The prices were high, the people

all agreed. The auction sale went on
for several days, and in the end all

the lots were sold. Everyone knew
that real estate was a wonderful in-

vestment and that lots in the sub-

urbs would always increase in

value. This was not Florida of re-

cent memory with its boom and

bust, its purchases unseen, its un-

derwater swindles. This was beau-

tiful, flat, wooded land—a million-

aire's estate! You could buy it with

a small down payment and take

years to pay.

But then, some of the land

proved swampy, and most of it

barely above the water table. Times
got hard and money disappeared,

and suddenly no one was building

homes. The people who bought lots

on Fiske and Ibsen and Bryant and

Howard and Jefferson gave up on

payments of the taxes, defaulted,

disappeared, or sold out at a loss.

Here and there a house was built

and occupied: four or five on all

those blocks, and one or two others

up in the higher oak woods, but

these were large and costly ones,

and not really part of the auctioned

property. One of these impressive

houses was later abandoned; the

owner just walked away and left it

to the mice and the squirrels, and it

stood vacant and going to ruin until

a family of squatters moved in one

night, living for a while secretly on
the second story, but eventually

hanging laundry out of the windows
as if they owned the place.

The birds and the animals and
the weeds never lost the land. Each
year they quietly won back more
and more of the roads, as if trying

to close them altogether and obliter-

ate the whole idea. Sometimes

people walked the lanes that were

closing up; in certain places cul-

verts under the roads had broken

and water flowed across, making it

impassable for cars. On Sundays

sometimes, a property owner would

drive out from the city and stop at

Edward and Emerson, or Island and

Holmes, or Ibsen and Longacre,

and walk in to reassure himseK tiiat

this property he had invested in so

rashly was real, and did exist, and
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had not vanished into the air. To
point to a lot sign from his car, or

stumble through the underbrush in

search of one, or perhaps even to

nail a "No Trespassing, Private

Property" sign to a tree. But the

butterflies and the catbirds ignored

it, and so did we. Soon it too would

have a bullet hole or two.

In those days we were the real

owners of this property. Often we
would stop here, in a detour on the

way to the woods, early in the

morning when the bird chorus was

at its fullest voice. Or we would

scuffle along these roads at noon,

with the summer heat beating down
on our shoulders and the copper

butterflies dancing along with us in

the dust. Or we would come slowly

in the evening, when the thrushes

sang from the deeper glens, to put

out sugar traps on the tree trunks

for moths.

This city of no people, this criss-

crossed, abandoned land of field,

wood, marsh, and thicket we
thought of as an extension of our

woods. One of my classmates lived

on the edge of the wilderness: we
called it "back of Hellers." Often

there were birds to be found there

when our woods were silent: invis-

ible birds that made the fields chat-

ter and buzz; we were to learn their

identities one by one, each a discov-

ery to be celebrated. Sometimes we
would come this way on our return

I

from the woods; it was not the

j

shortest way home, but any place

;
without houses and people, with

I

wild things and weeds that grew in

' jungle profusion against the back-

I

drop of the towers of New York was

;

a better way home.

j

How strange and marvelous it

i was that everywhere we walked to-

: gether, somehow we seemed to find

;
new places to explore, roads and

: paths that no one seemed to use,

roads that led us on, farther than

we planned to go, luring us beyond

the next bend, the next clump of

trees, the farthest field. It was ex-

actly like our very lives, curious

and fascinating, with each new day

an exploration, a learning, a discov-

ery, and a turning in the road.

Straight roads that reached out to

the fcU" horizon were like dreams,

like imagination, leading one fur-

ther and further along to some un-

known destination, some unex-

pected answer that might be
waiting at the end of it.

At last we did come to the end of

one road, to the finite answer to the

indefinite question. Suddenly there

was no more road. It ended simply

in a wide sandy place on the edge of

a creek as wide as a small pond,

with the sea of marsh reaching be-

yond it for miles. Two black ducks

sprang upward as we came up to

the water's edge and fled with a

rush of wings and some loud com-

plaining. Nowhere else was bird, or

sign of life, or sound, under that

enormous, unreachable, unthink-

able, unbounded blue bowl of the

sky.

All that long and lazy summer
we explored our woods and its

perimeter, expanding the world we
knew; rode our bikes to its edge,

then hid them in the jewelweed and
continued through on foot. We
walked down all its streams, fol-

lowed all its paths to their endings

or meetings, discovered glades here

and pools there, marshy patches

with cattails in them, a sandy place

we called the Cherry Desert, walked

along the farm road that skirted the

north edge of the woods (years later

we would learn that it had a name:

Hungiy Harbor Road). It was a

road to nowhere, winding past a

fai-mhouse at the edge of high oak
woods, then cutting through a

dense stand of second grovrth and

tangle to a bend where a little red

house stood behind one towering

spruce tree, in a sea of junk. Who-
ever lived there—and it seemed to

be a man with a disfiguring skin

disease and several angry police

dogs, fortunately tethered—either

dealt in junk or simply had a lit-

tered way of life. The magnificent

spruce was a landmark at least a

century old, common to many of

the older farmhouses in the commu-
nity. They had been imported, it

was said, from Norway by an itiner-

ant nurseryman who peddled them,

door to door, from his wagon.

Although we invented our own
names for the topographic features

of our world, more as a convenience

than the just due of the explorer,

others before us had exercised these

rights, and the most prominent fea-

tures of the landscape had already

been named. We called one stream

Teal Stream and did not learn for

thirty years that it had been nartied

Doxey's Brook long before we were

born. That summer we explored its

entire length, past Three Bridges,

the Stone Bridge, Stepping Stone

Island, and out into the marsh, dis-

covering there a fine, wide swim-

ming hole with a tiny sandy beach,

shaded by one stunted cherry tree

covered with poison ivy, remote, in-

visible except to hawks and swal-

lows. Beyond the swimming hole

Teal Stream slid westward again

and joined Foster's Brook, deep in

the salt marsh. And there, in-

triguing and mysterious, tilted up

on mud and marsh, burned out, but

still identifiable, its huge bolts and

nails rusting into skeletons, lay the

barge.

How it came this far upstream,

on what wings or unimaginable

high tide, to become lodged and

abandoned miles from deep water.
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we never could understand. But we
wove a story around it, as we did

with all our landmaiks: Washing-

ton's Barge, we called it. Used to

smuggle guns to the rebels who
were working underground in Tory-

held Long Island during Revolu-

tionary days. Brought in on a high

tide from Jamaica Bay by night,

stranded there in the morning, its

cargo delivered along the secret

paths of our woods and others that

joined in a network across the is-

land. Then, years later perhaps,

burned when the marshes burned,

as they did every spring. We knew,

of course, from Mr. Perry's history

course that the Loyalists had held

tightly to Long Island throughout

the Revolution and until 1783, af-

ter that disaster to Washington on

Prospect HiU, but we knew too that

there had been rebel activity behind

the lines and this barge had played

a part! WTiy, Mr. Hewlett down the

street was a direct descendant of a

Tory colonel, Richard Hewlett, and

he was a spy too; my father insisted

that the descendants of anti-inde-

pendence- ancestors should never

have been granted the right to vote.

for they tended to vote Tory still.

That summer too we moved our

boundaries outward, Carl and I, or

Ted and I, or Johnny and I. Now
we had defined our woods and

knew what was beyond it on all

sides: farms to the north, marsh to

the west, our village to the south,

and grassy fields across Mill Road
to the east. Not, as we had first

thought, trackless wilderness in all

directions, but more like a spread-

ing sanctuary surrounded eventu-

ally, by places with people in them,

people who knew little and cared

less about this place we loved.

Some knew it as the Lord's Woods,

but most called it, if they knew of it

at all, the Waterworks Property, or

Woodmere Woods.

There was no pressure on the

woods in those earliest years of

ours. Each of the suburban commu-
nities around us was a compact, tai-

lored island unto itself, surrounded

and separated from its neighbor by

a green belt of farms, fields, and

woodlands. The mai-shes were un-

touched and unspoiled, except for

the flat ditched meadows where the

salt hay was harvested. Now and

then, as we were growing up, a new
house would appear on one of the

vacant plots to be found on almost

every block even in the heart of the

village, or perhaps an entire street

of houses somewhere on the edge of

town. But our woods were inviolate;

the Lord Estate was languishing;

soon even the golf course was aban-

doned. We roamed them all now al-

most as our private domain; rode

our bikes too to more distant hunt-

ing grounds: the creeks and
marshes along the bay at the south-

ern edge of the village, the marshes

and ponds beyond the farms to the

north, the beaches across the inlet

where we could look out across the

ocean, all the way to Spain!

One of our pastimes of that sum-

mer was the aquarium. I had ac-

quired an old tank somewhere, and

so had my two friends and class-

mates, Johnny and Beano. Together

the three of us made a series of ex-

peditions, hung with bottles and dip

nets, into the woods. Sprawled

along the banks of Teal Stream and

stripped to the waist, we would lie

in wait for killifish, or water stri-

dors, or any freshwater life we
could find. Now chasing whirligig

beetles across the surface of the

brook, now delving deep into the

muddy bottom to come up with a

giant water beetle, a crazy diving

water beetle, or a treasured back

swimmer. We took them all:

nymphs of dragonflies and caddis

flies, tadpoles in all stages of devel-

opment, once even a prized baby

pickerel. We brought them home
(some died from the rough ride

home on the bicycle), emptied bot-

tles and jai-s into the tank that stood

on my windowsill, watched fasci-

nated as beetles, each with a
j

taillight bubble of air, zoomed in
|

wild arcs across the tank. The sur- i

face buss—water striders and
!
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whirligigs—died first. Others lin-

gered, to succumb to natural causes

or the rampant cannibalism that

cannot be controlled in a single

small tank. The more aggressive

beetles, the back swimmers, and the

tadpoles thrived for a while, as the

algae flourished in the sunshine and

the water turned the color of pea

soup. Eventually, as they usually

do, the aquarium died and was car-

ried out and emptied, only to be

filled again the following summer.

But it had added another dimension

to the world around us.

The woods! A green, gold, scar-

let, multicolored wonder of a world,

ancient and yet ever changing, con-

stant and yet filled with surprises,

setting for dreams and fantasies,

schoolroom without books, a sanc-

tuary for birds and mammals, fish

and crawling things, bugs and boys.

Beautiful in every aspect and in ev-

ery week of the year, and more
prized because it was at once so ac-

cessible and so remote from the out-

side world. We had no words in

those days to say how we felt about

the Lord's Woods, but we cherished

them. They were truly at the center

of our existence.

epilogue

Soon after World War II, where
long there had been one or two

houses tucked along a leafy lane,

now suddenly there was a row-
crowded picture window to picture

window—three, four, six, ten.

Down Longacre or Howard or

Derby Avenue and through the tall

oaks back of Heller's all was clamor

and destruction. The contractors

had moved in like an occupying

ai-my; tmckloads of lumber and
brick and pipe and concrete blocks

lay about waiting to be pieced to-

ffether.

All along the boulevard, signs

sprouted, pointing to elegantly

named model homes: the Dorches-

ter, the Mayfair, the Park Lane. On
the weekends, young couples with

their pairents and a child or two in

tow disgorged from their cars to

peer into closets and admire the

raised dining area with the wrought

iron railing. Almost every week
new ground was invaded, the trees

and shrubs bowled over, the tangles

of blackberry and grape rooted out

and obliterated.

Now all those grassy lanes we
roamed as youngsters, chasing the

meadow fritillary and the spicebush

swallowtail tljrough canyons of

wildflowers tall as we were, were

widened and paved and lighted and

assumed the banal conformity of

suburbia. Some of the builders had

left the taller trees to shade other-

wise bare plots, but the red maples

soon died off, smothered by the

sandy fill, the asphalt driveways,

and the lowered water table. If the

new owners wanted shade they had

to plant their own trees, first paying

to have the dead monuments re-

moved.

The newcomers had lived all

their lives in apartment houses.

They judged a dwelling by its inte-

rior amenities: the number and size

of the rooms and closets, the work-

saving features such as the garbage

disposal unit, the musical door

chimes, and the real wood-burning

fireplace. Of course, their first

glimpse was a shock—that cleverly

distorted rendering in the ad made
the little Cape Cod box look enor-

mous, under towering trees and so

beautifully landscaped, and here it

stood under the hot sun, with its

sad little row of arborvitae and lau-

rel "landscaping" and the bare

front lawn from which, soon, would

sprout thirty varieties of hcirdy

weeds and the builder's tender rye '

grass, in that order. i

In the years of the late forties

and the fifties, the face of our world
j

changed completely. What had,

been sleepy semirural villages, each;

separated from the others by an in-'

terval of woodlands or farms and

meadows, slowly spread out and

merged with one another, until the

entire south shore of Long Island

was one suburban continuum.

With this tremendous surge of

immigration and building, the

Lord's Woods stood ever more iso-

lated, an island of wilderness in a

sea of rampant suburbia. In all that

south shore landscape, this was the

only place where one could escape

the frenetic world and be an Indian

brave or a Thoreau, a Daniel Boone
or an Audubon, or just a child learn-

ing about the world around him.

Although besieged and battered,

the woods were still there. If you

flew into the immense new airport

(Kennedy) that had annihilated all

those miles of marshland we had

roamed for years—the Old Mill, the

Idlewild Golf Course, the hidden

creeks and bays west of the turn-

pike—and looked down just before

landing, you could see the unbro-

ken canopy of forest that was the

Lord's Woods, a dark green pre-

serve, geometrical in shape: an anom-

aly, hemmed in by highways and

by rows of boxes. But it was still

there. The cattail marsh, the Thrush

Woods, the Green Cathedral, the

Cinder Road, the Deep Ditch,

Beech Point, Stepping Stone Is-

land, Three Bridges, Teal Stream-
still there in spite of storm and fire,

vandalism and power line, progress

and highway, population explosion

and home development. One emer-

ald gem shining in all that clutter.

And then some distant, unknown
owners moved in to doom it.
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by Roger Hart

August 31, 1:00 p.m.,

sunny and hot.

It is not clear what system Peter

uses to determine the time of day,

but certainly the state of his stom-

ach is an important element.

I'd spent an hour searching for
him because I wanted him to take

me to his favorite places. Finally

he came whipping along the road

on his bike and, in anticipation of
our expedition, scoffed his lunch.

First, he planned to take- me to his

new fishing place. "Did you see the

path with the stick across it when
you were lookingfor me? That's my
path; my sister and I made it.

"

The broken branch that served as

a gate seemed like any other along

the stretch of highway flanking the

river. But once Peter had pointed it

out, the "gate" and the line of
beaten-down grass leading to the

river were clear. He closed the gate

behind us; it was like entering Pe-

ter's estate. This feeling was trans-

mitted by the intimate way he

moved through the long grass,

which was as tall as his shoulders

and, at the bottom of the bank, by
the selective route he used to lead

me across the river. Jumping along

the bank from rock to rock, we
headed toward the fishing place.

Suddenly he caught sight of a

shale bank on the wooded edge of
the river and immediately changed
direction toward it.

Crouching low on the bank, Pe-

ter examined the remains of a
model landscape, all but destroyed

by yesterday's rain, which his sister

and he had built out of shale and
twigs. "That's New York up there

between the two rocks, and that's

New Hampshire with all the roads

going over the wooden bridges, and
down here is the road to our cove.

"'

A dug-out area was a hotel; a pile

of twigs, a lumber yard.

Chattering away, he hurried me
along to his fishing place, con-

vincing me it was the fishing place

and that no one else knew about it.

Davs like this with eight-year-old

Peter were part of two years of field

investigation into the exploration

and experience of the landscape by

children as they develop from bulh

to eleven years of age. Ironically,

more is known about the relation-

ship of baboons to their habitat

than of the activities of children to

their outdoor environment. It was

important that I spend an extended

period of time with a group of chil-

dren living in a small, distinct envi-

ronmental unit, so that I could

monitor their movements and be-

havior and obtain reliable data. I se-

lected Wilmington, Vermont, for

the study because it not only met

these specifications but also incor-

porated many characteristics of an

urban environment.

For their social and emotional

development children need a physi-

cal environment that they can com-

prehend and within which they feel

competent and secure. They also

haive an urge to explore the land-

scape; this is related to their need to

experience the diversity and extent

of the components of their environ-

ment and to see these as part of a

whole.

The need to feel effective as an

agent of change is another strong

factor in the healthy development

of a child. Compared to the com-

plex and ever changing world of

people, the natural environment re-

mains relatively stable. A child can

immediately see the transformations

that he has effected. I have ob-

served that children from about the

age of three freely and frequently

modify the environment if there are

suitable cireas available.

Children will not manipulate or

modify an overtly cared for and

guarded landscape. Manicured
lawns, miniature trimmed trees,

and the absence of dirt piles, sur-

face water, and large trees all con-

vey a strong message to a child—

"do not touch." This is the situ-

ation in most new suburban housing

tracts. In this respect the children

of impoverished inner-city areas

have a richer environment in aban-

doned lots containing piles of dirt,

scrap wood, and other materials

suitable for modifying the physical

landscape (although such areas lack

the special qualities—trees, water,

varied topography—that natural ele-

ments possess).

The range a child is allowed to

travel without accompaniment is

limited by parents for a variety of

reasons: inferior ability to deal with

traffic and the desire to avoid unfa-

vorable social influences are among
the most common. Also, because

children have to squeeze much of

their play into short periods of time

defined by institutional and family

schedules, they must play within

their neighborhood. In this defined

space, a child must find a landscape

sufficiently rich to satisfy the desire

for free exploration, discovery, col-

lection, and creation.

Children's needs for a variety of

experiences are usually thought of

as being provided for by such insti-

tutions as playgrounds, organized

sports, schools, camps, and clubs.

Such solutions, however, lead to

more compartmentalization, segre-

gation, and specialization of chil-

dren. Their desires for play are not

sufficiently regular or planned to

enable them to prestructure all ac-

tivities with their friends. Many of a

child's m.ost exciting games or

projects happen by chance.

Social development may be fos-
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tered if children have free access to

areas where they can meet casually

and engage spontaneously in coop-

erative activities. I have observed

cooperative play to be particularly

encouraged when sand or dirt

(ideally with water) is available as

the plav medium. A recent project

on the sandbank behind the local

elementary school engaged as many
as thirty children under nine years

of age in the building of an elabo-

rate stream system. Dams, bridges,

tunnels, islands, and waterfalls

were part of the intricate network.

Such social cooperation among
peers is unknown in conventional

playgrounds.

Children also need places where

they can be alone; I have watched

children many times playing alone

in the dirt or by a small pool of wa-

ter. Freedom from interniption and

interference by adults is important;

time to reflect on experience and

develop a personal ordering of his

world is essential to a child. By ex-

periencing and re-creating the world

in this way, a child can develop the

individuality that is needed for

healthy relations with others.

The physical environment also

plays an important role in support-

ing a child's emotional security and

developing a sense of personal iden-

tity. Children who encounter fre-

quent changes of residence or who
live in neighborhoods that suffer

from heavy wrecking and building

activity will find it difficult to con-

struct a stable image of the environ-

ment. Continuity of experience is

most important. I have observed,

for example, that a child can de-

velop such a strong attachment to a

tree that its removal, if necessary,

must be carried out with care and

understanding. It is an indication of

the need to give order to the world

that a child's most frequently ob-

served creative activity out of doors

involves the building of miniature

landscapes—cities, houses, garages,

and airports.

The natural environment offers a

wealth of play potential for young
children, with trees and small

patches of water the most valued

elements. One tree can engage a

child for days at a time or, period-

ically, over a span of years. Manu-
facturers of playground equipment

have found it impossible to re-

create such richness. The children

of Wilmington demonstrated to me
that there are countless routes up
"a good climbing tree"; many
notches, cracks, or rough spots can

be used, depending upon the child's

desire for challenge at any time.

Any kind of bush or tree allows

children to exercise great creativity

in the construction of houses, forts,

tents, and imaginative laboratories.

A mature tree is excellent, of

course, for hanging a rope swing

and has the added attraction of a

host of insects.

Children do not need large

wooded areas; in fact, many play

only on the fringes of woods. But the

pressures of land use and an unwill-

ingness to recognize the importance

of natural elements have made them

scai-ce in most urban areas. Natural

elements are systematically removed

from suburban areas and urban play-

grounds in the name of esthetics,

durability, and safety.

One solution to the lack of suit-

able natural areas for city children

are "adventure playgrounds," in

which they ai'e given the opportu-

nity and the materials to dig tun-

nels, plant gardens, and build

places by themselves. These play-

grounds try to create in microcosm

the qualities of a town most valued

bv children. Trees, varied topogra-

phy, eaith, and building materials

are essential elements. Adventure

playgrounds were introduced in

Denmark during World War II and

caught on in England during the

1950s, but the concept has been

slow to take hold in the United

States. A major criticism by adults

is that these areas are ugly. The in-

clusion of trees could do much to

alleviate this problem. It is doubt-

ful, however, that such playgrounds

could be created in sufficient num-
bers to be freely accessible to

younger school-age children for

they require the expense of a per-

manent and competent supervisor.

Small natural areas, or "mini-

commons," spaced every few
blocks and unsuper\'ised except for

the care of trees, could provide a

supplement to larger, more widely

spaced adventure playgrounds.

One hundred and forty yeai's ago

Friedrich Froebel, the German edu-

cational philosopher, introduced the

concept of kindergarten into educa-

tion. His ideas anticipated later

findings in stating that a child is by
nature a doer, and therefore learn-

ing is secondary to activity, out of

which it grows. Froebel also empha-
sized the importance of ex-

periencing the harmony of the natu-

ral world in the development of the

child. Many kindergartens and
schools still lack these qualities, but

the city designer also has a respon-

sibility in this matter. For the

richer and fuller development of

metropolitan children, more
minicommon lands, featuring an

abundance of trees, water, and soil,

should be made as accessible as the

wooded adventureland available to

the children of Wilmington, Ver-

mont. Children do not need to be

taught how to explore and learn,

they will do so naturally given an

environment that will allow it to

happen. I
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by Saul Rich

The large volume of toxic gases

and airborne particles produced by

I

human activities has become a mat-

ter of grave concern. But despite re-

medial legislation, the injection of

pollutants into the air will probably

not subside in the near future.

In many localities, symptoms of

injury in plants and trees are the

first indication of the presence of

air pollutants. Major pollutants dis-

covered in this manner are sulfur

dioxide, hydrogen fluoride, and
photochemical oxidants—ozone and
peroxyacetyl nitrate—produced by
the action of sunlight on mixtures

of other gaseous impurities, princi-

pally those produced by automo-

biles. All these pollutants must en-

ter the leaves of plants in order to

injure them. This raises the ques-

tion: Can plants bathed in a pol-

luted atmosphere remove enough of

the toxic gases to benefit man with-

out injuring themselves?

To find some, answers, Paul E.

Waggoner; Harley Tomlinson, and
I made a recent study at the G)n-
necticut Agricultural Experiment
Station on the uptake of ozone by
leaves.

We chose ozone for our study be-

cause it is recognized as the air pol-

lutant that causes the greatest dam-
age to plants in the United States

and other industrial nations. Many
conifers and some deciduous trees

are damaged by concentrations of
this toxic form of oxygen equal to,

or less than, that found outdoors
during periods of air pollution.

We found that the uptake of

ozone by leaves is essentially an ex-

change of gas between leaves and
the atmosphere. Because of this, the

ozone uptake mechanism must be
regulated by the same factors that

control the exchange of other gases
such as water vapor.

Projecting our laborator)' -data
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and observations with the aid of

mathematical models, we attempted
to construct a picture of how the

ozone uptake process might work
within a canopy of trees.

Our conclusion was that as a

heavily ozone-laden layer of air fil-

ters down through the treetops, a

portion of the ozone enters the

leaves and is removed from the air

mass—resulting in a gradual de-

crease of ozone near the ground.
This happens only when the sto-

mata, or breathing pores of the

leaves, are open. As almost all

stomata require light to open, and
since ozone is produced in sunlight,

the ability of foliage to absorb
ozone is greatest during daylight

hoiu-s. The total amount of ozone
that trees are able to remove de-

pends on a number of factors: the

original concentration of the pollu-

tant in the air mass moving down
through the canopy, the height of

the inversion layer, wind speed, tur-

bulence, amount of availatle light,

temperature, tree height, the size

and shape of leaf surfaces, and the

stomatal aperture. The actual pro-

portion of ozone removed can range
from to 20 percent of that present

in the air above the treetops.

It has already been demonstrated
that the phytotoxic pollutants oc-

curring most commonly in the air

must enter the leaves through sto-

mata in order to cause injury. But it

is entirely possible that some plant

leaves have materials on their exte-

rior that can react with and either

fix or destroy such air pollutants be-

fore they enter the leaf. These pol-

lutants, injurious if taken into the

leaf, might be removed from the at-

mosphere without poisoning the fo-

liage. For example, experiments
have been conducted in which a

number of tree species were ex-

posed to a small, nontoxic dose of

radioactively labeled sulfur dioxide,

and analyzed for sorption by the

leaves. It was found that the great-

est amount of SO2 was sorbed by
birch, beech, and hornbeam. Lesser

amounts of SO2 were sorbed by elm
and willow trees. In these experi-

ments the radioactive sulfur pene-
trated into the leaf tissue of only
the elms and beeches. It is possible

then, that the tree foliage removes
gaseous pollutants from the air even
when the obvious signs of leaf in-

jury are not present.

There are other beneficent ef-

fects of trees upon metropolitan mi-

croclimates. They provide shade
and can cool air locally by evaporat-

ing water from their foliage. This
water loss, or transpiration, is a nor-

mal process by which a tree moves
water and nutrients from the soil

into the trunk and branches. A
large tree may transpire 100 gallons

of water a day, and with the shade,

cool the air under its canopy by as

much as 20° F.

Wherever protection is needed
from strong winds, tall, deep-rooted

trees can serve as windbreaks.

Also, properly spaced trees of suf-

ficient height can reduce noise pol-

lution. It has been estimated that

each 100-foot width of tree belt ab-

sorbs about 6 to 8 decibels. If one
considers that a busy highway can
produce 78 decibels, it is obvious
that trees growing between a resi-

dential neighborhood and a super-

highway can offer an acoustical

benefit.

The various benefits provided by
trees help to make the metropolitan

environment a more comfortable

place for people to live; and, as we
develop more sophisticated tech-

niques for accurately measuring
these contributions, the typical

view of a tree's value is bound to be
enhanced. q





by Frederick Hartmann

Chicago has a thriving new busi-

ness, based on a steady, dependable

supply of raw material that has

existed within the city since its be-

ginning. The resource is the city's

three-quarter of a million trees; the

entrepreneur is the Bureau of For-

estry, Parkways and Beautification

of the Cit>' of Chicago; the income-

producing product is wood fiber

in log or chip form. This urban

forestry operation is saving Chica-

goans thousands of dollars annually,

and may in the future produce

much greater returns.

The chain of production is break-

ing many of the traditions con-

cerning trees in metropolitan areas.

Traditionally, a city's trees have

been viewed as esthetic embellish-

ments. But trees eventually age and

become a problem for property

owners and city administrations.

After strong winds, ice storms, or

outbreaks of tree diseases, streets,

sidewalks, and lawns are strewn

with the skeletons of trees that suc-

cumb to the elements after years of

neglect and pollution. During fierce

storms, the giants begin to fall

apart; and as their limbs plummet
toward the pavement, they knock
down power lines, dent the roofs of

cars, block sidewalks and streets,

damage homes, and threaten lives.

The problem for the city and for

homeowners has been to dispose of

the remains. City work crews, dis-

patched to saw and chop away at

the tangled menace, often work
overtime to clear the debris, while

homeowners have to hire profes-

sional tree salvagers to remove the

trunks and branches cluttering their

yards.

In the past. Chicago, like most

cities, simply burned this debris.

But in the mid-60s the problem was
magnified when Dutch elm disease

hit the city. Disposing of many
thousands of dead trees in a short

period of time proved to be a monu-
mental—and expensive—undertak-

ing for the city's Bureau of For-

estry. Burning the mounds of wood
created a heavy pall of smoke,

which hung over the city and mixed

with industrial and home effluents.

In 1970 anti-air-pollution legisla-

tion banned this kind of burning

within Chicago's city limits. Sani-

tation officials then disposed of tree

litter in landfills, an alternative that

soon proved impractical. Tlie cum-

bersome material quickly clogged,

rather than filled, the available

sites, which were rapidly depleted.

Furthermore, because wood decom-

poses slowly, the landfills would be

too unstable to build on for many
years.

It has been estimated that about

295,000 elms, with a minimum
trunk diameter of 20 inches, will

die of Dutch elm disease in Chicago

between 1968 and 1978. In 1969,

the base cost of removing a dead

elm was $4.00 per inch of trunk di-

Euneter. Over a ten-year period, it

would cost about $24 million to re-

move 295,000 trees. In addition,

the expense of removing other spe-

cies, plus a replacement cost of $20
per new tree, bring the total ex-

penditure to approximately $40
million in ten years—a significant

drain upon the corporate, vehicle,

and forestry tax funds that cur-

rently provide the operating budget

for the city's Bureau of Forestry.

An imaginative, professionally

trained forester, Charles Stewart de-

cided to determine whether the dead

trees were marketable as wood fiber

or timber. He learned that a local

manufacturer was producing roof-

ing shingles made out of a heavy

felt paper composed of wood fiber

from waste paper, rags, and wood
chips and impregnated with asphalt.

The wood chips for this operation

were imported into the city. Since

Chicago had a plentiful supply of

raw material and a disposal prob-

lem, the Bureau of Forestry pur-

chased a chip-harvesting machine

and arranged to supply chips to the

roofing shingle manufacturer.

In 1972, the Bureau of Forestry

removed 21,000 dead trees from

the streets and parks of Chicago.

An estimated 15 to 20 percent of

this wood was turned into chips and

sold, and the bureau reali2ed gross

earnings of more than $22,000

from the operation. This is only a

small part of the bureau's l973
budget, which included: planting

40,000 trees and related landscape

functions, $547,.500; removal of an

estimated 25,000 trees, $1,727,205;

removal of tree stumps, $302,800;

spraying against Dutch elm disease,

$90,300; tree-trimming operations,

$2,511,000; funds for emergency

clearing operations after storms and

other natural disasters, $528,600.

Income from the wood chip opera-

tion should reach $125,000, a 500
percent increase.

The bureau also has other plans

for generating income. As one ex-

ample, many of the tree trunks

were too large for the wood-chip-

ping machines, but the quality of

the timber was high. Bureau work-

men cut these trees into seven-foot

logs and, pending a profitable mar-

ket for them, stored them in a hold-

ing area. (The logs from American

elms were sprayed to kill the Dutch

elm beetle vector and prevent its

spread.) Discussions have been en-

tered into with several regional

wood users to purchase these logs,

and there are indications that the

mills will be able to use the lumber.

With the growth of commercial

possibilities the bureau now assigns

work crews to trim, top, and prune

trees in specific districts. The

smaller diameter material from

these daily operations is chipped at
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the site with a brush-chipping ma-

chine, while larger diameter mate-

rial is hauled to the central mill.

This year the city has a new con-

tract to supply chips to a firm in

Madison, Wisconsin. The distribu-

tion system worked out with the

new company can also be used to

transport the stockpiled saw timber

to mills outside of Chicago at rea-

sonable rates. The economics of this

potential income producer are in-

creasingly favorable (especially con-

sidering the skyrocketing costs of

lumber), and trial loads have been

shipped to the mills.

Paper producers in the Chicago

area are now looking to the city's

trees as a possible resource for the

production of such low-grade stock

as cardboard, kraft, and building

papers. Even material from stumps

and brush that couldn't be used in

the past and that was either burned

or dumped in landfills outside of

the city can be utilized for the man-

ufacture of these papers.

Commonwealth Edison of Illinois

has initiated a pilot program to

burn the city's refuse for the pro-

duction of electricity. Stumps and

other debris from the city's trees

may figure in this plan.

More volume is needed to in-

crease the profitability of these vari-

ous programs. Here the view of the

metropolitan woods as a harvestable

and manageable resource shows its

practicability. The Bureau of For-

estry plans to make its chipping and

disposal system available to all

sources outside of its jurisdiction.

One possibility under consideration

is a cooperative agreement with the

Cook County Forest Preserve Dis-

trict, which encompasses a sig-

nificantly larger area than the city;

another is the use of trees on the

lots of the city's 74,000 owner-oc-

cupied homes. A system to remove

the dead and diseased trees from

private properties could result in

large savings for the homeowners
and additional income for the city.

The bureau has already launched

a campaign aimed at salvaging

wood and wood fiber debris cur-

rently being scrapped by other city

departments and private industry.

It plans to channel this material

into outlets that can utilize it most

efficiently and economically. Tlie

bureau also has offered to convert

the wood wastes of surrounding mu-

nicipalities in the Chicago area,

working them into the already es-

tablished system.

The growing emphasis on the

city's trees as income producers to

help pay for their planting and

maintenance is beginning to affect

the operating philosophy of the bu-

reau. Stewart, applying the manage-

ment concepts of large-scale com-

mercial timber operations, points

out that "as urban trees grow and

mature, their maintenance costs in-

crease, and they become hazardous.

Eventually the trees must be re-

moved. Why not establish cutting

rotation schedules and harvest them

at an optimum time, before main-

tenance costs rise and when dollar

value is maximized?"

A major problem affecting this

approach is that the sight of a tree

being cut is offensive to many
people.

The ideal, according to the bu-

reau's position, would be to eventu-

ally develop a sustained-yield sys-

tem in which the revenues earned

from the tree-harvesting programs

would pay for removal of all dead

trees, as well as for their replace-

ment and maintenance.

Long-range plans include a com-

puterized inventory of every tree in

Chicago—by species, age, and con-

dition. Cutting schedules would be

geared to the optimum time for har-

vesting the trees, and replacement

of new trees would occur more
cpaickly. The replacement stock

would feature a greater variety ol

species, including some more resis-

tant to pollution and others that

wiU grow faster and reduce harvest

rotational times.

As this concept in urban forestr\

emerges, it appears that the futme

of Chicago will include more trees,

in healthier condition, and at less

cost—benefiting Chicagoans esthet-

ically cmd financially.
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by Brian K Payne

The amenities provided by trees

in residential neighborhoods are

sufficiently sought after to make
nurserymen a major influence on

the metropohtan landscape. Shade,

wind reduction, screens for privacy,

an environment for wildlife, climb-

ing areas for children, and natural

beauty are the motivations behind

the annual purchase of veritable

forests by American homeowners.

Residential trees also have draw-

backs, such as leaves to rake, dam-

age to sidewalks, drippings on cars,

and dead branches that fall on

houses. But the widespread pres-

ence of trees in residential areas in-

dicates that most homeowners feel

the advantages outweigh the disad-

vantages.

The economic importance of

trees near homes is often over-

looked. When decisions affecting

land use and value are made, there

is a tendency to place much greater

weight on measurable dollar costs

than on so-called intangible factors,

such as trees. However, a measiu-e

of the actual value of trees in dol-

i lars and cents could provide home-

j
owners, land developers, and city

I planners with a new appreciation of

I

existing trees.

I An idea of the dollar value of

I residential trees can be ascertained

by purchasing even small trees from

a local nursery. But larger trees,

I which have been growing on the

I

same site for years, do not have an

easily established market price.

They cu^e not generally bought and

sold except as a part of the property

on which they are growing. Thus,

the value of such trees has to be

measured by their contribution to

property values.

To do this, a research team from

the United States Forest Service se-

lected a 12-acre tract of undevel-

oped open land suitable for building

in Amherst, Massachusetts, and

constructed a scale model of it. Af-

ter photographing both the actual

site and the scale model, we
"planted" varying numbers of trees

on the model and rephotographed

it. The photographs depicting the

residting landscape variations, to-

gether with property descriptions,

were shown to real-estate appraisers

who were asked to estimate the per

acre value of the land.

As open land, the parcel was ap-

praised at $1,500 per acre. When
two-thirds wooded, it was appraised

at $2,050. On the average, the re-

sults showed that trees contributed

as much as 27 percent of the ap-

praised land value.
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A related study of half-acre lots

and houses with an average prop-

erty value of $34,000 was con-

ducted with real-estate appraisers

and homeowners in Aniherst. The
results showed that trees contrib-

uted 7 percent to the value of the

average property and as much as 15
percent to some lots.

The contribution of trees to total

property value depended on the

nurnber and size of the trees. Only

trees 6 inches or more in diameter

had any effect. For half-acre lots,

the first tree of this size added about

$300, the tenth tree added $200,

the twentieth added $100, and the

thirtieth added nothing at aU. Add-
ing more than thirty trees to a half-

acre lot actually reduced the total

property value; a maximum of

$4,300 was added to property value

with tiventy-nine trees per half-acre

lot. The values of the trees did not

vary with the value of the proper-

ties or homes.

For home developers, there is a

quick lesson in these results: a prac-

tice of leaving trees on land that is

subdivided for house lots may show
immediate profit. Many housing de-

velopments start with wholesale

land clearing, presumably to reduce

building costs. But if the cost of

protecting trees while building is

less than their addition to property

value, it would be more profitable

to leave the trees rather than to

bulldoze and burn them. The
builder who is aware of this possi-

biUty may increase his profits while

contributing to a higher quaUty en-

vironment.

Not aU of the benefits from resi-

dential trees can be capitalized into

the value of private properties. The

dollar figures from our research un-

derestimate the true economic con-

tribution of residential trees. Not

accounted for are the beauty that

trees provide to passersby, the

shade cast on neighboring property,

or the effect of trees in cooling and

cleansing the atmosphere. Ulti-

mately, many of these public bene-

fits can be measured and their dol-

lar values considered in the poUtical

calculus of land-use decision mak-
ing. In the meantime, it is surpris-

ing, not that we can measure so

little of the benefits from trees, but

that the benefits we are able to mea-

sure are so large. Consider that if

trees contribute 7 percent to prop-

erty values, in a city of 10,000

homes, for example, with an aver-

age value of $30,000 each, the

value of the residential trees would

be $21 miUion. n
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irGii(ttoi(t(o)'

by Barry Gordon and Thomas G. Lambrix

Often unrecognized, more often

mistreated, the forests within Amer-

ica's metropolises are sanctuaries

from the noise, glare, and foul aii" of

the city. These forests, large and

small, publicly and privately

owned, go unrecognized possibly

because they are not supposed to

exist within metropolitan areas.

They cU^e uncared for partly because

they are unnoticed and unappre-

ciated. Also, many of their owners

cannot, or choose not to, spend

the money required for proper

maintenance.

The lack of simple knowledge

about the existence of an lurban for-

est is often compounded by public

confusion and misapprehension

over access routes, facilities avail-

able, fees charged, or other en-

trance constraints. Even when
people know about an urban forest,

they are often unable to visit it be-

cause it is difficult to reach. Chil-

dren can travel relatively long dis-

tances on bicycles or by
hitchhiking, but entire families

without cars are considerably less

mobile. Census figures show that

automobiles are not readily avail-

able to many residents of large

cities. (For 1970, approximately

half of the households in the city of

Boston reported no available auto-

mobile, while some individual

areas reported almost 90 percent

unavailability.) The inadequacies of

many public transportation systems

further compound the problem.
Thus, for many city families, a for-

est or wooded park in a nearby area

might just as well be a hundred
miles away.

Even when lack of information

and mobility are not problems, a

poor image will act as a deterrent to

the use of an urban forest. Litter

and vandalism create a reluctance

to visit an urban forest, and fear of

crime deters people who would oth-

erwise enter a wooded area in

search of solitude.

A related obstacle to use occurs

when potential visitors perceive a

recreation place as belonging to, or

controlled by, a group of which

j

they are not a part. This can in-

i elude ownership by another munici-

pality, frequent use by a particular

ethnic or racial group, or territorial

occupation of the area by a street

gang-

Forests have always been
thought of in highly symbolic

terms, and this, too, has worked
against the use of urban forests. To
some people, these forests are not

"real," simply because they £U"e not

located in a rural area. Yet some
metropolitan stands of trees are

forestlike. They could accom-

modate a number of activities,

such as hiking, swimming, and

tent camping, which people now
travel hundreds of miles to enjoy.

Because they are often viewed as

little-used and undeveloped spaces,

urban forests have frequently been

targets for the location of trans-

portation and development proj-

ects. Areas that have no extensive

recreation facilities or that experi-

ence little obvious use are partic-

ularly vulnerable because they are

thought of as being virtually "use-

less" by some loual residents and
government officials.

Conflicts involving proposed

highway routes through such public

open spaces have been occurring

for many years in all parts of the

United States. Specific issues have

ranged from plans to improve tour-

ist roads in national parks to fights

over an acre of public lawn in the

heart of a New England city. Its

benefits notwithstanding, the Inter-

state Highway System has become
one of the greatest sources of these

road /open space conflicts, espe-

cially where highways were planned

to traverse urban areas in which

open space is relatively scarce.

A controversy involving urban

open space directs new attention to

the area in question and may evoke

the expression of otherwise rarely

stated feelings about the resource.

One recent conflict between a

proposed highway and an urban for-

est occurred in Boston's North

Shore suburbs, and it is not only a

relevant example of the decision-

making process in such a dispute,

but it also emphasizes the general

plight of the urban forest. The road

in question was an eleven-mile seg-

ment of Interstate 95 (the Maine-to-

Florida route), and the resource was

Lynn Woods, a 2,000-acre, little-

developed woodland located pri-

marily in the city of Lynn.

The histories and fortunes of

Lynn and its Woods are closely in-

tertwined. The area that was to be-

come Lynn was settled in 1629 by a

group of colonists who had left

nearby Salem and founded the new
community of "Saugust." These

settlers, mostly farmers, occupied a

two- to three-mile-wide strip of land

between the ocean and the wooded
hills. In 1637 the town was re-

named Lynn, and a year later the

first formal division of land was un-

dertaken. The rugged and remote

woodlands, part of which are to-

day's Lynn Woods, were reserved

as corrmion property. During the

seventeenth century changes made
in this common area included rock

walls for pasture division and deep

pits to serve as wolf traps.

Early in Lynn's history the base

was laid for the industrial activity

that would characterize the city in

later centuries. In 1635, the city's

first shoemakers set up shop, com-

mencing a manufacturing tradition
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that made Lynn one of the leading

shoe centers in the country well

into the twentieth century.

The next major decision affect-

ing the Woods was a second divi-

sion of land in 1706 in response to

increased population and the infor-

mal staking of land claims in the

forest. This assignment of land to

Lynn property owners, however,

did not prohibit the common use of

the Woods for timber supply and

hunting.

As improvements in shoemaking

techniques encouraged an increas-

ing number of residents to abandon
agriculture and take up the shoe

trade, Lynn assumed the character

of a city. The significance to the

community of Lynn Woods de-

creased as coal replaced wood as

fuel for factories and homes. One
historian described this demise in

prophetic terms: "So it came to

pass that the woodlands were more
and more neglected, till, considered

worthless, they were forgotten."

Near the end of the last century,

four reservoirs were constructed in

the Woods for the city's water sys-

tem. The area was designated a

free public forest, a few facilities

were built, and through the IQ'Ws

there was heavy family use.

At the time of the highway con-

troversy in the 1960s, the general

condition of the Woods paralleled

that of the city. Both had seen bet-

ter times in the past. Lynn, now an

industrial city of 90,000 people,

has in recent years experienced a

fate typical of many New England

communities: neither population

figures nor the number of available

jobs has increased. Although the

city's tax rate is one of the highest

in Massachusetts, the city's finan-

cial condition is not rosy. The
central business district lies within

the shadow of aging, dark brick

mill structures, many of which

housed the shoe industries, so

much a part of the city's history.

The Woods still possess the char-

acteristics of a rural forest rather

than that of a developed urban

park. Elevations in the Woods are

generally one hundred to two hun-

dred feet above the nearby coastal

plain, and the glacial topography is

typically rugged and diverse. Up-

land, field, swamp, and pond areas

are all present. A large portion of

the land is covered by scrub and

matm'ing forest vegetation. Some
sections have an understory of thick

woody shrubs while others are open

space.

Wildlife in the Woods includes

small mammals such as raccoons,

red and gray squirrels, other ro-

dents, and a few red fox; snakes,

frogs, toads, salamanders, and tur-

tles abound in the aquatic habitats;

wooded swamps and shallow

marshes provide excellent nesting
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sites for clucks; and the reservoirs

serve as transient holding areas for

migratory waterfowl. A wide range

of land birds can also be sighted in

the Woods, and species normally

foreign to urban areas, such as the

Parula warbler and the crested fly-

catcher, are present. Among the

fish present in the ponds are bass

and various panfish. Although fish-

ing is officially prohibited, children

can frequently be seen walking

home from the ponds with their

day's catch.

There are more than a few places

in Lynn Woods where it is quite

easy for visitors to forget that they

are no more than a few miles from

the heart of one of the country's

larger urban areas, only two miles

from Lynn's business and manufac-

turing districts, and within a single

mile of busy, congested U.S. Route

1. Even from elevated vantage

points, a hazy day produces the illu-

sion of an unending forest vista.

In recent decades, however, a

general decline in family and
group-oriented activity in the Woods
has occurred, attributable to two
conditions that have affected use

patterns in urban parks throughout

the United States. One of these is

the increased mobility of the middle
class provided by the automobile:

many families, no longer tied to

nearby recreation facilities, fre-

quently ignore local areas in favor

of more remote rural places. Re-

lated patterns, such as increased

ownership of power boats and rec-

reational vehicles, have also accom-

panied a switch from the more pas-

sive activities possible in Lynn
Woods to more dynamic and travel-

oriented pursuits, which are accom-
modated only in larger, more re-

mote locations.

The other condition that has

caused a decline in visits to this ur-

ban forest represents one of the ma-

jor obstacles to any program for

making Lynn Woods a place of rec-

reational value for larger numbers

of North Shore residents. This is the

fear and aversion associated with

litter, vandalism, and violent crime.

The first two of these are extensive

in the Woods, ranging from the ever

present beer can to the slow, but sys-

tematic, destruction of the various

structures within the Woods. Vio-

lent crimes against persons are rare;

visitors to the Woods are undoubt-

edly statistically safer there than

they are in many other parts of the

metropolitan area, which they visit

more frequently. Nevertheless, ex-

pressions of distaste regarding the

litter, and of fear of crime in the

Woods, are heard time and cigain. A
pattern of inadequate resources for

proper patrol and maintenance, in-

creased deterioration, resultant fear,

and less interest in, and pressure for,

a cleanup prevailed until recently.

Tlierefore, when the conflict be-

tween the road emd the Woods be-

gan to develop, the Woods were a

deteriorating, relatively little-used

resource located on the edge of, and

owned by, an aging and somewhat

troubled" industrial city. The fiscal

problems of the city, the neglected

condition of the Woods, and fear of

using the Woods were issues fre-

quently mentioned as the con-

troversy developed.

The Lynn Woods have long been

the object of development plans. As
early as the 1920s, local officials

suggested the construction of a sce-

nic highway through the Woods as

a bypass for traffic to the Lynn
beaches. In 1957, a committee of

the Greater Lynn Chamber of Com-
merce reconMnended rezoning part

of the Woods for industrial and

"high-priced" residential use in an

attempt to attract new industry and

its executives to the city. The pro-

posal was never enacted, but oppo-

sition to it was based as much on

the plan's impracticality as on in-

terest in preserving the Woods.

The most recent and prolonged

controversy can be traced to the

late 1950s. It centered around a

section of Interstate Highway 95,

planned to serve both local and in-

terstate functions, that would pass

through a part of Lynn Woods.
The later stages of the planning

process for Interstate 95 included a

considerable amount of citizen par-

ticipation, perhaps at a level un-
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equaled anywhere else. The early

stages, however, were typical of the

times, incorporating little consulta-

tion with the public.

In the early 1960s Lynn's mayor

and council expressed unanimous

opposition to the tentative and con-

fidential plan thev were allowed to

view, apparently because they felt

that the proposed routing would not

benefit Lynn economically, while it

would cause considerable dis-

ruption of neighborhoods. For the

next decade an air of uncertainty

existed regarding the plan. At the

time, in concert with the national

attitude toward highways, opposi-

tion to the road was voiced primar-

ily by people who would lose their

homes or businesses to the road; no

audible voice asked whether the

road should be constructed. Accept-

ing the concept of the road, and

with Lynn's less-than-bright eco-

nomic picture in mind, the city

hired consultants to devise a plan

that might improve the local eco-

nomic situation. In late 1963,. after

negotiating with the Massachusetts

Department of Public Works, an in-

formal agreement was reached to

follow the city's choice of route,

which would cut through the east-

ern portion of the Woods, traverse a

section of Breed's Pond and intrude

upon two holes of a golf course that

had become the most intensively

used facdity in the Woods since its

construction in 1931.

Not only would the highway it-

self have to be threaded through the

area, but there was also the problem

of connectors, or access roads. A
significant issue developed when
the state and city disagreed on the

location of one of the connector

roads. The city favored a plan that

included an interchange near Dun-
geon Rock and a road over Breed's

Pond. The stated intent for this

choice was the preservation of resi-

dential areas and improved down-
town access, but at a public meet-

ing in February, 1964, the

expressed consensus of the 1,300

citizens who attended indicated ap-

proval of the road corridor but ob-

jection to this connector.

The protest over the connector

gained momentum as residents of

the Pine Hill district, bordering the

southeastern portion of the Woods,

recognized the threat to their well-

maintained neighborhood, as well as

to a large adjacent cemetery. They

organized to fight the access road,

initially working through an existing

civic association, but subsequently

forming their own Connector Objec-

tor Committee. The primary aim of

this group was the preservation of

their homes and work places; the

protection of Lynn Woods was of

considerably less significance.

Working in opposition to a number

of city officials and agencies and

downtown business interests, and

eventually carrying their fight to the

state legislature, the committee suc-

ceeded in having plans for this con-

nector abandoned. As is often the

case in a locational conflict, the in-

terests of a particular neighborhood

or district had been aligned against

the combined interests of a promi-

nent part of the larger conunu-

nity.

Planning for the 1-95 corridor

through Lynn Woods continued in

October, 1964, with federal ap-

proval. A Boston area firm com-

pleted a basic design report for the

route a year later. As a reminder of

the lack of attention paid to envi-

ronmental matters only a few years

ago, the report made virtually no

comment on the potential impact of

the highway on bordering natural

areas. Relatively major alterations

of land forms were described quite

casually, and for Lynn Woods con-

cern was directed primjirily toward

the impact upon the golf course and

the ponds.

Having won the battle over the

connector, some members of the

Connector Objector Committee
turned their attention to the main
highway. Their twofold interest was

explained retrospectively by one of

the antihighway leaders:

Even though we were assured

that this connector move was

dead, a few of us felt that the

only way to be sure was to kill

the proposed corridor [1-95].

During the connector fight, we
became aware of the devastation

which the corridor would create

in our city and how much taxable

property would be taken, as well

as the havoc it would create in

Lynn Woods. We also became
aware of the political implica-

tions involved.

This appears to represent the

turning point, signaling the start of

what were to become major efforts

against routing Interstate 95
through Lynn. This antihighway

campaign did not happen in isola-

tion; it was by now paralleled by

similar activities elsewhere in the

nation and by increasing antihigh-

way protest throughout the Boston

metropolitan area. Impetus came
from the growing environmental

movement.
In 1968, a group of citizens

formed the Citizens for a Better

Lynn (CBL), a small organization

dedicated to modifying municipal

policy and procedures on a number
of matters, including 1-95. Since

many Lynn residents apparentlv

lacked information about, or inter-

est in, the highway, initial CBL ef-

forts were educational. Initially

the inevitabiUty of 1-95 was ac-
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cepted even by CBL, and the com-

mittee's efforts centered around the

remaining connector roads. At the

same time there was growing offi-

cial and business support for the

main road and connectors, and the

fining of nearby Saugus Marsh as a

base for an adjoining segment
seemed to enhance the certainty of

construction.

The interests favoring the road

had as alHes what is commonly re-

ferred to as the "highway lobby,"

ranging from local highway contrac-

tors and construction unions to na-

tional industry organizations. Local

businesses also stood to gain from
certain roads and were active in

their support.

Toward the end of 1968, a num-
ber of antihighway groups merged
to form the umbrellalike North
Shore Committee on Transportation

(NSCOT), and the idea that the

road itself could be fought began to

gain credence through this alliance.

In February, 1970, Gov. Francis

W. Sargent placed a moratorium on

most road construction within Bos-

ton's circumferential highway 128,

and NSCOT soon began to assemble

its arguments against 1-95, stressing

the destruction of residential neigh-

borhoods, the intrusion upon open

space, and the need for improved

pubhc transportation. Some of the

long-standing complaints, such as

neighborhood disruption, although

valid, did not seem useful for win-

ning the desired broad political or

legal support. The committee mem-
bers turned to the related issues of

recreation, open space, and "the

environment," and here they dis-

covered that Lynn Woods could be

a key weapon, because the Woods
portion was a central part of 1-95

North. The Depjutment of Trans-

portation Act of 1966 required plan-

ning "to minimize harm" to such

places as Lynn Woods; the Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969 required

the preparation of an impact state-

ment.

At this point, and through the re-

maining months of the conflict, in-

dividuals active in the pro-Woods,
antihighway efforts were motivated

by various concerns. There were

some who were using the Woods
only as a tactic to halt the road for

other reasons. Others had a specific

interest in saving the Woods for

personal and community recrea-

tional and esthetic purposes. A
third group made little or no active

use of the Woods but wanted it

saved as a matter of principle.

In early June. 1972, Governor

Sargent ruled out the Lynn Woods
route as being in violation of Sec-

tion 4(f) of the Department of

Transportation Act of 1966, be-

cause there existed feasible and pru-

dent alternatives to the taking of

parkland. On November 30, 1972,

the governor proposed a com-
prehensive Boston area trans-



portation plan, one of the major

features of which was the funda-

mental decision to emphasize public

transportation over highways. No
new 1-95 was to be built on the

North Shore; instead a major up-

grading of existing Route 1 was

planned. Thus, pending any major

change in plans, Lynn Woods will

not be traversed by a highway.

Not all forest areas located

within metropolitan boundaries are

as large as Lynn Woods, nor do

they necessarily have as much his-

toric interest, nor have they all

been the center of a recent devel-

opment controversy. But the issues

involved in this controversy touch

upon many of the philosophical

dichotomies that have characterized

the environmental movement.

Often the suggestion that a par-

ticular open space area be pre-

served or developed for other uses

leads to a controversy that becomes
couched in polar terms. The matter

quickly becomes one of "birds vs.

people," "disruption of open space

vs. destruction of neighborhoods,"

or "jobs vs. wQdlife."

One persistent, but incorrect, as-

sumption about urban forests is that

nobody uses them. By definition,

the uses of woodlands for esthetic

and recreational purposes are

unorganized, low-key, and rarely

apparent to the casual observer.

Furthermore, some of the most reg-

ular users of urban forests are mem-
bers of a politically impotent

group—children

.

There is a good chance that

something will finally be done to

make Lynn Woods a more favorable

place for residents xti the Greater

Boston area. But there are literally

thousands of urban forests, ranging

from half-acre patches of woods left

standing by a housing developer to

large publicly owned forests such as

Lynn Woods, which remain ne-

glected, unfamiliar to nearby resi-

dents, and considered only as dirty,

dangerous, and useless places.

epilogue

Dining the summer of 1973,

the Lynn City Council overrode

two mayoral vetoes of a $3.8 mil-

lion recreation development and

management plan for the city of

Lynn. Approximately 75 percent

of this amount will be devoted to

the improvement of Lynn Woods,
including the development of a

ski area, a marina for nonpowered

boats, stables, a new entrance, im-

proved trails, a nature education

center, and general restoration of

the Woods. The plan also calls for

improved maintenance and super-

vision. Undoubtedly these changes

will alter the character of the

Woods, but the forest atmosphere

will be preserved in many areas.

Implementation of the plan is

scheduled for eaily 1974.
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by Paul €. Waggoner and George R. Stephens

Three centuries ago European

colonists beat back the forest from

enough acres of eastern America to

grow crops; when the farmers and

traders became prosperous, cities

grew in the cleared land. But about

a century ago the need for cropland

near the eastern cities began to de-

cline because trains were bringing

food from the more fertile lands to

the west, and modern agriculture

was producing more food from

fewer acres. The son of the eastern

farmer went west or found a job in

a factory-; his grandson found a job

in an office; and the forest—which
had not been completely eradi-

cated—began to infiltrate untilled

fields and ungrazed pastures.

Today, the scpiads of trees in

I many metropolitan wooded areas

i

are skirmishers of a vaster army

I

that seemed to retreat for a couple

I of centuries but now advances in

! the fields outside the central cities.

The suburbanites and their

I

lawnmowers, together with the

; builders and their tractors, are not

holding back the forest as did the

farmers with their axes, plows, and

livestock. A succession of trees is

spreading fi-om the fencerows and
woodlots into the abandoned fields

and creating suburban forests.

This process has created more
wooded acreage in the Mid-Atlantic

and New England states than had
existed at the close of the Civil

War—despite the megalopolitan

sprawl that extends from Boston,

Massachusetts, to Washington, D.C.

The course of the reoccupation

by a succession of trees, proceeds

somewhat differently on a ridge and
in a meadow and somewhat differ-

ently in New England and in Geor-

gia. The process in Connecticut is

illuminating, for the state lies in the

heart of an urbanizing region; and
the birches of Robert Frost's

poems, red cedar characteristic of

Virginia, and tulip poplar from the

southern tree family, Magno-
liaceae, all appear in Connecticut's

forests.

The farmer's abandonment of the

land facilitates the first step in the

forest's reoccupation. All deserted

fields do not become lawns. In a re-

cent decade agriculture lost about

125,000 acres in Connecticut, but

only about half went into home or

industricJ budding. The remainder

reverted to forest. A century of

these changes has converted Con-

necticut into a state that is simulta-

neously suburban and forested. A
cursory glance may suggest that

New York's northeastern neighbor

is made up primarily of stops on the

railroad, factories that make metal-

lic things, and the home offices of

insiu-ance companies, but in fact

Connecticut is two-thirds wooded,

and half of that is less than 100
years old.

As soon as the plow and cow
leave, the forest pioneers fly in. The
light seeds of the birches and aspen

blow in from any nearby stands,

and the heavy seeds of red cedar

and black cheny arrive via birds.

These pioneers begin to colonize

any abandoned field, and if they are

mown down, soon pop up again. Fi-

nally, when the mower tires, the

plants take firm hold, and succes-

sion begins in earnest. It proceeds

slowly, but rapidly enough so that

between childhood and adulthood

you can see an old pasture become
a thicket. Then a prolonged fight

for survival sets in among the many
hundred plants per acre to decide

which will make the forest that suc-

ceeds the thicket.

Until the early part of this cen-

tury, foresters were far from certain

what course succession would take

after the appearance of the thicket

stage. In 1927 the Connecticut Ag-

ricultural Experiment Station set up
a study that would eventually reveal

the stages of succession in the sub-

urban forest. Transects through

four tracts of land near the Con-

necticut River in the vicinity of the

eastern highljmds of the state were

estabhshed, and every plant with a

stem thicker than one-half inch was

identified. At that stage, the plots

contained an average of 1,500

stems and 37 species per acre. Red
maple, blue beech, white oak, black

birch, and witch hazel were the pre-

dominant species.

Encompassed within the plots

were old forest, which had never

been tilled but which had lost its

dominant American chestnut to

blight; forest that had been grazed

and burned; and new forest that

had arisen on fields tilled by a past

farmer. A bench mark was thus es-

tablished in forests that were be-

yond the thicket stage, and if forest-

ers kept the faith, preserving the

plots from man-made disturbance

and coming back to count the trees,

they could learn the natural succes-

sion in the mixed hardwood forests

that surround manv eastern cities.

In 1937, 1957, .md 1967 the old

maps were taken from the cup-

boards and tree growth and death

and new arrivals in the forest were

recorded.

In a botanical version of the ad-

age that the rich get richer and the

poor get poorer, the percentage of

trees large enough to be called

poles, or saw timber, increased

from 9 percent in 1927 to 30 per-

cent in 1967 in an average acre,

while the total tree population per

acre fell from 1,500 to 600 trees.

The number of species, however^

scarcely declined in 40 years, and

only quaking aspen, butternut, red

cediar, and black cherry disappeared
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from the original list of 37 species.

The thicket is still botanically di-

verse.

A fire on one of the tracts in

1932 arrested the succession and,

in an instant, turned time back

three decades. But the phoenix of

the new forest rose, little changed,

from the ashes. The treeless state of

old field or clear-cut forest was not

achieved because the fire killed

mainly small trees, and three and a

half decades later the forest was

again a mixture of young and old

trees. Twenty-five years was long

enough for restocking and recovery,

and perhaps because fire was his-

torically common in the area, the

1932 conflagration scarcely

changed the composition of the for-

est.

The forest landscape, the view of

the woods from fai" awav. is the can-

opy. These tall trees absorb the

greatest portion of the life-gi\ing

sunlight, and during the first three

decades of the sun'ey, the canopy

was increasingly dominated by oak.

Dm-ing the fourth decade, however,

maple, birch, ash, and the tiJip tree

increased their role in the dominant

stratum of the forest, adding their

colors and textures to the visual

richness of the landscape.

The fourth decade was one of

drought and defoliation by gypsy

moths and cankerworms. A com-

parison of the dry decade with ear-

lier ones on tracts that were not

defoliated revealed no significant

effects from the drought. Defolia-

tion, however, particularlv severe

on the oaks, did influence the for-

est: where the trees were defoliated,

the growth of the major species was

at least halved, while the minor spe-

cies, benefiting from the several

weeks of sunlight reaching them
through the barren branches of the

larger trees, grew faster.

As more people have migrated

into the suburban forest public con-

cern has increased over defoUation

of the forest by insects, particularly

the gypsy moth. There have been

strong pressures for pesticide spray-

ing. Observations made in the af-

fected plots for more than a decade

revealed that a single defoliation

did not increase tree mortality. But

repeated defoliation doubled the

mortaUty during a decade. Death

was more frequent among oaks—the
favorite food of several defoUators—

than among maples or birches. This

is one reason whv the oaks have lost

some of their dominance of the up-

per story of the forest.

The observations covering a pe-

riod of more than 40 years have

shown that an abandoned field is

quickly invaded by such pioneer

trees as junipers and birches, that

within a decade a thicket has

formed, and that a forest of a few

hundred trees per acre eventually

transforms the land into a wooded
landscape. The composition of this

forest differs from the thicket of 20
to'30 years previous only in the loss

of a few pioneer species.

The forest, once beaten back

from much of the east, has been ad-

vancing back into the metropolitan

belt for more than a hundred vears.

Covering old corn fields and pas-

tures, re-covering woods decimated

bv fire and disease, the process of

natural succession is providing our

children with a forest landscape

richer than the one our fathers and

grandfathers enjoyed.
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The turkey has been associated

with Thanksgiving since the Pil-

grims served four wild turkeys at

their first harvest dinner. Ironically,

it was the arrival of the European

settler in North America that

marked the beginning of the wild

turkey's decline. Because its habitat

interfered with man's agi'arian in-

terests, the turkey, more than most

other native game birds, suffered

from the advance of frontier civ-

ilization. As the forests were sys-

tematicaUv logged, burned, and

converted to fai-mland, the turkey's

range was reduced to one-tenth its

original size. Extirpated from its toe-

hold in southern Canada and from

nearly half of the thirty-nine states

it originally inhabited, its total

numbers dropped to critical levels.

Yet today, despite an expanding hu-

man population that continues to

encroach on its habitat, the turkey

has not only been restored to most

of its original territorv, but it has

also been successfully established in

several western states beyond the

limits of its historical range.

Largest of the gallinaceous game
birds, the turkey {Meleagris gallo-

pavo) dates back to the upper Plio-

cene. There is no direct evidence

that it ever occurred beyond where

it lived in historic times in North

America: from Maine to Florida,

southern Ontario to southern Mex-

ico, and Wisconsin to Arizona.

Since this broad distribution

crossed a diversity of habitat types,

six distinguishable subspecies of

turkey evolved. The physiological



Turkey Flenaissance

In second-growth forests, a splendid

native bird gets a second chance

by Gerald A. Wunz and Ai-nold H. Hayden

differences between these sub-

species aiT so great that generally

one cannot survive in another's

habitat. Tliose in eastern forests are

darker plumaged than western sub-

species, which inhabit a bright envi-

ronment. In addition to color and

physiology, there are differences in

temperament and behavior.

The adjective wild does more
than distinguish the forest in-

habitant from the barnyard type,

which originates from a Mexican
subspecies that was first tamed by

the Aztecs, then taken to Europe by

the early Spanish conquistadors,

and finally brought back to the New
World by later American colonists.

Because of controlled breeding to-

day's domestic turkey cannot sur-

vive without man's protection.

Wild also indicates that the turkey

is extremely wary. The bird has ex-

cellent eyesight and seems capable

of immediately sorting out per-

ceived images. We have seen tur-

keys ignore deer, bears, and even

foxes, but if an approaching animal

resembles a human, they flee on

powerful legs at speeds of up to 25
miles per hour. If startled, a 20-

pound gobbler, with a five-foot

wingspread, can flush like a grouse,

thrash through a maze of treetops,

and glide on set wings at 50 miles

per hour for a mile or more.

Tliroughout history, each race of

the wild turkey withstood the ele-

ments, animal predators, and even

the primitive hunting tools of the

Indians. But they could not tolerate

the inroads of the European colo-

nist. By 1900 the turkey population

had declined drastically; then a

heightened public awareness of con-

servation needs reversed the trend.

Today turkeys inhabit 42 states,

and their numbers continue to grow.

The wild turkey's comeback can

be attributed partly to its tenacity

and adaptabihty and partly to the

efforts of conservationists, who
worked to see that the bird did not

go the way of the heath hen. In

state after state the re-establishment

pattern has been much the same—
we will use Pennsylvania's experi-

ence since we are most familiar

with it.

As early as 1873 Pennsylvania

had enacted legislation to prevent

market hunting and control the an-

nual turkey kill, but strict enforce-

ment of these laws came only after

the establishment of the Pennsylva-

nia Game Commission in 1896. To
further protect the dwindling tur-

key population, which had retreated

to the south-central mountains,

game lands were purchased and ref-

uges established in key areas. Thus,

remnant flocks were saved and the

turkeys began to increase. But be-

cause most of their former range in

the lowlands of the west and east

sectors of this heavily populated

and industrialized state were now
farmed or urbanized, there was

a limit to how far they could

spread.

It was then that a hopeful eye

was cast on the Allegheny Plateau,

a vast 'area of north-central Pennsyl-

vania. Historically, the region was

forested with conifers and harbored

no turkeys, but at the turn of the

century, massive clear-cutting oc-

curred on the plateau, followed by

brush fires and excessive browsing

by proliferating deer herds. The re-

sult was a new type of forest envi-

ronment—the virgin pine and hem-
lock were replaced by deciduous,

broad-leafed northern hardwoods,

primarily beech, birch, maple,

cherry, ash, and some red oak.

In 1930, the State Game Com-
mission started a game farm to arti-

ficially propagate turkevs from semi-

wild breeders, but the resultant pro-

geny were too tame to adapt to an

unprotected wild environment.

Placing the hens in open-top pens

where wild gobblers could fly in

and mate with them produced
somewhat wilder hybrid offspring.

These were stocked in the new
hardwood forests on the Allegheny

Plateau, but the initial results were

so poor that we concluded that

oaks—scarce on the plateau—must

be essential to turkey habitat.

By 1940, however, a few flocks

were noted north of the west branch
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of the Susquehanna River. Then the

birds began to invade the northern

hardwood forest, encouraging fur-

ther releases of game farm turkeys.

The turkey populations peaked as

flocks filled the vacuum and ad-

vanced their range about five miles

per year through northern Pennsyl-

vania and western New York. By

the late 1950s all of this contiguous

forest was inhabited by turkeys.

At the time, we naturally attrib-

uted this restoration success to the

stocking of artificially propagated

turkeys. But when this stock was

released in other sections of Penn-

sylvania, and in other states as well,

few lasting populations developed.

A 16-year restoration evaluation

study in Pennsylvania finally re-

vealed that game farm turkeys

could not estabhsh flocks in any but

the most protective of environ-

ments; furthermore, stocking game
farm birds in occupied range often

caused declines in native turkey

populations. Not only did game
farm turkeys carry disease and

parasites, but there were also indi-

Turkey distribution in 1973

(dark areas) indicates

expansion since 1943 (light

areas). Turkeys are now

found beyond the limits of
their ancestral range.

cations that when pen-raised stock

mixed with wild flocks, the off

spring carried traits for tameness

that jeopardized their survival.

There was further evidence that

the northward spread of turkeys

was due mostly to native flocks emi-

grating from the south-central

mountains and not to the successful

adaptation of game farm stock.

Over the years, thousands of arti-

ficially propagated birds had been

stocked in habitat units isolated

from the contiguous central Penn-

sylvania range, but in a follow-up

search few turkeys were found in

these units; spread had occurred

only where native wild birds were

unimpeded by urban and agricul-

tural barriers, not where game farm

birds had been stocked.

Why did pen-raised birds fail to

establish lasting flocks in the wild?

Why did so many poults raised by

game farm hens die before one

year? Put simply, game farm tur-

keys were not wild enough; they

were incapable of learning to avoid

predation, and annual replenish-

ment failed to offset attrition.

Other states have reported sim-

ilar results. New York's Catskill

flock grew to moderate levels, but

never reverted to a truly wild tem-

perament and was in danger of ex-

tirpation until wild-trapped birds

were stocked in the area. Reports

from Massachusetts's Berkshire

flock were the same.

While northern states were still

experimenting with game farm tur-

keys, most southern and western

states had given up on this hybrid

stock and instead were successfully

estabhshing trapped and transferred

native flocks, even in areas where

poaching had been a problem.

These live-capturing programs are

responsible for the turkey's spec-

tacular comeback—in the past two

decades its population has nearly

tripled and now numbers more than

1.25 million birds. Texas boasts a

population of nearly 600,000 Rio

Grande turkeys, while Alabama
claims nearly half that many eastern

turkeys. In Vermont, 31 live-

trapped birds, imported from west-

ern New York only three years ago,

grew to an estimated flock of 500.

Because of the increase in wild tur-

key population, thirty-six states

now permit hunting.

It is expected that transferred

wild turkey stock will eventually es-

tablish turkey flocks in nearly every

state. The turkey is an adaptable

bird, but we must still pay attention

to the type of Subspecies stocked.

Game farm turkeys, for example,

have done poorly in nearly all states

except Michigan and Wisconsin,

and we wonder if wild stock would

have done a better job in estab-

lishing turkeys in those states as

well. The Merriam turkey, a native

of the mountains of the Southwest,

has been transplanted widely and

successfully in all western states,

wherever an isolated ponderosa-

pine-covered upland juts up from

the desert lowlands that were bar-

riers to the birds' natural spread. In

Michigan, as in northern Pennsyl-

vania, where conifer forest suc-

ceeded to broad-leafed hardwoods,

turkeys were moved north of their

ancestral range. They have been

successfully introduced into Califor-

nia from Texas, but these same

birds failed when transferred to east

Like most male birds, the

wild turkey gobbler is

showier than the female. The

brilliant coloration on

his head and neck becomes

more intense during displays.
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Texas, where the annual rainfall ex-

ceeds the critical maximum of 30

inches for the Rio Grande sub-

species.

For the time being, the tuikey

has been saved from extinction and

will soon be established wherever

there is suitable habitat. But habitat

and populations are not static, and

to save the turkey for perpetuity,

we needed to know more about the

bird and its environment. Although

much folklore had accumulated

around the tui-key, biologists could

not fuUv explore the life history of

this shv bird until the recent devel-

opment of biotelemetry equipment,

which allows periodic monitoring of

an animal's whereabouts via a back-

Bailding nests in brushy cover, female turkeys, above,

incubate the speckled eggs for 28 days.

At three weeks of age the poults, top, although

still small, are able to fly and will retreat to a

tree to escape wildcats, foxes, and other predators.

A gobbler, right, strides across a clearing.

His long "beard, " unique to turkeys,

indicates that he is at least three years old.



pack miniaturo radio transinittcr.

Our descriptions of turkey beha\ ior

and life history, based on observa-

tions of northeastern birds, gener-

all\ apply to other subspecies as well.

The matinu; season begins in the

spring. A dominant male turkey es-

tablishes a territory—undefined and

subject to change depending on the

availability of hens—then begins his

dramatic courtship display. \^ ith

his tail fanned erect and his head

and neck showing bright red. white,

and blue, the male strats and gob-

bles to attract a hen. Eventually he

acquires a harem of several hens,

which he isolates from other toms.

After mating, the hens steal away to

lay their eggs, usually choosing

brushv cover in the forest. The nest

is a slight depression in the ground,

where, over a period of two weeks,

the female lavs an average clutch of

twelve speckled beige eggs. The

tom takes no part in incubation or

brood rearing; after mating, he

roams alone or with other gobblers.

If the nest is not covered by

spring snowstorms, destroyed by

predators (a raccoon, skunk, or

opossum), or deserted because of

humafi disturbance, the eggs hatch

in late Mav or early June after in-

cubating for 28 days. A chilling

rain after hatching can kill the

poults, but because all hens do not

nest at the same time, some poults

are sure to survive. Hens whose

clutches are destroyed usually re-

nest; those that lose their broods,

however, do not nest again.

As soon as the down dries on the

precocious poults and they are

rested from picking their way out of

the shell, they begin almost in-

cessant feeding. The hens move

their broods out of the forest into

clearings, glades, or savannas,

where they can find a growth of

grass and other herbaceous plants,

usually near a spring seep or other

source of water. These open areas

also abound in insects and small in-

vertebrates, which make up a large

proportion of a poult's diet during

the early weeks of its fife.

Because the young are now most









\ uliU'ialilc 111 lidlli winurd ami

grouiul pirdaldis. llic Ikmi lnikc\ is

conslanll\ alcrl. In llir laci' nl ilaii-

j;cr. the muiiii: hide while llic

iiuilluT lull's llii' iiilnulri' a\\a\ li\

li'iiinino; iiijurv. From a salt" dis-

laiue sho will periodically cluck to

keep the poiills from moving, but if

ihev emit a distress call, she will

llireaten and. on occasion, attack

the intruder. X'i hen they are two

weeks old, the poults ai'e able to flv,

and an alai'm call from the hen will

induce them to scatter into ihe

shrubs and lower limbs of trees to

escape. From that time on, they will

roost in ti'ees at night.

As the poults grow larger, the

brood's mobilitv increases. Usually

several broods in an aiea combine
to form a larger flock, sometimes

numbering as manv as fiftv birds.

There axe frequent shifts in habitat

as the availability of food changes.

Late in the summer the broods still

feed on ripening grass seeds, ber-

ries, mushrooms, and insects found

along the edges of clearings. During

autumn flocks begin to stray into

the forest where they feed on seeds

and the nuts of such trees as oak,

beech, cherry, ash, dogwood, and

ironwood. If there is a poor crop of

mast, turkeys scratch into the forest

humus to obtain tubers and bulbs.

Thev also eat the sporeheads of

ground pine and princess pine dur-

ing years of mast scarcity.

Tlie poults grow quickly; by No-

vember a young hen weighs six to

eight pounds and a tom ten to thir-

teen pounds. Growth slows the sec-

ond year, until the birds reach their

maximum weight of nine to ten

pounds for hens and eighteen to

twenty-four pounds for gobblers.

With the arrival of winter, there

is less food available, and the flocks

again split into smaller groups. Tlie

vouns toms form bachelor flocks.

With its tail spread in a

wide fan and its wings

scraping the ground, a male

displays to attract hens to

his harem and to threaten

other toms.

\\ liile ailidl loins sla\ in llie small

lloeks lliev formi^d aller I he nulling

season or in solitude. Faeli lloek de-

\elops a social hierarchy willi a

leader and a pecking order.

Turkeys are wide-ranging during

the fall when they may roam over

several thousand acres, but as win-

ter snow accumulates, their mobil-

ity is restricted to as little as 10 per-

cent of the total available range.

They respond to the reduced food

supply and opportunity to feed by

lessening activity to conserve body
weight. During a severe snowstorm

a bird may spend a week or even

longer in a roost tree. Our experi-

ments have shown that turkeys can

live without food for two weeks, af-

ter which, despite a 40 percent

weight loss, they can recover and

even gain weight on reduced food

rations. After two weeks of in-

activity on the roost, however, tur-

keys fall from exhaustion, their fat

and tissue reserves depleted.

Fortunately, severe winters do

not occur often in wild turkey

range. Winter losses are largely

confined to high mountains and

plateaus, which most turkeys for-

sake for lower or south-facing

slopes and valley bottoms when
snows begin to deepen. Here they

roost in wind-deflecting conifer

groves, forage for plant and animal

life in spring seeps that remain free

of snow, feed on sensitive fern

sporeheads, pick beech buds, and

glean any remaining conventional

foods. Winter foods such as fern

sporeheads were once thought of as

a starvation diet, but nutritional

analysis has shown them to surpass

corn in food value. Turkeys are om-

nivorous opportunists, and starva-

tion is unlikely as long as a bird has

firm footing to travel and feed.

Even in the worst winters many
survive, and the hardship actually

seems to stimulate reproduction the

following spring.

With its numbers growing and its

range expanding, the turkey's fu-

ture, like its past, will continue to

be intimately connected with

man's. As marginal farmland is

abandoned in eastern turkey range,

new growth—initially shrubs and

thickets—moves in, providing the

varied habitat turkeys need. But ex-

panding urban areas, highways, and

new rei-reaiiim uses ol loresls, such

as snowmobiling, could adversely

afli'ct turkey numbers.

.Suecessional changes within for-

ests themselves are also important.

As conifer forests are logged out

and deciduous trees take their

place, turkeys fill the new niches.

Conversely, turkey populations are

declining in the south, where the

logging industry is converting hard-

wood stands to short-rotation pine.

Also in the south, real estate devel-

opment is threatening the Florida

subspecies, while the Rio Grande

turkey's habitat is endangered by

stream channelization and pasture

improvement projects.

As we learn more about the tur-

key and its habitat, some of our

conceptions of its range require-

ments are changing. Turkeys had

always been considered a species of

the semiwilderness, requiring a

range of at least 15,000 acres and a

minimum of human activity. But

this notion arose years ago in an era

of rampant poaching.

We decided to find out just how
small an area and how much distur-

bance turkeys can tolerate. We
stocked small groups of wild-

trapped turkeys on three marginal

habitat areas in and near urban re-

gions of western Pennsylvania; the

areas varied in amounts of available

range and human activity. In two

less restricted areas, turkeys repro-

duced and increased.

Surprisingly, in the most re-

stricted area, Presque Isle, a small

peninsular state park on Lake Erie,

which receives four million visits

annually, the birds also showed
amazing ability to survive and
adapt. Heavy recreational use con-

fines the turkeys to fewer than 300
acres of the 2,000-acre park, but

they ai'e rarely seen by the human
visitors. For seven years, they have

survived at their threshold of toler-

ance, just offsetting attrition by re-

production.

Our study raises hopes that the

turkey's range can be further ex-

panded into marginal habitat. Hav-

ing adapted to human presence,

survived in smaller ai"eas than ever

thought possible, and expanded its

range even in the populous north-

eastern states, the turkey appears to

have a bright future.
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Bedouins of the Oil Fields

by Donald P. Cole

Soon after Saudi Arabia

discovered oil in its

deserts, nomads discovered

the versatile pickup truck

Nomadism in the Middle East

has until recently represented a suc-

cessful and efficient adaptation to

the ecology of arid and semiarid

lands. Moving with their entire fam-

ilies, nomads can leave their sum-

mer camps located around per-

manent water sources and take

herds of sheep, goats, and camels

wherever the desert blooms. The

slight winter rains, insufficient for

agriculture but enough to sustain a

variety of desert plants, fall in dif-

ferent locations from year to year.

Consequently, a good grazing area

one winter may be desolate the

next, while a nearby area flourishes

under greater rainfall.

Animals are the basis of the no-

mads' livelihood and wealth. They

are the source of the milk and milk

products that are the staples of the

nomad diet. Sheep and camels pro-

vide wool for sale in markets and

for weaving carpets. From the hair

of goats, nomads weave the black

tents in which they live. And in an

average year nomads also raise a

surplus of animals, which they sell.

In exchange for animals, they

receive basic necessities from the

towns and villages. Their herds of

animals and the ability to acquire

necessities often make their stan-

dard of living higher than that of

the traditional village farmer. From
a historical perspective, the no-

mad's status in the social hierarchy

has always been high. Today the

Bedouins—the predominant Arab
nomads of the southeastern portion

of the Middle East—sustain their

high status by close associations

with traditional elites, such as the

ruling families ol' Jordan, Saudi

Arabia, and the United Arab Emir-

ates of the Arabian Gulf.
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Through the discovery and ex-

ploitation of vast oil resources,

Saudi Arabia and Libya—with some

of the most highly nomadic popu-

lations in the Arab world—have ex-

perienced far-reaching revolutions

in their economies within the last

three decades. As a result, changes

are occurring at every level of

society. Once among the poorest of

Middle Eastern countries, they now

boast modern cities, which stand

where small mud-brick towns stood

no more than two decades ago. Hos-

pitals and schools are common, and

the markets of all the major cities

sell goods from all parts of the

world. Isolated villages are being

transformed, as schools, modern

water facilities, and electricity are

established.

But what of the Bedouins? They

still spend long periods each year in

the desert. Always on the move,

their social units contract and ex-

pand throughout the year in re-

sponse to variations in the environ-

ment and the demands of their

herds. Hospitals and doctors are

nonexistent on the desert ranges,

and Bedouins suffer from the high-

est rate of infant mortality in the

Middle East.

To most educated Middle East-

erners, the Bedouins aie a back-

ward, uneducated, and fanatical ele-

ment of society, living in a state of

misery. They do not admire the

Bedouins' ability to endure the vast

reaches of the desert, subsisting

only on the milk of a few camels

and some dried dates.

Modern Middle Easterners, in-

cluding government officials, feel

that the nomadic way of life is an evo-

lutionary state that preceded seden-

tary life and should therefore be
abandoned. Most evidence, how-
ever, indicates that pastoral nomads,
taking advantage of the pasture

lands of the steppe and semideserts,

evolved in the Middle East and
Central Asia after the development
of sedentary agriculture 5,000 years

ago during the Neolithic period.

Many Middle Eastern govern-

ment officials sJtruistically observe

that nomads, along with sedentary

villagers and urban dwellers, have

the right to modern education,

health, and social services; that they

K-.i;ld not have to suffer the hot

winds and sandstorms of the desert

or the insecurity of depending on

meager and varying rainfall for the

sui-vival of their herds while the ma-

jority of the population enjoy in-

creasing comfort and a higher stan-

dard of living.

The nomads themselves have ini-

tiated many changes on their own,

but the problems of adapting a way

of life that has remained unchanged

for at least five millennia are too

complex for easy solutions.

Government-sponsored agricul-

tural sedentation projects designed

to aid the Bedouins have been ini-

tiated in Middle Eastern countries

with significant nomadic popu-

lations. The most ambitious and ex-

pensive project has been carried out

in eastern Saudi Arabia at the King
Faisal Settlement Project at

Haradh. Here some 8,000 acres of

desert have been turned into a lush

green oasis with modern wells and

technical facilities.

But the government now faces

the dilemma of deciding whether

this now valuable agricultural land

should be turned over to Bedouin

nomads who know next to nothing

about sedentary agriculture or to

large farming interests who could

make the land productive for the

society as a whole. Some govern-

ment administrators think the land

would not be fully utilized by the

Bedouins for at least a generation.

Many Bedouins cU^e at best only

halfheartedly interested in full-scale

sedentation. The dilemma becomes

more complex when one considers

the number of highly skilled and

land-hungry peasants from other

oases who would readQy participate

in the project.

Since new agricultural settle-

ments are ultimately limited owing

to lack of sufficient water resources,

other solutions must be found to the

problem of incorporating the no-

mads into the modern economy.

Some suggest that, as indus-

trialization continues, the nomads,

along with most peasant villagers,

will eventually enter the industrial

labor pool. The Bedouins have for a

long time been involved with the oil

companies, but industrialization is

still in its early stages in most

Middle Eastern countries, and the

townspeople, having a big jump on

the Bedouins in education, are

likely to take the best jobs in a de-

veloping industrial economy.

One solution that is seldom seri-

ously considered is that of encour-

aging the modernization of the no-

mads' economy. The desert is still a

major natural resource in the

Middle East, and its grasses and

shrubs are capable of supporting

large herds of animals. Since the

time of the late Neolithic when
these arid pastures attracted herds-

men away from the agricultural

centers of the Middle East, the no-

mads have become skilled pastoral-

ists adept at utilizing a difficult but

productive environment.

The Bedouins are deeply at-

tached both to their animals and to

their life in the desert. I have heard

many Bedouins argue that their

long-time survival will depend on

their not abandoning the desert and

their herds. They question agricul-

tural experts' estimates that water

will continue to be available for at

least the next 100 years, a short

span of time in their own history of

survival. They also wonder how
long oil reserves can produce the

income needed to import food from

the settlements for the rapidly

growing cities. Still they are not en-

tirely content to remain isolated

and unchanged in the desert.

In the early days of oil explora-

tion in the late 1930s, Bedouins be-

gan to work first as guides for the

American oil companies in eastern

Arabia and then, as unskilled labor-

ers. Because of a lack of skilled la-

borers among native Saudi Ara-

bians, the Arabian American Oil

Company (Aramco) set up special

schools for their laborers, a large

proportion of whom were young

Bedouins, and trained them to,

among other things, drive and

maintain trucks. Many nomads pur-

chased second-hand pickup trucks

Bedouin children, even

the very young, spend

much of their time caring

for camels and sheep.
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Recently dug out and modernized by an

oil company, an ancient well in the

Empty Quarter now provides a constant

water supply, permitting Bedouins to camp

around the site the entire summer.



from Aramco and used them to herd

their animals in the desert. Later on,

in central and western Saudi
Arabia, the government distributed

large numbers of trucks to other

Bedouins. In time, still other Bed-
ouins sold their baggage camels and
bought trucks. Pickup trucks have
without a doubt had a great effect

on the life of the Bedouins.

The increasing use of trucks in

the desert has been accompanied
by other important changes in the

infrastructure basic to the ex-

ploitation of the desert. The oil in-

dustry developed underground
water resources by drilling deep
wells, a practice that has been con-

ii;iued and expanded by the Saudi

b';;;! government. As a result.

the nomads' summer camping pat-

terns have been considerably al-

tered. Although the Bedouins dug
some wells that were deep and

nicely lined, they depended for the

most part on shallow, primitive

wells that necessitated the back-

breaking drawing of water. Today
many Bedouins camp around spe-

cial troughs that have been pro-

vided for them near the oil wells,

along the pipelines, and at various

other spots in the desert.

In these instances, summer
camping is no longer based primar-

ily on lineage or clan affiliation, as

under the traditional system. In-

deed, people from not only differ-

ent lineages but also from different

tribes share new sources of water

without the conflict often evident at

the old wells. The nomads feel that

since the new wells were built by

outsiders, they should be open to all

comers.

Many small settlements, occa-

sionally incorporating agriculture,

have developed around well sites.

These settlements consist of

mosques, primary schools, and one

or two general stores, which sell

gasoline, automotive parts, and ba-

sic food and clothing. Many of the

new settlements include mud-brick

houses, which the Bedouins inhabit

during the hot summer months and

use as storehouses during the rest of

the yccir when they are in the

nearby desert with their herds.

The use of trucks and the devel-



Al Murrah camel herdsmen drink coffee in

the shelter of a goat hair tent.

Their loosely fitted, heavy clothing keeps

them comfortable by soaking up perspiration

and alloiving air to circulate. Even in the

125 degree heat, children are at play.

opment of service towns and mod-

ern water resources have allowed

the Bedouins to make major

changes in their herding practices.

Whereas camel herding was the pre-

dominant pastoral activity of Saudi

Arabia's major Bedouin tribes until

the end of World War II, sheep-

herding has now become the major

pastoral concern of many of these

nomads. Before desert facilities

were modernized, sheep and goat

herding, often the exclusive occupa-

tion of subservient tribes, was a

sign of poverty and low status. Now
those who maintain large herds of

sheep and who also keep some goats

for their household needs are

among the richest and most influen-

tial nomads.

The Al Murrah Bedouin tribe,

among whom I did social anthropo-

logical field work, is one of the

dwindling number of Saudi Ara-

bian Bedouin tribes that continue to

depend chiefly on camels for their

subsistence. This traditional occu-

pation is influenced mainly by the

highly isolated area they occupy,

the Rub' al-Khali, or Empty Quar-

ter, the vast sand desert in south-

eastern Arabia. Because of the

sparse vegetation, camels, capable

of easily moving over large dis-

tances and of surviving without wa-

ter for long periods, are more suited

to this area than sheep.

In spite of their preoccupation

with camels, two important groups

within the Al Murrah society have

switched to sheepherding exclu-

sively. One is drawn from the tribal

political elite and includes a large

proportion of the wealthiest and po-

litically most influential people in

the pre-oil-industry society. The

other group is composed of impov-

erished nomads who had poor herds

of camels. None of the Al Murrah

who had herds of purebred camels,

other than some of the elite, have

switched to modern sheepherding,

although camel herding is declining

as a major activity among most

other Saudi Arabian tribes.

In Saudi Arabia, sheepherding,

whether of the modern or tradi-

tional type, is a much more seden-

tary activity and involves much less

labor than camel herding. It re-
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amount of nomadic movement in

order to graze those areas that in

am given yea]' have received rain-

fall. In the past, sheepherding was

severely limited becanse oi' lack of

water in the desert.

\^'ith the development of new
water resources and with the no-

mads' abilitv to truck water directly

to the herds and even to move herds

to new grazing areas bv truck, the

potential for sheepherding has

greatly increased. Much less de-

manding and requiring much less

luovement than camel herding,

sheepherding allows both men and

women to pai'ticipate in activities

not permitted to camel herders. It

also provides greater cash income

because of the increasing demands
for mutton in Saudi Arabia's glow-

ing cities.

Among the tribal elites who have

either sold their camels or enti-usted

them to the care of tribal relatives

and switched to sheep, the herding

of animals is primarily the work of

hired shepherds. The women of the

elite families, however, are actively

involved in caiing for the sheep and

goats and processing their products.

The men and youths are free to en-

gage in tribal politics, to participate

in the Saudi Arabian National

Guard, and to seek wage labor.

The nonelitists of the Al Murrah
tribe who have switched to sheep-

herding were and are the social

equals of the present-day camel herd-

ers, although their camels were of-

ten not as numerous or as fine as

those of the nomads who continue

to raise them. The areas they in-

habit are closer to urban centers

than those of the camel herd-

ers, and they have been more regu-

larlv involved in the mihtary and

political activities of their tribal

leaders and of the Al Saud royal

family. As a result, they have been

In a traditional welcoming

ceremony, a Bedouin sniffs

incense from a brass-studded

container. He uses his head

cloth as a shield in order

to concentrate the smoke.

iiioic inlliicMccd l)\ (111

cinanalinii from the cili(

changes

and the

oil rom])anies.

Most ol the mi(l(lle-;iged men of

the nonelitisl group have worked
tor the oil companies or have had

some permanent wage-earning con-

tact with urban centers. Many of

them, in fact, combine sheepherd-

ing with a job or with desert haul-

ing for hire. When they are not

working, they truck their sheep to

different grazing areas. Their herds

are smaller than those of the elitist

families and of comparable groups

from other tribes who have been in

the business longer. With most of

the middle-aged and young men ofl

either working or studying, the

women and children tend the

sheep. Because herding with trucks

is less time consuming, the women
have more time to weave and create

crafts, which are sold in the urban

markets.

The shift to sheepherding is inev-

itably accompanied by changes in

social structure. Fewer people are

involved; some families have be-

come at least semisettled in villages,

while an increasing number of

males have drifted off to cities and

oil camps in search of work. For

those who remain actively involved

in pastoral nomadism, change oc-

curs mainly at the level of the lin-

eage. There is a break in its solidai--

ity since camels and sheep are

seldom herded together. When a

man switches to sheep, he ceases to

migrate with his far-traveling,

camel-herding kinsmen. He some-

times returns to the same summer
camping areas, but as often as not,

he camps at the newer, modern

wells, which he shares with other

tribesmen. He is unhkely to see his

camel-herding kinsmen except

when they chance to meet in urban

mai'ketplaces or when they partici-

pate in National Guard activities.

He also begins to think of his

camel-herding kinsmen as a group

apart, and a bit old-fashioned. Al-

though intermaiTiage is seldom af-

fected and other duties of lineage

membership, such as responsibility

in blood debts, continue, new infor-

mal relationships are built up with

members of other lineages and even

other tribes.

The basic stiiictme of the house-

liolil. Iiiiwcsrr, i.^ mil drastically af-

Irrtrd. Wliiie it is truc that a lai'ge

|)()rlion of the men and youths are

often away from the household, this

does not necessarily represent a

break in the structure of the family.

The women in Saudi Arabian tribes

have always been the core element

of household and herding units, and

large proportions of the males have

always gone away from these units,

often for long periods of time.

In the past, raids against other

tribes and military activities took

up a large part of the time and

thoughts of the men and youths.

Raids and tribal wars are no longer

a threat to the Saudi Arabian Bed-

ouins, but instead of returning to

full-time herding activities, they

seek outside work as wage laborers.

Many also continue mihtary activi-

ties but in the service of the king-

dom of Saudi Arabia rather than

against each other. Tlieir relation-

ship with the modern kingdom of

Saudi Arabia is a long one, for it

was their fighting in the armies of

the fanatical Ikhwan (Brothers)

during the early decades of this cen-

tury that provided King Abd al-Aziz

Ibn Saud, the father of King Faisal,

the main support he needed for uni-

fying the disparate regions that now
make up modern Saudi Arabia.

With the increased ease of travel

in the desert by means of trucks,

many Bedouin males are now able

to combine herding activities with

military service and part-time em-

ployment. There is, in fact, a great

deal of coming and going of men
between the desert camp and the

city, but the herds and the women
are prospering in the desert; thus,

to the Bedouins, they are still in

control of their major resource, the

pasture lands of the desert. Even if

the romantic days of camels and

raids are over, the Bedouins ac-

knowledge that life has not changed

much; they are still pastoralists, and

their society and culture remain

relatively intact. While the Bedou-

ins undoubtedly have a higher liv-

ing standard and enjoy a much
greater degree of security than they

did before the development of the

oil industry, the gap between their

standard of living and that of many
of the townspeople persists and is

even widening.
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Caljl nets
of C'li I'lowi t ioH
Cunlinucd from page 42

duslry is the description of earl\

U'chiiological devices, sucii as di\-

ing jjells. hydraulic contrivances.

\ arious apphcations of the magnetic

principle, and some proposed melh-

t)ds of fligiit. Among these was

Francesco Lana's airship designed

to rise after all air had been

pumped out of copper chambers

placed fore and aft on the body ol

the vessel. Its navigator directed tlie

course with the aid of a telescope

and two globes: one terrestrial, tiic

other astronomical.

But the main value of Valentini's

eftbrt rests in the illustrations he

ga\'e of unusual items and the pe-

riod glimpse he provides of such an

establishment as the Roval Library

and Raiities Chamber in Vienna.

Shelves and displays there climbed

to dizzying heights on the walls:

scholars were appai-ently expected

to combine exhaustive reseairh

with exhausting acrobatics.

Valentinis catalog notwithstand-

ing, hodgepodgery was slowly giv-

ing way to svstematization, a neces-

saiy element in the design and

function of any museum. At Naples.

Ferrante Imperato, an apothecary,

had a botanical garden and a choice

collection confined to ailicles of na-

ture. Comparative studies at last

crossed the threshold of possibility

as Imperato amassed written obser-

vations and corresponded with

many of Europe's leading natural-

ists. He also published a Natural

History in twenty-eight books

(chapters) in 1599. Not very scien-

tifically contrived, it describes a ran-

dom selection of plants, stones, and

some living creatures. But it was the

occasion for an ingredient of the sci-

entific scene that has remained fairly

constant ever since—heated con-

troversv. Many said that Nicolas Stel-

liola wTOte the book and sold it to Im-

perato for 100 ducats. The aigument

will ne\er be resolved, but it can be

said in Imperato's favor that much of

the Natural History's content is sim-

ilar in substance to his scientific cor-

respondence.

At about the same time, 01c

Worm, a universal scholar who was

a physician, teacher, antiquarian,

and a pioneer in paleontology and

ai-cheologv, set about gathering ma-

terials for his own museum in Co-

penhagen. Wliile it included items
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Iroiii the tropics and loreigii places,

it focused chiefly on the natural, an-

thropological, and aicheological his-

tory of Denmark and Scandinavia.

Polar- bears, kayaks, tortoises, and

ai'madillos shared display areas with

nai'wtial lusks, Laplanders' cos-

tumes, Chinese astrological in-

struments, Maya manuscripts, and

runic inscriptions. Despite the gen-

uine scientific ability of its author,

some of the character of the age

Francesco Luna's design

for an airship as

depicted in Valentini's

cighteenlh-ceniury

( alulug of museums.

persists in the pages of his catalog.

Published in 1655, just one year af-

ter Worms death, the catalog still

treats, at length, the puzzling matter

(ji the barnacle goose, solemnly set-

ling down in order all of the variant

explanations of the mythical gener-

ation of a very real bird.

Varied displays were also fash-

ionable in the London coffeehouses.

I/.aak Walton speaks of one in West-

minster where, to lure patronage,

the proprietors exhibited prize

catches. One of the last such estab-

lishments was Don Saltero's in the

Chelsea area of London. Despite his

Spanish-sounding name, which he

adopted for its exotic flavor, Saltero

was an Irishman and one-time ser-
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Reflecting the "pack rat"

style of early collections,

Ole Worm's Danish museum

displayed polar bears

alongside Maya manuscripts.

vant to Sir Hans Sloane, the famed
British naturahst. Tlirough the good
offices of Sloane, whose patronage

and presence at the Cheyne Walk
coffeehouse helped to popularize it,

Saltero's gained much celebrity.

Richard Steele described it in the

Spectator, and such personages as

Benjamin Franklin, the Earl of

Sutherland, and Sir Robert Cotton
visited it. It was among the last sur-

vivors of the omnium gatherum
style in museums, mixing Madagas-
car lances and necklaces of Job's-

tears with models of the Holy Se-

pulcher and Henry VHI's coat of

mail.
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l\()val Sociolv of I.iiikIcmi. uIiii \is-

ilcil Salt(To"s ill il;- lic\cla\. used

somo of its ^iMHimcns lo illiislnilc

liis Philosophical Accotinl of the

llorks of Ndliin: piihlislu-d in

1721. In partii'ular. lie (icpiclcil llic

>iiriili#li. lovo\('r oiidiiii; llic Irg-

ciuls llial wcTC slill swarniinj^ abmil

il in liis timo. The socicly lo wliicli

lie helonjii'd was doinjj oxccUcnl

work along llic .same lines—tlial is.

scckiiiii out rational, sc-ientifu' cx-

planalions for natural phenomena.

First rornied as an irregular galh-

iring of iiuhviduals who ealled

dieniseKes the Invisible College,

I lie Royal Soeielv was chartered in

1663. It soon forged into a leading

position in scientific achievement.

Both the British Museum and the

allied Natural History museum
were created out of its labors and

its mullitudinous collections. While

such notables as Robert Boyle. Ne-

hemiah Grew, and Hans Sloane get,

and desene, much of the credit

for the Roval Society's accom-

plishments, one of its quieter work-

ers, Daniel Colwall, is rarely men-

tioned. Yet Colwall had used his

own funds to obtain the collection

with which the Society began form-

ing its holdings.

The latter haLf of the seventeenth

century saw a rapid increase in the

number and quality of scientific col-

lections, as well as the development

of new interests by royal or ai-isto-

cratic collectors. Colorful curiosities

dropped out of favor, and emphasis

was placed on gathering those

things that furthered the search for

accurate knowledge about natmal

phenomena. Men no longer sought

out the magical properties of the

unicorn's horn, but instead began

observing the secrets of nature

through the microscope.

The French Academy of Science,

which had met irregularly for some

thirty years, held its first chartered

session in the Roval Libraiy at Ver-

sailles on December 22. 1666. Des-

cartes, Pascal, and Huvghens were

members of the earlier, unchartered

group; later it attracted such scien-

tists as Laplace, Buffon, Lavoisier,

and Sir Isaac Newton. Despite its

fame and magnificent work, it per-

ished in 1792 during the Revolu-

tion: many of its members went to

the guillotine while others were im-

poverished.

Poverty, however, was no consid-

eration with Albert Seba, an

AThousand Miles UpThe Nile

Lars-Eric Lindblad offers a lourney of

great classic beauty into Egypt's

ancient past, Thiis is a unique and ex-

citing country withi unrivaled archeo-
logical Sites, You will see thie superb
sceneryoffhie Nile Rivervalley. largely

unctianged since the days of Tutank-

liamen. You will marvel at thie immen-
sity of tfie Temple of Karnak at Luxor,

tfie largest religious building in ttie

world, A highi point of thie tour will be

a visit to the great temple of Abu
Simbel, carved into rocks only to be

resiled several tiundred feet above
its onginal position because of tfie

recent construction of thie hiigti dam
at Aswan, You will cruise in leisurely

comfort on a modern luxury steamer
And you will enioy the elegant flight to

and from Egypt aboard BOAC-
British Airways. Wnte for our inform-

ative brochure

LINDBLAD TRAVEL INC.
Dept NHN 1173 (212)751-2300
133 East 55th St N Y , uy. 10022

|"An educative guide to

a fascinating world"*

THE DROLLTANKEES
Phonorecords listed below are 7"

33 RPM, $2 ea., 6 for $10 postpaid

The American Southwest

By RUTH KIRK
Ttiis new volume in a hiigtily pop-

ular series reveals an outer limit

of the world wtiere plants and ani-

mals make precarious adaptations

to survive.

"More ttian a celebration of a

mucti misunderstood part of the

country . . . Her perceptions shed

light on living things and land-

scapes in general."
—Frank Graham, Jr.

Profusely illustrated with photo-

graphs in color and monochrome
by Ruth and Louis Kirk.

*Kirkus Reviews

At your bookstore • $10.00

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
2 Park Street, Boston, 02107

THE BROOK Above the delightful rushing

sound of a woodland stream we hear birds,

a fox and Spring Peepers. Sounds identified

on opposite side.

SONG SPARROW with a background chorus

of Redwings, Green Frogs, and other birds.

Sounds identified on other side,

D SPRING IV10RN1NG A walk through the

woods and fields. 31 birds identified. On flip

side, the bird songs alone.

SOUNDS OF THE SEA Surf, gulls and the

distant whistles of passing ships. On opposite

side, a steamboat leaving port with fog horns

and bells.

D GREEN MOUNTAIN RAILROAD For those

who love the sounds of steam engines. On
side A we ride the rails. On side B we are

at the depot as engines come and go.

n BARNYARD ANIMALS Life on a Vermont
family farm with narration by the farmer boy.

On side B the animals do all the talking.

SAPSUCKERS AND FLICKERS Dr. Law-
rence Kilham interprets lappings and calls of

Yellow Bellied Sapsuckers and Flickers. The
birds alone on Side B.

Write for Catalog of Droll Yankees 12"

and 7" records and their bird feeders.

DRPLL ^AHKE£5 IH_G
Box 229 H, Barrington, R. I. 02806
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Lars-Eric Lindblad says: "There's no better way

to see EastAfrica than on a Wing Satan
"

"

You will enjoy our VIP treatment

aboard \he newly inaugurated Tns-

landersT These comfortable, spa-

cious aircraft feature oversized

windows ttiat afford unhindered
views of the vast migrating herds and

exciting game life below You will

visit places where no other Safaris go
and travel through thick bush
country in sturdy Land Rovers. These
Safaris take 23 days and are limited

to 10 people.

Forthose who may be limited by ti me,

we have the ever-popular 15 day

Value Safari done completely by land

travel. Enjoy luxurious air transpor-

tation to and from these Lindblad

Safaris aboard the world famous
BOAC-British Airways. We suggest

you wnte for our new and informative

brochure

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept- NHW1173 (212) 751-2300
133 East 55th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022

More TunVviTh So-ncjbxvds

for AWTheF^miVu
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*<STRAtlS • •

.V \
•

EO MINOR

CELESTIAL
WALL MAP

New 77" by 42" celestial map includes

5,179 stars with Yale Catalog numbers,
250 star names plus Creek letters. All

88 constellations are named and con-

nected by light lines. Constellations and
star designations are in light blue
against navy-blue. Stars appear as white

discs ot varying diameters according to

actual visual magnitude, up to and
including +b.OO.

This map is an ideal leaching aid

for classrooms, as well as a decorative

map for the home.
Maps are offset printed and

shipped in crush-proot tubes. They are

available for $9.00 each (postpaid) from
ASTROG.»tAPHICS, Dept. H P.O. Box
2411, San Francisco, California 94126.

Diir^iiTi'i'!"
'

'

iiiiip

iiik'
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apothecary in Amsterdam who was

a Colleague of the Leopoldine

Academy, Member of the Royal

Society and the French Academy of

Science, and Fellow of the Institute

of Bologna. He prospered in his en-

deavors, bringing together a vast

collection of natural history speci-

mens. In 1716 he sold it to Peter

the Great for 15,000 gulden

($83,000) and proiTiptly set about

making an even larger cabinet of

curiosities, which he obtained from

the same source as the first—the

docks of Amsterdam.

When Seba began cataloging his

museum in 1734, he atteinpted to

enlist the services of the young Lin-

naeus. Since Linnaeus was too

busy, he recommended his friend,

Peter Artedi, and so set in train an

unfortunate sequence of events. Ar-

tedi, who had inspired much of the

Linnaean system, soon became a

friend of Seba's and was invited to

dine at his home. Returning in the

dark from the festive occasion, Ar-

tedi lost his way and drowned in

one of Amsterdain's many canals.

His death delayed further catalog-

ing, and the work, incomplete at

Seba's own death a year later, was

finally finished thirty years later.

Of the early museums only one,

the Ashmolean of Oxford, has sur-

vived to the present day in its origi-

nal form. Properly, it should be

called the Tradescantian, since

John Tradescant and his son first

brought it together. Under them it

became one of the great sights of

seventeenth-century London, and

its fame spread over the Continent

as well. Like Prince Rudolph's

io8
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In the Royal Library and
Rarities Room at Vienna,

''scholars were . . . expected to

combine exhaustive research

with exhausting acrobatics.
"

hoard, it too possessed a complete

dodo, but only the skull and foot

are extant.

As for the attachment of the Ash-

mole name to the Tradescants' mu-

seum: the antic[uarian EHas Ash-

mole felt that he would assure his

immortality by acquiring the mu-

seum and donating it to Oxford.

Addicted to astrology and not

overly learned, he was, as John

Evelyn put it, "most industrious,'"

and knew well how to gain his own
ends. He succeeded in obtaining

the Tradescants' museum, but his

fame has been a bit tarnished by his

methods, which included in-

timidation and legal harassment.

Not all the Tradescant material

survives at Oxford; it is unlikely

that such items as the claw of the

roc or scenes cut in paper by vari-

ous emperors remain on view. But

the material that accompanied such

trivia roused interest in, and paved

the way for, today's accessible and

scientifically useful collections of

natural history. Without the Ash-

molean and its predecessors, we
would have fumbled longer through

a chaos of fantasv where basilisks

were bred of cocks' eggs and lead

could be made into gold.

A rousing journey of adventure

and discovery to New Guinea.

Lars-Eric Lindblad offers an expedi-
tion into thie strange and exotic
mountainregionsof NewGuinea For
tfiose wfio cherish adventure into a
strange and unknown land where
Stone Age Man lives on the very door-

step of the twentieth century, this

Safan presents a rare opportunity
You will witness weird cerennonies
performed by naked natives com-
pletely covered with mud You will be
fascinated by dense jungles and deep

gorges. The highlightoftheexpedition
will be a houseboat cruise on the
Sepik River, which takes you 10,000
years into the mysterious past. Each
Safan is limited to 1 8 persons. Enjoy
iuxunous air transportation to and
from New Guinea aboard BOAC-
British Airways. Write for our infor-

mative brochure

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Dept NHNG1173 (212)751-2300
133 East 55th Street. New York, N,Y. 10022

oneness

In fusing togettier man's religious

symbols the artisan has created this

subtle pendant as an expression of

the spirit of an emerging age which

stoves to unify mankind thru recon-

ciliation and love.

14k yellow gold with 24" chain,S35.00

Sterling silver with 24" chain, ^16.75

California residents add 5% sales tax

Complimentary catalog

ISAAC SOLTES DESIGN D-NH
1923 SOUTH McPHERRlN AVENUE
MONTEREY PARK, CALIF. 91 754

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MONEVBACK GUARA.NTEE

ENJOY BRITAIN'S

FAMOUS
WILDLIFE

MAGAZINE.
The perfect

complement to

"Natural History.'

Read what others

say about ANIMALS Magazine:
"Ottier natural history magazines have their

merits, but I especially enjoy ANIMALS be-

cause it is so specific, telling me new and in-

teresting things about the animal kmgdom,"
Roger Tory Peterson

I like ANIMALS because of the magnificent
photographs which accompany the always-in-

teresting articles,"

William O. Pruitt, Jr

"Yesterday, by happy accident, a couple of

American animal lovers found your fine publi-

cation. It IS marvelous , , , a delight. The
format is excellent, editing topnotch, photo-
graphs are GREAT."
iVIr & IVIrs David C. Sattely,

Jamaica Plain, IVlass.

Annual subscription only $10 a year for 12
issues (S9 if ordered before 5 December
1973),

' Animals Magazine,

I 133 E, 55 St. NY, NY 10022,

I Please enter 12 mos subscription for



Hooks in RevleM'

Back to the Bo>v and Arro^v

The Tender Caknivoke and the Sa-

cred Game, by Paul Shepard.

Charles Scribner's Sons, $9.95; 303

pp., illiis.

As one starts to read this

X^- thought-provoking book,

one senses the presence of the Uto-

pian reformer. "Stop the world," it

seems to say, and rather than the "I

want to get ofP' of the disillusioned,

it hints that we should all start over

again, because we—or rather, the

author, Paul Shepard—can rectify

the error of our ways. Never mind
that the hkes of Buddha, Christ,

Mohammed, Karl Marx, B.F. Skin-

ner, and Maharaj Ji have been

equally confident that they have dis-

covered "the way," or ihal nothing

suggested so far has proved to be

workable. Shepard's solution is

obliquely suggested at the end of

the first chapter. After claiming

that "the urban crisis is a direct

consequence of the food-producing

revolution," he asks rhetorically,

"Can we face the possibility that

hunters were more fully human
than their descendants? Can we em-
brace the hunter as part of our-

selves, as a step toward repairing

the injury to our planet and improv-

ing the quality of life?" The uneasy

suspicion that the reader may feel

concerning Shepard's implied an-

swer tends to fade into the back-

ground during the next four and
one-half chapters, only to return

with a rush in the ludicrous last

twenty pages. To express it in the

mildest of terms, what a pity!

Biological determinism has been
a wondrously salable commodity in

the last several yeai-s. We have seen

Konrad Lorenz (On Aggression)

capitalize on the idea of the innate

aggressiveness of mankind; we have
seen Robert Ardrey {African Gen-
esis, etc.) make a substantial living

from the idea that original sin (
=

predestination = the innate de-

pravity of mankind) is proven by
the evidence (nonexistent) that

Homo sapiens is descended from a
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Who's doing

anything about

MY
environment ?

AUDUBON is!

Yes, our frightened friend,

for 75 years AUDUBON has been
fighting to save your natural envi-

ronment. Your wild friends have be-
nefited too... and so have a good
many human beings.

Humans! Join the National
Audubon Society and you'll not
only support its farflung conserva-
tion programs but you'll receive, six

times a year, AUDUBON magazine
— one of the most impressive and
significant nature magazines in the
world. In addition to superb color
photography, noted writers and gift-

ed nature artists, AUDUBON brings

you the latest intelligence in the
conservation field. And, at no extra

cost, you can belong to one of the
Society's more than 300 local
chapters!

The National Audubon So-
ciety is not for those who have giv-

en up hope in tomorrow. It is for

those who believe in and support
positive action to conserve our wild-
life and wilderness, natural resour-
ces and natural beauty.

If you too refuse to give up,
come join us!

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
Depl. E667, 950 Third Avenue

NewYork, New York 10022

I'm with you! Send me a years six issues of
AUDUBON and count on my support

D Individual/tl2 per year D My check is enclosed
D Family/$15 per year D Please bill me later

1

1 Name



stratfil suili .1 conliiiuini; a|)|)i'al

anil has |ir<iiliu-ril so main linc-

lii's—Slu'panl IV'cIs lliat saUatidii

can bf aUaiiu'il by raising tin- con-

sciousness of basic human nature lo

tlie level of the ecstatic. But his

apotlicosis is not tlie one achie\c(l

ihrouiih the ciipiioria ol' lirni^s. the

soHtude of the reb-eat, or the mass

livsteria of the revival tent or the

rock concert. Rather, it is at the

moment of the hunter's triumpii

over his prev. the instant of the kill.

\\ human evolution shaped man as a

predator, then the epitome of lui-

manitv is reached in the culmina-

tion of the chase.

Hunting, Shepai-d recognizes, is

not a dietar)' necessity. Instead, it

represents a kind of sacrament. Tlie

pursuit of prey then becomes a form

of religious activitv, the "sacred

game" of the title. With a mystical

mixing of metaphors, the animals

pursued take on aspects of sanctity

that render them also "sacred

game." And man "because he is a

hunter ... is the most deeply lov-

ing and profoundly compassionate

animal," a "tender carnivore" who
regards his victims with true love.

As Shepard rapturizes, the ecstatic

consummation of this love is the

killing itself." Although this same

"logic" could be applied to a Span-

ish bullfight where, as Tom Lehrer

has observed in his celebrated bal-

lad, the drama reaches its peak

when a lone man steps forth to face

"half a ton of angr\- pot roast,"

oddlv enough Shepard makes no at-

tempt to compare his own brand of

machismo with the vicarious ver-

sion so admired in Latin lands. He
does quote extensively and with ap-

proval from Ortega y Gasset's Med-

itations on Hunting, but goes one

step beyond the Spanish philos-

opher by insisting that, after the

"ecstatic consummation," the meat

thus acquired should be ritually in-

gested—"Formal consummation is

eating," or one might say, con-

sumption should succeed con-

summation.

The height of Shepard's mysti-

cism is reached when he ties to-

gether the manifestations of killing

and sexuality. "Both have to do

with the most profound of hfe's pas-

sions, the demonic moment of the

kill and of orgasm. These two pow-

erful expressions are related. Both

lead to life and to death, which, like

maleness and femaleness, represent

Birds of North America
and how to photograph them

by

Perry D. Slocum
Vol. One

224 Pages
•

100 species

IN COLOR
Over 80 Photos

at Nest
•

Many Rare

Species
•

Describes 7 methods

of Bird Photography

Experts acclaim: "Magnificent" - "Beautiful"- "Superb Photograpliy"

About author-photographer:

• Listed in Top 5 Nature Photographers by PSA's WHO'S
WHO for 5 Consecutive Years

• Winner of over 150 Medals and Honors in World Salons

• Diamond Star in Photographic Society of America (PSA)

Published in cooperation with FLORIDA AUDUBON SOCIETY.

Price: $12.95 Florida residents add 4% State Tax

Send order to PERRY D. SLOCUM, Dept. N

1 101 Cypress Gardens Road Winter Haven, Florida 33880

Beautiful, Diverse,

Fascinating.

Intriguing detail and curious lore fill Paul Barruel's view of

the day-to-day activities of birds in every part of the world. Novi^

incorporating the latest knowledge on bird life, this lavishly

illustrated second edition will delight biologists, wildlife photog-

raphers and armchair naturalists, and will surely inspire a

new generation of bird lovers. With more than 300 illustrations,

drawings, and photographs, including 94 in full color. $25.00

BIRDS OF
THE WORLD
Their Life and Habits

Second Edition

Paul Barruel
Translated by Phyllis Barclay-Smith

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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TITHONIA
DIVERSIFOLIA

WILD
FLOWERS

of the World
Anyone intercsti.-ci in njliirc will delitrlil

in each and every page of this inaanin-
eent voltiine. i 000 of the world's most
beautiful wild Rowers, discussed region
by region and reproduced accurately in
color on 192 lull page plates. In addi-
tion, the index includes listings for all

plants under hoili common and botanic
names.
Truly one of the inost beautiful and com-
prehensive books on wild Howers ever
published' List price is S15.00

ORDER NOW
SAVE 1/3 -only 9.98
MONEY BACK COUPON

c



carlic^r in this review, wliat a [)il\!

Why spoil so inueli exeelli'iil wril-

iiif; and erilical insi>;;lil vvilh wlial

aniountis lo an inlelleelual piallall

right al the end? After all, anyone

who eharaelerizes Iowa as "among
the most rnisinanafied lands in the

world" can hardly be all bad. Per-

haps Shepard, reaii/.inj; thai liie nui-

iorily o( his l)ook was a erilical in-

dictment ol many ol the nnderlvinp

beliefs of our yvay of life, felt im-

pelled to go on record as more than

just another negative voice. Would
that he had resisted the urge.

The scope of the book, prior to

its final collapse, is vast to the point

of being breathtaking, and the au-

thor is evidently well prepared to

handle that interface between hu-

man biology and human behavior

that is represented bv the field of

biological anthropology. Lately

Paul Shepard has been Visiting Pro-

fessor of Environmental Perception

at Dartmouth College—a curious

sort of title, but then Dartmouth

College, swinging with the cun^ent

6^O t>esuitiful<
^^

VERMONT
In All Weathers
Photographs by Sonja Bullaty and Angelo Lomeo
Text by Noel Perrin

Vermont's lush landscape eloquently captured in this superb
tribute rich with photographs and a text that brilliantly depicts
why so many city folk move there, and stay there. $10.95.

MAINE PARADISE
Mount Desert Island and Acadia National Park
Russell D. Butcher and Marie Ivey Menzietti

Tour Maine. Get acquainted with the jewel-like coves and
craggy bays. Delight in the forests, marshes, flora and fauna.
All in words and 48 pages of color photographs and 20 pen-
and-ink drawings. Prelude by Carl W. Buchheister, President
Emeritus, National Audubon Society. $10.95.

COLORADO
Photographs by James F. Katzel • Text by Curtis W. Casewit
Colorado's towering peaks, green valleys, urban sophistication,
and rural solitude. Colorado: a state of unequaled splendor
now in unequaled photos and text. 32 pages of color and 64
pages of black-and-white photographs. $10.95.

CAPE MAY TO MONTAUK
Photographs by David Plowden • Text by Nelson P. Falorp

A unique portrait of one of the most magnificent and busiest
coastlines of the United States in vivid prose and 64 pages of

beautiful color photographs. $14.95.

' ATE-NH
THE VIKING PRESS 625 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022

Please send me
, copies of Vermont @ $10.95 ea.; copies of

Maine Paradise @ $10.95 i -Copies of Colorado @ $10.95 ea.;

copies of Cape May to Montaul< @ $14.95 ea. I enclose Q check
D money order for $ total. (Please add sales tax where

I applicable. If not completely satisfied you may return the book(s) within
I 10 days for a full refund.)

! Name

Address

l| City State Zip
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^ound The 'World

CRUISE
4 months for as low as

$3,105 First Class

' Beautifully appointed, all-air-conditioned 210- to

350-passenger cargo liners to Acapuico, Panama

Canal, Port Everglades, Rio de Janeiro, Santos,

Buenos Aires, Capetown, Durban, Lourenco
Marques, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung, Kee-

lung, Kobe, Yokohama, Vancouver, B.C., San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Monthly sailings.

• Up to 40 days in port gives you time for lengthy

shore excursions.

• All accommodations are first class with private

bath or shower.

• Swimming pool, spacious lounges, Continental and

Chinese cuisine, full range of shipboard activities.

• Ni Afe LiHiL Doctor and nurse on board.

• The M.V. Oriental Esmeralda and M.V. Oriental

Camaval are registered in Liberia. The M.V. Orien-

tal Rio is registered in Taiwan.

See your travel agent or contact

Ok|entOvek$eas Line
THE LEISURE LINE

General Passenger Agents:

Orient Overseas Services, Inc

311 (^lifomia St, San Francisco, California 94104

Please send me more information on your
Round-The-INorld cruises.

Name

Address
^ ^__

City_

VOLUMES WORTH!

BIRD SONGS
OF DOORYARD, FIELD & FOREST

From the famous Stillwell collection!
175 different species . . . 495 different
songs. Volumes I and II: Birds from the
Great Plains to the Atlantic. Volume III:

Birds from the Great Plains to the
Pacific. A truly superb collection.

Each volume is a long-playing, un-
breakable vinylite record that runs 44
minutes. Each comes in a beautiful,
sturdy jacket that tells the fascinating
story of how and where the recording
was made. All 3 volumes are endorsed
by the American Nature Association.

$795 each volume postpaid

FICKER RECORDS
>r,K B, 0!d Greenwich, CT 06870

o( llii' limes, has (Iccrccd llial llir

[iriiicipal crilerion to (ill ils iTcenllv

created position in biological an-

thropology is that the applicant

must be female—ability and experi-

ence being of distinctly secondary

importance.

Shepard is no less a biological

determinist than those who would

have us believe that the hunting

way of Ufe in man's past is respon-

sible for such human ills as war,

pollution, and urban blight. How-
ever, in contrast to such well-publi-

cized views, Shepard blames the in-

creasingly noxious human
predicament on the abandonment
of predation. The "Fall" was not in

the adoption of carnivorous ways
but in their abandonment in favor

of farming. He exposes the revision-

ist attitudes in which "the weak-
nesses of agriculture have been pro-

jected upon hunters." "The farmer

as a model of virtue and as a being

close to nature is as false an image
as that the cultivated and grazed

landscape is nature. To the land-

user are transferred qualities of so-

cial and ecological luaturity and
sensitivity in fact found only among
hunters. This ancient fraud has mis-

led thousands of hopeful and con-

scientious people into aspiring to go
back to the farm in the vain hope of

retrieving what the city took. In po-

tato grubbing they will painfully act

out their fantasies; in disillusion

and puzzlement they will return to

the city," for as he observes else-

where, "the mystery of life does not

reveal its secrets to bean-eaters as

opposed to bison-eaters."

One may quarrel with some of

his claims and with his curative pre-

scription, but he sustains more than
two-hundred pages of insight fol-

lowing dazzling insight presented in

a smooth, almost lyrical flow of

writing. Although his presentation

is not footnoted, there is a large ap-

pended bibliography, and from the

context it is clear that Shepard has
read and absorbed it all. Adding
further to the impact are the arrest-

ing surreal drawings bv Fons van
Woerkom.
Man as a part of the natural

world is presented in the tradition

of the best of anthropological writ-

ing. Man's primate relatives are dis-

cussed for the biological and behav-
ioral insights they can yield; fossil

apes, man-apes, ape-men, and the

emergence of humanity are summa-

SECRETS .»

rnscinntine. unuRuul book
All ullout anlnml.s and tinnics

Vii. humanely, too . . . Price
is inclu<le<l . . . This Erpat li

I.ot« or 'cml . . . They're i

Ihe IIAVAHARTTrapDinc
Es animal.s do. It tellR how I

FKKE an<l we'd like i/ou

to get your copy at once. Write for it Onlay. Atldreiis

—

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562

BUSHNEU 7x35 CUSTOM
Regular $125.50 Postpaid $79.50

This is on example of the deep discount prices on
high quality optics thai is found in our FREE catalog.
This catalog lists and illustrates an outstanding se-
lection of camera lens, telephoto lens, telescopes,
binoculars etc., plus valuable information on how
to properly select them. Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, iU. 61448

Was Nero a

Good Emperor?
Did Vikings settle in North America? Was
Stonehenge built by Minoans? Are the

legends of Hercules—Medusa—the Phoenix
—based on facts? If these questions
intrigue you, read (and give)

ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY NEWSLETTER
packed with little-known facts about the

Pagan world, new finds and deductions,
reports from "digs", travel tips. Now in its

7tli year. Subscribers include unhrersity

and other libraries. Send $6.00 for 2 year

subscription to OHO F. REISS, Publisher,

243 E 39th St., Bo« N, New York, N.Y. 10016.

Special-ANCItNT COINS:

1 Greek coin, over 2000 yrs.

old, 1 large Roman bronze

coin w. Imperial portrait (Au-

gustus to Constantino) plus

4-issue subscription, only $20.00. (N.Y. res.

add sales tax.) Handsome coins are guaran-

teed genuine, come with indiv. histories.

Malie perfect gifts! Money back in 10 days.

Send check or M.O. to above address.



I.Q. of 145
and Canh
Remember?
A noted publisher in Chicago reports

there is a simple technique for acquir-

ing a powerful memory which can pay
you real dividends in both business and
social advancement and works Uke
magic to give you added poise, nec-

essary self-confidence and greater
popularity.

According to this publisher, many
people do not realize how much they
could influence others simply by re-

membering accurately everything they
see, hear, or read. Whether in business,

at social functions or even in casual
conversations with new acquaintances,
there are ways in which you can domi-
nate each situation by your ability to

remember.

To acquaint the readers of this pub-
lication with the easy-to-follow rules

for developing skill in remembering
anjrthing you choose to remember, the
publishers have printed full details of

their self-training method in a new
booklet, "Adventures in Memory,"
which will be mailed free to anyone
who requests it. No obligation. Send
your name, address, and zip code to:

Memory Studies, 555 E. Lange St.,

Dept. 804-80, Mundelein, 111. 60060. A
postcard will do.

This is a complete recording of Edward

Fitzgerald's 5th version, and is the cu-

mulative effort of three men of genius.

It is followed by a few comments and

comparisons, and also Pedro Calde-

ron de la Barca's The Dream Called

Life and Life is a Dream.

lastly, beginning with Hamlet's solilo-

guy, there is some of the best that is

to be found in Shakespeare.

A purchaser writes: "The record is be-

ing played over and over, it is my
treasure."

And from Canada, this judgment and

request: "Because the record is such a

beauty, send me another one . .
."

A superlative delivery of

superlative poetry by Louis ZouL

$6.50

Plus Applicable Sales Tax

(only for N.Y. State residents)

Available Only By Mail

PUBLIC OPINION
N-4044 Long Island City, Long Island

New York 11104

rized; the archeological record is

scrutinized and the evidence for tin-

increasingly detrimental ecological

impact that the food-producing rev-

olution created is all presented in

lucid and readable form. But the

greatest impact that the book could

have is in its powerful and con-

vincing indictment of the farming

wav of life, both for the ecological

damage it has created by past and

present practices and for the brutal-

izing effect it has had on the human
psyche. Everything from the

"coarse sullenness" of the peasant

outlook, to the degradation of the

female role, to "the debauchery of

alcohol and drugs," to the "deper-

sonalizing and socially destructive"

phenomenon of urban life, to war—
"in fact, the swords of war are ham-

mered from plowshares"—all the

ills of mankind are tied to the ef-

fects of a farming way of life. Last,

but not least, the promise embodied

in the Green Revolution is sub-

jected to a well-informed exam-

ination. Shepard concludes that it is

a prescription "for ecological dis-

aster" and that "the consequences

will make past famines in India

look like minor incidents."

As an apologia for the human
hunter, the book surely must be the

best in print, although, since She-

pard insists that hand weapons only

be used, this would hardly apply to

the army of middle-aged "masculin-

ity" that waddles off to the woods

each fall to blaze away at anything

animate, including each other. If

only Paul Shepard had resisted the

temptation to present his recipe for

Utopia in the last twenty pages or

so, he would have written a brilliant

book destined to make a lot of

people do some hard thinking about

many of our traditionally unques-

tioned values. But those last pages

are simply a naive and painful em-

barrassment, and the edifice that

had been built with such brilliance

over the previous two hundred or so

pages collapses in a shambles. Bril-

liance there is in abundance, but as

a book, it is a brilliant failure.

C. Loring Brace is professor of anthro-

pology at the University of Michigan

and curator of physical anthropology

at the university's Museum of Anthro-

pology. He is presently visiting profes-

sor of anthropology at the University

of Auckland in New Zealand.

PURE SILVER

florlda
Indians
ON LEGAL-TENDER COINS

These Republic of Haiti limited-

issue .999-pure silver 10-gourde

coins honor two great Seminoles.

Shown actual size. Includes padded

cases, authenticity document.

Reserve (limit 5) set (s) of Haitian

Seminole coins @> $34 a set. Add $1

to order for shipping. Enclosed is

check OR charge to my credit card:

Card .
.Exp.

Address (no box).

City, State, Zip

ITALCAMBIO, 1470 NE 129 St., North
Miami, Fla. 33161. (Sign credit order.

Money-back guarantee.)

Gel Q good
nighlV /leep.

Cor /lopple/

& Lighl /hield

will help.
Soft, safe Flents Ear Stopples instantly tune out

noise pollution-sleep-stealing snores, traffic roars,

even utter bores, 50t a pair, 6 pairs $1.75.

Lightweight, comfortable Flents Light Shield in-

stantly delights-lets you turn in even with all the

lights turned on. Black, pink or blue. $3.00.

At drug counters. Or send check or M.O. to

Flents Inc., Dept. NH-11, 103 Park Avenue, New

York, N .Y. 100 1 7 NY residents: add sales ta>
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IE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!
¥leiTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

'FISH" WITH A MAGNET
j^^^^ Go treasure hunting on the bottom!

Cj#l^^k

Fascinating fun & sometimes profit-

l^^^k able! Tie a line to our powerful new

^^^B specially designed 150 lb. pull Mag-m net—drop it overboard in bay. river.H lake or ocean. Troll it along bottom—
k^^K^ ^K your "treasured" haul can be outboard

-j^Bp *?F^ motors, anchors, other metal valii-

^K^ ffe-' ables. Has 6 stacked ceramic mag-

H^^*** nets. Lifts more than 150 lbs. under
water!

Ho. 71.135E. . .
.(3y4i3%") - $16.50 Ppd.

75-LB. PULL (1 LB.) W/3 CERAMIC MAGNETS
No. 71,150E. . . (1-11/16x3-1/4"). . . .$10.25 Ppd.

WANKEL ENGINE KIT!
General Motors recently paid $50
million for rigtits to the Wankel. Ford
just signed up! Now you can thrill

to the fun of building your own see-
through, v% scale working motorized
model. This revolutionary pistonless
type engine replaces piston, cylin-
der and crank assemblies with ro-
tating discs (sections removed to
form firing chambers). Kit features
flashing plugs, rubber fan belt, stick-
shift, on-off switch, instructions.
Requires two 1.5v batteries (not in-
cluded).

^tock No. 71.424E (V/z i 5 x 9'T $7.25 Ppd.^^ 519-PAGE WANKEL ENGINE BOOK^M I
Stock No. 9.439E $15.25 Ppd.

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items—plus
4,500 finds for fun, study or profit . . . for every mem-
ber of the family.) Great for unusual Christmas gifts!

YOUR ALPHA

FROM THETA!
For greater relaxation, concentration,
listen to your Alpha Theta brainwaves
Ultrasensitive electrode headband slips
on/off in seconds—eliminates need for
messy creams, etc. Atch'd to amplifier,
filters brainwaves, signals beep for ea.

passed. Monitoring button -simulates Alpha sound; audio &
k Reliable, easy to-use unit—comparable to costlier models.

"
'

" struction booklet.

Alpha or Thcia wave
visual (L.E.D) feedb,

Completely safe. Cor

1635E. (8x3x4"; 24 oz.) $124.50 Pnd.
/I nw rnQT "Qtadted" iimit\ ..« nir ..r.

STARTS SEEDS
IN 3 TO 5 DAYS!
New thermostatically controlled electric

greenhouse provides constant 70° growing

temperature, accelerates seed germination,

helps produce healthy thriving plants ready

for outdoor planting. Big 3 sq. ft. plant-
ing area—29"xI5"x4" box holds 'A bushel of growing medium. Germinates tomato
seeds in 3-5 days: asters, dahlias, petunias, wk. or less. Incl. 3 x 4 ft. clear plastic
cover, supports. Uses reg. home current.

Stock No. 80,153E $14.95 ppj.

I

71,809E. aOi« COST "STARTER" UNIT) $49.95 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPEFT
PLANE
BOOK!

Official fly-them-yourself book
of paper airplanes from SCIEN-

TIFIC AMERICAN'S "ist Interna-
tional Competition". Includes plans
of all winning entries, time-aloft
records, photos, technical data,
commentaries. Has 20 unusual de-
signs on perforated pages for easy
tear-out. You won't believe how
some of them fly! Amusing, enter-
taining. 128 pages, 9" x 11%".

stock No. 9391E $2.95 Ppd.

BOOK Stock No. 9427E $4.95 Ppd.

3" ASTRONOMICAL
REFLECTING TELESCOPE

To 180 Power. Famous Mt. Palomar Type

See the rings of Saturn, the fascinating planet
Mars, Seas and Craters of the Moon, Star Clus-
ters in detail. New improved, aluminized and
overcoated 3" diameter f/10 primary mirror,
ventilated cell. Equatorial mount with locks on
both axes. Equipped with 60x finder telescope,
hardwood triood. Included FREE: VALUABLE
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book:"STAR
CHART"
Stock No. 85,050E $34.95 Ppd.

St^„rk''N„^"«n^f«?™''^^'-l!^,''J!f "''«" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (45, to 270x
?i/^Lrct rH??T.. .-^ ^^^-S" Ppd. Stock No. 85, 105E $110.00 FOB
«*>»p?ffl^^T^nL°?J^cL/AS?/LWATH.<:LOCK DRUE Stock No. 85107E $M^5.00 FOB

S249 50 FOB

REFLECTOR TELESCOPE Stock No
REFLECTOR W/(ELECTR1C) CLOCK DRIVE No. 85,086E

VORDER TODAY! COMPLETE AND MAIL
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.

^^^y 300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007

How Many Stock No. Description

PLEASE SEND Q GIANT FREE CATALOG "E
ADD HANDLING CHARGE^ $1.00 ON ORDERS UNDER $5.00; 500 ON ORDERS OVER SS.Oo'

MERCHANDISE TOTAL $

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN
4,500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS

Completely new '74 Catalog. Packed with huge selection
of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, mag-
nifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and Unique
Lighting items, parts, kits, accesories — many hard-
to-get surplus bargains. lOO's of charts, illustrations.
For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. J. 08007

Please rush Free Giant Catalog "E"

Name_

I encloseQ check

Q money order for $_ City



LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!

A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

BUILD A "PRO"

WEATHER STATION
Meteorology kit can give you the know-how to

check your predictions against official forecasts!

Has remote reading anemometer w/windvane.

Indoor Indicator board flashes neon, shows wind

speed, direction. Safety power cord holds cur-

rent to less than 1 ma. Also: sensitive air-tank

barometer w/2-ft. indicator column: sling

psychrometer to measure rel. humidity; rain

gauge that measures to 1/lOOth inch;

100 ft. lead-in wire; cloud chart; forecast-

^^ Ing manual.

^^^ Stock No. 71,022E $17.00 Ppd.

130 EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICS...
and photography! Optix® Experiments Kit is a com-

plete optical & photography lab for 130 exciting

experiments. Lets you recreate the periscope, tele-

scope, microscope, kaleidoscope! Build a 35mm

reflex camera with interchangeable lens system!

Make, develop photographic film! Enjoy the fun

and fascination of having your own optics lab.

Ot> f^u"y 'llustr 112-pg manual, S'^xU", clearly ex-

plains usage of this stimulating kit's 114 precision

engineered components.

Slock No. 71,646E 522.50 Ppd

(And oi/r FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items—plus
4,500 finds for fun, study or profit . . . for every mem-
ber of the family,) Great for unusual christmas gifts!

AUTHENTIC

ACUPUNCTURE MODEL
Learn first-hand about Asiatic needle probing from exact

duplicate of models used in Red China. IOV2" free-standing

model clearly shows 12 all-important meridian lines and

approx 500 specific points an acupuncturist must learn to

pierce. Precise enough to serve as teaching aid for doctors,

teachers & medical students. Fully illustr instructive 12-page bkit

See why this 5000 yr. old healing & pain removal method has had

such impact on Amer. medicine. Polyethylene (rubberized).

Slock No. 71,778E 512.00 Ppd.

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS-8^ OR 25' DIAMETER

"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stoppers for

stores, terrific for amateur meteorologists.

Create a neighborhood sensation. Great for

decorations, launching radio controlled

airplanes, scuba diving markers, etc.

Amateur meteorologists use to measure

cloud heights, wind speed and tempera-

ture. Made of thin neoprene designed

to burst at high altitudes. Inflate care-

fully with vacuum cleaner or auto air

hose; or locally available helium for

high rise.

Stock No. G0,568E (8' size) ...$ 2.50 Ppd.

Stock No. 60,632E (25' size). . . .$13.95 Ppd.

ROCKS MAKE
GEMSTONE JEWELRY!
Complete Gem Maker Starter Set has everything you

need to make beautiful gemstone jewelry from rough

rock! Tie tacs, necklaces, earings, key chains—more. Fun

& profit! Incis: 2-lb. cap. Lortone tumbler; polish, abra-

sive for 6 lb of rock; jewelry findings; colorful rock mix;

some rocks; epoxy; magnifier; "Pro-Am Guide"; instrs.

UL listed tumbler has continuous-duty fan-cooled motor. Be

a rockhound easily with this complete, inexpensive lapidary set!

^^ Slock No. 80,210E $24.95 Ppd.

TURN PETUNIAS INTO PORCELAIN
Preserve favorite flowers, corsages, wedding

bouquets forever wrth lovely porcelain like

finish. Amazing new kit lets you create lasting

memories easily. Remove stems; insert floral

wire; brush warmed Ceramex® over petals.

When dry coat with glaze for glossy finish, cover

wire w/ floral tape. Instrs also tell how to por-

celanize baby shoes, pipe-cleaner flowers, bot-

tles. Kit incls. white, green, blue, red, yellow

Ceramex®; glaze; floral tape, wire; brush.

Stock No. 71,752E $7.00 Ppd.

USE COUPON ON OTHER PAGE TO ORDER & GET
GIANT FREE CATALOG

BINOCULAR -TO

-

CAMERA HOLDER
Fits any camera for exciting telephoto pictures

35-mm camera with 7 x 50 binocular brings distant

object 7 times nearer. Ideal for long-range photos of wild

life, ships, people, planes, etc. Attaches easily. Use

any binocular or monocular-and camera-still or movie,

color or black & whtie. Gray crinkle and bright chrome

finish. 10" long. Full directions.

Stock No. 70,223E

BIG

6-FT. HOT
AIR BALLOONS

. make spirits soar. When fully inflated (it's easy!) these

colorful 3+ ft. dia. balloons ascend about 200 ft.

on just hot air. Even loft model planes w/ string

tether atchd! Big fun, little money. If nee, repair

easily for long life! Ea. kit incls 10 pre-cut red &

white gores (No. 1 model paper), 6 ft. of 14 ga.

wire for bottom ring, top tie-off cord, instrs.

No. 71,866E ...SET OF 2 $3.75 Ppd.

DELUXE 9-FT. HOT AIR BALLOON KIT

No. 60,691E .$2.50 Ppd.

Er^ltill llWm 1^ TELEPHONE: 609-547-34U8

SCIENTIFIC CO. ^^ BARRINCTOM. MEW JERSEY 0B007
ORDER BY STOCK NUMBER • SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

MONIY-BACK GUARANTEE

IIQ



ideal Yulctlde

BQNSAI
A living miniature tree.

Twenty-years old
complete in its own
stoneware planter^

with instructions on

nple touch of ele-

d or loved one.

Hardy, Beauti-
full Imported
^t>m Japan.

care. These amazing
values come to you
from He! rob Bonsai

Nursery, America's
largest importer of

Bonsai trees.

12" Japanese Pine, 10" Grecian Boxwood
8" Japanese Elm, 8" Japanese Flowering

Quince or 8" Blue Moss Cypress $34.50

each/$62.50 for two/$150 for all five,

delivery included.

We Ship to Canada

More RevleM^s

HEIROB BONSAI NURSERY
Willowemoc Rd., Livingston Manor, N.Y. 12758

(914) 439-5706 Phone Orders Accepted

D 12" Japanese Pine n 8" Japanese Elm

n 8" Japanese Flowering Quince

n 8" Blue Moss Cypress d 10" Grecian Boxwood

D 1 Tree @ $34.50 D 2 Trees @ $62.50

D Ail 5 for $150.00 Complete Catalogue

Enclosed Is my check or money order for $
including sates tax, if any.

Bill my credit card account
for the full amount of $
Plus sales tax, if any.

DDD DDD DDD D DDD
Expiration Date. ,

Address-

State

Share the mis
01 Exploring f
outer Spacer
All DYNASCOPES, Including thlt
superb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy terms! ,

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs.who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE - the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction Is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREEI

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.
331 Church St.. Hartford. Conn. 06101^

• TM ReEistered U.S. Pat. Office

I CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO. I

I

Oept. NH.42 331 Cliurch St., Hartford. Conn. 06101
• Please send your tree Telescope Guide.

i Name

One Cosmic Instant: Man's Fleet-

ing Supremacy, by .John A. Liv-

ingston. Houghton Mifflin Co.,

$5.95; 243 pp.

On television a short time ago 1

heard a spokesman for the de-

velopment of the New .Jersey mead-

owlands say, "Progress calls for the

development of land so near Man-
hattan." The absurdity of that state-

ment, its utter madness, is typical

not only of developers but of the

kind of thinking of all who identify

progress with man's blundering,

greed-inspired attempts to improve

upon nature. It is a psychosis that is

destroying America and many other

parts of the world, animate and in-

animate. It is this psychosis and its

origins that John Livingston, pro-

fessor of environmental studies at

York University, Ontario, examines

in this moving; book. Moving be-

cause the story it has to tell is a sad

one. Livingston tells it from the

viewpoint of a naturalist, but had
he been an anthropologist, with the

insights that living among "primi-

tive" peoples affords one, the story

would have been sadder still. Non-
literate peoples generally main-

tained a beautifully balanced rela-

tionship between themselves and
the natural world. That balance was
upset when men became urbanized,

but the psychosis, developed by
man during the industrial revolu-

tion, did not really get under way
until the middle of the eighteenth

century. Since then its despotism,

disguised as progressive technology,

has "progressively" laid waste not

only to the environment but also to

man. For man is a part of the great

harmony of nature, so that any dis-

harmony introduced into that great

orchestration is likely to affect in

some way every other part of it.

Tlie refusal to understand this is

one of the evasions of the contem-
porary conscience. Some of us are

WORKING
WITH NATURE
A Practical Guide
By John Brainerd. "Invaluable to

every person interested in the land

on which they walk, take their

recreation—or hope to live. It is

difficult to praise it adequately."

—Thalassa Cruso. "Brainerd has

charted a course for all of us to

follow."—Walter S. Boardman.

Illustrated, $15.00

CONSERVING
LIFE ON EARTH
By David W. Ehrenfeid. "An
extremely valuable addition to a

literature in shocking disarray

and in danger of losing its center."

—Natural History. "I do urge you to

get this beautifully written book.

It is one of the best I have ever

read and I have read most of those

on the subject."—/Irf/iur Godfrey

Illustrated, $10.00

MAN IN
TROPICAL
AFRICA
The Environmental

Predicament
By D. F. Owen. Can attacks on

disease, insects, and malnutrition

actually diminish the quality of

life by upsetting the ecological

balance? D. F. Owen finds

disturbing signs in a region of

rapid environmental change. $7.95.

OXFORD
UNIVERSITY
PRESS
200 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016



I want to give Natural History for Christmas

Enter my gift (a one-year Associate Membership in The American IVIuseum
of Natural History and 10 issues of Natural History magazine) for the people
listed below Bill me later at S8 for the first gift, $7 for each additional gift.

SEND GIFT TO: NEW RENEWAL MY NAME

NAME
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Natural History
P.O. Box 5000

Des Moines, Iowa 50306

First Class

Permit No 4946

Des Moines. Iowa



We're the crackpots
who for 73 years have been
concerned >vith endangered species,

natural resources and pollution.

Ifyou know any more crackpots like us— even
if they're younger than we are—wouldnt
they share your pleasure in Natural History

Magazine?

What better gift for the season of good-

will than a years Associate Membership at

The American Museum of Natural History...

plus ten thoughtful and lively issues of the

magazine you re holding in your hands'? And
what better way to say— for a very modest
price—that you want your friends happy new
year to bring them something you value your-

self; something you know they will value,

because they, too, are the kind of crackpots

who want a better world.

Use the card bound over this page to

order your gifts of Natural History. And by all

means use our special Christmas rate: $8 for

the first year-long gift; just $7 for each addi-

tional gift you order.

If someone's already made off with the

card (or if you have more friends than our

card allows for), just send your instructions to

Natural History Magazine, P.O Box 5000,

Des Moines, Iowa. 50306. Please remember
that well need zip codes for your address as

well as your friends'.

We'll send gift cards, of course. And a

Merry Christmas to you, too.

The American Museum of Natural History
New York. New York 10024



^

1
TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
need elp. ScBut frankly, we still

without any further ado, we would now ask

ou to continue in the battle to keep alive and
ree, the heritage of East African wildlife that

elongs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques
on be "What WAS . . rather than "What
. a Cheetah?' But that could be the

(ith and oti

,/ities of theE
; tobecurtaile
leopard and

if the
ast African Wildlife



Mail Order Comianv

Hams and Bacon
prepared in the

early American
time consuming way

Old-fashioned

smoked hams
Our hefty hams are generously

drenched in molasses for weeks,

then slow smoked over hickory

logs. Next we bake them fully,

glazing all the way. Ready to

serve, just heat for an hour in

the oven. A magnificent gourmet
experience, an unforgettable gift.

Real country-

cured bacon
We take three weeks to cure and

hickory-smoke our lean bacon.

The taste is smokier, heartier,

absolute perfection.

Peppcridgc Farm remembers

how ham and

bacon should taste.

Ham:
5 to 5/2 lbs. $18.75

10 to 11 lbs. $36.65

Bacon Bag No. 1:

2 lbs. country-cured bacon $6.75

Bacon Bag No. 2:

1 lb. country-cured bacon and
1 lb. Canadian bacon $8.90

Send check, money order, or
MasterCharge or BankAmericard
number to:

FZFFBUECE FARM MAIL OROER CO. INC.

Dept. NH-11. Box 7000. Norwalk,
Conn. 06856.

Send for free catalogue of all Pep-
peridge Farm delicacies, available

only by mail.

Flowers and Trees of Tudou
England, by Clare Putnam. Nrir

York Graphic Sociclr, $13.50; iiii-

/iiiiicd: illiis.

The New York Graphic Socieh

has made available at a mod-

est price this fine reproduction ol

early sixteenth-century illuslrati\r

ail. Here aic thirty-two fuU-coloi-

plalcs from the volume in the Bod-

leian Librai'Y at Oxford known as

MS Ashmole 1504. The main sub-

jects are plants, trees, and shrubs

embellished with a miscellany of

Tudor landscapes, household uten-

sils, musical instruments, insects.

and animals. These primitive,

highly stylized pictures, totally lack-

ing perspective, make no attempt at

botanical accuracy; yet their iden-

tity is unmistakable. Opposite each

plate is an entertaining commentary

by Dr. Clare Putnam on the origin,

history, herbal properties, and leg-

ends of the plants depicted. The
manuscript was thought to be the

"pattern book" of a manuscript il-

luminator but it might also have

been designed as a picture book for

a child. Tlie artist is unknown.
In the Introduction, Dr. W. 0.

Hassall of the Bodleian Library

gives a scholarly account of the his-

tory and probable origins of this

Ashmole manuscript and discusses

the school of illumination to which

it belongs. He writes:

"Elias Ashmole (1617-92) was a

PERSONAL
ADVENTURES IN
EAST AFRICA

Leisurely field trips under informative lead-

ership. Three-week tours by car. Longer, more
extensive tours by private plane.

YOU'LL LIVE IN THE WILDERNESS right

among the animals ... elephants, hippos, rhi-

nos. The hoofed beasts: zebra, giraffe, impala,

wildebeeste, buffalo and others. The predators;

lion, leopard, cheetah plus smaller hunters.

More birds than you ever imagined.

YOU'LL SEE the whole magnificent land from

the snows of Mt. Kenya and Kilimanjaro to the

beaches of the Indian Ocean . . . tribesmen as

natural and exotic as the wildlife ... white

settlers . . . Asians in turbans or saris . . . veiled

Moslem women ... the ethnic struggle . . . trib-

alism vs. nationalism . . . agriculture vs. conser-

vation . . . progress vs. prehistoric folkways.

YOU'LL BE COMFORTABLE. Room and bath

at delightful lodges-uncrowded cars-everyone

has body room and a window seat-new luxuri-

ous five passenger 2-engine planes-leisurely

pace-frequently two nights in the same place.

GENEROUSLY INCLU-
SIVE PRICES- including

tips—no hidden extras—

with round trip air from

New York. From $1777

depending on itinerary

»^-.-».o and season.

For brochure, see your travel agent or write to:

National



YOU SEE MORE
WITH QUESTAR
Wouldn't you enjoy observing wildlife so

conveniently; seeing and photographing it,

at whatever the distance, in the amazing
detail that only Questar can give you?
And the Questar Carpod makes it so easy,

no need to lug heavy equipment around in

field and swamp. Questar brings your quarry

right to your eye, while you relax in comfort.
The burrowing owl, for example, is only

9 inches long and was caught in sharp focus

at 75 feet while he was still wondering
whether his careful concealment had been
discovered.

QUESTAR. WORLDS FINEST, MOST VERSATILE TELE-
SCOPE IS DESCRIBED IN OUR BOOKLET CONTAINING
150 PHOTOGRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS. SEND $1
FOR MAILING IN N. AMERICA; BY AIR TO S. AMER-
ICA, $2.50; EUROPE AND N. AFRICA, $3; ELSEWHERE,
$3.50.

man oi wide interests. These in-

cluded heraldry, local history, al-

rhcniy, astrology and poetry. . . .

He acquired for his Ubrary various

collections of papers including

those of Simon Forman (d.l611)

and William Lilly, the astrologer.

The curiosities' which he inherited

Irom John Tradescant ibrmed the

nucleus of the museum which he

founded and which commemorates
his name. He placed them in a

Imiiding completed in 1683. latef

called the Old Ashniolean wherein

the inuseum of the history of

science is now housed. . . . His

manuscripts, together with those ol

Anthony Wood and William Dug-

dale, were transferred from the

Ashmolean Museum to the Bod-

leian Library in I860."'

According to two authorities.

Prof. Otto Pacht and Dr. Jona-

than Alexander, the date of the

Ashmole manuscript is between

1520 and 1530. It therefore offers

curious examples of some of the

popular herbs in use in the, early

sixteenth century. The incidental il-

lustrations, arranged at the base of

each plate, afford glimpses of birds,

beasts (both mythical and real),

coats of arms, and numerous sub-

jects and objects of the English Tu-

dor period.

This attractive, well-made book

should appeal to bibliophiles, herb

enthusiasts, artists, and all who
have an appreciation of plants and

their portrayal in the graphic arts.

Eliz.\beth C. Hall
The Horticultural Society

of New York

^^Discover
Galapagos

Ihc di> i.nl\

\v:iy lo .-.CL- Ihc unn|ui: G.ihip.iuos Lsl;injs

IS on our Icisurcl) i\ui-\M;ck cruisL-s in ihi;

Iwclvc passenger schooner Golden Cach-
alot' with its superb British crew ol' eight.

These cruises operate all year round.

For budget-minded travelers who are inter-

ested in ecology, wildlife and photography,
we also oft'er our special Galapagos Islands

Thrift Cruise from June 9 to 22, 1974 in the

privately chartered 70-nassenger mv
Iguana*', accompanied by Mr. Brian
Davies, Executive Director of the Inter-

national Fund for Animal Welfare. Inc.

IJrocliurcs on holh pnifnini'. .irt ;iv^iil;ihL- frdni:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STRliET, NEW YORK, NY 10036

TELEPHONE (212)35-16634

h,nh ships .lie rcjiMurcd m Lcuadur

WHEN YOU WRITE TO
NATURAL HISTORY
about a change of address, renewal of

subscription, billing, or any kind of ad-

lustment, send the present address label

from the magazine wrapper.

Moving? Please notify 6 weeks in ad-

vance.

You can use this form to tell us about a

move or order a subscription.

Change of address— attach your address

label in this dotted area and fill in your

new address at left, clip and mail to:

Natural History Magazine. Membership

Services, Box 6000, Des Moines, Iowa

50306.

A new subscription—Check box and fill in

name and address below.
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How to Fly, Japanese Style.

One man's sushi

is another man's steak.

ifff^<^

There's just no second guessing about taste.

So, to keep everyone happy, we have

a simple solution.

Two cuisines.

One is Japanese.

The other is Continental.

No matter which one you choose—the
familiar or the adventurous—one thing

remains the same : the elegant, understated

service that is ours alone.

It's reflected in the smile of your JAL
hostess as she offers you a steaming

oshibori towel to refresh yourself. Her

delicate grace as she pours your sake. The
very special way she makes you feel like

an honored guest at a family banquet.

Unique service like this doesn't just

happen at mealtime. From our first hello

to our last sayonara, we do our best to

prove there's as much difference between

airlines as between air-

line menus.

We're the one where
East meets West.

^JAPAN AIR UNES

Japan Air Lines
RO. Box 888
Burlingame, California 94010

I'd like to know more about the food of

the Orient. Please send me your free booklet,

"Pictorial Guide to Oriental Cuisine."

Name

Address.

City

My travel agent is_

-State- -Zip-

Please have a travel

consultant call me at.



^stial Events
Ijy Tlioiiiass 13. Nioliolwon

Sun and Moon The sun moves continually southward with re-

spect to the earth's Equator, resulting in shorter days and longer nights

in the Northern Hemisphere. The moon is at last-cpiarter phase on No-

vember 17, new moon on November 24. The early evening crescent

should be visible by November 27, and the moon remains in the eve-

ning sky past first-quarter on December 2 to full moon on December 9.

Planets Three planets are in the sunset sky and two in the dawn

sky. At dusk, look for Venus low in the southwest, setting shortly after

dark; Jupiter high in the southwest in early evening, setting before mid-

night; and Mars high in the east, setting after midnight. Saturn rises in the

east before midnight. Shortly before sunrise, Saturn will be in the south-

west; Mercurv, about a week before and after its greatest westerly elonga-

tion on November 27, will be in favorable position low in the east.

Partial Lunar Eelipse Observers throughout North

America will be able to see the partial eclipse of the moon that occurs

on December 9, although only a small arc of the moon's lower edge

will enter the earth's shadow. A darkening along the bottom edge of the

moon wiU begin to appear at about 8:09 p.m., EST, proceed to the right

across the bottom edge, reach maximum size (covering about 10 percent

of the moon's diameter) at about 8:45 p.m., and leave the moon at

about 9:20 p.m.

Comet Kehoutek If this newly discovered comet does

brighten as anticipated, it should be visible in the morning sky from

about mid-November to mid-December. Look to the southeast, near the

horizon, about two hours or so before sunrise. Although the comet

should continue to brighten after mid-December, it will be moving

closer to the sun and will be spending most of its time in our dayUght

sky. It should be brightest and easiest to see about mid-January when it

will be in the evening sky.

November 17: The Leonid meteor shower reaches maximum. Al-

though the last-quarter moon wilL brighten after-midnight skies, this

well-known shower often produces very swift and bright objects. Counts

in normal years aie about 15 per hour.

November 19: Mercury becomes stationary and resumes direct (east-

ward) motion.

November 27: Mercury is at greatest elongation to the right of the

sun, making it a favorably located morning star, rising about two hours

before the sun. Mars is stationary and begins to move eastwcu^d (to the

left) back toward Aries.

November 28: Moon reaches apogee, farthest from earth. Venus is

below and to the right of the crescent moon.

November 29-30: Jupiter is near- the moon on both nights.

December 5-6: Mars is near the moon on both evenings.

December 9: Partial lunar eclipse, visible in North America.

December 10: Moon is at perigee, and perigee spring tides (higher

highs) follow the full moon of the 9th. Saturn is quite close to the moon
in the early evening. Just after moonrise, observers in northeastern

United States and eastern Canada will see the moon pass in front of Sat-

urn. The occultation will last about an hour.

December 13: The gibbous moon, bright in the morning sky, will in-

terfere with observations of the Geminid meteoc. shower. One of the

more productive annual showers (50 meteors per hour per observer) the

Geminids reach maximum tonight.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom, then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

'"
\i. on November 15; 9:20 p.m. on November 30; and 8:20 p.m. on Decem-

t can be used for about an hour before and after these times.
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A special, very limited, pure silver edition...

OFFICIAL NATIONALMRKS
.4% MEDAL SERIES

^W^»*.

• Limited edition of 3,000 sets • Struck in .999 pure silver

i Magnificent high-relief • Both sides fully sculptured and hand-rubbed for greater depth

A very valuable and beautiful series of medals has been

produced to honor 36 of America's National Parks. These

fine works of art carefully capture the scenic wonders and

uniqueness of each park. Designed by Frank Hagel, one of

the West's most prominent artists, each medal is fully

sculptured on both sides in dramatic high relief, then

toned and hand rubbed to add even greater depth. The

medals are 39 mm. in diameter- larger and thicker than a

silver dollar and struck in .999 pure silver, a silver much

finer than sterling.

A LIMITED EDITION -MOST LIKELY TO INCREASE IN VALUE

To assure the rarity, so important to collectors and in-

vestors, only 3,000 complete sets will be produced. This

will make the series even more valuable in the years to

come. Subscribers will also be guaranteed a fixed price of

$14.75 per medal, no matter how high the price of silver

rises on the international market.

PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE NATIONAL PARK FOUNDATION

Subscription to this series provides an opportunity to own
a valuable art medal collection and to contribute to the

maintenance of present parks and creation of new parks

through royalties paid to the National Park Foundation.

KEYSTONE MEDAL IS FREE -MEDAL ALBUM A GIFT

"hen you subscribe to the full silver series, you receive the

""''"'^'""^"'.as a complinientary gift. This is the official

lernorative. You also receive, as a gift, a .
'"

album for display of all 36 medals, v*--.

Your complimentary Keystone Medal, album and your first

medal will be sent to you for a free 10-day examination. If,

after 10 days, you choose to subscribe to the full series you

pay only $14.75 and, at the same time, guarantee your

reservation for the full series. Following this, one official

medal will be issued and sent to you each month. You will

be billed $14.75 for each medal until your collection is

complete. Orders must be accepted on a first come, first

served basis.

HIGH RELIEF BRONZE MEDALS ALSO AVAILABLE

All 36 National Park medals are also available in rugged

high relief bronze. When you subscribe to the bronze series,

you will receive the free Keystone Medal plus five additional

medals of parks of your choice and a handsome art medal

album, for a 10-day examination period. If you should de-

cide to keep the medals, you will then be billed $20.00..You

are under no obligation of any kind to order additional

medals. If, however, you wish to complete your series, you

may purchase additional medals at $4.00 each (plus post-

age and handling).

THE PERFECT GIFT

Here is a rare opportunity to share with your loved-ones a

gift they will cherish for a lifetime. Place your order now to

insure delivery in time for this holiday season. For your

introductory examination of either the silver or bronze

medals, send the attached order form or write to:

Roche-Jaune, Inc., Dept. 10

Kalispell, Montana 59901

m OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE.



OFFICIAL NATIONAL
PARKS MEDAL SERIES

• Limited edition of 3,000 sets

• Struck in .999 pure silver

•Magnificent high-relief

•Both sides fully sculptured and
hand-rubbed for greater depth

MAIL CARD TODAY TO ASSURE DELIVERY I

Official National Parks Medal Series
ORDER AND INFORMATION FORM
Roche-Jaune, Inc. Dept. 10

Kalispell, Montana 59901

Please send the items I have checked below:

LJ SILVER SERIES^ Please send the free Keystone Medal and one

additional medal for me to examine. If at the end of 10 days, I

choose to keep the medals, I will remit $14.75. The 34 medals to

complete the series will then be sent to me at the rate of one per

month. I agree to prepay $14.75 for each. (Postage, handling paid.)

D BRONZE SERIES. Please send the free Keystone Medal and the

five additional medals I have listed below for me to examine. If, at

the end of 10 days, I choose to keep the medals, I will remit

$20.00. I understand that I am under no obligation to buy addi-

tional medals, but should I choose to do so, I may purchase

additional medals at $4.00 each (plus postage and handling).

List preferred medals here

n PLEASE SEND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
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• Limited edition of 3,000 sets

• Struck in .999 pure silver

•Magnificent high-relief

• Both sides fully sculptured and
hand-rubbed for greater depth

I
MAIL CARD TODAY TO ASSURE DELIVERY



Before the wind rises or the tide changes or somebody throws a rock into your moment, use a IVIinolta

SR-T camera to make it part of you.

You're comfortable with a Minolta SR-T from the moment you pick it up. This is the 35mm reflex that

lets you concentrate on mood and insight. The viewfinder gives you all the information you want for focusing

and exposure. Because you never have to look away to adjust a fast-handling Minolta SR-T, you're free to

catch the one photograph that could never be taken again.

The SR-T 101 lets you use microprism focusing with a ground glass collar. A scale in the viewfinder

shows your shutter speed, from 1 to 1/lOOOth second, plus bulb.

The SR-T 102 gives you split screen focusing with a microprism collar, and adds an aperture read out

to the shutter speed scale in the viewfinder. And the SR-T 102 makes it easy to get deliberate multiple ex-

posures with remarkable accuracy.

All Minolta SR-T cameras give you the patented "CLC" through-the-lens metering system. It protects

you from under-exposure by automatically compensating in high contrast light. Meter-coupled Rokkor lenses

stay at maximum aperture, so the finder is always at full brightness until the moment of exposure.

When you see something that needs a different perspective, just snap on one of the complete system

of Rokkor lenses from super-wide 16mm to super-long 1600mm, plus zoom and macro lenses. It takes just

seconds, with no ASA or f/stop realignment to waste

yourtime.
Try a Minolta SR-T camera. You've kept your

ideas to yourself long enough.
For more information, see your photo dealer

or write Minolta Corporation, Consumer Products

Division, 200 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y.

10003. In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.

Minolta SR-T lOI/Minolta SR-T 102

Minolta helpsyou keep the peace.

When identified by a factay-sealed "M" tag, Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are warranted by IVIinolta Corp. against defects in workman-

ship and materials for tvyq years from date of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera will be serviced at no charge pro-

vided it is returned withif the warranty period, postpaid, securely packaged and including $2.00 for mailing, handling and insurance.



Multipurpose

TELESCOPES

Rings of Saturn— Celestron 14

Woodduck at -70'— Celestr

C-^A. -»- r.

Nature Observers . . . Telephotographers . . . Amateur Astronomers

Study the Eye of a Bee at 20 ft. or a Twirling Galaxy at 2 million light years

Imagine owning a large observatory telescope with a light grasp nearly 200 times that of the un-
aided eye, yet so portable it can be carried aboard an airplane as hand luggage. That's the Celestron
5. Or imagine owning an even larger telescope, suitable for deep-sky research, that one person can
disassemble and load into a compact car in five minutes for a remote star party outing. That's the
Celestron 7 4. What's the secret? Celestron Sehmidt-Cassegrain optics. These instruments optically fold
the long focal length of a massively stable, large observatory telescope inside a lightweight, com-
pact tube. This means that while you get aperture large enough to produce the bright, detailed
images that make high powers worth using, you also get an instrument so portable you'll alvftrys

take it with you on nature outings or star parties. What's more, the perfectly figured Sehmidt-Cas-
segrain mirror /lens system is capable of sharper images over a wider flat field than any other pro-
duction telescope — and no other manufacturer offers a Sehmidt-Cassegrain of quality comparable
to the Celestron.

WHAT SIZB TIUSCOM BEST SUfTS YOUR NEEDS?

The Celestron 5 — A briefcase observatory for nature enthusiasts
and the world's smallest 5-inch table-top observatory. Study the
onlennae of a butterfly ot 75 ft. Observe or photograph tiny lunar
craterlets, the rings of Saturn, brilliant galactic star clusters, the
brighter nebulae. Convenient adapters quickly couple most 35mm
SIR camera bodies. Tube demounts for hand-held 25X telephoto
shots . . . Useful Powers — 25-300X . . . Light Grasp (vs. eye) —
I88X . . . Resolution - 0.8 arc sec. . . . Weight — 12 lbs. . . . Base
Price — $625.

'he Celestron S — This mosi popular of the Celestron line combines
'eaturss of the large-cperlure Celestron 14 and the super-
.-ilsstron 5. Optimum for serious amateur astronomers and

the ultimate in telephotography. Inspect the wing structure of on

eagle a mile owoy. Study the polar caps of Mars, the spectra of

stars, the filamentary detail of distant nebulae, spiral galaxies . .

Useful Powers - 50-500X ... Light Grasp (vs. eye) - 510X
. . . Resolution — 0.5 arc sec. . . . Weight — 23 lbs. . . . Base Price

- $895.

The Celestron M — The world's largest one-man portable observa-

tory telescope. Ideal for advanced amateurs and science centers.

Disassembles in five minutes into components weighing less than

40 lbs. each. Reveals intricate planetary detail, elusive stellar hues

in globular clusters, delicate structures of remote nebulae and
galaxies. Push-button, hand-held controls . . . Useful Powers — 50-

850X . . . Light Grasp (vs. eye) - 1 ,760X . . . Resolution — 0.28

arc sec. . . . Weight — 108 lbs. . . . Base Price — $3,600.

Phone 1.4.(2/3)534-2322
2430 Amsler, Box 3578H n.Y. (212) 834-1888
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R'oinunder *25.
In just 60 seconds, a Polaroid Land camera

captures the spirit of Christmas. And lets you

hold it in your hand.

It's the kind of magic that lasts all year long.

And here are seven great ways you can give it.

Square Shooter 2. Under $25.

Our least expensive all-purpose camera. It's

strictly color and you can save up to 25% * with

our square film. There's an electric eye and elec-

tronic shutter for automatic exposures (even

for flash). A sharp 3-element lens. An ingenious

viewfinder and built-in flash.

Minute Maker Kit. Under $36.

This handy little kit contains everything

you need to take instant pictures. There's the

n.Tn.Ti^ Square Shooter 2, our

most popular camera.

2 Sylvania Blue Dot
flashcubes (4 shots

each). A pack of

square color film (for

8 beautiful moments).

And a coupon good
for 3 free copies of a

favorite instant pic-

ture. A handsome carrying case wraps it all up.

The Colorpack Camera. Under $40.

The surprise here is that it doesn't cost more.

This camera takes both color and black-and-

white shots. (Big rectangular pictures. 3 Va
"

xAVa" .) And a built-in development timer

tells you when they're ready. It has a 3-

element lens. And our unique face-in- ^

the-square viewfinder. And it takes

standard or Hi-Power cubes (for

great flash pictures up to 1 2 ft
.
)

.

Models 420, 430, 440, 450.

From under $71
with Focused Flash.**

Our 400s are well worth looking into. They
all use Focused Flash which, as you focus, auto-

matically keeps the picture from being too light

or too dark.

The 420 is the most economical. It gives big

color pictures in a minute or black-and-white

in seconds. Our 430 has a built-in mechanical

timer that buzzes when the picture is ready. Our
440 can take automatic time exposures up to

5 seconds. It also has a built-in timer. Our
450 is the top of this fine. (Under $176 with

Focused Flash.**) An electronic development

timer beeps when the picture is ready. And it

has a deluxe Zeiss Ikon single-window range-

finder-viewfinder.

Colorpack Film.

One pack of film gives 8 beautiful Christ-

mas presents on the spot. Type 88 for the

Square Shooter 2. Type 108 for our other pack

cameras.

Polaroid Land Cameras



Now's
the time
to invest

in signed
originals by
Waterford;

Each piece of

Waterford crystal is a

signed work of art,

made by fiand withi

heart, as it was two

hundred years ago.

No other crystal has

a higher lead content.

Hold Waterford to

the light and you can

see faintly etched the

mark that identifies it

as an authentic work

of art.

There's no more

propitious time for you

to invest in Waterford,

Each piece of

Waterford crystal is an

investment in timeles'^

beauty. You live with

it now; yet it grows

more valuable with the

passing years.

Recognizing the

cherished heritage that

is Waterford's alone,

museums the world

over exhibit antique

pieces of this fabled

Irish crystal.

To illustrate a few

current works of art:

Kinsale goblet, $11

Vase; 8;' $30,50;

10!' $49; 12',' $63,50

Tall Salt & Pepper,

$26,50 the pair

If you'd like to see

more, visit the Waterford

Gallery at the important

store in your area. Or

write for free fullcoloi

booklet, Waterford,

225 Fifth Avenue, New
York, New York 10010.

Isn't it time you

started collecting signed

originals by Waterford?

(And English bone
china byAyns/ey, to

go with it?)
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102 Sky Reporter: The Hospitable Planet Earth

Gregory- Benford

104 Celestial Events

Thomas D. Nicholson
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Cover: W earing only a loincloth, a Japanese man displays his fall-body tattoo suit

depicting a traditional folk hero. Photograph by George and Claire Louden.
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Auttiors

Asked why he studied lood-re-

lated energy consumption, Eric

Hirst replied, "I've always been

thrifty: mv wife would say cheap."

Hirst, a research engineer in the

Environmental Program at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory in Ten-

nessee, is studying energy-use pat-

terns in hopes of slowing growth

SS&8



In3 seconds
yorfllknowwhich electric portable

to give this Christmas.
Smith-Coronas new Cartridge Ribbon Typewriter.

It's the only one with the 3-second ribbon change.
Which is the quickest, simplest typewriter ribbon

change there is. Also, the cleanest.

What's more, Coronamatic™ Ribbon Cartridges come
in nylon and carbon film (the kind usually available only
with expensive office typewriters).

So in the same 3 seconds it takes to change a cartridge,

you can now change to carbon film for typing that looks

like printing.

It's like having two typewriters in one. One for

day-to-day use. The other for more professional-looking

correspondence or reports.

And in case you make a mistake, there's a correction
ribbon in a Coronamatic cartridge, so you can correct

errors in seconds.
There's also an assortment of colors— so you can add

a little (or a lot of) color to your typing if you feel like it.

Smith-Corona's new cartridge ribbon typewriters.

Now that you know which electric portable to give,

the question is who to give it to. Or, better yet, who to get

it from.

SMITH-CORONA
SCM CORPORATION



willing to

invest $1691
each in

zebras,

elephants
and
black-maned
lions.

(Photography
permitted.)

For more
information

contact

The Red Baron.
Price includes 18-day tour to Nairobi
National Park, Ngorongoro Crater, Lal<e
Manyara Reserve, Serengeti Game Re-
serve and other locations. A Lufttiansa
jet to and from Africa, deluxe accom-
modations, guides, local transportation
and most meals will be provided. For
this and other tours write for free pro-
spectus. And remember, you can use
your American Express Money Card to
pay for your trip.

I 1

I

The Red Baron
Lufthansa German Airlines, Dept.

II
640 Hempstead Tpke. NAHA1 200

East Meadow, N.Y. 11554

I Please send me your booklet "African

I
Odyssey" (109) detailing all of your
safari itineraries. I understand the

I
price is based on round-trip GIT air

fare, economy class, double occu-

I
pancy.

Name

I Cily_

I My Travel Agent is I

I© Lufthansa I

t German Airlines!
I

Fly with The Baron. i

He knows how to travel. :

-*bti cKMa IRK! ^m H^H 1^^ ^gj

Wang Siiiij^ ami i^u ( iliaiiii-kmi.

autliois of "Gianl Pandas in llu-

Willi," are research assistants at the

Institute of Zoology, Chinese Acad-

eniv of Sciences. The article is

adajjlcd from "The Gianl Panda,"

wliich appeared in China Recon-

siruiUs. May, 1973.

When Vincent Sarieh, a bio-

chemical researcher, ohiained blood



The real

Through this area, in only

one of the oil pipelines that

lies beneath it, have moved

24 million gallons of energy

in the past month. Energy

that powers industry, homes,

cars, planes, ships, trucks.

Energy that sustains the

life style Americans have

come to take for granted.

The ideal

Continuity of supply by

responsible energy

companies that have

demonstrated their concern

for the environment.

We learned a long time ago

that practical things needn't

be ugly. That they needn't

be seen at all. And that they

needn't waste valuable land,

divide neighborhoods,

create an industrial feel in

a rural atmosphere.

AtlanticRichfleldCompany



littleThunder
r own.

Thunderbird '74.

The one that tells you
you're finally in the car you belong in.

Brilliant styling. A whisper of sport,
j

And that celebrated Thunderbird rid

From its distinctive front end to its d
luxury interior, Thunderbird '74 hn« -i

just about everything you'll eve

Including air conditioning, the

opera windows, vinyl roof, tinte

steel-belted radial ply tires and a

engine. All standard. And you can ad<

the optional Power-Operated Suiirooll

the new Glass Moonroof

.

Thunderbird. At your Ford Dealer's.

Unique in all the world.

I
Thunderbird 1974.

ThUhdermrdshotOn with

onal Exterior Decor Group, Moonroof,

te Wheel Covers, Deluxe Bumper Group^

irdy Velour Cloth trim and Glamourpaint.

m.





stocked
« i Miaiiam the Conqueror

jh our supermarkets.
He knew a good thing. Silks and spices,

gold, ivory, peacock feathers. And the beau-

tiful bargains are still to be had. In places

like this-the market in our walled city of

Harrar. Arab traders first came here in the

7th century. .

The Harrar market-and the market m ,

Addis Ababa, largest of its kind anywhere-

are still going strong. Same bargains, same

friendly haggling. Same diversity of bargain
.;

hunters, coming on foot, camel, donkey, and

by car. But that's Ethiopia, the Hidden

Empire. Hidden from most of the world

for centuries.

Discover Ethiopia. Be-

fore everyone else does.

The bargains are waiting

And so is the welcome

Talk to your travel agent

or fill in the coupon at the

bottom of the page.

I'd like to be among the first to discover Ethiopia, the Hidden Ennpire, with

Ethiopian Airlines (dailv Boeing flights from Europe). Please send me brochures.

Ethiopian Airlines, 200 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.10017,Tel. (212) 867-0095.

The Key to the Hidden Empire



Letters

Hiiiiian Evolution
The two letters in the October,

1973, issue commenting on "The

Other Genesis," bv Salvador E.

Luiia [June-Julv, 1973], caused me
to reread that article and triggered

this letter. Surely, when the author

wrote "a nucleic acid molecule

leai-ned to direct the assembly of a

protein, which in turn helped the

copying of the nucleic acid itself,"

most readers know he did not mean

"learned" as would be done in

some sort of school. Rather, he

meant "learned" through the

method of trial and error. When
one considers the tremendous num-

ber of atoms and molecules contin-

uously interacting, the biUions of

years this has been going on, the

number of reactions going on simul-

taneously and, therefore, the super-

lai-ge number of reactions that have

occurred, it is not astonishing at all

that man evolved into existence.

1 find Mr. Luria's article most

plausible and much more believable

than the simple-minded ex-

planations developed, in many ver-

sions, by people in the past. Tliose

who prefer those explanations must

still be living in the past, or so con-

vinced of their own "specialness"

that they truly believe they could

only have originated in "instanta-

neous creation" bv some all-pow-

erful being. If such an all-powerful

being exists (which has been nei-

ther proved nor disproved and

probably never will be), it certainly

is just as likely it would have

created man by the evolutionary

process as by pointing its finger or

waving its hand, as many prefer to

believe.

K we ever breed or pollute our-

selves to extinction it could indicate

that the supreme being exists, is

tired of us. and is using those meth-

ods to get rid of a no longer wanted

toy. However, if through exercise of

the better human qualities of com-

mon sense, cooperation, restraint,

and intelligent planning, we are

able to extricate ourselves from our

How to give a camera an IQ test.
Many a smart camera body conceals

a dullbrain. Butwith these test questions

you can find out exactly how much
intelligence you're buying.

1. Can the camera read its own
light meter? Two points for yes.

2. Better yet, can it read two meters?

Three points. The most astute cameras,

you see, have both a spot and an aver-

aging meter 3. Does it read the light

from behind the lens? If so, two bonus

points. 4. And the aperture. Does it set

its own? And reset it the instant a

cloud drifts over? Three points. 5. Is

the camera smart enough to adapt

to different viewfinders? And smart

enough to make its metering system

work with all of them? Four points if it is.

Warning: most cameras with high

IQs also have high prices. But we might

save you some time and money by

mentioning that our Auto Sensorex EE
scores 14 and only costs about $340'

(with a full 3-year guarantee**). And
we think what you do with these facts

amounts to a test of -jPiAi*,;;,

^°"'^ MIRANDA^
^

The dream camera

. For details, write DepI- FK, AlC Photo, Inc.. Carle Place, N.Y,, 11514.^

Volkswagen offers

6 nonscheduled tours of Europe.

Planned itineraries are fine.

Volkswagens are better.

With a Bug, a Bus, a sleel< little

Karmann Ghia, or any Volkswagen

you can write your own ticket.

Paris today. Cannes tomorrow.

If you're adventurous, you can

even save a few bucks on hotels with

the VW Camper.

It's up to you. And your Volkswagen

dealer. He's the guy who can arrange

Headrests shown on Bus and Camper ore optic

for the car, and take care of the

details. Like licensing, registration and

insurance.

He can also arrange to have your

VW shipped back to the States.

So if you're thinking about Europe,

think about this.

Aren't you taking a vacation to

get away from timetables and train

schedules?

For details fill in the blanks below.

Volkswagen of America, Tourist Deliirery

Dept. NH-6, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632 ®
Addre

City_ _Zip #_



The binocular
for people who
don't want to
carry binoculars.

Finally, the binoculars you can

hide in your pocket . . . the only ones

you'll want to take everywhere. Be-

cause you won't even be aware that

you're carrying a pair of binoculars.

They're so tiny. And so light-

weight. Even smaller than a pack of

100 s cigarettes, and little more than 5
ounces! Yet, the Konica 6x20 and
8x20 Pocket Binoculars equal or ex-

ceed the performance of bigger con-

ventional binoculars in actual field use.

Both models have a precision 16-

element optical system that brings the

world either 6 or 8 times closer. The
6x20 Model was made for you if you
want pocket binoculars for all-purpose

viewing. And the 8x20 Model, if you
want even more magnification.

But our greatest accomplishment
is giving you all this for such a reason-

able price: under $100°. After all,

what would be the point of making a

small binocular if we charged you a

big price?

Berkey Marketing Go's., Inc.l^Jg-.-r-i

Woodside, New York 11377. ra°°'°-M

KONICA
6x20 and 8x20 Roof Prism

Pockst Binoculars

fi^~«^-*

3itt packcced with pouch,
- Ct5rr'=ias are sold.

present environmental mess, it will

i)e a rather convincing demonstra-

tion that Mr. Luria's version of

"Genesis" is closer to the true one.

J. J. COMBKS

Huntinglon, New York

Scientists
iind the Bomb

1 would like to point out a major

error as voiced by Ms. Joyce

Kasinsky (October, 1973, "Let-

ters") in reference to her comment

on "Hard Times for American

Science" [August^September,

1973]. Japan had not capitulated at

the time Hiroshima was atomic

bombed. As a matter of fact, it was

a few days after Nagasaki was lev-

eled that Japan decided to surren-

der.

I would suggest that Ms.

Kasinsky do a bit more historic re-

search before she seeks to brand

scientists of any kind as "nuclear

barbarians."

Allen J. Duffis

Landing, New Jersey

Still Struggling-
foi' Power

"Man's Age-old Struggle for

Power" [October, 1973] presents a

well-documented history of past en-

ergy crises and their resolutions,

but I think the author's optimistic

conclusion is not justified. His san-

guineness, at a time when we are

suffering a serious energy crisis,

seems irresponsible.

While much research is being

conducted in the areas of solar,

thermal, and nuclear power
sources, few viable energy schemes

have emerged, and Americans must

still rely mainly on fossil fuels,

which are dwindling at an alarming

rate.

Rather than waiting for science

and technology to come up with a

solution, it is time for everyone to

do his part in helping to alleviate

the energy crisis.

Isabel Berger

New York, New York

I nformation
Needed

I would appreciate hearing from

anyone regarding the effects of pol-

lution on emotions and mental

health—letters, case reports, re-

prints, books, etc.

Claude A. Frazier, M.D.

4-C Doctor's Park

Ashevilk, North Carolina 28801

TODAY WE'RE ALIVE

THANKS TO YOU!
But frankly, we still need your help. So
ithout any further ado, we would now ask

you to continue in the battle to keep alive

(, the heritage of East African wildlife that

)ngs to everyone-especially you. What a

pity it would be should your child's next ques-

.n be "What WAS ..." rather than "What
a Cheetah? " But that could be the case

th cats and other species if the numerous
activities of the East African Wild Life Society

have to be curtailed for lack of funds. Cheetah,
lion, leopard and other animals of the region

if not protected, may take their place in the
history books, alongside the Dodo, just as

dead, just as extinct.

The East African Wild Life Society founded
in 1961 is a non-profit, non governmental
agency assisting the three East African repub-

lics of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in the

development of game conservation. The facts

and figures of its performance may be seen

in its numerous activities, such as pollution

study, anti poaching work, research, educa-
tion and animal rescue. During the 1970 to '72

period, accomplished and projected plan

amount to $185,000.00. Membership and inte-

rest in the Society is up, there's none other

like it in the animal kingdom! But costs and
commitment are recurrent-and there's always
room for one more in the ark. Your readership

proves your interest.

Become a member now, and receive FREE
the quarterly magazine AFRICANA. And avail-

able for sale to all, are ties, cars badges, ^

life jewellery, and prints decals, shoulder

patches, scientific journals, Christmas Cards,

and calendars.

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE SOCIETY

p. 0. Box 20110, Nairobi Kenya,

Please enroll rne as a member.

I enclose $10.00 for a year's subscription.

Address

.

NH



\bu can'texpect
great music unless
you have great
equipment.
Pioneer components are matched for the finest,

most natural sound in music. AM-FM stereo

receivers . . . speaker systems . . . record players .

.

tape decks . . . stereo headsets. We make them all.

Regardless of which Pioneer units you select, they

combine to perform the best and most authentic

music reproduction.

Ask your Pioneer high fidelity dealer for a

demonstration.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,

178 Commerce Road, Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072.

West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles 90248/

Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf , Elk Grove Village, III.

60007/Also available in Canada.

CDPIONEER*
when you want something better

C^^"



Our free book
oftourstoLidia
will free you
from another
ordinary trip

to another
ordinary place.

The India Book is a gift to you from

Air-India. It's filled with extraordinary

tours of an extraordinary land.

The tours in The India Book are

as different as India is. Whatever the

duration of your stay, price range or

special interest, there's a special tour

for you in The India Book.

You can be there this year. Send

for The India Book
Wander throut;h

the beautiful

full-coior

photos -^

Thens(\ mh
travel agent to help you
with your arrangements.

666 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10019

Yes! I'd love a

free copy of The India Book.

"x\ework all day to make
i'OiJS' jsight with us a dream.

Photogi-aph
Want List

To improve the quality and vari-

ety of its illustrations, Natural His-

tory- invites members of The Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History and

other readers to submit, for possible

publication, up to 10 high-quality

photographs on the subjects listed

below. Pictures that are used will

be paid for at the magazine's usual

professional rates.

The Want List, as it is known in

the publishing trade, covers sub-

jects scheduled for future issues of

the magazine and also indicates

some of the interesting articles

ahead for Natural History readers.

Pictures should be sharp, prop-

erly exposed, 35mm, or larger,

color transparencies. Each item

submitted should have the name
and address of the sender on it, and

nonmembers should include a self-

addressed, stamped return enve-

lope. All photographs that are not

suitable will be returned promptly.

Mail transparencies to:

Photograph Editor

Natural History Magazine

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

Bioluminescence: Any plant or ani-

mal, especially deep marine organisms,

that generates its own light. Pichires

should show the luminescence.

Sandhill crane: The mating dance and
other activities in the wild. Zoo photo-

graphs are not wanted.

Broad-tailed hawk: Nesting, mating,

and hunting behavior in the wild.

American alligator: Activities in the

wild, especially at the edge of its range

in South Carolina.

Primates: Examples of aggression, in-

cluding sequence shots, in any species

of primate in its natural setting.

Chicano graffiti: Examples of artistic

and socially significant wall drawings

from the Los Angeles area.

Mushroom: A sequence of photo-

graphs showing the development of a

mushroom in a natural setting. Timing
of the sequence should be included.

Miscellany: Interesting photographs

taken in the wild of red kangaroos,

quail singing, koalas, jacanas, eagles

seizing or stealing prey, albino animals.

Notice: The sending of film to us will

constitute an agreement by you that if

any such film is damaged or lost by us it

will be replaced with an equivalent

amount of unexposed film. Except for

such replacement, the handhng of such

film by us is without liability.

SPECIALIZED AND
SCIENTIFIC TOURS

AND EXPEDITIONS-1974
AFRICA

ETHIOPIA-NATIONAL PARKS • African animaU,
Bird and Plantlife. Departure of group lim-

ited to 18 under leadership of American Or-

nithologist—October 7th—24 days

Also individual departures with excellent

local leadership—March 4th, April 29th,

Dec. 23rd.

ETHIOPIA-VISIT TO A NATION • People-Tradi-
tional Culture—Art & Archaeology 24
days—Dep. March 4th, April 29th, Oct. 7th,

Dec. 23rd

INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
KINGDOMS OF THE WESTERN HIMAUYAS • GUgit -

Hunza - Naran - Chitral -Kafiristan - Kabul -

Bamyan - Nooristan (with optional exten-

BJon to Kashmir) Aug\ist 1974—29 days

KINBDOMS OF THE WESTERN 8 EASTERN HIMA-

LAYAS • Gilgit - Hunza - Afghanistan - India -

Sikkim - Nepal. End September—30 days.

Special permits necessary. Kindly apply as

eaily as possible.

KINGDOMS IN THE CLOUDS • Sikkim, Bhutan,
Nepal. For mountain lovers and people in-

terested in Tibetan art and way of life. Oc-
tober depart.—November depart.—28 days.

Special permits necessary. Kindly apply as

early as possible.

KINGDOMS IN THE CLOUDS FOR THE NATURAUST
AND BOTANIST • Sikkim-Bhutan-Nepal: bird-

watcbing, collecting of flowers. End April—
28 days. Special permits necessary. Kindly
apply as early as possible.

ALONG THE ROADS OF ANCIENT PERSIA, PAKISTAN.

AFGHANISTAN • Art-Archaeology-Stu-
pendous scenery—Visits to proud and co-

lourful Mountain and Desert Tribes. Gilgit -

Hunza - Afghanistan - circuit of Iran. Dep.
Aug. I6th—40 days.

THE BUDDHIST WORLD • Buddhist Art, Philos-

ophy & Way of Life. Meeting in most impor-

tant monasteries, India - Ceylon - Bangkok -

Burma - Nepal. Dep. Oct. 26th—29 days.

INDIA - NEPAL - CEYLON - BURMA • WUdlife,

Birdwatching and Nature Photography
Tour to magnificent wildlife and bird

sanctuaries. Special arrangements to see

the TIGER. Dep. Jan. 18th-28 days.

AMONG FISH. CORAL & UUES OF THE SEA * Great

Tour of Ceylon for collectors of sea and
fresh water Fish, Invertebrates & Plants for

their Aquaria. 3 weeks—Dep. Feb. 22nd,

Mar. 15th, Nov. 1st, Nov. 22nd.

AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
NEW GUINEA

ANTHROPOLOGY in AustraUa and New Guinea.

June 29th to July 31st.

AUSTRAUAN BOTANY * June 30th to July 31st. Sept.

14th to Oct. letti.

NATURE TOUR TO AUSTRAUA AND NEW ZEALAND -

July and November departure—32 days.

NATIONAL PARKS OF AUSTRAUA - Birdwatching

Tour. Dep. end of September—30 days.

We have arranged besides a number of ex-

pedition-like journeys and study-trips to

Austraha for geographers, agriculturists,

students of natural resources, landforms,

etc. practically all year round, for groups

minimum four.

Small groups—Scientific leadership—profes-

sional couriers. Please write for information

and booklets to:

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC LIAISON
(lormerly associated with Treasure Tours Inc.)

640 Cathcart St.. SuHe 307
Montreal III. Canada.



The cost of this advertisement is borne by Eastman Kodak Company

Taxpayers, you have invested in the space program.

Now benefit from your investment.

Miami and environs 22 March 1973

The U.S. Geological Survey, which runs the EROS program (Earth Resources

Observation Systems) , points out an opportunity to serve the public interest by

calling to your attention that imagery is now available of just about any region

on earth, except within some 900 miles of the poles.

Everywhere else, NASA's ERTS (Earth Resources Technology Satellite)

goes over every 18 days 567 miles high, looking down in four wavelength

bands: 0.5-0.6Mm, 0.6-0.7 fxta, 0.7-0.8 fim, and 0.8-1.1 /im. Anybody-grade

school teacher, ranch broker, botanist, Cub Scout-with $1.75 to spend can

have a 9" x 9" print of any place selected. The 9" x 9" will encompass 115

miles X 115 miles. Changes may be apparent from the previous pass.

For the sake of preserving the earth's glory, let's learn how to look through

mankind's new microscope-in-reverse. Let's assume that if Aristotle and his

friends had had even ordinary microscopes, we'd all be happier today.

Details:

A quick way to get a look through that great

new reverse-microscope in the sky is to phone
605-594-6511 between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. Cen-
tral Time. Tell what geographical area inter-

ests you and what you have in mind. You will

be talking to a helpful, well-informed, and
quite real person. His or her hand that isn't

holding the telephone will be in contact with

heavy computer power.

The computer will even know how much
was under cloud each time ERTS passed over

the region of interest. It might even report

that the area was photographed in 1936 and
that, if you'd rather have that black-and-

white shot from 5,000 feet instead of infrared

"false color" from 567 miles, you can so

order. Or you might be told the same place

was photographed by a Gemini astronaut

with a hand-held camera or by completely

automatic equipment from Skylab this year,

and how would you Uke that?

The EROS price list reflects just the cost of

reproducing the photographs. (The cost of

the satellite is more widely shared.) A 40" x
40" color enlargement on paper, for example,

is priced at $25. To avoid misunderstanding,

you can take down the ntmibers of possibly

interesting pictures and check them out on a
microfUm browse reader at any of 19 loca-

tions in the U.S.A. before placing your order.

Black-and-white copy negatives or color inter-

negatives can be ordered if you wish to do

San Francisco and environs. 4 April 1973

New Orleans and environs. 7 August 1972

Mississippi delta, 7 August 1972

your own printing. No copyright worries.

If you want to experiment with the color

rendition of the bands to emphasize certain

signatures, come in person any business day

from 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to EROS Data
Center, 14 nules northeast of Sioux Falls, S.D.

Scientific staff members are available there

for consultation on instrumentation and inter-

pretation problems.

Don't expect much, though, by way of

direct interpretation. That the customer does,

or consultants the customer may engage,

assisted by a fast-growing literatiu-e. Aerial

photography and the interpretation thereof

are not leaving the private sector. On the con-

trary, those in the business welcome EROS
as a tantalizer to swarms of new prospects.

EROS Data Center can also be queried by

mail (ZIP 57198).

An article in American Scientist 61:115

can take you farther into this fascinating sub-

ject. Address reprint requests to Eastman
Kodak Company, Dept 55W, Rochester,

N.Y. 14650. But get in touch with EROS, not

Kodak, if you want a picture of the old home
town from 567 miles up.

You have heard of self-fulfilling prophecy? Its

converse, self-denying promise, may threaten if

this advertising proves too successful. There must
be a limit to how many inquiries a day can be
handled in the manner promised here.

15





•••andthecans
keepmarching !•
Started in 1967 Reynolds Aluminum Recyding programs

are still growing, helping save energyand resources,

reduce litterand solid waste.

Last year, Reynolds recy-

cled more used aluminum cans than

ever before . . . nearly a billion cans,

or 35 million pounds of aluminum;
and we've learned that these pro-

grams do more than collect scrap.

Aluminum recycling also:

1. encourages people to do some-
thing about litter

2. helps pay for programs that will

turn tons of garbage into useful

materials and energy
3. saves natural resources

4. conserves energy.

Big and complex jobs, but

the empty aluminum can is helping

to accomplish more every year.

Reynolds first started recy-

cling all-aluminum cans in 1967, so
by now we have some fairly sophisti-

cated programs in full swing. These
programs prove that the principle,,

which we call recycling, is one effec-

tive tool in tackling many environ-

mental problems.

The key: Aluminum's Value The
key is aluminum's intrinsic, virtually

indestructible value. To the con-
sumer it is worth $200 a ton as scrap,

compared to $16 or $20 a ton for

other common packaging materials.

So, although aluminum
makes up less than 1% of the na-

tion's garbage, its value can pay a
major share of the cost of programs
that collect and reclaim other waste
materials.

Getting People Involved Reynolds

has found, too, that the aluminum
can is a powerful incentive for

people to get involved in neighbor-

hood cleanup projects. We've been
paying 100 a pound (about 1/2 per

can) for household aluminum scrap

brought to collection centers—and
that offer has drawn millions of

pounds back into the production

system.

Thanks to cooperating beer

and soft drink industries, there are

now more than 1200 aluminum col-

lection points in 44 states and the

District of Columbia, and the pro-

gram is growing. This year an esti-

mated 2 billion cans will be col-

lected.



'i-IITE ,WD AQUAMARINE AT THE
I PEGMATITE MINE IN KENYA

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

ANNOUNCES AN

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGICAL SAFARI

July 18 to August 7, 1974;

August 8 to August 28, 1974

in cooperation with the Mines and Geological Department

of Kenya.

Areas visited include the mines in Tanzania with the only

known deposit of the newly-discovered gem zoisite, the

brilliant, sapphire-blue tanzanite, and those near Embu in

Kenya, quarrying the emerald- and aquamarine-bearing peg-

matites; opportunities to collect and purchase minerals and

gemstones.

Field studies include the geology and paleoarchaeology of

Olduvai Gorge, site of the "Zinjanthropus" find by the late

Dr. Louis S. B. Leakey and his wife, Mary; the Crater Highlands,

including full-day field excursions into the remote areas of

Mts. Kenya and Kilimanjaro; the Eastern Rift Valley; and

others.

On safari we will encounter the Masai and Kikuyu peoples.

. And so, too, in the great game reserves — Serengeti, Ngoron-
'•

'^ goro, Tsavo, Masai Mara and Amboseli — lions, elephants,

and rhinoceros; vast herds of zebra, giraffe, and gazelle;

remnant Pleistocene and pre-Pleistocene populations known

from no other continent today.

But there is so much more; deluxe accommodations; safe and

dependable land transportation. For further information write,

or telephone:

Department of Education

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024

Telephone: (212) 873-7507
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Living
off tlxe Fuels
of the Land

by Eric Hirst

As food prices rise and energy resources dwindle, the counting

of calories takes on new significance

We Americans are eating and

drinking much of our fossil fuel re-

sources. To put a glass of milk on

the table, for example, requires the

energy equivalent of half a glass of

diesel fuel. To produce a one-pound

loaf of bread requires the energy

equivalent of two pounds of coal,

while a pound of hamburger re-

quires the equivalent of nearly

three pounds of coal. This seems

like a lot of energy, especially when
one realizes that primitive societies

produce and distribute food without

using any fossil fuels.

In the United States, fuels—coal,

oil, natiu-al gas, and uranium—are
used to grow, process, transport,

wholesale, retail, refrigerate, and

cook food. In fact, the fuels con-

sumed in providing and preparing

food in 1970 totaled two qua-

drillion calories, or 12 percent of

national energy use. During the

same yesu' the average American re-

ceived and ate 1,500 pounds of

food, with an energy content of

3,300 calories per day, making the

energy contained in food less than

one-sixth the energy required to

produce and deUver that food.

Which sectors of the economy
account for this considerable energy

use? First, farming. Chicken pro-

duction, for example, looics more
like a factory assembly line than a

farm. The chickens are grown in

densely packed wire cages,
mounted in buildings that are arti-

ficially lighted, heated, and venti-

lated. Manure and other wastes are

handled mechanically. Chicken feed

is manufactured in processing

plants from a variety of ingredients,

only some of which are grown on

farms.

The fuels consumed in growing

food products amount to more than

2 percent of the total United States

energy budget. About half of this

energy is used directly on farms for

operating tractors, trucks, and other

farm machinery and for irrigating,

heating, ventilating, and crop con-

ditioning. The other half is used to

produce fertilizers and other agri-

cultural chemicals, feeds, petroleum

products, and other farm supplies.

A comparison between the en-

ergy content of the food produced

and the energy content of the fuels

consumed shows that American

farms consume more than one ca-

lorie of fuel per calorie of food

grown. But substituting fuels for

manpower results in high labor pro-

ductivity. Farms in primitive so-

cieties, which use no fuels, require

six times as much human labor per

unit of farm output as American

farms.

Large amounts of energy are also

consumed in processing food. As
more people are concentrated in

cities, far from areas where food is

grown, there is a greater need for

processing. Today about 75 percent

of our food is processed before ship-

ment to consumers. Energy is used

for boiling, steaming, freezing, dry-

ing, and cutting foods and for con-

veying and packaging finished

products. In a cake mix plant, for

example, raw ingredients are me-

chanically conveyed to large tanks,

where they are mixed and com-

bined under specified conditions of

time, temperature, and pressure.

The mix then travels to machines

that make plastic bags and fill them

with the cake mix. Then the filled

bags are mechanically inserted into

cardboard boxes, which are packed



into cartons and transported to

warehouses.

Exclusive of agriculture, food

processing consumes an additional

4 percent of the nation's energy

, budget. This is spent to preserve

and protect foods and to convert

ravif foods into convenience' items,

such as frozen TV dinners and in-

stant desserts.

To ship food from processors to

wholesalers by truck and rail re-

quires energy. Wholesalers use en-

ergy to store and ship food to retail-

ers. Retailers use energy to light,

heat, and air-condition super-

markets, to store food and advertise

it for sale. In all, as much energy is

consumed in transporting and sell-

ing food as in growing it.

Finally, consumers use energy to

Ccirry food from stores to homes by
car, to store it in refrigerators and

freezers, and to prepare it. Sur-

Food-related Energy Use
in the Un.itecl States (in millions of calories)

Agriculture

1.5

Food processing

2.7

Transportation

0.2
Wholesale and
retail trade

1.3

Homes

2.5
Total

8.2
million calories per person

To bring food from the farm to the table required 8.2

million calories per person in 1963. Numbers indicate

the caloric expenditure at each level of the process.

The food, in turn, provided each individual with an
energy content of 1.1 million calories.

prisingly, these activities consume
almost twice as much energy as

growing food and account for

nearly a third of the total food en-

ergy budget.

What are the returns from these

high investments of energy? Six ca-

lories of fuel provide only one ca-

lorie of food energy; 210 calories of

fuel provide one gram of food pro-

tein. The energy requirements vary

considerably among the different

food groups. Trocessed fruits and

vegetables, in particular, require

many calories of primary energy

per unit of both food energy and

protein content. Flour and cereals,

fresh vegetables, and dairy prod-

ucts, on the other hand, require

relatively small energy inputs per

unit of food nutrient. Also, for a

given amoiuit of fuel, fresh vegeta-

bles provide more protein than

meat. In fact, animals, eating corn,

soybeans, and other vegetable prod-

ucts, retiu-n only about 10 percent

of the plant protein as protein in

edible meat.

Food-related energy use is grow-

ing at an annual rate of about 3.3

percent. Increased population ac-

counts for nearly half this growth,

while changes in per capita food

consumption account for the rest.

These changes—greater use of pro-

cessed foods and kitchen appliances

and greater consumption of meats-
all consume more energy. Energy

consumption for food may continue

to grow at a rate faster than popu-

lation. Food energy efficiency, how-

ever, could be incre£ised in a num-
ber of ways. More efficient kitchen

appliances, such as smaller, better-

insulated refrigerators, offer one

possibility. Retailers could close

freezers and use less lighting. If

homemakers would use more un-

processed foods, there would be an

energy savings: it takes three times

as much fuel to deliver a unit of

food from processing as from agri-

culture. There are, however, limits

to such a shift because much pro-

cessing is done for health reasons.

Finally, substituting vegetable pro-

tein for some animal protein would

also save energy.

People are increasingly con-

cerned about the shortage of fuels.

They are also disturbed by the re-

cent increase in food prices. These

concerns should provide sufficient

incentive to increase the efficiency

of food-related energy use.



You can help save Eriinda Cosay
for $15 a month*

Or you can turn the page*

An Apache Indian chlkf.

A family of six in a tiny

two-room house.
No water. No heat. No efectricity.

In the center of this desolation

Eriinda Cosay. A child of five.

A child who hasn't seen her father

since she was three.

A child who must travel four m9es a day to school.

A child whose last dress was a castoff.

Eriinda needs your help so she can help herself.

And through Save the Children Federation you
can give her that help.

For $15 a month you can sponsor an
American Indian child like Eriinda.

So that there can be electricity in the house
instead of kerosene and wood.

So Eriinda can have a new dress. And books.

So Eriinda 's neighbors can improve their village.

With a community well.A new road.Perhaps a

iauncb'omat.To make money tobuy necessities

to make dependent people independent.

And for you there's even more. The chance to

correspond with a child. To receive a photo-

graph. And progress reports.

That's how Save the Children works. But without
you it can't work. Please. Clip this coupon
and mail it today. Now you can turn the page.

Save em CiiBdre^
Asjvisofy Commit :

;
r; jn founded in 1932. is registered with the U.S. Stale Department
o i^ntary Foreign Aid. Contributions are incoroe tax dsductiWe.

I wish to contribute $15 a month to sponsor a Q boy D girl:

D Where the need is most urgent

D Africa D Europe Q Latin America
D Appalachia (U.S.) D Indian (U.S.) D Middle East

D Bangladesh D Inner Cities (U.S.) D Southern Black (U.S.)
nChicano(U.S.) D Israel Q Vietnam

n Korea

Enclosed is my first payment:

D $180 annually Q $45 quarterly
$90 semi-annually D $15 monthly

n Instead, enclosed is my contribution of $
n Please send me more information.

NAME- .TEL. NO..

-STATE. .ZIP_

David L Guyer, Executive Director

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
345 East 46th Street, New/ York, N.Y. 10017 nh i;
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Sea>vee<i Invasion
\)y Robert M'^assman and Josepli Ramus

Neither cold, nor heat,

nor man's ingenuity

has stayed the swift spread

of an alga that disrupts

shellfish beds along

the northeast coast

of the United States

Codium attaches to any

available solid surface.

When it grows on a shellfish,

as here on the back of a

scallop, it disrupts the

animal's life and leads to

the creature's doom.

A large green seaweed that

formerly could be found in almost

all temperate waters of the world

except along the northeastern

shores of the United States has now
come to that region. Elsewhere, the

weed Codiumfragile grows in mod-

eration and is harmless. In its new
habitat, however, for reasons not

yet understood, the alien species

grows at an astonishingly rapid

rate, disrupting the environment by

driving out native seaweeds and

blanketing and destroying prime

shellfish beds.

No one knows precisely how Co-

dium was introduced to the north-

east—perhaps through invisible

germlings on seed oysters trans-

ported from Washington state or

carried inadvertently on ship bot-

toms from England and France,

where the plant also grows. The
first specimens in the new locale

were found in the winter of 1957
by two collectors of marine fauna at

East Marion, Long Island, in near-

freezing water. When the sea ice

thawed some weeks later, Codium

was so abundant that it was clear

the plant was genuinely established

in the area. Long Island fishermen

dubbed it "Sputnik weed," suggest-

ing that it might have been dropped

by Russian satellites.

Today, sixteen years later, this

seaweed, whose slender, cylindrical

forked branches have given it the

additional common names of "dead

man's fingers" and "spaghetti

grass," has spread as far north as

Boothbay Harbor, Maine, through-

out Cape Cod, Rhode Island, Long
Island, New Jersey, and was most

recently reported as fai- south as

Chesapeake Bay. Although the

weed is usually found in quiet, sub-

tidal waters of estuaries and bays, it

does not limit itself exclusively to

peaceful waters but is also found

battling waves and the tidal rip

along the shore. In fact, Codium
grows virtually anywhere it finds a

firm surface to which it can attach

itself with stability.

Tlie life cycle of this alga begins

with a single reproductive swim-

ming cell, or "swarmer," which is

released from microscopic repro-

ductive organs. Equipped with two

whiplike appendages, the swarmers

propel themselves in a breastroke-

like manner through the water until

contact is made with a stable sub-

strate such as a rock, piling, crab,

clam, oyster, mussel, scallop, aban-

doned beer can, or lost sneaker.

When the swarmer has adhered suf-

ficiently to its adopted surface to re-

sist being washed away by tides,

currents, and waves, this single cell

sends out filaments that form a

fuzzy cushion, which constitutes the

undifferentiated,' or juvenile, phase

of development. TTiese filaments

continue to grow outward and ad-

here together through a "contact

guidance" mechanism similar to
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Living Gifts from

Bear Creek
Gardens^
Friends, neighbors, relatives, busi-

ness associates (that's darn near

everybody!) - none of 'em could

resist these healthy, carefree,

beautiful plants. So easy to grow
- and you know how they'll de-

light winter-bound city friends and

office workers - apartment

dwellers, convalescents, folks with

little time to garden - everybody

likes a gift of green, growing natural

beauty. All GUARANTEED TO
GROW AND THRIVE!

Just add water and stand back!

Completely pre-planted, exotic

Amaryllis grows nearly an inch a

day — indoors! Bursts out with 3

to 5 flaming red 8-inch blooms in 4

to 6 weeks, just in time for

Christmas! Big, vigorous bulb will

bloom year after year . . . a

reminder of you each season.

Order Gift No. 806 .. . $595 delivered

Available for delivery to the

connecting 48 states, Alaska, and Hawaii.

Christmas Crocus
Ready to get growing - 12 top

size pre-started Holland bulbs,

pre-planted in a genuine Delft Ware

planter. They'll have brilliant

purple posies for 3 to 4 weeks.

Reusable Delft planter is handmade
and handpainted in Holland. Order

now for arrival after Dec. 10.

Order Gift No. 801 . . . $895 delivered

Available for delivery to the connecting 48 states.

Bonsai Juniper and Handbook
Nature in miniature — this little

tree is already three years old, yet

just 6 inches high. Harry and I send

this tiny juniper planted in a clay

pot; comes with an authoritative

96-page handbook exploring the

fascinating history of the ancient

and subtle art of Bonsai.

Order Gift No. 261 . . . $1295 delivered

Available for delivery to the connecting 48 states.

EASY TO ORDER

Just send us your list. Enclose check or

money order (no COD's please). Tell us

how to sign your greetings for each gift.

All prices include delivery. ORDER
NOW FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY.

PERFECT DELIVERY GUARANTEED

Send your orders to:

I Bear Creek Gardens
Box 553-B Medford, Oregon 97501

_

CREATORS OF THE FRUIT-OF-THE-MONTH®CLUB

that responsible for the growth of

nerve fibers in animals. In still wa-

ter, the alga continues to grow but

does not differentiate further. In the

surge of tides, it differentiates into a

second stage of firm, buttonlike pri-

mordia. They, in turn, become the

slender, cylindrical thallus, or plant

body, of the adult weed, which

lacks true leaves, stems, and roots

and is always forked at the tip. Dur-

ing the growth to maturity, the cell

wall formation is incomplete, result-

ing in millions of nuclei within a

single cell and making Codium per-

haps the largest plant cell known.

^ The adult plants, which take less

than one month to grow, have a

pale greenish internal tissue com-

posed of loosely packed, spaghet-

tilike filaments—similar to the juve-

nile filaments—flanked by a tightly

packed dark green outer tissue

made up of bulb-shaped units called

utricles, on which the reproductive

organs develop. These reproductive

organs, which produce the swarmer

cells, form during the summer
months when the water attains a

minimum temperature of 55 to

60° F.

The pattern of development ap-

pears to be strictly adhered to ex-

cept during the first burst of growth

in the spring, when new branches

sometimes emerge at random from

portions of older plants, much as

young trees occasionally are seen to

grow from the trunk of fallen old

trees in a forest.

Although Codium normally re-

produces by means of its swimming

cells, the plant, like other seaweeds,

can also reproduce through the

fragmentation of existing thalli.

Thus, bits of adult branches can

break off, float away, and attach to

new surfaces where they create new

stands. In the course of drifting, the

fragments may scatter reproductive

cells from their reproductive organs

along the route, effectively releasing

their swarmers in many waters.

Growth occurs from May to No-

vember within a wide range of envi-

ronmental tolerances, reaching a

maximum rate of about five inches

per month in August when the wa-

ter is at its warmest. Use of radio-

active carbonate permits the deter-

mination of the growth rate at

which Codium transforms, or fixes,

inorganic carbon into living matter.

It is estimated that a plant weighing

about two pounds can fix about one
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How Hasselblad
ensures that what you see
iswhat you get.

HASS£LBLAD
P A f L L A R D
10 YEARS OF SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY

a. The Hasselblad picture size is a big 2Vi".

And you get to see your image full-size, on a

2y4 " groundglass. Which makes for perfect com-
position and framing, focusing, depth-of-field—

because you can really see what you're doing!

b. And if you want to focus even more precisely,

our pop-up groundglass magnifier will do it.

c. If you'd like a little help in figuring out expo-
sures, just attach our unique exposure meter
winding knob. Transfer the light meter reading

to your Carl Zeiss lens and you will fiijd that the

f-stop and shutter speeds are neatly linked to-

gether to give you a simple choice of depth-

of-field and action stopping ability for perfect

exposures every time.

The System

d. And each lens has its own moveable depth-

of-field indicators, so that tricky calculation is

always done for you quickly and automatically.

These together ensure that anyone who has

the eye to see a good picture, can in fact get

that good picture . . . even if his technical knowl-

edge is not yet very advanced.

And the quality of that finished photograph

will tell you why you see Hasselblads walking

around on so many professional shoulders. Be-

cause the fine optics, plus the enormous range

of precision accessories, help produce the kind

of picture quality they need for enlarging and

reproducing.

If you're still a bit in awe of the Hasselblad

mystique, remember the astronauts. They were
professional spacemen not professional photog-

raphers, working in clumsy gloves and way-out

conditions. Yet they came back with a stunning

picture show. Because their camera was the

professional one. The infallible Hasselblad.

The photograph above was taken with a

Hasselblad from Apollo 17. For a 15"x15" color

reproduction of this NASA photograph send us

$1 or write for a free 54-page color catalog to

Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Linden,

New Jersey 07036. Other products: Bolex movie

equipment.
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and a half pounds of carbon in one

growing season, that is, increase its

mass by more than one-half every

year.

The reproductive season begins

slightly later than the growing sea-

son. Some plants, however, bear re-

productive organs throughout the

entire year.

The bodies of water that Codium

has infested in the northeast are

nearly eutrophic due to the high

population density around them.

Because of agricultural runoff, the

dumping of industrial wastes, septic

tanks, and the relatively primitive

primary sewage-treatment plants in

the area, it is feared that Co-

diurris rapid growth rate might be

attributable in part to the enrich-

ment of the water by waste phos-

phates and nitrates. But the proper

enrichment studies to determine the

effect of these compounds have not

yet been made.

The environmental disruption

caused by Codium begins with the

first step in its development: attach-

ment to a substrate. Although the

substrate need only be firm, all too

often it turns out to be some variety

of shellfish. Shellfish beds are gen-

erally found in flat, muddy-bot-

tomed regions, which would other-

wise prove uninhabitable for the

weeds—the constant shifting of a

soft base would bury the plant's

germlings or allow them to wash

away. But when there are high den-

sities of shellfish on such bottoms,

Codium swarmers find an extremely

stable and amenable home. Small

Codium plants may initially serve

the shellfish as camouflage, just as

other seaweeds often do, and in the

early stage of development, the

weed's primary adverse effect is

that the mollusks it attaches to must

be cleaned before being marketed.

Unlike most seaweeds, however,

which are annuals, Codium is a pe-

rennial. It continues to grow at a

rapid rate for several seasons, often

attaining wet weights in excess of

two pounds. It is when fully grown
that Codium does its greatest envi-

ronmental damage.

A large plant is often more than

a shellfish can endure, and dele-

terious effects may result in several

ways. Like the first specimens col-

lected off Long Island, which were

attached to slipper shells, many of

the plants currently washed ashore

bring dead shellfish with them.

Shellfish growing in unsheltered

coastal waters or large bays are prey

to the drag generated by wind- or

tide-induced water currents acting

on the large Codium bush on their

backs. The mollusks are uprooted

from their sand or mud beds or, in

the case of mussels, the byssal hairs

securing them to rocks are torn,

and the animals are set adrift to die

stranded on the beach.

The scallop is harmed in a differ-

ent way. This moUusk moves about

by snapping together its two fluted

valves. The growth of a large Co-

dium plant on one of the valves se-

verely hinders such jet propulsion

action, and the animal's chances of

survival then become slim. Tlie

Niantic River estuary in Con-

necticut, once a prime producer of

scallops, is now virtually barren;

Codium is thought to have played a

major role there in the bivalve's

decimation.

Be prepared.Put a Foc\et in your pocl{eL
The little Kodak pocket Instomotic 40 camera is greet to hove along for those

unexpected pictures.

An electronic shutterand CdS electric eye give you automatic exposure control.

The fost shutter speed can take action-stopping pictures in bright sunlight. There's a

shorp 3-element lens that focuses down to 3 feet for close-ups. Best of all, our Pocket

40 gives you big beautiful pictures or brilliant color slides.

Pocket a Pocket 40 for less than $68. Other Pockets start at less than $23. ^^
Prices subject to change without notice. M^^H

Kodali poc1{et lnstatnatic®cameras. ^^^
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New poems by

Loren Eiseley

THE INNOCENT ASSASSINS
Illustrated by Laszlo Kubinyl

"He has given us the poetry of an-

cient beginnings and today's preg-

nant echoes of the distant past."

— IIAI. BORLAND $6.95

Dorothy Michelson
Livingston

THE MASTER OF LIGHT
A Biography of

Albert A. Michelson

Story of the man who measured
the speed of Hght, with personal

reminiscences by his daughter and
manv colleagues. Illustrated.

S12.50

David Hamilton
TECHNOLOGY, MAN AND
THE ENVIRONMENT

What technology is, what its ef-

fects are on everyday life, how it is

changing the world, and the prob-

lemslt brings. Illustrated. |9.95

Lennard Bickel

RISE UP TO LIFE
A Biography of

Howard Walter Florey Who
Gave Penicillin to the World

The vivid and dramatic story of a

man whose life and work affected

the welfare of the whole world.

Illustrated. $9.95

y4^ ^'''=^:^

Vincent Serventy
THE SINGING LAND

Twentv-lwo natural en\'ironments

of Australia described and depict-

ed in color photographs. $6.95

0. S. Heavens
LASERS

How lasers work, how they are

likely to develop, what they can

do, and what impact they are like-

ly to have in the future.

Illustrated. $9.95

George Laycock
AUTUMN OF THE EAGLE

The story of the American bald

eagle, from 1782 to its present sta-

tus as an endangered species.

Illustrated. $6.95

Ivan Smith
THE DEATH OF A WOMBAT

Drawings by Clifton Pugh

Deeply moving, beautifully illus-

trated story of an Australian wom-
bat caught in a forest fire.

Foreword bv H.R.H. The Duke of

Edinburgh. $5.95

Robin Hanbury-Tenison
A QUESTION OF SURVIVAL
How the culture of the pre-Colum-

bian peoples of Brazil is being de-

stroyed for the sake of progress.

Illustrated. $9.95

T. D. Stewart
THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA

A distinguished physical anthro-

pologist presents a perspective for

understanding the complex con-

gregation of peoples that now in-

habits America.
Illustrated. $10.00, $3.95 paper

Arline Thomas
MOCKINGBIRD TRIO

Truelife story of three wild mock-
ingbirds who came to live with
"the birdlady of Queens."

Illustrated. $5.95

Michael Harwood
THE VIEW FROM
HAWK MOUNTAIN

The story of the world-famous
Hawk Mountain bird sanctuary in

Pennsylvania and the conservation

fight it has waged since 1934. $6.95

Aubrey Elliot

THE MAGIC WORLD
OF THE XHOSA

A unique account of the rich life of

a bantu tribe, profusely illus-

trated. $9.95

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
|;Dept. MS, 597 Fifth Avenue,
' New York 10017

Please send me the books listed

below:

I am enclosing a check or money
order, including sales tax plus 50('

handling.

Name

Address.

City

State. _Zip_
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Experience. It shows.
Experience is what separates the men from the boys. Especially in automatic
exposure cameras.

After all. it takes a lot of practice to make automation reliable in something
as small and sophisticated as a fine camera.

Well, nobody has more experience than Konica.
The Konica Auto-S rangefinder cameras were introduced more than a

decade ago. And immediately proved that automation wasn't the exclusive
province of the novice.
Then Konica introduced the first automatic-exposure pocket-sized range-

finder 35, the C-35. And the first automatic-exposure professional single-lens
reflex, the Autoreflex.
Now anyone can have automatic exposure 35mm photography. The profes-

sional, the amateur and casual picture taker With Konica's extensive experi-
ence to back them. And razor-sharp Hexanon lenses up front. All at prices
that anyone can afford. So go to your Konica dealer and see the difference
experience makes. Or write for detailed literature.

Konica Camera Co., Woodside, New York 11377. In Canada: Garlick Films Ltd., Toronto

KONICA

A cross section through a

branch of Codium fragile

shows the interior mass of
filaments and the exterior

layer of utricles, which bear the

adult plant 5 reproductive

organs. At constrictions in the

filaments, ring-shaped cell wall

thickenings prevent loss of vital

cellular material when a branch

breaks off. The old plant is thus

able to survive and regenerate;

the fragmented branch can

reattach and grow elsewhere.

C@ii3ea.Th8 world's most experienced automatic cameras.

Oysters are particularly vulner-

able to Codium. When a seaweed is

photosynthesizing at a rapid rate,

the oxygen normally evolved in the

process cannot diffuse sufficiently

quickly into the surrounding seawa-

ter; the gas then accumulates within

the plant's tissues. Codium is more
than 90 percent water and thus nor-

mally has a density equal to or

slightly less than water. The accu-



— Utriclps

Interior fdaim'nls

Constrictions

mulation of only a small amount of

oxygen interstitially causes the

plant to become buoyant. Codium
frequently becomes buoyant enough

to pull an oyster out of its bed and

carry it away yvith the currents,

which explains why the alga earned

the nickname "oyster thief."

The plant's flotation capacity,

when combined with its ability to

fragment its branches and regener-

ate its holdfast, seems to be a very

significant factor in its rapid dis-

semination throughout the north-

east. By 1961, Codium had been ac-

cidentally introduced in Cape Cod
waters on seed oysters imported

from Long Island, but it was not

then established in the tidal ponds

and estuaries along the Rhode Island

coast. At the time, however, free-

floating fragments were found in

Rhode Island waters; not long after-

ward that region too was infested.

This and other instances of the

plant's dispersion implicate frag-

mentation as a cause of Codium s

rapid spread to new localities.

Quantitative studies show that

fragmentation is greatest during the

winter months when the water tem-

Fly/Drive
Australia

ata
down under

price.

«683
AIR FARE INCLUDED

Let's get down to it:

You get your round-trip air fare

to Sydney, an airport transfer upon ar-

rival, 1 days' lodging in tfie Kingsgate

Hyatt Hotel, Sydney. And get this: a

Hertz Ford Falcon with 500 free miles

(14f a mile after that).

We even throw in a Get Ready

Kit with maps and information to help

you get around.

And not only is the price right.

the season's right. It's Spring now and

Summer is not far behind. Trout fish-

ing is open. Cricket is on. And the

Greyhounds are off and running.

We also have other escorted and

independent vacation tours to the

South Pacific. And we'd like to tell you

all about them, too. So give us a call at

American Airlines. Or ask your Travel

Agent to fill you in. Then fill in the

coupon that's down under.

American Airlines, P.O. Box 1000, NH-12
Bellmore, New York 11710

Your Fly/Drive sounds like a vacation I can't afford

to miss. Please send me your brochure.

Name

Address-

City

•Price is per person based on double occupancy
and includes GIT air fare from the West Coast (Sat-

urday departures) based on group of 15. We help

you join the group. Higher fares apply if group is

not formed.

American Airlines
ToThe Good Life:

"The Good Lite" © 1963. Paris Music Co. Inc Used by permission.
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Sankyo— #1 in Europe.
Rapidly gaining in America.

Sankyo has built over
1,000,000 Super 8 movie cam-
eras. That's experience. That's

know-how.
Choose from fourteen dif-

ferent Sankyo models and three
projectors. Legendary Sankyo
quality backed by a world wide
written guarantee. Superbly de-
signed for sharp, bright home
movies even if you have never
used a movie camera before.
Sankyo's exclusive "Hi-Focus"
rangefinder focusing system
with thru-the-lens viewing elim-
inates the guesswork in perfect
focusing. No other movie cam-
era has it! From $550 to $140.

See Sankyo home movie
equipment at your camera
dealer or write for free litera-

ture. Tomorrow's movies will

be made with Sankyo.

Tomorrow's

movies

will be made
with Sankyo.

sankyo Seiki CAmers^a} Inc.
1119 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10010/212-260-0200
WttBt Coast Broncti:

13000 S.Athens Way. Los Angeles, Callt. 90061 /213-321-0320

[XTature is al lis lowest point. Low

temperatures induce the formation

oi constrictions of the upright axes,

and these serve as areas of weak-

ness in the fragmentation process.

Winter fragmentation is one factor

that enables Codium to disperse

during that season and thus gain an

edge on other seaweed species in

the spring bloom.

The plant's fragmentation capac-

ity results from an effective and

rapid wound-healing mechanism

analogous to the clotting of blood in

animals. When the thallus is bro-

ken, cellular debris—nuclei, chloro-

plasts, mitochondria, and other par-

ticulate constituents of the

intracellular milieu—accumulates at

internal, ring-shaped cell wall

thickenings, which are preformed

in the plant's spaghettilike interior

tissue, and blocks off the outward

flow of cytoplasm. This minimizes

the loss of vital components and

''trauma," permitting the plant to

survive and regenerate.

Like other green plants, a sea-

weed is dependent upon sunlight to

drive the process of photosynthesis,

which converts inorganic carbon

dioxide into organic compounds
with the concomitant release of oxy-

gen to the environment. The energy

provided by sunlight is stored bio-

logically by this process, and the re-

lease of this stored energy by respi-

ration drives the basal life

functions. Any excess of production

over the respiratory demands is ei-

ther used for growth or stored for

times when the sunlight is insuffi-

cient to maintain photosynthesis at

a rate greater than the respiratory

demands.

Scattering and absorption of

light lower the total available light

energy proportional to the depth of

the water. Eventually a critical

point, or "compensation depth," is

reached at which there is only

enough light energy to enable a plant

to meet its basic respirator^' require-

ments. 'Tlius, at the compensation

depth no net growth can occur, and

below that point, the alga cannot

exist. Althoiigh the absolute depth of

this critical jjoint may vary with such

oceanographic conditions as turbid-

ity, the minimum amount of light a

plant requires for survival remains

constant.

Codium has been observed to

grow at compensation depths of

from sixteen to thirty feet at differ-

ent locations and in different condi-

EYELIDS OF MORNING
By Alistair Graham. Photographs
by Peter Beard. This magnificently
illustrated volume is a fascinating

account of civilization's impact upon
primitive man and prehistoric beast
-and a challenge to our convention-
al ideas on conservation. 16 color,

400 b & w ills. 260 pp. 9x12 ins.

$17.50 at all bookstores

NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY
140 Greenwich Avenue
Greenwich, Conn. 06830

A Time Incorporated Company

in pursuit of the Titanothere, the

Allosaurus, and the Eohippus,

they braved the wrath of hostile

Indians, rattlesnakes, and six-

gun toting bandits. The bone
hunters' race for the rich fossil

finds of the Great West was as

dramatic as any land rush or

cattle stampede, and UrI Lan-

ham. Curator in the Museum of

the University of Colorado, tells

the tale with a connoisseur's ap-

preciation of its color, excite-

ment, and scientific importance.

THE
BONE

HUNTERS
UrI Lanham

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
New York, New York 10025
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A breathtaking tribute to the wonders and mysteries of America's wilderness

Here is the stunning record of an untouched,

untamed America, inspiring in its beauty, strange-

less, and grandeur. Readers will thrill to the

matchless photographs of mountain, marsh, forest

and desert ... of birds and beasts, flowers and

trees, lakes and rivers . . . from Pacific shores and

Western canyonlands to the Florida Everglades

and the rocky fvlaine islands. A superb gift for

every nature lover, this magnificent 9% x 12y4"

volume is now available at a special introductory

price: $25.00 until Dec. 31, 1973; thereafter $27.50.

THE WILD PLACES
A Photographic Celebration of

Unspoiled America

Commentary by Ann and Myron Sutton; 166 photo-

graphs, 131 in full color, by Eliot Porter, Patricia

Caulfield, Charles Steinhacker, Andreas Feininger,

Leonard Lee Rue III, and other leading nature

photographers.

Other gift books now at your bookstore ^ Harper &)Row
1817

WE. 53ra St., New York 10022

TIGER
HAVEN
Arjan Singh, edited by
John IVIoorehead. The
fascinating story of one
man's effort to preserve
Northern India's vanish-
ing wildlife. "A really

splendid book. . .won-
derful stories."— /-ondor?

Times, Lavishly illus-

trated in color and
black-and-white. $8.95

FOUR
SEASONS
NORTH
A Journal of Life in the
Alaskan Wilderness

Billie Wright. The fasci-

nating record of the year
the author and her hus-
band spent 100 miles
north of the Arctic Circle,

living as much as pos-
sible like the Eskimos.
With 16 pages of photo-
graphs. $7.95

MASTER
BUILDERS
OF THE
ANIMAL
WORLD
David Hancocks. The
extraordinary world of

animal architecture—
from the crude nests of

the gorilla to such so-

phisticated structures

as the bee's honeycomb
and the spider's web-
as seen by a practicing

architect who is also a
student of animal be-
havior and a prominent
zoo designer. With over
100 photographs, includ-

ing 8 color plates. $8.95

HUMBOLDT
AND THE
COSMOS
Douglas Botting. Scien-
tist, explorer, diplomat,
Alexander von Humboldt
was the last truly Uni-
versal Ivlan. Now, his fas-

cinating life story is told

in a lavishly illustrated

volume of enormous ap-
peal to armchair adven-
turers. With 40 pages of

full-color reproductions
and over 130 mono-
chromes. $15.00



Coffee Liqueur

Sunny Mexico

After-dinner perfection! Liqueur cups made of the finest chocolate.

Simply fill with Kahlua. Then sip the drink and nibble the cup. Go
ahead. You deserve something nice. Cups, complete with foil servers,

twelve to the box. Special offer, $1.50 a box. Or, 3 boxes, $4.00. Shipped

postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.

53 Proof. Jules Berman & Assoc, 116 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

world ^^ lamed

GOSSEN

SYSTEM CdS REFLECTED
and INCIDENT LIGHT METER

Just by itself, the Luna-PRO — with its ex-

traordinary 2,000,000:1 sensitivity range—is

the world's outstanding meter for reflected

and incident light... brightest sunlight...

candlelight... even moonlight!

To make it a SPOT METER, ENLARGING
METER or MICROSCOPE METER is a matter

of seconds with the optional lock-on attach-

ments. The Luna-Pro is the only meter you'll

ever have to buy!

SPECIFICATIONS: One-hand operation Measures
refler.teij and incident light (with built-in hemispheric
diffuser) For still and movie cameras 30° light

acceptance angle single selector button for high
and low range * .Automatic "memory" needle lock

ASA 6 to 25,000: f/1 to f/90; 1 /4000th sec. to 8
ticn;r/. Cine from 8 to 128 fps EV - 8 to EV+24;
.015 ;-; 32.00C foot candles Weighs only 7 ounces.

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS

VARIABLE ANGLE • MICROSCOPE
"Spot Meter" : ATTACHMENT
AHACHMENT

At better camera stores or write for color brochure

KLING PHOTO COMPANY
P.O. Box 1060, Woodside, N. Y. 11377
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tions of turbidity. An underwater

solar illuminance meter showed,

however, that these depths were

identical in terms of available light

energy. Shellfish beds planted be-

low this effective compensation

depth can therefore be presumed to

be free from the tlireat of infesta-

tion by the weed. But, Codium does

not generally seem to grow all the

way down to its true compensation

depth. This may be the result of

competition for available substrate

with better-adapted species, the re-

duction of light caused by shading

from other plants and the contour

of the bottom, or the diminished vi-

abilitv of swarmers in low-intensity

light."

Physiological measurements on

individual plants grown at different

depths show that with decreasing

light intensity at increasing depths,

the amount of chlorophyll is in-

creased and the amount of stored

starch is decreased. That may be

teleologicallv interpreted as an at-

tempt by the seaweed to increase its

photosynthetic capacity as light be-

comes limiting. Since this is a hope-

less cause, the plant is forced to

consume its energv reserves.

What can be done to check the

further spread of this weed invader,

control its growth, or remove it en-

tirely where it has already estab-

lished a foothold? As an alien plant

in the northeast, it has no natural

local predators that can be used for

biological control. The green sea

urchin does, however, graze on the

weed in Long Island Sound when

its preferred diet of kelp is unavail-

able. These animals have been im-

ported and released on a rocky, Co-

dium-covered shelf at Exton's Reef,

near the town of Branford, Con-

necticut, in an experiment to see

whether they will eat the seaweed

there. In other experiments, quick-

lime pellets, which sink to the bot-

tom where they destroy the Co-

dium, are also being tried.

Quicklime reacts with water, and in

the hydration, or slaking process,

heat is released. The heat burns

anything that comes into contact

with the slaked lime. Oysters and

other moUusks are unaffected be-

cause they close their valves, seal-

ing themselves inside an impene-

trable encasement.

For lack of more effective meth-

ods, mechanical removal and con-

tainment currentlv remain the best

means of control. Wire fences have
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What we found in this

peanut field wasn't peanuts.

Up until 1970, Jay was a small,

peaceful city on the Florida Pan-

handle where peanuts, soybeans

and cotton were grown.

Visit Jay today and you'd still see

a small, peaceful city on the Florida

Panhandle where peanuts, soy-

beans and cotton are grown. Plus

some new things which you
wouldn't see unless you searched

for them. Oil wells.

The Jay Field, which extends

into southern Alabama, is the big-

gest oil discovery on the U.S. main-

land in more than ten years. And
it's now good for more than a billion

gallons of oil a year.

The important story about Jay is

not just the oil field. It's how an oil

Oil Capital Of Komr.

field can fit into a quiet farming

community without turning it up-

side down.
Before the field became opera-

tional, Exxon and other oil com-
panies commissioned an extensive

study of the existing environment

around Jay. The quality of the water.

the land and the air were all mea-
sured and evaluated. Today, Exxon

uses these measurements as a

guideline in the operation of all

their Jay facilities.

We think this is a good example

of how the oil industry can coexist

with a rural environment. Because

the oil from this field is needed to

help meet the energy needs in

America. And we're proving we can

get it without messing up a way of

life in Jay.



Wanted:
People
willing to

invest $668
each in

Ancient
Inca ruins.

(Photography
permitted.)

For more
information

contact
The Red Baron.
See Lima, Cuzco, Machu Picchu, the

Islands of the Sun and Moon and Lake

Titicaca. Nonstop daytime Lufthansa

jet flights between New York and Lima,

deluxe or superior first-class accom-
modations, most meals, guides and
local transportation will be provided.

For this one-week and other tours to

South America write for free prospec-

tus. And remember, you can use your

American Express Money Card to pay
for your trip.

I The Red Baron
(Lufthansa German Airlines, Dept
1640 Hempstead Tpke NAHS1200
East Meadow, N.Y. 11554

I
Please send me your booklet "South

I
America Holidays" (1 1 7) with details

I
of all your tour itineraries in South

I America. I understand the price is

I

based on round-trip GIT air fare,

economy class, double occupancy.

I
Name

City

I My Travel Agent i

I© Lufthansa |

German Airlines

I
Fly with The Baron. ,

s He knows how to travel . I

'%a1 EE^S3 SSSiS SHBB BSa fflDB Hl^ BK^ ^^H WBSb

been constructed at strategic shell-

fish beds to protect them from

clumps of loose Codium that roll

around the sea bottom like tumble-

weed. And stands of the alga arc

dredged and harvested in winter or

dragged with chains to break the

plant off its substrate when it i.'^

brittle.

Despite all these efforts, Codium

is probably in the waters of the

northeastern United States to stay.

In that case the best way to insure

its control, if not its ultimate dis-

appearance, is to find a market for

it. Most of the plant is water, and

although the starch it contains is

biochemically similar to potato

starch, it makes up only about 1 to

2 percent of the dry weight. Co-

diuins cell walls are almost pure

mannan, a polysaccharide that we
cannot digest. Its potential as a food

for humans therefore seems ex-

tremely hmited. But it might be de-

veloped as silage, fodder, or a soil

conditioner to supplement sub-

stances presently in use that are ei-

ther becoming too expensive or too

scarce.

Statement of ownership, management, and cir-

culation (Act of August 12, 1970, Section

3685, United States Code) of Natural History,

published ten times a year at The American

Museum of Natural History, Central Park West

at 79th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024, for Oc-

tober 1, 197.3. General business offices of the

publisher are located at Central Park West al

79th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024. Publisher.

David D. Ryus; editor, Alan P. Ternes, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York, N.Y.

10024. Owner is The American Museum of

Natural History, Central Park West at 79th

Street, New York, N.Y. 10024. Known bond-

holders, mortgagees, and other security holders

owning or holding one percent or more of total

amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securi-

ties: None. The purpose, function, and non-

profit status of this organization and the exempt

status for federal income tax purposes have not

changed during preceding 12 months (Section

132.122, Postal Manual). The average number
of copies of each issue during the preceding 12

months are: A. Total number of copies printed:

319,020; B. Paid circulation: 1. Sales through

dealers and carriers, street vendors, and
counter sales: 1,966; 2. Mail subscriptions:

307,045; C. Total paid circulation: 309,011; D.

Free distribution by mail, carrier, or other

means: 4,957; E. Total distribution: 313,968;

F. Office use, leftover, unaccounted, spoileti iil-

ter printing: 5,052; G. Total: 319,020. The ac-

tual number of copies of single issue published

nearest to filing date are: A. Total number of

copies printed: 328,550; B. Paid circulation: J.

Sales through dealers and carriers, street ven-

dors and counter sales: 1,325; 2. Mail subscrip-

tions: 312,773; C. Total paid circulation:

314,098; D. Free distribution by mail, carrier,

or other means: 6,201; E. Total distribution:

320.299; F. Office use, leftover, unaccounted,

spoiled after printing: 8,251; G. Total: 328,550.
I certify that tlie statements made by me above

are correct and complete.

L. T. Kelly, Business Manager.

the finest, strongest,

lightweight, aluminum

camera equipment

cases in the world!

HAlliHuin^ON
ALUfVllNUM CAMERA CASES
Made by ttie people wtio

created the post-recovery

Apollo moon rock con-

tainers — ttiese world
famed aluminum case:

provide life-time protec

tion for your valuable
equipment. See these pres

tigious, ultra-rugged case:

at your photo dealer oi

write for literature.

KLING PHOTO COMPANY l)K| 1^^;°' I

V P.O. Box 1060, Woodside, N.Y. 11377 ItJ •-°'°-' I f

THE DOUBLE
ELEPHANT

FOLIO
by Waldemar H. Fries

The Story of Audubon's
Birds of America

While James Audubon is quite

well known, little has been
written about his struggle to pre-

pare, print and sell his great

work. The "double elephant

folio" which initially sold for

$1,000 each, sold most recently

for $216,000 at a London auction.

This is the story of the creation

and sale of the folio with a census

and survey of extant complete

sets. Much of the material has

never before been recorded. Ex-

quisitely and amply illustrated.

Cloth ISBN 0-8389-0103-4 (1973)

Pre-publication price $35.00

After February 1, 1974 $45.00

American Library Association

50 East Huron Street • Chicago, Illinois 60611
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Farmers plant

for the fall.

We plant for

the 21st century.
Plant and harvest. Farmers have been doing it

for centuries. Most sow in the spring, reap in

the fall.

Potiatch people are farmers, too—tree farmers.

But our crop interval is much longer. So long, in

fact, that many people have never thought of

timber as a crop.

But wood is a renewable resource. Potiatch

people provide for ample future harvests by prac-

ticing careful forest management on 1,300,000

acres of timber lands owned by the company.We
exercise the same kind of care and concern on

our forests that any good farmer lavishes on his

crops and land.

In Idaho, Potiatch foresters are leading the re-

search effort in control of the pine bark beetle.

In Minnesota, where natural seeding can't always

be depended upon to quickly renew the forests,

we plant an average of 1 ,000,000 trees annually.

Today there are healthy new forests growing

on Potiatch land in the cedar, pine and fir country

of Idaho, the aspen and northern pine stands of

Minnesota, and the southern pine and hardwood
regions of Arkansas.

While these forests are maturing, they are

usually open to the public for recreation. Then,

after 40, 50 or even 80 years, we harvest our

crop. That's a long time to wait for return on in-

vestment, but Potiatch people believe good forest

management is good sense and good business—

both for today's shareholders and for future gen-

erations who will benefit tomorrow from the

harvest of the trees we're planting today.

Good forest management is good for wildlife,

too. Write for ourIdaho Wildlife brochure.

Potiatch People Mean Business

, Tree planting

'
_ '^xlftj.' ' in Minnesota.

Potiatch

Potiatch Corporation

P.O. Box 3591

San Francisco, California 94119





The Gloi'y That Was Jervisalem
Recent archeological digs and ancient writings confirm that

Jeivs fought, and lost, one of their most important battles 1,903 years ago

t>y Chirlstopher L. Hallo^vell

pliotogi'iiphs by Ted Spiegel

The veai' a.d. 70 marked one of

many turning points in Jerusalem's

glorious but bloody history since its

settlement some 2,000 years ear-

lier. In that year four Roman le-

gions under Titus, the commander
of Roman forces in Judaea, plun-

dered and destroyed Herod the

Greats Temple and crushed the

Jewish rebellion against Roman oc-

cupation that had erupted in the

year 66.

Titus"s efforts to defeat the Jews

were determined and efficient. Bit

by bit, over a six-month period, he

broi^e them down physically and

psychologically, tumbling down the

walls of Jerusalem and slaughtering

its inhabitants. His legions were

well equipped with swords, spears,

bows, battering rams, and the glory

of Rome, while the Jews were ill

equipped, decimated, starving, and

weakened by internal dissent.

Three months after Titus at-

tacked, his legions had crashed

through two city walls and were at

the base of the Temple to which the

rebelling Jews had retreated and

which they were using as a fortress,

as well as a place of worship. The
Jews knew that if the Romans
broke into the huge Temple com-

plex, the battle would be lost. In an

effort to breach the Temple walls,

the Romans began to construct

great wooden towers, but the Jew-

ish defenders of the Temple rained

arrows down upon them. The fight-

ing was intense, but at the last mo-

ment, the Jews managed to destroy

the towers.

Titus then changed his course of

action and decided to staive the

Jews out. Completely surrounding

the city with his legions, he waited

for the rebels to surrender. As the

months went by, the food supply

and morale dwindled sharply inside

the Temple. Those who attempted

to desert were tortured to death by

the Jewish soldiers. Many Jews

starved to death, and even those

who had managed to hoard food

soon lost it to marauders.

Most of the Jews who attempted

to sneak past the Roman lines to

search for food were captured and

killed, often by crucifixion. At one

point, the Romans took so many
prisoners that there was not enough

wood to replace the crosses that

Titus had erected at the base of the

Temple walls in full view of tlie

Jews within.

As the siege weakened the Jews,

Titus's legions again attempted to

breach the walls, this time by pry-

ing away the great stones. Tliat fail-

ing, they burned down the Temple's

silver-plated gates and, in hand-to-

hand combat, forced their way into

the outer parts of the Temple com-

plex. Whereupon the Jews retreated

to the gold-plated Sanctuary, the

Temple's holiest sanctum.

Not wanting to destroy the Sanc-

tuary, Titus ordered his soldiers to

surround it, forcing the Jews within

to surrender. But one of his men,

excited by the impending victory,

hurled a piece of burning wood into

the Sanctuary and the whole struc-

ture was soon ablaze. Of this mo-

ment, the first-century a.d. Jewish

historian Flavius Josephus writes:

The Temple Hill, enveloped in

flames from top to bottom, ap-

peared to be boiling up from its

very roots; yet the sea of flame

was nothing to the ocean of

blood, or the company of killers

to the armies of killed; nowhere

could the ground be seen be-

tween the corpses . . . soldiers

climbed over the heaps of bodies

as they chased the fugitives.

Within a few days the entire

Temple was destroyed, and much of

Jerusalem was nothing but rubble

and ashes.

The roots of the rebellion that

culminated in Jerusalem's fall and

the Temple's destruction had been

laid in 63 B.C. In that year, the Ro-

man general Pompey swept up the

eastern coast^ of the Mediterranean,

and through a series of clever politi-

cal maneuvers, added Judaea to the

Roman Empire.

In the years that followed, re-

sentment against foreign rule in-

creased, until sporadic rebellions

erupted early in the first century

A.D. According to some theologians,

Jesus may have been the leader of

one of the rebellious factions. After

several humiliating defeats, the Ro-

mans decided to subdue the Jews

once and for all and sent Titus and

his legions to Jerusalem.

After the destruction of the

Temple, Judaism's center, the Ro-

mans built a garrison town in the

midst of Jerusalem's ruins. Through-

out Judaea, however, Jewish guer-

rilla bands continued to strike out

against the Roman legions. In a.d.

132, the guerrillas, under the lead-

ership of Bar- Kokba, captured the

city. Three years later, a strong Ro-

man force quelled the revolt, and the

emperor Hadrian ordered the oblit-

eration of Jerusalem. Upon its site,

he constructed a smaller city named
Aelia Capitolina.

Jerusalem has been plundered

and sacked many times throughout

its history. Before the coming of the

Romans, the city had been occu-

pied by the Egyptians, Assyrians,

Babylonians, Persians, and Seleu-

cids. The Romans were followed by

the Moslem Arabs who were fol-

lowed, in turn, by the Crusaders,

the Mamelukes, and the Ottomans.

Yet, throughout the conquests and

the political intrigues that led up to

them, and despite the bloodshed
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during and after ihem, Jerusalem

has remained a holy city for three

religions—Judaism. Christ ianil v.

and Islam.

Jews have considered Jerusalem to

be the center of the universe, with a

heavenly city suspended over the

earthlv one. It was here that Solomon,

son of King David, built the First

Temple in the middle of the tenth

century B.C.: "And, behold, I purpose

to build an house unto the name ofthe

Lord my God. .

."'
(1 Kings 5:5).

Christians consider Jerusalem a sa-

cred eitv because Christ was crucified

and resurrected here. And Mo-
hammed, the founder of Islam, is said

to have ascended to heaven upon a

winged horse from the top of Mount
Moriah, where the First Temple was

located before its partial destruction

by the Babylonians in the sixth cen-

tury B.C.

How the city first came to be sa-

cred is a mystery lost in time. An-
cient rabbis wrote that God created

the world at Jerusalem and that

from its soil He created the first

man. Archeological findings suggest

that Jerusalem, situated in the Ju-

daean hills of what k now central

Israel, was first settled by semi-

nomadic tribes. Wandering about

the dry and rugged hills under the

scorching sun, they may have been
attracted to the site by the area's

sole source of water, the Gihon
Spring, located a few hundred yards

south of today's city. Even now, wa-
ter bubbles out of the degths of the

spring at three-hour intervals.

The many historical and religious

figures, the prophets and conquer-

ors—Abraham, Joshua, David, Solo-

mon, Nebuchadnezzai-, Alexander,

and Constantine the Great—who
came to the city gave Jerusalem an

air of mystery and drama that has

endured over the centuries.

Despite Jerusalem's cloudy past,

Israeli archeologists have pieced to-

gether some of the city's dramatic

first-century a.d. history through

excavation projects initiated after

the end of the Six Day War in

1967. Near- the retaining wall of

Herod's Temple, aixheologists un-

der Prof. Benjamin Mazai- of the

Hebrew University are clearing

away the rubble of centuries to re-

veal the exterior portions of the

Temple complex. In the Jewish

Quarter of the Old City, much of

which was destroyed in the 1948
War of Independence, an arch-

eological team led by Prof. Nahman
Avigad, also of the Hebrew Univer-

sity, is exploring each foundation,

cellai- hole, and artifact revealed by

bulldozers clearing the area for

housing projects.

The religious origins of Herod's

Temple go back to the middle of

the tenth century B.C., when Solo-

mon constructed the First Temple,
considered by Jews of the time to

be God's chosen house. Located on

Mount Moriah, actually a hill over-

looking three valleys just east of to-

day's city, the Temple was made of

thick stones and richly carved cedar

from Lebanon.
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"And he [Solomon] carved all

I he walls of the house round about

with carved figures of cherubims

and palm trees and open flowers,

withhi and without.

"And the floor of the house he

overlaid with gold, within and with-

out" (1 Kings 6:29-30).

The most sacred piu^l of the Tem-

ple was the inner chamber, which

held ihc Ark of the Covenant, a

carved chest containing the Jewish

Laws, including the Ten Command-
ments that Moses had brought

down from Mount Sinai three cen-

turies earlier.

The Temple, together with the

Ark, was destroyed in 586 B.C. by

the Babylonians, who exiled many
Jews to Babylon. Ulien they strug-

gled back fifty years later, they'

built the Second Temple, but that

too was ransacked and plundered.

Finally almost five centuries later,

it was rebuilt by Herod the Great.

Herod was not a Jew, but

through his dealings with the Ro-

mans he was proclaimed king of

Judaea in 37 B.C. He proved to be a

brilliant but eccentric ruler, who
murdered his wife and three of his

sons because of their political lean-

ings. Over the course of his more

than 30-year reign, he became a

prolific builder, and the Temple,

which he began to rebuild in 20
B.C., reflected his enthusiasm for

creating elaborate monuments.

His workmen first poured tons of

fill into the Tyropoeon Valley to the

southwest of the destroyed Second

Temple and constructed rectangular

walls some 300 by 400 yards to

hold the fill in place. Today these

walls vary in height from 50 feet on

the north to 125 feet on the south.

On the mound of fill, with the main

part of Jerusalem on the west and

the Mount of Olives to the east, He-

rod rebuilt and greatly enlarged the

Second Temple.

Most descriptions of the Temple

have come down to us from
Josephus. He was an upper-class

Jew and one-time governor of Ga-

lilee who witnessed the Temple's

destruction from the Roman camp,

having turned traitor during the

course of the Jewish rebellion. Al-

though his writings provide much
valuable information on Jerusalem

in the first century, he had a pench-

ant for exaggeration. He also had

an ax to grind against the rebelling

Jews, most of whom, unlike him,

were not of the Jewish elite. Con-

sequently, many of his descriptions

have been disputed by both histo-

rians and archeologists. However,

some findings near the Temple
Mount and in the Jewish Quarter of

the Old Citv, as well as at other

An anonymous eighteenth-

century Dutch artist with

an eye for the dramatic etched

the destruction of the Second

Temple by Titus's legions.
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arclieological sites in Israel, have

confirmed Josephus's observations.

Tlie inner Temple, separated

I'rom the rest of the structure by a

60-loot-high wall, was dominated

by the partially gold-plated Sanc-

tuary, the symbolic location of the

Ark of the Covenant. According to

Josephus, the Sanctuary was a glori-

ous sight.

Overlaid all round with stout

plates of gold, in the first rays of

the sun it reflected so fierce a

blaze of fire that those who en-

deavoured to look at it were

forced to turn away as if they

had looked straight at the sun.

To strangers as they approached

it seemed in the distance like a

mountain covered with snow; for

any pai"t not covered with gold

was a dazzling white.

The court of the Israelites, where

Jewish priests performed animal

sacrifices, surrounded the Sanc-

tuary. The Temple's vast treasures

were concealed in vaults beneath

this court. Soon after Titus's legions

burned down the Temple gates,

they discovered the treasures.

While some slaughtered the defend-

ing Jews, others carried away the

wealth.

The thousands of worshipers who
made the pilgrimage to the Temple
from every part of Judaea first en-

tered the Temple's lower court to

the south of the Sanctuary. Here
they waited for the priests to sacri-

fice the sheep and goats they had

brought with them. A portico,

which Josephus called the Colon-

nade of the King, stood at the

southern edge of the lower court. It

was supported by 162 Corinthian

columns, each so large that three

men standing with arms out-

stretched could not encircle one.

Moneylenders competed for profits

amidst the columns. Disgusted by
the profiteering in a place of wor-

ship, Jesus overturned their tables,

much to the wrath of the priests.

For centuries after its destruction

by the Romans, all that could be

seen of the remains of the Temple
were its retaining walls. So strong

were the feelings of Jews about the

loss of the Temple that they prayed
at the foot of these walls. Over the

years, the Western, or Wailing,

Wall, a 150-foot-long section of the

western retaining wall, replaced the

Temple as Judaism's most sacred

spot. Jews from every part of the

world have traveled to Jerusalem to

bewail the loss of the Temple and to

pray at the Wall for God's return to

his house. Some Jews write their

prayers on pieces of paper, which

they lodge between the cracks in

the stones, believing that God visits

the Wall every night to read them.

According to some Jews, the

stones of the Western Wall are par-

ticularly sacred because they were

put in place by Jewish laborers

hired by Herod, whereas other parts

of the retaining walls were built by

non-Jewish laborers. And more im-

portantly, the Wailing Wall, located

as it is in the center of the western

wall, is closer to the supposed site

of the Second Temple's Sanctuai'y

than any other parts of the retaining

walls.

Jewish legend states that the dew
that forms on the stones of the

Western Wall at night are tears

shed by the stones for the Jews ex-

iled after the Temple's destruction.

Neatly reshaping the legend to fit

the years since 1967, some Israelis

say the dewdrops are tears of joy

that Jews can now pray at the Wall

without harassment by the former

non-Jewish controlling powers.

Were it not for the strength of

tradition, the recently discovered

remains of the Temple area might

take on the same sacredness as the

Western Wall. To the uninitiated,

the foundation walls, the deep pits,

the columns sprawled over the

dusty ground, and the huge Hero-

dian stones scattered here and

there, spell confusion. Even Israeli

archeologists working on the site

ai-e challenged to interpret the foun-

dations, cisterns, floors, and arti-

facts. Centuries of construction

took place in the area. Each con-

quering civilization destroyed the

buildings of the vanquished, then

built its own buildings on the

ruined foundations and over the

rubble-strewn floors.

After the Romans leveled He-

rod's Temple and the surrounding

aiea, they occupied the site for two

centuries. The once glorious city of

Jerusalem became no more than a

quiet garrison town housing the

Jewish prayer books, many
containing different liturgies

of the various areas from
which Jews emigrated to

Israel, collect at the Western

Wall for worshipers to use.

Tenth Legion in buildings made of

bricks. Many of these bricks,

stamped with the legion's in-

scription, Legio X Fretensis, have

turned up in the debris at the base

of the western and southern retain-

ing walls of the temple. Aside from

a few statues, only a steam bath

near the western wall remains from

the Roman period, an indication,

perhaps, of the casual life led by

Roman soldiers after they defeated

the Jews.

Early in the fourth century, the

emperor Constantine shifted the

seat of the Roman Empire east. He
founded the new capital near where

the Greek city of Byzantium had

stood and called it New Rome. The

city soon became known as Con-

stantinople. Today it is Istanbul.

Constantine proclaimed Christianity

the official religion of the empire,

and he and his mother. Empress
Helena, both devout believers, es-

tablished Jerusalem as a Christian

center and built numerous shrines

and churches honoring the new reli-

gion. The marks of Byzantium were

left in the Temple Mount area in

the form of foundations, walls,

arches, and beautiful mosaic floors.

During the Byzantine rule of Je-

rusalem, another religion, Islam,

was growing to the south. Gradually

the Moslems took control of the

Arabian peninsula and spread the

teachings of Mohammed. In their

efforts to gain new territory in the

name of Allah, they moved north-

ward, and in the year 638, they

reached Jerusalem, which they con-

trolled for the next four centuries.

During their rule, the Omayyad
period, they built the Dome of the

Rock, the mosque that today domi-

nates the ai'ea within the Temple s

retaining walls. Moslems believe it

is from this spot that Mohammed
ascended to heaven on a winged
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The Kidron Valley lies between the Russian

Orthodox Church of Mary Magdalene, foreground,

situated on the Mount of Olives, and
the Moslem Dome of the Rock, located on the

site of Herod's Temple in Jerusalem.
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horse. Outside of the Temple
Mount, but adjacent to the western

and southern retaining walls, the

Moslems constructed three large

buildings. Archeologists have un-

covered remains of the massive

walls of these buildings made out of

huge stones from Herodian times.

These walls must have formed

buildings of some importance; one

of them may have been a palace.

Ordinarily, palaces and other sig-

nificant structures are built to be

highly visible, with large courtyards

and open ai'eas. Yet these buildings

were constructed right next to the

towering Temple retaining walls,

separated from them by no more

than fourteen feet.

When the excavations began in

1967, archeologists dug down
through the Moslem, Byzantine,

and Roman ruins before coming

across signs of the Jewish rebellion.

Lying in the debris were numerous

coins stamped with the Hebrew in-

scriptions "Year One," "Year
Two," "Year- Three," and so forth.

The Year One coins were minted in

A.D. 66, when the Jews began their

revolt. Significantly, with each suc-

ceeding year of the rebellion, fewer

coins marked with the appropriate

year appeared, a sign perhaps that

as the struggle heightened and be-

came more desperate, the Jews

turned away from less vital con-

cerns to defend themselves against

the Roman onslaught.

Many of these coins, together

with numerous oil lamps and pot-

tery shards, were scattered in the

six-foot layer of debris from the

Temple's destruction, which cov-

ered the Herodian pavements along

the western and southern retaining

While excavating along the

southern wall of the Temple

Mount, left, archeologists

uncovered huge stones that fell

when the Temple was destroyed.

The wall at right was built

by the Moslems and may
have been part of a palace.



walls. For 1,900 years since the end

of the Jewish rebellion, the rubble

concealed the fine workmanship

that went into Herod's Temple and

which was revealed for the first

time only several years ago. The

huge limestone rectangles, some as

much as 30 feet long and 1.5 feet

thick, were bossed and fitted with-

out the use of mortar. For maxi-

mum retaining strength against the

tons of fill inside the walls, each

comse of stones had been set in-

ward several inches, thus giving the

entire wall the appearance of lean-

ing. During the first century, the

newly quarried limestone must have

been pure white. Josephus mistak-

enly says that some parts of the

Temple were constructed of glisten-

ing mai'ble.

The most telling evidence of the

Temple's destruction are the huge

Herodian stones from the topmost

level of the southern wall found ly-

ing on the pavement 125 feet be-

low. These were pushed off either

by the Jewish defenders in an effort

to prevent the Romans below from

battering down the wall or by the

Romans after they overran the

Temple.

One of the most dramatic finds of

the 1969-70 excavation season was

one of these stones with a recess

and a Hebrew inscription carved

into it. The inscription, part of

which is missing, reads that the

ram's horn, or shofar, was blown

from this spot. The stone apparently

fell from the southwest corner of

the Temple Mount. This is men-

tioned by Josephus, who also wrote

that priests mounted the wall to

blow the horn announcing the be-

ginning and end of each Sabbath.

Among the fallen blocks on the

pavement, ornamental stone frag-

ments intricately carved with

leaves, rosettes, grape clusters, and

swastikas, the latter a remnant of

Hellenistic design, tell of the detail

and glory of the destroyed Temple.

Until 1967. the ai-ea south of the

southern retaining wall was a gentle

grassy slope with no hint of the un-

derlying complex ai-chitectural re-

mains. As archeologists scraped

away the earth, they uncovered re-

mains that helped them determine

the Temple area's design. The prob-

ing between the walls of the huge

Omayyad foundations revealed a

50-foot-wide Herodian plaza south

of the southern wall. The thousands

of pilgrims coming to Jerusalem

may have gathered here before as-

cending to the Temple to worship.

Following Jewish law, they prob-

ably underwent ritual purification,

bathing in the water that collected

in small hollows carved into the

limestone bedrock under the plaza.

Ascent to the Temple was by way

of a broad limestone stairway,

which led from the plaza to gates in

the southern wall. The faint outline

of the now blocked-off gates can be

Archeological evidence

enabled architects to sketch

portions of Herod's Temple.

The "Colonnade of the King''

runs along the southern

retaining wall, and Robinson's

Arch is located at the

wall's southwestern corner.

seen today. Tlie Mishna, the part of

the Talmud that contains the Oral

Law, makes passing reference to

priests climbing this 70-yard-wide

stairway to enter the Temple.

Josephus wrote that priests also

entered and left the Temple
through their own secret passage.

In l971 aicheologists came upon

what they believe to be one end of

this passage, located near the foot

of the Stan-way. Today it can be

seen as a narrow opening—no more

than two feet wide—hewn into the

bedrock and leading toward the

southern wall. Archeologists believe

it ends up underneath the site of the

former Temple Sanctuary, now oc-

cupied by the Dome of the Rock.

Several similar passages exist

along the southern wall, but they

have not been explored to their full

length. Because the inside of the

Temple Mount is sacred to the Mos-
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lems, they object on religious

grounds to their further excavation.

The El-Aksa mosque is situated

directly above the southern wall,

and its administrators have sealed

up tlie passages from the basement

of the mosque in order to prevent

Israeli archeologists from encroach-

ing upon their sacred ground. For

the moment, however, archeologists

ai-e occupied with excavating on the

outside of the walls, and the poten-

tially explosive matter is in abey-

ance.

In 1971 the excavating teams

tm'ned their attention to the ai^ea

just north of the southwest corner

of the retaining walls—a hodge-

podge of walls, tombs, cisterns, and

channels dating back to the seventh

century B.C. Deep pits that were

once cisterns are everywhere, and

channels that carried water to and

from them weave around ancient

foundations. Nearby, the dark en-

trances of ancient tombs, long since

robbed, add to the area's mazelike

appearance. One of the highlights

of the excavations in this area has

been the settlement of the con-

troversy surrounding Robinson's

Arch. First discovered in 1852 by a

biblical scholar named Edward
Robinson, the finding consisted of

the remains of an arch jutting out

of the western wall about fourteen

yards north of its southern end.

Until just a few years ago, arch-

eologists had assumed that the arch

was part of a roadway connecting

the Temple with the Upper City to

the west, now the Jewish Quarter of

the Old City. In the 1870s, when an

archeologist named Charles Warren
discovered a stone pier to the west

of the arch, the roadway theory be-

came a near certainty. This belief

was adhered to even though Jo-

sephus made no mention of a bridge

in the area (suggesting that arch-

eologists in the past took Josephus's

writing with a grain of salt). He did

mention, however, a number of

steps leading from the Temple
down into the unfilled portion of

the Tyropoeon Valley to the south.

Putting together the various bits

of information, the present arch-

eological team has reached the con-

clusion that Robinson's Arch was
actually part of a 50-foot-wide stair-

way that turned a right angle at the

pier and opened onto a Herodian

street built along the floor of the

Tyropoeon Valley. The stairway led

to what was probably an enormous
gate that opened into the Temple's

commercial section underneath the

southern portico.

While excavating under the arch

during the 1969-70 season, an Old
Testament passage found inscribed

on one of the stones of the wall

struck emotional chords in the

hearts of devout Jews. The passage

reads, "And when ye see this, your

heart shall rejoice, and your bones

shall flourish like an herb. .
."

(Isaiah 66:14). Professor Mazar be-

lieves that the passage was carved

during the fourth century when the

Jews began rebuilding the Temple
under the emperor Julian. During
his short reign (three years) Julian

issued an edict of toleration, but

with his death in a.d. 363, work on

the Temple came to a halt. Since

the Temple's destruction three cen-

turies before, Jews had waited and
prayed for the opportunity to

rebuild it. When Julian gave them
the chance to do so, they were un-

derstandably enthusiastic, as re-

flected by the inscription.

As the excavations continue,

more details of Jerusalem in the

first century and of the outer sec-

tions of Herod's Temple are coming
to light. Some of the finds, such as

the huge cisterns, the underground

chambers, and the concealed pas-

sages are mysterious in nature. Oth-

ers reveal the glory of the Temple's

massive architecture and rich decor.

More significantly, however, some
of the discoveries permit us to bet-

ter understand the struggles of the

period and the reasons for Jerusa-

lem's eternal glory. As the rubble of

the past centuries, be it of Jewish,

Christian, or Islamic origin, is

scraped away to reveal definite

forms, archeologists and laymen
alike feel the emotional impact of

the findings.

For example, the 1970 discovery

of the "burned house" in the Jew-
ish quarter of the Old City, west of

the Wailing Wall, told a definite

story of one point in Jewish history.

The heat of an intense fire had ap-

parently caved in the walls of the

house, and the remaining floors of

its lower levels were covered with

Each year Jews converge on

the Wailing Wall to celebrate

Jerusalem Day, the third

day of the Six Day War, when
they gained control of the

Wall. The anniversary falls

in May or June as determined

by the Jewish calendar.

ashes and bits of charred wood. The
coins found among the debris in-

dicated to archeologists that the fire

occurred in a.d. 70. Josephus wrote

that this section of Jerusalem was

sacked and burned immediately af-

ter the destruction of the Temple.

A stone weight marked with the

name Bar Kathros, apparently the

owner of the house, was found lying

on one of the floors. The Babylo-

nian Talmud mentions the house of

Kathros, an upper-class Jewish fam-

ily who lived in this area of the city

during the Second Temple period.

Prof. Nahman Avigad described

his feelings, as well as those of

other archeologists, when the house

was discovered. There in front of

them, said Avigad, was evidence

that not only enabled them to sub-

stantiate the writings of Josephus

but also permitted them to picture

in their imaginations the destruc-

tion of the Upper City and the

slaughter of the Jews.

The I'ecent discoveries are not

only bringing the struggles and

glories of Jerusalem's past to our

knowledge; they may also result in

an updated version of the city's his-

tory. Through vague accounts and

legends, historians and arch-

eologists are aware that much re-

mains to be discovered concerning

Jerusalem in the first century. His-

torical proof of the legends may lie

buried under the tons of rubble still

to be excavated. In a more spiritual

sense, the excavations in Jerusalem,

and in other parts of Israel, are

creating a new Bible. The impact of

foundations, tombs, and artifacts is

immediate and irrefutable. Contrary

to the poetic, historical drama of

the Bible, the excavation findings

tell a more substantial, albeit, more
rigid, story of the land's past.





The Japa^nese Art of Ta^ttooing
l>v Doiiald Rieliie

Once the brand of the criminal,

irezumi has evolved into a stylizedform of body decoration

pliotogi-rtplTs l5y Ge<>i-|»*e and Claii-e Looclen

Tattooing in Japan is an art that

has grown out of a long and com-

plex tradition. A strong and dis-

tinctive style has been achieved, a

number of tattoo masters continue

to practice, and there are, even

now, numerous clients. Although

tattooing has been proscribed on

several occasions and has suffered

waves of unpopularity, it endures

and has long held its place among
the typiccJly Japanese arts.

In Japan, as in other countries,

tattooing originated as an in-

strument of punishment. The Ni-

honshoki, an eighth-century his-

tory, tells of a man who was
tattooed as punishment for treason.

The result was ostracism, perhaps

the most terrible of all punishments

in Japan, where more than in most

countries family and social ties as-

sume great importance. Con-
sequently, tattooing was reserved

for the more serious crimes. The
criminal was marked on the fore-

head or around the eyes, so that

proof of his crime would be clearly

visible. The method used was to cut

the skin and insert pitch, hence the

name irezumi: ire, "flow into";

zumi, "black liquid."

Independent of punishment, an-

other form of tattooing existed in

Japan. This was practiced by the

Ainu, the aborigines of the northern

island of Hokkaido. Tlieir tattoos.

perhaps originally magical, were

purely decorative. Until recently

one could still see Ainu women
with blue, moustachelike designs on

their upper lips and tattooed whorls

on their knuckles. It is possible that

the punishment tattoo originated

from this form of Ainu decoration,

the assumption being that the crimi-

nal would be classed with the hated

and feared aborigine. Whether or

not this is so, tattooing as punish-

ment did not continue for long. Al-

though the practice was revived

from time to time, there are no fur-

ther historical or literary references

to tattooing until the 1600s.

A novel of the 1670s, Shikido

Taikyo ("A History of Amorous
Adventures"), describes how prosti-

tutes inscribed the names of faithful

customers on their thighs or upper

arms. Another book of the period

speaks of the subtler device of hav-

ing the left elbow tattooed with a

number of dots signifying the age of

the favored customer. The West is

familiar with this impulse, and

many a white biceps has been deco-

rated with "Mother" or the name of

a girlfriend.

In Japan, however, the art of the

tattoo did not remain long in this

phase. For one reason, tattooing as

punishment was revived in the eigh-

teenth century, and the Gojogaki

Hyakkajo ("One Hundred Articles

of the Criminal Code") codified a

great number of tattoo patterns,

each indicating a separate offense.

Perhaps as a consequence the word
for tattoo was changed. From ire-

zumi, which denotes punishment, it

became horimono, or "digging the

skin," which implies a voluntary

decoration; and from abstract pat-

terns, the tattoo developed into an

advanced form of decorative art.

Despite various proscriptions (in

1811, 1890, and the last in 1908,

which was not officially rescinded

until 1945), tattooing has flour-

ished in the past two centuries.

Various reasons have been given

for the sudden naissance in the

1700s. Tattooing represented one

way members of the merchant class

could avoid the many edicts against

decorating themselves with signs of

what we would now call con-

spicuous consumption. Merchants,

in contradistinction to the nobility,

were not permitted to wear fine

silks, brocades, or gold and silver

ornaments. One could, however,

wear an expensive tattoo, dis-

playing it only to trusted con-

fidants. So while a rich merchant

might wear a plain kimono, vividly

embroidered with gold threads on

the inside, the merchant's son

might sport an equally expensive

tattoo on his arm or thigh. It was

Continued on page 59
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A nineteenth-century block

print, far left, depicts one

of the heroes from the

"Tales of One Hundred and
Eight Strong Men, " the

source of many tattoo

designs. After creating his

own wash drawing based on

the print, left, and

referring to it as he works,

a modern-day tattoo

master, below, outlines the

design on the customer's back.

S3



Holding the tattooing tool in his right

hand and a dye brush in his left, an

artist punctures the flesh and pushes

the pigment under the skin. Later

the excess pigment will be wiped off,

leaving a sharper line. Once the

outline is complete, colors are filled in

until a full suit is finished. The work

is slow and painful, and after each one-hour

session, the client soaks in a hot bath

to ease the pain and settle the color.
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Overleaf: Based on ancient

ceremonial robes and

traditional designs in

Oriental art, tattoos of

dragons symbolize strength

and sagacity. Like a painter's

signature, the name of the

tattoo artist, Horitake,

appears at lower right,

below the dragon 's claws.









Continued from page 50

higlilv decorative, usually hidden,

and definitely antiestablishment.

The tattoo also transcended Ja-

pan's rigid class system. The raffish

merchant's son and the flashy, low-

ranking samurai alike might wear

tattoos. So might footmen, fish-

mongers, gangsters, gamblers, pa-

lanquin bearers, firemen, and many
professionals. While it may have

been an affectation on the part of

the merchant's son to adopt the tat-

too worn by the proletariat, more

important, a tattoo on the wealthy

seems to have represented an in-

formal freemasonry. If you wore a

tattoo, vou' were the kind of man
who went to the pleasure quarters,

who knew his wav around town,

who was—in contemporarv terms-

hip.

That a ruling class should be at-

tracted to presumably low-class dec-

oration is not as surprising as it

sounds. During Britain's Edwardian

period there was a rash of tattooing

among European nobility. The
Prince of Wales, later George V,

and his brother the Duke of Clar-

ence. Duke Alfred of Edinburgh

and Coburg, Czar Nicolas II of Rus-

sia, Queen Olga of Greece, Prince

Phillipe de Caramen Chimay, and

the Princesses de Leon and de Sa-

gan all sported tattoos.

One result of the tattoo's popu-

larity in Japan was that the artists

were kept busy devising new tech-

niques and styles for customers.

During this period, the finished tat-

tooed "suit" was developed. A com-

pletely tattooed man wore his deco-

rations from his shoulders to his

elbows, halfway down his thighs;

his entire back and buttocks were

covered; and only a section from his

throat through the sternum to the

navel, the genitals, and the insides

of the thighs was left undecorated.

A full tattoo suit, a rare

sight on a Tokyo street,

features an elaborate floral

design of peonies, cherry

blossoms, and chrysanthemums.

With this suit a footman or a fire-

man could simply put on a loincloth

and be considered well dressed by

his peers. There were, and remain,

eccentric tattooings—a woman's

breasts (the design often being full-

blown peonies), the insides of her

thighs (usually decorated a delicate

peach pink), or the head of a man's

penis (the organ lending itself well

to decoration as an eggplant, peach,

or plum)—but the indicated areas

remain the standard tattooing

ground of the Japanese.

Such a suit was, and remains, ex-

pensive. But it was more than a

sign of conspicuous consumption.

In eighteenth-century Tokyo, it be-

came a kind of guild mark. The

firemen were tattooed, so were the

carpenters, so were the gangsters.

And even now it is the young wood-

worker or the young hood who is

most likely to go to the tattooer.

To keep up with the demand for

increasingly lavish tattoos, the mas-

ters experimented and eventually

arrived at the style of tattooing now
instantly recognized as Japanese. It

is based upon the work of several

great artists of the period.

At the beginning of the nine-

teenth century Hokusai brought out

his Shipen Suiko Gaden ("New

Suiko Pictorial Series"), and a

decade or so later Kuniyoshi pro-

duced another illustrated work, the

Tsuzoku Suikoden Goketsu Hyaku-

hachinin ("Popular Suiko Tales of

One Hundred and Eight Strong

Men"). The text was written by oth-

ers, and although of the comic strip

variety, the illustrations were mag-

nificent and their popularity was ex-

traordinary.

Perhaps to evade censorship

these artists, and those who later

added to the genre, among them

Utamaro, chose to illustrate Chi-

nese-style stories, and their pictures

showed strong Chinese influence.

Pictures of heroic men battling

monsters, engaged in duels, or rid-

ing dragons or carp were matched

by a number of Japanized folk

heroes: Chogoro Konjin, who de-

feated a number of demons; Ha-

runosuke Aoyage, who could

change himself into a snake; and

Kohashi Kinezumi, who attained

Zen satori while breaking out of a

barrel. Also pictured were various

animals that had semimagical asso-

ciations, such as dragons (strength

and sagacity) and carp (per-

severance). There were also flow-

ers—the cherry blossom and peony

were particularly preferred.

The traditional colors for tat-

tooing, which are still widely used

in Japan, include sumi (a kind of

black that turns deep blue under

Asian skin), yellow, light blue, oc-

casionally green, and a red made of

material so lethal (mainly lead) that

the client can tolerate only a few

new square inches a week.

The traditional method, still pre-

ferred by both masters and clients,

is long and painful. A needle is not

used. Instead, the artists use a small

series of triangular-edged awls or

gouges to push the pigment under

the skin. First they trace the de-

sired design on the back, arm, or

thigh with watered sumi. After the

outlines are drawn, they are incised

with the awls, a lengthy process if

the design is at all complicated. The

full dye brush, secured by the little

finger of the left hand, lies across

the top of the knuckles. The gouge,

held with the right, is rubbed

against the loaded brush, then

pushed under the skin. This is re-

peated until a thick, clear line is

achieved. To keep a clean working

surface, the master continually

sponges the blood away. Finally,

the colors are painstakingly worked

into the various areas of the design,

as one fills in a coloring book.

The amount of design that can be

finished in a single working period

depends on the strength of the artist

and the patience of the customer.

Full designs, such as a whole suit,

can take up to a year to complete.

A full suit, if the artist is well

known and a master in this trade,

costs thousands of dollars, and

those workmen who finally acquire

a full tattoo can afford little else.

The finished product is, however,

an undisputed and unique work of

art. It has a strong and unified

style, it exists simply for itself, and

its purpose is entirely decorative.

For the happy possessor it may also

have semimagical associations of

good luck or potency. From a

feared form of punishment, the tat-

too has evolved into one of Japan's

most typical decorative arts.
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INHERITANCE OF BLUE AND SNOW GOOSE COLOR PHASES

Color of Males Color of Goslings

white piiase x white phase

homozygous blue phase x

homozygous blue phase

heterozygous blue phase x

heterozygous blue phase

homozygous blue phase x white phase

heterozygous blue phase x white phase

\ All wfijte phase are homozygous

>cDc^cD
white phase

homozygous blue phase

C^
Vz heterozygous blue phase

Vi homozygous blue phase

y4 white phase

heterozygous blue phase

Vz heterozygous blue phase

1/2 white phase

The color phases of the

lesser snow goose are

an inherited trait.

Homozygous parents—those

possessing genes for only

one color phase—produce
like offspring. Heterozygous

parents—possessing genes

for both white and blue color

phases—account for the

appearance of blue and snow

geese in the same flock.

Migratory blue and lesser

snow geese rest on an Iowa

lake. These birds will

continue southward to winter

on the Louisiana coast.

proximately 400 miles from the

Baffin Island colony.

Both Soper and Sutton found

lesser snow geese (aptly named
Chen hyperborea hyperborea, or

goose from beyond the north wind),

nesting in association with blue

geese. The beautiful snow goose, al-

ways considered a distinct species,

had long been known to nest in the

Canadian Arctic, as well as in

Greenland and Siberia. Yet on
Southampton Island, Sutton found

mixed pairs and apparent hybrids

between blue and lesser snow geese.

This raised the possibility that the

two types were not different species

but only subspecies or even minor
genetic variants. Despite the evi-

dence provided by the mixed pairs

and hybrids, Sutton concluded that

the lesser snow and blue geese were
distinct, although closely related,

species. (The greater snow goose

does not exhibit color phases.)

A few years later, Canadian orni-

thologist T. H. Manning visited a

different mixed nesting colony on
Southampton Island where he
found that about half of the blue

geese were mated to snow geese.

Although this percentage of mixed
pahs was below that to be expected

if the two types were randomly in-

terbreeding (which would signify

that the birds were of the same spe-

cies), it was far more than would be

expected if they represented sepa-

rate species. As a result, he sug-

gested that the two plumage types

should be considered as different

subspecies. Although the present-

day attitude toward bird subspecies

is to regard them as geographically

separated and morphologically dif-

ferent populations. Manning's rec-

ommendation seemed to be the best

solution to an otherwise insolvable

problem and was gradually adopted.

A solution to the taxonomic di-

lemma was not forthcoming until

the 1950s, when Graham Cooch,

then a graduate student at Cornell

University, spent several summers
studying the breeding biology of

blue and snow geese on South-

ampton Island. His studies demon-
strated that the blue goose is only a

genetically determined color phase

of the snow goose, and that both

birds are, in fact, one species, Chen
caerulescens. The genetic control

determining the two plumage types

is a relatively simple one. The fac-

tor that prevents massive inter-

breeding between the two types is a

behavioral barrier, the result of

preferential pairing between birds

of the same plumage type.

Cooch also discovered that blue

and snow geese exhibited signifi-

cant differences in their physi-

ological adaptations for breeding.

Although no differences were found

in nest-site selection or average

clutch sizes, white-phased birds nor-

mally began their nesting activities

slightly earlier than blue-phased

ones. Melting snow and ice at the

onset of the white-phased birds'

breeding season often results in the

loss of some of the nests, which are

constructed on slight, grassy swells

on the tundra. Also, for reasons not

yet understood, egg predation losses

to jaegers and arctic foxes tend to

be higher during the initial stages of

the breeding season. It is possible

that, as the snow and ice covering

the tundra begins to disappear-

shortly after the first eggs are laid

in late May or early June, depend-

ing on the latitude of the colony

site—white-phased birds on the nest

£ire more conspicuous to predators.

By the same token, the blue-

phased birds would be better cam-

ouflaged on the muddy ground. The
two color phases, then, could serve
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as a protective device to keep

breeding losses at an acceptable

level, while maximizing the limited

breeding period (approximately 80
days) possible in severe climates.

In any case, blue-phased pairs

are more successful breeders than

white-phased pairs, except when an

unusually cold and retarded spring

reduces the length of the breeding

season. This can be especially dis-

advantageous to the blue goose be-

cause it starts breeding later.

Because the blue-phased birds

are favored in relatively mild breed-

ing seasons, the past half century of

climatic amelioration in arctic Can-

ada has probably benefited the blue

goose and has helped account for

the extension of the breeding range

of birds representing this genotype.

The blue goose is now found in

nesting colonies north and west of

Baffin and Southampton Islands,

which previously were entirely

comprised of snow geese, and it is

becoming relatively more common
in breeding areas where both types

traditionally occur.

Still largely unexplained was

how the geese develop strong pref-

erential mating with birds of their

own plumage type rather than

showing random mating behavior.

It is possible that the goslings be-

come imprinted on the plumage

type of their parents shortly after

hatching and later seek out a mate

of the same color. If so, goslings

whose parents were blue phased

would seek blue-phased mates;

those / with white-phased parents

would prefer typical snow geese as

mates. Only in cases where the

young birds are the offspring of

mixed parents might a gosling be

imprinted on a color phase opposite

from its own. Fred Cooke, a Cana-

dian geneticist, hypothesized that in

such a case the young bird did im-

print on the plumage type of one of

its parents, perhaps depending on

the gosling's sex. The only certain

way to test this idea was to band

thousands of goslings in a colony

that had a substantial proportional

representation of both color phases.

One such colony is near Churchill,

Manitoba, and in 1968 Cooke and

his associates began a long-term

study to try to resolve this question.

One problem associated with

such a study is the goose's long pe-

riod of immaturity. Among arctic

geese, initial breeding normally oc-

curs when the birds are nearly three

years old. Thus, it takes at least that

long from the time of initial band-

ing to determine the mating prefer-

ences of goslings having parents of

known color phases.

Nevertheless, some suggestive

evidence has already begun to

emerge from this research program.

By raising captive goslings of the

two color phases—as well eis white-

phased goslings dyed pink—with
foster parents that were either blue,

white, or pink dyed, it was possible

to test the young birds' social re-

sponses when they were later

placed together in a large flock.

When the goslings were tested in a

circular arena and allowed to move
toward adults of any of the three

color types, they associated pre-

dominantly with adult birds of the

same color as their foster parents.

Even the goslings with pink foster

parents responded as strongly to

them as did those with normally

colored parents, suggesting that

color recognition is learned rather

than inherited. There was no evi-

dence to suggest that the sex of a

gosling had any effect on its behav-

ior or that the sex of the foster par-

ent had any effect.

The banding program under-

taken by Cooke and his associates

has also brought to light a number
of interesting points in addition to

the behavioral basis for preferential

mating. First, a considerable degree

of mixing of both blue and snow
geese from different breeding colo-

nies apparently exists on the Gulf

Coast wintering grounds, where

pair formation occurs. This allows

for the formation of pair bonds be-

tween birds reared in different

breeding colonies. As a result, a

male from one colony may form a

pair bond with a female that was

reared at another colony several

hundred miles away. Cooke has

concluded that, as is the case with

ducks, it is the female rather than

the male that determines to which

colony the pair will return and at-

tempt to nest. Such behavior tends

to promote outbreeding between

colonies and thus would also en-

courage genetic uniformity between

On its breeding grounds

near Churchill, Manitoba,

a snow goose

watches the flight

of a bird of prey.
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breeding populations separated by
several hundred miles.

The different breeding colonies

in arctic Canada—those that are

predominantly blue geese, snow
geese, or mixed in various propor-

tions—all have different migration

patterns when they head southward
in the fall, and this also has impor-

tant genetic implications, as well as

ecological significance. In recent

years, it has even had political rami-

fications. The predominantly blue-

phased geese that breed on Baffin

Island, for example, typically un-

dertake a nearly nonstop flight to

their Louisiana wintering grounds.

The geese spend several weeks in

early September in a staging area at

James Bay, Canada, where the birds

are subjected to fairly heavy hunt-

ing pressure, but their subsequent
nonstop flight carries them out of

reach of waterfowl hunters in the

northern United States. It is only
while the geese are passing the win-

ter in Louisiana that hunters take a

heavy toll of their number.

On the other hand, the geese,

predominantlv white-phased, which

breed on Southampton Island

and the west coast of Hudson Bay,

follow a more gradual and inter-

rupted fall migration pattern. They
also spend weeks along the south

coast of Hudson Bay, but from
there they strike out in a south-

westerly direction across Ontario

and southern Manitoba toward the

Dakotas. There, in the vicinity of

Devils Lake, North Dakota, and
Sand Lake, South Dakota, the birds

rest and take on food before they

continue their flight southward. In

years when the breeding season is

later than usual, this stopover in the

northern states is especially impor-

tant, since the young of the year are

unable to withstand a more direct

flight to the wintering area on the

coast of Texas. In such yeai^s the

immature birds are especially vul-

nerable to hunting because of their

generally weaker condition, and up

to a third of the young geese may
fall to hunters.

The genetic and ecologic impli-

cations of these differences in mi-

gratory traditions are thus sub-

stantial. Whereas the mostly blue-

phased breeding population avoids

heavy hunting pressure in the

northern United States by its rela-

tively nonstop migration between

James Bay and the Gulf Coast of

Louisiana, the predominantly
white-phased populations of South-

ampton Island and the west coast of

Hudson Bay are subjected to the ef-

fects of intensive hunting through-

out their entire fall migratory route

down the Great Plains to their

Texas wintering areas. In addition,

most sport hunters shoot the white-

plumaged birds rather than the

darker blue geese, probably because

they are more conspicuous and may
have greater trophy appeal. Thus



White-phased geese that

breed on Southampton Island

and the ivest coast of Hudson

Bay follow an interrupted

migration pattern down the

Great Plains to wintering

areas on the Texas coast.

The predominantly blue

goose breeding colonies

follow a more direct,

uninterrupted migration

route than colonies made up

largely of snow geese

or mixed populations.

MIGRATION ROUTES OF BLUE AND SNOW GEESE

PREDOMINANTLY BLUE-PHASE BREEDING AREA

PREDOMINANTLY WHITE-PHASE BREEDING AREAS

MIGRATION REST AREAS

SAND LAKE NATIONAL

WILDLIFE REFUGE

the differential effects of hunting on

the two plumage types supplement

the differential breeding adapta-

tions, and may influence the rate

of natural selection in favoring

blue-phased birds.

In the fall of 1972, an extraordi-

narily cold arctic summer resulted

in yery low breeding success for

nearly all arctic-breeding birds. An-

other factor that reduced the goose

population was the high kill rate in

North Dakota, the third highest in

history. Of the approximately

95,000 geese killed in that state

alone, some 53 percent were white-

phased snow geese and 20 percent

were blue-phased birds (27 percent

were other species).

After the abysmal 1972 breeding

season and the heayy hunting of the

fall, the winter mid-continent popu-

lation of snow geese was estimated

at slightly more than a million

birds, or down nearly 23 percent

frorn the previous winter.

Obviously, the prospect of such

continued goose hunting as oc-

curred in the Dakotas in 1972 will

have enormous local economic im-

pact, and state game agencies in the

northern states have been eager to

manage their temporary goose pop-

ulations in a way that will assure

the highest possible harvests for

their hunters.

Their solution has been to en-

courage a buildup of massive fall

goose populations in a few refuge

areas where the birds can safely

rest. To obtain food, however, the

birds must fly out beyond the ref-

uge boundaries. The resulting con-

centrations of geese—and hunters—

that have occurred at Sand Lake

National Wildlife Refuge and nu-

merous other midwestern refuges

have imposed a crass carnival atmo-

sphere on goose hunting in the

area. Now, rather than bothering

with blinds, decoys, goose calls, and

all the other accoutrements of goose

hunting, it is only necessary to

stand at the boundaries of the ref-

uge, carry a magnum shotgun

loaded with buckshot, and fire ran-

domly at any flock of birds that

comes within eyesight. (The better

hunters, who kill the greatest num-
ber of birds annually, still use de-

coys and other lures. These sports-

men show a preference for snow
over blue geese.) Although the total

number of geese killed in this in-

credible "sport" is relatively low

compared with the total taken from

all states during the season, the in-

cidence of crippled birds, which die

later or fall well within the refuge

boundaries and thus cannot be re-

covered, is substantial.

Hunters in the wintering areas of

Louisiana and Texas have not re-

mained impassive in the face of in-

creasing harvests of snow and blue

geese in the northern states. Re-

cently, both federal and state game
agencies have been accused of
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"shortstopping" the birds in order

to increase the harvests in more

northerly states. This is the term ap-

phed to the management of refuges

or other controlled areas along the

fall migratory route by providing

food or planting grain to encourage

maximum fall usage by geese and to

delay their departure to wintering

areas for as long as possible. This

procedure had its predictable out-

come last winter, when a large

flock of geese and ducks that were

concentrated on Lake Andes Na-

tional Wildlife Refuge in southern

South Dakota were affected by a se-

vere outbreak of viral enteritis, or

"duck plague," which killed thou-

sands of waterfowl. The affected

geese were Canada geese rather

than snow geese, but the potential

for a disaster of comparable or even

greater magnitude certainly exists

with the latter species.

In the resultant controversy, the

least of the participants' concerns

appears to be the welfare of the

goose population, which has been

gradually losing ground in recent

years. Unless adequate protection

can be offered the birds on their fall

migration routes—as well as in their

wintering areas—the problem of

shortstopping may eventually be-

come only an academic question.

Furthermore, the major nesting

areas, such as those on South-

ampton and Baffin Islands must be

absolutely protected from destruc-

tion or disturbance. Increased inter-

est in oil and mineral exploration in

the Canadian Arctic will make this

a problem of greater concern in fu-

ture years. The effect of the forth-

coming James Bay Hydroelectric

Project on the fall staging area of

Hunters in the northern

Plains states take a high

toll of migrating geese

every fall. Their preference

for ivhite-phased birds is

influencing the population

balance between blue and

lesser snow geese.

the geese still remains to be seen,

but it could have an important in-

fluence on the migration routes and

timing of the Hudson Bay goose

flocks.

A goose population is a dynamic

system that responds rapidly and in-

tensely to subtle and manifold envi-

ronmental pressures. The genetic

"marker" provided by the blue-

phased plumage variant allows a re-

vealing insight into the workings of

natural selection in a harsh and in-

tolerant environment. For better or



worse, man is ini luencing \he rale

at which natural selection is shifting

the genetic composition of the Hud-
son Bav goose flock and modifying

the migratoiv traditions of the birds

as well.

Each spring the geese push

relentlessly northward to ren-

dezvous with fate on distant arctic

shorelines; each fall they return

with the future of their species in-

vested in a new generation of off-

spring produced by the most suc-

cessful genetic combinations. We

could ask for no greater symbol of

innate determination for survival

than that provided by the snow and
blue geese; accordingly, we should

be content with no less than a maxi-

mum commitment to their con-

tinued existence. Q
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Giant Panda^s In the Wild . . .

Zoologists, reporting back from the rugged mountains of southwest China,

offer neiv understanding of these captivating animals

!>>• \\'iiiii»' Snii«»aiitl I^ii Clianti-kiii"!

When Hsing Hsing and Ling

Ling, two giant pandas from the

People's Republic of China, arrived

at the National Zoological Park in

Washington in 1972, thousands of

people flocked to see the first giant

pandas exhibited in an American

zoo since 1953.

Traditionally, zoos offer the pub-

lic a chance to view foreign or rare

animals, but in addition they pro-

vide research opportunities for biol-

ogists and other scientists. The Pe-

king Zoo acquired its first giant

panda in 1956. and other large Chi-

nese zoos got them soon after. From
observation and research of these

captive pandas, Chinese zookeepers

and zoologists have ficcumulated

much valuable experience con-

cerning the animal's care and feed-

ing, as well as data on its growth

and propagation. In September,

1963, the birth of Ming Ming, at

the Peking Zoo, marked the first

time a giant panda had been born

in captivity. Since then several

other giant pandas have been born

in Chinese zoos. These events pro-

vide information not easily obtained

in natural surroundings about the

development of the individual

panda; they also offer a new basis

for the study of the evolution of the

giant panda as a species.

To understand the behavior of

the giant panda, however, it is nec-

essary to go into the high mountains
and observe the animal in the wild.

Researchers from Chinese institutes

and universities, working with local

people and experienced hunters,

have done much investigation of the

animal in its natural habitat.

The giant panda [Ailuropoda me-

lanoleuca) is found only in the

mountains of southwest China. Now
rare, it once ranged over a wide
area. Paleontological research

shows that during the Middle and

Late Pleistocene, about 600,000
years ago, the giant panda was dis-

tributed throughout the southern

part of China. Its fossils have been

discovered in Szechuan, Yunnan,
and Fukien provinces, and in the

Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous Re-

gion. Similar fossils have also been

found in Burma. The fossil evi-

dence indicates that the climate of

the period was much warmer than

at present. Many animals, including

the orangutan, hyena, tapir, and

stegodon, adapted to such a warm
climate, were unable to survive the

subsequent Ice Age and became ex-

tinct in China. Only the giant panda

survived.

Today giant pandas are found in

northern and central Szechuan and

in the mountains fringing the south-

ernmost part of Kansu province. In

1964 giant pandas were also discov-

ered just inside the southern border

of Shensi province.

The giant panda inhabits mixed
conifer and broadleaf forests in high

mountain ravines 9,000 to 13,000

feet above sea level. The clirnate is

generally damp with cool summers
and very cold winters. Rain, snow,

and hail are frequent. The China-

cane bamboo (Sinarundinaria) for-

ests in the area are so dense that

one cannot see more than a yard

ahead. These provide a natural ref-

uge and inexhaustible food reserve

for the giant panda.

It was once thought that this

mammal was a vegetarian, eating

only bamboo. Investigators, how-

ever, have now found animal bones

in the stomach of a panda that had
died, indicating that while bamboo
is its main food, it is also sometimes

carnivorous.

Despite the severity of the win-

ters, giant pandas do not hibernate,

but instead, go down into the lower

ravines, returning to the higher

mountain slopes in summer. Ordi-

narily, giant pandas have no per-

manent dens, and the males and fe-

males live apart.

During the mating season in late

spring and early summer, one can

hear the animal's low, deep mating

call sounding through the quiet

mountain forests. When the female

is about to give birth in the autumn
of the same year, she will settle in a

hollow tree or cave, bear her cub,

and nurse it. A newborn giant

panda, weighing only about three or

four ounces, is no larger than an

adult white rat. It is thinly covered

with white fur and cannot crawl un-

til it is three months old.

By adulthood a giant panda
weighs more than 200 pounds. Its

body varies from five to six feet in

length, but its tail is less than eight

inches long. The fur on its body is

white, with black on the limbs and

in a strip across the shoulders. The
two small black ears and an oval

black patch surrounding each eye

give the white furry face a wistful,

clownlike expression.

The giant panda usually lumbers

along at a leisurely pace. Sometimes

an investigator cah even come
within 60 feet of it. But if it senses

danger, it will dart back along its

own trail or, showing surprising

speed and agility, climb a big tree.

Because the panda can also swim
across mountain streams, its natural

enemies, the red dog and leopard,

pose no serious threat.

The giant panda's existence,

however, has been threatened by

human activities. In old China

many kinds of rare birds and mam- J
mals were caught or indiscrimi- II

nately slaughtered, bringing some
species to the verge of extinction.

After the establishment of the new
China in 1949, the Communist

party and people's government
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adopted a wildlife policy that in-

cluded preservation, breeding in

captivity, and controlled hunting.

The giant panda heads the list of

rare animals that must be pre-

served, and hunting it is prohibited.

Permission must be obtained from

the wildlife authorities before a

panda can be captured, even for re-

search or for a zoo.

The areas inhabited by the giant

panda have been turned into nature

reserves. One of these, the Wang-

lang Nature Reserve in Szechuan

province, covers an area of nearly

80 square miles in the rugged ter-

rain and dense forests of the Min
Shan Mountains. Other famous rare

animals, such as the takin and

golden monkey, also inhabit the re-

serve. Once on the verge of ex-

tinction, these animals have been

increasing in number since the

policy of preservation was
instituted.

There is still a great deal to be

learned about the giant panda.

Some research, such as the study of

the panda's physical, anatomical,

and serological features, takes place

in the laboratory. Studies of its dis-

tribution and the distribution of its

fossils, however, require extensive

field work. Finally, we are all capti-

vated by the playful and congenial

giant panda in the zoo, but to un-

derstand how it has adapted and

how it functions in its rugged habi-

tat, we have to encounter it in its

home in southwestern China.
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Showing great agility,

a giant panda climbs a fir

tree in the Wanglang Nature

Reserve, a large, protected

area in Szechuan province.



. and in a Bioclrenciical Laboratory

Molecular analysis of blood proteins reveals the giant panda's family ties

t>v Vincent Scxrieh

Tlie question of the giant panda's

ancestry has long been a vexing

one. Unlike children, to whom the

"panda bear" is a favorite toy and

who have no difficulty identifying

the animal's origins, scientists have

been perplexed since the animal

was discovered in 1869. Generally,

biologists agree that the giant

panda's closest affinities are with

bears (ursids) or raccoons (procyo-

nids), but then the controversy

starts. The usual possibilities con-

sidered are: (1) the giant panda's

closest relative is the lesser panda, a

species usually classified among the

raccoons; therefore, the giant panda

should also be in the raccoon fam-

ily; (2) the pandas belong in a sep-

arate family altogether; (3) the gi-

ant panda is an aberrant bear, and

therefore belongs among the ursids.

If the bear ancestry idea is cor-

rect and we assume that bears and

raccoons diverged from a common
ancestor, with the giant panda line

subsequently splitting off from

bears, then the giant panda and the

bear should today retain some char-

acteristics that developed after the

raccoon line split off and before the

giant panda-bear divergence. The
problem, of course, is to find such

characters—that is, those that retain

within their modern structures a

discernible objective record of past

evolutionary changes.

Proteins are nearly ideal charac-

ters of this sort. A protein is a

linear sequence of amino acids

joined in head-to-tail fashion and

folded upon itself to form a func-

tioning unit. When we look at func-

tionally equivalent' proteins from

different species, however, we find

that their amino acid sequences can

differ from one another. In general,

the more distant the evolutionary

relationship between the two ani-

mals, the greater the number of po-

sitions at which different amino acids



will be found in the sequences.

To start with. I obtained blood

samples from Chi-Chi, a giant

panda that died in Regents Park

Zoo, London, in 1972. To place her

in proper evolutionary perspective,

immunological techniques were

used to compare two of her blood

proteins—albumin and transferrin—

to those of bears, raccoons, and the

lesser panda. The antibodies used

were prepared in rabbits by in-

jecting them with the albumins and

transferrins of the black bear and

the raccoon; thev were then reacted

with each of the albumins and

transferrins involved.

Antibodies, of course, react best

with the protein most similar in

amino acid sequence to that against

which they were originally pre-

pared; they react less well when
proteins of greater sequence differ-

ence are used. The differences in re-

activity are expressed as immuno-
logical distances (IDs), where one

ID unit corresponds approximately

to one amino acid substitution. An
ID of 50, for example, would in-

dicate that the protein of the two

species being compared carries dif-

ferent amino acids at about 50 posi-

tions in the sequence.

Using these antibodies, we ob-

tained the following ID values

among the pandas, bears, and rac-

coons:

With antibodies to Ursus molecules





A ]Ne>v Weapon
Stilus Up Old Glrosts

by William E. Mitehell

Were the Wape hunters just poor shots

or did vengeful spirits really make them miss their quarry?

When, in 1947, the Franciscan

friars went to hve among the nearly

10,000 Wape people of New-

Guinea, the principal native weap-

ons were bone daggers and the bow
and arrow. Even then, game was

scarce in the heavily populated

mountains where the Wape live,

and the killing of a wild pig or a

cassowarv. New Guinea's major

game animals, was an important vil-

lage event. The Wape live in the

western part of the Sepik River Ba-

sin. Their small villages lie along

the narrow ridges of the Torricelli

Mountains, above the sago palm
swamps where women process palm

pith, the Wape staff of life.

Todav the ^ ape hunters prin-

cipal weapon is still the bow and ar-

row and game is even scarcer. This

is partiallv the result of a new addi-

tion to the hunter's armory—the
prosaic shotgun—which has had a

profound moral impact on Wape
village life.

The first guns were brought into

this area in the late 1940s and early

1950s by missionaries, traders, and

Australian government officials. Al-

though natives were not permitted

to own guns, they could use them if

Mani, represented by a high

conical mask, is a spirit

who can insure good hunting.

As he prances about the

village, his joyful mien

amuses the children.

employed bv a white man to shoot

game for his table. This was a very

prestigious job.

In 1960. government regulations

were changed to permit natives to

purchase single-shot shotguns. At

first only a few Wape men, living in

villages close to the government sta-

tion and helpful to government offi-

cials, were granted gun permits.

Eventually more permits were is-

sued, but today, in hopes of pre-

serving the remaining game, one

permit is issued for every 100
people.

Within ten years of the granting

of the first gun permits, a belief and

behavioral system had evolved

around the shotgun. It was based on

traditional Wape hunting lore but

had distinctive elaborations stem-

ming from native perceptions of the

teachings of government officials

and missionaries. For descriptive

purposes I call this system of for-

malized beliefs and ritual the

"Wape shotgun cult." It is one of

several Wape ceremonial cults, but

the only one originating after con-

tact with Europeans. Although the

specific practices of the shotgun

cult vary from vUlage to village, the

underlying beliefs are the same.

In creating the shotgun cult the

Wape faced the challenge of adapt-

ing an introduced implement to

their culture. Unlike steel axes and

knives, which replaced stone adzes

and bamboo knives, the shotgun

has never replaced the bow and ar-

row. The shotgun is a scarce and

expensive machine. This, together

with the European sanctions im-

posed upon its introduction, places

it in a unique position, both sym-

bolically and behaviorally, among
the Wape.

The cult is a conservative institu-

tion. It breaks no new cognitive

ground by challenging established

Wape concepts. Instead it merges

traditional hunting concepts with

European moral teachings to create

a coherent system. The cult upholds

traditional beliefs, accepts Euro-

pean authority, and most important,

provides an explanation for unsuc-

cessful hunting.

In 1970. my family and I arrived

in Lumi, a small mountain settle-

ment, which is the government's

subdistrict headquarters in the

middle of Wapeland. For the next

year and a half, we lived in the vil-

lage of Taute, near Lumi. There my
wife and I studied Wape culture.

Taute, which has a population of

220, is reached by narrow foot

trails, root strewn and muddy, pass-

ing through the dense, damp forest.

The low houses—made of sago palm
stems and roofed with sago thatch

—

are scattered about in the sandy

plaza and among the coconut

palms and breadfruit trees along the

ridge. Towering poinsettias, red and

pink hibiscus, and multicolored

shrubs contrast with the encircling

forest's greens and browns. A few

small latrines perch on the steep

slopes, concessions to Western con-

cepts of hygiene. In the morning,

flocks of screeching cockatoos glide

below the ridge through the rising

mists. When the breadfruit trees are

bearing, giant fruit bats flop across

the sky at dusk.

Since the mid-1950s the Francis-

can friars have maintained, off and

on, a religious school in Taute.
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There, Wape boys are instmcted by

a native catechist in Catholicism,

simple arithmetic, and Melanesian

Pidgin. A priest from Lumi visits

the village several times a year, and

the villagers. Catholic and heathen

alike, are proud of their affiliation

with the Franciscans and staunchly

loyal to them. But their Catholicism

is nominal and superficial—a scant

and brittle frosting that does not

mask their own religious behefs,

which dominate everyday life.

The ethos of Wape society is ori-

ented around sacred curing rituals.

Whereas some Sepik cultures ag-

gressively center their ceremonial

life around headhunting and the

raising of sturdy and brave chil-

dren, the Wape defensively center

theirs in the ritual appeasement of

malevolent ghosts and forest de-

mons, who they believe cause sick-

ness. Most men belong to one of the

demon-curing cults where, once

initiated as priests, they are respon-

sible for producing the often elabo-

rate curing ceremonies for ex-

orcising the demon from the

afflicted.

The little money that exists

among the Wape is earned primar-

ily by the men, who work as two-

year contract laborers on the coastal

and island copra plantations. Be-

cause of the lack of money to buy

canned meats, the scarcity of game,

and the paucity of fish in the moun-

tain streams, the protein intake of

the Wape is exceedingly low. The

most common meal is sago dump-

lings and boiled leaves. Malnutri-

tion is common among youngsters,

and physical development is gener-

ally retarded. According to studies

by Dr. Lyn Wark, a medical mis-

sionary who has worked widely

among the Wape, the average birth

weight of the Wape baby is the low-

est recorded in the world. Corre-

spondingly, secondary sex charac-

teristics are delayed. For example,

the mean age for the onset of men-

ses is over eighteen years.

Before contact with Westerners,

Wape men were naked and the

women wore short string skirts. To-

day most men wear shorts and the

women wear skirts purchased from

Lumi's four small stores. To appear

in a semblance of European dress,

however meager or worn, is a mat-
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ter of pride and modesty to both

sexes. "Savages" do not wear

clothes, but white men and those

who have been enlightened by

white men do. In this sense, the

Wape's Western-style dress repre-

sents an identification with the po-

litically and materially powerful

white man. The identification is

with power; it is an ego-enhancing

maneuver that permits the Wape to

live with dignity, even though they

are subservient to Western rule and

influence. The tendency of the

Wape to identify with, and incorpo-

rate, the alien when it serves to pre-

serve their culture will help us to

understand how they have woven

diverse cultural strands into the

creation of the shotgun cult.

From the first day I arrived in

Taute, the men repeatedly made

two urgent requests of me. One was

to open a store in the village, saving

them the difficult walk into Lumi;

the other was to buy a shotgun to

help them kill game. This was the

least, they seemed to indicate, a

fair-minded and, in Wape terms,

obviously rich neighbor should do.

One of the hardest things the an-

thropologist in the field must learn

is to say "no" to deserving people.



To be stingy is almost to be un-

American, but we had come half-

way around the world to learn

about the Wape way of life, not to

inlniiluce stores and shotguns that

would alter the established trading

and hunting patterns.

After several months the people
of the major Taute hamlets, Ka-
fiere, where we lived, and Mifu, a

ten-minute walk away, each de-

Left, men carry a wild pig
into a hunting camp.

There it will be ritually

butchered and distributed

to other villagers by

the owner of the cartridge,

which the gunman, below,

used to kill the animal.

cided to buy a group-owned shot-

gun. The investment was a sizable

forty-two Australian dollars; forty

dollars for the gun and two dollars

for the gun permit. Each hamlet
made a volunteer collection from its

members and I, as a fellow villager,

contributed to both guns. A week
later the villagers purchased the

guns from one of the Lumi stores,

and I began to learn about the shot-

gun's ritual and moral importance
to the Wape. The villagers were al-

ready familiar with the significance

of the shotgun for they had pur-

chased one several years before.

The cult ended, however, when the

gun broke.

The shotgun, like Melanesian
Pidgin, is associated by the Wape
with Europeans and modernity. Not
surprisingly. Pidgin is favored for

shotgun parlance. The licensed gun-

man is not only called sutboi

("shootboy") but also laman ("law

man"), the latter a term that con-

notes his official tie to European
law and government as perceived

by the villagers.

When a candidate for a gun per-

mit appeal's before the government
official in Lumi, he is examined
orally on the use of firearms, then

given an unloaded shotgun and
tested on his handling knowledge.

Under the direct and questioning

gaze of the examining official, can-

didates sometimes become flus-

tered. One inadvertently aimed the

gun first toward the wife of the as-

sistant district commissioner and
then toward a group of observers.

His examination ended ignomin-

iously on the spot.

If the candidate passes the test

and the examining official approves

of his character, he is then lectured

on the use of the gun: only the can-

didate can fire it, he must willingly

shoot game for his fellow villagers,

and the gun must be used exclu-

sively for hunting. He is strongly

warned that if any of these rules are

broken or if there is trouble in the

village, he will lose the gun and the

permit and will be imprisoned.

The candidate's friends and the

inevitable audience aie present for

the lecture. Here, as in many
spheres of native life, the official's

power is absolute, and the Wape
know this from long experience.
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Guns have been confiscated or de-

stroved without reimbursement,

and gunmen have been jailed.

The official's charge to the candi-

date is willingly accepted. Hence-

forth, he will never leave the village

without carrying his gun. He is now

a laman. and he has the gun and

permit, printed entirely in English,

to prove it.

The government official's strong

sanctions against village quaiTels

are motivated bv his fear that the

gun might be used in a dispute

among villagers. The sanctions are

fui'ther upheld by the missionaries'

and catechists' sermons against

quarreling and wrongdoing as they

attempt to teach the Christian doc-

trine of brotherly love. The message

the villagers receive is this: To keep

the white man's gun, they must fol-

low the white man's rules. This the

Wape do, not in servile submission,

but with some pride because the

presence of the gun and the public

focus on morality mark the village

as progressive and modern. The li-

censed gunman, therefore, is not

onlv the guardian of the gun but of

village morality as well.

Rain or shine, he is expected to

go into the forest without com-

pensation to hunt for his fellow vil-

lagers, who give him cartridges with

some personal identifying mark
upon them. After a gunman makes

a kill, the owner of the cartridge re-

ceives the game and distributes it

according to his economic obliga-

tions to others. But the gunman,
like the bow and arrow hunter, is

forbidden to eat from the kill; to do

so would jeopardize further success-

ful hunting.

In the hamlet of Kafiere, the clan

that had contributed the most
money toward the gun and on

whose lands the most game was to

be found appointed Auwe as gun-

man. But Auwe's wife, Naiasu, was
initially against his selection. Her
previous husband, Semer, now dead

several years, had been Kafiere's

first sutboi and she argued that the

heavy hunting responsibilities of a

sutboi took too much time, forcing

him to neglect his own gardening

and hunting obligations.

When Auwe first requested a gun
permit he was turned away. The vil-

lagers believed that the ghost of

Naiasu's dead husband, Semer, had

followed Auwe to Lumi and influ-

enced the examining official against

him. Semer's ghosl was acting to

fulfill Naiasu's wish that her young

son, now Auwe's stepson, would

have a stepfather who was always

available. This was the first of many
stories I was to hear about the rela-

tionship between ghosts and the

gun. When Auwe returned to Lumi

for a second try, he passed the ex-

amination and was given the official

permit.

The hamlet now had its own gun

and hunting could begin in earnest.

The first step was an annunciation

feast called, in Pidgin, a kapti

("cup of tea"). Its purpose was to

inform the villagers' dead ancestors

about the new gun. This was impor-

tant because ancestral ghosts roam

the forest land of their lineage, pro-

tecting it from intruders and driv-

ing game to their hunting descen-

dants. The hunter's most important

hunting aide is his dead male rela-

tives, to whom he prays for game
upon entering his hunting lands.

The dead remain active in the af-

fairs of the living by protecting

them from harm, providing them
with meat, and punishing those who
have wronged them.

The small sacrificial feast was

held in front of Auwe's house. Plac-

ing the upright gun on a makeshift

table in the midst of the food, Auwe



At a feast held to appease

ghosts who might have

been causing game to flee,

the upright shotgun, above,

is placed near the offerings.

The food, left, consisting

of sago dumplings and boiled

tulip leaves, is later

consumed by the villagers.

rubbed it with sacred ginger. One
of Auwe's elderly clansmen, stand-

ing and facing his land, called out

to his ancestors by name and told

them about the new gun. He im-

plored them to send wild pigs and

cassowaries to Auwe.
Several men spoke of the new

morality that was to accompany
hunting with a gun. The villagers

should not argue or quarrel among
themselves; problems must be set-

tled quietly and without bitterness;

malicious gossip and stealing were

forbidden. If these rules were not

obeyed, Auwe would not find game.

In traditional Wape culture there

is no feast analogous to the kapti.

Indeed, there are no general com-

munity-wide feasts. The kapti is ap-

parently modeled on a European so-

cial gathering.

For the remainder of my stay in

Taute, I followed closely the for-

tunes of the Taute guns and of guns

in nearby villages as well. All

seemed to be faced with the same

two problems: game was rarely

seen; and when seen, was rarely

killed. Considering that a cartridge

belongs to a villager, not the gun-

man, how was this economic loss

handled? This presented a most in-

triguing and novel problem for

there were no analogs to this type

of predicament within the tradi-

tional culture. By Wape standards,

the pecuniary implications of such a

loss, although but a few Australian

shillings, could not graciously be ig-

nored by the loser. At the very least

the loss had to be explained even if

the money for the cartridges could

not be retrieved.

Now I understood the concern

about the ancestral ghosts. If the

hunter shot and missed, the owner

of the fired shells was being pun-

ished by being denied meat. Either

he or a close family member had

quarreled or wronged another per-

son whose ghost-relative was secur-

ing revenge bv causing the hunter

to miss. This, then, was the func-

tional meaning of the proscription

against quarreling. By avoiding dis-

putes, the villagers were trying to

prevent the intervention of ances-

tral ghosts in human affairs. In a

peaceful village without quarrels,

the gunman could hunt undisturbed

by vengeful ghosts chasing away

game or misrouting costly shells.

Although a number of factors in

European culture have influenced

the shotgun cult, the cult's basic

premise of a positive correlation be-

tween quarreling and bad hunting

is derived directly from traditional

Wape culture. In bow and arrow

hunting, an individual who feels he

was not given his fair share of a

hunter's kill may punish the hunter

by gossiping about him or quarrel-

ing openly with him. The aggrieved

person's ancestral ghosts revenge

the slight by chasing the game away

from the offending hunter or mis-

directing his arrows. But this is a

private affair between the hunter
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and the angered person; their quar-

rel has no influence upon the hunt-

ing of others. And it is rare for an

issue other than distribution of

game to cause a ghost to hinder a

bowman's success. The hunter's

prowess is restored only when the

angered person performs a brief

supplication rite over the hunter.

This, then, is the conceptual

basis for the tie between quarreling

and bad hunting. Originally rele-

vant only to bow and arrow hunt-

ing, it was then broadened to ac-

commodate the government's

pronouncements about the shotgun

and keeping the village peace. And

it applies perfectly to the special

circumstances of shotgun hunting.

Because the shotgun is community

owned and many villagers buy car-

tridges for it, the villagers are iden-

tified with both the gun and the

gunman. As a proxy hunter for the

villagers, the gunman is potentially

subject to the ghostly sanctions re-

sulting from their collective

wrongs. Thus gun hunting, unlike

bow and arrow hunting, is a com-

munity affair and the community-

wide taboo against quarrels and per-

sonal transgressions is the only ef-

fective way to prevent spiteful

ghosts from wrecking the hunt.

No village, however, even if pop-

ulated by people as disciplined and

well behaved as the Wape, can con-

stantly live in the state of pious

peace considered necessary for con-

tinuous good gun hunting. When the

hunting is poor, the gunman must

discover the quarrels and wrongs

within the village. After having

identified the individuals whose an-

cestral ghosts are sabotaging the

hunting, the gunman must also

see to it that they implore the ghosts

to stop. Embarrassed by the public

At a "shotgun clinic, " a

clairvoyant questions a woman.

If she bears any grudges

against other villagers, her

ancestors might be avenging

her by preventing the

gunman from killing game.

disclosure, they will quickly comply.

The common method for detect-

ing points of friction within the vil-

lage is to bring the villagers to-

gether for a special meeting. The

gunman will then document in de-

tail his misfortunes and call on the

villagers to find out what is ruining

the hunting. If confessions of

wrongdoing are not forthcoming,

questioning accusations result. The

meeting, beginning in Pidgin,

moves into Wape as the discussion

becomes more complex and vol-

uble. It may last up to three hours;

but even if there is no resolution, it
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always ends amiably—at least on

the surface. For it is important to

create no new antagonisms.

The other technique for locating

the source of the hunting problem

is to call in a professional clairvoy-

ant. As the villagers must pay for

his services, he is usually consulted

only after a series of unsuccessful

meetings. Clairvoyants have re-

placed the shamans, who were out-

lawed by the government and the

mission because they practiced sor-

cery and ritual murders. The Wape
do not consider a clairvoyant a sor-

cerer; he is a man with second sight

who is experienced in discovering

and treating the hidden causes of

intractable problems. As such, shot-

guns are among his best patients.

Mewau, a clairvoyant from a

neighboring village, held a "shot-

gun clinic" in Taute to examine the

Mifu and Kafiere guns. For about
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an hour he examined the two guns

and questioned the villagers. Then
he declared the reasons for their

misfortune.

Kapul, a dead Mifu shaman, was

preventing the Mifu gun from kill-

ing game because a close relative of

the gunman had allegedly stolen

valuables from Kapul's daughter.

Because of the family ties between

the gunman and the thief, Kapul's

ghost was punishing the gunman.

The Kafiere gun, Mewau de-

clared, was not able to find game
because a widow in the village felt

that her dead husband's clan had

not previously distributed game to

her in a fair way. By interfering

with the Kafiere gun, her husband's

ghost was punishing his clan for the

neglect of his family.

Once the source of trouble is

named, there are several possible

types of remedial ritual depending

upon the seriousness of the situ-

ation. For example, the circum-

stances surrounding the naming of

the husband's ghost were consid-

ered serious, and a kapti was held

to placate him. Another, simpler

ritual involves the preparation of

taro soup, which the gunman con-

sumes. But the simplest, com-
monest remedial rite is the supplica-

tion ritual without sacrificial food

offerings, a ritual in which I became
involved.

Mifu's gunman had shot a pig

with one of his own cartridges but

did not give me the small portion

due me as a part owner of the gun.

Partly as a test to see if my ances-

tors counted for anything in Taute

and partly because I did not want to

let this calculated slight go unchal-

lenged, I, in typical Wape fashion,

said nothing to the gunman but gos-

siped discreetly about his self-

ishness. The gunman continued to

hunt but had no further success.

When his bad luck persisted, a

meeting was called to find out the

reason. The gunman asked me if I

was angry because I had not been

given my portion of the pig. When I

acknowledged my anger, he handed

the shotgun to me and I dutifully

spoke out to my ancestors to stop

turning the game away from the

gun.

But the gunman still had no suc-

cess in the hunt, and the villagers

decided there were other wrongs as

well. The search for the offending

ghosts continued. Eventually the

villagers became so discouraged

with the Mifu gun that they stopped

giving cartridges to the gunman.

The consensus was that a major un-

detected -wrong existed in the ham-

let, and until it was uncovered and

the guilty ghost called off, hunting

with the gun was senseless and ex-

travagant. Thus the propriety of a

> NEW
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remedial rite is established if there

is success on the next hunt. The
system is completely empirical; if

no game is seen or if seen, is not

killed, then the search for the

wrong must continue.

Wape people are generally even

tempered, and their villages, in con-

trast to many in New Guinea, strike

the newcomer as almost serene. But

the social impact of the guns at this

time was pervasive, and life in

Taute literally revolved around the

guns and their hunting fortunes.

Whereas the villagers previously

had kept to their own affairs, they

now became embroiled in meeting

after meeting, seeking out trans-

gressions, quarrels, and wrongdoing.

As the gunman continued to have

bad luck, his efforts to discover the

cause became more zealous. A cer-

tain amount of polarization re-

sulted: the gunman accused the vil-

lagers, the men accused the women.

and the adults accused the young

people of hiding their wrongs. And
a few who had lost many cartridges

wondered if the sutboi was keeping

the game for himself. But no one

ever suggested that he was an inex-

perienced shotgun hunter. The
gunman was generally considered

to be blameless; in fact, the more

game he missed, the more self-right-

eous he became and the more mis-

creant the villagers.

Six months of poor hunting had

gone by; the villagers felt that the

only recoiu'se left to them was to

bring a bush demon named mani

into the village from the jungle for

a festival. The manVs small stone

heart is kept enshrined in a rustic

altar in a corner of Kafiere's cere-

monial house and after a kill the

animal's blood is smeared upon it.

The mani will reward the village

with further kills only if he is fed

with blood. Mani is the only spirit,

other than ghosts, who can cause

both good and bad hunting depend-

ing upon the way he is treated.

Soon after the shotgun arrived in

Taute, the gunman and some other

men left their homes to sleep in the

men's ceremonial house to keep
manias stone heart warm. They

thought mani, in appreciation,

would send game to the gunman.

When little game was killed, the

villagers decided on the hunting

festival. In a special house outside

of the village, men constructed the

great conical mask that depicts

mani. For several weeks they

Margaret was found in a back lane of

Calcutta, lying in her doorway, un-

conscious from hunger. Inside, her

mother had just died in childbirth.

You can see from the expression on
Margaret's face that she didn't under-

stand why her mother couldn't get up,

or why her father didn't come home, or

why the dull throb in her stomach
wouldn't go away.
What you can't see is that Margaret

was dying of malnutrition. She had
periods of fainting, her eyes strangely

glazed. Next would come a bloated

stomach, falling hair, parched skin. And
finally, death from malnutrition, a

killer that claims 10,000 lives every day.

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66

pounds of food a day per person, then

throw away enough to feed a family of

six in India.

If you were to suddenly join the ranks

of IV2 billion people who are forever

hungry, your next meal might be a bowl
of rice, day after tomorrow a piece of

fish the size of a silver dollar, later in the

HUNGER
WAS ALL

SHE HAD
EVER

KNOWN

week more rice—maybe.
Hard-pressed by the natural disasters

and phenomenal birth rate, the Indian

government is valiantly trying to curb

what Mahatma Gandhi called "The
Eternal Compulsory Fast."

But Margaret's story has a happy
ending, thanks to the American who
sponsored her. And for only $12 a

month you can also sponsor a needy

child, helping provide food, clothing,

shelter—and love.

You will receive the child's picture,

personal history, and the opportunity to

exchange letters, Christmas cards—and

priceless friendship.

Since 1938, American sponsors have

found this to be an intimate, person-to-

person way of sharing their blessings
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worked to cover the mask's frame

with the spathes of sago palm

fronds painted with designs tradi-

tional to mani. Finally, a priest of

the mani cult, wearing a 20-foot-

high mask festooned with feathers

and leaves, pranced into the village

to the thunderous beat of wooden
drums.

For the next week and a half

men from other villages who wished

us well came and joined in the all-

night singing of the mani song

cycle. In the morning, if the

weather was clear, mani led the

bow and arrow hunters and the

gunman to the edge of the village

and sent them on their way to hunt-

ing success. But in spite of the care-

ful attentions the villagers directed

toward mani, he rewarded them
with only one wild pig. The vil-

lagers became openly discouraged,

then annoyed. Finallv the hunters,

disgusted and weary from numerous

long futile hunts, and other men,
their shoulders sore and bloody

from constantly carrying the heavy

mask around the plaza, decided that

mani was simplv taking advantage

of them; all of their hard work was

for nothing. Disgusted, they de-

cided to send mani back to his

home in the forest.

One late afternoon the mani ap-

peared in the plaza but he did not

prance. He walked slowly around

the plaza, stopping at each house to

throw ashes over himself with his

single bark cloth arm. The villagers

said he was in mourning because he

had to leave by dusk and would
miss the company of men. Silently

the people watched the once gay

and graceful mani lumber out of

the village. The men and boys fol-

lowed him into the forest. Then the

gunman split open the mask, to in-

sure the spirit's exit and eventual

return to his forest home, and

hurled it over the edge of the cliff

into the bush below.

A few months after the mani
hunting festival, the shotgun cult as

I had known it in Taute ceased to

function. All but one of the able

young men of the hamlet of Kafiere

went off to work on a coastal plan-

tation for two years. With no young
men, the ceremonial activities of

the hunting and curing cults were

suspended and the fault-finding

meetings halted until their return.

The drama and excitement of the

previous months had vanished with

the men.
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Bios liy Aithui- W. Galston

Botanist Cliar-les Dar*>vin
The renoivned theorist of evolution

also made important contributions to the knowledge of plants

Had Charles Darwin never con-

tributed to the theory of organic

evolution, he would still have gone

down in history as a remarkably

gifted and intuitive experimental

botanist. Many plant physiological

investigations of today aie based on

leads that he uncovered. Entire

areas, such as studies of hormonally

controlled correlations, can be said

to have developed directly from his

simple experiments and the obser-

vations he made.

Born in 1809, Darwin was the

grandson of Erasmus Darwin, a

well-known zoologist and botanist,

and a cousin of Sir Francis Gallon,

the anthropologist who also contrib-

uted so fruitfully to biostatistics and

eugenics. Nothing about his early

life foreshadowed his noteworthy

future. He was a wealthy, rather in-

dolent, and physically weak young
man whose early educational ven-

tures were disasters. Of the Shrews-

bury School, where he studied un-

der Samuel Butler, he says in his

autobiographv, "The school as a

means of education to me was sim-

ply a blank." He did not know
what to do with himself after gradu-

ation and reports his father as ex-

claiming in mortification, "You
care for nothing but shooting, dogs,

and rat-catching, and vou will be a

disgrace to yourself and all your

family." Were such a young man to

apply to one of today's better uni-

versities, he would undoubtedly be

denied admission.

In 1825, at the age of 16, his fa-

ther sent him to Edinburgh Univer-

sity, where Darwin's brother was

studying medicine, with the inten-

tion that Charles also enter medical

training. As with many parental

plans for children, this one didn't

take. Charles himself explains, "I

became convinced from various

small circumstances that my father

would leave me property enough to

subsist on with some comfort,

though I never imagined that I

should be so rich a man as 1 am; but

my belief was sufficient to check any

strenuous effort to learn medicine."

University courses in zoology

and geology repelled him. He says

of them, "The sole effect they pro-

duced on me was the determination

never as long as I lived to read a

book on geology, or in any way to

study the science."

Nevertheless, it was at

Edinburgh that Darwin's interest in

natural science was aroused. While

attending the university he took

part in the activities of the Plinian

Society, which met to read papers

on the subject.

In 1826, Darwin transferred to

Cambridge University to study

theology, again with disastrous re-

sults. "During the three years I

spent at Cambridge my time was

wasted, as far as the academical

studies were concerned, as com-

pletely as at Edinburgh and at

school," he writes in his autobiogra-

phy. "I attempted mathematics, and

even went dui^ing the summer of

1828 with a private tutor (a very

dull man) to Barmouth, but I got on

very slowly." Fortunately, at Cam-
bridge Darwin became acqpainted

with a professor of botany, J. S.

Henslow, whom he accompanied on

botanical walks. Darwin ultimately

became a friend of the Henslow
family, frequently sharing dinners

and scientific conversation with

their guests. It was through Hen-
slow's friend Captain Fitz-Roy that

Darwin was invited to join the crew

of the Beagle as the official natural-

ist. The cruise of the Beagle
changed his entire life, laying the

foundation for all his subsequent

scientific interests.

From 1839, when he published

his research from the Beagle, to

1859, when the Origin of Species

appeared, Darwin's main concern

was evolutionary theory. Geologic,

zoological, and botanical data were

of course interwoven in the base

from which the theory arose. His

first mainly botanical publication

was The Various Contrivances by

Which Orchids are Fertilized by In-

sects, published in 1862. The data

for this work had been collected for

more than twenty years, as the auto-

biography recounts.

During the summer of 1839 I

was led to attend to the cross-fer-

tihzation of flowers by the aid of

insects, from having come to the

conclusion in my speculations on

the origin of species, that cross-

ing played an important part in

keeping specific forms constant.

I attended to the subject more or

less during every subsequent

summer.

This work led Darwin to a study

of dimorphic flowers in primroses

{Primula) and other species. The
significance of dimorphism in

plants is that it protects against self-

pollination and thus permits greater

variation in evolution.

I do not think anything in my
scientific life has given me so

much satisfaction as making out

the meaning of the structure of

these plants [Primula] . I had no-

ticed in 1838 or 1839 the di-

morphism of Linum flavum
[flax], and had at first thought

that it was merely a case of un-

meaning variability. But on ex-

amining the common species of

Primula I found that the two

forms were much too regular and

constant to be thus viewed. I

therefore became almost con-

vinced that the common cowslip

and primrose were on the high-
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Political
Stor*m Sigixa^ls
Over the Sea

by Patrick A. Mulloy

The wealth of the oceans is in dispute.

If open conflict between the divergent interests of the developed and
developing nations is to be avoided,

new rules acceptable to all must be adopted

The fundamental doctrine of the

law of the sea is freedom of the

seas. This principle was established

in the early 1600s when the con-

cept of Mare Liberum ("free sea"),

promulgated by the Dutch scholar

Hugo Grotius, prevailed over the

dogma of Mare Clausum ("closed

sea"), proposed by the English

scholar John Selden. The essence of

the doctrine is that no state has a

right to establish national sover-

eignty over the high seas three

miles beyond its coast, and that all

states have equal rights to use the

high seas subject to reasonable re-

gard to such use by other states.

Freedom of the seas served the

interests of the few powerful mari-

time states that mattered during the

age of exploration and later served

well the need to avoid interference

with growing international com-

merce. The doctrine has been the

cornerstone for the development of

the law of the sea, and international

law in general, for the last three

and a half centuries.

Today, we are faced with the

most severe crisis in the law of the

sea since its establishment as a rule

of law among nations. A growing

number of developing coastal na-

tions now assert claims to 200-mile

territorial seas. If their claims were

accepted and adopted by coastal

states on a worldwide basis, more

than 30 percent—some say up to 50
percent—of the world's oceans

would come under the jurisdiction

of one or another national state. In

such a case, international com-

merce, fishing, scientific research,

and security patterns would be thor-

oughly disrupted and the danger of

international conflicts greatly in-

creased. The developing nations

have made their claims, not because

they wish to cause such disruptions,

but rather because the present sys-

tem of three-mile territorial sccis no

longer serves their needs. Because

bf the mounting conflict over an ac-

ceptable definition of territorial

seas, the international community
of nations, through the United Na-

tions, is attempting to create a con-

sensus for a new law of the sea that

will accommodate each nation's

particular interests. A conference

with that aim is scheduled to begin

substantive work in April, 1974, in

Santiago, Chile.

The first significant break with

the traditional law of the sea was

the unilateral claim to a twelve-mile

exclusive fisheries zone put forth in

1911 by Ciarist Russia. After com-

ing to power in 1917, the Soviet

government converted that claim

into an assertion of a twelve-mile

territorial sea. A fisheries zone, as

the term suggests, gives a state ex-

clusive rights to fisheries only

within the prescribed area. A terri-

torial sea, on the other hand, con-

fers on a state exclusive jurisdiction

over all uses of the waters, in-

cluding air rights over it and pas-

sage below the surface. Within its

territorial sea a state can ban sub-

surface passage of vessels and over-

flights by airplanes of other nations.

While most nations permit mer-

chant marine vessels to pass under

the vague conditions of "innocent

passage," some hold that surface

military vessels do not have that

right. And some states also hold

that the right of merchant ships to

innocent passage depends on the

CcU"go carried or the flag flown by

the vessel.

In the 1920s and 30s, following

the action taken by the USSR,
other nations interested in asstiring

exclusive access to their coastal

fisheries made similar claims to

broadened territorial seas. A dis-

pute developed between advocates

of a three-mile and those of a

twelve-mile territorial sea limit, and

all attempts in this century to re-

solve the matter have been frus-

trated. Both camps have agreed,

however, that the doctrine of free-

dom of the seas applies beyond

twelve miles. But the precedent for

unilateral claims was set by the So-

viet move. After World War II,

when the development of fishing

techniques, the exploitation of the

seabed, and environmental prob-

lems conflicted with the traditional

three-mile territorial zone, unilat-

eral rather than multilateral solu-

tions became the order of the day.

Technology advanced quickly

during and after the war. Because of

their need for petroleum, indus-



trialized nations developed methods

to find and recover petroleum at in-

creasingly greater depths on the

seabed, even at depths beyond their

territorial seas. It had also been

known for many years that so-called

manganese nodules, a generic term

for small mineral lumps containing

copper, nickel, manganese, and co-

balt, covered large areas of the deep

ocean floor beneath the high seas.

Since exploitation of those resources

was impossible with the then avail-

able technology, it did not matter

that there was no legal authority to

govern their development.

Prior to World War II most na-

tions did not object if fishermen

from other countries fished off their

coasts as long as they stayed outside

whatever exclusive fishing zone was

claimed, whether three or twelve

miles. But the postwar devel-

opment—particularly by the USSR
and Japan—of highly mechanized

factory fleets, using sophisticated

sonar equipment to locate fish,

changed the views of many nations.

The huge new fleets often depleted

stocks of fish on which nationals of

the coastal states depended for their

own nutritional or economic well-

being. This depletion caused many
developing nations to wonder if the

traditional freedom of fishing on the

high seas really served their indi-

vidual interests.

Respected scientists from many
countries also began to call atten-

tion to the threat to marine life

posed by increasing amounts of

toxic wastes being dumped into the

oceans by the industrialized na-

tions. A number of oil spills from
tanker accidents awakened many
governments to the hazard posed by
the mounting number and size of oil

tankers. To allow such abuses to

continue in the name of freedom of

the seas became foolhardy in the

eyes of many.

Postwar technological advances

were coupled with the political de-

velopment of many newly emergent
coastal nations. Possessing no wide-

ranging shipping, naval, or fishing

fleets, these nations had little inter-

est in the distant seas beyond their

own coasts. They began to question

whether the traditional law of the

sea, which allowed the developed
nations to fish off their coasts and
claim the oceans' mineral resources,

served their national interests.

It was not an emerging nation,

however, but the United States that

became the first country to modify

the law of the sea in the face of the

new technological developments.

To safeguard petroleum deposits on

its continental shelf the United

States, in the Truman Proclamation

of 1945, unilaterally asserted "a

special interest" in the resources of

its own continental shelf, extending

well beyond twelve miles, and pro-

claimed its exclusive right to exploit

such resources. The proclamation

did indicate that the U.S. claim was

not meant to interfere with the tra-

ditional freedom of the sea in wa-

ters above the shelf. Other indus-

trialized nations soon made similar

claims to the resources on their own
continental shelves.

Offshore petroleum and natural

gas deposits are usually found on

continental shelves. In 1952, three

Latin American countries—Chile,

Ecuador, and Peru—having no con-

tinental shelves and thus being

without significant petroleum re-

sources off their coasts, claimed a

"special interest in their rich

coastal fisheries." To safeguard

those fisheries, which include the

richest tuna and anchovy grounds

in the world, the countries claimed

jurisdiction over the waters and

seabed to a distance of 200 miles

from their coasts, citing the Truman
Proclamation as a precedent for

their actions. Other nations soon

followed suit, and the long list of

countries, developing and devel-

oped, now making claims for ex-

tended jurisdiction to protect their

fisheries includes Iceland, Nigeria,

Senegal, Sierra Leone, Mexico, Ar-

gentina, and Brazil.

An the past ten years, at least 200
U.S. tuna boats have been seized off

Ecuador and Peru, and U.S. shrimp

boats have been taken by Brazil

with a resultant straining of our re-

lations with these countries. Sim-

ilarly, Iceland and the United King-

dom have been having a "cod war"

because of continued British fishing

within a 50-mile zone claimed by
Iceland. Such problems are symp-

tomatic of other struggles to come if

an accommodation of interests is

not made.

Two previous United Nations Con-

ferences on the Law of the Sea

have also contributed to the present

crisis. A monumental effort was
made at the 1958 Geneva confer-

ence to codify the then existing law

of the sea. Eighty-four nations at-

tended, including forty-six devel-

oping countries of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America. The conference

adopted a number of conventions,

among them one giving coastal

states jurisdiction on their conti-

nental shelves to a depth of 200
meters, or about 650 feet, but it

failed to achieve an agreement on

the maximum breadth for the terri-

torial sea or the breadth of a zone in

which coastal states might have ex-

clusive fisheries jurisdiction. An im-

passe developed between the mari-

time states, which possess merchant

marines or distant-water fishing

fleets and have an interest in inter-

national trade, and the coastal-fish-

ing states, whose interests lie pri-

marily in the exploitation of the

fisheries located in their own off-

shore waters.

In 1960, the international com-

munity tried again to resolve the

disputed issues. The United States

and Canada, which are both mari-

time and coastal-fishing states, at-

tempted to break the impasse be-

tween the opposing groups by
jointly proposing a territorial sea to

a maximum of six miles and an ex-

clusive fishing zone of another six

nautical miles beyond the territori£j

sea. The proposal failed by a single

vote to obtain the necessary two-

thirds majority required by the con-

ference rules for incorporation into

a treaty.

Soon cifter this second failure, a

majority of coastal states extended

their territorial seas to twelve miles,

mainly to protect their fisheries. In

1966 the United States, responding

to complaints from its coastal fish-

ermen over abuses of their fisheries

by distant-water fleets, primarily

those of the USSR and Japan, uni-

laterally declared a twelve-mile fish-

ing zone while clinging tenaciously

to its three-mile territorial sea

claim. Even now the United States

Congress is considering legislation

to unilaterally extend the U.S. ex-

clusive fishing zone out to 200
miles. Advisers in the executive

branch, fearing the results such a

move would have on the country's

bargaining power at the pending

Law of the Sea Conference, have

sought to postpone such legislation.

In retrospect, it can be seen that

the 1958 Geneva conference failed



to anticipate the problems arising

from the march of technology, espe-

cially those connected with ex-

ploitation of minerals on the deep-

sea floor. The continental shelf con-

vention agreed on at that time gave

coastal states resource jurisdiction

to a depth of 200 meters. The con-

vention also extended jurisdiction

"beyond that limit [200 meters] to

where the depth of the super-

adjacent water admits of the ex-

ploitation of the natural resources

of the said area." Since few diplo-

mats at the 1958 conference seri-

ously thought that seabed resources

below the 200-meter depth would

soon be recoverable, they com-

promised on this ambiguous phrase

in order to obtain agreement on a

convention. The phrase is inter-

preted by some proponents of ex-

panded coastal state jurisdiction

over seabed resources as bestowing

jurisdiction all the way to the

middle of the ocean. As sea mining

technology improved in the 1960s,

it became clear that the question of

who owned or would claim mineral

resources beyond 200 meters' depth

on the continental shelf or even be-

yond the continental margin—
which includes the shelf, the slope,

and the rise—to the reaches of the

deep ocean floor had to be faced.

President Johnson saw the dan-

gers ahead and warned in 1966:

Under no circumstances must we
ever allow the prospects of a rich

harvest of mineral wealth to

create a new form of colonial

competition among the maritime

nations. We must be careful to

avoid a race to grab and to hold

the lands under the high seas.

We must insure that the deep sea

and ocean bottoms are to remain

the legacy of all human beings.

Although the United States saw

the problem, it had no over-all

ocean policy and after the failure of

the 1958 and 1960 Law of the Sea

Conferences, the government was

not eager to call for another inter-

national meeting to deal with

seabed resources and related ocean

problems.

Other nations also recognized the

dangers ahead. In the autumn of

1967, Malta's United Nations Am-
bassador Pardo, in a speech before

that body, informed the world com-

munity that rapidly developing

technology made possible the explo-

,

ration, occupation, and exploitation

of the world's seabeds and much of

its ocean floor. He warned of the in-

calculable dangers for mankind if

rules to govern that exploitation

were not agreed on "before the

scramble began, and asked the

United Nations to draft a treaty to

govern such exploitation. The
treaty, Pardo said, should state that

the seabeds and ocean floor, which

at that time were beyond the limit

of national jurisdiction, should not

be subject to later appropriation.

He asked that a new international

agency be given jurisdiction over

the area and that the riches derived

therefrom be used primarily to aid

developing countries.

±n 1968, the U.N. General As-

sembly established a Seabed Com-
mittee to study the matter, and in

subsequent years the Assembly
adopted resolutions declaring that

seabed resources beyond national

jurisdictions were the common heri-

tage of mankind; and that all states

and private corporations were for-

bidden to exploit those resources

until a new international system

governing their control could be es-

tablished.

The United States government,

particularly the Department of

State, seeing the growing move-

ment for a new law of the sea con-

ference, worked quickly to develop

its own policy so that a U.S. draft

convention could set the framework

of the coming debate. The new pol-

icy, announced by President Nixon

on May 23, 1970, proposes that all

national claims over the natural re-

sources of the seabed beyond 200
meters' depth be renounced and

that such resources be regarded as

the common heritage of mankind
under the jurisdiction of a new in-

ternational agency. The President

urged all nations to adopt as soon as

possible a treaty embodying those

principles. He also proposed that

the treaty establish rules to prevent

unreasonable interference with

other uses of the ocean, protect the

seas from pollution, and provide for

peaceful and compulsory settlement

of disputes. These farsighted pro-

posals were bitterly criticized by

some interests, the oil industry in

particular, which branded the pol-

icy a "giveaway." The industry felt

that under the 1958 Geneva conti-

nental shelf convention, the United

States already had rights to re-

sources far beyond 200 meters in

depth, in fact to the edge of the

continental margin at the beginning

of the deep ocean floor.

After considerable discussion in

the fall of 1970, the U.N. General

Assembly called for a comprehen-

sive international law of the sea

conference for 1973 (later post-

poned until 1974). To assure the

success of that conference, the U.N.

Seabed Committee, composed of

more than ninety member coun-

tries, was given the interim job of

drawing up a draft on which pcU"tici-

pating members could agree before-

hand. Between 1971 and 1973 the

Seabed Committee convened six

times, for a total of more than forty

weeks. At those meetings, the

United States put forward five de-

tailed proposals that may become

the basis of the final settlement.

They deal with seabeds, the breadth

of the territorial sea, ti'ansit through

straits, living resources, and control

of pollution from vessels.

The U.S. proposal for the

seabeds would divide the ocean

floor into three basic jurisdictions.

Coastal states would maintain their

rights to the natural resources on

the seabeds up to a depth of 200
meters or, alternatively, to a given

number of miles—perhaps twelve or

fifty—from the shore.

An intermediate zone, either

from 200 meters' depth to the end

of the continental margin or out to

200 miles, would also be estab-

lished under an international

agency. The coastal state would

manage seabed resources in this in-

termediate zone, licensing explora-

tion and exploitation. But that man-

agement would be subject to

international standards and review,

including conformity to environ-

mental agreements. The U.S. pro-

posal calls upon the coastal state to

share part of the revenue derived

from exploitation of resources in

the zone with the international com-

munity. Such revenue would be

used for the economic advancement

of all developing countries, coastal

and landlocked.

Beyond the continental margin,

or 200 miles, the deep seabed

would be under the jurisdiction of

an International Seabed Resource

Authority, which would have rights

and duties similar to those of the



control agency in the intermediate

zone. It is not anticipated that much
petroleum or natural gas will be dis-

covered beyond the continental

margin, and thus the seabed author-

ity would, for the most part, regu-

late recovery of the manganese no-

dules, whose commercial exploita-

tion may be feasible by 1980.

Concerning the breadth of the

territorial sea, the United States has

adhered to a three-mile territorial

limit for almost two centuries, but

the claims of other states vary

widely, ranging to a maximum of

200 miles. There is a clear need for

a uniform territorial sea. The gen-

eral sentiment in the international

community is that it should be

somewhat broader than three miles.

The United States has proposed,

therefore, that the maximum
breadth of the territorial sea be set

at twelve miles, contingent upon ac-

ceptance of the U.S. position on in-

ternational straits.

Since many straits used for inter-

national navigation are less than

twenty-four miles wide and thus

would be completely overlapped by

a twelve-mile territorial sea, the

United States has put forth, as a

condition to its agreement to a

twelve-mile territorial sea, a provi-

sion for a new right of "free passage

and overflight" in straits. This pro-

vision is believed essential because

the ill-defined doctrine of "innocent

passage" would otherwise apply,

enabling states bordering straits to

decide which ships and planes

could or could not pass.

The U.S. proposal on living re-

sources, or fisheries, recognizes that

to achieve a general international

agreement on a twelve-mile territo-

rial sea, coastal states must be given

fishing jurisdiction beyond twelve

miles. Based on the so-called spe-

cies approach, the United States

proposes that coastal states be given

management authority over coastal

species and anadromous fish (such

as salmon, which spawn in internal

waters but range thousands of miles

offshore during their life cycle).

Management of highly migratory

fish, such as tuna, would be left to

international bodies. Within the

coastal fishing zone, which may ex-

tend to 200 miles, the United States

believes that international standards

of conservation should apply.

On the subject of control of pol-

lution from vessels, and to avoid a

patchwork of differing environ-

mental standards regulating vessel

use in areas under each nation's ju-

risdiction, the United States has

proposed that the International

Maritime Consultative Organiza-

tion, an existent U.N. specialized

agency, adopt international stan-

dards on vessel construction and

use, and that these standards be en-

forced by coastal, flag, and port

states.

The U.S. proposals, as might be

expected, have not met with univer-

sal acceptance. Many developing

countries tend more and more to

depend on government enterprises

in the extractive industries, and a

number of them are supporting the

proposal for an International

Seabed Resource Authority spon-

sored by several Latin American

states. This exclusive operating

agency would have an absolute mo-

nopoly on the exploration, ex-

ploitation, and marketing of deep

seabed mineral resources. The pri-

vate or state-owned corporations of

the developed nations would play

no role in the exploitation except

under service contracts entered into

with the inter'-iational agency.

o ther developing nations, such

as Bolivia, Zaire, Zambia, and Sin-

gapore, propose that the inter-

national authority, even if it does

not have exclusive jurisdiction,

should have control over the mar-

keting of deep seabed mineral

wealth. This would protect the

economies of those nations depen-

dent on mining industries that pro-

duce the same minerals found on

the seabeds.

The United States, the USSR,
and other developed countries have

indicated that they cannot cigree

with these proposals of the devel-

oping nations, nor with their sug-

gestion that the international au-

thority be governed on a "one

nation, one vote" basis, without

recognition being given to the

power and influence of the indus-

trialized nations.

Spain, the Philippines, and In-

donesia have led the opposition to

the U.S. proposal for "free transit

through and over" international

straits that will be overlapped by
territorial seas if these are extended

to twelve miles. It is argued that the

United States and the USSR, which

supports the U.S. proposal, want

the provision so that the mobility of

their armed forces to intervene

throughout the world will remain

unimpaired. Many Latin American

countries, which now support Spain

in this matter, realize that the

United States will be more apt to

agree to their proposal for expanded

coastal state jurisdiction over

seabed resources and fisheries if, in

return, they support the U.S. straits

position. The United States, of

course, believes "free transit"

through straits is essential to assure

the mobility of its nuclear deterrent

submarine force.

The USSR and Japan have of-

fered proposals allowing their dis-

tant-water fishing fleets to take fish

within a coastal state resource zone

if that state is not utilizing them.

Many developing states, on the

other hand, want their fishing juris-

diction to be exclusive—with no re-

sidual rights left for the distant-wa-

ter fishing fleets. The U.S. proposal,

as stated above, attempts to bridge

these differences.

Despite their numerous short-

comings, the U.S. proposals, on the

whole, do attempt to deal with the

problems mankind faces in estab-

lishing order in the oceans, and

they make a serious effort to accom-

modate the varied and often con-

flicting interests of the different na-

tions of the world.

If the Law of the Sea Conference,

which will begin substantive work

in 1974, should fail, it is expected

that industries in the developed

countries would urge their respec-

tive governments to make bilateral

agreements on rules governing re-

sources beyond national jurisdic-

tions, so that exploitation of those

resources could begin forthwith.

Since the developing countries be-

lieve the resources in cfuestion are

the common heritage of mankind,

bitter feelings, a poisonous political

atmosphere, and a further polariza-

tion of relations between developed

and developing nations would
surely follow, with unforeseen re-

sults. If, on the other hand, the in-

ternational community can develop

new and effective law and institu-

tions for the oceans, the precedent

could lead to a greater reliance on

international institutions for the set-

tlement of other disputes and possi-

bly to a general easement of inter-

national tension.



Continued from pa^e 86

subject I'asciiialod him; ho obtained

seeds t'roni Grav. raised the plants,

and became enmeshed in analyzing

the revolving movements of tendrils

and stems. Through a period of ill

health, he continued these investi-

gations and in 1864. sent a long pa-

per on climbing plants to the Lin-

nean Societv. a prestigious British

botanic group founded in the eigh-

teenth centurv. In 1875, the paper

was revised and published as a sepa-

rate book. The Movements and

Habits of Climbing Plants. Then in

1880. aided by his son Francis,

who had worked for a year in Ger-

manv with the famous plant physi-

ologist Julius Sachs, Darwin wrote

Tlie Power of Movement in Plants,

a book that has considerably influ-

enced modern plant physiology.

Darwin carefullv observed the

movements of growing plants by de-

vising some homemade laboratory

equipment. He would attach a slen-

der glass filament, whose end had

been dipped in a bright pigment, to

a plant tip to amplify its move-

ments. Then, placing a glass plate

over the plant, he made dots on the

glass to mark each new tip position.

Bv connecting the dots, he obtained

a continuous recording of the

plant's movements, which he called

circumnutation.

After studving the movement of

plants in the absence of any ex-

ternal stimulus, Darwin initiated a

detailed study of the effects of grav-

ity and light on plant movements.

Exposing young seedlings of the

grass familv to unilateral light, he

noted an alteration of the usual cir-

cumnutational pattern and a bend-

ing of the plant toward the light

(phototropism). By covering the

seedling with a minutelv scored,

dark-lacquered glass shield through

which pinholes of light were trans-

mitted, Darwin ascertained that

only the extreme tip of the grass

could perceive the light energy,

while cells that were some distance

from the tip were responsible for

the actual curvature. He therefore

postulated the existence of some
mechanism for the transmission of

the light stimulus from one plant

part to another.

Concerning the response of

plants, especially their roots, to

gravitv, a reaction referred to as

geotropism, Darwin noted that re-

moval of the tip would annul fur-

ther response.
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The fact of the lip alone being

sensitive to the atlraetion of

gravity has an important bearing

on the theory of geotropism. Au-

thors seem generally to look at

the bending of a radicle towards

the center of the earth as the di-

rect result of gravitation, which

is believed to modify the growth

of the upper or lower surfaces in

such a manner as to induce cur-

vature in the proper direction.

But we now know that it is the

tip alone which is acted on, and

that this part transmits some in-

fluence to the adjoining parts,

causing them to curve down-

wards. Gravity does not appear

to act in a more direct manner
on a radicle, than it does on any

lowly organized animal, which

moves away when it feels some
weight or pressure. ... It is

hardly an exaggeration to say

that the tip of the radicle thus

endowed, and having the power

of directing the movements of

the adjoining parts, acts like the

brain of one of the lower ani-

mals; the brain being seated

within the anterior end of the

body, receiving impressions from

the sense organs, and directing

the several movements.

These statements created a storm

among plant physiologists, espe-

cially in Germany. Most investiga-

tors thought it necessary to try to

disprove Darwin's observations,

and many papers were published to

show that the tip was no more sensi-

tive to light and to gravity than the

rest of the growing stem. However,

thirty years later, Prof. Peter Boy-

sen-Jensen in Copenhagen initiated

experiments on localized photo-

tropic perception that confirmed

Darwin's hypothesis. The tip did in-

deed control the growth of the sub-

jacent region through some influ-

ence that moved downward. This

influence, presumably chemical,

could pass through a wound and

even through an aqueous gelatin

barrier, but was stopped by a mica

or metal barrier. Its distribution

was symmetrical in unstimulated

plants, but asymmetrical in unilat-

erally light-stimulated plants. These

findings led in 1928 to the discov-

ery by Frits Went in Utrecht of

auxin, the first defined, mobile

chemical stimulus in plants. Went
made this discovery while still a

graduate student.
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Tho fact that the extracled and
chemicallv chai'acterized auxin sat-

isfactorily explained the influence

of the tip on subjacent regions es-

tablished plant hormone studies as

an important part of experimental

botanv. This field has continued to

grow and now dominates modern

agriculture. Virtually no agricul-

tural product is produced today

without some help from a plant hor-

mone or a synthetic analog. Such

substances control almost all phases

of plant life, including seed germi-

nation, stem growth, root initiation,

bud and seed dormancy, flower for-

mation, fruit set, fruit ripening, se-

nescence, and leaf fall, or abscission.

Darwin's work, caiTied out onl\

to satisfy his consuming interest in

plants, has thus had profound prac-

tical applications for agriculture.

Had he been working for some

chemical company and been in-

structed to produce a herbicide, a

fruit ripener, an abscission or an-

tiabscission agent, he might or

might not have been able to do so.

But his fertile imagination, shai'p

powers of observation, and experi-

mental vii'tuosity led him to many

important discoveries.

It is characteristic of Darwin that

he was not satisfied with his own ac-

complishments. He says of himself:

My mind seems to have become
a kind of machine for grinding

general laws out of large collec-
ts D
tions of facts, but whv this

should have caused the atrophy

of that part of the brain alone,

on which the higher tastes de-

pend, I cannot conceive. A man
with a mind more highly orga-

nized or better constituted than

mine, would not, I suppose, have

thus suffered; and if I had to live

my life again, I would have made
a iTile to read some poetry and

listen to some music at least once

every week; for perhaps the parts

of my brain now atrophied would

thus have been kept active

through use. The loss of these

tastes is a loss of happiness, and

mav possibly be injurious to the

intellect, and more probably to

the moral character, by enfee-

bling the emotional part of our

nature.

No better plea for a liberal edu-

cation has ever been made.

Columnist Arthur W. Galston teaches

biology at Yale University:
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Pots and Robbers
The Plundered Past, by Karl E.

Meyer. Atheneum, $12.95; 353

pp., illus.

As never before, the earth is un-

der pressure to yield up its

resources, a statement whose force

we may literally feel if the winter

turns hard. As a consequence we
are rapidly learning to care about

such questions as how our earth's

resources are obtained and what use

is made of them. Now this is begin-

ning to be true of another nonre-

newable resource, the world's arch-

eological heritage; for here, too, a

point of crisis has been reached.

Although the serious menace to

future archeological research posed

by illicit excavation has been dis-

cussed a good deal in the press and

in various journals in recent years,

no comprehensive review of the

subject has been available. Now
Karl Meyer's book appears and

serves this purpose very well.

Meyer, who is an investigative

journalist as well as an archeology

Dietrich von Bothmer of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art is

seated beside the calyx

krater painted by Euphronios.

Italian police believe the

vase was illegally excavated

from an Etruscan tomb.

aficionado, has obviously put an im-

mense amount of energy into unra-

veling the antecedents of several

important objects recently pur-

chased by museums and private col-

lectors, following as fai" as possible

the devious routes such objects take

in reaching their destination. He
has examined the motives of collect-

ors and museum officials and has

considered what steps could be

taken to control the trade. All this

he accomplishes in urbane style and

with sufficient detachment, even

though an underlying sense of out-

rage is apparent.

In this book, considerable atten-

tion is given to the area in which I

inyself am concerned as an arch-

eologist: the Maya area, where the

crisis has developed very rapidly. It

is no more than a dozen years since

the first disquieting symptoms be-

gan to appear, and now the prog-

nosis is desperate, if not terminal.

To be sure, there were earlier, iso-

lated cases of illegal removal of

monuments and some desultory dig-
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ging, but one felt no great economic

force behind these activities, no

market trend that seemed unstop-

pable and all devouring.

In common with so many lands

of ancient high cultures, the terri-

tory of the Maya in Guatemala and

southeastern Mexico has not en-

joyed the material prosperity of in-

dustrialism. Most of the region is,

in fact, covered with jungle and ac-

cessible only to travelers on foot.

Within the last decade a few roads

have been built, and settlers have

cleared off the forest in some areas,

disclosing ancient mounds in the

process. But in general this sudden

burst of despoliation cannot be at-

tributed to any change in the inter-

nal situation. The denizens of that

wilderness have always been poor,

always a little contemptuous of gov-

ernment regulations, and some, no

doubt, would always have been will-

ing to help satisfy a world demand
for their local antiquities, had it

existed.

Today, however, anvone wander-
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ing through the forest on the trails

kept open by the chicle gatherers

could not help but see that ex-

cavators had also recently been that

way. One can hardly find a ceremo-

nial group that has not been dam-

aged by looters' pits and tunnels.

Any sculptured stones that stood

among the temples, would also have

received attention.

It was about ten years ago that I,

for one, first made two observations

about the looting business in the

central Maya lowlands. One was the

evident arrival of trained excavators

on the scene—former workers,

probably, on the Tikal project of

the University of Pennsylvania.

One began to see nice rectangular

pits instead of conical holes. Some-

times poles had been set at the front

corners of a mound, testifying to an

attempt to find the center-line be-

fore starting a tunnel in search of a

Three Italian tomb

robbers busily dig

at what they hope will

prove a lucrative

Etruscan site.

.^^^
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tomb. The other thing I noticed was

that soon after a Maya relief had

been sold to a well-known collec-

tion for $60,000, any chicle gath-

erer one spoke to about a stela

would give his opinion that it must

be worth $60,000. Word of the sale

had spread.

As a consequence, the removal of

carved monuments ceased to be the

monopoly of well-organized bands,

and a wide divergence in stela-cut-

ting skill became apparent. Neat

slicing of sculpture one could at-

tribute to an operator working in

cahoots with a well-established

dealer, whereas a crude job of

cracking up a stela by means of fire

or hammer blows would indicate lo-

cal initiative: some chicle or lumber

worker anxious to get in on a good

thing, in spite of total lack of exper-

tise and ec|uipment.

Operators of the one sort, how-

ever, often show no better dis-

cernment than the other in choos-

ing their objectives. Many times I

have seen sculptures of negligible

commercial value, even when in-

tact, clumsily reduced to fragments.

Sometimes the fracturing has

turned out so badly that the whole

mess has been abandoned; in other

cases the nearly worthless pieces

have been taken away, probably

never to reappear in any collection.

At the other end of the scale of ex-

pertise, I cite an example that I

came across this year at an unre-

corded site in Guatemala: a stela

neatly sawed into cubes, each of

which had the sculptured surface

sliced from it. As I interpret the

evidence, the foreman of the sawing

team must have sent the sculpture

cut from the surface of just one

block to his distant patron, while he

went on with the other monuments
at the site. Eventually, he probably

received word that the stone was

too eroded, and it was therefore

junked. So, at the cost of consid-

erable effort, I was able to recon-

struct the whole stela—excepting, of

course, the area corresponding to

that one block—from the fragments,

which had by then suffered further

breakage.

Unpleasant scenes of this kind

give the lie to the argument com-

monly put forward by those who
would justify the trade in such

sculpture, namely that they are per-

forming a public service by insuring

the preservation of sculpture that
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already quite enough hieroglyphs

published for anyone to work on.

And then, I have recently ex-

changed views with a prominent

collector on the East Coast and find

that the criterion he is content to

use is whether or not a piece was

properly purchased from Mexican

individuals; he comes up with the

interesting paradox that American

private collectors pay for these ob-

jects and also keep them in private

hands where more people can

handle them and appreciate them.

When sensitivity to the con-

sequences of collecting in this area

lags so far behind the evolving ethi-

cal standard (and evolution has in-

deed been rapid), then it is a valu-

able service to expound the situ-

ation in a book such as the one

under review. But if the problem is

to be solved, a concerted attack will

have to be made on several fronts:

stricter control in the countries of

origin, with policing of the more

important ruins and perhaps elec-

tronic surveillance of others; the

law changed in those countries to

permit export or long loans or ex-

changes of pieces that are near-du-

plicates of masterpieces held in the

national museums; voluntary re-

straint by collecting institutions;

and the granting of tax benefits

only for the gift of objects that have

been obtained in a demonstrably le-

gitimate manner (a ploy that I be-

lieve Mr. Meyer does not mention).

The Plundered Past is a hand-

somely produced book, although I

have a perhaps idiosyncratic dislike

for the bulked-up paper that makes

it fatter than need be. There is a

very impressive and useful bibliog-

raphy, as well as appendices setting

forth various resolutions and con-

ventions. It is my belief that the

long list of stolen easel paintings

could have been omitted, as not

relevant to the main theme of the

book; also the verbatim transcript

of an NBC "Today" show, starring

Mr. Hoving and the Euphronios

Pot, in spite of the touch of light re-

lief that it provides.

Mr. Graham has spent fifteen seasons

recording sculpture in the Maya areas

of Guatemala and Mexico. He is re-

search fellow in Middle American

Archeology at Peabody Museum, Har-

vard University, and is currently en-

gaged in compiling the corpus of

Maya hieroglyphic inscriptions.

Collector Norton Simon

has spent a fortune

on Asian art—most of

which, he admits,

was smuggled.
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The Hospitalile Planet Ea^r-th

For the last few years ecologists have stressed how
delicately humans are perched in their ecological

niche. Stephen Dole, a systems analyst, has considered

this problem on an even grander scale: how, from the

very beginning, basic planetary physics determined

the roles life could plav on eai^th.

x\lthough the physical evolution of the earth is not

fully understood. Dole has applied what we do know
to vai-ious "model earths" that differ slightly from our

familiar planet. Suppose, for example, that when the

solar system was formed, the earth had accumulated

twice its present mass, altering its density and giving it

a surface gravity 1.38 times normal. This increase in

mass and gravity would squeeze the interior more,

heating it to higher temperatures and forcing lava to

percolate more readily upward. In turn, the quick-

ening flow of gases and water vapor from volcanoes

v/ould produce a thicker atmosphere and larger

oceans. The air would probably not be substantially

different; the primordial atmosphere of methane, am-
monia, and carbon dioxide would have eventually

evolved, in concert with plant life, to its present state.

Marine life would also have developed along the lines

we know, but with more water forced to the surface

through volcanoes, the oceans would grow. Our conti-

nents would shrink; perhaps there would be only scat-

tered island chains.

To offset the increased giavitv, plants would be

shorter and trees would have thick trunks and stubby

branches. Short, stout land animals with large feet

would probably play the same basic roles we know.
But birds might not have evolved at all, since the abil-

ity to fly is based on a delicate balance of gravity, air

density, and the amount of bone necessary to support

the bird.

Even the appearance of the land would be changed.

Since they would exceed their structural support,

mountains could not thrust so high. Water would fall

faster, hastening erosion and carving deep canyons
and gullies. Ocean waves would be shorter and clouds

lower. Other things, such as the composition of the

earth's crust, size of the ice caps, period of the moon,
and the earth's magnetic field would be changed. Cer-

tainly, even if most of the accidents of evolution were
repeated, the resultant humans would be substantially

different from ourselves. They would be short, stocky,

more muscular, and probably less graceful; more
subtle changes in behavior and outlook would follow.

Turning the problem around, what if earth had
evolved with half its present mass? With a surface

gravity of 0.73 g., there would be less water produced
by volcanic action, a thinner atmosphere, reduced ero-

sion (because water would not fall as fast), and prob-

ably a greater profusion of bird life. Animal skeletons

would be lighter, trees taller, and, again, humans
would certainly be different. They would be taller,

with smaller feet. They might even have evolved to use
trees and ground jointly as their ecological niche, in-

stead of specializing as foraging land creatures.

Many aspects of planetary physics would make for

even greater differences. For example, the eaith's axis

is inclined at an angle of 23.5 degrees to the plane of

its orbit around the sun. This gives us our winters and
summers, as one hemisphere or the other is succes-

sively turned toward the sun. What if this angle were
increased? If the angle were 60 degrees, but day
length the same, seasonal weather changes would be
intolerable. Men could live only in a nari-ow belt

within 5 degrees of the Ecjuator; during most of the

year- the rest of earth would be too cold or too hot. Life

might do fairly well in the oceans, but it would not

evolve rapidly and successfully on land.

Conversely, changing the angle of inclination to

zero degrees would not have influenced matters

greatly. There would be no seasons; weather would be
humdrum and boring. Near the Equator, the tempera-
ture would be considerably higher than it is now, and
people would avoid living near it. The poles, however,

would be warmer and men could live closer to them.

Om- climate is critically determined by the amount
of sunlight that reaches the surface of the earth. To il-

lustrate how precarious the balance is, suppose the

earth were 10 percent closer to the sun (which would
probably alter our atmospheric evolution, too, but for

simplicity we'll neglect that complication). Even this

small change would mean that only 20 percent of the

world would be inhabitable by humans. The Equator
would be a torrid, impassable band around the planet,

leaving only two narrow regions near the poles where
man could live.

Evolution on the land could even proceed indepen-

dently in the two regions. Specialized land forms,

which could fly high over the Equator and thus make
use of both regions, might evolve, but overland travel

would be impossible. Conceivably, man could evolve

in one region and develop an entire civilization with-

out knowing that there was another half of a planet

available to him. (This situation would be roughly

comparable to what happened in our history—until

500 years ago most of civilization knew nothing of the

Americas.) The livable land of this hotter earth, how-
ever, would be scarce, because polar caps would not

have formed, resulting in larger oceans.

We could also toy with earth's day. A shorter day,

say, three hours, would not make much difference in

the habitability of our planet. It would, however, have
interesting side effects—warmer nights and cooler

days, probably more tumultuous weather, higher

winds, and, because of the higher angular velocity of

rotation, a slight apparent change in gravity between
the Equator and the poles.

Making the day longer, 100 hours for example,

would be disastrous. Few forms could live on land, be-

cause they would roast in the day or freeze at night.

It is not surprising that the changes investigated are

all for the worse. We have evolved to fit our world,

just the way it is, and no other planet—hypothetical or

otherwise—is likely to suit us as well. Q
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. ISichiolson

Sun and Moon The sun arrives at the winter solstice, in the

constellation Sagittarius, at 7:08 p.m., EST, on December 21, marking

the end of autumn and the beginning of winter in the Northern Hemi-

sphere. The several weeks in late December bring the shortest days and

longest nights of the year. In the middle latitudes of the United States,

the sun remains above the horizon for only about 9 hours 20 minutes.

On January 4, the earth ai-rives at the point in its elliptical orbit known

as perihelion and is nearest to the sun for the year. With last-quarter

moon on December 16 and new moon on December 24, we can expect

dark, moonless nights in late December until the early evening crescent

becomes visible about December 27. From then on, the moon will be

progressively larger, brighter, and more prominent through first-quarter

on January 1 and full moon on January 8. In its waning cycle there-

after, the moon will be at last-quarter on January 15.

Stai's and Planets Winter stars are now at their best, well

up in the east at dusk and remaining in the sky till dawn. No part of the

sky has brighter or more colorful stars. Even so, their brightness is

eclipsed this winter by four brilliant planets in the early evening sky.

From west to east (right to left as you face south), they are Venus, Jupi-

ter, Mars, and Saturn. Venus, the brightest planet, and Jupiter will be

quite close in the sunset sky through late December and early January,

and both will set an hour or so after twilight ends. Mars is high in the

east, in the stars of Aries, and sets after midnight. Saturn, rising with

Gemini, remains in the sky all night.

Con^iet Kohoutek In late December the comet will be lost to

view as it approaches close to the sun. For several weeks, it will be

above the horizon only in daylight. After it passes the sun on December

28, however, the comet will swing to the left of the sun and into the

evening sky. If predictions as to its brightness ai'e correct, it should be

visible after sundown in early January, low in the southwest, with its

tail extending upward and away from the sunset glow. It should become

higher and more prominent nightly as it moves away from the sun, but

it will fade gradually as it becomes more distant from the sun and the

earth.

December 19: Venus is at greatest brilliancy in the evening sky.

December 21: Winter begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

December 22: The Ursid meteor shower reaches maximum.

December 23: Saturn is at opposition from the sun, rising at sun-

down, setting at sunrise.

December 24: A partial eclipse of the sun will be visible at, or shortly

after, sunrise in central and eastern United States and Canada. It will be

an annular eclipse in northern South America and western Africa.

December 27: Venus and Jupiter are close to the crescent moon this

evening.

January 1: Venus begins its retrograde motion on the way to inferior

conjunction with the sun later this month.

January 2-3: Mars is near the moon on both evenings.

January 4: Earth is at perihelion, nearest the sun.

January 6: Saturn is near the moon this evening.

January 8: Perigee spring tides occur today, with exceptionally high

water levels at high tides.

January 9: Mercury is at superior conjunction and enters the eve-

ning sky.

* Hold llie Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom, then match

the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon. The map is

for 10:20 P.M. on December 15; 9:15 p.m. on December 31; and 8:15 p.m. on January

15; but it can be used for about an hour before and after these times.
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!

A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

"FISH" WITH A MAGNET

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items—plus

4,500 finds for fun, study or profit ... for every mem-
ber of the family.) Great for unusual christmas gifts!

YOUR ALPHA

Go treasure hunting on the bottom!

Fascinating fun & sometimes profit-

able! Tie a line to our powerful new

specially designed 150 lb. pull Mag-

net—drop it overboard in bay, river,

lalie or ocean. Troll it along bottom

—

your "treasured" haul can be outboard

motors, anchors, other metal valu-

ables. Has 6 stacked ceramic mag-

nets. Lifts more than 150 lbs. under

No. 71,135E O'AxS'/a'T $16.50 Ppd.

75-LB. PULL (1 LB.) W/3 CERAMIC MAGNETS
No. 71,150E... (1-11/16x3-1/4') . $10.25 Ppd.

WANKEL ENGINE KIT!

General Motors recently paid $50\
million for rights to the Wankel. Ford

]

just signed up! Now you can thrill

to the fun of building your ov/n see-

through, 1/5 scale working motorized
model. This revolutionarv pistonless

type engine replaces piston, cylin-

der and crank assemblies with ro-

tating discs (sections removed to

form firing chambers). Kit features
flashing plugs, rubber fan belt, stick-

shift, on-ofi switch, instructions.

Requires two 1.5v batteries (not in-

cluded).

^^Stock No. 71,424E (41/, x 5 x 9'T $7.25 Ppd.H^ 519-PAGE WANKEL ENGINE BOOK^B
I

Stock No. 9,439E $15-25 Ppd.

FROM THETA!

STARTS SEEDS
IN 3 TO 5 DAYS!
New thermostatically controlled electric

greenhouse provides constant 70° growing

temperature, accelerates seed germination,

helps produce healthy thriving plants ready

for outdoor planting. Big 3 sq. ft. plant-

ing area—29"xl5"x4" box holds ^i bushel of growing medium. Germinates tomato

seeds in 3-5 days; asters, dahlias, petunias, wk. or less. Incl. 3 x 4 ft. clear plastic

cover, supports. Uses reg. home current.

Slock No. 80,153E $14.95 Ppd.

For greater relaxation, concentration,

listen to your Alpha-Theta brainwaves.

Ultra-sensitive electrode headband slips

on/off in seconds—elimiriates need for

messy creams, etc. Atch'd to amplifier,

filters brainwaves, signals beep for ea.

Alpha or Theta wave passed. Monitoring button -simulates Alpha sound; audio &
visual (L.E.D.) feedback. Reliable, easy-to-use unit—comparable to costlier models.
Completely safe. Comprehensive instruction booklet.

No. I635E. (81(3)14"; 24 oz.) 5128,00 Ppd.

No. 71,809E. (LOW COST "STARTER" UNIT) $49.95 Ppd.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL PAPER
PLANE
BOOK!

Official fly-them-yourself book

of paper airplanes from SCIEN-

TIFIC AMERICAN'S "1st Interna-

tional Competilion". Includes plans

of all winning entries, time-aloft

records, photos, technical data,

commentaries. Has 20 unusual de-

signs on perforated pages for easy

tear-out. You won't believe how
some of them fly! Amusing, enter-

taming. 128 pages, 9" x 11%".

Stock No. 9391 E $2.95 Pod.

STICK-PAPER AIRPUNES" BOOK Stock No. 9427E $4.95 Ppd.

^ SEE
THE STARS, '^ y,^ ^^ 3" ASTRONOMICAL

CLO°s'e' W^^^^}^ ^^/^REFLECTING TELESCOPE
60 To 180 Power. Famous Mt. Palomar Type

See the rings of Saturn, the fascinating planet

Mars, Seas and Craters of the Moon, Star Clus-

ters in detail. New improved, aluminized and
overcoated 3" diameter f/10 primary mirror,

ventilated cell. Equatorial mount with locks on

both axes. Equipped with 60x finder telescope,

hardwood tripod. Included FREE: VALUABLE
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book; "STAR
CHART"
Slock No. 85.050E $36.95 Ppd.

DELUXE 3" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE 4V," REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (45l to Z70< Ppd.

Stotk No. 80,162E $62.50 Slock No. 85,105E $110.00 FOB

4'/,'- REFLECTOR TELESCOPE WITH CLOCK DRIVE Slock No. 85107E $149.95 FOB

6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE Slock No. 85,187E $22250 FOB

6" REFLECTOR W/(ELECTRIC) CLOCK DRIVE No. 85,086L $249.50 FOB

1
BORDER TODAY! COMPLETE AND MAIL
EDMUND SCIENTIFiC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J, 08007

How Many Stock No. Description

I

I
PLEASE SEND Q GIANT FREE CATALOG "E" MERCHANDISE TOTAL $

ADD HANDLING CHARGE: $1.00 ON ORDERS UNDER $5.00; 500 ON ORDERS OVER $5.00

Completely new
of telescopes.

nifrers. prisms,

Lighting items,

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

164 PAGES • MORE THAN

4,500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS

'74 Catalog. Packed with huge selection

microscopes, binoculars, magnets, mag-

photo components, ecology and Unique

parts, kits, accesories — many hard-

100'!

30 DAY
MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE
iYOU MUST BE SATISFIED j

OR RETURN ANY PUR-
CHASE IN 30 DAYS
FOR FULL REFUND

,

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. J. 06007

Please rusti Free Giant Catalog "E"

Name_

I enclose Q check

money order for
..f^

»~
i ,

-^ I u money order tor ^



LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!

A BETTER LIFE
STARTS HERE

BUILD A "PRO"

WEATHER STATION
Meteorology kit can give you the know-how to

check your predictions against official forecasts!

Has remote reading anemometer w/windvane.

Indoor indicator board flashes neon, shows wind

speed, direction. Safety power cord holds cur-

rant to less than 1 ma. Also: sensitive air-tank

barometer w/2-tt. indicator column: sling

psychrometer to measure rel. humidity: rain

gauge that measures to 1/lOOth inch:

100 ft. lead-in wire; cloud chart: forecast-

^^ ing manual.

^^^ Stock No. 71,022E $17.00 Ppd.

130 EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICS...
and photography! Optix® Experiments Kit is a com-

plete optical & photography lab for 130 exciting

experiments. Lets you recreate the periscop., tele-

scope, microscope, kaleidoscope! Build a 35mm

reflex camera with interchangeable lens system!

Make, develop photographic film! Enjoy the fun

and fascination of having your own optics lab.

i^ Fully illustr 112-pg manual, syaxU", clearly ex-

plains usage of this stimulating kit's 114 precision

engineered components.

Stock No. 71,646E $22.50 Ppd

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological & physical science items— plus

4,500 finds for fun, study or profit . . . for every mem-
ber of the family.) Great for unusual christmas gifts!

AUTHENTIC

ACUPUNCTURE MODEL
Learn first-hand about Asiatic needle probing from exact

duplicate of models used in Red China. U'/z" free-standing

model clearly shows 12 all-important meridian lines and

approx 500 specific points an acupuncturist must learn to

pierce. Precise enough to serve as teaching aid for doctors,

teachers & medical students. Fully illustr instructive 9-page bkit

See why this 5000 yr. old healing & pain removal method has had

such impact on Amer. medicine. Polyethylene (rubberized)

Stock No. 71,778E $12.00 Ppd. ^^

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS-8' OR 25' DIAMETER

"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stoppers for

stores, terrific for amateur meteorologists.

Create a neighborhood sensation. Great for

decorations, launching radio controlled

airplanes, scuba diving markers, etc.

Amateur meteorologists use to measure

cloud heights, wind speed and tempera-

ture. Made of thin neoprene designed

to burst at high altitudes. Inflate care-

fully with vacuum cleaner or auto air

hose; or locally available helium for

high rise.

Stock No. 60.568E (8' size) ...$ 2.50 Ppd.

Stock No. 60,632E (25' size). . . .$13.95 Ppd.

ROCKS MAKE
GEMSTONE JEWELRY!
Complete Gem Maker Starter Set has everything you

need to make beautiful gemstone jewelry from rough

rock! Tie tacs, necklaces, earings, key chains— more. Fur

& profit! Incis: 2-lb. cap. Lortone tumbler; polish, abra

sive for 6 lb of rock; jewelry findings; colorful rock mix;

some rocks; epoxy; magnifier; "Pro-Am Guide"; instrs,

UL listed tumbler has continuous-duty fan-cooled motor. Be

a rockhound easily with this complete, inexpensive lapidary set!

U^ Stock No. 80,210E $24.95 Ppd

STEREO MICROSCOPE
AT Vs PRICE
Mfr.'s surplus! Paired lOx Kellner eyepieces v//rubber eye-

guards & paired 3X color corrected objectives for 30X overall.

Left side focuses independently. Good definition; coliimated;

coated optics; long working distance (var. I'A-V): inter-

pupillary adj: 55-80mm; extends 9-13" overall. Removable
diffusing plastic stage; helical rack & pinion for smooth focus-

ing; lockable head swings 360°. Lustra-coated metal,

study vibrationless base. S'/z lbs. Imported. Hurry!

Slock No. 71,621E $59.50 Ppd. -^

USE COUPON ON OTHER PAGE TO ORDER & GET
GIANT FREE CATALOG

BINOCULAR-TO-

CAMERA HOLDER
Fits any camera for exciting telephoto pictures

35-mm camera with 7 x 50 binocular brings distant

object 7 times nearer. Ideal for long-range photos of wild

life, ships, people, planes, etc. Attaches easily Use

any binocular or monocular-and camera-still or movie,

color or black S whtie. Gray crinkle and bright chrome

finish. 10" long. Full directions.

Stock No. 70,223E .$13.75

BIG

6-FT. HOT
BALLOONS
ke spirits soar. When fully inflated (it's easy!) these

colorful 3+ ft. dia. balloons ascend about 200 ft.

on just hoi air. Even loft model planes w/ string

tether atchd! Big fun, little money. If nee, repair

easily for long life! Ea. kit incIs 10 pre-cut red &

white gores (No. 1 model paper), 6 ft. of 14 ga.

ring, top tie off cord, instrs.

SET OF 2 $3.75 Ppd.

DELUXE 9-FT. HOT AIR BALLOON KIT

No. 60,691E $2-50 Ppd.

wire for botto

No. 71,866E



Catch 'em ALIVE n UNHURT

with a
HAVAHART trap 1

Omcial HAVAHART trap captures Invading squirrel

bits, coons, cats, mice, rats, siciinlts, animal nuisances of

kinds. Metal top and doors protect

make trap rigid, preserve it from ani damage. Can be
aws or springs to

break. Extremely diiral>le. many in use 20 years. Write to-

day for exclusive guide to good trapping and price list.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562
Please send new guide and price list.

Adirondacks, High Peaks. Catskills

Instruction in mountaineering,

survival techniques, backpacking.

On foot, skiis, snowshoes, canoes.

Also eleven day concentrated

winter courses. Write for our

FALL. WINTER, SPRING schedule.

North American Wilderness Survival School

205 Lorraine Avenue, Upper Montclair,

N.J. 07043 Tel: 201-783-7711

The ideal Yulelicie gift k simple touch of ele

friend or loved one

Hardy, Beauti-
fuU Imported
from Japan.BQNSAI

A living miniature tree.

Twenty-years old
complete in its own
stoneware planter,

with Instructions on
care. These amazing
values come to you
from Heirob Bonsai

Nursery, America's
largest importer of

Bonsai trees.

12" Japanese Pine, 10" Grecian Boxw/ood
8" Japanese Elm, 8" Japanese Flowering

Quince or 8" Blue Moss Cypress $34.50
each/$62.50 for two/$150 for all five,

delivery included.

We Ship to Canada

HEIROB BONSAI NURSERY
Willowemoc Rd., Livingston Manor, N.Y. 12758

(914) 439-5706 Phone Orders Accepted

Q 12" Japanese Pine Q 8" Japanese Elm

n 8" Japanese Flowering Quince

8" Blue Moss Cypress Q 10" Grecian Boxwood

D 1 Tree @ $34.50 2 Trees @ $62.50

n AM 5 for $150.00 Q Complete Catalogue

Enclosed is my check or money order for $
including sales tax, if any.

Bill my credit card account
for the full amount of $ .

Plus sales tax, if any.

nnnnnnnnnn nnn
Expiration Date

Mama

Address

State

i City

> Signature-
I

_Zip_

Sugg-ested
Additional
Reading"
LIVING OFF THE FUELS
OF THE LAND
Energy. J. Holdren and P. Herrera.

Sierra Club Books, San Francisco,

1971.

Diet for a Small Planet. F. M. Lappe.

Ballantine Books, Inc., New York,

1972.

SEAWEED INVASION
Life between Tidemarks on Rocky

Shores. T. A. Stephenson and A.

Stephenson. W. H. Freeman and

Company PubUshers, San Francisco,

1972.

Codium: The Invader. J. Ramus. Dis-

covery; Spring, 1971.

THE GLORY
THAT WAS JERUSALEM
The Jewish War. Josephus.

Books, Baltimore. 1972.

Penguin

THE JAPANESE ART
OF TATTOOING
Irezumi—Japanese Tattooing. I. Morita

and D. Richie. Zufushinsha, Tokyo.

1966.

NATURAL AND UNNATURAL
SELECTION IN A WILD GOOSE
Ecological Aspects of the Blue-Snow

Complex. F. G. Cooch. Auk, Janu-

ary, 1961.

The Genetics of Polymorphism in the

Goose, Anser caerulescens. F. Cooke

and F. G. Cooch. Evolution, June.

1968.

GIANT PANDAS IN THE WILD
Men .\nt) Pandas. R. Morris and D.

Morris. McGraw-Hill. Inc.. New-

York, 1967.

The Giant Painda. D. D. Davis. Field-

iana Zoology Memoirs, 3, 1964.

A NEW WEAPON
STIRS UP OLD GHOSTS
Gods, Ghosts and Men in Melanesia.

P. Lawrence and M. J. Meggitt, eds.

Oxford University Press, New York,

1965.

Road Belong Cargo. P. Lawrence. Hu-

manities Press, Inc., 1967.

POLITICAL STORM SIGNALS
OVER THE SEA
The Future of the Oceans. W. Fried-

mann. George Braziller, Inc., New
York, 1971.

The Legal Regime of Hydrospace.

E. D. Brown. Barnes & Noble

Books, New York, 1972.

BROOKS 8^56
NOCTURNAL EYE BINOCULARS
LIOWS YOU TO SEE OBJECTS USUALLY INVIS-

BLE m DIM LIGHT. ROOF PRISM. RUBBER
UD 13% BRIGHTER PLUS IS". MORE MAGNI-

ICflTION THAN 7X50. TWILITE FAQOR AMAZ-

NG 21 BRIGHTNESS FACTOR ASTOUNDING 49,

:0R MARINERS. BIRDERS, POLICE. SPORTS, LESS

5100,00-

lljUM'l,H.MIt«.U.I.L<I.V.WMII:IUVH.aiMJ!JJ!H.m«!IH...Iil:BW

37 DIFFERENT
MAMMALS FOR
THE VIEWING.

If you like animals, you'll love

Mount McKinley. There's wildlife to

see everywhere you look, and we'll

show you how to find it. Our new
book. Exploring Mount McKinley
National Park, lists 37 different

mammals for the viewing, as well

as where they live. Get your copy
today. For just $5.95, we'll introduce

you around.

Lxplonne mouni

McRinley

For your copy of Exploring Mount
McKinley National Park, write:

Alaska Travel Publications Inc.

P.O. Box 4-2031
Anchorage, Alaska 99509

io8



Minolta helps you search for warmth.

V^

Sometimes a perfect picture is as elusive as a

snowflake. Once you have it in your mind's eye, don't

lose it while you stop to adjust the camera.
You're comfortable with a Minolta SR-T from

the moment you pick it up. This is the 35mm reflex

camera that lets you concentrate on mood and in,-

sight. The viewfinder gives you all the information

you want for focusing and exposure. Because you
never have to look away from the finder to adjust a

Minolta SR-T, you're free to catch the one photo-

graph that could never be taken again.

The SR-T 101 lets you use microprism focusing

with a ground glass collar. A viewfinder scale shows
your shutter speed, from 1 to 1/lOOOth second,
plus bulb.

The SR-T 102 gives

you split screen focusing -"

with a microprism collar,

and adds an- aperture i
read-out to the shutter '

speed scale in the view- /^\

finder. And the SR-T 102 '--'

makes it easy to get de- 1

liberate multiple expo-
sures with remarkable 'J*

accuracy. Minolta SR-T 10!

.:--.-. •U

mm

Minolta SR-T 102 / Minolta SR-T 101

All Minolta SR-Tcamerasgiveyou the patented

"CLC" through-the-lens metering system. It pro-

tects you from under-exposure by automatically
compensating in high contrast light! Meter-coupled
Rokkor lenses stay at maximum aperture, so the
finder is always at full brightness until the moment
of exposure.

When you see something that needs a different

perspective, just snap in one of the complete system
of Rokkor lenses from super-wide 16mm to super-

long 1600mm, plus zoom and macro lenses. It takes
just seconds with no ASA or f/stop realignment to

waste your time.

There isform.colorandmovementwhereveryou
look, anytime of the year. Forget about the weather

report. A Minolta SR-T
"— can helpyoufind pictures

that glow with warmth.
For more informa-

Tion, see your photo
s sdealer or write Minolta
Corp., Consumer Prod-

^yaw M.r,c.a ucts Div., 200 Park Ave.

South, N.Y.,N.Y. 10003.
In Canada: Anglophoto.

Minolta SR-T 101 Ltd., PQ.

What happens inside your mind can happen inside a camera.

When identified by a factory-sealed "M" tag, Minolta 35mm reflex cameras are warranted by Minolta Corp. against defects in workman-
ship and materials for two years from date of purchase, excluding user-inflicted damage. The camera will be serviced at no charge
provided it is returned within the warranty period, postpaid, securely packaged, including $2.00 for mailing, handling and insurance.



Did you know there's a new way your doctor cai

, get immediate advice from specialists?

There "s a serious fracture. Yd
doctor X-rays it. Then, by usin^

RCA Globcoms new Videovoj
system, he can quickly transml
the X-ray to an orthopedic speq

ist for analysis and discussion. E

providing this electronic consultii-i

tion between physicians and spec-'

ialists. Videovoice can save vital i

time and travel—and even lives, i

Its especially valuable in remote i

c\reas but its working in big-city ,-

emergencies, too. I

Its all done through a standarcF

telephone line. At eachend is

Videovoice, a compact, desktop

unit combining a TV camera,

monitor, integrated speaker ?

and microphone. In medical

applications, Videovoice trans-

mits X-rays, electrocardiograms

and electroencephalograms for

diagnosis. It can produce close-

ups for detailed inspection.

It can print what it shows. And ,'

you can tape-record the pic-

tures and conversation for

play-back.,
'

Businessmen and technicians

can also benefit from Videovoice
-= for face-to-face discussions of

such things as charts, parts and

components.
Electronics is creating

ingenious new ways to enhance

life. And RCA, which helped

create the technology itself,

is still pioneering the electronic '

way!

The electronic way*














